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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

TO THE EPISTLES OF PAUL.

§ i. Life of Paul. § 2. Character of Paul. § 3. Chronological Order of thb Epis

tles. § 4. Character of the Epistles.

§ 1. Life of the Apostle Paul}

THE great Apostle to the Gentiles is the author of the much larger half of the

didactic portion of the New Testament, while his labors form the subject of

the larger part of the one historical book, which tells of the spread of Christianity.

He was the instrument chosen to give the religion of Christ the wider range, both

of thought and of territory, for which it was designed. Hence a failure to appre

hend his life and character necessarily involves ignorance of the historical begin

nings of Christianity, both as a system and as a vital force in the world.

Paul, whose Hebrew name was Saul,3 the son of Jewish parents, of the tribe of

Benjamin (Phil. iii. 5 ; 2 Cor. xi. 22), was a native of Tarsus, in Cilicia, a city of

commercial and literary renown. He therefore belonged to the ' Dispersion,' to the

•Hellenistic (or Greek speaking) Jews, whose peculiarities of religious expression

were moulded by the Septuagint. That he was by birth a Roman citizen appears

from Acts xvi. 37 ; xxii. 28. His theological education was received in the school

of the famous Pharisee, Gamaliel (Acts xxii. 3 j xxvi. 4, 5 ; comp. Acts v. 34, etc.).

Whether he was learned in Greek literature has been much disputed, but that

he was not ignorant of Hellenic philosophy and poetry is clear from Acts xvii. 25 ;

1 Cor. xv. 32; Tit. i. 12. Yet his Epistles show that the controlling human ele-

1 The two great English works on the Life and Epistles of St. Paul, by Conybeare and Howson

(in numerous editions), and by Thomas Lewin, have recently been supplemented by a third, from

the pen of Canon Farrar (1879), which is more critical than either of the others, dealing less with

the environments of the great Apostle, but seeking to enter more fully into his inner history. The

History of the Apostolic Church, by the general editor, and the volume on Romans, in Lange's Com-

. mentary, edited by the present writers, give the details in regard to most of the points here touched

upon. The proper articles in Herzog's Encyclopedia, Smith's Bible Dictionary, and kindred works,

will be consulted by those who are interested in special questions.

1 The name ' Saul ' occurs in the Acts up to chap. xiii. 9, where in the presence of Sergius Paulus,

the Roman proconsul, the Apostle rebukes the Jewish sorcerer ; here we read : ' Saul (who is also

called Paul) '; afterwards the name ' Paul ' is exclusively used. There are two views : ( 1 .) that there

was a change of name at this time, in commemoration of the conversion of the proconsul ; (2.) that

the Apostle had two names, being commonly known among the Gentile churches by the Latin (or

Hellenistic) name, which the historian uses exclusively, after the Apostle is brought in contact with

the Gentiles. Against (i.) is the fact that Sergius Paulus was not yet converted at the time when

the name ' Paul ' first appears ; and that teachers are not named after their pupils, but the reverse ;

in favor of (2.) is the fact that it was customary with the Jews to have two names, and in intercourse

with Gentiles to use the Greek or Latin one (Acts xii. 12, 25 ; xiii. 1 ; Col. iv. n ; see, also, the lists

of the Apostles). To explain the change as due to Paul's own conversion is unwarranted, since the

name ' Saul ' occurs in the narrative of events eight years later.

vol. ill. 1



2 I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLES OF PAUL.

ment in his training was that of the Rabbinical school of Gamaliel.1 This is but

fitting on any theory which recognizes the place of the Jewish people in the history

of Redemption. Whatever of truth that people conserved was held by the Phari

sees ; and among the Pharisees who appear at that epoch, Gamaliel is preeminent.

' Thus, a " Hebrew of the Hebrews," yet at the same time a native Hellenist, and

a Roman citizen, he combined in himself, so to speak, the three great nationalities

of the ancient world, and was endowed with all the natural qualifications for a uni

versal apostleship.' 2 But while he possessed ' natural qualifications ' only, — in the

absence of gracious qualifications, — he became ' a blasphemer, and a persecutor,

and injurious ' (i Tim. i. 13), appearing first in the New Testament narrative as a

young man zealous for the death of the first Christian martyr, Stephen (Acts vii.

58 ; viii. 1). He seems, after this, to have put himself at the head of the persecution

(Acts viii. 3 ; ix. 1, 2) ; and, having obtained authority from the high-priest, was on

his way to Damascus, to lay hold on the Christians he might find there, when the

hand of Divine grace laid hold of him. That Jesus whom, in the persons of His

disciples, he was persecuting, appeared to him and transformed the persecutor into

a humble disciple.8

The importance of this occurrence is indicated by the repeated accounts in the

Acts (ix. 1-19; xxii. 3-16; xxvi. 9-20), as well as by the numerous allusions to it

in the Pauline Epistles, especially Gal. i. n-16. That there was a real objective

appearance of Christ is proven from 1 Cor. xv. 8, and by the failure to account for

the transformation on any other theory. Whatever may have been the preparation

for his office, which Paul received from his previous training, his conversion was a

complete transformation of his life.

The relation of Paul to the original twelve Apostles is open to discussion. There

are two theories : (1.) That Paul was the twelfth Apostle, properly taking the place

vacated by Judas; (2.) That there were twelve Apostles from the Jews (including

Matthias), and that Paul was a distinct Apostle to the Gentiles. The latter is the

more tenable view, but must not be made the basis of a continuance and succession

in the Apostolic office. 'The divine irregularity of his call, and the subsequent

independence of his labors make Paul, so to speak, a prototype of evangelical Prot

estantism, which has always looked to him as its main authority, as Romanism to

Peter.' *

The conversion of Paul may be regarded as his call to the Apostolic office, but

he did not enter fully on his Apostolic work until seven years later (Acts xiii. 12).

He had, indeed, three years after his conversion, received in the temple at Jeru-

1 From Acts xxvi. 10, where 'voice' means 'vote,' it has been inferred that Saul of Tarsus was a

member of the Sanhedrin, when Stephen was tried. This would imply that he had been married.

It is difficult to establish so important a point on so slight evidence. In Gal. i. 14, some allusion to

such a position might have been expected, had Paul been a member of the Sanhedrin. But in favor

of this view, see Lewin, Life and Epistles ofSt. Paul, i., p. 14, and elsewhere. Canon Farrar adopts

the same opinion, with inferences. The last-named author is quite full on the Rabbinical training

of the Apostle [St. Paul, i., chap, iii., and elsewhere throughout).

1 Schaff, Church History, i., p. 68.

3 The theories of Dr. Baur, of Tubingen, and his followers, which 'represent the gospel of Paul

as having originated from the intrinsic action of his own mind, and the event at Damascus as a vis

ionary picture drawn from his own spirit ' (Meyer), have been repeatedly answered. Indeed, * after a

renewed investigation of the subject, the celebrated historian arrived at the conclusion that the con

version of Paul was an enigma, which cannot be satisfactorily solved by any psychological or dialec

tic analysis' (Schaff, in Lange, Romans, p. 5).

4 Schaff, Apostolic Church, p. 234.
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salem, a direct revelation of his mission to the Gentiles (Acts xxii. 17-21), and had

preached at Damascus, apparently soon after he recovered his sight (Acts ix.

19, 20). ' For all half-heartedness was foreign to him ; now, too, he was, whatever

he was, thoroughly, and this energetic unity of his profound nature was now sancti

fied throughout by the living spirit of Christ ' (Meyer). However, this activity was

not long continued, for he himself tells of his withdrawal to Arabia (Gal. i. 17).

This was doubtless for the purpose of retirement, a sort of substitution for a three

years' intercourse with the Lord, enjoyed by the other Apostles. (See notes on

Gal. i. 19.) Returning to Damascus he became the object of Jewish persecution

(Acts ix. 23, 25 j 2 Cor. xi. 32, 33), but escaped to Jerusalem, where he encoun

tered the doubt, if not the suspicion, of the disciples (Acts ix. 26). At this time

he met the Apostle Peter (Gal. i. 18, 19), but seems to have gained the full confi

dence of the other Apostles only when his labors among the heathen bore such

fruit as to place his Divine call and peculiar mission beyond all doubt. Even dur

ing his fifteen days' stay at Jerusalem he incurred the enmity of the Hellenistic

Jews, and departed to Tarsus to escape their plots. From Tarsus he came to

Antioch, after an interval of a few years, having been brought there by Barnabas

(Acts xi. 25, 26), with whom he was associated in carrying alms to the church at

Jerusalem (Acts xi. 29, 30). Shortly afterwards (a. d. 45), he began his wider

missionary activity. Luke, his companion, mentions in the Acts three great mis

sionary journeys of the Apostle to the Gentiles.

1. He set out (a. d. 45) under the special direction of the Holy Ghost, given

through the prophets and the congregation at Antioch. His companions were

Barnabas and John Mark (Acts xiii. 15 ; comp. xv. 37). Landing at Salamis, in

Cyprus, they traversed the island from east to west. At Paphos they encountered

a Jewish sorcerer, whom Paul rebuked and punished, the result being the conversion

of the Roman proconsul Sergius Paulus, who had been the patron of Elymas (Acts

xiii. 6-12). They departed thence to Perga, where Mark deserted them (Acts xiii.

13). At Antioch, in Pisidia, the next important point to which they journeyed, the

first marked success of the gospel occurred, accompanied by the bitter opposition

of unbelieving Jews. A careful study of the account (Acts xiii. 14-52) reveals all

the marked characteristics of the whole religious movement inaugurated by Paul

and Barnabas. Henceforth Paul's mission was to the Gentiles, although he never

ceased to put forth efforts for his kinsmen according to the flesh. The leading

incidents of the remainder of this journey were the miracle of healing a cripple at

Lystra ; the attempt at idolatrous worship of Paul and Barnabas by the supersti

tious Lystrians ; the sudden change into hatred against them at the same place,

instigated by Jews from Antioch and Iconium ; the stoning of the missionaries ;

their escape from death ; their successful return to Antioch.

2. At the Apostolic Council in Jerusalem (a. d. 50), the difference between Jew

ish and Gentile Christianity was discussed and adjusted, Paul being present as a

living witness to his own success among the Gentiles (Acts xv.). The second mis

sionary journey was undertaken in the year 51, by Paul independently of Barnabas,

Mark being the occasion of their separation. Having visited his old churches in

Syria and Cilicia, he proceeded, with the help of a young convert, Timothy (Acts

xvi. 1-3), to establish new ones throughout Phrygia and Galatia. A special inter

vention of the Holy Spirit compelled them to journey unto Troas, when, in obe

dience to a heavenly vision, and in answer to the Macedonian cry: 'Come over

and help us,' he crossed into Greece (Acts xvi. 6-12). In Greece (the Roman
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provinces of Macedonia and Achaia) he proceeded with great success, the seal of

the divine approval of his universal mission. At Philippi, the first city where he la

bored in Europe, a purple dealer, named Lydia, was the earliest convert to the new

religion. Here Paul came in conflict with heathen superstition, and was imprisoned

with Silas, but was miraculously delivered, and honorably released. Luke seems

to have been of the company, from Troas to Philippi, where he probably remained

until Paul's final journey to Jerusalem. (Compare Acts xvi. 10; xvii. i; xx. 5.)

The next place of activity was Thessalonica, where he was persecuted by Jews, but

left a flourishing church, to which he wrote his earliest Epistles. While laboring at

Berea the enmity of the Jews from Thessalonica drove Paul away to Athens, where

he reasons with Stoics and Epicurean philosophers, and delivered, on Mars' hill, a

remarkable discourse, without great result on the spot, although its effect is still

felt everywhere. Coming to Corinth, his labors assumed a more settled character.

This city was the commercial centre between the East and West, a flourishing seat

of wealth and civilization. Here he spent eighteen months, and, despite great

obstacles, built up a church, which exhibited all the virtues and all the follies of the

Grecian character, under the influence of the gospel. The two important Epistles

written to this Christian congregation show us more fully than any other documents

the inner life of the early Church. In the spring of 54, he returned, by way of

Ephesus, Cesarea, and Jerusalem, to Antioch.

3. Towards the close of the same year Paul went to Ephesus. In this renowned

city, the capital of proconsular Asia, he labored sucessfully for three years, and

then visited the churches in Macedonia and Achaia, remaining three months in

Corinth and the vicinity. During this period were written the Epistles to the Gala-

tians, to the Corinthians, and to the Romans. From these we see what hostile in

fluences of Jewish origin opposed the Apostle in his labors.

4. The fifth and last visit to Jerusalem was made by the Apostle in the spring of

58, for the purpose of carrying to the poor brethren in Judea a contribution from

the Christians of Greece (Rom. xv. 25, 26 : compare 1 Cor. xvi. 1-3). The route

traversed by the Apostle was through Philippi, Troas, and Miletus (where he de

livered his affectionate valedictory to the Ephesian elders), Tyre, and Cesarea.

The time of his arrival at Jerusalem was shortly before Pentecost, when the city

was thronged with Jews from all regions. Some of the brethren at Jerusalem sug

gested to him, as a matter of prudence, to appear in the Temple with certain Naz-

arites to prove the falsity of the charge made against him, that he taught the Hel

lenistic Jews to forsake the law of Moses. While in the Temple some fanatical

Jews from Asia raised an uproar against him, charging him with profaning the

Temple; they dragged him out of the sacred enclosure, lest he should defile it

with his blood, and were about to kill him, when Claudius Lysias, the Roman

tribune, hearing the uproar, appeared with his soldiers. This officer released

Paul from the mob, sent him to the Sanhedrin, and, after a stormy and fruitless

session of this body and the discovery of a plot against his life, sent him with a

strong guard and a letter implying his innocence, to the procurator Felix in Ces

area. Here the Apostle was confined two whole years (a. d. 58-60), awaiting trial

before the Sanhedrin, occasionally speaking before Felix, apparently treated with

comparative mildness, visited by the Christians, and doubtless in some way not re

corded, promoting the kingdom of God. (We reject the view that dates any of the

Epistles at this time.) When Festus succeeded Felix, Paul, as a Roman citizen,

appealed to the tribunal of the Emperor, and this opened the way to the fulfilment
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of his long cherished desire to preach at Rome. Having once more testified his

innocence, and made a masterly defence before Festus and Agrippa (King Herod

Agrippa II.), he was sent in the autumn of the year 60 to the Emperor. After a

stormy voyage and a shipwreck, which detained him and his companions during the

winter at Malta, he reached Rome in the spring of the following year. Here he

spent at least two years in easy confinement, preaching the gospel to the soldiers

who attended him ; writing letters to his distant Churches in Asia Minor and

Greece (Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, Philippians), organizing and directing

the labors of others, thus fulfilling his Apostolic mission even in bonds and in

prison.

5. The account in the Book of Acts breaks off at this point in Paul's career.

The usual view of the remainder of his life, supported by tradition, by hints in

the Pastoral Epistles, and by the statements of the earliest church fathers, is some

what as follows : at the end of two years' imprisonment, Paul was released, before

the persecution under Nero (a. d. 64). He probably went at once to Ephesus,

where he left Timothy (1 Tim. i. 3), on proceeding to Macedonia. His next jour

ney was to Crete, passing through Troas and Miletus. Titus was left in Crete, as

is inferred from the Epistle addressed to him. A winter, during this interval of

freedom, seems to have been spent at Nicopolis (Tit. iii. 12), before which the

Apostle had written the First Epistle to Timothy, and that to Titus. A journey to

Spain, and even to Britain, has been supposed to have taken place ; but of this

there are no historical traces. It is generally held that he was re-arrested, and,

after writing the Second Epistle to Timothy during his second imprisonment, was

executed at Rome ; but the date assigned varies from a. d. 66 to 68. Tradition

says that Peter had been brought to Rome, and that the two Apostles suffered mar

tyrdom on the same day, adding a number of legends. But there is no certain

evidence in the New Testament that Peter ever was at Rome, though it is not im

possible, and is made quite probable by the universal tradition of the second cen

tury (comp. Introd. to Romans, § 1). Of the fact of PauPs martyrdom at Rome,

under Nero, there can be little doubt ; and also that, being a Roman citizen, he

was put to death by the sword. The view which denies a second imprisonment

places the death of Paul in a. d. 64, in connection with the first persecution under

Nero, and shortly after the time at which the Book of Acts closes.

This question of a second imprisonment cannot, with our present insufficient

data, be solved with mathematical certainty. But on the theory of but one im

prisonment, it is very difficult to find a suitable place for the Pastoral Epistles, or

to account for certain historical facts assumed in those writings, as well as to under

stand their valedictory tone and general spirit. Hence the admission of the genu

ineness of these writings usually leads to an acceptance of the theory of a second

imprisonment. It seems impossible to deny that he was near the close of his

earthly life of devotion to Christ, when he penned the triumphant words : ' I have

fought the good fight, I have finished the course, I have kept the faith ; henceforth

there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous

Judge, shall give me at that day : and not only to me, but also to all them that

have loved his appearing ' (2 Tim. iv. 7, 8).

§ 2. Character of the Apostle Paul.

Of the character of the Apostle Paul, we have the fullest representation in his

numerous Epistles and the Book of the Acts. Endowed with uncommon depth and
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acuteness of thought, with great energy and strong will, he first appears at the

head of the zealots for the traditions of his fathers, a persecutor of the Nazarenes.

But cursing Saul was transformed into praying Paul, the cruel persecutor into the

most successful advocate of Christianity. This transformation was wrought by

Jesus Himself appearing to him out of Heaven. Thus all those gifts of nature,

which were used by him as a persecutor, became gifts of the Holy Ghost, and were

consecrated to the service of Christ crucified. ' The same energy, decision, and

consistency, but coupled with gentleness, meekness, and wisdom ; the same inflexi

bility of purpose, but no disposition to use violence or unholy means ; the same

independence and lordliness, but animated by the most self-denying love, which

strives to become all things to all men ; the same, nay, still greater zeal for the

glory of God, but cleansed of all impure motives ; the same inexorable rigor, not,

however, against erring brethren, but only against sin and all impeachment of the

merits of Christ ; the same fire, no longer that of a passionate zealot, but of a

mind at rest, considerate, and self-possessed ; the same dialectic acumen of a Rab

bin of Gamaliel's school, no longer busied, however, with useless subtleties, but

employed to vindicate evangelical doctrine and oppose all self-righteousness.' l

§ 3. Order of the Epistles of Paul.

Thirteen of the books of the New Testament were certainly written by the Apos

tle Paul, and the anonymous Epistle to the Hebrews is also ascribed to him. (See

special Introduction to the Epistle to the Hebrews.) As is well known, the Epis

tles of Paul have been arranged in the New Testament by another principle than

that of chronological order ; the larger Epistles to the churches coming first, and

the Epistles to individuals coming last. The exact date of writing in the case of

the several Epistles, and hence their chronological order, is open to great discus

sion. We place the conversion of Paul in a. d. 37. The dates of the more im

portant events of his life would then be as follows : —

A. D.

First visit to Jerusalem 40

Second visit to Jerusalem 44

Beginning of first missionary journey 45

Council at Jerusalem (third visit) 50

Second missionary journey begun 51

Fourth visit to Jerusalem .... 54

Third missionary journey begun 54

Fifth and last visit to Jerusalem (spring) 58

Imprisonment at Cesarca 58-60

Voyage to Rome (autumn) 60, 61

First imprisonment at Rome 61-63

Release and second imprisonment (?) 63-67 (?)

Martyrdom 64 or 67

On the latter points, see § 1.

In conformity with this table, we arrange the Epistles into three groups, —

1. Before the first imprisonment (a. d. 53-58) : Thessalonians, Galatians, 1 and

2 Corinthians, Romans.

2. During the first imprisonment (a. d. 61-64) : Colossians, Ephesians, Phile

mon, Philippians ; probably Hebrews.

3. After the first imprisonment (uncertain date, but before 67) : the Pastoral

Epistles (2 Timothy written last).

1 Schaff's History of Apostolic Church, p. 441.
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The points most open to dispute are the position of Galatians in the first group,

of Philippians in the second, and the date of the third group. (On these topics,

see Introductions to the several Epistles.)

§ 4. Character of the Epistles of Paul.

As a whole, the Epistles form an inexhaustible mine of profoundest thought

on the highest themes, without a parallel in the history of epistolary literature.1

They exhibit most fully the Christian system of truth, and reveal most plainly the

inner life, both of the writer and of the congregations to which they are addressed.

Specially adapted to the wants of these original recipients, they are yet applicable

to the Church in all ages and countries. Strictly speaking, they are all pastoral

letters, containing doctrinal exposition and practical exhortation. They begin with

apostolic salutation and thanksgiving; they close, usually, with personal intelli

gence and greeting, along with the benediction. They give the inner or spiritual

history of the Apostolic age, while the Book of Acts records its outward history,

each illustrating and confirming the other.2

Taking up the books in the order followed in our New Testament, we find first

in place, size, and importance the Epistle to the Romans (Corinth, spring, a. d.

58). This was addressed to a church to which Paul was a stranger, and seems

adapted to prepare the way for an intended visit. Its theme (chap. i. 16, 17) is,

the gospel the power of God unto salvation to every believer, to the Jew first and

also to the Greek, since it reveals a righteousness from God to faith. He proves

the universal need of this salvation, and then unfolds the gospel itself as God's

power, first to justify and then to sanctify. To this he adds an outline of the phi

losophy of the history of salvation as the revelation of an eternal plan, showing

alike the divine sovereignty in the calling of the nations, and human responsibility

in accepting or rejecting the gospel ; the whole discussion closing with a doxology

in view of this mystery. The last four chapters comprise exhortations based upon

the doctrines set forth, and greetings.

The Epistles to the Corinthians (Ephesus, Macedonia, a. d. 57), deal with the

virtues and vices, the trials and temptations of a young congregation in the rich

and polished commercial capital of Ancient Greece, whose idols were secular

wisdom and sensual pleasure. Here the Apostle contrasts the foolish wisdom of

the gospel with the wise folly of human philosophy ; as in the Romans he repre

sents the same gospel as a power of God, which overpowers, at last, all the power

of man. Upon the whole, the Corinthians are more ethical and pastoral than dog

matic ; but some of the most important doctrinal discussions are interwoven, as the

1 ' When I more narrowly consider the whole genius and character of Paul's style, I must confess

that I have found no such sublimity of speaking in Plato himself, .... no exquisiteness of vehe

mence in Demosthenes equal to his.' — Beza.

2 On the genuineness of the Epistles, see the several special introductions. Dr. Baur, of Tubingen,

admitted the genuineness of four : Galatians, 1 and 2 Corinthians, and Romans (except chaps, xv.,

xvi.). The others were written, he held, in the second century, mainly for the purpose of harmoniz

ing the two opposing schools of Christianity which followed Peter and Paul respectively, as repre

sentatives of Jewish and Gentile tendencies. This theory leaves the most profound productions of

early Christian literature without any acknowledged author, and places them at a time when no one

lived who gave any token that he could have written them. The further progress of the liberal

school of criticism leads to more positive results. Hilgenfeld, for example, admits the genuineness

of seven of the Pauline Epistles, adding to those acknowledged by Baur, 1 Thessalonians, Philip

pians, and Philemon ; Kenan accepts these, and Colossians also.
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doctrine of the Lord's Supper, in chaps, x. and xi. of the first Epistle, and the doc

trine of the resurrection in chap. xv.

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians proceeded from profound agitation of

mind and heart, and gives us an insight into the personal character and experience

of the Apostle, his trials and joys, his severity and tenderness, his noble pride and

deep humility, his constant care and anxiety for the welfare of his spiritual chil

dren.

The Epistle to the Galatians (Ephesus, a. d. 54 to 57, or Corinth, a. d. 58) dis

cusses the same theme as the Epistle to the Romans, but more tersely, and in

direct opposition to the errors of Judaizing teachers. The council at Jerusalem

had opposed the same error, but the old leaven of self-righteousness was still at

work, and produced the same legalizing results. The false teachers hated Paul,

assailed his doctrine, and questioned his apostolic authority. The Epistle is there

fore a defence of his position as an Apostle (chaps, i., ii.), of his doctrine of justi

fication by faith (chaps, iii., iv.), closing with appropriate exhortations and warn

ings (chaps, v., vi.). It remains the bulwark of evangelical freedom, the armory of

positive Protestantism.

The Epistles to the Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and to Philemon were

written during the first captivity of Paul in Rome, between 61 and 63. His faith

turned his prison into a temple of the Holy Ghost, from which he sent inspiration

and comfort to his distant brethren in the far East. The Epistles to the Colos

sians and to the Ephesians closely resemble each other (somewhat as do Galatians

and Romans), and exhibit Paul's doctrine of Christ and the Church. The Epistle

to the Philippians contains likewise an exceedingly important Christological pas

sage (ii. 5-10), but is more personal, and overflows with joy, thanksgiving, and

brotherly love. It is his midnight hymn in the dungeon at Philippi, where he

founded one of his most flourishing and affectionate congregations.

The two Epistles to the Thessalonians are the earliest, dating from 53 and 54,

shortly after the organization of a church at Thessalonica, a commercial city in

Macedonia. They correct certain misapprehensions respecting the second coming

of Christ and the great apostasy that must precede it, and contain suitable exhorta-"

tions to a sober, diligent, and watchful life.

The three Pastoral Epistles to Timothy and to Titus contain the last counsels and

directions of the Apostle. They refer chiefly to church organization and adminis

tration, and the pastoral care of individual members. The Second Epistle to Tim

othy, written from the prison in Rome, in full view of his approaching martyrdom,

is his swan-song. He expects the speedy close of his good fight of faith, and the

unfading crown of righteousness awaiting him in the kingdom of glory.

The short Epistle to Philemon exhibits him as a perfect gentleman in his social

and personal relations. It is important, since it bears upon the question of slavery

and the Apostolic remedy.

The anonymous Epistle to the Hebrews was probably written by a pupil of the

Apostle (ii. 3), under the influence of the genius of Paul, perhaps with his direct

cooperation, apparently between 62 and 64, from some town in Italy (xiii. 23, 24),

to the Christians of Hebrew descent in the East. It warns them against the dan

ger of apostasy, and shows the immeasurable superiority of Christ over Moses, and

of the Gospel dispensation over the dispensation of the Law. The latter was a

significant type and prophecy of the former, the mysterious fleeting shadow of the

abiding substance. Here we find the best exposition of the eternal priesthood
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and all-sufficient sacrifice of Christ. The doctrinal discussions are interwoven with

the richest exhortations and consolations, fresh from the fountain of a genuine

inspiration. Tradition and conjecture are divided with reference to the author

between Paul, Luke, Barnabas, and Apollos. It is certain from internal evidence

that it is full of the Holy Ghost, and speaks with divine authority. Like the mys

terious Melchisedek of the seventh chapter, it bears itself with priestly and kingly

dignity, and has the power of an endless life.

The Epistles may be briefly characterized as follows : —

Romans: doctrinal (soteriological).

1 and 2 Corinthians ; personal and pastoral (practically polemical).

Galatians: personal and doctrinally polemic (soteriological).

Ephesians : doctrinal (Christological and ecclesiological).

Philippians : pastoral and personal.

Colossians : doctrinal (Christological, with polemical parts).

1 and 2 Thessalonians : pastoral and doctrinal (eschatological).

1 and 2 Timothy and Titus : personal and pastoral.

Philemon : personal.

The value of the Epistles of Paul as evidence of the truth of the great facts of

Christianity, can scarcely be overestimated. The theories which make our four Gos

pels compilations of the second century, with only a small basis of historic truth, are

proven assumptions by the phenomena of Paul's writings. From those Epistles, the

genuineness of which none have doubted, it can be shown that this Apostle accepted

and believed the great facts which reveal the Christ of historical Christianity. If any

son of Adam has ever trusted in a crucified and risen Saviour, that man was Paul.

' Who can avoid the conclusion that such ought also to be our faith ? Or shall we

say that Paul was deceived? But who that observes his vigorous intellect, his

acuteness of reasoning, and, above all, his sound practical judgment, can, for a

moment, suppose that such a man could, for the last thirty years of his life, have

been under a delusion ? Or shall we impute to him, that, knowing Christianity to be

a fable, he practised upon the credulity of mankind to further his own views ? But

what could have been his inducement ? Could wealth or honor ? When he became

a convert he sacrificed both for penury and disgrace ! Did he seek, under cover

of a lie, to promote the good of mankind ? But who, in his senses, would build on

so rotten a foundation ? For, however cunningly devised, the imposture must,

sooner or later, be detected ! Besides, it is impossible for any one to read Paul's

letters without feeling that he, at least, was an honest man. The only alternative

is, that Paul had a rational and deep-rooted conviction of the truth of Christianity,

and that what he preached to others he believed himself.' l

1 Lcwin, Life and Epistles of St. Paul, ii. 435.
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II. SPECIAL INTRODUCTION

TO THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS.

§ i. The Congregation at Rome. § 2. Occasion and Purpose of the Epistle. § 3.

Theme and Contents. § 4. Time and Place op Composition. § 5- Genuineness

and Integrity. § 6. Characteristics.

§ 1. The Congregation at Rome.

THE origin of the congregation of Christians at Rome is a matter of inference

and conjecture. That such a congregation existed at the time Paul wrote,

is of course undoubted, and taken for granted in the Book of the Acts (chap, xxviii.

1 5). An altogether untrustworthy tradition dates the first preaching at Rome dur

ing the life of our Lord. Some Jews from Rome may have been converted on the

day of Pentecost (Acts ii. 10), and on their return formed the nucleus of a Jewish

Christian congregation j but more than this cannot be safely affirmed. The Roman

ecclesiastical tradition which claims that the Apostle Peter was the founder of the

Roman Church, is without any positive historical support. It cannot be proven

that Peter was in Rome before a. d. 63 ; even the universal testimony of tradition,

that he labored there after that time and suffered martyrdom under Nero, has been

repeatedly disputed by modern scholars. (Comp. Schaff, History of Apostolic

Church, §§ 93, 94.) The statement of Eusebius, which tells of his removal there

in a. d. 42, and of a twenty-five years' subsequent residence, is contrary to Acts

xv., Gal. ii. 11. Furthermore, Paul would probably not have written to the Chris

tians at Rome, if another Apostle had founded the congregation (comp. Acts xix.

21 ; Rom. xv. 20; 2 Cor. x. 16). The Book of Acts contains no traces of Peter's

labors there. ' We may add that our Epistle— since Peter cannot have labored in

Rome before it was written— is a fact destructive of the historical basis of the Pa

pacy ; in so far as the latter is made to rest on the founding of the Roman Church

and the exercise of its episcopate by that Apostle. For Paul, the writing of such a

didactic Epistle to a church of which he knew Peter to be the founder and bishop,

would have been, according to the principle of his apostolic independence, an

impossible inconsistency ' (Meyer).

It is, however, quite evident that the congregation had been founded some years

before a. d. 58, when our Epistle was written. The Apostle had desired to visit

the Christians there for many years (chap. xv. 23 ; comp. chap. i. 13), and refers

to those among them who had been converted before himself (chap. xvi. 7). The

widespread fame of the church (chap. i. 8), and its different places of assembly

(chap. xvi. 5, 14, 15), confirm this view. Rome being the centre of all travel, full

of foreigners from every part of the Empire, and with a large number of Jewish

residents (comp. also Acts xxviii. 17 ff.), the gospel might have been carried

thither earlier than to Asia Minor or Greece. If the edict of Claudius (a. d. 51),

banishing the Jews from the city (comp. Acts xviii. 2), was occasioned by controver

sies excited by the introduction of Christianity,1 then a very early origin must be

1 Suetonius says that Claudius banished the Jews because they kept up a tumult at the instigation
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admitted. Still ' we may suppose that the gospel was preached there in a confused

and imperfect form, scarcely more than a phase of Judaism, as in the case of

Apollos at Corinth (Acts xviii. 25), or the disciples at Ephesus (Acts xix. 1-3).'

Lightfoot. Even if there was no organized Christian community at the time of the

edict of Claudius, the banishment of the Jews, followed by their speedy return, is

closely connected with the growth of the Roman congregation, as it existed when

Paul wrote. ' Fugitives from neighboring Greece became Christians and disciples

of Paul ; and after their return to Rome were heralds of Christianity, and took part

in organizing a congregation. This is historically proved by the example of Aquila

and Priscilla, who, when Jews, emigrated to Corinth, lived there over a year and a

half, in the company of Paul, and subsequently appeared as teachers in Rome and

occupants of a house where the Roman congregation assembled (Rom. xvi. 3).

Probably other individuals mentioned in chap. xvi. were led by God in a similar

way ; but it is certain that Aquila and Priscilla occupied a most important position

among the founders of the congregation ; for among the many teachers whom Paul

salutes in chap, xvi., he presents his first greeting to them, and this, too, with such

flattering commendation as he bestows upon none of the rest' (Meyer). This

would hold equally good if, as is not unlikely, Aquila and his wife had become be

lievers before the banishment from Rome. If Gentiles had been converted in that

city, the edict would not have affected them ; while the returning Jews who had felt

Paul's influence would be all the more ready to fraternize closely with them rather

than with their unbelieving countrymen. This natural result accounts for the tone

used by the leading Jews in their interview with Paul at Rome (Acts xxviii. 21, 22).

This introduces the much discussed question, whether the Roman Christians

were mainly of Jewish or Gentile extraction. (See § 2, on the relation of this ques

tion to the purpose of the Epistle.) We have already indicated the presence of a

numerous Jewish element, and the Epistle itself points to the same fact (see on

chaps, iv. 1, 12; vii. 1-6; xiv. 1 ff. ; xv. 8). The traces of Judaizing influences

are, however, very slight, although the letters written during Paul's imprisonment

show that these adverse tendencies were present at the later period. Christianity

at Rome was therefore Pauline in its type when Paul wrote this Epistle. The

theory of Dr. Baur, that the Church was not only Jewish but Judaistic and anti-

Pauline, is altogether unwarranted (comp. Schaff, Apostol. Church, p. 297, and

Romans, pp. 34, 35.). It seems most probable that the great majority of the con

gregation was composed of believers of Gentile origin. Rome was the centre

of the Gentile world, and maintained constant intercourse with those places where

Paul's success among the Gentiles had been most marked (e. g., Antioch, Ephesus,

Corinth). The Epistle itself gives indications of this preponderance ; see on chaps.

'• S~7» J3 > **• '3» 25> 2^ > x'v* x > xv- I5> '^ > m the last passage he grounds his

right to instruct and strengthen the Roman Christians upon his call to be the

Apostle to the Gentiles. The fact that the Epistle was written in Greek sheds

little light upon the question before us, since the Jews who visited Rome would all

of Chratus (impuhore Chresto). This ' Chrestus' ' may have been a seditious Jew then living, one

of those political false prophets, who abounded in Palestine before the destruction of Jerusalem.

But as no such person is otherwise known to us, and as it is a fact that the Romans often used

Chrestus for Christus, It is more than probable that the same mistake is made also in this edict ; and

the popular tumults must, accordingly, be referred to the controversies between the Jews and Chris

tians, who were at that time, in the view of the heathen, not very distinct from one another (Schaff,

Hist. Apostol. Church, p. 295). Comp. Lange, Romans, p. 31, where the authorities and arguments

on both sides are given.
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speak that language.1 But it seems probable that the Gentile Christians were

mainly from the Greek population of Rome, which, pure and mixed, formed a large

and important fraction of the whole. The names in chap. xvi. are mainly Greek,2

only a few are Latin. From this list of names Bishop Lightfoot makes the follow

ing inference as to the rank and station of the believers : 'Among the less wealthy

merchants and tradesmen, among the petty officers of the army, among the slaves

and freedmen of the imperial palace —whether Jews or Greeks — the gospel would

first find a firm footing. To this last class allusion is made in Phil. iv. 22 : " they

that are of Caesar's household." From these it would gradually work upwards and

downwards ; but we may be sure that in respect of rank the Church of Rome was

no exception to the general rule, that " not many wise, not many mighty, not many

noble" were called (1 Cor. i. 20).'

The subsequent history of the Roman Church does not fall within the limits of

this Introduction, but this sketch of its beginnings may well be closed by these

words of Dr. Lange : ' As the light and darkness of Judaism was centralized in

Jerusalem, the theocratic city of God (the holy city, the murderer of the prophets),

so was heathen Rome the humanitarian metropolis of the world, the centre of all

the elements of light and darkness prevalent in the heathen world; and so did

Christian Rome become the centre of all the elements of vital light, and of all the

antichristian darkness in the Christian Church. Hence Rome, like Jerusalem, not

only possesses a unique historical significance, but is a universal form operative

through all ages.' See Lange, Romans, pp. 29, 30.

§ 2. Occasion aud Purpose of the Epistle.

The occasion was the non-fulfilment of the Apostle's desire to preach at Rome

(chap. i. 9-15). He takes the opportunity, afforded by the departure of Phoebe

from Corinth (comp. § 4), to write to the Roman congregation ; both to give in

writing what he would have announced to them orally, and to pave the way for

those personal labors he hoped to put forth among them in the future (chap. xv.

22-32). There has been much discussion as to the purpose, involving a variety of

opinions as to the occasion. Some writers insist that the Apostle purposed to

make a formal doctrinal treatise on soteriology (or justification by faith) ; that he

prepared it for Rome, because of the importance of the city. This view, while

partially true, lessens the personal and historical character of the Epistle." On the

other hand, many commentators and critics, especially in Germany, have attributed

to the Apostle a motive, too exclusively polemical, seeking the occasion for the

1 On the general use of the Greek language at that period, see Dr. Alexander Roberts, Discussion

on the Gospels ; Smith, Bible Dictionary, Amer. ed., Language of the New Testament, by Professor

Hadley.

1 Sec § 5, where the questions respecting that chapter are discussed. If it was not addressed to

Rome, then, of course, no inferences can be drawn from it in regard to that congregation.

• ' When Paul had been last at Corinth, not only Aquila and Priscilla, but a vast number of other

Jews, on their expulsion from the capital by the decree of Claudius, had either passed through Cor

inth on their way to Judea or other countries, or, like Aquila and Priscilla, had taken up a tempo

rary abode there. Paul had thus the opportunity (of which he availed himself) of securing the

friendship of many fellow-countrymen, and it is not a little remarkable that at the close of the Epistle

he salutes two households, and no less than twenty-six different individuals, and generally with some

discriminating touch of character, so that evidently the Apostle was not paying a cold compliment,

but was familiar with their personal and private history.' — Lewin's Life and Epistles of St. Paul,

u\, p. 41.
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Epistle in the state of things among the Christians at Rome, assuming peculiar

conflicts between the Jewish and Gentile elements, of which the Epistle itself,

rightly interpreted, and the Acts of the Apostles, show no trace.1 Such antago

nisms may have appeared, and the Apostle may have known of them ; but that

they occasioned the Epistle, or largely modified its plan, seems very unlikely.

On the occasion above noted, the Apostle wrote to this cosmopolitan congrega

tion of believers. In Rome, if anywhere, those evangelical principles which were

of universal application would need the greatest emphasis. And the antithesis be

tween law and gospel, as it then existed, far from being solely between Jewish and

Gentile Christians, was the expression of a world-historical contrast and contest

(of which the city of Rome itself still remains a witness). As the Apostle had not

founded the church, he felt himself less influenced by special purposes than in

writing to the Christians of Asia Minor and Greece ; hence he not only omits all

the polemical references which abound in the similar Epistle to the Galatians, but

gives a much fuller doctrinal statement. His theme (chap. i. 16, 17) is wide

enough to touch every possible case among the recipients (including the dark

problem of Jewish unbelief), and this leads him to an ethical conclusion (chap. xii.

1), that has application to any special cases he may have in mind. The various

views respecting the analysis of the Epistle are, of course, affected by the theories

held regarding the purpose.

§ 3. Theme and Contents.

As already indicated (Gen. Introd., § 4, p. 7), the theme of the Epistle is to be

found in chap. i. 16, 17 : The gospel ' is the power of God unto salvation to

every one that believeth, to the Jew first, and also to the Greek.' The reason it is

such a power is that ' therein is the righteousness of God (coming from Him) re

vealed from faith to faith,' in accordance with the Old Testament declaration, ' The

just shall live by faith.' Strictly speaking, the main theme is not justification by

faith,2 as is usually held by those who think that the Apostle had a purely didactic

purpose in writing the Epistle, but salvation by God's power through faith, not through

the law. This salvation is wrought by means of a righteousness which comes from

God to the believer ; the first and essential step is God's giving (imputing) this

righteousness to believing sinners, so that they are accounted righteous by Him ;

but He makes them righteous by the same plan and power. The two are insepar

able, and both are treated of in this Epistle as constituting God's power unto salva

tion. After the full discussion of this doctrinal theme (chaps, i.-xi.), the Apostle

passes to exhortations and ethical applications (chaps, xii.-xvi.), which are but ex

pansions of the leading practical inference (chap. xii. 1) : ' I beseech you there-

1 Dr. Baur, at first, claimed that the Christians at Rome were mainly Jewish, and hostile to

Paul ; hence that chaps, ix.-xi. constitute the doctrinal essence of the Epistle. This view he after

wards modified, though still upholding the polemic (or personal apologetic) character of the letter.

Schott, on the other hand, makes the Epistle an apology for the Gentile apostolate of Paul before

Gentile Christians of the Pauline school ; as if these required any such apology. A subordinate

apologetic aim may be admitted, especially to account for chaps, ix.-xi. ; but even here the Apostle

has in mind, not so much his apostolate to the Gentiles, as the entire problem respecting the rela

tion of God's ancient people to the newly engrafted Gentile world. This explanation of God's plan

of wisdom and mercy would be especially needed by Christians of Gentile origin.

a Compare Dr. Shedd : The doctrine of gratuitous justification — chapters i.-xi. : Necessity

(chaps, i.-iii. 20), nature (chaps, iii. 21-iv. 25), effects (chaps, v.-viii.), and application (chaps, ix.-

xi.) of gratuitous justification.
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fore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice,

holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service.'

CONTENTS.

Greeting and Introduction, chap. i. 1-15. Theme {salvation free and universal),

chap. i. 16, 17.

I. Doctrinal part : The gospel, for every one that believeth, is the power of God

unto salvation : to the Jew first and also to the Greek ; chaps, i. 18-xi. 36.

II. Practical part : Therefore offer your bodies to God, a living sacrifice of thanks

giving for this salvation ; chaps, xii.-xvi.

I. Doctrinal part ; chaps, i. 18-xi. 36.1

1. Every one needs this power of God unto salvation, for all are sinners; i. 17-

iii. 20 ; Gentiles (chap. i. 17-32), and Jews (chaps, ii., iii. 20).

2. This power of God is to every one that believeth; chaps, iii. 21-iv. 25. The

plan is one of faith (chap. iii. 21-26). God is the God of the Gentiles as well

as of the Jews (chap. iii. 27-31), and Abraham was justified by faith, being the

father of believers, uncircumcised as well as circumcised (chap. iv. 1-25).

3. Thus God actually saves men (chaps, v.-viii.).

(a.) Reconciliation the result of justification (chap. v. 1-1 1).

(b.) Righteousness and life, through and in Christ, overbear the parallel, yet

contrasted, case of sin and death through Adam (chap. v. 12-21).

(c.) This method of free salvation does not lead to sin, but to holiness (chaps,

vi.-viii.).

i. Grace does not lead to sin (chap, vi.) ;

ii. the law is in itself just and good, but powerless to sanctify (chap, vii.) ;

iii. the work of the Spirit over against the failure of the law (chap, viii.) ;

nothing can separate from the love of Christ !

4. The universality of this salvation : This gospel is to the yew first, and also to

the Gentile: it has apparently failed to save the Jew, but only apparently

(chaps, ix.-xi.).

(a.) God's sovereignty : God's promise is not void (chap. ix. 1-29).

{6.) Man's responsibility : The Jews are excluded by their own unbelief

(chaps, ix. 30-x. 21).

(c.) The prospective solution : God has not cast off His people, but overruled

their unbelief for the salvation of the Gentiles, after which Israel shall be

saved (chap. xi. 1-32).

(</.) Doxology in view of this mystery (chap. xi. 33-36).

II. Practical part (chaps, xii.-xvi.) : Maris gratitude for thefree salvation.

1. General exhortations (chaps, xii. 1-2 1 ; xiii. 8-14).

2. Special discussions :

(a.) In regard to obedience to rulers (chap. xiii. 1-7K

1 Professor Godot, in substantial agreement with many others, divides the doctrinal part as fol

lows : —

Fundamental part : i. 18-v. 21.

The righteousness of faith without legal works.

First complementary part : vi.-viii.

Sanctifkation without the law.

Second complementary part : ix.-xi.

The rejection of Israel.
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(6.) In regard to scruples about eating meat and drinking wine, etc. (chap. xiv.

i-xv. 13). '

3. Conclusion (chaps, xv. 14-xvi. 27).

(a.) Personal explanations, as at the beginning (chap. xv. 14-33).

(J>.) Messages and greetings to various persons (chap. xvi. 1-16).

(c.) Closing wishes, with greetings from various persons (chap. xvi. 17-24).

(d.) Concluding Doxology (chap. xvi. 25-27).

§ 4. ' Time and Place of Composition.

There is no reason to doubt the generally received opinion that this Epistle was

written from Corinth, during the three months' stay in Achaia (Greece), mentioned

in Acts xx. 3. For, according to chap. xv. 25, etc., at the time of writing the

Apostle was about to go to Jerusalem with the offerings for the poor, made by the

churches of Macedonia and Achaia. At Corinth he had directed such collections

to be made; it was the largest city of Achaia; Phoebe, who took the letter, was

from Cenchreae, the sea-port of Corinth (chap. xvi. 1,2); Gaius (chap. xvi. 23),

his host, was probably a Corinthian (1 Cor. i. 14). Meyer suggests that the letter

was written before the plot of the Jews (Acts xx. 3), which changed the route of

the Apostle. According to our view of the chronology, the date would be early in

a. d. 58, since the departure for Jerusalem was made in due season to reach that

city before Pentecost (Acts xx. 16).

§ 5. Genuineness and Integrity of the Epistle.

This Epistle was written by the Apostle Paul. The testimony of the ancient

church is unanimous ; the internal evidence is equally strong, and few of the most

destructive critics have ventured to assail its genuineness. From the very first it

was quoted by Christian writers, and even Marcion acknowledged it.

But its integrity has been opposed frequently, and in various ways, the chief doubt

being respecting chaps, xv., xvi. They were rejected by Marcion on doctrinal

grounds, and in modern times by Baur. Others admit that Paul wrote them, but

not as a part of the Epistle to the Romans. The main grounds for this position

are, the insertion of the concluding doxology (in some MSS.) at the close of chap.

xiv., and the long list of acquaintances at Rome, where Paul had not yet been, none

of them named in the Epistles from Rome. Neither of these reasons are of great

weight, while the theories that seek to account for the appending of the final chap

ters are unsustained by any historical facts.1 (See on chaps, xv., and xvi. 25-27.)

It may be added that the Greek text of this Epistle is remarkably free from im-

1 Bishop Lightfoot (in Smith's Bib. Diet.) advocates the view 'that the letter was circulated at

an early date (whether during the Apostle's lifetime or not it is idle to inquire) in two forms, both

with and without the two last chapters.' This view he afterwards modifies : ' At some later period

of his life .... it occurred to the Apostle to give to this letter a wider circulation. To this end he

made two changes in it : he obliterated all mention of Rome in the opening paragraphs by slight

alterations ; and he cut off the two last chapters containing personal matters, adding at the same

time a doxology, as a termination to the whole.' See Professor Abbot's supplementary article (Ro

mans) in Smith's Bib. Diet. On the other hand, Canon Farrar {St. Paul, ii., pp. 170, 171) advocates

the view ' that chap, xvi., in whole or in part, was addressed to Ephesus as a personal termination to

the copy of the Roman Epistle, which could hardly fail to be sent to so important a church.' This

is substantially the view of Kenan, who thinks that our Epistle, in chaps, xv., xvi., is a collection of

all the different conclusions addressed to the various churches that first received the encyclical

letter.
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portant variations ; even the very difficult critical question in chap. v. i, involves

no point of doctrine. The most weighty passages have been preserved with won

derful accuracy.

§ 6. Characteristics of the Epistle.

The Epistle is the bulwark of the doctrines of sin and grace, the Magna Charta

of the evangelical system against all Judaizing and Romanizing perversions. Luther

calls it ' the chief part of the New Testament, and the perfect gospel ; ' Coleridge :

'the most profound work in existence;' Meyer: 'the grandest, boldest, most com

plete composition of Paul.' Godet terms it ' the cathedral of the Christian faith.'

Owing to the character of the subject treated, it is full of difficulties ; almost every

chapter is a theological battle-field ; but the leading truths are clear enough to those

whose hearts are not crusted over by the legalism the Apostle so vigorously assails.

This Epistle and that to the Galatians discuss the same fundamental doctrine,

namely, justification by free grace through faith in Jesus Christ, with whom the

believer enters into personal life-union. They differ, however : the latter is a per

sonal defence, directly opposing the false teachers of legalism who were perverting

a church founded by the Apostle himself ; the former, written to strangers, opposes

the corrupt (and legalistic) tendencies of the human heart, by a fuller statement of

God's power unto salvation. They supplement each other, and together furnish

the immovable Scriptural basis for evangelical freedom in Christ, the best defence

against the perversions of doctrine which have been sustained by the most rigid ec-

clesiasticism. Nor should it escape notice that these Epistles were addressed, in

the one instance to Rome, and in the other to people of Keltic race (comp. Intro

duction to Galatians), the city and race at present most completely under the bond

age of organized legalism. Moreover, as Godet admirably sets forth, the Epistle

sheds light upon many other topics which are of permanent interest to thoughtful

men in every age.

As regards style, the Epistle to the Romans is characterized by ' strength, fulness,

and warmth ' (Tholuck), the latter qualities overbearing at times the perspicuity

which we would expect from so powerful a writer, and which appears in the con

cluding chapters. Dean Alford notes the following peculiarities : (a.) insulating

the one matter under discussion — up to a certain point; (6.) then introducing the

objections ; (c.) weaving these parenthetic objections into the main discussion ;

(J.) frequent and complicated antitheses; (e.) frequent plays upon words, which

cannot always be reproduced in English ; (/.) accumulation of prepositions ;

(g.) frequency and peculiarity of parenthetical passages. He also rightly calls

attention to the emphatic position of words, and to the distinction of tenses. These

are lost sight of in the common version. See the textual emendations and exeget-

ical notes throughout.

In the full vigor of his manhood, at the height of his Christian activity, this great

Apostle wrote to the greatest city of the world this Epistle, which presents the truth

he preached in the most symmetrical form. ' Although the Epistle to the Romans

belongs, in the chronological order, in the middle of the Pauline Epistles, yet its

primacy has been recognized in manifest opposition to the alleged primacy of the

Roman bishop. The Epistle to the Romans, in its Pauline type, opposes, by its

doctrine of justification by faith without the works of the law, the system of Rome ;

so that even to-day it can be regarded as an Epistle especially directed " to the

Romans." ' — Lange.



THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS.

CHAPTER I. 1-17.

Address, Introduction, and Theme.

Chapter I. contains two distinct parts : vers. 1-17 form the introductory portion of the Epistle ;

vers. 18-32 give the proof that the Gentiles need the gospel from the fact of their sinfulness ex

posing them to the wrath of God. (This statement is the first half of the first main division of the

doctrinal part of the Epistle. See Introduction, § 3, p. 14, and notes on vers. 16, 18.) We divide

vers. 1-17 into three sections: vers. 1-7 contain the Address and Greeting (in an unusually full

form) ; vers. 8-15 constitute the Introduction proper, since they give the occasion for this Apostle's

writing to the Roman Christians ; by an easy transition he then passes to the Main Theme of the

Epistle, which is stated in ver. 16, and further explained in ver. 17.

Chapter I. 1-7.

Address and Greeting.

The Apostle conforms to the usage of his time, beginning his letters with his own name, followed

by a designation of the persons addressed, to which a greeting is added. But he usually describes

himself as related to Jesus Christ, indicates the character of those he addresses, and gives a distinct

ively Christian salutation. The most usual designation of himself is 'an Apostle of Christ Jesus

through the will of God' (so 2 Cor., Eph., Col., 2 Tim.) ; in I and 2 Thess. no designation is added ;

' prisoner,' 'servant,' etc., occur in other Epistles. But here and in Galatians the description is more

full, in view of the thoughts which are to follow. (Compare also the full designation in Tit. i. 1-3.)

He begins the address here, by describing himself as ' a servant of Jesus Christ, called to be an

Apostle;' he then particularizes his relation to the gospel (ver. 1) ; but designing to treat quite fully of

evangelical truth, he enlarges upon these relations, introducing: (1) the connection of the gospel

with the Old Testament, ver. 2 ; (2) the divine-human Person of Christ, who is the subject of this

gospel, vers. 3, 4 ; (3) his call to the apostleship of the Gentiles (ver. 5), which gives him the right to

address the Roman Christians, ver. 6. Then follows the usual apostolic greeting, ver. 7. The ful

ness of this address shows the importance which the Apostle attached to the fundamental thoughts

of this Epistle, since they suggest themselves at the very outset, and are interwoven with what would

ordinarily be merely the conventional beginning of a letter.

The greeting found in ver. 7 occurs in this form (with trifling variations) in most of Paul's letters.

It is partly Greek, partly Hebrew, in its origin, but wholly Christian in its sense. (On the words

" grace " and " peace," see ver. 7.) The Pastoral Epistles (with the exception of Titus, according

to the correct text) contain the form, " grace, mercy, and peace," the word " mercy" being probably

derived from the Greek version of the priestly benediction, Numb. vi. 25. The Apostle Peter in his

Epistles, and the Apostle John in the Apocalypse, join together "grace and peace " in their greet

ings, while in Jude 2 we find " mercy, peace, and love."

The whole section shows Paul to be a model for the Christian minister, in his humility and dig

nity, in the sense of dependence on the personal Lord Jesus Christ which underlies his authoritative

utterances, as well as in his devotion to this great personal theme of the gospel which he so earnestly

desires to preach everywhere.

vol. in. 2
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g Acts sciii. 33.
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m Acts ix. 16;
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Jesus Christ.
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• omit the parentheses
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2 Cor. i. 2 ;

Gal. i. 3.

Ver. J. Paul. See Gen. Introd., § 1, and Acts

throughout. — A servant of Jesus Christ. The

word ' servant ' here means ' bondman,' expressing

the fact that Paul personally belonged to Jesus

Christ, rather than the idea of service in His be

half. Another word conveys the latter sense.

Any unpleasant thought connected with the for

mer idea is removed by the character of the

Master, Jesus Christ. This term of humility and

dependence is the most honorable of all titles. —

Called to be an Apostle. Here he simply asserts

the fact of his apostolic dignity and authority ; in

writing to the Galatians, he was forced to defend

his apostleship (comp. the enlarged description

of the word in Gal. i. 1). He received the call on

the way to Damascus (Acts ix. 15 ; xxvi. 17) ; his

call coincided with his conversion ; it was con

firmed in the temple at Jerusalem (Acts ix. 28 ;

xxii. 17-21). His setting apart at Antioch (Acts

xiii. 2, 3) was not the call, but a formal recognition

of the call on the part of the Church there, and

for a special mission. The title is an official one,

and while it might at first refer to any messenger,

in the early Church it was soon restricted to the

Twelve and to Paul, as chosen witnesses of the

resurrection, selected to lay the foundation of the

Christian Church. Paul was not one of the

Twelve, but represented the independent aposto-

late of the Gentiles (Gal. ii. 9). As preachers and

missionaries the Apostles must have successors,

but as inspired and authoritative witnesses for

Christ, called directly by him for the whole world,

they have none. — Set apart. This explains the

apostleship. Paul was selected from the world,

singled out, consecrated to, and destined for the

gospel service. In one sense this took place at

his pirth (comp. Gal. i. 15, where the same word

occurs) ; but the reference here is probably to

the call to be an Apostle, especially as the tense

used is not the same as in Galatians, but points

to a past act with a continuous result. — Unto the

gospel of God. This was that for which he was

set apart. The gospel is 'of God,' having Him

as its author ; it is about Christ (vers. 3, 4).

Ver. 2. Which he promised beforehand. The

parenthesis is unnecessary, for the whole passage

is closely connected. It 'must be God's gospel,

for He had already promised it, and this thought

would have force with the Gentile Christians as

well as the Jews. Moreover it serves to empha

size the sacredness of the gift intrusted to him as

separated unto the gospel of God. — Through his

prophets. In the New Testament the revelation

is always said to be made ' by ' God, ' through the

prophets.' The 'prophets' are not here distin

guished from the other Old Testament writers. —

In the holy Scriptures. The article is wanting in

the original, but this can scarcely alter the ac

cepted sense. The Greek-speaking Jews prob

ably used the phrase as a proper noun, as in the

case of the word ' law.' The omission of the

article, in such usage, does not imply any indefi

nite or general meaning. ' The divine promises of

the gospel, given through the prophets of God,

are found in such books as, being God's records

for His revelations, are holy writings ' (Meyer).

The reader would understand that the whole Old

Testament was meant. In fact, the entire revela

tion is one organic system of types and prophe

cies pointing to Christ ; John v. 39. The gospel,

Paul implies, though new, is yet old.

Ver. 3. Concerning his Son. The punctuation

of the E. V. connects this with the word ' gospel '

(ver. 1), but it may be joined with ver. 2 : God's
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previous promise in the Old Testament was con

cerning His Son. That promise was fulfilled in

the gospel. In any case it is fairly implied that

the ' Son ' existed m a peculiar relation to God,

l«fore the historical manifestations described in

the two parallel clauses which follow. These

clauses each contain three contrasted members :

(1) was born, (2) of the seed of David, (3) ac

cording to the flesh; (1) was declared to be the

Son of God with power, (2) by resurrection of

the dead, (3) according to the Spirit of holiness.—

Who was born. Though He was the Son of God,

it was necessary for the fulfilment of the Messi

anic promises that He should appear as man,

hence He was born. — Of the seed of David. This

too was in fulfilment of the promise. On the

question whether this refers to Mary as well as

Joseph, see vol. i., pp. 29, 367. — According to

the flesh, i. e., according to His human nature, or

descent. The word ' flesh ' is also used of our

sinful nature, but that sense is excluded here,

since He appeared ' in the likeness of the flesh of

sin ' (see on chap. viii. 3). Nor does the phrase

refer to the body alone, or to the body and soul,

distinguished from the spirit. ' Were He a mere

man, it had been enough to say that He was of

the seed of David ; but as He is more than man,

it was necessary to limit His descent from David

to His human nature' (Hodge).

Ver. 4. Who was installed, or, ' declared,' the

Son of God. The clause is strictly parallel with

' who was born.' (The word ' and ' as well as

the phrase ' to be' are interpolated in the E. V.)

The word translated ' declared ' has been much

discussed. It first meant, to bound, define, deter

mine, etc. In this case a mistake of the Latin

Vulgate has confounded it with the word mean

ing ' predestined.' The sense ' constituted,' in so

far as that implies that the Sonship began at the

resurrection, is an impossible one. The two al

lowable meanings are : (1) instated or installed ;

(2) declared, manifested, etc They differ in this

respect that (1) points to what God did, and (2) to

the human recognition or proof of the Sonship of

Christ. The former seems to be the more nat

ural sense, but the latter is usually accepted. In

neither case is there any suggestion that Christ

became the Son of God in consequence of the res

urrection, although the human nature of Christ

was then exalted, and made partaker of the glory

which eternally belonged to the Son, John xvii. 5.

' For although Christ was already the Son of God

before the creation of the world, and as such was

sent (chap. viii. 3 ; Gal. iv. 4), nevertheless there

was needed a fact, by means of which He should

receive, after the humiliation that began with his

birth (Phil. ii. 7 ff.), instating into the rank and

dignity of His divine Sonship; whereby also, as

its necessary conseauence with a view to the

knowledge and conviction of men, He was legiti

mately established as the Son ' (Meyer). — With

power. Lit., ' in power.' This should be con

nected with ' declared ' ; it thus sets forth the in

stating by the resurrection as an exhibition of the

divine power. Some, however, prefer to join

the phrase with 'Son of God,' thus contrasting

the majesty and power of the risen Son of God

with the weakness of His human nature. In any

case the whole phrase ' installed the Son of God

with power,' is to be taken together as in contrast

with ' was born ' (ver. 3). — According to the

Spirit of holiness. This is evidently in contrast

with ' according to the flesh,' and must set forth

that side of the person of Christ wherein He dif

fers absolutely from those who are only human.

This would exclude a reference to the personal

Holy Spirit, who is nowhere designated by this

phrase, also to the human spirit of Christ as dis

tinct from His body and soul (see on ver. 3). God

is a Spirit, hence the divine nature of the Incar

nate Son of God is Spirit. Of this ' Spirit ' the

characteristic quality is ' holiness.' We reject

the view which explains 'holiness' as 'sanctinca-

tion.'—By the resurrection of the dead. Literally,

' out of resurrection of dead.' ' Out of ' is here

equivalent to ' by means of,' and not to ' after ' or

' since,' as some have imagined. ' Resurrection,'

though without the article, refers to the historical

fact by virtue of which was accomplished the ex

altation of the Son of God, who had previously

humbled himself to be born. Htnce it seems

best to insert the article in English. 'Of the

dead ' is probably not identical with ' from the

dead' (as in E. v.), but points to the resurrection

of Christ as the fact which implies and guarantees

the final resurrection of all believers. — Jesus

Christ our Lord. ' Having given this description

of the person and dignity of the Son of God, very

man and very God, he now identifies this divine

person with Jesus Christ, the Lord and Master

of Christians, the historical object of their faith,

and (see words following) the Appointcr of him

self to the apostolic office' (Alford). 'Jesus' is

the personal name ; 'Christ' the official name;

' our Lord,' taking up the word applied to Jeho

vah in the Septuagint, presents Him as the su

preme Lord of the New Dispensation, the per

sonal Master and King of all believers. The full

phrase always has a solemn and triumphant tone,

and here serves not only to exalt Christ, but to

express the high dignity of the apostolic office

(vers. 1, 5), the leading idea in the address.

Ver. 5. Through whom, i. e., ' Jesus Christ our

Lord,' which should immediately precede. The

two verses should be separated only by a comma.

Everywhere Paul speaks of himself as called by

God to be an Apostle (comp. ver. 1), but called

through Jesus Christ, who had spoken to him on

the way to Damascus (Acts ix. 4, 5), and subse

quently (Acts xxii. 17-21). —We received. The

plural is used, although the context shows that

he refers to himself alone. Such a custom was

very common among Greek authors. — Grace and

apostleship. 'Grace,' in general; and 'apostle-

ship,' in particular. The latter was indeed the

special object and highest evidence of the for

mer, but the two ideas are not to be confounded.

Without the grace so fully bestowed upon him

he could not have been an Apostle (comp. Eph.

iii. 8), but his apostleship was a special gift. As

suggested above (see ver. 1), the Apostles, as

such, have no successors, yet the connection of

the words, ' grace and apostleship,' implies that a

gift of grace must underlie all genuine service in

the church, that without this there is certainly no

call to the ministry. — Unto obedience of faith.

This might be paraphrased : ' in order to produce

obedience to faith. 'The faith' is misleading,

for it suggests a body of doctrine, whereas 'faith'

in the New Testament, well - nigh invariably,

means ' believing,' not what is believed. On the

other hand, the two ideas of ' obedience ' and

' faith ' must not be confounded, by explaining

that obedience consists in faith, or has faith as

its controlling principle. For ' faith ' is that to

which the obedience is rendered. The end of his
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apostleship was that people might submit them

selves to faith, become believers ; this would re

sult in a new and true obedience, but of this he

is not now speaking. That 'Jesus Christ our

Lord ' was the object of this faith is clear enough.

— Among all the nations, or, 'Gentiles,' as the

word is usually translated, comp. ver. 13. The

only objection to rendering it thus in this in

stance, is the probability that the Jews may be

Included, since he addresses himself to all the

Christians at Rome (vers. 6, 7), some of whom

were Jews ; but usually Paul emphasizes his

apostleship to the Gentiles. The words qualify

' unto obedience of faith.' — For his name's sake.

For the glorifying of His name. Comp. Acts ix.

16; xv. 26 ; xxi. 13 ; 2 Thess. i. 12. The end of

his apostleship was that men in all the nations

might believe, and the end of their believing was

the glory of Christ in whom they believed. Hence

this was the end of his preaching. In the ' name '

of Christ is summed up all that He was, did, and

suffered. The expression is borrowed from the

Hebrew.

Ver. 6. Among whom are ye also. To pre

pare for the address he says that his mission for

the glory of Christ's name is to them also ; they

are included among those for whom he received

his apostleship. — Called of Jesus Christ. They

were not called by Jesus Christ, but called to be

His, since the call of believers is always referred

to God. The article is wanting before ' called,' it

seems better to place a comma after ' also.'

' Called ' may here mean effectually called, but

'called' and 'chosen,' or, 'elect,' are frequently dis

tinguished in the New Testament ; Matt. xxii. 14.

Ver. 7. To all that are in Borne. This is the

address proper, indicating the recipients of the

letter. The Christians at Rome, of whatever

nationality, are viewed as one community, though

not addressed as a ' church.' The city was so

large that they may have worshipped in various

domestic congregations (comp. chap. xvi. 5). But

it does not follow that the organizations were im

perfect ; for while Paul in all the Epistles written

before this time (Thessalonians, Galatians, Cor

inthians) addresses the churches, in his subse

quent letters to the fully organized Christian con

gregations at Ephesus, Philippi, and Colosse, he

does not. — Beloved of God. Because reconciled

to God through Christ (chaps, v. 5 ; viii. 39). —

Called to be saints. Just as PaulVas called to be

an Apostle (ver. 1), implying that they actually

were what they were called to be. ' Saints ' refers

first of all to consecration to God, and then as a

consequence to holiness. This must always be

borne in mind. (Since the greeting forms of it

self a grammatically complete sentence, it seems

best to place a period after ' saints.')

Grace to yon, and peace. This is the Christian

greeting. The word translated ' grace ' is akin to

the common Greek salutation, while ' peace ' is the

Hebrew salutation. The two, as here lifted up into

Christian usage, are related to each other as cause

and effect : the one is God's feeling toward us ; the

other the result in us. The connection shows what

a profound sense 4s attached to both. The greet

ing seems to be an earnest wish or prayer, rather

than an authoritative benediction, but on this point

there is room for discussion. There is no verb in

the original, and to this usage the English version

conforms here, but not elsewhere.—From God our

Father. This refers to the new and special rela

tion which Christians hold to God, as adopted sons

(chap. viii. i£ ; Gal. iv. 5). — And the Lord Jesus

Christ. This joining of Christ with God our Father

as the personal source of ' grace and peace ' to us,

is a strong incidental proof of the divinity of

Christ. No one who believed the Hebrew Scrip

tures would thus associate the eternal Jehovah

with a mere man. At the same time, we learn

elsewhere that the Father is the Author, and

Jesus Christ the mediator and procurer of these

blessings.

This section assumes the fundamental facts of

Christianity. Written less than thirty years after

the death of Christ, to a body of believers far re

moved from Judea, it is itself sufficient evidence

that the Gospels contain history, and not myths or

fictions, that the doctrines peculiar to Christian

ity were proclaimed and believed from the first,

and are not the inventions of after ages. Paul

goes further, and affirms that the main facts were

promised in the Old Testament. The Person of

Christ, the Incarnation, — the Resurrection, the

universal Lordship of Jesus Christ, these are the

facts. Faith in Him, loyal allegiance to Him,

universal proclamation of Him — all for His

glory — this is the human response to the facts of

salvation. This was the substance of Christianity

in the first century, and this is its substance now.

Such a gospel is imperishable, and the letter

which treats of it most systematically is not for

one place and age alone, but of universal interest

and of permanent authority, even as this distinc

tively Christian greeting is as precious to us now

as to the Roman Christians then.

Chapter I. 8-15.

Introduction, Giving the Occasion of the Epistle.

After the full and formal address and greeting, the Apostle, as usual, begins with thanksgiving on

behalf of the Christians addressed. (In Galatians a rebuke takes the place of the thanksgiving.)

Here Paul gives thanks, and that through Jesus Christ, for the extended fame of the faith of the Chris

tians at Rome (ver. 8), and then mentions his constant prayer for them (ver. 9), and especially his

prayerful desire to come tr them (ver. 10), for their common edification (vers, it, 12). His unful

filled purpose to come that he might have fruit among them also (ver. 13), grows out of his obligation
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to preach the gospel to all men (ver. 14), hence his readiness to preach to them also (ver, 15). The

non-fulfilment of this desire and purpose occasioned the Epistle, the main thought of which imme

diately follows (vers. 16, 17).

8
FIRST,1 aI thank my God 'through Jesus Christ for2 you « jC"- ■•■«•

all, that 'your faith is spoken of throughout3 the whole '^'f^33.
The**.

. 2 ; Philein.9 world. For d God is my witness, * whom I serve ' with 4 my '•

spirit in the gospel of his Son, that "without ceasing I makej"^"^;5-

10 mention of you5 always in my prayers;6 * Making request, if i9i'The"'

by any means now at length7 I might have a prosperous jour-'fcSiJf^Ji

11 ney8 'by the will of God to come unto you. For I long to They'll.' 5!

see you, that *I may impart unto you some spiritual gift, to' ?3i "rik.

12 the end ye maybe established; That is, that I maybe com-/ join «. 11,

forted together9 with you10 by 'the mutual faith both of you 34'

13 and me.11 Now M I would not have you ignorant, brethren, 10.

1 r ■ iu t 1 /i * Chap. xv. » j,

that "oftentimes" I purposed to come unto you (but "was 3?;iThess.

let14 hitherto), that I might have some "fruit among15 you^■'^e)si^•v,5•

14 also, even as among15 other Gentiles.16 pl am debtor both,.?.1?- .
T » O I lit. 1. 4; 2

to the Greeks, and to the Barbarians ; both to the wise, and mp^± 'xv

1 5 to the unwise.17 So, as much as in me is, * I am ready to n |3ee Acts

preach the gospel to you that are at Rome also.18 rhei'i!. 18.

» Phil. iv. 17.

» First of all 2 concerning * published in * in * cSSo/aS

6 how unceasingly I remember you ; • omit ( ; ) 'if haply now at last «*>"• "•

8 I may be prospered * I with you may be comforted

30 among, or, in you 3I by each other's faith, both yours and mine.

12 But M often " and was hindered ls Greek in

18 the rest of the Gentiles

17 Both to Greeks and to Barbarians ; both to wise and to unwise, I am

debtor. u to you also that are at Rome

Ver. 8. First of all. Some find the second known to unbelievers, even to the Jews at Rome,

thought in ver. 10, or ver. 13; others translate appears from Acts xxviii. 22. The praiseworthy

'chiefly.' As the absence of 'secondly 'suggests a character of their faith may be inferred from the

slight emphasis, we render as above (comp. chap, thanksgiving. — In the whole world. ' A popular

iii. 2). — I thank my God. (See introductory note), hyperbole, but how accordant with the position

' The Apostle pursues the natural course of first of the church in that city, toward which the eyes

placing himself, so to speak, in relation with his of the whole world were turned ! ' (Meyer.)

readers ; and his first point of contact with them Ver. q. For. This introduces a solemn proof

Ls gratitude for their participation in Christianity' of his thanksgiving. —God ia my witness. Such

(De Wette). There is a touching emphasis in the appeals to God are not uncommon in Paul's writ-

phrase ' my God,' with its personal appropriation ings. God only could know what his habit in

and corresponding sense of personal obligation. In secret prayer was. The fact was important, since

this expression he sums up ' all those experiences he had lalwrcd so widely and yet not visited

he had personally made ' (Godet) of the covenant them. This might seem like ignorance or forget-

fnithfulness of God.— Through Jesus Christ. The fulness of them. —Whom I serve in my spirit,

thanksgiving is through Chris; ; comp. Heb. iii. This adds strength to the solemn asseveration.

15. and similar passages. Jesus Christ is also the The word translated 'serve' is used in the Sep-

medium through whom came the blessings for tuagint of priestly service, and probably retains

which he is thankful ; but the other thought is some such force here. He renders true service,

the prominent one. — For you all. The thanks- not in the temple, but in his 'spirit.' 'Spirit' is

giving was concerning them, or, on their behalf. — the highest part of man's nature, and in passages

That. The word also means ' because ; ' but here like this the reference is to the human spirit, not in

the two senses are practically the same. — Your contrast with soul or body, but as the sphere of the

faith is published, declared among Christians, working of the Holy Spirit Meyer says : 'in my

That the Roman church was comparatively un- moral self- consciousness, which is the living inner
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sphere of that service.' But it is a regenerated

moral self-consciousness (so Godet). — In the gos-

pel of his Bon. The gospel concerning his Son

(comp. ver. 3). This is the sphere of the service

from another point of view ; his service is not the

performance of a ritual, but the proclamation of

the gospel, the good tidings about the Son of

God. Notice here and throughout, that the gos

pel is spoken of, not as the gospel of Jesus, but as

the gospel of God, the gospel of Christ, the gos

pel of his Son. Paul served God by telling the

good tidings of the Son of God, Jesus Christ our

Lord (vers. 1-5). — How unceasingly. The E. V.

is incorrect here. It is the mode, rather than the

simple fact, or the degree, which is brought out.

— I remember you. Here the E. V. is inaccurate

in iis punctuation. This phrase should be separ

ated from what follows. The remembrance is

not a mere recollection, but an active recalling of

them. ' Make mention ' is more literal, but it sug

gests the thought of petition, which is first brought

out in what follows. — Always in my prayers, or,

'at my prayers,' i. e., always when engaged in

prayer.

Ver. 10. Making request. How unceasingly

he remembers them is evident from this constant

petition, the purport of which is next expressed.

— If haply, etc. Instead of saying, 'that I may

come,' the Apostle uses this conditional form,

which indicates both his earnest desire and his

submission of it to God's will. —How at last, on

some occasion. This implies both earnest wish

and long delay (both of which are expressed in

ver. 13), and also the possibility that he might be

delayed much longer. Three years intervened

before his desire was granted. — I may be pros

pered. The E. V. here follows the incorrect trans

lation of the Vulgate. The word means to suc

ceed, to have the good fortune ; the idea of

journeying, which belonged to it originally, was

lost in the usage of that time. — By the will of

God. This belongs to ' prospered,' not to ' come.'

Ver. 11. For I long to see you. This longing

was the reason of his constant petition. There

is no needless repetition, since this verse and what

follows show that thanksgiving, remembrance,

petition, and longing, all grow out of his desire

to preach that gospel, which he is about to set

forth in this Epistle. — Some spiritual gift. ' Spir

itual ' means, wrought by the Holy Spirit, and not

simply, belonging to the inner life. Apparently,

Paul never uses the word in the latter sense. ' Gift '

does not refer to miraculous gifts, but to all gifts

of grace. ' Some,' expresses ' not only the Apos

tle's modesty, but an acknowledgment that the

Romans were already in the faith, together with

an intimation that something was still wanting in

them.' (Lange.) — To the end, etc. This was the

object of the desired impartation of spiritual gifts ;

they were not desired for their own sake. — Be

established, or, ' strengthened.' The agent would

be the Holy Spirit (comp. 'spiritual ') ; Paul was

but the instrument (see next verse).

Ver. 12. That is, etc. ' By this modifying ex

planation, subjoined with humility, and expressed

in a delicate complimentary manner, Paul guards

himself, in the presence of a church to which he

was still a stranger, from the possible appearance

of presumption and of forming too low an esti

mate of the Christian position of his readers.'

(Meyer.) — I with you maybe comforted among

or, ' in,' you. The phrase is difficult to translate ;

since in the original there is a compound verb

which means ' comforted with,' i. e., at the same

time with, and also an added phrase, which means

' among you,' lit., ' in you.' The full meaning is :

that he might be comforted, i. t., encouraged and

helped, as these ideas are included in the New

Testament use of the word, at the same time when

they were, namely, when by the fulfilment of his

purpose, he should be 'among them.' The literal

sense ' in you ' is preferred by some as indicating

that the comfort was found in them ; but the next

phrase designates the source of the comfort. —

Each of us, etc. The translation we adopt is now

generally accepted. (' Mutual faith ' suggests the

incorrect sense, that the faith they had was faith

in each other.) This turn of the thought indicates

that their faith is the same, that they can, there

fore, help and comfort one another ; the closing

expression shows tact and modesty. One can

scarcely fail to remark how the tone of Paul dif

fers from that of the Roman Popes.

Ver. 13. But I would not have you ignorant

(comp. chap. xi. 25). The phrase lays stress on

what is said. The progress of thought is natural.

Paul had expressed his prayerful longing to see

them (vers. 9-12), he now tells them that this

longing had not been inactive ; it had frequently

led to a definite purpose to visit them. — Brethren.

This affectionate address agrees well with the

fraternal tone of ver. 12. — Often I purposed. In

his frequent visits to Greece such a purpose

would readily be formed (comp. chap. xv. 23). —

And was hindered hitherto. — ThU is a parenthet

ical explanation, introduced by 'and,' not 'but.'

The word ' let ' is an instance of entire reversal of

meaning in English usage. It meant ' hinder ' at

the time when the E. V. was made. The hindrances

are not specified ; but we infer from chap. xv.

20-24, that he felt it to be his first duty to preach

where the gospel had not been yet proclaimed.

At the same time, his necessary journeys to Jeru

salem, and the task of organizing the Gentile

churches, of correcting their errors (comp. Gala-

tians), of allaying dissensions (comp. Corinthi

ans), filled up his time. It is nowhere hinted

that he was forbidden to preach there. — That I

might have some fruit. The main thought is here

resumed. The figure is quite common. The

' fruit ' is the harvest to be gathered and presented

to God. Hence it is not Paul's reward, or the

result of his labor merely, but the good works

produced among the Roman Christians, as fruit

unto God (comp. ver. 11). The conversion of

others is not alluded to. —Among you also. Lit.,

' in you also.' The literal sense would emphasize

the internal character of the fruit-bearing ; but

' among,' which is a frequent sense of the prepo

sition, is, on the whole, to be preferred.—Among

the rest of the Gentiles. In ver. 5, the word is ren

dered ' nations,' but here the reference to ' Gen

tiles ' is more marked, since there is a marked

hint of his special mission as Apostle to the Gen

tiles, carried out in the next verse.

Ver. 14. The striking order of the original is

reproduced in the emended rendering we give

in foot-note 17. — I am debtor. ' Paul regards the

divine obligation of office, received through Christ

(ver. 5), as the undertaking of a debt, which he has

to discharge by preaching the Gospel among all

Gentile nations. Comp. in reference to this subject,

Acts xxvi. 17 f. ; Gal. ii. 7; iCor. ix. 16.' (Meyer).

Until he had fruit among the Romans, as among

the rest of the Gentiles (ver. 13), this debt was not

paid. — To Greeks and to Barbarians. The Greeks
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called all other peoples ' Barbarians ; ' the word

having reference to the strange, unintelligible lan

guage. It became a term of reproach, because

the Greeks, with their pride of race and culture,

and the Romans, with their pride of power, looked

down upon other nations. The Romans, accord

ing to the usage of those days, were not counted

among the 'Barbarians,' but the Apostle probably

docs not class them here at all, for at Rome were

representatives of all nations and all shades of

culture and ignorance. He is a debtor to all,

whatever may be the distinctions of language or

race. The Jews are left out, because he is speak

ing of his debt to the Gentiles. — Both to wise

and to unwise. This expresses the difference of

natural intelligence and cultivation in every na

tion ; it is not a repetition of the previous clause.

The article is omitted in the original, and is not

necessary in English ; the word ' unwise ' is not

strictly accurate, since it suggests a verbal corre

spondence which does not exist. But 'foolish'

implies more of a bad sense than the word used

by the Apostle. The two pairs together ' are

used, apparently, merely as comprehending all

Gentiles, whether considered in regard of race or

of intellect ; and are placed here certainly not

without a prospective reference to the universality

cf guilt, and need of the gospel, which he is pres

ently about to prove existed in the Gentile world.'

(Alford.)

Ver. 15. So, i. e., in accordance with this posi

tion of debtor (ver. 14). Other explanations are

less satisfactory. — As much as in me is, or, ' as

far as in me lies.' The phrase is a strong one, as

if to say : ' As far as it depends on me, I am anx

ious to come and preach to you, but my will is

subject to the will of God, who may have decreed

it otherwise;' comp. vers. 10, 13. — I am ready.

This is a correct paraphrase of a difficult Greek

expression. — To preach the gospel. One word in

the original, to evangelize. — To yon also that are

in Rome. The Christians in Rome are meant

here, as throughout. The gospel, which they had

already heard from others, he was ready to preach

to them, that he might have fruit among them

also (ver. 13). To refer it to unconverted Romans

is incorrect, both because of the use of ' you ' in

what precedes, and because his readiness to

preach this gospel to those who had already re

ceived it is the warrant for writing it to believers.

Emphasis rests upon ' you also in Rome.' It was

the capital of the world ; even there he would

not be ' ashamed of the gospel ' (ver. 16). ' Paul

subsequently attained the object of his wishes,

though not according to human purposes, but ac

cording to the counsel of God : first as a prisoner,

and last as a martyr' (Lange). The very same

power is required to make men missionaries as

to make them martyrs.

Chapter I. 16, 17.

The Thane of the Epistle.

Paul is ready to preach at Rome also, because he is not ashamed of the gospel ; and he is not

ashamed of the gospel, because of its character (ver. 16). The whole Epistle, to the end of chap,

xi., is an expansion of the latter part of ver. 16. The gospel is to ' every one,' for every one needs

it (chaps, i. iS-iii. 20) ; it is ' to every one that believetA,' for this is the one way (chaps, iii. 21-iv. 25) ;

it is ' God's power unto salvation,' for thus salvation is accomplished (chaps, v. i-viii. 39) ; it is 'to

the Jew first, and also to the Greek,' for the rejection of it by the Jews is but temporary (chaps,

ix.-xi.).

In ver. 17 it is further explained how the gospel is 'God's power unto salvation.' It is a revela

tion of God's righteousness ' (of a righteousness coming from Him), and that too by faith, as had

already been set forth in the Old Testament These verses therefore contain the fundamental truths

of God's plan of salvation.

a Ps. xl.9, 10;

16 "pOR "I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ:1 for6 it

A is the power of God2 unto salvation to every one that

believeth ; £to the Jew first, and also to the Greek. c E^a. „

17 For 'therein is the righteousness of God3 revealed from faith JJ'j'ac™;!'.

to faith : as it is written, eThe just4 shall live by faith.5

Mark viii.

38 ; 2 Tim.

1.8.

b 1 Cor. i. iS ;

26 ; xiii. 26,

46 , chap. ii.

1 omit of Christ, according to the best authorities

* God's power 8 God's righteousness

4 righteous * or The righteous by faith shall live

fChd ( lap. iii. 21.

e Hab. ii. 4;

John iii. 36 ;

Gal. iii. n ;

Phil. iii. 9;

Hcb. I. 3S.

Ver. 16. For I am not ashamed. This gives the

reason for his being ready to preach at Rome also

(ver. 15), and forms an easy transition to the state

ment which follows. Rome, the metropolis of the

heathen world, with all its pride of power, pre

sented a field, where, if anywhere, one might be

tempted to be ashamed of the gospel which cen

tred in a Person whom Roman soldiers had cruci-
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fied. Comp. Gal. vi. 14, and chap. v. 2. — Of the

gospel. The message itself which he proclaims,

not the work of proclaiming it. The word gos

pel (evangelium) means the good tidings of sal

vation by Jesus Christ.' Hence it is not merely

a set of ideas, or a code of morals, but certain

facts which are told that men may believe on Him

in whom they centre (vers. 3, 4), and thus believ

ing live through and in Him. The reference to

Christ is so obvious that the phrase 'of Christ'

was added. It is to be omitted, according to the

testimony of the mass of ancient authorities. Paul

knew no other gospel than the gospel of (/. e..

about) Christ; comp. Gal. i. 6-9. — For. The

reason for not being ashamed is the nature of the

gospel. — God's power. The article is not found

in the Greek, but the idea is made definite by the

word 'God's.' It comes from Him, belongs to

Him, in and through it He works efficaciously.

' By awaking repentance, faith, comfort, love,

peace, joy, courage in life and death, hope, etc.,

the gospel manifests itself as power, as a mighty

potency, and that of God, whose revelation and

work the gospel is (Meyer). Writing to Rome,

the city of worldly power, he calls the gospel

God's power; writing to Corinth, the city of

worldly wisdom, he calls the gospel God's wis

dom (1 Cor. ii. 7, etc.). — Unto salvation. This

includes both redemption from sin and positive

privilege ; a share in the eternal glory of the

Messiah's kingdom. ' Salvation ' includes more

than moral improvement or continued happiness ;

it is, on its positive side, the equivalent of ' life,'

in its full New Testament sense. — To every one,

not to the Jew alone (see next clause). The sub

sequent argument (ver. 18-iii. 20) shows that

every one needs this power unto salvation ; guilt

being universal. — Believeth. This is the subject

ive condition of the gospel salvation ; faith lays

hold of what the gospel presents. There mav be

a contrast to Jewish legalism, — as in the subse

quent discussion (chaps, lii. 21-iv. 25). Comp.

ver. 17. — To the Jew first. First in time, but in

cluding more than this. ' First, in having a prior

claim, as the covenanted people of God : first,

therefore, in the season of its offer, but not in the

condition of its recipients after its acceptance'

(Wordsworth). In chaps, ix.-xi. this priority of

the Jews is discussed in view of the general re

jection of the gospel by that people. — And also

to the Greek. ' Greek ' is here equivalent to

' Gentile ; ' comp. Acts xiv. 1 ; and 1 Cor. x. 32,

where the E. V. translates ' Gentiles.' Greek

and Barbarian (ver. 14), was a national distinction

used by the Greeks ; Jew and Greek, a religious

one used by the Jews ; in both cases including all

mankind.

Ver. 17. For. The proof of ver. 16, especially

of the assertion that the gospel is the power of

God unto salvation, — Therein ; in the gospel. —

God's righteousness. The word 'righteous,' so

frequent in the Old Testament, is used of con

formity to law, equivalent to holy, perfect. It is

applied absolutely to God alone, and the entire

family of similar terms has a religions significance.

' Righteousness,' when used of man, means con

formity to the holy will and law of God, as the ul

timate standard of right ; when used of God, it ex

presses one of His attributes, essentially the same

with His holiness and goodness, as manifested in

His dealings with His creatures, especially with

men. Closely allied with these words is another,

meaning to declare or pronounce one righteous,

expressed in English by the word ' justify,' derived

from the Latin equivalent of ' righteous.' It is

unfortunate that the correspondence cannot be

preserved. In this verse ' God's righteousness,'

in itself, might mean: (1) a righteousness which

belongs to God ; (2) a righteousness which comes

from God ; (3) a righteousness which He ap

proves. But the discussion in chaps. Hi., iv.,

leaves no room for doubting that the correct

meaning is (2), a righteousness of which God is

the author, and that too His free gift, so that it

is reckoned to the believer (chap. iii. 21-25). ^ut

while this is to be insisted upon as the prominent

thought, it must be borne in mind : (a) That nei

ther here nor elsewhere is ' righteousness ' ex

actly equivalent to ' justification,' or God's method

of justification. {/>) That this revelation of ' right

eousness from God,' by imputation, grows out of

the righteousness which belongs to God ; in the

gospel He reveals His own righteousness by re

vealing that He is ' just and the justifier of him

that hath faith in Jesus ' (chap. iii. 26) ; nothing

shows His righteousness so plainly as the death

of Christ for our Redemption, (c) Hence this

' righteousness from God,' freely reckoned to the

believer, necessarily leads to a change of charac

ter in the sinner who believes, so that the right

eousness imputed ' becomes righteousness in

wrought.' This is necessarily the case : because

when God accounts a man righteous, He is

pledged to make him so ; because faith which

lays hold on this imputed righteousness brings

the justified man into living fellowship with Jesus

Christ, who gives him the Holy Spirit ; and be

cause on the human side this method of pardon

and reconciliation affords motives for well-doing,

which that Holy Spirit uses to fulfil the pledge

God makes of sanctifying the believer. It has

been found that a denial of the fundamental sense

(righteousness from God, imputed by Him) leads

to a practical obscuration of both the other senses ;

while God has been proven righteous and man

made righteous by the maintenance of the truth

that in the gospel He reveals a righteousness

which He puts to the account of the believer. —

Revealed. The present tense indicates continued

action : it is being revealed, it is continuously

proclaimed and made known. In the Old Testa

ment it was promised and prepared for, but first

made known fully in the gospel. — From faith to

faith. This is to be joined with ' revealed,' not

with ' righteousness.' The righteousness is re

vealed 'from faith' as the starting-point, and 'to

faith' as its aim, continually producing new faith.

This is substantially the generally accepted ex

planation. (It is improper to refer 'from faith'

to God's faithfulness.) The gospel makes known

constantly that faith on Christ is the subjective

cause of the righteousness from God, the condi

tion of its imputation, the organ which appropri

ates it ; and it further makes known that thus

faith is produced ; faith is the beginning and end,

the vital principle is ever the same. ' Faith,' in

the New Testament, has well-nigh invariably the

subjective sense, not what is believed, but believ

ing. It includes knowledge and belief, assent

and surrender, appropriation and application ;

and hence cannot be limited to a purely intellect

ual credence. —As it is written. By this passage

(Hab. ii. 4), Paul would show that this revelation

of righteousness from God, from faith and to

faith, is in accordance with the Old Testament

Scripture, and hence according to the divine plan.
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— The righteous. The rendering 'just' obliter

ates the verbal correspondence with ' righteous

ness.' Paul here refers to one who possesses

the righteousness from God. If this were not

the case the quotation would lack point. — Shall

live by faith ; or, ' the righteous by faith shall

live." The former view of the connection agrees

better with the original prophecy of Habakkuk,

where ' faith ' is equivalent to ' faithfulness ' (both

having the same fundamental idea of trust in God).

The latter, however, is accepted by some, on the

ground that Paul, in this case, is seeking to prove

From the Old Testament, not a life by faith, but

the revelation of righteousness by faith. ('By'

here is the same word as that rendered ' from ' in

the preceding clause.) In any case, Paul clearly

holds that if the righteous man truly lives, it is

because he has been accounted righteous by faith ;

comp. Gal. iii. 11, where the same passage is

quoted. In favor of the connection ' live by faith,'

we may urge the greater emphasis which falls

upon 'by faith,' in accordance with the order of

the Greek.

We add a paraphrase of these important verses :

To you Romans also I am ready to preach, for

even in your imperial city I would not be ashamed

of the gospel. How can I be ashamed of it be

fore any sinful man, since it is that through and

in which God's power works so as to save men,

all of whom are sinful, and any one of whom can

be thus saved when he believes — whether he be

of God's ancient people, to whom it was first

preached, or of the Gentiles. It is God's power

unto salvation because it brings to sinful men

righteousness which comes from God, given freely

by Him, so that they are accounted righteous (and

made righteous because He so accounts them) ;

and this, not by any impossible way, but revealed

from faith as its starting-point and faith as its

terminal point : whatever of righteousness man

has comes by faith. And this was God's way,

predicted already in the Old Testament, for He

there says : The man who is declared righteous

lives by faith (or, the man who is righteous by

faith lives).

DOCTRINAL PART. CHAPTERS I. 18 — XI.

Chapters I. 18 — III. 20.

I. UNIVERSAL NEED.

Having asserted that the gospel is God's power unto salvation to every one that bclieveth, whether

Jew or Greek, the Apostle proceeds to show that all men are sinners, and therefore can be saved

only by this method. He first (1.) describes the sinfulness of the Gentiles (chap. i. 18-32), and then

(2.) proves that the Jews are equally in need of this salvation (chaps, ii.-iii. 20). This proof of the

universality of sinfulness establishes directly the propriety of using the phrase ' every one ' in ver. 16,

while it indirectly proves that ' God's power ' is needed, and that only he that ' believeth ' can be

saved. Since all are sinners they cannot save themselves, and must be saved by faith.

Chapter I. 18-32.

1. The Sinfulness of the Gentiles.

This fearful yet truthful description of the moral decay of the Gentile world is not introduced

abruptly. In ver. 17 the Apostle had declared that righteousness from God was revealed by faith ;

he now proves this (and thus the position of ver. 16) by the fact that God's wrath is revealed against

unrighteousness. This is, indeed, a revelation of God's punitive righteousness, but it shows that sin

ful men can be saved only through the gospel. Ver. 18 suggests the thoughts developed more fully in

the entire section. In vers. 19-23 the Apostle shows why this wrath was revealed ; in vers. 24-32, hmo

it was revealed ; but in the latter part he constantly recurs to the previous thought. The former

part is a sketch of the downward progress of the heathen world, in its religious life ; the latter de

scribes the consequent immorality, which is in fact a revelation of God's wrath. (For an analysis of

vers. 24-32, see under ver. 24.) The Apostle assumes that religion and morality are inseparably con

nected ; that God punishes impiety by giving up the impious to the wrong practices which are the

legitimate fruit of their ungodliness ; that truth and right, error and wrong, are vitally connected in

human experience.
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that are made, even his eternal 7 power and Godhead ; 8 so that *7'

21 they are9 ' without excuse: Because that, when they knew^ jKiEpxvii.

God,10 they glorified him not u as God, neither were thankful ; 12 ^Ei* Iv-
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. , i Dent. iv. 16,

22 heart was darkened. "Professing themselves to be wise, they «c; Ps.cvi.
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1 God into an image made like to 16 corruptible man, and to 17 ">>. Acu
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27 against nature : And likewise also the men, leaving the natural s. i

use of the woman, burned in their lust one toward another: ". =3;EPh.
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men with men working that which is unseemly,28 and receiving >°-
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28 And even as they did not like30 to retain31 God in their knowl
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30 whisperers, Backbiters,35 r haters of God,36 despiteful,37 proud,38''

31 boasters, inventors of evil things, disobedient to parents, With

out understanding, covenant-breakers, without natural affec-

32 tion, implacable,39 unmerciful : Who, knowing the 'judgment40*

of God, that they which commit41 such things 'are worthy of

death, not only do the same, but " have pleasure in them that «

do 42 them.

M or slanderers M hateful to God

87 insolent M haughty *° the best authorities omit implacable

40 ordinance n who practise " consent with

Comp. Ps.

v. 5 ; with

Ps.btxxi. 65

Chap. ii. s6;

viii. 4.

Chap. vi. 21.

Ps. 1. 18;

comp. Acts

viii. x ; xxii.

so.

Ver. 18. For. Direct proof of ver. 17 : the

righteousness from God is revealed by faith, for

other revelations are of God's wrath. (See note

above.) — God's wrath. (The article is wanting

here, as in vers. 16, 17 ; but the translation 'a

wrath of God,' is altogether unnecessary.) This

phrase is anthropopathic (*'. e., borrowed from hu

man feelings), but it expresses a reality, namely,

the punitive justice and holiness of God over

against sin. Yet, this wrath of God, so frequently

spoken of, must not be confounded with its re

sult, the punishment of sin ; it is rather 'an affec

tion of the personal God, having a necessary con

nection with His love. The wrath of God, the

reality of which is indisputable as the very pre

supposition of the work of atonement, is the love

of the holy God (who is neither neutral nor one

sided in His affection) for all that is good in its

energy as antagonistic to all that is evil ' (Meyer).

— Is revealed. The continuous revelation is in

dicated. It is not necessary to assume that such

a revelation is exclusively supernatural, especially

here where historical facts exemplify the mode of

the revelation. Hence the revelation is an out

ward one, not that accomplished through the

gospel. — From heaven ; to be joined with ' re

vealed.' * Heaven,' as the dwelling-place or throne

of God, is designated as the place from which

this revelation of wrath proceeds. — Against all

ungodliness and unrighteousness. God's wrath

is against every form of irreligiousness and im

morality ; the two words distinguishing sin with

respect to God and the law of right He has estab

lished. ' Ungodliness is more the fountain (but

at the same time partially the result) of unright

eousness, — which unrighteousness is more the

result (but at the same time partially the fountain)

of ungodliness ' (Alford). Hence the terms are

not to be applied respectively to sins against God

and against men.— Of men. The reference is not

now to all men, but to those ' who hinder,' etc.

Since the Apostle does not charge the Jews with

this in chap, ii., the Gentiles are meant here. —

Hinder, restrain, or hold back, rather than hold

(see references) ; those who hinder the truth from

producing its proper results. — Unrighteousness is

that wherein they hold the truth back, hindering

it thereby.

Ver. io. Because. Here begins the statement

why God's wrath was revealed, which is also a

proof that they hold back the truth in unright

eousness. ' If they did so out of ignorance, they

would be excusable : but they do not do so out

of ignorance, and therefore God's wrath is man

ifested against them ' (Meyer). The Apostle

proves first that men had the truth (vers. 19, 20) ;

then that they hindered it, and perverted it (vers.

21-23). Afterwards the result is described. —

That which is known of God. The word used has

this sense in the New Testament; so that the

phrase does not mean the knowledge of God, nor

what may be known of God. The former is un-

grammatical, the latter illogical in this connec

tion, since it is plainly shown that the heathen

did not know all that may be known of God. —

In them ; not, ' among them,' which would refer

to a merely external revelation. The Apostle is

speaking of a revelation in the heart and con

science.— God manifested it. Through the crea

tion (ver. 20) ; the tense used pointing to one act.

Ver. 20. For the invisible things of God. Some

of His attributes, as explained afterwards. —

Since the creation of the world. 'From,' while

literally correct, may be misunderstood as refer

ring to the means of clearly seeing.— Being: per

ceived, etc. The mode of clearly seeing the invis

ible attributes of God is the perception of them

through the visible things which He has made. —

Even his everlasting power and divinity. The

word 'everlasting' here is not the same as that

usually rendered ' eternal ' ; it belongs to both

nouns. ' Eternal, and Almighty, have always been

recognized epithets of the Creator' (Alford).

Through the ' power ' men recognize the ' divin

ity,' which here means not the personal Deity,

but the sum of the divine attributes. The position

Paul takes is opposed to Pantheism.— That they

may be without excuse. The designed result is

here set forth; 'so that' is not literally exact

But man's inexcusableness, not God's sovereignty,

is under discussion.

Ver. 21. Because. The fact which renders

them inexcusable is now stated. —Though know

ing God. Although they had the knowledge indi

cated in ver. 20. — Did not glorify him as God.

What worship they rendered was not in accord

ance with the knowledge they had. 'Glorify'

refers to praising God for what He is. — Nor give

thanks ; /'. e., did not praise Him for all his bene

fits. — Became vain in their thoughts. ' Imagina

tions ' is inexact ; ' thoughts,' discussions, rea

sonings, are meant (comp. chap. ii. 15). 'The

conceptions, ideas, and reflections, which they

formed for themselves regarding the Deity, were

wholly devoid of any intrinsic value correspond

ing with the truth ' (Meyer.) ' Vanity ' is a char

acteristic term for idol-worship ; Deut. xxxii. 21 ;

2 Kings xvii. 5 ; Jer. ii. 5 ; Acts xiv. 15. — Sense
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leu, or, 'without understanding,' as the word is

translated in ver. 31. — Heart. Here, as so often

in the Bible, this refers to the whole inner man.

— Was darkened. (Comp. Eph. iv. 18.) This is

the culmination of the process: not worshipping

and thanking God, although they knew Him, they

became vain in their reasonings; this made their

heart senseless, and thus it was darkened, de

prived of the truth which it might have had (for

merly had) from the light of nature.

Ver. 22. Professing' themselves to be wise.

While, not because they professed themselves to

be wise. This has reference, not to heathen phi

losophers, but to the conceit of wisdom which lay

back of heathenism itself. — They became fools.

Their folly was manifested in their idolatry. ' For

heathenism is not the primeval religion, from

which man might gradually have risen to the

knowledge of the true God, but is, on the con

trary, the result of a falling away from the known

original revelation of the true God in His works.

Instead of the practical recognition and preserva

tion of the truth thus given comes the self-wisdom

rendering them foolish, and idolatry in its train '

(Meyer).

Ver. 23. And changed. Comp. the strikingly

similar passage, Ps. cvi. 20. ' Exchanged ' is the

meaning, as in ver. 25, where, however, a stronger

word is used. — The glory, etc. God's majesty,

perfection, etc., made known as stated in vers.

19-21. — Incorruptible; introduced to mark the

folly of the exchange. — For a likeness of an im

age. This expression refers both to the grosser

and the more refined form of idolatry : the com

mon people saw in the idols the gods themselves ;

the cultivated heathen regarded them as symbol

ical representations, etc. — Of corruptible man ;

so the Greeks universally. — Of birds, etc. The

Egyptians worshipped idols of varied bestial

forms, and in Rome this worship prevailed ex

tensively. The order marks a descent to the

lowest kind of idolatrous representation j even

the images of reptiles were worshipped.

Ver. 24. Wherefore. Having shown that the

heathen had the truth and held it back in un

righteousness, the Apostle now shows how God's

wrath was displayed : generally in giving them

up to uncleanness (vers. 24, 25), and specially to

unnatural sensuality (vers. 26, 27), as well as to

other vices which are named (vers. 28-32). —

Gave them np. This is more than 'permitted.'

That sin is punished by sin, we are taught by the

liible and by daily experience. God abandons

man to the consequence of his own doings, and

thus punishes him. This is a divinely instituted

law, in perfect harmony with our personal free

dom and moral accountability. — In the lusts of

their hearts. Not ' through, but ' in,' signifying

the moral sphere in which they were, when the

judicial abandonment by God delivered them over

to a still worse condition. — Unto uncleanness;

impurity, unchastity. The heathen scarcely rec

ognized lewdness as sinful. — That their bodies

were dishonored. This may mean either (1) the

purpose, or (2) the result, or (3) wherein the un

cleanness consisted. The last is preferable. —

Among them. This seems a better supported

reading than ' themselves ' ; but the notion is

of reciprocal dishonor.

Ver. 25. Being such as, or, 'since they were

such as.' Here the Apostle reverts to the reason

for the punishment. — Exchanged. A stronger

phrase than that in ver. 23. — The truth of God.

The truth or reality of God, the true Divine es

sence, practically the same as ' the true God.'

The latter phrase would perhaps seem irrever

ent. Other views, the true knowledge of God, the

true notion of God, etc., are less in keeping with

the figure of exchanging.— For a lie ; comp. Jer.

xiii. 25, and similar passages, where idols are

called a ' lie.' The term is apt because the heathen

gods have no existence. — Worshipped and served.

The former means religious reverence of every

kind ; the latter, formal worship, with sacrifice,

and other acts and rites. — Bather than the Cre

ator. The nature of the case leads us to prefer

' rather than ' to ' more than ' ; for idolatry is in

compatible with the worship of the true God, who

shares His honor with none of His creatures. —

Who is blessed, etc. The doxology is the natural

outburst of piety, aroused into holy indignation

at the sin of idolatry, which is by the contrast

portrayed in its darkest colors. The word ren

dered ' blessed ' is applied, in the Bible, only to

God ; a different one is used of man, in the Psalms,

Sermon on the Mount, etc. — Amen. Comp. chaps.

ix. 5 ; xi. 33, for the solemn, liturgical close of a

doxology.

Ver. 26. For this cause ; namely, because of the

apostasy described in ver. 25. But as that passage

repeats in another form the thought of ver. 23, so

this verse takes up anew the thought of ver. 24.

The uncleanness to which the heathen were given

up took a special and aggravated form ; as vile

passions, lit., ' passions of dishonor.' Those are

truthfully described, and yet with modest reti

cence. — For both ; or, ' even ' ; but the former

seems preferable on account of 'also' (ver. 27).

—Women; lit., 'females.' Abundant evidence

of such unnatural crime is found in heathen writ

ers.

Ver. 27. The men ; lit., ' males.' The vice of

sodomy was very prevalent in the ancient world.

The description here is more intense, correspond

ing with the prevalence and intensity of the im

morality. — Beceiving in themselves ; in their own

persons. ' The unseemliness ' points to some

thing well known. — That recompense of their

error. The unnatural lusts and vices were the

recompense, the due punishment, of their ' error,'

namely, their departure from God into idolatry.

Ver. 28. And even as. This is not equivalent

to ' because,' but marks the correspondence be

tween the sin and its punishment. Having chosen

out the most glaring form of vice, the Apostle

enumerates others which formed part of the pun

ishment. Here, as throughout, he reverts to the

reason they were given over, thus emphasizing

anew the connection between religion and moral

ity. — They refused, etc., did not deem it worth

while ; the original makes ' God ' the object ; did

not deem God worthy to have in knowledge. —

Unto a reprobate mind. ' Refused ' and ' repro

bate' represent words that sound alike, but the

play on the words cannot be readily reproduced.

' Reprobate ' means rejected of God as unworthy.

The heathen were not deprived of the faculty of

distinguishing between right and wrong, but they

practised evil and encouraged it in others (ver.

32). Because ' they knew the better and ap

proved,' their guilt was the greater when they

' y^t the worse pursued.'— Which are not becom

ing, indecent, immoral ; what these things were

is detailed in vers. 29-31.

Ver. 29. Being filled with all unrighteousness.

This is a general statement, the specifications fol
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low. (Corap. similar catalogues of sins ; noted in

marg. references to this verse. ) Various ingenious

attempts have been made at classifying the list ;

but the Apostle seems to have had in mind rhe

torical effect, rather than systematic order, the

design being to bring out more strikingly the ab

solute need of redemption. (The word 'fornica

tion ' is omitted by the best authorities ; and after

vers. 26, 27, the naming of this vice seems inap

propriate.) — Wickedness; disposition to accom

plish evil; the adjective is applied to Satan. —

Covetousness ; this sin is emphasized in the New

Testament (see especially Eph. v. 3, £ ; Col. iii.

5), and was widespread, at that time, in the Ro

man world. — Maliciousness in the classical sense

is vileness as opposed to virtue. — Envy. Con

ceived here as the thought which has rilled the

man. — Murder. The similarity in sound of the

original words may have led to the mention of

this sin first here ; but ' envy ' and ' murder ' are

related. — Strife. The word is that applied to

the goddess of Discord. — Whisperers ; secret

slanderers, tale-bearers. (This word ought to be

placed in the next verse. )

Ver. 30. Backbiters ; open slanderers, or ca

lumniators. — Hateful to God ; or, as in the E. V.,

' haters of God.' The former sense is the classical

one ; the latter is supposed to be more in accord

ance with the Biblical view of God. ' Leaving the

word in its strict signification, hated of God, we

recognize in it a summaryjudgment of moral in

dignation respecting all the precedingparticulars ;

so that, looking back on these, it forms a resting-

point in the disgraceful catalogue ' (Meyer). This

suits the connection better : ' If any crime was

known more than another, as " hated by the gods,"

it was that of informers, abandoned persons who

circumvented and ruined others by a system of

malignant espionage and false information' (Al-

ford). —Insolent, haughty, boasters ; three terms

applying to self-exaltation, the last the least offen

sive. — Disobedient to parents. ' Apostasy from

the piety and affection due to parents is a foun

tain of corruption. See Mai. iv. 6 ; Luke i. 17 '

(Lange).

Ver. 31. In this verse adjectives take the place

of the substantives previously used. The long cat

alogue is thus varied. —Without understanding;

the same word as 'senseless' (E. V. 'foolish'),

ver. 21. — Covenant breakers. In the original

there is another play upon the sound of the

words. (The best authorities omit ' implacable.')

— Unmerciful. This concludes the list, marking

the absence of the least principle of moral ac

tion.

Ver. 32. Who ; or, as in ver. 25, ' being such

as.' This verse adds to the description of vices

a deeper degree of immorality ; showing how en

tirely the heathen are ' without excuse ' (ver. 20 ;

chap. ii. 1). — Knowing. A stronger word than

that in ver. 21. Their conscience gave such

knowledge. — Ordinance of God. The word ' or

dinance ' is derived from the verb meaning to

justify, and means a justifying verdict or decree ;

nere it is the sentence or decree of God as Right

eous Lawgiver and Judge, connecting death with

sin, and life with righteousness, as recognized in

the conscience. — Practise. This word suggests

the repetition and continuance of the actions. —

Worthy of death. The heathen recognized that

sin must be punished, and Paul indicates that the

punishment is ' death,' by which he usually meant

(whatever the heathen understood) eternal death.

There is, however, no objection to understanding

it more generally. — Consent with them who prac

tise them. This is the sign of completed moral

abandonment ; they fail even to condemn it in

others. It is almost equivalent to saying, ' evil,

be thou my good.' The climax of the punish

ment of sin by sin suggests one feature of the

eternal death threatened in the Bible. This dark

picture of heathen corruption is not overdrawn,

though honorable exceptions existed. Not all

heathen had these vices, but as a whole the de

scription is correct. It can be verified by testi

mony from the classical writers, especially from

Seneca and Tacitus. Comp. Schaff, Church His

tory, vol. i., p. 302 ff. Deep moral corruption

has, it is true, pervaded Christendom. But there

remains this radical difference : heathen religion

produced and sanctioned heathen corruptions ;

Christendom is corrupt in spite of Christianity.

Chapters II.—III. 20.

2. The Sinfulness of the Jews, as a Proof of their Need of the Gospel.

This passage contains the second part of the proof of the universality of sin, and hence of the uni

versal need of the gospel, wherein is revealed a righteousness from God appropriated by faith. It

begins with a direct address to one who is not named, but characterized as a Jew, and passes to a

direct proof of the guilt of the Jews, not only in spite of, but also in consequence of, their greater

privilege, concluding with the formal declaration that no one can be justified by the works of the

law (chap. iii. 20). The general proof of the sinfulness of the Jews is found in chap, ii., while chap,

iii. 1-20 presents a confirmation from the Scriptures, which it is the privilege of the Jew to possess.

For convenience, we divide chap. ii. into two sections : the first (1.) setting forth the grounds of God's

judgment of all men (vers. 1-16) ; the second (II.) applying this principle to the case of the Jews

(vers. 17-29), while (in.) the Scriptural proof of their guilt is presented in chap. iii. 1-20.
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Chapter II. 1-16.

1. The Ground on which all men are yudgcd.

The Jews would at once assent to the truthfulness of the previous description ; but while con.

demning the Gentiles, they would mentally excuse themselves. To this natural, yet improper state

of mind, the Apostle replies. He shows great rhetorical skill, both in the use of direct address,

and in not at once naming the Jews. The truth he states, and which he uses to convict the Jews, is

of universal validity. The rhetorical form only enhances the logical force of the argument. This

section is, in fact, the major proposition of a syllogism : All who judge others for sins they them

selves commit, are under God's condemnation (vers. 1-5) ; for God's judgment is on moral (not

national or ceremonial) grounds (vers. 6-11); and, moreover, He judges men according to the light

they have (vers. 12-16). There is throughout a movement of thought toward the application to the

Jew, which is expressed in vehement form in the next section ; the minor proposition being found in

vers. 17-20 : the Jew, having more light, condemns others for sins he himself commits. The second

paragraph of this section, which asserts the universal principle of God's judgment, contains a series

of antithetic parallelisms (see notes).

i 'TT'HEREFORE thou art "inexcusable,1 O man, whosoever J °»£ Kf^

JL thou art that judgest: *for wherein thou judgest 'an- JSjf',*?"'

other,2 thou condemnest thyself; for thou that judgest ddoest3f /&°'.T»l'

2 the same things. But we are sure4 that the judgment of God d «re.p',,Vj.:

is according to truth against them which d commit6 such things. ' ^Eph. "'

3 And thinkest6 thou this, O man, that judgest them which ''do6 m.8,'iV'

such things, and doest the same, that thou shalt escape the*-Ex*PxJlw.,6j

4 judgment of God ? Or despisest thou "the riches of his good-* is. ™:\%\

ness and ' forbearance and • longsuffering ; Anot knowing that . -s-

1 Deut. xxxii.

5 the goodness of God leadeth7 thee to repentance ? But, after 34; James v

thy hardness and impenitent heart, 'treasurest up unto8 thy-* J***™:.

self wrath against 9 the day of wrath and revelation of the right- ,2J Proy-

eous judgment of God ; jer. xvii. .0;
* ° ' xxxu. 19 j

6 * Who will render to every man according to his deeds : 10 "'"j,™;.

7 To them who by patient continuance in well doing11 seek JVicSr'.'!!!

8 for glory and honour and 'immortality,12 eternal life : But unto 13 l°3\ *ev;";

them that are contentious,11 mand do not obey15 the truth, / ,xcor!xv. 4J,

9 but obey unrighteousness, indignation and wrath,16 Tribulation "%\. p '

and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth17 evil ; of theotch.T'iSj

10 Jew " first, and also of the Gentile ; 18 • But glory, honour,19 and « Am.lif. l\ '

1 1 1 on 1 /. Luke xii. 47,

peace, to every man that worketh-" good; to the Jew first, 48;iPetiv.

11 and also to the Gentile:18 For r there is no respect of persons- tpet.i.7.

. , „ ,. ' * / I>"t- x. 17;

with God. 2Chr.x11.7i

Job. xxxiv.

12 For as many as have21 sinned without law shall also perish ">\ ^jjj'jj;

without law; and as many as have21 sinned in the law22 shall 6: coih"iii!"

1 without excuse a Greek the other * practisest 4 And we know \\) ' Pct' ''

6 that practise ' But reckonest 7 is leading " for 9 in

10 works n that by endurance in good work u incorruption " to

14 self-seeking (lit., of faction) I6 and disobey

10 shall be wrath and indignation (see notes) ,T is working out n Greek

" and honour 20 is working !1 omit have 2'2 under law, Greek in law
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13 be judged by the law;23 (For24 "not the hearers of the25 law

are just26 before God, but the doers of the25 law shall be justi-

14 fied.27 For when the Gentiles, which u have not the law, do

by nature the things contained in the law,29 these, having not w

1 5 the law, are a law unto themselves : Which 31 shew the work

of the law written in their hearts, their conscience also bearing

witness, and their thoughts the mean while ffi accusing or else

16 excusing one another;83) rIn the day when God shall judge

the secrets of men 'by Jesus Christ 'according to my gospel.34

48 by {lit., through) law

54 transfer parenthesis to the beginning of ver. 14 {see notes').

15 the best authorities omit the '26 righteous m substitute { : ) for { . )

88 whenever Gentiles that ■ the things of the law °° not having

•' who {or being such as) 82 one with another ** even excusing them

u according to my gospel, through Jesus Christ.

q Matt. vii. 21 ;

James i. 22,

'3. 25; I

John iii. 7.

r Ecc. xii. 14 ;

Matt. xxv.

31 ; John xii.

48 ; chap. iii.

6; 1 Cor. iv.

5 ; Rev. xx.

12.

j John v. 22 ;

Acts x. 42 ;

xvii. 31 ; 2

Tim. iv. i,g;

1 Pet. iv. 5.

/ Chap. xvi.

25; 1 Tim. i.

it ; 2 Tim.

Ver. I. Therefore. This refers to the preced

ing section (vers. 18-32), especially to the inex-

cusableness of the heathen, the culminating proof

of which is found in ver. 32. — Without excuse ;

as in chap. i. 20. —0 man, whosoever thou art, etc.

The application to the Jews (vers. 17, etc.) shows

that they are now in the Apostle's mind ; more

over this judgment of others was characteristic of

the Jews. But what he says is true of every one

'whosoever' he is (see above). — Wherein. 'In

the matter in which.'—Another. Lit., ' the other ; '

as it is rendered in 1 Cor. x. 29. We would use

' thy neighbor ' to express the thought, but the

Jew would not call a Gentile ' neighbor.' — Con-

demnest. There is a verbal correspondence in

the original between ' judgest' and 'condemncst.'

— For thou that judgest, etc This is the proof

of the self-condemnation ; for the judgment pro

nounced upon others applies to the man's own

conduct. There is a ' reproachful emphasis ' upon

' thou that judgest.' —Practises!. The verb is the

same as in chap. i. 32, and in ver. 27 ; both it

and the corresponding noun have usually a bad

sense. — The same things. Not the same deeds,

but of the same moral quality. The censorious

spirit is of the same sinful character as vice ; the

most moral men have sinful natures, and are kept

from open transgression only by the grace of God,

or by a pride which is no less sinful than vice.

Ver. 2. And we know. Two very ancient man

uscripts read ' for ' ; but this was likely to have

been an alteration. Paul thus introduces what he

regards, and what his readers regard, as an un

doubted truth. It is not necessary to suppose

that he means 'we Jews.'—According to truth.

This belongs to the verb ' is ' ; the judgment of

God is according to truth, and hence it is against

them that practise such things.

Ver. 3. But reckonest thou, etc. There is a

slight antithesis here: 'but (although this is the

case, that God's judgment is against, etc.) dost

thou reckon,' etc, have this opinion, or fancy. —

This, namely, what follows, the description of the

man addressed : that thou shalt escape the judg

ment of God 1 This seems to have been the Jew

ish error ; according to ver. 2 such escape was

impossible. But it is an error not confined to the

Jews. ' The sinner can persuade himself, and by

many kinds of misconception stupefy himself, so

as to believe that his sins will go unpunished.'

(Tubingen Bible). Ah, how common is this de

ception !

Ver. 4. Or despisest thou, etc A new error.

' The despising of the divine goodness is the con

temptuous unconcern as to its holy purpose, which

produces as a natural consequence security in sin

ning (Eccles. v. 5 f.).' Meyer. — Riches; re

ferring to abundance or magnitude ; a favorite

expression with the Apostle, especially in the

Epistle to the Ephesians (see reff.). — Goodness;

the general and positive term (taken up again),

which is further explained by forbearance and

long suffering ; the negative terms referring to

God's tolerating sin and withholding punishment.

' To the present hour in each life, the series of

the Divine Goodness may be counted by the suc

cession of a man's sins' (John Foster). — Hot

knowing. ' Inasmuch as you do not know.' Not

the same word as ver. 2. Culpable ignorance;

ignoring the fact that might be known, is perhaps

implied. — Is leading thee to repentance. This is

its purpose, and its tendency, but it is thwarted

by man's wilful ignorance. This verse is a ques

tion ; but in the next verse, which is so closely

joined with it, this interrogative form is gradually

lost.

Ver. 5. But. With this tendency of the good

ness of God is contrasted the conduct of man.

Instead of being thereby led to repentance, men

allow themselves to fancy that God's goodness is

a proof that He will not punish sin. — After thy

hardness and impenitent heart. As might be ex

pected from, in accordance with and occasioned

by, thy hardness, etc — Treasorest up for thyself ;

thou for thyself, not God for thee. * The despis

ing of the riches of God's goodness in forbearance

and long suffering is the heaping up of a treasure

of wrath ' (Langc). — In the day of wrath ; wrath

which will be revealed in the day of wrath ;

' against ' is quite incorrect. —And revelation, etc.

This qualifies ' day.' God's ' righteous judgment '

(one word in Greek) will not be fully revealed

until the great day of final judgment.

Ver. 6. Who wiU render, etc. This is the
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universal principle of God's judgment, and it is

net forth in detail in vers. 7-10, which form a par

allelism. In fact, vers. 6 and 1 1 are parallel ;

vers. 7-10 being an amplification of the contrast

implied in both of these verses. — Works. This

is the word so frequently used by Paul in this

Epistle and in Galatians. Unfortunately the E.

V. sometimes (as here) translates it ' deeds.' Some

difficulty has been raised as to the agreement of

this principle with the doctrine of justification by

faith, to which such emphasis is afterwards given.

But (1) the Apostle is expounding the law, or the

revelation of wrath (chap. i. 18), not the Gospel.

(2) Good works are the fruit and evidence of

faith. ' The wicked will be punished on account

of their works, and according to their works ; the

righteous will be rewarded, not on account of,

but according to their works. Good works are

to them the evidence of their belonging to that

class to whom, for Christ's sake, eternal life is

graciously awarded ; and they are in some sense,

and to some extent, the measure of that reward '

(Hodge). The fact that the Apostle, in this con

nection, speaks of the judgment as ' according to

my gospel, through Jesus Christ,' shows that he

was not aware of any inconsistency between the

two principles.

Vers. 7-10. The parallelism will appear from

the following arrangement : —

To them that by endurance in good work

Seek for glory and honor and incorruption,

Eternal lift :

But to them that are self-seeking

And disobey the truth, but obey_ unrighteousness,

Shall be wrath and indignation.

Tribulation and anguish,

B j Upon every soul of man that is working out evil,

( Of the Jew first, and also of the Greek ;

i But glory and honor and peace,

A J To every man that is working good,

( To the Jew first, and also to the Greek.

The first and fourth, second and third stanzas

are respectively parallel, but the lines in the first

and second, give (1) the character, (2) the fur-

suits, and (3) the reward of the opposite classes,

— the third and fourth stanzas reverse this order.

Ver. 7. By endurance, perseverance, steadfast

ness, rather than ' patience,' is the idea of the

word, and the preposition in the original points

to the standard according to which the action is

performed. — In good work. The singular is used

to express the character as a unit. (' Well-doing '

obscures the correspondence with ' works,' ver. 6.)

The whole phrase qualifies the verb. — Beek for

glory and honor and incorruption. Future salva

tion is thus described as the object of pursuit : it

is 'glory,' because of its splendid manifestation ;

' honor, because it is a reward ; ' incorruption,'

because it is eternal. Whether any who are not

Christians have thus sought, is not declared by

the Apostle; comp. ver. 14. — Eternal life. This

is what God will render to the class just spoken

of. The phrase is distinctively Christian.

Ver. 8. To them that are self-seeking. Lit.,

' them of faction.' ' Contentious ' is not exact, since

the word is derived from serve, meaning to work

for hire. In the New Testament the derivative al

ways means factiousness, venal partisanship ; here

it refers to those who are intriguing, selfishly serv

ing a party, and not the truth. — Disobey the truth,

etc. Notice how ' the truth ' and ' unrighteous

ness ' are directly opposed to each other by the

Apostle. — Wrath and indignation. This is the

better supported order. ' Wrath ' points to the

permanent attitude of a holy God toward sin ;

' indignation,' to its particular manifestation, at

the judgment. ' Shall be,' should be supplied

to reproduce the change of construction in the

original ; a delicate adjustment to indicate that,

while God is directly the giver of eternal life, the

punishment of sin is the necessary result of the

sinner's own conduct, even though God punishes.

Comp. a similar change in chap. ix. 22, 23.

Ver. 9. Tribulation and anguish. The paral

lelism is continued in reverse order. ' Tribula

tion ' refers to the external weight of affliction ;

' anguish' to the internal sense of its weight, hence

it forms the climax (comp. references). — Every

soul of man. An emphatic and solemn way of

saying 'every man ' (comp. chap. xiii. 1), but pos

sibly implying that it is the ' soul ' which feels the

pain. That the body may not share in the pun

ishment is not stated, here or elsewhere. — la

working out evil. We attempt, by this rendering,

to bring out the difference between the verbs

here and in ver. 10 ; also to express the contin

uous action implied. The article is found in the

original ('the evil,' ' the good '). The verb, which

means to work out, to accomplish, is stronger than

the simple verb which occurs in ver. 10. — Of the

Jew first. First in privilege, the Jew becomes

first in responsibility ; comp. chap. 1, 16. It now

becomes evident that this chapter refers especially

to the Jews. — Of the Greek. This represents

'Gentile,' as in chap. i. 16; but it should be cor

rectly translated here and in ver. 10, as it is the

previous instance.

Ver. 10. Glory and honor and peace. (Comp.

ver. 7.) ' Peace ' is here used in its fullest sense ;

in the Old Testament it includes 'peace, plenty,

and prosperity,' but with more of a temporal ref

erence than in its New Testament use. Comp.

chap. viii. 6, and similar passages.

Ver. 11. Eor there is no respect, etc. This is

not a mere repetition of ver. 6 ; but shows the

reason why ' the Jew first, and also of the Greek.'

Since God has no respect of persons, He must

judge the Jew first. The verse, therefore, con

stitutes a proper transition to the next paragraph

(vers. 12-16), which sets forth that God's judg

ment is according to light The phrase ' respect

of persons ' is represented in the original by one

word. The conception is from the Hebrew (to

lift up, or accept, the face), and in the New Tes

tament is always used in a bad sense, of unjust

partiality. In the Old Testament it sometimes

has a good sense.

Ver. 12. For. This introduces an explanation,

namely, since God is no respecter of persons it

follows that He will judge according to light. —

As many as have sinned without law. ' Without

law ' is a single adverb in the original, and refers

to the absence of the Mosaic law as a standard

of morals, since the Gentiles were not absolutely

without law (comp. vers. 14, 15). The next clause

also refers to the Mosaic law, although both here

and in ver. 13 the article is wanting in the orig

inal. The word ' law ' in this definite sense was

so common among the Greek-speaking Jews that

they treated it as a proper name, and frequently

omitted the article. Since the reference to the

Mosaic law is so important here, it is to be re

gretted that Bishop Lightfoot has lent the weight

of his authority to the position, that ' law ' without
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the article means abstract law, and ' the law ' the

Mosaic law. — Also perish. 'Also' points to the

correspondence between sinning and perishing ;

the latter is the opposite of salvation, and does

not mean annihilation. Under law; lit., 'in law,'

in that condition, not simply in possession of it.

— Shall be judged by law. The Jews 'do not

escape the judgment (of condemnation) on ac

count of their privilege of possessing the law, but

on the contrary are to be judged by means of the

law, so that sentence shall be passed upon them

in virtue of it. See Deut. xxvii. 26 ; comp. John

v. 45' (Meyer). It is evident that any other ref

erence than to the Mosaic law makes the passage

very flat. The verse teaches that the immoral

heathen will not be punished, however, with the

rigor of the written law, as in the case of disobe

dient Jews and unfaithful Christians, but accord

ing to their light. The unfaithful Christians will

be judged more severely than the disobedient

Jews, and the disobedient Jews than the immoral

Gentiles. The last, however, will not go unpun

ished, since they are without excuse (chap. i. 20 ;

vers. 14, 15).

Ver. 13. For. This introduces the proof of

the latter part of ver. 12. The parenthesis of the

E. V. is not only unnecessary, but misleading ;

for it improperly connects ver. 16 (which see)

with ver. 12, and places the important proof of

this verse in a subordinate position. The Jewish

mistake was that the possession of the law of

itself gave them an advantage in the judgment.

They practically denied that those who sinned

under the law would be judged by the law. Now

the Apostle's object is to prove the Jews guilty be

fore God and in need of .righteousness by faith ;

this verse, therefore, is an important link in the

chain of his reasoning, and not a parenthetical

statement. — The hearers of the law. The best

authorities omit the article before ' law ' in both

clauses ; but the phrases are equivalent to ' law-

hearers ' and ' law-doers,' evidently referring here

to the Mosaic law, however correct the more gen

eral application may be. —Are righteous before

God. That God's verdict is meant, so that ' the

righteous before God' are those who are 'justi

fied,' is perfectly clear from the whole sweep of

the argument. —But the doers, etc. This form

of the general principle of ver. 6 opposes the Jew

ish error, and it is not at all in opposition to the

principle of justification by faith (see in ver. 6).

• How in the event of its being impossible for a

man to be a true "doer of the law" (iii. 9 ff.)

faith comes in and furnishes a " righteousness by

faith," and then how man, by means of the " new

ness of life" (vi. 4) attained through faith, must

and can fulfil (viii. 4) the law fulfilled by Christ

("the law of the Spirit of life," viii. 2), were

topics not belonging to the present discussion'

( Meyer). — Shall be justified. Hence this phrase

means, 'shall be accounted righteous.' (See Ex

cursus on GaloJians, chap, ii., and below, under

chap. iii. It is especially unfortunate here, where

the adjective ' righteous occurs, that we have no

corresponding verb, of the same derivation, to ex

press the sense of 'justify.') This is the theoret

ical effect of law, and is the practical effect when

by faith one is made, as the result of justification,

a doer of the law. (Comp. note on ver. 6.)

Ver. 14. For. The principle of ver. 13 is now

applied, so far as it can be, to the Gentiles, and

this thought is parenthetical (vers. 14, 15); ver.

16 being connected with the close of ver. 13. It

VOL. III. 3

is not necessary to insist upon the insertion of

marks of a parenthesis in the translation, but the

two verses should not be separated by a period.

Here, as in the previous discussion, the theoret

ical effect of law is set forth. The Gentiles have

a law within themselves, which is, so to speak,

a substitute for the Mosaic law, and by this law

they are judged, by the doing of it, not by the

hearing of it. It is not asserted that any do thus

attain to justification ; the word we render when

ever having a conditional force. — Gentiles. The

article is wanting ; the expression refers to those

Gentiles among whom the supposed case occurs.

— That have not the law, lit., or, 'having not a

law ; ' the state of the Gentiles as a whole, they

have not a revealed law. Hence this description

makes 'Gentiles' = 'the Gentiles.' —Bo by na

ture the things of the law. ' By nature,' indepen

dently of express enactment ; on this the emphasis

rests. The paraphrase of the E. V. : ' the things '

contained 'in the law,' is quite near the meaning.

This form points to individual requirements, rather

than to the keeping of the whole law. The ex

planation : ' do what the law does,' command,

convince, condemn, etc., is opposed by the phrase

'doers of the law' (ver. 13). — Not having the

law, etc. Since they do not have, or though they

do not have. The former is preferable, in view

of the connection of thought. Their moral nature

supplies for them the place of the revealed law,

in the case supposed. It is not implied that the

place of the Mosaic law is thus fully supplied.

Ver. 15. Who: or, 'being such as. This is

virtually the proof that they are a law unto them

selves.— Shew the work of the law. By their do

ing of it show what is the work of the law = the

sum of 'the things of the law' (ver. 14). —Writ

ten in their hearts. They show that this work of

the law is written in their hearts. That is, the

Gentiles, in the case assumed, are a law unto

themselves, as is evident from their showing by

their acts that what the law enjoins is written in

their hearts. — Their conscience also bearing wit

ness. Their conscience adds its testimony to that

of their act ; ' witnesses together with.' The prac

tical proof ('show,' etc.), is confirmed by this in

ternal use. — Their thoughts one with another.

' Meanwhile ' is incorrect. The question arises,

whether 'one with another' refers to 'thoughts'

or to the persons spoken of. The latter view

(which would be better expressed by placing ' one

with another ' at the close of the verse) indicates

that their moral judgments upon one another also

attest that the law is written in their hearts. The

former view, which is preferable, makes the whole

of the latter part of the verse refer to the moral

process which takes place in the heart of man

after a good or bad act : the conscience sits in

judgment, rendering sentence in God's name ac

cording to the law ; the ' thoughts ' are the several

moral reflections which appear as witnesses in

this court of conscience. — Accusing or even ex

cusing them. ' Even ' is preferable to ' also,' since

it suggests that the conscience finds more accus

ing than excusing thoughts. It is also true, that

adverse judgments of other persons are more com

mon, but we adopt the view that the judgment

spoken of is that of a man upon his own acts and

feelings. ' This judicial process, which takes place

here in every man's heart, is a forerunner of the

great judgment at the end of the world ' (comp.

ver. 16). ' How can we fail to admire here both

that fine analysis with which the Apostle reveals
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in the heart of the Gentiles a true hall of judg

ment where are heard the witnesses against and

for the accused, then the sentence of the judge,—

and that largeness of heart with which, after hav

ing traced so repulsive a picture of the moral de

formities of the Gentile life (chap, i.), he brings

out here in a manner not less striking the inde

structible moral elements of which that life, al

though so profoundly sunken, offers now and then

the unexceptionable signs.' (Godet.)

Ver. 16. In the day. The question of connec

tion is the important one. Some join directly

with ver. 15, referring the ' day ' to the day when

the gospel is preached to the Gentiles, and the

demonstration of vers. 14, 15 is made. But this

verse seems to point to the future judgment

Most commentators, therefore, look for the con

nection in some more appropriate part of the pre

ceding context. The E. V. joins with ver. 12, but

ver. 13 is not parenthetical (see ver. 13). Vers.

14, 15 arc, however, and the connection with ver.

13 ('the doers of the law shall be justified') is

even more appropriate, since it brings the discus

sion closer to the main thought, namely, the con

viction of the Jews. (Vers. 5 and 10, which have

been suggested, are too remote.) The attempt

to preserve the close connection with ver. 15,

rendering ' unto the day,' is grammatically objec

tionable. — Shall judge. A change of accent per

mits the translation, ' judgelh,' but even the present

tense might point to the great day of judgment.—

The secrets of men. In order to justify the doers

of the law (ver. 13), the moral quality of their ac

tions must be determined ; this is not known to

men, it belongs to the secret things.— According

to my gospel. This cannot refer to a writing called

Paul's Gospel. It was the gospel he preached,

' my ' pointing either to the fact that he preached

it, or to his special message to the Gentiles. The

gospel of the free grace of God in Christ for

the salvation of all that believe, revealed to him

directly by Christ at his conversion and call to

the Apostleship; comp. Gal. i. 7-9, II, 16. 'Ac

cording to ' may refer only to the fact of judg

ment, which his gospel declares ; but this seems

a weak thought in this connection. Paul was so

assured of the truth of the gospel he preached

that he conceives of it as presenting the standard

of judgment in the great day. Nor is this an in

appropriate thought. The principle of ver. 13, it

is thus indicated, accords with the gospel ; fur

thermore, the gospel is about Jesus Christ (chap,

i. 3, 4), and the judgment is through Jesns Christ.

who is not only Mediator in the gospel, but Judge

in the great ' day ' (comp. Acts xvii. 30, 31 ) ; and

many similar passages. The Saviour is Judge ;

good news for those who accept Him, but a warn

ing to those who refuse Him. Since He is the

Judge, and God renders ' to every man according

to his works ' (ver. 6), our good works also are

through Jesus Christ, and His salvation must re

sult in such works.

Chapter II. 17-29.

11. The jr"ew is Condemned; His External Circumcision docs not Avail.

This section contains the direct application to the case of the Jew, in the form of an indignant

outburst (vers. 17-24), much of the vehemence of which has been lost through the incorrect reading

followed in the E. V. ; the general principle is then applied to circumcision (vers. 25-29) ; preparing the

way for the thought of chap. iii. The stronghold of Jewish pride was the sign of circumcision, and a

reference to it could not well be omitted in this rebuke of Jewish pride. Vers. 17-24 virtually re

sume the thought of vers. 1-3, but this thought had been enforced in the intervening verses, so that

there is no abrupt change of subject. (Vers. 17-20 form the minor proposition; vers. 21-24, the

conclusion of the syllogism introduced by the last section.) No man must condemn another, for the

judgment is on moral grounds and according to light (vers. 1-16) ; the Jew condemns others, proud

of his religious privileges (vers. 17-20) ; which but makes his immorality the more inexcusable (vers.

21-24), and there is no escape through circumcision, since true circumcision is of the heart (vers.

25-29).

17 "DEHOLD,1 "thou art called2 a Jew, and *restcst in3 the " %g*f*°-

18 -D law, cand makest thy boast of4 God, And dknowest his xlil 8-Rcv-

will,5 and ' approvest the things that are more excellent,0 being

11. q.

b Mic. iii.

19 instructed out of the law ; And 'art confident that thou thyself c ufSv™,^;

art a guide of the blind, a light of them which7 are in darkness, join' vm.

20 An instructor8 of the foolish, a teacher of babes, "which hast coinpechlp

1 But if {according to the best authorities)

upon 4 boastest in

6 wdost distinguish the things that differ

■7t "9> J4; Juhn >*■ 3-ti 4°, 4

2 bearcst the name of

6 Creek the will

7 that 8 trainer

V. II.

il Dcut. iv. S ;

Ps. cdvii.

IQ, 20.

r Phil. i. io.

/ Matt. XV.

i-i ; xxiii. 16,

i- Chap. vi. 17 ; 2 Tim. i. 13 ; iii. 5.
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i Thess. ii.

2 1 the form of knowledge and of the truth in the law.9 * Thou * ££{', ''jj-jj;

therefore which teachest another, teachest thou not thyself ?,&„,%;!., 5i

thou that preachest a man should not steal, dost thou steal ? y?T' MaL

22 Thou that sayest a man should not commit adultery, dost thou/,Vw7xii.

commit adultery? thou that abhorrest idols, 'dost thou commit iJivi.^13.

23 sacrilege ? 10 Thou that * makest thy boast of4 the law, through JTgSVv.V'

24 breaking11 the law dishonourest thou God?12 For 'the name "35.

of God is blasphemed among the Gentiles through u you, as it ch»ps.'i. 3>;

is m written. 9 «»«■ «'• 4^

42-

25 " For circumcision verily " profiteth, if thou keep 16 the law : »• SJj^-Jjj: 9;

but if thou be a breaker 16 of the law, thy circumcision is made 17 »' f*gj ix-

26 uncircumcision. Therefore, • if the uncircumcision keep 'the HL9,.5: Rev'

righteousness 18 of the law, shall not his uncircumcision be J fjeut.' x.'it-,

27 counted 19 for circumcision ? And shall not uncircumcision ™'.6£/5t

which is by nature, if it fulfil the law, 'judge20 thee, who by21 f^phiLm.

28 the letter and circumcision dost transgress the law?22 For *;Co"-

rhe is not a Jew, which is one outwardly; neither is tliat cir-K2COT.7ii!6.'

29 cumcision, which is outward in the flesh: But he is a Jew, " »£«.'.

'which23 is one inwardly; and 'circumcision is that of the

heart, "in the spirit,24 and'* not in the letter; "whose praise

is not of men, but of God.

• having in the law the very form (model) of knowledge and of the truth ;

10 rob temples ? (see notes) n the transgression of

12 or thou dishonourest God. ls because of M indeed

16 Greek practice ir' art a transgressor n has become

18 ordinances 19 reckoned

20 And the circumcision .... shall judge a with

12 art a transgressor of the law. 2S who M or Spirit ** omit and

Ver. 17. But if. The addition of a single let- tions are verbally exact, the latter being more in

ter in the Greek gives this sense, which is without accordance with usage. But it gives so tame a

doubt the correct one. The construction is modi- sense here, in this glowing rebuke, that the other

tied by the change; vers. 17-20 form the condi- is to be preferred. — Being instructed, etc. This

tional part of the sentence, and vers. 21-24 the was the means by which the will of God was

conclusion (apodosis) in the form of successive known, and the excellent things approved. There

questions (but see on vers. 23). * If * is, of course, is a reference to the public reading and exposition

rhetorical ; there could be no doubt as to the of the law in the synagogue,

position and feelings of the Jew. — Thou. Em- Ver. 19. And art confident. Vers. 19, 20 set

phatic, as the original indicates. — Bearest the forth the attitude of the Jew toward the Gentile,

name of. ' Art called,' is incorrect, ' art named ' not only regarding himself as superior, but con-

is not so exact as the full paraphrase we give. — descending to make proselytes. This attitude

A Jew. The name of Judah had a religious grew out of the facts indicated in ver. 18, as is sug-

sense, and the title ' Jew ' was regarded as highly gested by the connective used in the Greqk. —

honorable. The title ' Christian ' may also be- That thon thyself art, etc. These proud desig-

come a mere title. — Bestest upon the law. The nations were not uncommon among the Jews, who

article is omitted, but the Mosaic law is, of course, deemed the Gentiles 'blind' and 'in darkness.'

meant. — Boaatest in God. The verb may be ren- In proselyting they presented themselves as

dered ' boast ' or, ' glory.' The former word sug- 'guides' and 'lights.' The history in the Acts

gests a false glorying, arising from bigotry and shows how they held themselves toward the Gen-

conceit, and this is the sense here; but 'glory' tiles.

would preserve the correspondence with the pas- Ver. 20. A trainer of the foolish. ' Instructor '

sage where the word retains its good sense. is too weak ; 'corrector ' is possibly too strong.—

Ver. 18. And knowest his will; lit., 'the will,' A teacher of babes. These figurative expressions

evidently God's will, as revealed in the law. — correctly represent the proud attitude of the Jews

Approvest the things that are excellent ; or, ' dost as religious instructors. — Having in the law.

distinguish the things that differ.' Both transla- The change of order gives clearness. This clause
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gives, in effect, the reason of the Jewish attitude,

just described. (The article is here used with

' law,' because the whole law as a book is spoken

of. )— The very form of knowledge and of the truth.

Not the ' mere form,' (as in 2 Tim. iii. 5), but the

exact model, pattern, representative. Religious

knowledge and truth had found their embodiment

and expression in the law. Paul honored the law

(chap. iii. 21, 31, etc.), and would not speak of it

as a mere appearance. Further, the severe re

buke of the following verses implies actual, not

seeming, religious privilege. Because the Jew

had such privileges, his sin was all the greater :

to belong to the true church, to hold the true doc

trine, to be able to expound it to others should

make us better men ; but when these things are

joined with unholiness, they but add to our con

demnation. At the close of the verse a semi

colon should be substituted for the period (comp.

ver. 17).

Ver. 21. Thou therefore. 'Therefore' sums

up what has been previously said. ' Being such

an one, to thee, I say,' etc. The questions imply

surprise at such a state of things, and rebuke it.

—Teachest thou not thyself. This is the general

accusation, that the conduct of the Jew did not

agree with his knowledge and assumed position,

set forth in vers. 17-20. These specifications

follow, with a summing up of the result in ver. 23.

— Dost thou steal. In this charge there is prob

ably a reference ' to the passionate and treacher

ous method of transacting business adopted by

the Jews ; Jas. iv. 13.' (Lange.)

Ver. 22. Commit adultery. The loose prac

tices in regard to divorce ( Matt. xix. 8,9; Jos. iv.

4), amounted to this sin, and the Talmud charges

adultery upon some of the most celebrated Rab

bins. — Abhorreat idols. The noun correspond

ing to the verb here used is 'abomination' (Matt.

xxiv. 15, etc.), a term applied to idols. — Dost

thou rob temples ; or, as in the E. V., ' commit

sacrilege.' The passage has occasioned much

discussion. 'Commit sacrilege' seems to stand

in no necessary connection with abhorring idols,

whereas the robbing of heathen temples, thus

making personal gain of the ' abominations,' would

be a grievous sin. The objection that the Jews,

not regarding the idol temples as sacred, would

not deem it a special sin to rob them, does not

seem valid ; nor can the crime be deemed so

singular that it would not be mentioned here. In

Deut. vii. 25 the destruction of graven images is

commanded, but the robbery of the gold and silver

on them is strictly forbidden. The words used in

the prohibition (in the LXX.) being similar to

' abhor ' here. Various less literal interpretations

have been suggested : Embezzlement of their

own temple taxes, etc ; avarice ; even robbing

God by seeking salvation by works (Luther).

The sense we advocate makes the Jew partaker

in idolatry by making gain of heathen idol wor

ship : there is a climax, theft, adultery, idolatry,

— three sins so often associated in the Scriptures

and in practice.

Ver. 23. Thou that boastest in. Comp. ver.

17. — Through the transgression of the law dis-

honorest thou God 1 or, ' thou dishonored God.'

It is difficult to decide whether this verse is a

question, forming a climax to the interrogative

charge, or an answer given by Paul himself to his

own questions, vers. 21, 22. The sense remains

substantially the same whichever construction be

accepted. The general similarity of form in the

verses favors the usual view, but a slight variation

in the original is urged in support of the affirmative

construction. It is an open question which is the

more forcible. The ' transgression of the law '

points to the infraction of theTaw as a whole, rather

than to single forms of transgression. ('The trans

gression ' is equivalent to ' thy transgressions.)

There is a summing up of the charges of vers. 21,

22. ' God ' is dishonored, because it is His law

which they transgress. See next verse.

Ver. 24. For. This word is not found in Is.

Iii. 5, the passage here quoted (from the LXX.).

Paul inserts it to show that he has applied it in

his own way. That he does not cite it as a ful

filled prophecy appears further from the unusual

position of ' as it is written,' after the Old Testa

ment words. This verse confirms the statement

of ver. 23, that God was dishonored through the

transgression of the law by the Jews, and is ap

propriate, whatever view be taken of the construc

tion of that verse. — The name of God, etc. The

original passage is : ' and my name continually

every day is blasphemed.' The reference was to

the dishonor put upon God's name by the enslav

ing of the Jews ; but, as already indicated, Paul

applies the words to different circumstances. —

Among the Gentiles because of you. ('Through

you ' is incorrect.) The LXX. has these words,

though the order is different from that of the

Apostle's language. The sense of the verse is

plain : ' The Gentiles judged the religion of the

Jews by the scandalous conduct of the jews them

selves, and thus were led to blaspheme their God,

Jehovah. The Jews boasted of the law, and re

flected disgrace on the lawgiver' (Lange). For

the Jews were ' the Gentiles' Bible.' It was as

true then as now, that ' the greatest obstructors

of the success of the Word, are those whose bad

lives contradict their good doctrine' (Henry). —

As it is written. He had quoted the language of

the Old Testament, but not in its historical ap

plication. But Ezek. xxxvi. 23 expresses Paul's

thought : ' I will sanctify my great name, which

was profaned among the heathen, which ye have

profaned in the midst of them.'

Ver. 25. For circumcision. The statement of

vers. 23, 24, which summed up the charge against

the sinful Jew, is now corroborated : 'what I have

said is true in spite of circumcision, for circum

cision without the keeping of the law is of no

avail ; true circumcision and true Judaism are

not outward matters but of the heart ' ( vers. 28,

29). This turn of thought is not abrupt, for the

Jew would at once answer the preceding indict

ment by adducing his privilege as one circum

cised. The naturalness of this defence appears

from the constant tendency to deal in the same

manner with the sacraments, and means of grace

in general. The reference here is to the actual

rite, which was a sign of membership in the peo

ple of God. — Indeed profiteth. This implies that

the Jew would say : ' my circumcision profits me,

even if I am guilty as you charge.' — If thou keep

the law. The original points the constant prac

tice to habitual obedience as a characteristic

Circumcision is the sign and seal of a covenant,

and the covenant had for its condition on the part

of the Jew, the keeping of the law (Gen. xvii. 1 ;

Lev. xviii. 5 ; Deut. xxvii. 26 ; Gal. v. 3). A fur

ther use of circumcision is pointed out in chap,

iv. 11, but here this does not come into view. Nor

is perfect obedience suggested here, but rather

such sincere and hearty obedience as the pious
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Tew could and did render, prompted by trust in

Jehovah, the covenant God, who gave blessings

and promises to His people. — Is become uncir-

cumcision. ' Has lost, for thee, every advantage

which it was designed to secure to thee over the

uncircumcised, so that thou hast now no advan

tage over the latter, and art, just as he is, no

member of God's people ' (Meyer). The unholy

Jew virtually becomes a Gentile. The same prin

ciple applies to Christian baptism, the initiatory

rite of the New Dispensation ; it avails nothing ;

in fact, becomes a ground of condemnation, if the

baptized person violates the duties implied in the

covenant of which it is the sign and seal.

Ver. 26. If therefore. The unholy Jew vir

tually becomes a Gentile (ver. 25), does not the

obedient Gentile virtually become a Jew?—The

uncircumcision. The Jewish expression for ' the

uncircumcised ; ' comp. Gal. ii. 7. — Keep the or

dinances of the law. ' Righteousness ' is mislead

ing here ; the righteous requirements of the law

are meant (comp. chap. i. 32) ; moral, not cere

monial, for the chief ceremonial observance, cir

cumcision, is necessarily excluded. Complete

fulfilment of the law is not meant ; nor is any

hint given as to the way in which a Gentile could

• keep the ordinances of the law,' though, as Godet

thinks, the Apostle probably had in mind the ful

filment of the ordinance of the law by Gentile

Christians (comp. chap. viii. 4), not proselytes

of the gate, as Philippi suggests. — Shall not. The

form indicates that an affirmative answer is ex

pected. — His uncircumcision. ' His ' takes up

the concrete idea of ' uncircumcision ' in the pre

vious clause. — Be reckoned for circumcision. The

phrase is precisely the same as in the well-known

one : ' reckoned for righteousness ' (chap. iv. 3, 9,

22 ; Gal. iii. 6), except that here the future is

used, probably pointing to the day of judgment.

At that time the uncircumcised Gentile, who has

kept the ordinances of the law, shall be regarded

precisely as though he were circumcised, /'. e., as

a member of God's covenant people.

Ver. 27. And shall not the uncircumcision. As

in ver. 23, the main question here is whether the

verse is interrogative or affirmative. Here, how

ever, the original is more decisively in favor of

the affirmative than in the previous instance.

We would then render : ' And the uncircumcis

ion,' etc 'shall judge thee,' etc. —Which

is by nature ; i. e., the Gentile ; ' by nature ' = by

natural birth. — If it fulfil the law ; lit., ' fulfilling

the law,' but it introduces the condition more

fully stated in ver. 26. — Shall judge. This verb

stands in emphatic position. (Comp. Matt. xii.

41, 42, and similar passages.) The reference is

not to the direct, but to the indirect, judgment of

the last day, when the conduct of the Gentile will,

by comparison, show the true moral attitude of

the sinning Jew. —Who with the letter and cir

cumcision, etc. ' With ' refers to the circum

stances in which the action takes place ; ' here

according to the context : in spilt of which the

transgression takes place ' (Meyer). ' Letter '

points to the law as written by God ; there is no

implied opposition to ' spirit.' ' Circumcision '

points to the covenant obligation of the Jew to

keep the law. Hence the aggravated guilt of one

who in such circumstances is a transgressor of this

law— for that the Mosaic law is meant is plain

enough. The absence of the article here (in the

original) ought to be conclusive against the notion

that Paul omits the article only when he means

Maw' in general.

Ver. 28. For. This introduces the proof of the

previous positions, ver. 27. —He is not a Jew who

is one outwardly. This gives the sense of the

original ; but in this and the succeeding verse the

construction is peculiar. The one who shows only

the outward marks of a Jew is not a true Jew. —

Which is outward. The same phrase just ren

dered ' outwardly.' — In the flesh. This is a fur

ther explanation of ' outward,' and is to be taken

literally.

Ver. 29. Who is one inwardly; in his secret

inner life. — And circumcision is that of the heart,

etc. The E. V. preserves the parallelism, which

is not so marked, however, in the original. The

difficult construction of the original has led to

other renderings : ' And circumcision is of the

heart,' etc ; 'And circumcision of the heart is

(resides, rests) in the spirit,' etc. The sense re

mains substantially the same. Circumcision of

the heart is demanded in the Old Testament.

(See references). The same principle applies to

baptism, the sign and seal of regeneration. — In

the spirit, not in the letter. The ' letter ' refers

to the command, viewed as a written form, which

required outward circumcision. But various ex

planations have been given of 'spirit.' (1.) The

Holy Spirit, through whose power true circum

cision takes place. This is the preferable sense,

agreeing with chap. vii. 6. (The exact reference

is to the indwelling Holy Spirit. See Excursus

under chap, vii.) (2.) The human spirit. Objec

tionable, since unless the human spirit is regener

ated by the Holy Spirit, it does not form a proper

contrast with 'letter.' (3.) Other views, the true

spirit of the law, the true spirit of the Jew, etc

All these give to ' spirit ' an unusual sense. Ob

serve : Paul does not make an absolute antagonism

between letter and spirit. He does not object to

the rite which the ' letter ' commanded. The Holy

Spirit caused the 'letter' to be written; even in

the indefinite sense so often given to spirit, there

is no opposition, since we reach a knowledge of

the spirit of a command through the letter. Most

objectionable is the use of this qualified antithesis

to make an antagonism between the literal and

spiritual sense of Scripture. —Whose praise, etc

Either the praise of true Judaism and true cir

cumcision, or, of the true Jew. The former is

more grammatical. ' This praise is the holy satis

faction of God ( His being well pleased), as He

has so often declared it to the righteous in the

Scriptures. Observe how perfectly analogous

vers. 28, 29, in the tenor of thought, are to the

idea of the invisible church ' ( Meyer). The whole

section is a declaration that religious privilege

(from birth, knowledge, ritual observances) in

creases the guilt of those whose morality does not

correspond. This position does not detract from,

but rather enhances our estimate of these privi

leges. ' What a remarkable parallelism, that of

this whole passage with the declaration of Jesus

(Matt. viii. II, 13) : " Many shall come from the

east and the west," etc Yet there is nothing

whatever to indicate that Paul has imitated. The

same truth has created for itself in each case an

original form ' (Godet). Here is the warrant for

the Protestant distinction between the visible and

the invisible church, and also between the church

and the kingdom of God.
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Chapter III. 1-20.

111. The Scriptural Proof of the Guilt of the Jews.

This section forms the conclusion of the first part : ' Every one needs this power unto salvation."

While in general it may be regarded as presenting the Scriptural proof that the Jews are guilty, the

train of thought is so involved, that it is rightly deemed one of the most difficult passages in the

Epistle. The connection with chap, it is obvious : If true Judaism and circumcision are as thus rep

resented (chap. ii. 28, 29), what is the advantage of the Jew ? etc The positive advantage is the

possession of the Scriptures ; ver. 2. lint the Apostle digresses to consider several misconceptions

which may arise in view of this privilege of the Jew taken in connection with his guilt ; vers. 3-8.

The form is not strictly that of a dialogue between a Jewish objector and the Apostle, but the mis

conceptions are from a Jewish (or Jewish Christian) point of view. The want of faith on the part of

some Jews cannot annul God's faithfulness, for God must be true (vers. 3, 4) ; if God's righteous

ness seems to be furthered by sin, God is not unjust in punishing it (vers. 5, 6) ; for this amounts to

the abhorrent principle that it is right to do evil that good may come (vers. 7, 8). The main thought

is thus resumed in ver. 9, which restates the charge of sin against all men (set forth in chaps, i., ii.).

The Apostle, then, by abundant Scriptural citation (vers. 10-18), shows God's estimate of human

character, and he applies this estimate to the Jews especially (ver. 19), reaching in ver. 20 the great

principle which must be accepted before the need of the gospel is felt.

i "1 T THAT advantage then hath J the Jew ? or what profit is

2 VV there2 of circumcision? Much every way: chiefly,3

because4 that "unto them were committed5 the oracles of God. " f'plawli

3 For what if *some did not believe?6 "shall their unbelief7 n9',10; £a£

4 make the faith 8 of God without effect? dGod forbid:9 yea,' Ht&n.'?.'

let ' God be 10 true, but f every man a liar ; as it is written, ' .9"™i.";"

" That thou mightest be justified in thy sayings,11 Ti'm?i'i.2ij.

And mightest overcome when thou art judged.12 ' vers. 6, ji, '

5 But if our unrighteousness commend13 the righteousness of' J»i»> >}}■ 3j-

God, what shall we say ? Is God unrighteous who taketh ««. ,1.

6 vengeance?14 (*I speak as a man.15) God forbid:9 for then* j^R-j"-.

7 'how shall God judge the world? For16 if the truth of God .}?■
'JO , Gen. xvin.

hath more abounded through my lie 17 unto his glory ; why yet '?l*£™-

8 am I also judged as a sinner ? 18 And not rather,19 (as we be

slanderously reported, and as some affirm that we say,) * Let*cJ?pI'7",oi

us do evil, that good may come? whose damnation20 is just.

9 What then ? are wc better than they?7,1 No, in no wise : for

we have ' before proved 22 both Jews and Gentiles, that m they ' ^Til'- ■?'

10 are all under sin ; As it is written, m'v'a. ?3;

Gal. iti. 22

I What then is the advantage of " what is the profit (or benefit)

' first of all * the best authorities omit because

6 they were intrusted with 6 were without faith (or faithless)

' want of faith (or faithlessness) 8 faithfulness

• or let it never be (far from it) 10 Greek become (be proven)

II words la (or standest in judgment)

13 commendeth (or established)) " who is inflicting the wrath

15 after the manner of men M But (according to the better authorities')

17 though (Greek in) my lie abounded

13 why am I as a sinner still judged ? 10 and why not

m condemnation -1 See notes -- charged
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" There is none righteous, no, not one :

1 1 There is none that understandeth,

There is none that seeketh after God.

1 2 They are all gone out of the way,23 they are together become

unprofitable ;

There is none that doeth good, no, not one.21

1 3 • Their throat is an open sepulchre ;

With their tongues they have used deceit ;

' The poison of asps is under their lips :

1 4 • Whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness :

1 5 r Their feet are swift to shed blood :

16 Destruction and misery are in their ways :

1 7 And the way of peace have they not known :

1 8 ' There is no fear of God before their eyes.

19 Now we know that what things soever 'the law saith, it

saith K to them who are under the law : that every " mouth may

20 be stopped, and * all the world may become guilty before God.26

Therefore 27 * by the deeds ffl of the law there shall no flesh be ffl

justified in his sight: for 'by30 the law is the knowledge81 of.

sin.

23 have all turned aside u not even one -5 spcaketh

** subject to judgment before God ; B because

28 works ffl no flesh shall be *° through

u cometh knowledge

: I'SA. xiv. t,

3, 3; lili. I.

Psa. v. q;

Jer. v. 16.

> Psa. cxl. 3.

• Ps. x. 7.

• Isa.Ux.7,8;

l'rov. i. 16.

j Psa. xxxvi.

1.

John x. 34 ;

xv. 25.

i Job v. 16 ;

Ps. cvii- 41;

Ez. xvi. 63;

chap. L 20;

ii. 1.

r Chap. ii. 2 ;

vers. 9, 23.

' Ps. cxliii. 2;

Actsxiii. 39;

Gal. ii. 16 ;

iii. 11 ; Kph.

ii.8,9; Til.

iii. 5.

; Chap. vii. 7

Vcr. 1. What then is the advantage, etc. On

the connection of thought, see above. — The Jew.

Used generically for the Jews. — The profit, or,

' benefit,' of circumcision. This is a specification,

which is naturally introduced in view of the pre

vious discussion (chap. ii. 25-29).

Ver. 2. Much every way. This refers to both

the preceding questions. 'Every way' means,

under every moral and religious aspect, which

ever way you look at it. — First of all. This is

more literal than 'chiefly' (comp. chap. i. 8).

The possession of the Old Testament was the

chief advantage, but 'first of all' suggests that

there were others, which the writer does not

name here (but details in chap. ix. 4, 5). The

form of the original points to a ' secondly ' which

is omitted. (The word rendered ' because ' is not

found in the best authorities.) — They were in

trusted with. This is the more exact rendering.

— The oracles of God. ' Oracles,' lit., sayings, not

limited to prophetic sayings. The Old Testament

is meant. Even those writers who refer the

phrase to the Messianic prophecies admit that

these are found throughout the Old Testament, and

that the possession of that book placed the ' ora

cles ' in their trust It clearly follows that the

possession of the entire written revelation of God

is to be deemed a greater privilege.

Ver. 3. For what if ; as is the case, thus in

troducing the fact as an objection to be answered.

Others divide the verse : ' For what ? (/'. e., what

is the case). If some,' etc This turns the whole

into a guarantee that the oracles are still intrusted

to them. Both views are grammatical, but the

usual one is preferable. Such objections would

be addressed to the Apostle continually, as he

labored, more or less assailed by Jewish opposi

tion ; while the confirmation of the fact of ver. 2

seems unnecessary. — Some were without faith.

The emendations of this verse are designed to

reproduce the verbal correspondence of the orig

inal. There are, however, two views of the

sense : (1.) That the faithlessness of the Jews to

their trust (ver. 2) is meant. (2.) That unbelief

in the Messiah is referred to. In favor of (1)

are : the immediate context, both ver. 2, and the

thought of God's ' faithfulness ' which follows ;

the fact that the doctrine of faith has not yet be

come prominent. But in support of (2) may be

urged the common sense of the words used ; the

fact that God's dealings, as told in the Old Testa

ment make the reference to ' unfaithfulness ' su

perfluous ; the digressive character of the passage,

the causal connection between unbelief and dis

obedience recognized in the Bible (if they were

unfaithful, it was because they were without

faith). We prefer (2), and find an objection

growing out of the unbelief of the Jews at that

time, wnich is more fully discussed in chaps, ix.-xi.

The digression is then into a region of thought

where the Apostle's deepest feelings were con

cerned. A Jew might well raise such an objec

tion, as if to say : ' But how do you reconcile this

advantage with the rejection of the Messiah you
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preach?' As Lange remarks, 'the unbelievers

always remain in the minority in real significance,

let their number be ever so great.' — Shall their

want of faith, etc. The original shows that a

negative answer is expected. — The faithfulness

of God. The word used is 'faith,' but that it has

here the sense of faithfulness is plain, from the

Old Testament usage, and from the fact that no

other sense is appropriately applied to God.

Ver. 4. God forbid, or, ' let it never be ' (far from

it). The expression is used in animated discus

sions, fourteen times by Paul (ten times in this

Epistle), and elsewhere in the New Testament

( Luke xx. 16). It is an indignant denial, includ

ing pious horror, and hence is equivalent to the

English phrase 'God forbid,' to which, however,

objection has been raised, both because it is not a

translation of the Greek, and on account of the

unnecessary use of the name of God. (See note on

Gal. ii. 1.) — Tea, let God be (lit.,' become') true.

The only question here is whether Paul refers to

what God is, or what He is proven to be. The

latter seems to accord better with the word ' be

come,' and suits the context best. Hence we ex

plain : be seen and acknowledged, even by His

enemies, to be truthful. His faithfulness is essen

tial to His truthfulness : He cannot be found true,

if men can make of none effect his faithfulness

(ver. 3). — But every man a liar. Every man

who is unfaithful is a liar, but the reference is to

the recognition of the fact. ' Rather let us believe

all men on earth to have broken their word and

troth, than God His. Whatever becomes of men

and their truth His truth must stand fast.' (Al-

ford.) — As it is written. Ps. Ii. 4 ; the peniten

tial Psalms written by David after the visit of

Nathan (2 Sam. xii. 1-14). It is precisely the

recognition of his sin as against God (see first

part of Ps. Ii. 4), that led David to add the pas

sage here quoted. The quotation is from the

LXX., which varies verbally from the Hebrew.

As here used, it gives exactly the profound sense

of the original. — That, i. e., ' in order that' (both

here and in the Psalm). This sense is essential

to the train of thought. Man's sin is overruled

for the glory of God (vers. 5-7), through it God's

justice shines. The difficulty such a view always

occasions is spoken of ; thus proving that this is

the sense. — Thou ; i. e., God, to whom David

speaks. — Mightost be justified, i. t., regarded as,

declared, accounted righteous. The word, in the

Old Testament, is frequently used of God, to

whom no other sense is applicable. Indeed, no

other sense suits the Old Testament usage in

general ; no other is admissible in the New. The

sense ' make righteous ' is indefensible on any

ground but that of doctrinal prejudgment. Be

fore the doctrine of justification by faith is intro

duced, Paul himself furnishes a key to his mean

ing, by retaining this technical term from the

LXX., though it deviates from the Hebrew. —

In thy words, what thou hast spoken, the ' oracles '

just spoken of would come under this head. —

Mightest overcome, lit., 'conquer.' The Hebrew

is : ' the pure ' ( E. V. ' the clean '). The reference

in Paul's quotation, is to winning a lawsuit —

When thou art judged, or, ' standest in judgment.'

Hebrew: 'in thy judging' (E. V.: 'when thou

judgest '). The passive (or middle) form here

used may have either of the meanings we give.

Hut we think the reference is not to God's appear

ing as Judge, but to His appearing as a party in the

judgment, upholding His own righteousness. This

view preserves the parallelism, and is strictly gram

matical. God is represented as humbling Himself w

to become a litigant, so that He may prevail, be de

clared righteous. ' It is a mark of genuine piety to

be disposed always to justify God, and to condemn

ourselves' (Hodge). Thus the Apostle reaches

this point : God s faithfulness cannot be made

void ; even the sin of men makes His truthfulness

and faithfulness known. Here is the starting-

point for a new objection.

Ver. 5. But, introducing the common objec

tion : ' If God thus prevails, do we not, by our

sin, help on His glory.' The answer to this objec

tion follows (vers. 5-8). Paul admits the prem

ise but denies the conclusion. — Our unrighteous

ness. The opposite of ' righteousness ; ' here used

quite generally. — Commendeth, or, ' established.'

The word may have either sense. The former

makes the objection stronger, and is preferable

here ; in chapter v. 8, where the word occurs again,

both senses are suggested.— The righteousness of

God. Here His character or attribute.—What shall

we lay 1 This phrase occurs several times in this

Epistle, and was frequent among the Rabbins.

' It is a formula of meditation on a difficulty, a
problem, in ■which there is danger of a false con

clusion. It was also in use among the classical

authors.' (Lange.) This is the preparation for

the negative answer to the next question. — Is

God unrighteous who is inflicting the wrath 1 This

is the unwarranted conclusion, which is denied

by the very form of the question in the original.

The emphasis rests on ' unrighteous,' which refers

to His character as Judge (comp. vers. 6, 7).

'The wrath,' the well-known judicial wrath, at

the judgment. This is a designation of God, be

ing as Tie is, one who is inflicting the wrath, and

is not equivalent to, where He inflicts, etc. — I

speak after the manner of men. This parenthet

ical clause is a third protest against the wrong

conclusion, which is directly denied in ver. 6. He

speaks as men would speak ; the question is one

he could not ask as a Christian, still less as an

Apostle. ' I say this just as an ordinary man, not

under the influence of the divine Spirit, may well

say it ' (Meyer). So that the phrase favors, instead

of opposing, Paul's inspiration.

Ver. 6. Let it never be. Exactly a% in ver. 4.

— For then how, for otherwise how, etc. The

denial rests on the universally accepted truth that

God will judge the world, all mankind. This he

does not prove, but assumes as an accepted truth.

The argument is : God will judge the world ; to

do this He must be righteous ; therefore He can

not be unrighteous. The argument would hold

with his readers. In fact, when men deny that

God will judge the world, argument with them is

useless. The principle, that God cannot be the

author of sin which He judges, is not expressed,

but underlies the whole argument (vers. 3-8).

Ver. 7. But This reading is more difficult, but

preferable. If ' for ' were correct, it would intro

duce an illustrative confirmation ; ' but ' presents

an objection or contrast. Yet even with this

reading the thought is explanatory. God must

judge the world ; but if, etc. ' The argument ac

cordingly rests on the basis, that in the case put

(" then from ver. 6) the relation of God to the

judgment of the world would yield two absurd

consequences.' (Meyer.) ' For presents this as

Paul's argument ; ' but,' as an objection met at

once. — The truth of God. Comp. ver. 4. His

moral truth, in this connection, almost equivalent
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to His righteouness. — Through my lie. The

emphasis rests on this phrase (notice the emended

order), which here refers to moral falsehood ;

comp. 'our unrighteousness' (ver. 5). Whether

the objection comes from a Jew or Gentile has been

much disputed. But as the argument is based on

the fact that God will judge ' the world,' no special

reference is necessary. — Abounded unto his glory

Another form of the thought of ver. 5 ; but here

something must be supplied : If this abounding

unto His glory is a sufficient justification. The

state of things at the day of judgment is in the

hypothesis. — Why (if this is a sufficient justifica

tion, does He judge the world, and thus) am I

also (I who thus glorify him) as a sinner still

judged. i. e., at the day of judgment. The absurd

consequence as respects God, is that He has no

right to judge man as a sinner, because man's

falsehood glorifies His truth. The order we adopt

places the emphasis on 'judged.' ' I,' here is to be

taken generally as ' my in the previous clause.

Although the application to the jew is designed.

' Still,' i. e., after the supposed result has oc

curred, furnishing the supposed excuse.

Ver. 8. And why not. This is parallel to

'why am I,' eta (ver. 7). The second absurd

consequence, as respects man, is the evil princi

ple, so strongly condemned, as carrying its refu

tation with it. The construction would regularly

be : and why not let us do evil, etc., but the men

tion of the false accusation leads to an irregular

ity. Some propose to avoid this by supplying :

'let us say. — Slanderously reported; lit., 'blas

phemed.' Such slander was in the last instance

blasphemy, since thus God's character was out

raged. Here the reference is to what they were

reported as doing. — Affirm that we say, Let us,

etc. The early Christians were charged with even

asserting this false principle, which would have

been worse than the previous charge. Men might

do this without being so hardened as to adopt it

as a doctrinal principle. The foundation of this

slander was doubtless the doctrine of free grace,

and the Christian non-observance of the Mosaic

law. Similar slanderous and blasphemous infer

ences have frequently been made from Scriptural

truth. —Whose condemnation is just. ' Whose,'

i. e., of those who practice and announce this evil

principle, not the slanderers. ' Damnation ' is too

specific a rendering of the original word, which

means ' condemnation ' of any kind. The ab

surdity of the principle, that the end justifies the

means, is not proven ; the Apostle makes short

work of an objection which has this logical issue.

A doctrine directly leading to immoral results

cannot belong to the gospel Paul is setting forth.

Ver. 9. What then. The Apostle now returns

to his main argument, after the digression, which,

however, is referred to in this question.— Are we

better than they I That ' we ' refers to the Jews

appears, from the whole argument, as well as

from Paul's usage. But the exact meaning of the

verb used (the only Greek word occurring in the

question) has been much discussed. In the ac

tive voice it means, to hold before, then to sur

pass, to excel ; in the middle, to hold before one's

self, hence to put forward something as a defence,

or excuse ; in the passive, to be surpassed or pre

ferred. The form here may be either middle or

passive, but the former is uncommon in the New

Testament. (1.) The usual explanation takes it

as middle, with the meaning; 'have we any ad

vantage' = 'are we better than they?' This suits

the context admirably ; in ver. 2, the advantage

of the Jew was spoken of, but the digression

(vers. 3, 8) may well be followed by the assertion

that the Jew is no better. This explanation gives

an active sense, but middle verbs frequently pass

over into an active sense. (2.) Strictly middle :

' Do we put forward anything in our defence ? '

But this would require an object after the verb.

(3.) Passive, (a.) ' Are we surpassed (by the Gen

tiles) ? ' A Jew would hardly ask such a question,

which is moreover out of keeping with the context.

(b.) 'Are we preferred (by God) ?' But this also

is opposed by the context, which treats of man's

sin, not of God's power. — Ho, in no wise. This

is the correct sense of a phrase which stands lit

erally, ' not altogether.' There is no contradiction

between 'much every way' (ver. 2) and this de

nial. The former refers to historical and external

advantages, the latter to the moral result. — For

we before charged ; not, 'proved.' The word sug

gests a formal indictment The charge was made

in the previous part of the Epistle (chaps, i. 18-ii.

29). — Both Jews and Gentiles. The charge had

been made first against the Gentiles (chap, i.),

then against the Jews (chap, ii.), but the order

is here reversed, since the argument is directed

against the Jews. — That they are all under sin.

While unregenerate, they are all under the power

of sin (the notion of guilt is implied, but not ex

pressed). 'AH' is emphatic.

Vers. 10-18. As it is written. This formula

here introduces a number of Old Testament quo

tations, describing the moral corruption of the

times of David and the prophets. Human nature

being essentially the same always and everywhere,

the description holds good universally, but the

application here is to the Jews first, afterwards to

'all the world' (ver. 19). In Ps. xiv. the general

application is most obvious, hence it is quoted first

' The arrangement is such that testimony is ad

duced : 1st, for the state of sin generally (vers.

10-12) ; id, the practice of sin in word (vers. 13,

14) and deed (vers. 15-17) ; and 3d, the sinful

source of the whole (ver. 18). ' Meyer.

Ver. 10. There is none righteous, etc. The

citation from Ps. xiv. 1-3 (covering here vers.

10-12) varies from the LXX. especially in this

verse, which begins with the last clause of Ps.

xiv. 1. Hebrew : ' there is not a doer of good.'

LXX. : ' there is not (one) doing good, there is

not even one.' ' Righteous is substituted, to con

trast with ' under sin.'

Ver. 11. There is none that nnderstandeth,

etc. Latter half of Ps. xiv. 2; 'so quoted that

the negative sense which results indirectly from

the text in the Hebrew and LXX. is expressed

by Paul directly' (Meyer). As regards the mean

ing, both parts of the verse refer to impiety ; sin

being represented as folly, and then as failure to

seek God.

Ver. 12. They have all turned aside, etc Ac

curately quoted from Ps. xiv. 3 (LXX.). —Un

profitable. More literally, 'useless,' 'worthless.

— Not even one. ' There is not even unto one.'

The same form occurs in ver. 1 of the Psalm, from

which ver. 10 here varies.

Ver. 13. Their throat is an open sepulchre.

Quoted accurately from the Greek version of Ps.

v. 9. The reference is to sinful speech. The

figure is either from the noxious odor, or from

the insatiableness of an open grave. In either

case, the reference is to the corrupting character

of the speech. —They have used deceit. Habit
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tial, continued action is expressed. Hebrew :

' their tongues they make smooth.' — The poison

of asps, etc. Accurately quoted from (LXX.)

Ps. cxl. 3, latter half of the verse. The Hebrew

is : ' poison of an adder ; ' but the distinction be

tween the two classes of venomous serpents is

not maintained in the LXX. The reference is to

the malice which is behind the cunning of their

tongues. Perhaps the thought of the poison bag

under the serpent's fangs suggests the figure.

Ver. 14. Whoso month, etc. (From Ps. x. 7.)

The variations from the LXX. are slight. The

Hebrew is : ' His mouth is full of oaths, and de

ceit, and fraud.' ' Deceit,' which occurs in the

original, was omitted, because already mentioned

(ver. 3).— Full of cursing and bitterness. The

bitterness which prompts the speech is the cause

of the cursing.

Vers. 15-17. Their feet, etc. Sinful doings are

here described in a quotation from Is. lix. 7, 8.

There are some omissions, as will appear from

the following rendering of the original passage in

the Hebrew : —

' Their feet run to do evil.

And they haste to shed innocent blood ;

Their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity ;

Wasting and destruction are in their highways ;

A way of peace they have not known,

And there is no judgment in their paths,

Their paths they have made perverse for themselves ;

No treader in it hath known peace.1

The sense is plain : they readily commit murder

(ver. 15) ; wherever they go, they produce destruc

tion ana misery (ver. 16) ; the one opposite way,

that where men walk peacefully, is strange to

them.

Ver. 18. There is no fear of God, etc. (From

Ps. xxxvi. 1.) ' The transgression of the wicked

is affirming within my heart : " Fear of God is

not before his eyes." The quotation from the

l.XX. is exact. ' Fear of God,' reverence of Him,

is here figuratively spoken of, as if it existed ex

ternal to man, for a rule of life. Paul's closing

quotation reaffirms what the Scriptures every

where teach, that the source of sin is a wrong

attitude toward God; not to fear God is to be

(and become yet more) immoral.

Ver. 19. How we know. As in chap. ii. 2, a

truth admitted by all his readers is thus intro

duced. The Apostle's argument is that these

Scripture passages must apply to the Jews as

well as to the Gentiles. — The law saith, i. e., the

Old Testament, as a whole ; not the Mosaic law

alone, since other parts of Scripture have been

cited. Regarded as a rule of life, the whole Old

Testament is properly called ' the law.' — 8peak-

eth, speaks out, makes known by word. —Who

are under the law ; lit; ' in the law,' as in chap,

ii. 12; but the article is inserted here, since the

argument turns on the specific reference to the

Mosaic law. — That. 'In order that.' There is

no necessity for weakening the exact sense. This

was the purpose of God in thus speaking through

the Law. Through this conviction of the whole

world the gospel was revealed (comp. Gal. iii.

22, 23). Notice the correspondence with the

thought with which this division of the Epistle

begins (chap. i. 18 : ' for the wrath of God, etc.).

— Every month may be stopped. Jew as well as

Gentile. The reference is not to the final judg

ment, but to the more immediate effect of the

law : it cuts off every wrong ground of justifica

tion ; every one is without excuse. —All the world.

This is the positive side of the purpose. All men

are here included. — May become. This is the

result purposed. — Subject to judgment before

God. This paraphrase brings out the sense, which

includes more than 'guilty.' The whole world

was to be convicted of guilt, proven obnoxious

to punishment. To ' God ' satisfaction for sin is

due.

Ver. 20. Because. The word here used means,

in classical authors, ' therefore,' giving a conclu

sion from preceding statements ; but the prevail

ing sense in the New Testament is ' because,'

assigning a reason for what precedes. Taken in

that sense here, it shows why this conviction of

the whole world must be the result of God's

speaking in the law. (This verse should not be

separated by a period from ver. 19.) — By the

works of the law ; lit, ' from works of law.' But

to refer ' law ' to anything else than the Mosaic

law is to weaken the passage greatly, and ' works,'

as here defined, is equivalent to ' the works ' in

English. The Mosaic law, as a whole, is referred

to ; ' the whole revealed law as an undivided

unity, yet with special regard to the moral law.'

A reference to the ceremonial law alone is for

bidden by the last clause of the verse. The verse

admits of an application to law in general ; but to

regard this as the primary thought is contrary to

the scope of the Apostle's argument. ' Works of

the law' are works required by the law, in har

mony with the law, ' good works,' as they are

popularly termed. Some (the Roman Catholic

expositors, etc) refer the phrase to works pro

duced by the law, 1. e., without the impulse of the

Holy Spirit But this distinction implies that

works wrought by the power of the Holy Spirit

may be a ground of justification, which confuses

the latter with sanctification. — No flesh. The word

' flesh ' is here used in the Old Testament sense ;

human being, with the added notion of frailty ;

as we say, no mortal man. The New Testament

gives it an ethical sense, which will be discussed

hereafter. In Ps. cxliii. 2, which resembles this

clause, we find ' no man (or, no one) living.' The

negative in the original is joined with the verb,

but in English we must translate, ' no flesh.' —

Justified, i. e., accounted righteous. This is the

obvious sense in the parallel passage in the Psalm.

Indeed, this is the usual (probably the exclusive)

sense in the New Testament. Modern scholar

ship confirms the view of the Protestant reform

ers on this point. ( See Excursus below.)— In his

sight. The reference is to God's verdict, but not

necessarily at the last judgment. The passage

affirms that it is morally impossible for any man at

any time to be declared righteous in God's judg

ment, by his doing what God's law has prescribed.

Perfect compliance with the law would entitle a

man to such a verdict (chap. ii. 13), but the Apos

tle thus far has been proving that all men arc

sinners, and that God purposed to convict them

as sinners (ver. 14). Now he affirms this must be

the first result of the revelation through the law,

because by the works of the law justification is im

possible for every man. ' No man, even with an

outwardly faultless observance of the law (comp.

on Phil. iii. 6), is in a position to offer to it that

full and right obedience, which alone would be

the condition of a justification independent of ex

traneous intervention ; in fact, it is only through

the law that man comes to a clear perception and

consciousness of his moral imperfection by nature

(his unrighteousness).' Meyer. — For through

the law cometh knowledge of sin. The word ren-
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dcred ' knowledge ' means full knowledge, recog- German : Ziigel, Spiegel, Rieget ; restraint, mirror,

nition, etc. Men without the law have some sense rule). Notice that this last clause confirms the

of sin; but only through the law does man prop- usual view of 'law' and 'justify.' At the same

erly recognize the sinfulness of sin (comp. chap, time it forms an appropriate conclusion to the

vii. 13). This sentence of Paul, taken in connec- first division of the Epistle. All need the gospel

tion with Gal. iii. 24, 25, contains the whole philos- as God's power unto salvation, for the knowledge

ophy of the law as a moral educator. This is of sin, not ' righteousness from God,' comes

the second use of the law, according to the old through the law. Thus, too, the way is opened

Protestant Divines. The first was political ; the for the positive statement of the next division,

second, convincing (pedagogical); the third, di- which shows that righteousness from God comes

d.ictic, regulating the life of a believer (comp. the by faith.

Chapters III. 21 — IV. 25.

II. RIGHTEOUSNESS FROM GOD IS BY FAITH.

The theme of this second main division of^the doctrinal part of the Epistle may be found in ver.

21 : (1.) The righteousness of God apart from the law has been made manifest (/. e., a righteousness

by faith), and (2.) this is attested by the law and the prophets. Chap. iii. 22-31 expands the former

idea ; chap. iv. the latter. I. Righteousness from God comes independently of the law, by faith in

the atoning Saviour (vers. 21-26); hence the universality of its application (vers. 27-30), establishing

the law ; for 2. Abraham was justified by faith, being the father of believers, uncircumcised as well as

circumcised (chap. iv. 1-25). The whole division is based upon the evangelical idea of justification ;

and in chap. iii. 23-26 we have presented to us the doctrine of justification by free grace through

faith in Christ, in its inseparable connection with the atonement as its objective basis. We there-

lure insert here the following Excursus.

The Word Justify and Kindred Terms.

The word ' justify,' in Greek as well as English, is derived from the adjective, meaning just or

righteous. In the Bible, however, this is a religious idea, involving conformity to God's will or law,

and not a purely ethical one. The verb, according to its etymology, in both languages, would mean :

to make righteous, but it passes over in actual use into the sense : to account righteous, having a

forensic or declarative meaning. The question is, which meaning does it have in the New Testa

ment. There ought to be little doubt that the latter sense is that exclusively intended in the New

Testament, especially by the Apostle Paul.

1. The verb had this declarative sense in classical Greek, before the Hellenistic usage was formed.

2. It is frequently used in the LXX., and in all but two or three cases the declarative sense is pref

erable ; in many instances (as where God is said to be justified ; and where judicial verdicts are

spoken of) it is the only possible one.

3. Not only is the Hebrew usage fairly reproduced in the LXX., but the Hebrew notions of 'right

eous/ pointing to God's will as the standard, God's estimate as the decisive one, would lead us to

expect the word to take on a technical forensic sense, during the two centuries in which the peculiar

ities of New Testament Greek were fully developed.

4. In the New Testament the declarative sense is appropriate in every instance. (Rev. xxii. n

might have been an exception, but the correct reading gives another form.) On the other hand,

while there are passages in which the sense 'make righteous' could be appropriate, in the majority

of instances such a meaning is impossible. The word occurs thirty-nine times in the New Testament,

twenty-seven times in Paul's Epistles, mostly in close argumentation. To suppose that he used the

term indefinitely, is to cast contempt on all his writings. Already in his speech at Antioch, in Pisidia

(Acts xiii. 39), he used it in a strictly declarative sense, as well known to his hearers. All the phe

nomena, philological and historical, point to a definite, technical sense, and that the sense upheld by

Protestants generally. A comparison of the passages will confirm to the English reader this view.

See any good Concordance.

To justify, then, denotes an act of jurisdiction, the pronouncing of a verdict, not the infusion of a

quality. When God justifies, He accounts as righteous, treats as righteous. That He will make

righteous those whom He accounts righteous, follows from His character, not from anything in the

character of justification itself. It is 'an act of God's free grace,' bestowed without any merit of

ours, on the objective ground of the perfect righteousness of Christ, as apprehended, and thus made

subjective by a living faith (see ver. 25). The doctrine of justification may be distinguished from the

broader and deeper doctrine of a life-union with Christ, but must not be sundered from it. The same

grace which justifies does also renew, regenerate, and sanctify ; faith and love, justification and sanc-

tincation, are as inseparable in the life of the Christian, as light and heat in the rays of the sun. The
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distinction is necessary, however, for it is expressly made in Scripture, and is of the greatest impor

tance in preaching the gospel.

5. The history of Christian experience confirms the philological result. In this view was found

the practical power of the Reformation. It turns the sinner away from his own doing to seek salva

tion outside of himself ; when joined with the atonement of Christ, it gives peace to his conscience ; it

comforts the believer continually, giving an ever-fresh motive to holy living, which is the consequence,

not the cause of justification. Notice, too, that everywhere justification is spoken of as an act, not

a continuous work. The tenses chosen by Paul indicate this. The only apparent exception is in

this verse, where a present participle (implying continuous action) is used ; but here the continuity-

is in the persons who are justified, and not in the act in the case of each. Comp. the full notes,

philological and doctrinal, of Dr. Schaff in Lange, Romans, pp. 130 ff., 138 ff., and also the Excursus

in this volume, Galatians, chap. ii.

Chapter III. 21-31.

1. Righteousness from God is to all, Jew and Gentile, by Faith.

The section opens (ver. 21) with the statement of the theme of this division, as contrasted with

ver. 20; vers. 22-26 set forth this way of faith, grounding justification upon the propitiatory death

of Christ ; vers. 27-30 show that Jewish boasting is excluded, the same God justifies believing Jew

and Gentile ; the law is not made of none effect, but established, by this method (ver. 31) ; the last

thought furnishes a transition to the case of Abraham (chap. iv.).

a Acts xv.

chap. i. i

Phil. iii. 9;

21 OUT now ° the righteousness of God * without the law1 is chap. i. 17;'

■i-J manifested,2 c being witnessed by the law d and the proph- Heb. xi.

etc.

22 ets: Even the 3 righteousness of God which is eby faith of 4* c»i. a. 16;
' ° ■' comp. chap.

Jesus Christ unto all and upon all5 them that believe; for^ "<£y

23 'there is no difference:6 For "all have7 sinned, and come8 ^f ^243:

24 short of the glory of God ; Being justified freely *by his grace d fp|£ /; ,2j

25 'through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus: Whom God/ch^";,,.

hath 9 set forth * to be a propitiation 10 through faith ' in his 8ot \n. ■?.'

blood,11 to declare 12 his righteousness for the remission 13 of* x'"^9;' Gaaf"

26 "sins that are past,14 through15 the forbearance of God; To*cwir 4,

declare,16 / say, at this time his righteousness : 17 that he might IS {.'.»; Titpia.

be just, and the justifier of19 him which believeth in Jesus.20 t H«7tt.xx.»8;

27 "Where is boasting21 then? It is excluded. By what22 coi. i. M';«
ni r Tim- "• 6 ;

28 law ? of works ? Nay ; but by the M law of faith. Therefore we Heb. «. u,
J ' J 15 J 1 Pet. 1

conclude 24 " that a man is justified by faith without the deeds ffi . ■> '9- .
■» J fc Lev. xvi- 15;

29 of the law. Is he the God of p the Jews * only ? is he not also ^J*" "■ • *

30 of the Gentiles ?27 Yes, of the28 Gentiles also : Seeing qit is1 eJK'u;

Heb. x. 19;

1 apart from the law the righteousness of God (or God's righteousness) 1 Pet..i. 19;

2 hath been made manifest * or God's righteousness (see notes) 9;C^i.'i\'. "'

* through faith in (omitting which is) m£?lub!'\x.

8 the best authorities omit and upon all • distinction 7 omit have ■>

* n Chap. 11. 17

8 fall ' omit hath 10 propitiatory sacrifice (or mercy seat) 13; ■»• »;

11 through faith, in his blood 12 exhibit 18 on account of the passing over 5,TiP(in the

14 sins formerly done 15 in 16 for the exhibition uoTfUI

" of his righteousness in the present time 18 might himself ji;Eph.£g.

19 ///., and justifying " who is of faith in Jesus 39; ver. 20,

21 the boasting (or glorying) 22 what kind of a a a "'," Via. j'

21 For we reckon (according to the better authorities') f chaps. 'u\d;

26 apart from the works 2" Or is God the God of Jews >'• *-««: «•
r 24 ; x. 12;

** is he not the O'odol Gentiles ? m omit the xv. 9-12.

p Chaps, ii.

at>; iv. 9-12;
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one God,29 which30 shall justify the circumcision by faith, and gjjfcflj ^

uncircumcision 31 through faith. l8'

31 Do we then make void the law through faith? rGod for-r^"-6"

bid : n yea," we establish the law.

w Seeing that (lit., if so be) God is one *° he who

81 the uncircumcision *2 or Let it never be nay

Ver. 21. — But now. Either, 'at this time,' i. e.,

in the gospel dispensation, or, ' in this state of

things,' »'. e., as further defined. The latter is pref

erable. —Apart from the law. Though the article

is wanting, there can be no question that the Mo

saic law is meant. This phrase should come first,

as in the Greek, both for emphasis, and to pre

vent the ungrammatic.il connection with * right

eousness of God,' which some advocate. It quali

fies the verb ' manifested,' and means not, ' without

the law,' as if that had no existence and no office

to perform, but independently of the law; the

manifestation has been without its aid. — The

righteousness of God, or, 'God's righteousness.'

As in chap. i. 17, the article is wanting. The

meaning here is precisely as there, a righteousness

which proceeds from God ; it is given to the be

liever for Christ's sake in the act of Justification.

It is here characterized by a series of antitheses ;

independent of the law, yet authenticated by the

law and the prophets (ver. 21) ; freely bestowed

on the believer, yet fully paid for by the redemp

tion price of Christ (ver. 24) ; intrinsically holy,

yet justifying the sinner (ver. 26) ; thus God

is displayed as Himself the righteous Ruler of

the universe and the merciful Father who pro

vides free salvation. — Hath been made mani

fest. This revelation of righteousness is set forth

as an accomplished and still continued fact. It

was not thus known before, and it is now known

independently of the law.—Being witnessed. Con

tinuously witnessed in the whole Old Testament

Scriptures. This is not a contradiction to ' apart

from the law.' The revelation having been made

in the gospel, it turns out that the Old Testament

attests what its legal requirements did not and

could not make known. While the law could not

justify (ver. 20), there is no contradiction between

the parts of God's revelation. The unity of God,

on which Paul bases his argument in ver. 29, might

be used to enforce the principle here set forth ;

indeed, chap. iv. forms the proof of this clause.

Ver. 22. Even the righteousness of God through

faith, or, ' a righteousness, however (mediated),

through faith ' ( Meyer) ; the article being omitted,

as in ver. 21, before 'righteousness.' There is a

contrast implied between 'the righteousness of

God ' in general, and this specific form. — In Jesus

Christ. Lit., ' of Jesus Christ,' but as He is the

object of faith, the proper English expression is

' in.' To explain the whole phrase of Christ's

faithfulness to us, or of faith produced by Him, is

opposed by Paul's usage. — Unto all them that

believe. This briefer reading is supported by the

four oldest manuscripts ; the longer reading pre

sents the added sense of ' extending over.' That

this righteousness does not come to all, appears

from the qualifying phrase : ' that believe.'— For

there is no distinction. This assigns the reason for

what precedes. There is no other way for any ; all

must believe, in order to obtain this righteousness.

There may be other points of difference among

men, but as respects this point, there is no ' dis

tinction ' made in God's dealing with them.

Ver. 23. For all sinned ; this is the historical

fact, they became sinners. For this reason there

is no distinction. ' Have sinned,' is not alto

gether objectionable, since it implies a relation to

what precedes. — Fall short. As the result of

their having become sinners. — Glory of God.

This is variously explained as, glory before God,

glory like God (in His image, showing His

glory), glory from God. The last is preferable ;

His approval is meant (although it is true this

glory front Him alone can stand before Him),

since the next verse closely joins the thought of

justification. Civilization, refinement, intelligence,

and external morality, have not made these words

less universal in their application.

Ver. 24. Being justified. The present tense

points, not to continuous justification of the indi

vidual, but to an action continuous as respects

those spoken of in vers. 22, 23. Because they are

all in this condition (fallen snort of the glory of

God), if they are justified it is in this way, namely,

freely ; as a gift, not by their own merit. — By his

grace. God's grace, i. e., His unmerited favor, His

love to the sinner, is the efficient cause of justifica

tion ; this led to the objective means : through the

redemption that is in Christ Jesus. The word ' re

demption,' meant first of all, release or deliver

ance of captives from a state of misery or danger

by the payment of a ransom as an equivalent.

This idea of a ransom price paid is the essential

one in the figurative expression, and the connec

tion not only forbids every attempt at explaining

it away, but points to the historical Person who

paid the ransom (Christ Jesus) as well as to the

ransom itself (the death of Christ). Of course

the widest sense of redemption includes a number

of blessed truths ; but the reference here is spe

cific ; and the idea of the payment of a price is con

firmed by a number of similar expressions in the

New Testament. Freedom from sin is the conse

quence of the ' redemption ' here spoken of, but the

' redemption ' itself is an essential part of the work

of Christ. Hence the redemption is said to be in

Him, not through Him ; the next verse clearly

shows that the reference is to His vicarious death.

' Every mode of conception, which refers redemp

tion and the forgiveness of sins not to a real

atonement through the death of Christ, but sub

jectively to the dying and reviving with Him

guaranteed and produced by that death, is op

posed to the New Testament, — a mixing up of

justification and sanctification.' (Meyer.)

Ver. 25. Whom. The personal redeemer Christ

Jesus stands immediately connected with justifica

tion ; how is here declared (vers. 25, 26). — God

set forth. One historical fact is spoken of. The

meaning ' purposed,' which the original word may

have, is inappropriate, because the purpose is ex
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pressed in detail afterwards. ' Publicly set forth

for himself is the full sense of the term here. —

To be a propitiatory sacrifice. One word in the

original, but something must be supplied in Eng

lish : 'as,' 'for,' ' to be,' have been suggested,

the last being preferable because a fact is re

ferred to. The Greek word is strictly an adjec

tive, meaning ' propitiatory,' but is used in the

LXX. as a noun, usually referring to the mercy-

seat (kapforeth), the lid of the ark of the covenant ;

in this sense it occurs in Hebrews ix. 5, the only

other instance of its use in the New Testament.

Explanations have been suggested : ( 1 . ) ' Mercy-

seat ; ' but this confuses metaphors ; the mercy-

seat was hidden, not set forth ; the article is want

ing ; the figure is nowhere else applied to Christ,

and the mercy-seat was designed to show God's

grace, not ' His righteousness.' (2.) In conse

quence of these objections we prefer to render it

' a propitiatory sacrifice,' either taking the word in

that sense, or supplying the noun. This amounts

to the same as the other explanation, but is not

open to the same objections. (3. ) * To be propi

tiatory ; ' but there is no instance of the adjective

being applied to persons. (4.) ' As propitiator ; '

this is open to the same objection. (5.) 'Asa

means of propitiation ; ' this is too abstract. — It

will be noticed that all explanations rest on the

thought that Christ's death was sacrificial and ex

piatory; that it was a real atonement, required

by something in the character of God, and not

merely designed to effect moral results in man.

We may not know all that this ' propitiation '

involves, but since God Himself was willing to

instruct His ancient people by types of this real

ity, we ought to know something definite and

positive respecting it. The atoning death of

Christ is the ground of the 'reconciliation'

(wrongly translated ' atonement ' in chap. v. 11),

since it satisfies the demands of Divine justice on

the one hand, and on the other draws men to

God. Independently of the former, the latter

could not be more than a groundless human feel

ing. —Through faith, in bit blood. We insert a

comma after ' faith,' because the word translated

' in ' is never joined with ' faith,' and because the

important phrase ' in his blood,' is made too sub

ordinate by the ordinary punctuation. Further,

faith in Christ is more than faith in His blood.

We join ' in His blood ' with ' set forth,' etc. This

setting forth of Christ as a propitiatory sacrifice

took place in the shedding of His blood. ' By

His blood ' is not so exact. The entire thought

is purely expiatory ; the figure is that of doing

away guilt by blood ; the reality is the atoning

death of Christ, which really removes the guilt

of sin. ' Through faith ' (lit., ' the faith,' point

ing to 'faith ' already mentioned in ver. 22) may

be connected either with 'propitiation,' so that

it indicates how this propitiation becomes effect

ive, or with ' set forth,' etc. The former is per

haps preferable, since the propitiation could

hardly be said to be set forth through faith. The

notion that ' faith ' here means Christ's faithful

ness is altogether unwarranted. —To exhibit, or,

' unto the exhibition,' or, demonstration. — His

righteousness. God's judicial (or punitive) right

eousness. His retributive justice is meant ; the

death of Christ shows how He hates sin, while

He saves sinners. The rest of the verse, when

fairly interpreted, opposes the various other inter

pretations. — Because of the passing over of sing

formerly done. The E. V. is misleading. This

clause gives, not the design, but the occasion of the

showing of God's righteousness : ' passing over '

is not the same as ' remission.' God had allowed

the sins of the race which were committed be

fore Christ's death ( ' sins formerly done '), to pass

by without full punishment. He had not forgiven

them ; the wrath that appeared (comp. chap. i.

18) was not a sufficient punishment ; His passing

over these sins obscured His righteousness. The

death of Christ as an atoning sacrifice showed

what His righteousness demanded, while it ef

fected pardon and justification. That this is the

correct view, appears not only from ver. 26, but

from the next clause : in the forbearance of God,

which explains the ' passing over.' Remission is

a matter of ' grace ; ' passing over,' of forbear

ance. To refer the latter part of this verse to

actual pardon under the Old Testament dispensa

tion is contrary to the obvious sense of the words,

however true it is that the Old Testament saints

had remission of sins.

Ver. 26. For the exhibition. The noun is the

same as in ver. 25, but a different preposition has

ljeen chosen, perhaps for euphony. This verse,

however, points more to the historical demonstra

tion, ver. 25 to the purpose. — Righteousness, as

in ver. 25. — In the present time, when the his

torical demonstration has taken place, in contrast

with 'formerly' (E. V. 'past'), not with 'in the

forbearance of God.' — That he might himself be.

This is the purposed result, the final aim of the

whole transaction. ' Himself gives an emphasis

to the fact that it is the personal God whose char

acter is to be displayed ; this alone is a fitting

end. ' Might be,' in this connection, is equivalent

to ' might oe shown and seem to be ; ' but it does

not refer merely to the human estimate. What

God did (ver. 25), actually had as its purpose and

result that He was just and the justifier, etc.

Not just and condemning, but ' just and justify

ing' (the comma after 'just' is unnecessary).

By setting forth Christ, in His blood, as a propi

tiation, to be appropriated by faith, God not only

demonstrated His judicial righteousness which

had been obscured in past ages, but also and

mainly, He accomplished this purpose and result,

that His own character was displayed, as just

and justifier, as righteous and accounting right

eous him that hath faith in Christ. Not one

without the other ; not one in contrast with the

other ; but both in harmony. Every notion of

making righteous confuses and weakens the whole

passage, but especially this phrase. God could

not show Himself righteous in any simpler way

than by mating- men righteous ; the gospel para

dox is that He is righteous and accounting right

eous believing sinners. The fact that ' righteous

ness ' in the immediate context refers to God's

judicial righteousness, as well as the leading

thought of ' propitiation,' combine with the lex

ical requirements of the passage itself in warrant

ing the statement, that every reference to sancti-

fication is a gratuitous importation, the result of

theological prejudgment. Plain facts in the his

tory of God's people warrant the further assertion,

that such an importation ultimately leads away

from God's method of sanctification. — Of him

who is of faith in Jesus ; lit., ' him of faith of

Jesus.' More fully expressed : ' him who is of

the part of faith,' whose essential characteristic

is faith. The object of this faith is 'Jesus,' called

here by His human name, probably with tender

emphasis. At the close of this profound passage
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our thoughts are led back to the personal Re

deemer. In the death of Christ, God punished

sin and saved the sinner ; Divine justice was vin

dicated in the culminating act of redeeming love.

The Son voluntarily, and in accordance with the

holy love of the Father, assumed the whole curse of

sin, and, as the representative Head of the human

family, in its stead and for its benefit, satisfied the

demands of Divine justice. His sacrifice was a

real propitiation, in contrast with the types of the

Old Testament. The design was that God might

righteously account the believer righteous. To

this view, the only one exegetically defensible,

it has been objected that it seems to conflict with

morality, that God's design is to make men holy ;

but the sufficient answer is, that the sacrificial

death of Christ has taught most of God's right

eousness, that God's freely accounting men right

eous has done most to make them righteous.

Ver. 27. Where is the boasting (or 'glorying ')

then 1 We have here an inference ('then ') viva

ciously set forth in question and answer. In view

of this manifestation of God's righteousness apart

from the law, the Jew cannot boast Such a

scheme prevents any glorying ; but the immediate

reference to the Jew is clear from the context, as

well as the use of the article. The Jewish at

titude was well known ; hence the question is not

abrupt. ' Glorying ' would cover both the good

and Dad senses of the Greek term, which, how

ever, has here the bad sense, namely, ' boasting.'

In chap. iv. 2 another, but similar word is used.

— By what kind of a law 1 This refers to the

exclusion, which must have taken place according

to some rule or principle revealed by God ; ' law '

being here used in its widest sense, of any ex

pression of the will of God. —A law of faith ;

i. e., a law that requires faith. ' The contrast is

not here between the law and the gospel as two

dispensations, but between the law of works and

the law of faith, whether found under the law or

the gospel, or (if the case admitted) anywhere else.

This is evident by the Apostle proving below that

Abraham was justified, not by works, so as to

have whereof to boast, but by faith ' (Alford).

' I f we were saved by our own works, we might

put the crown upon our own heads. Hut the law

of faith, the way of justification by faith, doth for

ever exclude boasting .... therefore it is most

for God's glory, that thus we should be justified '

( Mathew Henry).

Ver. 28. For we reckon. This reading is sup

ported by the most ancient authorities (with the

exception of the Vatican MSS.). It suggests the

reason for the previous assertion : Glorying is

excluded by the law of faith, for (we have already

proved and hence) we reckon, etc The common

reading makes this verse an inference. ' Reckon '

is the word usually so rendered ; ' conclude ' is

incorrect, in any case. — By faith apart from the

works of the law. This principle has already

been established (vers. 21-26) ; and is re-stated

here to furnish a basis for the argument against

the pride of the Jew. Luther here adds ' alone,'

and the phrase ' faith alone ' has been a watch

word of evangelical Protestantism. Certainly, the

context excludes every other ground of justifica

tion and because it does there was no necessity

for Paul's writing ' alone,' or for our inserting it.

The emphasis rests on ' faith,' which ' is the alone

instrument of justification ; yet it is not alone in

the person justified, but is ever accompanied with

all other saving graces, and is no dead faith, but

worketh by love.' (Westminster Confession.) On

' works of the law,' see ver. 20.

Ver. 29. Or is God the God of Jews only 1 ' Or,'

which is omitted in the E. V., presents an alter

native, in case the principle of ver. 28 should be

doubted. ' Belong to Jews only ' is the full sense.

The Jews made this claim, and it would hold

good, if justification were by works of the law,

since the Jews alone possessed the law. — Yes, of

Gentiles also. Paul's position as an Apostle to

the Gentiles, the revelation of the universality of

the gospel made to him, confirmed the promise

of the Old Testament (chap. i. 1-5). Hence all

this establishes the position of ver. 28, that a man

is justified by faith.

Ver. 30. Seeing that God is one, he who shall,

etc. (A slight change of reading gives the sen

tence a lively argumentative form ; the word used

being that translated 'if so be that ' in chap. viii.

9.) The argument is pressed further to the un

doubted fact ' that God is one.' ' The unity of

God implies that He is God, not merely of the

Jews, but also of the Gentiles ; for otherwise an

other special Deity must rule over the Gentiles,

which would do away with monotheism ' (Meyer).

But the unity of God's being involves the uniform

ity of His method of justification. If God is one,

there can be no contradictory revelations from

God ; hence Christianity, based equally with Ju

daism upon monotheism, cannot admit of being

one among several religions equally true. — The

circumcision by faith, and the nncirenmcision

through faith ; lit., ' the faith.' The change from

' by faith ' to ' through the faith,' may not have

been designed to express any distinction, as Paul

frequently uses the two phrases, ' by faith ' and

' through faith,' as if they were equivalent. Some

distinguish the former, as giving the general

ground of justification (as opposed to that of

works) ; the latter, the particular means, through

his faith (as opposed to want of faith). To make

the former imply a different position on the part

of the Jew, is to oppose the whole current of

Paul's thought.

Ver. 31. Do we then make void the law through

faith 1 This verse may be regarded either as the

proposition of chap, iv., or as the conclusion of

the preceding argument. It is both in fact, be

ing a transition from the doctrine of justification

by faith to the proof that Abraham was thus jus

tified. The objection to making it begin the next

chapter is the form of ver. I (which see). But

we place it in a separate paragraph. The article

is wanting with the word ' law,' but the reference

to the Mosaic law is unmistakable-— Let it never

be. See ver. 4. The Apostle indignantly denies

that faith abrogates the law, as might be objected.

— Nay ; or, ' but on the contrary,' we establish

the law, cause the law to stand. Not as a ground

of justification, but as itself teaching justification

by faith, the next chapter giving the historical

proof. This is the main point here, although

there are many other reasons which might be

urged in support of the statement as a general

one. The law was never intended as a means of

justification ; it could not therefore be abrogated

as such a means. In its typical character it has

fulfilled its purpose ; as to its moral contents, as

the expression of the holy will of God, as a rule

of conduct, it was perfectly fulfilled by Christ and

is constantly fulfilled in the holy life of a believer.
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Chapter IV. 1-25.

2. Proof from the case of Abraham, that Righteousness is by Faith.

The principle of faith, as the universal one, does not make void the law. In the truest sense it is

by this principle that 'we establish the law ' (chap. iii. 31). As regards Abraham himself, the an

cestor of the Jews (ver. 1), the Scripture teaches that he was justified by faith (vers. 2-5) ; this ac

cords with what David says of free forgiveness (vers. 6-8) as well as with the fact that Abraham was

justified while yet uncircumcised, and thus became the father of believers, uncircumcised and circum

cised alike (vers. 9-12) ; furthermore the promise of the inheritance of the world came through the

righteousness of faith, not through the law (vers. 13-17). This is further set forth by a description of

Abraham's faith in God's omnipotence (vers. 18-22) ; the whole matter being applied to the case of

all believers in Christ (vers. 23-25). Comp. throughout the similar argument in Gal. iii.

i \T7HAT shall we say then that "Abraham our father,1 as* £;£••£,;

2 VV pertaining to the flesh, hath found?2 For if Abraham ^f"'

were3 'justified by works, he hath whereof to glory ; 4 but not * chip'ii'i.2^,

3 before 5 God. For what saith the Scripture ? ' Abraham 6 be- c ci!l„. 6 :

lieved God, and it was counted7 unto him for righteousness. j'ame"'i'i.i3.

4 Now dto him that worketh is the reward not reckoned of8 comp.'S»i.'

5 grace, but of8 debt. But to him that worketh not, but be-

lieveth on him that justifieth 'the ungodly, his faith is counted7' Josh. x*iv.

G for righteousness. Even as David also describeth ° the bless

edness of the man, unto whom God imputeth 10 righteousness

7 without u works, Saying,

f Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven, /ru..*a&.

And whose sins are covered.

8 Blessed is the man to whom the Lord will not impute 12 sin.

9 Cometh 13 this blessedness then upon the circumcision only,

or upon the uncircumcision also? for 'we say that faith was e ver. j.

10 reckoned to Abraham14 for righteousness. How was it then 10

reckoned? when he was in circumcision, or in uncircumcision?

1 1 Not in circumcision, but in uncircumcision. And * he received * ^n' ""' -

the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the

faith which he had yet being uncircumcised : 16 that 'he might' Lukexu. 9;
* " ° vers, ij, 16;

be the father of all them that believe, though they be not cir- «»)• «»■ »•

cumcised ; n that righteousness might be imputed 7 unto them

1 2 also : 18 And the father of circumcision to them who are not of

the circumcision only,19 but who also walk in the steps of that

1 The best authorities read forefather

2 hath found according to the flesh (but see notes) * was

4 ground of glorying 6 toward 8 And Abraham

7 reckoned ' ///., according to * pronounceth (/it., saith)

10 reckoneth n apart from 1S reckon " Is

14 we say, To Abraham his faith was reckoned 15 How then was it

18 while in uncircumcision " though yet in (lit., through) uncircumcision

11 the best authorities omit also 1B not only are of the circumcision
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faith of 'our father Abraham, which he had being yet uncircum-

cised.16

1 3 For the promise, that he should be the * heir of the world, was k f^/Tg^

not to Abraham, or to his seed, through the law,20 but through t '&'%. lS

14 the righteousness of faith. For 'if they which21 are of the "Jjffi?;®"

law be heirs, faith is made void, and the promise made of none *°; **

1 5 effect : Because n m the law worketh wrath : for where no law ^corXViii567j

16 is, there is no transgression.23 Therefore2* it is of faith, that it ?i, ,9." , "

might &? " by ^ grace ; " to the end M the promise might be 27 * tSJplai*'

sure to all the seed ; not to that only which is of the law, but „ c&i. a. a.

to that also which is of the faith of Abraham; pwho is the/ I?K?;„
' chap. ix. 8.

17 father of us all, (As it is written, ■ I have made thee a father «■ o™.xvu.

of many nations,28) before him whom he believed, even God, " p,1?!^'.";;

rwho quickened the dead, and calleth those 'things which be29, c'hi'P. ix.

not as though they were : » % j ', c?ll L

1 8 Who against hope believed in hope, that he might become ' IO'

the31 'father of many nations, according to that which was32' Ver-"'-

19 spoken, " So shall thy seed be. And being not weak83 in faith, * Cen- xv" s-.

• he considered not M his own body now dead,35 when he was * " ^"iSr"'

about a hundred years old, neither yet37 the deadness of Sa- i'.'i"?!'.'

20 rah's womb : He staggered not at the promise of God through

unbelief ; w but was M strong in faith, giving glory to God ; 40

21 And being fully persuaded, that what he had promised, "he ""Luke i. '37,'

22 was able also to perform. And therefore41 it was imputed i9;comR. '
.„,.,.. Gen. xviii.

to ™ him for righteousness. m-
" x Chap. xv.

23 Now x it was not written for his sake alone, that it was im- 4; ■ cor. x.
J ' 6, 11.

24 puted to42 him; But for us43 also, to44 whom it shall be im

puted,7 if we a believe v on him that raised up Jesus our Lord-'' AJjts"■'*'•

"25 from the dead; 'who was delivered48 for our offences, and * Jhapliii5'*;;

0 was raised again47 for our justification. 32?jCot.v.

21 ; Gat. i. '

50 For not through the law is the promise to Abraham or to his seed, that he 4; Heb. ix

should be heir of the world a that M For ptt'ii'. 1+;

a but (according to the best authorities) where there is no law, neither is „ "'c08r". xv.

there transgression u On this account 17; 1 Pet. 1.

M may be according to M in order that " may be

28 A father of many nations have I set thee a that are

» substitute (.) for (:) »» omit the ra had been

M without being made weak M the best authorities omit not

M already {omitted by some authorities) become dead

M he being " and

M yet with regard to the promise of God he did not waver in unbelief

" was made *° substitute (,) for (;) 4I Wherefore also

" reckoned unto 4* for our sake ** unto

44 who 46 delivered up 47 omit again

Ver. 1. What shall we lay then? 'Then' ence is open to discussion. Meyer and others

connects with what precedes, but the exact refer- take it as introducing a proof of chap. iii. 31,

VOL. ill. 4
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which they consider the proposition of chap. iv.

The objection is that Paul is proving, not the

agreement of the law and the gospel, but the

true method of justification. It seems better to

take ver. 31 as a transition thought, which is il

lustrated in this chapter, and taken up again in

chap, vi., and to find here a proof of the positions

set forth in chap. iii. 28-30, to which exception

might be taken in view of the Divine origin of

the law. — Our forefather. This is the Detter

supported reading. — According to the flesh. This

may mean, according to natural descent, or it may

have the ethical senSe, according to his sinful hu

man nature (see chap. vii. ). In the former case

it must be connected with ' forefather,' in the

latter with 'hath found.' The order of the com

mon Greek text favors the latter; while the best

authorities sustain a different order, which throws

the emphasis upon 'hath found,' but separates it

from 'according to the flesh.' It is possible,

however, to join it with the verb, even while ac

cepting this reading. The sense then is : what

shall we say then that Abraham our forefather

hath found (»'. e., attained) according to the flesh

(1. e., through his own natural efforts as distinct

from the grace of God). The opposite would be

' according to the Spirit,' according to the work

ing of the Spirit of God. This evidently suits the

context much better than the other view, which

merely adds a seemingly unnecessary definition to

the word ' forefather.'

Ver. 2. For if Abraham was justified by works.

It is assumed that he was justified, but the Jews

held the opinion that he was justified by works.

Notice that even in their view, justification was

a matter where God's verdict was concerned. —

Ground of glorying (not the same word as in

chap. iii. 27) ; comp. Gal. vi. 4, where the same

phrase occurs. — But not toward God. The best

paraphrase of this concisely expressed passage

is : 'If Abraham, as the Jews suppose, was justi

fied by works, he has reason to glory toward God

(for he could claim justification from God as " of

debt "), but he has no ground of glorying toward

God (and hence was not justified by works), for

the Scripture says he was justified by faith (ver.

3).* Some commentators, however, following the

Greek fathers, take the clause : ' but not toward

God,' as implying that his justification by faith

gives him a ground of glorying toward God, but

the supposed justification by works would give him

only a ground of glorying toward men, God hav

ing nothing to do with it except to acknowledge

it as justly earned. The objections to this view

are that ver. 3 would then contain a refutation in

troduced by ' but,' not ' for ; ' that it is not like

Paul to admit any ground of glorying toward men,

much less toward God, in connection with the

matter of justification.

Ver. 3. For what saith the Scripture t This

introduces the Scriptural proof of the fact that

Abraham has no ground of glorying toward God,

and hence of the main position that the Old Tes

tament teaches thatjustification is by faith. The

passage quoted is Gen. xv. 6, cited also in Gal.

iii. 6 ; Jas. ii. 23 ; but the E. V. varies the form

in each case. The New Testament citations all

follow the LXX.: And Abraham believed God,

and it was reckoned unto him for righteousness

(Heb. : 'And He reckoned it to him for right

eousness'). The saying was with reference to

the promise of an heir, as detailed in vers. 17-22.

This believing was reckoned unto Abraham for

righteousness. The word we translate ' reckon '

occurs eleven times in this chapter, and is rep

resented in the E. V. by ' count,' ' reckon,' ' im

pute ; ' elsewhere in this Epistle by ' account '

(so Gal. iii. 6). The idea of putting to one's ac

count is obvious ; and the full expression is a

technical one, the equivalent of God's act of justi

fication. ' That is transferred to the person and

imputed to him, which in and for itself does not

belong to him ' (Cremer, Bib. Lexicon). The fol

lowing explanations attempt to avoid this sense :

his faith was taken into account with a view to

making him righteous ; his faith being a new

principle of obedience, was regarded as already

a complete righteousness ; he was justified on ac

count of the merit of his faith, not through his

faith. But all these are opposed to the proper

sense of ' reckon ' as well as to that of the entire

phrase. Furthermore, they are opposed not only

to the line of Paul's argument, but to the facts

of spiritual experience : the confusion of justifi

cation and sanctification has invariably, sooner

or later, led to a decrease of holiness. As re

spects the character of Abraham's faith, it differs

from Christian faith, as the promise differs from

the fulfilment of the gospel salvation, and as hope

differs from fruition ; but the essential element

in both is unconditional trust in God's truth and

mercy. How far Abraham, in thus believing,

had faith in a Messiah, we cannot tell. In any

case, his faith was not a purely subjective mat

ter; it rested upon God, real and revealed, as

its object, and the contents of his faith would

correspond with the extent of the revelation. It

is not for us, who have the personal Lord Jesus

Christ as the object of our faith, to use the case

of Abraham as a proof that one can have Chris

tian faith and yet reject Him. Meyer goes so

far as to say : ' Abraham's faith had reference

to the divine promise, and indeed to the promise

which he, the man trusted by God and enlight

ened by God, recognized as that which embraced

in it the future Messiah (John viii. 56).' In the

case of the Christian, the object of faith is the

personal Messiah, the contents of faith respect

His person and work. One who believes in Him

will not be seeking lo diminish the contents of his

faith.

Ver. 4. How to him that worketh. Vers. 4

and 5 illustrate ver. 3, by a general contrast of

the two ways by which we can be accounted right

eous. A workman whose business it is to labor

for hire represents the legal method, the plan of

making one's own moral character and doings

the basis of acceptance with God. — The reward ;

his reward, for which he works. —Hot reckoned;

this takes up the verb from ver. 3, but without

emphasizing it. — Of grace, but of debt; not ac

cording to, as a matter of favor, but of debt. That

Abraham's case was ' of grace ' is so heavily im

plied, that it was not necessary to express it, espe

cially as the thought is now quite general.

Ver. 5. But to him that worketh not ; to one

who does not work for hire. The statement is

general, including Abraham, but not specifically

applied to him.— Believeth on him. The idea of

trustfully resting on is suggested by the original.

— That justifieth. Here any other idea than that

of accounting righteous is forbidden by the con

nection. — The ungodly; the ungodly individual,

the original is in the singular. The word is chosen

to present a strong contrast of 'justifying,' one

who is alienated from God is yet accounted right
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cous by God. — His faith, etc. Meyer, while in

sisting that the merit of Christ always remains

the meritorious cause, to which we are indebted

for the imputation of our faith, objects to the

usual view that the righteousness of Christ is im

puted to us, on the ground that thus the subjec

tive apprehension of Christ is confounded with

the apprehended Christ, the objective ground of

imputation. But the next verse speaks of God's

reckoning righteousness to a man, and the pro

found discussion at the close of chap. v. points

more directly to the imputation of Christ's right

eousness. Comp. the Heidelberg Catechism, Q. 60.

Ver. 6. Even as David also. The confirmatory

illustration now introduced is from l's. xxxii. 1, 2,

here attributed to David. There is significance

in the fact that David himself was a sinner who

had been greatly forgiven. — Prononnceth tho

blessedness; speaks the congratulation, the pro

nouncing blessed. The quotation is of forgive

ness, of not being reckoned a sinner ; but the

Apostle takes this as equivalent to the Lord reck-

cneth righteousness. ' It is implied by Paul, that

the remission of sin is equivalent to the imputa

tion of righteousness, that there is no negative

Etate of innocence, none intermediate between

acceptance for righteousness, and rejection for

sin' (Alford). — Apart from works. Since the

forgiveness of sins is here indicated as a part of

the reckoning of righteousness, this reckoning

must be apart from meritorious works, for for

giveness and merit are opposed ideas.

Ver. 7. Blessed are they, etc. The quotation

is made exactly from the LXX. —Whose sins are

covered. The idea of the first clause is repeated

under another figure, according to the parallelism

of Hebrew poetry. Their sins are hid by God

Himself, which is the same as ' forgiven,' ' not

reckoned.'

Ver. 8. Will not reckon sin. The negation is

very strong, 'will in no wise reckon.' This may

refer to the final judgment, but more probably

points to the method of entire forgiveness (future

to David's eye) revealed in the gospel.

Ver. 9. Is this blessedness then, etc. ' This

pronouncing blessed, then, is it upon,' etc. The

reference is to David's words. The inference, in

the form of a question, is, that this declaration of

blessedness affects the uncircumcision also, for

an affirmative answer to this clause is implied in

the form of the original. — Tor we say (»'. e., in

accordance with the quotation in ver. 3). This

begins the proof from the case of Abraham, by

restating the Scriptural fact. The further facts

and conclusion follow. ' That ' should be omitted.

— To Abraham, etc. The emphasis rests on ' Abra

ham,' as the emended order indicates.— His faith,

lit., 'the faith,' the faith just spoken of in ver. 3.

Ver. 10. How then was it reckoned t Not,

what was the mode in which it was reckoned,

but, ' how was he situated when this took place ? '

The rest of the verse makes this clear. — Not in

circumcision, bnt in uncircumcision. The ' reck

oning ' took place (Gen. xv. 6) at least fourteen

years before the circumcision of Abraham (Gen.

xvii. 25) ; consequently the latter was the Divine

ratification of grace already received, not the effec

tive cause or condition of the bestowal of grace.

Ver. 11. And he received the sign of circumcis

ion, a seal, etc. The ' sign ' was ' circumcision,'

which is described as 'a seal,' etc. Meyer ex

plains : a sign which was given him in the fact

that he was circumcised, he received as seal, etc.

In Gen. xvii. 11, circumcision is represented as

'a token (sign) of the covenant ' God made with

Abraham. The covenant antedated the sign (Gen.

xv.). In the Talmud also, circumcision is spoken

of as the sign and seal of the covenant. — The

righteousness of the faith which he had while in

uncircumcision. This is historically correct, and

doctrinally accurate. Abraham's faith was in God

who had promised him an inheritance, and his

faith was then reckoned to him for righteousness,

this being a part of the story of the covenant ;

when afterwards circumcision was instituted it

sealed the promise or covenant, and not less the

righteousness reckoned to Abraham, which came

from his faith. The true idea of a sacrament is

here suggested ; it is a sign, seal, and means of

grace, but not the grace itself. Circumcision is

not the covenant ; nor is baptism regeneration.

The sign and seal is not itself the ground of con

fidence, but it testifies and openly ratifies a Divine

covenant or blessing. If Abraham needed a seal

of the righteousness reckoned to him, some such

outward sign and seal may be expected in the

Christian church. —That he might be the father,

etc This was the end of his receiving a sign of

previous faith. The idea of spiritual fatherhood

here set forth is quite Biblical, but the fullest ex

position of spiritual sonship of Abraham is found

in Gal. iii. ' They that are of faith, these are sons

of Abraham.' ' Not Jews and proselytes as such,

but the believers as such— all uncircumciscd who

believe, and (ver. 12) the believing circumcised'

(Meyer). The former came into view first, be

cause this was the main position to be proved,

and the more striking inference from the his

torical facts. — Though yet in uncircumcision ;

a correct paraphrase of the original expression,

which is literally ' through uncircumcision.' —

That righteousness might be reckoned unto them.

The best authorities omit ' also ' ; which would

suggest, ' unto them as well as to Abraham,' but

is quite unnecessary. This clause presents the

purpose with respect to the individuals who be

lieve though uncircumcised. It is parenthetical,

for ver. 12 is parallel with the preceding clause.

Ver. 12. And the father. ' Father ' is repeated

to take up the line of thought slightly interrupted

by the final clause of ver. 1 1. The full idea is :

that he might be the father, etc. — Of circumcision.

Not of the circumcision as such, but of such as

are afterward further defined. — Not only are of

the circumcision, bnt who, etc. The Greek is pe

culiar, but the sense is easily perceived. Abraham

is, indeed, the father of circumcision, but with

reference to those Jews who are not merely cir

cumcised, but also believe, as he did. The con

nection of the last idea with the historical facts

respecting Abraham's faith and subsequent cir

cumcision is emphasized in the phrase : walk in

the steps of that faith, etc. The sum of the argu

ment is : ' For Abraham's righteousness through

faith was attained, when as yet there was no dis

tinction between circumcised and uncircumcised ;

and to this mode of becoming just before God,

independently of external conditions, Christianity

by its " righteousness by faith " leads back again

and continues it ' (Meyer). — While in unoircum-

cision. The form of the original closely resem

bles ver. 1 1 ; but the order is slightly changed.

The emphasis there rests upon ' in uncircumcis

ion ' ; here on ' faith.'

Ver. 1 3. For not through the law. This order

is required by the emphasis indicated in the orig
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inal. ' Through law ' is the literal rendering, but

this verse (comp. ver. 15) overthrows the view

that ' law ' without the article does not mean spe

cifically the Mosaic law. The argument is : The

Mosaic law was in no sense the ground or cause

of the promise, for the law was not then in exist

ence ; and this fact is the ground of the position

of Abraham as father of all believers, whether

Gentiles or Jews (vers. 11, 12). The phrase

' through the law ' must not be narrowed to

' through the works of the law ; ' the agency of

the Mosaic law is absolutely denied. — Is the

promise. The purport of the promise is after

wards given. The verb is wanting in the Greek,

but we supply ' is,' because the reference is to a

promise still valid (' or to his seed '). — To Abra

ham or to Mi seed. ' Or ' after a negative binds

two words closely. The promise is to both, as

one. Here ' his seed ' is not directly referred to

Christ, as in Gal. iii. 16, but to all believers, as

the spiritual descendants of Abraham. In Gala-

tians, the emphasis rests upon the fact that be

lievers form a collective unity in Christ. — That

he should be heir of the world. This is Paul's

summing up of various promises made to Abra

ham for himself and his seed (Gen. xii. 7 ; xiii.

14, 15 ; xv. 18 ; xvii. 8 ; xxii. 17). The Rabbins

understood these as meaning the ultimate, uni

versal sovereignty of the Messiah. As to the

main point Paul accepts this view, though the

religious significance to him was different from

the Jewish conception. The same idea underlies

the gospel phrase ' kingdom of heaven, kingdom

of God.' The promise will be literally fulfilled

when the kingdoms of the world are given to the

people of the Most High, and Christ returns to

rule. Dan. vii. 27 ; Matt. v. 5 ; Rev. xi. 15, etc. —

Through the righteousness of faith. Gen. xv. 6,

quoted in ver. 3, follows the first promise ; but

this need not occasion difficulty, for the promises

covered a long period, and Abraham's faith be

gan at the first promise. Comp. Gen. xii. 1-3

with Heb. xi. 8.

Ver. 14. For if, etc. The proof of ver. 13 is

now given (vers. 14-17), from the nature of the

law, and the consequent necessity of faith as the

ground of inheritance. — They that are of the

law. Comp. the contrasted idea, chap. iii. 26 ;

Gal. iii. 7. Those who belong to the law are of

that party whose religious life springs from the

law, and who are legalists in character. — Faith

is made void, is made empty and continues so,

there is no use of it. — Of none effect. The prom

ise is made permanently invalid. Why so ? The

reason is given in ver. 15.

Ver. 1 j. For. The statement that faith and

the promise would be ignored, if the inheritance

is through the law, must be true, for this reason.

—The law, the Mosaic law, as in the entire dis

cussion. —Worketh wrath. The wrath of God is

meant, else the next clause would have little per

tinence ; moreover, ' wrath,' in the New Testa

ment, in the vast majority of cases refers to God's

wrath against sin. The law does, indeed, stir up

the wrath of man against God, as is set forth in

chap. vii. 5, etc., but the train of thought in that

chapter is distinct from that found here. Because

the law brings about wrath, it cannot be the

ground of promise (ver. 13). — But where there

is no law, neither is there transgression. 'For'

was substituted by the early transcribers, to

bring out the connection of thought. Strictly

spealung, this pan of the verse is a general nega

tive statement, implying the positive truth, that

where there is a law, there is transgression of it,

thus producing a more pronounced form of sin,

upon which God's wrath is visited ; thus the law

'works wrath.' The negative form is probably

due to the character of the main thought , the

promise was independent of law (ver. 13). ' Trans

gression,' the infraction of known law, is one form

of sin, but does not include all sin. ' Sins ■without

positive law (chap. v. 13), are likewise, and, in

deed, on account of the natural law (chap. ii. 14),

objects of the divine wrath (see i. 18 ; Eph. ii. 3) ;

but sins against a given law are, in virtue of their

thereby definite quality of transgression, so spe

cifically and specially provocative of wrath in

God, that Paul could relatively, even, deny the

imputation of sin when the law was non-existent.

See on chap. v. 13 ' (Meyer).

Ver. 16. On this account. An inference from

vers. 14, 15 (though some refer it to what follows).

— It ii of faith. What? Not the promise, but

the inheritance, in view of the contrast in ver. 14.

Strictly speaking, we should explain, supply ' the

heirs are of faith.' —That it may be. The present

is preferable, as indicating a continuous result

which is purposed by God in making men heirs.

'As the law, bringing the knowledge of cuilt,

works wrath, so the promise awakening faith,

manifests God's free grace, the end for which it

was given ' (Alford). — In order that the promise

may be (the present is preferable here also). This

is the purpose of God in making men heirs by

the way of grace ; His free unmerited favor thus

makes the promise sure to all the seed, /'. e., to all

believers (comp. vers, ti, 13), not only to the be

lieving Jews, that which is of the law, but also

to the believing Gentiles, who are described as

of the faith of Abraham (vers. 10, 11), though not

descended from him. That the former class in

cludes only believing Jews, appears from the fact

that the Apostle is describing the 'seed ' who be

come heirs by faith in order to manifest God's

grace. That justification is by faith, not by works

of the law, has already been proved, and is here

presupposed. As the believing Jew was also ' of

the faith of Abraham,' ' of the law,' the contrast

respects their race, not their way of obtaining the

promise. This is the same in both cases ('ac

cording to grace'), otherwise it would not be sure.

—Who is the father of us all. ' Reiterated (comp.

vers. 11, 12), solemn setting forth of the father

hood of Abraham for ail believers {us), which

was, indeed, the pith and fundamental idea of the

entire argument (since ver. 9).' Meyer.

Ver. 17. As it is written. Gen. xvii. 5 is here

quoted, from the LXX. In view of the connec

tion the parenthesis is to be retained. — A father

of many nations. Comp. the significant change

of name (Abraham = father of a multitude) for

which this phrase gives a reason. — Have I set

thee. ' Appointed or constituted. The word de

notes that the paternity spoken of was the result

of a special arrangement or economy. It would

not be used to denote the merely physical connec

tion between father and son' (Shedd). Hence

the promise was of a spiritual seed from many

nations. The pertinence of the quotation thus

becomes obvious. — Before him whom he believed.

This is to be joined with ver. 16 : who is the father

of us all, not physically, but spiritually, in the sight

and estimation of God, in whose sight Abraham

believed. Others prefer to explain : in the sight

of God, whom Abraham believed ; but this is not
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so grammatical. — Who quickeneth the dead, etc.

Paul thus describes God, because of the peculiar

circumstances of Abraham. His omnipotence is

set forth in the first phrase, which is suggested

by the condition of Abraham and Sarah, men

tioned in ver. 19. — Calleth those things that are

not as though they were. ' Things which be not,'

relatively non-existent, as the original suggests,

non-existent until God calls them into being.

These things God treats as existent. The main

question is, whether this means that God creates

such things, or that in His decrees of Providence

He disposes respecting them, just as He does re

specting things already in existence. The word

' call ' is most frequently used in the former sense,

but the tense here used points to continuous ac

tion, which accords better with the latter view.

The phrase thus suggests the numerous seed of

Abraham, in regard to which God had decreed

and spoken (Gen. xv. 5) while they were non

existent, except in His purpose. Some find here

an undercurrent of reference to the calling of the

Gentiles, or to the imputing of righteousness

without righteousness ; but this is far-fetched.

Ver. 18. Who. Abraham; 'who' in ver. 17

(referring to God) has no equivalent in the Greek,

which docs not present the ambiguity of our ver

sion. Vers. 18-22, which may constitute a sep

arate paragraph, give a more detailed description

of the faith of Abraham ; grammatically this verse

is parallel with 'who is the father of us all ' (ver.

16) . — Against hope believed in hope. Abraham's

belief rested 'upon hope' (the literal sense), but

it was also contrary to hope, i. e., contrary to ex

ternal hope, to what might naturally be hoped for.

A similar antithesis is continued throughout.—

That he might become father, etc This was the

end of the faith of Abraham in God's purpose. It

is not merely the result, nor is it the purpose of

Abraham, nor what he believed. — According to,

etc This qualifies ' become,' not, ' believed.' —

Had been spoken (Gen. xv. 5), before the promise

that he should become a father of many nations

(Gen. xvii. 5). — 80, i. e., as the stars of heaven

for multitude.

Ver. 19. And without being made weak. This

clause points to a result which might have been

expected, but did not occur. — In faith; the ar

ticle in the original points to 'his faith.' —He

considered his own body. The best manuscripts

omit ' not ' in connection with ' considered.' This

gives to the whole passage a different turn. Al

though he took' all these adverse circumstances

into the account, yet he wavered not His faith

might have been weakened by the long delay, or

by the consideration of the physiological circum

stances which made it seem impossible that he

should have an heir. This negative expression

in regard to Abraham's faith prepares for a de

scription of how strong his faith was. ' Not ' was

probably inserted, because the passage as it stood

seemed to cast a reflection upon Abraham.—

Already become dead, as regards the hope of a

son, in consequence of his age, he being about a

hundred years old : ninety-nine in exact numbers.

Gen. xvii. i, etc. — Deadness; comp. Gen. xviii.

11.. These passages plainly show that Abraham

'considered ' this state of things.

Ver. 20. Yet with regard to the promise of

God. ' Yet,' in contrast with the facts he ' con

sidered.' (If 'not' is retained in ver. 19, this

verse is not in contrast with what precedes).—

Did not waver in unbelief. The form here is the

same as in the phrase rendered 'in faith.' The

article points to 'the unbelief which might have

been expected from the facts which Abraham

'considered.' Some prefer the instrumental sense

here : ' through unbelief,' but ' in ' sufficiently sug

gests that unbelief would have led to such doubt

or wavering as the result of his consideration. —

Was made strong. Instead of being ' made weak,'

he was 'made strong.' — In faith. Some prefer

here also to render 'through faith,' but 'in faith,'

is a grammatical explanation, and accords better

with ver. 19, where the same phrase occurs in the

original ('without being made weak in his faith').

— Giving glory to God. While he gave, or since

he gave. This clause is to be closely joined with

the next verse, which shows how he gave glory

to God. Not words of praise alone, but every

action that tends to God's glory, may be included

in the phrase, according to Scriptural usage.

Here the recognition of God's omnipotence is

meant

Ver. 21. And being fully persuaded, etc. This

simple confidence in God's promise gave glory

to God, and is the essence of faith (comp. Gen.

xviii. 14, and Heb. xi. 1). 'Many find it harder

to believe that God can love them, notwithstand

ing their sinfulness, than the hundred-years-old

patriarch did to believe that he should be the

father of many nations. Confidence in God's

word, a full persuasion that He can do what seems

to us impossible, is as necessary in the one case

as in the other. The sinner honors God, in trust

ing His grace, as much as Abraham did in trust

ing His power' (Hodge).

Ver. 22. Wherefore also, etc. The whole dis

cussion is here summed up, the last clause of ver.

3 being repeated. The immediate connection is

with vers. 18-21 ; because Abraham had believed

God in the way there described.

Ver. 23. Now it was not written for his sake

alone. The rest of the chapter states in plain

language the application of the case of Abraham

to the gospel believers. Thus Paul shows that

God is the God of all believers, and that we

establish the law through faith (chap. iii. 28-31).

The phrase ' it is written,' which occurs here, is

not the usual one : it denotes the past historical

act of writing, and emphasizes the design of God's

Spirit in causing it to be written ; the usual phrase

points to the permanent validity of the Scriptural

quotation. Here, as throughout the Epistle, the

Apostle insists that the whole Old Testament

pointed to the universality of Christianity.

Ver. 24. But for our sake also. The design

was not merely to show how Abraham was justi

fied, but also to show how we should be justified.

— It shall be reckoned. 'Shall be ' is not the sim

ple future, but points the purpose of God with

respect to what is continuous ; the justification of

each believer is a single act, but that of believers

as a whole is continuous. —Who believe; 'since

we are such as believe ' fairly presents the sense.

— Him that raised up Jesus our Lord, etc. This

reference to the resurrection of Christ empha

sizes the power of God, just as ver. 17 had done.

The birth of Isaac was a proof of God's omnipo

tence, but Christ's resurrection is a still higher

proof, both of this omnipotence, and, at the same

time, of Divine grace, on which the whole argu

ment turns (ver. 16). When the fact of Christ's

resurrection is denied or ignored by nominal Chris

tians, their faith is weak in every respect.

Ver. 25. Who was delivered up. ' A standing
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designntion for the divine surrender of Christ, work could not have been appropriated by men,

surrender unto death (chap. viii. 32), perhaps and their justification actually taken place. With-

aftcr Is. liii. 12. It is at the same time self-sur- out the resurrection, Christ's grave would be the

render (Gal. ii. 20; Eph. v. 2), since Christ was grave of all our hopes (1 Cor.xv. 17). That great

obedient to His Father' (Meyer). —For our tres- fact testified that God accepted the atoning sac-

passes, i. e., our sins which were atoned for by rifice. If man had not sinned, Christ would not

His sacrificial death. ' For,' that is, 'on account have died ; if Christ had sinned, He would not

of,' but not in exactly the same sense in both have been raised. To this may be added, as

clauses, in this one it gives the cause, namely, a matters vitally connected with the words of this

past fact : because we had sinned ; in the next verse (though not fully expressed), that only the

clause it points to a future result. Christ died to risen Saviour could intercede for us, could send

remove our guilt which already existed, but He the Holy Spirit to apply redemption to us ; that

rose again to accomplish our justification which as the death and resurrection of Christ are insep-

could not otherwise take place. — Raised for our arably connected as the ground of our salvation,

justification. This clause presents the positive so the effects are indivisible, though distinguish-

aspect of the same exhibition of grace. The word able. The sinner cannot be buried with Christ,

'justification ' points to the act, though the state without rising with Him as a new creature ; the

(of being justified) which results may be implied, death with Christ is inseparable from the new life

By His death our Lord atoned for sin (chap. iii. in Christ. Hence some commentators regard this

25), and secured our pardon and peace; this is verse as a brief introduction of ' the great subject

the meritorious ground of our justification (comp. of chaps, v.—viii., Death, as connected with Sin,

chaps, iii. 24, 25 ; v. 9 ; 2 Cor. v. 9 ; Eph. i. 7 ; I and Life, as connected with Righteousness ' (Al-

Johni. 7. But unless Christ has risen the atoning ford). See beginning of next section.

Chapters V.-VIII.

III. THE GOSPEL THE POWER OF GOD UNTO SALVATION.

In this third division of the doctrinal part of the Epistle, the Apostle presents the gospel as 'the

power of God unto salvation,' setting forth how God's power becomes efficient in men, as the result

of gratuitous justification. Death is shown to be connected with Sin, and Life with Righteousness.

Chap. v. treats of the immediate result of justification, peace with God (v. 1-11) enforced by the

parallel and contrast between the relations to the first and second Adam (v. 12-21). Chaps, vi.-vii.

treat of the moral results of justification ; namely, sanctification. Stated more generally : chap. v.

treats of the effect upon the feeling (peace) ; chaps, vi.—viii. upon the will (holiness). As, however,

the Apostle has shown the need of justification by faith from the guilt of all, so he proves the need

of sanctification by the gospel method from the failure of the law to sanctify (chaps, vi., vii.), before

passing to the positive statements of chap. viii. (There is therefore good ground for the view

which regards chaps, iii. 21-v. as treating of justification, and chaps, vi.-viii. of sanctification.) But

the course of thought is not that of a formal treatise ; the letter follows to a great extent the order

of Christian experience, taking up difficulties as they arc presented in the Christian life. Even the

parallel and contrast between Adam and Christ, in chap. v. 12-21, is not an exception; for thus the

connection between sin and death, and righteousness and life is set forth in its most extended form ;

grace is shown to abound, and the gratuitous nature of justification enforced for the comfort of the

believer. Moreover this apparent digression is but a more pronounced example of what occurs in

well-nigh every section of the Epistle. Chap. vi. takes up an objection, which constantly recurs : will

not this abounding grace allow men to continue in sin ? Paul answers, that Christians have a fellow

ship of life with Christ, are dead to sin and dedicated to God. Moreover, they arc thus freed from

the law (chap. vii. 1-6). This thought suggests another objection (as constantly recurring as the

previous one) ; will not freedom from the law lead to continued sin ? The Apostle, in reply, defends

the spirituality of the law (chap. vii. 7-12), but shows that it is not the power of God unto salva

tion (chap. vii. 13-25). In the experience he portrays, the prominent distinction is between lam and

grace, not sin and grace. This part of the Epistle, so far from being adapted for Jewish readers

only, or for that age alone, is the part which touches our experience most closely. The antithesis

between law and grace is one constantly felt ; the Christian is in constant danger from legalism ; and

few have learned to sympathize with the joyous utterances of chap. viii. without having proved in their

own case that the law as a means of sanctification leads to wretchedness (chap. vii. 24), quite as

truly as it fails to justify. Chap. viii. presents the work of the Spirit over against the failure of the

law, showing the happy condition of the justified man, in the freedom of the new life, the conscious

ness of adoption and the assurance of future glory.
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Chapter V. i-ii.

1. The Blessed Inward Condition of the Justified.

Justification has as its proper result peace with God (ver. i), which becomes hope of the glory of

God (ver. 2), is actually increased by tribulation (vers. 3, 4), because of God's love (ver. 5). This love

is assured by the vicarious death of Christ (vers. 6, 8) ; and this is a proof and pledge that reconciled

sinners will be 'saved in his life' (vers. 9, io), and may glory in God who through Christ provides

this reconciliation (ver. 11).

i "THEREFORE "being justified by faith, we have1 'peace" ^-.^

2 -*- with God through our Lord Jesus Christ : c By a whom £iViap"iii. 28,

also we have access3 by faith into this grace d wherein we} £ph. i;. M.

stand,4 and 'rejoice5 in hope6 of the glory of God. And not c jphnk™'-.

3 only so, but f we glory 7 in 8 tribulations also ; 9 » knowing that ITi'sV mph'

4 tribulation worketh patience ; I0 A And patience,10 experience ; u If

5 and experience,11 hope: 'And hope maketh not ashamed ; 12 <• Heb'm.Y'

* because the love of God 13 is shed abroad u in our hearts by 2 «; Acts"!

the Holy Ghost which is15 given unto us. "-V; xii'.
J <), 10 ; rhii.

6 For when16 we were yet without strength,17 in due time »'r,,
J James 1. 1,

7 'Christ died for the ungodly. For scarcely for a righteous .,.?;,.p?t-

man will one die : yet 1S peradventure for a10 good man some n 1jj^ti

8 would even dare to die. But m God commendeth21 his22 love 7 ^•f^1-

toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for * h*iAv1.'" ''

9 us. Much more then,23 being now justified " by 24 his blood, we f4ph' '' ,J'

10 shall be saved "from wrath through him.25 For pif, when we/(i'e?P8.lv'25i

were26 enemies, 'we were reconciled to God by2 the death of ""4; ipS.

his Son ; much more, being 27 reconciled, we shall be saved r by M jfoim i'ii'16;

1 1 his life.28 And not only so, but we also ' joy M in God through »ch?p!1ii.

our Lord Jesus Christ, by 2 whom we have now received the uiHeb.'i'x!

a « 14 J 1 John

' atonement.35' i. i-
o Chap. i. 18.

1 let us have {according io the best authorities, see notes) to.

3 through 8 we have also had the access ' 32.ap' vl"'

* substitute (;) for (,) 6 let us rejoice (glory) • the hope ? ^°Eph. t'.

' let us also rejoice (glory) 8 in our >°i Co1- '■

9 omit also ,0 or constancy u approval r John v. 26;

12 putteth not to shame " God's love H hath been poured out cor.'iv' "io,

" was " while " weak " for . ft
Lhap. it. 17 ;

19 the £0 some one 21 or doth establish iii.29,30;

n his own * therefore 24 Creek in /Ver.ioVi

25 through him from the wrath *> being » or having been f™' "' l8'

a substitute (;) for (.)

29 rejoicing (glorying), according to the best authorities

*° reconciliation.

Ver. I. Therefore being justified. The con- iii. 21-iv. 25). The single act of justification is

nection is with chap. iv. 25, but through this with indicated in the original. The sense ' make right-

the whole argument in the second division (chaps, cous,' is altogether inappropriate here, destroying
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the whole force of the Apostle's inference. — Let

us have ; or, ' we have.' The two senses are

represented in Greek by two forms of the same

verb, which differ only in a single letter (long or

short o). The weight of authorities is decidedly

in favor of the form which must be translated,

' let us have.' But there are considerations which

weigh in favor of the other reading: (i.) The

early transcribers frequently interchanged long

and short o ; (2.) The form ' let us have,' if once

occurring, would be retained, because the doc

trine of justification was early obscured, and this

form is not so confident as the other ; (3.) the ex

hortation seems inappropriate here. These rea

sons are so strong, that many who would not, in

other cases, hesitate to give way to manuscript

authority, here retain the reading : ' we have.'

But it is safer to follow the better supported read

ing, and to give it the sense : ' let us have peace,'

in full measure, let us accept fully what God has

provided for us ; comp. Heb. xii. 28 : ' let us have

grace.' The sense of vers. 2 and 3 is affected by

this reading. — Peace with God. Not, ' toward

God.' We are, as a result of justification, no

longer under condemnation (chap. viii. 1): God

is at peace with us. Our feeling towards Him

may and ought to correspond ; but it is subject

to change. God's relation to us is the great mat

ter ; on that is based true peace of conscience.

When God has accepted the believing sinner as

righteous, He looks at him as in Christ, who is

our Teace (Eph. ii. 14-16). The hindrance to

peace has been removed by the death of Christ ;

God's wrath against our sin is removed. Peace

that does not rest upon this great fact is a dream

and a delusion. — Through our Lord Jesus Christ

This full form gives a tone of triumph to the

verse. This personal Lord has made peace, sat

isfied justice, removed the curse, made it possible

for a holy God to be righteous in accounting

righteous those, who by nature and character, arc

sinners. God is love, He first loved the world,

but loved it in this way, that He gave His only

begotten Son (John iii. 16) ; through this Son of

His love, we have peace with God.

Ver. 2. Through whom. The Personal Re

deemer is kept in the foreground. —We have also

had; have obtained as our own. 'Also' is mis

placed in the E. V., since it should be joined with

the verb. — Access ; 'the access,' something well-

known. (Some prefer to render it 'introduc

tion.') This access is the result of justification

and the ground of peace. We have peace, be

cause at the time of our justification we obtained

as our possession this access into this grace. —

By faith. Some important manuscripts omit this,

but the probabilities favor its genuineness. Paul

constantly presents the personal Redeemer, but

is ever reminding his readers that by faith we

appropriate what He has done for us. — Into this

grace, i. e., the state of justification, which is pre

eminently a position of ' grace,' wherein we stand,

have our permanent position, as accepted of God.

— And let us rejoice. The form here (and in ver.

3) may be either imperative or indicative ; but, as

the sentence corresponds with the beginning of

ver. 1, we must translate in accordance with the

reading there. (The E. V. gives the impression

that 'stand' and 'rejoice' are closely connected.)

The word itself means to glory, boast, triumph,

rejoice, exult. The first is the usual rendering,

but is infelicitous here, where 'glory' (another

word in the Greek) immediately follows. So ver.

3 in E. V.) — In the hope of the glory of God.

The ground of rejoicing is the hope of sharing in

that glory which belongs to God ; comp. John vii.

22; 1 Thess. ii. 12; 1 John iii. 2; Rev. xxi. II.

That God will give this glory is implied, rather

than expressed. The Roman Catholic doctrine

of the uncertainty of salvation is opposed to this

triumphant assurance of faith. We may, how

ever, distinguish between assurance of a present

state of grace, which is implied in true faith, per

sonally apprehending Christ as a Saviour, and

assurance of future redemption, which is an arti

cle of ' hope,' to be accompanied by constant

watchfulness.

Ver. 3. And not only bo; not only let us re

joice (or, do we rejoice) in the hope of glory ; but

let at also rejoice in our tribulations. The con

struction is the same as in ver. 2. ' In ' is not

the same word used in ver. 2 ; there the ' hope '

was the direct ground of the glorying, here the

' tribulations ' are the indirect ground, since they

become the means of sanctification. ' Our tribu

lations,' lit., 'the tribulations,' which Christians

then knew so well. Lord Bacon says : ' Pros

perity is the blessing of the Old Testament, ad

versity of the New.' See marginal references.

' Christians do not glory in suffering, as such, or

for its own sake ; but as the Bible teaches : 1.

Because they consider it an honor to suffer for

Christ. 2. Because they rejoice in being the oc

casion of manifesting His power in their sup

port and deliverance ; and, 3. Because suffering

is made the means of their own sanctification and

preparation for usefulness here, and for heaven

hereafter. The last of these reasons is that to

which the Apostle refers in the context' (Hodge).

— Knowing that, since we know that ; the be

liever finds this out in his own experience. This

knowledge extends to the whole series of succes

sive results ; the climax is set forth in ver. 5. —

Worketh patience. Not ' patience ' as we gener-

erally understand it, but ' constancy,' patient

endurance, steadfastness, holding out bravely

against trials and persecutions.

Ver. 4. Approval. ' Experience ' is too wide,

since it may include the whole Christian life. The

term here used refers to the state of one who has

successfully stood a test. In itself it might refer

to the act of testing (2 Cor. viii. 2), but here the

result is evidently meant. — Hope. As in ver. 2,

' hope of the glory of God.' But while this hope

precedes the ' approval,' in an increased measure

it is the further result of the approval. 'The

more the Christian has become tried, the more

also will hope continually possess him' (Meyer).

Like faith and love, and every other Christian

grace, hope is never done in this world, but alwavs

growing. Every enlargement of Christian life

enlarges this also.

Ver. 5. Putteth not to shame. It will not dis

appoint or mock us ; it even now gives triumphant

certainty. — Because God's love. ' The love of

God,' while more literal, is ambiguous ; the Apos

tle means the love God has toward us. We are

assured that hope shall not put us to shame, not

by anything in ourselves, but because of the love

of God. This love has been outwardly manifested

and inwardly given to us : hath been poured out

in our heart*. ' The love of God did not descend

upon us as dew in drops, but as a stream which

spreads itself through the whole soul, filling '{

with a consciousness of His love and favor

(Philippi). — Through the Holy Ghost which wai
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given unto us. The outward manifestation of

God's love is through Christ (ver. 8), but the in

ward (and abundant) experience of it as ours

comes only through the Holy Ghost. ' Was

given ' points to a single bestowal ; not, however,

to the outpouring on the day of Pentecost, since

this could not apply to Paul himself, but to the

gift of the Spirit at the time of the regeneration

of each Christian.

Ver. 6. For. This introduces the outward

proof, or manifestation, of the love of God, the

same love which hath been poured out in our

hearts through the Holy Ghost (ver. 5). But the

internal experience would be a delusion, were it

not based on this historical fact, in which God's

love was specially displayed.—While we were

yet weak, 1. e., spiritually weak, without the Holy

Spirit, through which we must receive spiritual

life. 'The sinfulness is purposely described as

weaktuss (need of help), in order to characterize

it as the motive for the love of God interfering to

save ' (Meyer). ' Yet ' is repeated in the original,

according to the best manuscripts, and thus re

ceives an emphasis which we can scarcely repro

duce in English. — In doe time. At the proper

season, which was also the appointed time. Christ

appeared when all the preparation for His com

ing was complete, and when the disease of sin

had reached its crisis. It was, therefore, the ' due

time,' and in Paul's mind the death of Christ was

the central point of all human history (comp. Gal.

iv. 4 ; where, however, the word rendered ' time '

is a different one).— Died for the ungodly. The

term ' ungodly ' is chosen rather than ' us,' which

would have been otherwise correct, to bring

out more forcibly the strength of God's love.

' For,' in itself, means ' in behalf of ' ; but ' where

the question is concerning a dying for those who

are worthy of death, the conception naturally in

volves a will, understood " instead of ; " see Matt.

xx. 28 ' (Lange). The doctrine of the substitu

tionary death of Christ (His vicarious atonement)

rests, not on the preposition, but on the context,

on the whole sweep of Biblical thought, and, as

far as Paul's view is concerned, on such passages

as chap. iii. 25 ; Eph. v. 2 ; 1 Tim. ii. 6.

Ver. 7. For. This death of Christ for the

ungodly shows the greatness of God's love (comp.

ver. 8), since among men it is true that scarcely

for a righteous man, still less for the ' ungodly,'

will one die. — For peradventure ; not, ' yet.' The

Apostle adds another confirmatory clause, which

admits the possibility of some one dying for the

good man. The exact sense is open to discussion.

Explanations : (1.) that there is no distinction be

tween ' righteous ' and ' good,' so far as the Apos

tle's argument is concerned, the second clause

bringing out the thought of the first in another

form, more with reference to the possibility of

such rare cases. (2.) That ' the good man ' means

one who is a benefactor, or who has a noble, ad

mirable, kind character, not merely a just one.

This is the usual view, though the presence of

the article is variously explained. ' A righteous

man,' fulfilling all just demands, calls forth re

spect and admiration ; but ' the good man,' him

self prompted by love, evokes our love, and for

him some one would even dare to die. (3.) The

phrase is taken as neuter by some : ' that which

is good,' but this is very flat, and quite unlikely

in a discussion where persons are so constantly

in mind.

Ver. 8. Bat Ood commendeth, or, 'doth estab

lish' (comp. chap. iii. 5). Probably both mean

ings are included ; the proof is of such a charac

ter as to render the love conspicuous, and thus to

' commend ' it. The word has an emphatic posi

tion in the original. The present tense is used,

because the atoning death of Christ is the fact

which remains the most striking manifestation of

the love of God. — His own love ; possibly in con

trast with the love of men, but certainly suggest

ing it was God's love (of benevolence) which led

to the Atonement. —Toward us. To lie joined

with ' love,' and referring, as does the whole sec

tion, to Christians. — While we were yet sinners.

So in character, and so before God, who had not

yet justified us. — Christ died for us. (Comp. ver.

0.) His death was the ground of our justifica

tion ; God's love provided this ground, while we

were yet sinners.

Ver. 9. Much more therefore. The inference

from God's love as displayed in the death of

Christ (vers. 6-8), is the assurance of full salva

tion. An argument from the greater to the less.

' If Christ died for His enemies. He will surely

save His friends' (Hodge). — Being now justi

fied, or, 'having been justified,' at the present

time, ' now,' in contrast with ' while we were yet

sinners' (ver. 8). —By hU blood, lit., 'in.' A con

crete expression for the atoning death of Christ,

which is the meritorious cause of our justification

(comp. chap. iii. 25). — Saved through him from

the wrath. That this means the wrath of God

admits of no doubt. The full final escape from

wrath, at the last judgment, is suggested, but this

is only a negative expression for ' the hope of the

glory of God' (ver. 2); there being no middle

position between objects of wrath and heirs of

glory. The Apostle thus joins together the cer

tainty of salvation with the fact of God's wrath

against sin and the certainty of its execution upon

unbelieving sinners. As respects the word wrath,

'it denotes a personal emotion, and not merely

an abstract attribute. A divine emotion is a

divine attribute in energy. In relation to it, the.

oblation of Christ is called a "propitiation" (1

John ii. 2 ; iv. 10). The feeling of anger towards,

sin is not incompatible with the feeling of com

passionate benevolence (ver. 7) towards the sin

ner. The very Being who is displeased, is the

very same Being who, through a placatory atone

ment of His own providing, saves from the dis.

pleasure' (Shedd).

Ver. to. For. A further setting forth of thr

thought of ver. 9. — Being enemies; i. e., being,

as we were, the objects of God's holy wrath. That

this was while we, on our part, were opposed to

God is certainly true ; but the best commentators

agree in declaring that the other sense is the log

ical one. The only objection to it rests on a me

chanical and false view of Scripture language. It

is supposed to imply a wrong state of feeling on

the part of God. But this is impossible. When

the Scriptures say that God has wrath against

sinners (which really means that they are 'ene

mies' in the sense we advocate), they do not

assert that He has the revengeful, passionate feel

ings which naturally belong to human enmity.

Every assertion, even in our ordinary use of lan

guage, is modified by the character of the person

spoken of ; much more in this case, for God must

be right, if there is any distinction between right

and wrong. Nor does this view contradict the

love of God : His love shines out conspicuously,

becomes effective, by means of the plan which
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removes His enmity without detriment to His

holiness. — We were reconciled to God, etc. In

accordance with the last remark, we refer this to

God's act by means of which we cease to be the

objects of His holy wrath. (Comp. ver. 1 1, where

' reconciliation ' should be substituted for 'atone

ment,' and where this ' reconciliation ' is said to

be ' received.') The primary sense, therefore,

points to the great change which has taken place

in the relation of God to us, by means of the vol

untary atoning sacrifice of Christ ('through the

death of His Son'). Thus God's wrath was re

moved, His justice satisfied, and, in consequence,

men are reunited to Him as a loving and recon

ciled Father. While it is true that man is recon

ciled to God ' through the death of His Son,' this

is not the thought from which the Apostle is

arguing, nor is it justified by correct laws of in

terpretation. ' All attempts to make this, the

secondary meaning of the word, to be the primary,

rest not on an unprejudiced exegesis, but on a

foregone determination to get rid of the reality

of God's anger against sin' (Trench). On the

other hand, it is clear that the two sides are prac

tically inseparable ; and this because our reconcilia

tion to God, as a moral process on our side is

prompted and encouraged by the assurance that

God has been reconciled to us, resting on the

demonstration of His love to us in the atoning

death of Christ, which was the meritorious ground

of His reconciliation to us. Our privilege will

seem all the greater, our duty the more impera

tive, from holding fast to the plain meaning of the

passage. — Much more, being reconciled, or, ' hav

ing been reconciled,' once for all. The former

participle ('being') pointed to a past state; this

indicates a past act. Paul is speaking of Chris

tians, who have been justified (ver. I), who have

embraced this plan of reconciliation, to whom

God is actually reconciled. On this accomplished

fact he bases his argument : We shall be saved by

(or, ' in ') bis life. Fellowship with the life of

the ascended and reigning Lord is here suggested.

' The death of Christ effected our reconciliation ;

all the less can His exalted life leave our deliver

ance unfinished. The living Christ cannot leave

without final success what His death effected.

This, however, is accomplished not merely through

His intercession (chap. viii. 34), but also through

His whole working in His kingly office for be

lievers up to the completion of His work and

kingdom; l Cor. xv. 22' (Meyer). 'This same

Saviour that died for them still lives, and ever

lives, to sanctify, protect, and save them' (Hodge).

Ver. 11. And not only so. Not only have we

been reconciled. Some explain : not only shall

we be saved ; but this is not so grammatical, since

the participle ' rejoicing ' (glorying) is the correct

reading in the next clause. This verse then in

troduces the side of human feeling. The recon

ciliation is God's act, it gives assurance of com

plete salvation in the living Christ ; but this pro

duces present joy, triumph, glory (comp. vers. 2,

3). — Rejoicing in God. Trie verb is the same as

in vers. 2, 3, rendered in three different ways in

the E. V. (The correct reading requires us to

connect this verse more closely with the preced

ing ; see foot-note.) Our glory is this : ' that God

is ours, and we are His, and that we have in all

confidence all blessings in common from Him

and with Him' (Luther). — Through our Lord

Jesus Christ. No glorying that we have as Chris

tians comes to us other than through Him. He

reconciles God to us, but He also reconciles us

to God ; for it is through Him we have now re

ceived the reconciliation. In itself ' the reconcili

ation ' primarily means a new relation of God to

us, not a moral change in us. The article points

to the well-known reconciliation, spoken of in

ver. 10. But here the Apostle directly refers to

the believing act of reception and appropriation.

' Our ' is open to the objection that it suggests

too exclusively a reconciliation on our part, which

exclusive reference is forbidden by the word 're

ceived.' When we were justified by faith, we re

ceived this reconciliation, it became ours, through

our Lord Jesus Christ who procured it for us,

and who by being our personal Saviour makes us

glory in God. Thus is completed the circle of

thought began in vers. 1, 2. — The word ' atone

ment,' found here in the English version, has led

to much useless discussion. Within the last half

century voluminous controversies have been car

ried on, which failed to recognize the mistrans

lation, or recognizing it ignored it in the interest

of dogmatic prejudices. The reader must bear

in mind the following facts : (1.) That the word

corresponds with that rendered (twice) ' recon

ciled ' in ver. 10 ; hence ' reconciliation ' is in

any case preferable. (2.) ' Atonement ' in its old

sense (= at-one-ment) meant 'reconciliation,'

but does not now mean this. (3.) It is now a

technical term applied to the death of Christ, as

an expiation, propitiation, satisfaction (see chap,

iii. 25). All arguments as to the nature of the

atonement which fail to recognize these linguistic

facts, imply ignorance or dishonesty ; neither of

which should characterize one reconciled to God.

Chapters V. 12-21.

2. Parallel and Contrast between the results of connection with Adam and union

with Christ: Righteousness and Life over against Sin and Death.

This profound section is, in its immediate connection, an illustration of what precedes, namely, the

blessed condition of those who receive reconciliation (who are justified, vers. I, 1 1) as a free gift. As

if the Apostle would say, this gratuitous justification through Christ closely resembles, though with

points of difference, our connection as sinners with Adam : especially in this, that the one represents the

many ; sin and death are bound together in the one head, Adam ; righteousness and life in the other

head, Christ. Like a skilful physician, the Apostle here goes to the root of the matter, not only in
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speaking of the disease, but aJso of the cure. Hence the section is not an episode, although on the

other hand it is not the beginning of a new division of the Epistle. It is rather a forward step in

the course of thought, serving as a basis for an advance from the doctrine of gratuitous justification

to that of vital union with Christ, on which rest our sanctification and glorification. It is a con

firmation of this view of the passage that some able commentators begin anew division of the Epistle

here, while others take it as the close of that part which treats of justification ; comp. the divisions of

Lange and Godet. The beginning, middle, and end of history are here brought together in their

representative moral powers and principles. Only a mind of the highest order — to say nothing of

inspiration — could conceive such vast thoughts, and express them in so few words.

This part of the Epistle has been a battle ground for exegetes from the days of Augustine ; every

line bears the marks of theological controversy. Without anticipating, we may remark that here

Paul evidently views the human race as an organic unit. Adam and Christ, he conceives, sustain to

it a central and universal relation. The former was not merely an individual, but the head of the

race, and his transgression affected the whole race. The latter, the second Adam, the Son of man, is

the representative Head of renewed humanity, who has gained for His people more than Adam lost.

God, in infinite wisdom, and mercy, has overruled the wrath of man for His own glory. These

are the two leading thoughts of the section : as respects sin and death, righteousness and life, the

act of the one (Adam, Christ) affects the position and character of the many. The main point is not

' imputation,' which is, however, as we hold, plainly suggested ; but rather the oneness of the person,

laying the meritorious ground, respectively, for the states of sin and death, and of righteousness and

life. But the parallel is not complete : the triumph of grace exceeds the ruin of sin. (The ' much

more ' is not numerical, nor merely logical, but dynamic.) We may analyze the section thus : —

The connection of sin and death, asserted in the case of Adam ; the parallel suggested, but not ex

pressed ; ver. 12. Historical confirmation of the fact (respecting the result of Adam's transgression),

closing with a reference to ' the coming One,' which supplies the omitted parallel ; vers. 13, 14.

Three points of difference stated, before the parallel is resumed ; vers. 15-17. (The punctuation of

the E. V., making a parenthesis from vers. 13-17, joins vers. 12 and 18 too closely, and detracts from

the force of the intervening verses.) Resumption and restatement of parallel ; vers. 18, 19. Purpose

of the law to show the abounding of grace (indicated in vers. 15-17) ; vers. 20, 21.

As regards the translation of the section there is unusual agreement among scholars, but no part

of the E. V. calls for more frequent minor emendations to present the exact sense of the original.

The inaccuracies in translating the Greek prepositions and the article arc especially numerous.

12 "\1 /"HEREFORE,1 as" by2 one man sin entered into the • pg^;?'

VV world, and * death by 2 sin ; and so death passed upon3 ,£„ H

13 all men, for that4 'all have5 sinned : (For until the law sin was "'i,'*: ve"'

in the world: but **sin is not imputed when there is no law.6 fcw.*^3'

14 Nevertheless death reigned from Adam to7 Moses, even overc c'omp.Eph.

them that had not sinned8 after the similitude9 of Adam's jc£$,.m.

transgression, • who is the figure of him that was to come.10 raipTo'iV

1 5 But not as the offence,11 so also is the free gift : u for if John in. 4.

through the offence of one n many be dead,11 much more the16 »."!«■

grace of God, and the gift by grace, which is by one man,13

16 Jesus Christ, hath abounded ' unto many.17 And not as it was/^™ '<>

by one 18 that sinned, so is the gift: for the judgment was by J|: *gj:v

one to 19 condemnation, but the free gift 12 is of many offences w '3

I On this account • through » ///, came through unto

4 or because 6 omit have ' where the law is not

7 until 8 did not sin * likeness

10 a type of the coming One " fall or trespass (see notes)

II or gift of grace M by the fall (trespass) of the one

M the many died ls did the

18 by (Greek in) the grace of the one man " abound unto the many

" as through one la came of (or from) one unto

10 came of (or from) many false (trespasses)
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'justification.21
unto 'justification.21 For if by one man's offence22 death *" Ver- '*■

reigned by one j23 much more they which24 receive abundance2*

of grace and of the gift of righteousness shall reign in life by

one,23 Jesus Christ.)

18 Therefore, as by the offence of one judgment catne™ upon

all men to 27 condemnation ; even so by the * righteousness of * ver. 16 ;

one the free gift raw^'upon all men unto ^justification of 19

19 life. For as by one man's disobedience29 many80 were made 31 "H't> » 9

sinners, so by the obedience of one 32 shall many *° be made 3l *s-

righteous.

20 Moreover33 'the law entered,34 that the offence35 might '{jjj,*

abound.36 But where sin abounded, grace did m much more '
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83 iv. 15; vii.
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21 abound: That as "sin hath reigned unto ^ death, even so40,,1^^.
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by 41 Jesus Christ our Lord. « v*n'i7. ''

21 a righteous (or justifying) act M by the fall (trespass) of the one 17.
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27 unto

28 through the one
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20 through the disobedience of the one man *° the many

81 constituted 82 so also through the obedience of the one

88 But 84 came in besides *s trespass 8S multiply

37 multiplied 88 exceedingly •* sin reigned in

"> so also 41 through

Ver. 12. On this account, or, 'therefore.' First

of all on account of the statement of ver. 11, but

virtually on account of all that precedes, since

ver. 11 sums up the whole doctrine of righteous

ness and salvation. Since ' reconciliation ' is

received through our Lord Jesus Christ in the

manner already set forth, ' therefore ' the follow

ing parallel between Adam and Christ holds good.

— As, etc. The main difficulty is in regard to

what should correspond with 'as,' the construc

tion not being regular. The view of Meyer, which

is grammatically most defensible, is that indicated

in the analysis at the beginning of the section.

The correspondence is suggested in ver. 12, the

second member ('the coming One') indicated in

ver. 14 ; expressed, after some points of difference,

in vers. 18, 19. In the rush of ideas suggested by

the parallel, Paul intentionally suspends the men

tion of the second half, until he has proven one

point in regard to the first half (vers. 13, 14), and

stated three important contrasts. In full form

the parallel would be : 'so also by one man, Jesus

Christ, righteousness entered into the world, and

life through righteousness, and thus life shall ex

tend to all men, on condition that all believe, or

are justified.' But the parallel cannot hold in

the last clause ; for all men are sinners, but not

all are believers ; all are one with Adam, but not

all are one with Christ. Other unsatisfactory ex

planations : that there is a designed suppression,

because the parallel would not hold ; that vers.

13-17 are parenthetical (so E. V.) ; that we

should supply : ' It was,' or, ' Christ wrought,'

before 'as.' — Through one man, i. e., Adam (ver.

14). Eve is not mentioned, for Adam had re

ceived the commandment, was the head of the

woman, and had he not transgressed, his posterity

would not have sinned (Bengel). The compari

son between Adam and Christ is the only apt one,

and there is no reference to Satan, because the

Apostle is concerned with the effect, not the mode,

of the fall (Meyer).— Sin. The presence of the

definite article in the Greek, and the course of

thought sustain the view that 'sin' is here re

garded as a power or principle, personified as a

fearful tyrant, who has acquired universal domin

ion over the human race. Compare the charac

teristics of 'sin,' as given in this Epistle: he

'reigns in death' (ver. 21); 'lords it over us'

(chap. vi. 14); 'deceives and slays' the sinner

(chap. vii. 11); 'works death' in us (chap. vii.

13). This view is further sustained by the dis

tinction made, throughout this section, between

'sin' and 'transgression,' 'offence' (or 'tres

pass'). The term is, therefore, not to be limited,

either to original sin on the one hand, or to actual

sin on the other. — Entered into the world; the

world of man. ' According to the Apostle's con

viction, evil was already in existence in another

world ' (Tholuck), that of the angels. Hence our

passage sheds no light on the origin of evil, ex

cept in the human race. — Death. The entrance

of death into the world of humanity was through

sin, death as a power in the world resulted from

the entrance of sin as a power ; the two are uni

formly connected in the Bible, beginning with

Gen. ii. 17. Some limit the reference here to

physical death, which undoubtedly was the first
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result. But the results of 'sin' are more exten

sive, and the contrast with ' life ' in vers. 17, 18,

21, points to the evident sense of ' death ' through

out the entire passage. This includes all physical

and moral evil, the entire penal consequences of

sin, death of the body, spiritual death, and eter

nal death of both soul and body ('the second

death,' Rev. ii. 11 ; xx. 6, 14; xxi. 8). The fact

that physical death did not immediately follow

the first transgression, shows that Gen. ii. 17 in

cluded a more extensive penalty. — Passed upon,

lit., ' came through unto,' all men. The universal

reign of death is thus connected, chronologically

and logically, with its cause, the universal reign

of sin. ' All men ' here represents the several

individuals making up ' the world.' — For that,

or, ' because,' ' on the ground that.' This is the

view now generally accepted. Other views : ' In

whom,' /'. e., Adam ; an ancient view (so Augus

tine) now generally rejected as ungrammatical.

' On the condition that ; ' but this is unusual,

and designed to meet a doctrinal difficulty.—All

sinned, not, 'have sinned.' A single historical act

is meant, namely, the past event of Adam's fall,

which was at the same time virtually the fall of

the human race as represented by him and ger

minal ly contained in him. (For the views of this

connection between Adam and his posterity see

Excursus at the close of the section.) As regards

the inteTpretation of the words, it may be insisted

that ' sinned ' is not equivalent to ' became sinful.'

There remain two views : ( 1 . ) As a historical

fact, wh en Adam sinned all sinned, because of the

vital connection between him and his posterity.

(2.) Wlien Adam sinned, all were declared sin

ners, he being the representative of the race. The

objection to this is, that ' sinned ' is not equiva

lent to 'were regarded as sinners.' It makes the

parallel between Adam and Christ more close

than the passage, thus far, appears to warrant.

Ver. 13. For nntil the law. Vers. 13, 14 pre

sent a historical confirmation of the statement

that ' all sinned.' All sinned when Adam sinned,

for the penalty of sin came from the very first,

and that, too, when there was no such transgres

sion of positive precept as in the case of Adam.

Hence the penalty was the result of Adam's sin,

an idea familiar to all who believed the Old Tes

tament. — Sin was in the world. Sin as a tyrant,

with its penal consequences. This thought is

resumed and expounded in ver. 14. — But sin is

not reckoned ; ' fully reckoned ' is perhaps the

best reading of the compound verb in the orig

inal. In a certain sense it is reckoned (comp.

chap. ii. 9-16), but it cannot be fully reckoned as

'transgression,' where law is not, or, in the ab

sence of law. This proposition would be self-

evident to the readers, and it was emphatically

true of the Mosaic law, which, as ver. 14 shows,

was in the Apostle's mind.

Ver. 14. Nevertheless. Although sin is not

fully reckoned when the law is absent. —Death

reigned. ' Lorded it.' The consequence of sin

('death through sin,' ver. 12) was universal, even

before the law : from Adam nntil Hoses. The word

' until ' represents here a different word from that

used in ver. 13, but there is no appreciable differ

ence in sense.—Even over them that, etc. Death,

which here includes more than physical death, as

">e penalty of sin, lorded it over even such as did

not ain, etc., i. c, were not guilty of a definite

tran&gxession, the transgression of a definite com-

nuncl of God. The Apostle's argument is that

death came upon these as a consequence of the sin

of Adam, and thus he proves that 'death came

through unto all men, because all sinned ' in that

transgression. The class ' that did not sin,' etc., is

not further described. Infants are doubtless in

cluded, though not specially referred to. In the

period between Adam and Moses divine com

mands were given ; those who transgressed them

were punished accordingly, but even those, who

ever they were, who had not received positive

command came under the consequence of sin, thus

proving that Adam's sin was the cause. —Who is

a type of the coming One, i. e., the second Adam,

'Jesus Christ ' (ver. 15). Here we have suggested

the second member of the parallel begun in ver.

12. The first Adam, the one man through whom

sin and death entered into the world, is the type

of the one man Jesus Christ. The word ' type '

is derived from the verb meaning to strike, and

hence signifies first, a blow, an impression, then

form, figure, pattern, model ; at length we find

the technical sense, a person or thing bearing a

designed resemblance to some higher person or

thing, foreshadowing or symbolizing an ' antitype.'

Christ is here spoken of as ' the coming One,' as

historically related to the first Adam. Comp.

1 Cor. xv. 45, where Paul directly contrasts the

first and second Adam.

Vers. 15-17. The parallel has been suggested,

but the points of difference are brought out before

the correspondence is fully stated (vers. 18, 19).

The symmetry of the clauses will appear from

the following arrangement of the passage : —

' But not as the fall (trespass)

so also is the free gift

for if by the fall

of the one man

the many died ;

much more

did the grace of God and the gift by the grace

of the one man Jesus Christ

abound unto the many.

And not as through one that sinned

so (is) the gift :

for the judgment (came)

from one (man or trespass)

unto condemnation,

but the gracious gift (came)

from many falls (trespasses)

unto a righteous act (or verdict).

For if by the fall (trespass) of the one

death reigned

through the one ;

much more

will they who receive the abundance

of the grace and the gift of righteousness

reign in life

through the one Jesus Christ.

The question arises whether ' much more ' ex

presses a stronger degree of evidence or a higher

degree of efficacy. In vers. 16 and 17 the former

is certainly preferable, and probably in ver. 15

also. It is not that more are saved than are lost,

this cannot be ; nor yet that what is gained is

more than what is lost, though this is true enough ;

but the character of God, from a Christian point

of view, is such that the comparison gives a ' much

more ' certain basis for belief in what is gained

through the second Adam than in the certainties

of sin and death through the first Adam.

Ver. 1 5. But not as the fall, or, ' trespass.'

The word here used refers to an act of sin, and

is almost the same as 'transgression' (ver. 14),

and 'disobedience' (ver. 19). Perhaps this sug

gests, more than the other terms, the idea of weak

ness, hence ' fall ' expresses one phase of the
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meaning. But it is usually rendered * trespass.'

All these words are less inclusive than ' sin ' (vers.

12, 13). 'But' marks a strong contrast. — So also

is the free gift, or, ' gift of grace,' ' the atoning

and justifying act of divine grace in Jesus Christ '

(Meyer). Four different words are used in this

passage to express the same thought of free grace,

and it is difficult to distinguish them in English.

— For introduces the proof of the difference just

stated. — If, as is certainly the case, by (not

'through,' as the E. V. incorrectly renders) the

fall of the one. The article must, of course, be

restored in English, to bring out the sense : ' the

one,' ' the many.' In this case Adam is ' the one,'

and the consequence to all of the immense multi

tude of his posterity is tersely expressed : the

many died. ' The many,' over against ' the one ; '

not 'many' (as in the E. V.), implying a contrast

with ' few ' ; here it is equivalent to ' all ' ; comp.

vers. 12, 18. — Much more. Not simply that the

gift was more abundant, but with much more

certainty is it to be expected from God, or has

God proved, that grace abounds. — The grace of

God. This is the source of the gift, namely, the

gift of justification. — By (lit., 'in') the grace of

the one man, Jesus Christ. This may be joined

either with 'gift,' or with the verb; the latter is

preferable. — Abound unto the many. ' The many '

in Christ. Meyer, who refers it to all mankind,

as in the previous clause, says : ' To this multi

tude has the grace of God been plentifully im

parted, namely ; from the objective point of view,

111 so far as Christ's act of redemption has acquired

for all the divine grace and gift, although the sub

jective reception of it is conditioned by faith.'

Ver. 16. And not as through one that sinned.

There is some (but insufficient) authority for an

other reading: 'through one sin.' A single act

of sin is referred to in either case. — 80 is the

gift. It is only necessary to supply ' is ; ' though

some suggest fuller explanations : ' judgment

came,' etc., in the first clause, 'gift ' is a different

word from that in ver. 15, but refers to the same

thing. — For the judgment. The judicial sentence

of God. The word itself may refer to a favorable

or unfavorable sentence. — Came. This, or some

verb of motion, is to be supplied ; the preposi

tions involving the idea of motion, or result. —

Of, or, 'from,' one. (Not 'by.') This may refer

to one trespass, in accordance with the next

clause, or to one man, namely, ' one that sinned,'

in the previous clause. The latter is preferable ;

what precedes usually determines the sense of an

elliptical phrase. —Unto condemnation. The ju

dicial sentence ('judgment '), in consequence of

the act of one man, resulted in * condemnation ; '

as set forth in ver. 12. — But the free gift, or,

'gift of grace' (as in ver. 15). — Of, or, 'from,'

many falls, or, ' trespasses.' The many sins of

men could be pardoned only by a ' free gift.' In

this sense they were the origin or occasion of the

free gift. As a result this free gift came unto

a righteous (or, justifying) act. ' A righteous

verdict,' or, an act that justifies. This is not the

word usually rendered ' justification.' But the

meaning is substantially the same. The word,

derived from the verb meaning ' to account right

eous,' here denotes either, in opposition to 'con

demnation,' the righteous decree or verdict which

God pronounces on account of the perfect obe

dience of Christ, or, in opposition to ' trespass '

(as in ver. 18), the righteous act of Christ on

which that verdict is based. It seems improper

to refer it to the subjective state of justification.

See further on ver. 18.

Ver. 17. For if. A confirmation of ver. 16,

yet an advance of thought. — By the fall (or,

'trespass') of the one. A briefer reading: 'in

one trespass,' is found in good authorities, but

the longer reading is now clearly established. —

Beath reigned through the one, 1. en Adam. The

repetition is probably to prepare for the triumph

ant close of the verse, contrasting the two persons.

The correspondence between the clauses is in

other respects not exact. — Much more. Here cer

tainly not numerical : if this was God's way of

justice, with much more certainty will His way of

grace be, as is now described. — They who receive

the abundance of the grace. The change of form

brings into the foreground the persons who are

the subjects of grace. With 'the trespass of the

one ' is contrasted the abundance of the grace as

bestowed on, and accepted by, living persons

The gift of righteousness. ' Righteousness ' is

'the gift,' righteousness imputed. — Shall reign

in life through the one, Jesus Christ. ' In life '

is to be taken in its fullest sense ; this is the

sphere in which those who receive the abundance

of the grace shall reign. The whole clause has a

triumphant tone, pointing from present grace to

future glory, all mediatetT' through the one, Jesus

Christ This is the emphatic side of the con

trast If, as a fact, sin and death were through

Adam, then much more certain is it that abun

dant present grace and triumphant future glory

shall be through our one head, Jesus Christ.

Ver. 18. 80 then (not, 'therefore'). With

this phrase, which means ' in consequence of all

this, it follows that,' Paul resumes the parallel,

summing up all the previously stated points of

resemblance and difference ; the design being to

show how the inheritance and imputation of sin

confirms, renders more certain, the imputation of

righteousness and the abounding reign of grace.

— Through one fall, or, ' trespass.' The E. V. is

incorrect, since the acts, not the persons are here

contrasted.— It came. Some verb of motion must

be supplied here, as in ver. 16. The E. V. (bor

rowing from ver. 16) brings out the sense clearly

enough, but ' it came ' is sufficient in both clauses.

— Upon (lit., ' unto ') all men unto condemnation.

Here ' all men ' without exception. — So also, or,

' even so ; ' but the former is preferable. —

Through one righteous act, or, ' verdict ; ' the

same word rendered ' justification ' in ver. 16.

Here Christ's obedience, viewed as one act, as

the ground of justification, seems to be meant, yet

a reference to the justifying verdict gives a good

sense. — Came, not, 'shall come,' since the Apos

tle is speaking of the objective side. — All men

unto justification of life. ' All men ' may be taken

in a universal, but not in a C/nhiersalist sense.

The ' righteous act ' which forms the meritorious

ground of God's justifying act is sufficient for all

men without exception ; and the Apostle speaks

of it in this light. But the subjective application

of it implies the receiving of it (ver. 17) by faith.

See further on ver. 19, which contrasts the actual

results as respects ' the many ' on the one side,

and ' the many ' on the other. ' Justification ' is

here the proper rendering. ' Of life,' i. e., lead

ing to life, in the fullest sense ; the interpretation

'justification which is life ' confuses the Apostle's

thought.

Ver. 19. For. This word shows that we have

here the explanation of ver. iS, and thus of the
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whole passage. The sense is : As in consquence

of the disobedience of the one man (Adam) the

many (including all his posterity) were constituted

sinners (put in the category of sinners, subject to

condemnation), so also in consequence of the

obedience of the one (Christ) shall the many (as

many as believe in Him, ver. 17) be constituted

righteous (be placed in that category). The con

trasts are exact, except that ' the many,' comes in

as a middle term of quantity, that ' man ' is omitted

in the second clause, where moreover the future is

substituted for the past, showing that the actual

efficacy of the gospel is here spoken of, and not

the objective sufficiency, as in ver. 18. — Consti

tuted sinners — constituted righteous. The main

point open to discussion, is respecting the exact

sense of the word ' constituted ' or ' made.' Three

views : ( 1 ) set down, placed, as such, in a declara

tive sense ; (2.) placed in the category, because

of a vital connection ; (3) becoming so ethically,

not declaratively. The last seems contrary to

the whole course of thought The first gives a

grammatical sense, but is often held in a way

which carries the parallel beyond Paul's state

ments. The second is sustained by the best of

modern commentators, though with considerable

difference in regard to the mode, and the extent

of the parallel. Meyer's position is : Through the

disobedience of the one man, because all had a

part in it, has the position of all become that of

sinners, consequently they were subjected to pun

ishment ; on the other hand, God has forgiven be

lievers on account of the death of Christ, and

counted their faith as righteousness ; thus the

obedience of the one has caused that at the judg

ment the many shall by God's sentence enter into

the category of the righteous. Actual sin and

inwrought righteousness arc results, on either side,

but these results are not here under discussion.

1 Obedience ' is chosen, in contrast with ' disobe

dience,' with a reference, either to Christ's death

as the culminating act of His obedience, or to His

whole life of obedience culminating in that act.

It must be noticed, that the emphasis in this verse

and throughout is placed by Paul upon the posi

tive and gracious side of the parallel : righteous

ness and life to the many through the One Jesus

Christ, while interpreters too often dwell well-

nigh exclusively upon the other side. The in

ference of a universal salvation cannot properly be

drawn from vers. 15, 18. Paul teaches the uni

versal sufficiency of the gospel salvation, but we

must, in view of his language elsewhere and of

the facts which meet us everywhere, make the im

portant distinction between this and the subjec

tive efficacy of Christ's atonement. All men may

be saved, hence we invite all ; how many and

which individuals will be saved, is known only to

God. Dr. Hodge says : ' We have reason to be

lieve that the lost shall bear to the saved no

greater proportion than the inmates of a prison

do to the mass of a community.' Yet many adults

die in Christian lands and surrounded by gospel

privileges, without giving any evidence of their

faith in Christ, and of a second state of probation

we have no proof whatever.

Ver. 20. But the law. The Mosaic law is

meant, although the article is wanting in the orig

inal. ' What of the law then?' was the question

the Jew, and, indeed, any early Christian would

ask. 'But' is therefore preferable to 'and.' —

Came in besides. The same phrase is used in a

bad sense, Gal. ii. 4, but here it indicates com

ing in addition to, not coming in between, though

the latter is true. — That the trespass might

multiply. This was the immediate, but not the

final purpose (see ver. 21). The Apostle says

' trespass,' not ' sin,' because the design of the

law was not to multiply sin as such, but to make

it appear, to reveal it to the conscience, as a

transgression of the law of God. Yet the pres

ence of the law does provoke to sin, and this

thought is not to be ruled out in this passage. —

Bat where sin multiplied. In the very sphere,

in the world of men where ' sin ' (as a power,

tyrant). — Grace exceedingly abounded ; ' over-

abounded.' The verb is a compound one, differ

ing in form entirely from that previously used ;

the force of ' over is superlative, not compar

ative. Hence we substitute ' exceedingly ' for

'much more.' This clause is explained in ver. 2 1 .

Ver. 21. That as sin reigned in death. The

ultimate purpose of the exceeding abounding of

grace is set forth in this verse, especially in the

last clause. The first clause simply takes up the

other side of the parallel. In ver. 14 death is

represented as the tyrant, here ' sin ' is presented

under the same figure, ' death ' being the sphere of

its dominion or tyranny, and referring to all the

penal consequences of sin. Some would render

' by death,' but this is objectionable. — 80 also

might grace reign. This is the purpose. ' The

design of God in permitting sin, and allowing it

to abound was to bring good out of evil ; to make

it the occasion of the most wonderful display of

his glory and grace, so that the benefits of re

demption should infinitely transcend the evil of

the apostacy ' ( Hodge). — Through righteousness.

This refers to imputed righteousness, in conform

ity with the entire course of thought. Righteous

ness of life might be included, but cannot be the

main idea. — Unto eternal life. ' Life ' in contrast

with ' death,' and ' eternal ' in contrast with tem

poral. Physical death is not abolished, but grace

reigns through righteousness, eternal life as the re

sult. — Through Jesus Christ onr Lord. This full

form is solemnly triumphant. Adam is lost sight

of ; the personal redeemer, the king, is the One

through whom grace reigns through righteousness

unto eternal life. — 'Sin, death, grace, righteous

ness, life. These five stand thus : Grace rises high

est in the middle ; the two conquering giants, sin

and death at the left ; the double prize of victory,

righteousness and life, at the right ; and over the

buried name of Adam the glory of the name ot

Jesus blooms' (Besser).
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Different Theories of Original Sin and Imputation.

Excursus on Rom. V. 12-21.

(Comp. Lange, Romans, pp. 191-195; where will be found the fuller ttatemenu of Dr. Schaff, here presented in in

abiidged form.)

The universal dominion of sin and death over the human race is a fact, clearly taught by the

Apostle here, and daily confirmed by our religious experience. This dominion extends in an unbroken

line to our first parents, as the transgression of Adam stands in a causal relation to the guilt and

sin of his posterity. The Apostle assumes this connection, in order to illustrate the blessed truth,

that the power and principle of righteousness and life go back to Jesus Christ, the second Adam.

However explained, the existence of sin remains a stubborn, terrible reality. Least of all can it

be explained by the denial of the parallel, yet contrasted, saving facts which are prominent in the

Apostle's mind throughout this section. The leading points which he asserts, and which therefore

must enter into any consistent theory respecting his view of original sin, are: (i.) That the sin of

Adam was the sin of all his posterity (see ver. 12) ; in what sense this is true, must be determined by

the passage as a whole. (2.) That there is a parallel and contrast between the connection of Adam

and his posterity, and Christ and His people (see vers. 14-19). (3.) That this parallel applies to the

point which has been so fully discussed in the previous part of the Epistle, namely, that believers are

reckoned righteous (see vers. 12-18). (4.) That the connection with the two representative heads of

the race has moral results ; that guilt and sin, righteousness and life, are inseparably connected (sec

vers. 17-19).

The various theories may be reviewed in the light of these positions : —

I. The pantheistic and necessitarian theory, which regards sin as an essential attribute (a

limitation) of the finite, destroys the radical antagonism between good and evil, and has nothing in

common with Paul's views of sin or grace.

II. The Pelagian heresy resolves the fall of Adam into a comparatively trivial childish act of

disobedience, which sets a bad example. It holds that every child is born as innocent and perfect,

though as fallible, as Adam when created. This view explains nothing, and virtually denies all the

assertions made in this section. Its affinities, logically and historically, are with Socinianism and

the multifarious forms of Rationalism. It and every other theory which denies the connection with

Adam fails to meet the great question respecting the salvation of those dying in infancy. Such theo

ries logically exclude them from the heaven of the redeemed, cither by denying their need of salva

tion, or by rejecting the only principle in accordance with which such salvation, if they need it, is

possible, namely, that of imputation.

III. The theory of a pre-Adamic fall of all men, which implies the preexistence of souls, as held

by Plato and Origen, is a pure speculation, and inconsistent with ver. 12 as well as with Gen. iii. It

is incidentally opposed in chap. ix. 12.

IV. The Augustinian or realistic theory holds that the connection between Adam and his

posterity was such, that by his individual transgression he vitiated human nature, and transmitted it

in this corrupt and guilty state to his descendants by physical generation, so that there was an imper

sonal and unconscious participation of the whole human race in the fall of Adam. There is this

difference, however : Adam's individual transgression resulted in a sinful nature ; while, in the case

of his descendants, the sinful nature or depraved will results in individual transgression. This view

accords in the main with the grammatical exegesis of ver. 12, but Augustine himself incorrectly

explained ' for that,' as ' in whom,' i. e., Adam. It accepts, but does not explain, the relation be

tween genus and species. Like all other matters pertaining to life, it confronts us with a mystery.

1. In the application of this theory to the positions (3) and (4) named above, different views have

arisen, mainly in regard to imputation, whether it is immediate (or antecedent), mediate (or conse

quent), or both conjoined and inseparable. That is, whether the imputation of the guilt of Adam's

sin preceded or followed the guilt of man's inherent and hereditary depravity. (' Guilt' is here used

in the technical sense of ' liability to punishment,' not in the ethical sense of sinfulness.) This dis

tinction was not made by Augustine and the Reformers. But examining their views in the light

of subsequent discussions, we may say that both kinds of imputation were recognized by them ; some

laying stress upon one side, some on the other, but not to the exclusion of either. It was only in

later times that the two were sharply defined, in order to divide them.

2. Mediate (or consequent) imputation makes inherent depravity derived from Adam, and this

alone, the ground of condemnation. This view, however, as a matter of history, passes rapidly into

a denial of any imputation.

3. Immediate (or antecedent) imputation, as opposed to mediate imputation, makes the sin of

Adam, as the sin of the federal head of the race, the exclusive ground of condemnation, independ

ently of, and prior to, native depravity and personal transgressions. Hereditary guilt precedes hered

itary sin. From this view the transition was easy to the next theory.

V. The federal theory of a vicarious representation of mankind by Adam, in virtue of a cove

nant (fadus, hence 'federal ') made with him. It supposes a (one-sided) covenant, called the covenant

of works (in distinction from the covenant of grace), to the effect that Adam should stand a moral

probation on behalf of all his descendants, so that his act of obedience or disobedience, with all its

consequences, should be accounted theirs, just as the righteousness of the second Adam is reckoned

as that of His people. This transaction, because unilateral (one-sided), finds its ultimate ground
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in the sovereign pleasure of God. It is a part of the theological system developed in Holland,

and largely incorporated in the standards of the Westminster Assembly. Yet here, too, a distinction

has been made.

1. The founders and chief advocates of the federal scheme combined with it the Augustinian view

of an unconscious and impersonal participation of the whole human race in the fall of Adam, and

thus made imputation to rest on ethical as well as legal grounds. The supporters of this view, which

differs very slightly from IV., hold that it accords best with the four leading points of this section, since

it recognizes Adam as both federal and natural head of the race. It is preferred by Professor Riddle.

2. The purely federal school holds, that by virtue of the federal headship of Adam, on the ground

of a sovereign arrangement, his sin and guilt are justly, directly, and immediately imputed to his pos

terity. It makes the parallel between Adam and Christ exact, in the matter of the imputation of

sin and of righteousness. ' In virtue of the union between him and his descendants, his sin is the

judicial ground of the condemnation of the race, precisely as the righteousness of Christ is the judi

cial ground of the justification of His people.' This view does not deny that Adam is the natural

head of the race, but asserts that ' over and beyond this natural relation which exists between a man

and his posterity, there was a special divine constitution by which he was appointed the head and rep

resentative of his whole race' (C. Hodge, Theology, it, pp. 195, 197).

VI. In sharp antagonism to the last view, most of the recent New England theologians have vir

tually rejected imputation altogether. They ' maintain that the sinfulness of the descendants of

Adam results with infallible certainty (though not with necessity) from his transgression ; the one

class holding to hereditary depravity prior to sinful choice, the other class teaching that the first

moral choice of all is universally sinful, yet with the power of contrary choice.' In this view a nice

distinction is made between natural ability and moral inability. When consistently held, it denies

that 'all sinned' (ver. 12) refers to the sin of Adam, taking it as equivalent to the perfect, 'all have

sinned,' namely, personally with the first responsible act

VII. The Semi-Pelagian and kindred Arminian theories, though differing from each other, agree

in admitting the Adamic unity, and the disastrous effects of Adam's transgression, but regard heredi

tary corruption as an evil or misfortune, not properly as sin and guilt, of itself exposing us to punish

ment. Arminianism, however, on this point, inclines toward Augustinianism more than Semi-Pelagi-

anism does. The latter fails to give full force to the language of the Apostle in this section, and to

sympathize with his profound sense of the guilt and sinfulness of sin. The advocates of each theory

fail to present explicit and uniform statements on this doctrinal point.

Those views which seem to keep most closely to the grammatical sense of the Apostle's words

involve mysteries of physiology, psychology, ethics, and theology. Outside the revelation there con

fronts us the undeniable, stubborn, terrible fact, of the universal dominion of sin and death over the

entire race, infants as well as adults. No system of philosophy explains this ; outside the Christian

redemption, the mystery is entirely one of darkness, unillumined by the greater mystery of love.

Hence the wisdom of following as closely as possible the words which reveal the cure, as we attempt

to penetrate the gloom that envelops the origin of the disease. The more so when the obvious pur

pose of the Apostle here is to bring into proper prominence the Person and Work of the Second

Adam. Here alone can we find any practical solution of the problem respecting the first head of

the race ; only herein do we perceive the triumphant vindication of Divine justice and mercy. The

best help to unity in the doctrine of Original Sin will be by larger experiences of the ' much more '

which is our portion in Christ Jesus. Only when we are assured of righteousness and life in Him,

can we fearlessly face the fact of sin and death in Adam.

Chapters VI.—VIII.

3. Moral Results of Justification ; those Justified by Faith live a New Life in the

Spirit.

The gospel is the power of God unto salvation ; through it the will is affected, and thus is accom

plished morally what the law could not do, namely, the sanctification of those born sinners. But

just here the greatest objection is raised to the doctrine of free salvation ; and with this objection the

Apostle begins his discussion : —

I. The gospel method of grace does not lead to sin but to holiness ; chap. vi.

(1.) Because of what is necessarily involved in the new life (vers. 1-11) ; (2.) those who partake

of this new life are dead to sin and dedicated to God (vers. 12-23).

II. The relation of Christians to the law : it is in itself just and good, but powerless to sanctify ;

chap. vii.

(1.) Believers are freed from the law (vers. 1-6), but (2.) this does not prove that the law is sin ;

for, as it has been proven that it cannot justify, it now appears that though holy it cannot make sin

ners holy (vers. 7-25).

HI. The sanctifying work of the Spirit, the free life in the Spirit over against the life in the flesh ;

chap. viii. (see further analysis there).

VOL. HI. 5
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CHAPTER VI.

I. GRACE DOES NOT LEAD TO S/AT

Chapter VI. i-ii.

i. Fellowship in the Death of Christ involves a New Life.

The objection with which the discussion opens, which has been repeatedly urged against the doc

trine of justification by faith, shows conclusively what Paul meant by that doctrine, namely, that God

accounts men righteous when they believe in Christ. Otherwise the objection would not have been

raised, nor the subsequent discussion necessary. But this discussion shows that the Apostle used

the terms ' death ' and ' life ' in the widest sense. We do not continue in sin, he argues, that grace

may abound (vers. I, 2), for our baptism indicated fellowship with Christ, and this fellowship is dy

ing to sin and living to God (vers. 3-11). The section is not so much an argument as an appeal to

Christian experience. The error it opposes is extirpated by a vital and growing knowledge of the

saving power of Christ in the g06pcl.

i " \ \ THAT shall we say 'then ? c Shall we continue in sin,,,£0,?p-c,>,p-

2 VV that grace may abound? God forbid.1 How shall *£*"•- T **

we, dthat arc dead2 to sin, live any longer therein ? c '"" 8;TO'

3 Know ye not,3 that 'so many of us as4 were baptized into**^.'™ 4.

4 Jesus Christ 5 * were baptized into his death ? Therefore we rL\"; {?j

are8 'buried with him by7 baptism into death: that Mike a!'i'_*

as8 Christ was raised up from the dead by" 'the glory of the/iCo"'*'.7'

Father, *even° so we also should walk in newness of life.* coi.u. »>.

5 'For if we have been planted together10 in11 the likeness of »; i"c«.'

his death, we shall be also in u the likeness of his resurrection : cor. in. < ■,

Eph. 1. 19

6 Knowing this, that mour old man is crucified with him, that'J?hn"■»;

■ the body of sin might be destroyed, that henceforth we should* g£ ?• '£

7 not serve12 sin. For "he that is dead13 is freed14 from sin. ?.?. m;C<>i
' in. 10.

8 Now ''if we be dead15 with Christ, we believe that we shall' ™ *" I°'

9 also live with him: Knowing that 'Christ being raised from "^j1^0''

the dead dieth no more; death hath no more dominion over J4.: cor £:

10 him. For in that17 he died, rhe died unto sin once :18 but inB^5.H. „.

11 that19 he livcth, 'he liveth unto God. Likewise20 reckon ye£ i-rbi/ii. '

also yourselves to be21 'dead indeed unto sin, but "alive unto r Acts xiu

God through Jesus Christ our Lord.22 ?s.'

r Heb. ix. 27,

1 Let it never be 2 who died * Or are ye ignorant * all we who t J*ke n .

5 Christ Jesus 8 were ' through • in order that, as ' v"- »•

9 omit even 10 grown together (become united) with him

11 or with 12 or be the slaves of ls hath died

14 acquitted (/;'/., justified) 16 we died 10 dominion over him no more

17 the death that " once for all '• the life that "> Thus

21 omit to be w in Christ Jesus {omitting our Lord)

Ver. I. What shall we »ay then? 'Then,' in rather of a wrong inference that might be drawn

view of chap. v. 20, 21. Comp. the similar phrase from the abounding of grace. This wrong infer-

in chap. iv. 1 . — Shall we continue in sin 1 The ence is a standing objection to the gospel, urged

form of the question in the original indicates that by those who have not felt its power.

this is the statement of a point to be discussed, or Ver. 2. Let it never be. Comp. note in chap.
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iii. 4 Here, as there, an indignant denial : ' let

it not be that we continue in sin.' —How shall we

who. 'We who are of such a kind as.' — Died

to sin. Not, ' are dead.' When this death ' with

respect to sin ' took place is shown in vers. 3, 4.

There is throughout an implied appeal to Chris

tian consciousness, as witnessing the ethical

change. The remission of sin, which is signified

and sealed by baptism, involves a death to sin.

The reference, therefore, is to the time of baptism,

which, in the Apostolic church, usually coincided

with conversion and justification. This is prefer

able to the view that the reference is to Christ's

death and our fellowship in it. Observe, that the

Apostle assumes the inseparable connection be

tween justification and sanctification, and yet dis

tinguishes them; the justified man is sanctified,

not the reverse.

Vcr. 3. Or are ye ignorant. ' If this is doubt

ful, then I appeal directly to your experimental

knowledge.'— All we who, referring to the same

persons as in ver. 2 ; all without exception. —Were

baptized into Christ Jesus. ' Into,' in such expres

sions, does not point to the external element (al

though immersion was, and in the East still is, the

usual mode), but has a far deeper meaning. Bap

tism into Christ Jesus was the sign of participation

in Him, union with Him, and the Apostle asserts

that they all knew that this union meant fellowship

with His death, so that they were baptized into

his death ; hence with Him they die unto sin. The

reference to baptism does not suggest baptismal

regeneration ; it both connects and distinguishes

baptism and regeneration, as the visible sign and

the invisible grace of the renewing Spirit. * Let

us not separate what the Lord has joined together.

We ought, in baptism, to recognize a spiritual

laver ; we ought in it to embrace a witness to the

remission of sins and a pledge of our renewal ; and

and yet so to leave both to Christ and the Holy

Spirit the honor that is theirs, as that no part of

the salvation be transferred to the sign' (Calvin).

Ver. 4. Therefore we were buried with him

through baptism. A stronger expression than that

of the last verse. That the custom of baptism by

immersion is alluded to is generally admitted, but

the emersion is as significant as the immersion.

The death of the old man is at the same time the

birth of the new. One form may be more striking

than another, may have the earliest usage in its fa

vor ; but it seems improper to make the efficacy of

the rite depend upon the quantity of water, or upon

the mode of its application. — Into his death ; for

the appropriation of its full benefit, namely, the

remission of sins and reconciliation with God. —

In order that, as Christ was raised np, etc. The

death and resurrection of Christ stand together ;

.so the Christian who is in fellowship with Christ,

shares in his life. — Through the glory ot the Fa

ther. ' The glorious collective perfection of God

certainly affected the raising of Jesus chiefly as

omnipotence ( 1 Cor. vi. 14 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 4 ; Eph. i.

19, etc) ; but the comprehensive significance of

the word— selected with conscious solemnity, and

in highest accordance with the glorious victory of

the Son— is not to be curtailed on that account'

(Meyer).—In newness of life ; this is more em

phatic than ' a new life ' : a life which never grows

old, whose characteristic 'newness' is imperish

able.

Ver. 5. For if. A confirmatory explanation of

ver. 4 ; 'if being almost equivalent to ' since.' —

Have grown together, or, ' been united.' The E. V.,

' planted together,' is incorrect ; the figure is that

of vital connection ; ' with Him ' is implied in the

original. Some suggest 'grafted into'; but this

is a different figure. — In (or, ' unto ') the likeness

of his death ; ' i. e., the condition corresponding

in similarity of form to His death, which has spe

cifically and indissolubly become ours' (Meyer).

Our vital union with Him involves death to sin

(vers. 3, 4). Others take this phrase as instru

mental, i. e., we became united with Christ through

the likeness of His death ; with a latent reference

to baptism. But this is grammatically less admis

sible than the other sense. —We shall be also, etc.

We shall also grow together in (or with) the like

ness of His resurrection. It seems best to sup

ply in full, so as to make an exact parallel. If

the previous clause means : ' united unto Christ

through the likeness of His death,' then this must

be explained accordingly. The whole points to

the certainty of the other result of vital union with

Christ ; newness of life as truly as death to sin.

Thus continuance in sin is doubly denied.

Ver. 6. Knowing this, or, 'since we know

this.' ' This ' refers to what follows, the whole

defining the last clause of ver. 5. —That our old

man. Our sinful nature is here personified (comp.

Eph. iv. 22 ; Col. iii. 9) ; almost equivalent to

'flesh,' in the ethical sense, as used in chaps, vii.,

viii., and elsewhere. — Was crucified with him.

Not necessarily at baptism, but when Christ died,

in virtue of our union with Him (comp. Gal. ii.

20). —That the body of sin. Of this phrase there

are three leading explanations : (1.) The body as

the seat of sin ; this is contrary to the view of the

body which Paul especially presents. (2.) The

body, so far as it remains under the power of

the old man. This is less objectionable, but seems

a confusing of the literal and figurative senses.

(3.) Sin is conceived as an organism, with many

members ; the whole is but another form of the

expression ' our old man.' This is, on the whole,

preferable, since even (2.) leads to ascetic infer

ences which are quite unpauline. — Henceforth

we should not serve, or, ' be the slaves of,' sin.

Another form of expressing the destruction of the

organism of sin, which is represented as a master

who holds us in bondage.

Ver. 7. For he that hath died. ' He that died '

is more literal, but 'hath died' better expresses

the relation to what follows. — Is acquitted (lit.,

'justified') from tin. This is the permanent re

sult. The word 'justified ' is to be taken here in

its strictly legal sense, absolved, acquitted, freed.

There are three views in regard to the meaning

of 'hath died': (1.) Physical death; the whole

verse being a proverb : he who has died is freed

from sin. The application to spiritually dying to

sin is afterwards made. Meyer modifies this view :

in so far as the dead person sins no more. The

reference to physical death is favored by the con

nection ('for') with what precedes. (2.) Moral

death. But death to sin is the result, not the

ground of justification. (3.) Death with Christ

(mystical or spiritual death) justifies the sinner,

frees him from its guilt and punishment. This

thought is true enough, but seems inappropriate

here, where the Apostle is giving a reason for

ver. 6. Besides, dying with Christ is plainly ex

pressed in the next verse. We prefer ( 1.), regard

ing the verse as a proverbial maxim. ' As natural

death cuts off all communication with life, so must

sanctification in the soul cut off all communication

with sin' (Henry).
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Ver. 8. How if we died with Christ. That this

is the fact has been already stated, foiming the

underlying thought of vers. 3-6. — We believe,

etc. The argument is plain, but the exact force

of live with him is doubtful. It seems best to

accept a primary reference to sanctification, to

ethical fellowship with Christ. To this some add

the thought of eternal life, others apply the phrase

to this exclusively.

Ver. 9. Knowing ; ' since we know.' The

ground of our belief is the knowledge of His en

during life, after His triumphant resurrection. —

Being raited from the dead. The resurrection is

the pledge of His enduring life. — Hath dominion

over him no more. It had dominion over Him,

as God decreed (chap. v. 8-10) and as He volun

tarily gave Himself up to it, but there its power

ended. The sentence stands independently. The

transitoriness of the dominion of death is thus

emphasized by the form of expression. (Comp.

Acts xiii. 34.) Unless our Saviour is now undy

ing, we cannot be sure of living in and with Him.

Ver. 10. For the death that he died. Lie,

'that which he died,' which is best paraphrased

as we give it. —He died unto tin onco for all ; no

repetition was necessary. This is the proof that

death has dominion over Him no more : His death

was ' unto sin,' it could have nothing more to do

with Him, hence death could have power over

Him no more. Some refer the clause to Christ's

expiating sin ; others, to His expiating and remov

ing it ; others, in view of ver. 1 1, explain it of His

being freed from sin. ' In both cases the idea of

separation is expressed ; but in the case of the

believer, it is separation from personal, indwelling

sin ; in that of Christ, it is separation from the

burden of His people's sin, which He bore upon

the cross' (Hodge). The emphatic 'once for all'

shows that this sacrifice needs no repetition ; for

His dying again no reason can exist. — The life

onto God. Christ's life on earth was also a life

' unto God ', but in conflict with sin and death ;

having triumphed over these at His resurrection,

He now lives unto God in the fullest sense. This,

too, proves that death has dominion over Him no

more.

Ver. n. Thus, or, 'so.' This is an inference

and the application to the readers. — Beckon. The

word may be either imperative, or indicative ; the

former suits the context best. — Alto; like Christ

(ver. 10). — Dead indeed onto tin. The notion of

reckoning that they died for sin, in and with

Christ, seems contrary to the whole argument of

the passage. — But alive unto God in Christ Jesus.

Only in fellowship with Christ Jesus can we reckon

ourselves dead unto sin and alive unto God. The

negative and positive sides of the new moral life

are based upon fellowship with the Personal Re

deemer who died and rose again. The exhorta

tion is to an apprehension (' reckon ') of this as a

motive for holy living. Hence the utter impossi

bility of our continuing in sin that grace may

abound (ver. 1). The obvious inference is that

dying to sin and living to God is the evidence (and

the only valid evidence) of our fellowship with

Christ. On the other hand, the way is thus pre

pared for enforcing the thought, so essential in

Paul's argument (and equally so in Christian ex

perience), that fellowship with Christ, and not the

pressure of law, is the fundamental fact in a life

of holiness. Christian morality cannot exist with

out Christ.

Chapter VI. 12-23.

2. Christians are Dead to Sin, and Dedicated to God.

The exhortation of ver. 11 is expanded in vers. 12-14 » the negative part ('dead unto sin') in vers.

12, 13 a; the positive part (' alive unto God ') in vers. 13 A, 14. But the concluding motive : ' for ye

are not under the law, but under grace,' suggests another objection, namely, that this would imply

freedom to sin (ver. 15). This objection the Apostle answers by carrying out in detail an illustration

from service. Christians are no longer servants of sin, with the wages of death ; but servants of

righteousness (servants of God), thus becoming sanctified, and receiving as the gift of God 'eternal

life in Christ Jesus our Lord.' (The section is preliminary to chap. vii. which shows more fully that

we are ' not under the law, but under grace.')

12

'3

14

15

0 T ET not sin therefore * reign in your mortal body, that ye " cxix"*'^3 '

J—' should obey it in1 the lusts thereof. Neither yield ye2 t.m,»i. p"

\ a • or * 1 " . 4 c Chap- *"• 5 •

your 'members as "instruments8 of unrighteousness unto*, cot 12.5;

sin : but ' yield 5 yourselves unto * God, as those that are alive 6 <t comP. >

from the dead, and your members as ''instruments3 of right-' cw*">;
' J ° 1 Pet 11. 34 ;

eousness unto 4 God. For * sin shall not have dominion over Jy± *■ ..
/ Chap. vii.

you : for ye are not under the7 law, but under grace. romMJai'1

What then? shall we sin, "because we are not under the7 '*;iCor.

16 law, but under grace ? God forbid.8 Know ye not, that

1 the best authorities omit it in a Nor render * weapons

* render • as being alive ' omit the 8 Let it never be

XV. 56.

* to *" ' Cor' IX.

A Matt. vL

tO *4\ John

viii. 34; 3

Pet. li. 19.
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whom ye yield 6 yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye

are to 9 whom ye obey ; whether 10 of sin unto death, or of

17 obedience unto righteousness ? But God be thanked,11 that ye

were the servants of sin, but ye have 12 obeyed from the heart

1 8 ' that form of doctrine 13 which was delivered you.14 Being

then 16 * made free from sin, ye became the 7 servants of right-

19 eousness. I speak after the manner of men because of the

infirmity 16 of your flesh : for as ye have yielded 17 your mem

bers servants to uncleanness and to iniquity unto iniquity;

even so 18 now yield 8 your members servants to righteousness

20 unto holiness.19 For when ye were ' the servants of sin, ye

21 were free from *° righteousness. m What fruit had ye then in

those 21 things whereof ye are now ashamed ? for ■ the end of

22 those things is death. But now • being made free from sin,

and become servants to God, ye have your fruit unto holiness,19

23 and the end everlasting22 life. For "the wages of sin is death ;

but * the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ M our

Lord.

1 2 Tim. i. 13.

k John viii.

31; 1 Cot.

-.11. 22 ; Gal.

v. 1 i 1 Pet

ii. 16.

/ John viii. 34.

m Chap. vii.

5-

n Chap. i. 32.

o John viii.

Ja-

* omit to 10 either u thanks to God 12 omit have

u teaching 14 whereunto ye were delivered 16 And being

16 weakness 1T ye rendered ls so also 19 or sanctification

80 as regards n What fruit therefore had ye then ? {see exeg. notes)

M eternal M in Christ Jesus

p Gen. ii. 17;

chap. v. 12 ;

James i. is.

q Chaps, ii. 7 ;

v. 15, in. 17.

2t ; 1 Pel. i.

Ver. 1 2. Let not sin therefore. ' Therefore,'

i. e., because you reckon yourselves dead unto sin,

etc. (ver. 11). — Eeign. 'It is no matter of com

parison between reigning and indwelling merely,

but between reigning and being deposed' (Alford).

— In your mortal body. This is to be taken liter

ally, and not referred to a body dead to sin, or to

a corrupt body. The connection with ver. 1 1 sug

gests that this 'mortal body' is under the power

of sin ; but it is the mortality of the body that is

emphasized, in contrast with the life we have in

fellowship with Christ who dieth no more (ver. 9) ;

hence, to allow sin to reign there is contrany to

living 'unto God in Christ Jesus' (ver. 11). —

That ye should obey the huts thereof. So the

briefer and better established reading. The reign

of sin in our mortal body would have as its aim

obedience to the desires of the body, which are

sinful, because we are sinful. Obeying; these is

living unto sin, hence opposed to the principle of

ver. 11.

Ver. 13. Hor render. ' Nor' = 'and especially

not' 'Render' (in chap.xii. 1, 'present') is pref

erable to ' yield,' since the latter conveys the idea

of previous resistance ; the thought is of placing

at the disposal of another ; probably the figure of

military service is suggested. —Your members, the

various parts of theHbody which can be used in

the service of sin. If 'mortal body' (ver. 12) is

taken figuratively, then ' members ' must be tak

en accordingly. — As weapons, or, ' instruments.'

The former sense is more literal, and accords

better with the Apostle's usage, and with the

figure of military service. — Of unrighteousness;

opposed to ' righteousness,' not simply immoral

ity. — To sin. Personified as ruler (comp. ver.

12). — But render yourselves to God; the new and

true Ruler. The command is to present them

selves entirely, once for all (the tense in the orig

inal is not the same as in the previous clause). —

As being alive from the dead. Regarding your

selves as those that are alive, almost = since you

are. There is no reference to a battle-field, but

rather to the thought of ver. 11. — Your mem

bers, etc. This is a more particular statement of

the previous exhortation, corresponding with the

first clause of the verse.— To God ; not, ' for God,'

which disturbs the parallelism.

Ver. 14. For sin, etc. The future tense is that

of confident assertion, and hence of consolation.

It is not a new exhortation. — For ye are not un

der law, etc. This is the reason sin shall not

have dominion. ' Freedom from the law gives

you so little freedom to sin, that it is only by the

exercise of grace upon you that your freedom from

sin has begun' (Lange). Here the Apostle pre

pares for the fuller discussion as to the powerless-

ness of the law to sanctify as well as to justify.

If the reason sin will not lord it over us, is that

we are not under the law, but under grace, then

grace sanctifies us, not the law. (Comp. chap,

vii. throughout.)

Ver. 1 5. What then 1 shall we sin, etc. This

objection has been raised ever since. It is not

precisely the same as that suggested in ver. 1 :

there the objection was that free pardon would

encourage us to continue in sin ; here the objec

tion is that freedom from the law leads to freedom

in sinning. The connection with chap, vii., as

well as the entire argument of chaps, vi.—viii..
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points to sanctification by grace, and forbids an

exclusive reference to the grace of justification. —

Let it never be ; as usual. The denial is ex

panded in what follows. The legal heart makes

the objection ; but the loyal heart makes this in

dignant denial.

Ver. 16. Know ye not. ' I take it for granted

that ye know and believe1 (Stuart). — To whom

ye render yourselves, etc. This principle is obvi

ous : To present yourselves as servants to any one

implies service to that one : in this matter the mas

ters are opposed, hence either, .... or, there is no

third. — Of tin onto death. Both terms are used

in the usual wide sense : ' sin ' is personified as

the master, the result of the service is ' death,' in

cluding all the consequences of sin. — Of obedience

unto righteousness. Here ' righteousness ' refers

not to justification but to inwrought righteousness,

not excluding the final verdict at the judgment.

Meyer accepts the latter sense alone. The more

exact parallelism would be : 'of righteousness

unto life.' The deviation may be thus explained :

Of our own free choice we give ourselves as bond

men to sin, but cannot thus give ourselves to

righteousness : we can only yield ourselves up to

God's grace, to save us, as servants of obedience,

unto righteousness, given to us and inwrought of

the Holy Ghost (so Forbes). In ver. 18, 'ser

vants of righteousness ' occurs, after ' being made

free from sin.'

Ver. 17. Bnt thanks to God. In reminding

them which of these masters they served (ver. 16),

his heart speaks.— That ye were the servants of

sin. ' Were ' is emphatic ; this state is past, and

for this the Apostle is thankful, although this

negative side of salvation cannot be separated

from the positive. — But ye obeyed from the heart.

The moral change at conversion made their true,

internal attitude that of obedience. — That form

of teaching whereunto ye were delivered. This

rendering is greatly to be preferred to that of the

E. V. The change to the passive suggests the

Divine agency in delivering them to this ' form of

teaching. 1 his phrase, literally, ' type of teach

ing,' is interpreted: (1) of Christian doctrine in

general ; which is objectionable, because in that

case 'type' would be unmeaning; (2) of the

Pauline teaching, over against the Judaistic forms

of Christianity; (3) of the ideal, or, 'pattern,'

presented by the gospel, the ethical rule of life it

gives. The second interpretation is the best. Obe

dience to this type of teaching, over against legal

ism, is something for which to thank God; be

cause it is God's work, and because it is worthy

of thanks. It follows that it is important to know

what Paul's teaching is. The next verse should

be connected more closely with this ; a semicolon

substituted for the period.

Ver. 18. And being made free, etc. This is not

the conclusion from what precedes, but a continu

ation of ver. 17. The single act of deliverance

and transformation is referred to. — Became ser

vants, 1. e., ' bondmen,' personally and wholly be

longing to this service. This bondage is real free

dom. Compare the opposite thought in ver. 20.

Ver. 19. I speak after the manner of men. ' I

take a figure from human relations, in thus rep

resenting Christian freedom as a bond service.'

(The phrase differs from that used in chap. iii. 5,

but there seems to be no marked difference of

thought. ) — Because of the weakness of your flesh.

Because of the intellectual weakness resulting

from the ' flesh,' which is here used iu the ethical

sense, of depraved human nature (see chap. vii.).

Others refer the phrase to moral weakness, and

explain : ' I require nothing which your fleshly

weakness could not do,' and then join it with what

follows ; ' for I only require such service as ye

formerly rendered to sin. This is open to serious

objection, as lowering the moral standard pre

sented by the Apostle. — Tor as, etc. This ex

plains what was stated in ver. 18. — Servants to

uncleanness, moral defilement, and to iniquity,

violation of God's law, the two sides of ' sin '

(ver. 13). — Unto iniquity. This mav mean : in

order to work iniquity, or, resulting in iniquity ;

the latter, pointing to a state, rather than an act,

seems preferable. — 80 also, etc. The explana

tion changes to an exhortation, based on the facts

of their experience, both before and since conver

sion. — To righteousness unto holiness, or, ' sanc

tification.' The former would express the ulti

mate purpose or result, the latter the immediate re

sult, coming into view here as a progressive state.

The same word occurs in ver. 22, and the mean

ing ' sanctification ' seems preferable there, where

a further result is spoken of.

Ver. 20. For. This verse 'restates the view

given of their former condition in respect to sin

and righteousness, in preparation for the final and

most accurate statement of their present spiritual

condition, ver. 22' (Webster and Wilkinson).

Meyer here properly calls attention to the tragi

cal force of emphatic order of words in the orig

inal. — When ye were servants of sin (comp. ver.

17), ye were free as regards righteousness. The

only freedom they had was this sad freedom as

respects the right service ; the deepest slavery in

fact, just as to be servants of righteousness is the

truest freedom. It was not that they counted

themselves free, or that righteousness had no

claims upon them, but that, as a terrible fact, they

were uninfluenced by its demands.

Ver. 21. What fruit therefore had ye then.

' Then ' refers to their condition before conversion

(ver. 20). Many editors and commentators punc

tuate the verse so as to read : * What fruit tnere-

fore had ye then ? Things whereof ye are now

ashamed.' It is urged against this view that ' the

question in antithesis to ver. 21, is the having of

fruit, not its quality ' (Meyer), and that the an

swer, which is only implied, is : ye had no fruit at

all, for the end is death, not fruitfulness. Against

the view presented in the E. V., Alford urges that

it is ' inconsistent with the New Testament mean

ing of fruit, which is " actions," the fruit of the

man considered as the tree, not " wages," or " re

ward," the fruit of his actions? Either view is

grammatically admissible, and both have been

advocated for centuries. — For the end of those

things is death ; herein its most comprehensive

meaning in contrast with close of ver. 22.

Ver. 22. Bnt now, as opposed to ' then ' (ver.

21), being made free ; comp. ver. 18. — Servants

to God. 'God Himself here takes the place of

" righteousness," for their relation is now one of

personal love ' ( Lange). — Your fruit unto holiness,

or, ' sanctification,' as in ver. 19 ; but the latter

sense is even more appropriate here. They are

having fruit now, in contrast either with their hav

ing no fruit ' then,' or with the evil fruit in their

previous condition. This fruit is of such a kind as

at once results in ' sanctification ' the progressive

state, the ultimate issue being eternal life. This

is to be taken in its widest sense ; we already

have eternal life in germ ; in its fulness it is the
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' end ' of all our fruit and fruitfulness. But this it is in its specific nature, — a gift of grace

end is not attained by natural laws of develop- To the Apostle, in the connection of his system of

ment ; each course of conduct has its inevitable faith and doctrine, this was very natural, even

result, but for a different reason ; see next verse, without the supposition of any special design '

Ver. 23. For. The reason for the results (Meyer). — In Christ Jesus our Lord. Not simply,

stated in vers. 21, 22, contrasting the ends of the ' through ' Him. The phrase qualifies the whole

two courses and the inherent difference. — The clause. In phrases like this there seems to be a

wages of sin, that is paid by sin. Possibly a con- propriety in the order ' Christ Jesus,' emphasiz-

tinuation of the figure of military service. — ing His Messianic (or mediatorial) title. 'In

Death, as in ver. 21. — Bat the gift of God. The Him, by virtue of his relation to Deity, God is

same word is rendered 'free gift' in chap. v. 15, the giver; in Him, we, as united with Him, hav-

16. ' Paul does not say " wages" here also, but ing an interest in Him, are recipients' (Webster

characterizes what God gives for wages, as what and Wilkinson).

CHAPTER VII.

II. THE RELATION OP CHRISTIANS TO THE LAW.

1. We are kreed from it (vers. 1-6) ; for, 2, Although it is Holy, it cannot make Sin

ners Holy (vers. 7-25).

Chapter VII. 1-6.

1 . Christians are freed from the Law.

This section might more properly form a part of the preceding chapter. The statement of chap,

vi. 14, which has been discussed negatively (chap. vi. 15-23), is now taken up on its positive side :

Christians are not only freed from sin, but freed from the law. This state of things is here illus

trated under the figure of the marriage relation : 'your marriage with Christ, having taken the place

of the dominion of the law, necessarily leads to such a dominion of God in a new life ' (Tholuck).

The relation to the law (ver. 1) illustrated by the law of marriage (vers. 2, 3) ; the union with Christ

who died to the law dissolves the old relation (ver. 4), with this result, that as, in the old relation,

we brought forth fruit unto death (ver. 5), in the new relation we are dedicated to God (ver. 6).

This idea of freedom from the law is the basis of the discussion in the remainder of the chapter.

1 " TV7" NOW ye not,1 brethren, (for I speak to them that know* chap. vi. 3.

A»- the law,) how2 that the law hath dominion over a man

2 as long8 as he liveth? For *the woman which hath a hus- * ■ Cor. vii.

band4 is bound by the law to her husband so long as he

liveth ; 5 but if the husband be dead,6 she is loosed from the

3 law of her1 husband. So then eif, while her7 husband liveth,' '■»»•»■ 31

she be married to another man, she shall be called an adul

teress: but if her7 husband be dead,6 she is free from that

law ; so that she is no 8 adulteress, though she be married to

4 another man. Wherefore,9 my brethren, ye also are become10

ddead to the law by11 the body of Christ; that ye should be d JfgjTSV

married to another, even to him who is12 raised from the dead, ^phVii.18, 5 -,

5 that we should 13 • bring forth fruit unto M God. For when we , ££ ".' 11'.

were in the flesh, the motions16 of sins, which were by11 the/chap.Ti.13.

law, f did work16 in our members 'to bring forth fruit unto14* «*&»]%.

19 ; Junes i.

1 Or are ye ignorant * omit how 8 for as long time is-

* the married woman 6 to the living husband 8 have died

7 the * not an • Accordingly 10 were made u through

12 was " might " to 15 passions w wrought
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6 death. But now we are delivered17 from the law, *that being *£^j".T"',:

dead 1S wherein we were held ; that we should serve 19

ness of spirit,20 and not in the 21 oldness of the letter.

11 have been delivered (or loosed) ls having died to that

18 so that we serve ■ of the Spirit sl omit the

in new-' cl»?p-i!:.*9:
HI new 2 (.or. iii.6.

Vcr. I. Or are ye ignorant. (Comp. chap. vi.

3.) In thus appealing to experience, it is implied

that every believer, whether he can explain it or

not, feels that he is in the state described in chap,

vi. 22, 23, and hence has some knowledge of his

freedom from the law. This knowledge the Apos

tle would bring into clearness and power. — Breth

ren, etc. Not addressed to the Jewish Christians

alone ; for in that age, especially, the knowledge

of the Old Testament on the part of all Christians

was presupposed ; the custom of reading the Old

Testament probably obtained in their assemblies.

— Know the law. The law of Moses is meant,

although the article is wanting in the original ; for

while the argument might hold true when based

upon law in general, the subject under discussion

is the relation to the Mosaic law.—The law hath

dominion, etc. The whole law is meant, not sim

ply the law of marriage : for that has not yet

come into view.— For as long time, etc. This is

a peculiarity of the Mosaic law, ' that it cannot,

like human laws, have merely temporary validity,

or be altered, suspended, nor can one be exempt

from it for a time ' (Meyer). But compare the

death to the law (ver. 4).

Ver. 2. For the married woman. This is an

example of the principle of ver. 1. ' Married' is

more fully explained as 'subject to a husband.'—

Is bound by the law. The permanent binding is

indicated by the form of the original. The Mo

saic law made no provision for her releasing her

self from the marriage tie, though the husband

might put away his wife (Deut. xxiv. I, 2). — To

the living husband. The paraphrase of the E. V.

is correct, but unnecessary. — If the husband have

died, or, simply 'die'; a single event is spoken

of. The language is plain, but the application

has occasioned difficulty. In ver. 1 it is not the

ruling law, but the man who dies ; here it is the

ruling man who dies. Allegorical explanations

have been suggested, but seem forced. It is

better to understand it thus : Death is common

to both parties ; when the husband dies, the wife

dies so far as that legal relation is concerned.

The husband is represented as the party who dies,

because the figure of a second marriage is to be

introduced, with its application to believers (ver.

4). 'As the woman is not dead, but is killed in

respect to her marriage relation, or is situated as

dead, by the natural death of her husband, so be

lievers have not died a natural death, but are

made dead to the law, since they are crucified to

the law with Christ. The idea, dead in a mar

riage relation, is therefore the middle term of com

parison' (Lange).

Ver 3. Bo then. This being the case it fol

lows. The verse forms a parallelism.— Shall be

called an adulteress. This is the formal sentence,

with a definite penalty — stoning (Lev. xxi. 10;

comp. John viii. 5). — Free from that law; lit.,

' the law,' in so far as it binds her to the husband,

the binding effect of the law as respects the mar

riage relation. ' That law ' is a good explanation.

— So that she is not an adulteress. This clause

may express either the result ('so that') or the

purpose, ' in order that' The latter is perhaps

grammatically more exact ; the purpose of this

freedom was to prevent the woman from being

an adulteress in case of a second marriage. In

ver. 4 the idea of result is evident enough.

Ver. 4. Accordingly ; lit, ' so that.' This in

troduces the application of the figure in vers. 2, 3.

— Ye also, as in the case of the widow.—Were

made dead to the law. The idea is not of being

dead, but of being put to death, at some single

past time, namely, at justification. 'The expres

sion is chosen, not merely because Christ's death

was a violent one, but also because it describes

the death of Christians to the law as a death in

curred by virtue of the administration of the law '

(Lange); comp. Gal. ii. 19. — Through the body

of Christ. This refers to the death of Christ,

either ( 1 ) as the ground of justification, or ( 2 ) as

involving our fellowship in His death. The latter

is preferable ; it implies the former, and suits the

tenor of the whole passage. — That, /'. e. in order

that, ye should be married to another, one of a

different kind. The purpose of the death to the

law was union to Christ ; the figure of a marriage

is still present, and quite appropriate. ' The ex

alted Christ is the husband of His Church that

has become independent of the law by dying with

Him ' (Meyer). —Was raised from the dead. The

idea of a new ethical life is constantly joined by the

Apostle to the fact of the resurrection. His own

experience gave emphasis to this. — Fruit to God,

*'. e., for His glory, since Christ is the Husband.

Ver. 5. For. A confirmation of the statement

that they should bring forth fruit to God. —When

we were in the flesh, i. e., in the natural condition

of depravity (see Excursus at next section) ; still

under the law* is the negative side. — The passions

of sins. The passions which led to sins seems a

better explanation than either 'sinful passions,'

or the passions produced by sins. — Which were

through the law ; occasioned by the law, since the

law brought them to light, but aggravated them,

as is shown in vers. 7, 8. —Wrought in our mem

bers; to be explained literally as in chap. vi. 13,

19. —To bring forth fruit to death. Parallel to

the last clause of ver. 4, hence expressing the aim

as well as the consequence of the working of the

passions. ' Death ' is to be explained as in chap,

vi. 21.

Ver. 6. But now. Comp. chap. vi. 22. — We

have been delivered, or, ' loosed,' the same word

as in ver. 2. The annulling of the marriage rela

tion is referred to in both cases. Here the exact

reference is to the simple past act of release or

discharge from the law, at the time of justifica

tion. —Having died to that, etc. This is the sense

of the reading now generally accepted. The fig

ure of marriage is retained ; we died so far as the

law is concerned, hence the marriage tie is dis

solved (comp. ver. 2). ' Wherein ' points to the

law, which ' held ' us bound until we died to it

(comp. ver. 1). — So that we serve; serve God,

as the whole passage shows. A present result, of
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which the readers were aware, is expressed in the grievous yoke. This does not imply an antithesis

original, but obscured in the E. V. — In newness between the grammatical sense of Scripture and

of the Spirit, »'. e., the Holy Spirit. The sphere some spiritual sense, but points to the legal state

of the Christian service of God is a new one, where the attempt at obedience is prompted not

of which the Holy Spirit is the ruling element or by the Holy Spirit but by the restraint of an ex-

force. Comp. the life in the Spirit as described ternal, literal rule. The new service is the only

in chap. viii. The former service was in oldness true service ; under the law such a service was

of the letter. This is not simply ' old letter,' nor not possible. The law said : ' Do this and live ; '

is it exactly the same as ' in the flesh,' or, ' under the gospel says : ' Live and do this,' and the doing

the law.' The religious service, before death to is of a different character from all the previous

the law, was ruled by the letter, by the outward attempts to earn eternal life,

form ; hence it had an element of decay, it was a

Chapter VII. 7-25.

2. The Law is holy, but cannot make Sinners holy.

The fact that Christians are freed from the law might suggest a wrong inference as to the character

of the law. This Paul denies (ver. 7), but shows how the law, though in itself good, leads to acquaint

ance with sin and to destructive results (vers. 8-12). In ver. 13 he suggests another (but similar)

wrong inference, and then portrays the operation of the law in man, producing conflict and captivity

rather than holiness (vers. 14-23). In vers. 24, 25, the whole description is summed up in a cry of

misery, followed by an outburst of gratitude for deliverance, closing with the contrast between the

service of mind and flesh.

7 " "\T 7HAT shall we say then? Is the law sin? God for-aCi?ni5Pchl,p-

VV bid.1 Nay,2 *I had not known sin, but by3 the law : * &»*■ Ui- »•

for I had not known lust,4 except the law had said,5 eThou« Ex. «. i7;

8 shalt not covet. But ''sin, taking occasion6 by the command- Acn'xx'. ?i;
7 • 11 t • 1 r> Chap. xiil.

ment, wrought ' in me all manner of concupiscence.* For 9;

o 'without8 the law sin was9 dead. For 10 I was alive without8 -s; v. *>;
ver. ti.

the law once : but when the commandment came, sin revived,11 • « <-'«. *»•

10 and12 I died. And the commandment, * which was ordained / Lev.xviH.
* 5 ; Ez. xx.

11 to18 life, I found14 to be unto death. For sin, 'taking occa- 'V-Ii'i!?'
' ' ° 9 tor. m. 7.

sion6 by the commandment, deceived15 me, and by16 it slew g v"*' 8' ""■

12 me. Wherefore17 * the law is holy, and the commandment* p» xix. 8;

holy, and just, and good. -37 i 1 Tim.

13 Was 18 then that which is good made 19 death unto me ? God

forbid.1 But sin, that it might appear sin, working death in20

me by 16 that which is good ; that sin by 16 the commandment

might become exceeding sinful.

14 For we know that the law is spiritual : but I am carnal, ' sold ' i *'"**•,"'■

15 under sin. For that which I do,21 I allow22 not: for *what I J^"*"™-

k Ver. 19-23;

1 Let it never be i Nay, but * except through Gal- v. 17.

* evil desire or coveting * if the law had not said * taking occasion,

7 through the commandment wrought * apart from • is

10 Now n or sprang into life " but u was unto

14 this (or the same) was found by me

ls through the commandment deceived lt through " So that

" Did w become * to 21 perform ** know
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Comp. chap.

viii. 5-8;

Gal. v. 16,

etc.

16 would, that do I not;23 but what I hate, that do I. If then I

do that which I would not,24 I consent unto ^ the law that it is

17 good. Now then it is no more I that do-6 it, but sin that

18 dwelleth27 in me. For I know that 'in me (that is, in my'^°":5i

flesh,) dwelleth no good thing : 28 for to will ffl is present with

me; but /ww20 to perform that which is good I find not.81

19 ""For the good that I would,32 I do not : but the evil which I ""

20 would ^ not, that I do.83 " Now if I do that I would not,24 it « \a. 17-

21 is no more I that do20 it, but sin that dwelleth27 in me. I find« Comp. >

then a34 law, that, when I would do good, evil is present with b&Lw- ■<>';

mc.35 For I delight in the law of God after • the inward man : ■<>■
b # / Gal. t. 17

But p see another • law in * my members, warring against the v ch»p- * "■

law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to 37 the law of

sin which is in my members.

24 O wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver me from the

25 body of this death?38 rI thank God39 through Jesus Christ r ,7Cor "

our Lord. So then ' with the mind I myself 40 serve the law of J vee£; ',%1'y,

God ; but 'with the flesh the law of sin. c p,m7'

28 For not what I wish, that I practise ;

M But if what I wish not, that I do 25 agree with

28 no longer I that perform r dwelling 2a good doth not dwell

29 wish ■° omit how 81 is not {according to the best authorities)

82 wish 83 practise •* the

85 to me wishing to do good, evil is present (see notes) 8e a different

87 under (//'/., in) M or this body of death *> Thanks to God

40 I myself (or of myself) with the mind (or with my mind indeed)

22

23

Introductory Note. This section has been

a theological battle-field for fifteen hundred years :

the main question being, to whom does Paul refer

when he says ' I,' whose history is he describing ?

It is generally agreed that the experience is his

own, but that it is applicable to all men, in so far

as they are striving to obey the law. It is also

generally conceded that the first part of the de

scription (vers. 7-13) refers to Paul (and to men

in general) before regeneration. The question

which remains is : To what class does the descrip

tion of vers. 14-25 apply? Explanations: I. To

the unregenerale man, depicting the unsuccessful

strivings of his better moral nature. The main

difficulty with this view is that some of the expres

sions indicate a higher moral purpose than is

found in unrenewed man. 2. To the regenerate

man. In favor of this may be urged (a.) the

change to the present tense from \>er. 14 on ;

(b.) the common experience of Christians as re

spects indwelling sin. The objection is that the

whole passage up to ver. 25 is silent as to the dis

tinctively Christian character of the work of sanc-

tification. Moreover this view would tend to

ignore the obvious difference between chaps, vii.

and viii. If the experience is that of a Christian,

it is that of a Christian who is still dallying with

law as the principle of holy living. 3. It seems

best to hold that the Apostle does not have in

mind any sharp distinction between the unregen-

eratc and regenerate states, but gives the experi

ence of man attempting to become better through

the law ; of an awakened man, before he comes

to Christ ; but also of a Christian man so far as

he feels the pressure of law rather than the power

of the Spirit. Hence it is not always possible to

discriminate, if the distinction between the regen

erate and unregenerate states is emphasized. Vet

the Apostle himself, as a Jew, before his conver

sion, probably passed through this entire expe

rience. It was his state as a Pharisee (Godet),

not when sunk in sin, but when awakened to earn

est struggles against sin under the scourge of

the law, under preparation for a state of grace.

Many legal, despondent Christians never pass out

of this conflict into the more joyous life of tne

Spirit. They believe that they are justified by

faith in Christ, and yet attempt to be sanctified

by works of the law.

But the section not only presents the common

experience of individuals, it also sketches the re

ligious history of the race. Vers. 7-13 correspond

with the phenomena of heathenism ; the natural

man, at first without revealed law and then con

victed by it Vers. 14-25 present the phenomena

of Judaism, man under the law, his conscience

quickened thereby, but he himself still in bond

age, longing for a deliverer. The closing verses

prepare for chap, viii., which presents Christianity

with its life of freedom in the Spirit.

In the fifth century the passage was discuss™

by Augustine, who changed his views in regard
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to it after his controversy with Pclagius. Many

centuries later, in Holland, the exegesis of the

passage was the pivotal point in the conflict be

tween the Calvinists and Arminians. The ten

dency at present seems to be in favor of the posi

tion advanced under (3).

V'cr. 7. What shall we say then 1 Comp. chap,

iii. 5. The Apostle proposes to consider the wrong

inference which arises in many minds, that because

the law works as described in vers. 5, 6, it is itself

wrong. — Is the law sin 1 Because, on account of

it, we sin, as already described, is it of an immoral

nature ? This the Apostle indignantly denies,

with the usual formula : Let it never be ; and then

proceeds to show how the good law occasions

these results in us—Kay, bat I had not known

sin. The law discovers sin, and in a measure in

cites to it, but it is not itself sin nor the cause of

sin. We take ' but ' as ' but on the contrary,' for

if it were not opposed to sin it would not discover

it. ' Howbcit ' is objectionable, since it concedes

too much : as does Alford's view : ' I say not

that, but what I mean is that.' ' Known sin '

points to both theoretical and experimental knowl

edge of sin ; the latter includes the excitement to

sin which every human being feels, to some extent,

when confronted with a positive precept.— Except

through the law. The article is wanting, and the

principle applies in part to law in general, but the

next clause shows that the Mosaic law is meant.—

For I had not known. This confirms the previous

statement ; the verb is different from that which

precedes, suggesting a slighter knowledge ; even

this is denied. — Evil desire; or, 'coveting,' to

correspond with the similar verb which follows.

' Lust ' is too specific — Thou shalt not covet.

From Ex. xx. 17. The objects of the coveting are

omitted, for it was the evil desire itself which was

made known to him by the commandment forbid

ding it.

Ver. 8. But tin. This approaches a personifi

cation of sin, as in chap. v. 12-21. The excite

ment resulting from the pressure of the law is now

described.—Taking occasion. This should be sep

arated by a comma from what follows : ' It indi

cates the furnishing the material and ground of

attack, the wherewith and whence to attack' (Al-

ford). — Through the commandment, namely, that

mentioned in ver. 7, wrought in me all manner

of evil desire ; the same word as in ver. 7. ' To

man everything forbidden appears as a desirable

blessing ; but yet, as it is forbidden, he feels that

his freedom is limited, and now his lust rages more

violently, like the waves against the dyke ' (Tho-

luck). Philippi calls this, 'an immovably certain

psychological fact, which man can more easily

reason away and dispute away, than do away?

The classic authors support the same principle :

see the quotations given in the footnote, Lange,

Romans, pp. 229, 230. — For apart from the law,

or, independently of law, tin U dead. Not 'was,'

the proposition is a general one. ' Dead ' is here

used in a relative, not an absolute, sense. Sin is

relatively inoperative until excited into opposition

by the law. A reference to its being unobserved,

undetected, is less probable. The context shows

that the Mosaic law is meant. ' That this may be

and is misused by the principle of sin, in the way

indicated, arises from the fact, that it comes for

ward merely with the outward command (thou

shalt, thou shalt not), without giving the power

of fulfilment' (Meyer J. This is also applicable

to the law written in men's hearts, but because

sin is essentially opposition to God, the revealed

law of God with its sanctions arouses the greatest

opposition.

Ver. 9. Now I was alive without the law once.

'For' is incorrect; this clause continues the de

scription of the state without the law. 'Alive'

has been explained as meaning: (1.) I seemed

to myself to live, because not knowing my sin.

(2.) I lived securely as a Pharisee. (3.) I lived

comparatively innocent. The first is too nar

row ; the second is opposed by the immediate

context which does not point to conversion ; the

last is preferable, if not pressed too far. ' Before

an individual has a distinct and vivid perception

of the nature and spirituality and extent of the

Divine law, he is less active and desperate in his

sin and guilt than after he comes to seek a knowl

edge ' (Stuart). — But when the commandment

came ; when the specific precept came home to

me with its prohibition and command. This does

not refer to the experience immediately preceding

conversion, as some of the older expositors claim.

Bin revived, or, 'sprang into life.' The former is

the more literal sense, but involves a difficulty in

regard to the previous existence of sin, which it

implies. We may, however, explain it as referring

to the power of sin which is dormant, though liv

ing, until it is aroused into activity through the

commandment. — But I died. Just as sin became

alive, he died ; he, through the knowledge and ex

citement of sin, entered into a moral state, which

he calls death. This is further explained in what

follows.

Ver. 10. Which was unto life. The promise

of the law, covering its every 'commandment,'

was ' do this and live ; ' its aim was ' life.' — This,

or, ' the same.' The latter is perhaps preferable,

giving a tragical force to the expression : ' this

very commandment.' —Was found by me to be

unto death. The aim was ' life ; ' as a matter of

personal human experience the result was ' death.'

The present misery resulting from the excitement

and knowledge of sin seems to be referred to, for

this only could be ' found ' to be the result, as a

matter of experience.

Ver. 1 1. For sin, etc. In ver. 8, which resem

bles this, Paul explains the excitement of evil de

sire through the law ; namely, how sin revived,

but here he explains the other phrase : ' I died.'

The word ' sin is herein more emphatic than in

ver. 8. It was not in the 'law,' but 'sin' that

wrought this sad result. —Through the command

ment deceived me. These words are to be joined

together, in accordance with the analogy of ver. 8,

and of the following clause. ' It first made the

commandment a provocation, and then a means of

condemnation. Thus what applies to Satan, that

he was first man's tempter, and then his accuser,

applies likewise to sin. This passage calls to

mind the serpent in Paradise, as in 2 Cor. xi. 3

(Lange). To refer this to the conviction of sin

which precedes conversion seems unnecessary. —

And through it slew me. It thus led to a con

sciousness of the state of sin and misery referred

to in ver. 10 : 'I died.' The experience here

portrayed has been reproduced in every age : this

is the universal effect of God's law upon sinful

man whose conscience is not yet dead.

Ver. 12. 80 that. The result of the whole dis

cussion (vers. 7-1 1 ) is not to cast doubt upon the

law, but to maintain its character as worthy of

God who gave it. The original suggests a sec
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ond member of the sentence, which is indicated

in ver. 13. — The law is holy. This positive char

acter of the law Paul does not stop to prove ; for

the only suspicion against its holy character came

from the sinful results already spoken of. But there

the law was constantly condemning, which con

demnation betokened that it was ' holy.' — And

the commandment. What is true of the law as a

whole, is also true of its single commandments. —

Holy and just and good. ' Holy,' because it comes

from a holy God ; ' just,' because of its form ;

'good,' because of its end (so Bengel). As the

specific commandment had in each case been

used by sin to deceive and slay him, the Apostle

gives this full declaration of the character of ' the

commandment'

Ver. 13. Sid then that which is good, 1. e., did

the commandment itself, which was 'good,' de

signed for beneficial results, become death onto

me. This the Apostle denies : The law itself was

neither sin (ver. 7) nor the cause of death. — But

■in; sin became death unto me. — That it might

appear sin. This was the design, namely, that it

might be shown to be what it really is ; compare

the last clause. — Working death to me through

that which is good. This was the mode in which

sin was made to appear sin : by making use of

what is good to produce death in men, it reveals

more fully its own hideous character. ' As it is

the sovereign right of good to overrule evil results

for good, so it is the curse of sin to pervert the

effects of what is good to evil ' (from Lange). —

That sin, etc. This clause is parallel to the pre

ceding one, expressing again the purpose. —

Through the commandment, i. e., ' that which is

good.' — Exceeding sinful. ' Such is the design

of the law, so far as the salvation of sinners is

concerned. It does not prescribe the conditions

of salvation.' Neither is the law the means of

sanctification. It cannot make us holy. On the

contrary, its operation is to excite and exasperate

sin — to render its power more dreadful and de

structive' (Hodge). Because this is so true, it

seems unlikely that what immediately follows is

the distinctive experience of a Christian.

Ver. 14. For we know. This is again an ap

peal to Christian experience, but we cannot infer

from this that the experience of the ' I ' is distinc

tively Christian. This verse is a proof of ver. 13.

— The law is spiritual ; in its essence it is divine,

because its characteristics are those of the Holy

Spirit. This view agrees best with the contrast

which follows. Other views : inspired by the

Holy Spirit; related to the spiritual nature of

man ; fulfilled by those only who have the Holy

Spirit ; requiring an angelic righteousness, etc

Most of these are true, but not in accordance with

the Scripture use of the word ' spiritual,' or with

the context. — But I am carnal. The change of

a single letter gives, as the better reading, the

word meaning/made of flesh,' instead of that mean

ing, ' of a fleshly character.' The correct reading

seems to give the stronger sense, though this is

denied by some, in order to defend the reference

to the regenerate man. We think Paul here de

scribes himself not as a Christian, but over

against the law. For he does not use the word

' spirit ' at all in this description, and applies ' spir

itual ' only to the law ; whereas in the Christian the

conflict is directly between ' flesh ' and ' Spirit ' (on

these terms, see Excursus below). ' It is true the

situation, which the Apostle thus exhibits in his

own representative Ego, was for himself as an in

dividual one long since past ; but he realizes it as

present and places it before the eyes like a picture,

in which the standpoint of the happier present in

which he now finds himself renders possible the

perspective that lends to every feature of his por

trait the light of clearness and truth ' (Meyer). —

Sold under sin. A permanent state of slavery is

referred to ; sin being personified as the master.

How this state of slavery manifests itself is de

scribed in the next verse.

Ver. 15. For that which I perform. In this

passage there are three Greek words translated

'do' in the A. V. We distinguish them thus:

perform, practise, do ; the first is usually rendered

' work.' — I know not. This does not mean : ' I

do not approve,' but that like a slave he performs

ignorantly the will of his master. But Lange

rightly says : ' thus one thing dawns upon him—

that he acts in gloomy self-distraction, and in con

tradiction of abetter but helpless desire and re

pugnance.' The rest of the verse indicates this :

For not what I wish, that I practise ; bat what I

hate that do L We change ' would ' to ' wish 'on

account of the contrast with ' hate,' though ' will '

would be more literal. The main question here

is respecting these two contrasted verbs, 'will'

(or, ' wish ') and ' hate.' Some strengthen the

former into ' love,' in the interest of an exclusive

reference to the regenerate ; others weaken the

latter into ' do not wish.' We prefer to regard

' hate ' as stronger than ' wish,' while ' practise ' is

stronger than 'do.' This suggests that the desire

for good is less strong than the hatred of evil.

Passages from heathen writers express similar

sentiments. It is asserted that no such ' will ' ex

ists in the unregenerate man, but this is true only

where the sense of ' will ' is unduly pressed. To

admit that an unregenerate man can use the lan

guage of this verse, is perfectly consistent with a

belief in the depravity of the human will.

Ver. 16. But if. This verse is a logical infer

ence from the position of ver. 15. It is, however,

the logic of a Christian applied to the condition

under the law, or it may mark an advanced step

in the recognition of the true position toward the

law. — What I wish not, that I do. Compare the

similar clause in ver. 15. Here the weaker phrase

'wish not' is substituted for 'hate.' Even this

negative attitude proves the character of the law.

— I agree with the law that it is good. ' I agre'

with,' marks an acquiescence in the high moral

character of the law. This acquiescence is more

than intellectual, or no conviction of sin would re

sult. Some conviction of sin is implied, and

must exist in every man awakened by the claims

of the law. ' My conduct, therefore, so far as my

desire is opposed to it, appears according to this

contradiction, as a proof that I concur with the

law that it is beautiful, i. c, morally good ; the

moral excellence which the law affirms of itself

(t. g\, Deut. iv. 8) I also agree with it in acknowl

edging ; in point of fact, I say yes to it ' (Meyer).

Ver. 1 7. How then, or, ' but now,' as the case

stands. — It is no longer I that perform it, »'• '■<

' what I wish not.' I am a slave under sin, wha|

' I perform, I know not ' (ver. 16). Both ' now

and ' no longer' are logical, not temporal ; they

point to an inference, not necessarily to a transi

tion from a former condition into a state of grace.

' I ' refers to the ' moral self-consciousness,' but

there is as yet no indication that this state of

things of itself does or can lead to anything better.

The desire is powerless ; the ' I ' is enslaved. —
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Bat sin dwelling in me ; the master to whom I

am enslaved. 'In me ' is supposed by many to

differ from ' I,' since ver. 18 explains the former

as ' in my flesh.' The two phrases are a verbal

reproduction of the apparent duality in the per

son who is passing through such a moral conflict.

There is no sign of release, no assertion of power

to do good of which the ' I ' approves. Whether

the experience be that of a regenerate or unregen-

erate man, the moral responsibility rests on him

in whom sin dwells ; the description is intended to

prove the powerlessness of man under the law, not

to define his responsibility.

Ver. 18. For I know ; not, ' we know,' which

would point to common Christian experience. This

verse proves from the experience of the man whose

case is described the truth of ver. 17. — In me,

that is, in my flesh, in my depraved human nature ;

' flesh ' being here used in its strict ethical sense.

Usually in this sense the antithesis is ' Spirit,' and

even here that idea is implied in the spirituality

of the law which produces the experience under

discussion. Hence it is not necessary to assume

that the case is that of a regenerate man, in order

to find room for a reference to the Holy Spirit,

over against the ' flesh.' The man under the

law, whether before or after conversion, is here

represented as becoming conscious that he is

' made of flesh,' under the conflict awakened by

the law. The better desire may exist (see next

clause), but in every case it is powerless unless the

man escapes from the law to Christ— For to

wish is present with me, lies before me. The

word translated ' wish ' (' would,' A. V.) is the

same throughout the passage, and preserves the

same general sense, of wishing, being willing,

rather tlian of a decisive purpose or controlling

desire. — Bat to perform that which is good is

not. We follow here the better sustained reading.

Wishing lies before me, but executing does not ;

I can and do have a desire for what is good, but

I cannot and do not carry that desire into effect ;

this experience proves that there dwells in me,

that is, in my flesh, no good thing. So far as one

is ' in the flesh,' this is his highest moral state ;

only when 'in the Spirit' can good be truly per

formed.

Ver. 19. For the good, etc. This verse is a proof

of the last clause of ver. 18 ; and ver. 20, which

is an inference from this verse, leads back to the

statement of ver. 17. — Bat the evil which I wish

not, that I practice. This is the strongest ex

pression of sinfulness yet made. Paul, looking

back from his Christian point of view, no doubt

includes more than heathen writers have done

when using similar expressions, but what he says

is to a certain extent the experience of every man

whose conscience is affected by the law.

Ver. 20. But if what I wish not, etc. Since

this is the case (as ver. 19 shows), then the posi

tion of ver. 17 is sustained : it is no longer I, etc.

The repetition in this clause is exact, but in the

phrase ' I wish,' some emphasis rests on ' I.'

This is taken by many as indicating a progress in

thought. But there is no sign as yet of a more

hopeful condition. The progress is still toward

wretchedness, despite, or perhaps because of,

this increased desire.

Ver. 21. I find then the law, etc. The literal

sense of the verse is : I find then the law to me

wishing (willing) to do the good, that to me the

evil is present. Some refer ' the law ' to the Mo

saic law, because that has been In mind up to this

point. But it is very difficult to explain the verse

on this theory. Moreover, in what immediately

follows (vers. 22, 23), Maw' is used in a wider

sense, and ' the law of God ' is specified, as if the

term here used had another reference. We pre

fer, therefore, the usual view : ' I find then (as the

summing of my experience, ver. 14-20) the law

(of moral contradiction) when I wish to do good,

that evil is present with me.' Ver. 22, 23 then

introduce the opposing laws which make the con

tradiction. ( Meyer thus explains the verse : ' I

find, then, while my will is directed to the law in

order to do good, that evil is present with men.'

Some prefer : ' I find then with respect to the

law, when,' etc.)

Vers. 22, 23. We have four phrases contrasted

in pairs : ' The law of God ; ' ' another law in my

members,' etc. ; 'the law of my mind ; ' ' the law of

sin and death,' etc. Each phrase has its distinct

meaning, while those forming pairs are closely re

lated : The law of God is the Mosaic law, but the

law of the mind is the same law so far as it is

operative in the mind ; the law in the members is

the law of sin, so far as it is operative in the

members ; the extreme contrast is between the

law of God and the law of sin and death. * The

law' of ver. 21 is this principle of moral conflict

which the Apostle found in his experience.

Ver. 22. For I delight in the law of God. 'For '

introduces an explanation of ver. 2 1 . ' Delight in '

is stronger than 'agree with' (ver. 16), but must

not be pressed too far, since ver. 21, of which this

is an explanation, is a summing up of the experi

ence in vers. 14-20. Meyer explains : 'I rejoice

with the law of God, so that its joy (the law being

personified) is also mine.' But this is not neces

sary, and too strong. — After the inward man.

Those who refer the experience to the regenerate

man consider this phrase as identical with ' the

new man,' under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

But why is the influence of the Spirit so carefully

kept out of view ? Some say : Because Paul

would set the conflict in the strongest light. But

it is unlike him to keep Christ and the Holy

Spirit in the background. We prefer, then, to

distinguish between ' the inward man ' and the

' new man.' The former is the internal sphere of

spiritual influence where the law operates : in the

regenerate man this has become the new man, but

before renewal by the Holy Spirit the inner man,

despite all its agreement with the law, even when

in aroused feeling it might be said to delight in

the law of God, is in a helpless condition, all the

more miserable, because of its approval of the law.

When the Christian is ' under the law,' his delight

may be more pronounced, but so long as he seeks

sanctification through the law, he is quite as help

less. ' The inward man ' here is nearly equivalent

to ' mind ' in vers. 23, 25 ; and also to ' spirit,' so

far as that term exclusively applies to the highest

part of man's nature, irrespective of the inwork-

mg of the Holy Spirit. (See Excursus below.)

Ver. 23. Bnt I see a different law. Not sim

ply ' another,' but a ' different,' one ; comp. Gal.

1. 6, 7. Paul represents himself as witnessing the

conflict within his own person. — In my members.

To be joined with ' law. This does not mean ' in

my flesh,' i. e., carnal nature, over against my re

newed nature, but points to the members of the

body, as the locality where the working of the op

posing law is most evident. It is not implied that

these members are the sole seat of sin. This is

unpauline, whether applied to the regenerate or
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to the unregenerate. — Warring against the law

of my mind. The conflict is against the law of

God, not as such, but as having the locality of its

operation in the ' mind.' This term refers to the

higher part of man's nature, or spirit ; here re

garded in its practical activity. This does not

mean the unfallen human spirit, there being no

trace of such a notion in the New Testament,

Nor on the other hand is ' mind ' here equivalent

to renewed nature. In that case we would find

some hint of the Holy Spirit's influence. So far

as a man is living under the law, the best that his

' mind ' can do for him is to present a powerless

opposition to the law in the members.— Bringing

me into captivity, ' taking me prisoner,' under the

law of tin. ' In ' is the literal sense. The sense

is not materially altered by this change of reading.

The law in the members is the warrior that takes

the captive, the law of sin is the victor under

whom the captive is held ; the two laws are prac

tically identical. A wretched condition (ver. 24),

but some recognition of it is a necessary prelimi

nary to deliverance.

Ver. 24. 0 wretched man that I am ! Some

would inclose this verse and the first clause of

ver. 25 in parenthesis ; but this is unnecessary.

The word ' wretched ' implies ' exhausted by hard

labor ; ' comp. Malt. xi. 28. The prominent ideas

are of helplessness and wretchedness ; the cry for

deliverance follows. A believer may thus speak,

doubtless often does ; but this condition is pre

cisely that from which we are delivered. — Who

chall deliver me. Not merely a wish : would that

1 were delivered, but rather : who will deliver me,

who can do it ; not without a reference to help

from a person. Those who apply the passage to

the regenerate must assume here a temporary

absence of relief. It does apply to the regen

erate man, when by seeking sanctification by the

law he forgets Chnst, and deprives himself of the

help of the Spirit. — From, lit., ' out of,' the body

of this death, or, ' this body of death.' The inter

pretations are quite various : 1. This body of

death ; (a) this mortal body. But this makes the

body the seat of sin, or amounts to a desire for

death ; both of which are unpauline and contrary

to the context, {i) Still less satisfactory is the

view that personifies death as a monster with a

body. 2. ' The body of this death.' This is pref

erable, since the emphasis in the original seems to

rest upon ' this death.' There is, however, no ref

erence to physical death, but to the whole condition

of helplessness, guilt, and misery just described,

which is, in effect, spiritual death. But ' body '

may be taken either: (a) literally, or (6) figura

tively. The literal sense suggests that the body

is the seat of sin, and may be made equivalent to

a desire for death. Meyer guards it thus : ' Who

shall deliver me out of bondage under the law of

sin into moral freedom, in which my body shall no

longer serve as the seat of this shameful death.'

This agrees with the reference to ' members ' in

ver. 23. But the figurative sense has more to

recommend it ' Body ' is the organism of ' this

death ;' it clings to me as closely as the body.

Wc thus avoid on the one hand making this a de

sire for death, and on the other giving to * body '

that ethical sense which is peculiar to 'flesh.'

The ethical idea is in this ' death ' not in ' body.'

A turning point is now reached. It is probable

that even this cry is uttered ' in full consciousness

of the deliverance which Christ has effected, and

as leading to the expression of thanks which fol

lows' (Alford, following De Wette).

Ver. 25. I thank God, or, ' thanks to God ; ' it

being difficult to decide between the two. (Some

authorities read : but thanks to God.) This

thanksgiving is for deliverance : it is a deliver

ance through Jesus Christ our Lord. Not simply

that the thanksgiving is through Him, but the fart

that the thanks to God is due to Jesus Christ

Here is the key-note of a life distinctivly Chris

tian over against the attempt to live better under

the law. — 80 then. This sums up the whole :

since this is the conflict and a hopeless one until

Christ delivers. Others would connect this with

ver. 24. — I myself, etc. The two leading inter

pretations are : (1.) 'I myself as the same man,'

live this divided life ; (2.) ' I of myself,' apart

from Christ, thus live. If ( 1 ) be adopted, and

applied to the man who has uttered the thanksgiv

ing, the inference would be that such discord was

the normal condition of the Christian. To apply

it to the unregenerate man seems objectionable,

for how can such an one be said to serve the law

of God. On the whole, then, (2.) is more satis

factory. ' I in myself, notwithstanding whatever

progress in righteousness the Spirit of Christ may

have wrought in me, or will work in this life, am

still most imperfect ; with my mind, indeed, I

serve the law of God, but with my flesh the law of

sin ; and, tried by the law, could not be justified,

but would come under condemnation, if viewed

in myself, and not in Christ Jesus' (Forbes).

This suggests the connection with chap. viii. To

make an alternative : either with the mind, etc,

or with the flesh, is not grammatical. — With the

mind, or, ' with my mind indeed.' Not ' with the

Spirit,' for it is the man of the law who is still

spoken of, even though he has been delivered

and looks back upon the worst of the conflict.

With the flesh the law of tin. The service of the

law, whose excellence is recognized by the mind,

is attempted, but the flesh interferes, as the rul

ing power it brings into captivity in every ease

where the mere service of law, even of the law

of God, is the aim. That the Christian is not

ruled by the flesh is his distinctive privilege, but

obedience from legalistic motives gives the flesh

fresh power. Hence we find here, even after the

thanksgiving, a quasi-confession of defeat, to con

nect with the next chapter.

' The whole passage seems, by its alternations,

its choice of words, as well as its position in the

Epistle, to point to an experience which is pro

duced by the holy, just, and good law of God,

rather than the gospel of Jesus Christ ; so that

even the out-burst of Christian gratitude is fol

lowed by a final recurrence to the conflict, which

is, indeed, ever-recurring, so long as we seek holij

ness through the law rather than through Chnst

(Riddle in Lange, Romans, p. 244).
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Excursus on some Psychological Terms of the New Testament.

1. Body. This generally refers to the physical body, though it often suggests the organism of the

body. A living body is usually meant Figuratively it is applied to the Church. In a few passages

where it seems to imply sinfulness, it should be interpreted in a figurative sense, as referring to the

organism of sin (Rom. vi. 6 ; vii. 24 ; Col. ii. 11), since the thought that the body is the source of sin,

or even its chief seat, is unwarranted alike by Scripture and by experience.

2. Soul. The word we translate soul often means ' life,' animal life ; the word which represents

eternal life, life in the highest sense, is a different one. ' Soul ' may mean the whole immaterial part

of man, or it may be distinguished from ' spirit' But the distinction is difficult to define, see under

3. It does not mean the fallen part of our immaterial nature over against an unfallen part called

' spirit,* nor is it to be limited to the animal life. The Old Testament usage seems decisive on both

points. It is unfortunate that the influence of Hebrew modes of thought have not been sufficiently

recognized in the discussions about this and kindred terms. Furthermore the analytic tendency of

many modern systems has led to the acceptance of a division where the Scriptures suggest only a dis

tinction.

3. Spirit. This term, the Hebrew equivalent of which is very common in the Old Testament,

has in the New Testament a number of meanings. It is derived from t|ie word meaning ' to blow,' and

retains in rare instances (John. iii. 8 ; Heb. i. 7) its early sense of wind. We often use it now as

equivalent to temper, disposition ; but in the New Testament it rarely, if ever, refers to this alone. It

is, however, applied to evil, unclean, spirits, and to good angels. In these cases it refers to a mode

of being, irrespective of the moral quality, which is defined by the context.

Aside from these incidental meanings, the word is used in the New Testament in three senses : —

(a.) The theological sense, referring to the Holy Spirit.

(A) The anthropological sense, referring to the spirit of man, as part of his nature.

\c.) The soteriological sense, referring to the indwelling Holy Spirit, or to the spirit of man as in

formed by the indwelling Holy Spirit.

{a.) The prevailing sense in the New Testament is the theological one, that is, it means the Spirit

of God, the Holy Spirit In the contrast with ' flesh ' (see below) it usually has this sense, but fre

quently in the modified form which is discussed under \c).

(t.) The anthropological sense is not very common. It must be insisted upon, father for the pur

pose of defining the other senses and kindred terms, than for its own sake. In I Thess. v. 23, we find

a reference to ' body, soul, and spirit,' but even here Christians are spoken of. At the same time we

infer from this passage, from the Old Testament distinctions, and from Heb. iv. 12, 'that in the orig

inal structure of man there is something— yet remaining, needing, and capable of sanctification —

corresponding to the three terms, body, soul, and spirit' It is implied in 1 Thess. v. 23, that the

spirit needs sanctification, and that the body and soul also are to be preserved for God. Holding fast

to these points, we shall escape many of the false inferences drawn from the theory of the tri-partite

nature of man (trichotomy). On the other hand we must not go to the extreme of holding that the

' spirit * is the renewed nature, hence that man has not a ' spirit ' before regeneration. ' It must be

held fast, that man could not receive the Spirit of God, if he were not himself a spiritual being ; yet

it is a supposition of the Scriptures, that, since the fall, the spiritual nature is bound in the natural

man, and does not come to its actuality ' (Lange). This view includes 'the mind,' and 'the inward

man' (see 5, below) under the term 'spirit,' making the spirit the sphere in which Divine influences

l>egin their operations, like God in mode of being, but the very inmost seat of moral unlikeness to

Him. Before renewal the 'spirit' is itself under the power of the ' flesh' (see 4, (1.), (4.), below).

The New Testament never contrasts 'flesh 'with this sense of 'spirit' Hence this anthropological

sense is rare compared with that which follows.

(<-.) The soteriological sense : the Holy Spirit in the human spirit, or, the human spirit acted upon

by the Holy Spirit. As distinguished from {a.) this is the subjective sense, as distinguished from (*.)

it is a theological sense. In Paul's writings it is very frequent, and we find it expressed in the Gospels :

' that which is born of the Spirit is spirit ' (John iii. 6) ; comp. Matt. xxvi. 41 ; Mark xiv. 38. This

sense includes the terra ' new man ; ' comp. also Eph. iv. 24 ; Col. iii. 10.

4. Flesh, (i.) Physical sense. In the Old Testament this term is applied to ' man with the

adjunct idea of frailty ' (Tholuck), but the idea of depravity is not suggested. In the New Testament

the physical sense occurs, with a reference to the earthly life and relations (Gal. ii. 20 ; 2 Cor. x. 3 ;

Eph. ii. 15; Phil. i. 22, 24; Col. i. 22, etc.). In these instances the contrast with man's new relation

to God is only negatively implied. In other cases the term is almost = body, or to the material of

which the body is composed. ' According to the flesh,' as applied to Christ, refers to His human na

ture (or, descent), probably with the idea of frailty, as in the Old Testament use. Here, too, we may

trace the notion of physiological descent, suggesting the transmission of nature, a thought not remote

from the strictly ethical sense ; comp. John iii. 6 : ' that which is born of the flesh is flesh.'

(2.) The ethical sense of flesh is recognized by all commentators. It is in contrast with 'Spirit,'

cither expressed or implied, and this gives the key to its meaning, i. c ., that it refers to our unregen-

erate depraved nature, but the exact significance has been frequently discussed.

(j.) How much of man's nature is included under the term 'flesh,' when used in the ethical

sense. We answer more than the body, or the body with its animal life and appetites. The Bible

nowhere justifies the Pagan view that sin is confined to our animal life. Nor can we limit the term

to body and soul, excluding the human spirit from the empire of the flesh. The distinction between

soul and spirit is not essentially an ethical one ; the only passage suggesting this is 1 Cor. ii. 14.

where ' spiritual,' however, implies the influence of the Holy Spirit The antithesis to ' flesh ' in
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this ethical sense never is the unregeneratc human spirit. Even in Rom. vii. 18, 25, where ' inward

man,' and ' mind ' are contrasted with ' flesh,' the real antithesis is to be found in ver. 14 : ' the law

is spiritual, but I am carnal,' which is illustrated in the description that follows. ' Flesh,' therefore,

means, not a tendency or direction of life in one part of man's nature, but the whole human nature,

body, soul, and spirit, separated from God, the human nature we inherit ' according to the flesh,' from

Adam.

(6.) This human nature, termed ' flesh,' is essentially alienated from God ; antagonism to God is the

essence of sin. Its positive principle is selfishness, for after God is rejected, self becomes supreme.

The human nature, thus alienated from God, with selfishness as its ruling principle, seeks its gratifica

tion in the creature, for it has forsaken God, and it requires some object external to itself. This devo

tion to the creature has a higher form as sensuousness, and deems itself noble, in its intellectual and

esthetic pursuit of other things more than God. But the course of heathenism, as portrayed in chap,

i , shows that it is an easy step to sensuality, the lower form of fleshly gratification. Hence this ethical

sense of ' flesh ' has been confused with its lowest manifestations, namely, physical appetites. But the

true definition is : ' Flesh is the whole nature of man, turned away from God, in the supreme interest

of self, devoted to the creature.' This definition links together ungodliness and sin, implies the inabil

ity of the law, and the necessity of the renewing influence of the Holy Spirit.

5. Mind. The word translated 'mind' in the preceding section is yout, and may be distinguished

from several other Greek terms occasionally rendered by the same English word. As indicated in the

above comments, 'mind ' here is not equivalent to renewed nature, nor does it include merely the

intellectual faculties. It is rather the active organ of the human spirit, the practical reason, usually

as directed to moral questions. Hence it properly covers what we term the moral sense, or con

science. But the Scriptural anthropology does not favor the view that this 'mind' of itself is not

depraved ; for it is used several times in connection with the worst forms of heathenism, and in other

passages obviously means a sinful mind (chap. i. 28 ; Eph. iv. 17 ; Col. ii. 18 ; 1 Tim. vi. 5 ; 2 Tim.

lii. 8 ; Tit. i. 15). The ' inward man ' (ver. 22) is practically equivalent to this term, and represents

the same moral status : before regeneration under the dominion of the flesh, but made the sphere of

the operations of the Holy Spirit, so that a 'new man ' results, in whom the Holy Spirit dwells. But

both ' mind ' and ' inward man ' may cover the whole immaterial nature of man ; the former in its

moral and intellectual aspects; the latter in its theological aspects (so Ellicott).

6. Heart. Although this term occurs with comparative infrequency in this Epistle, it is impor

tant to understand its application in the New Testament. More distinctly than any of the other terms

it shows the influence of the Old Testament. It is regarded as the central organ of the entire human

personality, and includes what we distinguish as intellect and feeling, sometimes the will also. It

is the organ of both soul and spirit, and yet is sometimes distinguished from the former (comp. the

sum of the commandments : ' Thou shall love the Lord thy God, with all thy heart, and with all thy

soul,' etc.), never from the latter, although occasionally used as if equivalent to it (Ps. Ii. 10, 17;

comp. Col. ii. 5 with 1 Thess. ii. 17). Hence it is inferred that it is more closely allied to 'spirit ' than

to ' soul ; ' but we must beware of making divisions, where only phases of a vital unity are concerned.

The important point to be remembered is, that while ' heart ' includes the affections, the term in the

Scriptures does not imply the contrast we make between ' head ' and ' heart,' i. e., intellect and affec

tions. In chap. x. 9, 10, believing is predicated of the ' heart,' but in contrast with confessing with

the 'mouth,' not with intellectual credence. Hence the phrase 'new heart' implies far more than a

change of feelings, just as ' repentance ' suggests more than our English ' change of mind,' which is

the literal sense of the Greek. For ' mind ' and ' heart ' alike, according to the Hebrew conceptions,

had moral aspects which were the controlling and important ones. ' Heart,' therefore, when used in

the New Testament in a psychological (not physiological) sense, implies a moral quality, but what

that moral quality is depends on the connection. In the case of the regenerate man the ' heart ' is

spoken of as if it were the seat of the Holy Spirit's influence (chap. v. 5 ; 2 Cor. i. 22 ; Gal. iv. 6 ;

Eph. iii. 16, 17). — The incidental meanings of the term may be readily determined.

Clearly, then, the New Testament use of terms serves to emphasize the language of the Apostle in

ver 24 : ' O wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver me from the body of this death ? ' All the

powers and organs of human nature are powerless from this organism of sin, until through Jesus Christ

our Lord deliverance comes.

CHAPTER VIII.

111. THE LIFE IN THE SPIRIT OVER AGAINST THE FAILURE OF THE LAW; THE

GOSPEL AS THE POWER OF GOD UNTO PRESENT SALVATION FROM SIN.

This chapter is ' the climax of the Epistle ' (Tholuck). The gospel is a present power unto salva

tion ; the law has proven a failure, both in justifying (chap, iii.) and in sanctifying men (chap, vii.),

but those who are in Christ Jesus, not only are justified, but also have a new life in the Holy Spirit.

Hence Meyer gives as the theme of the chapter : ' the happy condition of a man in Christ.' Hodge

prefers the heading : ' the security of the believer.' — The whole chapter may be summed up thus :

the life in the Spirit leads to fellowship with Christ in suffering and glory (vers. 1-17) ; in this fellow

ship of suffering we have three grounds of encouragement insuring our blessedness, attesting our

security (vers. 18-30) ; the believer has nothing to fear, for nothing can separate him from the love
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Chapter VIII. 1-17.

1. The Life in the Spirit contrasted with the Life after the Flesh.

The Christian is free from condemnation (ver. 1), because he is freed from the law of sin (ver. 2),

a result which the law could not accomplish, but which is accomplished by God through Christ (vers.

3, 4). Hence he lives according to the Spirit, not according to the flesh, for the former life is true

life, the latter is death, and those who are in this condition cannot please God (vers. 5-8). The test

of true spiritual life is the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, the pledge of the resurrection of our bodies

(vers. 9-1 1). Therefore we ought not to live after the flesh, but through the Spirit mortify the deeds

of the body (vers. 12, 13), being sons of God (ver. 14), having the witness of the Spirit of adoption

(vers. 1 5, 16), and thus assured of the future glory which will follow the present suffering in fellowship

with Christ (ver. 17).

i 'TWERE is therefore now no condemnation to them which 1

are "in Christ Jesus, who2 walk not after the flesh, buta7;0EphV'i.'

2 after the Spirit. For *the law of 'the Spirit of life in Christ chap. «..23.

Jesus hath made me free3 from dthe law of sin and death. 36;chaP.'vi
J 18, u ; Gal.

3 For 'what the law could not do, in that4 it was weak through >>• -9; »■ ■•

the flesh, •'God sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful «>2Cor-

4 flesh,5 and for6 sin, condemned sin in the flesh: That thea'ch»p-Tii-

"righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, Awho walk* djjj"---;^!

not after7 the flesh, but after7 the Spirit. 5fi**'

5 For ' they that are after ' the flesh do mind the things of the/J^4;,.,,.

flesh; but they that are after7 the Spirit, 'the things of the^L&JtSV

C Spirit. For 'to be carnally minded8 is death ; but to be spirit- u.Slr.^d

7 ually minded 9 is life and peace. Because "the carnal mind8 HebjK,

is enmity against God : for it is not subject 10 to the law of God, * Gai. v. 16,

8 "neither indeed can be.11 So then12 they that are in the flesh vers. j-n'.
« John "'■ ° ;

cannot please God. iCor.a. m-
r k Gal. v. 21,

9 But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that ^ ^

"the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man have13 not gg Wg

10 'the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. And if Christ 6eu inyJgJ^-*

you, «the body is dead because of sin ; but the Spirit is life be-" 'Ji°^^,

11 cause of righteousness. But if the Spirit of rhim that raised * rSuJI'o34'

up Jesus from the dead dwell16 in you, 'he that raised up fpe't!'i!'J.;.

Christ from the dead 'shall also quicken18 your mortal bodies' a«su!'>4.

by » his Spirit that dwelleth in you. ' , ■ ,pcor: *A

12 "Therefore,18 brethren, we are debtors, not to the flesh, to !}• EphTu!

13 live after7 the flesh. For * if ye live after 7 the flesh, ye shall t <;omp. 1 cor.

xv. 35,44,

etc.; Phil.

' VlhO >'.' 30,2.1.

2 The best authorities omit who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit y.

8 freed me 4 because 6 of the flesh of sin ' or on account of " vi"'. '

' according to • the mind of the flesh • the mind of the Spirit

10 doth not submit itself u it 1J And " hath

14 But if Christ is ls dwelleth «• will quicken even

11 or on account of [according to some authorities) '• or So then

vol. in. 6
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die: but it ye through19 the Spirit do "mortify20 the deeds of *•,?>*•>■ ":

14 the body, ye shall live. For Tas many as are led by the Spirit* JcoV'-j*.

15 of God, they are the sons21 of God. For "ye have not Te-tf^^li

-;

ceived22 the spirit of bondage again 'to fear; but ye have23 ,

received the "Spirit of adoption, whereby24 we cry, *Abba, "gSlVj

1 John iv.

18.

a Ift. Wi. 5 ;

'•.S'f

16 Father. cThe Spirit itself beareth witness with25 our spirit, * #ark I1V'

17 that we are the20 children of God: And if children, then B c I. 5 'fcp "i."

heirs ; d heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ ; * if so be d Aos'Lvt

that we suffer with him, that we may be also glorified to- 7;'«>mp >
OR C°r- ""■ "'

gether.1" »*
c Actsxiv. 23 ;

19 by " put to death 21 these are sons 2a ye did not receive flnnta?'

28 omit have

28 with him

24 wherein ™or to ™ omit the 27 also
comp. Col.

i. 24.

Ver. 1. There is therefore now, at this time.

' Therefore ' sums up what precedes. But the

exact connection is disputed. It may be joined

cither (1.) with the thanksgiving, at the beginning

of ver. 25; (2.) or with the whole of ver. 25;

(3.) or with the entire preceding section. With the

view we have taken of the previous description,

it seems best, to connect it with the thanksgiv

ing. Meyer finds ' now ' explained in ver. 2, ' now

that Christ has freed me.' This is really taking

up the thanksgiving again. Some, who refer the

preceding experience to the regenerate, explain

thus : ' Although I am thus divided in service,

still, being in Christ Jesus, there is now there

fore,' etc. — No condemnation. 'No' is in em

phatic position. Some confine this to the act of

justification at the beginning of the Christian life,

but it is better to refer it to the state of justifica

tion which culminates in final acquittal and glory.

For here the Apostle is treating of those who are

in Christ Jesus, and the context points to the

Spirit's work of sanctification. — In Christ Josus.

In vital union with Him; the phrase being a

deeply significant one ; comp. John xv. 1-7 ; Eph.

i. 23. — The clause : 'who walk not,' etc., is to be

rejected, being probably taken from ver. 4. This

addition weakens the Apostle's statement, by mak

ing the walk appear as the ground of ' no condem

nation.'

Ver. 2. For introduces the proof that there is

' no condemnation.' — Law of the Spirit of life.

' Law ' is here to be taken in its wide sense, the

principle, ruling power, etc. The reference is not

to the moral law, or the Mosaic law, or to the law

of the mind, nor yet to the gospel as a system,

but to the new principle of living which comes

from the working of the Holy Spirit, here called

the Spirit of life, because it gives life, works life

in us. — In Christ Josus. This should be joined

with what follows. The deliverance took place

in virtue of union to Him who fulfilled the law

and delivers from its bondage. — Freed me. The

reference is to a single act ; not, however, to jus

tification, but to the first act of ethical emanci

pation which attends it, because the Spirit then

begins its work. The whole verse refers to what

occurs in the man who is in Christ Jesus. — The

law of sin and death. Not the Mosaic law, as

those hold who refer ' law of the Spirit of life '

to the gospel system, but rather, as chap. vii.

23-25 indicates, the old principle of sin which

held us captive, and which had ' death,' spiritual

and eternal, as its consequence. It is this conse

quence which is denied in ver. 1. There is no

condemnation, not only because in Christ Jesus

we have the ground of full justification, but be

cause, at our justification, in virtue of our union

with Christ, we receive from the Holy Spirit a

new principle of life, an act of emancipation oc

curs, which has as its development and conse

quence progressive sanctification.

Ver. 3. For what the law could not do ; lit,

' the impossible (thing) of the law.' The Mosaic

law is certainly meant. What was impossible for

the law to do, God did, 1. e., condemned sin, etc.

This is better than to explain : ' in view of the

powerlessness of the law.' — Because it was weak

through the flesh. Its weakness has been proven

by the experience of chap, vii., and this was

' through the flesh,' for this depraved nature was

the means of setting forth its weakness. — God

sending his own Son. It was by sending Him, that

He accomplished what was impossible for the law.

' His own Son,' preexisting before He was sent,

and that too as Son, in a specific sense. — In the

likeness of the flesh of sin. Notice the careful

wording of this description of the humanity of

Christ. The characteristic of ' flesh,' i. e., our

ordinary human nature, is ' sin ; ' in the ' likeness '

of this the Son of God appeared. He was en

tirely human, hence we do not find here, ' in the

likeness of flesh' ; He was entirely sinless, hence

He was not ' in the flesh of sin,' but only ' in the

likeness of the flesh of sin.'—And for sin. or, 'on

account of sin.' Some would restrict this clause

to expiation for sin, 'for a sin-offering' ; but this

seems a forced interpretation of the words. The

idea of expiation is of course included, but the

reference is more general : ' in order by expiating

sin to destroy it' (Philippi). — Condemned tin in

the flesh. This was what the law could not do.

' Sin ' has the article in the original, pointing to

the ' sin ' on account of which the Law of God was

sent into the world.— ' In the flesh ' is to be joined

with ' condemned,' referring to the human nature

which Christ has in common with us. It seems

objectionable to take it in the ethical sense, or to

apply it only to the human nature of Christ. ' Sin

had tyrannized over us in our flesh, as the seat of

its empire; and by our flesh, as its instrument
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and weapon. But God used our flesh as an in

strument for our deliverance, and for the condem

nation of sin, and for the establishment of His own

empire in us' (Wordsworth). As the Apostle is

treating of the emancipation from the power of

sin (ver. 2), it is unnecessary to confine this con

demnation of sin in the flesh to the expiation of

Christ. By sending Christ God condemned sin

entirely, both as to its punitive and polluting ef

fects. The one great act by which sin was con

demned in the flesh was the death of Christ, and

this expiating act was the delivering act which

should destroy the power of sin. For while the

law could, to a certain extent, condemn and pun

ish sin, what was utterly impossible for it was the

removal of, sin. Those in Christ have in the fact

of His death the ground of pardon and the pledge

of purity. The removal of sin is the end to be

accomplished, as the next verse shows.

Ver. 4. That the righteousness of the law. The

word ' righteousness ' is that used in chap. v. 16,

iS, in the sense of 'righteous verdict,' or, 'right

eous act,' and in Luke i. 6 ; chaps, i. 3a, ii. 26, in

the sense of ' ordinance,' i. c, righteous require

ment. We explain it here as meaning ' that right

eous act (viewing all the acts as forming a unity)

which meets the requirements of the law.' Some

would refer this to the imputation of Christ's

righteousness as the ground of our justification,

but according to our view of the whole passage

it means the actual holiness of the believer. —

Might be fulfilled. The fulfilment is wrought by

God, who sent his Son (ver. 3) and who sends

His Spirit to fulfil this purpose of His grace. —

In us ; not, ' among us,' nor, ' through us,' nor

jet, 'on us,' but, 'in us.' This points to actual

holiness ; most of the other interpretations grow

out of the reference to justification. The ideal

aim of the Christian life is set forth. — Who walk,

etc ' Who are of such a kind as walk,' etc. This

part of the verse is an explanation of the charac

ter of those in whom the fulfilment takes place,

and neither the result, nor the cause of what pre

cedes.— Not according to the flesh. Here, and in

the rest of the section, ' flesh ' has its strict ethical

sense (see Excursus at close of chap. vii.). — Ac

cording to the Spirit, »'. e., the Holy Spirit, as in

vers. 2, 5. Others explain : the spiritual nature

imparted by the Holy Spirit (the renewed nature) ;

the subjective spiritual life-principle. Here espe

cially any subjective sense is inappropriate, for

' he walks according to the Spirit, who follows

the guidance, the impelling and regulating power

(ver. 2), of the Holy Spirit ' (Meyer). A refer

ence to the human spirit alone is preposterous, in

view of the Pauline anthropology.

Ver. 5. For they, etc. In chap. vii. the con

trast was between the workings of the law and

the flesh in the same person ; in vers. $S the

Apostle contrasts two classes of persons ; showing

why the righteousness of the law is fulfilled in one

class, and cannot be in the other. — That are ac

cording to the flesh. The same idea as in ver. 4,

but under a slightly different aspect : walking ac

cording to the flesh pointing to the outward life ;

being according to the flesh, to the carnal state.

— Kind the things of the flesh ; they think of,

care for, strive to obtain, those things which be

long to the ' flesh,' which includes all that gratifies

the depraved heart ; ' not merely sensual things,

but all things which do not belong to the category

of the things of the Spirit' (Hodge).—The things

of the Spirit, those things which belong to the

Holy Spirit.

Ver. 6. For the mind of the flesh. Explana

tion of ver. 5. The word ' mind ' corresponds

with the verb ' mind ' in the last verse ; it is that

which embodies the thinking, caring, striving ; the

disposition, we might call it — Is death ; amounts

to death. ' Death is here conceived of as present

(comp. 1 Tim. v. 6; Eph. ii. 1, 5), not merely as

a result, but as a characteristic mark, an im

manent definition of the carnal mind ' (Philippi).

— The mind of the Spirit. Here also the Holy

Spirit ; the minding, striving, which comes from

the Holy Spirit. — Life and peace. 'Life' is to

be taken in its full sense, in contrast with ' death ; '

' peace ' is added, probably to prepare for ver. 7,

where ' enmity ' is introduced.

Ver. 7. Because the mind (same word as in

ver. 6) of the flesh. Proof that the mind of the

flesh is death (ver. 6) ; in vers. 10, 11, it is proved

that the mind of the spirit is life and peace, though

that is implied here. —Enmity against God. This

is equivalent to death. — For introduces an illus

tration and evidence of this enmity. — Doth not

submit itself to the law of God. This fact, al

ready set forth in the previous description of man

(chap. i. 11) and of the work of the law (chap,

vii.), shows that the enmity is not latent, but ac

tive. — Neither indeed can it. ' For it is not even

possible for it' (Meyer). Paul declares that the

cause of non-submission to the law of God, which

is a proof of enmity to God, is the fact that the

mind of the flesh has no ability to produce this -

submission, being essentially antagonism to God.

Possibility of conversion and ability to believe

arc not under discussion ; these imply the death

of the flesh as a ruling principle.

Ver. 8. And. Not, 'so then,' but a simple

continuation of the thought of ver. 7. — They that

are in the flesh. Substantially the same as : ' they

that are according to the flesh ' (ver. 5), but

stronger, and presenting a better contrast to the

full gospel phrases : ' in Christ ' ' in the Spirit.' —

Cannot please God, because of the character of the

mind of the flesh. By this negative expression,

' it is said, in a mild way, that they are objects of

Divine displeasure, children of wrath' (Lange).

Ver. 9. But ye, etc. The Apostle now turns

to the other class, spoken of in ver. 5, gladly using

direct address, for ' ye ' is emphatic in the origi

nal. —If so be. This conditional form is ' an indi

rect incitement to self-examination' (Meyer), and

does not imply special doubt. — The Spirit of God

dwell in you. In the previous clause the ' Spirit '

is represented as the element in which they live ;

here as the indwelling power which enables them

to live in this element. This change of figure is

quite common in the New Testament language re

specting the Holy Spirit. That the Holy Spirit

is here meant ought not to be doubted. ' In

you ' must not be weakened into ' among you.'—

Now if. This is a pure hypothesis, and does not

imply that such was the case. — Hath not the

8pirit of Christ. There is no better evidence of

careless reading of the Scripture than the frequent

use of this clause as if it referred to the temper

or disposition shown by Christ. It means the

Holy Spirit which belongs to, or proceeds from,

Christ, this designation being adopted to prove

the truth that those who have not this Spirit are

' none of Christ's.' The whole passage has an

important bearing on the doctrine of the Trin

ity, especially as related to Christian experience.

It must be admitted that such statements gen

erally have reference to the economy of grace,

but they form the basis for the doctrinal state
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merits of the Church. This text has therefore

been a proof text for the Western doctrine of the

procession of the Holy Ghost from the Father

and the Son (JUioqut, Synod of Toledo A. D. 589).

This was the final contribution to the doctrinal

statement of the Trinity. The Greek Church ad

mits that the Holy Spirit is sent by the Son as

well as the Father, Dut denies that He proceeds

eternally, or, metaphysically, from the Son. The

sending belongs to the economical Trinity ; the

eternally proceeding, to the ontological Trinity. —

He is none of his. He does not belong to Christ,

perhaps implying that the Spirit unites the mem

bers of the mystical body of Christ to their Head,

and that without this Spirit such union does not

exist.

Ver. 10. But if Christ is in yon. Not doubt,

but rather a suggestion that this is the case; in

contrast with the latter part of ver. 9. Notice that

the indwelling of the Spirit of God, having the

Spirit of Christ, belonging to Christ, having Christ

in us, are only varied expressions of the same

great fact. The underlying basis of the mystical

union of Christ and the believer is the yet more

mysterious unity of the Persons of the Godhead. —

The body is dead. This refers to the certain fact of

physical death, since ver. 1 1 takes up this thought,

livery other interpretation gives to ' body ' an

ethical sense, which seems unwarranted ; all the

more because the word ' dead ' is not that corre

sponding with ' death,' as used by the Apostle in

the wide sense. — Because of sin. Not because

of the special sins of the body, nor because the

body is the source and seat of sin, but because the

body has shared in the results of sin, and thus be

comes a prey to physical death. It will ultimately

share in the full blessings of redemption (ver. 1 1 ).

— Bnt the spirit is life. Not the Holy Spirit, but

the renewed human spirit, in which the Holy Spirit

dwells. This is suggested by the entire context.

' Life,' not ' alive,' as if to give a more extended

meaning to this side of the contrast. Hence we

may include spiritual life, here and hereafter, the

life eternal, beginning now.—Because of right

eousness. Some refer this to the imputed right

eousness, but while this, as the basis of the life, is

not to be excluded, the whole argument points to

actual righteousness of life, inwrought by the

Holy Spirit, in virtue of union to Christ.

Ver. 11. But if, etc. The body will indeed

die, but despite this grace will triumph even over

physical death ; even the body that must die will

ultimately fully share in redemption, at the resur

rection, through the indwelling Holy Spirit.— Him

that raised up Jesus from the dead, etc. This ex

pression has a demonstrative force here : the fact

that the indwelling Spirit is the Spirit of Him

who raised Jesus from the dead is a pledge that

the spiritual quickening will be followed Dy the

physical quickening. — Will quicken even your

mortal bodies. This is most naturally referred to

the final resurrection of the body ; for, although

'quicken' might of itself include something al

ready begun, the word ' even ' (or, ' also ') seems

to limit it to the bodily resurrection. This truth

of revelation is so important, and so distinctive,

that it deserves the emphasis thus given to it.

' Even' the body which here succumbs to the ef

fects of sin, shall be quickened ; the victory of

redemption will be complete when this occurs. —

Through, or, ' on account of,' his Spirit that dwell-

eth in you. It is difficult to decide between the

two readings. The Sinaitic manuscript supports

'through,' and has turned the current of opinion

in favor of that reading. As early as the latter

part of the fourth century the variation was intro

duced into a controversy respecting the Divinity

of the Holy Spirit. ■ Through ' would point to

the fact that the Holy Spirit which is now work

ing moral renovation in us will be the Agent in

completing the triumph in the resurrection of the

body. ' Because of ' may include this thought,

but would refer mainly to the indwelling Spirit as

the pledge of the resurrection. If this Spirit now

dwells in the body of the believer, that body will

not be left unredeemed. In either case, the ref

erence seems to be to the final resurrection, rather

than to any present moral quickening. This pas

sage morever indicates that the ' spiritual body '

spoken of in I Cor. xv. 44, is a body prepared for

the human spirit entirely renovated by the Holy

Spirit.

Ver. 12. Therefore, or, 'so then,' as the phrase

is usually translated ; here introducing an exhor

tation based upon the previous statement : be

cause the indwelling of the Spirit involves such

glorious results.— We are debtors, not to the flesh.

' Flesh ' is here used in the ethical sense ; the

antithesis is suggested indirectly in ver. 13. 'Not'

applies to the following clause also : to live after

the flesh. The truths of vers. 10, 1 1 imply that

we are under obligation not to do this, but on

the contrary to live after the Spirit. Strictly ren

dered, this clause is one of design, in order to

live after the flesh.

Ver. 13. For, etc. If you lived thus, you

would not fulfil the glorious destiny announced

in ver. 10, II. Hence this is a proof of ver. 12. —

Ye shall die, are about to die. Death in the full

est sense is here meant, not eternal death alone,

and certainly not physical death, which comes

to all men ; comp. ver. 10. — But if ye by the

Spirit ; the Holy Spirit, the agent of this process.

— Put to death the deeds of the body. ' Deeds,'

or, ' practices,' has usually a bad sense in the Xew

Testament, while the ' body ' is here regarded as

the organ of sin, having evil practices which the

Holy Spirit enables us to put to death, to ex

terminate. The term ' body,' is not equivalent to

' flesh,' here or elsewhere. — Ye shall live. ' Not

are about to live ; this life being no natural con

sequence of a course of mortifying the deeds of

the body, but the gift of God through Christ ; and

coming, therefore, in the form of an assurance,

"ye shall live," from Christ's Apostle' (Alford).

Ver. 14. — For as many as, etc. This intro

duces the reason why we ' shall live,' indicating

again that the mortifying (ver. 13) is the work of

the Holy Spirit. — Led by the Spirit of God ; con

tinuously and specially moved by the Spirit, in

their whole life. ' The passive form expresses its

complete dominion, without at the same time de

nying the voluntary being led on the part of the

human will' (Lange). — These are sons of God.

These, and none other. In the Epistle to the

Galatians there is a similar line of argument, but

with more of a polemical purpose ; yet even here

there is an implied contrast with the Jewish notion

that by birth they were entitled to this sonship.

Ver. 1 5. For ye did not receive. The fact that

they are 'sons' is now proven from their Chris

tian experience at conversion.— The spirit of bond

age, etc. The latter part of the verse most nat

urally refers to the Holy Spirit, but many find a

difficulty in this clause, if such a reference be ac

cepted. But the difficulty is only apparent, as
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the following paraphrase shows : ' The Spirit ye

received was not a spirit of bondage, but a Spirit

of adoption.' The Apostle does not suggest that

the Holy Spirit could be a spirit of bondage, but

emphatically denies this. This view is confirmed

by the difficulties which attend the other explana

tions. To interpret : a slavish spirit, a filial spirit,

is not only weak, but contrary to the New Testa

ment use of the word 'spirit.' To refer it to the

subjective spirit of the renewed man disturbs the

antithesis. — Again to fear. 'In order again to

fear.' ' Again, as in the native condition, when

fear was the motive of religious life. This applies

to Gentile, as well as Jewish, Christians. All

unchristian religiousness is in principle legalism,

which is a bondage ; and bondage produces fear.

— But ye received the Spirit of adoption. The

repetition is for solemn emphasis. They received

the Holy Spirit ; this Spirit was not that of bond

age, to make them fear, but of adoption, leading

to the joyful cry ' Abba, Father.' They were sons

of God, not by birth, but by reason of grace num

bering them among His children ; the particular

reference being to the method by which they be

came sons, rather than to their sonship. —'Wherein,

not strictly, 'whereby,' but in the fellowship of

the Spirit of adoption, we cry, Abba, Father.

' Abba ' is the Syrian name for ' Father,' to which

Paul adds the equivalent Greek term. ' It seems

best to regard this repetition as taken from a litur

gical formula, which may have originated among

the Hellenistic Jews, who retained the consecrated

word "Abba," or among the Jews of Palestine, after

they became acquainted with the Greek language.

The latter theory best explains the expression as

used Mark xiv. 36.' Riddle, in Lange, Galatians

(chap. iv. 6, a parallel case). Some add the notion

of affectionate address in ' Abba ' ; others find a

hint of the union of Jews and Gentiles in Christ

Vcr. 16. The Spirit itself ; the Holy Spirit. —

Beareth witness with, or, ' to,' our spirit, our re

newed spirit, in which the Holy Spirit dwells.

But it is doubtful whether we should render ' with,'

or, 'to.' The former sense necessarily involves

the latter (the converse is not true), and is some

what preferable grammatically. This implies a

twofold witness : of the Holy Spirit, and also of

our renewed spirit. If it be asked, to whom is

the witness borne ? the answer is to the man him

self, who needs both so long as he is here and

disturbed by doubt and sin. The clause is an im

portant one, in warranting an assurance of salva

tion, and also in marking the distinction between

the Holy Spirit and our spirit — That we are

children of God. This is what is testified, and for

such assurance we may seek, however fanaticism

has perverted the passage. ' That the world deny

any such testimony in the hearts of believers, and

that they look on it with scorn and treat it with

derision, proves only that they are unacquainted

with it; not that it is an illusion' (Stuart).

Ver. 17. And if children, also heirs. Comp.

the similar, but fuller statement in Gal. iv. 7. —

Heirs of God. The kingdom of glory is their in

heritance. ' As He Himself will be all in all, so

shall His children receive with Him, in His Son,

everything for an inheritance; 1 Cor. iii. 21, etc'

(Langc). — And joint-heirs with Christ The

Roman law made all children (adopted ones in

cluded) equal heritors; but the Jewish law gave

a double portion to the eldest son. Hence a dis

cussion has arisen as to the exact reference in

this clause. The Roman law would be naturally

in the Apostle's mind when addressing Romans,

and suits the context, where adopted sonship is

the basis of inheritance. The other view empha

sizes the mediation of Christ, through whom we

inherit. — If so be, etc. This is the order, not the

reason, of obtaining full salvation (Calvin). There

is a latent admonition in the conditional form :

' if so be.' On the sharing in these sufferings,

comp. Col. i. 24. — That we may be also glorified

with him. This is God's purpose, not ours ; in

our case it is a result. ' He who would be Christ's

brother and joint-heir, must bear in mind to be

also a joint-martyr and joint-sufferer ; not feeling

Christ's sufferings and shame after Him, but with

Him, as vers. 10, 32, 33, declare ' (Luther). The

sufferings are needed to prepare us for the glory.

We suffered as He suffered, but He suffered for

our sake, and we suffer for our own good ; we are

glorified as He is glorified, but He was glorified

for His own sake, and we for His sake. His suf

ferings were penal, ours are purifying ; His glory

was His own, ours is a gift of grace.

Chapter VIII. 18-39.

2. Grounds of Encouragement, Attesting the Believer's Security.

The life in the Spirit involves fellowship with Christ in suffering and glory (ver. 17). The suffer

ings are present, while the glory is yet future ; but we are encouraged by the conviction that the glory

will far outweigh the sufferings ; the longing of the creation is an intimation that it will share in the

full glorification which awaits us, and which we should wait for in patient hope (vers. 18-25). A

further ground of encouragement is found in the sustaining presence of the Holy Spirit, interceding

for us, and that too according to the will of the heart-searching God (vers. 26, 27). Finally 'we know

that all things work together for good ' to Christians, designated as those who love God, and on the

other hand as the called according to His purpose (vcr. 28). Their security rests upon His plan of

salvation (vers. 29, 30) on His love as proved by the saving facts of the gospel (vers. 31-34) on the as

surance that nothing can separate us from the love of Christ (vers. 35-37). The chapter closes with

a triumphant expression of the Apostle's personal confidence (vers. 38,39), forming a striking, appro

priate, and triumphant conclusion to one of the most precious passages in llic word of God.
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Ill- 2.

18 T^OR I reckon that "the sufferings of this present time are' J,??jj£,

A not worthy to be compared ' with * the glory which shall be b £h^!T,. ',

1 9 revealed in us. For ' the earnest 2 expectation of the creature 3 fjoh"m.

20 waiteth 4 for the d manifestation 5 of the sons of God. For 'the c \o££*£i

creature3 was made subject to vanity, not willingly, but by rea-^ vere.™,**

21 son of him who hath subjected the same6 in hope; Because7 the*- Sn. ui. .9;

creature3 itself also 'shall be delivered from the bondage of cor-/ Acts iii. »;
comp. Matt.

22 ruption into the glorious liberty8 of the children of God. For we m. n_.

know that the whole creation "groaneth9 and travaileth in pain * |5joriTIs:

23 together until now. And not only they, but ourselves also,10 ££§*•**♦;

which have u * the firstfruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves ' ^s^ph' iv

•groan within ourselves, * waiting for the adoption, to wit, the ^r:."mp'

24 'redemption of our body. For we are saved by hope: 12 but 1S "' ha"*.',7'

m hope that is seen is not hope : for what a man seeth, why doth " "fj,j£,

25 he yet u hope for ? But if we hope for that which we see not, „ 2Jch.aK.10;

then do we with patience wait for it.15 p , thr.Srv'si

26 Likewise the Spirit also hclpeth our infirmities:16 for "we l\.iw

know not what we should pray for as we ought : but "the Spirit xi. »;'ivii'

itself maketh intercession 17 for us with groanings which cannot a«s i. n •, '

27 be uttered. And p he that searcheth the hearts knoweth what 4 ; R«. ii.

is the mind of the Spirit, because 18 he * maketh intercession 19 1 ComP- "r

for the saints r according to the will of God. Tcomhnv«4'

28 And 'we know that all things work together for good to, £hap u ,,,

them that love God, to them 'who are the called "according to T''n?i.9.

29 his purpose. For whom che did foreknow,20 "he also did pre-";^,.1'*

destinate 21 * to be conformed to the image of his Son, * that he " fS^.,

30 might be the firstborn among many brethren. Moreover, whom jkr.^Vi 6'

he did predestinate,21 them he also 'called : and whom he called, astrA^n.

them he also "justified : and whom he justified, them he also i^i iPtt-i-

* glorified. w EPh. i. 5,
II.

t, i What shall we then M say to these things ? ' If God be M for -* John jm
J ° aa ; a Cor.

32 us, who can be w against us ? dHe that24 spared not his own ui'SjPhii.

Son, but 'delivered him up for us all, how shall he not with A"*".™-*-
' r ' y Col. 1. 15, _

33 him also freely give us all things ? Who shall lay any thing ^R^i's'.

to the charge of God's elect? 'It is God that justifieth.25' S^.'jrtL

34 "WhoiV he that condemneth? It is Christ26 that died, yea jl'&^pk

ii. 9.

a 1 Cor. vv I 1.

1 insignificant in comparison J patient * creation * aat EphNi.

* is waiting 6 revelation * who subjected it ft
0 * c Num. aiv. a;

7 in hope that (connecting vers. 20, 21) 8 freedom of the glory Ps.cxviii.6.

0 groaneth together 10 even we ourselves n though we have ,0. p' '

12 in hope we were saved » now » still (but see notes) / {JuTi^,'*

16 with patience we wait for it 10 our weakness " intercedeth Rm-m-ioi

18 or that 19 he pleadeth " he foreknew g Job mir.

21 foreordained M What then shall we M is M He who "*"

a (;) instead of (J) a Christ Jesus (according to the best authorities)
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rather, that is risen again, * who is even at the right hand of * ^"c™i&.

35 God, 'who also maketh intercesssion *> for us.26 Who shall sep- Jji7^'4.3i

arate us from the love of Christ ? shall tribulation, or distress,28 H ' Pet' '"

36 or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword ? As ' £?"£,; 1 *5 '

.. - ... John ii. 1.

it is written,

* For thy sake we are killed all the day long ; * psa. xiiv.

We are29 accounted as sheep for the slaughter. xv! 30,3.';

37 ' Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors through/ ■ Cor. xv.

him that loved us. .h'; ■ J°nn
1 v. 4 ; v. 4, 5 ;

38 For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, Rev.xfi.11.

nor ""principalities, nor powers,30 nor things present, nor things — Fp11-.'-" •

39 to come, Nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature,31 shall i-pli ■••■'/'

be " able to separate us from the love of God, which is in " J";"*; *

Christ Jesus our Lord. 29> **■

27 or pleadeth M anguish

80 transfer nor powers to close ofver. 38.

29 were

31 created thing (//'/., creation)

Ver. 18. For. This connects the verse with

the whole thought culminating in ver. 17 (see

above), and not with 'glorified' alone.— I reckon.

No doubtful calculation is implied ; comp. chap.

iii. 28. Alford paraphrases : ' I myself am one

who have embraced this course, being convinced

that' — Insignificant in comparison with. This

paraphrase gives the correct sense ; ' not worthy '

is more literal, but objectionable as suggesting

the idea of merit, which is foreign to the course of

thought. — The glory which shall be revealed.

At the end of * the present time,' when full re

demption comes with the coming of the Lord. —

In us. In us and upon us, or, ' to usward/ as the

phrase is rendered in Eph. i. 19. Of this glory

Christians are the subjects, the possessors, and

the centre also, for vers. 19-23 represent the cre

ation as sharing in it.

Ver. 19. For the patient expectation. The

idea is not of anxiety, but of a constant and per

sistent awaiting ; the word translated ' patient ex

pectation ' being derived from one which means

1 to expect with uplifted head.' This verse con

firms the thought of ver. 18, by indicating the

greatness of the future glory which the creation

awaits, probably its certainty also. — Of the crea

tion. The main question respects the exact refer

ence of the term, which must be the same through

out the passage. (The E. V. makes an unneces

sary variation by using both ' creature ' and ' cre

ation' to translate the same Greek word.) Un

doubtedly the Apostle means the things created,

not the act of creation, but how much is included ?

Explanations, i. The entire universe with

out any limitation. But this does away with the

contrast to ' sons of God,' and involves incorrect

inferences.

2. Inanimate creation. This avoids some diffi

culties, but, by shutting out all intelligent crea

tures deprives the passage of its most appropriate

application.

3. Humanity alone, either as a whole, or with

limitations. This seems too restricted. Further,

if Christians are included, the contrast with 'sons

of God' is done away; but if non- Christian

humanity alone is meant, it is singular that Paul

should choose the word ' creation ' rather than

the common term ' world.'

4. All creation except humanity. This limita

tion has. much in its favor, (a.) Believers are

evidently excluded ; (b.) mankind as a whole do

not have this expectation ; (r.) man is not unwill

ingly subject to vanity (ver. 20) ; (d.) ver. 21 points

to the fulfilment of the expectation (but see be

low, where it is taken as giving the purport of the

hope). On the other hand, man is the head of cre

ation, and it seems unnatural to exclude him ; man

is, on his physical side, part of the material crea

tion ; if that be referred to, it seems arbitrary to

exclude him from it

5. 'The material world surrounding man' (Tho-

luck). But this is open to the same objections as

(2.) and (4.).

6. The whole creation, rational as well as ir

rational, notyet redeemed, but needing and capable

of redemption, here opposed to the new creation

in Christ and in the regenerate. The children of

God appear, on the one side, as the first-fruits of

the new creation, and the remaining creatures, on

the other, as consciously or unconsciously longing

after the same redemption and renewal. This

explanation seems to be the most correct one. It

most satisfactorily accounts for the expressions :

expectation, waiting, groaning, not willingly (ver.

20), and the whole creation (ver. 22). The whole

creation, then, looks forward to redemption ; all

natural birth, to the new birth. As all that is

created proceeded from God, so it all, consciously

or unconsciously, strives after Him as its final

end. What shows itself in nature as a dim im

pulse, in the natural man, among the heathen,

and yet more among the Jews, under the influ

ence of the law, comes to distinct consciousness

and manifests itself in that loud cry after deliver

ance (chap. vii. 24), which Christ alone can sat

isfy ; and then voices itself in happy gratitude for

the actual redemption (Schaff in Lange, Romans).

This view differs from (4) in including man in

his fallen condition, as the head of the longing

creation under the bondage of corruption. His

-
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material body shares in this corruption, and his

unregenerate soul responds with an indefinite long

ing, yet too often uses its power over the body to

stifle the inarticulate desire of the physical nature.

In any case the degradation of sin is fearfully

manifest ; the natural man is less alive to the

' hope ' in which creation has been subjected (ver,

20) than nature itself. — la waiting, continues to

wait. — The revelation of the sons of God. The

final revelation of Christ's glory is here spoken

of as that 'of the sons of God.' Thus the Apos

tle expresses his deep sense of the fellowship of

believers with Christ. This revelation will show

them as the sons of God, and in the glory then to

be revealed (ver. 18) the creation will share.

Ver. 20. For the creation was made subject,

1. e., by God, in consequence of the fall of man

(see close of the verse). — To vanity. It became

empty, lost its original significance. This does

not necessarily imply a change in matter corre

sponding to the fall of man, but that as a result

of the fall the whole creation fell away from its

original design ; it is probable that thus its devel

opment was checked, and it became a prey to cor

ruption (ver. 21). — Not willingly. The subjec

tion to vanity was, therefore, not a self-subjection,

but by reason of him who subjected it. The ref

erence is to God, not to Adam : (1.) the verb is

passive, implying that the subjection was inten

tional, which could not be true of Adam ; (2.) The

will of God was the moving cause, but the expres

sion : 'by reason of him' (rather than 'through

him') reverently removes this supreme will of

God to a wider distance from corruption and van

ity (comp. Alford). Hence we object to the inter

pretation : the creature submitted itself to vanity,

etc. — In hope. Resting on hope. This is to be

joined with ' was made subject,' rather than with

' subjected it.' Another view makes the previous

part of ver. 20 parenthetical, joining ' in hope '

with ver. 19 ; this has much to recommend it, but

can scarcely be insisted upon.

Ver. 21. That the creation itself also. This

view of the connection seems preferable to that

of the E. V. (The Greek word means either

' that,' or ' because.') We thus have the pur

port of the hope, what is hoped. The phrase

' the creation itself ' is repeated in contrast with

' children of God.' To attribute such a hope to

the creation is in accordance with the thought of

the entire passage. —From the bondage of corrup

tion. The bondage which consists in corruption.

The corruption results from the vanity to which

the creation was subjected ; it is borne ' not will

ingly,' and hence is termed 'bondage.' — Into the

freedom of the glory of the children of God. Not

only delivered from bondage, but transferred into

this freedom, which consists in, or at least results

from, a share in the glory of the children of God.

The word ' glory ' is prominent, and hence the

rendering ' glorious liberty ' is unfortunate. The
■ glory ' is that spoken of in ver. 18, it will appear

at the ' revelation of the sons of God ' (ver. 19) ;

in it the creation delivered from corruption will

share. If the reference here were to the longings

of heathen humanity alone, and not also to those

of nature, Paul would have spoken more distinct

ly of the future conversion or the Gentiles.

Ver. 22. For we know. Here, as in chaps, ii.

2 ; iii. 19 ; vii. 14, and vers. 26, 28, the Apostle

appeals to the consciousness of Christians, rather

than to the consciousness of all men. If ver. 21

be taken as the purport of the hope, then this is

a proof of the existence of the hope, and not of

' the bondage of corruption.' ' For if that hope

of glorious deliverance had not been left to it, all

nature would not have united its groaning and

travailing until now. This phenomenon, so uni

versal and so unbroken, cannot be conduct with

out an aim ; on the contrary, it presupposes as

the motive of the painful travail that very hope,

toward the final fulfilment of which it is directed '

(Meyer). — Groaneth together. The word 'to-

?ether ' must be repeated to bring out the sense,

t refers to the common groaning of the whole

creation, and should not be explained as ' together

with us ' ; this idea is first brought out in ver.

23. — Travaileth in pain together. The reference

to birth-pangs suggests a new form of nature, to

which this pain is the necessary preliminary. —

Until now, i. e., the present moment ; the idea of

unbroken duration is the prominent one. There

is no reference to some point of time in the future.

Ver. 23. And not only so. Not only is this

true, that the whole creation, etc. — Bat even we

ourselves. There are a number of slight varia

tions in the Greek, but in any case a repetition of

' ourselves ' brings out the correct emphasis. The

reference is to Christians, possibly to the Chris

tians of that time (see below). Even Christians

who are highly privileged unite with creation in

its groaning. — Though we have, etc. This ren

dering is both more forcible and more grammat

ical. — The first-fruits of the Spirit. ' First-fruits,'

as a pledge of a full harvest Explanations :

(1.) The early Christians have the first fruits of

the Spirit ; the full harvest will be the importa

tion of the Spirit to all Christians ; (2.) what we

now possess is but ' first-fruits,' the harvest will

be the full outpouring in the future ; (3. ) the first-

fruits of our redemption consist in the possession

of the Holy Spirit. The reference to full glorifi

cation at the close of the verse makes (2.) slightly

preferable; (3.) is the least probable view. —

Even we ourselves groan within ourselves. Though

we have the first-fruits of the Spirit, our salvation

is incomplete ; the groaning is internal and in

tense. — Waiting for the adoption. ' Awaiting the

fulness of our adoption ' (Alford). We are already

adopted children (vers. 14-17), but the outward

condition corresponding to this new relation is

not yet complete. — The redemption of our body.

The redemption is not complete until the body is

redeemed : then we shall have the full blessing

of adoption. The explanation : ' redemption from

our body,' is altogether incorrect, for the whole

current of thought in this chapter places emphasis

upon the glorification of the body at the coming

of Christ (comp. ver. 11). The mention of the

body confirms the view of ' creation ' which refers

it to material existences also ; for the groaning in

ourselves respects that part of our being which is

most akin to the material creation.

Ver. 24. For we were saved. The tense points

to the time of conversion. — In hope, or, ' for

hope ' ; either rendering is preferable to ' by hope.'

The fact of salvation placed us in a condition of

which hope was a characteristic. Luther : ' We

are indeed saved, yet in hope.' ' Inasmuch as the

object of salvation is both relatively present and

also relatively future, hope is produced from faith

and indissolubly linked with it ; for faith appre

hends the object, in so far as it is present ; hope,

in so far as it is still future' (Philippi).—How

hope that is seen, etc By these self-evident state

ments about ' hope,' the Apostle leads his readers
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up to the thought of ver. 25, which is both an en

couragement and an exhortation. —Why doth he

■till hope for? Some good authorities omit the

word we translate ' still (literally ' also,' ' even '),

thus giving the sense : why doth he hope (at

all) ? We prefer the other reading : why does he

still hope, when there is no more ground for it ?

Ver. 25. With patience we wait for it Lit

erally, ' through,' but it here indicates a charac

teristic of the waiting. ' Patience,' as usual, sug

gests the notion of enduring constancy. Because

the Christian hopes for a glory yet to be revealed

(ver. 18), he awaits it persevenngly, which even

the creation patiently expects ; his patient endur

ance of the present sufferings has one strong mo

tive in this hope.

Ver. 26. Likewise the Spirit also. This is the

second ground of encouragement. ' Likewise '

introduces that which takes place at the same

time, and in correspondence with what precedes :

to our patient human waiting is added the help

of the Divine Spirit. It is now generally conceded

that the personal Holy Spirit is referred to. —

Helpeth our weakness. The best manuscripts

give the noun in the singular number : ' weak

ness ' is a better translation than ' infirmity.'

The verb means ' to lay hold of in connection

with ' ; the Spirit helps our weakness, in bearing

the burden spoken of in ver. 23, in awaiting final

redemption. The reference is not to weakness in

prayer alone, nor is our weakness the burden

which the Spirit helps us bear. — For introduces

an illustration of our weakness, showing how the

Spirit helps us. — We know not, etc This refers

to our continued state of ignorance, not to special

seasons. — What we should, etc. This includes

also ignorance of ' how ' to pray ' as we ought : '

' it is not absolutely and altogether unknown to us

what we ought to ask, but only what is necessary

to ask according to the given circumstances'

(Meyer). — But the Spirit itself. This phrase

brings into prominence the Holy Spirit as the

Intercessor, who knows 'what we should pray

for.' — Intereedeth for us. The phrase answering

to • for us ' is omitted, according to the best au

thorities, but the verb of itself implies this. —

With groanings which cannot be uttered. The

adjective here used may mean (1.) unutterable;

(2.) unuttered; (3.) not speaking ; the first sense

is much to be preferred. Care should be taken

not to weaken the expressions to the unutterable

longings of the human spirit, nor on the other

hand to refer it to the Holy Spirit independently

of us. The Holy Spirit is here spoken of in His

saving work in us : while dwelling in us He makes

intercession thus, ' Himself pleads in our prayers,

raising us to higher and holier desires than we

can express in words, which can only find utter

ance in sighings and aspirations' (Alford).

Ver. 27. Bat he who searcheth the hearts.

Though the groanings are unutterable, God un

derstands their meaning. The Old Testament

frequently describes God as omniscient by lan

guage of this kind (1 Sam. xvi. 7; Ps. vii. 10,

e,c). — The mind of the Spirit. This is an object

of knowledge to the heart-searching God, though

it may be but partially recognized by us in our

weakness. — Because, or, 'that,' etc. The word

may have either sense ; but the former seems

more appropriate here. The latter makes the

verse quite tame. Some explain : He approves

what is the mind of the Spirit, because, etc. This

is unnecessary. The ground of the perfect knowl-

edge is the fact that He pleadeth (a slightly dif

ferent word from 'intereedeth,' ver. 26) for the

saints according to the will of God, in harmony

with the Divine will. Hence what we cannot ut

ter, because we do not know what to pray for as

we ought, what the indwelling Spirit in its plead

ings cannot articulately utter through us, is known

to God, because in accordance with His will.

' We may extend the same comforting assurance

to the imperfect and mistaken verbal utterances

of our prayers, which are not themselves answered

to our hurt, but the answer is given to the voice

of the Spirit, which speaks through them, which

we would express, but cannot' (Alford).

Vers. 28-39. The third ground of encourage

ment ; the Christian has nothing to fear, for noth

ing can separate him from the love of God (see

analysis above).

Ver. 28. And we know. Comp. references

under ver. 22. Here the context unmistakably

indicates that this is an expression of Christian

experience. — All things. All events, even afflic

tive ones (ver. 35), indeed all created things (vers.

38, 39). Some ancient manuscripts insert ' God '

in this clause, giving the sense : ' God works all

things together, etc. But the insertion can read

ily be accounted for ; it gives a correct explanation

of what is here implied, and the word ' God ' would

naturally be taken from the context. (In the

Greek ' to them that love God ' comes first.)—Work

together. The usual sense : cooperate, combine

to produce the result, is preferable. Others ex

plain : ' contribute,* ' help,' work together with

Christians. — For good. For their advantage, in

cluding their eternal welfare. —To them that love

God. In emphatic position in the original. This

distinguishes the class referred to ; and is not in

itself the main reason of their security. ' The love

of believers for God is therefore not the ground

of their confidence, but the sign and security that

they were first loved of God ' (Lange). —Who are

the called. Some would explain : ' who are called,'

which would be equivalent to 'since they are

called,' but it seems more in accordance with

grammatical usage to take the phrase as a descrip

tion of Christians from another point of view : 'as

being those who are the called.' The context

shows that the call has been accepted, and hence

that this is not a general expression for hearing

the invitations of the gospel. —According to hia

purpose. The call is in accordance with the pur

pose (comp. vers. 29, 30) ; the former becomes a

fact we can perceive, the latter we cannot per

ceive, but receive as a fact, for all things cannot

work together for good to them that love God,

unless God has a purpose, with which what occurs

accords. It should be remembered that to limit

the efficacy of His purpose is to deny freedom to

Him, in our anxiety to maintain our own freedom.

If our hearts rest on Him, in hope and trust and

love, then we know that in order thus to rest, we

must feel that He is infinitely free, strong, and

ri^ht, as well as loving. The difficulty which

arises in reconciling God's sovereignty and man's

free will confronts us whenever we accept the

existence of a Personal God, and is not peculiar

to Christianity, much less to some one school of

Christian theology.

Ver. 29. This verse and the next prove the

statement of ver. 28, showing how the calling

agrees with God's purpose, forming part of His

plan ; the successive steps of the unfolding of this

purpose are indicated, up to the certain glorifica
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tion of the chosen ones. The whole matter is

stated as presenting the objective ground of confi

dence of believers. The other side is not touched

upon, and no attempt is made to solve the great

problem of reconciling the two. Those read

aright here, who seek to learn for their comfort

what God has done for them in eternity. How

He did these successive acts is beyond our com

prehension ; why He did them can be answered

in this world only by the responsive love of the

believer's heart. But precisely because the Apos

tle is pressing the objective, Divine side of our

salvation, we should not attempt to depart from

the obvious sense of his words in order to attempt

to accommodate his language to that phase of the

subject he is not discussing. —Whom he foreknew,

he also foreordained. ' Predestinated ' is quite ac

curate, but 'foreordained' preserves the corre

spondence with the previous verb which is found

in the Greek. God knew beforehand certain in

dividuals of our race, and those He destined be

forehand, etc. The foreknowledge precedes the

foreordaining, is its ground as it were (although

strictly speaking, there is no before nor after in the

eternal God). Hence we must not confound the

two, nor apply them to other than the same in

dividuals ; nor should we depart from the obvious

sense of ' foreknew ' by explaining it as mean

ing ' approve ' (introducing the idea of foreseen

faith). Such a thought is, moreover, entirely for

eign to the context Of course, the foreknowl

edge differs from God's ' prescience of which all

men and all events are the objects' (Hodge),

but it does not of itself include the idea of selec

tion, though closely connected with it here. The

beginning of the whole plan is in the good pleas

ure of God : He foreknew certain persons as

those whom He would destine unto salvation,

and those He foreordained. That they would

believe is also included in His plan, but it is pre

cisely this subjective ground of salvation which

the Apostle does not even name in this entire

section. — To be conformed to the image of his

Bon. Some limit this to conformity to Christ in

having a glorified body, but the whole context fa

vors a wider reference to ' that entire form, of

glorification in body and sanctification in spirit, of

which Christ is the perfect pattern, and all His

people shall be partakers' (Alford). Some in

clude a present partaking in His sufferings and

moral character. While this may be implied (for

the thought of suffering is not remote, vers. 18,

31, etc.), it must not be made the main idea. Pre

destination is more than predestination to holi

ness through suffering ; though attempts have

been made to represent this as the only predes

tination that is defensible. — That he might be.

The final purpose of the predestination, is con

cerning Christ ; comp. Eph. i. 4, 5.—The first-born

among many brethren. First in order of time, as

well as chief in rank ; comp. Col. i. 15. The pur

pose of grace began in Him, even as His glory is

its end. Some place the emphasis upon 'first

born ' ; others upon ' many brethren ' ; but be

cause the end of the foreknowledge and fore

ordaining is the glory of Christ in His people,

equal emphasis rests on both ; nothing can separ

ate the first-born and His many brethren.

Ver. 30. Them he also called. This certainly

means more than the general invitation to believe

and accept the gospel, since the series of gracious

acts here announced docs not include all who are

thus invited. The call is effectual, is inseparably

linked with predestination and justification in the

unfolding of God's gracious purpose. But the

term is not identical with ' effectually called,' for

the latter phrase emphasizes those subjective

aspects which are left out of view here. The

Apostle is not detailing our experience, but the

acts of God which secure our salvation. —Them

he also justified. Here, as elsewhere, accounted

righteous. Only those who believe are justified,

but as throughout the subjective side is not pre

sented. The whole passage is for the comfort of

those who believe. —Them he also glorified. Not

' them he also sanctified,' which we might have

expected. This would turn our thoughts upon

ourselves, disturbing the rhetorical climax quite

as much as it weakened the sense of security in

God's grace, which it is the Apostle's design to

strengthen. Moreover, the past tense is chosen

to present the matter as necessary and certain, so

much so that it can be spoken of as already ac

complished. While we may include here succes

sive steps by which believers are led to their final

and complete glorification, that end is the promi

nent thought, and the certainty of its accomplish

ment gives the triumphant tone to what follows.

Ver. 31. What then shall we say? In chaps,

iii. 5 ; iv. I ; vii. 7 ; ix. 14, this form introduces

an inference which the Apostle opposes ; here and

in chap. ix. 30, one he accepts. —These things;

i. e., set forth in vers. 29, 30. What we should

say is to echo the language of the rest of the chap

ter, which presents in glowing language the cer

tainty of salvation as based upon the acts of God's

love in the facts of redemption. — If God is for us,

who is against us 1 This rendering is more literal.

That God is for us, has already been shown (vers.

29> 3°) > there is but one answer. But it is easier

to accept the logic and admire the rhetoric of the

passage, than to take the proper encouragement

from it

Ver. 32. He who, etc. This is an answer to

the question of ver. 31 ; but as the great historical

facts of the gospel now come into view, there is

an advance in thought. The peculiar form of the

original might be paraphrased : He who even, or,

indeed. — Spared not. The negative side of what

is positively stated in the next clause. — His own

Son. This points to the only begotten Son (comp.

ver. 3, where a similar expression occurs), to give

emphasis to the display of love. Some find a

contrast to adopted sons, but this is not necessa

rily involved. — Delivered him np. The entire

humiliation may be included, but the special ref

erence to death is obvious ; comp. chap. iv. 25. —

For us all ; all believers, since this class is referred

to throughout. On the phrase, comp. chap. v.

6-8. —How shall he not, etc. An argument from

the greater to the less; comp. chap. v. 9, 10. —

With him also. Some join ' also ' with the verb,

but in any case the fact that the gift of Christ for

us is the gift of Christ to us, forms the basis of

the conclusion. —Freely give us all things. Give

as a matter of grace or favor, all those things

already indicated in vers. 26-30, everything cre

ated that can work for good to us as those who

are the objects of the love of God in Christ. This

is the middle term which binds the two sides pre

sented in ver. 28: 'those who love God;' 'who

arc the called according to his purpose.'

Vers. 33-33. The main point open to discus

sion is respecting the punctuation of these verses.

(1.) The E. V. gives answers as well as questions

in vers. 33, 34. (2.) Others find two questions in
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each of these verses ; so Augustine and many an

cient and modern commentators. 3. Meyer joins

together the latter part of vers. 33, 34, with the

first clause of vers. 34, 35 respectively : ' Who

shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect ?

It is God that justifieth ; who shall condemn ?

Christ (Jesus) is He that died, etc., who also

maketh intercession for us ; who shall separate

us from the love of Christ ? ' This view has

much to recommend it, and is at least, preferable

to the second one.

Ver. 33. Who shall bring any charge against.

The term used is a legal one, and suggests an ac

cusation resulting in condemnation.— God's elect

Those referred to throughout, especially in vers.

2&-30, thus designated to confirm the security of

believers. Only believers can with any propriety

find comfort in the thought, and even they should

be careful not to rest their faith upon a decree of

election rather than the personal Saviour. — It is

God that justifieth, or, ' God is the justifier.' If

the common punctuation be accepted, this is the

proof that no one can successfully accuse. If

taken as a question, it is only a more rhetorical

form of the same proof : ' Shall God who justi

fieth ? ' Meyer's view, however, makes it the

basis of the statement of ver. 34 : since it is God

that justifieth, who is he that condemneth ?

Ver. 34. Who is he that condemneth ? See

above. —It is Christ Jesus. The weight of evi

dence apparently favors the insertion of ' Jesus.'

We may paraphrase: 'Christ Jesus is the one

who died,' etc. — Died, etc. The four great sav

ing facts about Christ Jesus are here mentioned

in order : His death, resurrection, ascension, and

continued intercession. The usual view presents

these facts as a proof that Christ will not con

demn 11s. (The interrogative form would be :

Shall Christ Jesus who died, etc.). Meyer's view

bases upon them the question of ver. 35, proving

that nothing can separate us from His love. —

Yea, rather Not His death alone, but His death

followed by His resurrection gives security. —

Risen again, or, ' was raised,' some good author

ities adding ' from the dead.' There is about the

same amount of evidence against inserting ' even '

before 'at the right hand of God.' —Maketh in

tercession, or, ' pleadeth,' as we render it in ver.

27. To the three great past facts is added one

which is present and abiding. Comp. Heb. vii.

25 ; ix. 24 ; 1 John ii. I. The fact is undoubted,

and its pertinence in the Apostle's argument ob

vious, whatever view be taken of the connection.

Ver. 35. Who shall separate us from the love

of Christ ? Christ's love to us, rather than our

love to Him, or even our sense of His love to us.

Still the separation .must refer to possible hin

drances in its gracious effects upon us ; hence the

separation would include a failure to feel His

love to us. If we connect the question with ver.

34, we may paraphrase thus : ' Christ Jesus is

the very one who died to atone for our sins ; yes,

more than this, He is the one who was raised

from the dead for our justification (chap. iv. 25) ;

it is He who sits at the place of power lovingly

ruling the world for our sake ; He it is who is

pleading on our behalf ; how then can any one,

or anything, separate us from His love ? ' The

questions which follow suggest what might seem

to threaten such separation. — Tribulation, or an

guish, as in chap. ii. 9 ; the former referring to

outward trial, the latter to the inward sense of it.

' First of all believers arc pressed into anxiety by

the world. Then there comes persecution itself,

which drives them out to famine and nakedness ;

the end is peril, the danger of death, and sword,

death itself (Lange). There seems to some

such climax. In those days these very things

threatened ; in our day the dangers are different,

but none the less real and quite as often disturb

ing our sense of Christ's love to us.

Ver. 36. As it is written. From Ps. xliv. 22,

quite exactly in the words of the LXX. The

whole Psalm refers to the sufferings of God's

people, and the verse, even if not directly prophet

ic, is typical of the treatment the world bestows

on God's children. The special point proven by

the quotation is the danger of the ' sword,' since

to this extremity persecution had gone in the case

of the saints of old, — We were accounted, etc.

Because thus reckoned as sheep destined for

slaughter, they were killed all the day long.

Ver. 37. Kay ; literally, 'but.' Some connect

this with ver. 35, making ver. 36 parenthetical, but

this is not necessary, for the course of thought is

unbroken, and this verse is antithetical to both

vers. 35 and 36. —In all these things ; just men

tioned. —We are more than conquerors. A single

word in the Greek : ' over conquer ; ' we are over-

victorious. This tone of triumph is not selfish,

for the abounding victory is through him who

loved us. That the reference is to Christ, appears

from the context ver. 35 (comp. ver. 39) ; from

the tense used, which points to one crowning act

of love (comp. chap. v. 6 ; Gal. ii. zo), His death

on the cross. Since His love conquered death,

even in death we cannot be separated from His

love, but are more than conquerors.

Ver. 38. For I am persuaded. In thus ex

pressing his own triumphant conviction, the Apos

tle not only sums up what precedes, but goes

further. The list here given exceeds the pre

vious one ; not only so, but to the great facts of

God's purpose, and the gracious facts of Christ's

work, there is added the subjective side, the per

sonal confidence of the Apostle himself. — Neither

death, nor life. 'Death' is named first, prob

ably because of the reference in ver. 36, and the

natural antithesis is ' life.' Dying or living, we are

the objects of this love. It is altogether incor

rect to explain : ' neither anything dead nor any

thing living.' — Nor angels, nor principalities.

This second pair refers to angelic beings ; the lat

ter term to a higher order. Comp. Eph. i. 21 ; vi.

12 ; Col. i. 16 ; ii. 15. The insertion at this point

of the phrase ' nor powers,' which should be placed

at the close of the verse, shows that the early trans

cribers so understood the passage. But it is dif

ficult to determine whether we should understand

good angels, or bad, or both. To refer the one

term to the former, and the other to the latter, is

both abrupt and arbitrary ; to leave the evil spirits

unnoticed in such a catalogue would seem strange.

Hence, we may refer both terms to both classes,

in the wide hypothesis the Apostle here con

ceives. — Nor things present, nor things to come,

nor powers. Instead of continuing the arrange

ment by pairs, the Apostle now gives two sets in

threes, ' in such a way, that to the two which

stand contrasted, he adds a third of a general

character' (Meyer). The first and second terms

point to vicissitudes of time, the third to earthly

powers of any kind. This seems to be the only

sense of ' powers,' which is in accordance with

the position assigned it by the best authorities.

Ver. 39. Nor height, nor depth. The idea of
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space is now substituted for that of time ; but it is Christ Jesus our Lord. This is not to be distin-

difficult to define the exact reference. The most guished from ' the love of Christ ' (ver. 35), since

probable one is : heaven and hell ; though heaven it is rather a fuller statement of the same love,

and earth, happiness and unhappiness, honor and ' God is the original fountain, Christ the constant

shame, lofty and lowly, have been suggested. It organ and mediating channel of one and the

is doubtful whether any specific definition is re- same love ; so that in Christ is the love of God,

quired. — Nor any other created thing. What- and the love of God is the love of God in Christ '

ever created being has not been previously in- (Meyer). Since God is above every created

eluded, is included here. The phrase seems to thing, since this love is ours, this completes the

sum up rather than merely to supplement what demonstration of the security of the believer,

prtcedes. The tone of the whole passage justi- With this triumphant expression the Apostle

fies the language of Meyer : ' The attempt to closes his exposition of the main theme : the Gos-

bring the collective elements named in their con- pel is to every one that believeth the power of

secutive order under definite logical categories God unto salvation : this it could not be if any-

leads to artificialities of exposition, which ought thing could separate us from the love of God

not to be applied to such enthusiastic outbursts which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. Erasmus:

of the moment.' — The love of God whioh is in ' Cicero never said anything more eloquent.'

Chapters IX. -XI.

IV. THE UNIVERSALITY OF THIS SALVATION, AND THE HISTORICAL ORDER

OF ITS APPLICATION.

The gospel is God's power unto salvation, to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile (chap. i. 16) :

The unbelief of the Jews seemed to invalidate the Apostle's statement respecting the universality of

this salvation, and he therefore discusses the question which lay so close to his own heart. This of

itself would account for these chapters j but it is also true that every one of his readers, irrespective

of any supposed conflict between Jewish and Gentile Christians, would be profoundly interested in the

matter. Ever since Christian people have been interested in it, both as belonging to the historical

course of the development of the kingdom of God, and as one of the darkest mysteries of God's

dealings with men. So long as the mass of the Jews reject the Lord Jesus as the Messiah, the mys

tery will remain unsolved, except as,these chapters present a solution. It seems idle, therefore, to

build up a baseless theory about the internal condition of the Roman congregation, to account for

this portion of the Epistle (comp. Introduction).

On the other hand, this natural view of the passage helps the reader to avoid the false notion, that

the Apostle here treats of Divine sovereignty in an abstract manner. He writes, not in a cold, meta

physical tone, but with a pathos at times almost tragical (comp. chap. ix. 3). Luther, therefore, well

says of these chapters as related to what precedes : ' Who hath not known passion, cross, and travail

of death, cannot treat of foreknowledge (election of grace), without injury and inward enmity toward

God. Wherefore take heed that thou drink not wine, while thou art yet a sucking babe. Each

several doctrine hath its own season, and measure, and age.'

Analysis : 1. Chap. ix. 1-29: God's Sovereignty : His promise is not void.

1. Expression of deep sorrow at the fact of the exclusion of so many of his people, God's covenant

people, from salvation in Christ, chap. ix. 1-5.

II. But this docs not render Cod's promise void ; chap. ix. 6-29. For (a.) that promise was made

of free grace, only to the chosen ones, as illustrated in the case of Isaac and Jacob (vers. 6-13) ;

(6.) In this election God is not unjust, for He has a right to choose, being sovereign (vers. 14-29).

2. Chaps, ix. 30-x. 21 : Man's Responsibility: The Jews were excluded on the ground of their

men unbelief.

I. The fact that the Jews rejected the way of faith : chap. ix. 30-33.

II. The proof that this was the one way of salvation; hence the unbelieving Jews themselves re

sponsible; chap. x. 1-21.

3. Chap. xi. : The Prospective Solution : But God has not cast off His people forever.

I. The rejection of Israel is not total ; a remnant, elected of grace, will be saved (vers. 1-10).

II. // is notfinal ; the unbelief and fall of Israel turns out for the salvation and reviving of the

Gentiles, who, however, should not boast (vers. 11-24) i since the rejection is only temporary, ulti

mately Israel will be saved (vers. 25-32).

In conclusion, the Apostle breaks forth into a doxology to the grace and wisdom of God, who will

thus solve the enigma of the world's history, and lead all things to the glory of His name and the best

interest of His kingdom (chap. xi. 33-36).
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Chapter IX. 1-29.

1. God's Sovereignty: His Promise is not Void.

Chapter IX. 1-5.

1. Deep Sorrow of the Apostlefor the Unbelief of the yews, his Brethren, and

God's Covenant People,from whom the Messiah came.

The pathos of the partially apologetic opening of this division of the Epistle is so great, that it has

survived the interminable discussions which have been called forth by vers. 3 and 5. Probably he

will interpret both passages most nearly aright who approaches them with the most vivid apprehen

sion of the Apostle's feelings ; it is ' a fervent outburst of Israelitish patriotism, the more sorrowful by

contrast with the blessedness of the Christian previously extolled and so deeply experienced by the

Apostle himself (Meyer). The language is that of sorrowful sympathy, deprecatory in tone, 'to

take at once the ground from those who might charge him, in the conduct of his argument, with hos

tility to his own alienated people ' (Alford).

i T "SAY the truth in Christ, I lie not, my conscience also" c£?£■{••■•

2 X bearing me witness x in the Holy Ghost,2 * That I have ji^ci]?-;

3 great heaviness8 and continual sorrow in my heart. For eI I^x'im.'ii.

could wish that myself 4 were d accursed 6 from Christ ' for 6 my t £hip. „. ,.

4 brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh : 'Who are Isra-C ^xxxxu-

elites ; *to v/hom pertsineth7 the adoption, and *the glory, andrfSii!Pi°4?T

' the covenants, and * the giving of the law, and ' the service of ?vi.'ii"cai.

5 God* and m the promises ; " Whose are the fathers, and • of < coip. EPh.

whom as concerning the flesh Christ came? p who is over all, i- '**■ ' .

« 1 « • 1 e ' a / Deut. vii. 6.

God blessed for ever. Amen. e ex. w. » ;
Deut. xiv.

1 or bearing witness with me * Spirit * grief i, jer.xxu.

1 I myself « ///., anathema • for the sake of * Jj; ™- J9:

: whose is * of the sanctuary Sam- lv- 2.!.;

9 of whom is Christ, according to the flesh (some place a period here, and n; v%.

render he who is over all, God, be blessed for ever). lxx'rii!.'6i.

i Gen. xxvi.

34; xxviii. 13, 14; Heb. viii. 8,9, 10. k Ps. cxlvii. 19. / Heb. ix. 1. m Acts xiii. 31; chap. iii. s ; Eph. u. 12.

n Deut. x. 15; chap. xi. 38. o Luke iii. 23 ; chap. L 3. / Jer. xxiii. 6; John i. 1 ; Acts xx. 38; Col. i. 15; ii. 9;

Eph. i- 30 i 1 Cor. viii. 6; a Cor. iv. 4; viii. 9; Heb. i. 8; 1 John v. so.

Ver. I. I say the truth in Christ. The as- to the Romans. — In the Holy Spirit. To be

severation of the Apostle is threefold : and is in- joined with ' bearing me witness,' not with ' my

troduced abruptly, without a conjunction, in ac- conscience.' His conscience is, indeed, governed

cordance with the feeling which prompts it. ' In by the Holy Spirit, but in what he is about to say,

Christ ' is not an adjuration (the form of an oath he cannot lie, for the testimony his conscience

in Greek would be entirely different), but means, bears is 'in the Holy Spirit.' Notice the sym-

in fellowship with Christ, the element in which metry : He speaks the truth, in fellowship with

he lives. Such fellowship with Him who is the Christ ; he does not lie, for his conscience bears

Truth implies the sincerity of one who enjoys it. testimony in the Holy Spirit

— I Us not. This negative form of asseveration Ver. 2. Great grief and continual sorrow. The

is a rhetorical strengthening of the previous ex- cause of this grief obviously is the unbelief of his

pression.—My conscience also bearing me witness ; countrymen, their practical exclusion from the

or, 'my conscience bearing witness with me.' The Messianic salvation. This feeling was respecting

former explanation is preferable : he does not lie, those who had for years persecuted him with re

fer his conscience, which would convict him of lentless hatred, and who, shortly after this time

falsehood, gives testimony to him in accordance occasioned him a long imprisonment, thus becom-

with what he is about to state. The other ex- ing the immediate cause of his martyrdom,

planation points to a joint testimony ; but his con- Ver. 3. For I could wish that I myself, etc.

science and himself could not be joint witnesses The order of the better established reading makes
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' accursed' (lit-, 'anathema') more emphatic, and

forbids our taking ' I myself ' as the subject of

' could wish,' which was grammatically possible

with the order of the common reading.

The Greek verb rendered ' could wish ' is in

the imperfect tense, and might mean ' was wish

ing;' but the same tense is constantly used of

what is termed ' arrested action.' The latter

sense is preferable here. (1.) The other view

would seem to require ' I myself ' as subject of

'was wishing.' (2.) The reference to the past

makes an anti-climax, or at best a common place

sense : if the past wish were before his conversion,

referring to his blind zeal for Israel against Christ,

then the terms are strangely chosen to express

that sense ; to explain the wish as a past one, but

occurring since his conversion, is open to all the

objections that are urged against the common

view, without having the same reasons in its favor.

We therefore accept the obvious meaning : ' I

could wish that I myself were devoted to destruc

tion from Christ for the sake of my brethren,' etc.

The implication is that the wish was not formed,

cither because it was impossible thus to wish, or,

because the wish could not be fulfilled, or, both.

The Apostle, however, is not using a hyperbole,

nor is his language a senseless straining of the

idea of self denial. The objective impossibility

did not destroy or diminish the subjective inten

sity of Paul's feeling, which thus seeks expression.

This feeling, too, is most akin to the self-sacrificing

love of the Lord he preached. Comp. the lan

guage of Moses (Ex. xxxii. 32). There is no

wish to be separated from the holy will of Christ

— which would be wicked — but only from the

enjoyment of Christ, temporarily, as Christ Him

self, on the cross, was separated from the enjoy

ment of His Father's presence, when He cried :

' My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me.'

And it detracts nothing from our estimate of Paul's

affection to know, as he did, that the very feeling

he expresses was the result of Christ's love to

him, and would be impossible were he sundered

from fellowship with Christ. ' It is the expres

sion of an affectionate and self-denying heart,

willing to surrender all things — even, if it might

be so, eternal glory itself — if thereby he could

obtain for his beloved people those blessings of

the gospel which he now enjoyed, but from which

they were excluded. Others express their love

by professing themselves ready to give their life

for their friends : he declares the intensity of his

affection by reckoning even his spiritual life not

too great a price, if it might purchase their salva

tion ' (Alford). It is not implied that this is the

constant and conscious state of every Christian,

still less that our salvation depends upon our at

taining to such a height of disinterested affection.

— Accursed, lit., ' anathema.' This word, which

occurs several times in the New Testament, as

well as in the Septuagint, is the Hellenistic form

of a word, originally meaning ' dedicated to God.'

But as a rule, this form in the Bible denotes

something dedicated to God in a bad sense.

There is little reason to doubt that in the New

Testament (see references) the word has the uni

form sense of 'having become obnoxious to the

wrath or curse of God.' Efforts have been made

to prove that 'anathema,' in the time of Paul,

meant only 'Jewish excommunication.' Others

have explained it of banishment from church fel

lowship ; some, of temporal death. But the idea

of excommunication was first attached to this

term in later times, and this sense is altogether

inappropriate in the other New Testament pas

sages where the word occurs, and to our mind

unsatisfactory here also. The notion of ' tempo

ral death' is entirely foreign to usage. These

remarks hold good in regard to the corresponding

verb, which is found several times in the New

Testament. Wieseler, after a full investigation

(see his Galatians, i. 8 ; comp. Lange, Romans, pp.

302-304), says : ' Anathema, in entire congruity

with the Old Testament cherem, is used of a per

son who is dedicated to God, subjected to the

Divine curse for his death, not, however, to bodily

death, as in the more ancient formula (this refer

ence, however, being not necessarily contained in

the root, but resulting only from the historical re

lations of the Jews in ancient times), but to spirit

ual and eternal death.' —From Christ. Separated

from Christ, from the fellowship with Him.— For

the sake of my brethren. Not, 'instead of,'

which the preposition, of itself, does not mean,

but for their benefit, just as the same term is used

in Eph. iii. 13, Col. L 24 to indicate that Paul's suf

ferings might result advantageously for others. —

My kinsmen according to the flesh. Notice the

tender way in which the Apostle characterizes the

Jews. But the phrase suggests as its antithesis

' brethren in the Lord.' Paul's patriotism grew

out of the human consanguinity, but as the fol

lowing description shows, has its deepest ground

in the gracious gifts and religious privileges hith

erto possessed by his countrymen.

Ver. 4. Who are. The form of the original is

almost equivalent to : 'seeing they are.' — Israel

ites, belonging to God's chosen people. In ver. 3

it is stated that they are Paul's people, but he loved

them all the more because thev were God's people,

descendants of one whom God himself had chosen

and named. Since their advantages grew out of

this relation, all the privileges named point toward

the sovereignty of God, which comes into view in

the subsequent discussion of the enigma presented

by their rejection of Christ. —Whose is the adop

tion. Six privileges of the Jews are enumerated

in the remainder of this verse: 'purely sacred,

historical divine benefactions' (Meyer). The first

is ' adoption,' not in the full New Testament sense

(comp. vers. 6, 7), but in the theocratic sense

pointing forward to the close union between God

and men formed by Christ the only begotten,

through the Holy Ghost. —And the glory. This

refers to the visible Shekinah, which attended the

people of Israel through the wilderness. Those

who insist upon a chronological order, find a ref

erence to earlier manifestations of Jehovah's pres

ence, especially as ' the Angel of the Lord,' with

which the later appearance is identified, however,

in Ex. xiv. 19. — And the covenants. The repeated

covenants made with the patriarchs after the first

covenant with Abraham, not the Old and New

Testaments (covenants), nor the two tables of the

law. — And the giving of the law. Not exactly

the law itself, but the formal and distinctive act

by which it became the possession of the Jews ; a

secondary reference to its substance may be im

plied. —And the service of the sanctuary, >'. <•., the

Jewish (or, Mosaic) ritual service in the worship

of God ; in the tabernacle first, and then more

fully established in the temple. — And the prom

ises. This includes all the promises made to the

chosen people, from the days of Abraham on

ward. This inclusive term prepares for the next

clause.
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Ver. 5. Whose are the fathers. Persons are

now introduced: the whole line of patriarchs and

prophets were types of Christ, who is next named,

as the crowning glory and privilege of Paul's na

tion. — Of whom is Christ according to the flesh.

The original is peculiar, suggesting a limitation,

or, antithesis : as far as concerns the flesh, 1. e.,

His human nature, as in chap. i. 3. —Who is over

all, etc. The natural connection of this clause is

with what precedes, especially since the last ex

pression used suggests an antithesis. Accord

ingly, this has usually been referred to Christ, as

defining what He is, other than ' according to the

flesh.' As, however, our earliest manuscripts are

without punctuation, some editors and commenta

tors, prominent among whom are Tischendorf

(8th ed.) and Meyer, separate this from what pre

cedes, taking it as a doxology. This would re

quire one of the following translations: ' He who

is over all, God, be (or, is) blessed for ever,'

adopted by Reiche, Van Hengel, and others, or

' He who is God over all (be) blessed forever,'

adopted by Meyer and others. (Another view

sets a period after ' over all,' including in the dox

ology only the words, 'God be blessed for ever.')

Any one of these explanations is possible, and

would be preferable to the usual one, if it were

proven that the word ' God,' standing without the

article, as here, is never applied to Christ in the

New Testament. But Meyer not only admits that

John thus applies it, but that Paul also might

have done so, ' by virtue of his essential agree

ment in substance with the Christology of John '

(Meyer, Romans, ii. 118). The objection he

raises is that Paul has never done so. After re

newed investigation of the subject we feel con

strained to say that this is the only objection that

is even plausible, and that it is clearly outweighed

by the many considerations to be presented in

favor of the usual punctuation. (1.) We say

' usual punctuation,' for in all the authorities which

can give evidence on a matter of punctuation

(manuscripts, versions, and fathers), the unanimity

is very remarkable. All the early writers accepted

this view of the meaning,with the single exception

of Theodore of Mopsuestia. (2.) Moreover, ' the

doxology would be unmeaning and frigid in the

extreme. It is not the habit of the Apostle to

break out into irrelevant ascriptions of praise ;

and certainly there is here nothing in the imme

diate context requiring one ' (Alford). (3.) Fur

thermore, in all such doxologies, as the other view

would make of this, the word ' Blessed ' stands

first. (4.) The words 'who is' would be unneces

sary if this were a doxology. (5.) As regards the

objection drawn from Paul's usage, we may not

only cite such passages as Col. i. 15, etc., but

argue that for this Apostle not to have added

something in regard to the Divine nature of Christ

would be far more unlike him than for him to

have once expressed himself in terms which agree,

not only with the expressions of John, but also

with his own statements. It should be added, that

even if the clause be taken as a doxology, the

Divinity of Christ is not thereby proven unscrip-

tural ; while on the other hand, if the usual view

be correct, there is no room for a denial of that

doctrine. Paul could not have been ignorant of

the great question of the Master, which soon be

came the question of the Church, ' What think ye

of Christ? whose Son is he?' (Matt xxii. 42.) Is

it likely that he could so express himself as to

mislead the vast majority of Christians on that

point ? ' It therefore does not seem to us at all

doubtful, that Paul here indicates, as the crown

of all the prerogatives accorded to Israel, that of

having produced for the world the Christ, who

now, exalted above all things, is God blessed for

ever' (Godet).

As regards details : ' over all ' seems to refer to

all things, not to the exclusion of persons (comp.

Eph. i. 21-23, an{l similar passages). 'Who is'

points to the present exalted condition of the In

carnate Lord. — God. The words ' over all ' should

not be joined with this, as is done by many of

those who could find here a doxology to God the

Father Almighty. Such an idea would have been

expressed in another form from that here used. —

Blessed for ever. 'The expression "Blessed for

ever " is twice besides used by St Paul, and each

time unquestionably not in an ascription of praise,

but in an assertion regarding the subject of the

sentence. The places are, chap. i. 25, and 2 Cor.

xi. 31 : whereas he uses the phrase "Blessed be

God " as an ascription of praise without joining

" for ever " ' (Alford). —Amen. This conclusion

is appropriate in either view of the passage. For

if this is indeed the only place where Paul directly

calls Christ 'God,' the mention of this coming

privilege of Israel might well be regarded as an

act of worship, to which he devoutly adds : Amen,

Chapter IX. 6-29.

11. Gods Promise is not Void,

The rejection of the gospel by the Jews, which has caused the deep emotion of the Apostle in view

of their great privileges (vers. 1-5), does not render God's promise void. This position the Apostle

proves : (a.) By showing that this promise was made of free grace, only to those who were individ

ually chosen (vers. 6-13). Two Old Testament illustrations are cited : the case of Isaac (vers. 7-9),

and that of Jacob (vers. 10-13). (»■) Put m's assertion of God's freedom may give rise to the false

inference that God is unrighteous in thus choosing (ver. 14). But this very objection involves an

admission of the fact of God's sovereignty (implying that His promise is not void), which the Apostle

affirms, citing the case of Pharaoh (vers. 15-18). Another objection is then raised, if God is sover

eign, why doth He find fault (ver. 19). This objection the Apostle answers by reasserting God's

sovereignty (vers. 20, 21), but suggesting that even in the exercise of this, His right, long suffering
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and mercy are displayed (vers. 22, 23), especially the latter to both Jews and Gentiles (ver. 24), in

accordance with various Old Testament predictions (vers. 25-29).

As regards the free, unconditioned grace of God, we must regard this as the fundamental fact in

the discussion. We may further assume that Paul holds this in such a way as to exclude every the

ory which makes God the author of sin. In other words, the Apostle, in accordance with the teach

ings of the Scriptures as a whole, presents, on the one hand, the absolute causality and unconditioned

grace of God ; and, on the other, the moral nature of man, including also that relative freedom which

involves human responsibility (human personality). To reconcile these two truths is the problem

which confronts every one who believes in a personal God and is conscious of his own responsibility.

Thus far the Christian life has proved the only practical solution, while Christian theology has been

busied with the necessary task of attempting a theoretical solution. Probably such a solution will

be reached, only when the full victory over evil has been achieved. We add the following remarks : —

( 1.) The Scriptures teach an eternal predestination of believers unto holiness and blessedness, and

hence they must ascribe all the glory of their redemption, from beginning to end, to the unmerited

grace of God alone.

(2.) But it is as plainly asserted or assumed that believers do not, on this account, cease to be free

agents, responsible for all their doings. As God works in nature, not magically and immediately, but

through natural laws, so He works in men, through their wills, hence through the mediation of finite

causes ; the more His grace is developed within them, so much the more is their true freedom devel

oped ; the result being the coincidence of perfect holiness and perfect freedom. For the highest

freedom is the complete triumph over the evil, and is consequently identical with the moral necessity

of the good. In this sense, God is free, precisely because He is holy.

(3.) It is nowhere asserted that God has foreordained sin as sin, although He has foreseen it from

all eternity, and with respect to redemption, permitted it, while constantly overruling it to His pur

poses. Hence, those who are lost are lost through their own fault, and must blame their own unbe

lief, which rejects the means of salvation proffered them by God (comp. chap. ix. 30-33).

(4.) In the time of the calling of nations and individuals to salvation, God proceeds according to a

plan of eternal wisdom and love, which we cannot fathom here, but should reverently adore.

(5) The doctrine of election is designed and adapted to humble sinners, to comfort believers, while

it increases their gratitude and happiness. Only a culpable misapprehension and misuse of it can

lead either to a careless security or to despair. But because the depths of the divine decrees cannot

be fathomed, the Christian may well accept the doctrine, not to puzzle himself with attempts to solve

the mystery, but to gain new encouragement to make his own calling and election sure, and with fear

and trembling to work out his own salvation.

6 a "VJOT as though J the word of God hath taken none effect.2 ' ^%$t

1^1 For *they are not all Israel, which are of Israel : 3 b ]ohn ^

7 ' Neither, because they are the seed of Abraham, are they all 3£ £?$,"'

8 children : but, In d Isaac shall thy seed be called. That is, % '£' GJ'

They which are the children of the flesh, these are not the chil- c co*n.P'V»'.:

dren4 of God: but ethe children of the promise are counted d gun9'™!.
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10 time7 will I come, and Sarah shall have a son. And not only/c-« xm
10, 14.

this ; but when "Rebecca also had conceived8 by one, even by*- Gen. «v.

1 1 our father Isaac,9 (I0 For the children being not yet born,11 neither
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1 But it is not so, that 2 come to nought

8 Not all who are of Israel, are Israel

4 Not they who are the children of the flesh, are children

6 reckoned as seed 6 of promise is this word ' season

8 but Rebecca also having conceived • one, our father Isaac —

10 omit parentheses n without their having as yet been born

11 or having done anything good or bad la abide
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12 calleth;)10 It was said unto her, 'The elder shall serve the J ^£?T;8*

13 younger. As it is written, * Jacob have14 I loved, but Esau f^j"™1-

have " I hated. £7m«?.*

14 'What shall we say then ? m Is there unrighteousness with Sr.i?!*

15 God? "God forbid.15 For he saith to Moses, "I will have , &^' 2S"

mercy on whom I will16 have mercy, and I will have compas- vi.T "ii.\'.

16 sion on whom I will16 have compassion. So then it is not of 4.; *chr.

him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that «a.jj
xxxiv. 10.

17 sheweth mercy. For 'the Scripture saith unto Pharaoh, |»- «»• »s-

• Even for this same n purpose have I raised 18 thee up, r that I |L * "^

might shew my power in thee,19 and 'that my name might be: gjjjjj'ja

1 8 declared throughout all the earth. Therefore 20 hath he mercy |x2*D ix

on whom he will have mercy?1 and-whom he will he hard- r p5^ cvi 8,

eneth ' Sce Ex<xl"

19 Thou wilt say then unto me, Why doth he yet find fault?' jS'i^t'

20 For ' who hath resisted ° his will ? ■ Nay but, • O man, who £S: &'„.

art thou that "repliest against God? * Shall the thing formed " x°7l, phSi

say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made23 me thus ?»c'oropl chap.

2 1 Hath M not the * potter power * over the clay, of * the same w'job xxxiii.

lump to make 'one vessel27 unto honour, and another unto *r»-«i*. >f> ;
xlv. 9; lxiv.

22 dishonour? What18 if God, willing29 to shew his wrath, and »•
0 y Prov.xvi.4 ;

to make his power known,30 endured with much longsuffering }%{™££

23 "the81 vessels of wrath 'fitted to32 destruction: And33 that a ' Thess- v-

he might make known ethe riches of his glory on the81 ves-* j^'j"-8'

sels of mercy, which he had d afore prepared unto34 glory, ' EpS'i",4'

24 E%-en us, whom he hath called,35 * not of the Jews only,36 but d o^; vfii.

also of 1 the Gentiles ? , S»df.»

25 As he saith also in Osee,38 f\ will call them89 my people,/ H°s- ■!: »v.

which were40 not my people; and her beloved, which41 was

26 not beloved. 'And it shall come to pass, that in the place ^ Hos ' IO-

where it was said unto them, Ye are not my people ; there

27 shall they be called the children42 of the living God. Esaias* is. r. 11,13

also43 crieth concerning Israel, * Though the number of the «n%i7;

children of Israel be 'as the sand of the sea, *a44 remnant * chap. xi. s

28 shall be saved : For he will finish the work, and cut it short

in righteousness : ' because a short work will the Lord make [}*■ mSi

14 omit have u Let it never be ,8 omit will " very 18 did I raise

19 in thee my power OT So then 21 on whom he will he hath mercy

M resisteth M didst thou make •» Or hath 56 authority

M from " one part a vessel M But what M although willing

80 make known his power al omit the 82 for

88 or also, but some authorities omit u before prepared for

86 also called (or as such he also called us)

88 not only from among the poor " from among 88 Hosea

80 that *» was « who

42 called sons *s And Isaiah ** the

vol. in. 7
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29 upon the earth.4'' And as Esaias said before,46 m Except the m££ jy^

Lord of Sabaoth had left us " a seed, ° we had been as Sodoma,47 * '

and been made like unto Gomorrah.

13 ; comp.

Exra ix. 2 -,

Mai. ii 15;

chap, xi. s

" The verse reads according to the best authorities for finishing and cutting » !«• xiii 19

short his word, will the Lord execute it upon the earth, but some authorities

give a longer form {see exeg. notes).

40 And, as Isaiah hath said before (or beforehand) *' become as Sodom

Vcr. 6. But it is not 10, that. The Apostle

returns to the fact that the Jews rejected the

gospel, and proceeds to account for it by stating

that the promise holds good only for the true

Israelites ; a result indicated in the Scriptures.

The opening clause, which is quite peculiar,

means : ' What I am saying is not of such a kind

as to mean that,' or, ' the matter is not of such a

kind that.' The former sense would imply the

latter. Whatever he says, he does not mean that

the word of God hath come to nought. The prom

ise of God, as given in the Old Testament, has

not ' fallen to the ground,' notwithstanding the un

belief of the Jews. — For not all who are of Israel

(that is Israelites by birth) are Israel, constitute

the true Israel of God. The exact form of the

original cannot be reproduced, but the meaning

is unmistakable. The Apostle here presents the

negative side of the idea already advanced in this

Epistle (chap. iv. 12) and in Gal. iii. 9, that phys

ical relationship docs not constitute membership

in the true Israel.

Ver. 7. Neither J ' and also not,' extending

the same thought to physical relationship with

Abraham, the father of the faithful. — Because

they ; either, ' all those of Abraham,' or, referring

to the subject in ver. 6 : ' they who are of Israel.'

The former suits the immediate context (Isaac

and Ishmael, Jacob and Esau), but the latter is

grammatically more exact. — The seed of Abra

ham. A well-known phrase, here meaning, as the

context shows, 'the physical posterity of Abra

ham'; in Gal. iii. 29, the phrase is used of his

true spiritual descendants. — All children; in the

true, spiritual sense, inheritors of the promise

made to him.—But; on the contrary, the Scrip

ture itself shows that this was the design. — In

Isaac shall thy seed be called. Spoken to Abra

ham (Gen. xxi. 12), at the time when Hagar and

Ishmael were sent away. Explanations: 1. In

the person of Isaac shall thy seed be named.

2. Through Isaac shall the race be born which

shall be truly and properly called thy seed. Both

arc true in fact, but as the Apostle is choosing

historical illustrations, it seems better to accept

( 1.) which refers to the historical person. ' Called '

is here = ' named,' not, ' called into being,' or,

' chosen.' ' Paul finds in this divine declaration

the idea enunciated (ver. 8), that not on bodily

descent (which was also the case with Ishmael),

but on divine promise (which was the case with

Isaac, ver. 9), the true sonship of Abraham is

founded' (Meyer)

Ver. 8. That is; the Old Testament saying

amounts to this. — Not they who are the children

of the flesh, are children of God. Not those who

must be regarded merely as the fruit -of physical

generation, as was the case with Ishmael (comp.

Gal. iv. 23). — Bat the children of the promise are

reckoned as seed. The reference is directly to the

birth of Isaac (ver. 9), but also to his true de

scendants, who ' are reckoned ' such in virtue of

the promise. The birth of Isaac was not only

according to the promise, but God intervened

through the promise, which Abraham believed,

and thus by his faith in the promise obtained the

power that rendered him capable of becoming the

father of this son (comp. chap. iv. 16-21 ). 'In vir

tue of this superior element, Isaac and his de

scendants alone could be regarded as "children

of God." It is this which explains the second

proposition of the verse, where the title of (prom

ised) posterity is expressly given to that descent

obtained through faith in the promise. The first

proposition of the verse by implication justifies

the rejection of carnal Jews ; the second, the adop

tion of believing Gentiles ' (Godet).

Ver. 9. For of promise is this word. We re

store the emphatic order of the original. That

' the children of the promise are reckoned as seed '

is proven, for the word, in accordance with which

the birth of Isaac took place, this passage now

cited, is a word of promise. (Not 'was,' for the

reference is to an existent passage of Scripture.)

— At this season, or, more literally, "according to

this season.' The passage is freelv Quoted from

the I.XX. (Gen. xviii. 10, 14). The Hebrew phrase

rendered : ' at this season,' means when the time

(shall be) reviving,' i. e., at this season of the

next year : so the LXX. substantially. ' Accord

ing to ' here suggests nothing more than ' at.' —

And Sarah shall have a son. From Gen. xviii.

14, substituted for a similar clause in ver. 10, be

cause of the emphasis it gives (in the original)

to the word ' Sarah,' who is the principal person

(comp. Gal. iv. 22, etc.).

Ver. 10. And not only this. These words in

troduce a second proof from history, namely, the

case of Rebecca and her two sons, one of whom

was chosen. 'This,' is preferable to 'so,' be

cause this case is not strictly of the same kind as

that of Sarah, but furnishes a stronger proof. —

But Bebecca also. Some explain : not only Sarah,

but Rebecca also, had a divine promise, was

treated in the same manner. Others find a broken

construction, ' Rebecca ' being re-introduced in

ver. 12: 'unto her.' Accepting the latter view,

we place a dash at the end of this verse. In any

case 'also' points to the previous case of Sarah.

— Having conceived by one, our father Isaac. In

the previous instance the two children were of

two mothers ; here the children were twins, hav

ing the same father and mother, and yet of such a

different destiny. ' Our father Isaac ; ' recalling

the quotation in ver. 7.

Ver. 11. The parentheses are unnecessary,

since we place a dash at the end of ver. 10. — For

without their having as yet been born, or done

anything good or ill. This rendering, though va

rying from the form of the Greek, expresses the ex

act sense in its relation to what follows. ' Their '

is properly supplied, rather than 'the children.'
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The reading of the best authorities gives a word

which we render 'ill,' as having a wider range of

meaning than 'evil,' though here it means im

moral. The second clause incidentally opposes the

doctrine of the prce'xistence of souls, and a pre

vious fall. — That the purpose of God according to

election. This clause indicates the purpose of

what was said to Rebecca, and is put first for

emphasis. The phrase, ' according to election,'

is closely joined with ' purpose ; ' ' the purpose

which was so formed, that in it an election was

made ' (Meyer). Both are ' before the foundation

of the world' (Eph. i. 4; iii. n). The whole ex

pression involves God's freedom in His choice of

individuals as an essential part of His purpose of

redemption. Whether we can reconcile this with

our consciousness of freedom, or not, it is here as

serted to be a fact — Might abide, unchangeable,

instead of ' coming to nought ' (ver. 6) ; and this,

not simply in man's estimate, but in reality, ' It

is not only in the thought of man, it is really

that the liberty of God would be compromised, if

any human merit regulated his choice' (Godet).

— Hot of works, but of him that calleth. This is

joined by some with ' purpose,' by others with

'abide,' but is most correctly taken by others, as a

definition of the whole preceding clause : and this

design, that his purpose according to election

might abide, was not effected by reason of works,

did not depend on works, but on God Himself

who calls. Whatever view be taken of the con

nection, the ultimate ground of our salvation is in

God Himself. ' God does not choose us because

we believe, but that we may believe ' (Augustine).

Our salvation is not on account of faith, but

through faith.

Ver. 12. It was said onto her. Gen. xxv. 23 ;

here cited, quite closely, from the Septuagint. —

The elder shall serve the younger ; lit., ' the

greater shall serve the less.' As spoken to Re

becca, this language referred not only to the twin

children, but to the nations springing from them

respectively (Gen. xxv. 23 : ' two nations are in

thy womb*). Hence it seems best to accept here

both the national and personal reference. The

former is required by the citation from Malachi

(see ver. 13), but the latter is necessary to give

point to the argument of the Apostle. As re

spects the nations, the prophecy was fulfilled in

the days of David, who conquered the Rdomites

(2 Sam. viii. 14), but how unlikely that Paul

would, in this connection, separate the nations

from their respective ancestors, especially when

the prophecy became a fact in the history of the

two brothers themselves ; comp. Gen. xxvii. 29, 37,

40. Eternal results in the case of these persons

are not involved in the original prophecy ; and

doubtless theocratic privileges and promises are

more prominently in the mind of the Apostle in

both these historical cases.

Ver. 13. As it is written (Mai. i. 2, 3), Jacob I

tired, but Esan I hated. In the original prophecy

the statement that Esau was hated, is proved by

the added words: 'and laid his mountains and

his heritage waste for the dragons of the wilder

ness.' The reference to the nation of Edomites

is therefore clear. ' As it is written,' however,

implies a correspondence with ver. 12. We there

fore apply the language to Jacob and Esau per

sonally, regarding the national destiny as bound

up in the personal position of the two ancestors.

The word ' hated ' seems harsh, and hence some

explain it as ' love less,' making the whole pas

sage to mean, ' I preferred Jacob to Esau.' But,

despite such instances as Luke xiv. 24, compared

with Matt. x. 37, this explanation is not allowable.

The historical dealings of God with Esau (and

with Edom also), indicate, not less love, but the

deprivation or absence of love, to say the least.

' God loves the good, because He produces the

very good that is in them ; and He elects them

not on account of their faith and their holiness,

but to faith and holiness. But it cannot be said,

on the other hand, that He hates the evil men be

cause He produces the very evil that is in them ;

for that would be absurd, and destroy His holi

ness ; but He hates them on account of the evil

that they do or will do in opposition to His will.

While human goodness is the effect of Divine

love and grace, on the contrary, human wicked

ness is the cause of Divine hatred and abhor

rence ; and on that account alone can it be the

object of the punitive wrath, and condemnatory

decree of God.' (Schaff, in Lange, Romans, p.

328.) This is implied in the subsequent discus

sion, where the ill desert of all men is assumed, and

salvation in the case of any presented as caused

by God's mercy. But whatever be the extent of

the preference, or the result of the choice in the

case of Jacob and Esau, the main thought is :

God does exercise a prerogative of election, inde

pendently of the human considerations referred to

in these instances. That this is Paul's mean

ing is evident from what immediately follows.

His assertion of the freedom of God might be

used to impeach His moral character. If the

Apostle's argument thus far had not plainly set

forth that freedom, the objection of ver. 14 could

not have been raised.

Ver. 14. What shall we say then 1 This ques

tion introduces an objection, as in chaps, iii. 5 ;

vi. I ; vii. 7, which is then stated in the form of

another question. The usual indignant denial

follows, and then the detailed answer (vers. 15-

18). In ver. 19, etc., a further objection (grow

ing out of the answer to this one) is raised and

answered. The question is not put in the mouth

of an objector, still less is it represented as the

language of an unbelieving Jew. The connection

of thought is natural : may it not be said that the

exercise of this free choice on the part of God,

as already illustrated, involves unrighteousness in

Him ? Let it never be 1 He only is unrighteous

who is under obligations which he does not fulfil ;

but God is under no obligations to His creatures

who have become sinful, i. e., opposed to Him.

The blessings they receive of Him are not their

right, but of His mercy, as the words of God

Himself in the Old Testament plainly show. The

underlying principle, already assumed in this Epis

tle, is that God's will is the absolute and eternal

norm of righteousness, and all that He does is

necessarily right (see references). If there were

any superior norm of righteousness to which this

Personal God is subject then He would cease to

be God. — Is there unrighteousness with God ? In

making this choice of individuals, the objection

ends here. — Let it never be. See chap. iii. 4, etc.

Some of the fathers took vers. 15-18 as a renewal

of the objection, but the close connection, with

' for ' and ' so then,' as well as the Scripture cita

tions, show that those verses give the reason for

this indignant denial.

Ver. 15. For he saith to Hoses. An exact

quotation from the LXX. (Exod. xxxiii. 19), giv

ing part of Jehovah's answer to Moses, when on
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Mount Sinai, he said : * I beseech thee, show

me thy glory.' ' In condescending to grant this

request, the Lord would have him understand

that nothing in him, notwithstanding all he had

hitherto been able to do for the service of God,

would merit such a favor. If God accorded it to

him, it was not because it was Moses who be

sought Him, or had any right to it ; it was pure

c;race on His part' (Godct). — On whom I have

mercy. The present tense is used in this and the

corresponding clause (' I have compassion '), re

ferring to the settled disposition of mercy and com

passion. The word 'whom' in both instances

might be rendered ' whomsoever,' and has an

emphasis here, describing not merely the mercy,

but the choice of the individual objects, as the

free act of God. — Have compassion is stronger

than ' have mercy ; ' it ordinarily includes out

ward manifestations of compassion. The future

tenses (' will have mercy ; ' ' will have compas

sion ') point to the active exercise of God's mercy

and compassion.

Ver. 1 6. Bo then. With this favorite expres

sion, Paul introduces an inference from the pas

sage cited: 'In consequence of all this, it is

proven that.' The word to Moses is accepted as

a divine axiom, and the inference is to be re

garded as of universal validity, since neither the

preceding context nor the scope of the argument

suggests any limitation. ' It is in parts of Scrip

ture like this that we must be especially careful

not lofall short of what is written — not to allow

of any compromise of the plain and awful words

of God's Spirit, for the sake of a caution which

He Himself docs not teach us' (Alford). — It is

not of him that willeth, etc. The participation

in any and all of the effects of God's mercy and

compassion, does not depend on human will, nor

on human effort, but on the will of God, who

thus spoke to Moses. The reference of 'him

that willeth ' to Abraham's wish respecting Ish-

mael, and of 'him that runneth' to Esau's run

ning home from hunting, is worth mentioning as

a specimen of farfetched interpretation.

Ver. 17. For the Scripture saith onto Pharaoh.

What the Scripture says is here regarded as

equivalent to what God says : comp. Gal. iii. 8,

22. The choice of an illustration outside the Jew

ish nation confirms the view that Paul is here

concerned with principles of universal applica

tion. The case of Pharaoh presents the antith

esis to God's showing mercy. — Even for this

very purpose did I raise thee up. Freely quoted

from the LXX. (Exod. ix. 16). Moses was com

manded to say this to Pharaoh, after the sixth

plague had fallen on Egypt. The main ques

tion is respecting the meaning of 'did I raise

thee up,' which is an exact translation of Paul's

language. But the Hebrew means literally : 'have

caused thee to stand,' and this the LXX. weak

ens into ' thou wert preserved. Explanations :

(I.) 'Allowed thee to appear,' thy whole histor

ical appearance has been brought about by me,

in order that, etc. This is the view of the ma

jority of our best modern commentators. It is

neither fatalistic, nor does it improperly weaken

the strong language of the Apostle. Since God

numbers the hairs of our head, He superintended

the exodus of His people, and in this as a matter

of history, the principal human factor was Pha

raoh. He did not cause the evil, but bent and

guided it for His own glory. (2.) ' Preserved

thee alive.' This agrees with the LXX. But

Paul has, apparently with purpose, deviated from

that translation. Moreover, this view fails to give

sufficient strength to this link in the chain of the

Apostle's reasoning. (3.) 'Excited thee to oppo

sition.' But this does not agree either with the

original Hebrew, or with the LXX. Nor does

the context sustain it, since the reference to hard

ening in ver. 18 is based upon this verse as a

whole, not on the sense of this phrase. (4.) 'Cre

ated thee,' as a hardened sinner. This is a fatal

istic view, alike uncalled for by the words of the

argument. The first view is, therefore, decidedly

preferable. — That I might show in thee my

power. This purpose was accomplished in the case

of Pharaoh by means of the supernatural events

accompanying the deliverance of the Israelites,

which were called forth by the opposition of

Pharaoh. — My name might be declared, etc.

Further purpose. Com]), the song of Moses,

after the destruction of Pharaoh's army (Exod.

xv. 1— 19, especially where he refers to the effect

produced on other nations by these events. —The

whole earth. ' A result which, in the later course

of history, was especially fulfilled in the dispersion

of the Jews and the spread of Christianity, and

continues to be fulfilled' (Meyer). Comp. the

many allusions in the Psalms to these events as

fulfilling these purposes.

Ver. 18. Bo then (as in ver. 16; the E. V.

varies unnecessarily), summing up the whole mat

ter, after considering both sides. — On whom he

will he hath mercy. We thus restore the corre

spondence in form between the two clauses. Here

the emphasis rests on 'will ;' not, as in ver. 15,

on 'whom.' —Whom he will he hardeneth. Here,

as throughout, the freedom of God is the main

thought; the holiness, love, and wisdom of His

will are implied. Hence we say, this freedom is

not arbitrary, but more because of what God is,

than from our ability to explain how it is so. As

respects the word ' hardeneth,' it assumes, as does

the whole discussion, the presence of sin in the

individual, without referring to its origin. It here

suggests such a fortification in sin, that the sinner

is unsusceptible of all workings of grace and bet

ter influences, the removal into a state where con

version is either absolutely impossible, or ren

dered difficult in the highest degree. This may

be termed an act of God, in so far as He has or

dained the laws of the development of evil, ' that,

propagating still, it brings forth evil ' (Schiller).

The objection which follows (ver. 19) shows that

the Apostle regards this hardening of Pharaoh as

penal, and hence as to some extent effected by

God. The personal tone of the answer (ver. 20)

indicates further that the principle is of universal

application.

Ver. 19. Thou wilt say then unto me. This

verse states a further objection, growing out

(' then ') of what has already been said. It is

not necessary even here, where the answer is so

sharply personal, to regard the objection as ut

tered by a Jew. For it will arise, wherever there

is any such notion of God, however derived, as

admits the possibility of His being the author of

evil in man, or what amounts to the same thing,

denies His righteousness, because there is a theo

retical difficulty in reconciling our responsibility

with His free will. The difficulty is an ontologic.il

one : Given an infinite free will, how can there be

other free wills. —Why doth he yet And fault !

Some good authorities insert ' then,' here also, re

ferring to the previous discussion. ' Yet,' this
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being the case, that whom He will He hardens

(ver. 18). —For who resisteth his will. The word

is peculiar, meaning ' the thing willed,' but imply

ing deliberation. ' Resisteth ' is better than ' hath

resisted* ; and the question implies the helpless

ness of the objector, and acknowledges the Al-

mightiness of God, but at the expense of His

rectitude, since it virtually makes Him responsible

for men's sins.

Ver. 20. Nay hot. An unusual word, mean

ing, ' Yes indeed ; ' here used, either with a slight

tone of irony, or, more probably, of indignant re

buke. ' I do not examine the intrinsic verity of

what you allege ; but, be that as it may, this much

is certain, that you are not in a position to dispute

with God' (Godet). — Oman. This address sug

gests the contrast between man and God, after

wards brought out more fully. —Who art thou.

'How great art thou?'—That repliest against

God. The peculiar word here used suggests an

answer given to a previous response, i. e., to God's

response (finding fault, ver. 19) to man's sin.—

Shall the thing formed, etc. We have here an

echo of Isa. xxiv. 16 (not a quotation). 'The

thing formed,' as a vessel is moulded. Hence

the question has no reference to original creation,

but to subsequent ethical moulding. The nature

of the 'clay and 'lump' is not yet suggested.

The original indicates that a negative answer is

expected. —Why didst thou make me thus 1 The

word ' make,' in accordance with what precedes ;

is to be referred to preparing, adjusting, etc., not

to creating. The folly, rather than the error of

the objector, is thus rebuked.

Ver. 21. Or hath not the potter. ' Or ' suggests

the dilemma arising out of the figure : Either the

thing formed cannot speak thus, or the potter has

not authority, etc. The interrogative form here

implies an affirmative answer : ' The potter has

authority,' etc. The figure of a potter is found in

the Old Testament (see references) and here un

doubtedly represents God Himself.— Authority.

Not, 'power in the sense of 'force,' but rather,

' right, ' privilege.' — Over the clay. The ' clay '

represents the human subjects under discussion ;

the article suggests that it is the potter's clay.—

From the same lump to make, etc. The whole

clause explains what is meant by the ' authority '

of the potter, while the figure itself excludes the

idea of creature. ' The lump ' and ' the clay ' re

fer to the same thing ; the latter is the substance

itself, the former presents it as already in use by

the potter for his purposes. To limit the ' lump '

to the Jews is narrow, and opposed by vers. $2,

24, etc. Meyer explains : ' The same lump denotes

human nature in and of itself, as with its opposite

moral capabilities and dispositions it is equally in

all, but not yet conceived of in its definite indi

vidual moral stamp.' Similarly Godet : ' The

mass represents entire humanity, not that human

ity which God created, but in that state in which

He finds it at each moment when He makes it

serve His reign.' The supralapsarian explana

tion, referring it to the created man, seems con

trary to the figure and to revealed facts. The

view taken of the moral status of the ' lump,' rep

resenting humanity, will depend largely upon the

interpretation of chap. v. 12-21. The denial of

original sin makes the difficulty here all the greater.

— One part a vessel unto honor, and another unto

dishonor. This rendering is more exact than that

of the E. V. The potter makes from the same

lump, a part into a vessel designed for honorable

uses, and another is for dishonorable uses. The

emphasis in the original seems to rest on the

words ' unto honor,' just as below (ver. 23) the

corresponding phrase, ' vessels of mercy,' is made

prominent. It should be observed that the whole

verse is designed to assert God's freedom, under

the figure of the potter; hence the failure of all

attempts to limit the application to the Jews, or

to temporal distinctions. ' The honor and dis

honor are not here the moral purity or impurity

of the human vessels, but their ultimate glorifica

tion or perdition. The Apostle, in asking this

question, rather aims at striking dumb the ob

jector by a statement of God's undoubted right,

against which it does not become us to murmur,

than at unfolding to us the actual state of the

case' (Alford).

Ver. 22. But what if God. The construction

is elliptical : the original is simply : ' but if.' We

may supply, as follows : ' But what will be said,

if,' i. e., How can the objection raised be urged,

if, as is the case, God, etc. ' But ' thus introduces

an additional thought, which forms the main an

swer to the objection. — Although willing, etc.

The participle ' willing ' may mean either, ' since

He is willing,' or, 'although He is willing.' We

prefer the latter, for (1.) the former view gives to

' willing ' the sense of ' purposing,' which it does

not necessarily have ; (2.) it obscures the logical

relation between ' showing wrath ' and ' endur

ing;' (3.) it relieves somewhat the difficult con

struction of ver. 23. On this view, 'willing' refers

to the spontaneous will of God, growing out of

His moral character, not to His fixed purpose.

This will would lead Him to show his wrath, etc.

— His power. This peculiar expression, meaning

'what is possible to him,' suits the view we take

of ' willing.' —Endured with much long-suffering.

That the Apostle means to assert the Fact of such

endurance is plain. But how does this stand re

lated to the previous clause ? Our view accepts

a contrast ; ' yet He endured ; ' the other inter

pretation makes this the result of His purpose to

show His wrath, etc. This raises a new difficulty,

while the former explanation really answers the

objection of ver. 19, by showing that the sovereign

God had withheld the exercise of a power in ac

cordance with His holy will, so that the endurance

was really 'with much long-suffering.' Comp.

chap. iii. 25. — Vessels of wrath. God's wrath is

meant, andthese vessels are to be its objects. It

is not necessary to carry out the figure and explain

a vessel full of wrath. This phrase is suggested

by the corresponding one in ver. 21 {'vessel —

unto dishonor'). — Fitted for destruction; ever

lasting destruction is meant, as the contrasted

word ('glory;' ver. 23) plainly shows, as well as

the mention of God's enduring with much long-

suffering. The participle, 'fitted,' expresses the

permanent present result of past action. It is not

said that God has fitted them for destruction,

although Meyer thinks this is implied. Others

think that they are represented as having fitted

themselves for destruction, by deserving it Prob

ably the mediate agency of God is not to be ex

cluded, but the obvious differences between the

two phrases (' fitted for destruction ' and ' which

He before prepared for glory,' see below) point

unmistakably to such a difference as should guard

the passage against fatalistic interpretations. ' Ev

ery development of sin is a network of human

offences and divine judgments, that arc related to

each other.'
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Ver. 23. And that, or, ' also that,' in order that

The omission of ' and ' by some authorities was

probably due to an effort to relieve the difficult

construction. The simplest view is to translate

'also that,' and connect the verse with 'endured.'

Besides His great long-suffering toward the ves

sels of wrath, He had another purpose in the

endurance, one with reference to ' vessels of mer

cy.' To this it is objected that it makes the

purpose in reference to the vessels of mercy sec

ondary, but in our view the long-suffering suggests

the thought of the revelation of God's glory,

which is fully carried out here. Alford supplies

' what jf this took place,' others repeat ' willing,'

which is inadmissible if 'although willing' is the

correct explanation in ver. 22. To join this verse

with ' fitted for destruction ' gives an unwarranted

sense. Some would supply ' if,' taking this verse

as the purpose of the calling mentioned in ver.

24 ; but this only increases the grammatical diffi

culties. — The riches of his glory. This phrase,

which Godet thinks was suggested by the request

of Moses (comp. ver. 15) : ' Shew me thy glory'

(Exod. xxxiii. 18), refers to the fulness of the

divine glory, in its beneficence, in its bestowal of

blessing ; riches of 'goodness, grace, mercy, wis-

d6m, omnipotence ' (Bbngcl). This making known

is something which occurs throughout the gospel

dispensation, as ver. 24 indicates. — On vessels of

mercy. This may be joined with ' make known,'

or, with ' riches ' ; the former being preferable.

The vessels are the object of divine mercy in

every age, but especially in the gospel dispensa

tion. — which he before prepared. The verb does

not mean ' predestined,' nor is it to be explained

as ' prepared by providence and grace,' since the

latter involves a process, while the tense here used

points to a single act, which takes place ' before '

these providential and gracious dealings, probably

referring to the actual constitution of the individ

ual, as clay in the hands of the potter, the result

of election, yet distinct from it. — For glory. The

end of the preparation is the possession of the full

and eternal glory of the kingdom of heaven. Al

ford remarks, that the theological difficulties here

' are inherent, not in the Apostle's argument, nor

even in revelation, but in any consistent belief of

an omnipotent and omniscient God.' Yet, the va

riations between the description of the two classes

are so marked, as to show that the Apostle dis

tinguishes between God's agency in the salvation

of the one class and in regard to the destruction

of the other. Two different words are chosen to

express the preparation ; in this verse we have

' before,' which is wanting in ver. 22 ; here ' He '

is mentioned as preparing the objects of mercy,

there the indefinite passive is used ; here a single

act (in eternity) is spoken of, there a process, the

former referring to the beginning of a develop

ment, the latter to its result. These differences

cannot be accidental.

Ver. 24. Even aa, etc. Or, 'as such He also

called us.' 'Also,' (translated 'even' in the E.

V. ) belongs to the word ' called,' besides prepar

ing, He also called. ' As such ' brings out the

sense fully, but is a paraphrase rather than a

translation. The calling is that of individuals

through the gospel. — Not only from among the

Jews, etc. ' The believing Jew is not called as

such, because he is a Jew, but from among the

Jews' (Bengel). There is no preference shown

them. ' How naturally does the Apostle here re

turn to the main subject of discussion ! How

skilfully is the conclusion brought out at which

he has continually aimed ! ' (Hodge.)

Ver. 25. As he saith also in Hosea (ii. 23).

The Hebrew text is here followed more closely

than the Septuagint. What has just been said

of the Gentiles accords with ('as') this proph

ecy ; ' also,' probably, suggests that this is a sec

ondary (or typical) application of the passage,

while ' Hosea ' refers to the book, as in our

usage. On Paul's use of the Old Testament, see

Excursus on Gal. iv. 19-30. Here we may say

either that the prophecy lays down a general

principle which is applicable to the calling of

Gentiles, or that its primary reference was typical

of this later event. The latter is more accordant

with Paul's conception of the Old Testament, and

with the peculiar character of the original proph

ecy. — I will call that my people, etc. This pas

sage refers to the fact that the prophet had been

told (Hos. i. 6, 9) to give to a daughter and a son

the names Lo-Kuhamak (not having obtained

mercy) and Lo-Ammi (not my people). The

former name symbolized the visible deprivation

of mercy, the latter visible rejection as a peo

ple. The Apostle uses the LXX. equivalent of

these names ('not beloved' for Lo-Ruhamah '),

inverting the order, to emphasize the thought

'not my people,' which was prominent in his

mind. ' I will call ' is substituted for ' I will say

to,' without altering the sense, for 'calling' here

means to ' name,' as do the words of the original

prophecy. But undoubtedly the Apostle in this

application had in mind the calling of the Gen

tiles to salvation. The original reference was to

the ten tribes, not to the heathen ; but they had

become idolatrous, and any typical significance of

the language addressed to them would apply to

the reception of the Gentiles.

Ver. 26. And it shall come to pass, etc. This

is the latter half of Hos. i. 10, which is closely

connected in thought with the other passage.

The only variation from the LXX. is the strength

ening of ' also ' into ' there,' a word supplied in

Italics in the E. V. of the prophecy. — In the

place, etc Some have thought that the prophet

meant Palestine (Samaria), to which the ten tribes

returned. This makes Paul's application of this

part of the prophecy purely typical. Lange,

more correctly, finds in Hos. L 11 a proof that

the expression of the prophet denotes the stay of

the Jews in the Gentile world. Others explain

the phrase as referring generally to the heathen

world ; some, as meaning the Christian Church,

the ideal state, etc.

Ver. 27. And Isaiah crieth concerning Israel.

To the prediction of Hosea which is applied to

the calling of the Gentiles, the Apostle adds an

other which presents the other side, namely, that

few of Israel will be saved. The quotation, ex

tending to the close of ver. 28, is from Isaiah x.

22, 23, the verses being, however, differently di

vided. The original reference of the prophecy

was to the return of the Jews from Babylon.

' Crieth ' describes ' the bold declaration of a truth

very offensive to the people' (Lange). — Though,

lit., ' if,' the number, etc. The LXX. is followed,

which varies but slightly from the Hebrew. —

Sand of the sea. Comp. the promises to Abra

ham and Jacob (Gen. xxii. 17; xxxii. 14). — The

remnant. This is the emphatic word, only ' the

remnant,' mainly with a reference to the call of

the Gentiles, but probably suggesting the thought

of the future salvation of Israel, fully brought out
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in chap. xi. — Shall be saved. So the LXX. ren

ders the Hebrew word : ' shall return.' Paul, of

course, applies the phrase in the fullest sense.

Ver. 28. This verse presents unusual difficul

ties, both as to the Greek text, the English trans

lation, and the principle of citation which led the

Apostle to use it. — The weight of authority sup

ports the briefer reading, although that reading

can be explained as due to an oversight on the

part of a transcriber. The longer reading may be

translated thus : ' For he (»'. «•., the Lord) is fin

ishing and cutting short his word in righteous

ness, because a short (lit., cut-short) word will

the Lord execute upon the earth.' This longer

reading does not vary materially from the LXX. ;

hence it may have been enlarged to correspond

with that. But the variations from the Hebrew

are considerable, as may be seen from the fol

lowing translation : —

'Consumption (extirpation) is decided, flowing with right

eousness ;

For a consumption and decree shall the Lord of hosts make,

In the midst ol all the land.'

The question is whether the LXX. has varied

from the meaning of the original prophecy as

well as from its form. We think that the LXX.,

especially as here applied by the Apostle, has

preserved most fully the thought of the original

prophecy, in fact conveying it to the mind of a

reader familiar with Greek more clearly than

could have been done by a literal rendering of

the Hebrew. — For is inserted by the Apostle

to strengthen the connection. — Finishing and

cutting short his word, not, ' work,' as in the E.

V. The Greek word has been rendered ' decree,'

to correspond more closely with the Hebrew,

but this is not its meaning, though the idea of

such a decree underlies Paul's use of the passage.

' Word ' is preferable, »'. e., a word of promise and

threatening (to the remnant and the mass respec

tively). Others prefer in view of the reference to

numbers, to translate ' make a reckoning,' instead

of ' execute a word,' but it is doubtful whether

the phrase has this meaning. ' His ' is properly

supplied in English. ' Finishing and cutting

short ' then refer to the rapid accomplishment of

the word uttered by the Lord. This applies, as

we think, to both the threatening and the prom

ise, and that too, whichever reading be accepted.

Some have interpreted the whole of God's mercy,

of His cutting short judgment But this explan

ation gives to ' righteousness ' the sense of mercy.

Moreover it is foreign to the Hebrew, and quite

inappropriate here, where the Apostle is empha

sizing the fact that only a remnant will be saved.

The fathers had the fantastic notion that the

' short word ' is ' the gospel as an abridged doc

trine of salvation, in antithesis to the elaborate

ness of the Old Testament.' Other fanciful inter

pretations are all too numerous. While the orig

inal reference was to the Jews in the time of

Isaiah, the Apostle here makes a prophecy of

of more general validity, applying it to the sad

fact, discussed in this part of the Epistle, that

most of the Jews were cut off, but including the

other fact that the remnant should be saved.

Both points are closely connected with the great

thought of this section, the freedom of God in

election, and this application does no violence to

the original sense of the prophecy.

Ver. 29. And, as Isaiah hath said before, or,

' beforehand.' The punctuation we adopt, in

volves this explanation of the passage : ' And,

even as Isaiah has predicted (so I repeat his

words), Except,' eta Another view explains :

'And (it is) as Isaiah has predicted.' The for

mer is preferable, since Paul is thus preparing

the way for his own prophetic utterances in chap.

xL ' Before ' can scarcely refer to the place of

the passage in the Book of Isaiah, since this is a

matter of no importance in this connection. The

rendering 'beforehand' indicates that this was

said before the fulfilment. — Except the Lord of

Sabaoth, etc. The Septuagint version of Is. i. 9

is cited word for word.— Seed. So the LXX.

renders the Hebrew word, meaning 'remnant,'

which occurs in the original prophecy. This sug

gests an idea found in Is. vi. 13 (comp. Ezra ix.

2), that the remnant should be ' a holy seed.' In

fact, the Jewish Christians, who escaped the judg

ment which fell on their nation at the destruc

tion of Jerusalem, constituted such a seed for the

Christian Church. — Became is to be substituted

for * been.' — As regards the application made by

Paul of this prophecy, it will seem all the more

appropriate when the full scope of the original

prediction is considered. ' The prophet with a few

ground-strokes gathers up the whole future of the

people of Israel. He announces a period of

judgment as an unavoidable passage way ; then,

again, a time of salvation. But the period of

judgment comprehends in itself all the judgments

then standing without as yet : every visitation, of

which history from that time on knows aught, is

a proof of this word of prophecy, a fulfilment of

it Just so is the period of salvation con

ceived as the sum-total of all fulfilment in general,

since the complete realization of all God's prom

ises will bring what will still all the longing and

the thirsting of the human heart from thenceforth

and forever' (Dreschler). With this thought of

the rejuvenation of Israel, through a remnant

which is also a germ, the Apostle passes to the

other side of the dark problem, namely, the unbe

lief of the Jews as the human cause of their rejec

tion. This phase of the subject is introduced in

ver. 30, with which, therefore, we begin another

section.

Chapters IX. 30 — X. 21.

2. Man's Responsibility : the Jews excluded through their own Unbelief.

For convenience we may divide this passage into two sections : (l.) Chap. ix. 30-33 sets forth the

fact that the Jews had not attained to righteousness because they rejected God's way of obtaining it,

namely, by faith. The responsibility for their rejection therefore rests upon themselves. (II.) The
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Apostle proceeds to lay emphasis upon this position, by proving that the Old Testament itself pointed

to Christ as the end of the law, and to faith as the one way and the universal way of salvation ; hence

the unbelief of the Jews, in spite of the many prophetic warnings, left them without excuse, as a dis

obedient and gainsaying people ; chap. x. i-ji.

Chapter IX. 30-33.

1. The Jews excluded through their Unbelief.

The Gentiles were saved, the Jews failed of salvation (vers. 30, 31), but the latter fact was due to

their seeking righteousness, not by faith, but as by works (ver. 32) ; they took offence at Christ,

who is a stone of stumbling to unbelievers, as well as an object of faith (ver. 33).

30 "\T7"HAT shall we say then? "That the1 Gentiles, which"

VV followed not2 after righteousness, have3 attained to

3 1 righteousness, * even the righteousness which is of faith. But «

Israel, 'which followed4 after the law of righteousness, 'hath''

32 not attained to the law of righteousness.5 Wherefore? Be

cause they sought it not by faith, but as it were by the works

of the law.6 For7 'they stumbled at that8 stumblingstone ;9'

33 As it is written, /

* Behold, I lay in Sion 10 a stumblingstone 9 and rock " of of

fence :

And 'whosoever12 believeth on him shall not be ashamed.13.

Chap. it.

Chap. i. 1:

Chap. x. 2

r.al. v. 4.

Luke il. m I

1 Cor. i. 23.

Isa. viii. 14;

xxviii. 16;

Ps. cxviii.

11: Malt,

xxi. 42 ; t

Pet. ii. 6, 7,

8.

Chap. x. 1 1.

3 who were not following * omit have1 omit the

4 following

6 did not come unto that law (the best authorities omit of righteousness)

8 as by works (the best authorities omit of the law)

7 the best authorities omit For 8 the * stone of stumbling

10 Zion u a rock 12 he who

' 18 put to shame

Ver. 30. What shall we say then 1 Precisely

as in ver. 14, where, however, it introduces an ob

jection. But when followed by an assertion, it

further unfolds an argument from what precedes.

Here it introduces a summing up of 'the histor

ical result from the foregoing prophecies' (Mey

er), yet with a view to present a new phase of the

subject. What he would say is that 'Gentiles,'

etc. — Gentiles. The article is wanting ; what is

affirmed is true of Gentiles, but not of the Gen

tiles as a whole.—Who were not following after

righteousness. ' Pursuing,' as in running for a

prize. This ' prize ' which the Gentiles did not

pursue was ' righteousness.' While this word docs

not mean ' justification,' we need not give it here a

purely ethical sense. For some of the Gentiles

had a high ethical ideal which they pursued. But

they did not follow this ethical aim with the

thought of attaining a verdict of righteousness be

fore God. Conformity to His law was not their

ideal of virtue, nor was His judgment the ultimate

ground of acceptance. Thus much we may un

derstand, both from Paul's previous discussions,

and from what follows. — Attained to righteous

ness. The verb is used of laying hold of the

prize in the Grecian games. Here the technical

Christian sense of ' righteousness,' righteousness

from God (chap. i. 17), seems necessary. — Even

the righteousness which is of faith. The peculiar

form of the original suggests that this is the true

righteousness.

Ver. 31. Bat Israel, following the law of right

eousness. Lit., ' a law of righteousness,' but re

ferring to the Mosaic law. Here, however, it is

described as a law which affords righteousness.

Israel pursued this law in order that justification

might ensue, but without any true sense of its

contents, or real apprehension of its mission

(comp. chap. x. 4). Others explain the phrase as

' righteousness of the law,' which is ungrammat-

ical, while some, without good reason, explain

' law ' in the general sense of rule. — Did not coma

unto that law. The word ' come unto,' ' arrive

at' is here substituted for 'attain' (ver. 30), and

the best authorities omit ' of righteousness,' which

would naturally be inserted by the transcribers, to

make the sense more obvious. The omission makes

impossible that (otherwise objectionable) explana
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tion of the verse, which takes ' law ' here as ' the

law of faith,' and in the previous clause as ' the

law of Moses.' The better view is : they did not

even arrive at the real inward character of that

law, which they pursued as affording righteous

ness. They arrived at the letter, but not at the

meaning of the Holy Spirit, for the law, rightly

understood, would have led them to Christ.

Ver. 32. Wherefore 1 Why did they fail to

arrive at that law, which they yet pursued as af

fording righteousness. — Because they sought it

not hy faith. The words ' they sought it ' are

properly supplied in the E. V. ' rlad they started

from faith in their striving, they would have ob

tained in Christianity the realization of their en

deavor' (Meyer). They would have arrived at

the law, in its real sense, and it would have be

come to them a ' law of righteousness.' Comp.

chap. x. 4. Here the Apostle distinctly asserts

that the Jews were themselves responsible for

their position, and the general principle which is

involved here, is implied in every other passage

of Scripture which bears upon the awful problem.

The same principle, or fact, is asserted in those

doctrinal statements which lay the greatest em

phasis upon God's sovereignty ; see Lange, Ro

mans, pp. 329, 330, and comp. Hodge, Shedd, and

others in loco. — But as by works. The word

' as ' implies that they imagined they were doing

the works of the law, while really they failed to

do them, because they did not apprehend the pur

pose of the law, nor the spirit in which its require

ments should be met. —They stumbled. ' For ' is

properly omitted. Some would join this closely

with what precedes : ' Because they sought it not

by faith, but as by works, they stumbled,' etc.

But this disturbs the relation to ' wherefore ? ' and

is far less striking. —At the stone of stumbling;

to which repeated reference is made in Scripture ;

see references on ver. 33. That Christ Himself

is meant is evident from the New Testament appli

cation of the phrase. The figure is very appropri

ate to the previous notion of following (vers. 30,

31). ' Offence at Christ is culpable ; it is taken,

not given ' (Heubner).

Ver. 33. As it is written, etc. Two passages

from Isaiah are here combined. — Stone of stum

bling, etc. In Is. viii. 14, God Himself is rep

resented as being ' for a stone of stumbling and

for a rock of offence ' to His enemies. — This

was properly applied to the Messiah by the Jews,

and to our Lord by the Apostle. But he substi

tutes these expressions for similar ones in Is.

xxviii. 16, where the figure of a corner-stone oc

curs, applied by both Peter and Paul to Christ.

This combination is both justifiable and natural.

In both cases the supreme revelation of Jehovah

in the Messiah is referred to ; in one passage as a

sanctuary for His people, but for a stone of stum

bling, etc., to His enemies; in the other as a

corner-stone laid in Zion, for a secure foundation.

— He who believeth on him, etc. In chap. x. 1 1

this clause is introduced again, but there ' every

one' (E. V. incorrectly: 'whosoever') occurs,

which is to be omitted here, according to the best

authorities. In the LXX. it is not found; nor

could it be emphatic here, since the antithesis to

' stumbled ' makes ' believeth ' the prominent

word. — Shall not be pat to shame. The Hebrew

is : ' shall not make haste,' or, ' flee hastily,' with

a primary reference to escaping from danger, but

the LXX., from which Paul varies very slightly,

gives the meaning with substantial correctness

(comp. ' confounded' in the margin of the E. V.).

This negative promise is rightly regarded as im

plying a positive blessing. ' As though he had

said : Because Christ is called the stone of stum

bling, there is no reason that we should dread

Him, for He is appointed for life to believers '

(Calvin).

Chapter X. 1-2 1.

II. Proof tliat the Jews were Excluded through their Unbelief.

The section may be divided into four paragraphs :—

The Jews with all their religious zeal failed to recognize (1.) Christ as the end of the law (vers. 1-

4) ; (2.) the gratuitous character of salvation (vers. 5-1 1) ; (3.) the universal character of salvation

(vers. 12-18); and (4.) all of these things together with their rebellion had been prophesied (vers.

19-21). The last paragraph contains the direct application to the Jews. 'They could not excuse

themselves by this, that God had not done His part to make humanity know the gospel, or that it

had not reached them, or that they could not have seen what their conduct in regard to it and God's

dealings with the Gentiles would be ' (Tholuck).

The argument is very concise, sometimes obscure, but there is general agreement that the respon

sibility of the Jews is proven from the Old Testament Scriptures, which point to salvation in Christ

as byfaith and hence universal, so that unbelief is the ground of rejection. The evangelical purpose

of the Old Testament is implied throughout, and the Scripture citations assume that ' Christ is the

end of the law ' (ver. 4) in its typical and prophetical significance.

The section opens with an expression of Paul's affection for his nation, an echo of chap. ix. 1-5,

and with his testimony to their religious zeal which, however, did not prevent them from refusing

Christ and His gratuitous and universal salvation, offered to all who believe. Despite their zeal,

their unbelief must exclude them. The argument is carried out without any reference to the sup

posed conflict with the position taken in chap. ix. 6-29.
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1 "ORETHREN, my heart's desire1 and prayer2 to God for

2 -L' Israel 3 is, that they might be saved.* For I bear them

record5 "that they have a zeal of6 God, but not according to" ^."^jf .

3 knowledge. For they, being ignorant of7 'God's righteous- •Ja,;7i. VU

ness, and going about8 to establish their own ' righteousness,9 b ?hiPp.? ■V;

have not submitted themselves unto10 the righteousness of ,. Phi?°'iii. 9.

4 God. For d Christ is the end of the law for u righteousness to d "»".-.»• >7 ;

~ ° Gal. 111. 24.

every one that believeth.

5 For Moses describeth12 the righteousness which is of the

law, 'That the man which doeth those things shall live by * Jf^Slix.

6 them.13 But the righteousness which is of faith speaketh on J?;,!*","'

thiswise,14 f Say not in thine15 heart, Who shall ascend into/ deut.'xiI

7 heaven ? (that is, to bring Christ down//w« above:) 16 Or, Who "" ,J'

shall descend into the deep?17 (that is, to bring up Christ

8 again18 from the dead.) But what saith it? 'The word isr deut. m.

nigh thee, even 19 in thy mouth, and in thy heart : that is, the

o word of faith, which wo preach ; That20 * if thou shalt confess* m»k. x. v-,
s ' r > Lukexii. 8;

with thy mouth the Lord Jesus,21 and shalt believe in thine15 Acts via. 37

heart that God hath22 raised him from the dead, thou shalt

10 be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto righteous

ness ; and with the mouth confession is made28 unto salvation.

1 1 For the Scripture saith, 'Whosoever believeth on him shall not' \l)'£?%.

be ashamed.2* &fc£

12 For * there is no difference between the Jew and the Greek:26 dSp1. «$'.«;

for ' the same Lord over all * m is27 rich unto all that call upon / ac«x.''3*;'

1 3 him. " For whosoever M shall call • upon the name of the Lord ■ fmi"'ii's!

14 shall be saved. How then shall they call on him in whom they >•-■♦. 7.-.

have not believed? and how shall they believe in him of whom a<*»h. «.'
J a Acts ix. 14.

they have not heard? and how shall they hear ''without a>»Tit >•*

1 5 preacher ? And how shall they preach, except they be sent ?

as it is written, » How beautiful are the feet of them that preach 1 ^lf 7 '

the gospel of peace, and B bring glad tidings of good things !

1 the desire (lit., good pleasure) of my heart 2 my petition

8 on their behalf (according to the best authorities)

1 is for their salvation 6 witness • for

7 not knowing 8 striving * the best authorities omit righteousness

10 did not submit themselves to u unto u writeth

13 that the man who hath done the righteousness which is of the law shall

live in it {according to the weight of authority, see notes)

14 the righteousness of faith saith thus l6 thy 16 omit, from above

17 abyss 18 omit again 10 omit, even

50 because sl Jesus as Lord ■ omit, hath

58 or man confesseth " put to shame

26 no distinction between Jew and Greek

18 one and the same is Lord of all " and is

28 every one who ** omit preach the gospel of peace and (see notes)
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16 But r they have not all obeyed the gospel.30 For Esaias31 saith,

1 7 * Lord, who hath a believed our report ? 32 So then faith com-

1 8 eth by M hearing, and hearing by w the word of God.35 But I

say, Have they not heard ? K Yes OT verily,

' Their sound went * into all the earth,

" And their words unto the ends of the world.

But I say, Did not Israel 39 know ? First Moses saith,

"I will provoke you to jealousy by them that are no people,40

And by 41 a " foolish nation I will anger you.

But Esaias 31 is very bold, and saith,

* I was found of them that sought me not ;

I was made42 manifest unto them that asked not after me.

2 1 But to 43 Israel he saith, * All day long I have stretched forth u

my hands unto a disobedient and gainsaying people.

*° did not all hearken to the glad tidings sl Isaiah

SJ ///., hearing M of 8< through

*» the better authorities read, Christ M Did they not hear

Nay, M went out ■ Israel not

19

20

r Chap.iii. 3;

Heb- iv. 2.

s Is. Jiii- 1 ;

John xii- 38

t Psa. xix. 4 ;

Malt. xxiv.

14 ; xxviii.

19; Mark

xvi. 15; Col.

i. 6, 23.

it See 1 Kings

xviii. 10;

Malt. iv. 8.

v Dkut.

xxxii. 2t ;

chap. xi. 11.

w Tit. iii. 3.

x Isa. lxv. 1 ;

chap. ix. 30.

y Isa. lxv. 3

37

40 with that which is no nation

*2 I became " with respect to

with (omitting, and)

4t I spread out

Vcr. 1. Brethren. This term of affection, though

not addressed to Jewish readers, was probably

suggested by Paul's feeling toward them ; his

severity was consistent with love ; comp. ch. ix. 1,

etc., I Cor. ix. 20 ; Gal. iii. 15. — The desire, lit.,

' good pleasure,' not, ' good will ; ' the latter sense

docs not suit the context. ' Desire ' is not exact,

yet probably suggests the true sense : the salva

tion of Israel was the ideal of his heart (Godet).

A Greek particle occurs here, which implies that

this verse presents the first member of a contrast ;

the corresponding word is not found in what fol

lows, but the contrasted thought is evidently ex

pressed in ver. 3. — Of my heart qualifies ' de

sire ' only. — And my petition to God. ' Prayer '

is not so exact as ' petition ; ' ' to God ' is to be

joined with ' petition ' (as an incorrect reading in

dicates), and not with ' is,' which must be sup

plied in English (see below). — On their behalf,

or, ' for them.' The word ' Israel ' is poorly sup

ported, and was substituted for ' them,' as an ex

planatory gloss, since a church lesson began here.

The correct reading shows the intimate connection

of thought with the close of chap. ix.— la for their

salvation. ' Is ' must be supplied, since the best

authorities omit it. ' Their salvation' (lit., ' unto

salvation ') expresses the sense which the E. V.

expands into : ' that they might be saved.' Their

salvation is the end (ideal) of his 'good pleasure,'

and this he asks God to grant. The mixture of

these two ideas need occasion no difficulty when

it is remembered that in the New Testament the

combined purpose and purport of prayers are

usually introduced by the word meaning ' in order

that.'

Ver. 2. For I bear them witness. The reason

for his desire and prayer is the fact to which he

now bears his testimony. — They have a zeal for

God, i. e., of which God is the object, not great

zeal, or, godly zeal. Their zeal was religious,

conscientious, but misdirected. — But not accord

ing to knowledge. The word often means full

knowledge, and is here used to denote correct,

vital knowledge. Answering to the objective ad

vantages of the Jews (chap. ix. 1-5) was this re

ligious zeal, which degenerated into blind fanati

cism. But this, we infer from the passage, is

better than indifferentism. Where there is some

earnestness, there is something to hope for. In

this respect the condition of many in Christian

lands is less encouraging than that of the Jews in

Paul's time.

Ver. 3. Tor they. In vers. 3, 4, we have the

proof from fact, that their religious zeal was 'not

according to knowledge.' The thought, however,

in contrast with ver. I, as already indicated. —

Not knowing, or, more exactly, ' being ignorant

of ' (as in E. V. ), but ' not knowing ' preserves the

verbal correspondence with 'knowledge,' which

exists in the original also, and, moreover, it does

not suggest that the ignorance was excusable.

But we need not press the phrase so far as to

render it ' mistaking,' or, * overlooking.' — God's

righteousness, as throughout the Epistle, 'that

righteousness which avails before God, which be

comes ours in justification' (Alford). — Striving

to establish their own. ' Righteousness ' is prob

ably to be omitted in this clause, although the

evidence is nearly evenly balanced. ' Striving '

suggests that they would acquire what according

to God's method of salvation was to be bestowed,

while ' establish,' or, ' set up,' suggests the pride

of their endeavor. — Did not submit themselves,

etc The verb is not passive, but middle ; for

the former would indicate merely the historical

result, while the latter points to their personal

guilt, a thought better suited to the context, and

bringing out the implied contrast with ver. 1. —

The righteousness of God ; here ' conceived of as

a divine ordinance, to which one submits one's

self, through faith' (Meyer), as the context

plainly indicates.
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Ver. 4- For Christ is the end of the law. The

emphatic word is ' end ' ; its meaning, however,

is open to discussion. Explanations: (i.) Christ

is the object, or aim, of the law. This may be ex

panded in two ways : (a.) The end of the law was

to make men righteous, and this end was accom

plished in Christ ; hence the Jews by rejecting

Him did not submit themselves, etc (*.) The

end of the law was to lead to Him, hence by

stumbling at Him, while seeking their own right

eousness, they did not submit themselves, etc.

The two may be combined ; each of them pre

serves the force of ' for,' as a proof of ver. 3.

(2.) Christ is the fulfilment of the law. This,

which is true enough, does not meet the require

ments of this passage. (3.) Christ is the termi

nation, conclusion, of the law. So many commen

tators, among them Meyer, who paraphrases :

' For in Christ the validity of the law has come

to an end, that righteousness should become the

portion of every one who believes.' This ' chron

ological ' view has much to recommend it, espe

cially the fact that there is such a sharp contrast

made in vers. 5, 6, between the law and Christ.

On the other hand we may ask why should Paul

quote from the law, if it had lost its validity?

This view, moreover, does not furnish so strong

a proof of the position of ver. 3, as (1.) which is,

on the whole, the preferable explanation. — Unto

righteousness to every one that believeth. If

'end' is taken in the sense of 'aim,' then 'unto'

expresses the result; if it means 'conclusion,'

then this clause indicates the purpose of the abro

gation of the legal system. The emphasis here

rests on 'believeth,' since it was thus that men

submitted themselves to the righteousness of God

(ver. 3).

Ver. 5. For. Here the Apostle enters upon a

proof from the Old Testament, of his position

that the one way of salvation is by faith (vers.

5-1 1 ). He cites the law against the law as a way

of obtaining righteousness. Other citations follow,

in support of similar positions. But this verse, in

itself, is a direct proof of ver. 4. — Hoses writeth

that the man who hath done the righteousness

which is of the law shall live in it. We here

give a rendering of the text which seems to be

better established. The critical questions, how

ever, are not only numerous, but difficult to de

cide. The authority of the Sinaitic manuscript

has turned the scale in regard to the following

readings : ' that ' to be placed immediately after

' writeth ; ' ' these things ' to be omitted ; ' in it,'

referring to ' righteousness,' to be substituted for

*by (lit., in) them.' The acceptance of these

changes alters the construction, as indicated in

our rendering. The received text conforms more

closely to the LXX. (Lev. xviii. 5), which is an

argument against it In Gal. iii. 12, where the

Apostle quotes the same passage, the variations

are slight, although 'man' is to be omitted there,

while it is retained here (as in the LXX.). It will

appear then that the Apostle interprets the pas

sage, instead of citing it directly, and his interpre

tation is obviously correct. — The man who hath

done. The participle sums up the obedience as

one act, which is the condition of ' living ' ; the

starting-point is not faith, but the exact and full

performance of that which the law requires, which

the Apostle here terms : the righteousness which

is of the law. It is implied, but not directly as

serted, that no one had thus fulfilled it.— Shall live

in it, i. t., in this righteousness, 'it will be the

means of salvation and life for him who really

does the law' (Godet). It has been maintained

that ' live,' in Lev. xviii. 5, and similar Old Testa

ment passages, refers only to temporal prosperity,

but even the Jewish interpreters included more,

and certainly ' life ' in the New Testament has an

exalted meaning. Since the Apostle implies that

the higher obedience and consequently the higher

reward were unattainable, it has been urged that

Moses could not have seemingly proposed any

such meaning as is here involved. But this either

dwarfs the moral scope of the law, or puts it in a

false position : for the law, although made by the

Jews merely an expression of the condition of a

legal righteousness, was far more than this ; it led

to Christ (comp. ver. 4 ; Gal. iii. 19-25). The

antithesis between vers. 5 and 6 is relative, not

absolute. Even the doing and living, so far as

they became a reality, pointed to Christ, who by

His vicarious doing and living makes us live and

do.

Vers. 6-8. The language from ' Say not in thy

heart' (ver. 6) to 'in thy heart' (ver. 8), is that

of Moses in Deut. xxx. 12-14, according to the

LXX., with variations and interpolated explana

tions. The question then arises : How are we tn

understand Paul's use of the passage ? The an

swers have been: (1.) as an interpretation of the

deeper sense of the original passage; (2.) as an

employment of it, but in a new sense ; (3.) as an

application of the general principle underlying the

words of Moses. Of these views we decidedly

prefer the first, urging in favor of it the following

considerations : (a.) Paul is proving that 'Christ

is the end of the law for righteousness,' etc If

that means, as we hold, the aim, or object, of the

law, then it is natural that the Apostle would use

the law itself to prove it. (4.) The contrast is

not between ' the righteousness of faith ' and ' Mo

ses,' but between the former and ' the righteous

ness which is of the law ' (ver. 5), and the correct

reading only makes this contrast the sharper.

Hence we may expect to find here what Moses

writes respecting the righteousness by faith over

against what he has written of the righteousness of

the law. But if this is an adaptation or applica

tion, the words derive no enforcement from Mo

ses, (a) As ver. 5 stands in the received text, it

appears to be a direct verbal citation. But the

correct reading shows that the words of Moses

are used in the same free manner both in that

verse and in vers. 6-8. Hence it cannot be ar

gued that Paul cites in the one case, and adapts,

or applies, in the other. (</.) It is unlikely that

Paul would argue respecting the case of the Jews,

from their own Scriptures, and give the language

a meaning that was not, at least, typically involved

in the primary sense, [e.) This interpretation is

neither far-fetched nor forced. The words of

Moses referred to the law, that very law the end

of which was Christ. When viewed as a thing to

be done (ver. 5), it did not lead to Christ ; viewed

as a revelation, intelligible and accessible, leading

to trust in God then (comp. Deut. xxx.), and more

fully to faith in the Christ when He had come, the

words of Moses respecting it had as their deepest

meaning a reference to Christ : ' if spoken of the

law as a manifestation of God in man's heart and

mouth, much more were they spoken of Him, who

is God manifest in the flesh, the end of the law

and the prophets ' (Alford). (/). This view pre

serves both the connection and the contrast be

tween the law and the gospel, and thus accords
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with chap. ix. 31 ('did not come unto that law'),

and with the whole sweep of Paul's argument.

Accepting this view, we extend the application of

' Moses writeth ' (ver. 5) to the whole passage.

' The righteousness which comes from faith is

personified (comp. Heb. xii. 5), so that the fol

lowing words of Moses, in ■which Paul recognizes

an altegorically and typically prophetic description

of this righteousness, appear as its self-descrip

tion' (Meyer). On this mode of interpretation,

see Excursus on Gal. iv. 21-31. The objections

to the other views will be readily inferred from

what has been said. Both of them grow out of

a failure to recognize the true validity of the law

(and of the Mosaic economy) as leading to Christ,

and make too sharp a contrast between law and

gospel (rather than between ' doing ' and ' be

lieving'). Moreover, whatever emphasis is laid

on the position that Paul bases his argument upon

the principle which underlies the words of Moses,

is in reality a concession to the view we have ad

vocated. To deny any such agreement in prin

ciple seems to deny honesty to the Apostle's

argument.

For convenience we append a literal rendering

of the entire passage (Deut. xxx. 11-14) from the

LXX.

11. Because this commandment, which I command thee

this day, is not exalted (out of reach), nor is it far from thee.

si. It is not in the heaven above, saying. Who shall ascend

for us into the heaven, and bring it to us, and hearing it we

will do it ? 13. Nor is it beyond the sea, saying, Who shall

pass through to beyond the sea, and may bring it for us,

and may make it heard, and we will do it ? 14. Very nigh

thee is the word, in thy mouth, and in thy heart, and thy

hands to do it.

Ver. 6. Bat the righteousness of faith. (' Which

is ' may be omitted ; the form in the similar expres

sion of ver. 5 is fuller.) As already indicated,

'but' introduces a contrast with the other ' right

eousness ' of doing (ver. 5). The personification is

quite natural.— Saith thus ; not, ' speaketh,' which

suggests a Contrast with ' writeth.' — Say not in thy

heart. (LXX., defectively ; ' saying ; ' E. V. : ' that

thou shouldst say.') This phrase is = ' think

not,' but usually suggests an evil thought. —Who

■hall ascend into heaven 1 'For us' (LXX.) is

omitted. This question is thus explained by the

Apostle in his own language, which he substitutes

for the clause of design in the Old Testament

passage. Similar clauses are substituted in vers.

7, 8. —That is, to bring Christ down. ' That is '

introduces the explanation, but the whole clause

may mean either ( t.) ' Whoever asks this ' ques

tion, says, in effect, who will bring Christ down ?

thus denying that He has come ; or (2.) 'That is,

in order to bring Christ down ; ' substituting this

purpose for that expressed in Deuteronomy. The

latter sense agrees best with the view that Paul is

interpreting the passage in Deuteronomy ; the

former with the other theories respecting his use

of it We interpret this clause as referring to

the Incarnation, the coming down from heaven

of the preexistent and promised Messiah (comp.

ver. 9). Others refer it to the present exalted

position of Christ

Ver. 7. Who shall descend into the abyss I

LXX. ' Who shall pass through into beyond

the sea ? ' The descent of Christ to the realm of

the dead ' is in any case the undoubted presuppo

sition, which led Paul to substitute the words of

our passage for those of the original' (Meyer).

The next clause compels us to take this view, but

various explanations have been given of the varia

tion from the Old Testament language. ' The

probable solution of the difference is, that the

ideas beyond the sea and beneath the earth coincide

as designations of the realm of the dead ' (Lange).

— That is, etc. See the similar clause in ver. 6.

The two verses imply that the Incarnation and

the Resurrection are accomplished facts ; hence

that such questions are forbidden by ' the right

eousness of faith.' But what kind of questions

are they ? simply of unbelief, or also of perplex

ity, or of anxiety ? Certainly the fundamental

error is one of unbelief, and that in regard to the

main facts here presented (comp. ver. 9). But it

is not necessary to exclude the other views, which

are suggested by the original passage : ' The anx

ious follower after righteousness is not disap

pointed by an impracticable code, nor mocked by

an unintelligible revelation ; the word is near him,

therefore accessible ; plain and simple, and there

fore apprehensible — deals with definite historical

fact, and therefore certain' (Alford). It is but

fair to present another view of the whole passage,

as summed up by Godet : ' All the doing demanded

from man by the law (ver. 5) and which he can

accomplish only imperfectly, has been already

perfectly accomplished by Christ, whether it has

to do with the conquest of heaven by holiness, or

the doing away of condemnation by expiation.

There only remains then to man, in order to be

saved, to believe in that work by applying it to

himself ; and this is that which the righteousness

of faith commands us (ver. 8), after having forbid

den us (vers. 6, 7) to pretend ourselves to open

heaven and close hell. . . . Christ having charged

Himself with the doing, and having left to us only

the believing, the work of Christ puts an end to

the legal regime; that which the Apostle would

prove (ver. 4).'

Ver. 8. Bnt what saith it. This is inserted to

introduce the positive statement of Moses ; but

' it ' here refers to ' the righteousness of faith '

(ver. 6). — The word is nigh thee, etc. (comp. the

LXX. as given above).— In thy month, and in

thy heart. These terms explain how the word is

nigh. As a matter of fact the pious Israelite had

the law in his mouth and heart, i. e., to confess

and believe, precisely as Paul afterwards explains

in applying the language to the gospel. Others

find in the original passage only a reference to

the familiar accessible character of the law (see

above). But after all any true grasp of God's

revelation, even in the days of Moses, was gained

in the way Paul describes. — The word of faith ;

either respecting faith, or, which forms the sub

stratum and object of faith (Alford). —Which we

preach. Paul himself, and all other preachers of

the gospel. This explanation of 'word' in the

Old Testament passage is in accordance with the

statement of ver. 4. Any nearness of the Old

Testament ' word ' was due to its leading to

Christ, whom the gospel proclaimed as the object

of faith ; hence to this ' word ' the Old Testament

passage pointed. Some limit the reference to the

easy and familiar doctrine of faith.

Ver. 9. Because. The word may mean ' that '

(as in E. V.), indicating the purport of the word

preached, but ' because ' is preferable here. We

have then a proof that 'the word is nigh.' — If

thou shalt confess with thy month. This is placed

first, to correspond with ' in thy mouth ' (ver. 8) ;

after the proof is completed the order is changed

(ver. 10). — Josus as Lord. There is little doubt
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that this is the correct explanation. This con

fession implies that He has become Incarnate

(comp. ver. 6 : 'who shall ascend into heaven ?') ;

for ' Lord ' is the term applied to Jehovah in the

LXX. ' In this appellation is the sum of faith

and salvation' (Bengel). — Believe in thy heart.

Comp. 'in thy heart ; ver. 8. 'Heart' is to be

taken in the wide Biblical sense, and not limited

to the affections.—That God raised him, etc This

answers to the question of ver. 7. Paul always

gives prominence to this fact of Redemption.

His example should be followed by all modern

preachers. —Thou (halt be saved. The requisites

for salvation, as here stated, are: belief with the

heart in the Resurrection of Jesus, not as an iso

lated historical event, but as involving the pre

vious Advent of the Son of God, who is now the

ascended Lord—and hence confession of Him as

Lord.

Ver. to. For with the heart, etc. This is an

explanation of ver. 9. ' The idea of salvation is

analyzed ; it comprises two facts : being justified

and being saved (in the full sense of the word).

The first fact is specially connected with the

act of faith, the second with that of confession '

(Godetl. Here belief comes first, in accordance

with Christian experience. — Han believe th, lit.,

' it is believed,' unto righteousness, i. e., with this

result, that righteousness is obtained ; men arc

accounted righteous when they believe with the

heart. —And with the mouth confession is made,

or, ' man confesseth,' lit., ' it is confessed.' The

impersonal form has the force of a general state

ment. The E. V. fails to preserve the correspond

ence. We might render : ' faith is exercised,' to

conform with ' confession is made.' —Unto salva

tion, with this result, namely, ' salvation ' ; here

including, as we hold, sanctification and glory.

It is not necessary to limit this to the latter. The

two parallel clauses are closely connected. True

faith always leads to confession ; confession is

nothing without true faith. Public confession is a

confirmation of our own faith ; a bond of union

with others ; an outward pledge to consistent liv

ing ; but above all an act of loyalty to Christ.

Ver. 11. for the Scripture saith. Is. xxviii.

16, already cited in chap. ix. 33. After the ex

tended proof that ' Christ is the end of the law

unto righteousness to every one that believeth,'

the passage is introduced again to confirm that

statement. Strictly speaking ' for ' furnishes a

proof of the former half of ver. 10. —Whosoever,

etc. The word answering to ' whosoever,' more

literally, 'every one' is not found in the original

passage (comp. chap. ix. 33). But it is properly

inserted here, because this idea of universality,

which is implied in the original prophecy, has not

only been established in the intervening discus

sion, but is the theme of the succeeding verses.

Vers. 12-18. We mark these verses as a separ

ate paragraph. In the previous verses the method

of faith is shown to have been God's way of sal

vation in all ages ; here it is declared to be His

way for all people. It is gratuitous, hence uni

versal. This way is open to all (vers. 12, 13) and

is to be preached to all (vers. 14-18). This serves

to emphasize the responsibility of the Jews for

their own exclusion.

Ver. 12. For there is no distinction (comp. chap,

iii. 22) between Jew and Greek, /'. c, Gentile (comp.

chap. i. 18 and elsewhere). Proof of the universal

' whosoever ' (ver. n). — For one and the same is

Lord of all ; lit., ' the same is Lord of all.' Other

constructions have been defended, but the main

thought remains unaltered. It seems best to refer

this, not to the Father, but to Christ (the exclu

sive subject since ver. 4), especially as He is

termed ' Lord of all ' (Acts x. 36), and ver. 9 has

emphasized the confession of Him ' as 1 .01 <1.' The

oneness of the Ix)rd is a proof that there is no

distinction. — And is rich; shows Himself rich in

giving. — Unto all. Toward all the riches of His

grace may be directed ; this proves that there is

no distinction ; but only those are really the re

cipients of it, that call upon him, thus proving

their faith by their invocation of Him, which is a

confession of Him. ' The true confession of faith

is in effect that cry of adoration : Jesus Lord !

And that cry can be uttered equally by every hu

man heart, Jew or Gentile, without its having need

of any law. Behold how the universalism founded

on faith excludes henceforth the dominion of law '

(Godet).

Ver. 13. For every one who. We thus indicate

the full form of the Greek (differing from that of

ver. 11). The citation is from Joel ii. 32; comp.

Acts ii. 21, where the LXX. is even more closely

followed. ' For ' is inserted, since the citation

is introduced here as a proof of ver. 12.—Shall

call upon the name of the Lord, etc. The proph

ecy refers to 'Jehovah,' but in His final revelation

of Himself (comp. Acts ii. 17 : ' in the last days').

If Christ is meant in ver. 12, then this prophecy

is applied 'justly to Christ, who has appeared in

the name of God, and continually rules as His

Representative and Revealer, and Mediator, whose

name was now the very specific object of the

Christian calling on the Lord' (Meyer). When,

however, this author speaks of this 'calling' as

not being ' the worshipping absolutely,' but rather

' worship according to that relativity in the con

sciousness of the worshipper, which is conditioned

by the relation of Christ to the Father,' he is un

supported by the records of Christian experience.

The heart of the believer, calling upon Jesus as

Lord, makes a loyal surrender to Him, and in its

joyous devotion to the Master, is not apt to make

this distinction between absolute and relative wor

ship,— a distinction which is not in accordance

with Biblical monotheism, and is verbal rather

than real.

Ver. 14. How they shall call, etc. In the case

of the four verbs : ' shall call,' ' shall believe,'

'shall hear,' ' shall preach,' the subjunctive (de

liberative) form is better supported. ' They '

throughout is indefinite. ' Can ' might be substi

tuted for ' shall,' but is perhaps too strong. The

Apostle argues from the cited prophecy (ver. 13)

the necessity of preachers sent forth in accordance

with another prophecy (ver. 15), in order by thus

enforcing the universality of the gospel to show

more plainly the responsibility of the Jews. —On

him, etc. Here and throughout the reference is

to Christ — Have not believed; lit., 'did not be

lieve,' indicating the beginning of faith ; but Eng

lish usage favors 'have believed,' and so in the

next clause. — Of whom they have not heard. The

reference is to hearing Christ through His preach

ers, or to hearing the Christ who is preached ;

since ' of whom ' here cannot be grammatically ex

plained as = about whom.—Without a preacher;

apart from, independently of, one preaching, i. e.,

proclaiming a message as a herald.

Ver. 15. Except they be sent. Sent by Christ is

implied, but the main thought is, sent, ' through the

word of Uod' (ver. 17). Commissioned through
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the message they proclaim, as this citation from

Isaiah indicates. —As it is written (Is. Hi. 7),

How beautiful, etc The four oldest manuscripts,

together with minor authorities, sustain the briefer

reading : ' How beautiful arc the feet of them

that bring glad tidings of good things 1 ' The

fuller form is that of the LXX., hence is likely to

have arisen from a desire to conform. The Apos

tle has also omitted ' upon the mountains,' and

substituted the plural for the singular. (The E. V.

obscures the parallelism of the original ; ' preach

the gospel ' and ' bring glad tidings,' represent

the same word.) The prophecy is undoubtedly

Messianic, and, hence, properly applied by the

Apostle to the preachers of the gospel. The

primary reference to the restoration from exile

' derived all its value from being introductory to

that more glorious deliverance to be effected by

the Redeemer' (Hodge). The necessityand dig

nity of the preachers of the gospel, as here set

forth, form a solemn warning to all who attempt

to preach without being sent, as well as an en

couragement to all, however feeble, who have

been sent. The character of the message is the

main test of the preacher's mission.

Ver. 16. But, on the contrary, contrasting the

preaching to all with the limited result, they, in

definitely used, though the application to the Jews

is implied, did not all hearken to the glad tid

ings. All who heard did not ' hearken. There

is a verbal correspondence in the Greek also.

Faith was required ; those who did not believe

were those who did not hearken. — For, intro

duces the proof that ' not all ' hearkened. — Isaiah

faith (chap. liii. 1). Paul believed that Isaiah

was the author of the entire book. This state of

things was foreseen and predicted; was not ac

cidental, but was recognized in the Divine plan.

— Who believed our report I Tbe word ' report '

is the same as ' hearing ' in ver. 1 7 ; the variation

in rendering obscures the argument But it is

difficult to mid a word which will express the ex

act sense, namely, ' that which is heard,' almost

equivalent to that which is preached. In older

English the phrases 'a good hearing,' 'a bad

hearing,' occur in the sense of good and bad news.

It confuses the sense to understand it as what is

heard of God (= the word of God), and the act of

hearing is not meant ; comp. Gal. iii. 2. The cita

tion is quite exact from the LXX., ' Lord ' being in

serted. The Messianic reference of the passage

is an ample warrant for the application here made

by the Apostle, to unbelief in the Christian preach

ing. The preaching of the gospel is a duty,

whether men hearken or not ; to believe the mes

sage is the necessary condition of really hearkening.

Ver. 17. So then faith cometh of hearing, 1. <•.,

from the announcement which is heard. ' The

heard preaching of the gospel brings about in

men's minds faith in Christ' (Meyer).—And hear

ing through the word of Christ. The weight of

authority favors the substitution of ' Christ ' for

' God.' ' Word ' is literally ' saying,' and probably

means command or order, taking up again the idea

of the verb, 'except they be sent '(ver. 15). Thus

the authority of the message is emphasized over

against the unbelief of some, preparing the way for

the application to the responsibility of the Jews.

Ver. 18. But I lay. The strongly adversative

' but ' introduces the answer to a possible objec

tion, in excuse of the unbelief spoken of in ver.

16. — Did they not hear 1 ' They,' /'. e., those who

did not hearken ; the Jews are meant, but not yet

directly spoken of. The question in the Greek

points to a negative answer : It cannot be that

they did not hear, = they did hear, though they

did not hearken, hence have not this excuse. —

Hay, verily. Comp. chap. ix. 20, where the same

word is rendered ' nay but.' We substitute ' nay,"

for ' yes,' to indicate the relation to the question :

so far from its being the case that they did not

hear, the very opposite is true. — Their sound, etc.

The rest of the verse is taken from Ps. xix. 4

(E. V.), in the exact words of the LXX. But it

is not cited as in itself a proof from Scripture ;

for there is no formula of quotation, and the

Psalmist is speaking of the universal revelation

of God in nature, not in the gospel. The Apos

tle applies the language to the universal preach

ing of the gospel, which he affirms. There is,

however, a propriety in this application. ' The

manifestation of God in nature, is for all His

creatures to whom it is made, a pledge of their

participation in the clearer and higher revelation '

( Hengstenberg). That the gospel had actually

been preached everywhere is not what the Apos

tle affirms. It had become universal in its scope,

and occupied the central positions of the Roman

world. Its wide extension among the Gentiles

showed that the Jews could find no excuse for

their unbelief in not having heard. Everywhere

there had been opportunity for them to hear. The

verse applies even more strikingly to those in

gospel lands. — 'Sound' is the LXX. rendering

of the Hebrew 'line,' which in the Psalm means

' a musical chord.'

Ver. 19. But I say ; as in ver. 18, introducing

a similar question, and another supposed excuse.

— Did Israel not know 1 This is the direct ap

plication to the Jews, who have been in mind

throughout. The anticipated answer (as the orig

inal indicates) is a denial of the not-knowing, i. e„

an affirmation that Israel knew. But ' knew '

what? The connection with ver. 18 favors the

explanation : ' knew that the gospel would go

forth into all the earth.' The prophecies which

follow, it is true, prove that the gospel was to

pass over from the Jews to the Gentiles. But the

more general view seems preferable. Meyer :

'This universal destination of the preaching of

Christ expressed in ver. 18 must have been known

by the Jews, for long ago Moses and also Isaiah

had prophesied the conversion of the Gentiles, —

Isaiah likewise, the refractory spirit of opposition

thereto of the Jews (vers. 20, 21). If they had not

known this, there might have been some excuse

for them, as surprised by the event. But there

was not even this palliation. Most of the other

views are opposed by the form of the question. —

First Moses saith. From this point to the close

of the chapter we have the direct Scriptural proof,

that the tews ought not to have been in igno

rance. The universality had been announced to

Abraham, but Moses was the 'first' to write of

this ; others, among them Isaiah, repeated the

prophecy.— I will provoke yon, etc The citation

is quite exact, from the LXX. of Deut. xxxii. 21.

'You' is substituted for 'them.* — With that

which is no nation. The preposition is almost

= ' on account of,' but implying more than that :

' aroused on -account of and directed against a

" no-nation." ' ' No-people ' (comp. chap. ix. 25) is

the meaning of the I Iebrew. — With a foolish na

tion, one without understanding, idolatrous, I will

anger you, or, 'eptcite you to anger.' The use

made by the Apostle of this prophecy is very apt.
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' Moses prophetically assumes the departure of called by the name of Jehovah was ever cherished

Israel from God, and His rejection of them, and by the ancient Jews and the word ' nation' is that

denounces from God that, as they had moved used of Gentiles.

Him to jealousy with their "no-gods" (idols) Ver. 21. Bat with respect to Israel; not' to,'

and provoked Him to anger by their vanities, — nor yet, ' against.' The contrast is between ' Is-

so He would, by receiving into His favor a "no- rael and the Gentiles referred to in the prophecy

nation" make them jealous, and provoke them (ver. 20). — He, i. e., Isaiah, speaking for God,

to anger by adopting instead of them a foolish as in the previous verse, saith (Is. lxv. 2). — All

nation' (Alford). The application of the original day long I spread out, etc. The order of the

prophecy need not be confined to the Canaanites. LXX. is slightly changed in the citation. 'Spread

Ver. 20. But (introducing another prophet) out,' as one who invites to his embrace, or, even

Isaiah is very bold and saith. ' But Isaiah even supplicates ; this God is represented as doing with-

ventures to say' (Lange), or, he is emboldened, out intermission, 'the whole day.' —A disobedient

and hence he says. — I was found of them, etc. and gainsaying people. So the LXX., but the

Is. lxv. i. is here cited, with transposed clauses; Hebrew is simply 'a rebellious people.' Prob-

otherwise quite closely after the LXX., which ably 'disobedient' presents the positive, and

changes 'I was sought' (Hebrew) into 'I was 'gainsaying' the negative side of the rebellious

found,' but quite in accordance with the original conduct ; or rebellion is distinguished into refus-

prophecy. That Paul understood the original ing God's commands and contradicting His words,

prophecy as referring to the Gentiles must be disobedience and unbelief, acting and reacting

maintained by all who admit his logical acutcness, upon each other continually. Habitual and con-

and of course by those who accept his authority tinuous conduct is indicated by the form of the

as an inspired Apostle. But many apply the Greek. Thus the discussion of the responsibility

words of Isaiah to the Jews, a view which is op- of the Jews ends : God offered them the gospel,

Cosed by the rest of the verse (Is. lxv. 1 : ' I said, but they would not accept The universality of

ehold me, behold me, unto a nation that was not the gospel implied the one way of faith ; want of

called by my name '), since the privilege of being faith was the rejection of the universal gospel.

Chapter XI.

3. The Prospective Solution: (i.) The Rejection of Israel is not Total; vers. 1-10.

(11.) It is not Final; vers. 11-36.

Chapter XI. 1-10.

1. The Rejection of Israel is not Total.

This section opens with the question (' Did God cast off His people ? '), which the whole chapter

answers in the negative, and which Paul discusses with a feeling both patriotic and religious (ver. 1).

The historical fact in the days of Elijah (vers. 2-4) shows that, now as then, when all seem to have

rejected Jehovah, He still has a remnant according to the election of grace (ver. 5), not of works

(ver. 6). At the same time the many were rejected (ver. 7), in accordance with the predictions of

Isaiah (ver. 8) and David (vers. 9, 10).

1 T SAY then, " Hath God cast away a his people ? God for- « \*™^.xS'

J- bid.2 For * I also am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, £%£££ 3-

2 of the tribe of Benjamin. God hath not cast away8 his people * ^"mus

which ehe foreknew. Wot4 ye not what the Scripture saith of ccopp.chap

Elias?5 how he maketh intercession to6 God against Israel, j Tki^s

3 saying,7 ''Lord, they have killed thy prophets, and8 digged, "itiig's !*-

down thine altars ; and I am left alone,9 and

4 life. But what saith 'the answer of God10 unto

have reserved11 to myself seven thousand men, who have not «;' Heb.
viii.5;xi-7

1 Did God cast off a Let it never be » did not cast off g \^mGS"x

* Or know • in the story of Elijah ' pleadeth with

7 the best authorities omit saying • they have {omitting and)

• or the only one 10 the divine response u left remaining

gsui

!they seek my/&»».(»
, . . T the Greek)

intO him ? "I Matt, ii ij,
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5 bowed 12 the knee to the image of Baal.13 * Even so then at 14 this

present time also there is u a remnant according to the election

6 of grace. And ' if 16 by grace, then is it no more 17 of works :

otherwise grace is no more 18 grace. But 19 if it be of works,

then is it no more grace : otherwise work is no more work.

7 What then? * Israel hath not obtained that which he seek-

eth for ; * but the election hath 21 obtained it, and the rest

8 were 'blinded22 (M According as it is written, mGod hath21

given them the spirit of slumber,24 " eyes that they should not

see, and ears that they should not hear ;) * unto this 20 day.

q And David saith,

• Let their table be made n a snare, and a trap,

And a stumblingblock, and a recompense unto them :

io * Let their eyes be darkened, that they may not see,

And bow down their back M alway.

" never bowed " to Baal " in 15 fit, has become

M Now if it is 1T no longer 18 or no longer becometh

19 the best authorities omit the remainder of the verse : But if .... work

20 That which Israel is seeking for, he obtained not 21 omit hath

22 hardened ; ** omit parenthesis u gave them a spirit of stupor

26 substitute (,) for ( ;) and omit parenthesis ** this present

37 become M their back do then bow down

h Chap. ix. 27

i Chap. iv. 4,

s;Gal. v. 4.

See Deut.

«. e\M '•

A Chap. ix.

31; x. 3.

/ Corop. chap

ix. 18; ver.

2$; 2 Cor.

iii. 14; (in

the Greek).

m Isa. xxix.

10.

* Deut. xxix

4 ; Is. vi. 9;

jer. v. 21 ;

Ez. xii. 2 ;

Matt ■ xiii.

14; John

xii. 40 ; Acts

xxviii. 26, 27.

o Psa. lxix.

23.

f Psa. lxix.

23-

Ver. 1. I (ay then. ' Then ' introduces the

question as a plausible, but incorrect, inference

from the entire previous discussion ; especially,

however, from the Scriptural proof of vers. 1O/-21.

— Sid God east off his people 1 'Cast off' is

preferable to ' cast away ; ' comp. Ps. xciv. 14.

' The divine act of casting off from Himself is not

viewed as the cause (against this is chap. x. 21),

but as the penal consequence, of the disdaining

God's loving will ' (Meyer). ' His people ' refers

to the Jewish nation, and the phrase itself ' con

tains the reason for the denial' (Bengel). Some

however find here, as in ver. 2, an exclusive refer

ence to the elect among the Jews. So Hodge :

' The rejection of the Jews as a nation was con

sistent with all that God had promised to their

fathers. Those promises did not secure the sal

vation of all Jews, or of the Jews as a nation.'

This view is objectionable on many accounts : it

removes the discussion from the historical point of

view to a strictly theological one ; it proposes a

less natural inference ; it uses ' people ' in a dif

ferent sense from that of the preceding verse, and

is less suited to the entire discussion than the

other view. See further on ver. 2. — For I also,

etc The indignant denial is followed by this

proof from the Apostle's descent. But what is

the nature of this proof ? Three views are held :

(1.) He is one among many examples ('also') that

God had not entirely rejected His people. This

is the common one. (2.) His patriotic feeling

leads him to deny this indignantly ; the proof of

his denial follows in vers. 2, etc. This is favored

by the detailed reference to his descent. (3.) The

restoration of Israel as a nation is so prominent,

that ' if such a hypothesis were to be conceded, it

would exclude from God's kingdom the writer

VOL. III. 8

himself 3& an Israelite' (Alford). But this, how

ever well suited to the thought of the next sec

tion, does not suit the immediate context. As

between (1.) and (2.), the latter is tenable, if the

theocratic idea is included, but the former is on

the whole preferable. Weizsacker well suggests

that such an argument proves that the Roman

congregation included no large Jewish element.

— Of the seed of Abraham ; to whom the cove

nant promise was first made. — Of the tribe of

Benjamin ; comp. Phil. iii. 5 ; this tribe with Judah

made up the nation of Israel after the captivity.

This does not exclude the patriotic feeling, which

has appeared throughout the whole discussion.

Ver. 2. His people whom he foreknew. Here,

too, the reference is to the nation, and not to the

spiritual remnant, the elect. If the latter part of

the chapter were wanting, this might be the sense.

The phrase ' which He foreknew ' need not be

taken in its individual reference, as in chap. viii.

36, where a plural pronoun is joined with the

verb. To limit it to those elected is not only con

trary to the sweep of the argument, but to the his

torical position of the theocratic nation : a fore

knowledge resulting in such theocratic privilege

is as consistent with the tenor of Scripture as the

more individual reference. — Or know ye not.

'Or' introduces a new answer to the question

(comp. chaps, vi. 3 ; ix. 21), namely, the historical

case from the Scripture. — In the story of Elijah ;

lit, in Elijah ; ' comp. Mark xii. 26 : 'at the

Bush,' the passage treating of that occurrence.

'Of Elias' (E. V.) is inaccurate. This method

of reference is common in Philo and in Rabbini

cal authors ; some instances occur in the classics

The occasion was after the fast of the prophet at

Horeb (1 Kings xix). — How he pleadeth with
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God against Israel. This is the object of ' do ye

not know.' ' Pleading against ' is equivalent to

complaining of. ' Saying ' is an unnecessary ad

dition, supported by few authorities.

Ver. 3. Lord, they have killed, etc This verse

is freely cited from the LXX. ; I Kings xix. 10

(ver. 14 is a repetition of ver. 10). The two

clauses are transposed. — They have digged down.

4 And ' is poorly supported. — Thine altars. The

plural points to the altars as the high places in the

kingdom of Israel where Elijah lived. Although

it was originally forbidden to erect such altars,

they became the only places in Israel where Jeho

vah was publicly worshipped. Hence in the time

of Elijah neglect of these was really neglect of

worship. — I am left alone, or, 'the only one.'

The latter rendering corresponds better with the

LXX., but is somewhat stronger than Paul's cita

tion. The language of Elijah meant that he was

the only prophet left ; while the transposition of

the clauses suggests here the further notion : I

am the only true worshipper of Jehovah. It is

not necessary to suppose that the Apostle has

departed from the original sense. — They seek my

life. See 1 Kings xix. I, 2.

Ver. 4. Bnt what saith the divine response.

The word answering to ' divine response ' occurs

only here in the New Testament, tiut in a num

ber of cases (see marginal references) the cognate

verb occurs, and is usually rendered ' warned of

God.' The meaning here is obvious ; but the noun

first had the sense of ' business,' the formal audi

ence given to an ambassador, then a response

from an oracle ; this was not the classical sense,

but occurs in 2 Mace. ii. 4 ; xi. 17. — I have left

remaining, etc. The citation is from 1 Kings xix.

18, and varies, though not materially, from both

the Hebrew and the LXX. The mistake of the

latter in reading the verb is corrected by the

Apostle. ' Reserved ' is inexact ; ' left ' is bald ;

' left remaining ' brings out the thought that these

had not been ' killed ' (ver. 3). — To myself ; this

addition of the Apostle fairly presents the sense

of the original : ' as my possession and for my

service, over against the idolatrous abomination '

(Meyer). — Seven thousand men. Probably a defi

nite expression for an indefinite number; 'seven'

need not be regarded as significant. — Who; of

such a kind as, emphasizing the faithful character

of the men ; the Hebrew shows that these were

all that remained faithful. — Never bowed the

knee ; on any occasion. — To Baal. The feminine

article is used by Paul, while the LXX. has the

masculine article. Explanations: (1.) An ellip

sis, hence the rendering ' to the image of Baal.'

The fact that the LXX. sometimes uses the fem

inine article with the name of the false deity, ren

ders this improbable, and this sense would re

quire a second article with Baal. (2.) This hea-

tben deity was conceived of as of both sexes

(androgynous). This is quite probable, but not

historically proven. It should be observed, how

ever, that Astarte (Ashtarolh), the Phoenician god

dess, is distinguished from the feminine Baal.

(3.) Some regard the feminine as an expression

of contempt; but this is the least probable ex

planation. ' Baal ' (signifying lord, ruler) was the

sun-god, representing the active generative prin

ciple in nature. The greatest idolatrous apostasy

among the Israelites was to the worship of this

Phoenician deity, and the name occurs in the Old

Testament history from the time of Moses to that

of Jeremiah.

Ver. 5. Even so then, or, ' thus therefore ; ' in

accordance with this historical fact which indi

cates (' therefore ') a permanent principle, in this

present time also, as well as in the similar ancient

times, there is (more exactly, 'has become,' and

still exists) a remnant, a small number out of the

mass ; and this ' remnant ' has become and re

mains such, according to the election of grace.

This phrase is to be joined, not with the noun, but

with the verb (as above indicated). Here the

reference is not national, but individual, as in

chap. ix. This view is further sustained by ver.

6, and by the obvious opposition to Jewish pride of

works : the election has its source in God's grace,

not in man's merit.

Ver. 6. How if it is by grace. ' Now ' is pref

erable to ' and,' or ' but.' ' If ' takes up the as

sertion of ver. 5, as if to say : ' since the remnant

exists by grace, let us understand what this in

volves, negatively,' namely : it is no longer of

works. Here the individual reference is clear.

' No longer ' is logical, not temporal ; * works '

are entirely excluded in this matter of the rem

nant existing according to the election of grace.

— Otherwise ; ' since in that case,' in case it were

of works, grace no longer becometh grace. ' Be-

cometh ' is not only more literal than ' is,' but

suggests as the more exact sense that in such a

case grace would fail to show itself as what it is ;

' positively expressed : it becomes what according

to its essence it is not ; it gives up its specific

character ' (Meyer). The emphasis placed at this

point on the doctrine of free grace is doubtless to

prepare for what follows : the reference to the many

rejected (vers. 7-10), as well as the statement of

the final solution (vers. 11-32), are based on the

sovereignty of God in His dealings. — The latter

half of the verse is found in but one of the more

ancient manuscripts (B), though it is added by a

late corrector in the Sinaitic Codex. Critical

judgment has recently become more decidedly

against the genuineness of the passage. In addi

tion to the authorities which omit it, the varia

tions of those containing it oppose its retention.

If retained it must be regarded as an antithetical

repetition of the same thought, since the attempts

to discover an additional argument have been

futile (comp. the far-fetched views of Lange,

Wordsworth, and others).

Ver. 7. What then 1 The inference from vers.

5, 6, is introduced by this question. — That which

Israel (as a mass) is seeking for, now as former

ly ; chaps, ix. 31 ; x. 3 show that ' righteousness'

is the object sought. Zealous searching is not

necessarily indicated here. — He obtained not ; did

not attain unto ; the idea of not finding is not

suggested. The connection with vers. 5 and 6

shows that this took place, because the mas3 of

the nation sought the end ' as of works ' (chap,

ix. 32), a method opposed to 'grace.' — Bnt the

election ('the remnant,' abstractly and vivaciously

termed 'the election,' rather than ' the elect ') ob

tained it. — And the rest were hardened. ' Blind

ed ' is incorrect. The word denotes in its primary

meaning : ' to deprive an organ of its natural sen

sibility ; in the moral : to take from the heart the

faculty of being touched by what is good or divine,

from the intelligence the faculty of discerning be

tween the true and the false, the good and the

evil. The context will explain how it is possible

that a similar effect can be attributed to divine

agency' (Godet). Comp. on chap. ix. 18. God's

agency is undoubtedly indicated here (comp. vers.
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8-10), but nowhere is this spoken of in a way that

implies a lessening of human responsibility. The

parenthesis of the E. V. is unnecessary. It is de

signed to connect this clause with the last one of

ver. 8.

Ver. 8. According as it is written. The Scrip

ture passages are cited here, because they set

forth the principle of divine action, underlying the

statement of ver. 7 : ' the rest were hardened,'

what had occurred in Old Testament times was

not only analogous, but pointed to this punish

ment of the Jews, the agreement being ' that of

prophecy and fulfilment according to the divine

theology' (Meyer). —He gave them a spirit of

stupor. The citation is made freely from Is. xxix.

10 (LXX.). 'Stupor' (a word found only here)

meant first the numbness produced by stupefying

wine, the corresponding verb being applied to the

paralyzing from astonishment or grief. — Eyes

that they should not see, etc. This part of the

verse is from Deut. xxix. 4, freely cited, and joined

by the Apostle to the preceding as an explana

tion ; the connection in the original passage being

also with ' He gave.' Others find here a further

combination with Is. vi. 9, but this is less likely.

The clauses ' that they should not see,' ' that they

should not hear,' express the purpose of the giv

ing. — Unto this present day is a strengthening of

the words of Deut. xxix. 24, and should be joined

with what immediately precedes. The fact that

Isaiah repeats substantially what Moses previously

said, justifies the application of this principle to

the attitude of the mass of the Jews in the Apos

tle's day. Clearly then God punishes men by

giving them over to spiritual insensibility.

Ver. 9. And David saith. The citation is from

Ps. lxix. 22, 23, which is attributed to David, in

the heading as well as by Paul. Many argue that

some parts of the Psalm point to a date after the

captivity. But the references to the house of

God (ver. 9), the description of the opposers (ver.

8), and other passages, seem to prove that the

date was much earlier. The Psalm is a portrayal

of the sufferings of the Servant of Jehovah at the

hands of spiritual foes, rather than of the sorrows

of the exiled Jews. The latter reference gives to

the imprecations a national and personal charac

ter which seems revolting. The former points to

a Messianic fulfilment, and justifies the Apostle's

application of the passage. The imprecations of

the Psalm ' are to be considered as the language of

an ideal person, representing the whole class of

righteous sufferers, and particularly Him who,

though He prayed for His murderers while dying

(Luke xxiii. 34), had before applied the words of

this very passage to the unbelieving Jews (Matt,

xxiii. 38), as Paul did afterwards ' (J. A. Alexan

der). —Let their table. In the Psalm the ' table '

represents the material enjoyments of life ; here

it is referred by some to the law, or to the pre

sumptuous confidence the Jews had in it ; but it

is not necessary to define it so closely. — Become

a snare ; be turned into this. — And a trap. ' The

word more usually signified " a hunt," or the act

of taking or catching, — but here a net, the instru

ment of capture. It is not in the Hebrew nor in

the Septuagint, and is perhaps inserted by the

Apostle to give emphasis by the accumulation of

synonymes (Alford). —And a stumbling block.

This phrase follows the next one in the LXX.

The reference to hunting probably led to the

transposition. — A recompense unto them. Here

the Apostle varies slightly from the form of the

LXX , which preserves the sense, but not the

figure of the Hebrew. In fact this phrase is an

interpretation of the entire verse. ' While they

think they are consuming the spoils of their earthly

sense, they become themselves a spoil to every

form of retribution ' (Lange).

Ver. 10. Let their eyes be darkened, etc. The

reference is not to old age, but to some more sud

den blinding. This verse explains the ' recom

pense ' of ver. 9. Spiritual blindness is one form

of the punishment — Their back do thou how

down alway. The Hebrew means : ' make their

loins to waver,' but the LXX., here followed

closely, presents the same thought under another

figure. Present loss of strength is meant, repre

senting spiritual servitude, under the yoke of le

galism, rather than that of Roman conquerors. —

Meyer thinks the retribution is for want of faith

in Christ ; Godet, with more reason, says : ' the re

jection of Jesus by the Jews was the effect, not

the cause of the hardening. The cause — Paul

has said clearly enough (chap. ix. 31-33) — was

the obstinacy of their own righteousness.'

Chapter XI. 11-36.

11. The Rejection of Israel is not Final.

In this section is presented the prospective solution of the great historical problem, discussed in

this part of the Epistle. Here Paul becomes a prophet ; revealing that the rejection of Israel is not

final, since the chosen people will be restored.

The section naturally falls into four paragraphs : (1.) The present hardening of so many of the

Jews will not result in the final rejection of the nation, but will accomplish two ends : first, the con

version of the Gentiles, and secondly their own restoration, to be 'life from the dead'; vers. 11-15. (2)

In view of this the Gentiles should not exalt themselves over the Jews, since the restoration of the

latter to spiritual blessings is an event both desirable and probable; vers. 16-24. (3.) The Apostle

makes known, by revelation, the final conversion of Israel, showing that this is in accordance with

prophecy, and with the general principles which underlie God's dealings with men ; vers. 25-32.
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(4.) The thought of ver. 32 leads to a doxology, which forms the climax of the Epistle ; vers. 33-36.

This doxology forms an appropriate conclusion, first to this section, then to the discussion of chaps,

ix.-xi., and, finally, to the entire doctrinal part of the Epistle.

1 1 T SAY then, Have they stumbled 1 that they should fall ?

J- God forbid:2 but rather "through their fall 3 salvation *>«A«sriu.46;
0 xvin. 6 ;

come unto the Gentiles, for to4 provoke them to jealousy.5 "»•..'«. J,=
1 J J XXY1I1- 24,

12 Now if the fall of them bee the riches of the world, and the »» ;«*»!>•*•
* 19 ; comp.

diminishing of them 7 the riches of the Gentiles ; how much £"" ,7> **

13 more their fulness? For8 I speak9 to you Gentiles,10 inas- * ^3"x'J,i:

much u as * I am the apostle of the Gentiles,12 I magnify mine j£; ^"oai.

14 office:13 If by any means14 I may provoke to emulation than '7,i6,l-Xih.

15 which are ' my flesh,16 and d might save some of them. For if Tim.'ii.';;

the casting away of them be16 the reconciling 1T of the world, c comp.'c'iJp

what shall the receiving of than be, but life from the dead ? «■ ■ CoV. r».

16 For18 if "the firstfruit beK holy, the lump is also holy : 19 and iTim.'iv.'

17 if the root bew 'holy, so are® the branches. And21 if "some *■»•

of the branches be H broken off, * and thou, being a wild olive '°: Num-

0 xv. 18, 19,

tree,23 wert grafted24 in among them, and with them partak-,.^'- 1

18 est M of the root and M fatness of the olive tree ; ' Boast not •;"■ Jp-,^

against27 the branches. But if thou boast, thou bearest not A£n* 'li.3i'ij

19 the root, but the root thee. Thou wilt say then, The branch-,-I'cor.x. •».

20 es w were broken off, that I might be graffed ffl in. Well ; be

cause of30 unbelief they were broken off, and thou standest by

21 faith.31 * Be not highminded, but 'fear : For if God spared not I'^comp.

the natural branches, take heed lest he also spare not B thee. / pro».'x"v.'iL

22 Behold therefore the goodness and severity of God: on them 2;'phi'i. ii.

which ffl fell, severity ; but toward u thee, goodness,35 m if thou ■ ■ car. «•.
J ° >; Hcb. 111

continue in his goodness : otherwise " thou also shalt be cut '• :«•
0 * John xv. 3.

23 off. And they also, "if they abide not still36 in unbelief,37 •*Cor.ui. 16.

''shall be graffed29 in: for God is able to graff ** them in again. ' Verj6-

I Did they stumble 2 Let it never be * but by their trespass

* in order to ' emulation (comp. vtr. 14) 6 if their trespass is

' their diminishing B But (according to the best authorities)

* am speaking 10 substitute (:) for (,)

II the best authorities insert then la tit., apostle of Gentiles

18 glorify my ministry u if haply

" my own flesh (omitting them which are) u is " reconciliation

18 Moreover w so also is the lump x so also are

21 But 2S were M omit tree

24 wast grafted M and became fellow partaker

28 of the (according to the better authorities) B or exult not over

28 Branches (the best authorities omit the) a grafted

80 by their 8I thou by thy faith standest

82 he will also not spare (according to the best authorities) M that

84 on 86 God's goodness (according to the best authorities)

86 do not continue *7 their unbelief a graft
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24 For if thou wert^cut out of the olive tree which is wild bypUJ;^

nature,40 and wert grafted21 contrary to nature into a good JciftaV

olive tree ; how much more shall these, which be 41 the natural |3Thess- iv-

branches, be grafted » into their own olive tree ? " STE??11,

25 For I would not, brethren, "that ye should be42 ignorant of f0°'iiph7I

this p mystery, lest ye should43 be 'wise in your own conceits,, ciaiJiSi'

that 'blindness44 in part is happened 45 to Israel, "until the ful-/ see rets, in

26 ness of the Gentiles be come in.46 And so 47 all Israel shall be « Luka'xxi.
.... »41 Rev.

saved: as it is written, — vii. 9.

* There shall come out of Sion ** the Deliverer, *? ; see Ps!
XIV. 7.

And 49 shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob : w ls^ r"j^;

27 For M this is my covenant unto them, H'cwli s-

"when I shall take away their sins. * Dew. to.*-

28 As concerning61 the gospel, they are enemies for your sakes : S;*,8 \2&

but as touching the election, they are 'beloved for the fathers' , ^ ;i. 2.

29 sakes. For the gifts and52 calling of God are * without repent- a cwufoj

30 ance. For as ye * in times past have not believed M God, yet t p,.xSvL*o.

31 have now obtained mercy through their unbelief.54 Even soc yt.£&\!\.

have these also now not believed,65 that through your mercy63 jobx*.*?';'

32 they also may57 obtain mercy. For °God hath concluded them liTtcSr.

all in unbelief,68 that he might have mercy upon all. * jobxxxvi.

33 O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom69 and knowl-/Jo»xH."s
comp. Job

edge of God! " how unsearchable are his judgments, and 'his x*f£T7yiii

34 ways past finding out!60 ''For who hath known the mind of 6iCol-L

35 the Lord ? or "who hath been his counsellor? Or'who hath* p^Mji^.

first given to him, and it shall be recompensed unto him again ? JgT'Hebv;

36 For 'of him, and through him, and to 61 him, are all things: t£".',li

* to whom be glory 62 for ever. Amen. Jg^jude

35; Rev. i.

*» wast *° that which by nature is a wild olive 41 omit which be °-

" have you ** may ** hardening 46 hath happened in part

" substitute (;) for (.) « And thus « Zion

49 He (the best authorities omit and) M And " touching

M insert the M ye once were disobedient to

H by the disobedience of these

•* So also have these now been disobedient

** by the mercy shown to you {lit., your mercy)

" may now (according to the best authorities)

** God shut up all unto disobedience M and wisdom

60 and untraceable his ways ! 61 unto M to him be the glory

Ver. II. I say then. Comp. ver. I. This in- was the final fall (/'. e., eternal destruction) of

troduces a possible, but incorrect, inference from the nation. The first ' they ' refers to the unbe-

ver. 7 (' the rest were hardened '). — Did they lieving mass of the nation, but the second evi-

itumble that they should fall. The form of the dently applies to them as representing the na-

question points to a negative answer. The fact tion as a whole. As individuals they both stum-

of stumbling is not, however, denied, since that bled and fell, but the design was not that the na-

has been affirmed in chap. xi. 32, 33, nor yet the tion should fall. This view alone accords with

existence of a divine purpose ('that' = in order the close of the chapter. — But by their trespass,

that) in connection with that fact, but as the con- The word 'fall' suggests a correspondence with

text shows, the Apostle denies that this purpose the verb ' should fall,' whereas the reference is to
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'stumble.' At the same time 'trespass 'is not

quite satisfactory. — Salvation, etc. This was the

historical fact, and this fact had as its purpose :

to provoke them to emulation (as in ver. 14). The

salvation of the Gentiles was therefore the im

mediate purpose, but there was a further design,

namely, bringing about the final salvation of the

Jews by stirring them up to emulation, or, zeal

('jealousy' has a bad sense not implied in the

original). This twofold purpose forms the theme

of the whole section.

Ver. 12. Now if their trespass is, etc. 'If

is logical, not conditional ; ver. 1 1 has stated the

fact here assumed. — Their diminishing. The

word rendered ' diminishing ' means, becoming in

ferior, suffering defeat. It has here a numerical

sense : the reduction in number of the Jewish

people, ' inasmuch, namely, as the unbelieving

portion by its unbelief practically seceded from

the people of God ' (Meyer). But the idea of a

defeat is not necessarily suggested. The contrast

with ' fulness ' opposes the sense of ' impoverish

ment,' or ' degradation ; ' while the common ex

planation : ' the minority of them,' is objectiona

ble on both lexical and grammatical grounds.

The fact that the nation, regarded as the people

of God, had been thus reduced proved to be the

riches of the Gentiles, i. e., thus the Gentile na

tions were enriched through the Gospel preached

to them. This is parallel to the previous phrase,

'the riches of the world.' — How much more their

fulness. 'Fulness' has three senses: (1.) that

with which anything is filled; (2.) that which is

rilled, the state of fulness ; (3.) the act of filling.

The first sense is most common, and is to be ac

cepted here in the numerical sense (comp. ver.

25) : that which fills up the nation to complete

ness. If the diminution of Israel through unbe

lief had such a blessed result, how much more

their full number when they as a nation become

believers. Some find here their full restoration

or blessedness, contrasted with their impoverish

ment ('diminishing'). But this leaves out of

view the numerical sense, giving to both the con

trasted terms a less obvious meaning, and identi

fies the thought of this verse with that of ver. 15.

The reference to the filling up of the number of

the elect is far-fetched. Many fanciful views of

the verse have been presented.

Ver. 13. But I am speaking to yon Gentiles.

' But ' is Letter supported than ' for.' The clause

implies the preponderance of Gentile Christians

in the congregation at Rome. We do not regard

vers. 13, 14 as parenthetical, but as meeting a

thought which might arise in the minds of the Gen

tile readers, namely, that his ministry, as the Apos

tle to the Gentiles, had no reference to the Jews.

He shows that the blessed results to the Jews

formed a part of the purpose of his labors (ver.

14). Others think the implied objection relates to

the prominence given to the Gentiles in God's pur

pose respecting the Jews. But it is unlikely that

the Gentiles would raise such an objection. Godet

differs from both views, and finds in these verses

a proof that the Apostle was laboring for the ulti

mate benefit of the Gentiles by seeking the conver

sion of the Jews, since the latter would result in

'life from the dead' (ver. 15), and thus bring

blessing to the Gentiles. But the first view is to

be preferred. — Inasmuch then, etc. ' Then ' is

well supported, and disconnects the clause from

what precedes. We separate the clauses by a

colon ; others explain : ' I say to you Gentiles,

inasmuch,' etc. But ' then ' opposes this view. —

I am, etc. ' I ' is emphatic here. —I glorify my

ministry ; »'. e., his ministry to the Gentiles. ' Glo

rify ' is not = praise, or, magnify ; the meaning

is, by faithfully discharging the duties of this spe

cific ministry he could do nonor to it The orig

inal suggests that there is another phase of the

subject, which is stated (though not in exact cor

relation) in the next verse.

Ver. 14. If haply. Comp. chap. i. 10. The

faithful discharge of his duty to the Gentiles had

this as its attempted result. — My own flesh ;

comp. chap. ix. 3. — Save some of them, i. e., of

the Jews. Notice the modesty of the expression,

which, however, recalls Paul's ill-success among

his own countrymen. This tone opposes the view

that he is here apologizing for the mention of the

Gentiles.

Ver. 1 5. For introduces the reason for vers.

13, 14 ; his labor was in view of the more blessed

results indicated in the close of this verse. — The

casting away of them, /. e., the exclusion of the

Jews through their unbelief, analogous to, but not

precisely identical with, ' diminishing ' (ver. 12).

— Is the reconciliation of the world. Their un

belief occasioned the preaching of 'reconcilia

tion' (comp. chap. v. 11) to the Gentiles; many

Gentiles were actually reconciled to God, and this

was the token of the design and adaptation of the

Gospel for the whole world. — What shall the re

ceiving of them be. The reception to salvation

of the Jewish nation as a whole ; comp. ver. 12,

where the numerical phase of the comparison is

brought out. That they would be thus received,

is the leading thought of the entire chapter. —But

(lit, 'if not') life from the dead. Evidently the

Apostle has in mind something beyond ' the recon

ciliation of the world,' some greater blessing than

the gradual conversion of the Gentiles through the

gospel, and this he terms ' life from the dead.' Ex

planations: (1.) The literal view : the resurrection

from the dead will follow the conversion of Israel.

This view has been held by many commentators,

both ancient and modern, but with various modi

fications. Some add to this view speculations of

which the Apostle, here at least, gives no hint

whatever. Objections : (a.) The use of ' life ' not

' resurrection ; the former word often having a

wide significance ; (l>.) the absence of the article

before ' life,' which is strange if Paul meant to in

dicate an event, to which he so often refers ; (c.)

the lack of evidence from other passages of Scrip

ture that the resurrection will immediately follow

the conversion of the Jews. The latter event may

be closely connected with the final acts of the

present dispensation, but prophecy seems to point

to other events as intervening. Meyer and others

meet some of these objections by including the

life which follows the resurrection as its blessed

consequence. (2.) Thefigurative explanation re

fers the phrase to a new spiritual life which will

be introduced by the conversion of the Jews. To

this it may be objected, (a.) that it presents no

further thought than the previous ' reconcilia

tion ; ' (*.) that the language of the remainder of

the verse is literal ; (c.) that the upholders of this

view are not agreed as to what the new and sur

prising spiritual blessing is, which thus surpasses

the present effects of the gospel. These objec

tions, however, do not seem to us so weighty as

those to the preceding view. New Testament

prophecy does not as yet demand specific inter

pretation. That a figurative expression might
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occur here scarcely needs proof. Godet, in ac

cordance with his view of ver. 13, applies this

phrase to the blessedness of Gentile Christendom

in consequence of the conversion of Israel, while

others limit it to the Jews themselves. We pre

fer the wide reference to the entire body of be

lievers. To combine the two views seems im

proper, as Meyer affirms, yet his own explanation

scarcely differs from a combination of the literal

and figurative interpretations.

Ver. 16. Moreover, lit., 'but,' not, 'for.' This

suggests a reason for expecting this 'receiving'

of the Jews, namely, the consecrated character

impressed on this people, when they were separ

ated from other nations. This moral necessity

for the restoration of the Jews becomes the theme

of the remainder of the chapter, both in its warn

ing to the Gentiles (vers. 17-24) and in the positive

statements respecting the future of Israel (vers.

25-32). We therefore begin a paragraph here. —

The firstfrait is holy. This is assumed, the ref

erence being to the portion of dough taken as a

peace-offering, so that the whole lump (of kneaded

dough) from which it was taken was thereby con

secrated ; see marginal references. The firstfruits

of the field are not meant. The ' firstfruit,' it is

generally agreed, refers to the patriarchs (some

limit the application to Abraham), with whom

the covenant was made by which Israel became

the theocratic people. ' Holy ' here means ' con

secrated ' (comp. I Cor. vii. 14), and the under

lying argument resembles that of vers. 1, 2. — If

the root, etc The parallelism leads us to find

here the same thought as in the previous clause,

but under another figure, which admits, as the

other did not, of an application to the conversion

of the Gentiles (so Godet). The attempts to ex

plain the two clauses differently have not been

successful (e. g-., Christ, the firstfruit ; the patri

archs, the root ; or Christ, both firstfruit and

root ; the firstfruit, the believing Jews, and the

'lump* the mass of unbelievers). 'God, in se

lecting the Hebrew patriarchs, and setting them

apart for His service, had reference to their de

scendants, as well as to themselves ; and designed

that the Jews, as a people, should, to the latest

generations, be specially devoted to Himself.

They stand now, therefore, and ever have stood,

in a relation to God which no other nation ever

has sustained ; and in consequence of this rela

tion, their restoration to the divine favor is an

event in itself probable, and one which Paul after

wards teaches (ver. 25) God has determined to

accomplish' (Hodge).

Ver. 17. But if some of the branches were

broken off. This was the fact, and the Gentiles

are warned against a wrong inference from it.

' Some ' does not of itself indicate whether there

were many or few ; it was, however, probably

chosen 'in order not to promote Gentile-Chris

tian self-exaltation ; ver. 18' (Meyer). The term

' broken off ' is that used of the removing of bar

ren twigs. — And thou, emphatic and addressed

to the individual Gentile believer, being, although

thou art, a wild olive, i. e., a branch of the wild

olive tree, since the word here used may be re

garded as an adjective. The reference to the

' tree ' is objectionable, for the Gentiles are ad

dressed not as a whole, but as individuals. —

Wast grafted in among them, or, ' in their place.'

Either view is grammatically admissible, but the

former is preferable, especially because of the

word ' fellow partaker ' which follows, and because,

' them ' points to ' the branches,' referring to the

Jews in general. It is quite improbable that Paul

alludes to the custom of renewing the fertility

of olive trees by grafting upon them shoots of the

wild olive. There is no evidence that he knew of

this custom ; nor is the illustration furthered by

the thought thus suggested. The Gentile scion

was to receive, not to impart, fertility. Moreover

ver. 24 shows that the Apostle conceives of the

matter as taking place through grace and con

trary to nature. — And became fellow partaker,

i. e., in common with the natural branches, of the

root of the fatness of the olive tree. Some of our

best manuscripts omit ' and,' thus giving the sense

as above ; but the other reading is also well sup

ported. The former presents the ' root ' as the

source of the ' fatness,' the vitality and fertility ;

the latter indicates that the graft is partaker of

both. The ideas are substantially identical. As

regards the application : it is historically true that

the Roman and Greek civilization, already decay

ing in Paul's time, was preserved during the suc

ceeding centuries mainly by the new religious life

from the patriarchal root. The unity of the

church in both dispensations is plainly asserted,

and this overthrows all the assumptions of an an

tagonism between Paul and the Twelve, in re

gard to the relative position of the Jewish and

Gentile Christians.

Ver. 18. Boast not against, or, 'exult not

over,' the branches, i. <?., the people of Israel, not

the branches which had been broken off. In ver.

19 the latter are specifically indicated. The warn

ing has never been without an application to us

Gentile Christians. — But if thou bout ; the verb

is the same as before, and is unusual. We may

supply in thought ' against them.' —Thou bearest

not the root, etc This is the fact which should

prevent this disdainful attitude to the Jews. ' The

Gentiles had been brought into fellowship with

the patriarchs, not the patriarchs with them.

Salvation was from the Jews ' (Hodge).

Ver. 19. Thou wilt say then ; despite the last

consideration, ' although we are borne by the root

of the patriarchs, yet natural branches have been

taken away, and their place is now ours.' This

has been the presumptuous attitude of too many

during all the Christian centuries. — Branches

were broken off, etc. The article is omitted by

the best authorities ; the reference is to 'some of

the branches' (ver. 17). — I is emphatic

Ver. 20. Well. Not necessarily ironical ; but

an admission of both the fact and the purpose of

the breaking off of the branches. The Apostle,

however, passes immediately to the cause of this

state of things, ' as one which must prevent haught

iness, and inspire fear and anxiety respecting the

duration of the state of grace ; assigning the

reason in ver. 21 ' (Meyer). — By their unbelief.

The form is the same as in the other phrase by

thy faith ; the Greek article in each case being

equivalent to the possessive pronoun, though both

terms may be used abstractly. ' Thou ' is em-

Chatic, while standest refers to the position as a

ranch, rather than to standing as opposed to

falling. — Be not highminded : be not haughty. A

few older manuscripts give a slightly different

form (answering to that in chap. xii. 16), which,

however must be taken in the same sense. — Bnt

fear. ' Fear is oppposcd, not to faith, but to

superciliousness and security' (Bengel). The

reason is added in ver. 21, with which these

clauses should be joined.
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Ver. 21. For if God spared not, as had been

the case, the natural (lit., 'according to nature ')

branches, «'• <■, the Jews who were not ingrafted

but original branches of the patriarchal tree, he

will also not spare thee. The more ancient au

thorities omit the word rendered ' lest,' which

made it necessary to supply ' take heed,' or, ' it is

to be feared' (Meyer). Internal grounds may be

urged in favor of the longer reading, but the man

uscript authority is decisive against it. ' Spare '

implies such an attitude in the person addressed

as merits condemnation, so that nothing need be

supplied.

Ver. 22. Behold therefore. The exhortation

of ver. 20 (' Be not high-minded, but fear ') is

virtually repeated in vers. 22-24, but now as an

inference (' therefore') from Ver. 21. — The good

ness and severity of God. The former word is

rendered ' kindness ' in Eph. ii. 7 and elsewhere ;

the latter is the inflexible rigor of justice ; both

refer to the manifestations of God's attributes,

rather than to the attributes themselves. — On

them that fell ; the unbelieving Jews, the figure

of the branches being dropped for the moment.—

Severity. This word is in the nominative, accord

ing to the weightier authorities, and we may sup

ply ' there is.' — But on thee ; the preposition is

the same as before ; ' toward ' might be used in

both cases, but ' on ' is somewhat closer to the

original. — God's goodness ; the nominative is

the correct form here also, and the word ' God's '

is abundantly supported. — If thou continue, etc.

This is the common language of warning to

Christians ; the passage should not be used for

or against the doctrines of perseverance, irresisti

ble grace, etc. Moreover the warning is ad

dressed to the Gentiles as individualized, not to

an individual Gentile. — Otherwise, or, ' seeing

that otherwise' the last word being implied, not

expressed. — Thou also shalt be cut off. The

word is a strong one, as if the branch were taken

off with a sudden stroke of the axe. The warn

ing is for every one of us Gentile Christians, and

the wider application seems more appropriate

than ever. Should judgment come on what is

termed Christendom for its failure to abide in

God's goodness, the cutting off will be final ; no

promise remains as in the case of the Jewish na

tion ; see next verse.

Ver. 23. And they also, i. e., the unbelieving

Jews, who are like wild olive branches. The

verse should not be joined too closely with ver.

22, since it presents a further thought. — Con

tinue; the same word as in ver. 22. — Their un

belief ; as in ver. 20. — For God is able, etc. When

unbelief ceases, His power will be manifested.

It is implied that even when broken off it is easy

for God to graft them in again, as it was to graft

in the wild olive branches. The next verse shows

that such a result is more to be expected, not that

it is easier for God to do this.

Ver. 24. For introduces the entire verse as a

proof of the probability that the Jews will ulti

mately be grafted in again, not of the statement

that God is able to graft them in (against Godet).

If God's power is in question, it is needless to

prove that he could more easily do one thing than

another. — If thou wast, etc. The fact in the

case of the Gentiles is stated under the same fig

ure ; contrary to nature suggesting, not the greater

difficulty, but the antecedent improbability of the

fact. All notions of additional life imparted by

the grafts are here shown to be foreign to the

Apostle's thought. — How much more shall these

the natural branches (the phrase above rendered

' by nature '), those who sprang from the original

patriarchal root. ' In the former case, that of

the Gentile, the fact of natural growth is set

against that of engrafted growth : whereas in the

latter, the fact of congruity of nature (" their own

olive tree") is set against incongruity, — as mak

ing the re-engrafting more probable' (Alford).

The tree is not merely ' their own,' but it is

God's ; He remembers His covenant. What is

here shown by a figure to be probable, the Apos

tle next declares will certainly take place.

Ver. 25. For I would not, brethren, have yon

ignorant. The Apostle thus introduces something

important ; see marginal references. ' Brethren '

is addressed to the whole body of Christians, who

were, however, mostly Gentiles (see Introd., pp.

10, 11). The decisive proof ('for') that the Jews

shall be grafted in again (vers. 23, 24) is found in

the prophetic announcement now made by the

Apostle (vers. 25-32). — Of this mystery. On

the New Testament use of the word ' mystery,'

see notes on Eph. i. 9. It does not have the

classical sense, but usually refers to a matter of

fact, undiscovered by men themselves, which is

made known to them by revelation from God.

' Thus it frequently denotes with Paul the divine

counsel of redemption through Christ, as a whole,

or in particular parts of it, — because it was veiled

from men before God revealed it (chap. xvi. 25 ;

1 Cor. ii. 7-10 ; Eph. iii. 3-5). Whether the

contents of a mystery have already become known

through the preaching of the gospel, may be gath

ered from the scope of the particular passages '

(Meyer). Here the event revealed is future,

hence Paul speaks prophetically, assuming that

the contents of the mystery were as yet unknown

to his readers. He regarded the revealed fact as

a very important one, and as standing in intimate

relations to the greatest mystery of all : the Per

sonal Christ. — Lest ye may be wise in your own

conceits ; they were in danger of cherishing their

own incorrect views in regard to the future of

Israel ; the Apostle would prevent this by telling

them the truth revealed to him. (There is a va

riation of reading here which does not alter the

sense.) — That hardening hath happened (lit.,

' hath become ') in part to Israel. ' That ' intro

duces the contents of the mystery (extending to

the word 'saved' in ver. 26). 'Hardening' (not

4 blindness,' comp. ver. 7) is preferable to ' hard

ness,' since the process rather than the state is

indicated. ' In part ' is to be joined with the

verb, not with ' hardening,' or ' Israel.' The

' hardening ' has been spoken of in ver. 7, but the

extent of it is here revealed. This thought would

check the pride of the Gentiles.— Until the ful

ness of the Gentiles be come in. This is the sec

ond fact revealed, namely, that this hardening

('in part ') will continue until another event oc

curs. No other explanation is grammatical ;

comp. Luke xxi. 24. Most modern commentators,

though differing as to the exact sense of the word

' fulness,' agree in referring the phrase, ' the ful

ness of the Gentiles,' to the totality of the Gen

tiles, not including every individual, but the na

tions as a whole. It is more than ' a great multi

tude,' denoting rather the great majority. Some

refer it to the ' complement ' from the Gentiles to

take the place of the rejected Jews, but this

seems unnatural. ' Come in ' points to their en

trance among the people of God, conceived of

throughout as one.

Ver. 26. And thus; in this manner and after
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this event. This is connected with ver. 25, and

is the third and crowning fact of the ' mystery.' —

All Israel shall be saved. This statement has

been narrowed in many ways (see Lange, Romans,

p. 370), and on the other hand the obvious sense

has been loaded down with notions to which Paul

does not allude, here or elsewhere. The view

now generally adopted is : that the ancient peo

ple of God (so marvellously preserved in their

distinctive life, as if in earnest of this) shall be re

stored, as a nation, to God's favor. As in ver. 25,

it is not implied that every individual Jew will

be converted ; but probably the proportion will be

greater than in the case of the Gentiles, since ' all '

is more definite. We must also place in connec

tion with this statement, the argument of vers.

12 and 15. But respecting the details of this res

toration of the Jews as a body little has been

revealed. The picture is everywhere drawn, only

in broad outline The attempt to fill it out has

always produced a reaction, which has opposed

even the obvious literal sense of the clause. Lu

ther, Calvin, and others of the reformers denied

the reference to the Jewish nation, mainly on dog

matic grounds. Whether Paul expected this to

occur sooner or later does not affect the points

revealed ; chronological and prophetical nearness

are not necessarily identical. The lengthening

term of Israel's unbelief presents cumulative evi

dence that Israel's preservation is to the end that

' all Israel shall be saved.' — As it is written.

There has been much discussion as to the pas

sage or passages here cited, since similar expres

sions are not infrequent in the Old Testament.

The simplest explanation is that the Apostle

freely cites from Is. lix. 20, 21, appending a clause

from Is. xxvii. 9 (' when I shall take away their

sins'). The variations are not greater than in

many other citations. The view that the Apostle

merely gives the general sense of many predic

tions is very objectionable. — The prophecies are

introduced to confirm the last statement : ' and

thus all Israel shall be saved.' But that predic

tion is made by the Apostle himself, who here

presents a warrant for it, not its ground (so Tho-

luck and others). — There shall come out of Zion.

The Hebrew reads : ' And (or, then) shall come

for Zion a Redeemer, and for those turning from

apostacy in Jacob.' The LXX. has ' on account

of Zion,' which the Apostle changes into ' out of

Zion.' The reason for this change is not obvious,

but it seems to express more fully the thought so

common in Isaiah, that the Redeemer should

spring out of Israel. ' The Redeemer ' is evi

dently the Messiah. 'And,' which occurs in the

LXX., is omitted here by the best authorities.

The second clause refers to the work of the Re

deemer, which results in the conversion of Israel.

Ver. 27. And this, 1. e., what follows, is my

covenant (the covenant from me) unto them.

From the same passage in Isaiah, but the second

clause is from Is. xxvii. 9. — When I shall take

away their sins. Meyer rightly explains the verse

thus : ' And when I shall have forgiven their sins,

this (this remission of sins conferred by me) will

be my covenant to them (/. e., they will therein

have from me the execution of my covenant).'

This reference to the taking away of sin was more

appropriate to the Apostle's purpose than the

promise of the Spirit which follows in Is. lix. 21.

Ver. 28. This verse sums up the previous

discussion. —As touching the gospel. The two

clauses correspond ; ' as touching ' is more liter-

ally ' according to,' i. e., according to the relation

of the gospel to believers and unbelievers, offer

ing salvation to them who"believe, and proving

those who reject it as under the Divine wrath,

they (the unbelieving Jews, at that time including

the mass of the nation) are enemies. Not his en

emies, nor yet enemies of the gospel, but the ob

jects of God's wrath ; comp. chap. v. 10. — For

your sakes ; as explained in the previous discus

sion, see ver. 11. — But as touching the election.

As regards the fact that Israel was the chosen

nation. This is simpler than to take ' the elec

tion ' as referring to the elect remnant among

them, or, to the whole elect church. The former

view fails to establish the very point of the con

trast, and the latter improperly introduces the

Gentiles. — Beloved, /'. e., of God, for the fathers'

sakes. This is another statement of what has

been indicated throughout ; ' they are still re

garded with peculiar favor, because descended

from those patriarchs to whom and to whose seed

the promises were made ' (Hodge).

Ver. 29. For the gifts and the calling of God

are without repentance ; not subject to recall. The

adjective rendered 'without repentance' occurs

elsewhere in the New Testament, only in 2 Cor.

vii. 10. This general principle of God's dealings

is the basis of the latter half of ver. 28. The fact

that God had once bestowed His gifts upon Is

rael, and called them to become His people,

proves, on this principle, that they are still be

loved for the sake of their fathers. The principle

is universal, but here the application is national,

hence both ' gifts ' and ' calling ' are not to be

limited to spiritual gifts to individuals, and to

effectual calling, or to election. Still less should

the former be referred to the Jews, and the latter

to the Gentiles. The Jewish nation had special

endowments from God, chief among these, or

rather the cause of all these, was the calling of

the nation as the theocratic people to whom the

Messiah was promised. All was in accordance

with God's covenant, hence the irrevocableness.

In what way this spiritual restoration of the Jews

will affect their national life is not stated. God's

faithfulness to His covenant is the truth of most

practical value.

Ver. 30. For introduces statements (ver. 30-

32) showing how the course of God's dealings as

a whole, to Gentiles and Jews, will establish the

principle there announced. — Ye, Gentiles, were

once disobedient to God. That this disobedience

was the result of unbelief has been clearly es

tablished by the Apostle (chap. i. 18, etc.), but

' have not believed ' is not the sense of the orig

inal. ' Once ' points, as usual, to the time before

conversion.—Now, since they became Christians;

comp. Eph. ii. 8. — Obtained mercy; all their

blessings as Christians are summed up as the re

sult of the mercy of Him to whom they had been

disobedient. — By the disobedience of these, i. e ,

the unbelieving Jews. Their 'unbelief is how

ever characterized here as ' disobedience.' How

their disobedience became the occasion of the

Gentiles obtaining mercy has already been shown.

Ver. 31. 80 also; the cases are parallel. —

Have these (Jews) now, since the gospel of Christ

was preached, been disobedient ; lit., ' were dis

obedient,' as in ver. 30, but ' now ' compels us to

render ' have been disobedient.' — That, in order

that, by the mercy shown to you (lit. 'your

mercy ; ' in emphatic position in the original) they

also may now obtain mercy. The leading thought
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of the section (ver. 11) is here repeated, in the

final summing up. This view is so natural and

accords so entirely with the parallelism as to for

bid the explanations of the Vulgate, Luther, and

others ; * they have not believed in the mercy

shown to you,' or, * were disobedient through the

mercy shown to you.'

Ver. 32. For. This introduces another general

principle of God's dealings. It serves to establish

vers. 30, 31, especially the latter, which is but a

restatement of the entire discussion since ver. II.

' Thus ver. 32 is at once the grand summary and

the glorious key-stone — impelling once more to

the praise of God (ver. 33 ff.) — of the whole pre

ceding section of the Epistle' (Meyer), ». e., of

chaps, ix.-xi. — God shut up all; not, ' hath con

cluded them all.' The verb means ' to shut up '

as in a prison (not necessarily 'shut up togeth

er') ; ' hath ' is unnecessary, and ' them ' is im

properly supplied, as if the Jews only were meant,

' All ' refers, however, to persons ; comp. Gal. iii.

22, where ' all things ' occurs. —TJnto disobedience ;

comp. vers. 30, 31. This shutting up of all unto

disobedience is an effective, not simply a declara

tive or permissive, activity of God. In the devel

opment and punishment of sin — not in its origin

— He orders all things so that this result occurs

with the further purpose, that he might have

mercy upon all. This gracious design has already

been indicated in vers. 30, 31. ' All here refers to

persons, and is to be interpreted in the light of

other passages, particularly Gal. iii. 22. To ex

plain it as meaning ' all nations ' is to weaken it ;

to limit it to the ' elect ' is contrary to the parallel,

and to the fact that the showing of mercy here on

the earth seems to be indicated (so Godet). To

refer it to the ultimate salvation of all individu

als without exception, is contrary to Gal. iii. 22

(where 'all ' is qualified by 'them that believe '),

to many other passages, and introduces a mechan

ical and fatalistic theory of Divine operations.

The verse, however, sheds light on the profound

mystery of sin. It will be overruled through the

more profound and exalted plan for general bless

ing. The universality of sin is overborne by the

universality of Divine grace ; comp. chap. v. 12 ff.;

1 Cor. xv. 21, 22. Here this universality is pre

sented mainly with reference to the proffering of

mercy, not its efficiency. God makes to every

one (how we may not always perceive) this proffer,

but it is nowhere stated that all men are actually

redeemed. Belief and unbelief are antithetical,

and only through the former is grace accepted.

Redemption is not a matter of force, but of free

dom ; of freedom on God's part as well as man's.

And the Apostle by the doxology which follows

teaches us to leave what we cannot understand in

this matter to the wisdom of this Free Being.

We have learned Paul's meaning only when we

can join in this ascription of praise.

Ver. 33. 0 the depth of the riches and wisdom

and knowledge of God. With Chrysostom and

most modern commentators, we prefer this view

of the passage to that followed in the E. V.

Either is grammatical, but the former is not only

more natural, but agrees better with what follows.

' The depth of the riches ' may refer to the fulness

of God's grace, as shown in the preceding discus

sion, or be taken in a wider sense, as if to say :

'How superabundantly rich is God!' (Meyer).

The depth of God's ' wisdom ' is in his wise order

ing of all the means for his own gracious ends ;

the depth of His 'knowledge,' in His all inclusive

fore-knowledge of ends and means. These con

stitute an ocean, the depths of which we should

ever explore, but can never fathom. In these

three words Origen found an allusion to the Trin

ity (as in ver. 36), but however applicable the

terms might be to the attributes of Jehovah mani

fested by the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, it is

not proper to assert that the Apostle intended to

make any such distinction in this verse. — Hot

unsearchable, etc. The discrimination between

'wisdom' and 'knowledge' seems to be implied

here ; judgments are the decisions (not exclu

sively judicial) of God's wisdom, according to

which He acts; these are ' unsearchable.' — His

ways, the general modes of procedure, in accord

ance with His infinite knowledge, are ' untrace

able ; ' the adjective, from the word meaning

' foot-print,' is aptly used with ' ways.' Precisely

because this is true, God is an inexhaustible ob

ject for our minds as well as our hearts.

Ver. 34. For who, etc. The Apostle here uses,

almost exactly the language of Is. xl. 13 ; but,

by adding ' for,' he makes it the confirmation cf

what precedes. The first question may be re

ferred to God's 'knowledge' and 'His ways,'

since no one hath known the mind of the Lord ;

the second to His 'wisdom,' and 'judgments,'

since in forming His decision no one hath been

His counsellor.

Ver. 35. Or who hath first given, etc This is

from Job xli. 1 1, but follows the Hebrew, not the

mistranslation of the LXX. This question refers

to the depth of God's riches. No gift can rec

ompense God ; nothing can be purchased of

Him. How appropriate to the entire discussion.

The gospel is all of grace ; the plan respecting

Jews and Gentiles is all of grace. Nothing of

merit or recompense ; all freely bestowed out of

the ocean depths of riches in God Himself.

Ver. 36. For. What was negatively expressed

in ver. 35, is now positively stated in language

which is as simple as it is sublime. — Of him, as

the original Source, Author, Creator ; and through

him, as our Preserver and Governor and Bounti

ful Benefactor, as superior to nature which He

created, controlling and directing it, and that for

His own ends, since the Apostle adds : and unto

him are all things. All things (not simply all

persons) will carry out His will, will contribute

to His glory. Human thought can rise no higher

than this. Attempts have been made to refer the

three phrases respectively to the three Persons

of the Trinity, but the second and third preposi

tions do not seem distinctively applicable to the

Son and the Holy Spirit Nor does the train of

thought demand such an explanation.— To him

be the glory forever (Gr., 'unto the ages').

Amen. The glory befitting such a God is here

ascribed to Him ; ' unto the ages ' is, as usual,

equivalent to * forever ; ' and the doxology prop

erly closes with the solemn ' Amen ; ' comp.

chaps, i. 25 ; ix. 5.

This doxology is ' the sublimest apostrophe ex

isting even in the pages of Inspiration itself

(Alford). Yet how logical its arrangement, how

apt its argument. It forms a conclusion to the

section, and not less appropriately to the whole

discussion in chaps, ix.-xi., in fact, to the whole

doctrinal part of the Epistle. The greatest treat

ise on God's dealings with men ends not only

with praise to Him, but with a confession of His

sovereignty. This which so exalts God does in

deed humble us. But it is through this humility
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that we too are exalted. The gospel of grace remarks, 'in chap. xi. are traced the grand out-

would be no real gospel were it not the message lines of the philosophy of History,' but Paul's

of the sovereign God whom the Apostle thus philosophy of history ends in this conception of

adores. He only has practically solved the mys- God, which is as essential for our every day needs

tery of God's sovereignty and our free will who as for the solution of the problem of man's origin,

can join in this doxology. It is our privilege, in history, and destiny. Rightly then the Apostolic

regard to the great mysteries of humanity as well ' therefore,' the practical inference, is at once

as in the personal perplexities which meet us, it is added. Unless Paul's theism is acknowledged,

our privilege to trust and praise God, when we and his praise repeated, his ethics are power-

can no longer trace His purposes. As Godet well less.

PRACTICAL PART. CHAPTERS XII. — XVI.

MAN'S GRATITUDE FOR FREE SALVATION.

The theme of this part of the Epistle is given in chap. xii. 1 : The believer saved by Christ through

faith is to present himself a thank-offering to God ; all Christian duty is praise for deliverance. For

convenience we may divide this portion as follows : —

I. General Exhortations ; based directly upon the theme ; chaps, xii., xiii. (Strictly speak

ing, chap. xiii. 1-7 forms a special discussion, see p. 14 and in loco.)

II. Special discussion regarding the scruples of certain weak brethren, who abstain from eating

meat, etc. : chaps, xiv. i-xv. 13.

III. Concluding Portion ; personal explanations, greetings to and from various persons, with a

closing doxology : chaps, xv. 14-xvj. 27.

Chapters XII., XIII.

I. General Exhortations.

In these two chapters the Apostle gives exhortations respecting Christian duties, based upon the

controlling obligation to present ourselves a living thank-offering to God. Godet distinguishes these

precepts as pertaining respectively to the religious (chap, xii.) and to the civil sphere (chap. xiii.).

We prefer to divide into sections as follows : (1.) Practical theme : duties according to special gifts ;

chap. xii. 1-8. (2.) Duties for all Christians in personal relations, springing from brotherly love and

extending to returning good for evil; chap. xii. 8-21. (3.) The Christian's duty to earthly rulers ;

chap. xiii. 1-7. (4.) General exhortation to love, and to a Christian walk ; chap. xiii. 8-14. The

thoughts are linked to each other rather than arranged by a formal method. Other divisions readily

suggest themselves, but this will prove as convenient as any other.

Chapter XII. 1-8.

1. Practical Theme; Duties according to special Gifts.

The theme is fully stated in vers. I, 2 ; then follows an exhortation to humility (vers. 3-5), which

introduces the special reference to various gifts, mainly but not exclusively official in their nature

(vers 6-8 )

1 T "BESEECH1 you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of " f£hor;y*i;

A God, 6 that ye ' present 2 your bodies d a living sacrifice, * 'P;,t,"] ,54

holy, acceptable unto3 God, which is your reasonable4 service.5 **?," '3

1 or exhort * to present > well-pleasing to

4 rational 6 substitute (,)/<""(■)

Cor. vi. 13.

30.

d Hcb- x. 20.
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V. IO,

Thcs*.

Cor. ui. 10;

XI. 20.

A i Cor. xii.

7, ii : Eph.

US, iv. 7.

And 'be0 not conformed to7 this world: but 'be ye8 trans- »■ Pet ;. t«;
I John ii. 15.

formed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may ' prove/ Eph- j >*;

what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God.9 '• «■»;">•

3 For I say, * through the grace given unto 10 me, to every man e pr*-

that is among you, ' not to think of himself more highly than k jjj* L

he ought to think ; but to think soberly,11 according as God

4 hath dealt * to every man 12 the measure of faith. For ' as we jiv'9'°Eph.''

have many members in one body, and all 13 members have not , p'rov: ^,;

5 the same office : So m we, being many,14 are one body in Christ, *l\ ^ap"1'

6 and every one 15 members one of another. " Having then 18

gifts differing "according to the grace that is given to10

whether p prophecy, let us prophesy according to the proportion »;Eph.'iT.

7 of faith ; Or ministry, let us wait on our ministering ; n or * he « ■ cor. «.

17 ; xii- 20,

8 that teacheth, on teaching; Or rhe that exhorteth, on exhorta- *r, EPh. i.

i- ift 23; iv. JJ.

tion : 'he that giveth, let him do it with 'simplicity;18 "he that- iCor.xu.

ruleth,19 with diligence; he that showeth mercy, "with cheer- 1 *°>a"-

/ Acts xi. 27 ,

1 Cor. xii.

10, 28; xiii.

8 but tO be »; xiv. 1,6,

8 or what is the will of God, {what is) good and well-pleasing and perfect f Acts'xiii. 1 ;

10 that was given to u so as to think soberly, or to be sober-minded Epj;v|v6IiI.

12 each one u all the " the many iTim.v. i7!

15 and severally 16 But having u ministry 1 Cor. xiv. '

18 or liberality w or presideth. , M»tt vi. 1,

fulness.

6 and not to be * fashioned after

t Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 2. w Acts xx. 28; 1 Tim. v. 17; Heb. xiii. 7, 24; 1 Pet. v. 2. 2 Cor. ix. 7

Ver. 1. I beseech (or, ' exhort') yon therefore,

brethren. The connection is undoubtedly with

the conclusion of chap. xi. ; but for this very rea

son the practical inference is from the entire doc

trinal part which culminated in that passage.

' Beseech ' is not a word of legal command, but

an appeal addressed to Christians whose hearts,

it is assumed, will respond to the motives on

which the appeal is based. ' Brethren,' as fre

quently before. The notion that Paul would not

thus exhort the Christians of a church he had

not founded, is altogether unsupported. Kenan

and others, by disputing the place of chaps, xii.,

xiii. (and xiv.) in this Epistle, reveal an entire

misapprehension of the Apostle's character. The

man who really believes what is contained in

chaps, i.-xi. could not fail to exhort thus. — By

(lit., 'through') the mercies (or, 'compassions')

of God ; as summed up in chap. xi. 35, j6, but

expounded in the former part of the Epistle.

These are called to mind to furnish the motive

for obedience to the exhortation ; ' as if any one

wishing to make an impression on one who had

received great benefits, were to bring his Bene

factor himself to supplicate him' (Chrysostom).

' He who is rightly moved by the mercy of God,

enters into the entire willoi God ' (Bengel). —To

present. The word is used of bringing for sacri

fice. It points to a single act, not to a continued

process, to the thankful bringing once for all of

the offering, not to sacrificing it. — Yonr bodies.

This cannot be referred to the body as the seat

of sin. It is either a designation of the entire

personality, chosen to suit the figure of a sacrifi

cial thank-offering, or the body is specially re

ferred to as the organ of practical activity, the in

strument by which the living to God is to mani

fest itself. There is no objection to the view that

this is 'an indication that the sanctification of

Christian life is to extend to that part of man's

nature which is most completely under the bond

age of sin ' (Alford). Meyer takes the term liter

ally here, finding in ver. 2 another reference, ' so

that the two verses together contain the sanctifica

tion of the whole man distributed into its parts,

— that of the outer man (set forth as the offering

of a sacrifice), and that of the inner (as a renew

ing transformation).' But the phrase 'rational

service ' seems to oppose this distinction, and

there are other objections. —A living sacrifice;

over against the Levitical offerings, which were

to be slain. We indeed die to sin, but live unto

God (comp. chap. vi. throughout). — Holy and

well-pleasing to God ; these terms qualify ' sacri

fice.' This offering is ' holy,' morally pure over

against the ceremonial purity of the Levitical of

ferings, as well as in opposition to the previous

devotion to sin ; it is ' well-pleasing to God,' as ' a

savor of a sweet smell ' (comp. Eph. v. 2), since

such an offering is not only based upon the ex

piatory offering of Christ, but is well-pleasing to

God, whose will is our sanctification, as the Apos

tle declares in his earliest Epistle (1 Thess. iv. 3).

— Which is yonr rational service. This explains

the whole clause : ' to present,' etc. ' Service '

is used of religious service, or worship. The
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contrast undoubtedly is with the Old Testament

ritual service. That of the new covenant, just

described, is characterized as 'rational,' which

seems to be nearly equivalent to ' spiritual ' ( I

Pet. ii. 5), over against the external, fleshly ser

vice [opus operatum). The term ' rational ' brings

out this contrast better than 'spiritual,' which

might improperly suggest that the Old Testament

service was in itself fleshly, in the ethical sense.

Some, however, prefer the sense ' reasonable,' ex

plaining the phrase, ' the service which answers

in a rational manner to the moral premises estab

lished in the faith you profess ' (Godet). In any

case the true Christian service is one of self-ded

ication to God; only this is well pleasing to

Him.

Ver. 2. And not to bo. The best authorities

give the infinitive (not the imperative) form in

this verse, which must therefore be connected

closely with 'beseech' (ver. I). The tense used

points to continued action. — Fashioned after.

The words rendered ' conformed ' and ' trans

formed ' have different derivations ; the former

refers more to the outward form (the noun is usu

ally rendered ' fashion '), the latter to the or

ganic form. Some deny such a distinction in this

instance, but it is well to reproduce the verbal

variation in English. —This world, or, 'age;'

comp. Gal. i. 4 ; Eph. ii. 2. The phrase is used

in a bad sense. — Bat to be transformed, or,

' transfigured,' as in Matt. xvii. 2 ; Mark ix. 2 (the

same word occurs in 2 Cor. iii. 18). Here also

a continuous process is indicated. — By the re

newing of your mind. This is the instrument of

the transformation. The 'mind* (comp. chap,

vii. 23, 25, and Excursus), or, practical reason, is

naturally under the dominion of the flesh ; it

needs renewal, which is wrought by the Holy

Spirit, faith being the subjective element of its

operation. Through this renewed mind there re

sults the transformation in the whole man. The

passive suggests the agency of the Holy Spirit,

while the exhortation implies moral freedom. —

That ye may prove, or, ' in order to prove,' to put

to the practical test, what is the will of Bod. Not

simply to be able to do this, but actually to do so,

the conscience being continually educated by the

Holy Ghost. The inward renewal has as its re

sult an increasing delicacy of judgment in Chris

tian ethics, the will of God respecting our conduct

in the world. The practical portion of this Epis

tle is designed to help this judgment — What is

(lit, 'the ') good and well-pleasing (to God) and

perfect. This is in apposition with what pre

cedes, and not a qualification of it as the E. V.

indicates. The latter view compels us to take

' well-pleasing ' in the sense of agreeable to men.

What God wills is that which is 'good,' in its

end, ' well-pleasing ' to Him, and ' perfect ' as unit

ing these two. As a practical matter, what is

God's will in our particular circumstances is de

termined by the renewed mind prayerfully seek

ing what is good and well-pleasing and perfect.

Ver. 3. For I say. ' The special requirement

which he is now to make serves in fact Dy way of

confirmation to the general exhortation of ver. 2 '

(Meyer). — Through the grace that was given to

me. He thus refers to his apostleship (see mar

ginal references) ; humbly making an appeal for

the humility he enjoins. — To every man that is

among yon ; applying the precept to each and all

without exception. — Not to think of himself, etc.

There is a play upon words in the original which

it is difficult to reproduce in English : Alford

renders ' not to be highminded, above that which

he ought to be minded, but to be so minded as

to be sober-minded.'— But to think so as to think

soberly, or, 'so as to be sober-minded.' Some

would render, ' but to be so disposed as to be sober

minded ; ' but the reference to thought of one's

self is preferable. The aim of one's self-knowl

edge should be wise discretion. Practically self-

esteem leads to indiscretion. — According as God,

etc. This clause qualifies the last one : ' to think

so as,' etc. — To each one the measure of faith.

The article is wanting before ' measure,' but as it

refers to the particular measure in each case, we

must supply it, or strengthen it into ' his meas

ure.' ' Faith ' is here subjective, as usual ; and the

entire phrase points to the individual Christian's

' receptivity of grace of the Spirit, itself no in

herent congruity, but the gift and apportionment

of God. It is in fact the subjective designation

of the grace which is given us ; ver. 6' (Alford).

This clause prepares the way for the specifica

tions which follow (vers. 6-8) which show that the

' measure of faith ' is different in degree in differ

ent cases, and adapted to peculiarities of charac

ter. Since this standard is ' as God hath dealt to

each one,' there is no room for thinking too

highly of ourselves.

Ver. 4. For as we have many members in one

body. The parallel here set forth (vers. 4, 5) is

more fully carried out in 1 Cor. xii. 12, etc In

Ephesians (throughout) the unity is emphasized,

here the variety. This variety is introduced as

an explanation of the variety in the measure of

faith, and hence as a motive for the humility en

joined. —Have not the same office, or, ' activity,'

e. g., eyes, ears, hands, etc.

Ver. 5. 80 we, the many, not, ' being many,'

but ' the many,' like the many members of the

body, are one body in Christ (see marginal refer

ences). — And severally, etc. The phrase is very

unusual ; it is literally: 'and what (is true) as to

individuals, (they are) members of one another.'

Christ is the Head, and fellowship with Him

makes us one body, and in consequence the indi

vidual relation is that of fellow-member wiih

every other.

Ver. 6. But having gifts, or, ' having, however,'

etc. Some would connect this verse grammatic

ally with ' we are ' (ver. 5), but it seems better to

begin a new sentence here, and to supply the

proper imperatives, as is done in the E. V. The

construction of the Greek is irregular, whatever

explanation be given. ' But ' makes an advance

in thought: 'and not only so, but' (Alford).

' Then ' is misleading. — Gift* differing, etc. The

' charisms ' are different, but all having one ori

gin, according to the grace that was given to us.

This is the same thought as that of ver. 3 : 'ac

cording as God hath dealt,' etc. Seven of these

differing ' gifts ' are named, and made the basis

of a corresponding exhortation. Four of these

seem to be official gifts (though not pointing to

four distinct and permanent orders in the minis

try), the last three probably being 'charisms,'

with which no special official position was con

nected. The reasons for making this distinction

are : omission of ' or ' with the fifth clause ; the

difficulty of referring the remaining gifts to offi

cial persons ; the change in the admonitions,

which do not define the sphere, as before, but the

mode. Furthermore, we might expect exhorta

tions to private Christians after the reference to
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' all the members ' in vers. 4, 5. (See below, on

the several clauses). — Whether prophecy. This

is the first ' gift ' named. In the Bible ' prophecy '

on the one hand, includes more than the predic

tion of future events, it is a speaking for God not

merely beforehand ; on the other hand, it is not

identical with preaching. In the New Testament

the reference is to the gift of immediate inspira

tion, for the occasion, ' leading the recipient to

deliver, as the mouth of God, the particular com

munication which he had received' (Hodge). It

would appear from the statements in the Book of

Acts and in 1 Corinthians (see marginal refer

ences), that the gift was not unusual, and that the

possessor of it had an official position. The office

of the Old Testament prophet became more prom

inent in the later period of the Old Dispensation,

but in the New, which presents a gospel of fact,

the gift was not permanent, though needful in the

Apostolic times and held in the highest esteem

(comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 1 ). It differed from the ecstatic

speaking with tongues. This view of the gift op

poses any attempt to introduce it into modern

discussions about church offices. — According to

the proportion of faith, lit., ' the faith.' But the

term is not equivalent to a body of doctrine ;

comp. chap. i. 5. There is not an instance in

the New Testament usage up to the time when

the Apostle wrote which requires such a sense.

' Faith ' here means the subjective ' believing,' and

' our faith ' would be as appropriate as 'our min

istry ' in ver. 7. The entire phrase, with which ' let

us prophesy ' is properly supplied, is equivalent

to ' the measure of faith.' This view is favored

by the context, ' which aims at showing that the

measure of faith, itself the gift of God, is the re

ceptive faculty for all spiritual gifts, which are

therefore not to be boasted of, nor pushed be

yond their provinces, but humbly exercised within

their own limits' (Alford). The technical theo

logical sense, 'the analogy of faith,' seems quite

inappropriate here, where an extraordinary gift

of prophecy is referred to, and has been aban

doned on lexical grounds by the vast majority

of more recent commentators (except Philippi,

Hodge, and Shedd). That this sense has been

used against grammatical exegesis is a matter of

history. The simple meaning is : even when a

man is thus occasionally inspired, let him use his

gift, as he has faith ; the gift of faith limits the

gift of prophecy.

Ver. 7. Or ministry. The second gift. Some

refer this to all the permanent offices of a single

church, taking the five following terms as in

cluded under it. The change of construction in

the next clause slightly favors this view, but it

cannot be positively established. The usual view

refers it to the diaconate (which the Greek term

may mean), namely, the gift of oversight of the ex

ternal affairs of the church.— Let us wait on our

ministry, lit., 'in the ministry,' just spoken of.

We might supply, ' let us be,' since the exhorta

tion means let us render service in our appointed

sphere, therein 'be instant" (comp. I Tim. iv. i£).

It has happened ever since those who had a gift,

and a corresponding office, for the external affairs

of the church, have not been content to limit their

efforts to their proper sphere. — Or he that teach-

eth, on teaching, lit., ' the teaching,' his sphere.

This refers to the gift of teaching by ordinary

methods and need not be limited to any special

office. Paul was himself a teacher. This gift is

a permanent one, and cannot be too highly prized ;

the danger now as then, is the possessor's mistak

ing his gift, or stepping outside of it to exercise

functions for which he is not adapted.

Ver. 8. Or he that exhorteth, on exhortation,

lit., ' the exhortation,' which is his sphere.

' Teaching ' was directed to the understanding ;

' exhortation,' rather to the heart and will. The

exhorter might also be a prophet, but the habit

seems to have been to base the exhortation on a

passage of Scripture, as in the synagogue (comp.

Acts xiii. 15). It is impossible to find here any

permanent office in the church, though these four

were probably the basis of a subsequent develop

ment into more permanent official positions. — He

that giveth, or, ' impartcth,' let him do it with sim

plicity, or, ' liberality.' This should be referred

to all who have the 'gift' of imparting, private

Christians as well as the official almoners of the

Church. It does not mean the imparting of spir

itual benefit, but of earthly goods. This is a

' charism ' which many may have, who can do

little else for Christ's cause. He who thus gives

should do it ' with simplicity,' i. e., ' without any

selfishness, without boasting, without secondary

designs, etc., but in plain sincerity of disposition '

(Meyer). Many explain 'with liberality, because

the other qualifications referred to outward char

acter, rather than to the frame of mind. But this

sense of the Greek word is very unusual, and the

exhortation to simplicity seems both appropriate

and needful. Liberal giving is far easier than

simple giving. — He that ruleth, or, 'presidefh,'

with diligence. That this 'gift' was necessary

for the presbyter (the ruler, or, bishop) of the

church, is quite evident. But since the preceding

and subsequent clauses point, either to private

Christians, or to the deacons, an exclusive ref

erence to the office of presbyter seems out of

place. ' Diligence ' should characterize the per

formance of duty of all those who have the gift

of leadership. The explanation : ' he that enter-

taineth strangers,' is unsustained by good evi

dence. —He that ahoweth mercy, with cheerful

ness. This also refers to all Christians who ad

minister help and comfort to the suffering. Here

there is great danger of rendering perfunctory

service, hence the appropriate exhortation ' with

cheerfulness.' — The three ' gifts ' which private

Christians also have might far more frequently be

exercised. Too many who could do great service

by giving, presiding (or, performing other execu

tive duty), and showing mercy, waste their ener

gies by attempting to exhort and teach, or even

to prophesy. Let each prayerfully consider what

his special gift is.

The hints given here and elsewhere in the

Epistles do not support any one theory of church

polity. This whole matter seems to have been in

process of development during the Apostolic age

Of fixed and binding usage there is little trace.

The Apostle says little, because so much was to

be left to the free enactment of the various bodies

of Christians. The true way to unity will doubt

less be through liberty, and to liberty the freedom

of association is essential ; and to freedom of as

sociation variety of form seems, for the present at

least, to be equally essential.
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Chapter XII. 9-21.

2. Exhortation for all Christians, in their Personal Relations, from Love of

the Brethren to returning Good for Evil.

All the precepts of this section are based upon Christian love (ver. 9). After exhorting that this

love be without hypocrisy, and noting the moral attitude it produces, the Apostle gives special in

junctions respecting its various active manifestations. He begins with tenderness toward the breth

ren (ver. 10), and names many ways in which Christian love outwardly manifests itself (vers. 11-13,

15, 16), culminating in its treatment of those who are opposed to us and have injured us (vers. 14,

17-21).

9 T ET love be ° without dissimulation.1 * Abhor that which is • ?■§£*•;

10 ^~* evil; cleave to that which is good. cBe kindly affec- ja^™i."i7V

tioned one to another with brotherly love ;2 din honour prefer- b pf^i"'

1 1 ring one another ; Not slothful in business ;3 fervent in spirit;4 Jt xc^Ti'o;

12 serving the Lord ; 5 ' Rejoicing in hope ;6 ■'patient in tribute-, Heb. Ja.'?';

13 tion ; ' "continuing instant in prayer;8 * Distributing to9 the a. i7i'ii"|

14 necessity of saints;10 'given to hospitality. 'Bless them rfPhn.fi.' I\

15 which11 persecute you: bless, and curse not. 'Rejoice with* Luke x. '20';

. . r chap. v. 2 ;

16 them that do rejoice, and weep with them that weep. '"Be of ?y 'nPhil-
1 in. 1; iv. 4 J

the same mind one toward another. "Mind not high things, J6T^|"b|-

but condescend to men of low estate.12 "Be not wise in your 6; iPeliv-

17 own conceits. p Recompense to no man evil for evil. 9 Pro-/ L"kei ™?m

18 vide 13 things honest 14 in the sight of all men. If it be possi- l1;^:^]

ble, as much as lieth in i3 you, rlive peaceably10 with all men. ^""'ptl.

19 Dearly beloved, 'avenge not yourselves,17 but rather give place r liSS £».

unto wrath : 1S for it is written, 'Vengeance is mine ; I will re- Ia;rii. "i

20 pay,19 saith the Lord. "Therefore20 c^i^f

If thine enemy hunger, feed him ; \7. ']'

If he thirst, give him drink : ijac'or.ix.

«... I, n; Heb.

l<or in so doing «. 10; xiii.

21 thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head. Be not overcome >»■'}}■..
1 1 Tim. 111. 2;

of21 evil, but overcome evil with good. T,'':'-?.-
0 Heb. xiii. 2 ;

1 Pet. iv. y.

1 your love be unfeigned * Matt. v. 44;

a t 1 1 t ■ < rr . Luke vi. 28 ;

5 In brotherly love be affectionate one to another xxiii. 34;

• in diligence, not slothful * in spirit, fervent fcorT'iv60'

6 some authorities read the opportunity * in hope, rejoicing ?■'• '.?.?'• .

7 in tribulation, patient 8 in prayer, persevering comp. chap.

• Being partakers in ,0 the necessities of the saints ,l that c'or?vii! 10;

» or lowly things " Have a care for » honorable ^wPe't!

" dependeth on ,e be at peace " Avenge not yourselves, beloved '"■ '*'< iv-

12 to the wrath of God 19 recompense again. / 1 Cor. xii.

a the best authorities read But (1. e., on the contrary). sl by m'chap. xv.

5 ; 1 Cor. i.

10; Phil, ii

2; iii. 16; 1 Pet. 111. 8. » Pi. cxxxi. i, a ; Jer. xiv. 5. e Prov. iii. 7; xxvi 12; Is. v. 21; chap. xi. 25.

f Prov. xx. 22; Matt. y. 39: 1 Thesa. v. 15 ; 1 Pet. iii. 9. q Prov iii. 4; chap. xiv. 16; a Cor. viii. 21

r Mark ix. 50; chap. xiv. 19; Heb xii. 14. t Lev. xix. 18; Prov. xxiv. 29; ver. 17; comp. 1 Pel. ii. 23.

/ Deut. xxxii. 33; Heb. x. 30. u Pkov. xxv. 21, 22; Ex. xxiii. 4, 5; Matt. v. 44.
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Ver. 9. lot your love (lit., ' the love ') be.

The imperative form is to be supplied, there be

ing no verb in the Greek. The participles which

follow are to be explained accordingly. This is

unusual, but not ungrammatical ; since in vers.

16-19 this construction recurs. We also supply

' your,' since the article points to the Christian

grace they already possess. — Unfeigned, lit.,

' unhypocritical.' Comp. the use of same adjec

tive in marginal references ; in some of these

passages ' faith ' is thus characterized, but faith

is the root of love. This brief clause is the title

of the entire section. — Abhor that which is evil,

etc. Christian love will manifest itself in this

abhorrence of what is morally evil and permanent

adherence to what is morally good. ( It is not nec

essary to restrict the adjectives to what is inju

rious and what is kind.) 'This antithesis con

stitutes the practice of heaven and heavenly life,

and its realization is the life of our Lord'

(Lange).

Ver. 10. In brotherly love, lit., 'the brotherly

love,' implying as before that this is already pos

sessed. ' In ' is properly supplied, but the exact

sense is ' with respect to.' The E. V. inverts the

emphatic order of the Greek in these clauses. —

Be affectionate one to another. The word is that

applied to family affection, and is properly chosen

in view of the new and peculiar relation of Chris

tian brethren. — In honour preferring one an

other. Meyer explains : 'going before as guides,'

1. e., with conduct that incites others to follow.

Stuart : ' in giving honor, anticipating one an

other.' The former is probably more in accord

ance with usage ; but ' in honor going before one

another' would suggest the reverse of humility,

hence we do not alter the inexact reading of the

E. V. Godet paraphrases : ' making them in all

circumstances pass in advance of yourselves.'

Ver. 11. In diligence, not slothful. We re

store the emphatic order throughout. ' In dili

gence ' (the same word as in ver. 8), not, ' in

business,' but with respect to zeal ; ' in whatever

Christian duty requires your diligence, do not

be slothful. — In spirit, fervent. The figure is

that of seething, boiling like a hot spring ; hence

the human spirit is meant, but the regenerated

human spirit, since Christians are addressed.

This clause is opposed to mere animal excitement

in our diligence ; the spirit itself must be stirred.

— Serving the Lord. Many ancient authorities,

by a variation of two letters (xoipa for Kupm)

read : 'serving the time,' >'. e., the occasion, or, op

portunity. This means : in one's daily task adapt

ing one s self to the occasion, to the circum

stances of the hour, with the self-denying discre

tion of true love. The Sinaitic manuscript, how

ever, decides in favor of the other reading. The

variation can readily be accounted for. The ob

jection that so general a precept is inappropriate

here is invalid. It is characteristically Pauline to

insert a distinctively Christian motive in his mi

nute exhortations. In whatever we find to do we

are not only to be active, but to have a spiritual

enthusiasm, which is prompted by the knowledge

that all our doing, however humble, is in the

service of Christ.

Ver. 12. In hope, rejoicing. The hope, »'. c,

the thing hoped for, is the ground rather than the

object of the joy. — In tribulation, patient, /'. e.,

steadfast as usually. This clause follows, prob

ably because the Christian's joyous hope produces

endurance in affliction. — In prayer, persevering

(see marginal references). Neither joy nor en

durance is abiding without such constant prayer.

Ver. 13. Being sharers in the necessities of

the saints ; taking part in these necessities as

your own ; hence relieving them. ' Communicat

ing ' is inexact, as also in Gal. vi. 6 ; comp. xv.

17, where the verb occurs in the same sense as

here. (Some manuscripts present a curious vari

ation in this clause, substituting for ' necessities '

a word which refers to the days consecrated to

the commemoration of martyrs ; apparently an in

tentional corruption of the text.) All Chris

tians are included under the term ' saints.' —

Given to hospitality, lit., ' pursuing hospitality.'

This virtue is frequently enjoined in the New

Testament (see marginal references), and was

especially necessary in those days, when Chris

tians were persecuted and banished. The early

church responded to the precept. ' He does not

say, practising, but pursuing, teaching us not to

wait for those that are in need, but rather to run

after them and track them out ' (Chrysostom).

While this presses the sense of the word, it is a

fair inference.

Ver. 14. Bless them that persecute you, etc.

' The saying of Christ, Matt. v. 44, was perhaps

known to the Apostle and here came to his rec

ollection' (Meyer). It is quite unlikely, however,

that he had read the gospel of Matthew. The

Sermon on the Mount was, doubtless, well known

through oral transmission, and there are allusions

to it in the Epistles (chap. ii. 19 ; 1 Cor. vii. ic ;

Jas. iv. 9 ; v. 12; 1 Pet. iii. 14; iv. 14). The

word rendered ' persecute ' is the same as that

in the last clause of ver. 13 ; an intentional play

on words. Probably the change of form to the

imperative shows how difficult a duty this was

felt to be. ' How hard this is for corrupt human

nature, every one who is acquainted with his own

heart well knows. Yet this is the standard of

Christian temper and character exhibited in the

Scriptures ' (Hodge). Hardest of all is the duty

when the persecutor is a professed Christian

brother.

Ver. 15. Bejoioe with them, etc. The infini

tive occurs in the original, and we may para

phrase : ' it is necessary, to rejoice,' etc. ' Ver.

14 defines the proper conduct in relation to per

sonal antipathy ; ver. 15, the proper conduct in

relation to personal sympathy' (Lange). The

verse is not interjected, nor is the exhortation

weaker. Sympathy is not less difficult than for

giveness. The latter is less active than the for

mer, and may exist when the range of Christian

feeling is too limited for wide and quick sym

pathy. But forgetfulness of self is the basis of

both virtues.

Ver. 16. Be of the same mind, etc. The par

ticipial form recurs, but the force is still impera

tive. This precept refers to concord in feeling,

though not to the exclusion of corresponding

thought and endeavor. — Hind not high things.

The verb is the same as in the previous clause

(lit., 'minding the same; minding not the high

things '). This may be taken as a general warn

ing against ambition, or ' high things ' may refer

to the distinctions which arise among Christians,

whether social or official, and which are so natu

rally sought after. The latter view accords with

the common rendering of the next clause. — But

condescend to (be carried along by) men of low

estate, or ' lowly things.' It is difficult to decide

whether the last phrase is masculine or neuter.
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the same form being used for both genders.

Meyer accepts the latter and explains : ' yielding

to that which is humble, to the claims and tasks

which are presented to you by the humbler rela-

either by letting him have his will, or by getting

out of its way, neither of them suited to the con

text, or in harmony with the tone of the passage.

. .._1- Alford refers it to anger in general, without add-

tions of life ; '_he cites_Paul's example, as tent- ing anything to the correct interpretation. ' The

' •" morality of this precept is based on the holiness

of God ; hence so far as love and wrath are the

two poles of holiness, it does not exclude the

blessing of our adversaries (ver. 14) and interces

sion for them' (Meyer). — For it is written

(Deut.xxxii. 35), Vengeance is mine (lit, 'to me is

vengeance ') ; I will recompense again (a strength

ened form of the word used in ver. 17), saith the

Lord (a formula naturally added by the Apos

tle). The Hebrew is : ' Mine is revenge and re

quital ; ' the LXX. reads : ' in the day of ven

geance I will recompense.' In Heb. x. 30, the form

is the same as here, which suggests that it had

become usual, especially as it occurs in the para

phrase of Onkelos.

Ver. 2a Bat, i. e., 'on the contrary,' 'nay

rather' (Alford). The authorities present several

variations ; but the oldest manuscripts and more

recent editors accept ' but.'— If thine enemy, etc.

The rest of the verse corresponds exactly with

Prov. xxv. 21, 23 (LXX.) and is adopted by the

Apostle without a formula of citation. The only

maker and sufferer. The neuter occurs in the

previous clause, but the adjective is masculine in

all other instances in the New Testament, and

the next clause favors the reference to persons.—

Be not wise in your own conceits. This is closely

connected with the other precepts, for such self-

sufficiency in judgment usually attends ambition,

and serves to foster the aristocratic feeling, which,

as Godet intimates, the Apostle opposes through

out this verse. Nothing destroys Christian fel

lowship more effectually than this conceit of wis

dom.

Ver. 17. Becompense to no man evil for evil.

The proper treatment of those opposed to us was

spoken of in ver. 14, and from this point is the

sole topic of the section. ' No man ' who injures

us, whether Christian brother or one without, so

in ver. 14. The Apostle 'knew too well by ex

perience that in the bosom of the Church itself

one could encounter malevolence, injustice, jeal

ousy, hate' (Godet). The principle is plain, but

the temptation to disobey is often very strong. — _ , ,

Have a care for things honorable in the sight of difficulty is in the last clause; thou shalt heap

all men. The E. V . is misleading, conveying to

the ordinary reader the thought that we are bid

den to provide for ourselves and our families in

an honest way. ' In the sight of all men ' is to

be joined with the verb, not with ' honorable.'

Man's estimate of what is ' honorable ' is not the

standard ; but all should see that our effort is for

what is ' honorable.' Hodge finds here the mo

tive for the preceding exhortation : ' let a regard

for the honor of religion and your own character

prevent the returning of evil for evil,' but the

connection is not obvious. The care for things

honorable might serve to dispossess the desire

for retaliation.

Ver. 18. If it be possible, as much as depend-

eth on yon ; not, ' Viyau can! but if it be possible,

if others allow you to do so, be at peace with all

men. That this is sometimes impossible, the

Apostle's life shows ; but our responsibility ex

tends as far as our ability to keep the peace.

Ver. 19. Avenge not yourselves, beloved. We

restore the Greek order ; the address becomes

more affectionate, in order to press lovingly the

more difficult duty. — But rather (or, on the con

trary) give place onto the wrath of God. This

seems to be the only sense consistent with what

follows. Let God's wrath take its course, do not

attempt to execute it yourself ; comp. our Lord's

conduct, as described in 1 Pet. ii. 23. So most

commentators, but a variety of untenable expla

nations have been given : ' defer your own wrath,'

a Latinism, and not the meaning of Paul's lan

guage ; give place to the wrath of your enemy,

coals of fire on his head. Explanations : (1.) Thou

wilt thus leave him to severer divine punishment.

This is opposed by the next verse, and contrary

to Prov. xxiv. 17. (2.) Thou wilt prepare for

him the glowing shame of penitence ; so Augus

tine, Meyer, Godet, and many others. This is

not open to any serious objection, if real peni

tence be understood. Simply to make him

ashamed is not an exalted motive. (3. ) Thou wilt

by this kindness most readily subdue him, thus

taking the most effectual vengeance ; so Alford,

Hodge, and others. This really includes (2), and

is favored by the next verse. Tyndale's gloss is :

' This means that thou shalt kindle him and make

him to love.' Besides these, a number of fanciful

interpretations have been suggested.

Ver. 21. Be not overcome by evil, i. e., injury

done you, bat overcome evil with good. This

sums up the entire matter respecting the treat

ment of adversaries : When we requite evil for

evil, we are overcome, when we return good for

evil, we overcome it So Christ did on the cross.

When we do this, we achieve the greatest victory

of love : we win by yielding ; we gain by giving ;

we avenge by forgiving ; we conquer by forget

ting ourselves so as to return good for evil. ' Men

whose minds can withstand argument, and whose

hearts rebel against threats, are not proof against

the persuasive influence of unfeigned love ; there

is, therefore, no more important collateral reason

for being good, than that it increases our power

to do good.' (Hodge.)

Chapter XIII. 1-7.

3. The Christian's Duty to Rulers.

This exhortation has seemed to many out of place, since in ver. 8 the precepts resume their general

character, and the connection with what precedes is not obvious. Some have found this connection

in the persecuting character of the state ; others discover an apologetical design ; others again find

VOL. m. 9
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reasons for the exhortation in the special circumstances of the church, while Godet thinks that the

Apostle ' after having shown the Christian consecrating his body to the service of God, places him

successively in the two domains in which he should realize the sacrifice of himself : that of spiritual

life properly so termed, and that of civil life.' He includes vers. 8-10 in this section. But admit

ting this, we may yet find an occasion for the exhortation, and one, moreover, which serves to connect

it with the closing thought of the last chapter. The Jews in Rome had been banished from the city

for a time by the Emperor Claudius (a. d. 51) on account of their turbulent spirit. This turbulence

was doubtless the result of the political character of their Messianic expectations. Nowhere would

such a result be more pronounced than at Rome, and the Christians there, though not Jewish, could

scarcely fail to be more or less affected in the same way. It is no reproach to them to assume that

they had not yet understood what many, even now, do not recognize, namely, that the freedom of the

gospel is primarily spiritual, out of which, by degrees, in the appointed way, a reformation and trans

formation of civil relations should proceed. Moreover, the character of the imperial rulers was such

(Nero was then emperor) that the exhortation was only a specific application to the precept : 'over

come evil with good' (chap. xii. 21). By obedience to this exhortation, under such rulers, the

Church of Christ won her moral victory over the Roman empire and heathendom. When she ex

alted herself to rule, instead of humbling herself to obedience, her weakness began.

The course of thought is simple : The duty of obedience to rulers and its motive in the divine ap

pointment (vers. 1, 2) ; another motive, from the salutary design of government (vers. 3, 4) ; the two

thoughts combined (ver. 5), and the principle illustrated from the universal paying of taxes (ver. 6),

then applied in a detailed exhortation (ver. 7).

i 1 ET every soul "be subject1 unto the higher powers.2" Jr^t"ij,;j

-I—* For * there is no power 8but of* God : the powers that * f^."^

2 be are6 ordained of God. Whosoever therefore8 resisteth Ji'jiii

"the power,8 resisteth7 the ordinance of God : and they that re-, xlt ul 1.

3 sist8 shall receive to themselves damnation.9 For rulers are

not a terror to good works,10 but to the evil. Wilt thou then

not11 be afraid of the power? ''do that which is good, and thou,/ . p«. a.

4 shalt have praise of12 the same: For he is the minister of

God 18 to thee for good. But if thou do that which is evil, be

afraid ; for he beareth 14 not the sword in vain : for he is the

minister of God,18 a revenger to execute wrath upon 16 him that

5 doeth evil. Wherefore'^ must needs be subject,16 not only < e<* «.;•• *.

6 for17 wrath, ■'but also for conscience' sake. For, for this cause*"ComP■!;<*•

•■ j3i chap-

pay ye18 tribute also: for they are God's ' ministers,19 attend- "^i7,

7 ing continually upon this very thing. * Render therefore ao to ;** ptdL.a-

all their dues : tribute to whom tribute is due; custom to Vfj-|'"L6?L

whom custom ; fear to whom fear ; honour to whom honour. h £:,„ ^

"' Mirk.

I submit himself * to the authorities which are over him xii. 17;

* authority * some authorities read from ™ ,s"

8 they that exist {according to the best authorities) have been

* So that he who ' wilhstandeth 8 withstand

8 judgment, or, condemnation

10 the good work {according to the best authorities)

II Dost thou then wish not to u from " God's minister

14 weareth " an avenger for wrath to M submit yourselves

17 because of the v ye pay M the ministering servants of God

20 the best authorities omit therefore.

Ver. 1. Let every soul ; every human being, but of the ' spirit,' the former being the common life

with reference to the life of the 'soul,' rather than of the subject of a state. — Submit himeelf. Thi*
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rendering suggests that the obedience is of a vol

untary and rational character, not a servile and

blind subjection. — To the authorities which are

over him. We substitute 'authorities' for 'pow

ers,' both because it is a more exact rendering

and accords better with the use of the singular in

the next clause. Political rulers are undoubtedly

meant, and most probably all such, of every rank ;

the exclusive reference to the higher class of rul

ers being very doubtful. — For there is no author

ity (of any kind, the proposition being universal)

bat of God. The preposition, according to the

received reading is more exactly 'from ; ' accord

ing to the better established text, ' by.' The for

mer indicates that there is no authority apart from

Him as the source ; the latter that authority is

established by Him. This general proposition is

applied in the next clause, which gives the mo

tive for obedience to the preceding exhortation. —

They that exist. The word 'authorities' (£. V.,

' powers ') is not found in the best manuscripts

and is rejected by modern editors. The refer

ence here is to existing civil authorities, de facto

governments, which the Apostle asserts, have been

ordained of God. The simple, pellucid meaning

of the Apostle, is that civil government is nec

essary, and of divine appointment We infer

that anarchy is as godless as it is inhuman ; magis

trates derive their authority from God, even when

chosen by the people. This principle, moreover,

respects the office, not the character of the ruler.

But as the obedience is demanded because of

God's appointment, there inheres this limitation,

that obedience is not demanded in matters con

trary to God's appointment When the civil

power is most directly under the control of the

popular will, the personal responsibility of Chris

tian citizens is greatest : to the duty of obedience

arc added those of political knowledge and pru

dence. Unfortunately the ' rights ' are too fre

quently recognized more clearly than the duties ;

and history proves plainly enough that popular

government, when, and only when the people are

permeated by Christian principle contains in itself

the preventive of revolutionary excess.

Ver. 2. Bo that (as a result of the principle

just stated) he who resisteth (or, ' setteth himself

against') the authority, that particular existing

authority, to which he should submit himself.

(There is a play upon the words in the Greek

which cannot be reproduced in English. — With-

itandeth, or, ' opposeth ; ' not the same word as

before, though the E. V. renders both ' resisteth.'

— The ordinance of God. The word ' ordinance '

corresponds with 'ordained' (ver. 1).— They that

withstand shall receive to themselves judgment, or,

'condemnation.' The former is more literal, but

the latter sense is evidently implied. 'Damna

tion ' is incorrect, since it suggests future eternal

punishment, which is not meant here. But the

' judgment ' is from God, since it is His ' ordi

nance ' which is withstood. That the rulers are

instruments in inflicting the divine punishment is

indicated in vers. 3, 4, but the punishment may

come in other ways. ' Paul reproduces here in a

certain sense, but in another form, the saying of

Jesus (Matt xxvi. 52) : " All they that take the

sword shall perish with the sword. ' (Godet.)

Ver. 3. For rulers (lit, 'the rulers,' as a class),

etc Some connect this with ver. 1, as an addi

tional reason for obedience, namely, the salutary

design of government ; others find here the ground

for the last clause of ver. 2. The former accords

better with the fuller statements of vers. 3, 4.—

Not a terror to the good work, etc. ' The good

work ' and ' the evil ' are personified. ' Beyond

the work, and to the intention, the prerogative of

the magistrate does not extend ' (Meyer). If this

verse gives a reason for the last clause of ver. 2,

then ' good work ' and ' evil ' must be limited to

obedience and resistance ; which seems objection

able. — Boot thou then wish, etc. The clause

may be taken as hypothetical : ' Thou dost not

wish,' etc.— Thou shalt have praise from the same.

In thus presenting an ideal of civil government,

the Apostle gives the reason for obedience to right

ful authority, and establishes a principle of general

validity. But the ideal itself suggests that when

rulers become a terror to the good work, another

maxim can have place, that of the Apostles (Acts

v. 29) : ' We must obey God rather than man.'

Nero had not yet shown his true character, when

this Epistle was written. Even he persecuted the

Christians as alleged evil-doers.

Ver. 4. For he is God's minister to thee for

good. This is a purpose for which civil govern

ment was ordained of God (the word ' God's ' is

in emphatic position). By the fulfilment of this

purpose the relative excellence of forms of gov

ernment may be determined. It is an empirical

test, and does not assume that there is a jure

divino form. The verse presents a confirmation

of ver. 3 : ' Dost thou then wish,' etc. — Be afraid ;

for he weareth not the sword in vain. ' Wear-

eth ' points to the habitual bearing ; ' the sword ; '

is not the dagger of the emperor and his prefect

but the curved sword of the provincial Roman

magistrates, which moreover was borne before

them in public processions as a symbol of their

right to punish with death. — An avenger for

wrath, etc. The magistrate is God's minister,

not only for good, but in this respect also ; he is

' an avenger for wrath,' it is his office to punish

evil, to vindicate those who have been wronged

(comp. Luke xviii. 3-8), for the execution of the

Divine wrath, which is here named to strengthen

the force of the argument. The theory of civil

penalty here involved includes more than efforts

to restrain and reform the criminal. The Apos

tle undoubtedly here asserts the right of capital

punishment He is describing an ideal of civil

government, and this right has been and will be

abused, to the extent that the state falls below

this ideal. But the right remains ; fully justified

by the theory of punishment here advanced, and

by the necessities of self-preservation on the part

of society represented by the punishing power.

Moreover, the right to punish also implies the

right to pardon ; and the measure of the right

(*'. <•., the conformity to the ideal here presented)

will be also the measure of the sense of respon

sibility, both as to the punishing and pardoning

power. The usual objections to capital punish

ment misapprehend both the nature of punish

ment in general, and the divine authority in civil

government.

Ver. 5. Wherefore ye must needs, etc. In ac

cordance with what has been stated (' wherefore '),

the necessity of obedience rests, not only on

grounds of prudence, because of the wrath, but

on moral grounds, hut also for conscience' sake ;

obedience is a religious duty.

Ver. 6. For, for this cause ye pay tribute also.

This clause is indicative, not imperative (though

the form in the Greek admits of either sense).

The fact of tribute paying was universal, and ' for '
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seems to introduce a reason for this fact, rather

than a motive for an exhortation. The connec

tion is more doubtful. Some join ' for this cause

also ' with vers. 1-4, making this verse parallel

with ver. 5 as the statement of another result of

the divine appointment. Meyer connects it im

mediately with ver. 5, finding here a result of the

necessity there stated, as well as a confirmation

of it. But, as that verse is an inference from

what precedes, this view implies a reference to

the entire discussion. ' For ' introduces the fact

of paying tribute as a proof that obedience is due

for the reasons assigned in ver. 5. ' Also,' sug

gests the correspondence with other acts of obedi

ence. The two views may be thus paraphrased :

' Besides the necessity of obedience as just set

forth (ver. 5), the authority of the magistrates is

manifested in the fact of universal payment of

tribute.' The other view would be : 'As a proof

that it is necessary to obey for these two reasons

(ver. 5), I adduce from among the duties prompted

by these reasons (" for this cause ") one (" also ")

universally performed, namely the paying of trib

ute.' — For they («'. e., the magistrates) are the

ministering servants of God. The emphasis rests

on the word rendered 'ministering servants,'

which is a stronger one than that used in ver. 4.

It belongs to a class of words applied to the tem

ple service of the Jewish priests (see marginal ref

erences). Our word ' liturgy ' is derived from the

same term. ' According, those who rule, in so

far as they serve the divine counsel and will, and

employ their strength and activity to this end, are

to be regarded as persons whose administration

has the character of a divinely consecrated sacri

ficial service, a priestly nature' (Meyer). — At

tending continually upon (lit, 'for') this very

thing. Godet joins ' for this very thing ' with the

preceding clause, but this seems forced. 'This

very thing ' may refer either to the payment of

taxes, or to the entire ' ministry ' of the magis

trates. The wider thought of ver. 7 favors the

latter view, which is preferable for the further

reason that the participle, ' attending continually,'

suggests a moral idea. ' You pay taxes because

they are necessary to maintain rulers, and it is

necessary to maintain rulers because of the na

ture of the office, as ministering servants of God,

whose constant duty it is to be a terror to evil

doers and a praise to those who do what is bene

ficial.'

Ver. 7. Bender to all their dnes. The weight

of evidence is against the word ' therefore,' which

would readily be inserted, since we have here an

inferential exhortation. Some connect this verse

with the next section, in view of its general state

ments ; but it is a summing up of what precedes,

and at the same time a transition to the more

general admonitions which follow. ' AH,' in this

view, refers to all kinds of rulers, though the

principle is applied in the next section to all per

sons. — Tribute, etc. ' Is due ' is properly sup

plied in English, the Greek construction being

elliptical. ' Tribute ' is a direct tax on person or

property. — Custom is a toll, or duty, on goods.—

Fear .... honor. If the reference is to rulers,

the former is to be applied to the proper senti

ment and conduct toward the higher magistrates,

especially judges, the latter to magistrates in gen

eral. Afford applies honor ' to all on whom the

State has conferred distinction.' If the wider ref

erence is accepted, 'fear' means the reverence

paid to superiors ; honor, the courtesy due to

equals. This is a fair inference, but the more

limited application seems preferable.

As regards the present application of the sec

tion a variety of opinion obtains.

Views : (1.) That the Apostle's exhortation has

no application to our time when Christianity is the

governing principle of the civilized world. Here

the premise is only partially true, and the conclu

sion not warranted by the premise, if true. (2.)

That passive obedience to civil power is the inva

riable rule for Christians. This is a mechanical

conception of the Apostle's position, and opposed

by considerations drawn from the New Testament

itself. Moreover, where any branch of the gov

ernment represents the people, the duty of op

posing the rulers by constitutional means is a vir

tual denial of the theory of non-resistance. (3.)

The correct view seems to be that the principles

here laid down are of universal application, but

that such application has of necessity its limita

tions and variations. The ideal of civil govern

ment here presented affords on the one hand

abundant reason for obedience to rightful author

ity, and yet on the other makes room for Chris

tian resistance to rulers who utterly and entirely

depart from this ideal. But the Christian's duty

is to obey, until the duty of resistance is clearly

proven. Such obedience has led to civil freedom,

and consists with the highest spiritual freedom.

When rendered as the principle here laid down,

it continually asserts that the higher law is the

basis of the lower authority, and thus tends to ele

vate the State toward the Apostolic ideal.

This ideal of the Apostle neither confounds

Church and State, nor places them in antagonism,

but properly coordinates them in Christian ethics.

Romanism subordinates the State to the Church,

usually placing them in antagonism. Erastianism

subordinates the Church to the State, usually

confounding them. Puritanism also confounded

them, but with more of acknowledged theocratic

principle. Godet well says : ' The essence and

origin of the two societies are different, their ad

ministration should remain distinct.'

Chapter XIII. 8-14.

4. General Exhortation to Love, and to a Christian Walk.

The more general exhortation of ver. 8 seems to have been suggested by the thought of obligation

which underlies ver. 7 : fulfil all obligations ; but the universal one, which can never be fully dis

charged, is that of love to one another. The ground of this obligation, as the fulfilment of the law, is
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then discussed (vers. 9, 10). A motive is introduced, drawn from the approaching day of the Lord

(vers, ti, 12 a), which is made the basis of further exhortations to a corresponding Christian wall.

(vers. I2*-I4).

foraVer ,0;OWE no man anything, but J to love one another : ^x (il ,

°he that loveth another2 hath fulfilled the law. For
Col. iii. 14 ;

Tim. i. 5;

ratnes ii- 8.

)xod. xx.

13, etc;

Deut. v. 17,

etc.; Matt.

xix. 18.

briefly comprehended * in this saying,6 namely, * Thou shalt c hT'Mau.

love thy neighbour as thyself. * Love worketh no ill to his MaVk Iii.

neighbor : therefore elove is the fulfilling 6of the law. ijl ja^el

And that,7 knowing the time,8 that now it is high time 9 * to d c'omp. ■
in e r ■ • Cor. xiii.

awake 10 out of sleep : for now is our salvation nearer than « Matt. xxn.
40; ver. 8.

when we believed. The night is far spent, the day is at hand '^lC^:V-

9 let us therefore cast off the works of darkness, and Met us put h; ■ Thcss.

on the armour of light. 'Let us walk ^honestly,11 as in the«'c5j°-iijr,g,,i

day ; 'not in rioting and drunkenness, mnot in chambering and* ^1^™'

14 wantonness, " not in strife and envying : u But "put ye on the „• phil. iv , .

Lord Jesus Christ, and 'make not provision for the flesh, to \J?Tvil'

this, * Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill, t

Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false witness,3 Thou

shalt not covet ; and if there be any other commandment, it is

1 1

12

13

fulfil the lusts thereof.

a Greek the other

* the best authorities omit Thou shalt not bear false witness

* summed up again (recapitulated) 6 /;'/., word

s Love therefore is the fulfilment 7 this

* it is already time

10 for you {according to the best authorities) to awake

u jealousy

k Comp. in

the Greek,

1 Cor. xiv.

40 ; 1 Thcss

iv. la.

/ Prov. xxiii.

20 ; Luke

xxi. 34; 1

Pet. tv. 3.

m 1 Cor. vi.

11 seemly 5-'

n James iii.

0 Gal. iii. 27; Eph. iv. 24; Col. iii. 10.

/ Gal. v. 16; 1 Pet. ii. 11.

season

Ver. 8. Owe no man anything. On the con

nection of thought, see above. The clause is un

doubtedly imperative, and the meaning is very

wide, including all possible obligations to every

human being, and not to be limited to a caution

against pecuniary indebtedness. — Save to love

one another. This is an exception which is not

an exception. ' Owe ' in the first clause refers to

external obligations, but from the nature of the

case the obligation referred to in the second

clause is a moral one, the apprehension of which

will grow with exercise. The more we love, the

more we will feel the claims of love. This obli

gation can never be paid ; hence here we must

owe,' but we must here most faithfully attempt

to discharge our obligations. — For he that lov

eth. This clause shows that the previous one

was a command to love, irrespective of our inabil

ity to discharge the growing sense of obligation.—

Another, lit., 'the other,' the other one who is

loved, in the given case. — Hath fulfilled the law.

' In and with the loving there has taken place

what the Mosaic law prescribes, namely, in re

spect of duties towards one's neighbor ' (Meyer).

Love is more than a performance of the single

precepts of the law, it is the essence of the law

itself. 'It reaches those lesser courtesies and

sympathies which cannot be digested into a code

and reduced to rule, it adds the flesh which fills it,

and the life which actuates it' (Webster and Wil

kinson). The context (vers. 9, 10) plainly shows

that the Mosaic law is meant, while the whole

Epistle excludes any idea of justification as based

on this fulfilment. The Apostle is writing to

those who love because they are justified.

Ver. 9. For this, etc. Four out of the five

commandments in the second table of the law are

cited: The received text inserts the ninth com

mandment also, but on insufficient authority. The

seventh commandment here precedes the sixth, as

elsewhere in the New Testament (Mark x. 19, re

ceived text ; Luke xviii. 20 ; Jas. ii. 1 1 ). The

same order occurs in some MSS. of the LXX ;

and Paul may have followed these. The tenth

commandment is given in brief form. It forbids

the most frequent cause of a violation of the

rights of others. Only the second table is re

called, because duties to our neighbor are under

discussion. —If there be, etc. This includes the

omitted commandment, whether Paul had this in

mind or not. — Summed up again. The Greek

word answers exactly to our word ' recapitulate,'

to bring together again under one head. Comp.

Eph. i. 10. — This laying, lit, * word,' a term ap-
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plied to the commandment. — Thou shalt love,

etc. The commandments were more than pro

hibitory, as this recapitulation by Moses plainly

showed ; see marginal references also.

Ver. 10. Lore worketh no ill to his neighbor,

lit., ' the neighbor.' Alford : ' All the command

ments of the law above cited are negative: the

formal fulfilment of them is therefore attained,

by working no ill to one's neighbor. What

greater things love works he does not now say.'

Paul's further comments on this thought may be

found in 1 Cor. xiii. 4-7 (Meyer). Lore therefore

is the fulfilment of the law. A repetition of the

proposition of ver. 8 after its truth has been

demonstrated (vers. 9, 10). 'Fulfilment' is a

more accurate rendering than ' fulfilling ' ( E,

V.).

Ver. 11. And this. It is not necessary to sup

ply anything ; the sense is : and ye should the

rather do this, i. e., Move one another' (ver. 8),

as afterwards expanded. —Knowing the season ;

since ye know the season. What this means is

then explained : that it is already time, etc. We

prefer this rendering as more exact. — For you.

The received text has ' us,' which does not appear

in the E. V., but the oldest authorities support

' you,' which is the subject of the following infin

itive. We therefore supply ' you ' in our explana

tion of the preceding part of the verse, the whole be

ing hortatory in its tone. — To awake out of sleep ;

it is already time that you should awake out of

sleep. Meyer joins 'already' with the infinitive

clause, which seems unnecessary. Since this ex

hortation is addressed to Christians, ' sleep ' must

be taken in a relative sense, and explained of ' the

state of worldly carelessness and indifference to

sin, which allows and practices the works ofdark

ness. The imagery seems to be taken originally

from our Lord's discourse concerning his coming :

see Matt. xxiv. 42 ; Mark xiii. 33, and Luke xxi.

28-38, where several points of similarity to our

vers. 11-14 occur' (Alford). — For now (not the

same word as ' already ') is salvation nearer to us

(or, ' is our salvation nearer ') than when we first

believed. This is the motive for the preceding ex

hortation. Of the renderings we give, the former

is favored by the order of words in the original.

' First believed ' is a correct paraphrase, indicat

ing the single act of faith with which the Chris

tian life began. ' Salvation ' is regarded by most

of the recent commentators as referring to the

second coming of Christ Others object to this

view on the ground that it implies a mistaken ex

pectation on the part of the Apostle, as well as

because either the word 'coming,' or, 'appearing,'

would be used, if that were the sense. The latter

objection is not of much weight, since the word

' salvation ' often has a future reference, and in

the Apostle's mind the blessedness of the future

was intimately associated with the coming of the

Lord. Further, even if Paul had a personal hope

that the Lord would soon return, that did not

interfere with his so writing that his teaching cor

rected the errors of others, because it was itself

inspired. He himselfknew that he could not know

the time ; and therefore he could not, and did not,

teach any error on this point. Indeed, the very

statements which are used to prove that he had

this expectation prove even more clearly their

own adaptation to the needs of the waiting church.

They have been literally true in their application

to Christians for centuries. On this great subject

the Apostle taught the truth, as well as rebuked

error. But Stuart, Hodge, and others maintain

quite strongly the exclusive reference to the de

liverance from present evil, the consummation of

salvation for the individual believer in eternity.

Undoubtedly we must accept such an application

and press it as a motive, but the other view seems

to be the correct one.

Ver. 12. The night is far spent, etc. The figure

here must be interpreted in accordance with the

view taken of ' salvation ' (ver. 11). ' The night '

is primarily the period up to the Advent, the ap

proach of which is indicated : the day is at hand.

Of course there are other applications ; ' the day

will break a hundred times, in ever greater po

tencies, between the first and the second coming

of Christ' (Lange). But it is fanciful to refer

' the night ' to the spiritual condition of heathen

Rome, and ' the day ' to Christian Rome.— Let as

therefore cast off, as one casts off his clothing, the

works of darkness, works done in darkness, as

their characteristic moral element ; comp. Eph.

v. 11. — Let us pat on the armor of light. Spirit

ual light is the possession of the believer ; he is

exhorted to put on the armor which properly be

longs thereto. His clothing is not for luxury, or

show, but for a conflict (comp. Eph. vi. 13). The

' armor ' represents principles, modes of action,

rather than the resulting good deeds.

Ver. 13. Let us walk seemly, as in the day.

Both 'honestly' (E. V.) and 'decently' (E. V.

margin) are too limited, the reference being to

decorum, such as befits the day when conduct is

open to observation. —Hot in rioting and drunk

enness. The former refers to nocturnal revels,

and was probably suggested by the figures of

' night ' and ' day ; ' the latter means drunken ca

rousals ; both are plural in the original. — Hot in

chambering and wantonness. Various forms of

secret vice are here indicated by the plural. These

sins are closely connected with the preceding,

often caused by them. In Gal. v. 19 ; Eph. iv.

19 and elsewhere, the word rendered 'wanton

ness ' occurs, but is translated ' lasciviousness.' It

points to an abandoned sensuality.— Hot in strife

and jealousy. These follow in the train of sen

suality, as Roman life was then testifying most

sadly. ('Envying ' is inexact.) The entire fam

ily of vices is well-known, and the relationship

obvious.

Ver 14. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ.

Comp. marginal references. In Gal. iii. 27 the put

ting on of Christ is represented as a finished fact

(in principle), but here the exhortation is to a

continuous duty. In both cases vital fellowship

is meant, but each step in the growing conformity

to Christ is a new putting on of Him, so that we

present Him, not ourselves, in our conduct.—And

make not provision for the flesh, etc There are

two views of this passage. (1.) Flesh is taken in

the strictly ethical sense ; the meaning will then

be : make no provision whatever for the flesh (the

depraved nature), so as to fulfil its lusts, and also

because such provision would fulfil them. In

favor of this may be urged, the emphatic position

of ' flesh ' in the original ; its usual sense in this

Epistle, and the contrast with putting on Christ

Jesus. (2.) Flesh is understood in its physio

logical sense, the material of the body, which is

the source and seat of sensual desires. The sense

then is, make such provision for the flesh, as shall

not fulfil its lusts. The position of the word

' not ' in the original favors this view, but it is

otherwise ojectionable.
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Chapters XIV. 1— XV. 13.

II. Special Discussion respecting the Scruples of certain Weak Brethren.

This part of the Epistle was occasioned by the existence at Rome of a class of Christians who had

scruples in regard to eating meat and drinking wine, and who clung to the observance of the Jew

ish festivals. Whatever may have been the origin of such a class (see below), the Tesult was that

these judged their less scrupulous Christian brethren, who in return looked upon them with contempt.

The Apostle's exhortation, while addressed mainly to the stronger brethren, who constituted the

great majority of the church, lays down a principle of universal validity in regard to differences of

opinion among Christians on practicalpoints not inconsistent with common faith in Christ, and hence

not essential to salvation. The passage may be, for convenience, divided into three sections: (1.)

Exhortation to reciprocal forbearance and regard, mainly addressed to the weak ; chap. xiv. 1-12.

(2.) Proper use of Christian liberty, on the part of the stronger brethren ; chap. xiv. 13-23. (3.)

More general treatment of the subject, passing over into expressions of Christian praise ; chap. xv.

1-13. The entire passage is ' at the same time the first step in the return from the form of a treatise

to that of a letter ; it forms, in consequence, the transition to the epistolary conclusion of the entire

writing ' (Godet). This is important in its bearing upon the question respecting the place of chaps.

xv., xvi. in the Epistle.

The Weak Brethren at Rome. The scruples of the weak brethren were respecting eating

flesh, drinking wine, and the non-observance of Jewish festivals. The result of these scruples, as in

dicated by the Apostle's exhortation, gives no certain clue to their origin. But the tone of the exhor

tation shows that Paul did not regard these brethren in the same light as he did the Judaizing teach

ers in Galatia, the errorists in Colosse, or even the weak brethren at Corinth (1 Cor. viii., x.). He

speaks of and to them in a mild and persuasive way, entirely different from his language against

false teachers. We must therefore consider them as men with weak ascetic prejudices rather than

as legalists, or antipauline Judaizers. The persons referred to in 1 Cor. seem most closely allied in

opinion to these, but at Rome the scruple does not appear to have been confined to meat offered to

idols. They were not Jewish Christians who wished to retain the law, but it is probable that they

were mainly of Jewish origin. Scrupulousness about meat offered, and wine poured out to idols, may

have led to entire abstinence from meat and wine, or even from all food which in their view others

might have rendered unclean in their preparation of it. Possibly this asceticism was due to Essenic

influences ; but it could scarely have been derived from the schools of heathen philosophy. Godet

discovers an attempt to return to the vegetarian rule of the antediluvian age. The entire discussion

shows profound insight respecting human character, and the adaptation of the principles laid down

to social Christian life in all ages has been again and again proven. Unfortunately ecclesiastical

bodies have too often made deliverances on matters of minor morals which overpass the limits here

set to bearing the infirmities of the weak. The attempt to make men holy by ecclesiastical law has

always failed ; no other result is possible, since the law of Moses proved powerless to sanctify.

Chapter XIV. 1-12.

I. Fraternal Duty in the Case of the Weak Brethren.

The exhortation to receive the weak (ver. 1 ) ; the difference between the strong and the weak in

the matter of eating (ver. 2), with admonitions to these classes respectively (ver. 3), especially to the

weak brother who judges (ver. 4) ; the difference respecting the observance of days (ver. 5) ; the

Christian attitude of both classes in their different conduct (ver. 6), based upon the common relation

to Christ our Ruler (vers. 7-9) ; a warning to both classes in view of the accountability to God as

Judge (vers. 10-12).

The caution about judging is prophetic : more divisions and discords have arisen in the Church

from the questions here referred to, about which the Apostle has given no authoritative decision,

than from the discussion of the truly weighty matters of the previous chapters, in regard to which

he speaks so positively. Neglect of distinctively Christian truth is often joined with pettiness in

Christian ethics.
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1 T T IM that • is weak in the faith receive ye, but not to doubt- " 79^pc"- *

2 A A ful disputations.1 For one believeth that he 'may eat2 j™* ";

3 all things : another, who8 is weak, eateth herbs. Let not him* c".'J4l5';

that eateth despise 4 him that eateth not ; and ' let not him which tu.TiT 4

eateth not judge him that eateth : for God hath received him. c CoLu ,6

4 ''Who art thou that judgest another man's servant?5 to his * J»n*s ir.

own master6 he standeth orfalleth ; yea, he shall be holden up:7

c for God8 is able to make him stand. 'One man esteemeth « £aj j» it.-,
•> Col. 11. 16.

one day above another : another esteemeth every day alike.

6 Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind. He that

1 regardeth the day, regardeth it unto the Lord ; and fl he that-^ GaL "• '°-

regardeth not the day, to the Lord he doth not regard it. He10

that eateth, eateth to" the Lord, for » he giveth God thanks;"' JtSd-V."

and he that eateth not, to u the Lord he eateth not, and giveth *

7 God thanks.12 For *none of us liveth to11 himself, and no * ; 9°J5:T* '*
' '30; Gal. 11.

8 man 13 dieth to u himself. For whether we live, we live unto J°;0,.1ihp2;

the Lord ; and whether we die, we die unto the Lord : whether 1V- *•

9 we live therefore, or die, we are the Lord's. For ' to this end ' * Cor- v- "5

Christ both died, and rose, and revived,14 that he might be

10 * Lord both of the dead and living.16 But why dost thou judge * a«« x. 36.

thy brother ? or why 1S dost thou set at nought thy brother ?

for 'we shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ17' "'"j^.,,

1 1 For it is written, S'fV'cS!"

mAs I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, \Jtl "'ude

And every tongue shall confess 18 to God. wJ3"i>ui.' a.

XII.12 So then "every one19 of us shall give account of himself ton Matt

~ , 36; Gal vi

(jOCl. 5; 1 Pet. iv.

S-

1 lit , unto judgings (or decisions) of thoughts

3 one man hath faith to eat * but he that 4 set at nought

8 lit., house-servant • lord • made to stand

8 the Lord (according to the best authorities)

* the best authorities omit the clause and he that regardeth not, etc.

10 And he " unto 12 thanks unto God

18 none M Christ died and lived again (according to the best authorities')

15 of both the dead and the living 18 or thou also, why

17 the best authorities read God 18 give praise 1B each one

Ver. 1. Him that is weak in the faith. (See tions, lit, 'unto judgings of thoughts.' This

note above.) The phrase might be rendered clause is addressed to the stronger brethren, who

' weak in faith,' or even, ' in his faith,' since faith formed the great majority of the church. While

in Christ is meant, not Christian doctrine, or, they receive the weak brother, it should not be in

moral conviction, or, knowledge. The latter ideas such a way as to produce this result, that his

are implied ; for in the cases referred to the faith thoughts (in this case the scruples named in vers,

did not have its practical result in moral discern- 2, 5, etc.) are criticised and judged. To refer it

ment and conviction in regard to what properly to both parties is opposed by the form of the sen-

belonged to a life of faith. — Keceive ye ; do not tence. The word ' thoughts ' here refers to doubts,

reject or discourage him, but count him one of but does not itself mean this. Godet explains :

your number, in fraternal fellowship. This ex- debates consisting in vain reasonings. But the

nortation suggests that the weak brethren were in word 'judgings ' means decisions, or, discrimina-

a small minority. — But not to doubtful disputa- tions of judgment, while ' thoughts,' though usually
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having a bad sense in the New Testament, never

means vain reasonings. Lange's view : ' Not to

the judicial decision of motives,' though a proper

inference, is lexically indefensible.

Ver. 2. One man ; as in ver. 5. ' For ' is not

found in the original. — Hath faith to eat all

things. ' Believeth ' is literal, but the reference

to ' faith ' throughout makes this paraphrase nec

essary. One has a confidence resulting from

faith which permits him to eat every kind of

food. This is the first point of difference, and

the position of the majority naturally comes first.

— But he that is weak, eateth herb*. (See

above.) This is best taken in its exact sense ;

the scruple was such that only vegetables were

eaten. Even bread, prepared by others, may

have been deemed unclean. But there may have

been a variety of usage among the weak breth

ren. Such believers are apt to differ among

themselves, as well as with their stronger breth

ren.

Ver. 3. Let not him that eateth set at nought

(as in ver. 10) him that eateth not ' The self-

consciousness of strength misleads into looking

down with contempt on the weak ' (Meyer).

Against this so natural tendency the Apostle cau

tions ; in the latter half of the chapter, the duty of

the strong is more fully explained. — Judge him

that eateth. The weak brother fails to compre

hend the liberty of the stronger one ; his misiudg-

ment leads to false judgment, namely, in condemn

ing the person whose conduct he fails to recon

cile with the scruples of his weak faith. The

reference is, not to doctrinal differences, but to

practical Christian ethics. — For God hath re

ceived him. ' Did receive him ' is more literal,

pointing to the time when fellowship in Christ

began. This clause gives a reason for not judg

ing (comp. ver. 4), though some would prefer it

to both the preceding prohibitions. But it is far

more pertinent to the weak brethren, since they

are apt to excommunicate, withdraw from fellow

ship on trivial grounds of external observance,

thus rejecting him whom God received. The

strong do not reject, but, while tolerating, are

prone to despise the weak.

Ver. 4. Who art thou that judgesU Comp.

chap. ix. 20. Evidently addressed to the weak

brother, rather than to both classes. — Another

man's servant, lit., ' house-servant,' one more

closely connected with the family than the other

slaves, and in those times often the recipient of

great and special favors from a powerful master.

— To his own lord. ' Lord ' is preferable to

' master,' to indicate the correspondence with the

correct reading of the last clause of the verse, and

also to suggest the evident reference to Christ.—

He itandeth or falleth. The judgment of the

weak would exclude the stronger brother from his

place as a Christian (ver. 3), hence it is most nat

ural to explain this phrase of the continuance or

non-continuance in the daily fidelity of a true Chris

tian life. To refer it to God's final judgment

seems less in accordance with the context, where

Christ's power, not his grace, is spoken of. The

passage implies that God only is the Lord of the

conscience, but that is not its primary meaning. —

He shall be made to stand ; for the Lord ( ' his own

lord,' namely, Christ) is able to make him stand.

The argument is still addressed to the weak broth

er, who condemns the stronger one, thinks he must

fall, if he exercises such freedom. But the Apos

tle asserts: the standing and falling concerns

Christ who is his master, and Christ, who is able,

will make him stand in his daily Christian faith

and life.

Ver. 5. One man esteemeth one day above an

other ; lit, ' judges day above day ; ' distinguishes

one day from another, the reference probably be

ing to the Jewish feasts and fasts. This is a sec

ond point of difference, but not so prominent as

the first, which is emphasized throughout. The

occasion of offence would be more frequent in

the matter of eating and drinking — Another

esteemeth every day alike; lit., 'judgeth every

day.' — Let every man be fully persuaded in

his own mind, lie does not say 'spirit,' but,

' mind ; ' the practical reason is to be exercised in

the decision of matters of personal duty ; the full

conviction of an educated conscience should be

sought for, not fancied spiritual intuitions.

Ver. 6. He that regardeth the day, regardoth

it onto the Lord. However weak his faith, ' he

who directs his carefulness to the day, exercises

this carefulness in his interest for the Lord,

namely, in order thereby to respond to his relation

of belonging to the Lord ' (Meyer). So far as the

scruples lead to conduct with this Christian tone,

they appeal to the kind tolerance of those who

are conscious of greater freedom. — The clause :

' and he that regardeth not the day, to the Lord

he doth not regard it,' is omitted by the best au

thorities, and rejected by most modern editors.

It was probably inserted to complete the antithet

ical form of the passage, though some who re

tain it are disposed to think it was omitted be

cause it seemed to be against the observance of

the Lord's day and Christian holidays. As re

gards the latter, the Apostle's principle is against

compulsory observance, but the Lord's day has

other claims than those of Jewish or Christian

festivals. The presence of the Fourth Com

mandment in the Decalogue, the recognition (and

explanation) of the obligation to keep the Sab

bath by our Lord, as well as the relation of the

law to the Christian life, suggest for the observ

ance of the Lord's day a higher sanction than

is afforded by 'considerations of humanity and

religious expediency ' or by ecclesiastical enact

ment. The application to the Jewish Sabbath

may be admitted, but ' the observance of Sunday

does not comprise anything in common with that

Sabbatic observance which sunders life into two

fiarts, one sacred, the other profane. It is this

egal distinction which Paul excludes in our ver.

5 and Col. ii.' (Godet). — And he that eateth, eat

eth onto the Lord, for he giveth thanks unto God,

etc. The Apostle now reverts to the first point

of difference, and applies to both parties the

Christian maxim just laid down. All Christians

were in the habit of thanking God at meals (and

have been ever since). This was the proof that

the man who ate without scruple ate as a Chris

tian man, ' unto the Lord ; ' while on the other

hand he who scrupulously abstained also regarded

himself as abstaining from the same Christian

motive, and hence gave thanks unto God over the

meal of herbs to which he confined himself.

Ver. 7. For none of m liveth unto himself,

etc. The Christian's eating or not eating is unto

the Lord, because the sum of his earthly exist

ence, living and dying, is not ' unto himself ; ' and

this is true in the case of all. This is the nega

tive side ; the positive follows.

Ver. 8. For whether we live, we live unto the

Lord, 1. e., Christ. — We die unto the Lord; even
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our dying is an act of consecration to Christ. —

Whether we live therefore, etc. The whole course

of our existence here being unto Christ, it follows

that in all we belong to Christ, whose divine maj

esty and power ( Bengel) are set forth in the rep

etition of the word ' Lord.'

Ver. 9. For to this end, as described below,

and including the thought of ver. 8, Christ died

and lived again, or, ' became alive,' at the resur

rection. There is general agreement as to the

correctness of the briefer reading, from which the

numerous variations can readily be explained.

That followed in the E. V. contains two errors, and

is poorly supported. — Might be Lord of both the

dead and the living. The correspondence with

what precedes ('died and lived') is intentional,

but the two facts and classes should not be di

vided. God's purpose in Christ's death and res

urrection together was that he might be Lord of

the race of men, whether in the state of the dead

or still living. Hence Christians, whether living

or dying, belong to Him (ver. 8). Eph. iv. 10

contains a wider thought, which may be included

here, though for the Apostle's argument the ref

erence to believers is quite sufficient. Notice,

that the Lordship is that of the risen Jesus Christ,

the incarnate Word

Ver. 10. But why dost thon judge thy broth

er t ' Thou ' is emphatic, ' thou ' oelonging to

Christ the Lord. 'Thy brother' marks an ad

vance in thought from ver. 3, 4. This is addressed

to the weak trother. — Or thou also, why dost

thou set at nought thy brother 1 Addressed to

the stronger brother, who ' also,' by setting at

nought his brother, overlooks the fact that both

belong to Christ. — For, as a reason for both the

preceding questions, we shall all stand before the

judgment seat of God. The oldest manuscripts

read ' God,' which is accepted by nearly all mod

ern critical editors. ' Christ ' was probably sub

stituted, to correspond with ver. 9, or, from 2 Cor.

v. 10. The question of the divinity of Christ is

not affected by the variation. ' The judging of

one's brother therefore, first encroaches upon

Christ's office as ruler, and, second, anticipates

the judgment bar of God ' (Lange).

ver. 11. For it is written (Is. xlv. 23). The

citation is freely made, the variations are, Aa I

live for ' I have sworn by myself ' and shall give

praise to God for 'shall swear' (LXX. 'unto

God '). The word * give praise ' usually means

'confess,' but followed by a dative, as here, has

the signification, ' render homage,' ' give praise.'

The general thought thus expressed by the Apos

tle lay at the basis of the more special one of the

Old Testament passage. The whole, in any case,

is regarded as a prophecy of the final judgment,

furnishing a proof of the last clause of ver. 10.

Ver. 12. 80 then each one of us, etc The em

phasis rests on ' each one of us,' not on ' of himself,'

or, ' to God.' There is no exception ; let each

remember this, and each will be guarded against

judging his brother. * That which precedes

means : ** Do not judge thy brother, since God

will judge him ; " this verse means : " Judge thou

thyself, since God will judge thee." ' (Godet.)

Chapter XIV. 13-23.

2. Proper Use of Christian Liberty on the Part of the Stronger Brethren.

The section opens with a caution against judging (ver. 13 a), which furnishes a transition to the

leading thought, namely, that our practice should recognize the principle of not causing others to

offend (ver. 13 b). This principle is further explained and enforced : our liberty should not grieve

the weak brother (vers. 14-18), nor destroy in him the work of God, by leading him to do what he

has not freedom of conscience in doing (ver. 19-23).

13 T ET us not therefore judge one another any more: but"

-I—* judge this rather, that "no man put1 a stumblingblock *

14 or an occasion to fall 2 in his 3 brother's way. I know, and am

persuaded by 4 the Lord Jesus, * that there is nothing 6 unclean

of itself : but cto him that esteemeth anything6 to be unclean, <

1 5 to him it is unclean. But 7 if thy brother be grieved with thy

meat,8 now walkest thou not charitably.9 * Destroy not him''

1 Cor viii.

9i U i x. 3J.

Acts x- 15 ;

xi. 8; ver.

1 Cor.2, 20 ;

£.35» »

Tim. it. 4 ;

Tit. i. 15.

1 Cor. viii

7, 10.

1 Cor. viii

3 of falling * in a

* reckoneth anything

1 not to put

6 that nothing is

7 For (according to the best authorities)

8 because of thy meat (or food) thy brother is grieved

• thou art no longer walking according to love
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1 6 with thy meat,10 for whom Christ died. * Let not then your ' ChaP- "'•

1 7 good be evil spoken of : / For the kingdom of God is not meat/ ■ Cor. tM.

and drink ; u but righteousness, and peace, and joy in the

18 Holy Ghost.18 For he that in these things13 serveth Christ 'is* »Cot.«h.

19 acceptable34 to God, and approved of men. *Let us therefore * P'; '°j£r-

follow after the things which make for peace,15 and things ,-cEkp8-„ ,.

20 wherewith ' one may edify another.16 * For meat destroy not17 j/^fTjj^

the work of God. ' All things indeed are pure ; 18 m but it is k Ve"'I5.

21 evil for that19 man who eateth with offence. It is good "!?&'".' ■"!

neither20 to eat "flesh, nor to drink wine, nor any tking21 \"i^'TxX'

whereby ffl thy brother stumbleth, or is offended, or is made m9] ,™;t™

22 weak.88 Hast thou faith? have 1V2* to thyself before God. " ,",?"' *BL

"Happy25 is he that condemneth26 not himself in that thing » ■ John ul

23 which 8T he alloweth.28 And M he that doubteth is damned 80 if

he eat, because he eatet/131 not of faith: for32 ''whatsoever ist Tit. i. 15.

not of faith is sin.

10 Destroy not by thy meat (or food) him u eating and drinking

11 Spirit M herein M well-pleasing

11 the things of peace

11 the things which pertain to mutual edification

17 Do not for the sake of meat undo (or pull down). " clean

9 the M not n to do any thing » /»?., in which

a omit or is offended, or is made weak (according to the weightier authori

ties) u The faith which thou hast, have a Blessed

w judgeth ■ that which ■ approveth » But

• condemned •' it is 82 and

Ver. 13. let us not therefore judge one an- 'common,' impure, according to the distinction

other any more. Both classes are here addressed, made by the Jews, and ascetics generally, of itself,

since ver. 12, to which 'therefore' refers, included i. e., by nature. (See marg. refs. on this point.)

both ; ' one another ' points back to ' of himself ' There is some doubt about the correct reading of

in the same verse. The clause, however, fur- this phrase, but the sense is well established,

nishes a transition to the exhortation to the strong. Paul thus declares that the freer brethren are in

— But judge this rather, not to pat, etc. There the right, these distinctions are not valid theoret-

is a play on the word ' judge,' which here has the ically ; but practically an exception must be

sense 01 forming a judgment as a principle of ac- made, which the Apostle enforced: on the ground

tion. — A stumbling block or an occasion of fall- of love (ver. 15). — But, or, 'except.' If the lat

ins;. Evidently this is addressed to those whose ter sense be accepted, the exception holds good

freer conduct gave offence to the weak brethren, in regard to ' unclean,' not to ' unclean of itself.'

The two expressions are regarded by many as syn- — To him that reckoneth, etc. ' Reckoneth ' is

onymous, or the second as explanatory of the first, the word used of justification, it points to a judg-

Goaet refers ' stumbling block ' to that which ment, not to moral quality. — To him it is un-

grieves the weak brother, and 'occasion of fall- clean; the emphasis rests on ' to him ; ' his scru-

mg ' to that which may lead him to sin by entic- pie makes it so for him.

ing him to act against his conscience. This view Ver. 15. For. The best authorities give this

is favored by the fact that the section discusses reading, which introduces the reason for speaking

these two forms of offence. — In a brother's way. of the exception (ver. 14), namely, to warn against

Fellow Christians are spoken to and spoken of. the lack of love in disregarding it. — If because

The principle does not apply to all men, to the of thy meat (or, ' food ') thy brother is grieved,

same extent. The ' brother ' is assumed to have The freer brother would eat that which the weaker

a conscience more enlightened than that of an un- reckoned unclean, and thus he would be ' grieved,'

believer, whose judgment and ground of offence vexed in conscience. This is not identical with

cannot therefore have the same weight. ' destroy,' which is a possible result of it. — Thou

Ver. 14. I know, and am persuaded in the art no longer walking according to love. Love

Lord Jesus. His knowledge on the point in ques- limits liberty, and substitutes for it self-denial,

tion amounts to full conviction growing out of even when the scruple is an incorrect one. — De-

his fellowship with Christ. The principle which stroy not by thy meat, etc. To this the grieving

he thus prefaces is : that nothing is unclean, lit., may lead ; the weak brother may be so influenced
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misapprehension, perversion of the moral judg

ment, and the like are at work ' (Meyer). Men

can approve of the conduct of Christians even

while they hate it for the reproof it conveys.

Ver. 19. Let us therefore ; an inference from

vers. 17, 18. — Follow after the things of peace;

those things which constitute peace.— And the

things which pertain to mutual edification. Here

the edification of individuals is meant ; elsewhere

the building up of the entire Church is spoken of.

Godet finds in this clause the beginning of the

second part of the section : not only follow after

peace, and thus avoid grieving the weak brother,

but build up, instead of pulling down, the work of

God already begun in his heart ; vers. 20-23 car

rying out the thought.

Ver. 20. Do not for the sake of meat undo (or,

' pull down ') the work of God. The verb ' pull

down' is in contrast with 'edification,' upbuild

ing. Hence it is most natural to refer ' the work

of God' to the Christian brother (as in ver. 15),

but here in his relation to God as the author of

his spiritual life. (Other explanations : Christian

faith, the extension of the kingdom of God, the

fellowship of faith.) To abuse Christian liberty

is to fight against God. — All things indeed are

clean (comp. ver. 14) ; but it is evil for the man

who eateth with (lit., ' through ') offence. The

exhortation is addressed to the strong brother,

whose principle is admitted to be correct ; but it

does not follow that 'the man who eateth with

offence ' is the freer Christian who gives offence

by eating. This gives to the phrase 'through

offence' a very forced sense. It is rather the

weak brother who is led by the example of the

strong brother to eat against his own conscientious

scruple. In such a case, according to the prin

ciple of ver. 14, it is evil to him. This is here

urged upon the stronger brother as a motive,

not to eat This agrees best with what precedes,

and is as accordant with the next verse as the

other view.

Ver. 21. It is good; admirable, honorable,

morally good, in view of what has been said ;

hence this is the general principle of action, for

the strong brother. — Hot to eat flesh, etc This

suggests that the weak brother had special scru

ples on the two points here named, totally ab

staining from animal food and wine. — Nor to do

anything. It is best to supply ' to do,' since

other things than eating and drinking are in

cluded. —Whereby; lit, 'in which,' referring to

all that precedes. — Stnmbleth. Some of the

most ancient authorities omit the rest of the

verse. While it is difficult to decide which is the

correct reading, the preponderance is slightly in

favor of the briefer form. The principle is in

cluded in the word ' stumbleth,' which is related

to that rendered 'offence ' (ver. 20). (If the longer

reading be accepted, ' made weak ' should be

changed to ' is weak ; ' the meaning being that

we should avoid the weak point of a Christian

brother, even when knowing that his scruple is

incorrect.) A strong Christian should strive to

act upon the principle of this verse, but the weak

brother has no right to demand it of him ; such a

demand is a confession that he is wrong in his

scruple. The self-denial of the strong is not a

warrant for the tyranny of the weak, who should

study the passages meant especially for him.

Ver. 22. The faith which thou hast, etc The

authority for ' which ' is decisive, and this reading

gives the above rendering, which does not alter

as to act against his conscience, and so sin as to

fall into eternal destruction. There is a pathos

in the closing phrase : him for whom Christ died.

If Christ gave up life for him, canst not thou

give up a kind of food for him. ' Believers (the

elect) are constantly spoken of as in danger of

perdition. They are saved only if they continue

steadfast unto the end ' (Hodge). This principle

holds good in this warning also.

Ver. 16. Let not then your good be evil spoken

of, lit, 'blasphemed.' 'Then' implies that to

act in the way forbidden in ver. 1 5 would have

this result. The exhortation maybe applied to

the strong ; 'good ' referring accordingly to their

Christian liberty, or strength of faith, which

grieved the weak brethren, and would lead to

censure. But many think the exhortation is ad

dressed to the whole Church, since the plural is

introduced here. ' Good ' would then point to the

doctrine of the gospel, or the kingdom of God

(ver. 17). Those who 'blasphemed' would be

such of the outside heathen world as noticed the

discord. The wider view is favored not only by

the emphasis resting upon ' your,' but by the ex

istence of ' our ' as a various reading, pointing to

a possession of the whole Church, and also by the

thought of the next verse.

Ver. 17. For the kingdom of God. This king

dom is ' God's dominion over the heart, insti

tuted and administered by Christ ; it is the heav

enly sphere of life, in which God's word and

Spirit govern, and whose organ on the earth is

the Church' (Lange). To refer it here to the

future Messianic kingdom seems impossible. If

the previous verse refers to Christian liberty, then

this verse urges a limitation of it, because nothing

essential to the kingdom is involved in this re

striction. But if all are addressed, then the mo

tive is derived from the wrong estimate of Chris

tianity which would be formed by those without

who blasphemed their ' good.' As what follows

has a special fitness for the weak brethren, the

latter view is further sustained. — Is not eating

and drinking; the act of eating and drinking, not,

food (as in vers. 15, 20). —But righteousness, and

peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit. Two views :

(1.) 'Righteousness' from God (= justification),

' peace ' with God (= reconciliation) 'joy in the

Holy Spirit,' produced by fellowship with the

Holy Spirit ; these are named as the essential

matters in the kingdom of God. This is favored

by the tone of the entire Epistle. (2.) Others

understand ' righteousness ' as moral rectitude to

ward men, 'peace' as concord in the Church, and

'joy in the Holy Spirit' as above, but with a

wider reference to the common joy of Christians.

This view is favored by the context, especially

vers. 18, 19, and by the practical nature of the en-

lire passage.

Ver. 18. For he that herein, lit, 'in this,' ac

cording to the correct reading. Some have re

ferred 'this 'to the 'Holy Spirit,' which seems

unnatural. Others, to avoid the difficulty, retain

the poorly supported plural. ' Herein ' points to

the sphere of life, just described, and the verse

confirms the statement of ver. 17.— Serveth Christ.

This phrase not only indicates the moral refer

ence of what precedes, but shows that duty in

the kingdom of God consists in service of Christ.

— Is well pleasing to God; since such service is

what He enjoins, and approved of men ; standing

the test of their moral judgment — ' a fact not

annulled by abnormal manifestations, in which
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the purport of the verse. — Have it to thyself be- merits. ' Faith ' here is saving faith (and not sub-

fore God ; it is not necessary to parade it before jective, moral conviction), regarded as a principle

men. This is a commendation of the position of of life, informing the morals of the Christian,

the strong brother : keep this faith because it is ' It refers as always to the acceptance of the sal-

well founded, but keep it to thyself, when it might vation obtained through Christ. That which one

injure the weak brother. — Blessed (as the word cannot do as his redemption and in the enjoy-

is usually rendered) is he that judgeth not him- ment of His salvation, he should not do at all,

•elf in that which he approveth ; tests and then otherwise that act, of which faith is not the soul,

chooses to do. The clause points to one ' who becomes sin, and can conduct to the result indi-

is so certain of his conviction, that his decision cated in ver. 20 : the total destruction of the work

for this or that course is liable to no self-judg- of God in us' (Godet). — The conduct of Chris-

ment ; he does not institute any such judgment, tians alone is under discussion ; so that there is

as the anxious and uncerain one does' (Meyer), no direct application of the principle to unbeliev-

Christian practice ought to be out of the sphere ers. But, making due allowance for the state-

of morbid introspection. ments of chap. ii. 14, 15, respecting the natural

Ver. 23. But he that doubteth (in contrast law of conscience, the passage furnishes a strong

with the one who judgeth not himself) is (has indirect proof of the sinfulness of all acts not re-

been and is) condemned, if he eat. ' The act of suiting from faith ; especially in view of the pre-

eating itself condemns him, of course, according vious demonstration of the Apostle in chaps, i.

to the Divine ordering, so that the justice of this 18-iii. 20. The more important matter is, how-

verdict appears not only before God, but before ever, to remember that for Christians, at least,

men, and himself also' (Philippi). This guards Christian ethics should have full validity, and

against the extreme view, that ' condemned ' refers that here the principle admits of no exception:

to eternal condemnation.— Because it is not of whatsoever is not of faith is sin; genuine Chris-

faith; his eating was not an ethical result of his tian morality is all of faith. — On the doxology

faith in Christ; comp. vers. 1, 2. — And ('for' is inserted at this point in some authorities, see

incorrect) whatsoever is not of faith is sin. This chap. xvi. 25-27.

is the general truth underlying the previous state-

Chapter XV. 1-13.

3. General Discussion of the Subject, passing over into Expressions of Chris

tian Praise.

The section opens with a statement of the principle which should govern the strong brethren (ver.

1), which is at once extended to both classes (ver. 2), as an injunction to please our neighbor. The

motive is found in the example of Christ, as indicated in an Old Testament prophecy (ver. 3). This

quotation suggests the patience and comfort of the Scriptures (ver. 4), the word of the God of patience

and comfort (ver. 5) who alone can unite their hearts for common praise of the Father (ver. 6).

Common praise suggests anew the duty of fellowship, even as Christ received them all, that all might

praise God (ver. 7). For He received Jews to fulfil God's promises (ver. 8), and Gentiles to awaken

praise for God's mercy, as the Scriptures abundantly testify (vers. 9-12). The section closes ap

propriately invoking blessing from the God of hope (ver. 13).

On the special questions respecting chap, xv., xvi., see Introd. p. 15, and chap. xvi. 25-27.

i T 1 7E ° then 1 that are strong ought to bear the * infirmities % <Sp.1iv.'..

2 VV of the weak, and not to please ourselves. ' Let every8' |£°J;";

one of us please his neighbour for his good d to 3 edification, jt'phYi.""'

3 * For even Christ * pleased not himself ; but, as it is written, d chip. »».

f The reproaches of them that reproached6 thee fell on me. , Sin. xxri

4 For ' whatsoever things were written aforetime were written wlvi"^.*'

for our learning, that we through patience6 and comfort7 of*chtp.iv.

5 the Scriptures might have hope.8 * Now the God of patience Cor. bio,
a t i«i 1 10: x. 11; a

and consolation 9 grant you to be likeminded 10 one toward an- Tim. iu. ■&,

1 Now we * each 8 unto 4 Christ also ,6; iCor'.L

• them reproaching 8 the patience J£; pl"llu'

' through (according to the best authorities) the comfort

• our hope (Jit., the hope) * comfort M of the same mind
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6 other according to Christ Jesus : That ye may ' with one mind ' Act* "• **•

and one mouth u glorify * God, even the Father M of our Lord * c^;'^.

7 Jesus Christ. Wherefore 'receive ye one another, as Christ j^'coi1"!

8 also received us,18 to the glory of God. Now u I say that V ' PeL ''

"Jesus Christ was16 a minister of the circumcision for the ' fhap 1UV' '■

truth of God, " to confirm w the promises made unto the fa- "j^johiT'i.

9 thers : And • that the Gentiles might glorify God for his JJ/iiYxhi!'

mercy ; as it is written, * ciup.iii.

* For this cause I will confess 17 to thee among the Gentiles, ».*
.... o John x. 16;

And sing unto thy name. ch»P. u. 23.

10 And again he saith, 49-

* Rejoice, ye Gentiles, with his people. ?D«uT.xniL

1 1 And again,

r Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles ; * ft. a™. 1.

And laud him, all ye people.18

1 2 And again, Esaias saith,

'There shall be a root of Jesse, > '"•»• <°:
J Rev. t. 5 j

And he that shall rise 19 to reign over the Gentiles ; «* ,6

In him shall the Gentiles trust.20

13 Now the God of hope fill you with all 'joy and peace in believ- ' ^J/','"

ing, that ye may abound in hope, through 21 the power of the

Holy Ghost.22

11 That with one accord ye may with one mouth ,J the God and Father

" the best authorities read you M For {according to the best authorities)

15 hath been made 16 that he might confirm " give praise

" Let all the people praise him {according to the best authorities)

» that riseth M hope n in * Holy Spirit

Ver. 1. How we that are strong. 'Then' is in- the Hebrew. The clause may be connected di-

correct, though the connection is logically with rectly with 'but ; ' some supplying: 'it came to

what precedes. — Ought to bear, as a burden is pass,' before it is written. In the Psalm, ' thee '

borne. — The infirmities of the weak ; all such refers to God, and ' me ' to the Messiah, or the

weaknesses of faith, but particularly those referred person who is a type of the Messiah. The suffer-

to in the previous discussion. This bearing is ings of Christ, according to the Psalm, were to

often simply forbearing, but frequently involves fulfil the Father's purpose ; that this purpose was

forgiving, and self-denying. ' Thus they, in them- for the salvation of men gives the passage here

selves strong and free, become the servants of the its most appropriate application,

weak, as Paul was servant of all ; I Cor. ix. 19, Ver. 4. For. This introduces a justification

22 ' (Meyer). He is indeed strong who can thus of the previous citation, and a preparation for the

bear. —And not to please ourselves. Such moral subject which follows, the duty of being 'of the

selfishness is involved in disregarding the weak- same mind one toward another (ver. 6). — What-

nesses of the brethren who have false scruples. soever things were written aforetime. Evidently

Ver. 2. Let each one of us (weak as well as including the whole Old Testament. — Were writ-

strong) please his neighbor for his good unto edi- ten for our learning; to instruct us also ; the im-

fication. 'His good,' lit, 'the good,' but it mediate design does not preclude this further and

seems best to explain 'for his benefit.' The last permanent one, a principle which underlies many

fihrase, 'unto edification,' with a view to building other citations made by the Apostle. — That we

iim up in Christian character, defines more especi- through the patience and through the comfort of

ally wherein this 'good' consists. the Scriptures. This is the literal rendering of

ver. -j. For Christ also, etc. ' Also ' is slightly the better established reading. ' Of the Scrip-

preferable to ' even.' ' The example of Christ is tures' qualifies both words: 'the patience and

for the believer the new law to be made real comfort produced by a study of the Scriptures ;

(Gal. vi. 2) ; hence the for also' (Godet). — But, the repeated 'through' does not disconnect them,

as it if written (Ps. lxix. 9), the reproaches of but gives rhetorical emphasis. ' Patience ' is es-

them reproaching thee fell upon me. The cita- pecially needed to hold out in not pleasing our-

tion is from the LXX., which literally reproduces selves (ver. 1), and 'comfort' or 'consolation,'
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that we may find joy therein. — Might have our

hope, lit., ' the hope,' the specific hope of the

Christian, possessing more and more of it by

means of the patience, etc Those who neglect

the Old Testament Scriptures may well remember

that this expresses the Christian experience of an

inspired Apostle.

Ver. 5. Now the God of patience and comfort

(as in ver. 4). ' He well knows that the Scrip

ture itself is inefficacious without help of the God

of the Scriptures' (Godet). He is the source

of the patience and comfort they afford. — Grant

yon to be of the same mind one toward another.

Thus the Apostle returns to the leading thought

of the section. ' To be of the same mind ' points

to harmony of feeling in their intercourse rather

than to unanimity of opinion on the disputed

points of practice. For such harmony patience

and comfort are needed ; only the God of patience

and comfort can produce these, but He produces

them through the Scriptures. — According to

Christ Jesus. According to His example (ver. 3),

but also according to His will as Head of the

Church and according to His Spirit as the Life of

the Church.

Ver. 6. That with one accord ye may with one

mouth glorify, etc. ' One accord ' results from

being ' of the same mind,' and is in its turn the

source of the praising ' with one mouth.' It is in

the utterance of common praise that harmony of

feeling finds its highest expression. — The God

and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ The phrase

is the same as in Eph. i. 3 (see marginal refer

ences), and we prefer to render it thus. Meyer

and others, however, acccept the view indicated

in the E. V. This thought of praise now be

comes the prominent one.

Ver. 7. Wherefore receive ye one another, etc.

Since this utterance of praise is so sacred a priv

ilege, they are exhorted, strong and weak alike,

to receive one another (comp. chap. xiv. 1) in

Christian fellowship. — As Christ also received

you. Good authorities read ' us ; ' but the weight

of evidence is in favor of ' you,' which here in

cludes all the Roman Christians, not merely those

of Gentile origin. — To the glory of God, i. e., that

God might be glorified. This is to be joined with

•as Christ also received you,' since vers. 8, 9, ex

plain this purpose of Christ's receiving them.

This is, however, a motive for receiving one an

other, that all may together praise God. (Comp.

ver. 6.)

Ver 8. For I say. * For ' is strongly supported,

and introduces the explanation of how Christ had

received both Jewish Christians (ver. 8), and

those of Gentile origin (ver. 9) : ' the connection

of the former with Christ appears as the fulfil

ment of their theocratic claim, but that of the

latter as the enjoyment of grace'' (Meyer). —That

Christ (the word ' Jesus ' is to be omitted) hath

been made (not only became, but continues to be)

a minister of the circumcision; /'. e., those cir

cumcised, as so frequently in Paul's writings. The

emphasis rests on the word ' minister,' which sug

gests the condescension of Christ, as an example

of humility. His obedience to the law (Gal. iv.

4 ; Phil. ii. 7) may also be suggested, showing how

he entered into fellowship with the weak. — For

the sake of God's truth (His veracity) that he

might confirm (by fulfilment) the promises made

unto the fathers (in the Old Testament). Thus

Christ's receiving the Jews was ' to the glory ot

God,' showing His faithfulness, and this fur

nished a motive for fellowship.

Ver. 9. And that the Gentiles might glorify God.

This clause is parallel in form with the one im

mediately preceding (see the change made above),

expressing another purposed result of Christ's

having been made a minister. Most commenta

tors, however, take it as dependent upon ' I say,'

but in different senses : I say that the Gentiles

praised (at the time of conversion), or, ought to

praise, or, do praise. But Christ's ministry among

the Jews hath this further purpose ; comp. Gal.

iv. 5. — For his mercy. Whatever view be taken

of the construction this is the main point of con

trast. In the case of the Jews God's faithfulness

was proven, in the case of the Gentiles His mercy.

— As it is written (Ps. xviii. 50), For this cause I

will give praise to thee (comp. chap. xiv. 11)

among the Gentiles (lit., ' among Gentiles '), etc.

The quotation, made exactly from the LXX.,

' originally spoken by David of his joy after his

deliverance and triumphs, is prophetically said of

Christ in His own Person. It is addressed to

show that among the Gentiles Christ's triumphs

were to take place, as well as among the Jews '

(Alford).

Ver. 10. Bejoice, ye Gentiles, with his people.

From the LXX., Deut. xxxii. 43. But our He

brew text reads: 'Rejoice, O ye nations, His

people.' Probably the LXX. follows another

reading, though other explanations have been

suggested. In any case the praise of Gentiles is

predicted.

Ver. 11. Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles.

From Ps. cxvii. I, exactly after the LXX., in this

clause ; in the second the best authorities sup

port the reading ; and let all the peoples praise

him. The E. V. follows the text which conforms

to the LXX.

Ver. 12. Isaiah saith (Is. xi. 10) ; from the

LXX. — There shall be, etc. The Hebrew is

more closely rendered in our version : ' And in

that day there shall be a root of Jesse, which shall

stand for an ensign of the people ; to it shall the

Gentiles seek.' But the LXX. presents the same

thought in a strengthened form well suited to the

Apostle's purpose. These citations, taken from

the three divisions of the Old Testament (Law,

Psalms, and Prophets) confirm Paul's view of his

own work as well as furnish a motive for unity.

The last clause : in him shall the Gentiles hope,

forms a fitting conclusion. Thus through the pa

tience and comfort of the Scriptures he had hope

(ver. 4), and this all might have. ' For this adora

tion of the Gentiles, to which the four preceding

citations refer, is the fruit not only of the enjoy

ment of actual blessings but also and preemi

nently of the hope of future blessings ' (Godet).

Ver. 13. How the God of hope, etc. Most

aptly is God here called the God of hope (comp.

the similar repetition, vers. 4, 5), the God who

produces the hope they possess. ' As vers. 1-4

passed into a blessing (vers. 5, 6), so now the hor

tatory discourse, begun afresh in ver. 7, passes

into a blessing, which forms, at the same time,

the close of the entire section (from chap. xiv.

onwards). (Meyer.) —With all joy and peace.

These are based on hope, but are the direct fruit

of believing. — The end of this being filled with

joy and peace is the increase in turn of hope :

that ye may abound in hope ; and this not by their

own power, but in the power of the Holy Spirit.

' Believing,' is the subjective state, but this is the

objective means, the inworking power. As the

Holy Spirit is the author of peace, and as faith

and hope, peace and joy, are the greatest helps
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to true unity, this benediction is a fitting close to ing passage in the practical part of the Epistle,

the exhortation respecting mutual forbearance The Apostle's main task is now completed ; he

and true fellowship, which forms the most strik- prepares at once for the conclusion of his letter.

Chapters XV. 14—XVI. 27.

III. Concluding Portion of the Epistle.

This part of the Epistle may be divided into four sections. (1.) Personal explanations, similar to

those in chap. i. 8-15 (chap. xv. 14-33). (2') Greetings to different persons at Rome (chap. xvi.

1-16). (3.) Closing exhortation, with greetings, from various persons (chap. xvi. 17-24). (4.) Con

cluding Doxology (chap. xvi. 25-27).

Chapter XV. 14-33.

1 . Personal Explanations.

This section forms an 'epilogue ' (Meyer), corresponding in matter with the introductory para

graph ; chap. i. 8-15. The Apostle first expresses his confidence in the Roman Christians, and, in a

partially apologetic tone, justifies his writing to them by a reference to his office as Apostle to the

Gentiles (vers. 14-16), by a statement of his principle of labor (vers. 17-21), which had hindered

him from going to Rome (ver. 22). He then speaks of his hope of visiting them (vers. 23, 24), after

he had fulfilled his service in carrying alms to the poor saints at Jerusalem (vers. 25-29), in which

service and hope he asks their prayers (vers. 30-32), adding a brief benediction (ver. 33).

14 A
ND ■ I myself also am persuaded of you, my brethren,1 " J^Jia.":

that ye also3 are full of goodness, * filled with all knowl- * ■.<>■ >• s;
J ° Ylll. I, 7, JO.

1 5 edge, able also to admonish one another. Nevertheless,8 breth

ren, I have written the more boldly unto you in some sort,4 as

putting you in mind,6 • because of the grace that is 6 given to me ' ££*£-. ^j

16 of God, That * I should be the minister of Jesus Christ7 to the j;j^;8Eph-

Gentiles, ministering 8 the gospel of God, that the ' offering up 9 d J^g;";;..

of the Gentiles might be acceptable, being sanctified by the ftSL'iJ.V;

17 Holy Ghost.10 I have therefore whereof I may glory n through, i,.™vi!'»;

Jesus Christ12 f in those things which pertain to God. For 1/ ha. "'.?.'

18 will not dare to speak of any of those things "which Christ' 19; g«lb.

hath not wrought by18 me, *to make the Gentiles obedient,14* uup- > s;

19 by word and deed, 'Through mighty18 signs and wonders, by 16» acuxU.ii;

the power of the Spirit of God ; 17 so that from Jerusalem, and »*•

round about unto 18 Illyricum, I have fully preached the gospel

I Now I am persuaded, my brethren, even I myself, concerning you

8 ye also yourselves » But * measure

■ in remembrance again • was ' a minister of Christ Jesus

• ministering as a priest in 9 omit up ,0 in the Holy Spirit

II my {lit., the) glorying u in Christ Jesus

11 did not work through 14 unto the obedience of the Gentiles

11 in the power of le in

17 Holy Spirit {according to the best authorities') l» as far as
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20 of Christ. Yea, so have I strived to preach 19 the gospel, not

where Christ was " named, * lest I should 21 build upon another * > c°£- «■ »*

21 man's foundation : But as22 it is written,

' To whom he was not spoken of, they shall see : ffl ' Isa- Ul- ,s-

And they that have not heard shall understand.

22 For which cause24 also mI have been much hindered26 from"*,'?^;?'

23 coming to you. But now having no more M place in these '7' ' '

parts, and " having a great desire these many years CT to come » Acts m.

24 unto you; Whensoever I take my journey into28 Spain, I will ■!'; %£?'&.

come to you : M for • I trust to see you in my journey, ° and to » Acts xv. 3.

be brought on my way thitherward by you, if first I be somewhat

25 filled with your company. But now p I go31 unto Jerusalem to' f"8^"^;

26 minister n unto the saints. For * it hath pleased them of Mace- q "„!£«.

donia and Achaia m to make a certain contribution for the poor vju.',3; uT'

27 saints which34 are at Jerusalem. It hath pleased them verily ; 8* r Chap. xi.

and their debtors they are. For r if the Gentiles have been , /tor. k.

made partakers of their spiritual things, 'their duty is M also to 6. '

• • , • ... „„ , <■ T , /Phil. iv. .7.
28 minister unto them in carnal things. When therefore I have* ch?P. i. ■■.

performed this, and have sealed to them 'this fruit, I will » * Cor. i.
u ; Col. iv.

29 come n by you into w Spain. " And I am sure 8B that, when I x »* ...

come unto you, I shall come in the fulness of the blessing of * Cm ...

the gospel 40 of Christ. '^ ™'0.

30 Now I beseech you, brethren, for the Lord Jesus Christ's " ^f.""^;

sake, and • for 41 the love of the Spirit, " that ye strive together jvan|2s!iv.

3 1 with me in your prayers to God for me ; * That I may be deliv- b |scor. XTi.

ered from them that do not believe 42 in Judea ; and that » my vf;.: j1,,'

service 43 which / have for Jerusalem may be accepted of 44 the 20" roiiip?''

32 saints ; 'That I may come unto you with joy "by the will of (in'&So.

33 God, and may with you be » refreshed.45 Now 'the God of c 2??cTr'.

peace be with you all. Amen. cor.nii.'

11; Phil. iv.

w Yet making it my ambition so to preach M was already «; ' Thess.

71 that I might not n but, as Thess. iii.

0 They to whom no tidings of him came, shall see M Wherefore Jm'. 30' '

M was hindered for the most part (or, these many times)

"•* no more having * these many years a longing " I journey unto

■ the best authorities omit I will come to you

•° On the rendering and punctuation see exeg. notes *' I am journeying

•2 ministering ra For Macedonia and Achaia thought it good

" who M For they thought it good M they owe it

" proceed M unto w I know

40 the best authorities omit of the gospel

41 by the Lord Jesus Christ, and by 42 that are disobedient

** ministration *• acceptable to

** That in joy coming unto you through the will of God, I may together with

you find rest {see exeg. notes)

vol. in. 10
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Ver. 14. How I am persuaded, my brethren.

This direct affectionate address indicates the re

turn to more personal matters. —Even I myself,

or, ' I myself also.' The former implies : ' even

I, the one who has just admonished you, have this

favorable conviction respecting you ; the latter,

' I of myself,' without the testimony of others, or,

' I as well as others.' The second view accords

with chap. vii. 25, but the implied contrast in ver.

1 5 seems to favor the first. — Ye also yourselves ;

' without any exhortation of mine ' ( Alford). —

Are full of goodness ; moral excellence in general,

though it may be specially applied to kindness. —

Filled with all knowledge ; Christian knowledge,

moral as well as intellectual. — Able also to ad

monish one another; without assistance from with

out. This is a special result of the preceding

Dualities ascribed to them. It requires abun-

ance of goodness as well as of knowledge to fit

us for mutual admonition.

Ver. 15. But (though I am convinced of this,

yet), brethren I have written (lit., ' I wrote,' in

this Epistle) the more boldly (in contrast with the

assurance of ver. 14 respecting their goodness,

etc.) unto you in some measure; i. e., in special

places ; the phrase qualifies the verb, not ' more

boldly ' as if the sense were : ' somewhat too

boldly.' — As putting you in remembrance again ;

simply as one who reminds you. — Because of the

grace that was given, etc. His apostolic office is

referred to in this phrase (comp. marginal refer

ences) ; this was the ground and reason of his

boldness. But notice the humility of the great

Apostle.

Ver. 16. That I should be, etc. The purpose

of the grace given him. — A minister; not the

word usually so rendered (as in ver. 8), but one

applied to a minister in public worship (our word

' liturgy ' is allied to this) ; it is more closely de

fined Dy what follows. — Of Christ Jesus; as the

Head and King of the Church, not as HighpriesL

— Ministering as a priest in the gospel of God.

The word ' ministering' does not correspond with

the previous one, but distinctly expresses priestly

service. But the gospel is not the offering, but in

his preaching of the gospel he renders priestly ser

vice, and in this way : That the offering of the

Gentiles, the offering consisting of them, might be

acceptable, being sanctified in the Holy Spirit ;

not consecrated after the Levitical ritual, but

truly by means of the indwelling Spirit. This

verse is properly used to oppose the idea that the

Christian ministry is a priesthood. If the Apos

tle had laid any claim to sacerdotal functions, or

designed to give any warrant for such claim on

the part of Christian ministers, he would not have

expressed himself as he does here. The offering

is figurative ; the priestly functions are figurative.

' This is my priesthood, to preach the gospel.

My knife is the word, ye are the sacrifice ' (The-

ophylact). ' With such sacrifices God is well

pleased.'

Ver. 17. I have therefore my (lit., ' the ') glory

ing ; the same word we render ' boasting ' in

chap. iii. 27 ; here used in a good sense. — In

(not, ' through ') Christ Jesus ; only in fellowship

with Him can he glory ;' thus incidentally oppos

ing the thought that his glorying was in himself.

— In those things which pertain to God, lit., ' the

things toward God,' referring to his ' ministering

as a priest,' etc. (ver. 16). It does not limit, but

defines the ' glorying.' The explanation : ' I have

offerings for God, namely, Gentile converts,'

seems far-fetched. This verse furnishes a transi

tion to the statement of the principle governing

his labors (vers. 17-21, the carrying out of which

had hindered him from visiting Rome (ver. 22).

Ver. 18. Tor I will not dare (' be bold,' prob

ably in allusion to ver. 15) to speak, etc. The

emphasis rests not on the word Christ, but on the

phrase did not work through me; the contrast

being, not with what he did of himself, or strictly

with what others did, but more exactly with what

Christ had wrought through him. The sense is :

I will speak boldly, have my ground of glorying,

only in such things as Christ wrought through

me. — Unto the obedience of the Gentiles, with

this design and result, that they became obedient

to Christ by believing in Him.—By word and

deed. This phrase qualifies 'did work through

me,' etc. ' Word ' refers to his preaching ; ' deed '

includes all the other labors of his apostolic activ

ity.

Ver. 19. In the power of signs and wonders,

in the power of the Holy Spirit. Some authori

ties read ' Spirit of God,' and the Vatican manu

script has ' Spirit ' alone ; but the best established

form is as above. The two clauses are parallel,

and should be closely joined with what precedes.

Christ wrought through him, in word and work,

in virtue of these powers ; that proceeding from

(miraculous) signs and wonders, and that which

came from the Holy Spirit working through him

on the minds of men. — So that from Jerusalem,

the actual starting point of his apostolical labors

(Acts iv. 28, 29 ; xxii. 18), round about, not in the

arc of a circle, but in a wide circuit, round about

Jerusalem. — As far as Hlyricum. Illyrica was

north of Macedonia. No mention is made in the

Book of Acts of a visit there. Hence many

have thought that the Apostle thus indicates the

limit of labors. But it is quite probable that

during the journey mentioned in Acts xx. 1-3

(just before the wnting of this Epistle) he actually

entered that region. — I have fully preached (lit.,

'have fulfilled') the gospel of Christ The E.

V. fairly presents the sense, though a variety of

other explanations have been suggested, e. g.,

have given the gospel its full dimensions, com

pletely proclaimed it, accomplished everything

with it, etc. He had fully spread the glad tidings

and with success everywhere, sufficient to attest

his apostolic mission, and give him a ground of

glorying in what Christ had wrought through him.

Ver. 20. Yet making it my ambition. The

participle here used means, ' to make it a point of

honor,' but this exact sense need not be pressed

here. — So to preach the gospel, ' to evangelize,'

not the same word as in ver. 19. 'So,' *'. e^ in

this manner (as afterwards defined), may qualify

the participle, but the sense is better expressed

in English by the above rendering. — Hot where

Christ was already named. ' Already * is properly

supplied ; ' named, as the object of faith and the

Person to be confessed, by other laborers, as ap

pears from the next clause : that I might not, etc

This principle, here negatively stated, was not

adopted to avoid opposition, or in consequence of

differences with the other Apostles, nor yet of an

arrangement to divide geographically the mission

field, T>ut resulted from the high sense of his duty

as an Apostle, to lay thefoundation ofa universal

Church. His writing to Rome was not contrary

to this principle, which concerned his labor in

person, not his intercourse by letter with churches

he had not founded.
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Ver. 21. But, preaching the gospel in this way,

not where others had preached, but, as it is writ

ten (according to this rule of Scripture), They to

whom no tidings of him came, shall see ; And they,

etc. From Is. lii. 15, following the LXX., which

adds ' of him ' (comp. the E. V., which renders the

Hebrew accurately). The prophecy refers to

' kings,' but is properly applied to nations whom

they represent ; the wide extension of the Mes

siah's kingdom being the main thought.

Ver. 22. Wherefore also. Because of this

aim of wide missionary activity, not because a

church had already been formed at Rome.—I was

hindered for the most part ; or, ' these many times.'

Some authorities read, ' oftentimes ' as in chap. i.

13 ; but the usual reading is better supported.

The rendering we adopt refers to the principal

(though not the only) cause of his not visiting

them ; the other to the frequency of the hinder

ing. Either is allowable, but we prefer the for

mer.

Vers. 23, 24. The construction of these verses

occasions much difficulty, which was relieved by

the insertion of the clause (ver. 24) : ' I will come

to you,' to complete the sense ; decisive authority

proving the words to be an interpolation. An

other attempt to relieve the abruptness was made

by omitting ' for ' in the same verse ; but here

too the weightiest evidence is against the easier

reading. We are compelled then to accept a

broken construction as follows : ' But now no

more having place in these parts, and having

these many years a longing to come unto you,

whensoever I journey into Spain (for I hope, as I

am journeying through, to see you, and to be sent

forward thither by you, if first I be in some meas

ure filled with your company) — but now, etc.

The sense would be the same, if the participles of

ver. 23 were rendered as verbs, and a period

placed after the word ' Spain.' — Bat now. The

Apostle begins to say that the main hindrance is

removed ; in ver. 25 he states the special reason

for delay. — Having place. Opportunity to carry

out his principle of labor. — In these parts ;

spoken of in ver. 19. —Whensoever I journey into

Spain. Paul does not use the common Greek

name for Spain ('Iberia'), nor even the exact

Latin one. Whether this purpose was ever ful

filled is unknown, and immaterial as respects the

visit to Rome in which God's purpose, not Paul's,

was carried out in the actual visit to the imperial

city. — Hope; not, 'trust.' — As I am journeying

through. This qualifies both the following clauses.

— And to be sent forward thither by yon. (Some

authorities read : ' from you '). He hoped to ob

tain companions, and doubtless other friendly

furtherance. — In some measure ; ' not as much

as I will, but as much as is permitted ' (Grotius).

Not merely complimentary. — Filled with your

company. ' Spiritual satisfaction through the en

joyment of the longed-for personal intercourse '

(Meyer).

Ver. 25. But now. Partly resumptive of ver.

23, since it returns to his present circumstances,

but introducing a new thought in contrast with

the hope expressed in ver. 24. — I am journeying

unto Jerusalem (on the point of doing so) minis

tering onto the saints. How is afterwards ex

plained. The present participle indicates that

the journey is part of the ministering. On this

service, see 2 Cor. ix. 1, 2 ; Acts xxiv. 27.

Ver. 26. For Macedonia and Achaia. Person

ification for the Christians in these provinces ; the

latter included Greece proper. — Thought it good ;

' were well-pleased,' willingly did this service. —

A certain contribution. The Greek word means

' fellowship,' ' communion,' and is allied with

' communicate ' (Gal. vi. 6). No contribution be-

longs_ to Christian charity, unless it is willingly

bestowed and as a matter of fellowship. — For

the poor saints which are at Jerusalem. Com

munity of goods evidently did not exist in the

church of Jerusalem. The number of poor saints

there need occasion little surprise.

Ver. 27. For they thought it good (namely, to

make this contribution) ; and their debtors they

are. The Apostle emphasizes by the repetition

the willingness of the Grecian Christians, but

adds another statement to mark the reasonable

ness of such contributions : they were a matter of

repayment. — They owe it also to minister, etc.

The word ' minister ' is that used of priestly ser

vice (comp. 'minister of Christ Jesus,' ver. 16),

not that found in ver. 25. To such priestly ser

vice belongs the privilege and duty of providing

for the poor saints. This thought is the more

emphatic in view of the antithesis between spirit

ual things and carnal things ; the former refer

ring to the gifts of the Holy Spirit which came to

the Gentiles from the mother church at Jerusalem

(comp. Acts xi. 20) ; the latter including those

things which pertain to the external, material side

of man's nature. The reference to the Holy

Spirit does not require the ethical sense in this

contrast, though the reverse is true.

Ver. 28. When therefore, etc. Reverting to

the hope expressed in ver. 24. —Have sealed to

them this fruit. Secured to them as their prop

erty the ' fruit,' the produce, of this contribution.

Some take ' sealed ' in a literal sense, but this

seems out of keeping with the tone of the pas

sage. The Apostle is moved by the thought that

with the close of the work of love to which he re

fers he was to finish his great and long labors in

the East, and was to take in hand a new field in

the far West. In these circumstances an unusual

thoughtful expression for the concluding act of

fers itself naturally (Meyer). — I will proceed by

you unto Spain. The full idea of the original is :

I will depart (or, return) from Jerusalem, pass

through your city, and go unto Spain. From

Spain the way was discovered, after many cen

turies, to a farther West

Ver. 29. And I know that, etc. The Apos

tle's humility did not prevent him from knowing

this and writing of it. More confidence of this

kind would promote humility in the preacher. —

In the fulness of the blessing of Christ. ' Of the

gospel ' is a gloss, to be rejected on decisive au

thority. Christ's blessing in abundance he knew

would attend him at Rome.

Ver. 30. How I beseech yon, brethren. This

fervent exhortation is the natural expression of

his confidence in them and of the anticipation he

has respecting what awaits him at Jerusalem

(comp. Acts. xx. 22 ; xxi. 10, etc.) —By our Lord

Jesus Christ, and by the love of the Spirit. ' For '

is incorrect in both cases ; ' through ' is the literal

sense, with the same force as in chap. xii. 1, pre

senting a motive. ' Love of the Spirit ' is that

affection wrought by the Holy Spirit. Between

Paul and the mass of his readers personally un

known to him, only such a love could be urged as

a motive. It is more extended than personal af

fection. — That ye strive together with me (the

figure is that of a contest in the games) in your
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prayer*, etc ' Your ' brings out the force of the Ver. 32. That in joy (the emphasis rests on

article ; the possessive pronoun, though found in this phrase) coming onto you through the will of

some authorities, must be rejected. God (there is considerable variation in the manu-

Ver. 31. That, etc. The purpose and purport scripts, but this seems the best established read-

of the prayer. — That are disobedient. Comp. ing), I may together with you find rest This

chap. xi. 30. The word may mean 'unbeliev- rendering follows the better supported reading,

ing,' and in any case the two senses are closely though the sense is not altered ; some authorities

related, but the unbelief of the Jews is here re- omit the last clause. The reality was entirely dif-

garded as disobedience to the gospel. — And that ferent from this hope and prayer ; but we cannot

my ministration (of alms) may become acceptable doubt that the Apostle's arrival at Rome was ' in

(the same word as in ver. 16) to the saints. Be- joy,' even though in bonds, since in all he sub

sides the hostility of the Jews, he must encounter mitted himself to the will of God.

the doubts of the Jewish Christians, whom he Ver. 33. Now the God of peace, etc. A bene-

however calls ' saints.' On the state of feeling diction was natural, and the anticipated conflicts

here hinted at, see Excursuses, Calatians, chap, might well lead him to speak of God as ' the God

ii. 1-14. of peace.'

Chapter XVI. 1-16.

2. Greetings to different Persons at Rome.

The bearer of the letter is commended in vers. 1, 2. Then follow greetings to many individuals,

and to some households or household churches. About one third of the persons mentioned are

women. On the names as indicative of origin and station of the believers at Rome, see Introd., p. 12.

Of this chapter, Chrysostom says : ' It is possible even from bare names to find a treasure.' The

list shows : (1.) Paul's personal regard ; (2.) The high place he accords to women ; (3.) The consti

tution of the Roman congregation; (4.) The great influence he exerted, since so many friends were

present in a place he had never visited ; (5.J The undying name received from his friendly mention,

is a type of the eternal blessing which belongs to those whose names are written in the Lamb's book

of life. Classic authors have not preserved for us the record of so many friends ; the mention of

their friends has not awakened so great an interest as this list of humble people whom they would

have despised. On the origin and social standing of the Roman believers, as indicated by this list,

see Introd., pp. 11, 12. Bishop Lightfoot (Philippians, pp. 169-176) finds that most of the names

occurring in this section occur also in the inscriptions discovered in recently excavated burial places

at Rome (columbaria). These inscriptions refer mainly to freedmen and slaves of emperors, and it

is a fair inference that some of the imperial household are included here (comp. Phil. iv. 22). Iden

tification of the persons is of course impossible. The names are mainly Greek (' Mary ' alone is

Jewish), but this gives no clue to the nationality, since Greek names were borne by the Hellenistic

Jews. We may assume that many of those saluted here were of Jewish extraction ; proportionally

more than in the Roman congregation as a whole.

i T COMMEND unto you Phebe our sister, which is a ser- « Act* r™.

2 A vant1of the church which is at "Cenchrea:2 'That ye * Ph)>: "■*>''
* i John v. 6.

receive her in the Lord, as becometh saints, and that ye assist

her in whatsoever business she hath 3 need of you : for she *

hath been a succourer6 of many, and of myself also. ' ,s

3 Greet c Priscilla 8 and Aquila, my helpers 7 in Christ Jesus : ^xiiaVV»,.'';

4 Who have 8 for my life laid down their own necks : unto whom '*'

not only I give thanks, but also all the churches of the Gen- J iVfcoUr.

5 tiles. Likewise greet9 ''the church that is in their house, i5' hU™'

Salute my well beloved Epenetus,10 who is 'the first fruits of*!*.

1 who is a deaconess * Cenchreae 8 may have 4 she too

6 helper 8 Salute Prisca ' fellow workers 8 omit have

• And salute 10 Epenetus my beloved

Acts j
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6 Achaia11 unto Christ. Greet12 Mary, who bestowed much

7 labour on us.13 Salute Andronicus and Junia, my kinsmen,

and my fellow prisoners, who are of note among the apostles,

8 who also 'were14 in Christ before me. Greet12 Amplias,16 myyGli.LjJ>

9 beloved in the Lord. Salute Urbane,16 our helper 17 in Christ,

I o and Stachys my beloved. Salute Apelles approved 18 in Christ.

II Salute them which are of Aristobulus' household.™ Salute

Herodion my kinsman. Greet12 them that be20 of the house-

1 2 hold of Narcissus, which 21 are in the Lord. Salute Tryphena

and Tryphosa, who labour in the Lord. Salute the beloved

1 3 Persis,22 which a laboured much in the Lord. Salute Rufus

14 'chosen23 in the Lord, and his mother and mine. Salute Asyn-r a John '■

critus, Phlegon, Hermas, Patrobas, Hermes,24 and the brethren

1 5 which M are with them. Salute Philologus, and Julia, Nereus,

and his sister, and Olympas, and all the saints which M are with

16 them. * Salute one another with a holy kiss. The28 churches «;"&."'

of Christ salute you. Thus. v.

' 36; 1 Pet.

11 Asia {according to the best authorities) 1J Salute v' '4'

11 the best authorities read you " have been

u Ampliatus (according to the best authorities)

u Urbanus n fellow worker 18 the approved

" that are of the household of Aristobulus " are 21 who

12 Persis the beloved aa the chosen

51 Hermes, Patrobas, Hermas (the order of the best authorities)

ss that 26 the best authorities read All the

Ver. I. I commend, etc. Both an introduction to Ephesus, or some church east of Corinth, is

and a commendation are suggested. — Phebe our puerile.

sister ; a Christian believer ; this is the general Ver. 2. That ye receive her in the Lord. This

ground for receiving her. — Who is a deaconess, is the purpose of the commendation, that the Ro-

etc. This is the special reason, in view of the man believers give her a Christian welcome. —

fidelity with which she had fulfilled her duty Worthily of the saints, as saints ought to receive

(ver. 2). It is implied that she occupied this po- such an one. —And that ye assist her, etc The

sition at the time Paul wrote. The word here term used is a legal one, and hence it has been

used may mean ' servant,' but it is unlikely that inferred that her visit to Rome was on private

this is the sense, since there were deaconesses legal business. It is unlikely that she was travel-

in the Christian church during the first century, ling in the discharge of her official duty as dea-

t heir duty being to take care of the sick and poor, coness. — For she too, ' she herself also,' hath

and of strangers, in the female portion of the been a helper of many. The word used is an hon-

churches. The rigid separation of the sexes made orable one, indicating service bestowed by a su-

this the more necessary. The custom continued perior on inferiors (patroness). It suggests here

for centuries in the Greek church. In the Prot- her labors as deaconess, though it may include

estant church the office of deaconess has recently private service. — Of myself also. Where is un-

been revived. The Roman Catholic church has, known ; possibly Paul had once been ill during a

as is well known, special orders of celibate women visit to Cenchrese, or the Apostle may have made

to perform the duties properly belonging to this her house his home, as in the case of Lydia, at

office. The term here used may be either mas- Philippi. This commendation has the true Chris-

culine or feminine. Some regard the 'widows ' tian tone ; what she has done for other Christians

spoken of in 1 Tim. v. 3-16 as deaconesses, a gives her a claim on the helpfulness of the Roman

view opposed by Neander ; see that passage, and believers.

Schaff, Apostolic church, p. 535, where the iden- Ver. 3. Salute. 'Greet' (E. V.) and 'salute'

tity is defended. Phebe was the bearer of the represent the same word throughout the chapter,

letter, else no such special mention would have — Prisca and Aquila. ' Priscilla ' is the diminu-

been necessary. From the independent manner tive form, found elsewhere and in the versions

of her movements, it has been inferred that she and Fathers. The wife seems to have been the

was a widow. — Ceachreae. The eastern part of more prominent and active Christian; her name

Corinth, about nine English miles from that city, comes first in Acts xviii. 2, as well as here.

To argue from this that the letter was addressed Then as now, capacity and fidelity formed the
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standard. ' This married couple, tentmakers like

Paul (Acts xviii. 3), expelled from Rome as Jews

under Claudius, had been converted at Corinth

by Paul (see on Acts xviii. 1 ), had then migrated

to Ephesus (Acts xviii. 18, 26 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 19),

are now again in Rome ; but, according to 2 Tim.

iv. 19, were at a later period once more in Ephe

sus' (Meyer). Their stay at Ephesus has been

made the basis of the theory that this chapter (or

Epistle) was originally addressed to that city ; but

persons of their trade would be apt to travel ex

tensively. — Fellow workers (so E. V. in Col. iv.

1 1 ) in Christ Jesus. They had wrought together

at their common handicraft, but this refers to

working for Christ, in Him as the sphere of activ

ity. On the question whether 'Prisca' publicly

preached, comp. the Epistle addressed to the

church where she first labored for Christ ( 1 Cor.

xiv. 34).

Ver. 4. Who for (' in behalf of,' not, ' instead

of) my life laid down, etc. Lit., 'laid under,'

used of submitting to execution. That they under

went peril of their life for the sake of Paul is

clearly meant ; whether at Ephesus or Corinth is

uncertain, since in both places Paul had been ex

posed to violence. But the mention of this fact

opposes the Ephesian destination of the chapter.

— All the churches of the Gentiles ; evidently in

cluding the Roman congregation. The Gentile

churches owed gratitude for what was done in

behalf of the Apostle to the Gentiles.

Ver. 5. And salute ; the verb is properly sup

plied, but the clause is grammatically connected

with ver. 3, and should form a part of ver. 4. —

The church that is in their house. The early

Christians had, as a rule, no public place of as

sembly, but probably met in the houses of the

more prominent brethren. In larger cities there

seem to have been several such places of meet

ing ; and one of these is here referred to. The

language of Justin Martyr sustains this view.

The same persons were doubtless wont to gather

there, forming a household parish of the one

Roman congregation. As the city was four miles

in circumference, there was a necessity for a num

ber of these assemblies. — Epenetus my beloved.

All the persons named, from this point to the

close of the section, are unknown. ' The legends

of the Fathers made the most of them martyrs

and bishops, and the Synopsis of Dorotheus mis

places the most of them among the seventy dis

ciples ' (Meyer). — The first-fruits of Asia unto

Christ; i. c, among the first converts in the

Roman province of Asia, of which Ephesus was

the chief city. Comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 15, where the

same expression occurs. There ' Actiaia ' is the

correct reading ; here ' Asia ' is much better sup

ported. The change may have arisen from the

fact that this Epistle was written in Corinth, the

capital city of Achaia.

Ver. 6. Salute Mary. This is the sixth person

of this name mentioned in the New Testament.

Otherwise unknown, but characterized as one who

bestowed much labor on you. So the best au

thorities, and most recent editors. ' Bestowed

labor ' points to practical activity, in charity and

womanly ministrations. When preaching and

teaching are meant, * in the word ' is usually

added.

Ver. 7. Andronicus and Junias, or, 'Junia.' It

is impossible to decide which form of the latter

name is correct; if the feminine form ('Junia')

be accepted, then the wife or sister of Andronicus

is meant. But the description is supposed by

many commentators to favor the reference to a

man. — My kinsman. This may mean ' fellow-

countrymen,' here and in vers. 11, 21 ; but all the

persons thus termed may have been actual 'kins-

men.' It cannot be affirmed that they were not

— My fellow prisoners. When and where is un

known. — Who are of note among the Apostles ;

honorably known by the Apostles. The phrase

does not imply that they were Apostles. So loose

a sense of the term cannot be accepted : see

Schaff, Apostolic Church, pp. 512, etc —Who also

(i.e., the two persons named, not 'the Apostles')

have been in Christ before me. Became Christians

before the conversion of Paul ; probably in Judea,

since they were known to the Apostles. Paul

had a nephew at Jerusalem, we learn from Acts

xxiii. 16.

Ver. 8. Ampliatus ; so the weightier authori

ties ; ' Amplias ' is an abbreviated form. A com

mon name in itself, it occurs several times in con

nection with the imperial household ' (Lightfoot).

The same is true of nearly every name in the rest

of the section. — My beloved in the Lord ; in

Christian fellowship.

Ver. 9. Urbanus (the Latin form of this Latin

name), our fellow worker in Christ ' Our ' refers

not to Paul alone, since he says 'my ' so frequently

here, but to the Roman Christians also. — Btachya

my beloved. The variety in these commendatory

phrases was probably due to specific reasons.

Ver. to. Apelles. Not to be confounded with

' Apollos.' The name occurs in Horace (Sat., i.

v. 100) as that of a Jew. He may have been a

freedman, as some suppose, but the name was not

uncommon. There are various conjectures as to

the grouping of freedmen and slaves in these sal

utations. — The approved in Christ ; one whose

Christian steadfastness had been tested. — Of the

household of Aristobulus ; the Christians in that

household (comp. ver. 11), probably slaves.

There is no evidence that the person named was

a believer ; the phrase used has been thought by

some to indicate that he was dead.

Ver. 11. Narcissus. A powerful freedman of

Claudius bore this name, but died two or three

years before this Epistle was written. Possibly

the household of this person is meant.

Ver. 12. The three persons mentioned in this

verse were probably deaconesses. — Persia. The

name is derived from Persia, but on this fact no

inference can be based. This woman is not only

distinguished by the mention of her greater labor,

but is called the beloved. Meyer notices the deli

cacy of the phrase ; not, ' my beloved,' as in the

case of the men referred to in vers. 5, 8.

Ver. 13. Bufus. Possibly the person men

tioned in Mark xv. 21 (see in loco), since Mark

probably wrote in Rome. But the name was

frequent. — The chosen in the Lord ; not merely

' elect in Christ,' but a chosen distinguished Chris

tian man. — His mother and mine. ' His mother

by nature, mint by maternal kindness ' ( Webster

and Wilkinson). The peculiarly affectionate tone

suggests some special kindness, in regard to

which we can only conjecture. If she were the

wife of Simon of Cyrene and had lived at Jerusa

lem, opportunities to befriend Paul would have

been frequent.

Ver. 14. The numerous group here referred to

was probably intimately associated, and less known

to the Apostle. — Hermes, Patrobas, Hernias is

the order of the best authorities. The last named
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person can scarcely be the author of the Shepherd testify their mutual love, in this, the ordinary

ef Ucrmas, since that work was probably not method of salutation, but having among Chris-

written before the middle of the second century, tians a Christian and holy meaning' (Alford).

— The brethren who are with them. Comp. ver. See marginal references. The custom is still

15. The two phrases may refer to household known in the Greek Church. — All the churches

churches, or to associations of Christians for busi- of Christ salute you. The word ' all ' was prob-

ness purposes. The former seems more prob- ably omitted by the scribes, because the expres-

able. In that case five assemblies are indicated. sion seemed too extensive. But Paul was in com-

Ver. 15. Julia; probably the wife of Philo- munication with most Christian churches; all

logus. — Olympas is the name of a man. — All the such would feel interested in the believers at

saints, etc. In any case pointing to a numerous Rome, and if, as is probable, his intention of

body of Christians. going there was known, many salutations would

ver. t6. Salute one another with a holy kiss, be intrusted to him. As he knew so well the be-

' The meaning of this injunction seems to be, that lievers at Rome which he had not visited, how

the Roman Christians should take occasion, on well qualified he was to speak for the many be-

the receipt of the Apostle's greetings to them, to lieving assemblies he had himself organized.

Chapter XVI. 17-24.

3. Closing Exhortation, with Greetings from Various Persons.

The warning of this section (vers. 17-20) indicates, not the presence of false teachers at Rome, but

rather the danger of such persons making their appearance. The tone of the warning suggests this,

as well as the fact that it occurs incidentally in a closing paragraph, instead of in the body of the

Epistle. That Jewish zealots for the law were those against whom the Apostle warns is the most

probable view. The description of ver. 18 is plainly applicable to these Judaizers, to whom the

weak brethren would afford an opportunity. Vers. 21-24 form a distinct paragraph. Most of the

names are found in the Book of the Acts, but the persons may be different, except in the case of

Timothy. Attempts have been made to prove that this paragraph was not destined for Rome, or is

not genuine, but there is nothing in the passage itself to confirm either of these opinions.

17 "VJOW I beseech you, brethren, mark them "which1 cause " ^"frm.

1^1 divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine2 which b ,<&.. v ft

18 ye have 3 learned ; and * avoid them. For they that are such ul^T^f?

serve not our Lord Jesus Christ,4 but c their own belly ; and tKl'.o!

19 ''by6 good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the* PiJiuij*',,;

simple.8 For 'your obedience is come abroad unto all men. a ho\!n.Vy,s

I am glad therefore on your behalf: but yet7 I would have you Tit. i.'»;i

20-^ wise unto that which is good, and simple concerning8 evil, rcwls.

And • the God of peace * shall bruise Satan under your feet » Cor. xiv. '

shortly. e chap. xv.

' The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you. Amen.9 k. $°?™: J'-

21 *Timotheus my workfellow,10 and ' Lucius, and "Jason, and Jo^a3'

22 " Sosipater, my kinsmen, salute you.11 I Tertius, who wrote J4;^^

23 this epistle,12 salute you in the Lord. • Gaius mine host, and T'hSi. sl

of the whole church, saluteth you. 'Erastus the chamber- llliR2V.'

24 lain u of the city saluteth you, and Quartus a 14 brother. " The I6 * pS!> i,7

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen. xflesi'. hI.1

a j 1 Tim. i.

I that "teaching 8 omit have a;Heb.xffi.

4 our Lord Christ (according to the best authorities) 6 insert their ' Acts "";. »•

• ., 1 - . ..... >" Acts xvu. 5.
• guileless 7 omit yet * unto that which is » Acts xx. 4.

• the best authorities omit Amen. /Actixix.*4;

10 Timothy my fellow worker saluteth you {according to the best authorities') vU'aoT T"

II omit snlutc you 1J write the epistle la treasurer Thcss. v.as.

the 15 the best authorities omit ver. 24.
11
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Ver. 17. How, I beseech yon, brethren. Comp.

chap. xv. 30. — Mark them ; note carefully. In

Phil. iii. 17, it is applied to those who are to be

imitated — Which cause, etc. The present tense

indicates that such persons were doing this, but

not necessarily at Rome.— Divisions and offences.

The article (in the Greek) points to what is

well known. The two words refer to divisions

in churches and to temptations to depart from

the gospel basis of faith and life. Others, with

less reason, apply them to doctrinal divisions and

moral offences. — Contrary to the teaching, etc.

' Doctrine ' may mislead ; the reference is to the

entire range of Christian truth. The commen

dation of their teachers implied here indicates

that the church was founded mainly by Chris

tians of the Pauline type.— Avoid them ; lit ' turn

off from them.' There is no reference to official

excommunication, but to a rule of private con

duct toward such. The other might follow, but

that was for the local church to determine.

Ver. 18. For they that are such, etc. Comp.

Phil. iii. 18, 19. — Our Lord Christ ; He is the

true Master (notice the unusual form, which is

supported by all the early manuscripts), yet they

do not serve Him, but their own belly ; a figure

fnr sensuality. It is remarkable how often schis

matics have proved their Epicureanism. — By

their good words and fair speeches ; lit, ' by the

kind speaking and blessing. These terms refer

either to the tenor and force of their words, or the

former may point to the mask of kindliness, and

the latter to flattery. The unctiousness of sen

sual hypocrites is well known. — Deceive the

hearts of the guileless; those who are unsus

picious, unwary. How many were deceiving and

deceived appears from Phil. i. 15, written from

Rome a few years after this. Undue severity

cannot be ascribed to the Apostle's language :

few earnest Christian teachers have failed to ob

serve how apt it still is.

Ver. 19. For your obedience, etc. ' Obedience '

to the gospel, obedience of faith, is meant, as

throughout the Epistle. Because of their well-

known obedience, he does not class them among

the ' guileless.' This view of ' for,' as implying

an antithesis, is further favored by the next

clause. Other views : I warn you thus, because

your obedient disposition is well known ; and you

are therefore likely to be led astray ; or, I am

confident you will heed my warning, because your

obedience is well known. The former gives an un

usual sense to ' obedience ; ' the latter does not ac

cord well with the force of ' for ' and ' therefore.'

— Over you (the better supported order places

the emphasis on this phrase) therefore I rejoice :

but I would have you, etc. A delicate combina

tion of warning with the expression of firm con

fidence. Here is the added reason for the ex

hortation of ver. 17. — Wise unto that which is

good, and simple unto that which is evil. ' Sim

ple ' is not the same word as in ver. 18 ; it might

be rendered ' harmless,' as the margin of the E.

V., since it denotes ' unmixed,' ' pure,' ■ free

from.' ' Unto ' in both cases points to the result.

Wisdom is needed that we may rightly do what

we know to be right ; but in regard to what is

evil, the one way is the simple, unmixed way of

avoiding it altogether.

Ver. 20. And the God of peace (so designated

in contrast with those who cause divisions, ver.

17) shall bruise Satan (who moves all these dis

turbing teachers) under your feet shortly. The

figure is based upon Gen. iii. IS- God will give

them the victory ; both agencies will be employed.

' Shortly ' is usually taken in the sense of ' soon.'

' The preservation of primitive Christianity from

the fatal errors that very soon assailed it is one

of the most striking of the gracious providences

of God toward His church ' (Shedd). But Godet

gives it the sense of ' rapidly,' as better sop-

ported by usage. A reference to the return of

Christ is by no means necessarily implied.— The

grace of our Lord, etc. This benediction, except

the word ' Amen,' is supported by the oldest

authorities (two of them omitting ' Christ '), most

of them, however, omitting ver. 24 (see below).

The salutations which follow seem to have been

added after the Epistle was virtually ended.

Ver. 21. Timothy, my fellow-worker, sainteth

you. That Timothy was with Paul at this time

appears from Acts xx. 4. — Lucius. Not ' Luke,'

but possibly ' Lucius of Cyrene ' (Acts xiii. 1). —

Jason. This may refer to the person named in

Acts xvii. 5, as a resident of Thessalonica. — So-

sipater. The same name as ' Sopater ' (Acts xx.

4), and possibly the same person. All three

names were frequent. — My kinsmen. Comp.

vers. 7, 11. Here also the term probably means

more than ' countrymen.' That Paul's relatives

should become Christians, and be associated with

him, is probable enough.

Ver. 22. I Tertius. Otherwise unknown ;

probably an Italian, though some have sought to

identify him with Silas, because the Hebrew

word answering to Tertius sounds like Silas. —

Who write the epistle. ' Wrote ' is more literal,

but ' write ' gives the sense of this epistolary

aorist. Paul seems to have dictated most of his

letters. Comp. dilations, chap. vi. It was nat

ural that the amanuensis, as a Christian brother,

would send his salutation in the first person. In

ver. 23 the dictation is resumed. — In the Lord.

It is more natural to connect this with ' salute,'

though the Greek order permits it to be joined

with ' write.'

Ver. 23. Gains mine host Paul was lodging

with this man, as he had previously done with

Aquila and Justus (Acts xviii. 1-7). The name

occurs in connection with Paul in 1 Cor. i. 14,

Acts xix. 29 ; xx. 4. The same person is prob

ably meant in the first instance, probably in the

last, and possibly in all three. — And of the whole

church. This may mean that a household church

met with him, or that he was universal in his hos

pitality to Christians.—Erastus the treasurer (lit.,

• steward ') of the city ; of Corinth. This may be

the person mentioned in Acts xix. 22 ; 2 Tim. iv.

20 ; but in that case he had relinquished his of

fice before the time.— Quartos the brother; some

Christian brother, known to the believers at

Rome, but totally unknown to us.

Ver. 24. This verse is omitted by the best

authorities. The repetition of the1 benediction is

not so unexampled as to have given offence to

the early transcribers, while it might readily have

been transferred from ver. 2a No great weight

can be allowed to arguments respecting the gen

uineness of the closing doxology (vers. 25-17)

based upon the repetition of this benediction.
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Chapter XVI. 25-27.

4. Concluding Doxology.

In no other Epistle does the Apostle conclude with a doxology, but this need occasion no difficulty.

The passage bears every internal evidence of genuineness, and is exceedingly appropriate. ' As a

final complete conclusion, we have now this praising of God, rich in contents, deep in feeling (per

haps added by the Apostle's own hand), in which the leading ideas contained in the whole epistle,

as they had already found in the introduction (chap. i. 1-5) their preluding key note, and again in

chap. xi. 33-36, their preliminary doxological expression, now further receive, in the fullest unison of

inspired piety, their consecrated outburst for the ultimate true consecration of the whole ' (Meyer).

25 \T OW " to him that is of power ' to stablish you * according" ffw"1

NTmy gospel, and the preaching of Jesus Christ, • accord- l?.',*-, ai*?\

ing to the revelation of the mystery, * which was kept secret 2 comp'chap.

26 since the world began,3 But enow is made manifest, and by the * chap. a. 16.

Scriptures of the prophets,4 according to the commandment i«. 3,.4,5'i

of the everlasting5 God, made 6 known to all 7 nations for the </ > cor. u. 7!
0 Eph. iii. 5,

27 'obedience 8 of faith: To 'God only wise, be glory through 9jCoi.i.

Jesus Christ forever.9 Amen. «E«h.i.9;
- 3 Tim. 1. 10;

T Written to the Romans from Corinthus, and sent by Phebe, servant of the church , pel' *.' ».

at Cenchrea.10 / Acts vj- \\

chap. 1. 5 ;

1 who is able * hath been kept in silence /■ 1 Ti'm. i. 17;

* during eternal ages 4 through prophetic Scriptures J7"

* eternal • is made ' unto all the 8 unto obedience

* To the only wise God, through Jesus Christ ; to whom be the glory forever.

K The subscription is not genuine, but in this case seems to be correct.

Ver. 25. How to him, etc. This is the usual means the thing preached, and the former expla-

form in a doxology ; 'the only wise God' (ver. nation is preferable, since it follows the analogy

27), is in apposition with * Him,' all that inter- of the phrase ' the gospel of Christ' ' The

venes being descriptive. There is, however, a Apostle would thus efface what might seem too

grammatical difficulty, owing to the change of personal in that noun, "according to my gos-

construction in the latter part of ver. 27. The pel"' (Godet). To refer the phrase to the

phrase on which all that precedes logically de- preaching of Christ himself when on earth, is

pends ('be the glory ') is placed in a dependent unwarranted. — According to the revelation, etc.

relative clause. Some have thought that in be- The connection of the clause here introduced has

ginning the Apostle had in mind another form of been explained in three ways : (1.) Coordinate

expression than a doxology, and that the relative with ' according to my gospel,' etc., and thus

in ver. 27 refers to Christ, while others regard the closely connected with ' stablish.' (2.) Explana-

relative as an interpolation (see below). — Who is tory of the whole preceding statement, and thus

able to stablish yon. Comp. marginal references, defining ' able to stablish,' etc. (3.) Explanatory

This description of God is appropriate in this of ' my gospel and the preaching of Jesus Christ,'

Epistle. —According to my gospel. It is difficult connected with the verbal idea therein implied,

to determine the exact sense and connection of The last seems least defensible grammatically,

this phrase, but it seems best to join it with ' stab- Either of the other two would be linguistically

lish,' with the sense ' in reference to my gospel,' correct, but it is more probable that ' according

that you may remain steadfastly faithful to the to ' here has the same sense as before. We

teaching I have set forth. Others give it the therefore prefer (1), which gives us another des-

wider sense of ' in subordination to and accord- ignation of the gospel, ' as the revelation of the

ing to the requirements of my gospel ' (so Alford). primitive sacred mystery ' (Meyer). — Of the mys-

The explanation 'through' is lexically untenable, tery. The article is wanting in the Greek, but

— And the preaching of Jesus Christ. This is what follows explains ' mystery ' as the specific

closely joined with the preceding phrase, and is one on which the Apostle delighted to dwell,

probably an explanation of it ; either the preach- On the word, see chap. xi. 25, but especially Eph.

ing concerning Christ, which is the substance of i. 9. Here, as in Ephesians, the contents of this

his gospel, or the preaching which Christ causes mystery are, in general, the salvation of sinful

to be promulgated through him. ' Preaching ' here men, decreed from eternity, accomplished by
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Christ, proclaimed through the gospel to all men,

so that this is the revelation of the mystery !

But the Apostle in such expressions seems al

ways to have in mind the extension of salvation

to the Gentiles, so that they become one body

with believing Jews (see Eph. iii. 3-9 ; Col. i. 26).

But the view we take of the connection prevents

our limiting the reference to this extension. —

Hath been kept in silence during eternal ages.

The thought is a common one in the Apostle's

writings. ' Eternal ages ' include all the ages of

human history, but also plainly suggest that eter

nal past when God formed his counsels of re

demption (Eph. i. 4). ' Since the world began '

(E. V.) needlessly limits the sense to the period

since the creation.

Ver. 26. But now is made manifest The em

phasis rests on ' made manifest ; ' the whole

thought is explanatory of the ' revelation of the

mystery,' and in contrast with the long silence

just spoken of (ver. 25). ' Now,' as usual, refers

to the period since the gospel was preached.

' Made manifest ' suggests the revelation of the

mystery made to the Apostles (comp. Eph. iii.

5); while 'is made known,' which all the rest of

the verse qualifies, points to the publication of

the mystery through preaching. The two expres

sions, however, are closely united by and (in the

original a conjunction used only to connect sim

ilar things).— Through prophetic Scriptures. This

is the first of four qualifying phrases joined with

1 is made known.' These point respectively to

(:) the means, (2) the cause, (3) the objects, and

(4) the aim of this publication. In the original

the order of (3) and (4) is inverted, to give that

emphasis to the universality of the proclamation

which befits the close of this Epistle. The ar

rangement of these phrases is not arbitrary.

'The prophetic Scriptures' were actually the

means employed in the universal diffusion of the

gospel. (The article is wanting. Comp. chap.

1. 2.) Until they were fulfilled the matter was

still a mystery, but Christ himself, as well as his

Apostles, used the Old Testament constantly to

teach evangelical truth. It is altogether unneces

sary to argue from this reference to the Old Tes

tament that the 'mystery' spoken of is exclu

sively the reception of the Gentiles. The entire

mystery of redemption could be made known

through the Old Testament, when once it had

been manifested to the inspired Apostles. Godet

labors to prove that New Testament prophetic

writings are here meant, but such a sense is not

obvious. In fact the statement that the mystery

had been kept in silence (ver. 5) seems to require

a reference to the Old Testament ; otherwise the

Apostle would have failed to give it the place in

this grand passage which it has everywhere else

in New Testament history and literature (see

again, chap. i. 2.) — According to the command

ment of the eternal God. The reference to the

Scripture naturally suggests God who spake

through the prophets. But it is not necessary to

take this phrase as subordinate to ' Scriptures ' ;

still less to make it parallel with ' according to '

in ver. 25. The publication of the gospel was by

Apostles who were fully persuaded that the same

God who spoke through the prophets had sent

them by specific commandment : comp. Matth.

xxviii. 19, 20, and the Apostle's language every

where. ' Eternal ' is appropriately used here,

f ince the whole passage has reference to what he

has disposed 'during eternal ages' as well as in

the present. — Unto all the nations. ' Unto ' here

points to the local extension of the gospel ; it

was made known so as to reach ' all the nations.'

(The introduction of this phrase opposes the lim

itation of ' mystery ' to the fact of the reception

of the Gentiles ; what was made known unto

them was the entire gospel mystery.) The uni

versal scope of the gospel has been the ground

tone of the whole epistle ; hence this phrase

stands last in the original, to give it due emphasis.

— Unto obedience of faith. Precisely as in chap,

i. 5 ; ' in order to produce obedience to faith,'

to make men become believers. The gospel

made known : by Divine authority, through re

corded prophecy now fulfilled, in order to make

men believe, and extended to all the nations. In

the mystery thus made known, which was really

the Apostle's gospel, God was able to stablish

them. Beginning with the form of a doxology to

this God of powerful helpfulness, he has so en

larged upon the method of His help as to render

a resumption necessary ; hence the difficulty of

the construction in ver. 27.

Ver. 27. To the only wise God, etc. We give

the literal rendering, which shows the difficult

construction. Efforts have been made to avoid

it by rejecting to whom ; but a due regard for ex

ternal authorities will not permit this. We re

gard the opening phrase as a resumption of the

doxology begun in ver. 25, and the relative as an

irregular construction. The difficult question

still remains : does ' to whom ' refer to ' the only

wise God,' or to ' Jesus Christ ? ' Explanations :

( 1.) It refers to God. This is grammatically most

probable, since otherwise the entire passage is

left without any logical form. A change of con

struction is common enough in Paul's writings ;

but we can hardly accept a logically incomplete

doxology. ' Through Jesus Christ ' may then be

explained as meaning that God through Christ

appears as the absolutely wise God (Meyer). We

indicate this connection by placing a semicolon

(instead of a comma) before the relative clause.

The view of the E. V. (and many older versions

and commentators), which joins 'through Jesus

Christ' with 'be the glory,' is opposed by the

presence of the relative. (2.} Many refer the dox

ology to Christ The Apostle might utter such

a doxology, but it seems harsh to turn the refer

ence from the leading Person in the entire pas

sage. (j.) Godet refers the relative to both God

and Christ urging that it is difficult to separate

them in a passage like this. In chap. i. 7, ' the

two substantives are placed under the govern

ment of one and the same preposition ; they

might therefore here be included in the same

pronoun.' Much such interpretation is precari

ous. The view of Meyer seems preferable.—

Be the glory forever. ' The glory,' which befits

Him (see chap. xi. 36). 'Be' is properly sup

plied, rather than ' is.' The latter would give a

true sense, but this is an ascription of praise.

The Apostle, who had dived so deeply into the

riches of the knowledge of God in Christ Jesus,

might well close such an Epistle by declaring that

God was revealed as absolutely wise through

Jesus Christ, and ascribe to Him, as such, the

glory forever. And when, through the preach

ing of Jesus Christ, according to this gospel, the

mystery of God's love in Jesus Christ shall be

make known unto all the nations, and they,

through the written revelation, become obedient

to faith ; then to Him at whose command the
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message is proclaimed, and who is therein re- labor for and await the final triumph of Him

vealed as the only wise God, to Him be the glory whose plan of saving grace is so fully set forth

forever. — Amen. They only say ' Amen ' who in this great Epistle.

Excursus on Chapters XV., XVI.

As already stated in the Introduction (p. 15), the integrity of the Epistle to the Romans has been

frequently discussed ; some rejecting chaps, xv., xvi. as un-Pauline, others denying their place in this

Epistle. The main reason for such discussions is found in the peculiar phenomena discoverable in

early manuscripts respecting the place of the concluding doxology.

I. The Textual Phenomena, (i.) The doxology is found at the close of chap, xvi., in H. B,

C, D. (four of the five earliest Greek manuscripts), in the Peshito, Vulgate, and other versions, and

in some Fathers. All recent critical editors accept this position. (2.) The verses stand immediately

after chap. xiv. 23, in L, most of the cursive Greek manuscripts, in several versions, and in six im

portant Greek fathers. This position was accepted by some textual critics of the last century, and

usually by those authors who deny the integrity of the Epistle. (3.) In A and a few cursives the

doxology occurs in both places. That it was repeated in the original letter is very improbable ; but

the existence of this repetition in so old a manuscript as A (fifth century), shows an early doubt as

to the true position. (4.) A later corrector of D, usually known as D3, marked these verses for eras

ure ; in F and G they do not occur, but a space has been left blank in chap. xiv. (not exactly at the

same point), as if with the design of inserting them. Marcion rejects them, and Jerome found a few

manuscripts which omitted them. (5.) No authorities omit chaps, xv., xvi.

II. The Genuineness of the Doxology. The variation in position calls for a satisfactory

explanation, but it is least of all accounted for by denying the genuineness of these verses. The

manuscript authority is overwhelming, and the internal evidence very strong. Although Paul's dox-

ologies are usually simple, at the close of this Epistle such a sentence as this need occasion no sur

prise. Moreover the expressions are Pauline, and the style precisely that which is found in passages

where he writes with his own hand. This he probably did in the case of this doxology.

III. The Genuineness of Chaps, xv., xvi. In the case of so long a passage, containing

so many personal details, the burden of proof rests with those who deny the genuineness. Hence

few critics have been bold enough to take a decided position against the Pauline authorship of the

chapters. (Baur is one of the few.) We may regard the genuineness as now universally accepted.

IV. The Destination of these Chapters. Here also the burden of proof rests with those

who deny the place of the chapters in the Epistle to the Romans.

1. The Roman Destination. The usual view is, that the Epistle was written originally and sent to

Rome in the full form, and that the doxology was displaced in some later copies. This displacement

may have been due to the habit of copying the Epistles for public reading, the final chapters being

omitted, as less suitable for this purpose in all the churches. It is objected that all the ancient lec-

tionaries contain these chapters. ' But the epoch when the omission of these two chapters would

have taken place is much earlier than the date of the collection of the pericopes which have been

preserved for us' (Godet). Other reasons have been assigned for the position of the doxology at

the close of chap. xiv. by those who accept the Roman destination of the concluding chapters. The

theory of Bishop Lightfoot, which is given in the Introduction, is the most plausible one, though it

seems to place too early the briefer form of the Epistle.

2. The non-Roman Destination. Here a number of conflicting theories have been suggested. The

view of Renan makes of these chapters a patch-work collection of the various personal and local

items written by the Apostle, but for different churches to which the Epistle was sent as an encycli

cal letter. Semler, Paulus, and many others, had previously suggested this composite character.

Admitting this theory, we give to each critic the liberty of dissecting the chapters and exercising

his ingenuity in disposing of the disjecta membra. ' Among all the reasons which are adduced in sup

port of these different opinions, none hold good, not even those which seem least founded upon mere

arbitrariness ' (Meyer). Most of these theories, however, agree in designating Ephesus as the place

for which these salutations (in whole or in part), were destined, assuming that Aquila and Priscilla

could not have been at Rome when this Epistle was written, but probably were at Ephesus. It is a

pure assumption. In their zeal for the gospel, these two could as readily go from Ephesus to Rome

as they had gone from Corinth to Ephesus (Acts xviii. 18, 19); especially as they had previously re

sided in Italy (Acts xviii. 2). The further assumption that Paul could not have had so many ac

quaintances in Rome, but would send greetings to many in Ephesus, scarcely deserves an answer.

The movement among the early Christians was very great. The classes to which they belonged were

great travellers. Every hint we have of the social life of the early Church sustains the probability

that the Apostle did know many Christians at Rome before he visited that city. The fact that he

wrote his longest Epistle to the congregation there is of itself a proof that personal ties were not

wanting. Here we may revert again to the list of names in chap. xvi. 1-16. Bishop Lightfoot's

comparison with the inscriptions in the excavated columbaria shows ' that the names and allusions

at the close of the Roman Epistle are in keeping with the circumstances of the metropolis in St.

Paul's day.' We therefore accept the integrity of the Epistle as one addressed to the Romans.

This is the only solution of the whole question which has positive evidence to support it, and it

agrees best with all the phenomena, external and internal, which enter into the discussion.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE

CORINTHIANS.

CORINTH.—The geographical position and physical configuration of this ancient

city might have enabled any one to predict for it a double distinction—that it

would become the great emporium of commerce between East and West, rising to

paramount importance among the cities of Greece ; and that it might be made a place

of great military strength. Built upon a narrow neck of land, and hence called the

Isthmus or ' neck ' of Corinth, its shores were washed by two seas—on the east by

the Crissaean Gulf or Gulf of Corinth (now the Gulf of Lepanto), and by the Saronic

Gulf on the west (now the Gulf of ^Egina). Thus, what the Isthmus of Suez now is

for transit between England and India—by which the storms of the Bay of Biscay are

avoided, the 'doubling of the Cape' rendered unnecessary, and a great distance

saved—such was the Isthmus of Corinth to ancient mariners, enabling them to

transport their merchandise between the East and the West, not only with much

more expedition, but without having to ' double ' the two southern capes of Greece,

whose seas were the terror of sailors in those days. In respect of military strength,

Corinth had from nature almost unequalled advantages ; and of these its builders

wisely availed themselves. They placed it about a mile and a half to the south of

the isthmus, on a rocky eminence two hundred feet above the sea-level. This

eminence formed part of the Onoean range of mountains which stretched across the

line of the Isthmus, and reached to the Saronic Gulf. Behind the city stood that

magnificent rock known as the citadel of Corinth, and called the Acrocorinthus,

nearly 1900 feet high, and whose sides are so precipitous that military men have pro

nounced it unequalled even by Gibraltar. To the west there ran from the city to the

Corinthian Gulf a double wall, a mile and a half long, terminating at a port called the

port of Lechaeum ; while to the east the city was connected with the seaport town of

Cenchreae (Rom. xvi. 1), on the Saronic Gulf, by a road of eight or nine miles in

length. Thus the Isthmus was, what Pindar calls it, 'the bridge of the sea;'1 and

Xenophon rightly calls it ' the bridge of the Peloponnesus,' as it formed the dividing

line between the northern division of Greece—or Hellas proper—and the southern

almost insular division, hence called the ' Peloponnesus "or ' island of Pelops ' (now

the Morea). Thus fitted as Corinth was to take a distinguished place among the

cities of Greece, alike for military and political influence, its rulers early saw that by

developing its commercial resources it might easily rise to be the wealthiest and most

powerful of the Grecian cities—a distinction of which, indeed, it had given early

promise, even from the time of its conquest by the Dorians, about a thousand years

before Christ, and actually reached some centuries later under the sway of Periander.

Its fortunes, however, fluctuated greatly in the succeeding centuries ; and when the

1 t«t.» y'ftf*, ffem. vi. 40 ; hthm. iii. 35. * r. n^irmU t»X«j, Ages. ii. t7.
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liberties of Greece were crushed by Philip of Macedon, B.C. 338, Corinth became

subject to the Macedonian kings, who took care to keep it always strongly garrisoned.

This galling yoke was broken, indeed, in the year b.c. 196, when Corinth was

re-united to the celebrated Achaean League ; but, though nominally free, it became

really subject to its Roman liberators. And when the League were foolish enough

to go to war with Rome, and even to maltreat the Roman ambassadors at Corinth,

which was the League's seat of government, the Achaean troops were easily defeated ;

and the Romans, under Lucius Mummius, their commander, in b.c 146, revenged

the insult with almost unparalleled barbarity—killing all the males, selling into

slavery the women and children, stripping the city of its immense wealth, and

carrying off its invaluable works of art. Having done this, the conquerors laid the

city in ashes, ' thus extinguishing ' (says Cicero) ' the light of all Greece/'or, as another

writer calls it, ' the head of Achaia, the glory of Greece.'' For a whole century

Corinth lay in this desolate state, with scarce anything to mark that architectural

beauty for which it had been renowned, save seven Doric columns, the remains of an

ancient temple. At length Julius Caesar—with that sagacity which marked all his

public actions, perceiving how much might be made of a spot so favoured by nature,

and having such traditional renown—determined, in the year B.C. 46, to found on it

a Roman colony, to be peopled, in the first instance, by his own veterans and freed-

men. By them the city was rebuilt, and soon grew to be something enormous ;

Greek merchants pouring into it to make it their home, while Jews were attracted to

it from its advantages for business and its proximity to their fatherland. In fact,

though it was constituted into a Roman colony, became the capital of the Roman

province of Achaia, and was governed by a Proconsul, residing at Corinth (Acts

xviii. 1 2, where that official is called ' the deputy ' in our Authorised Version)—the

Romans themselves were outnumbered in Corinth by their Greek and Jewish fellow-

citizens. The city now became wealthier than ever, its temples and civic buildings

glittered as of old, and the same luxury and vice for which it had become so

infamous of old, reappeared and flourished in all their ancient vigour. Accordingly,

as of old, when one would describe a person abandoned to sensuality, he or she would

be said to Corinthianize, to be a Corinthianizer, and in the case of a female, to be a

Corinthian girl. Even the detestable practice was kept up of consecrating a thousand

courtesans to the public worship of Aphrodite (Venus) in her temple. As for intellec

tual endowments, though Corinth seems never to have produced men of eminence, it

was vain of the patronage it bestowed on philosophy and rhetoric, and doated on

those distinguished for either whom it succeeded in attracting to it. Such was Corinth

when, in the year 51, our apostle first entered it; and what a sight must it have

presented to his eye !

Entrance of Christianity into Corinth.—Fresh from Athens, our apostle first

set foot in Corinth. The proud metropolis of intellectual culture had heard from his

lips a message of surpassing dignity—a message embodying truths as profound as

they were novel—but with philosophic indifference had allowed him to leave their

city without further inquiry. Would he fare any better in this money-making,

pleasure-loving, commercial metropolis? That remained to be seen. But he who

had already marched through violence and bloodshed from victory to victory in

Asia Minor, and now in Europe at Philippi and Thessalonica and Bercea, was not to

be daunted by Corinthian luxury any more than by Athenian indifference. So he

will feel his way, beginning, as usual, with ' the Jew first ' in the synagogue—reasoning

from Sabbath to Sabbath, ' persuading ' both the Jews and proselyte Greeks. On the

arrival of his colleagues, Silas and Timothy, from Macedonia, he seems to have

' Cic. Leg. Maui/. 5. * Flor. ii. 16, I.
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increased in boldness—' pressed in spirit,' but, according to the true reading, ' con

strained by the word' to ' testify to the Jews that Jesus was the Christ' (Acts xviii. 5).

This roused his opponents into such ' resistance and blasphemy,' that, seeing all hope

of making way in the synagogue to be hopeless, ' he shook off his raiment, saying,

Your blood be upon your own heads ; I am clean : from henceforth I will go unto

the Gentiles.' Accordingly, on leaving the synagogue, he entered into the house of a

certain man named Titus Justus, ' whose house joined hard to the synagogue,' and so

would be easily accessible to such of its frequenters as were still open to light ; while

Justus himself, being 'one that worshipped God'—a Gentile proselyte—his house

would be better suited for drawing a mixed audience than the synagogue itself.

The surprising result of this move soon appeared in no less a person than ' Crispus,

the ruler of the synagogue,' himself 'believing with all his house.' And not only so,

but ' many of the Corinthians hearing believed, and were baptized.' Cheering as

this must have been, there was vouchsafed to our apostle a richer encouragement

still. His glorified Lord appeared to him in a night vision, saying, ' Be not afraid, but

speak, and hold not thy peace ; for I am with thee, and no man shall set on thee to

hurt thee ; for I have much people in this city ' (Acts xviii. 9, 10). And he ' was not

disobedient unto the heavenly vision,' but 'dwelt there a year and six months,

teaching the Word of God among them.' Thus consolidated and trained, the Church

of Corinth became, of all the churches which owed their birth to our apostle, the

most important as well as most numerous—embracing within itself not only the little

daughter-church of Cenchrea (Rom. xvi. 1), the adjoining seaport town, but knots of

scattered Christians throughout ' all Achaia' (2 Cor. i. 1 ; 1 Thess. i. 8), and extend

ing probably to Athens itself. Though the members of this powerful church consisted

chiefly of the humbler classes ( 1 Cor. i. 26-29), it so roused the opposing Jews that they

tried to get the Proconsul to put the man down who had done it all, as a disturber of

the peace, ' persuading men to worship God contrary to the law.' In this, however,

they signally failed; and after some further stay, ' taking his leave of the brethren, he

set sail for Syria.'

Occasion of the First Epistle to the Corinthians.—Not long after our

apostle's departure, Corinth was visited by a preacher of one mind with him, but of a

very different type. And as it is important to know the source and character of that

difference, the singularly interesting account given of him in the Acts should be care

fully studied ' A certain Jew, named Apollos, born at Alexandria, an eloquent ' (or

learned) ' man, came to Ephesus, and he was mighty in the Scriptures. This man

had been instructed in the way of the Lord, and being fervent in the spirit, he spake

and taught carefully the things of Jesus,1 knowing only the baptism of John ' (Acts

xviii. 24, 25). Instructed in Christianity, probably, by some of John's disciples, his

knowledge would be imperfect ; and ' knowing only the baptism of John ' may mean

that he regarded Christianity from the Baptist's point of view, rather as the perfecting

of Judaism than as a provision for the salvation of a sinful world of Gentiles as well

as Jews. But, being ' fervent in the spirit and mighty in the Scriptures,' he poured

forth in the synagogue, according to his light, the truth he had received. Among his

audience at Ephesus was a distinguished couple,—Aquila and Priscilla,—who had

just come with Paul from Corinth, where they and he had lived together during all

the apostle's stay there. Thus, trained as none of the Christians of Ephesus had

been, they would be quick to perceive that, gifted as this new teacher was, there was

a certain imperfection in his views of the truth he was setting forth, the removal of

which would add greatly to his usefulness in the Christian cause, and give his preach-

1 So the true reading is.
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ing a new power. Accordingly, they ' took him unto them, and expounded unto him

the way of God more perfectly.' It says much for the humility and teachableness of

such a man, that he should have been content to sit at the feet of a Christian woman

and her husband > while opening to him what he had hitherto had no opportunity of

learning, while they, on their part, would doubtless lay the stress of what they ven

tured to press upon him on the superior teaching which they themselves had enjoyed

at Corinth. His views being thus enlarged, and his interest m Corinth excited by

the glowing picture doubtless given him by this couple of what the great apostle

had done for it, he resolved to visit it. So, ' when he was minded to pass over into

Achaia '—that is, to its capital, Corinth, almost due east from Ephesus by sea—' the

(Ephesian) brethren encouraged him, and wrote to the disciples to receive him.'

Perhaps the difference they had observed between the style of this gifted teacher and

that of their father in the faith, in their proclamation of their common message,

would seem fitted only to further the cause. And at first these expectations were

probably more than realized. For ' when he was come he helped them much who

had believed through grace ; for he powerfully confuted the Jews, and that publicly,

shewing by the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ' (Acts xviii. 27, 28).

But soon it proved the reverse. All unwittingly, Apollos was the occasion of

serious divisions. Speaking naturally in his own style, and putting forth all his

eminent gifts with the one object of commending Christ, one party was carried away

with the apparent resemblance of his style to that of the empty rhetoric to which they

had been accustomed in the pagan schools ; while those who valued more the truth,

that had made them what they now were, than the manner in which it had been

dealt out, were jealous for the reputation of their father in the faith. How long

Apollos stayed at Corinth we have no means of knowing ; for his name after this does

not occur in the Acts, nor is he mentioned anywhere else, with the exception of the

opening chapters of this First Epistle, on which we shall have occasion to comment

pretty fully, and once in the Epistle to Titus, asking him to set forward on their

journey Zenas the lawyer and Apollos. But we may safely say, that so long as he

remained at Corinth, that party spirit which was gathering strength under his ministry

would receive no countenance from one who would only regard it as a blight upon

the work that lay nearest his heart.

After his departure, however, it seemed to have assumed alarming proportions, and

to have come to a head, demanding apostolic interposition ; and besides this, there

were other alarming abuses calling for immediate attention and sharp correction.

Old Corinthian vices were reappearing ; questions of conscience touching the limits

of Christian freedom were leading to dangerous compromises on the part of some,

wounding the feelings and trying to the principles of others ; the spiritual gifts in

which that church abounded were degenerating into abuse ; the most sacred

institution of the Church of Christ was desecrated by the manner in which it was

observed ; unauthorized teachers were calling in question the apostolic authority of

1 ' A Christian woman and her husband,' we have said advisedly. For whereas in the first men

tion of this couple, in Acts xviii. 2, the husband is naturally placed first, in ver. 18 the order is

reversed ; and though this might have been accidental on the part of the historian, the woman is again

placed first in ver. 26 — according to the undoubtedly true text — and this precisely where the

delicate office of instructing that eminent teacher ' more perfectly in the way of the Lord ' is mentioned

as discharged by them ; and as the same order is observed in Rom. xvi. 3 and 2 Tim. iv. 19, there

can be no reasonable doubt that this was intentional, as indicating that the wife was the superior of the

two in intelligence and energy, and had in this case, perhaps, won upon Apollos by her superior tact

and lively sympathy with his position.
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the very founder of their church ; and to such an extent were pagan ideas creeping

in that the resurrection itself was by some among them openly explained away. No

wonder that our apostle at length proceeded to deal with evils so complicated and so

alarming, in a church that once had stood out as one of the brightest trophies of the

simple preaching of the Cross. This he would have the less scruple in doing, as

they themselves had written him, expressly asking instruction on some of the ques

tions which were perplexing them (i Cor. vii. i). Yet how repulsive the task, in some

features of it, and how deep the pain it cost him, he tells them touchingly :—' Out of

much affliction and anguish of heart I wrote unto you with many tears ' (2 Cor. ii. 4).

But what was drawn forth reluctantly by this church has been to the Christian

Church in all time of priceless value. For in the two Epistles to the Corinthians—

the earliest which the apostle wrote, with the exception of those to the Thessalonians

—we have what is to be found in none of the other Epistles, nor in all of them put

together. For here the curtain is drawn, and a state of things disclosed of a character

perfectly unique and pregnant with instruction of the most valuable kind. In view

of this Dean Stanley says with much truth : • The First Epistle to Corinth gives a

clearer insight than any other portion of the New Testament into the institutions,

feelings, and opinions of the Church of the earlier period of the apostolic age. It is

in every sense the earliest chapter of the history of the Christian Church.'

The Genuineness and Date ok the First Epistle to the Corinthians.—The

external evidence of its genuineness is quite decisive. Clement of Rome, in his Epistle

to the Corinthians (a.d. c. 95),1 expressly refers to it in chap, xlvii. as having brought

down upon them a rebuke for their dissensions about Paul and Apollos and Cephas ;

and in chap. xlix. he recurs to this, saying, ' Love knows no schisms, is not factious.'

Clear allusions are made to it by Ignatius to the Ephesians (c. 115), by Polycarp to the

Philippians (c. 150), and by Justin Martyr in his Dialogue with Trypho the Jew (c. 155).

The references to it in Irenaeus (c. 180-185), in Clement of Alexandria, and Tertullian

(c. 210), are still more explicit. But it is the internal evidence which has carried

conviction even to the most advanced of the negative school. Of all writers who

have handled this point, none has written with such force and felicity as Paley, in his

incomparable Horn Paulina, of which we here give one specimen, as it is peculiarly

to the purpose of this Commentary (abridging a few of the unimportant clauses) :—

' From chap. vii. 1 it appears that this letter was written in answer to one from them,

and that this and some following chapters are taken up in resolving certain doubts and

regulating certain points of order about which they had consulted him. This alone

is greatly in favour of the authenticity of the Epistle : for it must have been a far

fetched contrivance in a forgery, first to have feigned the receipt of a letter from them,

which letter does not appear, and then to have drawn up a fictitious answer to it,

relating to a great variety of doubts and inquiries, purely economical and domestic ;

and which, though likely enough to have occurred to an infant society, in a situation

and under an institution so novel as that of a Christian church then was, it must have

very much exercised the author's invention, and could have answered no imaginable

purpose of forgery, to introduce the mention of at all. Particulars of the kind we

refer to are such as the following : the rule of duty and prudence relative to entering

into marriage, as applicable to virgins, to widows ; the case of husbands married

to unconverted wives, of wives having unconverted husbands ; where the unconverted

party chooses to separate, where he chooses to continue the union ; the effect pro

duced by their conversion on their prior state, of circumcision, of slavery ; the eating

of things offered to idols, as it was in itself, as others were affected by it ; the joining

1 See Lightfoot's edition (1869), pp. 145, 150.

vol. m 11
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in idolatrous sacrifices ; the decorum to be observed in their religious assemblies, the

order of speaking, the silence of women, the covering or uncovering of the head, as

it became men, as it became women. These subjects, with their several s bdivisions,

are so particular, minute, and numerous, that, though exactly agreeable to the circum

stances of the persons to whom the letter was written, nothing, I believe, but the exist

ence and reality of those circumstances could have suggested to the writer's thoughts.'

To this we only add Meyer's remark, that the Epistle ' bears the most definite impress

of the peculiar spirit and tact of Paul, and displays the full power, art, and subtlety of

his eloquence.' No wonder, then, that only the most outrageous criticism has ever

ventured to impugn this Epistle.

As for the date, a comparison of the Epistle itself with corresponding passages in

the Acts of the Apostles fixes it very definitely. It must have been written near the

close of the third year of the apostle's stay at Ephesus, some time before Pentecost

(xvi. 8), and not improbably in the spring of the year, on the eve of the Passover

(v. 6-8). [The subscription at the close of the Authorised Version rests upon a

worthless tradition.]



THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE

CORINTH IANS.

Title. The most ancient Manuscripts of the New Testament place the

Pauline Epistles by themselves, under the general title of ' Epistles of Paul,'

[EniSTOAAl iiataot], each Epistle being headed simply by the name of

the party addressed. Thus : ' To the Corinthians—First ; To the Corinthians

—Second' [npos kopinqiots—a, b].

Chapter I. 1-9.

Address and Salutation— T/iankfulnessfor the Past, and Confidencefor

the Future.

1 T)AUL, "called to be an apostle of Jesus Christ1 * through "50!"-.'- »■

2 A the will of God, and c Sosthenes our* brother, unto the <-A«fXYiii.i7.

church of God which is at Corinth, to them that are * d sancti- <*ch. vi. n.

fied in Christ Jesus, * called to be saints, with all that in every » Rom. i. 7.

place •'call upon the name of Jesus Christ our Lord,' both • /Act. «. 14,

3 ' theirs * and ours : * Grace be unto you, and peace, from God f ch- viii. 6.

our Father, and from "' the Lord Jesus Christ.

4 'I thank my God always on your behalf, for the grace of «'Rom. i.8.

5 God which is 9 given you by * Jesus Christ ; that in every thing

ye are10 enriched by* him, in all * utterance, and in11 all know- JiCor.viu.?.
See xii. 8

6 ledge; even as 'the testimony of Christ was confirmed in /aTimAs.

7 you : so that ye come behind in no gift ; waiting for the

8 "coming" of our Lord Jesus Christ: who shall also " con- «■; ti**. i.7
0 i » n Phil. 1, 6.

firm you unto the end, that ye may be blameless in the day ° °>l- '• **■

9 of our Lord Jesus Christ. God is 'faithful, by whom ye were *Phii. i. 6.

called unto " ' the fellowship of his Son Jesus Christ our Lord, t » Jo. 1 3. ?■

1 Christ Jesus

4 our Lord Jesus Christ

* was

11 revelation

2 our
s omit to them that are

6 their Lord 7 omit from

10 were ll omit in

5 omit both

9 in

u into

Ver. 1. Paul. The Hebrew family name Saul twice, where he himself has occasion to report the

was changed into this Roman form probably at or never-to-be-forgotten words addressed to him from

about the time when the incident occurred in con- heaven on his way to Damascus (Acts xxii. 7,

nection with which it is first mentioned (Acts xxvi. 14), and in the historian's narrative of that

xiii. 9) ; nor does the old name ever reappear save scene (chap. ix. 4). Jerome's explanation of
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the change, as designed to commemorate the con

version of Sergius Paulus (De vir. illustr. c. 5),

though approved by good critics from Augustin

downwards, is surely far-fetched. That it was

suggested by the diminutiveness or insignificance

of his personal appearance (such as tradition repre

sents him) one wonders that any should suppose ;

for though, to any one who understood Latin, the

coincidence would occur, it could not have been

intended to express it. But since to Gentile ears

the Hebrew name would easily pass into the

smoother Roman form, no further explanation

seems necessary. — called to be an apostle, ap

parently when first called to discipleship (comp.

Acts xxvi. i6-t8 with 1 Cor. ix. I and xv. 18),

though it was not till events put it beyond all

doubt that his apostolic calling was publicly recog

nised. Some prefer to translate ' a called apostle ; '

but in the very next verse—where we have the

similar phrase, 'called to be saints '—that rendering

would be unsuitable.—of Christ Jesus. Once for

all we here note that what appears the true order

of these words in this verse is the apostle's usual

style ; though in such cases the mss. vary so much

that certainty is not always attainable.—through

the will of God. Not in contrast with ' the false

apostles ' referred to in 2 Cor. xi. 13 ; for the

same phrase, and in the same connection, is found

where no such contrast can be supposed (Eph.

L 1 ; Col. i. 2 ; 2 Tim. i. 1). Rather, it is to

bring to the front at once that official authority

which he had to exercise in disposing of the diffi

cult and delicate questions about which the Cor

inthians had consulted him, and which required

to be firmly dealt with. — and Sosthenes, our

brother [Gr. the brother]. Was this that ruler of

the synagogue at Corinth who had dragged the

apostle himself before Gallio the Roman pro

consul, and who, when that official refused to

meddle with the case, as beyond his jurisdiction,

was set upon and roughly handled by the Jews

even before the judgment-seat (Acts xviii. 12-17) ?

Some critics think this all but incredible. But

since the name of this ' brother ' occurs nowhere

but in an Epistle addressed to these same Corin

thians, as of one they were familiar with, and

since it is often the most violent opposers of the

truth who, when once won to it, become, like our

apostle himself, its most zealous promoters, we

cannot but judge that they are one and the same

person. And was not the example of so notable

a convert as ' Crispus, the ruler of the synagogue, '

going before (Acts xviii. 8) fitted to make an im

pression on his successor in office ? If we are right

in our impression, this Sosthenes would be to our

apostle, in a very tender sense, ' a brother beloved. '

—Ver. 2. sanctified in Christ Jesus; through

living union with the Fountain of Holiness in His

Person. — called to be saints ; not in the mere

external sense of Matt. xx. 16, but (as the word is

always used in the Pauline Epistles) in that inward,

efficacious, saving sense which invariably issues in

the cordial reception of the Gospel message : as in

Rom. viii. 30, ' Whom He called, them He also

justified ; and whom He justified, them He also

glorified.'—with all that call upon, or 'invoke,'

the name of oar Lord Jesus Christ To get

rid of the natural sense of these words, which

holds forth our Lord Jesus Christ as an Object of

worship, a passive sense has been put upon them,

as if the meaning were ' who are called by the

name of Christ ; and we are referred to Acts

xv. 7 and James ii. 7, where the sense is undoubtedly

passive. But in these two places it is the connec

tion which fixes the sense, whereas here, and in a

multitude of other places, the middle sense of the

verb ' call ' (' calling on ' or ' invoking ') is plainly

intended. See Acts ix. 14, 21, xxii. 16 ; Rom.

x. 12, 13, 14; 2 Tim. ii. 22; 1 Pet. i. 17. In

the Old Testament the identical Hebrew phrase

(as also in the LXX. Greek), ' to call on the name

of Jehovah,' means, as every one knows, ' to

invoke ' or ' worship Jehovah. ' When, then, we

find a phrase already so familiar and so dear to

devout Jewish ears transferred to Christians, defin

ing them as 'callers upon,' 'invokers,' or 'wor

shippers of Christ—and this incorporated among

the household words of the churches—what can we

conclude but that the first Christians were taught

to regard their Master as the rightful Heir, in

humanflesh, ofall the worship which the ancient

Church had been trained jealously to render to

Jehovah alone f Some critics think to evade this

by saying that since this worship is always under

stood to be rendered " to theglory ofGod the Father"

(as in Phil. ii. 10), it is meant not of absolute but

relative worship. But not to say that the New

Testament knows nothing of two kinds of worship,

the question is not, In what relation does the Son

stand to the Father in this worship ? That relation

is internal, Personal, and (to all created intelligence

probably) unfathomable. But the one real ques

tion is, What is that worship itselft and if it is

precisely what is peremptorily forbidden to be

offered to any creature, the New Testament must

be held to teach the proper Personal Divinity of

Christ. — Ver. 3. Grace unto you and peace.

What in the Old Testament is called 'mercy,' is in

the NewTestament expressed by thericher and more

comprehensive term 'grace,'—that Divine affection

whence flows all salvation to Adam's fallen family

(Eph. ii. 10). The first result of this, when it

enters any soul, is ' peace. ' And here both these

are solicited for the Corinthian converts, from God

our Father—as the primal Fountain, and the

Lord Jesus—as the mediatorial Channel of these

precious gifts ; and by coupling both Persons in

one and the same invocation, their equality in the

Godhead is brightly confirmed.

Ver. 4. I thank myGod always . . . for the grace

. . . given you in Jesus Christ (cf. ver. 2, "Sancti

fied in Christ Jesus "). But lest it should seem

strange that a Church so rich in ' grace ' should

be so severely blamed as in the sequel of this

Epistle, the apostle is careful to specify what he

refers to—namely, certain gifts which are all too

compatible with a low-toned moral and spiritual

character.—Ver. 5. that in everything ye are

enriched ... in all utterance ( Gr. ' word '), or

aptitude to give utterance to divine truth.—and all

knowledge, orapprehension of the truth (see 2 Cor.

viii. 7, xi. 6).—Ver. 6. even as the testimony of

Christ was confirmed in you, by its marvellous

transformation ofone of the unlikeliest communities

(2 Cor. iii. 1-3).—Ver. 7. so that ye come behind

in no gift ; waiting for the revelation of our

Lord Jesus Christ. Thefaith of His first coming,

to put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself, and the

hope of His second appearing without sin unto

salvation to them that look for Him—these were

the two wings on which Christians were taught to

mount up as eagles in their spiritual life (I Thess.

i. 8-10).—Ver. 8. who shall also confirm yon unto

the end. . . unreproveablu in the day of our Lord
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Jeans Christ, the decisive day of His second ticipation of Him, in all His fulness (see Gr. of

coming (Rom. ii. 16 ; 2 Cor. v. 10).—Ver. 9. God Rom. xv. 6 ; 2 Cor. ix. 13 ; Heb. xiii. 16).

is faithful, to do this (Rom. viii. 30 ; 1 Thess. These preliminaries disposed of, the Epistle now

v. 23, 24 ; Phil. i. 6).—by whom ye were called proceeds to deal successively with the topics

into the fellowship of His Son Jesus Christ which had called for it. The first topic occupies

Not into fellowship with Him, but into the par- the four opening chapters.

FIRST TOPIC—DIVISIONS I.-IV.

Chapter I. 10-31.

The Glory of Christ obscured by Divisions.

10 \T OW I beseech you, brethren, by ' the name of our Lord

i. ^1 Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same thing, and that

there be no "divisions among you ; but that ye be * perfectly jS}-,™;;18-

joined together in the same mind and in the same judgment.

1 1 For it hath been declared ' unto me of you, my brethren, by

them which are of the house of Chloe, that there are c conten- ' Ch- '"■ 3-

\2 tions among you. Now this I say,' that every one of you

saith, I am of Paul ; and I of Apollos ; and I of Cephas ; and

1 3 I of Christ. d Is Christ divided ? was Paul crucified for you ? dCt>- *"■ 5

14 or were ye baptized 'in * the name of Paul ? I thank God that ' "att- xxviii-

15 I baptized none of you, but -^Crispus and ^Gaius; lest any5 ^r^""'' 8

16 should say that I had baptized in* mine own name. And I

baptized also the * household of Stephanas: besides, I know *Ch- "•• «*

17 not whether I baptized any other. For Christ sent me ' not to '*<*»*• A

baptize, but to preach the gospel : not * with * wisdom of words, *ca- "■ «■ 4-

lest the cross of Christ should be made of none effect.7

18 For the preaching8 of the cross is 'to them that perish* '»Osr.H.ij.

foolishness ; but unto us which are saved l0 it is "the power of wRom' «6-

19 God. For it is written, " I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, »i«». xxix.14.

and will bring to nothing the understanding of the prudent.11

20 * Where is I2 the wise ? where is " the scribe ? where is v the dis- "Is»- *'*• •*■

puter of this world ? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of

2 1 this " world ? For after that in the wisdom of God the world

^by" wisdom knew not God, it pleased God by the foolishness >£«».!.«,

22 of'4 preaching to save them that believe. For16 'the Jews require 7Matt.xii.3i

23 a sign, and the 'Greeks seek after wisdom: but we preach * Christ reus. 1,4,13

crucified, unto the Jews a stumblingblock, and unto the Greeks

24 foolishness ; but unto them which are called, both Jews and

Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the wisdom of God.

25 Because the foolishness of God is wiser than men ; and the

weakness of God is stronger than men.

1 through ' signified ' mean * into * add one

• in 7 made void 8 word ' are perishing

|n being saved n and the prudence of the prudent will I reject " is

13 the H *.hroyj;h its 15 prefix the 16 Seeing that
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26 For ye see " your calling, brethren, how that ' not many wise < J£ ™g48;

men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are

27 called: but "God hath chosen u the foolish things of the world "JJj^**1

to confound the" wise; and God hath chosen18 "the weak "^'^ s^'ss-

things of the world to confound " the things which are mighty ;

28 and " base things of the world, and " things which are ""despised, *•>* Cor. «. .0.

hath" God chosen," yea, and" 'things which are not, to bring **>-."• '?■

29 to nought*1 things that are: 'that no flesh should glory in his ^g™;.™- 27>

30 presence." But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is "£'•;*" ;

made unto us 'wisdom," and "righteousness, and 'sanctifica- JnTb."^. »:

31 tion, and 'redemption: that, according as it is written, rfHe * '

that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord.

17 behold '" chose u to put to shame them that are

10 put to shame 21 prefix the " did 3S choose ** before God

15 was made unto us wisdom from God

30, 38, 39.

d jcr. ix. 33.

Summary. ' I beseech you, study unity. In

stead of this, I hear ye are ranging yourselves

into schools and parties, each contending for its

favourite preacher as if your salvation hung upon

him. Thus is the glory of Christ obscured—the

attention which ought to be directed to Him being

drawn away to the preacher of Him. For myself

fearful of such a result, I have studiously eschewed

every art that might fascinate you with the servant

rather than the Master. And though knowing

right well that since the cross of Christ is distasteful

to the natural man, alike in Jew and Gentile, the

ranks of the Church would be filled for the most

part from those who are of no account in the world,

I knew also that its Divine power to transform

and ennoble all who receive it would thus be only

more signally displayed, and glory only more mani

festly accrue to God.'

The evil done by undue exaltation ofpreachers,

10-17.

Ver. 10. I beseech you ... by the name of

our Lord Jesus Christ—a touching appeal at the

outset to that Name which is above every name,

not to let any other name eclipse it, by making it

a rallying point around which to gather.—that . . .

there be no divisions among yon (Gr. ' schisms ')

—not in the modem sense of that word, implying

outward Church rupture, but in the sense rather of

' schools ' of religious thought, feeling, or taste,

occasioned by attaching undue importance, or

giving undue prominence to particular truths, or

particular ways of conceiving them, to peculiari

ties of the preacher, and such like.—that ye be

perfectly joined together in the same mind and

. . . judgment—not as if all must view everything

alike, but that all should look at Divine truth

with that simplicity of mind and heart which

would secure unbroken harmony amidst that diver

sity in the shades of thought and feeling which

constitutional diversity and different training never

fail to beget. This is that ' like - mindedness '

which we find elsewhere commended, as in Rom.

xv. 2, Phil. ii. 2, and which, next to truth itself,

is of priceless value, alike in churches, in fami

lies, and in all kinds of society.—Ver. 1 1. For it

hath been declared unto me ... by them ... of

Chloe — members either of her family or of her

household ; she herself being otherwise unknown,

though no doubt occupying a prominent position

in the Church of Corinth.—that there are con

tentions among you—the nature of which is next

explained.—Ver. 12. Now this I mean, that each

one . . . sai th, I am of Paul ; and I of Apolios ; and

I of Cephas—the Aramaic name given to Simon

when first called (John i. 43), its Greet equivalent

being Petros, both words meaning 'rock,' or 'stone. '

Singularly enough, in the three other places of this

Epistle where he is mentioned, this Aramaic form,

' Cephas,' is used (iii. 22, ix. 5, xv. 5), not ' Peter ;'

and in Galatians also it is four times used (i. 18,

ii. 9, 11, 14).—and I of Christ.

Note.—These few words have given rise in Ger

many to a prodigious deal of speculation, and been

made the basis of a new theory even of Chris

tianity itself, as well as of the date, objects, and

credibility of several of the books of the New

Testament. In combating these wild theories,

great research, learning, and ability have been

called forth. But, after all, the question, ' What

are the divisions here referred to ? ' may be brought

within very narrow limits. That ' Paul,' 'Apollos,'

' Cephas,' and ' Christ' were meant to represent

four distinct and conflicting Christianities is demon

strably false. First, as to ' Paul ' and ' Apollos,'

is it credible that he who said that even an angel

from heaven would deserve to be accursed who

should preach a different Gospel from his own

(Gal. i. 8, 9), and who to these very Corinthians

denounced the corrupters of the Gospel as ' minis

ters of Satan ' (2 Cor. xi. 2-4, 13-15), would say

of Apollos that he only ' watered what he himself

had 'sown' at Corinth (iii. 6), and would hold

him up as one of Christ's gifts to the Church (iii.

21-23) ? Apollos, too, had come to Corinth fresh

from the teaching of Priscilla and Aquila (Acts

xviii. 24-28), whom Paul calls his 'helpers in

Christ Jesus ' (Rom. xvi. 3) ; and did he come to

contradict what he had just been taught ? Wherein,

then, did Paul and Apollos differ? They differed

in their mode of setting forth the same truths.

Paul so dreaded the passion for the - ' wisdom '

which reigned at Corinth — a wisdom which

sacrificed su'jstance to form — that he resolved
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to eschew all oratorical art, determining to ' know

nothing' at Corinth 'save Jesus Christ and Him

crucified.' And so sensitive was he on this point

that he was with them ' in weakness and in fear

and in much trembling.' But Apollos, an Alex

andrian Jew, a learned man, and probably well

acquainted with Alexandrian philosophy and

rhetoric, would bring to Corinth no mean gifts ;

and being ' mighty in the Scriptures ' and ' fervent

in spirit —not to say in the glow of newly-dis

covered views of the truth — would naturally

throw into his expositions and appeals some of

those very qualities which Paul had eschewed.

Certainly his entrance made a great impression,

for he 'helped them much which had believed

through grace, powerfully confuting the Jews, and

that publicly, showing by the Scriptures that Jesus

was the Christ ' (Acts xviii. 27, 28). Perhaps he

deemed it right — ' becoming all things to all

men, that by all means he might gain some'—

to give free scope to all his gifts and culture in

the service of the truth. In this case it is easy to

see how a one-sided admiration of the man might

spring up, and a contrast be drawn to the dis

advantage and disparagement of their father in the

faith. In reply to this it might have been said,

with much truth, that the method of Apollos, had

the ground been first broken by him, would pro

bably have yielded no fruit, and that all his success,

under the great Husbandman, was owing to the

Cund having been first broken roughly and tremu-

sly by him whom some were beginning to dis

parage. But Paul had his advocates at Corinth,

jealous for their father in the faith, whose vast

range of thought and wonderful insight into Scrip

ture would be held up, perhaps, with as much of

a party spirit as in 'those who cried up Apollos.—

Next, as to ' Cephas,' it is true that Paul had once

a dispute with him (Gal. ii. u-16) ; but this had

to do with his acting, not at all with his teaching ;

or, rather, that while his teaching was right, his

acting on a certain occasion had not been in accord

ance with it, but had been too much of a trimming

character.1 The whole difference, intellectual and

theological, between these two great apostles—

over and above method, form, and style—lay in

their point of view and breadth of conception.

The natural gifts of the one towered far above

those of the other, and even of most men ; and

the former had a varied training and wide oppor

tunities which the latter never enjoyed. As Peter's

one theme was ' Jesus as the Christ ' of the Old

Testament, so his labours were almost exclusively

among the Jews. Indeed, on one occasion, when

ministering to a whole company of Gentile con

verts, and baptizing them without circumcision,

he seemed out of his proper element, and after

wards apologised for what he had done as a thing

forced on him by Divine direction. In his speeches

and in his Epistles we find no Pauline breadth of

view and no Apollonian grace of method ; but we

do find in his speeches a grand simplicity and

directness of manner, a concentration of thought,

and a heroism of character ; and in his First Epistle

such a chastened and unctuous spirit as has made

it dear to everyChristian heart ; while in his Second

we find all his early fire kindling up afresh as he

writes of those who, at that later stage of the

Church, were undermining its faith and staining

' We waive all reference to Peter's high encomium on Paul,

a Pet. iii. 15, 16, as that Epistle is rejected as spurious by

those whom we here combat.

its purity. Such a type of Christianity—so distinct

from that both of Paul and Apollos—would make

the name of this apostle and the character of his

ministry well enough known at Corinth, though,

up to this time at least, he had never been there.

Still we hardly think there is ground to conclude

that there was an actual Cephas-party at Corinth.

It remains only to ask, Was there a Christ-party

there ? That amidst the dissensions in that Church

some would lift up an indignant protest against all

such partisanship, as obscuring the glory of the

one Master, is conceivable enough ; nor is it im

probable that some of these might hold up Christ's

personal teaching in contrast with that even of His

apostles. But in the absence of even a hint that

such a party did exist (which 2 Cor. x. 7 has been

groundiessly thought to point to), we cannot regard

it as having a shadow of probability. To us, in

short, it appears that the Corinthians ranged them

selves under two names only, their first and second

teachers, to whom respectively they owed the exist

ence and the consolidation of their Church ; that

' Cephas ' is introduced only to vary the illustra

tion ; and that ' Christ ' is added to crown the

absurdity of such mischievous partisanship. In

deed, such disputes only too readily spring up still

in churches with distinguished but differently gifted

preachers.

Ver. 13. Is Christ divided J » The point of

this question does not lie in the rending of the

Church (as is the view of Estius, Olshausen, etc. ),

nor in the dividing of Christ Himself into parts

(Osiander, Alford, etc.), but it is whether Christ

divides with His own preachers the honour of

being Lord and Master of the converts.—was

Paul crucified for you ? or were ye baptized into

the name of Paul? Here the apostle, purposely

sinking Apollos and Cephas, puts himself modestly

in the forefront to expose the repulsiveness as well

as absurdity of the thought which alone could

justify such exaltation of men. (Note here the

place assigned to the Cross, as the central and

vital feature of Christ's work ; ' baptism into ' His

name simply setting its seal to this.)—Ver. 14. I

thank God (it was so ordered) that I baptized

none of you save Crispus—' the ruler of the syna

gogue ' (Acts xviii. 8) ; an event in the Jewish

community at Corinth of such importance as to

justify a deviation from his usual practice of bap

tizing by deputy. On the same principle Peter

seems to have acted on one memorable occasion

(Acts x. 48).—and Gains. We read of a Gaius,

or Caius, of Macedonia (Acts xix. 29), of Derbe

(Acts xx. 4), and of Corinth (here), under whose

roof the Epistle to the Romans was written (Rom.

xvL 23). The Third Epistle of John also is ad

dressed 'to Gaius the beloved.' The two last, if

we may judge from the uncommon hospitality

ascribed to them, seem to be identical ; and pos

sibly all four were the same person.—Ver. 15. lest

any one should say that ye were baptized into my

name. Thankful he is that he is able to give them

undeniable proof of the absence of all self-seeking

on his part, little thinking when at Corinth that

he should ever have occasion to recall the fact.—

Ver. 16. And I baptized . . . any other—' I am

' Lachmann points this clause indicauvely—' Christ is

divided '—and Meyer. Stanley, and Alford assent to this ;

because (as they hold), if the sense had been interrogative,

the negative particle n* should have preceded. But this U

disproved by chap. x. 23 and a Cor. iii. 1, where in the first

of two questions, to which a negative answer is expected,

this particle is not inserted.
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wrong; I did baptize one other family, that of

Stephanas ; but if I baptized any more it has

escaped me.' The easy freedom with which this

is expressed is plainly intentional, to show how

insignificant he all along held such a circumstance

to be.—Ver. 17. For Christ gent me not to bap

tize, bat to preach the gospel.

Note.—Would the apostle have so written if in

and by baptism a new life were imparted to the

soul ? It is no answer to this to say that the agent

is of no consequence ; it is the ordinance itself :

for it is the comparative unimportance of the ordi

nance itself which is thus emphatically expressed.

Adult believers are indeed said to ' wash away

their sins' in baptism (Acts xxii. 16), and to be

baptized into newness of life ( Rom. vi. 3-6) ; but

since believing always came first, and it was in

believing that they received their new life (John

xx. 31 ; Eph. i. 13),—and Peter grounded the

right of Cornelius and his company to be baptized

upon their having already received the Holy Ghost

as well as themselves who were Jewish believers

(Acts x. 47, 48),— it is perfectly clear, unless we

are to put the effect for the cause, that the baptism

of adults could only be said to ' wash away their

sins ' and impart new life, as a symbolical expres

sion and open declaration that they were believers

first (Acts ii. 41), and as such already in a state of

reconciliation and newness of life. This alone

explains the minimizing and almost contemptuous

way in which baptism—albeit a Divine ordinance

—is here referred to.

The injury done to the Cross by human wisdom,

'7-3»-

Ver. 17. not in wisdom of words, lest the

cross of Christ should be made void. Thus

easily, in the middle of a verse, does the apostle

here slide into the great theme of this and the

three following chapters, namely, the place which

' Christ crucified ' should hold in the esteem of all

who believe, forgetfulness of which was the cause,

as a due regard to it would be the effectual cure,

of all their miserable dissensions. ' Wisdom of

word ' here comprehends more than the mere

rhetorical tricking out of the message, indeed, more

or less of the substance of the message itself, as

will presently appear. To a people thoroughly

vitiated in their taste, to what temptation would

the preacher of the Gospel be more open than

that of shading off those features of it which are

repulsive to the pride of the heart, and of urging

the reception of it rather on the ground of its own

' sweet reasonableness ' than of its being an autho

ritative message from heaven, as on Mars hill the

apostle dealt it forth at Athens.—Ver. 18. For

the word of the cross is to them that are perish

ing—that are pursuing a course ' whose end is

destruction '—foolishness. For if to bid them

change their whole course of life would startle

them, to expect them to do it by believing in one

who died a malefactor's death would seem nothing

less than sheer absurdity.—but unto us who are

being saved—in the sense of Acts ii. 40, 44 (and

see 2 Cor. ii. 15), it is the power of God—

divinely efficacious. Yes, the Gospel attracts or

repels, is embraced or rejected, according to the

standard by which it is judged and the object

in life of those who hear it. This is the great

lesson of the parable of the Sower ; and see John

v. 44, vii. 17, xii. 42, 43.—Ver. 19. For it is

written (Isa. xxix. 14, nearly as in LXX.), I will

destroy the wisdom of the wise, and the prudence

of the prudent will I reject. The ' wise ' are those

who pride themselves on their insight, their capacity

to search into principles, their speculative attain

ments; the ' prudent ' pique themselves on their

shrewdness, as men ofaffairs, their sharp-wittedness

or sagacity ; a distinction familiar alike to the

Greek thinkers and to Jewish moralizers (see Matt.

xi. 25). God's purpose to expose the insufficiency

of both these, as a cure for the maladies of our

fallen nature and a guide to happiness, is variously

held forth in the Old Testament (see Isa. viii. 20,

xxix. 14, here quoted ; Jer. viii. 9, ix. 23, 24, etc. ) ;

but it is only in the Gospel of Christ that this is

done effectually and once for alL—Ver. 20. Where

is the wise ?—in general ; but particularly, where

is the scribe t—to whom the Jew looks up for

wisdom ; where is the disputer of this world ?—

to whom the Greek defers.—hath not God made

foolish the wisdom of the world?1—Ver. 21. For

seeing that in the wisdom of God the world by

wisdom knew not God, Full time and swing He

gave it, to try what it could do for humanity,

before disclosing His own sovereign remedy ; and

it was only when it failed to find any clear light,

and get any solid footing on the most elementary

of all religious truths, and the knowledge of God

Himself (Rom. i. 21, 23, 28; Acts xvii. 23, 27),

that it pleased God by the foolishness of the

preaching—meaning the message itself, the thing

preached—to save them that believe—for in the

believing reception of it lies its whole saving

efficacy.—Ver. 22. Since the JewB ask for signs

and the Greeks seek after wisdom.' The Jews,

when our Lord was on earth, clamoured for 'signs'

—supernatural attestation of His claims ; but the

more they got of them, the less they were satis

fied ; contrariwise, the Greeks looked with philo

sophic indifference on the whole field of the

supernatural, regarding even the resurrection of

Christ as adding but one more to the already

plentiful stock of childish fables, fit only for the

vulgar. Give us 'wisdom,' was their cry—any

thing that will carry its own evidence on its

face. Nor was this state of things a peculiarity

of that time. Every age has its 'Jews' and its

' Greeks '—its blind devotees of supernatural inter

position and its self-sufficient worshippers of human

reason.—Ver. 23. but we preach Christ crucified,

unto the Jews a stumbling-block, and unto the

Gentiles foolishness.—Ver. 24. but unto them

which are (internally and efficaciously) called,

both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God,

and the wisdom of God—a power by Jews never

dreamt of, and a wisdom unimagined by the

subtlest Greeks. And if so, why need the preacher,

to please the Jew, hide the obnoxious features of

his message, and to feed the intellectual pride of

the Greek laboriously strive to show how rational

the Gospel is ?—Ver. 25. Because the foolishness

of God (in the doctrine of the Cross) is wiser than

(the wisdom of) men ; and the weakness of God

(in the Gospel) is stronger than (the strength of)

men. It is the ram's-horn which throws down the

walls of Jericho, the jawbone of an ass which

slays its thousand men, and the sling and the

* The scholar will observe that two Greek words are here

translated by the same word ' world ;' the former expressing

the world in respect of its Tripling; character, the latter

the sphere itself in which that character is displayed.

3 lite absence of the Grtek article here denotes the class,

but in such cases the insertion of the article is more suited

to the English idiom.
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stone which lays low alike the giant power and

wisdom of men.

Is proof wanting? Look, says the apostle, at

the classes whence its conquests aie chiefly gained.

—Ver. 26. For behold your calling, brethren,1

how that not many wise men after the flesh,

not many mighty, not many noble, are called.

—Ver. 27. but God chose the foolish things of

the world that he might put to shame them

that are wise. There is here a significant transi

tion from the neuter of the one class to the mas-

culine of the other, to express a passage from the

contemptible to the esteemed.—and God chose

the weak things of the world that he might put

to shame the things that are strong.—Ver. 28.

and the base things of the world, and the

things that are despised, did God choose, yea,

and the things that are not,—or as we might say,

'the nothings,'—to bring to nought the things

that are. Five times in succession is the neuter

gender purposely used here—the foolish things,

the weak things, the base things, the despised

things, the no-things,—emphatically to hold forth

and reiterate the mean condition of the generality

of converts, as persons of no culture, of no weight,

of no account in any respect—in fact, mere no

bodies. And is not this the history of all the early

triumphs ofChristianity? And with what design?—

Ver. 29. that no flesh should glory before God.

This has been all along the design ofGod in the erec

tion and growth of His kingdom ofgrace (Jer. ix. 23 ;

Horn. iii. 27 ; Eph. ii. 8, 9) ; and in the first con

quests of the Gospel He kept this end specially in

view. No doubt, when once gained to Christ, the

rich, the mighty, and the noble were quite as ready

to cast their crowns at His feet as the poorest,

weakest, rudest of this world ; and in doing so,

they made a sacrifice proportionably nobler. But

bad the early converts been chiefly drawn from

such influential classes, would not the triumphs of

Christianity have been set down rather to the rank,

power, and culture which it had contrived to draw

within its pale than to the Divine power residing

in and going along with the message itself? Now

it was to preclude all such surmises that, by a

Divine ordination, the bulk of the converts in

every church and for a long time consisted of the

1 This imperative rendering is preferable to the indica

tive of our Authorised Version : ' Ye see.' It is the peculiar

usage of the New Testament, and it is thrice so used in this

•ery Epistle.

despised classes, that none might have even a pre

text for glorying before God.—Ver. 30. But of

him are ye in Christ Jesus, who was made unto

us wisdom from God,1 both righteousness, and

sanctification, and redemption.

Thus reads this great statement, to catch the

true sense of which requires careful attention. It

is not Jour co-ordinate blessings which the apostle

says ' Christ is made unto us '—as our Authorised

Version represents it, and most modem interpre

ters understand it. On the contrary, ' wisdom '

stands out here by itself, as all-comprehensive—as

the one thing which Christ is " made unto us from

God " in contrast with all boasted human wisdom.

But that we may see how comprehensive this gift

is, the apostle makes it branch out into three

divisions, corresponding to the three great stages

of our whole salvation:—(1) 'righteousness,'

which brings us into a right relation to God ; (2)

sanctification, embracing our whole progres

sive transformation into the image of God ; and

(3) that in which this at length culminates, re

demption from all the effects of the fall in soul

and body onwards to final glory. All this, ' Christ

is made unto us from God,' thus precluding all

boasting. Still, had it been left wholly to our

selves to receive or reject it, the thought might

have crept into the proud heart, that after all, in

the last instance, 'salvation is of him that willeth'

—a thought repudiated in Rom. ix. 16. But to

cut off even this last refuge of human pride, the

statement opens with these words : ' Of Him arc

ye in Christ Jesus;' that is to say, it is not by a

self-originated act that any one is ' in Christ,' and

so partaker of His fulness, but by an immediate

Divine operation upon the soul that this vital

union is effected, and that in virtue of it, He is

' made unto us wisdom ' in its threefold provision

of ' righteousness, and sanctification, and redemp

tion.' And the grand design of this entire exclu

sion of human merit is,—Ver. 31. that according

as it is written (Jer. ix. 23, abridged), He that

glorieth, let him glory in the Lord. Well may

we ask with the apostle elsewhere, ' Where is boast

ing, then ? It is excluded. By what law—on what

principle? Why, on every principle, and at every

avenue, by this method of peerless wisdom.'

1 This is beyond doubt the correct order of the original

words, and it is only when they are read in this order that

the true sense comes clearly out.

A

Chapter II. 1-5.

The Cross the one Tlieme of his own Preaching at Corinth.

ND I, brethren, when I came to you, came not with excel

lency of speech or of "wisdom, declaring1 unto you the «v<** 4 .3.

2 testimony of God. For I determined not to know any thing

3 among you, save * Jesus Christ, and him crucified. And I was »GaLvi 1+

with you in weakness, and in fear, and in much trembling.

4 And my speech and my preaching was* not with enticing

1 proclaiming J were
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words of man's wisdom,* but in demonstration of the ' Spirit * • Th«. i. 5.

1 5 and of power : that your faith should not stand in the wisdom

of men, but in the power of God.

1 in persuasive words of wisdom

Ver. 1. And I, brethren, when I came unto

you, came not with excellency of speech (as a

rhetorician), or of wisdom (as a philosopher), pro

claiming to you the testimony of God '—that con

cerns His Son.—Ver. 2. For I determined not

to know anything among you, save Jesus

Christ, and him crucified. He would not only

know but one theme, but would hold that forth in

precisely the light which he knew would prove the

most repulsive to their fastidious ears and corrupt

taste. For this being that in which every fact of

His life has its explanations, and from which the

whole principle of His work takes its character,

he felt he could neither keep it back, nor soften

it down. Yet this was no bravado. He was

tremblingly alive to the possible effect of making

this the pivot of His ministry.—Ver. 3. And I

was with you in weakness, and in fear, and in

much trembling. It is remarkable that nowhere

1 Or, according to another reading, which has striking

support, ' the mystery of God.' But the evidence for the

received reading, given above, appears to us stronger, and

with Meyer we think the word mystery ' crept in here

from ver. 7.

else does the apostle so speak, nor docs he seem

to have anywhere else felt such an oppressive con

sciousness of his insufficiency (see 2 Cur. ii. 15-17):

and it is worthy of notice that the historian of the

Acts (xviii. 5) refers to these very feelings at

Corinth in the following unusual terms : ' But

when Silas and Timothy came down from Mace

donia (to Corinth), Paul was constrained by the

word (as the true text is), testifying to the Jews

that Jesus was the Christ' — Ver. 4. And my

speech and my preaching,—the ' message ' itself

as well as its clothing, — were not in per-

Buasive words of wisdom,1 but in the power of

God. It was not that he could not have wielded

the weapon of ' man's wisdom ' to excellent effect,

as may be seen in various passages of these very

Epistles to the Corinthians, whose eloquence is

confessedly surpassing ; but that for the reason

given, he studiously avoided it. Of course, how

ever, there is nothing here disparaging to the right

use of human culture in the Christian ministry.

1 Not (as in the received text) * in persuasive words of

man's wisdom.'

Chapter II. 6-16.

A Divine Wisdom resides in the Cross, though seen only by thefully

instructed.

HOWBEIT we speak wisdom among them that are ' "per- «Heb v. M

feet : yet not the wisdom * of this world, nor of the

7 princes ' of this world, that come ' to nought : but we speak the

wisdom of God in a * mystery, even the hidden wisdom,'' which

8 God c ordained* before the world7 unto our glory: ''which

none of the * princes * of this world knew 8 : for S had they

known */," they would not have crucified g the Lord of glory :

9 but as it is written, * Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither

have entered into the heart of man,10 the things which God "

10 hath " prepared for them that love him. But ' God hath

revealed t/tem unto us by " his Spirit : for the Spirit searcheth

1 1 all things, yea, the deep things of God. For what man knoweth

the things of a man, * save the spirit of man " which is in him ?

b Rom.xvi 25.

c Acts xv. 18.

./M.it. \i 25.

< Acts x iii 1 7,

.6.

.u. xxiii. 34 ;

Acts til 17.

"as ii. 1.

sa. Ixiv. 4

ft
A

ii

/Jo. xvi 13 ;

1 Jo. ii. 27.

<fr Prov. xx. 27 :

Jer xvii. 9.

' are coming

worlds

1 among the * a wisdom not * rulers

* wisdom that hath been hidden 6 fore-ordained

8 knoweth * it

10 Things which eye saw not, and ear heard not, and which entered not into

the heart of man

11 Whatsoever things ,2 omit hath

** unto us God revealed them through u prefix the
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12

'3

' even so the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of

God. Now we have 1S received, not the spirit of the world, but

"the spirit which is of God; that we might know the things

that are freely given to us of God. " Which things also we

speak, not in the " words which man's wisdom teacheth, but

which the Holy Ghost " teacheth ; comparing " spiritual things

14 with spiritual. ' But the natural man receiveth not the things

of the Spirit of God : ' for they are foolishness unto him :

' neither can he know them™ because they are spiritually dis-

15 cerned.*0 rBut he that is spiritual judgeth all things, yet he

16 himself is judged of no man. ' For who hath known the mind

of the Lord, that he may " instruct him ? ' But we have the

mind of Christ.

/ Rom. xi. 33

w Rom- viii.15.

n 2 Pet. i 16.

o Mat. xvi, 23.

/> Ch. i. 18, 33.

q Rom. viii. 5.

6

r Prov. xxviii.

5 ; 1 Jo iv. 1.

J Job xv. 8 ;

I&a. xt. 13.

/ Jo xv. 15.

,J omit have

19 them

18 omit the

20 judged

17 the Spirit

" should

conjoining

Ver. 6. Howbeit we speak wisdom among the

perfect. This is a favourite Pauline word, having

one well-defined sense, with only varying shades

according to the subject treated of. With refer

ence to Christ's work, it denotes its ' completion '

by His death (Heb. ii. 10, v. 10) ; with regard to the

believer's standing before God in virtue of that com

pleted work, it expresses his ' perfect ' acceptance

(Heb. x. 14, compared with ix. 9 and x. 1 ) ; and in

relation to his stage ofadvancement in the Christian

life, it means his ' full' apprehension of gospel truth

—that of full-grown ' men ' as contrasted with the

immaturity of the ' babes in Christ ' (chap. iii. 1,

2 ; Heb. v. 12-14). This last is clearly the sense

here. For only when this stage is reached—when

the gospel scheme can be grasped as a whole, and

be surveyed all round—can the ' wisdom ' there is

in it be fully discovered.—yet a wisdom not of

this world, nor of the rulers of this world,—the

rulers of its thought even more than of its power,

Greek and Jew alike,—that are coming to nought,

—throughthe silentlybutsurelyundermining power

of the Gospel. — Ver. 7. but we speak God's

wisdom in a mystery—i.e. (in the apostolic sense

of the word 'mystery') a wisdom long hidden

from view, but now disclosed (see Rom. xvi. 25,

26; Eph. iii. 6; I Tim. iii. 16). In the same

sense our Lord uses the word (Matt. xiii. II, 17).

—even the wisdom that hath been hidden, which

God fore-ordained before the worlds unto our

glory (see 2 Tim. ii. 10).—Ver. 8/ which (wisdom)

none of the princes of this world knoweth: for

had they known it, they would not have crucified

the Lord of glory (as He is also called in Jas.

ii. 1)—inflicting hereby (exclaims Bengel) on the

Lord of glory the punishment of slaves 1—Ver. 9.

but as it is written (Isa. lxiv. 4, or ver. 3 in Heb.,

which is here recalled in fragmentary form),

Things which eye saw not, etc. The truth here

expressed by the prophet and the apostle is, that

what God has in store for His people transcends not

only all past experience, but all human conception.

This leads the apostle into a new line of thought,

an episode which extends to the close of the chap

ter. The ' wisdom ' of the Gospel, being in its

nature purely spiritual, can be apprehended only

by the spiritual, as even to the apostles themselves

it is disclosed through the teaching of the Spirit—

Ver. 10. But unto usGod revealed them through

the Spirit.1 Though this is true of believers

generally, the reference here, as appears from ver.

13, is to the apostles.—for the Spirit searcheth

all things, yea, the deep things of God—not the

depths of His Being, but of His purposes, though

in themselves these are inseparable.

Note here the relation and interaction of ' God '

and ' the Spirit.' Why, it may be asked, does

God employ the Spirit s agency to reveal to be

lievers what eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor

heart conceived ? Because (says this verse) those

depths of the Godhead lie open to the Spirit's

penetrating gaze ;—a unique statement to which

there is no actual parallel, save Rom. viii. 26, 27,

which throws much light on the statement here.

But the following verse contains an equally unique

and noteworthy statement. — Ver. 1 1 . For who

among men knoweth the things of a man save

the spirit of the man which is in him 1 even so

the things of God none knoweth save the Spirit

of God. The relation of ' the Spirit ' to ' God ' is

here compared to that of a man to his own spirit.

As each man's own spirit is known to no man but

himself (Rom. xiv. 10), so the mind of God (says

the apostle) is known only by the Spirit of God.

But like every other comparison, this one must not

l>e pressed beyond its immediate purpose : for in

the case of ourselves, we and our own spirit are

numerically one; whereas in this very passage—and

in every other place where the Holy Spirit is

spoken of—there is observed a distinction ofcon

scious personality between ' God ' on the one hand

and the ' Spirit of God ' on the other. And not

only so, but while the Personal identity of these

two is certainly never taught, the Personal

Divinity of the Spirit is here so clearly taught,

that on any other supposition the statement in the

latter part of this verse would be inept.

Ver. 12. Now we received, not the spirit of

the world, but the Spirit which is of God ; that

we might know the things that are freely given

to us of God. Not only are the things themselves

'freely given us, ' but we only ' know ' them, so as

to make them our own, through the Spirit which

1 Not (as in the received text) ' through Ms Spirit.'

s
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is given to us of God for that very end.—Ver. 13.

Which things we (the apostles) speak, not in the

words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which

the Spirit l teacheth, combining spiritual things

(in their matter) with spiritual (things in their

form). So we understand this very difficult clause.

While the word we have rendered ' combining '

or 'connecting,' signifies in its simple form to

* divide' or 'separate,' the compound form of it,

here used, signifies to 'combine or 'connect' to

gether the separate parts. It has indeed a second

ary sense, to ' compare,' and in 2 Cor. x. 12 it is

twice used in that sense ; and guided by this, our

translators have so rendered it here—"comparing

spiritual things with spiritual." But though good

critics think this correct, it seems to us quite un

suitable here. For what is the drift of the

apostle's statement ? He had said enough in the

preceding verses about the things of the Spirit ;

here he has come to the suitable words for con

veying them :—" which things we speak not in the

words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which

the Spirit teacheth. " Then follows our participial

clause, which naturally we expect to be but an

expansion or varied expression of the same state

ment, and so to relate both to the things themselves

and to the words or forms fitted to express them.

These, accordingly, he says, we take care shall

correspond with the things they express—tying

spiritual things to spiritual forms of expression.

None have caught the true sense, as we think,

better than Calvin, who says : ' ' That the original

word here means to adapt, I doubt not. This

agrees far better with the context than to compare,

as others render it. What he says, then, is that he

adapts spiritual things to things that are spiritual

—adapting the words to the thing." Beza is

equally decided for this sense. And with them

agree De Wette, Osiander, and Meyer, of modern

interpreters.

Note.—That the style as well as the matter of

spiritual things should have been divinely provided

for, is most noteworthy. What then, we naturally

ask, is its character and mould ? We see it in the

apostle's own style, and in that generally of the

New Testament ; and this we find to be just that of

the ancient oracles, only purified, enriched, and in

formed with a new and higher life. Thus the things

of the Spirit are married indissolubly to a phrase

ology suited to the things themselves ; and what

God hath joined together let no man put asunder.

There are those who think they can now couch

" the things of the Spirit of God" to far better effect

by stripping off the husk ofthe biblical phraseology,

as that of a past age, and using those modem

forms of speech to which we are accustomed in

secular affairs. But those who listen to them find

that the things themselves, in their life and efficacy,

have to a large extent evaporated in the process,

while the biblical language is as music to their

ears. Nor should the interesting fact be over

looked, that the first translators of ihe New Testa

ment into Latin, to whom the style of it seemed

as sacred as the thoughts, instead of employing

the polished Latinity of the classics, invented a

Latinity of their own, which, though to the classic

ear barbarous enough, conveyed almost literally

the biblical style as well as its thought ; and to this

peculiar phraseology of theirs our own Authorised

Version owes some of its best turns of expression,

*" The adjective ' holy ' before ' Spirit ' is insufficiently

attested here.

which English-speaking Christians will do well

never to part with.

Ver. 14. But the natural man—a phrase on the

sense of which it would be vain to expect light

from the classical writers, who had no conception

of the spiritual things intended here. In Greek

writings, the noun, from which the adjective here

used is formed, means ' the animal soul,' or that

life which man has in common with all animals.

Hence it came to signify the appetite or passion

of man's lower nature, as distinguished from his

higher reason or 'spirit.' So understood, 'the

natural man ' of our passage would mean no more

than the man governed by sensual appetite, or the

inferior impulses of his nature. And this is the

sense in which it is taken by all interpreters

of a shallow school of theology. But it is far

beneath the apostle's meaning. With him " the

natural man " is he who in spiritual things has only

his natural human faculties to guide him, without

spiritual perception or apprehension, but not

necessarily the slave of grovelling impulses. True

it is, that all unrenewed, unspiritual men, even the

best and most refined, being dominated by sensible

things, may thus far be said to be under the

dominion of the lower part of their nature ; for

the true capacities of their higher nature can only

be drawn forth when they become "new creatures.

But it is simply the absence of this life which is

denoted by the phrase " the natural man."—re-

ceiveth not the things of the Spirit of God : for

they are foolishness unto him—since he wants

the capacity to apprehend them : and he cannot

know them, because they are spiritually judged

—they are to him as light to the blind-born. But

it is an utter perversion of such statements to

maintain, as fanatics do, that there is in the natural

man any organic constitutional incapacity of spi

ritual perception, requiring to be created in them by

the Holy Ghost. For maintaining this an eminent

Lutheran professor of divinity, soon after Luther's

death, had to be deposed. The uniform teaching

of Scripture is, that the change effected in regenera

tion is a purely moral and spiritual one.

Ver. 15. But he that is spiritual judgeth all

things—not only those spiritual things which the

natural man cannot judge, but also those which

belong to the natural man's own domain, and

which he only views in their true light.—yet he

himself is judged of no man (who is not spiritual).

—Ver. 16. For who hath known the mind of the

Lord, that he may instruct him t The question

is quoted from Isa. xl. 13 (as in I. XX.). —But we

have the mind of Christ. The meaning is, that

though none can penetrate Jthovah's mind, yet

since in Christ are hid all the treasures of wisdom

and knowledge (Col. iii. 3), if we have the mind

of Christ, we know all of " the things of God "

which a creature is permitted to know.

Note.—The contrast here so sharply drawn be

tween Divine and human wisdom is far-reaching,

involving the great question of the rival claims of

Reason and Revelation to be the supreme guide

to the discovery of what man needs for the regula

tion of his life and the attainment of his highest

bliss. The one light is from beneath, the other

from above. In a profound sense, indeed, "the

spirit of man is the candle of the Lord, searching

all the inward parts of the belly " (Prov. xx. 27) ;

but it has never of itself, in any age or any land,

led man to the true knowledge of God and eternal

life. Whereas, so soon as " God, who commanded
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the light to shine out of darkness, shines into our They are at home with each other at once, though

hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the meeting for the first time from the ends of the

glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ," we enter earth. The rude and the refined, the savage and

the region and breathe the air, become alive to the the civilised, meet together as one ; " the Lord

interests, kindle with the sympathies, and taste is the maker of them all " in the highest sense.

the joys, of all that is spiritual, seeing everything Their diversities are lost in their higher unity,

in its true light. Is it so ? Then the deep diver- and they can pour out their common hymn with

sities of Christendom cease to be stumbling. For one heart as with one voice, "Unto Him that

the family of the spiritual dwell alone in the world, loved us, and washed us from our sins in His

" Therefore the world knoweth them not, because own blood, and made us unto our God kings and

it knew Him not." They know and recognise each priests, to Him be glory and dominion forever

other, yet they themselves are known of no men. and ever."

Chapter III.

TJie Mischief of Divisions further exposed.

1 A ND I, brethren, could not speak unto you as unto

-t\. "spiritual, but as unto * carnal, even as unto 'babes in «ch. u. 15.
r * Ch. 11. 14.

2 Christ. I have l fed you with d milk, and ' not with meat : ' for $tf«*- * •*

hitherto ye were not able to bear it, neither yet now are ye »J«-*»i.i».

3 able ; for ye are yet carnal : for / whereas there is * among you /ch 1 a ;
las. iii. 16.

envying* and strife, and divisions,* are ye not carnal, and walk

4 as men ? For while one saith, I am of Paul ; and another, I

5 am * ** of Apollos ; are ye not carnal? Who then is Paul, and i-ch. i. «.

who is Apollos, but * ministers by7 whom ye believed, ' even ** c°r- as. 3.

6 as the Lord gave to every man ? * I have ' planted, ' Apollos *jjrJj'J£5I:

7 watered : ""but God gave the increase. So then "neither is he '*«»""'-»4-
11 o jwCh. xv. 10.

that planteth any thing, neither he that watereth ; but God that nGaL *•• *

8 giveth the increase. Now he that planteth and he that watereth

are one : ' and every 9 man shall receive his own reward accord- ° Ps lxii- "•

9 ing to his own labour. For 'we are labourers together with >*CorrL '•

God : ye are God's husbandry, j* are9 ' God's building. ?Heb;!ii.3?4

10 According to the grace of God which is w given unto me, as

a wise master-builder I have ' laid rthe foundation, and another rRom- *v- *>■

buildeth thereon. But * let every man take heed how he ' ' Pet >T- "•

1 1 buildeth thereupon. For other foundation can no man lay

12 than 'that is laid, "which is Jesus Christ. Now if any man <j»«™»-

build" upon this™ foundation gold, silver, precious stones, "Eph" ao-

13 wood, hay, stubble; "every8 man's work shall be made mani- «ch. iv. 5-

fest : for the day " shall declare it, because 'rit shall be revealed "'i^a.'"^'

by 1J fire ; and the fire shall try every man's work of what sort

14 it is. If any man's work abide which he hath built thereupon,

15 he shall receive a reward. If any man's work shall be burned,

1 omit have * omit and * there is

4 jealousy * omit and divisions * am

1 What then is Apollos ? and what is Paul ? Ministers through

* each * omit.)'* are 10 was
11 buildeth " the »• in
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he shall suffer loss : but he himself shall be saved ; 'yet so as .r Jude a3.

by14 fire.

1 6 'Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the * ^jj^^J6 :

17 Spirit of God dwelleth in you ? If any man defile14 the temple

of God, him shall God destroy ; for the temple of God is holy,

which temple ye are."

1 8 " Let no man deceive himself. If any man among you « p«* »■ i-

seemeth to be " wise in this world, let him become a fool, that

19 he may bew wise. For the wisdom of this world is foolishness

with God. For it is written, *He'* taketh the wise in their *jot>v. 13.

20 own craftiness. And again, *" The Lord knoweth the thoughts"0 <-P».xdr. u.

2 1 of the wise, that they are vain. Therefore let no man glory in

22 men. For ''all things are yours; whether Paul, or Apollos, </» Cor. iv. 5.

or Cephas, or the world, or life, or death, or things present, or

23 things to come; all are yours; and 'ye are Christ's; and '^^rx^v 8:

Christ is God's.

u through

17 thinketh that he is

15 destroyeth

18 become

10 and such are ye

19 add that !0 reasonings

Ver. 1. And I, brethren, could not speak unto

you as unto spiritual, but as unto carnal, even

as unto babes in Christ — those in whom the

spiritual principles, like the higher faculties in a

babe, lie all undeveloped. Spiritual, indeed, they

were, for they were in Christ ; " but it was only

as babes, unfit to digest the "strong meat " of that

"hidden wisdom which the apostle longed to

impart to them as soon as they should reach the

stage of " the perfect " (it 6).—Ver. 2. I fed yon

with milk—the elementary truths of the Gospel.

—not with meat—the profounder aspects of Chris

tian truth.—for ye were not yet able, etc. See

Heb. v. 12-14.—Ver. 3. for whereas there is among

you jealousy—each party for its favouritepreacher.

—and strife—engendered by such jealousies (the

next words in the received text, "and divisions,"

are feebly attested, and indeed are out of place).

—are ye not carnal, and walk as men ?—unre

newed men.—Ver. 4. For when one saith, I am

of Paul ; and another, I am of Apollos ; are ye

not as men 1 '—men who have never passed into the

new life.—Ver. 5. What then is Apollos, and

what is Fault Ministers—mere 'servants.'—

through whom (as instruments) ye believed, and

each as the Lord gave to him.—Ver. 6. I planted:

Yes ; the first ground at Corinth was indeed broken

by me, and I am your spiritual father.—Apollos

watered—following up what I began. But though

in husbandry planting goes before watering, each is

necessary at its proper stage. Yet something above

both was needed.—but God gave the increase.

—Ver. 7. 80 then neither is he that planteth

anything, neither he that watereth ; but God

that giveth the increase.—Ver. 8. Now be that

planteth and he that watereth are one—Gr.

'one thing,' co-operating to one end.—but each

shall receive his own reward according to his

own work. While the work is one, in one field,

to one Master, on one principle, and to one end,

each has his own sphere in it, his own gifts for it,

1 Not, as in the received text, " arc ye not carnal ? "

his own success in it, his own reward for it. O

how ought this to cheer the faithful labourer, who

may be but moderately gifted, may be placed in a

remote and uninviting part of the field, may have

to fight with many obstacles and sore discourage

ments, and may live to see but little fruit of his

best labour ! (See John iv. 36-38.)—Ver. 9. Fol

we are God's fellow - workers : ye are God's

husbandry, God's building. After sinking him

self, with his fellow-workers, to the level of mere

servants, he now lifts them up to the dignity of

co-operators with God Himself—in one field, to

one end.

But the new figure of a " building " suggests a

new set of ideas, fraught with new lessons—lessons

which the former figure of ' ' husbandry " was not

suited to express.—Ver. 10. According to the

grace of God which was given unto me, as

a wise master - builder, I laid a foundation—

alluding to our Lord's parable of the "wise man

who built his house upon the rock " (Matt. vii. 24,

25). But he takes care to ascribe the " wisdom "

shown in this to "the grace ofGod."—and another

buildeth thereon. But let each man take heed

how he buildeth thereon—that is (as will pre

sently appear), with what materials he builds.

—Ver. 11. For other foundation can no man lay

than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ. The

allusion is to that grand announcement, Isa. xxviii.

16, "Behold, I have laid in Zion for a foundation

a stone, a tried stone, a precious corner statu, of

sure foundation : he that believeth shall not make

haste." There is a peculiar appropriateness in this

quotation, from the similarity of the warnings

which follow, in both cases. Christ, says the

apostle here—including all those doctrinal con

ceptions which are inseparable from right appre

hensions of Himself—is the great Foundation of

faith and ground of hope.—Ver. 12. Now if any

man buildeth upon the foundation gold, silver,

precious stones, wood, hay, stubble. The highly

artistic form of this statement should be noted.
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Two triplets of materials are supposed to be built

on the same true foundation. The one set of

materials—as incombustible as they are valuable—

represent those ministers of Christ whose teaching

is sound and faithful ; the other—as inflammable as

they are inferior in value—represent those whose

teaching is the reverse of the former. The figure

is an old biblicalone, used in Ps. cxviii. 22, " The

stone which the builders refused is become the

head (stone) of the comer. " This our Lord appro

priates to Himself, as rejected by the builders of

His day (Matt. xxi. 42). And as Peter alludes to

these same unworthy builders in Acts iv. n,

" This is the stone which was set at nought of you

builders,"—so, in his following words, we have the

very point before us, " Neither is there salvation

in any other," etc Now, since in all these places

Oat foundation is "Jesus Christ," it follows that

what is " built thereupon " must mean what is taught

regarding Him—considered as sound or unsound,

wholesome or noxious. If so, then, those critics

who—led away by a different set of passages, in

which believers themselves are viewed as stones

of the spiritual temple—understand the apostle to

be treating of the admission of improper persons

to Church privileges, misunderstand this passage.

No doubt important lessons on that subject may

be got from such a view of the passage. But it is

not the subject here treated.

Vet. 13. each man's work shall be made mani

fest: for the day shall declare it—not 'some

day' sooner or later (as some critics), nor (with

Calvin and others) ' the day of clearer light ' or

advancing knowledge ; least of all, that never-

failing refuge of poor critics, 'the day ofJerusalem's

destruction ; '—for what had those Corinthians to

do with that? One definite day alone suits all

that is here said—" the day when God shall judge

the secrets of men by Jesus Christ " (Rom. ii. 16).

— because it shall "be revealed by fire (see

2 Thess. L 7)—literal fire, as seems clearly taught,

the bursting forth of which will perhaps be the

visible herald of Christ's coming. At the same

time, this fire—as elsewhere so here—is but as the

symbol of that " fiery " judgment which shall

search to the bottom every case, as indeed is imme

diately expressed.—and the fire itself shall prove

each man's work of what sort it is—and with

what result ?—Ver. 14. If any man's work shall

abide which he built thereupon—as being built

of the incombustible materials and on the true

foundation, and hence able to abide the fiery trial.

—he shall receive a reward—with the welcome

word of the Master Himself, *' Well done, good

and faithful servant." — Ver. 15. If any man's

work shall be burned—as consisting of the inflam

mable " wood, hay, stubble,"—he shall suffer loss

—loss of his time, his pains, his hopes, his credit ;

his whole ministry, even though right at bottom,

yet all of it which is of this character, disap

pearing.—but he himself shall be saved—a state

ment of vast importance, as showing that the

apostle is not speaking here of false teachers, but

of the true servants of Christ.—yet so as by fire

—as of one who escapes from the fire by a rush, or

is plucked out of it, his naked person alone saved.

Note.—That the Church of Rome should deem

such a passage any justification of their dogma of

a purgatorial fire in the intermediate state is

strange. For everything said of " the fire " here

would seem to preclude any such interpretation.

(1) This fire is to " try every man's work ; " but

no Romanist believes that of the purgatorial fire.

(2) The purgatorial fire precedes the judgment,

being designed to prepare the imperfectly sanctified

to abide it, whereas this fire is the judgment itself.

(3) Those here spoken of are saved in the judg

ment, "so as by fire,"—not by means of the fire,

but simply with difficulty ; whereas the Romish

doctrine is that a purifying process by means of

fire will have to be gone through to fit those in it

for heaven—a totally diflerent idea.

Ver. 16. Know ye not that ye are the temple

of God?—a sudden transition, apparently, from

the teachers to the taught; yet this is more in

appearance than reality. For the transition is

simply from warnings against a dangerous pander

ing in teachers to the corrupted taste of their

hearers to warnings directed to those vitiated

hearers themselves.—and that the Spirit of God

dwelleth in you ? The word rendered " temple "

here means, classically, ' the dwelling-place of a

deity.' In the New Testament, when applied to

the temple of Jerusalem, it denotes the holy of

holies—that most sacred part of it where of old

the Shechinah, or visible symbol of the Divine

presence, was manifested. As applied to be

lievers under the new economy, it means that

they are "a habitation of God through the Spirit "

(Eph. ii. 22).—Ver. 17. If any man shall destroy

the temple of God, him shall God destroy. The

sin and its punishment are in the original pur

posely expressed by the same word ; but this can

not be represented in English.—for the temple of

God is holy, and such are ye—not, as in the

Authorised Version, " which temple ye are;" for

that had just before been said, but ' such holy

persons ye are, ' inasmuch as ye are the temple of

God.

What follows, to the close of this chapter,

reiterates what had been said about the mischief

which this false wisdom, and their disputes in con

nection with it, were doing at Corinth.—Ver. 18.

Let no man deceive himself. If any man among

you thinketh that he is wise in this world— in

the world's sense of wisdom, let him become a

fool (as to such wisdom), that he may be (truly)

wise.—Ver. 19. For the wisdom of this world

is foolishness with God (see on ch. i. 20).—For it

is written (Job v. 13), He that taketh the wise in

their own craftiness.— Ver. 20. And again (Ps.

xciv. 11), The Lord knoweth the reasonings of the

wise, that they are vain.—Ver. 2 1 . Wherefore, let

no one glory in men—in one preacher as opposed

to another.—For all things are yours.—Ver. 22.

whether Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas—including

all the characteristics of each ; for as Christ s

donation to the Church, each and all are its common

property. There is probably as much diversity in

the gifts and graces of the Christian ministry as in

the capacities, sympathies, attainments, and tastes

of the Church's members ; and this is doubtless

wisely arranged for the good of the whole. Some

suit the educated and refined ; some the masses.

But the Pauls, the Apolloses, and the Cephases

are alike ours, and each, therefore, should be

honoured in his own sphere.—or the world—

now no longer master, but servant.—or life—now

much more than a mere natural blessing, but

ours by the highest right, to the highest ends, and,

viewed as such, enjoyed as never before.—or

death—once a dreaded, now a conquered enemy,

and the gate of heaven. — or things present

—in all the good of them without their curse,
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and the ill of them without their sting; and may we all things down to ourselves, and from ourselves

not include among " things present " " the first- up again to God I But while all things are ours,

fruits of the Spirit," "the earnest of our inherit- by a seeming paradox there is something which is

ance"?—or things to come—but who can tell not ours. "We are not our own"—"we are

what these are, before they are reached? This Christ's," and none can pluck us out of His

might seem an exhaustive inventory ; but as if to hands, as "Christ is God's;" His Elect, in whom

make room for anything that might seem to have His soul delighteth, and from whom He cannot be

been omitted, the apostle repeats his statement, separated. Thus, through Him that loved and

—all are youre.—Ver. 23. and ye are Christ's gave Himself for us, those who are His are secured

(possession), and Christ is God's (possession). by a golden chain reaching up to the eternal

What a climax,—and an anti-climax too,—from throne.

Chapter IV.

T/ie True Place of the Ministers of Christ.

1 I ET a man so account of us, as of "the1 ministers of«»Cor. ri.4.

2 J—/ Christ, * and stewards of the mysteries of God. more- * i* *». 4"

over ' it is required in stewards, that a man be found faithful.

3 But with me it is a very small thing that I should be judged of

you, or of man's judgment: yea, I judge not mine own self.

4 For I know nothing by8 myself; 'yet am I not hereby justi- 'gj^ai

5 fied: but he that judgeth me is the Lord. d Therefore judge 'Jjjj-Jjj-J;

nothing before the time, until the Lord come, who both will

bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and will make

manifest the counsels of the hearts : and * then shall every * ' Rom- "■ *»•

man have praise * of God.

6 And * these things, brethren, I have in a figure transferred to

myself and to1 Apollos for your sakes ; -''that ye might learn /Rom. xu. 3.

in us not to think of men above that which is written ; 8 that no

7 one of you be puffed up for one * against another.10 For who

maketh thee to differ from another t" and *what hast thou e}—■ ■■ «7-

that thou didst not receive ? now if thou didst receive it,1' why

8 dost thou glory, as if thou hadst not received it ? " Now ye

are full, * now ye are " rich, ye have reigned as kings '* without a Rev. a. 17.

us: and I would to God16 ye did reign, that we also might

9 reign with you. For I think that God hath set forth us the

apostles last,1" 'as it were appointed17 to death: for *we are "fc,*&!—;
, * * « Cor. iv. 11:

made a spectacle unto the world, and to angels, and to men. R0m.ria.3s.
._. . ° ' *H«b. x.33.

10 We are" 'fools for Christ's sake, but ye are* wise in Christ; 'Acuxrii.18,
fit xxvi. 24 ;

we are" weak, but ye are* strong; ye are* honourable, but m\2£Z~*

11 we are* despised. "Even unto this present hour we both *p£,r;vv-I8.:

hunger, and thirst, and "are naked, and 'are buffeted, and ]aSI:

1 omit the * prefix Here 8 against * each

« prefix his 6 Now ' omit to

8 learn not to go beyond the things which are written » prefix the

10 the other ll omitfrom another 1J it " add become

M omit as kings •* omit to God •• add of all

u as men doomed '* are
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12 have no certain dwelling-place; 'and labour," working with

our own hands : r being reviled, we bless ; being persecuted,

13 we suffer it: Being defamed, we intreat : 'we are made as the

filth of the world, a?id are*" the offscouring of all things unto

this day.11

14 I write not these things to shame you, but 'as my beloved

15 sons I warn you." For though ye have ten thousand in-

structers in Christ, yet have ye not many fathers : for "in Christ

16 Jesus I have begotten" you through the gospel. Wherefore I

1 7 beseech you, " be ye followers of me. For this cause have I

sent unto you " Timotheus, """who is my beloved son, and faith

ful in the Lord, who shall bring you ' into remembrance of my

ways which be in Christ, as I * teach every where " in every

18 church. * Now some are puffed up, as though I would not

19 come" to you. e But I will come to you shortly, rfif the Lord

will, and will know, not the speech of them which are puffed

20 up, but the power. For ' the kingdom of God is not in word,

21 but in power. What will ye? f shall I come unto you with a

rod, or in love, and in the spirit of meekness ?

q Acts xviii. 3 ;

I Thes. ii. 9.

r Mat. v 44 ;

Acts vii. 60.

s Lam. iii. 45.

t 1 Thes. ii. 11.

wGal. iv. 19 ;

Jos. i. 18.

pPhil. iii. 17:

1 Thes. i. 6.

tvActs xix. 22.

x 1 Tim. i. 2.

y Ch. xi. 2.

z Ch. vii. 17.

a Ch. xiv. 33.

b C : I ,. v. 7 .

c Acts xix. 2t ;

2 Cor. i. 15.

(/Rom. XV. 32.

1 1 Thes. i. 5.

fi Cor. xiii.

10.

19 we toil

" you

80 omit and are

" begat

11 even until now

14 were not coming

Ver. 1. Let a man so account of us as of minis-

ten of Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of

God. — Ver. 2. Here, moreover,'—i.e. in this

matter of stewardship,—it is required in stewards

that a man be found faithful. The figure here

is warily changed in order to fasten attention on

this property of a true servant of Christ, fidelity.

Where this is found, the absence of much else can

be borne with, but for the want of this in a steward

nothing can compensate. —Ver. 3. But with me

it is a very small thing that I should be judged

of you, or of man's judgment—Gr. 'man's day ; '

as if he had said, ' Men have their days for sitting

in judgment on their fellows, and my detractors

at Corinth may make free with my character and

doings ; but another " day " is coming when the

doings of their day will be judged, and that by

another standard from theirs.'—yea, I judge not

mine own self. I trust to no judgment of my

own upon myself.—Ver. 4. For I know nothing

against myself. As this is clearly the intended

sense, so our translators probably meant to express

the same, using the word " by " in a now obsolete

sense.—yet am I not hereby justified—all human

judgments being but provisional. — but he that

judgeth me is the Lord— the Lord Christ (as will

presently appear).—Ver. 5. Wherefore judge no

thing before the time, until the Lord come (ihe

second time), who will . . . make manifest the

counsels of the hearts (Eccles. xii. 14 ; Rom. ii.

16), and then shall each man have his praise

from God—according to his fidelity ; for that is

the one quality which the Judge Himself has

announced that He will single out as the cha

racteristic of His true servants— "Well done,

1 Such is the correct reading. The same expression is

found in Rev. xiii. to, 18, xiv. 13, xvii. 9.
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good and faithful servant" ("good" because

"faithful"), "thou hast been faithful over a few

things," etc.

Ver. 6. Now these things, brethren, I have in

a figure transferred to myself and Apollos for

your sakes—putting ourselves forward merely as

illustrations of great principles applicable to all—

that in us ye might learn not to go beyond the

things which are written (in such places as Jer.

ix. 23, 24).—Ver. 7. For who maketh thee to

differ (in the way of superiority) ?—Ver. 8. Now

ye are filled, now ye are rich, ye have reigned

as kings without us : yea, and I would ye did

reign, that we might reign with you. There is

keen irony here : ' A fine time of it ye have had

since ye were relieved of our presence; we stood

in your way, we kept you in bondage, it seems ;

but now ye breathe more freely, and your Christi

anity is an easy-going thing ; ye have got past the

suffering, and have reached the reigning period.

Would that it were so indeed, for then were it our

time to reign along with you as your father in

Christ ; but alas, the reverse of all this we daily

and bitterly feel. '—Ver. 9. For I think, God hath

set forth us the apostles last of all, as men

doomed to death ... a spectacle (to be gazed on

as in a theatre) onto the world, and to angels,

and to men—to exhibit men's enmity to the truth.

—Ver. 10. We are fools for Christ's sake, but

ye are wise in Christ—how enviable your lot, how

pitiable ours I (irony, however, this is)—we weak,

ye strong ; ye have glory, we dishonour.—Ver.

1 1 . Even unto this present hour we both hunger,

and thirst, and are naked, and are buffeted,

and have no certain dwelling-place — having

often scarce the nece«aries of life. —Ver. 12. and

we toil, working with our own hands— see Acts
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xviii. 3, xx. 34 ; I Thess. ii. 9 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8.

Indeed he had to vindicate his liberty to preach at

Corinth without hire (when that was ascribed to

want of manly openness), and in order to do this he

had to work for his own support (see chap. ix. 6).

—Ver. 13. Being defamed, we intreat—in the

sense of returning soft words for calumnies.'—we

are made as the filth of the world, the offscour-

ing of all things, even until now. As these are

the strongest conceivable figures, so the element of

duration, as extending through his whole apostolic

life, is added to intensify the statement.

Ver. 14. I write not these things to shame

yon—as if I thought your Christianity unreal, but

that ye may be led to inquire whether it is not sit

ting too lightly upon you, and as to your preachers,

whether their popularity is not due to their preach

ing an easy religion. —Ver. 15. For if yon should

have ten thousand instructors in Christ, yet

have ye not many fathers ; for in Christ Jesus

I begat you through the Gospel. Three agencies

are named here as factors in conversion : Christ,

as the proper Agent (through His Spirit) ; the

Gospel, as the instrumental means; and thepreacher

who brings the message (in this case the apostle

himself). Every spiritual father will feel some

thing of the jealousy here expressed, in relation to

others who after him have dealings with his con

verts ; and all the more, since any insensibility to

or forgetfulness of what they owe to their spiritual

father argues either decline in their spiritual life,

or some unwholesome influences operating upon

1 See 9 Mace. xiii. 33 for this sense of the word

(Meyer}.

them.—Ver. 16. I beseech you therefore, be ye

imitators of me—in preparedness to suffer for His

name.—Ver. 1 7. For this cause have I sent unto

you Timothy, who is my beloved and faithful

son in the Lord—for he was his spiritual father

as well as theirs (see I Tim. i. 2, 18; 2 Tim. i. 2,

ii. 1). The apostle's plans at this time are stated

in Acts xix. 21, 22 (see Paley's Hora Paulina,

iii. 2).—who shall put you in remembrance of

my ways which be in Christ, even as I teach

everywhere in every church—for he would insist

on nothing at Corinth but what he required of

every church. Timothy, as his chosen companion

in missionary travel, was fully cognizant of his

whole principles and procedure, character and

carriage, in everything. No fitter substitute,

then, could have been sent.—Ver. 18. Now some

are puffed up as though I were not coming to

you (afraid to shew myself).—Ver. 19. But I will

come to you shortly, if the Lord will (see xvi.

7, 8); and this caveat he might well put in, for

he had found already that his own plans were

liable to be overruled by the plans of a Higher

than he, at whose absolute disposal he desired

ever to be.—and I will know, not the word of

them which are puffed up (their swelling preten

sions), but the power.—Ver. 20. For the king

dom of God is not in word (empty plausibilities),

but in power—and, in the case of preachers, seen

in self-emptying consecration to the one end in

view. — Ver. 21. What will yef shall I come

unto you with a rod, or in love and a spirit of

meekness? — in severity of discipline, or the

reverse ?

SECOND AND THIRD TOPICS.—IMPURITY AND LITIGATION:

CHAPTERS V. AND VI.

(As the first of these topics is resumed after the treatment of the second,

they are best taken together.)

Chapter V.

SECOND TOPIC.—IMPURITY.

Case of Incest, and Lessons suggested by it.

1 T T is reported commonly ' that t/tere is * fornication among

J- you, and such fornication as is not so much as "named3 «EPh- »•>

among the Gentiles, * that one should have4 his ' father's wife. *Deut.«iL

2 ''And ye are puffed up, and have not rather 'mourned, that he 5*£°r■*"•"•
* A ' aCn. iv. iS.

that hath done this deed might be taken away from among ' 2 Cor- vii »•

3 you. /For I verily, as5 absent in body, but present in spirit, /CoL ii. 5.

have judged6 already, as though I were present, concerning

4 him ' that hath so done this deed, in the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ,9 when ye are gathered together, and my spirit, *■ Matt. xvi.

5 'with the power of our Lord Jesus Christ,9 ■'to deliver such an *p%.™*:6-

* 11 tm. 1 90.

1 actually J that there is s as is not even among

* one of you hath 4 being ° omit judged

7 judged him 8 omit Christ
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one unto ' Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit

6 may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus. * Your glorying

is9 not good. Know ye not that ' a little leaven leaveneth the

7 whole lump? Purge out therefore10 the old leaven, that ye

may be a new lump, as ye are unleavened. For even " Christ

8 our " passover is sacrificed for us : " therefore * let us keep the

feast, * not with old leaven, neither f with the leaven of malice

and wickedness ; but with the unleavened dread13 of sincerity

and truth.

9 I wrote unto you in an " epistle r not to ' company with for-

io nicators : yet " not altogether with the fornicators of this world,

or with the covetous, or extortioners, or with idolaters ; for then

1 1 must ye needs go ' out of the world : but now I have written u

unto you not to keep company, " if any man that is called a

brother be a fornicator, or covetous, or an idolater, or a railer,

or a drunkard, or an extortioner ; with such an one " no not to

12 cat. For what have I to do to judge*" them also16 that are

13 without? do not ye judge x them that are within ? But them

that are without God judgeth. Therefore17 'put away from

among yourselves that wicked person.

1 Acts xxvi. iS.

4Jas. iv. 16.

I Gal. v 9.

m Isa. liii. 7 ;

1 Pet. i. 19.

h Jo. xix. 14.

o Ex. xii. 15.

/ Deut. xvi. 3.

g Mat. xvi. 6.

r 2 Gir. vi. 14 ;

2l'hes. iii 14.

s Ch. x. 27.

/ Jo. xvii. 15.

u Rom. xvi. 17;

3 Jo. 10.

rGal. ii. 12.

«/ Mk. iv. 11 ;

1 Thes. iv.12.

x Ch. vi. 1, 2.

y Deut. xiii. 5.

9 is '" omit therefore

11 For our passover also hath been sacrificed, even Christ

my 14 omit Yet 15 I write 10 omit also

15 bread

17 omit Therefore

The question, ' Shall I come to you in mildness

or with severity?'—with which chap. iv. closes—

prepares the way for the extreme sternness and

solemnity with which the distressing topic of this

chapter is handled.

Ver. 1. It is actually reported that there is

fornication among you. The word is used here

in its widest sense for all violations of the seventh

commandment.—and such fornication as is not

even among the Gentiles,1 that one of you

hath his father's wife—not his own mother, but

his step-mother (after the death of his father).

Such connection, expressly forbidden in Lev. xviii.

8, is abhorrent to nature. Though not absolutely

unknown to the heathen, Cicero speaks of it as a

crime incredible, and, with the single exception of

the case he is speaking of, unheard of.* How

such a church member should have been tolerated,

even for a day, is the difficulty. To say, with

some, that since the conversion of a Pagan to

Judaism was held to dissolve all former relation

ships, a Christian convert might deem himself at

liberty, and by the Church be allowed, to marry

within the script u rally forbidden degrees, is absurd.

For not only is there no evidence that the Jews at

this time held any such principles, and every pro

bability that they did not, but this connection

was plainly regarded, alike by Jews and Gentiles,

as monstrous. Still, if the social position of the

parties was considerable, the office-bearers may

have been reluctant to meddle with the case ; and

fearing to drive the man from bad to worse, they

may have hoped, by tender treatment to soften his

heart. And doubtless the laxity of morals at

Corinth, which would not fail to leave its evil effects

on real converts, tended to blunt the edge of that

abhorrence which such a case was fitted to awaken.

—Ver. 2. And ye are puffed up—as if all were

right with you—and have not rather mourned

—that such a blot should come upon your com

munity,—(in order) that he that had done this

deed might (by formal ejection) be taken away

from among you. Sharp measures are therefore

fercmptorily ordered to take place.—Ver. 3. For

verily, being absent in body, but present in

spirit, have already (in the exercise of my apos

tolic authority) judged him that hath bo wrought

this thing, in the name of our Lord Jesus '—in

whose name, as the unseen yet ever-present Lord

of the Church, every act of discipline should be

performed, whether in the way of binding or of

loosing (Matt, xviii. 18-20, xxviii. 18-20).—ye

being gathered together (for that express pur

pose), and my spirit, with the power of our Lord

Jesus (resting on you in the discharge of this duty),

to deliver such a one unto Satan for the de

struction of the flesh— the depraved inclina

tions of this offender—that the spirit may be

saved in the day of the Lord Jesus. Corrective,

therefore, not destructive, was this severe disci

pline designed to be— destructive only of what

would have destroyed the soul of the offender.1 The word " named," in the received text, appears to

be a gloss from Eon. v. 3.

- Sct/us ifcrtdibile, tt frtrttr hanc unatn (mulierem) in

omni vita inawiitum (Pro Cluentio, 5. 6).

■ The word " Christ," twice in this verse, is omitted by

the best authorities.
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Most expositors find here—over and above bare

excommunication—some bodily chastisement from

above which was to light upon this offender after his

expulsion from church membership. In support of

this, they refer to the case of Job, whose property,

family, and person Satan was permitted to smite ;

to the case of Ananias and Sapphira ; and to that

of Elymas the sorcerer. But none of these cases

seem to be in point. In the only case which seems

strictly parallel— that of Hymenoeus and Philetus,

whom our apostle says he "had delivered unto

Satan, that they might learn not to blaspheme "

(i Tim. i. 20)—no hint is given of what was

meant in this act of apostolic judgment, and

certainly none of bodily infliction. In fact, the

only difficulty in both these cases is the strength

of the language employed. But if it be borne in

mind that the act of ejection was to be performed

at a meeting of the whole church, convened ex

pressly for this purpose ; that it was to be done as

by the apostle himself, and in the name of our

Lord Jesus, as being Himself present ; that it

certainly carried with it exclusion from all Chris

tian fellowship, and consequently banishment to

the society of those among whom Satan dwelt,

and from which the offender had publicly severed

himself: it will not seem very difficult to understand

how, in this first case of severe discipline—too

long delayed—the strongest terms which he could

find should have been employed by the apostle.

What a caricature of this is the greater excom

munication of the Church of Rome, as carried into

effect in the darker and palmier days of sacerdotal

power! It was performed amid such ghostly

forms as were designed to strike terror into the

stoutest heart, after which the culprit was tortured

by methods of refined cruelty which it was reserved

for an apostatized and heartless Christianity to

invent, with a view to extort confession of crimes

or heresies to which perhaps he was an utter

stranger. He was then handed over to the secular

power to be put to death, " that the spirit (for

sooth) might be saved in the day of the Lord

lesus" I Such deeds, happily, cannot be done

now, but they have died out very slowly, and

never has the right to carry them out been re

nounced ; nay, some of the less refined yet ulti

mately crushing forms of them are still practised

where it can be done with impunity.

Ver. 6. Your glorying is not good—is out of

tilace, unseemly. Enow ye not that a little

eaven leaveneth the whole lump 1 ' Tis only

one case, ye say ; but are ye so ignorant as not

to know that the communicative properties of

good and evil are as leaven (Matt. xiii. 3, v. 13 ;

I Cor. xv. 33), and that the leavening property of

evil is greater than that of good?' " One sinner

destroyeth much good." In a church gathered,

like that of Corinth, out ofa proverbially licentious

city, and themselves before conversion no better

than others (vi. 9—1 1), how dangerous the presence

of such an offender, going out and in among

them in full fellowship, must be obvious to every

one.—Ver. 7. Purge out' the old leaven. Refer

ring to the practice enjoined in Ex. xii. 15, and

almost superstitiously observed at the Passover

time, of removing every particle of leaven from

their houses, the apostle would have them put

away in the person of this flagrant offender, that

corrupt element, " the old man," which at their

conversion they had "put off."— that ye may be

1 The word " therefore" is not in the genuine text.

a new lump, even as ye are (already) unleavened

—considered as "new creatures," in whom " all

things have become new." —For our Passover

also is (Gr. 'was,' or 'hath been') sacrificed,

even Christ.1 ' Yes, and ours is infinitely more

precious than Israel's. It was the blood of a bruie

creature, the sprinkling ofwhich on their door-posts

was the means of their redemption ; we are "re

deemed with the precious blood of Christ," the

Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world ;

their redemption was merely national and temporal,

ours is world-wide and eternal.'—Ver. 8. therefore

let us keep the feast— ' keep festival ' as the word

signifies. As the Passover meal was designed to

strengthen the Israelites for their wilderness journey,

so is this for ours heavenward. Theirs was an

annual festival ; ours is the continuous, uninter

rupted, glad festival-keeping of a redeemed and

consecrated life. But just as theirs had to be cele

brated with unleavened bread, so must ours be free

from corrupt admixtures.—not with old leaven—

" forgetting that we have been purged from ova old

sins' (2 Pet. i. 9).—neither with the leaven of

malice and wickedness—not their "old sins,"

but such corrupt elements as are apt to spring

up in Christian communities, creeping in under

new and subtle forms. (This seems better than

taking both clauses as saying the same thing in

different forms.)—hut with the unleavened bread

of sincerity and truth—with entire consistency of

character and conduct.

Note. — What a sublime idea does this give

of the Christian life, as a lifelong Paschal cele

bration of our " eternal redemption " by the

sacrificial death of the Lord Jesus ! Is it necessary

to add that, save on the strict vicarious principle

of that death, all such allusions would either be

unintelligible or would certainly be misleading? As

to the Lord's Supper, though it certainly embodies,

in their highest and simplest form, all the highest

Paschal ideas, there is no reason to think that there

is here any express reference to that ordinance.*

So much for this peculiar case of impurity. But

since the injunction to keep aloof from this

offender might be misunderstood, as applying

equally to all the unholy, the apostle now draws a

sharp distinction between those within and those

without the Church ; instructing them, that while

keeping no company at all with the former, they

were not with the latter to decline the ordinar,

intercourses and courtesies of life.

Ver. 9. I wrote unto you in my epistle not to

company with fornicators. This statement raises

a question which has occasioned not a little dis

cussion—What Epistle is here referred to? ' The

present Epistle,' say some, viewing what follows

as a sort of postscript to the preceding verses.

(So Chrysostom, Erasmus, Middleton, Stanley.)

But the objection to this is that neither in the pre

ceding verses nor in any previous chapter is any

such general injunction given. The only alternative

is, that there is here a reference to some previously-

written letter to that church not now preserved.

1The words "for us," which are without any good autho

rity, are also out of place : for the apostle's one object was

to remind them that we Christians have a Passover, and

a Passover-feast to keep, as well as the Tews.

3 Bengel's hint, as to the bearing of this statement on the

Romish doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass, has something

in it—namely, that if the apostle had taught that doctrine,

he would naturally have used the present tense, and not the

aorist. as he does here (" was sacrificed ") ; and all the more

as the whole strain of his argument would have suggested

and been strengthened by the use of the present tense
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(So Calvin, Beza, Estius, Bengel, De Wette,

Meyer, Alford.1) Nor is this unworthy of Inspira

tion, as is evident from the Old Testament pro

phetic writings, which are very far from containing

all that the prophets uttered by inspiration. And

though all that our Lord spoke and acted must

have been pre-eminently worthy of permanent

record, yet the last Evangelist says that " the world

would not have contained it. " Why, then, should

everything which an apostle found occasion to

write require of necessity to be recorded for all

time ? Certain it is that the Corinthians sent

written questions to the apostle on points of

practical difficulty, and even on this very subject

(vii. I); and if one of these related to what inter

course, if any, theyshould keep up with theirheathen

friends and fellow-citizens, and a messenger was

then going to Corinth who could take his answer,

how naturally might he send a hasty reply by him,

with the promise to write more fully thereafter !

In this case, would he not refer to that letter very

much as he here does ? and of course the present

letter would be understood as superseding the other.

—Ver. 10. not altogether with the fornicators

of this world, or with the covetous, and ex

tortioners, or with idolaters; for then most

ye needs go out of the world. Observe the

caution—" not altogether" restricting the allowed

intercourse with them to what was necessary and

safe. The collocation of " the covetous and ex

tortioners "with "fornicators and idolaters" sounds

strange to us ; but it is a favourite classification

with our apostle (Eph. v. 3; Col. iii. 5). Perhaps

the explanation of this may be found in Gal. v.

19-21, where these are all ranked under the head

of " works of the flesh," any one of which might,

according to individual bent, stir up another.

Ver. 11. but now I write unto you—I did it

before in a general way, but "now " I do it more

fully,—not to keep company, if any man that is

lIt is replied to this, that Mnce the same tense (the

aorist) is used both in ver. 9 and in ver. 11, they must

be rendered alike in both— either " I wrote " or " I write."

But the shade of thought in the latter case is in English

most intelligibly conveyed by our present tense, and Greek

usage sufficiently bears this out.

named a brother — one in full standing as a

member.—be a. fornicator . . . with such a one,

no, not to eat—in friendly meals, or any way

implying brotherly recognition. — Ver. 12. For

what have I to do with judging them that are

without (the Christian pale)? As the Jews so

described those outside the covenant, our Lord

and the apostles borrowed the phrase from them

(Mark iv. n j Col. iv. 5 ; 1 Thess. iv. 12).—do

not ye judge them that are within J—and that

surely is responsibility enough.—Ver. 13. Where

as them that are without God judgeth—that is

His sole prerogative, and to Him ye may well leave

it.—Put away the wicked man from among

yourselves. The marked abruptness with which

the subject is thus dismissed well conveys the re-

pulsiveness of the subject to the apostle's feelings.

Note.—(1) The grace of the Gospel, though it

renews the whole character, neither eradicates

constitutional tendencies nor interferes with their

natural working. It subdues and regulates the

f>assions ; but where the members of a church

lave been drawn out of a community steeped in

vice, and themselves habituated, up to the time

of their conversion, to the sight and practice of it,

they may be expected—after the first warmth of

their new life has begun to cool—to have many

a sore struggle with reactionary tendencies.

Plague spots will then appear; and at times the

whole renovation effected by the Gospel may seem

ready, like a passing wave, to be swept away. In

such circumstances, should self-complacency be in

dulged, and open iniquity quietly tolerated in the

community, sharp dealing becomes indispensable

to recovery, and will, as in the present case, be

so ratified in heaven as to prove successful.

(2) What a view of the world's morality is

suggested by the statement that to get quite away

from even its grosser forms one " must needs go

out of the world " ! And though this stamps con

demnation on all cloistral seclusion—as an attempt

to escape from the evils incident to contact with

the unholy—it no less condemns the tainting of

church fellowship which follows the tolerance of

open sin, and voluntary association with it, on the

part of Christians.

Chapter VI. 1-8.

THIRD TOPIC.—LITIGATION.

1 T^\ ARE any of you, having a matter against another, go to

2 \~J law before the unjust, and not before the saints ? Do

ye not know that "the saints shall judge the world ? and if the

world shall be judged by you, are ye unworthy to judge the

3 smallest matters? Know ye not that we shall b judge angels?

4 how much more things that pertain to this life ? ' If then ye

have judgments of things ' pertaining to this life, set them to

5 judge who are least esteemed in the church. I speak to your"

to judge things 2 this to move you to

: Dan. vii. 22 ;

Mat. xix. 38.

■ 1 Pet. ii. 4.

Ch. v. I a.

S
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shame. Is it so, that there is not a wise man among you ? no,

6 not one that shall be a"ble to judge between his brethren, but

brother goeth to law with brother, and that before the un-

7 believers ? Now therefore there is utterly a fault among you,

because' ye go to law one with another. rfWhy do ye not ^^"i

rather take wrong ? why do ye not rather suffer yourselves to

8 be A defrauded ? Nay, ye* do wrong, and defraud 'and that *tThe*.iv.6.

your brethren.

3 Nay, already it is altogether a defect in you, that

* why not rather be * but ye yourselves

This topic seems to have been suggested by the

closing verses of the preceding chapter, about

Christians having nothing to do with judging "them

that are without." ' Yes (says the apostle), but

what is this that I hear, that some of you are

dragging "them that are within" before the tri

bunals of such, to settle your miserable disputes

among yourselves. How dare ye thus to scan

dalize the Christian name ? '

Ver. 1. Dare any of you, having a matter

against his neighbour, go to law before the

unrighteous, and not before the saints ? Excel

lently, says Bengcl here, ' by this grand word

"Dare" does the apostle mark the injured ma

jesty ofthe Christian name,' thuscaused. Not with

out a special design is the contrast here so sharply

drawn between Christians and heathens ; for the

Jews themselves made it a rule never to carry their

disputes before heathen tribunals. Yet let it not be

thought that there is any condemnation here of the

general principle of having recourse to law for the

settlement of differences. For civil government is

a Divine ordinance, of which " law " is an essential

department ; and our apostle himself once and

again claimed the protection of law, heathen

though the empire then was. Indeed, there are

cases, in the best conditioned Christian countries,

where nice and intricate points can be satisfactorily

and peacefully settled only by a legal tribunal.

What is here so sharply rebuked is, exposing

before eyes that ought to see in Christians only

that which is " Jovely and of good report," what was

the opposite of this, as if (by a cruel satire on our

Lord s words) to invite those heathens to ask,

" What do ye more than others?" (Matt. v. 47).—

Ver. 2. What, know ye not that the saints shall

judge the world ?—shall sit, after yourselves have

been judged (Matt. xxv. 41), as Christ's asses

sors, in judgment on all others. This is not else

where expressly stated ; but it is in accordance

with Matt. xix. 28, and is in strict analogy with

angels being represented (in Job i. and ii.) as in the

councils of Heaven sitting as assessors. Perhaps

the apostle may refer here to something he himself

had taught on this subject.—and if the world is

to be judged (Gr. ' is being judged ') by you,

are ye unworthy to judge the smallest matters?—

literally, ' the smallest tribunals.' (The word

means first a ' test ' or ' rule of judgment ;' then, a

'court of judgment,' and here the cause to be

tried—an unusual application of the word, but

plainly the sense here.)—Ver. 3. Know ye not

that we shall judge angels? The word "angels"

usually means the good ones, but here it is clearly

the bad.—how much more, things that pertain to

this life ?—Ver. 4. If then ye have to judge

things pertaining to this life, set them to judge

who are of no account in the church—an ironical

way of hinting that their differences were so petty

that the poorest-witted among them were fit

enough to deal with them.1—Ver. 5. ... Is it so,

that there is not one wise man among you?

who, etc. : ' Abounding in gifts, and boasting of

your wisdom, are ye incompetent to settle your

own small disputes ? ' The principle of arbitration

is here suggested ; but courts of arbitration are a

modern invention.—Ver. 7. . . . Why not rather

take wrong? why not rather be defrauded?—

like your Master, submitting to felt wrong (1 Pet.

ii. 23 ; and see Matt. v. 40, 44 ; Rom. xii. 17 ;

I Pet. ii. 19, 20; Prov. xx. 22).

1 To view this as a question—' Do ye set, etc. V—as some

do, seems to us very unnatural.

10

Chapter VI. 9-20.

SECOND TOPIC (resumed).—IMPURITY.

KNOW ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the

kingdom of God? Be not deceived: "neither forni- "•cd;"" ;
0 Hcb. mi. 14.

cators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers

of themselves with mankind,1 nor thieves, nor covetous, nor
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1 1

12

drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall Inherit the king

dom of God. And such were * some of you : but ye are *

washed, cbut ye are* sanctified, but ye are' justified in the

name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God. d All

things are lawful unto me, but all things are not ' expedient :

all things are lawful for me, but I will not be brought under

1 3 the power of any. * Meats for the belly, and the belly for

meats : but God shall destroy both it and them. Now the

body is 4 not for fornication, but f for the Lord ; ' and the Lord

14 for the body. And * God hath5 both raised up the Lord, and

1 5 will also raise up us ' by his own power. Know ye not that

* your bodies are the 6 members of Christ ? shall I then take

the members of Christ, and make them7 the members of an

16 harlot? God forbid. What? know ye not that he which is

joined to an harlot is one body ? for ' two,8 saith he, shall be

17 one flesh. '"But he that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit.

18 "Flee fornication. Every sin that a man doeth is without the

body ; but he that committeth fornication sinneth ' against his

19 own body. What ? * know ye not that your body is the temple

of the Holy Ghost which is * in you, which ye have of God,

20 ' and ye are not your own ? For r ye are a bought with a price :

therefore glorify God in your body and in your spirit, which

are God's.10

i Ch. xii. 2 ;

Eph. ii. 2.

c Heb. x. 22.

i/Ch. x. 23.

e Mat. xv. 17 ;

Rom. xiv. 1 7.

/Vers. 15, 19 ;

1 Thes. iv. 3.

fT Eph. v. 23.

k Kom. viii. 11;

2 Cor. iv. 14.

1 Eph. i. 19.

k Rom. xii. 5 ;

Eph. v. 30.

/ Gen. ii. 24 ;

Mat xix. 5.

m Eph. iv. 4.

« Rom. vi. 12.

o 1 Thes. iv. 4.

/ 2 Cor. vi. 16.

g Rom. xiv.

7.8.

r Acts XX. 28 :

Gal. iii. 13 :

Heb. ix. 12 ;

1 Pet. i. 18,

10; 2 Pet.

2 were s not all things are

6 omit the 7 them

10 omit and in your spirit, which are God's

8 The twain

■ omit hath

0 which is

From wrong-doing in one particular the apostle

is now led to speak of wrong-doing in its widest

sense, but emphatically of that form of it already

dealt with in part.

Ver. 9. What, know ye not that the unright

eous ('the wrong-doers') Bhall not inherit the

kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither

fornicators, nor idolaters,—whose religion was

itself voluptuous, particularly at Corinth,—nor

adulterers, nor effeminate—given to voluptuous

ease, encouraging their sensual inclinations,—nor

abusers of themselves with men—practising the

unnatural vice of Rom. i. 27, but which " ought not

to be named among us as becometh saints. The

five grosser forms of vice thus mentioned are next

followed by five of a more familiar but not less

soul-destroying kind.—Ver. 10. nor thieves, etc.

—Ver. II. And such were some of you. Not all

but only "some " ofhis converts are thus spoken of ;

and when he says of them that " such" they were,

he simply means to describe morally the sink of

vice—" the horrible pit, the miry clay "—out of

which they had been raised through the Gospel.—

but ye were washed,1 ye were sanctified, ye

were justified. These are not to be viewed as

1 Not "ye washed ihem off," as some excellent critics—

having respect to the middle voice here used—would trans

late. For though " ye had yourselves washed " would con-

vey the strict sense, the real meaning of this statement is,

' Ye got washed ; ' and thus rendered, it best harmonizes

with the strictly passive sense of the two next verbs.

three distinct things experienced by the Corin

thians ; for then " sanctification " would naturally

have been placed after "justification" (as in chap,

i. 30), not before it ; and besides there is no real

distinction between being " washed " and being

"justified." For though some take "washing"to

represent the whole change wrought in conversion,

and " sanctifying" and "justifying" to mean two

subdivisions of it, this seems very artificial ; and

it is far best to take the whole as simply a

varied expression—trebly emphasized—of the same

great change. And the triumphant "but," with

which each clause starts, confirms this, as if—

exulting in the wondrous change from the lowest

to the highest moral state, expressed in the first

clause—he had been borne along to reiterate it in

a second, and yet again in a third :—' Yes, time

was when ye lay in all that is/out, but now ye have

got "washed;" deeply stained was your whole

nature then, but now ye are "sanctified;" and

then ye stood before a righteous God all condemned,

but now ye are " justified. " ' The rest of the verse

almost fixes this as the true sense of the statement

in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ1—that

is, by virtue of His saving work, as the Divine

Channel,—and in (or ' by?) the Spirit of our God

—as the Divine Agent of all that flows from the

Infinite Fountain of purity into the soul. But not

so much to awaken their gratitude are the Corin-

1 So the true text would seem to read.
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thians reminded of this here ; it is rather to warn

them of the danger in which they stood of return

ing like the dog to his vomit, and the sow that

was washed to her wallowing in the mire. True,

indeed, it is that the deepest and most inveterate

depravity, provided only it be radically cured, will

exclude none from the kingdom of heaven ; but it

is no less true that none shall inherit the kingdom

of God under the final mastery of any one sin.

Ver. 12. All things are lawful for me, but not

all things are expedient. ' In things indifferent,

such as the eating of meats forbidden under the

ceremonial law, the Gospel has made all things

clean, and I can use my liberty without scruple ;

but there are some of tender conscience who are

still afraid to meddle with such things. For their

sake, therefore, I must consider whether that

which in itself is perfectly lawful is at the same

time expedient.'—all things are lawful for me,

but I will not be brought under the power of

any—of anything (not ' any person '), to become

its slave.—Ver. 13. Meats for the belly, and the

belly for meats: but God shall destroy both it

and them:—'Meats, no doubt, are indifferent,

but since both they and the mortal body to which

they minister are destined to perish in their corrup

tibility, scorn to become enslaved to them.'—Now

the body is not for fornication, but for the

Lord, and the Lord for the body:—'As the

body was not made to be pampered by " meats,"

much less to be prostituted to vile uses, so the body

of every believer is redeemed to be the Lord s

property, and the Lord belongs to it in return.' —

Ver. 14. And God both raised the Lord, and will

raise up1 us through his power—see Rom. viii. II.

As the body of Christ was endued at His resurrec

tion with imperishable properties, and stamped

with a spiritual and celestial character, so will it

be with all that are His (chap. xv. 42-44).—Ver.

15. Know ye not that your bodies are members

of ChriBtt He expects this to be recognised as

a first principle (see Eph. v. 30).—shall I then

take away* the members of Christ?—'alienate'

them from theirproper use.—and make them,

etc.—Ver. 16. What, know ye not that he that

is joined to a harlot is one body ? for the twain,

saith lie, shall become one flesh. As the sexes,

by marriage, become one natural life, an abhorred

unity of nature is formed by the action here re

ferred to.—Ver. 17. But he that is joined unto

the Lord is one spirit—becomes by that union

partaker of a life in common with the Lord,

spiritual and imperishable.—Ver. 18. Flee forni

cation. Note the studiously curt and stringent

language (as that in v. 13), and not for nothing is

"flight " here urged. This was what Joseph did

(Gen. xxxix. 12), and what the great mediaeval

schoolman Thomas Aquinas, when a youth, liter-

ally did in exactly similar circumstances.—Every

sin that a man doeth is without the body. Sur

feiting and drunkenness, for example, are pro

duced by the introduction into the body of foreign

elements in excess. — but he that commit teth

fornication sinneth against his own body—

against its proper nature and use, prostituting it to

base and blasting uses. Viewed in this light,

that sin is like nothing else. It is a leprosy,

which, when systematically practised, renders the

body loathsome, enervates and slowly destroys the

whole animal nature, and, what is worse, stupefies

all the intellectual and moral powers.—Ver. 19.

What, know ye not that your body is the temple

of the Holy Ghost which is in you (see on chap,

ii. 11), which ye have from God—as His gift

through the risen Saviour, and whose presence in

you is the presence of God Himself, by reason of

their essential oneness : ' Will ye then pollute and

profane such a temple?'—and ye are not your

own? —Ver. 20. For ye were bought with a

price1—" with precious blood, even Christ's," says

Peter (1 Pet. i. 19). Is it so? then, as the pur

chased property of another, ye are at no liberty

to dispose of yourselves for uses of your own.—

glorify God therefore in your body. The words

of the received text that follow were beyond

doubt wanting in the original text, and have crept

in to fill up the supposed sense.' But since the

subject in hand was the abuse of the body, the

seeming abruptness of this way of closing the sub

ject will be seen to give it a telling effect.

Note.—It is impossible not to be struck with the

contrast between the views of even the most culti

vated portions of the heathen world on the subject

of morality and religion and those of Christianity.

It is to Christianity alone that we owe that purity

of feeling which has expelled almost the knowledge

of those unnatural lusts which were current in

heathen lands, which has banished to the darkest

caverns of secrecy such of them as still live, and has

made the mention of even the less abhorrent im

purities—which were unblushingly practised and

freely spoken about—to be offensive to Christian

ears, and felt to be tainting to Christian lips. But

another thing, the counterpart of this, should not

escape notice—that although Christianity furnishes

motives to holiness peculiar to itself, motives in

appreciable save to its genuine disciples, it is so

far from disdaining considerations favourable to

virtue which are derived from natural ethics, that

it readily avails itself of them all, and both kinds

of motives are found so readily to fit into each

other as to shew that they come from one Divine

source. In the present case, for example, while

Christians are asked with astonishment if they are

not aware that their bodies are members of Christ

and temples of the Holy Ghost—a sphere with

which only Christians can intermeddle—they are

at the same time reminded that unnatural sexual

connections are of such an intrinsic character as to

be a species of corporeal suicide. Thus are the

lower ethical principles taken up into the higher

and thereby consolidated and sublimed.

1 The addition of the word ' up ' in the second verb is

designed to mark the difference between the compound form

of the verb here used and the simple form in the first clause.

The form would seem to be varied merely from variety's

sake ; but since (as Meyer observes) the simple form is in

variably used in the fifteenth chapter, both of the resurrec

tion of Christ and that of believers—and there, indeed, no

fewer than eighteen times—whereas the compound form is

used here only of the resurrection of believers, it is as well

that the distinction should appear in the translation also.

And as it was the resurrection of believers that was denied

by "some" at Corinth, and that of Christ is brought in

only to show what would follow if the views of this party

were right, possibly the apostle intentionally departed from

his usual style by employing the compound form as more

emphatic for the resurrection of believers.

1 The Vulgate renders this ' with a great price ' (mafno

pretio)', Luther, 'Ye were dear-bought' (tAcuer erkaitfr) ;

De Wette, much as the Vulgate (sow theuren PrrU er-

kauft). But, as Bengel well says, the emphasis is best con

veyed by being left to speak for itself, as in chap. vii. 23.

* They are wanting in all the Uncial mss. save three

(two of these of less value) ; they are found only in one

good Cursive ; they are wanting in both the old Latin and

the Vulgate, as also in other versions: and they are wanting

in the oldest and best patristic authorities.
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FOURTH TOPIC—MARRIAGE.

Hitherto the burden of this Epistle has been reproof, founded on informa

tion received from others. Henceforward, to near the end, all appears tc

have been drawn forth by written inquiries of the Corinthians themselves, as

to how, as Christians, they were to act and to judge in certain cases. Per

haps this first subject—Marriage—was introduced here as a natural sequel to

the topic last handled. The directions are of extreme delicacy ; but let it

be carefully remembered that they were not volunteered by the apostle

himself, but demanded by his correspondents. Some of these, by a natural

revulsion from former excesses, seem to have run to the opposite extreme,

and by their ascetic severity to have troubled their brethren. The proper

line of demarcation, therefore, needed to be drawn with a precision more

explicit than otherwise it might have been desirable to particularise.

Chapter VII.

i \T OW concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto me : 1

2 L\ * It is* good for a man not to touch a woman. Never- «v«r». 8, *«.

theless, to avoid fornication,3 let every4 man have his own wife,

3 and let every ' woman have her own husband. * Let the * E*- xx\:i6 <
u J l Pet. in. 7.

husband render unto the wife due benevolence : " and likewise

4 also the wife unto the husband. The wife hath not power of*

her own body, but the husband : and likewise also the husband

5 hath not power of " his own body, but the wife. 'Defraud ye rgda-rfj

not one the other, except it be 7 with consent for a time,8 that see Ex. *ix.
' r 13 ; 1 Sam.

ye may give yourselves to fasting and ' prayer ; and come l0 xxi- ♦• s-

together again, that d Satan tempt you not for your incon- •'xThes.ui.s.

6 tincncy. But I speak this by" permission, 'and1* not of 'JcJ^j*5.;

7 commandment. For" -T would that all men were *even as I £££!*;" 5!' *9'

myself. But * every man hath his proper gift of God, one after *MatiU..a;
, . , , , . cfc.au.ti.

this manner, and another after that.

8 I say therefore to the unmarried and widows, ' It is good for iVm- '. **•

9 them if they abide even as I. But *if they cannot contain,14 *iTim.T.M

10 let them marry : for it is better to marry than to burn. And

unto the married I command, ' yetli not I, but the Lord, "Let '"""^

11 not the wife depart from her1* husband: but17 and if she ^f^att.

depart, let her remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her1* hus- *■• Lu'xw.

12 band :M and let not the husband put away his1* wife. But to l8-

1 omit unto me * It is * But because of fornications 4 each
* her due * over T it be " season

• omit fasting and l0 may be "arftfbywayof " omit and "Yet

14 have not continency '* yea 14her " (but

18 husband) " his
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the rest speak" I, "not the Lord: If any brother hath a wife *ver. 6.

that believeth not, and she be pleased " to dwell with him, let

1 3 him not put her away." And the woman which hath an hus

band that believeth not, and if he be pleased !1 to dwell with

14 her, let her not leave him." For the unbelieving husband is

sanctified by" the wife, and the unbelieving wife is sanctified

by11 the husband : else 'were your children unclean ; but now «Mai. » 15.

15 are they holy. But13 if the unbelieving depart, let him depart.

A brother or a sister is not under bondage in such cases : but

16 God hath called us ''to" peace. For what" knowest thou, />*°m;™' l8-

O wife, whether thou shalt 'save t/iy*6 husband? or how ? "{£;*;,•;. ,4'

knowest thou, O man, whether thou shalt save t/ty" wife?

17 But" as God hath distributed to every man, as the Lord hath

called everyone, so let him walk. And r so ordain I in all " r^to'ryx'7^.

18 churches. Is" any man called being circumcised? let him

not become uncircumcised. Is any " called in uncircumcision ?

19 'let him not be circumcised. 'Circumcision is nothing, and * *C"*J4 y8 ;

uncircumcision is nothing, but "the keeping of the command- (§|;J;J;

20 ments of God. Let every31 man abide in the same calling 'l°i"±'i'

21 wherein he was called. Art'2 thou called being a servant?33

care not for it : but if thou mayest be made free, use it rather.

22 For he that is " called in the Lord, being a servant,33 is r the 'fc™^

Lord's freeman : 31 likewise also he that is38 called, being™ free, \\; phikm-

23 is " Christ's servant.37 x Ye are38 bought with a price ; be not "Si.^ V3\

24 ye the servants of men. Brethren, 'let every31 man, wherein f&'ii/ii.

he is" called, therein abide with God. 'JpttS.**.

25 Now concerning virgins *I have no commandment of the u'y.™..,3.

Lord: yet39 I give my judgment, as one "that hath obtained zw'Siio,

26 mercy of the Lord 'to be faithful. I suppose40 therefore that JSi.1 "*'

this is good for the present distress, / say,11 'that it is" good tch.% \l

27 for a man so to be.43 Art thou bound unto a wife? seek not cvm. i,s.2'

to be loosed. Art thou loosed from a wife ? seek not a wife.

28 But and if thou marry, thou hast not sinned ; and if a virgin

marry, she hath not sinned. Nevertheless44 such shall have

29 trouble in the flesh: but I45 spare you. But ''this I say, J*%™; *£'■"}

brethren, the time is short : " it remaineth,47 that both 43 they 2 Va "'• 8-

30 that have wives " be as though they had none ; and they that

weep, as though they wept not ; and they that rejoice, as

though they rejoiced not ; and they that buy, as though they

20 say 21 is content 22 leave her 23 her husband

24 in " how 26 thy 27 Only 28 odd the

29 was 30 Hath any man been 31 each 32 Wast

33 being a bond-servant 34 freedman 35 was 36 being

*' bond-servant 38 were »» but 10 think

41 namely 42 it is 43 to be as he is 44 but

45 and I would *n shortened 47 omit it remaineth

48 prefix henceforth K9 prefix may
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3 1 possessed not ; and they that use this 50 world, as not * abusing » ch. «■ is.

32 it: for ^the fashion of this world passeth away. But I would /fcx™Lx'it;

have you without carefulness.41 * He that is unmarried careth " '* ■£ Pe.1 '

for the things that belong to the Lord, how he may please the ,[*$££':

33 Lord : but he that is married careth" for the things that are"

34 of the world, how he may please his** wife. There55 is differ

ence also** between a wife and a virgin. The unmarried

woman * careth53 for the things of the Lord, that she may be *^;x-40k

holy both in body and in spirit : but she that is married careth 53

for the things of the world, how she may please her" husband.

35 And this I speak " for your own profit ; not that I may cast a

snare upon you, but for that which is comely, and that ye may

36 attend upon the Lord without distraction. But if any man

think59 that he behaveth himself uncomely toward his virgin,60

if she pass 61 the flower of fur 57 age, and " need so require,63 let

37 him do what he will, he sinneth not : let them marry. Never

theless 8* he that standeth stedfast in his heart, having no neces

sity, but hath power over "5 his own will, and hath so decreed 66

in his67 heart that he will keep59 his67 virgin,60 doeth69 well.

38 ' So then 70 he that giveth Iter 71 in marriage doeth well ; but he 1 Heb. «u. 4.

39 that giveth ^r57 not in marriage doeth69 better. * The wife is * Rom. vii. ».

bound by the law as long as her husband liveth ; but if her

husband be dead, she is at liberty 7* to be married to whom she

40 will ; ' only in the Lord. But she is happier if she so abide,75 /aCor. vi. M.

'" after my judgment : and " I think also that 1 74 have the Spirit wVST: Js . „
* J ° * « 1 Thes. iv. 8.

of God.

50 the 51 to be free from cares

"his *' prefix And "also

59 thinketh 60 add daughter

63 requireth °4 But *6 as touching

67 add own 6S to keep

" his own virgin daughter

73 abide as she is

., , ., ,. ,. —the designed and normal condition of the sexes.
Marriage and its Duties, 1-1 1. _Ver 3 ^ the husband render unto the wife

Ver. 1. Now concerning the things whereof her due,1 etc.—Ver. 5. That ye may give your-

ye wrote: ' It is good for a man not to touch a selves unto prayer.3—Ver. 6. But this I say by

woman—i.e. to marry (an Old Testament phrase), permission, not of commandment—as permis-

Not as if he meant that marriage was wrong in sible in the married state, but giving no command-

itself, as the next verse and ver. 28 sufficientlyshew, ment, for what is suitable in one case may be the

Indeed, the " present distress " (ver. 26) seems to reverse in another.—Ver. 7. Yet I would that all

have been his main reason for recommending the men were as I myself—i.e. in present circum-

single state ; and " forbidding to marry " is given stances (see ver. 1).—Howbeit each man hath his

as one of the signs of " the apostasy of the later own gift—Gr. 'gracious gift ; ' for in Christians

times" (1 Tim. iv. 3). In Heb. xiii. 4, also, natural gifts are presumed to be brought under

marriage is declared to be "honourable in all," or the influence of grace for the eood of others.—

" to be had in honour of all ; " and see Mark Ver. 10. But unto the married I give charge, yea

x. 6-9.—Ver. 2. But, because of fornications— not I, but the Lord {i.e. the Lord Jesus), that the

of the prevalence of this sin, and the temptations wife depart not from her husband. The Lord

to it in a vicious community.—let each man have
his own wife, and each woman her own husband ' The received reading, " due benevolence, has hardly

any authority.

' The words '-'to me " of the received text, though im« - The words "and fasting " arc wanting in all the greater

plied, are an addition to the genuine text. authorities.

42 is careful *3 omit that are

" her 58 say

61 be past °2 adtiil

66 determined this

69 shall do 70 prefix both

71 is free

71 think that I also
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Jesus had Himself emphatically given this charge

(Matt. v. 32, xix. 9), and it is on this that the

apostle falls back. — Ver. 11. (but and if she

depart, let her remain unmarried, or else be

reconciled to her husband.) The case here sup

posed is that of such disagreement between Chris

tian husband and wife as induces the wife, in

spite of the prohibition, to leave her husband.

In this case she must either get reconciled to her

husband—which is best—or remain single.

Duties oftht Married where One ofthe Parties is

unconverted, 12-17.

Ver. 12. But to the rest say I, not the Lord:

If any brother hath an unbelieving wife, and

Bhe is content to dwell with him, let him not

leave her.—Ver. 13. And the woman, etc. Two

noteworthy reasons are given for this injunction.

—First reason:—Ver. 14. For the unbelieving

husband is sanctified in the wife, and the unbe

lieving wife is sanctified in the brother : ' else

were . . . unholy — not as if personal holiness

were communicated from the one party to the

other by their marriage union ; for parents, even

where both are Christian, cannot by propagation

convey their own holiness to their children. Rela

tive holiness, then, can alone be meant. But what

is that? Under the law, whatever was conse

crated to sacred uses was counted holy, whether

days (Ex. xx. 8), or vessels (Ex. xxviii. 38), or

persons (Ex. xxix. I, 35, 44). Seizing on this

principle, our apostle in one place applies it to

food—as "sanctified by the word of God and

prayer" (1 Tim. iv. 4, 5), and here he applies it

to the conjugal relation, as taking the unbelieving

wife of a Christian away from " them that are

without," and giving her a standing within the

sacred pale, with all its opportunities and influ

ences. Nor is this an empty name. It is cer

tainly fitted, as it was doubtless designed, to issue

in saving results ; for when in one of the parties

Christianity enters any home, it may justly be said

as of Zaccheus—who left his house an avaricious

publican, but after his interview with Jesus re

entered it a new creature, in all the freshness,

fragrance, and power of a new life : " To-day is

salvation come to this house. " On this principle,

children breathing such an atmosphere are within

a sacred enclosure, and not at all on the same

footing with "them that are without."—Ver. 15.

But and if he departeth, let him depart. Some,

disgusted—possibly enraged—at the change in their

wives—or husbands, as the case might be—and

their refusal to surrender their religious convic

tions, would leave them ; as to this day is done

in not a few cases, both in heathen and Jewish

families. In such a case there was no help ; the

wife must let her husband turn his back upon her.

—God hath called us in peace—therefore, in the

last extremity, separation must be peacefully

submitted to, and this surrender may yet be blessed

to the resisting party.—Second reason:—Ver. 16.

For how knowest thou, 0 wife, whether thou

Bhal t save thy husband ? or ... 0 husband . . .

thy wife!—i.e. whether thou shalt not do so. A

totally different turn to the question is given by

some superior critics, — ' Let him go ; for what

assurance have you that by longer endurance you

will gain him over?'' Their reason is, that

' ' whether thou shalt " cannot mean ' ' whether thou

shalt not." But in the Greek usage of the Old

Testament this phrase is often so used. Thus,

2 Sam. xii. 22, " Who can tell whether God will

be gracious to me?" {i.e. whether He will not be

so) ; Esth. iv. 14, " Who knoweth whether thou

art come to the kingdom for such a time as this ? "

Joel ii. 14, " Who knoweth if he will return and

repent ? " etc. ; and the same in Jonah iii. 9. In

vain is it alleged that such passages are not in

point. As to <Tur passage, the whole strain of the

context is in favour of our view of it.—Ver. 17.

Only—' I have only this to say '—as the Lord l

hath distributed to each man, as God ' hath

called each, so let him walk—each, in his special

case, as may seem most conducive to the great end

of the marriage relation.—And so ordain I in all

the churches— ' On such principles I will have all

the churches to act in like case.

Theforegoing Principles applied to other Cases,

18-24.

And first, Circumcision.—Ver. 18. Was any

man called being circumcised I let him not

become uncircumcised—which, under the per

secution of Antiochus, the Jews contrived to

accomplish, to conceal their nationality (1 Mace,

i. 15 ; Joseph. Antt. xii. 5. 1).—Ver. 19. Circum

cision is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing,

but the keeping of the commandments of God

—is everything in religion. It is worthy of notice

that the unimportance of both in religion is thrice

expressed, and each time in contrast with some

thing essential. Here, where the point in ques

tion is how to act, the essential thing is made

obedience ; in Gal. v. 6, where the point is to have

the foundation of the Christian life rightly laid, the

essential thing is "faith, working by love j " in

Gal. vi. 15, where those are dealt with who think

they can "sow to the flesh," and yet not "reap cor

ruption," the essential thing is the being "a new

creature."—Ver. 20. Let each man abide in that

calling wherein he is called—not his 'occupa

tion,' but his ' condition in life.' Secondly, Bond

service.—Ver. 21. Wast thou called being a

bond - servant ? care not for it : but if thou

canst become free, use it rather. Such is the

natural sense of the statement, and some of the

best expositors so understand it But looking at

the strain of the argument and the strict sense of

the words themselves, it has been plausibly argued

that the sense must be, ' nay, even if thou mayest

be made free, use it (i.e. your state of slavery)

rather. ' But if so, why did the apostle express it

in this strange way— " use it rather " ? why did he

not say "seek it not," "be content," "abide still,"

or some similar phrase ? And then, only take

this last clause parenthetically, as follows :—' If

called as a slave, think not that to serve Christ in

that condition is hopeless (though, of course, if

thou mayest be made free, that is to be preferred)

—and the sense will at once be seen to be good,

and quite consistent with the strain of the argu

ment.' This sense, too, is all the more probable,

as the apostle is about to add (ver. 23), " Ye were

bought with a price, become not bond-servants of

men. "—Ver. 22. For he that was called in the

1 Such is the striking; reading here, the word " husband "

easily creeping in, as of course meant, but poorly supported.

• So Estius, De Wette, Meyer, Stanley, Alford.

1 Such is the right order of the words " Lord " and " God "

here.

2 The adversative conjunction («\Ai) ' on the contrary '

has been urged as inconsistent with this view ; but though

opposition is undoubtedly expressed, all depends on wk*rt

the opposition lies
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Lord, being a bond-servant, is tbe Lord's freed-

man—or ' manumitted slave,' ' liberated from the

slavery of sin ; for " whosoever committeth sin is

the slave of sin " (John viii. 34 ; 2 Pet. ii. 19 ;

2 Tim. ii. 26).—likewise he that was called,

being free, is Christ's bond-servant. Thus have

these two very dissimilar conditions of life a

beautiful meeting - place and bond of union in

Christ Well might it be said (Jas. i. 9, 10),

" Let the brother of low degree glory in that he is

exalted, and the rich in that he is made low "—both

meeting on the platform of a common redemption.

—Ver. 23. Ye were bought with a price ; become

not bond-servants of men. This does not mean,

Get not into actual slavery, but, ' Being set inwardly

free at such a cost, suffer not yourselves to be

despoiled of this higher liberty by any party.'

Answers to Corinthian Questions regarding

Marriage, 25-40.

Ver. 25. Now concerning virgins I have no

commandment of the Lord : but I give my judg

ment, as one that hath obtained mercy of the

Lord to be faithful. When the apostle thus

sharply distinguishes between what he utters by

authority—under immediate inspiration—and what,

in the exercise of his own Christian wisdom, he

judges to be right and recommends to be done, we

may be sure that wherever no such intimation as

this is given, he is to be understood as speaking

authoritatively, both in the expression of truth

and in the giving of commands.—Ver. 26. I think

. . . this is good for the present distress.' What

was that ? Some say, the great dearth in the reign

of Claudius (Acts xi. 28) ; others, the existing

troubles in Corinth ; others still, the calamities

that were to usher in the destruction of Jerusalem,

on the Lord's Second Advent. To us the refer

ence seems rather to be to that breaking up of all

social ties which Christianity was occasioning

(Luke xii. 31-33 ; Acts xvii. 5), and the imminent

convulsive overthrow of the whole Jewish state.—

it is good for a man to be as he is—if married,

to remain so ; if single, single to remain, as is

expressly said in ver. 27.—Ver. 28. ... if thou

marry, thou hast not sinned . . . Yet such shall

have tribulation . . . and I would spare you

—spare you this tribulation.

The next three verses are a digression, or rather

a parenthetical episode, consisting of general

counsels suggested by the unsettled and shifting

condition of all things at that time, which may be

summed up in weantdness from all present objects,

ties, affections, and pursuits — after which he

returns to his details.—Ver. 29. Bnt this I say,

brethren, the time is shortened. It is not the

general ' shortness of time' which is here expressed,

but the great fact that since all preparatory econo

mies have passed away, and the final one has come

—there being nothing now between but the work

preparatory to the second coming of Christ—we

should now, more than ever, sit loose to earthly

things.—that henceforth they that have wives

may be as though they had none, etc.—Ver. 31.

and those that use the world, as not abusing it.

The word here used signifies either using it ' down,'

that is, using it 'to the full,' or 'the uttermost,'

1 «TI>.liC(^(.

a In classical Greek the word here used (cciayxr.) more

frequently denotes ' necessity : ' but it is very often used in

the sense of 'ca'amity,' 'straits,' 'distress, in the LXX.

and in Josephus.

or ' misusing ' or ' misapplying ' it This last is

the most natural sense here.

After this digression the apostle now continues

his answers to the inquiries of the Corinthians

regarding marriage. — Ver. 32. But I would

have you to be free from cares—that is, from

the causes of them.—He that is unmarried is

careful for the things of the Lord. . . . Ver. 33.

but he that is married . . . how he may please

his wife. In other words, the married have one

care more than the single.—Ver. 35. And this I

say . . . not that I may cast a snare ( Gr. ' noose ')

upon you—not to interfere with your liberty to

marry or remain single.—but for that which is

seemly — suitable in present circumstances and

most conducive to the ends of your Christian

calling.

The next three verses—as they stand in our ver

sion, or any version strictly literal—are very liable

to be misunderstood. The directions which they

give are given to the Christianfather with respect

to his unmarried daughter. In the matter of mar

riage, the father—according to the custom of those

times—had supreme control over his daughter.

The supplement of one word to the translation—

the word 'daughter'—will make the real sense

quite clear.—Ver. 36. But if any man thinketh

that he behaveth himself uncomely towards his

virgin daughter, if she be past the flower of her

age—past the usual age of marriage.—and if need

so requireth—if there is any good reason for not

delaying her marriage (such as in a vicious com

munity may be easily conjectured).—let him do

what he will, he sinneth not (in giving his con

sent) : let them marry.—Ver. 37. But he that

. . . having no necessity (to carry out the mar

riage) hath determined ... to keep his own

virgin daughter, shall do well.—Ver. 38. Bo then

(to sum up) both he that giveth his own virgin

daughter in marriage doeth well, and he that

giveth her not . . . shall do better. To give her

away would not be wrong, but in the trying cir

cumstances supposed throughout this chapter, to

keep her at home would, for many reasons, be

better.

On one point more—the re-marriage ofwidows—

a question would seem to have been asked, and is

here answered.—Ver. 39. A wife is bound ' for

so long time as her husband liveth ; but if he

be dead—Gr. 'fallen asleep'—a phrase used in

the New Testament only of believers, who, there

fore, were no doubt here in view. And it is worthy

of notice that in Rom. vii. 2, where the same

statement is made, but of husband and wife in

general, the word is not that used here, but the

naked term 'dead' ("if the husband be dead").

—she is free to be married to whom she will ;

only in the Lord—only to a believer.

This is a fundamental principle in the Christian

life, having its ground in the necessity of entire

sympathy in spiritual things, if the Christian

life in the married is to be realized at all. So

much was this in view, that some of the instruc

tions given to the married presuppose and derive

their emphasis from this. Thus: "Likewise, ye

husbands, dwell with them according to know

ledge, giving honour unto the wife as unto the

weaker vessel, and as hemgjoint heirs of the grace

•The words "by the law" in the received text have

scarcely any authority, and have manifestly crept in from

Rom. vii. a, where the same statement about the married

occurs.
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of life, that your prayers (joint prayers) be not of which only marks the more strongly his con-

hindered" (I Pet. iii. 7). Disregard of this law sciousness of possessing it.

of the Christian life has contributed more to blight Note.—While here the re-marriage of widows is

the most promising appearances of living Chris- discouraged, the reverse seems to be counselled in

tianity, and render sickly the real Christianity of I Tim. v. 14. But the difference lies in the cir-

the married, than almost any other cause. cumstances. Here the advice to remain as they

Ver. 40. But she is happier if she abide as were is general ; there the advice that younger

she is—in her widowhood.—after my judgment : widows should marry is grounded on certain things

and I think that I also have the Spirit of Qod— said about them in the preceding verses, in the

'While others make high pretensions to Divine light of which, viewed as a question of expediency

authority, I think it no presumption in meat least in such circumstances, the advice would commend

to claim it ; ' a mode of expression, the half irony itself to every one.

FIFTH TOPIC—COMPROMISES WITH IDOLATRY:

CHAPTERS VIII.-XI. I.

It was impossible for Christians in almost any Greek or Roman colony, and

least of all at Corinth, to avoid coming frequently in contact with idolatrous

practices in various and ensnaring forms. In writing, therefore, for instruc

tion and direction on various practical points, we can hardly suppose that this

would be omitted. Here, accordingly, it is dealt with in great detail.

Chapter VIII.

The Duty of the Strong towards the Weak.

1 \T OW " as touching things offered unto ' idols, we know that "Acts xv *>

-1- ^ we all have * knowledge. c Knowledge puffeth up, but *Rom.xiv.M.

2 charity * edifieth. And' rfif any man think that he knoweth ^"vi8'1^

3 any thing, he knoweth nothing 4 yet as he ought to know ; but

4 if any man love ' God, ' the same is known of him. As con- » Ex. xxxiii.
12, 17 ;

cerning therefore the eating of those things that are offered in Nah. '• i-

sacrifice unto6 idols, we know that ■'an idol is nothing7 in the/'"-*"- »«■

5 world, *and that there is none other God" but one. For ''2™tAv 30;
■* ' Mk. xn. 19.

though there be that are * called gods, whether in heaven or in * * J°- *■ 34

6 earth (as there be gods many, and lords many) ; but10 ' to us 'MaLfi. 10.

there is but one " God, the Father, *of whom are" all things, *Actsxvii.,8.

and we in" him; and 'one Lord, Jesus Christ, "by u whom /!•.*& 13;

7 are'1 all things, and we by" him. Howbeit tJiere wis not in ~J°•' ■ *

every man " that knowledge : for some * with conscience of the mQl *■ l8-

idol unto this hour " eat it as a thing offered unto " an idol ;

8 and their conscience being weak is "defiled. But ''meat com- »Rom.xiv.i4.
/Rom. xiv. 17.

mendeth us not " to God : for *° neither, if we eat, are we the

1 sacrificed to * love * omit And 4 not

5 loveth • of things sacrificed to '' no idol is any thing

8 there is no God 9 on 10 yet " there is one u are

13 unto " through 15 there is " all men

17 being used until now to the idol I8 eat as of a thing sacrificed to

18 will not commend us 20 omit for
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9 better; neither, if we eat not, are we the worse. But 'take ?GaLv. i>

heed lest by any means this liberty of yours become r a » R°m.xiv.i|.

10 stumblingblock to them that are weak. For if any man see

thee which hast knowledge sit at meat in the idol's temple,

shall not * the conscience of him which " is weak be emboldened * ch. x. »&

1 1 to eat those things which are offered " to idols ; and M ' through ' R°m- »»'5-

thy knowledge shall the weak brother perish, for whom " Christ

died? But "when ye sin so against the brethren, and wound «Mat.xxv.40.

their weak conscience," ye sin against Christ. Wherefore, "if "Rom.*".",

meat make " my brother to offend,'7 I will eat no flesh while

the world standeth," lest I make my brother to offend.87

21 will not his conscience, if he 22 to eat things sacrificed !a For

24 he that is weak pertsheth, the brother for whose sake

25 And thus, sinning against the brethren, and wounding their conscience

when it is weak,

20 maketh 2r stumble 2S for evermore

12

13

As part of the sacrificial victims went to themarket,

it was liable to be served to Christians at the tables

of their heathen friends ; and as festive entertain

ments were often held in the idol temples, as being

the most spacious as well as most public places of

meeting, this would inevitably raise the question,

Should Christians go where such food might be

presented to them ? The more liberal Christians

—regarding an idol as no god at all, and all

wholesomo food allowable to Christians—would

say, Why not ? Good, replies the apostle, but if

by your participation in such cases the conscience

of a weak brother is hurt and his soul endangered,

you are not to exercise that liberty, and if you

do, you sin.—On the abstract question, whether

such entertainments ought to be countenanced

by Christians, the apostle does not here enter—

reserving that point for chapter x.

Ver. 1. Now concerning things sacrificed unto

idols: we know that we all have knowledge—

' Ye plead your knowledge ; we are at one with

you there ; but this is a question, not of know

ledge, but of love.'—Knowledge pnffeth up, but

love ediiieth—Gr. 'buildeth up.' The knowing

are apt to put on an air of superiority to their less

knowing brethren, whereas love—identifying itself

by sympathy with all akin to itself, whether more

or less enlightened—cements them like stones in

one building.—Ver. 2. If any man thinketh that

he knoweth anything, he knoweth not yet as he

ought to know—has not got upon the right track

in his search after knowledge, for what inflates its

possessor cannot be true knowledge : all know

ledge worthy of the name begets such a conscious

ness of remaining ignorance as effectually checks

self-sufficiency.—Ver. 3. but if any man loveth

God, the game is known of him. See Gal. iv. 9.

These preliminaries now bring the apostle to his

point.

Ver. 4. Concerning therefore the eating of

things sacrificed unto idols, we know that no idol

is any thing in the world, and that there is no

God but one.—Ver. 5. For though there be that

are called gods, whether in heaven or on earth ;

as there are gods many, and lords many.—

Ver. 6. yet to us (Christians) there is one God, the

Father, of whom are all things—as their primal

Source, and we unto him—as their last End;

and one Lord Jesus Christ, through whom are

all things—as the immediate Agent in their pro

duction, and we through him.1

Note. — This statement embodies a profound

truth, which however only close study of it re

veals. It might have sufficed for the apostle's pur

pose to say—in opposition to the polytheism that

reigned at Corinth—' To us Christians there is no

divinity, and no object of worship, save the one

living and true God.' But instead of this, he

breaks his statement into two distinct propositions,

expressing two marked contrasts between Chris

tianity and heathenism. First, by the " one God,"

of us Christians, we mean " The Father," in oppo

sition to the "gods many " of the heathen. Next,

in opposition to the " lords many " of the heathen,

" to us there is one Lord, (even) Jesus Christ."

Now, why so? Because there is in the human

breast a deep conviction of the vast distance be

tween God and men, but at the same time insatiable

longing to have it bridged over, and a fond per

suasion that this difficulty must and can be met.

From this state of mind sprang the conception—

pervading alike the East and the West in different

forms, and far from being confined to the vulgar,

nor originating with them—that there exist inter

mediate and subordinate divinities, or emanations

from the supreme Divinity through whom the two

extremities meet. Now what Christianity does is

not to extinguish this conviction and this emotion,

out of which the universe came to be thus ignorantly

peopled, but to disclose the sublime Reality that

underlies all these dreamings, namely, that while

1 The use of the preposition "through,"of Christ's agency,

has been urged as shewing that the apostle viewed Him as

a mere subordinate instrument of God in the production of

all thing*. But even in classical Gieelc—and most certainly

in the Greek of the New Testament— this preposition is

used where immediate agency is intended ; it being left to

the context or the subject itself to determine whether im

mediate or subordinate agency is intended (see Winer, $ 47 ;

Jclf, h(yyj ', and Frittsche, ad Rom. i. 5, p. 15). In Rom.

xi. 36, it is said of God, in the most absolute serine, *' through

whom are all things;" and in this very Epistle, "God is

faithful, through whom ye were called " (i. 9). It is not that

this preposition differs nothing from those which properly

express primary causation, but merely that it is often used

in place of such—and no doubt with a shade of meaning not

easily conveyed in English.
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there is one Fontal Source of all things, " one God,

the Father, of whom are all things, there is also

"one (Mediatorial) Lord, even Jesus Christ, through

whom are all things," and through whose inter

vention "we through Him" are brought nigh to

this "one God," otherwise unapproachable. See

I John i. 1-4, where this same profound truth is

expressed—in studied opposition to that subtle

Gnosticism, which even in our apostle's time was

stealing into the atmosphere of Christian thought

(as is plain from the Epistle to the Colossians),

but was threatening, in the beloved disciple's old

age, when he wrote his first Epistle, to darken

the air of the churches of Proconsular Asia and the

surrounding region.

Ver. 7. Howbeit in all men there is not that

knowledge: bnt some, being used1 until now

to the idol, eat as of a thing sacrificed unto an

idol ; and their conscience being weak is defiled.

The " weak " here are Gentile converts who,

being steeped in idolatry up to the time of their

conversion, were unable as yet to shake off the

impression that the idol, which by them had so

long been regarded as a god, had after all some

thing divine in it. In this view, the argument is,

that when such weak brethren saw their stronger-

minded brethren openly partaking of meat known

to have been sacrificed to an idol, they would be

emboldened by their example to do the same,

while still regarding the act as idolatrous, and so

would defile their conscience.—Ver. 8. But meat

will not commend us to God: neither, if we eat,

are we the better; nor if we eat not, are we

the worse.1—Ver. 10. For if a man see thee who

1 The received text here reads, " from conscience of the

idol;" and Meyer and Alford think this right. But the

above reading 15 decidedly better supported, and it is the

text of Griesbach, Lachmann, Tiegelles, and Teschendorf.

* The order of these clauses is reversed in some texts ;

but as the evidence is pretty equally balanced, the sense

precisely the same, and the matter of no importance either

way, the natural English order may be adhered to.

hast knowledge—of the emptiness of idols and

the lawfulness of all food—sitting at meat in an

idol's temple. The word here used (in the Greek

of the Old Testament and this one place of the New

Testament)is used only for a.healhen temple, tomark

its idolatrous character ; the word employed for the

temple of the living God being studiously avoided

on such a subject.—will not his conscience, if (or

' while ') he is weak, be emboldened—Gr. ' built

up,' just as we speak of one built up in self-conceit

—to eat things sacrificed unto idols f—Ver. 1 1.

for through thy knowledge he that is weak

perisheth, the brother1 for whose sake Christ

died. It might seem that "for" here is inappro

priate; but the thought is this :—' The wrong you

thus do, through your uncalled-for exercise jf

liberty, is far greater than you think ; for whoever

is thus the means of leading a Christian brother

to violate his conscience is helping so far to

destroy his soul.' Weil might Olshausen say, in

view of so affecting a statement, ' The worth of

even the poorest, weakest brother could not be

more emphatically expressed.'—Ver. 12. And (not

only so, but) thus sinning against the brethren,

and wounding their conscience when it is

weak, ye sin against Christ—who is wounded

in their wounds. —Ver. 13. Wherefore, if meat

maketh my brother to stumble, I will eat no

flesh for evermore, that I make not my brother

to stumble—a hyperbolical way of expressing the

recoil of his soul from any act of selfish gratifica

tion by which the soul of a brother might be

endangered.

The question of murderous Cain, and of his

children in every age and country—" Am I my

brother's keeper?"—is abhorrent to the whole

spirit of Christianity, which is designed to kill

that principle in the bosoms of men. Would that

Christians would let that spirit reign in them, in

their social intercourse !

Such is the correct reading here.

Chapter IX.

FIFTH TOPIC {continued).—DIGRESSION ON SELF-DENIAL.

1 "A"/
M I not an apostle?1 am I not free?' * have I not seen «A£?ix--,s;

1 a Tim. 1. n.
esus Christ * our Lord ? c are not ye my work in the iA«s..il[-3. >7

J J cCn. 111. 6.

2 Lord? If I be4 not an apostle unto others, yet doubtless4 I

am to you : for d the seal of mine apostleship are ye in the rf» Cor ui. %.

3 Lord. Mine answer to them that do examine me is this.

4, 5 ' Have we not power6 to eat and to drink? Have we not <>The*.u. 6.

power' to lead about a sister, a wife,7 as well as other9 apostles,

6 and as * S the brethren of the Lord, and ' Cephas ? Or I only /Lu- «• 15 :

Cat- i- >o.

7 and Barnabas, A have not we power" to forbear working ? Who fM||- "'■'•• 'J-

' goeth a warfare any time '• at his own charges ? who * planteth >'2 _«■ x. 4;

It Deut. xx. 6.

1 free

8 right

8 omit us

1 an apostle * omit Christ

7 a wife that is a believer

10 What soldier ever serveth

4 am * at least

* even as the rest of the
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a vineyard, and eateth not of" the fruit thereof? or who

8 ' feedeth a flock, and eateth not of the milk of the flock ? Say 'J*?*1 ,5:
' » I Pet. V. 2.

I these things as a man ? or saith not the law the same also ?

9 For it is written in the law of Moses, ""Thou shalt not muzzle >»Dcut.xxv.4.

the mouth of the ox that " treadeth out the corn. Doth God

10 take care for oxen? or saith he it" altogether for our sakes?

For our sakes, no doubt, this is" written: that14 "he that « a Tim. a. 6.

ploweth should " plow in hope, and that " he that thresheth in

I c hope should be partaker I8 of his hope.1' ' If we have sown s0 » Gai vi. 6.

unto you spiritual things, is it" a great thing if we shall reap

12 your carnal things? If others be partakers" of this power*

over you, are not we rather?" * Nevertheless we have not /aCor.xi.7,0.

used" this power;6 but suffer all things, 'lest we should yaCor.xi.xa.

13 hinder the gospel of Christ. rDo ye not know that they r Lev. w. .6;

which minister about holy'5 things live" of the things" of the "u"n "* '

temple ? and they which wait at the altar are partakers with

14 the altar? Even so 'hath the Lord ordained"8 'that they * lu. *. 7.

15 which preach the gospel should live of the gospel. But I have iTim.v.17.

used none of these things : neither have I written " these

things, that it should be so done unto me: for "it were better «jCor.xi. 10.

for me to die, than that any man should make my glorying

16 void. For though I preach the gospel, I have nothing to glory

of: for "necessity is laid upon me ; yea,'0 woe is unto me, if I rRom. i i4.

t 7 preach not the gospel. For if I do this thing *' willingly, " I t»ch. ffi. t, m-

have a reward : but if against my will, * a dispensation of the *^)- »• 7:

18 gospel is committed" unto me. What is my reward then? coi. i. a5. '

Verily " that, ' when I preach the gospel, I may make the y * Cor. iv. 5.

gospel of Christ without charge, that I abuse not my power '*

19 in the gospel. For though I be" free from all men, yet have

* I made myself servant unto " all, " that I might gain the more. < Gai. v. 13.

20 And *unto the Jews I became as a Jew, that I might gain the jActfxvi! 3'.'

Jews ; to them that are under the law, as under the law, that I

21 might gain them that are under the law; 'to rfthem that are cGai. m. a.

without law, as without law, (' being not " without law to « ch. vii. a"'

God, but under the law to Christ,) that I might gain them

22 that are without law. -^To the weak became I as weak,38 /Rom. xv. 1.

that I might gain the weak: 'I am made" all things to all e cu. x, 33

23 men," *that I might" by all means save some. And this * Rom. xi. 14.

11 omit of M when he "it H Yea, for our sake it was

11 because 16 ought to lr omit that

" thresheth, to thresh in hope of partaking " omit of his hope

,0 we sowed sl is it M partake " do not we yet more

14 did not use " sacred *• eat " the things

** did the Lord ordain M do I write so for

*' omit thing " I have a stewardship intrusted to " omit Verily

u so as not to use to the full my right " was

** brought myself under bondage to *T (not being

*» 1 became weak 3' become 40 men 41 may

vou 111. 13
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1 do w for the gospel's sake, that I might be partaker thereof

with you."

24 Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but

25 one receiveth the prize ? ' So run, that ye may obtain. And

every man that * striveth for the mastery 4* is temperate in

all things. Now they do it to obtain a corruptible crown ;

26 but we *" an incorruptible. I therefore so run, *" not as " uncer-

27 tainly ; so fight I, not as one that beateth " the air : " but I

keep under47 my body, and "bring it into subjection:48 lest

that by any means, when " I have preached to others, I myself

should be * a castaway.40

i Gal. ii 2 :

2 Tim. iv. 7.

It Eph. vi. 12 ;

1 Tim. vi. xa.

/ 2 Tim. iv. 8 ;

1 Pet i. 4.

111 2 Tim. ii. 5.

w Rom. viii 13.

o Rom. vi. i3.

/ Jer. vi. 30.

43 And I do all things

44 in the games

" buffet

48 that I may be a joint partaker thereof

45 as not 4* as not beating

bondage 49 after that
«o rejected

The substance of this long digression—so far

as the present chapter is concerned—may be thus

expressed :—' I have been urging on you the duty

of refraining from things lawful when by indulging

in them the consciences of your weaker brethren

are wounded, and their souls imperilled. But in

this I enjoin nothing which I myself do not prac

tise. For example, though entitled, on every

principle of natural right and Scripture precept, to

temporal support from the churches to which I

minister in holy things, I have studiously refrained

from receiving it, both from you and from other

churches, lest I should lay myself open to mis

construction, and thus hinder the Gospel of Christ.

And on this principle I act in everything, striving

only how best to win souls. Nor is this done only

with a view to others' good ; for only by such a

life of systematic and continued self-denial can I

regard even myself to be safe for eternity. '

Ver. 1. Am I not free 1 am I not an apostle ?

In this order these two questions should undoubt

edly stand, not only on the ground of textual

evidence, but from the nature of the case. The

subject to be handled being his own Christian

freedom, he naturally starts with this, while the

second and third questions are so closely con

nected that the third one comes in as the indis-

Sensable sequel to the second.—have I not seen

esua our Lord? The word 'Christ' added

here in the received text is out of place, not

only because insufficiently attested, but because

the clear allusion to the thrilling words heard

by him on his way to Damascus—" I am Jesus

whom thou persecutest"—would be lost by the

insertion.—are ye not my work in the Lord?

—Ver. 2. If to others I am not an apostle, yet

at least I am to you; for the seal of mine

apostleship are ye in the Lord. ' Let who will

dispute my apostleship, ye at least should be the

last to do it. —Ver. 3. My defence to them that

examine me is this—not ' this which I am now to

give ; for what follows is not an answer to such

questioners, but this which I have already stated '

(in the preceding verses). Accordingly, ver. 3

is to be viewed as closing the subject of his

apostleship, so far as any question could be raised

about it, although in his Second Epistle he takes

it up again.

Ver. 4. Have we no right to eat and to drink 1

—at the cost of the churches which we serve.—

Ver. 5. Have we no right to lead about—to take

along with us in our missionary journeys—a wife

who is a believer—Gr. 'a sister.' An absurd

interpretation of these words, which found support

even among the best of the fathers, when once the

ascetic principle had taken possession ofthe Church,

led Christians to regard celibacy as a holier state

than marriage, and by degrees threw discredit on

the marriage of the clergy. The interpretation we

refer to is, that the apostle is here claiming the

right of preachers to follow our Lord's example

(Luke viii. 1-3), who allowed rich women to

follow Him and His apostles, ministering to them

of their substance. But on that view, what is

this about "a wife"? For to translate it 'a

woman' here is absurd. But absurd as it is,

modern Romanists—even Cornelius a Lapide and

Estius—are obliged to take refuge in it. In fact,

the great fluctuation in the Greek readings of this

verse—especially that strange reading ' sisters,

women'—is a proof (as has been well observed)

of the desperate shifts to which people have been

driven to obliterate the testimony against com

pulsory celibacy in the ministers of Christ which

the true text of this verse contains.—even as the

rest of the apostles—not necessarily each of them,

but the class ; for Paul himself was certainly not

married (vii. 7).—and the brethren of the Lord.

Though named here after " the apostles," it would

not necessarily follow that none of these were

themselves apostles, for "Cephas," one of the

apostles, is named immediately after them. At

the same time, the mode of expression more

naturally suits with their not being apostles, as

on other grounds we believe can be established.—

and Cephas—whose marriage none can doubt of

(see Mark i. 30).—Ver. 6. Or I only and Barna

bas, have we not a right to forbear working ?—

for our maintenance, leaving our support to the

churches we serve. The reasonableness of this as

a principle is now illustrated from the case of (1)

soldiers, (2) husbandmen, (3) shepherds, (4) the

Levitical priests.

Ver. 7. What soldier ever serveth at his own

charges ? who planteth a vineyard, and eateth

not the fruit thereof? or who feedeth a flock,
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etc—Ver. 8. Do I speak these things after the

manner of men ?—drawing my conclusions from

human usage only?—or saith not the law also

the same ? —Vcr. 9. For it is written in the law

of Moses (Deut. xxv. 4), Thou shalt not muzzle

the ox, etc.—a favourite illustration of our apostle,

for he recurs to it in 1 Tim. v. 18; and no

wonder ; for it is one of the most beautiful proofs

of the humane character of the Mosaic law, that

in a matter seemingly so insignificant that even a

considerate legislator might easily overlook it,

provision was made against the injustice of gag

ging those animals on whose labour they were so

dependent, when the very sight and scent of the

corn they were threshing out with their feet would

excite a constant craving after what was thus

denied them.—Is it for the oxen that God

careth? Yes, in the first instance (see Job

xxxviii. 4 ; Ps. cxlvii. 9 ; Matt. vi. 26).—Ver. 10.

or . . . for our sake?—to teach this general

lesson, that he that ploweth ought to plow in

hope ... of partaking.' If we sowed unto

you spiritual things, is it a great matter that

we should reap your carnal things? What

they owed to him as their spiritual father admitted

of no comparison with anything they could do for

him in things temporal, though they might express

it in the supply of his temporal wants.—Ver. 12.

. . . Nevertheless we did not use this right . . .

that we may cause no hindrance to the gospel

of Christ—to cut off the pretext of mercenary

motives, slanderously insinuated against him by

opponents.

Ver. 13. Enow ye not that they which minis

ter about sacred things eat of the things of

the temple ?—of the sacrificial offerings, expressly

allocated to the priests. The Gentile converts are

supposed to be aware of this, mixing constantly

with their Jewish fellow-converts, not to speak of

their presumed acquaintance to that extent with

the Old Testament ; and the practice in their own

pagan worship was analogous.—and they which

wait upon the altar have their portion with

the altar?—certain parts of the victim expressly

reserved for their use.—Ver. 14. Even so did the

Lord ordain—in His instructions to the Twelve

(Matt. x. 10) and to the Seventy (Luke x. 7),

"The workman is worthy of his meat"—that

they which proclaim the gospel should live of

the gospel (see I Tim. v. 18, where this is quoted

as a recognised maxim).—Ver. 15. But I have

used none of these things—availed myself of

none of these rights (the " /" here is emphatic)—

and I write3 not these things that it may be so

done in my case ; for it were good for me rather

to die than, etc. So thankful was he that he

has been led to act at Corinth on this independent

principle, that he feels a satisfaction in holding it

up as an unanswerable refutation of those base

insinuations against his motives.—Ver. 16. For if

I preach the gospel, I have nothing to glory of.

' To glory in preaching without charge is rea

sonable enough, but to boast of preaching the

Gospel itself were shameful.'—for necessity is

upon me; for woe is unto me, if I preach not the

gospel. ' Shut up to it by the call of Heaven, it is

at my peril if I shrink from it.'—Ver. 17. For if I

do this of mine own will, I have a reward—the

reward of serving gratuitously (as the next verse

shews to be the meaning), and being able thus

1 Such appears to be the true reading here.
a The epistolary aorist, expressing present action.

triumphantly to vindicate the purity of my motives.

—but if not of mine own will, I have a steward

ship entrusted to me—the yoke of Heaven is

upon me, even should I dislike it.—Ver. 18. What

then is my reward? that when I preach the

Gospel,1 I may make the Gospel of Christ with

out charge—that for the good of others I forego

an undoubted right. On this principle he would

have them know that he acted in everything. In

particular, Ver. 20. ... to the Jews I became

as a Jew, that I might gain the Jews—as when

he circumcised Timothy (Acts xvi. 3), and when

he went through certain Jewish rites during his

last visit to Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 26).—to them

that are under the law, as under the law, not

being myself under the law,2 that I might, etc.

—Ver. 21. to them that are without (the) law—

without the written law,—as without (the) law—

reasoning with such on their own principles ; as

he did with the rude idolaters of Lycaonia (Acts

xiv. 15-17), and with the cultivated Athenians on

Mars Hill (Acts xvii. 22-31).—not being without

(the) law to God, but under (the) law to Christ.

This parenthetic clause, most warily expressed,

conveys a weighty truth. To have said nakedly,

' I am under the law to God, ' might seem in the

teeth of his whole teaching, to the effect that he

had through Christ become "delivered from"

and " dead to the law." He says, therefore, " I

am under the law to Christ. " ' O then (might

it be said), you are under the law after all?'

'Granted: I am indeed " not withoutXaxt \o God;"

I am no antinomian, lawless man—God forbid :

but my subjection to law in the Person of Christ,

whose yoke is easy and whose burden is light,

transmutes its character out of law that killeth

into love which is life. '—Ver. 22. To the weak I

became weak, that I might gain the weak—the

weak Christians.3—I am become all things to

all men, that I may by all means gain some.

Noble sentiment, and as nobly expressed. Those

who are fond of quoting the first part of it are

seldom heard quoting the second, which if only

kept steadily in view, will never fail to guide

straightforward Christians to the proper limits of

the principle.—Ver. 23. And I do all things for

the gospel's sake, that I may be a joint partaker

thereof—joint partaker of the Gospel's blessed

fruits and final joys with all who are saved by it.

Hitherto the apostle has dwelt on the duty of

self-denial for the good of others. Now, however,

he rises higher—to the absolute necessity of it

to final salvation even in himself, as an indispens

able feature of the Christian character. To set

this forth, he refers the Corinthians to their own

athletic contests—To whom does the prize go ?—

Ver. 24. Enow ye not that they which run in a

race—Gr. stodion or ' race-course '—a space of

little more than a hundred yards ; and so called

because the most noted race-course of the Greeks

was of that length.—run all, but one—one only—

receiveth the prize? So run—that is, 'run as

if ye could win the prize only by outstripping all

1 The received text adds "of Christ," but with scarce

any authority

* The whole of this very important clause is wanting in

the received text; but it is found in the five oldest mss.,

in most of the Cursives; and in all the oldest and best

versions (the Peshito and Memphitic excepted). Beyond

doubt, the apostle added it to prevent any misapprehension

of his previous statement.

3 Meyer, De Wette, and Alford understand this, unna

turally, of the unconverted : Osiander and Stanley view it

as above.
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your competitors in the race.'—that yemay obtain.

The aptitude and point of this and the following

illustrations will be seen in the fact, that not only

were the Grecian games of universal interest and

familiar to all his readers, but that the most

popular of them all—the Isthmian games—were

celebrated in the immediate neighbourhood of

Corinth.—Ver. 25. And every man that striveth

in the games is temperate in all things—

' systematically practises every sort of self-re

straint.' A strict course of discipline had to be

practised, failing which the candidate was said

not to " strive lawfully," or according to the rules.

In that, even though successful, he was not

"crowned" (2 Tim. ii. 5).'—Now they do it to

receive a corruptible crown—made of the pine,

of which there were groves surrounding the Isth

mian race-course. Even still, it seems, the same

tree grows on the Isthmus of Corinth.*—but we

an incorruptible—"a crown of righteousness"

(2 Tim. iv. 8), " a crown of glory that fadeth not

away" (1 Pet. v. 4).—Ver. 26. I therefore (for

my part) bo run, not as uncertainly—without

definite aim, regardless of what is at stake, and

what is required in order to win.—so fight I.

Here the figure changes from running to wrest

ling, from the speed of the racer to the aggressions

of the pugilist—as not beating the air—who,

taking an uncertain or inaccurate aim, misses his

antagonist, and strikes only the air: not so do I

fight; I put skill as well as energy into this

1 Epictetus thus describes the rules:—" Would you con

quer in the Olympic games . . . you must be orderly, live

on spare diet, avoid confections, practise gymnastics at the

appointed time, in heat and cold, and drink neither cold

water nor wine ; in a word, you must give yourself up to

the training-master, as to a physician, and then enter the

lists." (Enck. c 35.)

* Conybeare ana Howson.

"good fight of faith."—Ver. 27. but (on the

contrary) I buffet (or 'beat down')1 my body,

and bring it into bondage—as a slave into sub

mission to his master. When he says, ' I buffet

my body, ' he plainly means ' his whole embodied

self,' as acting and acted on through the body.

So viewed, he expresses his determination to beat

down relentlessly all those unholy inclinations of

which the body is the external organ.—lest by

any means, after that I have preached to

others, I myself should be rejected—judged

unworthy of the prize.

Note.—Here is a man who elsewhere expresses

a confident and joyous assurance of his final sal

vation, while in this verse he holds forth his final

perdition as equally certain, should certain in

dispensable preventives be neglected. Yes, his

Christianity did not teach him that he was to be

mechanically kept right, and passively landed on

the eternal shore. God had given him, not only

" the spirit of power and of love," but the spirit

of " a sound mind," which led him, in the exer

cise of a sanctified common sense, to do as he

taught his Philippian converts to do, to " work

out his own salvation with fear and trembling,"

and to do this—not the less but only the more—

" because it is God who worketh in us both to

will and to work" (Phil. ii. 12, 13). This is

apostolic Christianity. But in luxurious times

like ours the question may well be asked—Is the

estimate of living Christianity here given—as in

separable from universal and continuous self-

sacrifice, in supreme consecration to the one end

for which we were " bought with a price"—realized

and acted on by those who have experienced its

saving power?

1 The verb means to 'strike under the eye,' the part

aimed at by the pugilist.

Chapter X. 1-13.

FIFTH TOPIC {continued).—DIGRESSION ON SELF-DENIAL {concluded).

1 A /T OREOVER,1 brethren, I would not that ye should be

1VJL ignorant, how that all our fathers were under "the <»E*- *>"«»•

2 cloud, and all passed through l the sea ; and were all baptized * **■ ■*»■ **•

3 unto * Moses in the cloud and in the sea ; and did all eat the

4 same 'spiritual meat; and did all drink the same d spiritual ct«m>s.

,.,_, ,,..,• if" Ex. avii. 6.

drink : for they drank of that * spiritual Rock that followed

5 them : and that * Rock was Christ. But with many 4 of them

God was not well pleased: for they 'were overthrown in the 'Num. »iv.

o wilderness. Now these things were our examples, to the intent ■?•

we should not lust after evil things, as -^they also lusted. /Num. xi 4.

7 Neither be ye idolaters, as were* some of them ; as it is written,

* The people sat down to eat and drink, and rose up to play. / Ex. xxxH. s.

8 * Neither let us commit fornication, as some of them committed, *Rev. ii. ■*.

9 and 'fell in one day three and twenty thousand. Neither let »"Numxxv.i.

1 For s into * the 4 most * were
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us tempt Christ,' as * some of them also tempted, and ' were *

10 destroyed of7 serpents. Neither murmur ye, as '"some ofm

them also murmured, and "were destroyed of* "the destroyer.

1 1 Now all these things happened unto them for ensamples : * and

'they are* written for our admonition, 'upon whom the ends f

1 2 of the world 10 are come. Wherefore r let him that thinketh

1 3 he standeth take heed lest he fall. There hath no temptation

taken you but such as is common to man:11 but *God is1' *

faithful, ' who will not suffer you to be tempted above that ye '

are able ; but will with the temptation also " make a way to «

escape, that ye may be able to bear it.

Ex. xvii 3.7.

Num. xxi. 6.

Ex. xvi. 3.

Num. xiv.

Kx xii. 33.

Rom. xv. 4.

Phil. iv. 5 ;

Heb. x. 35.

Rom. xi. so.

Ch. i. 9.

3 Pet. i 9.

Jer. xx. 11.

* the Lord

• by way of example

perished by the

ages 11 as man can bear

8 perished by

The substance of this closing portion of the

digression may be thus expressed :—' I have told

you of the disastrous issue too sure to follow on a

fearless, self-confident assertion of your Christian

liberty, not only to the souls of your weaker

brethren, but to your own souls as well ; and,

applying the same principle to my own case, I

have told you how I act myself, whose danger is

not less than your own. This may startle some of

you who flatter themselves that they have been

Christians long enough to make it pretty sure that

they are safe for the future, their period of

greatest danger being already over. But from the

past history of the Church I will now show you

how delusive this is.' And it is worthy of notice

that the apostle selects his first illustrations from

those events in the Israelitish history which have

their analogy in the Baptismal commencement and

the Eucharistic nourishment of the Christian life.

Ver. I. For I would not, brethren, have you

ignorant, how that our fathers. Though writing

to a Church mainly Gentile, he calls the ancient

Israel "our fathers," not so much because some

of them had been proselytes to the Jewish faith

before their conversion, but because— as he says

to the Galatian converts (hi. 29), who were also

mainly Gentile—"If ye are Christ's, then are ye

Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the pro

mise;" and to the Ephesians (ii. 19), "So then

ye are no more strangers and sojourners, but

fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the house

hold of God."—were all under the cloud—that

' ' cloud " of glory which hovered over and went

before them (Num. x. 34, xiv. 14 ; Ps. cv. 39).

— and all passed through the sea. —Ver. 2.

and were all baptized into Moses—i.e. into the

Mosaic economy.—in the cloud and in the sea

—even as the Christians had the starting-point of

their new life when publicly "baptized into Christ. "

—Ver. 3. and did all eat the same spiritual

meat—the manna which, by a mysterious arrange

ment of heaven, fed them all their journey through.

—Ver. 4. and did all drink the same spiritual

drink—the water that gushed for them out of the

flinty rock (Ps. cv. 41, cxiv. 8).—for they drank of

the spiritual Bock that followed them : and the

Bock waa Christ. This "meat" and "drink"

are called "spiritual," perhaps primarily, as having

been supplied supernaturally (as Meyer, after the

Greek fathers, and Alford take it), but mainly

because under this merely outward and visible sus

tenance, by which the chosen people were enabled

to pursue their way to the Promised Land, is

couched the higher nutriment of God's true people

—which certainly is "Christ "—in their progress

towards the "better country." As to how " the

Rock followed them," it was certainly not in the

fantastic sense of the Jewish legend (that a well,

which was formed out of the spring in Horeb,

followed Israel during all the forty years), which

too many modern critics palm upon the apostle,

as if it was to this, as a fact, that he here refers.

The question is—as Neander pertinently asks—

whether the tradition is not itself of later date

than our Epistle, and was not suggested by it.

As to the actual matter of fact, all we know for

certain is, that they had two miraculous supplies

of water—one, near the outset of their wilderness

journey, at Horeb (Ex. xvii. 4-6) ; the other, at

Meribah Kadesh, near its close (Num. xx. 11);

and since without a supply of water all through they

could not have subsisted for a week, and yet no

such fatal want overtook them, one may well say

that they had an unfailing supply, or (in the apostle's

way of putting it), that " the Kock followed them."

The reader should observe how, five times in

the course of these four opening verses, the word

" all " is ominously repeated, the more emphati

cally to make the sad contrast between the com

mencement and the close of the journey—how all

had a common start, and, almost to the end, all

made common progress, and yet, as is now to be

added, in the case of most of them, far from a

common end.

Ver. 5. Howbeit with most of them God was

not well pleased—in point of fact, with all that

came out of Egypt by Moses, save Caleb and

Joshua, because they " had another spirit with

them, and followed the Lord fully" (Num. xiv. 24).

—for (as the issue shewed) they were overthrown

in the wilderness.—Ver. 6. Now these things

were our examples—historical ' types ' or ' figures '

permitted to occur, as beacons divinely held forth

for all time—to the intent we should not lust

after evil things, as they also lusted. Some of

these " evil things," fitted to come specially home

to the Corinthian converts at that time, are now

specified.—Ver. 7. Neither be ye idolaters, as
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were some of them ; as it is written (Ex. xxxii.

6), The people sat down to eat and drink, and

rose up to play. The word means to ' play ' any

how ; more especially to dance to the sound of

music. Here it means to dance religiously round

an idol ; the idol in this case being the golden calf

(Ex. xxxii. 6-19). And could any warning be

more appropriate to those who thought themselves

at liberty, as Christians, to sit down to an idol

feast and partake of its idolatrous offerings—know

ing them to be such—on the plausible pretext

that an idol was nothing, and all wholesome food

allowable to Christians ? But this case only sug

gests another, no less appropriate.—Ver. 8. Neither

let as commit fornication, as some of them

committed, and fell in one day three and

twenty thousand. Four and twenty thousand,

says Num. xxv. 9 ; but as the actual number

would probably be between the two, the thing is

here stated in round numbers.—Ver. 9. Neither

let us tempt the Lord,1 as some of them*

tempted, and perished by the serpents. The

fact referred to is that in Num. xxi. 4-6.—Ver. 10.

Neither murmur ye, as some of them' mur

mured, and perished by the destroyer. The

reference here is not so much to the rebellion of

Korah and Dathan (Num. xvi. ), as most critics

1 We adopt this reading with some hesitation, in place of

the received reading—"Christ.'' For this reading, though

weakly supported by Uncial mss., is strongly sustained by

the Versions ; and Ireiueus and Chrysostom so read. It

has also strong internal evidence : (i) Being the more dim-

cult reading, it might easily go out in favour of the easier

reading " Lord.'^ (2) Because, if the copyist remembered

our Lord's quotation in the Temptation-scene—" Thou shall

not tempt the Lord thy God' —he might be led uncon

sciously to substitute " Lord " here for Christ. " On these

grounds such critics as De Wette, Neandcr, Billroth,

Osiander, and Stanley adhere to the received text here.

Still, since the external evidence for " Lord " here decidedly

preponderates, and there is nothing obliging us to resist it.

we must adopt it. And Meyer does so, contrary to his

usual practice in such case*.

1 " Also" in the received text is certainly not genuine.

think,—for there was nothing in the Corinthian

Church analogous to this, — but rather to that

rebellion which broke out on the return of the

spies, when the Lord ' ' sware that they should not

enter into His rest" (Num. xiii. xiv.), than which

nothing could better fit in with the other warnings

here given.

Now comes the application of all these cases.—

Ver. n. Now these things 1 happened unto them

by way of example—Gr. ' typically ' or ' figura

tively,' as historical facts designed to teach great

lessons for all time.—and they were written for

our admonition, upon whom the ends of tho

ages (see note on " world," ch. i. 20) are come

—the last and ripest of God's dispensations towards

His Church, to which pointed all that went before,

and for which all was designed to prepare (Heb.

ix. 26 ; Gal. iv. 4 ; Eph. i. 10).—Ver. 12. Where

fore let him that thinketh he standeth take

heed lest he fall—for since our greatest danger

lies in a presumptuous confidence of our safety (of

which Peter's fall is the great outstanding example),

our true safety will be found to lie in a humble

distrust of ourselves, and continual watchfulness.

—Ver. 13. There hath no temptation taken you

but such as man can bear—Gr. ' but what is

human. '—but God is faithful, who will not

suffer you to be tempted above that ye are able

—to bear and overcome.—but with the tempta

tion make also the way of escape. There seems

here an evident reference to some special tempta

tion, the severity of which was pressing upon the

Corinthians at this time ; and as in the next verse

the apostle resumes the topic which gave rise to

this long digression with the stringent call to " flee

from idolatry," there can be no doubt that the

" temptation " specially referred to here arose from

difficulties on this subject which were pressing so

hard as to endanger their whole Christianity, if

not resolutely met.

1 Not " all," as in the received text.

Chapter X. 14-XI. 1.

FIFTH TOPIC—COMPROMISES WITH IDOLATRY (resumed and concluded).

14 \li -THEREFORE, my dearly ' beloved, " flee from idolatry.

15 VV I speak as to *wise men; judge ye what I say.

16 ' The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not the * communion

of the blood of Christ ? d The bread which we break, is it not

17 the* communion of the body of Christ? For* 'we being1 'Rom. *». 5.

many are one bread, and'' one body: for we are all partakers

1 8 of that ' one bread. Behold f Israel s after the flesh : * are not

19 they which eat of the sacrifices partakers of the altar ? What

say I then ? ' that the idol is any thing, or that which is offered t Ch mi «.

20 in sacrifice to idols is ' any thing ? But / say, that the things

1 omit dearly 2 a 3 seeing that * who are

8 omit and 8 we all partake of the

7 have not they which eat the sacrifices communion with

* that a thing sacrificed to idols is anything, or that an idol is

a 2 Cor. vi. 1 7.

b Ch. viii. 1.

c Mat. xxvi.

26.

rfActs ii. 42.

yRom. iv. 12.

g Rom. iv. 1.

h Lev. iii. 3.
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which the Gentiles * sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils, and not *Lev. xvii. 7.

to God : and I would not that ye should have fellowship • with

21 devils. l Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord, and ""the cup liP°"- "■ *>

* * m Deut. xxxit.

of devils : ye cannot be partakers of the Lord's table,10 and of 38-

22 the table of devils. Do11 we "provoke the Lord to jealousy? »Deut. xxxii.

* are we stronger than he ? » EmIc- **"•

23 'All things are lawful for me," but all things are not" ex- /> ch. vi. ».

pedient : all things are lawful for me," but all things edify not.

24 'Let no man seek his own, but every man another's wealth" ?R°m-..xv "
Phil. 11. 4, 31.

25 Whatsoever is sold in the shambles, that™ eat, asking no r ■ Tim. iv. 4.

26 question for conscience sake: for 'the earth isu the Lord's, *£="<■ *. M;

* ' Ps. XXIV. I.

27 and the fulness thereof. If any" of them that believe not

bid " you to a feast, and ye be " disposed to go ; ' whatsoever t Lu. x. 7-

is set before you, eat, asking no question for conscience sake.

28 But if any man say unto you, This is '° offered in sacrifice unto

idols," eat not "for his sake that shewed it, and for conscience »ch. viu. 10,
' " ia.

sake: for "the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof :" t,Deu,-x- ■+

29 conscience, I say, not thine own, but of the other:" for ""why wR0m.xiv.16.

30 is my liberty judged of another man's conscience?" For" if

I by grace be a partaker,*" why am I evil spoken of for that

x 1 ■* for which I give thanks ? * Whether therefore ye eat, or ■r'?0,m. *iv- °-

■» ° J ' .vCoL in. 17.

32 drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God. * Give 2R0m.xiv.13.

none offence," neither to the Jews, nor to the Gentiles," nor to

33 " the church of God : even as * I n please all men *° in all things, ab^x^v'\\

not seeking mine own profit, but the profit of" many, that they

Chap. XI. 1. may be saved. Be eye followers12 of me, even as I cE?h- v- ■•

also am " of Christ.

9 communion with ,0 cannot partake of the table of the Lord
1 ' prefix What ? " omit for me ls not all things are

14 each his neighbour's good '* omit that ,6 is 17 one

18 biddeth '• are 20 hath been " omit unto idols

" omit for . . . thereof 23 but the other's 24 by another conscience

" omit For 2* partake *7 no occasion of stumbling 28 Greeks

*» add also ** men 31 prefix the ** imitators 83 am

.... r , , _ . were partaken of at the Paschal feast, and from
Attendant at Idolatrous Feasts, x. 14-xi. 1. that the eXpression was transferred to the Lord's

When the first love of the converts began to Supper.—is it not a communion of (or 'partici-

cool, and, as a natural consequence, they drew pation in') the blood of Christ? The bread which

closer to their heathen acquaintances and fellow- we break, is it not a communion of (or * par-

citizens, invitations would be given them, in the ticipation in ') the body of Christ ? As all the

first instance, to the private houses of their friends, four accounts mention the "breaking" of the

and, by and by, to the religious festivals of their bread, it is plain that this was meant to be no

townsmen. For accepting such invitations plaus- mere preliminary act, but an essential feature of

ible reasons would easily occur. How such incon- the ordinance, considered as a teaching rite ; pro-

sistency was viewed by our apostle we are now to claiming the fundamental truth that we are recon-

see. ciled to God, not by the life, but by the death of

Ver. 14. Wherefore, my beloved, flee from Christ. "This is my body, broken for you."—

idolatry.—Ver. 15. I apeak as to wise men; Ver. 17. Beeing that we, who are many, are one

judge ye what I say :—'Apostolic authority I bread, one body: for we all partake of the one

have no need to urge ; to your own judgment as bread. In all ancient times friends were made

wise men I appeal. —Ver. 16. The cup of bless- one over a common meal ; much more is this one-

ing. This was the name given by the Jews to the ness manifested when, on some festal occasion,

last and most sacred of those cups of wine which great principles are represented and celebrated by
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those whose principles they are ; and they become

thereby afresh welded together, impledged to each

other, and stimulated to common action in pro

secution of those principles. How much more

when Christians, as "one body," "eat of that

bread " in which their Lord would have them see

"His body broken for them," and "drink of that

cup " in which they were to see " His blood of the

new covenant shed for them." Thus was their

common oneness with Him, in the first instance,

and in virtue of this, their oneness among them

selves, visibly set forth and palpably expressed.

Now comes the conclusion to be drawn from

this in relation to idolatrous feasts—that, on the

same principle, all who partake of idol feasts par

take of the idolatries themselves, and have fellow

ship with the idol-deities there represented.—Ver.

1 8. Behold Israel after the flesh : have not they

which eat the sacrifices communion with the

altar ? Part of the animal was consumed on the

altar, and the rest was divided between the priest

and the offerer (Lev. vii. 15, viii. 31). Thus both

"had communion with the altar," that is, with

the sacrifice laid on it, and, through it, with the

glorious Object of all true worship. — Ver. 19.

What say I then? that a thing sacrificed to

idols is any thing, or that an idol is any thing? '

That such an inference might be drawn from the

strain of the apostle's reasoning, is only conceiv

able on supposition of a pretext being wanted to

justify attendance on idolatrous feasts. No, says

the apostle.—Ver. 20. But Isay, that the things

which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to

devils (Cr. 'demons'), and not to God. But has

not the apostle been insisting that an idol is nothing

in the world ? and how (it may be asked) could

they sacrifice to nothing ? The obvious answer is,

that in the preceding verses he was speaking of

what an idol is in itself, whereas here he has in

view the worshipper's belief and intention. In

itself it is nothing, but to the sincere worshipper

it is a living reality. And since, according to

Bible teaching, the living God and "the god of

this world "—"the spirit that now worketh in the

children of disobedience "—are rival claimants to

the worship and service of men, it follows that,

according to the same teaching, all who serve not

the One are in reality servants of the other ; for

"no man can serve two masters." It is on this

principle that the whole system of idol-worship,

in whose feasts the Christians of Corinth were

tempted to join, is held up here as a detestable

compound of devil-worship, which, as it robs the

living God of the glory due to His name, is doubt

less inspired by the wicked one to that very end.

It may be added that the plural " demons " here

used confirms the impression one gathers from

other scriptures, that there exists an organized

confederacy of evil, under the inspiration of one

chief, " the prince of the power of the air."

and I would not that ye should have com

munion with devils:—'To think of my own

children in the faith, after having been dragged

out of the mire of a gross sensuality, again sink

ing, through these idol-feastings, into fellowship

with those impure spirits, whose sole object is to

pollute their minds, blast all their Christian hopes,

and ruin their souls—how can I endure this ? '—

Ver. 21. Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord,

and the cup of the devils. Even the rabbins

laid it down as a fixed principle, that to drink the

1 Such is the correct order of these clauses.

wine of a libation to idols was to apostatise from

the true faith. It is not only an incongruous and

abhorrent fellowship, but it is an impossible fel

lowship ; we cannot be Christ's and Belial's at

one and the same time : the rightful Sovereign

and the base usurper cannot shake hands.

Note. — If ever the sacrificial theory of the

Lord's Supper might be expected to be put pro

minently forward, one would think it should have

been here, if such were its true character. But

here it is held forth in a very different light, as a

feast upon a sacrifice, and a feast not laid upon an

altar, but spread upon a " table." Never, in fact,

is the word " altar " used in the New Testament

to express that at which the Lord's Supper is cele

brated (for no one who understands exegesis will

call Heb. xiii. 10 an exception). And considering

how frequent in the New Testament is the refer

ence to Old Testament sacrifices, in immediate

connexion with the sacrifice of Christ, can this

avoidance of all that could suggest a sacrificial

character in the Lord's Supper be other than in

tentional ? In a word, if the Lord's Supper is not

a sacrifice, the New Testament language about it

is just what we should expect : if it is, that lan

guage is unaccountable.—Ver. 22. What ? do we

provoke the Lord to jealousy ? are we stronger

than he? The allusion is to Dent, xxxii. 21,

and almost the words are from it. The word

"jealousy," as applied to God, seems to express

the sense of slighted love in one of two wedded

parties towards the other ; an idea familiar to the

Old Testament with reference to Jehovah's rela

tion to His people Israel, and their treatment of

Him. Here this idea is transferred to Christ ;

for since " the table of the Lord" certainly means

Christ's eucharistic table, " the Lord," whom they

" provoked to jealousy " by partaking both of it

and of idol-feasts, must be the Lord Jesus. (And

so, with true critical instinct, De Wette, Meyer,

Stanley, and Alford understand it.) In fact, as

all the relations of Jehovah to His covenant people

under the ancient economy were appropriated by

our Lord to Himself—who served Himself Heir

to them all—so our apostle, applying these to Him

as a matter of course, puts the question, Mean ye

to try how far His patience will go ? Would ye

try your strength against His ?

This whole subject is now closed with a brief

recapitulation of the principles applicable to it,

and the proper application of them.—Ver. 23.

All things are lawful ; bat all things edify not

(see on vi. 12 and ch. viii.).—Ver. 24. Let no

man seek his own, but each his neighbour's

good—Cr. 'his neighbour's things,' meaning his

benefit, in the widest sense. As this is God's

own design in all His works, but pre-eminently

in redemption, so it is the grand law of the

Christian life, and the chiefest ornament of the

Christian character. Now for the application.—

Ver. 25. Whatsoever is sold in the shambles—

the flesh-market—eat, asking no question for

conscience sake—not another's conscience, as in

ver. 29. Bengel, De Wette, and others so take

it ; but that would yield no proper sense here.

The meaning is, 'for your own conscience sake.'

' If ye go to market, and there see flesh exposed

for sale, inquire not whence it came ; for should

it turn out to have been sacrificed to an idol, your

conscience would be defiled by purchasing it ; but

buy it simply as food, which you can do with a

good conscience' (So Neander, Meyer, Alford.)
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What follows confirms this sense. —Ver. 26. for

the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof

(Ps. xxiv. t)—its contents, therefore, created for

use, are free to all who gratefully own Him in it

( 1 Tim. iv. 4, 5).—Ver. 27. If one of them that

believe not biddeth you to a feast — not an

idolatrous festival, but a social feast.—and ye are

disposed to go. Strange to say, this is under

stood by some (as Grotius and Alford) as a tacit

way of dissuading them from going. Clearly

it is a tacit permission to go, and is merely ex

pressed to pave the way for the direction following.

—whatsoever is set before you, eat, asking no

questions for conscience sake. — Ver. 28. But

if any man say unto you, This hath been

offered in sacrifice, eat not, for his sake that

shewed it—for your informant's sake.—and for

conscience sake : conscience, I say, not thine

own, but the other's — the conscience of some

weak brother who might be present.1—for why is

mylibertyjudged by another man1s conscience t

' When I eat what he knows to have been sacri

ficed to an idol, his conscience is hurt, but mine

is not, provided I buy and eat it simply as whole

some food ; for my liberty is not to be judged by

his want of light on this subject. '—Ver. 30. If I

by grace partake, why am I evil spoken of for

that for which I give thanks 1 In short,—Ver.

1 The words following in the received text—"for the earth

t» the Lord's, and the fulness thereof"—are an unauthorised

and meaningless repetition of the statement in ver. 36.

31. Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or what

soever ye do, do all to the glory of God. ' To

give specific directions for every supposable case is

neither needful nor possible, for what is proper in

one case may in another be the reverse ; but, if

only guided by the great principle of what is and

what is not for the glory of God, you will be at no

loss how to act.'—Ver. 32. Give no occasion of

stumbling either to Jews or to Greeks— to pre

judice them against the Gospel.—or to the Church

of God—oryour Christian brethren.—Ver. 33. even

as I also please all men in all things—all things

indifferent (as the next verse makes plain).—not

seeking mine own profit, but the profit of the

many, that they maybe saved. (See on ix. 22.)

Within the limits of Christian consistency, and so

far as was fitted to win others to Christ, he was

ready to go ; but concessions compromising his

own conscience, and against the real good of others,

he would never make. Indeed, on one occasion,

when a fellow-apostle yielded on this point, his

indignation was roused, and he was constrained

to administer a rebuke (Gal. ii. II, etc.).

Chap. xi. i. Be ye imitators of me, as I also

am of Christ. This verse manifestly belongs to

the former chapter, from which it has been un

happily severed. Having just told them how he

himself acted in cases of the kind referred to, the

apostle here simply bids them follow his example,

as in so doing they would copy that of Christ

Himself.

SIXTH TOPIC—DISORDERS IN PUBLIC WORSHIP:

CHAPTERS XI. 2-XIV.

This general topic embraces three distinct points : (i) Female Dress,

xi. 2-16; (2) The Lord's Supper, xi. 17-34; (3) Spiritual Gifts, xii. and

xiv. ; with Episode on the " more excellent way " of Love, xiii.

Chapter XI. 2-16.

( 1 ) Female Dress.

2 \T OW I praise you, brethren, that ye remember me in all

1 > things, and keep the ordinances,1 as I delivered them*

3 to you. But I would have you know, that "the head of every «EPh. r. »3.

man is Christ ; and * the head of the woman is* the man ; and *^J;^_;«£

4 'the head of Christ is* God. Every man praying or rfpro- J&^l*

phesying, having his* head covered, dishonoureth his head.

5 But ' every woman that prayeth or prophesieth with heri head #Acuxxi. 5.

uncovered dishonoureth her head : for that is even all one as if

6 she were -''shaven. For if the "woman beJ not covered,7 let Z0™1- *»•«*•

her also be shorn: but if it be' ra shame for a woman to* Num. v is.

7 be shorn or shaven, let her be covered.7

1 hold fast the traditions

'her

1 hem

For a man indeed

3 is 4 his
■ veiled
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ought not to cover his head,8 forasmuch as * he is the image *g«. >• *«•

and glory of God: but the woman is the glory of the man.

8 For ' the man is not of the woman ; but the woman of the ' Cea- "• "■

9 man: * neither9 was the man created for the woman; but the *Gen. u.18

10 woman for the man. For this cause ought the woman 'to /Gen.xxiv6S

n have power10 on her" head "because of the angels. Never- mEccies.v. 6.

theless " neither is the man without the woman," neither the «Gai. ui. 28.

12 woman without the man,ls in the Lord. For as the woman is*

of the man, even so is * the man also by the woman ; ' but all » Rora- xL *•

13 things13 of God. Judge in yourselves: is it comely" that a

14 woman pray unto God uncovered ? " Doth not even nature

itself teach you, that, if a man have long hair, it is a shame "

1 5 unto him ? But if a woman have long hair, it is a glory to

1 6 her : for her 4 hair is given her for a covering. But * if any f \ Tim. w. 4.

man seem " to be contentious, we have no such custom, 9 neither ?ch. vu 17.

the churches of God.

8 to have his head veiled

11 woman without the man

u seemly ls unveiled

* prefix for 10 a sign ofauthority

12 man without the woman l* prefix are

16 dishonour u seemeth

After the severe censures with which the pre

ceding chapter closes, the apostle seems glad to

resume here that quiet tone in which he is most

at home with his spiritual children. In fact, on

the present subject it was not censure but direc

tion that was wanted, as some difficulty might

reasonably be felt.

Ver. 2. Now I praise you1 that ye remember

me in all things—all the instructions I gave you,

and hold fast the traditions. The word means

' things delivered ' in any way, whether orally or

in writing, as is plain from what follows.—even as

I delivered them to yon. Even the Rhemish

Version renders it " precepts," the Authorised

Version "ordinances," that is, the directions

which he gave them for their guidance.—Ver. 3.

But (since on this point you may need further

direction) I would have you know that the

head of every man ('male ') is Christ Though

this is true universally — for "He hath given

Him power over all flesh," and to be " Head

over all things to the Church," it is of Chris

tians that the apostle is here speaking— in

whose case it is used in a higher sense—and

more particularly of the male sex.—and the

head of the woman (under Christ) is the

man, and the head of Christ is God—considered

as the Father's Servant (Isa. xlii. 1, lii. 13), in

which capacity He spake when He said, " I

glorified Thee on the earth, having accomplished

the work which Thou hast given me to do "

(John xvii. 4). "Though He was a Son, yet

learned He obedience by the things which He

suffered," and "became obedient even unto

death." It is in this aspect of mutual relation

in the work of redemption that ' ' the Head of

Christ is God "—with which His proper Personal

Divinity is in entire harmony. These general

1 Though the word " brethren" occurs at the opening of

chap. x. and chap. xii. with no counter evidence, it is

wanting here in the four oldest mss.

truths are now applied to the case in hand.—

Ver. 4. Every man ('male' person) praying

or prophesying—that is, ' speaking by Divine

Inspiration,' either to God in public prayer, or

from God in preaching, having his head

covered, dishonoureth his head—covering what

God made to be exposed.—Ver. 5. But every

woman praying or prophesying with her head

unveiled dishonoureth her head. A number of

critics take the word "head" in these two verses

figuratively, as if the meaning were : The man

dishonoureth Christ as his head, and the woman

her husband as her head (Calvin, De Wette,

Osiander, Stanley, Alford). But this seems to us

very unnatural ; whereas if we take the meaning

to be that each sex disgraces itself by appear

ing in public unsuitably to what nature teaches

to be the peculiarity of each, the words have

their natural sense (and sc Erasmus, Estius,

Bengel, Meyer). The heathen priests of Rome

officiated with covered heads (just as the modem

Jews all pray with the tallith or veil over their

heads) ; but the Greek priests officiated with un

covered head, as there is reason to think the

ancient Jews also did. And since Christianity

taught that "there is neither male nor female" in

Christ, the Corinthians might think the Greek

custom more accordant with the new religion than

the other. Such an impression the apostle here

corrects. That the male converts covered their

heads in public worship there is no reason from the

first words of this verse to think ; the supposition

is only made to illustrate the impropriety of the

women doing the opposite.—for it is one and

the same thing as if she were shaven: — 'If

she will officiate with bare head, she may just

as well have it shaven ;' the severest censure he

could pass upon it. For while a shaven head was

a sign of mourning both among the Jews (Deut.

xxi. 12) and among the Greeks (as appears from

Homer and Euripides), it was in unchaste women
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a mark of shamclessncss, and was a punishment

for adultery.

Note.—As this seems to allow of women offi

ciating in the public assemblies of the Church,

whereas in chap. xiv. it is forbidden, some ex

positors think the apostle is here speaking of

prophesying in private or at home. But no such

limitation is here indicated ; and it is more natural

to suppose that the apostle deals here only with

what is abstractly proper, reserving the question

whether such female " praying or prophesying "

in public was commendable or not to a subsequent

stage of his argument (chap. xiv.). That the

practice did exist at Corinth, the preceding verses

seem clearly to shew ; but that it should be done in

so indecent a form he might at once forbid, without

requiring to enter here on the general question.

Ver. 6. For if a woman is not veiled, let her

also be shorn.—Ver. 7. For, etc. This whole

view of the relation of the sexes is founded on a

combination of Gen. i. and ii. As the first chapter

gives the creation of man as man, both sexes are

included (ver. 27) ; the woman, as an essential

portion of humanity, created in Adam, being as

truly " the image and glory of God " as the man.

But in the second chapter, we have first the

creation of the male, and then (not as a second

creation, but) out of and from the man, the

making of woman is recorded. Further, since

Adam, though including the woman, was made

to have dominion over all here below, the woman

was made distinctively to be "a help meet " for

"the man," it being "not good for the man to

be alone." In these recorded facts, then, the

apostle had the materials for his own statement

made ready to his hand, which in substance is

this •—' The man, as the image and glory of God,

in having dominion over sublunary things, ought

not to have his head—his noblest and most god

like feature—covered in the public assemblies of

the Church ; but since the woman is distinctively

the glory of the man, out of and for whom she

was formed, this glory, belonging all to her hus

band, should be reserved for him at home, and

in the public assemblies she should be veiled. '—

Ver. 7. For this cause ought the woman to have

a sign of authority on her head. This verse

has puzzled critics more than almost any other.

To refute the almost endless interpretations, most

of them manifestly false, would be needless.

With the simple supplement here inserted, the

words speak for themselves ; the veil being viewed

as the symbol of her subjection to her husband.—

because of the angels—a statement which from

its unusual character is apt to startle one. The

meaning probably is, that as " ministering spirits

to do service to the heirs of salvation," and so,

present though unseen in their religious assem

blies, they ought, in consideration of this, to

avoid anything unbefitting the modesty of their

sex.—Ver. 11. Howbeit neither is the woman

without the man, nor the man without the

woman, in the Lord.1 Each sex is dependent

on the other, and made to be so. And when it

is added "in the Lord," the apostle would inti

mate that Christianity, so far from changing the

original plan of Humanity, recognises, strengthens,

and ennobles it in all its features.—Ver. 12. For

as the woman is of ('out of) the man, so also

is the man by ('through') the woman—in his

birth ; but all things are of God.

Ver. 13. Judge ye in yourselves: is it seemly

that a woman pray unto God (in public) un

veiled f—Ver. 14. Doth not even nature itself

teach you, that, if a man have long hair, it is

a dishonour to him? The Roman satirist lashes

the effeminacy of some men in his day who wore

their hair long (Juv., Sat. ii. 96).—Ver. 15. But

if a woman have long hair, it is a glory to her:

for, etc After laying down the principle that

should guide each sex in such matters, he now

appeals to their own sense of decency and pro

priety (compare x. 15).—Ver. 16. But if any

man seemeth to be contentious, we have no

such custom, neither the churches of God:—

' If in the spirit of contradiction a man will not

yield to such considerations, let him know at

least that he is setting himself against the uni

versal practice, and disturbing the peace of God's

churches.'

Note.—To those who, in a narrow spirit, insist

on having Divine prescription for the most in

significant details of religious life and public

worship, this appeal to " nature itself," as a

great guide in relation to the decencies of public

worship, should read a wholesome lesson. Na

ture, though uniform in its essential features,

varies in all that is subordinate in different

regions and at different periods. In matters of

feeling, taste, and decorum, as to the way in which

the relation of the sexes should be expressed,

eastern and western ideas notoriously and widely

differ, and they should be allowed their natural

and proper development. This applies to all

arrangements for public worship as well as social

usage. Whatever in church organization and

public worship is injurious to vital Christianity—

to spiritual life—is to be discountenanced, as sacri

ficing the end to the means; but within those

limits, not a little variety, suggested by national

taste or climatic conditions, is surely admissible.

1 This is the genuine order of the text.

17

iS

Chapter XI. 17-34.

(2) Tlie Lord's Supper.

OW in this that I declare unto you ' I praise you ' not,

that ye come together not for the better, but for the

worse. For first of all, when ye come together in the church,

"I hear that there be' divisions among you; and I partly «Ch.i. 10, u.

1 in giving you this charge 2 you 3 exist

N1
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19 believe it. For 'there must be also heresies among you, 'that *"£",.""]; J;

they which are approved may be made manifest among you. 'Jj'Jg.'Jj,

20 When ye come together therefore into one place,4 this is not *

21 to eat the Lord's supper : for in ' eating every one taketh before

other his own supper: and one is hungry, and d another is <*» *"■ »■ »*

22 drunken. What ? have ye not houses to eat and to drink in ?

or despise ye ' the church of God, and 7 f shame them that have » <*. ^ 3^-

not ? What shall I say to you ? shall I praise you in this ? I

23 praise you 8 not. For ' I have * received of the Lord that which 'gjjj ",';,

also I delivered unto you, * That the Lord Jesus I0 the same n k Mat. xxvi.

•6,

24 night in which he was betrayed took bread : and when he had

given thanks, he brake it,1* and said, Take, eat : '* this is my

body, which is broken14 for you : this do in remembrance of me.

25 After the same manner also he took the cup, when he had

supped, saying, This cup is the new testament " in my blood :

26 this do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in remembrance of me. For

as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew "

27 the Lord's death 'till he come. * Wherefore whosoever shall 'j£^",}i

eat this " bread, and drink this " cup of the Lord, unworthily, I6?j5'd|.v'I4.

28 shall be guilty of the body and blood of the Lord. But ' let a *?"$"£•

man examine" himself, and so let him eat of that" bread, and /Jcor.aH.5.

29 drink of that*' cup. For he that eateth and drinketh un

worthily," eateth and drinketh damnation" to himself, not

30 discerning'1 the Lord's" body. For this cause many" are"

31 weak and sickly among you," and many" sleep. For mif we mfj™^;5:

32 would judge" ourselves, we should not be judged. But when

we are judged, " we are chastened of the Lord, that we should ** "p$- ""• "•

33 not be condemned with the world. Wherefore, my brethren,

34 when ye come together to eat, tarry one for another. And if

any man hunger," let him eat at home ; that ye come not

together unto condemnation.'0 And the rest 'will I set in »th. Lj.

order when " ' I come. >ch. iv. i».

* assemble yourselves together * it is not possible • prefix your

7 prefix put to 8 you 9 omit have 10 prefix in

11 omit same 12 it 18 omit Take, eat 1A given

15 covenant 18 ye proclaim 17 the 18 prove

19 omit unworthily 20 judgment 21 if he discern not 22 omit Lord's
23 add among you 24 are 2I omit among you 26 not a few

27 But if we discerned 28 may ** If any man is hungry

80 your coming together be not unto judgment 81 whensoever

The immediate object of this section is to and helped them much in their conception and

denounce certain gross disorders in the celebra- observance of it.

tion of this ordinance which had crept into the Ver. 17. But in giving yon this charge, I

Corinthian church ; but this gives occasion to so praise you not,1 that ye come together not for

comprehensive and remarkable an account of the the better, but for the worse. The " charge "

original institution and design of that ordinance, or " command " is not what went before (as most

that it is fitted to settle all the questions about it modern interpreters understand it), but—as will

which have divided Christians, and every clause appear on careful study, we think—the whole

of it has riveted the attention of earnest Christians, 'Such appears to be the true reading.
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directory here following, as to the celebration of

the Lord's Supper.—Ver. 18. For first of all,

when ye come together in the church—Gr. ' in

church,' (' to meeting,' as we might say), for there

is next to no authority for the Greek article before

"church," I hear that divisions exist among

you ; and I partly believe it—a delicate way of

saying what was unpleasant. For he is going to

speak in no pleasant manner of their behaviour in

relation to the Lord's Supper.—Ver. 19. For there

must be also heresies among you. The word

signifies, first, a ' taking ' or ' choice ; ' then, the

thing chosen, and (in matters of judgment) an

' opinion ' or set of opinions : here it is used in a

bad sense, as in Gal. v, 20, for opinions tending to

rend the Church.—that they which are approved

(of God) may be made manifest among you—by

contrast with the others.

Ver. 20. When therefore ye assemble your

selves together, it is not possible to eat the

Lord's Supper.—Ver. 21. for in your eating,

each one taketh before other his own supper:

and one is hungry, and another drinketh freely.

To understand how such a state of things could

exist, we must bear in mind the way in which the

Lord's Supper was then observed. In apostolic

times it was never observed by itself, so far as

appears, but always in connection with those

friendly meals called ' Agapse ' or ' Love Feasts,'

designed partly to exhibit and exemplify the equality

of all Christians—rich and poor, slaves and masters

alike—but also as a way of helping the poorer

members without creating the feeling of pauperism.

Accordingly, the rich brought of their abundance

to these tables, and the humbler classes what they

could. Moreover, the Lord's Supper was not

celebrated before such meals, nor, strictly speak

ing, after them, but in close juxtaposition with

them—sitting at the same table at which these

meals were spread out. The idea of this was

taken from the way in which the Jewish Passover

was celebrated—a sumptuous meal at which were

taken successive cups of wine with bread, after a

fixed form, and with eucharistic chantings of por

tions of the Psalms. In this view, it is easy to

see how some, having no very high views of the

ordinance, might come to the table, "not to eat

the Lord's Supper," but to get a good meal ; and

how they might come dropping in, and take

their places one after another, as ver. 22 shows that

they actually did. Thus, in place of a simul

taneous observance of the Lord's Supper, every

one might be seen " taking his own supper be

fore other"—"one hungry," namely, the poor,

who were put off with a sorry portion, another

"drinking freely."1—Ver. 22. Have ye not houses

to eat and to drink in f or despise ye the church

of God I—emphatically so named here, as in ver.

16, to express the affront put upon God Himself,

regarded as present in their assemblies.—and put

them to shame that have not — namely, the

poor, by exposing their poverty and making them

feel it.

Since all these disorders sprang from their for

getting what they had been taught on this subject,

the apostle now formally and at some length

repeats it.

Ver. 23. For I received of l the Lord—the Lord

iesus, as the next clause shows.—that which also

delivered unto you, how that the Lord Jesus

in the night in which he was betrayed took

bread: and when he had given thanks, he

brake it, and said,'-' This is my body, which is

given a for you : this do in remembrance of me.

Language could not make it more clear than it is

here, that the memorial design of this institution

is the primary one.—Ver. 25. In like manner

also the cup, after supper, saying, This cup is

the new covenant ' in my blood : this do ye, as

oft as ye drink it, in remembrance of me.

Here the memorial design of the Lord's Supper is

reiterated, as if to teach that, if this was not its sole

design, yet any view of it, which either sinks this

altogether or throws it into the shade, must be

erroneous.—Ver. 26. For as often as ye eat this

bread, and drink the cup,* ye proclaim the

Lord's death—hold it forth as, to you, a certain

fact—till he come.8 This clearly shows not only

that the observance of this ordinance was designed

to continue from the very time of its first institu

tion till the second appearing of the Lord Jesus,

but that the belief of the one as the great accom

plished fact of the past, and of the other as the

great expected fact of the future, was—as the sub

1 The Greek word need not be taken in its extreme sense,

"is drunken," as in the Authorised Version, and as it cer

tainly means in Matt. xxiv. 49, Acts ii. 15, x 1'hess. v. 7 ;

for the same word in another form is used in John ii. 10,

and in the LXX. of Cant. v. 1, where the extreme sense is

unsuitable.

1 That this communication was a direct one is denied by

Meyer and others ; because the preposition used would in

that case have been different (not a» but irxpa). But not

only is the preposition here used employed in good classical

Greek, where no such restriction of its sense is implied, but

in New Testament Greek this preposition is beyond doubt

employed to express direct communication, as in 1 John ii.

97, " But the anointing which ye received of Him" etc.

Besides, the emphatic " 1 " (iyi) clearly implies that the

revelation came direct from Christ to the apostle himself ;

and that such direct communications by the Lord Jesus

from His unseen glory to our apostle were no strange thing,

wt know for certain from Acts viii. 9, to, xxii. 17-31,

xxiii ix.

3 The evidence against the genuineness of the two intro

ductory words of the received text—" Take, eat "—is over

whelming. They have doubtless crept in from Matt,

xxvi. 26.

8 There is something perplexing about what word—or

whether any word at all—was used here by the apostle.

The received text has " broken " (xkiu.t,c*\ but not on very

good authority. For the word " given " there is no autho

rity, and the four oldest mss. have no word at all—reading

simply, "which is for you." But it is difficult to believe

that the apostle so wrote ; and when it is observed that

wherever the first and second Gospels differ from the third

in their account of the Lord's Supper, there it will be seen

that Luke and our apostle agree, we cannot but think that

the apostle did use the word "given " (iiliutm), since his

constant companion uses it (Luke xxii. 19) ; and knowing,

as Luke doubtless did, that the apostle had his account of

it from the Lord Himself, and probably repeated it in the

same form whenever he for the first time broke bread"

with any company of disciples, we venture to insert the

word " given," though in italics, in place of either " broken "

or no word at all.

* The word here rendered "covenant " is that which the

Greek of the Old Testament constantly uses for the Hebrew

word " covenant ; " and as there is here a manifest allusion

to Ex. xxiv. 8—" Behold the blood of the covenant, which

the Lord hath made with you concerning all these words "

—we cannot doubt that the word should be rendered " cove

nant " here. But since in classical Greek this word signifies

a 'testament/ 'disposition,' or 'will,' and since in Heb. ix.

16, 17, the writer seems clearly to avail himself of both ideas

—gliding out of the covenant idea into that of testament—

it is not necessary altogether to exclude that idea here.

For since it is by the death of Christ that the eternal inherit

ance becomes ours who believe, one can hardly resist regard

ing that death as. in its effect, that of a testator, bequeathing

to us the eternal inheritance.

6 The oldest mss. want "this" here.

8 The scholar should observe that «» before iA0»j is justly

omitted in the best text (including the oldest mss.) Its

presence in the received text obscures the certainty of the

event, which its absence couveys.
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stance of all Christianity—proclaimed by every

participant of the Lord's Supper, and the faith

of the one and the hope of the other are the two

" wings as eagles," on which the Christian mounts

up heavenward.

Ver. 27. Wherefore whosoever shall eat the

bread1 or* drink the cup of the Lord un

worthily—'unsuitably ; ' out of keeping in mind

and heart with the design of this ordinance, not

"as it becometh the Gospel" (Phil. i. 27), not

" walking worthily of the Lord " (Col. i. 10), not

"bringing forth fruits worthy of repentance"

(Luke iii. 8).—shall be guilty of the body and

the3 blood of the Lord—guilty, that is, of His_

death. So Chrysostom and Grotius, we think,"

correctly understand this. The only objection is,

that it seems too harsh to charge this upon un

worthy communicants. But to eat and drink at

the Lord's Table as at a common meal (for that is

the case supposed) is certainly to put an affront

upon the body and blood of Christ ; and since, in

the Epistle to the Hebrews (x. 29), those who

" sin wilfully after having received the knowledge

of the truth," are said to "count the blood of the

covenant a common thing " (i.e. nothing differing

from other blood), the two expressions seem so

entirely akin, in the general conception intended

by them, that there seems no good reason for

shrinking from this as the idea in view.—Ver. 28.

But let a man examine himself—since on him

self will rest the ultimate responsibility, whoever

else may examine him.—and so (supposing the

result satisfactory) let him eat of the bread and

drink of the cup.—Ver. 29. For he that eateth

or drinketh, eateth and drinkethjudgment unto

himself, if he discern not the body. (The evi

dence for the omission of "unworthily" and

"Lord's" before "body" is, we think, conclu

sive; but the sense is the same.) "Discerning

the body" sounds very abrupt to us who are

accustomed to the fuller form ; but it is perhaps

all the more emphatic* By " eating and drinking

judgment " is meant incurring the effects of the

Divine displeasure.—Ver. 30. For this cause

many among you are weak and sickly, and not

a few fall asleep. Physical weakness, sickness,

and death are undoubtedly meant here. Possibly

some marked calamitous visitations of that church

may be in view, the nature of which, however,

it were in vain to conjecture.—Ver. 31. But5 if

we discerned ourselves, we should not bejudged.

' If we did but take the case of our spiritual con

dition faithfully into our own hands, we should

thus take it (so to speak) out of God's hands, and

so avert the tokens of His Fatherly displeasure. '

—Ver. 32. But when we are judged, we are

chastened of the Lord, that we may not be con

demned with the world. It is to prevent our

being condemned with the unbelieving world that

1 Not"thisM bread, as in the received text ; "the cup'*

stands even in the received text.

*The Authorised Version has "and drink this cup,"

though the text before them had "or." No doubt this was

done from fear of giving countenance to the Romish prac

tice of withholding the cup from the laity. But besides

that it is the duty of translators to let the text speak for

itself, they needed to have no such apprehension, since the

next verse expressly supposes the communicant to partake

of both elements— so let him eat of that bread and drink

of that cup." Tyndale, with a noble fidelity, has "or" in

his version, and so have Calvin and Beza.

* The article before " blood * is according to the true text.

* Stanley's idea—that " the body" here means the Chris

tian society—seems too far-fetched to require notice.

* " For " is l.ot conect here.

our Father lovingly chastens when we need it.—

Ver. 33. Wherefore, when ye come together to

eat, wait for one another—instead of your un

seemly practice of " each one eating before other

his own supper."— Ver. 34. If any man is

hungry, let him eat at home. 'The religious

gatherings of believers are for higher purposes

than satisfying the cravings of natural appetite :—

this should be done at home. '—that your coming

together be not unto judgment—do not issue in

blighting rather than blessing.—And the rest—

any other matters on this subject requiring to be

looked into—will I set in order whensoever I

come—implying a shade of uncertainty as to the

event.

Note. — If the two opposite theories of the

Lord's Supper, which have occasioned such pro

tracted controversy in the Church, are brought

face to face with the strange abuses of that ordi

nance at Corinth which are here depicted, we

cannot but think that it would go far to show

with which of them the apostle's teaching best

accords. The one theory is, that under the forms

or elements of bread and wine the body and

blood of Christ are really—corporeally—present,

given, received, and partaken of by the communi

cants, whether worthy or unworthy, believing or

not believing. But while the Church of Rome

holds and teaches that, after consecration, the

elements are ' transubstantiated ' into the body

and blood of Christ—existing no more save in

their 'form' or appearance — and that in the

Lord's Supper ' there is made a true, proper pro

pitiatory sacrifice for the sins both of the living

and the dead;' the Lutheran Church holds and

teaches that the elements remain the same after

consecration as before, but that 'in, with, and

under ' them Christ is really corporeally present,

offered, and received ; and they utterly repudiate

the sacrificial theory ofthe Eucharist, as dishonour

ing to the one all-perfect sacrifice of the Cross.

What is common, however, to both these Churches

is their docrine of a material presence of Christ in

the Lord's Supper. The opposite of this theory

is, that the Lord's Supper was designed to repre

sent and set forth through the senses to the minds

of believing communicants the one sacrifice for

sins, which " for ever perfects them that are

sanctified ; " that while on the communion table

there is only bread and wine, the faith of the

devout communicant pierces through the outward

elements to that of which they are the instituted

symbols, and discerns " Jesus Christ openly cruci

fied before his eyes ; " and opening his soul to Him,

there and thus set forth, he holds living fellowship

with Him, " receives ol His fulness and grace tor

grace ; " by faith he eats the flesh and drinks the

blood of the Son of man—in all the sacrificial

significance and precious fruits of His atoning

death—in a fresh sense of pardon, peace, access to

God, newness of life and hope of glory.

Now suppose that the first theory was what the

apostle taught to the Corinthian Church, the

question arises, What sort of abuse would this be

likely to generate ? Could they possibly confound

it with an ordinary meal, and come dropping in

one after another, each to satisfy his own appetite ?

Is the thing conceivable ? Nay, if they but

vividly realised what this theory supposes—that

Christ Himself is corporeally on the communion

table — would they not draw near with an awe

approaching to dread as they took into their
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hands so ' tremendous a mystery '—as the phrase

is?1 But since the very opposite of all this was

what the Corinthians did, we confidently affirm

that no such view of the Lord's Supper was or

1 The following account of part of the ceremonies with

which Archbishop Laud consecrated t Creed Church (the

church of St. Catherine Cree), when Bishop of London, on

16th January 1630, was attested on oath by eye-witnesses

before the Lords at the Archbishop's trial. (It is an

extreme case, but will all the better illustrate the tendency

of the Real-Presence theory) :—*' As he approached the

communion table, he bowed very near to the ground six or

seven times ; and coming up to one of the corners of the

table, he there bowed himself three times ; then to the

second, third, and fourth corners, bowing at each corner

three times ; but when he came to the side of the table

where the bread and wine were, he bowed himself seven

times ; and then, after reading many prayers by himself

and his two chaplains (they all this time on their knees by

him, in their surplices, hoods, and tippets), he himself

came near the Bread, which was cut and laid in a fine

napkin, and then he gently lifted up one of the corners of

the said napkin and peeped into it, till he saw the bread,

and presently he let it fall, and new back a step or two,

and then bowed very low three times towards it and the

table ; when he beheld the bread, then he came near and

opened again, and bowed as before. Next he laid his

hand upon the gilt cup, which was full of wine, with a

cover upon it. So soon as he had pulled the cup a little

nearer to him, he let the cup go, flew back, and bowed

again three times towards it. He approached again, and

lilting up the cover of the cup, peeped into it. Seeing

the wine, he let fall the cover, flew nimbly back, and

bowed as before. After these and many other gestures,

he himself received, and then gave the Sacrament to several

principal men, only they devoutly kneeling near the table."

(Prynne's History ofthe Trial, etc. fol. Lond. 1646, p. 114.)

could have been taught by the apostle at Corinth.

Well, let us next try the other theory, bringing

it face to face with the Corinthian abuses. Ac

cording to that theory, the apostle taught that

nothing is on the Lord's table, from first to last,

but bread and wine, and that Christ is present

there only to the faith which realises it through

the instituted symbols. In that case, of course,

unbelieving and unspiritual communicants would

discern no Christ there at all, nor draw forth

through it aught of His fulness as the Lamb of

God that taketh away the sins of the world.

Even real converts, but slightly affected with the

death there held forth, and the glory of His

promised presence there, would pay more atten

tion to the outward scene, in its varied arrange

ments and impressive actions, than to what it was

designed to convey. Above all, since we know

that the celebration of this ordinance was associ

ated with an ordinary meal, would not the danger

be great that superficial communicants would

forget that they " had houses " of their own " to

eat and drink in," and come to the Lord's table

rather to satisfy the cravings of nature than to

' ' shew the Lord's death " ? Beyond all reasonable

doubt, if any such abuses crept in as this chapter

tells us existed at Corinth, this second theory

is that alone which could explain it : on the other

theory we confidently say the thing is incon

ceivable.

Chapter XII.

SIXTH TOPIC (continued).—DISORDERS IN PUBLIC WORSHIP (continued).

N

(3) Spiritual Gifts.— The Doctrine of them,

OW "concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I would not

have you ignorant Ye know b that ye ' were Gentiles,

a Ch. xiv. 1,

37-

b 1 Thes. i. o ;

Tit. iii. 3.

c Ps. cxv. 5.carried * away unto these ' ' dumb idols, even as ye were * led.

Wherefore I give you to understand, *that no man speaking rfijo. w », 3

by J the Spirit of God calleth Jesus accursed : * and ' that 7 no

man can say that7 Jesus is the" Lord, but by4 the Holy

4 Ghost. Now J there are diversities of gifts, but ' the same

5 Spirit. * And there are differences of administrations, but the

6 same Lord. And there are diversities of operations," but it is ,0

7 the same God ' which worketh all in all. * But the manifesta-

8 tion of the Spirit is given to every man to profit withal. For

to one is given by " the Spirit ' the word of wisdom ; to another

9 " the word of knowledge by " the same Spirit ; * to another

faith by the same Spirit ; to another ' the " gifts of healing by

10 the same Spirit ; * to another the '" working '* of miracles ; to

e Jo. xv. 26 ;

3 Cor. iii 5.

/Heb. ii. 4.

g Eph iv. 4

h Rom. xii. 6 ;

Eph. iv. 11.

1 Eph. i 33.

k Rom. xii. 6;

Eph. iv. 7 ;

i Pet. iv 10.

/ Ch. ii. 6, 7.

«Ch. i. 5 :

3 Cor. viii. 7.

n Ch. xiii. 3 ;

a Cor. iv. 13.

o Mk xvi. 18;

ias. v. 14.

. Ik. xvi 17.

1 prefix when

»in

8 omit the

'* according to

2 ye were led 3 those

0 saith, Jesus is anathema

9 woikings

13 omit the

10 omit it is

14 workings

4 howsoever ye might be

7 omit that

11 through
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another 'prophecy; rto another discerning15 of spirits; to '^"j^61

another * divers kinds of tongues ; to another the interpretation *jj££'±

1 1 of tongues : but all these worketh that one and the selfsame "

Spirit, 'dividing to every man severally "as he will. 'fcw.^iV

12 For " as the body is one, and hath many members, and all JjRom.xii4^,

the members of that one body,17 being many, are one body: *; p* •♦

13 "so also is1" Christ. For 'by one Spirit are we all baptized ^1mm;i,65

into one body, ■''whether we be1* Jews or Gentiles, whether we ' Ep,,.";. •*;

be1* bond or free; and 'have been40 all made to drink into * Jo-tL «*

14 one Spirit. For the body is not one member, but many.

1 5 If the foot shall say, Because I am not the hand, I am not of

16 the body; is it therefore not of the body? And if the ear

shall say, Because I am not the eye, I am not of the body ;

17 is it therefore not of the body? If the whole body were*0 an

eye, where were*' the hearing? If the whole were*0 hearing,

18 where were30 the smelling? But now hath "God set the "Ver. 28.

members every one of them in the body, b as it hath pleased * **>*■ **• *

19 him. And if they were all one member, where were** the

20 body ? But now are they u many members, yet " but one body.

21 And the eye cannot say unto the hand, I have no need of

thee: nor again the head to the feet, I have no need of you.

22 Nay, much more" those members of the body, which seem to

23 be more feeble, are necessary: and those members" of the

body, which we think to be less honourable, upon these we

bestow more abundant honour ; and our uncomely parts have

24 more abundant comeliness; for'4 our comely parts have no

need : but God hath M tempered the body together, having

25 given more abundant honour to that part which lacked ; that

there should be no schism in the body ; but that the members

26 should have the same care one for another. And whether

one member suffer," all the members suffer with it ; or one

27 member be " honoured, all the members rejoice with it. Now

28 ' ye are the body of Christ, and "'members in particular. And '^i*-.'- '3:

' God hath set some in the church, first S apostles, secondarily rf|p>[- »■ 3°-

'prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of ff^jkf*

29 healings, * helps, ' governments, diversities " of tongues. Are" 7^"™•*■■• \7:

all apostles? are" all prophets? are" all teachers? are*" all HTwuiV1

30 workers of miracles ? Have all the ls gifts of healing ? do all '*•

31 speak with tongues? do all interpret? But * covet" earnestly *ch- *»• »•

the best " gifts : and yet shew I unto you a more " excellent

way.

15 discernings le same ,r the body 18 is

19 omit we be 20 were fl are they 22 omit yet

23 rather 24 parts ** whereas 2S omit hath

27 suffereth 28 is *• divers kinds *°-Are

81 desire >2 greater S3 prefix still
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Ver. 1. Now concerning spiritual gifts, '

brethren, I would not have you ignorant.—

Ver. 2. Ye know that when ' ye were Gentiles

(heathen), ye were led away unto those dumb

idols, howsoever ye might be led:—'As for

your gods, they were " dumb idols " which, what

ever crafty priests and interested statesmen might

say, never uttered a word to their votaries. Our

worship, as children of Israel, imperfect as it was,

was intelligent ; yours was blind and senseless :

we, when we hearkened to our prophets, were

listening to the voice of the living God ; ye were

imposed upon by your " blind guides " at [their

will. No wonder, then, that in the exercise of

spiritual gifts some confusion should arise among

you, and some instruction should be needed how

to use them.' Accordingly, under three general

principles such instruction is now given.

First principle :—' Recognition of "Jesus as the

Lord " is an unfailing test of the reality of spiritual

gifts.'—This is stated both negatively and posi

tively.—Ver. 3. Wherefore I give you to under

stand, that no man speaking in (or ' by ') the

Spirit of God saith, Jesus is anathema ' (see Rom.

ix. 3 ; Gal. i. 8, 9) ; and no man can say, Jesus

Is Lord, but by the Holy Spirit It is not of

ordinary utterances that this is said, or could be ;

for many that have not the Spirit of Christ, and

are none of His, are ready enough to call Jesus

" Lord " (Matt. vii. 22), while some who in their

inmost souls adore Him may, like Peter, in a

moment of temptation, come near to cursing Him.

It is of divinely inspired utterances that this is

said. For such to curse Christ would amount to

a deliberate and reckless denial of Him—this, says

the apostle, is impossible. But equally certain is

it that that inspiration which recognises and bows

to Him as Lord, can have no other than a Divine

source—can proceed only from the Holy Ghost.

See 1 John iv. 1-3, where the same sentiment is

repeated in a slightly different and more expanded

form. We have a remarkable illustration of this

statement in a case where no inspiration is sup

posed to exist. We refer to the celebrated letter

of Pliny the Younger to the Emperor Trajan

(about A.r>. no), during a persecution of the

Christians which that emperor had ordered—in

which Pliny asks instructions how to proceed

against those accused of being Christians. In

this letter, that eminent man explains in detail

how he had already acted in this difficult matter.

When some who were brought before him denied

that they were or ever had been Christians, he

tested them by making them perform acts of wor

ship to the gods and the emperor's own image ;

and as a last test, he ordered them to curse Christ,

which (he was told) none who were real Christians

could be made to do ; and if they were prepared

even to do that, he thought they might be safely

dismissed.

Second principle:— 'Spiritual, gifts, though

diverse in character, have one Divine source. '—

Ver. 4. Now there are diversities of gifts, but

* That "gifts," not " persons," is the proper supplement

here, there can be no reasonable doubt, and chap. xiv. con

firms it.

* That 5tj Vn is the true reading here (" that when ") is

quite clear ; and though the construction in this case is

imperfect, requiring another Jin (" ye were ") to be under

stood, this deviation from the natural tense, after " that,"

is not unexampled in good Greek.

3 The four oldest Mss. give this as a direct speech, and

so in the second clause.
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the same Spirit—to whose peculiar department

it belongs, in the economy of grace, to impart all

spiritual gifts.—Ver. 5. And there are differences

of administrations, but the same Lord (Jesus)

—to whom, as the Church's Head, it belongs to

institute such ministries and appoint the men to

discharge them (Eph. iv. n).— Ver. 6. And there

are diversities of workings, but the same God,

who worketh all things in all—as the absolute

Fountain of all good, with whom, by eternal

arrangement, all the functions of the Son and of

the Spirit are regarded as originating. The

systematic precision of these statements—as to the

way in which the operations of grace for behoof

of the Church are distributed among the Persons

of the one Godhead, is eminently noteworthy.

Third principle:— 'All spiritual gifts are im

parted for the common benefit of the body of

Christ.'—Ver. 7. But to each one is given the

manifestation of the Spirit—whatever may be

his special gift—to profit withal—for the common

good.—Ver. 8. For to one is given through the

Spirit the word of wisdom ; and to another the

word of knowledge by the same Spirit. The

former of these (according to New Testament

usage, including that of our apostle), appears to

mean the ability to open up Divine truth in its

deeper principles ; the latter, the aptitude to apply

it to the affairs of life (see Col. ii. 3).—Ver. 9.

to another faith in (or ' by ') the same Spirit—

not the faith which saves, for that is common to

all Christians, and is the root of every Christian

grace, but that faith which " removes mountains "

(xiii. 2 ; Matt. xvii. 20) ; that faith which, in the

confident assurance that the effect would follow,

had but to give the word of command, and be

straightway obeyed —and to another gifts of

healings in (or ' by ') the one Spirit—healings in

various forms (Mark xvi. 18 ; Jas. v. 14).—and to

another . . . prophecy — uttering by inspiration

the mind of God about things past, present, or

future ; and to another discernings of spirits—

the gift of laying bare the secrets of others' hearts

(Acts v. 3, 9); but here, perhaps, meaning the

gift of penetrating to the heart and mind of

persons professing to speak by inspiration, and

discovering whether they were actuated by the

Spirit of God, or by an evil spirit, or by their own

inflated spirit (xiv. 29 ; I Tim. iv. 1 ; 1 John

iv. 1 ; 1 Kings xxii. 19-25).—to another divers

kinds of tongues—real languages, unknown to

themselves (Acts ii. 4, 7, 8) ; and to another

the interpretation of tongues—the power of inter

preting to the audience that unknown tongue.

Note.—Three distinct kinds of gifts are here

enumerated—embracing probably all the super

natural endowments of the primitive Church,

though not professedly with that view. And

though the attempts that have been made to

show that there is here a systematic arrangement

of these gifts seem quite forced, there are some

features common to them all, and some which are

peculiar to one or two of them. They all suppose

utterance in the gifted, directly or indirectly.

" Wisdom "and "knowledge," though in their

own nature internal, behoved—as gifts intended

for edification—to find utterance ; and so they are

termed "the word of wisdom," and " the word of

knowledge." The " faith" meant here gives the

word of command. As for "healings" and

"workings of miracles," they were exercised in

the way of something spoken to the objects of
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them. Then " prophecy," " tongues," and " in

terpretation of tongues,' were of course uttered ;

while "discernings of spirits" came forth in

audible expression (Acts v. 3, 9).—Note further,

that spiritual edification was the direct object of

three of those gifts—" wisdom," " knowledge,"

and " prophecy ; " that other three were designed

to attest the presence of God with the gifted

person, or the Divine authority of His message—

" faith," " healings," and " workings of miracles."

As for " tongues, and "interpretation oftongues,"

they had a somewhat analogous object ; while

" discernings of spirits " was a sort of crowning

gift. But all were Divine in their source, as is now

to be emphatically repeated.

Ver. II. but all these worketh the one and

the same Spirit, dividing to each one severally

even as he will—and if so, to set one gift above

another, in a spirit of rivalry among their posses

sors, how offensive must that be 1 Now follows a

graphic illustration of this.—Ver. 12. For as the

body is one, and hath many members, and all

the members of the body,1 being many, are one

body ; so also is Christ—who with the Church is

an organic whole.—Ver. 13. For in (or ' by') one

Spirit were we all baptized into one body . . .

and were all made to drink of * one Spirit. The

figure of " drinking" of the Spirit may have been

suggested by the allusion to their water baptism at

the time of their conversion ; only that was ex

ternal, whereas the thing here meant by the figure

is internal, and in that view of it such language

was familiar in the Old Testament (Isa. xii. 3,

xliv. 3, lv. 1).—Ver. 15. If the foot shall say,

Because I am not the hand, I am not of the

body ; is it therefore not of the body ! *—Ver.

17. If the whole body were an eye, where were

the hearing ? If . . . hearing, then where were

the smelling 1 How preposterous then this rivalry

between different gifts of the one Spirit, different

functions of the one body ofChrist !—Ver. 18. But

now—as the case stands—hath God set the mem

bers . . . even as it hath pleased him—each in

his own place, each with his own function, and

all of the Lord's sovereign arrangement for His

own wise ends.—Vers. 19-21. And if they were

all one member, etc. As in vers. 15, 16, the

rebuke seems to be for envying the gifts of the

more eminent, so here the rebuke is addressed to

the more gifted for despising those of lesser gifts—

the "eye" as compared with the "hand," the

" head with the "feet."—Ver. 22. Nay, much

rather those members . . . which seem . . . more

feeble, are necessary — even more than eyes,

1 The received reading, "of the one body," has very

weak support.

-Not " into one Spirit," the evidence against which is

decisive.

8 Some excellent critics read this and the following

questions affirmatively—"it is not therefore not of the body.

Winer and Buttmann hold that the interrogative sense is

against the usage of the Greek language with two such nega

tives (•&—#£). Bengel was the first to affirm this, and he

was followed by Billroth, Ruckert, Hofmann. and Meyer,

while Lachmann and Teschendorf print their Greek text

affirmatively. _ The grammatical principle is undoubtedly

correct ; but since very much depends in such cases on how

the statement is conserved by the writer, we incline to think

that the real sense is conveyed quite as correctly by the

interrogative form as by the affirmative. And if legitimate

at all, there can be little doubt that it is most accordant

with the lively style and strain of the argument ; and so

judge the majority of the best critics—Erasmus, Beza,

Griesbach, De Wette, Ostander, Alford. Stanley, while in

his notes he leaves the choice to the reader, renders it

interrogatively in his translation.

hands, feet.—Ver. 23. and those ... we think

less honourable, upon these we bestow more

abundant honour—in covering and care—and our

uncomely parts have more abundant comeliness

—to protect them from unjust disparagement in

relation to other parts of the body.—Vers. 24-26.

whereas our comely parte have no need, etc

The language, it will be observed, is studiously so

framed as to apply equally to the natural and the

spiritual body.—Ver. 27. Now ye are the body

of Christ, and severally members thereof—and

so what is true of the natural is analogously true

of the spiritual body.

From the foregoing general statements the

apostle now returns, in conclusion, to the specific

gifts before enumerated, for the purpose of press

ing the lessons he had been inculcating.—Ver. 28.

And God hath set some in the church, first

(some to be) apostles, secondly prophets—the

prophets of the New Testament (not of the Old

Testament), on whose functions see on ver. 10.

They came in order next to the apostles (see

Eph. ii. 20). It was at the word of these inspired

utterers of the mind and will of God that some

of the most important movements of the apostolic

Church were adopted (as may be seen in Acts

mil 1-4; i Tim. iv. 14).—helps, governments—

i.e. persons to 'help,' and persons to 'govern.'

— divers kinds of tongues— including (as is

plain from ver. 30) the " interpretation" of

them.

Note.—On comparing this list with that in

vers. 8-10, it will be seen that here we have both

the gifts and the gifted ; there the gifts only : also,

two gifts in the first list—" faith and " discern

ing of spirits " — are omitted in the second ;

whereas in the second list there are two which

are wanting in the first—" helps," "governments."

This shows how little completeness and systematic

arrangement were aimed at. Nor are permanent

offices and temporary functions nicely separated :

indeed, in the first list they are not distinguished

at all, and but faintly in the second. And though

a certain descending scale is observable—from the

primary offices to the inferior—yet since they are

followed by diversified forms of supernatural

energy, there is no reason to suppose that anything

more was intended than a rapid allusion to the

gifts exuberantly manifested in their church.

That " helps " mean the Diaconate, and "govern

ments " mean the " ruling" as distinguished from

the " teaching " ministers, we cannot think ; for

—besides that if this had been intended, it could

have been expressed more simply, as elsewhere—

if we refer to the corresponding and more precise

statement in Eph. iv. 11, it would be difficult in

it to find a place for those offices. Any and every

kind of " helping " and "governing needed in

the Church seems to be the things in view. In

fine, all the supernatural endowments of the early

Church will be found to have their counterpart in

the ordinary work of the Church of Christ, modi

fied according to circumstances ; while the Spirit

of all grace—whose supernatural manifestations in

the early Church were mainly designed to give

it a startling and resistless impulse—is still in and

with the Church, and according to the promise ol

its Head, will abide with it for ever.

Vers. 29, 30. Are all apostles, etc If not, then

why suppose that all possess and were intended

to exercise every gift, or imagine that this would

benefit the Church ?—Ver. 3 1 . But desire earnestly
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the greater1 gift*—referring to those mentioned than even these " greater gifts " is here introduced,

in chap, xiv., which were such as tended to edify an episode of surpassing grandeur—the way of

both the audience and the gifted themselves, in pre- Love. (That chap. xiii. is strictly parenthetical,

ference to those which merely evinced supernatural is plain from the first verse of chap, xiv., which

power. But ere this comes to be formally handled, links itself on, not to xiii., but to xii. 31, as its

an episode on something incomparably "greater" immediate sequel.)—and a still more excellent

1 Not the " better gifts," as in the received text. way shew I unto you.

Chapter XIII.

SIXTH TOPIC (continued).—DISORDERS IN PUBLIC WORSHIP {continued).

(3) Spiritual Gifts (continued).—Episode on the 'More Excellent

Way' of Love.

1 ' I ""HOUGH I speak with the tongues of men and of angels,

-I- and have not charity,1 I am become as* sounding brass,

2 or a tinkling cymbal. And though I have t/ie gift of "pro- '^t^l*

phecy, and understand * all mysteries, and all knowledge ; and m^Vu^.

though I have all faith, *so that I could remove mountains, '"""Mt'ii.

3 and4 have not charity,1 I am nothing. And * though I bestow jsjLu.xvu.

all my goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body to cMtt- "■*•*■

be burned, and' have not charity, it profiteth me nothing.

4 d Charity ' suffereth long, and is kind ; charity ' envieth not ; J?p£ *;,";

5 charity ' vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth not behave

itself unseemly, ' seeketh not her 4 own, is not easily * provoked, ' pj}-^""4 :

6 thinketh no evil ; -'rejoiceth not in iniquity,' but 'rejoiceth in* S**£?i

7 the truth ; * beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all *k £*j; 4V , .

8 things, endureth all things. Charity ' never faileth : but whether J5wg* ;4.

there be prophecies, they shall fail ; * whether there be tongues,

they shall cease ; whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish 10

9 away. 'For we know in part, and we prophesy in part: «ch.vUi. ».

10 but when that which is perfect is come, then11 that which is

1 1 in part shall be done away. When I was a child, I spake as a

child, I understood " as a child, I thought as a child : but '*

12 when I became14 a man, I put14 away childish things. For

* now we see through a glass,1* darkly ; but then ' face to face : k\c^: Ui' ,8>

now I know in part ; but then shall I know even as also lam" , JJjJ «!«"■

1 3 known. And now abideth faith, hope, charity,1 these three ; ".^ ai „

but the greatest of these is1* charity.1

1 love * omit as * know 4 but * its 6 omit easily

7 unrighteousness 8 with 9 be done away 10 be done

11 omit then M felt ls omit but 14 now that I am become

u prefix have le in a mirror " have been '■ is

The surpassing beauty of this chapter has been is eloquence too, but of a very different kind—

felt and expressed wherever it has been read, by keen, impassioned, vehement ; the next chapter

Cersons of the most opposite religious views, and but one also rises to the height of sublimity ; but

y those who can appreciate only its literary here all is serene. The opening verses are a grand

qualities. In the chapters that go before it there introduction to what follows, sweeping away as
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worthless the very best things which want the

cardinal principle of love. This is then defined by

no fewer than fifteen characteristics—eight nega

tive, and seven positive. The terse precision and

wonderful completeness of these strike every dis

cerning reader ; while the periods roll on in rhyth

mic melody, to the end of the chapter, like a strain

of richest music dying away, or a golden sunset ;

and everything is seen out save Love, which is found

standing alone as the enduring life of heaven. No

other grace of the Christian character is so cele

brated in Scripture. The first of the graces, cer

tainly, is humility; as for faith, it is the saving

grace, by which the soul passes from death to life ;

while in the grace of hope lies the spring of all

activity ; but it is Love alone which is so sung of

as here. The chapter naturally falls asunder into

three parts : first, the worthlessness of all gifts and

all sacrifices, even that of life itself, in the absence

of Love (1-3) ; next, the characteristics of Love

(4-7) ; lastly, the perpetuity of Love.

The word "charity," which our Authorised

Version uses for the grace here described, is

simply the Latin word caritas, which the Vulgate

did well to employ instead of the corresponding

word amor ( = ifit), a word which then suggested

to Christians a corrupt sense of Move.' VViclif

—who translated the New Testament not from

the original Greek but from the Vulgate Latin—

naturally converted caritas simply into its English

form, " charity ; " and in this, as was to be ex

pected, he was followed by the Rhemish transla

tors. But since this word had become associated

with misleading ideas, Tyndale did well to de

part from it, substituting the Saxon word "love."

In this he was followed by the version that goes

under the name of Cranmer, and by the Genevan

Version. That the Authorised Version went back

to " charity," is, we think, to be regTetted. It is

a beautiful word, and it has its own uses, for which

no other word would suffice ; and such is its musical

roll, as one uses it in the reading of this chapter,

that it will not be surrendered without a grudge.

But while it is most desirable that the modem

sense which is largely attached to it should be

banished from the mind, as applicable here, it

will gradually be seen that Tyndale's noble word

"love," while expressing all that is here cele

brated, reads quite as well.

Ver. 1. Though I speak with the tongues of

men. The gift of tongues seems to have been

largely possessed and eagerly exercised in the

Corinthian church.—and of angels—who doubt

less have a way of holding mutual communication,

though here the reference seems quite general, for

' the most exalted form of creature utterance.'—

and have not love, I am become sounding

brass or a clanging cymbal—giving forth no real

music but mere jumbling sounds.—Ver. 2. And

though I have the gift of prophecy—a gift above

tongues (chap, xiv.), for uttering the mind of God

by immediate inspiration, but often for the open

ing of the Scriptures, to which the reference is

here, as appears from the next words.—and

understand all mysteries, and all knowledge:

—' Though I could lay bare the whole scheme of

God towards the Church, from its most rudimen

tary to its ripest form in Scripture, without love I

am nothing1 (see Matt. vii. 22).—and though I

have all faith, so as to remove mountains—that

gift of which our Lord speaks (Matt. xvii. 20, and

see on xii. 9), which enabled its possessor, on

giving the word of command, to work stupendous

miracles (an example of which may be seen in Peter,

Acts iii. 6, etc.).

Ver. 3. And though I bestow1 all my goods to

feed the poor, and though I give ('deliver up ')

my body to be burned'—a practice not unknown

even to heathenism, as witness Sutteeism in India,

happily now abolished. In the early Church,

martyrdom was held in such honour as at length

to be fanatically coveted. Yet without love, this

will avail me nothing.

But what is the love meant here? Certainly,

not mere natural benevolence, even in its most

disinterested form. Fundamentally, it can only

be what Israel was familiar with even from the

days of their wilderness journeyings :—"Thou shalt

love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and

soul and mind and strength, and thy neighbour as

thyself." Of this—which in itself was matter of

obligation, as the all-comprehensive law of every

reasonable creature—God promised that under

the new covenant He would put it in their inward

parts and write it in their heart (Jer. xxxi. 33).

Essentially it must have dwelt in all who were

"circumcised in heart ; " but in its peculiarly evan

gelical sense it was not under the ancient economy

the characteristic term for saintship, which " the

fear of the Lord " was. It was reserved for the

lips of Love Incarnate to introduce and inaugurate

this term, when in His interview with Nicodemus

He told the astonished ruler that " God so loved

the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,

that whosoever believeth on Him should not

perish, but have eternal life ; " and he who

drank the deepest of his Master's spirit echoes

this in the inspiring words, "Herein is love, not

that we loved God, but that He loved us, and

sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins."

This love takes possession of our hearts by l>eing

shed abroad in them by the Holy Ghost " given

unto us" (Rom. v. 5), whereupon "we love Him

because He first loved us;" and from Him this

love flows down upon our fellow-men; for "this

commandment we have from Him, that he who

loveth God love his brother also." " Beloved, let

us love one another: for love is of God ; and every

one that loveth is begotten of God, and knoweth

God : he that loveth not knoweth not God ; for

God is love" (1 John iv.).

Such then, is the love here opened up in its

varied outgoings towards our fellow-men, and held

forth as indispensable, incomparable, eternal.

1 The word primarily means to ' feed by little morsels/

as one does children ; and Stanley, in illustration of this,

quotes from Coleridge a striking MS. note on the passage as

follows: "The true and most significant sense is, 'Though

I dole away in morsels all my property or estates.' Who

that has witnessed the almsgiving in a Catholic monastery

or the court of a Sicilian bishop s or archbishop's palace,

where immense revenues are syringed away in farthings to

herds of beggars, but must feel the force of the apostle's

half satirical word (^*,u.V«.)?" But since the same word is

used in Rom. xii. 20, where no such idea can be intended,

we must not put into the translation of it more than the

word " bestow " conveys.

a The true reading here is obviously that of the received

text. But there is another reading differing from it only

by a single letter, for which there is much stronger external

evidence, but the sense of which is intolerable—" though 1

give my body that I may glory." And we note it here as

one example of a class of readings in which common sense

ought to outweigh the strongest external evidence. We may

not be able to explain how such readings came to receive such

support as they nave ; but we are not on that account to be

forced into the acceptance of violent readings. Tischendori

and Meyer justly regard it as a copyist's blunder, repeated

by successive copyists in moments of haste or weariness.
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Ver. 4. Love suffereth long. This long-suffer-

ing is the protracted endurance of wrong, such as

is fitted to provoke resentment It is that com

mand over natural impulse which keeps just dis

pleasure from breaking forth into action. This is

one of Jehovah's most conspicuous names: " The

Lord, the Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-

suffering " (Ex. xxxiv. 6) ; " slow to anger "

(Ps. ciii. 8). Moses had more of this than any

other of his day, yet to his cost he once failed in

it. Indeed, of One only could it be said in the

fullest sense, " When He was reviled, He reviled

not again" (see CoL iii. 12, 13).—and is kind.

The word means to ' shew oneself benignant,

gentle, good, meek.' Though used only here as

a verb, it occurs frequently as an adjective, and

precisely as it occurs here, in conjunction with

long-suffering, the one being the negative, the

other the positive side of the same quality ; shewing

that though there is no conjunction between them

in the original, they were intended to go together,

and therefore that the Authorised Version has

rightly added the connecting "and." Thus:

" The fruit of the Spirit is long-suffering, gentle

ness " (Gal. v. 22) ; " By long-suffering, by fond

ness" (2 Cor. vi. 6) ; " Despisest thou the riches

of His goodness and forbearance and long-suffer

ing?" (Rom. ii. 4).—love envieth not The word

signifies both "envy" and "jealousy," qualities

which though distinct are inseparable, so that only

the context can shew which in any given case is

intended. Here "envy" is plainly meant—that

miserable feeling of chagrin at the good of another,

not possessed by ourselves, which corrodes the

heart, and is " the rottenness of the bones " (Prov.

xiv. 30) ; that murderous principle of " Cain, who

was of that wicked one and slew his brother ; and

wherefore slew he him? because his own works

were evil and his brother's righteous" (1 John

iii. 12; and see Prov. xxvii. 4; Acts vii. 9, xvii. 5).

—love vaunteth not itself,' is not puffed np—

does not ostentatiously parade its superiority to

others, whether real or supposed, priding itself on

it. Perhaps there is here some allusion to that

unseemly display of spiritual gifts in the Corin

thian church to which reference is elsewhere made.

This quality is exactly the opposite of envy ; the

one envying in another what is not possessed

by ourselves, the other looking down on another

for the want of something which we possess.

Ahab, though a king, mastered by the hateful

passion of envy, throws himself on his bed, turns

his face to the wall, and will eat no bread, because

Naboth his neighbour will not disobey a Divine

commandment by giving up to him " the inherit

ance of his fathers" (1 Kings xxi. 3, 4). On

the other hand, ' I am better than you (says

the whole air of the puffed-up vaunter), for I

have this and that which you possess not.' Sel

fishness is at the bottom of both alike, while love

sees its own good in the good of another, and

another's in its own.—Ver. 5. doth not behave

itself unseemly2—indecorously, unbefitting one

self and towards others unbecoming. There is in

the Christian character a beautiful symmetry,

instinctively suggesting what is befitting, and

what is out of harmony with propriety and de-

1 The word here used occurs here only. It comes from

a word which signifies ' vain boaster.'

* As a verb this word is used elsewhere only in vii. 36,

where it means " uncomely." As a noun it is used only in

the worst sente, as in Rom. L 37, " that which is unseemly,"

meaning ' indecent.'

cency : it is sensitive to the amenities and cour

tesies of social intercourse.—seeketh not its own

—is unselfish, disinterested (x. 24; Rom. xii. to).

And who so eminent in this as our apostle him

self—next to Him ' ' who, though He was rich, yet

for our sakes became poor"? How often is this

grace inculcated (x. 33; 2 Cor. vii. 3, etc.); and

yet even then, as alas still, rarely found noticeably

among Christians (Phil. ii. 21).—is not provoked.

To distinguish this from long-suffering is not

easy. But if we take long-suffering to denote the

length of endurance, and this other the self-

restraint required to practise it (Prov. xiv. 29),

we shall have the thing intended. "He that is

slow to wrath is of great understanding," and " is

better than the mighty," and " he that ruleth his

spirit than he that taketh a city " (Prov. xiv. 29, xvi.

32). It is Jehovah's glory to be " slow to anger,"

a quality much dwelt on in the Old Testament

(Neh. ix. 17; Jon. iv. 2; Nah. i. 3). In Christ

this was exemplified in perfection (I Pet. ii. 23 ;

Isa. liii. 7). See also Prov. xix. II, xxv. 28;

James i. 19.—imputeth not evil. Most modern

critics take this to mean ' taketh not account of

evil' done by another, so as to harbour resent

ment on account of it This seems to us unna

tural, and the Authorised Version seems to us to

give the true sense—' imputeth not ill intention '

or ' motive.' This is the sense given by the Vul

gate, which is here followed by all the old

English versions (as also by Luther, Calvin, Beza,

and Bengel). Love puts the most favourable con

struction on another's actions ; while the absence ot

love is always indicated by the disposition, when

any action is to be accounted for, of two motions

always to fasten on the worst.—Ver. 6. rejoiceth

not in unrighteousness, but rejoiceth with the

truth. Love's native element is goodness and

truth : apart from the truth it knows neither father

nor mother, husband nor wife, son nor daughter : its

antipathies are only with evil, its sympathies with

truth and with those who believe and know the

truth, who are ready to "contend earnestly" for

it, and if need be to suffer for it. " Thou canst

not bear them that are evil," is the noble testi

mony borne from heaven to the church of Ephesus

(Rev. ii. 2). The home of love is among the

truthful, the believing, the holy; it breathes its

own air in the " kingdom of righteousness and

peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.

The four concluding characteristics of love are

the crowning ones ; and, in view of this, the style

changes, and in the successive clauses there is

a fine roll, singularly musical and uplifting.—

Ver. 7. beareth all things—from the wronging

party.—believeth all things about him that are

at all believable ; such as that he has been misled,

that he is prejudiced, that he is better than his

actions, and may live to repent of it and do

better. Accordingly, love hopeth all things—

even "against hope ;" and when even that fails,

and all hope ot amendment is cruelly disappointed,

it still endureth all things without revenging

the wrong done. There would seem some tauto

logy in the first clause and the last—"beareth

all, " endureth alL" To avoid this, some would

translate the first clause "covereth all things,"

which certainly is the primary sense of the Greek

word, and gives a good echo to Prov. x. 12—

"Love covereth all sins"—which is quoted in

I Pet. iv. 8. But our apostle uses this word

always in the sense of ' bearing ' or ' forbearing '

y
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(ix. 12 j I Thess. iii. I, 5). Admitting this, some

would refer the two clauses to different kinds of

wrong—the first private wrongs, the last public.

But all the four clauses plainly refer to the same

kind of wrongs. The difference, then, we take

to be this, that in the first clause love " bears all"

in the belief or hope of some good in the wronging

party existing or to come ; in the last, when all

faith in him and hope of him has departed, love

still persists in "enduring."

The last thing in this grand chapter—in contrast

not only with all gifts, but with all other graces—

is the perpetuity of love.

Ver. 8. Love never faileth—neither absolutely

ceases, nor passes into any other and higher phase.

This general proposition is next broken up into

three details, referring to three of the gifts already

dealt with.—but whether there be prophecies . . .

tongues . . . knowledge, it shall be done away

(the reference is to vers. I, 2). The reason for

this is now stated.—Ver. 9. For we know in part

—even in respect of the supernatural gift of know

ledge—and we prophesy in part—in necessarily

broken, fragmentary utterances, giving at best but

imperfect views of Divine truth.—Ver. 10. but

when that which is perfect is come, that which

is in part shall be done away— the partial of

necessity giving place to the perfect, the tem

porary to tie enduring. In the next two verses

this is beautifully illustrated by the change that

takes place from childhood to manhood, in ideas,

in interests, in occupations.—Ver. II. When I

was a child, I spake as a child—prattling ; I

felt as a child, 1 thought (or ' reasoned ') as a

child. My thoughts were all a child's thoughts,

my notions of persons and things were childish,

and my way of connecting things—as causes and

effects, premises and conclusions—was ludicrous.

—now that I am become a man, I have put

away childish things—wondering ever so spake,

felt, and thought.—Ver. 12. For now we see in

a mirror1 darkly—or 'dimly:' Gr. 'in a riddle.'

The mirrors of those days were not like ours, but

polished metallic surfaces, reflecting objects but

imperfectly ; and since the figure seemed to be

behind the mirror, the observer seemed to see

" through " it. Bengel notes an allusion here to

Num. xii. 8, "With him (Moses) will I speak

face to face, and not in dark speeches " (or ' in

enigmas').—but then face to face—without a

veil, with no obscurity.—now I know in part,

but then shall I know (or ' know fully ') even

as also I have been known (or 'known fully').

As we are here perfectly known of God, so here

after we shall ourselves know perfectly; in the

sense, however, not of absolute but of relative

perfection.

Ver. 13. And now abideth faith, love, hope,

these three; but the greatest of these (Gr.

' greater than these ') is love. Most modern in

terpreters take "abideth" here to mean 'are of

equal duration '—eternal. Some (as De Wette,

Stanley, Alford) understand " faith " and " hope "

as eternally "abiding," inasmuch as they pass in

the future world into sight. But in that sense (as

Meyer replies) it should rather be said that they

disappear than "abide." See Rom. viii. 24;

1 The word certainly means "mirror" here, as in Jas.

i. 33, with which may be compared the Greek verb of

the same in a Cor. iii. 18,—not "window," as some have

been led to think from the word " through " being used

with it

Heb. xi. I. The only other sense in which these

graces could be said to "abide " eternally is, that

since the whole of the unseen future can never be

taken in at once, there must ever be room for

" faith " in a coming future, and " hope" of what

bliss will then be disclosed and experienced. But

though there is a truth in this, it seems to us a

more metaphysical thought than the apostle was

likely to mean here ; and he who wrote Rom.

viii. 24—"What a man seeth, why doth he yet

hope for?"—would scarcely have put "faith " and

" hope " in the same category with so very different

a grace as "love," as having a common indepen

dent existence and eternal duration. A far simpler

and more natural interpretation, we think, may

be given to this verse. The instincts of some of

the early interpreters (as Chrysostom) guided them

rightly, we believe, to put the emphasis upon the

first word "Now"—in contrasting the super

natural gifts, which were soon to disappear from

the Church, with the permanent graces of "faith

and hope and love: — 'All these supernatural

gifts were designed only for the first starting of the

Church, and are gradually to cease ; but the car

dinal graces of faith and hope and love, without

which the Christian character cannot exist, will

abide on earth as long as the Church itself is left

there.' In this view concur some modem exposi

tors (as Neander). But what—it may be asked—

is to become of "faith" and "hope" hereafter?

A reasonable enough question in itself, but one on

which no light is cast by this verse, as we under

stand it ; the one object being to affirm that those

three graces will outlive all mere gifts. As to the

future of those graces, the truth would seem to be

that since "faith" and "hope" will certainly

pass into sight, and so be lost in any distinctive

sense, they are to be viewed as, in their very

nature, temporary means towards something else

into which they are destined to pass ; while love,

from its very nature, though admitting of inde

finite increase, can never pass into anything else

and higher, and so is necessarily eternal.

Note.—When one surveys theethicsof Paganism,

even at its best, and observes how fragmentary it

is, and how halting, how it glorified revenge as

sweet and noble, while the patient endurance of

wrong was regarded as unmanly and pusillanimous,

in how Divine a light does that Religion stand

forth which gives such a view of Love as we have

in this chapter! In every other Religion and

Ethical system, the truefoundation of such a cha

racter is wanting, and the true source of thepoiver

to realise and exemplify it is unknown. Those

Jewish scholars who refuse to accept Christians

may produce from their rabbinical writings single

passages embodying maxims akin to those of the

New Testament ; and wonderful indeed it would

be if their writings should contain no such passages

with the Old Testament in their hands, and those

"read in their synagogues every sabbath day,"

not to speak of the light of the New Testament

reflected on them and insensibly influencing them.

But the two have only to be put together to shew

which alone has the stamp of Heaven upon it.

Whoever will read this chaper with a simple mind

will be unable to resist the conviction that the true

secret of what alone unites all hearts was in pos

session of the writer of it, that he felt himself com

missioned to open this secret to others, and that

he even exulted in doing it. Christians in the

first ages of the Gospel were proverbial for their
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love one to another. Now, alas, many would think verified in our

them proverbial rather for the reverse. In view you jealousies

of this may we not hear the apostolic inference as walk as men?"

love one to another. Now, alas, many would think verified in ourselves, "Whereas there is among

them proverbial rather for the reverse. In view you jealousies and strife, are ye not carnal, and

Chapter XIV.

SIXTH TOPIC (continued).—DISORDERS IN PUBLIC WORSHIP.

(3) Spiritual Gifts (continued).— TIte Exercise of them.

1 "FOLLOW after charity,' and ' " desire ' spiritual gifts, * but JiwyV

2 A rather that ye may prophesy. For he that c speaketh in c A«;ts H

an unknown tongue * speaketh not unto men, but unto God : "■ «6-

for no man understandeth him;1 howbeit in the spirit he

3 speaketh mysteries. But he that prophesieth speaketh unto

4 men to* edification, and exhortation, and comfort.7 He that

speaketh in an unknown tongue* edifieth himself; but he that

5 prophesieth edifieth the church. I would that ye all spake *

with tongues, but rather that ye prophesied : * for I0 greater is "

he that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except

6 he interpret, that the church may receive edifying, now,"

brethren, if I come unto you speaking with tongues, what shall

I profit you, except I shall speak to you either by d revelation," d Ver- ,&

or by1* knowledge, or by" prophesying, or by doctrine?"

7 And ,e even things without life giving sound, whether pipe or

harp, except they give a distinction in the sounds, how shall it

8 be known what is piped or harped ? For if the trumpet give

an uncertain sound, who shall prepare himself to " the battle ?

9 So likewise ye, except ye utter by the tongue words easy to

be understood, how shall it be known what is spoken ? for ye

10 shall speak into the air. There are, it may be, so many kinds

of voices in the world, and none of them is " without significa-

1 1 tion. Therefore if I know not the meaning of the voice, I shall

be unto him that speaketh a barbarian, and he that speaketh

12 shall be " a barbarian unto me. Even so ye, forasmuch as ye

are zealous of spiritual gifts, seek that ye may excel *° to the

13 edifying of the church. Wherefore let him that speaketh in an

14 unknown tongue* pray that he may interpret For if I pray in

an unknown tongue,4 my spirit prayeth, but my understanding

15 is unfruitful. What is it then ? I will pray with the spirit, and

I will pray with the understanding also: 'I will sing with the 'Sf"^ \f}

1 love s yet s add earnestly * in a tongue

* omit him 6 omit to '• comfort and consolation

8 Now I would have you all speak 9 should prophesy 10 and

11 is n prefix BuX. " prefix way of M of

11 of teaching ]e omit And " for '• no kind is

13 will be 20 abound

-
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16 spirit, and I will sing / with the understanding also. Else when '?*■ xi™. i.

thou shalt bless with the spirit, how shall he that occupieth the

room" of the unlearned say Amen" ' at thy giving of thanks, fCh.xi.14.

17 seeing he understandeth " not what thou sayest? For thou

18 verily givest thanks well, but the other is not edified. I thank

19 my God, I speak with tongues more than ye all : yet in the

church I had rather speak five words with my understanding,

that by my voice " I might teach u others also, than ten thousand

words in an unknown tongue.4

20 Brethren, •'be not children in understanding:" howbeit in *5|^[°"*

21 malice ' be ye children," but in understanding " be men. * In fJViR^,m.'x"

the law it is ' written, With men of other tongues and other SY'iph.'

lips" will I speak unto this people; and yet for all that will l*",1,4 i?. b-

22 they not hear me, saith the Lord. Wherefore tongues are for ' Jp«nTa.3:

a sign, not to them that believe, but to them that believe not : */s°,Jvin!.i,

but prophesying serveth not for them that believe not, but for **"

23 them which believe. If therefore the whole church be come

together into one place," and all speak with tongues, and there

come in those that are*" unlearned, or unbelievers, m will they "'Actsi£- *>

24 not say that ye are mad ? But if all prophesy, and there come

in one that believeth not, or one" unlearned, he is convinced"

25 of all, he is judged of all: and thus" are the secrets of his

heart made manifest ; and so falling down on his '4 face he will

worship God, and report " that God is in *' you of a truth. "^h! wilV

26 How is it then, brethren ? when ye come together, every one

of you hath a psalm, ' hath a doctrine," hath a tongue, hath a *2%Ji *5l

revelation," hath an interpretation. 'Let all things be done 'ferritin-

27 unto edifying. If any man speak M in an unknown tongue,4 let Eph" 1V' ™*

it be by two, or at the most by three, and that by course ; M and

28 let one interpret : but if there be no interpreter, let him keep

silence in the church ; and let him speak to himself, and to

29 God. let40 the prophets speak two41 or three, and 'let the ?ch.xu. ■&

30 other judge.4* If any thing be revealed 4a to another that sitteth

3 1 by, r let the first hold his peace. For ye may ** all prophesy r \ Th«. t.i9.

one by one, that all may learn, and all may be comforted ;

32 and xthe spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets; *iJo.ir. 1.

33 for God is not the author a of confusion, but of peace, ' as in all 'Ch.»i 16.

churches of the saints.

34 "Let your4* women keep silence in the churches: for it is «« Tim. a. 11.

11 filleth the place 22 prefix the 2S knoweth " omit by my voice

25 instruct 28 mind 2T babes

18 By men of strange tongues, and by the lips of strangers

29 assembled together 80 in men •• omit one " reproved

23 omit and thus 84 his 85 among 88 a teaching

87 a tongue, a revelation *8 speaketh ** in turn

40 prefix And 41 prefix by 42 discern

43 But if a revelation be made 44 can 45 a God 4* the
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not permitted unto them to speak ; but v they are commanded

35 to be under obedience," as also saith the "" law. And if they

will " learn any thing, let them ask their husbands at home :

for it is a shame " for women " to speak in the church.

36 What ? came M the word of God out from you ? or came it

37 unto you only ? x If any man think M himself to be a prophet,

or spiritual, let him acknowledge that" the things that I write

38 unto you are" the commandments of the Lord. But if any

39 man be " ignorant, let him be ignorant. Wherefore, brethren,

'covet" to prophesy, and forbid not to speak with tongues.

40 Let all things be done decently and in order.

v Eph. v. 37 ;

Tit. ii. 5.

wGcn. iii. 16.

x 1 Cor. x. 7 ;

1 Jo. iv. 6.

jCh. xii. 31 ;

x Thes. v. 30.

47 let them be in subjection

40 a woman

•* take knowledge of

48 would

81 went forth

** prefix that they

49 shameful

42 thinketh

55 desire earnestly

Ver. 1. Follow after love, yet desire earnestly

spiritual^!/?;;—'If I exalt love above all mere

gifts, this is not meant to disparage the gifts, nor

to quench the desire to possess and exercise them ;

only in doing so, forget not that the best and most

useful of them all is prophecy.'—Ver. 2. For he

that speaketh in a tongue speaketh not unto

men, but unto God—the Giver of that gift ;—for

no man (in the absence of an interpreter) under-

atandeth him; but in the spirit (as distinct

from his conscious understanding) he speaketh

mysteries (see vers. 14, 15). By "mysteries" is

meant truths which, under the ancient economy,

-were but partially understood, but now fully dis

closed (see on ii. 7).—Ver. 3. But he that prophe-

sieth speaketh unto men edification (in general),

and comfort, and consolation.—Ver. 4. He that

speaketh in a tongue edifieth himself— even

when not understanding his own words (as the

next verse shews to be meant). But how so ?

Feeling himself to be the immediate organ of the

Spirit of God, he would be filled with awe, as

standing very near to God,—but he that prophe-

sieth edifieth the church (as already stated,

ver. 3),—Ver. 5. Now I would have you all

speak with tongues, but rather that ye should

prophesy — ' because tongues require an inter

preter, else they are a heap of unmeaning sounds,

whereas by prophecy all may at once benefit-'

A olt. — Could anything make it clearer that

"speaking with tongues meant speaking in

articulate and actually spoken languages, un

known to the speaker save through an interpreter

—himself or another? All other explanations

are forced and inconsistent with the plain facts of

the case, while some of them carry absurdity on

their face.

Ver. 6. But now, brethren, if I come unto you

■peaking with tongues, what shall I profit you,

unless I speak to you either by way of revela

tion, or of knowledge, or of prophesying, or of

teaching!—four things nominally, but in reality

only two distinct ways of edifying by the exer

cise of spiritual gifts : the first pair (" revelation "

and " knowledge "), those by which the speaker

received supernaturally what he had to impart to

others; the second pair ("prophesying" and

" teaching "), those by which he gave it forth to

his audience.—Ver. 7. Even things without life

giving sound, whether pipe or harp—the only

kind of musical instruments known to the Greeks.

—if they give not a distinction in the sounds

—or ' notes,' such as to denote some musical ideas,

—how shall it be known what is piped or harped 1

—what are the ideas intended. — Ver. 8. For if

the trumpet give an uncertain sound, who shall

prepare himself for the battle?1 Since in all

ages the advance and retreat of armies have been

directed by sound of trumpet, it is indispensable

that the notes expressing each should be sufficiently

distinct, the one from the other, and easily under

stood.—Ver. 9. So also ye, unless ye utter by

the tongue speech easy to be understood, how

shall it be known what is spoken 1 for ye will

be speaking into the air—' speaking to no one '

(as "beating the air," ix. 26, means 'hitting no

one').—Ver. 10. There are so many kinds of

voices (articulate languages *) in the world, and

no kind is without signification—without definite

meaning.—Ver. 11. If then I know not the

meaning of the voice, I shall be to him that

speaketh a barbarian—a foreigner, understanding

not the language used (by this name all foreigners

were called by the Greeks and Romans, Acts

xxviii. 2),—and he that speaketh will be a bar

barian unto me.—Ver. 12. So also ye, since ye

are zealous of spiritual gifts (Gr. ' spirits '), seek

that ye may abound (in them) unto the edifying

of the church—not for display.—Ver. 13. Where

fore let him that speaketh in a tongue pray—

i.e. pray ' in the spirit,'—mat he may interpret

—not ' pray for the gift of interpretation ' (as most

of the old interpreters understood it), but so pray

in the unknown tongue as having in view the need

of interpretation to give the sense of his prayer.

What follows shews this to be the meaning (and

so in substance Bengel, De Wette, Osiander,

1 The word signifies ' wax' in general, but is also used for

'battle' in particular, as seems plainly the sense here. So

in the best classical writers, and Heb. xi. 34; 1 Mace. ii. 41 ;

and surely also in Rev. ix. 7, xvi. 14. So Meyer, Osiander,

Stanley. .

a In the LXX. this word is so used ; and in 3 Pet. ii 16

the ass that reproved Balaam is called the voiceless ass,

because its bray is no articulate language.
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Meyer, and Alford understand it).—Ver. 14. For

if I pray in a tongue, my spirit prayeth, but

my understanding is unfruitful— 'my rational

intelligence is unavailing to explain myself to

others.'

Ver. 15. What is it then I—'As the result of

all I have said, how am I to act, supposing me

thus gifted ? '—I will pray with the spirit, and I

will pray with the understanding also : I will

sing with the spirit, and I will sing with the

understanding also—so pray and sing (in the

spirit) as that others may get the sense of my

utterances.—Ver. 16. Else if thou shalt bless—

probably the Eucharistic blessing, though equally

applicable to blessing at any meal (see Acts xxvii.

35),—with the spirit—speaking the blessing in an

unknown tongue,—how Bhall he that filleth the

place of the unlearned—the place of one unac

quainted with the language used,—say the Amen

(the accustomed response) at thygiving of thanks,

seeing he knoweth not what thou sayest f This

practice of giving the audible response was bor

rowed from the synagogue, in which all the wor

shippers were expected to utter the Amen with

sucn heartiness as to shew that they entered fully

into what was said. In the Christian assemblies,

says Justin Martyr (circ. A.D. 150), "after prayers

bread and wine are offered, and water, and the

president, according to his ability, offers up prayers

and thanksgivings at once." (Apol. c. 65, 67.)

This allusion of the apostle to \he cordial response

of the hearers was much to the point, since it

would be meaningless mockery if the thing uttered

were unintelligible. In the light of these facts

those churches have not done well, we think, that

have dropped out the audible response — the

uttered "Amen"—of the congregation, by which

alone they have it in their power to express their

cordial sympathy with what is uttered in prayer by

the officiating minister.—Ver. 17. For thou verily

givest thanks well, but the other is not edified

—' Your own part maybe done out of a full heart,

but all in vain to your hearers.'—Ver. 18. I thank

God, I speak with tongues more than ye all :

yet in the church I had rather speak five words

with my understanding — so as to be under

stood by others (see on ver. 14).—that I might

instruct others also, than ten thousand words

in a tongue.

Ver. 20. Brethren, be not children in under

standing— 'power of judging,' — howbeit in

malice be children, but in understanding be

men (Cr. 'perfect,' ' mature'): let your manly

sense be applied to this subject, and ye will need

neither direction nor persuasion from me : to

babble in an unintelligible tongue better becomes

children than men ; but in that malice which

rivalry, envy, and jealousy beget, ye do well to be

as babes.—Ver. 21. In the law (the Old Testa

ment Scriptures) it is written. By men of strange

tongues, and by the lips of strangers ( Or. ' of

others ') will I speak unto this people ; and yet

for all that will they not hear me, saith the

Lord (Isa. xxviii. II, 12). The Jews were there

warned that since they refused the simple teaching

of God's prophet, they should be taught in a

tongue they understood not (that of the Assyrians),

See Isa. xxxvi. II. And since this use of an

"unknown tongue" was sent in judgment, see

(says the apostle) that ye avoid usinga tongue

which none understand.—Ver. 22. Wherefore

tongues are for a sign, not to them that believe,

but to the unbelieving—who, on hearing their

own language spoken by those who themselves

understood it not, would be filled with awe,—but

prophesying ia/ora sign, not to the unbelieving,

but to them that believe.—Ver. 23. If therefore

the whole church be assembled together, and all

speak with tongues, and there come in men

unlearned or unbelieving—not members of the

church, and not understanding the tongues, yet

not hostile or captious, but such as those in Acts

ii. 13,—will they not say that ye are mad 1—to

the scandal of the Christian name.—Ver. 24. But

(on the other hand) if all prophesy—in succession,

as directed, vers. 30-33—and there come in one

unbelieving or unlearned (the same two classes

as in the foregoing verse), he is reproved (or

'convicted'), he is judged ('searched,' 'dis

covered ') by all—his state and character are laid

bare to himself by all the inspired speakers (com

pare John iii. 19, 21 ; Heb. iv. 12, where the same

searching, self-discovering character of the Divine

word is strikingly expressed). — Ver. 25. ' the

secrets of his heart are made manifest ; and so

he will fall down on Mb face and worship God,

declaring that God is among you indeed—pro

bably by an open confession, giving vent to the

irresistible conviction that had seized him. (The

words are taken from Isa. xlv. 14.) Such self-

revealing effects of Divine truth upon an audience

are still to be seen, and hearers of the word are

ready to charge the preacher with laying bare

certain bad features of their own private charac

ter which could only be known to them by some

tell-tale.

Ver. 26. What is it, then, brethren ?—Does

your practice correspond with the principles now

expounded and enforced ? Nay,—when ye come

together, each one* hath a psalm—to "sing in

the spirit " (see ver. 15),—hath a doctrine—some

truth to utter "in the spirit,"—hath a revelation

—something revealed to him to be imparted to

others,—hath a tongue, hath an interpretation*

—to speak in, while another has the interpretation

to give ; and each is eager to exercise his own

gift, and all to speak at once, or one to step in

before another. In place of this confusion, Let

all things be done unto edifying — a sufficient

general direction for the ordering of public wor

ship. But since specific directions on some points

of difficulty seem to have been asked, these are

now subjoined.—Ver. 27. If any man speaketh

in a tongue, ht it be by two or at the most by

three—that is, only so many at one meeting should

exercise their gift,—and that in turn; and let

one interpret—even though more than one should

have that gift.—Ver. 28. but if there be no inter

preter, let him keep silence in the church : and

let him speak to himself, and to God—in the way

explained on ver. 4.—Ver. 29. And let the pro

phets speak by two or three—at one meeting, and

only in turn,—and let the others judge— 'let

the other prophets discern whether it proceeds from

the Spirit of God.'—Ver. 30. But if a revelation

is made to another sitting by—in the attitude of

a hearer, while another prophet is speaking.—let

the first keep silence—probably on some hint

to that effect being given to the speaker.—Ver.

1 " And thus " of the received text is insufficiently attested.

a " Of you " is wanting in the best text.

* This natural order of the clauses—putting " tongues "

and the " interpretation " of them together—has decisive

textual authority ; the received order has scarcely any good

support.
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3:. For ye all may prophesy one by one—who

possess that gift,—that all may be comforted (see

ver. 3).—Ver. 32. and (bear in mind that) the

spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets

—not to other prophets (as unhappily is the view

of Calvin, Beza, Estius, and one or two recent

critics),—else how could the apostle have said,

" let the first keep silence " ? as Meyer well asks,

—but 'subject to their own control.' The state

ment is thus in glorious contrast with demoniacal

impulses, under no control of consciousness and

rational will (such cases, for example, as Acts

xvi. 16-18, xix. 13-16), and with all wild, incon-

trollable ravings. The Divine gift of prophecy

left the gifted in full possession of their own

faculties, enabling them to regulate and exercise

their gift according to their own judgment of pro

priety as to the time and the mode of its exercise.

—Ver. 33. for God is not a God of confusion,

but of peace—such as His organs therefore ought

to be,—as in all the churches of the saints—and

so surely in yours.1—Ver. 34. Let the women

keep silence in the churches : for it is not per

mitted unto them to speak ; but let them be in

subjection, as also saith the law—referring pro

bably to Gen. iii. 16, of which idea all subsequent

passages of the same import are but repetitions

and expansions.—Ver. 35. And if they will learn

anything—an explanation of something spoken

at the meeting,—let them ask their own hus

bands at home : for it is shameful for a woman *

to speak in the church.

Note.—On the subject of women officiating in

the public assemblies, there is an apparent discrep

ancy between chap. xi. and chap. xiv. In the one

chapter they are supposed to " pray " and " pro

phesy " in the public assemblies, without a word

of disapproval, nay, with directions how to do it :

here, the thing is expressly forbidden. That the

female sex were to be endowed with the gift of

prophecy, and this of course to be exercised, was

predicted as one of the characteristics of the dispen

sation of the Spirit (Joel ii. 28, 29) ; and on the

day of Pentecost it was realised (Acts ii. 4, 16-18),

as afterwards (Acts xxi. 9), and in the Church of

Corinth (xi. 5). What forced on the question

whether such a gift should be exercised in the

public assemblies, was a certain unseemliness about

it, as practised at Corinth, which so impressed

some in that Church as to occasion one of their

questions for the apostle to answer. The practice

of these prophesying females at Corinth seems to

have been to put off their head-dress on rising to

"pray "or "prophesy in the spirit," that being

the usual practice of the male speakers. But in a

woman that -would be instinctively felt to be

indecorous, and the impression would gradually

arise that by such public appearances woman was

drawn out of her natural sphere. . Supposing,

then, that this was the actual state of things at

Corinth, and the apostle had to deal with it in

this form, the method actually taken here seems

most natural—to deduce, first, from the relation of

1 The last clause of this verse is made the first of the fol

lowing sentence by a number of critics (De Wette, Billroth,

Meyer, and formerly Stanley)—reading thus: As in all

the churches of the saints let the women keep silence," etc.,

and so Lachmann and Ttschendorf print it in their texts :

but not Tregelles. Their grounds appear to us weak, and

the proposed connection seems far from natural. All # the

elder interpreters adhere to the punctuation of the received

text, and they are followed by Neander, Osiander, and

Utterly by Alford.

* The singular here is best supported.

the sexes to each other, how each should exercise

those gifts in public, if so exercised at all, namely,

by the males uncovered, and the females covered j

reserving for a subsequent stage the consideration

of the further question, whether such a practice

should at all be encouraged in the Church. And

that further question comes in most suitably where

we find it—ch. xiv.—under the head of how

those extraordinary spiritual gifts, which were so

abundantly possessed at Corinth, should be exer

cised so as most to promote spiritual edification.

And the decision here given is so explicit and so

peremptory, that the only wonder is how any

candid reader should question it. To Timothy the

prohibition to females of the right to exercise

their gifts in the public assemblies is even more

explicit :—"I desire therefore that the men (Gr.

' the males ') pray in every place. ... In like

manner, that women (the other sex) adorn them

selves in modest apparel. . . . Let a woman learn

in quietness, with all subjection. But I permit

not a woman to teach, nor to have dominion over

a man." Attempts have been made to shew that

only despotic teaching is meant ; but the next

words—"but to be in quietness," should shew

that entire silence in the public assemblies, in the

exercise of gifts, is manifestly intended. Doubt

less there are exceptional cases, as in everything

else. And to disown all saving benefit experi

enced in exceptional ways is to sacrifice the end

out of concern for the means. It is the truth that

saves and sanctifies ; and howsoever that truth

enters any heart, if the result is undeniable, the

hand of God in it is to be recognised, even though

the instrumentality employed should be incon

sistent with good order.

Having finished these directions, the apostle has

a word to say to those who would demur to them.

Ver. 36. What ? was it for you that the word

of God went forth, or came it unto yon alone ?

—' Do other churches need to leam of you how

God would have the services of His Church con

ducted ? ' Ver. 37. ' If any man thinketh himself

to be a prophet, or spiritual (spiritually gifted),

let him (shew it by being ready to) acknowledge

that the things that I write unto yon are the

commandment * of the Lord—for inspiration can

not disown inspiration.—Ver. 38. But if any man

is ignorant, let him be ignorant:— ' If he will

persist in his ignorance and obstinacy, let him re

main so.'—Ver. 39. Wherefore (to wind up), my

brethren, desire earnestly to prophesy : ' If bent

on the possession and exercise of spiritual gifts,

let prophecy be that which ye most covet,'—and

(at the same time) forbid not to speak with

tongues—though an inferior gift ; for that would

be to "quench the Spirit"—Ver. 40. But (what

ever ye do in particular cases) let all things be

done decently and in good order—alike as to

time, manner, and measure.

Note.—This chapter discloses a state of things

so singular—to which no parallel can be found in

later times, and one never to be looked for in

future—that one might think it furnishes no abiding

instruction. But its spirit and principles will be

found to go far beyond its details, and to have a

voice for every age. For example, is edification

the great thing to be aimed at in the public services

of the Church ? Surely, then, whatever is uttered

1 This is not a new topic, as some deem it, but a sequel to

the question of the verse before.

8 The plural here is ill supported.
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should be intelligible to the worshippers, and hence Gospel, is to be encouraged as gifts consecrated to

to conduct the service in a dead language—as is the Master's use—all mere display of such gifts is

done over all Roman Christendom— is to incur the not only out of place, but offensive alike to the

apostolic rebuke :—" If I know not the meaning eyes of God's glory and the better feelings and

of the voice, I shall be unto him that speaketh a even good taste of the hearers. Finally, those

barbarian, and he that speaketh will be a barbarian who subordinate, and all but extrude, preaching

to me" (ver. n). Again, if edification is the and teaching in the public assemblies of the

standard by which to try all methods of public Church—giving an all but exclusive place to litur-

service, then, while everything in oratory, argu- gical and eucharistical services — have certainly

ment, and emotion which is fitted to carry home neither imbibed the apostolical spirit nor copied

more powerfully the great truths and duties of the the primitive model.

SEVENTH AND LAST TOPIC—THE RESURRECTION.

Chapter XV.

1 TV IT OREOVER,1 brethren, I declare 2 unto you the gospel

IV x "which I preached unto you, which also ye have «g«l l n.

2 received, and * wherein ye stand ; c by which also ye are saved, *£°m ?• »;

if ye keep in memory what I preached3 unto you, unless ''ye 'GaLa.*

3 have* believed in vain. For 'I delivered unto you first of all «<*.«. a,v3.

that f which I also received, how that Christ died for our sins /Gai. l u.

4 * according to the scriptures ; and that he was buried, and that r^;"iL ,5,

5 he rose again 4 the third day h according to the scriptures ; ' and zSi^; .

6 that he was seen of Cephas, then * of7 the twelve ; after that,' ffSJ,^ £•'

he was seen of above five hundred brethren at once ; ©f whom *?i."ij7.;10.

the greater part remain unto this present, but some are fallen ,- }£ ££; 3*;

7 asleep; after that,8 he was seen of James; then 'of7 all the *"fjo"x!'

8 apostles; "and last of all he was seen of me also, as of one AcuV. «t.

9 born out of due time.' For I am "the least of the apostles, ■.acuUlV*'

that am not meet to be called an apostle, because ' I persecuted ?Acu'vai.^;

10 the church of God. But 'by the grace of God I am what I iTim'.i.'ij.

am : and his grace which was bestowed' upon me was not in p "■7*8-

vain;10 but ?I laboured more abundantly than they all: ryet J£ §£«!.'":

11 not I, but the grace of God which was with me. Therefore, eS.h?7;

whether it were11 I or they, so we preach, and so ye believed. Pha" "• ,3-

12 Now if Christ be" preached that he rose" from the dead,

how say some among you that there is no resurrection of the

1 t. dead ? But if there be 1S no resurrection of the dead, * then is ' « The»- ir-

14 Christ not risen:14 and if Christ be not risen," then is our

15 preaching vain, and16 your faith is also "vain. Yea, and we

are found false witnesses of God ; because ' we have testified " 'Acau. m.

1 Now ! make known

* / make known, I say, in what words I preached it 4 omit have

5 hath been raised on 6 appeared to 7 to 8 then
• was bestowed 10 not found vain n it be 1J is

18 hath been raised w neither hath Christ been raised

14 hath not been raised u omit and lr also is u we witnessed
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of God that he raised up Christ : whom he raised not up, if so

\6 be that the dead rise not." For if the dead rise not,19 then is

17 not Christ raised : M and if Christ be not raised," your faith is

18 vain; "ye are yet in your sins. Then they also which are «.Rom.iv.*3.

19 fallen asleep in Christ are80 perished. "If in this life only we raTim iii.u.

have hope" in Christ, we" are of all men most miserable."

20 But now " is Christ risen " from the dead, and become ** * the •» p«- ■■ ?•
' x Acts XXVI.

21 first-fruits of them that slept." For ' since by man came death, j3;Rev.i.s.
^ J y Rom. v. 13.

22 ' by man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as in »Rom.«.a3.

Adam all die, even so" in Christ shall all be made alive.

23 But "every" man in his own order: Christ the first-fruits ; <" That. iv.

24 afterward " they that are Christ's at his coming. Then cometh

the end, when he shall have delivered" up 'the kingdom to *Dan. vii.14.

God, even the Father ; when he shall have put down " all rule

25 and all authority and power. For he must reign, 'till he hath 'JJ^m.

26 put all" enemies under his feet. rfThe last enemy that™ shall rfaTim.L 10.

27 be destroyed*0 is" death. For he 'hath" put all things" '^Vm

under his feet. But when he saith all things are put " under

him,** it is manifest" that he is excepted, which*7 did put all

28 things under him. / And when all things shall be subdued " -/'pha- i!L "•

unto him, then ^ shall the Son also himself be subject unto" <a». iii»3.

him that put all things under" him, that God may be all

in all.

29 Else what shall they do which are baptized for the dead, if

the dead rise not '■ at all ? why are they then baptized for the

30 dead?*1 And *why stand we" in jeopardy every hour ? *»Cor.xi. a6.

31 I protest by 'your rejoicing" which I have in Christ Jesus our <1The1.ii.19

32 Lord, *I die daily. If after the manner of men 'I have" *2£m,SJj:

fought with beasts at Ephesus, what advantageth it me, if" {"q£is

the dead rise not? "let" us eat and drink;47 for to-morrow ""^."'l ,3>

33 we die. Be not deceived: "evil communications" corrupt Jff'Si.'iij.

34 good manners. 'Awake to righteousness, and sin not; ^for „$L ». 6.

some have not the" knowledge of God: 1l speak this \.o"lT?\"'-

your" shame. Jc&t^*'

35 But some man*1 will say, rHow are the dead raised up?" rEieioxxxvii.

36 and with what " body do they come ? Thou fool," * that which ' J* ■**> »*■

19 are not raised so have !1 hoped M pitiable

13 hath Christ been raised " omit and become " are asleep

86 so also !7 each " then " shall deliver

*° abolished u add bis "that ••tfaw'/hath

** add in subjection ** omit under him " it is evident

87 who ss have been subjected " subjected to

40 that did subject all things unto 41 for them " why do we also stand

45 by that glorying in you, brethren, " omit have
4S what doth it profit me? If " are not raised, let 4T drink,

48 evil company doth 4* have no 60 move you to

51 one " omit up ** add manner of

44 foolish one
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37 thou sowest is not quickened, except it die : and that which

thou " sowest, thou sowest not that " body that shall be, but

bare " grain, it may chance of wheat, or of some other grain : u

38 but God giveth it a body as M it hath pleased him, and to every

39 seed his own body." All flesh is not the same flesh : but there

is 41 one kindofflesh" of men, another 63 flesh of beasts, another "

40 of fishes," and another of birds.65 Tliere are" also celestial

bodies, and bodies terrestrial : but the glory of the celestial is "

41 one, and the glory of the terrestrial is" another. There is67

one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and

another glory of the stars : for one ** star differeth from

42 another" star in glory. 'So also is" the resurrection of the <£«»■ xu. 3:

dead. It is sown in corruption ; it is raised in incorruption :

43 "it is sown in dishonour; it is raised in glory: it is sown in « pul m «.

44 weakness ; it is raised in power : it is sown a natural body ; it

is raised a spiritual body. There is a natural body, and " there

45 is 70 a spiritual body." And so7' it is written, The first man

Adam "was made a living soul. '"The last Adam was made "Sen- ■'• i-
** m Rom v. 14.

46 * a quickening" spirit. Howbeit that was1* not first which is x^'\"ll.

spiritual, but that which is natural ; and afterward 74 that which Co1 "'• *■

47 is spiritual. 'The first man is1* of the earth, "earthy: the /Jo. a. 3-

48 second man is11 the Lord "from heaven." As is" the earthy, «jo. m. 13!

such are ** they also that are earthy ; b and as is ,s the heavenly, * **fl- «■• ■»

49 such are1* they also that are heavenly. And 'as we have *Gen.». 3.

borne the image of the earthy, rfwe shall also bear the image ,/RT!;ci";

of the heavenly. "V8.;.
* x To. Ul. a.

50 Now this I say, brethren, that ' flesh and blood cannot inherit * ***• xyi- '7-

the kingdom of God ; neither doth corruption inherit incorrup-

5 1 tion. Behold, I show " you a mystery : / We shall not all sleep, /■ The., iv.

52 *" but we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of *"& ">■ «•■

an eye, at the last trump: Afor the trumpet shall sound, and *z^^u;v'4;

the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed. ,6-

53 For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and 'this mortal '»Cor. ». 4.

54 must''* put on immortality. So7* when this corruptible shall

have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on

immortality, then shall be brought *° to pass the saying that is

55 written, * Death is swallowed up in victory. ' O death, where *{££*••■ f:

56 is'" thy sting?" O grave," where is" thy victory ?" The ' Ho«- xiii- '*

sting of death is" sin ; and "the strength8' of sin is** the law. " RoIin- "• ,s-

"add thyself i9 the "prefix* *» kind

49 prefix even "° to each seed a body of its own 6I there is

•' onefiesk "prefix and 6* birds C5 fishes

•• There are *7 There is 68 one e9 another

70 prefix also " body 72 So also 7S became a life-giving

74 then " is of heaven 70 are 77 tell
75 must r> But 80 shall come 81 victory

8J death ,8 sting 8* power
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57 " But thanks be M to God, which giveth us ' the victory through « Ron. vii. 25.

58 our Lord Jesus Christ. 'Therefore," my beloved brethren, t* P01.ifi.14.

be ye steadfast, unmoveable, always abounding in the work of

the Lord, forasmuch as ye know ' that your labour is not in t Ch. m. s.

vain in the Lord.

"be 88 Wherefore

The religion of Greece was but the worship of

Nature in all its chief features, through symbolic

forms. To the genuine Greek, therefore, the

resurrection of the dead could not but be repulsive.

Presupposing, as this doctrine did, the vanity of

all present things, as blighted and doomed on

account of sin, and holding forth as the grand

object of just desire a life out ofdeath, this view of

things was in the teeth of all his modes of thinking

and feeling, and gave the death-blow to his most

cherished ideas. No wonder then that the doctrine

of a resurrection from the dead—and this based on

the fact that it had actually occurred in the resur

rection of Christ—was " to the Greeks foolish

ness," and had to encounter the contempt oi

pleasure-loving Corinth. In these circumstances

we might expect that among the converts, after

the novelty of the Gospel had begun to abate,

there would be found some who, by. mixing too

freely for their own good with their lax-living,

scoffing fellow-citizens, would have their principles

shaken (ver. 33), and be tempted to refine and

explain away the obnoxious doctrine, as meaning

no more than that new life here which every

Christian experiences. As this was to undermine

Christianity itself, and with it all assurance ot

pardon, and of power to conquer the last enemy,

the apostle was too jealous for the truth to close his

Epistle without dealing thoroughly with it. But

he reserves this topic to the last, not only because

it belongs to the ' Last Things, ' but because by so

doing he would be able to rise to the highest

views of the purposes of God towards the Church,

and open up the whole subject, so far as it had

been revealed to himself. Here, accordingly, we

have brought before us the resurrection of the dead

—in the certainty of it, its relation to death as the

wages of sin, the order and issues of it in the

Divine economy, the objections urged against it,

the nature of it, the glory of it, and its practical

power in the Christian life. As a Pharisee, the

apostle had, before his conversion, held it as an

abstract doctrine, in opposition to the Sadducees,

and by his avowal of it before the Sanhedrim

gained thereby the support of the Pharisees (Acts

xxiii. 6-9). But not thus did he now preach the

resurrection. In the light of the undeniable

historical fact of the resurrection of Christ did he

hold it forth, as not only demonstrating the

doctrine in a palpable form, but as assuring be

lievers of pardon through His death, and of

eternal glory with their risen Lord.

The certainty of the Resurrection of Believersfrom

the Resurrection of Christ, I-23.

Ver. I. Now I make known unto yon,

brethren, the gospel which I preached unto yon,

which also ye received, by which also ye are

saved {Gr. 'being saved,' see on i. 18), I make

known, I say, in what words I preached it unto

yon—that is, ' on what footing I placed it,' namely,

on the fact of Christ's resurrection—if ye hold it

fast, except ye believed in vain (2 Cor. vi. 1).

The construction of the sentence is involved, but

this seems clearly the sense. — Ver. 3. For I

delivered nnto you first of all—as being of

primary importance (not ' first ' in point of time)—

that which I also received—by immediate reve

lation (Gal. i. 12)—how that Christ died for our

gins according to the scriptures;1—Ver. 4. and

that he was buried—and how buried? "As

the manner of the Jews is to bury " (John xix. 40).

All the Evangelists record the burial so circum

stantially as to shew that the object was to

preclude possible doubt of the reality of the

burial. The body being taken down from the

cross, when the death had been certified by the

centurion, and committed into the hands of two of

his disciples, a profusion of rich aromatics was

rubbed into the body, and all the orifices being

closed, it was swathed from head to foot in

fine linen, and then laid in a new tomb of

Joseph of Arimathea, hewn out of a rock, a tomb

wherein was never man before laid, and a great

stone was rolled against the door of the sepulchre.

The chief priests and Pharisees—remembering His

prediction that He would rise the third day, and

fearing lest His disciples should come by night

and steal Him away, and trump up a story that

He was risen from the dead—got Pilate's permis

sion to place their own guard of Roman soldiers to

watch the spot and see that all remained undis

turbed until the third day. After this day, if He

was found alive, since the reality of His death was

beyond dispute, His actual resurrection could with

no decency be questioned. So vividly did the

.apostles realize the importance of this fact being

quite certain, that they glory in using the naked

word "death" in His case, while the death of

believers they hesitate not to call a "sleep." And

in one case the term is significantly changed, in

passing from the death of the One to that of the

others :—" If we believe that Jesus died and rose

again, even so them also that are fallen asleep,

in Jesus will God bring with Him " (1 Thess. iv.

14). Here also we have the naked terms—" How

that Christ died for our sins, . . . and that He was

buried"—and that he hath been raised' on the

third day according to the scriptures; and

that he appeared to Cephas (on this name of the

Four Greek prepositions are used in the New Testa

ment to express the relation of Christ's death to men as

sinners, or to sin itself :—(i) ' instead of (Jtrri), Matt. xx. a8;

(2) 'on behalf of' (i>*ip), Luke xxii. 19, 90, and here;

(3) ' on account of* littt with the accus. propter), Rom.

iv. 25 ; (4) ' about,' ' on the business of (*tpi), Rom. viii. 3

The English word " for" expresses what is common to all

these shades of meaning ; but that which marks the dis

tinction between them could only be expressed in English

by a clumsy circumlocution.

8 Note the perfect tense here, in place of the usual aoritt

—denoting His now abiding condition : — " Christ being

raised from the dead, dieth no more ; death no more hath

dominion over Him " (Rom. vi. g\
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Apostle Peter, see on i. 12). To Lute xxiv. 34

we are indebted for the thrilling information that

the risen Lord specially manifested Himself to

that one of all the eleven who when He was on

trial for His life before the Sanhedrin had thrice

disowned Him. What passed at that interview is

not—probably could not have been—described.

This, indeed, is one of those, not few, cases in

which the silences of Scripture are as grand as its

utterances — then to the twelve — the original

number being here retained, as a general and

familiar designation (like the Decemviri and

Duumviri in Latin), though as was well known,

" Judas by transgression fell "—then he appeared

to above five hundred brethren at once ; of

whom the greater part remain until now, but

some are fallen asleep. An attempt has been

made to find a contradiction here to Acts i. 15,

where they are said to be only a hundred and

twenty. But that those assembled in the "upper

room were the whole surviving disciples of

Christ there is no reason to believe. Whether the

appearance here referred to in Galilee, or in the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem, before the vast

numbers then at Jerusalem to keep the Passover

had dispersed, is uncertain. Anyhow, it is not at

all probable that it was the occasion referred to

in Matt, xxviii. 16. However the matter be, no

sensible writer could have ventured on such a

statement—virtually calling in some hundreds of

living witnesses to attest the fact—if he had not

been sure of his ground.—Ver. 7. then he ap

peared to James—the James of the Acts (xii. 17,

xv. 13, xxi. 18—not xii. 2). This James, we believe,

was " James the Lord's brother," not James the

apostle. It has been thought that this special

manifestation was what removed his last misgiv

ings as to the claims of Jesus (Meyer) ; for up to a

pretty late period of His public ministry, " even His

brethren did not believe in Him " (John vii. 5)

—that is, they were from time to time shaken by

unfavourable appearances. It has been thought,

too, that this special manifestation to James—no

doubt communicated to the apostles—along with

his blood-relationship to the Lord Himself, had

something to do with the leading place assigned

to him at Jerusalem.—Ver. 8. and last of all, as

unto one born out of dne time (Gr. ' the abor

tion,' 'the mistimed birth '), he appeared to me

also. The allusion is no doubt to the great mani

festation at Damascus.—Ver. 9. For I am the

least of the apostles — though still I am one.

While deprecating the occupant, he magnifies the

office.—Ver. 10. But by the grace of God I am

what I am : and his grace which was bestowed

upon me was not in vain ; I laboured more

abundantly than they all, yet not I, etc. With

perfect freedom does he at once abuse himself for

what he had done against Christ in the days of his

ignorance, and claim through grace to have after

the change outstripped all the apostles in self-

denying labours for Christ.—Ver. 11. Whether

then it iel or they—no matter who the preach

ers,—so we preach (as said ver. 3), and so ye

believed.

Note.—Observe here what the primitive apostolic

Gospel consisted of—a connected series at histori

cal facts, the story of Christ's life in its main

features : dying for our sins according to the

Scriptures ; His resurrection from the dead

attested by a multitude of competent witnesses ;

His ascension and session at the right hand of

God, as evinced by the promised descent of the

Spirit at Pentecost which was to be the proof of

it ; and His final coming again to judge the quick

and the dead, always held forth. In this historical

sense our Lord Himself had used the word

" Gospel" (Mark xiv. 9). But not as bare histori

cal facts were these held forth. The truths which

the facts embodied constituted their whole value,

and these—as richly developed in the apostolic

epistles—were imparted along with the facts, as

the converts were able to receive them, as is plain

from this very epistle.

Ver. 12. Mow if Christ is preached that he

hath been raised (see on ver. 4) from the dead,

how say some among you that there is no resur

rection of the dead 1—Ver. 13. But if there is no

resurrection of the dead, neither hath Christ

been raised—for, as logicians say, the genus being

destroyed, the species of necessity goes with it ;

the root and the branches, the head and the mem

bers, stand and fall together.—Ver. 14. and . . .

then is our preaching vain, your faith also is

vain—all Christianity, as a historical fact, is sub

verted.—Vers. 15-17. Yea, and we are found

false witnesses of God, etc. The repetition and

reiteration, in slightly varied forms, of the same

truth gives to the statement momentous emphasis.

How strikingly the expiatory character of Christ's

death, as taught at Corinth, and there joyfully

embraced, comes out here, and quite incidentally,

in connection with the resurrection of Christ—

which if not true, argues the apostle, " we are

yet in our sins "—must strike every candid reader.

—Ver. 19. If in this life only we have hoped

in Christ, we are of all men most pitiable—

building our hope of a future resurrection on a

mere delusion, to die at length as a fool dieth.

Ver. 20. But now hath Christ been raised

from the dead. As if impatient at having to

linger over such wretched speculations, with what

a bound does the apostle here spring on the firm

ground and into the clear air of an indubitable

resurrection in the Person of Christ—the first-

fruits of them that are asleep. The allusion

here is as obvious as it is beautiful. On the

morrow after the first Sabbath of the Passover, a

sheaf of the first-fruits of the barley harvest was

reaped and " waved before the Lord," as a joyful

pledge of the full harvest to come (Lev. xxiii. I o,

11, 15, 16). Even so, on the morrow after the

first Sabbath of that Passover when our Lord was

crucified—being the first day of the week—did He

rise "the First-fruitsof His sleeping people. "—Ver.

21. For since by man came death—a grandly

rhythmical expression of the grand truth, that the

ruin and recovery of humanity spring alike from

within itself.—Ver. 22. For as in Adam all die,

so also in Christ shall all be made alive.

Note.—It has been the Divine plan from the

first, and will be to the last, that mankind shall be

dealt with under two heads—Adam and Christ—

hence called "the first man" and "the second

man ; " as if there never had been, nor ever will be

more than those two men. In the one all die, in the

other all are made alive. But this universality is

very differently understood by different schools of

theology: (1) According to some, the death meant

being that of the whole human race, the life in

tended must be co-extensive with it, and so the

ultimate salvation of the whole human race must

be that which is here meant. But this being

contrary to both the spirit and letter of all Scrip
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ture elsewhere, many others believe (2) that

though the life meant here is indeed co-extensive

with the death spoken of, it does not mean the

life actually conferred upon any one, but the life

procured and made available for all on condition

of their believing. But this fatally destroys the

analogy between the death, which certainly was

real to all, and the life, which is thus only made

available to all, and in the case of many will never

become a real, but to them a missed life. One

other way of explaining these words remains,

which at once preserves the strict analogy between

the death and the life—and so is alone (as we

think) exegetically tenable—and is at the same

time in harmony with all other Scripture : (3)

that the death by Adam and the life by Christ,

here intended, mean death and life in their whole

extent, as actually experienced. It is Humanity

as actually lost in Adam and as actually recovered

in Christ, that the apostle is here treating of—the

whole ruin expressed by the all-comprehensive

word " death, and the whole recovery expressed

by the equally comprehensive word "life. Ac

cordingly the word "all," applied to both parties

in ver. 22, is carefully explained in ver. 23 as not

meaning all numerically. For instead of saying,

'Christ the first-fruits, then all men at His coming,'

he warily changes his terms, thus :—Ver. 23. But

each In his own order : Christ the first-fruits,

then they that are Christ's at his coming—not

each individual of the human race, but each party

represented by its respective head. The one head

involves "them that are his" in "death;" the

other, for " them that are His "secures "life."

But it is Humanity that is meant in both cases—as

actually lost in Adam, and as actually recovered

in Christ. But in this case, where (it may be

asked ) is the resurrection of the wicked here ? The

true answer is, Nowhere htre. " Life " is a word

which, when meant of the future state of believers,

is never used of that of the wicked. (See John v.

24, vi. 47, 54. 56, 57, xi. 26, xvii. 3; Eph. ii. 1-4, 7;

Col. iii. 1-4.) So plain is this, that some now

allege that the wicked will either not rise at all, or

rise to be thereafter annihilated. But this not

only is a baseless inference from anything said

here, and contrary to the general teaching of all

Scripture, but our Lord, while teaching the resur

rection of all, expressly refuses to the wicked a

resurrection to life: " The hour cometh in which

all that are in the grave shall come forth ; they

that have done good unto the resurrection of life,

and they that have done evil unto the resurrection

ofjudgment " (John v. 29).

The Issues 0/ the Resurrection, 24-28.

This is a digression, involving disclosures so

mysterious—there being nothing elsewhere with

which to compare and throw light upon it—that we

must, in interpreting it, keep very close to the text.

—Ver. 24. Then cometh the end—that is, when

the saints are raised ; not after a whole dispensation

of risen saints ruling the earth has elapsed after

their resurrection, as Alford and such as hold the

' premillennial ' theory maintain,—when he shall

deliver up the kingdom to God, even the

Father—in what sense may appear at ver. 28,

—when he shall have abolished all rule, and

all authority and power—all hostile power, as is

plain from what follows.—Ver. 25. For he must

reign, till he hath put all his enemies under

his feet. The "must" here seems a predictive

vol.. in.' is

" must," as if he had said Ps. ex. 6 must be

fulfilled ; though there is a deeper necessity still,

in the nature of the thing—God cannot let His

enemies for ever prevail. The " He " is not God

the Father (as Beza, Bengel, and others take it),

but Christ—till He has subjugated all the enemies

of His authority (as Chrysostom and the best

modern interpreters hold). — Ver. 26. The last

enemy that shall be abolished is death.

Though death to the believer, stripped of its

sting, only ushers him into the presence of his

Lord, yet in itself and to nature instinct with the

love of life, it is utterly repulsive, rupturing a tie

formed for perpetuity : it is the unnatural and

abhorrent divorce of parties formed for sweet and

uninterrupted fellowship. Viewed thus, it is even

to the believer an "enemy," but it is " the last."

—Ver. 27. For (as it is written, Ps. viii. 6 ; Heb.

vii. ) he put all things in subjection under his

feet. But when he saith, All things are put

in subjection, it is evident that he is excepted,

who did put all things under him. The Son,

as Mediator, is with His own royal hand to put all

enemies under His feet. But since even this

mediatorial authority of His is an authority dele

gated to Him by an eternal arrangement for saving

purposes (John iii. 35, v. 22, 23, xvii. 2), this

universal subjugation by the Son cannot include

the subjugation of the Father to the Son. A

strange truism this might seem ; but it is only to

pave the way for the remarkable piece of informa

tion which follows. — Ver. 28. And when all

things have been subjected unto him, then

shall the Son also himself be subjected to him

that did subject all things unto him, that God

may be all in all—all things in all persons.

Note.—To those who deny the supreme Divinity

of Christ, this ultimate subjection of the Son to

the Father involves no difficulty ; it is to them

only a confirmation of their view of His Person.

But to those who find the supreme Divinity of

Christ in every account of His work, and who

cannot rest on a Saviour without absolutely

Divine properties, the following remarks may

prove helpful. This "delivering up of the king

dom " must be (1) that He is to "give an account

of His stewardship" to Him who entrusted Him

with it. It would seem a fitting thing that in

some formal, august style His intromissions should

be subjected to public inspection, that judgment

should be passed upon His fidelity and success,

and that the whole work to which He was

appointed should (so to speak) be taken off His

hand, with a " Well done, good and faithful

Servant 1" But (2) the "delivering up of the

kingdom " will not, it seems, be so " the end " of

the kingdom as that the Son's connection with

it shall altogether cease. For then, how should it

be called " the everlasting kingdom of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ ? and how is it that in

those Apocalyptic scenes which depict the eternal

state " the Lamb " is introduced as exercising

active functions, "in the midst of the throne

— "feeding and leading" the redeemed "to

living fountains of waters" (vii. 17), as "the

Lamb " from which shines " the glory of God "

over the new Jerusalem to lighten it (xxi. 23), and

as having His "throne "as "the Lamb" along

with God's throne, there (xxii. 3) ? The kingdom

itself, then, and Christ as the principle of all its

highest activities, is never to disappear if anything

certain can be gathered from these disclosures.
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But (3) all that is preparatory and provisional will

undoubtedly be merged in the consummated and

enduring state of the kingdom, and the great

Gatherer in and Perfecter of the redeemed will

have no more to do of that nature. He surrenders,

therefore, the seals of office ; and as He was

' ' exalted to be a Prince and Saviour " for all

saving purposes, He will, when these ends have

been fully achieved, "be subjected unto Him

that did subject all things unto Him," and, as

the grand result, God, in the most absolute sense

—Father, Son, and Holy Ghost—will be all in

the entire new creation. But since "here we

see through a glass darkly," with what caution

and reverence should one venture to speak on

such high themes !

After this digression, the apostle returns to his

argument on the resurrection, beginning with six

objurgatory verses.

A Remonstrance, 29-34.

Ver. 29. Else what shall they do which

are baptized for the dead, if the dead rise

not at all ? why are they then baptized

for the dead ?—a most difficult verse, of which

the interpretations that have been given are

endless. Some excellent expositors think it

refers to the practice of Christians allowing them

selves to be baptized as substitutes for converts

who were candidates for baptism, but died before

being baptized, in order thereby to complete their

Christian standing and future prospects. That

such a strange practice did exist in the early

Church there can be no doubt ; but among whom ?

Only among the heretical followers of Cerinthus,

if we may credit Epiphanius (Har. xxviii. 7) and

Tertullian (adv. Marc. v. 10). There is no ground

to believe that it was practised in the orthodox

churches, and the writers now quoted plainly

regarded it as antichristian. But though this is

admitted, it is urged that the apostle does not say,

'What shall we, or ye, do?' and as this seems a

tacit rebuke of the practice, it may have soon

ceased. Surely this scarcely deserves notice.

Plainly, the allusion is to some act performed in

expectation of future benefit to themselves, which

benefit would be lost if the dead did not rise. And

the following view—which is that of all the best

interpreters, ancient and modern — alone suits

the argument and agrees with the context :—Fore

seeing that their faith would cost them the loss of

all things, perhaps of life itself, not a few converts,

in proceeding to baptism, went to it as their

virtual death-warrant, saying virtually with the

apostle—who knew not how soon it might become

a reality — "We who live are alway delivered

unto death for Jesus' sake " (2 Cor. iv. II). Our

verse would then mean : ' What is to become of

those who in advancing to baptism do so as not

knowing that it may not prove their death-warrant,

if the dead rise not ? What follows seems to confirm

this.—Ver. 30. Why do we also (we preachers)

stand in jeopardy every hour? ' If their con

duct, supposing there is no resurrection, is folly,

are we preachers, in hourly peril of our lives, any

wiser?—Ver. 31. I protest by that glorying in

yon which I have in Christ Jesus our Lord—

Gr. ' by your glorifying ' (as in xi. 24 ; Rom.

xi. 31),—I die daily. By the joy and glory which

I have in you as my children in Christ, I protest I

am in daily peril for Jesus' sake.—Ver. 32. If after

the manner of men (if speaking humanly) I

fought with beasts at Ephesus. To take this

literally is most unnatural. For, besides that as a

Roman citizen the apostle would be exempt from

such a thing, we can hardly suppose that such an

occurrence, if it did take place, would never have

been mentioned in the Acts, nor included in the

minute detail of his perils, which he gives in 2 Cor.

xi. 23-29. Clearly, the statement is to be understood

in a figurative sense, thus: ' If after encountering,

as I did at Ephesus, such a furious opposition as

was more like a rush of wild beasts than the

hostility of reasonable men.'—Compare chap. iv.

9; 2 Tim. iv. 17—what doth it profit me, if the

dead are not raised 1 Let us eat and drink,

for to-morrow we die.1 This maxim, though

found in a fragment of the Greek poet Menander

(about B.C. 280), was not likely taken directly

from him by our apostle ; for it is just such a pro

verbial saying as, when once penned, would be

sure to be caught up and repeated from mouth to

mouth.—Ver. 34. Awake to righteousness,8 and

sin not—' These opinions spring not from honest

conviction, but are bred of too intimate associa

tion with men of free thought and lax life, sucking

you down into their corrupt atmosphere, and

deadening your Christian instincts. Shake your

selves from this, and rouse up your Christian

energies,' — for some have no knowledge of

God: I speak this to move yon to shame.

' Only gross ignorance of God can account for

sentiments so shameful arising in a Christian com

munity.' But, loth to confound the good with

the bad in this severe censure, the apostle deli

cately ascribes this gross ignorance of God only to

"some."

The Mode and Issues of the Resurrection,

35-57-

The invaluable information on the subject ot

the resurrection here given is drawn forth in the

way of reply to objections, arising from the diffi

culty of conceiving how such a thing can be—

a form of objection urged in our day with a plausi

bility which scientific discoveries are thought to

render very formidable.

Ver. 35. But some one will say, How are

the dead raised up? and with what manner

of body do they come ? Two questions are

asked here. The first — " How are the dead

raised ?" — is answered half scornfully. — Ver.

36. Senseless man! "Fool" is too strong a

rendering of the word here used (which is not that

rightly rendered "fool" in Matt, xxiii. 17, 19;

Luke xi. 40, xii. 20)—that which thou thyself

soweet is not quickened, except it die (com

1 A different punctuation of this veise is adopted by

many of the best interpreters, thus:—" what doth it profit

me r If the dead are not raised, let us eat," etc. So Chry-

sostom of the fathers, and of the moderns Bcza, Bengel, lie

Wette, Meyer, Stanley, and Alford. supported by the

punctuation of the Vulgate, which is adopted by Griesbach,

Lachmann, Tregelles, and Teschendorf. But the sense

given by the punctuation of the received text—adopted by

Erasmus and our Authorised Version— seems to us more

natural.

-•The words in the original might seem to mean, ' Awake

up righteously,' or ' in a right frame.' But as the com

pound verb (ixtr-i-xrt) is used in the I. XX. (1 Sam. xxv.

37 ; Joel i. 5) to express recovery from the effects of wine

by steeping it off, the rendering of our Authorised Version

(after the Genevan Version) seems to give the true meaning,

' righteously,' in this case, meaning 'so as to become

righteous ' (a prol/f>tic sense of the adjective or adverb not

uncommon in classical Greek, and not unknown even

in Latin: see Donaldson's Gr. Gramm. 497, and Jelf,

«9, a
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pare John xii. 24). ' Not more truly does the

grain require to die in the ground, to yield the

bread we live on, and not more certainly does it

yield it when thus first Buried in the earth, than

must this mortal body die in order to live again,

nor more surely will it then rise to life.' The next

objection—' ' with what manner of body do they

come ? "—is answered more respectfully ; for even

Christians themselves may be troubled with it—

and that which thou sowest, thou sowest not

the body that shall be, but a bare grain, it may

chance of wheat, or of some other kind. What

is reaped is not precisely what is sown.—Ver. 38.

but God giveth it a body even as it hath

pleased him—at its original creation,—and to

each seed a body of its own. ' In the vegetable

world the Creator has shown inexhaustible re

sources in point of variety ; how easy then to give

to the body at its resurrection other properties

than those of its mortal state, without destroying

its essential identity?' — Ver. 39. All flesh is

not the same flesh. ' Take the members of the

animal creation too ; neither are they, any more

than those of the vegetable world, all of one type,'

—but there is one flesh of men, and another

flesh of beasts, and another flesh of birds, and

another of fishes.1 In the next two verses the

illustrations rise into a higher region.—Ver. 40.

There are also celestial bodies— not those of

good angels (as Alford, after De Wette and

Meyer, unnaturally), but, as the next verse clearly

shews, what we call the ' heavenly bodies '—sun,

moon, and stars (as Bengel, Neander, and Stanley),

and bodies terrestrial—embracing all that dis

tinguishes the organisms of earth from those of

the heavens,—but the glory of the celestial is

one, etc—Ver. 41. There is one glory of the

sun, etc. There is here no reference to the

different degrees of glory among the saints in

heaven (as some of the Greek fathers thought, and

some moderns think). It is simply the amazing

variety observable in the spangled vault above us,

suggesting the reasonableness of expecting that

the resurrection body will differ greatly from

the mortal body, consistently with its essential

identity. Accordingly, it is added—Ver. 42. So

also is the resurrection of the dead. It is

sown. Observe the word"sown" here, not 'buried,'

for the similitude of seed cast into the earth

is purposely continued, ■— in corruption—going

quickly to decay,—it is raised in incorruption—

undecaying.—Ver. 43. it is sown in dishonour—

becoming so repulsive that one is fain to say with

Abraham, of the dearest object in life, " Bury

my dead out of my sight,"—it is raised in glory

—resplendent and ravishing to behold (compare

Matt, xxviii. 3 ; Luke ix. 29-31 ; 1 John iii. 2),

it is sown in weakness — the lifeless corpse

absolutely powerless,—it is raised in power—

endued with inexhaustible energy. — Ver. 44. it

is sown a natural body—Gr. 'an animal body,'

animated by the same vital principle which we

have in common with the entire animal kingdom,

—it is raised a spiritual body—not meaning a

body simply of finer material than the present

(the contrast does not lie in that), but a body

whose animating principle is "the spirit," or

rational nature in its entirely purified and perfected

condition ; a body all whose organs and properties

will be adapted to the inner and higher nature

whose handmaid it is to be. (To be sober and

1 The two last clauses stand in this order in the true text.

safe on such a subject, one needs to keep strictly

within the lines of these definitions.)—If there is

a natural body, there is also a spiritual body '

—the one no less certain than the other—and

simply an advance from the lower to the higher.

—Ver. 45. So also it is written, The first man

Adam became a living soul (Gen. ii. 7). The

last Adam became a lite-giving spirit. " The

last Adam," as a name for the promised Messiah,

is not unknown to the rabbinical writers, though

that feature in His constitution which is here

expressed — His becoming the second Head of

humanity, who would more than undo the evil

done by the first—was never dreamt of by them.

—Ver. 46. Howbeit that is not first which is

spiritual, but that which is natural —by an

ascent from the lower to the higher, as is the law

of all God's works.—Ver. 47. The first man is of

the earth. The word signifies 'rubbish,' Moose

earth,' 'dust' (as in Gen. ii. 7; Eccles. xii. 7

in LXX. ),—the second man is of heaven.* The

reference here is not to the properties of Christ's

flesh, as received from the Virgin, but to the

properties of His resurrection or spiritual body,

as is plain from what follows.—Ver. 48. As is the

earthy (man)—the first Adam,—such . . . the

earthy: and as is the heavenly (One), such

are they also that are heavenly—the risen saints

shall be invested with heavenly properties, like

their Head (see Phil. iii. 21).—Ver. 49. And as

we have borne the image of the earthy, we

shall also bear 3 the heavenly.

Note.—So far is the question—"with what body

do they come ?"—from being unnatural, that after

all the explanation now given, the difficulty will

recur in this form : ' If that which is sown is not

that which dies, in what sense is it the resurrec

tion of the dead? ' In other words, ' what is that

in the two states which constitutes their identity?'

The best answer to this question is, that the samr

difficulty applies to our personal identity through

out the present life. Prom infancy to old age

there is a constant flux in the particles of our

natural body ; insomuch that it is never at any

one period in all respects precisely what it was at

any other period j yet in every human being, by a

law of his nature, there is an irresistible conviction

that whether as child, youth, or man, he is the

tame individual that he was from the first. Be

yond that there is no need to go, nor perhaps

shall we ever discover wherein precisely the

principle of personal identity consists.

Now come sublime disclosures.—Ver. 50. Now

this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood—i.e.

humanity as now constituted, " mortal," " cor

ruptible," " weak," etc. (Jnmes i. 10 ; 1 Pet. i. 24)

—cannot inherit the kingdom of God—which is

" incorruptible, undefiled, unfading," I Pet. i. 4.

—Ver. 51. Behold, I tell you a mystery — in

1 Such is certainly the correct reading.

2 " The Lord," in the received text of this verse, is plainly

an addition to the true text ; and the remarks above will

shew, we think, that it is not wanted.

8 Nothing better illustrates the vicious tendency of the

early interpreters of the Epistles to give a hortatory turn to

statements manifestly affirmative, thanthe reading " let us

bear" in this verse ; a reading which is much better sup

ported by external evidence than the affirmative reading

— "we shall bear." Critical editor* who allow external

evidence to overbear the most convincing internal evidence

—as Lachmann, Tregelles, and Tischendorf— adopt this

hortatory reading, making the duty of bearing the moral

image of Christ to be what the apostle is expressing ; and

strange to say, Stanley follows them.
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the sense so often explained — a thing hitherto

undisclosed, and even now known only by

revelation. The disclosure here referred to,

and the corresponding one in I Thess. iv. 15,

appears to have been made exclusively to the

apostle himself.—We shall not all deep—the

sleep of death ; for a generation of believers

will be " alive and remain when the Lord

comes" (1 Thess. iv. 15),—but we shall all be

changed'—from mortality to immortality, from

corruption to incorruption ; a change which in the

living will be equivalent to both death and resur

rection all but instantaneously occurring, while

they are standing, it may be, on their feet, expect

ing nothing, and working their ordinary work.—

Ver. 52. in a moment, in the twinkling of an

eye—a sublime expression of all but instantaneous-

ness. There will, indeed, be an interval between

the " resurrection " of the dead and the " chang

ing " of the living saints—for "the dead in Christ

shall risefirst" (1 Thess. iv. 16), but so brief as to

be but as the " twinkling of an eye,"—at the lost

trump ("the trump of God," 1 Thess. iv. 16),

for the trumpet shall sound—audibly, it would

seem, as the signal for the winding up of all

present things,—and we (the living) snail be

changed—Ver. 53. For this corruptible must

put on incorruption, and this mortal (of ours)2

put on immortality. The same figure—of " put

ting off" and "putting on " the dress of our pre

sent and future state is found in 2 Cor. v. 2-4.—

Ver. 54. And when this corruptible shall have

put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have

put on immortality, then shall he brought to

pass the saying that is written (Tsa. xxv. 8),

Death is swallowed up in victory.3 Having

closed his argument with these sublime words of

one prophet, the apostle's bosom seems to have so

swelled with emotion as to vent itself in the

exultant exclamation of another prophet.—Ver.

55. 0 death, where is thy victory f 0 death,

where is thy sting} (Hos. xiii. 14). The textual

evidence for this reading of so familiar a verse is

decisive ; and though it may be less grateful to the

ear accustomed to the old form of it, it will be

1 The absurd reading, " We shall all sleep, but we shall

not all be changed," is the reading, nevertheless, of two

of the oldest MSS., of two later Uncials, and of one good

Cursive. Lachmann prints it (though only vouching for its

being the traditional text of the fourth century) ; and what

is strange. Stanley has it in his text.

- Not " this mortal " of wine, as Meyer and Alford un

naturally take it. It is the mortality of the saints at large,

a Cor. v. 1, " cur earthly house."

8 The apostle departs nere from the incorrect rendering

of the I.XX, and keens nearer to the Hebrew, which runs

thus:—" He hath swallowed up death for ever." But since

this idea t of ' completeness is often rendered " unto

victory " in the LXX. (as Job xxxvi. 7 ; Jer. iii. 5), he

avails himself of the phrase here, and all the rather, as after

describing death as '* the last enemy," he delights to view

the eternal extinction of death as a glorious " victory " over

that " last enemy."

found on reflection to be more expressive. The

challenge to "death," to say where is now its

" victory," seems the natural sequel of the imme

diately preceding words, " Death is swallowed up

in victory ; " as if he had said, ' The tables are

turned upon thee now : till now the victory was

thine indeed ; for " the wages of sin was death,"

and thou hadst a right to see them duly paid.

But thy sting has been extracted, and where

is it now?' And this view of the exclamation

explains sufficiently the emphatic repetition of

"death" in both members of the question, instead

of "grave "in the second question (an addition

from the LXX.) ; for the dreaded enemy is really

" death," the grave being but its sequel.

Ver. 56. The sting of death is sin—as it inflicts

on the sinner a wound which is mortal (Rom. vi.

23), —and the power of sin is the law. Law is the

expression of sovereign authority. A law which

has "no power" to avenge the breach of itself

is no law at all. But the Divine law has deadly

"power," since the breach of it is "death.

It will be seen that " sin " here is viewed in its

penal, not its moral character ; as criminal, as

damnable, as, in its desert, deadly rather than as

hateful (as in Rom. iv. 15, v. 13 ; 1 John iii. 4) ;

though these two features of sin are of course

inseparable. —Ver. 57. But thanks be to God,

which giveth us the victory through our Lord

Jesus Christ— whose full name in this closing

word the apostle expressively gives.

Inferencefrom the whole subject, 58.

Ver. 58. Wherefore, my beloved brethren

—in view of all that has been held forth to

you on this subject — be ye etedfagt, unmove-

able—not moved either hy the specious reason

ings or by the lax life of " men of corrupt minds

and destitute of the truth" (1 Tim vi. 5),—

always abounding in the work of the Lord.

The way not to go back is to go forward, the way

to be " unmoveable" is to be " always abounding. '

The secret of stability is progress. The progres

sive principle is the grand conservative principle.

Not to advance is to recede,— forasmuch as ye

know that your labour is not in vain in the

Lord. Woefully " in vain" would their " labour "

be if there were no resurrection. But holding

this for a settled point, the apostle says, " ye

know" it is "not vain;" and "the Lord," he

says, is pledged that it shall not be so.

Thus, with beautiful calmness and ease, does

the apostle come down, in this closing verse,

from the height to which he had risen in the verses

immediately preceding, to the everyday work

and warfare of life. Nor is this wonderful ; for

the spring of all Christian activity, energy, and

progress Ties in such soul-stirring themes as are

handled in this chapter, whose practical outcome

is expressed in the closing verse.
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Chapter XVI.

SUPPLEMENTARY TOPIC.—MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS.—CONCLUSION.

1 \TOW concerning "the collection for the saints, as I have «Acts«. 29,

V • "lv" lr i

1 1 given ' order to the churches of Galatia, even so * do ye. » Cor. vhi 4.

2 * Upon the first day * of the week let every * one of you lay by * Acts xx. 7.

him in store, as God hath prospered him,* that there be no

3 gatherings* when I come. And when I come,7 c whomsoever *■* c«. Tiii.

19.

ye shall approve by your* letters, them will I send to bring*

4 your liberality unto Jerusalem : d and if it be meet that I go </> Cor. «ii. 4.

5 also, they shall go with me. Now I will come unto you, when

I shall pass ,0 through Macedonia ; for I do pass through

6 Macedonia. And it may be that I will " abide, yea, and "

winter with you, that ye may 'bring me" on my journey ' rSL",;.3^.

7 whithersoever I go. For I will not u see you now by the

way; but I trust" to tarry a while with you, ^if the Lord fl^^-'x'

8 permit. But I will tarry at Ephesus until Pentecost ;

9 for e a great door and effectual is opened unto me, and * there * cS0';", " ;

are" many adversaries. AActtxix.9.

10 Now 'if Timotheus17 come, see that he may" be with you «Act»«x.M.

without fear: for *he worketh the work of the Lord, as I also 4PJui.iL*>,

11 do:" 'let no man therefore despise him. But conduct him ,•»•?• .
r / 1 Tim. iv. it.

forth" "in peace, that he may come unto me : for I look for11 «Actsxv.33.

12 him with the brethren. As" touching our brother "Apollos," »Ch.i.«.

I greatly desired him ** to come unto you with the brethren :

but his will was not at all" to come at this time ;" but he will

come when he shall have convenient time."

13 ' Watch ye, •'stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, 'be •JJ"t^T*i*;.

14 strong. r Let all your things be done with charity." /pmi.Vs?.

15 I " beseech you, brethren (ye know * the house of Stephanas, iVThk ni. 8.

that it is 'the first-fruits of Achaia, and that they have jffc.lr.'i!:

16 addicted" themselves to "the ministry of " the saints), " that ' ^m. xvi. ,.

ye submit yourselves" unto such, and to every one that helpeth SHeb.xS.17!

17 with us" and "laboureth. I am glad of" the coming ofTOHebTL,a

Stephanas and Fortunatus and Achaicus: ''for that which was x%^^x\^:

18 lacking on your part they have supplied. 'For they have " f Co1 iv- *••

1 gave * omit even ; read so also * day * each

* as he may prosper * that no collections be made 7 arrive

8 omityour • carry 10 have passed n shall

1J or even ls set me forward 14 do not wish to J" for I hope

16 there are 17 Timothy 18 omit may '• do

10 set him forward sl expect *' prefix But

13 Apollos our brother u besought him much

25 it was not at all his will " now " opportunity

28 all that ye do be done in love " prefix Now *° set

31 minister unto ** that ye also be in subjection ** in the work

84 And 1 rejoice at " omit have
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refreshed my spirit and yours : therefore * acknowledge yc * pwi. u. »9.

them that are such.

19 The churches of Asia salute you. Aquila and Priscilla"

salute you much in the Lord, "with the church that is in their ■ Roa- «•• s-

20 house. All the brethren greet " you. * Greet " ye one another * Rom. xvi. 16.

with an holy kiss.

21 cThe salutation of me** Paul with mine own hand. c %£;$;v

22 If any man *love" not the Lord Jesus Christ," 'let him be fgJ-J^

23 * anathema. Maran atha. ' The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ /{j^^

24 be" with you. My love be" with you all in Christ Jesus.

Amen.

The first epistle to the Corinthians was written from Philippi

by Stephanas, and Fortunatus, and Achaicus, and Timo-

theus.

86 Prisca

89 loveth

87 salute 88 me

40 omit Jesus Christ 41 be

Collectionfor the Poor Saints at Jerusalem, 1-4.

The occasion of this "collection" was the "great

dearth " which a Christian prophet who came from

Jerusalem to Antioch predicted would come upon

the Empire, and which came to pass in the reign

of Claudius. It fell, as we know, with great

severity upon Jerusalem ; and the poor Christians

there, who perhaps were now suffering from the

warmth of their generosity in early Pentecostal

days, would feel it keenly. In prospect of the

coming calamity, the converts of the Gentile

Church of Antioch at once determined to make a

collection for their Jewish brethren at the head

quarters of the faith, requesting Barnabas and

Saul to deliver it to the elders at Jerusalem (Acts

xi. 27-30). The great mind of our apostle, intent

upon soothing the prejudices of his Jewish brethren

against the uncircumcised Gentile converts, seems

to have resolved on utilizing the idea of the Antioch

Christians, by organizing a general collection from

the other Gentile Churches for the relief of the

poor Christians of Jerusalem ; and the Epistles to

the Romans, Corinthians, and Galatians are so

full of this subject as to shew that he must have

thrown his heart into it. He appears to have

broached the proposal first at Corinth, where it

was taken up with great zeal (2 Cor. ix. I, 2,

viii. 10). Encouraged by this, he laid the pro

posal next before " the Churches of Macedonia "

—at Philippi, at Thessalonica, and smaller bodies

of Christians scattered over that region (Rom.

xv. 26 ; 2 Cor. viii. I, 2, ix. 1, 2),—then before

"the Churches of Galatia" (ver. 1), with pro

bably other bodies of Gentile converts. From the

abrupt way in which the subject is here intro

duced for the first time, it seems plain that this

was one of the topics on which the Corinthians

had written to him for direction ; and as his in

structions are very explicit, and have an important

bearing on Christian beneficence in general, we

give it a distinct place as a supplementary Topic.

Ver. 1. Now concerning the collection for

the saints, as I gave order to the churches

of Galatia, so also do ye. The great object in

view—over and above the temporal relief which

this collection would give— being to soften the

prejudices of the Jewish converts against their

Gentile brethren, the practical mind of the apostle

sought to plan some way of having it all con

veyed to Jerusalem at the same time ; a thing of

some difficulty, from the distance of the churches

from each other. The plan fixed on was first

given, it appears, as an "order to the churches of

Galatia," and no plan better fitted for the purpose

could have been devised.—Ver. 2. Upon the first

day of the week let each one of you lay by

him in store, as he may prosper (Gr. ' whatever

he may succeed in '), that no collections be made

when I come. Note here (1) that it is not a

weekly offering at their meetings for public wor

ship, but that each one at his own home should

lay by his own weekly contribution, to be handed

in only at the last as one entire gift. The weekly

offering at the church meetings was a subsequent

modification of this, which soon became universal.

(2) No definite sum is named as either of Divine

appointment or even as expedient ; but each one

was to judge for himself what he ought to give

"as he might prosper." Had the tithe principle

been recognised as obligatory, as some allege,

could the apostle have so written ? (3) The prin

ciple here laid down for the churches to act on—

of a fund to be collected for some specific object,

and to be made up of successive periodical accumu

lations—recommends itselfat once to all Christians

as full of wisdom. It is the principle, in fact, of

'Systematic Beneficence,' as it is now called.

When urgent calls are made, the necessary funds

might not be in hand ; whereas when a fund

has been gradually accumulating, even by very

small periodical additions, it can be drawn upon,

on an emergency, to an extent otherwise imprac

ticable; and in then and thus giving it, one feels

something of that satisfaction of which the apostle

says, " The Lord loveth a cheerful giver " (2 Cor.

ix. 7). (4) This weekly contribution was to be

reserved for "the Lord's Day." This renders it
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certain, by the way, that that day was already

regarded by all Christians as a sacred day, and, as

such, the proper day (as we find from Acts xx. 7)

for public worship. In this view, their laying by

their weekly sum on that day would both stamp

the contribution with a sacred character and hallow

and stimulate the generous principle itself. And

surely nothing could tend more to swell the receipts

of the churches for all Christian and benevolent

objects, as well as to stimulate and strengthen the

principle of Christian giving, than just to have

this practice of systematic beneficence carried into

general effect, and especially if the mode adopted

were that here " ordered "—of making the offer

ing of each one to be weekly, and "on the first

day of the week."—Ver. 3. And when I arrive,

whomsoever ye shall approve by letters, them

will I send to bring your bounty untoJerusalem.

The apostle, with a high-minded delicacy, leaves

it to the Corinthians to make choice themselves of

the bearers of their bounty to Jerusalem, and says

he will give them " letters " to the proper authori

ties at Jerusalem, to be delivered along with their

contributions. (Our Authorised Version, by insert

ing "your" before "letters," makes the meaning

to be that the Corinthians were to write letters to

the apostle himself; therein wrongly following

Calvin, Beza, etc.)—Ver. 4. and if it be meet

that I go also, they shall go with me :—' If this

shall prove a fitting occasion for me to carry out

my purpose to go again to Jerusalem (as intimated

in Acts xix. 21 and xx. 3), I will take your dele

gates along with me.' But as this was not yet

definitely fixed, he now proceeds to tell them his

present views as to his movements for the future.

Miscellaneous Matters, 5-18.

Ver. 5. But I will come unto you, when I

shall have passed through Macedonia ; for I do

pass through Macedonia—' I am going to do so.'

(Those who wrote the subscription to this Epistle,

misunderstanding these words, as if they meant,

' I am now passing through Macedonia, say that

it " was written from Philippi " (see Actsxvi. 12) ;

whereas the eighth verse of this chapter makes it

quite clear that it was written from Ephesus.)

The apostle had given the Corinthians to expect

two visits from him, one on his way to, the other on

his return from, Macedonia (2 Cor. i. 15, 16). He

now announces only one visit, and that on his return

journey. For this change of plan he had been

captiously charged with " lightness " (fickleness,

insincerity, 2 Cor. i. 17); whereas it was out of

tenderness to them, after the severity with which

he had ordered them to expel the incestuous mem

ber of their church, that he was induced to defer

his visit till his return from Macedonia.—Ver. 6.

But with you it may be that I shall abide, or

even winter—which he actually did, as we learn

from Acts xx. 2, 3, where it is said, " We came

into Greece (meaning Corinth, its capital, with

which he had most to do), and there abode three

months," which were " winter " months. The

summer months of that year he had spent in

Macedonia, and he had to be at Jerusalem at Pen

tecost (Acts xx. 16) ; but as the /Egean Sea was

not favourable for navigation till spring, he spent

the intervening winter at Corinth,—that ye may

set me forward on my journey, or 'accompany

me a little way,' as this favourite phraseology

means (Acts xv. 3, xx. 38, xxi. 5 ; Rom. xv. 24;

2 Cor. i. 16 ; Titus iii. 13 ; 3 John 6),—whither

soever I go—implying that his plans were not then

definitely fixed.—Ver. 7. For I do not wish to

see you now by the way—as formerly intended

(see on ver. 5), — for I hope to tarry a while

with you, if the Lord (the Lord Jesus, as ap

pears) permit—that is, if when the time comes it

appear that the way for it has been left open by

Him who is " Head over all things to the

Church."—Ver. 8. But I will tarry at Ephesus

until Pentecost. N.B.—The allusion here to

Pentecost fixes the date of this Epistle, while that

to Ephesus shews from whente'\\. was written.—

Ver. 9. for a great door and effectual is opened >

unto me, and there are many adversaries. lie

is eager to enter in on a wide and most hopeful

field of missionary usefulness, nothing daunted

by the resistance expected : compare 2 Cor. ii.

12, "When I came to Troas, to preach Christ's

gospel, a door was opened unto me of the Lord ; "

Col. iv. 3, "Withal praying also for us, that God

would open unto us a door of utterance, to speak

the mystery of Christ ;" 2 Thess. iii. 1, "Pray

for us that the word of the Lord may run and be

glorified ; " Acts xiv. 27, " They rehearsed all

that God had done with them, and how He had

opened a door of faith unto the Gentiles. " Who

the "adversaries" were in this case is minutely

described in Acts xix. : there we find that in con

sequence of the great success of his work among the

Jews at Corinth, the wrath of the unbelieving ones

burst forth upon him, but that he foiled them by

withdrawing from the synagogue and teaching in

the school of Tyrannus, where his success was

even greater. After that they made an impotent

attempt to ascribe his success to a league with evil

spirits—to their own confusion and the furtherance

of the Gospel. No wonder then that the apostle

says here, " a great door and effectual is opened

unto me," and we see here some of " many adver

saries." But the Gentile adversaries were at

Ephesus even more formidable ; when, encounter

ing the "worshippers of the great goddess Diana, "

he was like to be torn in pieces by the "beasts at

Ephesus."

Ver. 10. Now if Timothy come, see that he be

with you without fear. Probably it was his

youth (I Tim. iv. 12), his delicate constitution

(1 Tim. v. 23), and possibly a certain gentleness

and softness of character thereby engendered

—that dictated this kindly word, to encourage

him should he come to Corinth. We learn from

Acts xix. 22 that Timothy and Erastus had been

despatched to Macedonia ; and Timothy, at least,

had been instructed to go by Greece, so as to visit

Corinth on his way (I Cor. iv. 17). Here he

speaks of Timothy s reaching Corinth as uncer

tain, but in case he should do so, the apostle is

anxious he should be well received,—forhe worketh

the work of the Lord (Jesus), as I also do. See

a similar fine testimony to Timothy in Phil. ii.

19-22.—Ver. 11. let no man therefore despise

him: hut set him forward (at parting) on his

journey in peace, that he may come unto me :

for I expect him with the brethren — those

brethren, probably, mentioned in next verse,

besides Erastus. And he came accordingly ; for

we find him with the apostle when he wrote his

Second Epistle (i. 1).—Ver. 12. But as touching

Apollos our brother, I besought him much to

come unto you with the brethren—probably a

deputation of brethren (Titus and two others) sent

1 The Greek verb is the 2d perf. act. in a passive sense.
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to Corinth to complete its " collection " before the

apostle's arrival (2 Cor. viii. 6, 18, 22). If so, he

probably wished Apollos to take the lead in that

deputation, and Titus may only have been fixed

on when Apollos declined. In this case, the

apostle's wish that he should go, and the de

clinature of Apollos, were alike honourable to

the high principle and brotherly affection of both,

considering the jealousies which their names had

respectively aroused at Corinth. Apollos con

sented, as we shall presently see, to go at a future

time ; but this time seemed inopportune.

Ver. 13 Watch ye, stand last in the faith,

quit you like men—'play the man,' 'be manly,'

—be strong. In the Creek of the Old Testament

we find these words more than once together (Ps.

xxvii. 14, xxxi. 24).—Ver. 14. Let all that ye

do be done in love. While the four preceding

things express the sterner features of Christian

duty, this pours suavity into them, and, being

itself " the bond of perfectness," encircles and

beautifies the whole character.

Ver. 15. Now, I beseech you, brethren (ye

know the house of Stephanas, that it is the first-

fruits of Achaia)—the earliest Achaean converts.

In Rom. xvi. 5 this, according to the received

text, is said of Epsnetus ; but the reading there

is wrong: it should there be "the first-fruits of

Asia unto Christ," that is, of Roman or Pro

consular Asia. Achaia was the name of Southern

Greece, whose capital, Corinth, is doubtless meant

here, though the province only is named,—and

that they have set themselves to minister to the

saints—made it their special care (see Luke viii.

3 ; Rom. xii. 7). The reference here is not to the

"collection," but to such services as were within

their own sphere.—Ver. 16. that ye also be in

subjection unto such — in respectful deference

unto them, as estimable servants of Christ,—and

to every one that helpeth in the work, and

laboureth. The same collocation of "work"

and "labour" is found in xv. 58 ; 1 Thess. i. 3 ;

Rev. ii. 2. —Ver. 1 7. And I rejoice at the coming

of Stephanas—the same, no doubt, as in ver. 15

and i. 15,—and Fortunatus ' and Achaicus—of

whom we only know that they were members of

the Corinthian Church who had visited the apostle

at Ephesus, and probably were the bearers of the

Corinthian letter to him to which he refers in

vii. 1, and conveyed, probably, the present letter

in reply to it,—for that what was lacking on

your part they supplied—that is, ' the lack of

your own presence has been supplied by theirs as

your deputies.' — Ver. 18. For they refreshed

my spirit and yours—as if the refreshing of his

spirit by their visit was a refreshing of theirs who

sent them, so thoroughly does he identify his feel

ings with theirs (see 2 Cor. vii. 3),—acknowledge

ye therefore them that are such — recognise

their worth, and make them suitable returns.

Conclusion, 19-24.

Ver. 19. The churches of Asia salute you —

Proconsular or Roman Asia, of which Ephesus

was the capital. Seven of these churches are

named in the book of Revelation. This Chris

tian "salutation " was no unmeaning ceremony :

it was the Hebrew " Peace be unto you " in its

1 Bengel conjectures that this Fortunatus was a son ofthe

above, and Stanley thinks him probably a slave who had

received his master's name ; but (as Usiandcr pertinently

asks) why not himself?

highest, warmest sense, which was first uttered in

that new sense by our Lord Himself (Luke xxtv.

36 ; John xx. 21), and left by Himself as His

legacy to His own in words which have carried it

into myriads of receptive bosoms in every land,

and will do, as long as there are such on earth—

the words, we need not say, of John xiv. 27. —

Aquila and Prisca1 salute you much in the

Lord (the Lord Jesus), with the church that is

in their house. This lovely couple—driven from

Rome by the persecuting edict of Claudius (Acts

xviii. 2)—we find settled at Corinth, where they

were joined by Paul, the two being of the same

secular occupation. After a time they accom

panied our apostle to Ephesus, and there settled,

doing eminent service to the cause of Christ.

For there it was that to Apollos they were privi

leged to open up such enlarged views of the

Gospel, as, until then, he had had no opportunity

of learning. On another occasion, when the

apostle's life at Ephesus was in imminent danger,

they interposed for his rescue at the risk of their

own lives, receiving for this the enduring record of

his own and the Church's warm gratitude (Rom.

xvi. 4). And here, again, we find them with a

"church," regularly assembling "in their house,"

and sending to their former Corinthian brethren

their warmest greetings. From this and similar

references to churches regularly meeting in the

private houses of their members, it is plain that

up to this time—and probably for lony; after— the

Christians met only in private houses ; perhaps

holding distinct meetings, according to the capa

city of the " house." No house would be choicer

for such a purpose than that of Aquila, whose

occupation required large premises. At these

homely gatherings the progress of the Gospel and

the state of several churches seem to hive been

reported—sometimes by written communications

(as we learn from Col. iv. 16; I Thess. v. 27),

sometimes orally by persons who had received

intelligence, or had themselves brought it (as

appears from 3 John 3) ; and occasion would then

be given for special thanksgiving and prayer. In

this way the tie between Christians in different

localities, and between those little communities

themselves, would be drawn close, and be felt to

be a blessed reality.—Ver. 20. All the brethren

salute you. Salute one another with a holy

kiss. This custom, which prevailed among the

Jews, came doubtless from the East, where it still

prevails as the mode of friendly recognition. Its

adoption into the churches, as a symbol of a higher

fellowship, would, in these circumstances, be

almost instinctive, spontaneous, and immediate.

In the present case the apostle probably meant

that, on the reading of his Letter aloud in the

assemblies, with the greetings expressed in it, they

should in this way express their mutual affection

(see Rom. xvi. 16; 1 Thess. v. 26 ; t Pet. v. 14).

The practice thus came to have a fixed place in

the church service—coming in usually after the

celebration of the Lord's Supper. It continued

in use for a long time ; but as the Church spread

westwards, encountering more staid ideas and less

demonstrative habits, the practice would grow less

frequent. As a matter of principle, it will ever

be the wisdom of churches, in such matters, to

study the state of society and local ideas and

1 This shortened form of the word " Priscilla "—which in

Rom. xvi. j is certainly the correct reading, and probably

also in a Tim. iv. 19—15 best attested here also.
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usages ; for what in one place is regarded as but

a common expression of good feeling would in

another be thought to border on indelicacy.

Ver. 21. The salutation of me Paul with mine

own hand. This—"which was the token in every

Epistle" of his (2 Thess. iii. 17)—was his way of

attesting the genuineness of the Letter. This, it

appears, was far from superSuous ; for we learn

from 2 Thess. ii. 2 that spurious Epistles were

palmed off in his name, to enlist his authority for

things which he condemned. It was his custom

to employ an amanuensis, to whom he dictated

his Epistles, merely adding a closing salutation

with his own hand. The sole exception is the

Epistle to the Galatians, which he tells us he wrote

in large characters (as the word means) with his

own hand (Gal. vi. 11).—Ver. 22. If any man

1 oveth not the Lord '—that is, the Lord Jesus,—

let him be Anathema—see on xii. 3 ; also Gal.

i. 8, 9— Maran atha. This is the Aramaean

or Syriac expression for ' Our Lord cometh ; ' a

solemn warning that the approaching Advent of the

Lord would see that dreadful curse visited upon

such. See Matt. xxv. 41, where this awful curse

is first connected with " the Son of man coming in

His glory " (ver. 31). Why this was expressed in

the form of a Syriac exclamation, it is impossible

to tell ; but since it must have been intelligible to

the readers of this Epistle, it would seem to have

sprung up first among the early converts of Pales

tine, who used the vernacular tongue ; from them

to have become a household word of warm-hearted

1 There can be no question that the words ''Jesus Christ"

here were not in the original text.

love to the Lord Jesus, one with another ; and

thence to have passed to the Gentile churches. It

may be added, however, that the word here used

lor "love" is not that which expresses personal

affection,1 whichwe should naturally have expected,

but that expressing distinctively the love of

ckaracter—what is called the 'love of compla

cency ; ' * as if he had said, ■ What I mean is, if

any man hath not such love of Him who laid down

His life for us that he would lay down his own life

for Him, rejoicing to be counted worthy to suffer

for His name. '—And who says this ? It is the man

who once thought it his special mission to stamp out

that execrated Name from the earth. H as he, then,

merely transferred his fanatical rage from one direc

tion into its opposite ? The most prejudiced critic,

as he observes the serenity with which this Epistle

closes, can hardlysee in this one verse an interjected

burst of fanaticism. As a matter of psychology,

burning love to any one deemed supremely worthy

of it is apt to beget a feeling of wonder, of grief,

and in some very supposable cases, even of indig

nation at the want of it in others. Certainly a

feeling of hatred towards even his bitterest enemies

will not be ascribed to him who penned the words

of Rom. ix. 1-5 and x. 1.—Ver. 23. The grace

of the Lord Jesus Christ be with you.—Ver.

24. My love be with you all in Christ Jesus.

Amen. Some critics take this indicatively,

" My love is with you all." But this seems flat.

That of our Authorised Version is much the more

expressive, and the closing ' ' Amen " seems to

confirm this.





INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EPISTLE TO

THE CORINTHIANS.

SHORT as was the period that elapsed between the writing of the First and the

Second Epistle to the Corinthians—a few months only—it was one of the

most critical in the whole career of the apostle, calling forth the deepest and most

conflicting emotions of his soul, which all find vent in this Second Epistle. So

intense was his anxiety to learn the effect produced at Corinth by his First Epistle,

that having sent Titus thither, he could find no rest to his spirit till he should meet

him on his way back. Accordingly, having left Ephesus after " the uproar " (Acts

xx. i), he repaired to Troas, where he expected to meet him; but disappointed

in this, and still full of anxiety, he went on to Macedonia (2 Cor. ii. 12, 13), but

with no better success :—" When we were come into Macedonia, our flesh had no

rest, but we were troubled on every side ; without were fightings, within were fears "

(2 Cor. vii. 5). But at length Titus arrived, and brought him such tidings, that

the sorrow out of which he wrote his First Epistle was turned into overflowing joy.

And though Titus had to qualify the good news, and to tell the spiritual father of

that church that Judaizing emissaries had succeeded in fanning into a flame the

opposition to his apostolic claims and character, and shaking the faith of some

of the converts, while old licentious habits were reappearing in others, he could now

boldly confront the one class, and sternly, though sorrowfully, warn the other.

To do this was the main object of the Second Epistle. But there was another

object on which his heart was set. The great collection from the Gentile churches

for the poor saints at Jerusalem during the famine (Acts xi. 28)—which the apostle

had set on foot—had been brought before the Corinthians more than a year before ;

the proposal had been well received, and had made a good beginning; insomuch

that when this was reported to the Macedonian churches (at Philippi, Thessalonica,

and Bercea, with perhaps other clusters of disciples in that region), " their zeal had

provoked very many " (2 Cor. ix.) ; but as it seemed to have slackened, the apostle

was afraid lest he should have to be " ashamed of his boasting of them, and was

concerned for the reputation of their Christian liberality " (2 Cor. ix. 1-4). He there

fore takes occasion to introduce into the heart of this Epistle (chap, viii., ix.), as a

sort of episode, this important subject ; and all the rather, as it would shew how little

they knew of his yearning love for his own nation who dared to calumniate him for

the want of it

It will be seen, then, that this Epistle is, as has been well said by Dean Stanley,

the most personal of all the letters of our apostle, while yet the principles enunciated

in it are of enduring interest and value.

The genuineness of this Epistle is as undisDuted and indisputable as that of the
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First The patristic testimony to it is clear, and all who can appreciate internal

evidence feel and own that it shines in its own light.1

The date is easily discovered. After Pentecost, in the year a.d. 57, the apostle

was no longer at Ephesus (1 Cor. xvi. 8). He had gone to Troas in search of Titus,

and failing in this had proceeded on to Macedonia, in some part of which he found

him. And the whole letter bears evident marks of having been poured forth

there and then, out of the fulness of a heart long ready to burst with anxiety and

grief, but now relieved. In the fall of the year 57, therefore, this Epistle must have

been written.

The style of some parts of it is only to be explained by the tempest of feeling

under which they were written, or rather dictated to an amanuensis—in all likelihood

Timothy, whom he joins with himself in the opening salutation. To use the words

of Meyer, " the excitement and varied play of emotion with which Paul wrote this

letter, probably in haste too, certainly make the expression not seldom obscure and

the sentences less flexible, but only heighten our admiration of the great delicacy,

skill, and power with which this outpouring of Paul's spirit and heart, possessing as a

defence of himself a high and peculiar interest, flows and gushes on till finally, in the

last part, it overwhelms the hostile resistance."

The Epistle divides itself naturally into three parts. In the first part—chap.

L-vii.—the apostle pours forth all the feelings which the state of the Corinthian

church, both before and after the coming of Titus, had awakened in his breast ;

the second part—chap, viii., ix.—is devoted to the subject of the great collection

which was to be made by the Gentile churches for their Jewish fellow-Christians

at Jerusalem in their famine-stricken condition, to urge upon the Corinthians the

hastening of their contributions. In the third part, chap. x.-xiii., he repels with

scorn the insinuations thrown out by self-seeking emissaries against his apostolic

claims and Christian character, describing and denouncing them in withering terms,

and with affecting detail telling them what his services in the Gospel had cost him ;

and closing with the hope that, though he feared his next visit would, in the case

of some backsliders, be far from pleasant either to himself or to them, it might prove

to the church itself and to him a refreshment and a blessing.

1 See the acute and unanswerable remarks on this i?.Dist!» in Paley's Horet Paulina, Chapter IV.



THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE

CORINTHIANS.

PART FIRST: CHAPTER I.-VII.

VARIED FEELINGS AWAKENED BY THE STATE OF THE CORINTHIAN

CHURCH BEFORE AND AFTER THE ARRIVAL OF TITUS.

Chapter I. 1-14.

Address and Salutation—Feelings before the arrival of Titus.

1 T)AUL, an "apostle of Jesus Christ1 by* the will of God, '^f.^.s.

-L and Timothy our* brother, unto the church of God •:G»'-'-v

which is at Corinth, with * all the saints which are in all4 *«Cor. i«.

2 Achaia: 'Grace be to you and peace from God our Father, Cp^-'J:

3 and from* the Lord Jesus Christ. ''Blessed be God, even the" <<EPh-i-3-

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the 'Father of mercies, and »E*.xxxiv.6.

4 the 7 ^God of all comfort : who ^comforteth us in all our tribu- AJhes. ii. 16.
' ^Ch. vu. 6.

lation, that we may be able to comfort them which are in any

trouble by * the comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted

5 of God. For as * the sufferings of Christ abound in 8 us, so our hl£\vX.\o\

6 consolation also aboundeth by* Christ. And* ' whether we be .chlw'.'s'.

afflicted, it is " for your consolation and salvation, which is

effectual" in the enduring" of the same sufferings which we

also suffer : or whether we be comforted, it is for your consola-

7 tion and salvation ; and our hope of1* you is stedfast, knowing,

that *as ye are partakers of the sufferings, so shall ye be also " *f°.mi;^

8 of the consolation. For we would not, brethren, have you " "•

ignorant of ' our trouble which came to us I4 in Asia, that we '^cor^i?!!

were pressed out of measure," above strength, insomuch that

9 we despaired even of life: But we had17 the "sentence" of »pM™£"-

death in ourselves, that we should "not trust in ourselves, but feTj^xviL

10 in God which "raiseth the dead: who delivered us from"so„Roni
, iv. 17.

1 Christ Jesus * through * our 4 the whole of

* omitfrom 6 Blessed be the God and 7 omit the

8 unto • But 10 it is n which worketh " patient enduring

13 for 14 so also are ye '* befell us I8 weighed down exceedingly

1 ? prefix have " answer 19 out of
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great a death, and doth *° deliver : in whom we trust SI that he

11 will yet deliver us;" ye also * helping together by prayer for /R°">.*»-3c;

us," that ' for the gift bestowed1'' upon us by the means of many * <*. >v- '5-

persons thanks may be given by many on our behalf.

12 For our rejoicing" is this, the testimony of our conscience,

that in simplicity" and rgodly sincerity," 'not with fleshly J fujJS;7

wisdom, but by the grace of God, we have had our conversa-

13 tion,9in the world, and more abundantly to you-ward. For

we write none other things unto you, than what ye read or **

acknowledge ; and I trust ye shall50 acknowledge even" to the

14 end; as also ye have acknowledged" us in part, that 'we are 'Ch- v- •*■

your rejoicing," even as "ye also are ours in the day of the" ",p£?r;ilv;6,5:

Lord Jesus.

20 will 21 on whom we have set our hope !2 us

53 your supplication on our behalf " bestowed 25 glorying

2(i holiness 2* sincerity of God S8 wc behaved ourselves

29 add even 30 hope ye will sl omit even

83 did acknowledge s:> our

Ver. I. Paul . . . and Timothy our (6>. 'the')

brother. See on 1 Cor. i. I. Timothy had

been sent to Corinth along with the First Epistle

(I Cor. iv. 17), and along with him Erastus (Acts

xix. 22), and probably Stephanas, Fortunatus,

and Achaicus (I Cor. xvi. 17). Timothy had

now returned to him and is here associated with

the apostle himself in the salutation of a church

which he knew so well. And as our apostle

employed an amanuensis in the writing of his

letters to the churches (with the exception prob

ably of that to the Galatians, vi. 11), Timothy

was in all likelihood the penman of this Epistle,—

unto the church ... at Corinth, with all the

saints ... in the whole of Achaia—the name

of the whole Roman province of Greece, north

ward to Macedonia. There appear to have been

converts scattered up and down this whole pro

vince of which Corinth was the capital, in addition

to the little "church at Cenchrese," the eastern

port of Corinth (Rom. xvi. I). These would be

affiliated with the mother church at the capital,

meeting by themselves in little knots where nume

rous and near enough to each other, but looking

to Corinth as their centre and the headquarters of

Christianity in the province. All these the apostle

embraces in his salutation to the church of Corinth.

—Ver. 2. Grace, etc See on I Cor. i. 3.—

Ver. 3. Blessed be the God and Father, etc.—

not ' Blessed is God ' (as Alford unnaturally and

inconsistently with his own rendering of the same

words in Eph. i. 3),—the Father of mercies and

God of all comfort—Divine mercies of which, at

the time referred to, the apostle had had special

experience — who comforteth us1 in all our

trouble, that we may be able to comfort them

that are in any trouble, through the comfort

wherewith we ourselves are comforted of God.

How the capacity to sympathise with the suffer

ing is acquired by the personal experience of

J_ Stanley notes it as a characteristic of this Epistle, that

in it the apostle speaks of himself in the plural number

much more frequently than elsewhere.

suffering, and deepened in proportion to the ex

tent and variety of that experience, who does not

know? The perfection of it is found in One

alone (Heb. iv. 14-16).—Ver. 5. For as the

Bufferings of Christ abound unto us. In what

sense? Those touching words of the gloritied

One to Saul, on his way to Damascus, seem to

furnish the answer: " Saul, Saul, why persecutest

thou Me—I am Jesus, Whom thou persecutest "

(Acts ix. 4, 5) : as if to say, ' Whatsoever is done

to my cause, and to my people for my sake, is

done to Me.' He Himself, as His Father's

witness on earth, could say, " The reproaches of

them that reproached Thee fell on Me" (Rom.

xiv. 3, from Ps. lxix. 7-9). In this sense Chris

tians "fill up that which is lacking in the suffer

ings of Christ " (Col. i. 24), and have " the

fellowship of His sufferings, becoming conform

able unto His death" (Phil. iii. 10),—even so

our comfort also aboundeth through Christ—

according to His own promise, "In the world

ye shall have tribulation ; but be of good cheer ;

I have overcome the world" (John xvi. 31):

" Be of good cheer, Paul ; for as thou hast borne

witness of me at Jerusalem, so must thou bear

witness also at Rome" (Acts xxiii. 11).—Ver. 6.

But whether we be afflicted, it" is for your com

fort and salvation; or whether we he comforted,

it is for your comfort, which worketh in you the

patient endurance of the same sufferings. What

that suffering of his own was, to which he here

refers—and his consolation under which he hopes

they shared in—is now explained.—Ver. 8. For I

would not have you ignorant concerning our

trouble which befell us in Asia. Proconsular

Asia is meant—the western part of Asia Minor,

embracing Mysia, etc. The reference here is

probably not to the rush that was made in

Ephesus upon the apostle's party in consequence

of the success of his preaching (Acts xix. 24), but

rather to that complication of dangers to which

he alludes so feelingly in his address to the elders

of Ephesus (Acts xx. 19), —that we were weighed
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down exceedingly, beyond our power, inso

much that we despaired even of life. The

apostle seems to labour under the difficulty of

finding words to express what he felt at the time

referred to. That it was some severe illness is

the opinion of some excellent critics ; but this

seems quite alien from the strain of the passage.

What with "the lying in wait of the Jews,"

plotting his death wherever he went, he seems

never to have felt secure of his life for a day, and

at times to have given up hope of escape.—Ver. 9.

Yea, we ourselves have had the answer (not

'sentence') of death within ourselves. The

thought seems to be, ' Looking up, to discern

what God might mean by this, and asking our

selves whither all was tending, the answer seemed

to be, Thou art now to die for the name of the

Lord Jesus. ' No wonder that under a continuance

of this impression his strength got wom down, and

he was at times ready to sink under the pressure.

The noblest natures are not superior to this, and

specially men of such keen sensibilities as our

apo-tlc. But it drove him to the one Source of

courage and strength to hold on,—that we should

not trust in ourselves, but in God which raiseth

the dead. The reference is not specifically to the

final resurrection, but to the great general prin

ciple on which Abraham acted when " he that

had received the promises offered up his only

son, of whom it was said, In Isaac shall thy seed

be called, accounting that God was able to raise

him up even from the dead, from whence also he

received him in a figure" (Heb. xi. 17-19), and

see Rom. iv. 19, 20.—Ver. 10. who delivered

us out of so great a death. The word points to

'such a. kind of death,' rather than to its great

ness,—and will deliver: in whom our hope is

that he will also still deliver us—so that though

already delivered from that oppressive, crushing

sense of impending death just described, he was

so far from thinking all danger past that it seemed

still to dog his steps ; but his former fears were

gone, the past deliverance assuring him that he

had work yet to do for that Master whom he loved

to serve.—Ver. 1 1, ye also helping together on

our behalf by your supplication — delicately

taking it for granted that they were doing it, and

so virtually soliciting their prayers,— that for

the gift bestowed upon us by the means of

many persons thanks may be given by many

on our behalf—his preservation, in answer to

their prayers, giving occasion for the thanksgiving

of many on his behalf.

Ver. 12. For our glorying is this, the teati-

moiiy of our conscience, that in holiness ' anil

sincerity of God—' in purity of motive, and

integrity of heart, as in the sight of the great

Searcher of hearts,'—not with ('in') fleshly

wisdom, but with ('in') the grace of God—not

even trusting to our own judgment how to act, but

under the guidance of Divine grace,—we behaved

ourselves in the world, and more abundantly

to you-ward. ' If there is one place more than

another where I have acted on this principle, it is

Corinth and among you.' It would have been

hypocrisy to ask their prayers for him had he been

conscious of pursuing a crooked policy. But con

scious as he was that he had but one object in

view throughout his whole apostolic work—to finish

his course with joy and the ministry which he had

received of the Lord Jesus, to testify the gospel of

the grace of God (Acts xx. 24), yea, " glorying "

in the consciousness of this, though maligned by

self-seeking enemies, he could freely ask them to

unite with him in prayer for his deliverance from

the perils by which he was then surrounded, and

the anxieties which were well-nigh weighing him

down.—Ver. 13. For we write none other things

unto you, than what ye read (in this Letter), or

even acknowledge (without the need of our writ

ing it), and I hope ye will acknowledge unto

the end ; 2 as also ye did acknowledge us in

part, or ' in some degree,' as in chap, it 5 ; Rom.

xi. 25, xv. 15, 24,—that we are your glorying,

as ye also are ours in the day of the Lord

Jesus. It is affecting to find one of so lofty a

devoutness of spirit and transparency of character

—on finding that his triumphs at Corinth had been

clouded by the coolness of his converts' attach

ment to their spiritual father, and his whole claim

to apostleship called in question by some—cling

ing to the persuasion that there were some there

still who even then owned him in his true charac

ter, as he gladly did them, and that in the day of

the Lord Jesus this would come out fully to their

mutual joy.

1 The authority for this reading is decisive. The received

reading " sincerity "—the word for which in the Greek is

almost identical in look with " holiness "—came in no doubt

as a gloss, as making the sense more obvious.

3 The play (says Stanley) on the original words for

1 know ' and ' acknowledge ' i»>mytr and iriviv) is obvious,

and " the juxtaposition is so evidently for the sake of this

resemblance of sound, that it is not necessary to seek any

close connection of sense " (any closer connection, we should

say).

15

16

Chapter I. 15-22.

Charge of Fickleness repelled.

AND in this confidence "I was minded to come unto you « ■ Cor. h. i».

before, that ye might have *a second benefit; and to *Rom. i. n.

pass by you ' into Macedonia, and e to come again out of Mace- « » Cor. xvi 9.

donia unto you,' and of you to be brought on my way * toward

1 by you to pass 2 and again from Macedonia to come unto you

8 set forward on my journey

S
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17 Judea. When I therefore was thus minded, did I use light

ness?4 or the things that I purpose, do I purpose d according </ch.x. *.

to the flesh, that with me there should be yea * yea, and nay *

18 nay ? But as* God is true, our word toward you was T not yea

19 and nay. For ' the Son of God, Jesus Christ, who was preached « Lu. i. 3S;

among you by us, wen by me and Silvanus and Timotheus, Gai.iy. 4i'

20 was not yea and nay, ^but in him was7 yea. ^For all the/Hebix'm. s.
,_. 1 • t • * , / Rom. xv. 6,

promises8 of God in him are yea, and in him Amen, unto the 9:T«.i. »;

21 glory of God by us. Now *he which stablisheth us with you .Mi"0- ...

22 in Christ, and 'hath' anointed us, is1* God; who *hath* also ijj°-u:»°.»7-
*Eph. 1. 1.,

sealed us, and ' given " the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts. iv: 3°; R*v.

fickleness ' prefix the

8 For how many soever be the promises of God, in him is the yea ; where

fore also through him is the Amen.

vii. 3, ix. 4.

/ Ch. v. 5 ;

Eph. L 14.

9 omit hath gave us

Ver. 15. And in this confidence—of the cordial

footing on which we stood to each other,—I was

minded to come unto you before—before going

to Macedonia, sailing direct from Ephesus to

Corinth (almost in a straight course from east to

west),—that ye might have a second benefit—the

benefit of a return visit from Macedonia, as ex

pressed in the next clause but one.—Ver. 16. and

by yon to pass into Macedonia, and again from

Macedonia to come unto you, and of yon to be

set forward unto Jndea. This was his original

plan, to pay two visits to Corinth, on his way both

to and from Macedonia, including the expectation

of a loving convoy from them on his way to the

coast. That plan, however, had been modified

ere he wrote his First Epistle, as is plain from

chap. xvi. 5-7, where all he proposes is to pay

them one visit, on his way from Macedonia ; for

"his times were in Gods hands," and he was.

not omniscient to foresee the hindrances that might

occur.—Ver. 17. When I therefore was thus

minded, did I shew fickleness f This shews that

his original plan had somehow become known at

Corinth—either through Timothy (1 Cor. iv. 17),

or in the letter referred to in 1 Cor. v. 9—and

that advantage had been taken of the change to

his prejudice,—that with me there should be yea

yea, and nay nay?—'saying yes and no to the

same thing as suits the whim of the moment.'

That this is the meaning is clear from what fol

lows.—Ver. 18. But as God is true — a solemn

asseveration, having the force of an appeal to

God, or an oath,—our word toward you is not

yea and nay—' the word of one not to be de

pended on.' No wonder that he makes such an

appeal ; for by such insinuations he feels his whole

credit at stake.—Ver. 19. For the Son of God,

Jesus Christ, who was preached among yon by us,

even by me and Silvanus and Timothy. It has

been observed (by Paley), as an undesigned coin

cidence between the history in the Acts and this

Epistle, that both there (xviii. 5) and here we find

both Silas (or Silvanus) and Timothy at Corinth

with the apostle, all ministering there together,

and it has been noted that in both Epistles to the

Thessalonians (I Thess. i. I ; 2 Thess. i. 1), these

three are found associated at that time in the work

of the Gospel,—wai not yea and nay, but in him

is yea. The argument is this : ' When we were

with you, was it vacillating, fickle preachers that

preached to you the unchanging One, the Son of

God, Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, and

for ever? Did we hold Him forth to you as

stability itself, while we ourselves were the reverse?

Were ye assured that He was the faithful and true

Witness by men in whose own word no trust could

be placed ? ' It is an appeal to the incongruity of

the thing, and to their whole bearing at Corinth

as men, like their message, honest and true ; and

conscious of this himself, there is a certain hurt

feeling in the appeal, as what ought not to

have been extorted from him.—Ver. 20. For how

many soever be the promises of God, in him is

the yea ; wherefore also through him is the

'Amen, nnto the glory of God through us. This

is but an expansion of the preceding statement ;

but deeming it too precious to be used only for his

own defence, he is here drawn on to a more catholic

and richer use of the same truth.—Ver. 21. Now

he which stablisheth us with you in Christ—

Or. ' into Christ ' (the pregnant sense of the

Greek preposition)—not only inserting us into,

"but keeping us in Christ ; compare I Cor. i. 30,

" Of Him (God) are ye in Christ Jesus,"—and

anointed us, is God;—Ver. 22. who also sealed

us, and gave us the earnest of the 8pirit (mean

ing the Spirit as the earnest of future glory) ha our

hearts. There is a noble climax here :— ' Our

whole stability in the faith is of God ; of God also

.t is that we " have an anointing from the Holy

One" (1 John ii. 20, 27); it is He too who

" sealed us unto the day of redemption " (Eph. iv.

30); and put thecoma/ of that redemption into

our hearts, in the indwelling of the Holy Ghost :

so all is of God. ' Prolonging his argument against

the charge of fickleness, it is as if he had said :

' We and ye yourselves, if so be ye have tasted

that the Lord is gracious, are so bound up with

God in Christ and with the Spirit, who is the living

bond of this union, that the thought of any wilful

instability of purpose in our dealings one with the

other is abhorrent to me, and ought to be so felt

by you.' Still, they might wish to know the cause

of the change, such as it was ; and they shall now

have it.
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Chapter I. 23-II. 4.

Tlie Sole Cause of his Change of Purpose, Tenderness to themselves.

23 TV If OREOVER,1 "I call God for a record* upon my soul,

i-VX *that to spare you I came not as yet3 unto Corinth.

24 Not 'for that we have dominion* over your faith, but are

helpers of your joy : for d by faith ye stand. [CHAP. II. 1.] But

I determined this with myself, 'that I would not come again

2 to you f in heaviness.* * For if I make you sorry, who is he

then that maketh me glad, but the same which is made sorry

3 by me ? And I wrote this same * unto you, lest, when I came,

I h should have sorrow from them of whom ' I ought to rejoice ;

* having confidence in you all, that my joy is the joy of you all.

4 For out of much affliction and anguish of heart I wrote unto

you with many tears ; ' not that ye should be grieved,7 but

that ye might know the love which I have more abundantly

unto you.

a Rom. i. 9.

b x Cor. iv.

18-91.

c x Cor. in . 5 ;

1 Pet. v 3.

(/Rom. xi. ao;

1 Cor. xv. 1.

f Ch. i. 23,

xiii. 10.

/ 1 Cor. iv. ax.

g Ch. vii. 8, 9.

h Ch. xii. 21.

i Ch. xii. x 1.

k Ch. vii. 16,

viii. i2.

I Ch. vii. 8,

ix 1 a.

1 But

* with sorrow

* witness * forbare to come

6 this very thing

* lordship

7 made sorry

Ver. 23. But I call God for a witness npon

my soul, that to spare you (and for that reason

only) I forbare to come unto Corinth. Little

would they expect such an explanation, and evi

dently he would fain have concealed it from them ;

but since he must be plain with them, with such

suspicions attaching to him, he uses the most

solemn of all asseverations in doing it, and the

" I " is emphatic :— ' Let enemies say what they

will, / protest it before God.' In his First

Epistle (iv. 21) he had asked them to say whether

he was to come to them with a rod (on the one

hand), or (what he earnestly wished) in love and a

spirit of meekness ; and finding that they were not

ripe for the latter way, rather than come to them

at all on his way to Macedonia (as intended),

he simply reserved his visit till after his return :

that was his whole case.—Ver. 24. Not that we

have lordship over your faith— ' not domineering

over you in things spiritual.' This explanation

seems intended to qualify the words "to spare

you," lest it should be thought that the spirit in

which he even yet wished to come to them was

one of imperiousness ; far from it,—but (on the

contrany) are helpers of your joy ; for by faith

ye stand. ' Well may we disclaim any such

undue interference ; for ye stand, not on us, but

each to his own Master on the footing of his own

faith ; nor can any one, not even an apostle of

Jesus Christ, come in between him and God, the

Judge of all.' — Chap. II. 1. But I determined

this for myself, that I would not come again

to you with sorrow. This is so plainly a continu

ance of his explanation of the delay of his expected

visit to Corinth, that it is a pity a new chapter

should in the recognised division have begun

vol.. 111. 16

here.—Ver. 2. For if I make you sorry — 'as

I knew my First Letter would,'—who is he that

maketh me glad—' by the happy effect which I

hoped the sharpness of that Letter would produce,

and now I find has produced,'—but he that is

made sorry by met The use of the singular

number "he," in place of "they" here, is an

evident allusion to the incestuous person, whom

he had required the church at Corinth solemnly to

excommunicate (1 Cor. v. I, etc.), but now it

would appear thoroughly penitent.—Ver. 3. And I

wrote this very thing unto you (my peremptory

demand for so severe a sentence), lest, when I

came, I should have sorrow from them of whom

I ought to rejoice. The strength of the step

itself, the sharpness with which he had cha

racterized the guilty act itself and indicated the

procedure it demanded, the fact that such a case

was unheard of before, and that excommunication,

at least in so solemn a way as he had directed,

had in no case probably been required before—all

these things combined would keep him in restless

anxiety to know whether they had done as de

manded of them, and if so, with what effect on the

offender and the church itself. It was to give

time to shew this that he had resolved to defer

his promised visit till his return from Macedonia ;

and how glad he was that he had done this, he

cannot refrain from telling them, after learning

the blessed fruit that his severity had produced,

and the joy with which he now looked forward to

his next visit to them,—having confidence in you

all—that our meeting will be one of mutual joy.

Intensely strong must have been the feelings that

wrung from such a man what he here writes,

' with eyes dimmed by tears ' (as Stanley puts it),
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_ not that ye should be made sorry, but that ye

might know the love which I have more abund

antly unto you. Here follows an interesting

digression as to how they should deal with the

now penitent member—after which the explana

tion, broken off here, is resumed (at verse 12).

II

Chapter II. 5-11.

How to treat the Excommunicated Offender, now Penitent.

BUT " if any have ' caused grief,' he * hath not grieved me,*

but in part : that I may not overcharge you all.' Suffi-

11 Cor

b Gal. iv

cient to such a man is* this punishment, ' which was' inflicted c\<^ty^^

i/Gui. vi. i, a ;

Eph.iv.j2;

a rocs. iu.

■5-

7 of many : ' so that contrariwise d ye ought rather to forgive

him* and comfort him,9 lest perhaps ,0 such a one should be

8 swallowed up with overmuch M sorrow. Wherefore I beseech

g you that ye would confirm your love toward him. For to this

end also did I write, that I might know the proof of you,

10 'whether ye be obedient in all things. To" whom ye forgive

any thing, I forgive also : for if I forgave any thing, to whom I

forgave it,™ for your sakes forgave I it11 f'm the person of

Christ ; ' lest Satan should get an advantage of us : " for we

are not ignorant of his devices.

e Ch. vii. 15,

x. 6 ; a Thes.

iii. 14.

/"i Cor. v. 4.

/^Chap. xj. 3,

14 ; 1 The*,

ii. 18.

1 hath 2 sorrow

4 but in part (that I press not too heavily) to you all

T by the many 8 should rather forgive him

10 by any means " prefix his

13 for what I also have forgiven, if I have forgiven anything

14 have I forgiven it

15 that no advantage may be gained over us by Satan

s caused sorrow not to me

• him

11 prefix But

Ver. 5. But if any hath caused sorrow—

referring delicately and indirectly to the offender,

—he hath caused sorrow, not to me, but in part

(that I press not too heavily) to you all. This is

somewhat obscurely expressed, but the emphatic

" me " seems to give the meaning thus : ' The wrong

has been done, not to me, but to some extent (for I

would not press you too hard) to you all.'—Ver. 6.

Sufficient to such a man is this punishment

inflicted by the many—either ' the majority,'

in which case the decision was not unanimous,

some dissenting, for reasons not hard to seek : or

(taking " the many " to refer to the publicity of

the act) in presence of the gathered congregatioa,

as directed expressly in I Cor. v. 4.—Ver. 7.

so that contrariwise ye should rather for

give him, and comfort him, lest by any means

such an one should be swallowed up with Mb

overmuch sorrow. Beautiful tenderness this,

after the merciless severity of his former Letter.

Not a day beyond the needed separation from all

Christian fellowship would he have this kept up,

for the man's soul's sake.—Ver. 8. Wherefore I

beseech you to confirm your love towards him

—by as public a restoration to fellowship as

publicly he had been banished from it.—Ver. 9.

For to this end also did I write, that I might

know the proof of you, whether ye are obedient

in all things—not only for the man's good and

the preservation of church purity, but "also"

to test their obedience to spiritual authority.—

Ver. 10. But to whom ye forgive any thing, I

forgive also:—' As your excommunication, in my

absence, yet by my instructions, was mine, so will

your restoration be,'—for what I also have for

given, if I have forgiven any thing, for your

sakes have Iforgiven it in the person (Gr. 'the

presence ') of Christ—as though it were the act of

Christ Himself, present in the midst of you. No

stronger claim to apostolic authority in the highest

sense could be advanced.—Ver. 11. that no ad

vantage may be gained over us by Satan ; for

we are not ignorant of his devices. The per

sonality and agency of Satan (as Alford well

remarks) could hardly be expressed more strongly.

To overreach the victorious servants of Christ in

"destroying the works of the devil," he is in

cessantly devising ; and the argument is : ' If he

cannot prevent the expulsion from all Christian

society of one by whose continuance in its fellow

ship he had hoped to succeed in corrupting it, he

will try to persuade you that the case is too bad

for pardon and restoration, and thus, driving the

man to desperation or recklessness, accomplish

his purpose in another way ; for his subtleties and

wiles we know right well from our own experi-
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fails, through the stern fidelity of the guardians

of its sanctity, the hopelessness of all restoration

to the fellowship of the Church and to Christian

society even of the manifestly penitent will equally

serve his purpose, as it will either harden the

offender or drive him to despair, and thus indi

rectly weaken the Church's influence,—a lesson

this to churches, congregations, and the friends of

Christ in general, to beware, both of laxity

towards those who bear His name but openly

disgrace it, and of relentless severity towards

those who, however deep their fall, give good

evidence of genuine repentance.

ence' (see 1 Thess. ii. 18 ; 2 Cor. xii. 7; and, on

the whole subject, Eph. vi. 12, and 1 Pet. v. 8).

Note.—That Satan is at the bottom of any

policy fitted to defeat the soldiers of Christ in the

struggle between light and darkness, good and

evil, is the principle involved in this very definite

statement ; and the nature of his agency here re

ferred to deserves the special attention of those who

are called to exercise the discipline of the Church.

Preservation of the openly corrupt in the fellow

ship of the Church, if this can be effected, serves

his purpose by contaminating the rest and lower

ing the standard of church purity ; but when this

Chapter II. 12-17.

Explanation resumed—Uneasiness at Troas only relieved by meeting Titus

in Macedonia.

12 "FURTHERMORE,1 "when I came to Troas to preach «Aa.mi,

A Christ's gospel,' and *a door was opened unto me of * *c9>'-;,tvi-8:

13 the Lord, ' I had no rest4 in my spirit, because I found not cCb- vii- s.°-

Titus my brother ; but taking my leave of them, I went from

14 thence* into Macedonia. Now9 thanks be unto God, which

always ^causeth us to triumph in Christ, and maketh manifest ''f"*^™13'

15 the savour of his knowledge byr us in every place. For we

are unto God a sweet ' savour of Christ, / in them that are ' ^ "'■> „
' / \ Cor. L t8.

16 saved,8 'and in them that perish:' *To the one we are the" % coh>- *.

savour of11 death unto death ; and " to the other the10 savour iPe,»-7. s-

of" life unto life. And 'who is sufficient for these things? •Ch.nr. 7.

17 For we are not as many," * which corrupt the word of God ; *Ch. *i. i3:

but as ' of sincerity, but as of God, in the sight of God speak <&* •• ".

we in Christ.

1 Now * for the gospel of Christ * in

•But 'through 8 prefix being

10 a n from " omit and

4 relief * forth

9 that are perishing

13 prefix the

Ver. 12. Now when I came to Troas—prob

ably not the city only, but the region of ' the

Troad.' It lay on the coast of Mysia, and com

mercially its importance was considerable,—for

the gospel of Christ, and a door was opened

unto me of the Lord (compare I Cor. xvi. 9).

His object was to take advantage of this joumey

for missionary purposes, and the field here being

open and rich for such work, he would fain have

made some stay in it, but for his feverish anxiety

for tidings from Corinth, of which he was dis

appointed by his not finding Titus waiting him

there, as he expected, — Ver. 13. I had no

relief for my spirit, because I found not Titus

my brother—as if this seemed to bode ill news.

He had sent him to Corinth (xii. 18) with the

double purpose of hastening the collection and

of bringing him accounts of the effect of his

former letter, Before parting they had probably

arranged their respective routes, so as to give

reasonable hope of their meeting at Troas, and

failing this in Macedonia ; — hut taking my

leave of them—of the converts he found there,

and probably others preparing for baptism,—I

went forth into Macedonia—and there meeting

with Titus (perhaps at Philippi itself), he got

from him such tidings as caused him to break

forth into the transport expressed in the next

verse.—Ver. 14. But thanks be unto God, which

always causeth us to triumph in Christ. The

objections made to this sense are considered

in the footnote.1 Beyond all doubt, what im

1 According to the classical usage of the word, the true

rendering of this clause is, * v. ho triumphs over us' or 'leads

us in triumph ;' and some of the best interpreters think

themselves bound so to interpret it, understanding the

apostle to mean that God had so subdued his anxieties and

fears as to make him feel as one conquered and carried in

triumph as a captive. But this is so very unnatural (not-
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mediately follows agrees best with the causa

tive sense of the word here used,—and maketh

manifest the savour of his knowledge by us

in every place. 'Though as good soldiers of

Jesus Christ we seemed to be almost everywhere

victorious, we feared greatly that Corinth, ap

parently our most wonderful triumph, was to

prove a sad exception ; but, blessed be God, it

has not been so, but " in every place "—even there

—He makes the sweet savour of the knowledge of

Him in Christ, diffused through us, to go up as

that of the offering up of an acceptable sacrifice.'

—Ver. 15. For we are unto God a sweet savour

of Christ. The figure is continued, but beauti

fully varied in application. In the former verse

it was the knowledge of Himself, diffused by

preachers, which went up as a sweet-smelling

savour unto God : here it is the preachers them

selves that go up, yet not' in themselves con

sidered, but as it were "Christ" Himself held

forth by them. And this in the case of both

classes of their auditors—those alike who receive

and who reject their message,—in them that are

being saved, and in them that are perishing

withstanding Meyer's elaborate attempt to represent it as

natural), thai others—in view of the obvious allusion to

the Roman triumphs granted to distinguished conquerors

to enter Rome with their captives in chains—think that the

victors as well as the vanquished were regarded as led home

thus. But there are two fatal objections to this: (t) It is

not according to the classical use of the Greek word( any

more than that of the Authorised Version ; (3) while it

yields the same sense as our own version, it does so in a

way not at all natural. It only remains to take the word

here in a factitive or causative sense, as Meyer admits that

in a number of passages in the LXX. and the New Testa

ment words of that termination are used. (See Winer,

Lexical Peculiarities, sec. tl. b. ; Grimm, Lex. Nov. Test.

sub voce ; Lidd. and Sc.) The instincts of some of the

Greek interpreters have led them to substantially the same

result.

—each class being here described not by their

reception or rejection of the message, but by the

directum which, as such, they are each taking, an

upward or downward, a saving or perishing direc

tion (see on I Cor. i. 18).—Ver. 16. to tie one

a savour from death unto death ; to the other

a savour from life unto life:—'the one class,

already "dead in trespasses and sins," sinking

deeper, and approaching nearer, by every succes

sive resistance of the truth, to "the second death ;"

the other, already " alive unto God through

iesus Christ," and through faith in His name,

aving that "life" invigorated and developed by

every successive welcome given to the word of

life ministered by us, towards that goal where,

as "life eternal," it shall need no more of our

help.' The idea here expressed, though indicated

in vii. 10 (" Godly sorrow workcth repentance

unto salvation") and in 1 Cor. i. 18 and other

places, is nowhere so explicitly and solemnly ex

pressed as here. In neither case, says the apostle,

is the final issue as yet seen : the saved are but par

tially saved here, though on the way to it ; the lost

are neither wholly nor finally lost, but are on the

way to it. No wonder that, in view of such tran

scendent issues, he adds, And who is sufficient

for these things?—Ver. 17. For we are not as

many, corrupting {fir. ' adulterating ') the word

of God—those characterised in chap. x. xi. in the

strongest terms of reprobation. These have easy

work of it—they are "sufficient" for anything;

—but—(as for us)—as of sincerity, as of God,

in the sight of God speak we in Christ:—' Not

ourselves, but Christ in us it is our one object to

hold forth, and doing this as in the sight of God

Himself whose spokesmen we are, and in view of

the awful issues, who can but feel his own insuffi

ciency ? '

Chapter III. 1-18.

The Christian Ministry—Its Openness in contrast with Mosaism.

D°
we begin1 again to commend ourselves? or need we, «ch v.»;«.
00 ia; xii. it.

as some others* * epistles of commendation to you, or *Acuxviu.

2 letters of commendation* from you? cYe are our epistle «« cw **■ *■

3 written in our hearts, known and read of all men : Forasmuch <*"E*-.**>v.ia;
** xxxw. r.

as ye are manifestly declared to be the4 epistle of Christ 'j^*1^'

ministered by us, written not with ink, but with the Spirit of ^Mk- ""'•

the living God ; not *in tables of stone, but 'in fleshy tables of^J^^;^

4 the heart. And such trust4 have we through Christ to God- * f^\\i

5 ward: ^not that we are sufficient of ourselves, to think" any 'H"ucb!'

6 thing as of ourselves; but rour sufficiency is of7 God; who t.i£Z££t7.

also hath" made us able' * ministers of ' the new testament ; I0 ' G°uiiV'io? :

not * of the letter, but of the spirit : for ' the letter killeth, " but "}££&',

1 Are we beginning * as do some * omit tetters of commendation

4 being made manifest that ye are an * confidence 6 account

' from * omit hath * sufficient as 10 covenant
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7 the spirit giveth life. But if the ministration of death, written

and engraven in stones, was glorious,1' "so that the children of «J"-»- *»>»■

Israel could not stedfastly behold " the face of Moses for the

glory of his countenance ; " which glory was to be done " away :

8 how shall not" 'the ministration of the spirit be rather glori- »<w.o. *

9 ous?1* For if the ministration of condemnation be" glory,

much more doth the ministration 'of righteousness exceed in >Rom.Hi.:i

10 glory. For even" that which was" made glorious had no

glory™ in this respect, by reason of the glory that excelleth."

1 1 For if that which is done away " was glorious," much more

that which remaineth is glorious."

1 2 Seeing then that we have such ** hope, we use great plain-

1 3 ness" " of speech ; and " not as Moses, * which " put a veil over " ' Ex xxxiv-

his face, that the children of Israel could ** not stedfastly look

14 to r the end of that which is abolished : " but * their minds rf£%££.

were blinded : " for until this M day remaineth the same veil k°m- »• ?■

untaken away in the reading of the old testament ; " which

1 5 veil is done away in Christ But even ** unto this day, when "

16 Moses is read, the" veil is upon their heart. Nevertheless

when '8 it shall turn to the Lord, ' the veil shall be " taken ' Isa *»• i-

17 away. Now " the Lord is that " Spirit : and where the Spirit of *»Cor.xT.4s-

18 the Lord is,39 there" is" liberty. But we all, with open41 face,

beholding "as in a glass" "the glory of the Lord, *are changed4' fjCor.xUi.

into the same image, from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit "r^VjIl^

of the Lord.44

11 came with glory 1J look stedfastly upon ls face

14 was passing u add rather " be with glory 1T is

18 verily n hath been *° hath not been made glorious

81 surpasseth *' passeth away !' with glory 84 is in glory

85 Having therefore such a 8e boldness ,r add are

88 who n upon so should

31 was passing away 38 hardened 8a add very

34 at the reading of the old covenant the same veil remaineth unlifted

85 omit even 88 whensoever 8? a 38 But whensoever

88 is 40 the 41 there " unv< iled

43 reflecting as a mirror 44 transformed 45 even as by the Lord the Spirit

In the closing verses of the preceding chapter, xv. 23, and xviii. 27 ; indeed in this very Epistle

the apostle might seem to have spoken too highly (viii. 18, 19), as also in 3 John 5-8. Against the

of himself and put in too high claims for his work, usefulness of such letters in general the apostle

To do away with any such impression is the object here says nothing. But ' was it come to this,

of the first six verses of this chapter. that he needed such to his own children in the

Ver. I. Are we beginning again to commend faith'? The "some" who did need such letters

ourselves? or1 need we, as do some, epistles of were doubtless the parties who had come to

commendation to you or from you t (On these Corinth as emissaries from the hostile party of

two questions see footnote on chap. i. 13.) In Jewish zealots for the law, to poison them

those times, when means of communication be- against his own person and teaching, and who,

tween distant places were both few and slow, in order to make way for themselves, had brought

such recommendatory letters would be natural, with them letters, probably from the headquarters

and we have examples of the practice in Acts of his opponents at Jerusalem (see Gal. ii. 12).—

Ver. 2. Ye are our epistle. ' Your conversion

1 The Authorised Version has done well in departing here is our letter recommendatory ' not needing to be

(with Beja) from the received reading ('unless >t bt that carried about and produced with the hand, but

we need, etc.). 1 hough the evidence airainst it is decisive, „,j**,.,_ a— -.„- 1,,-J.,* r>c • f : -. iitu.

they were probably le.« influenced by this than by its ev,. written in OUT hearts. Cf. I Cor. IX. 2 ' The

dent inisuitablei.css. seal of mine apostleship are ye in the Lord. no
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Irue servant of Christ will feel himself above the

need of such seals of his ministry. In the early

Church of Scotland, the most gifted ministers never

deemed their Divine "call to be decisively

" sealed " until they could see some saving fruit

of it. But our apostle's letter of recommendation,

in the conversion of the Corinthians, was not only

written in his own heart, but known and read of

all men—in the marvellous and manifest change

which the Gospel had wrought on one of the most

unlikely of all communities.1 — Ver. 3. being

made manifest that ye are an epistle of Christ.

Nearly all modern interpreters take this to mean,

' an epistle of which Christ is the author. ' But

with Chrysostom we cannot but think the mean

ing is, ' an epistle of which Christ is the subject-

matter,' as if he had said, 'all who see you may

read Christ in you.' The other view of the clause

seems like a repetition of the preceding one,

while this presents the change on the Corinthians

in a new and striking light. Besides, if the

phrase "ye are our epistle " (ver. 2), means ' an

epistle commendatory of us,' the phrase "ye

are an epistle of Christ," may well mean 'an

epistle commendatory of Christ.' Compare Gal.

ii. 20, " Christ liveth in me," and Phil. i. 21, " To

me to live is Christ,"—ministered by ns—as if he

had said, by the change wrought through us,

' We wrote Christ on your character,'—written

... by the Spirit of the living God — accom

panying our message,—not in tables of stone,

but in ileshy tables of the heart.' There is here

an evident allusion to the Mosaic law as written

on tables of stone. The contrast between this and

the same laws as written on the heart is precisely

thatwhich both Jeremiah and Ezekielhad predicted

as the grand point of contrast between the old

and the new economy. " Behold the days come,

saith the Lord, when I will make a new covenant

with the house of Israel and with the house of

Judah ; not according to the covenant that I made

with their fathers ... I will put my law in their

inward parts, and write it in their hearts " (Jer.

xxxi. 31-33). In Ezekiel, it is the heart itself,

which is of stone, but this is to be taken away and

in place of it a heart of flesh is to be given (xxxvi.

26).—Ver. 4. And such confidence have we

through Christ . . . not that we are sufficient of

(' from ') ourselves to account anything as from

(' out of ') ourselves—as though we were the source

of our own success ; but our sufficiency is from

God;—Ver. 6. who also made us sufficient as

ministers of the new covenant. The same word

is in the original thrice repeated in different forms,

and it might be rendered ' not we are fit of our

selves . . . but our fitness is from God, who also

fitted us to be ministers,' etc. The expression

1 There is in the original Greek words here a play upon

the words " kturwH and read" (ginOscomeni— anaginSs-

ccmenl), which cannot be represented in our language—

the same which is found in Acts viii. 30, " Understandest

thou what thou reddest t "

8 If ms. authority is to decide the true reading here,

there can be no doubt that it is this : " in fleshy tables,

even hearts," or " in tables that are hearts of flesh," for the

evidence of M&s. is overwhelming. But this is so un

natural, that though we would not (with Dr. Scrivener, in

the second edition of his Biblical Criticism 0/ the New

Testament, p. 443) call it " a perfectly absurd reading," we

cannot but regard it, with Meyer, as a slip of the pen :—

" kard/ar sarkinair " passing easily into " kardia/> sarkin-

ais," as Scrivener says, 'by dint of the rhyming termination.'

Certainly Irenams (ad century) read as in the received

text, if we may trust the Latin rendering, and Origen (3d

century) ; and with them ntaily all ihe versions.

" able ministers " in the Authorised Version is

now unsuitable from its ambiguity,—not of the

letter— meaning, not the letter of the law, as

opposed to the spirit of the same law ; but not of

the law itself, considered as a code of duty, to be

obeyed on pain of death,—but of the spirit—that

word of the Gospel which, instinct with quickening

power, "is spirit and life,"—for the letter killeth

—cf. Rom. iv. 14, "the law worketh wrath, "and

vii. 9, 10, " When the commandment came, sin

revived, and I died ; and the commandment which

was unto life (in its primary intention) I found to

be unto death " (through my breach of it).

From this the apostle is led into a lengthened

contrast, extending to the end of the chapter, be

tween the two dispensations, both in their essential

character—as hilling and as quickening—and, as a

consequence from this, in that freedom and open

ness which are distinctive of the Gospel and its

ministry, and the reverse of the law.

Ver. 7. But if the ministration of aeatn—tnat

of the law, which by reason of our inability to

keep it, becomes to us a ministration of death,—

written (Gr. ' in letters ') and engraven on stones,

came with glory—with a glory expressive of the

righteous claims of Jehovah on His reasonable

creatures,—so that the children of Israel could

not look stedfastly upon the face of Moses for

the glory of his face. The allusion is to Ex.

xxxiv. 30, all so awe-struck with the appearance

of Moses when he came down from the Mount,

that they were afraid to come nigh him,—which

glory was passing away— was expressive only of

what was transitory. — Ver. 8. How shall not

rather the ministration of the Spirit—of that

which is " spirit and life,"—be with glory ?—Ver.

9. For if the ministration of condemnation is

glory — the law is glorious, even though in our

case its effect is condemnation,—much rather doth

the ministration of righteousness exceed in

glory. Mark how the true sense of the important

word " righteousness " here fixes itself by the con

trast in the verse ; for just as the one economy is

first said to be that of " death," the other that of

"life," so here the same contrast is presented as

that of "condemnation " by the law and "right

eousness " by the Gospel, which obviously means

'justifying righteousness.'—Ver. 10. For verily

that which hath been made glorious hath not

been made glorious in this respect—i.e. ' hath

had its glory eclipsed,'—by reason of the glory

that Burpasseth. — Ver. 11. For if that which

passeth away—which was in its own nature but

transitory,—was with glory—was ushered in with

manifestations of awful glory—much more that

which remaineth— the enduring economy—is in

glory. Now comes the application of all this.

Ver. 12. Having therefore such a hope— in

the exercise of such a ministry,—we use great

boldness (or ' openness ') of speech. It is the

same word as is used in Mark viii. 32, where the

reference is to our Lord's naked announcement of

His death, which up to that time he had only

darkly hinted. In like manner, the great truths

now openly proclaimed in the Gospel lay concealed

under the figures of the legal economy. But

now that the substance has come, the wonders of

grace in Christ Jesus may with all openness and

boldness of speech be proclaimed. — Ver. 13.

And are not as Moses, who put a veil upon his

face, that the children of Israel should not

look stedfastly to the end of that which was
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passing away. Here again the reference is to

what is said of Moses in Ex. xxxiv. 33-35. But

as this is expressed with a little obscurity, critics

are divided as to the meaning. In Ex. xxxiii. 33,

our Version says, "And till Moses had done

speaking with them, he put a veil on his face."

But the LXX. translates, " And after Moses had

ceased speaking to them, he put a veil on his face."

Most modern critics, taking this to be the true

sense of the passage, and the apostle's view of it

too, understand him to mean that Moses, ere he

closed his discourse, veiled his face, that the

people might not see his radiance vanishing quite

away. No one would naturally read the passage

so, and it is far from natural ; nor does the apostle

say this. He says that Moses veiled his face that

they "might not look stedfastly unto the end (u'»

ri riXtt) of that which was passing away ; " that

is, as we understand it, Moses, seeing they were

afraid to come near him on account of his radiant

countenance, veiled it while speaking to them

(only removing the veil when he went in again

before the Lord) ; and the import of what the

apostle says, as we read his words, is, ' Bright as

was the glory of Moses' economy, like that of his

countenance when he came forth from having this

disclosed to him from the excellent glory, and

transitory as it was— like the glory of his own

countenance—yet it was too bright for their gaze ;

nor was it fitting, with their spiritual incapacity,

that they should see " to the end of it :"—to them

it behoved to be a veiled economy, like the veiled

face of the lawgiver while giving it forth to them. '

Ver. 14. but their minds (Gr. 'thoughts')

were hardened—they were of blunted spiritual

perception,—for (i.e. in proof of this) until this

very day at the reading of the old covenant

(their own Scriptures) the same veil remaineth

urdifted ; which veil is done away in Christ-

He being " the end of the law," the key to all its

enigmas, the substance of all its shadows.—Ver.

15. But—though " the darkness is past and the

true light now shineth,"what avails this for those

who will not see ? for—until this day, whensoever

Hoses is read, a veil (of voluntary obscurity)

lieth upon their heart. Such is their spiritual

obtuseness, that even after that which is perfect,

permanent, and universal is come, they shut them

selves up in their fragmentary, provisional, tempo

rary economy, and doat upon it, unable to see its

inherent imperfection, not feeling the utter inade

quacy of its provisions for meeting the deep wants

of their own nature. Moses with them is every

thing, and Christ is nothing. When the Sun of

righteousness arose with healing in His wings to

them who feared God's name, they, unprepared to

welcome it, retreated into their own darkness,

which they loved better.—Ver. 16. But whenso

ever it (i.e. their heart) shall turn to the Lord—

to the Lord Christ—the veil is taken away—the

present tense, here used, signifying that it vanishes

at once on their " looking on Him whom they

pierced."

Ver. 17. Now the Lord—the glorified Lord of

the Church—is the Spirit—that quickening Spirit,

who "by the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven "

makes the Gospel " spirit and life "to "as many

as receive Him " (John i. 12, 13 ; and see ver. 6

above). ' Where Christ is (says Bengel) there is

the Spirit of Christ ; where the Spirit of Christ is,

there is Christ ' (Rom. viiL 9-1 1 ),—and where the

Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty (Rom.

viii. 15)—the reverse of that " bondage " which is

our apostle's invariable characteristic of the legal

economy.—Ver. 18. But we all, with unveiled

face, reflecting as a mirror the glory of the Lord

—the Lord Christ,—are transformed into the same

image, from glory to glory, even as by the

Lord the Spirit. In the 12th verse the apostle

had said, " We are not as Moses, who put a veil

on his face, that the children of Israel should not

look stedfastly to the end of that which was pass

ing away. " And we naturally expect he will next

tell us what we are in contrast with Moses, in his

veiled and transitory economy. And here at

length, after several parenthetical explanations,

we have it. Moses' face was veiled, but ours is

unveiled. And as Moses was in this but the visible

expression of the economy he represented, and of

all under it, so the " we " here are all who, be

lieving, see this veil ' ' done away in Christ. " 1 But

the next clause involves some difficulty. For it

must be admitted that the Authorised Version,

" beholding, " gives the classical sense of the Greek

word, when used, as here, in the middle voice ;

and some of the best interpreters (as Meyer) not

only insist on this here, but judge any other to be

unsuitable to the context. But if this last test is

to decide the question, we think Dean Stanley

has shewn that "beholding " here is quite unsuit

able. Certainly Chrysostom, who takes " reflect

ing as a mirror " to be the true sense here, and

who knew Greek usage, was not deterred from

so taking it on account of the customary usage of

the word ; and since the word is used nowhere

else either in the LXX. or N. T., we ought to be

guided by what suits the context : so Erasmus,

Luther, Bengel, Olshausen, Billroth, take it,—are

transformed (as in Rom. xii. 2 ; in Matt xvii. 2,

" transfigured ") into the same image from glory

to glory. If anything could justify the rendering

we have adopted, of " reflecting as a mirror the

glory ofthe Lbrd,"it seems to be this. The allusion

plainly is to Moses, whose face, beholding without

a veil the glory ofJehovah, shone with such bright

ness that the people were afraid to come near him,

and he had to veil himself when he spoke to them.

He "mirrored" the glory which he beheld ; he

was "transformed" into it. But that was a purely

visible and transitory glory, whereas we who be

lieve, beholding with unveiled face the glory of

Christ—" in whom it hath pleased the Father that

all fulness should dwell, and in whom dwelleth all

the fulness of the Godhead bodily "—mirror forth

that glory ; we are transformed into His image,

— not, however, all at once : it proceeds from

stage to stage ; the assimilation is a progressive

one, until the transformation is complete!* But

how is it carried on ? The answer follows : even

as from the Lord the Spirit. The "even as"

here is not that of similitude, but of congruity; it is

not 'like what the Lord the Spirit effects,' but

'this transformation advances majestically in a

style befitting the Lord the Spirit to effect in us."

Compare chap. ii. 17, "as of sincerity, as of

God, in the sight of God speak we in Christ ;"

1 Many expositors take the "we" here to mean the

preachers of Christ, as contrasted with Moses personally

as the giver forth of the law (so Erasmus, Estius, Bengel).

But the fatal objection to this is. that in the very next

clause the same "we" are said to be "transformed into the

same image from glory to glory," and this surely will not be

restricted to the preachers of Christ

1 The Greek expositors, followed by Estius. Bengel,

Meyer, etc, take this to mean ' from the Rlory of Christ to

its imprint on us,' which to us beems tame.
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and John i. 14, " The Word was made flesh and Another rendering-" the Lord of the Spirit "-make* good

j 11 j i_ i_ 1 j u- 1 _i _ Greek, and is advocated bv Meyer, De Wette, Osiander,

dwelt among us and we beheld His glory, glory £c feut « a ritle^f Christ, it I totally unexampled ; and

as of (such as became) the only begotten of the though an appeal is made in support of it to Christ's being

Father." 1 the Giver of the Spirit, the two phrases are not similar, anil

it is incongruous with N . T. usage. The only other render-

• Excellent interpreters vindicate the rendering of our ing, '* the Lord the Spirit," while it is the usual sense of two

Authorised Version—-' even as by the Spirit of the Lord " nouns so placed (such as " from God the Father, Gal. i. 3,

(the Vulgate, Erasmus, Calvin, Bengel). But this is not Gr.), is in more strict consistency with the immediate con.

the usual sense of two genitives, neither having the article. text than the others.

Chapter IV. 1-18.

T/ie Christian Ministry.

1 T^HEREFORE seeing we have this ministry, "as' we have* -«Cw ™.»s.

2 -L received mercy, we faint not : but have * renounced the

hidden things of dishonesty,* not walking in craftiness, *nor iChii- «*

handling the word of God deceitfully ; but by manifestation *

of the truth 'commending ourselves to every man's conscience rCh. ▼. tt.

3 in the sight of God. But if our gospel be hid,7 d it is hid ' to * rf>Th«».u. .»

4 them that are lost : 10 in whom ' the god of this world / hath yJ* *;;• v-

blinded the minds of them which believe not,11 lest " the light

of the glorious '* gospel of Christ,14 ' who is the image of God, el^\x\l

5 should shine unto them.'6 For we preach not ourselves, but

Christ Jesus the1* Lord; and * ourselves your" servants for * « Cor- ■*■ ,aw

6 Jesus' sake. For God, 'who commanded the light to shine 18 ,Gen '-3-

out of darkness, hath *shined1* in our hearts, to give" the *» ?<*• >• '*•

light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus

Christ.

7 But we have this treasure in 'earthen vessels, ""that the/Ch-r«:
' ' m 1 Cor. 11. 5.

8 excellency " of the power may be of God, and not of us :" we

are "troubled" on every side, yet not distressed;" we areu "Cn-™-s-

9 perplexed, but" not in" despair; persecuted, but" not for-

10 saken ; cast down," but" not destroyed; 'always bearing 'pjJii.Vj'u.7oi

about in the body the dying of the Lord *• Jesus, * that the life /Rom.viii.17.

1 1 also of Jesus might be made manifest 30 in our body. For we

which live 'are alway delivered unto death for Jesus' sake, 1 Rom- "" &

that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest" in our

12 mortal flesh. So then r death worketh in us, but life in you. rCh ""• *

13 We 'having81 the same spirit of faith, according as it" is "*•«•'• '•

written, ' I believed, and therefore have I spoken ; " we also ' Pt- «"• ,a

1 prefix even 2 omit have 3 prefix we * shame

5 prefix the s prefix and 7 is veiled 8 veiled

9 in 10 perishing n the unbelieving " that

13 omit glorious u prefix the glory of 14 should not dawn upon them

17 prefix as ,8 Seeing it is God that said, Light shall shine

19 who shined so g;ve 21 exceeding greatness

22 from ourselves 23 pressed " straitened

25 omit we are 23 yet
2r unto

58 smitten down 29 omit the Lord 30 may be manifested

31 But having 32 to that which 33 did I speak
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14 believe, and therefore speak;" knowing that "he which raised « Rom. viii.n.

up the Lord Jesus shall raise up us also by 84 Jesus, and shall

15 present us™ with you. For " all things are for your sakes, that "gjj '.• «:

" the abundant grace might through the thanksgiving of many «-ch. i. u.

redound to" the glory of God.

16 For which cause "" we faint not ; but though our outward man

17 perish,89 yet "'the40 inward man" is renewed day by day. For *EPh.iu. 16.

■''our light affliction, which is but for a4' moment, worketh for /H*».ui

18 us a far more exceeding and eternal43 weight of glory; 'while .R0m.viii.a4!

we look not at the things which are seen, but at the things

which are not seen : for the things which are seen are temporal ;

but the things which are not seen are eternal.

us
84 prefix also we 35 with *• 1

37 the grace, being multiplied through the many, may cause the thanksgiving

to abound unto

88 Wherefore 89 is decaying 40 our 41 man

41 the 43 more and more exceedingly an eternal

The key-note to this whole chapter is the open

ing statement, " we faint not "—under the respon

sibilities and perils of it (see also ver. 16). The

grounds on which we are kept from fainting under

these are here successively detailed.

Why do we not "faint" t Answer, — First,

Because of the character of our ministry.—Ver. I.

Therefore seeing we have this ministry—one

such as had just been described (chap, iii.); not

of condemnation but of righteousness, not of death

but of life, not of bondage but of liberty, not of

dark shadows but of the glorious Substance of

them all, in unveiled brightness ;—even as we

received mercy—not so much, mercy to " put us

into the ministry," as mercy for the courageous

discharge of it (i Tim. i. 12-14),—we fidnt not:1

—Ver. 2. hut we have renounced the hidden

things of shame—those arts for gaining converts

(referred to in chap. ii. 17) which those who prac

tise them are fain to "hide," from their " shame

ful " character, — not walking in craftiness—

such as was used to entrap our Lord into some

treasonable utterance (Luke xx. 23), and of Satan's

subtilty in beguiling Eve (chap. xi. 3) ; employed

either in adulterating the truth (as in chap. ii. 17),

or in so trimming as to keep out of view or shade

off those features of it which are distasteful to the

natural mind, and bring into artful prominence

whatever may attract,—but by the manifestation

of the truth—the naked truth, whose intrinsic

majesty and Divine claims are its best recommen

dation,—commending ourselves to every man's

conscience—in which it ever finds an echo, when

once apprehended, and that even though resisted,

—in the sight of God—to whom alone we look

for judgment upon our work (I Cor. iv. 3, 5).

Second reason why "we faint not,"— the awful

power under which some resist, and some yield to

the truth we proclaim :—Ver. 3. But and if our

gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are perish

ing. It is veiled only in those who by their

whole bearing towards the Gospel make it plain

1 Our Authorised Version rightly departs here from the

received reading, which has but slender support. The

Difference between the two readings is only one letter.

that they " are not willing to come to Christ that

they may be saved " (John v. 40) : see on chap.

ii. 13.—Ver. 4. in whom the God of this world

—so called from the mysterious power over men,

permitted him since the fall (see Luke iv. 6;

Heb. ii. 14 ; Rev. ii. 13, '* where Satan's throne

is ; " Eph. ii. 2)—hath blinded the minds of

them which believe not, lest the light of the

glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of

God. This He was even in His " emptied "

state here below ; but it is as " glorified," now in

our own nature, " with the glory which He had

with the Father before the world was," and so

held forth in the preaching of the Gospel that He

is here spoken of ; as having a brightness before

which the god of this world cannot stand, know

ing that if one ray of it do but enter any soul, his

hold over it is gone ; and therefore he dreads and

strives (in many, too successfully) to hide it from

view (see Luke viii. 12).—Ver. 5. For we preach

not ourselves, but Christ Jesus the Lord ; and

ourselves your servants for Jesus' sake. Did

we preach ourselves, the god of this world would

have no cause to fear for his victims : it is in the

sinking of ourselves, in our one desire to exalt

our Master and save the souls of men, that he

knows our strength lies.—Seeing it is God [He]

that said, Light shall shine1 out of darkness,

who hath shined in our hearts, to give the

light of the knowledge of the glory of God in

the face of Jesus Christ. Even we ourselves had

never taken in the light of Christ's glory, had it

not burst upon us by the same power that made the

light to arise at the beginning on this dark world.

Third reason why "we faint not "—because the

vessels which bear the treasure we bring to men are

so utterly incommensurate with the salvation they

are enriched with.—Ver. 7. But we have this

treasure in earthen vessels,1 that the exceeding

1 The three oldest mss. so read. Meyer argues for the

received text, on the strength of Versions and Fathers;

but being the smoother reading of the two (and differing

from the other in only one letter), the less smooth reading

is more likely to be the true one.

* The allusion may be, as has been suggested, to the

practice of depositing treasure in vessels of earthenware.
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so now I say that the whole economy of redemp

tion and the entire ministry of reconciliation are

for the ingathering and perfecting of the redeemed,'

—that the grace, being multiplied through the

many, may cause the thanksgiving to abound

unto the glory of God. This clause, thus cor

rectly rendered, is somewhat obscure ; but of the

three or four ways in which it has been under

stood, the following alone seems to suit the scope

of the passage and the emphasis of the words—

' that the rich fruits of the Christian ministry,

raising songs of thanksgiving for the grace which

produces them, may yield a like rich revenue of

glory to God.'

Ver. 16. Wherefore — on all the foregoing

grounds—we faint not ; but though our outward

man is decaying (see on verses 10-12), yet the

inward man is renewed day by day— under a

growing experience of " the power of His resur

rection."—Ver. 17. For our light affliction,

which is but for the moment—only temporary

and but momentary,—worketh for us more and

more exceedingly an eternal weight of glory ;

while we look—that is, not ' so long as we look,'

or ' provided we look,' but ' looking as we do,' or

' inasmuch as we look '—not at the things which

are seen, but at the things which are not seen :

for the things which are seen are temporal;

but the things which are not seen are eternal.

' Did we look upon our troubles in the light of

" things seen and temporal," they would seem

not "Tight," but heavy indeed ; looked at in this

light, far from " momentary," they would seem

distressingly protracted ; and looked at in this

light, instead of working for us any good, they

would seem to work us only evil and that con

tinually; but looking on them, as we do, in the

light of " the things that are unseen and eternal,"

their character is entirely changed, and instead of

heavy, they seem to be " light ;" far from tedious

and protracted, they seem but "for the moment,"

and in place of doing us any real harm, we find

them ' ' working for us more and exceedingly an

eternal weight ofglory." ' O what a change does

the point of view make here ! But is not this the

experience of every one who has been " renewed

in the spirit of his mind," in whom "old things

have passed away, and all things have become

new " ?

greatness of the power (that attends our ministry)

may be of God, and not from ourselves;—Vers.

8, 9. we are pressed on every side, etc—and

who would expect from such instruments those

marvellous transformations of character which our

ministry effects, were it not that " it is God that

worketh in us " ?

Fourth reason why " we faint not,"—because,

by constant exposure to death in Christ's service,

and thus "dying daily yet behold we live," we

experience " the power of His resurrection as well

as the fellowship of His sufferings " (Phil. iii. 10),

and this only as a prelude to our being eventually

"raised up" with Christ to die no more. This

thought extends to the end of the chapter.—

Ver. 10. always bearing about in the body the

dying (6V. 'the putting to death') of Jesus,'

—as virtually dying with Him in our daily expo

sures to death in His cause: compare verses II

and 16; Rom. viii. 36; I Cor. iv. 9; xv. 31 ;

2 Tim. ii. 11-13,—that the life also of Jesus

might be made manifest in our body.—Ver. 11.

For we which live are alway delivered unto

death for Jesus' sake, that the life also of Jesus

may be manifested in our mortal flesh—

so as to " reckon " and feel ourselves to be with

Him risen again and " alive unto God through

Jesus Christ. —Ver. 13. But having the same

spirit of faith (as the Psalmist), according to

that which is written ( Ps. cxvi. 10), I believed,

and therefore did I speak; we also believe,

and therefore also we speak—out of the fulness

of our heart's conviction and experience, " all the

words of this life."—Ver. 14. Knowing that he

which raised up the Lord Jesus' shall raise up

us also with Jesus,3 and shall present us with

you—the parent in the faith with his spiritual

children (see Eph. v. 27 ; I Thess. ii. 19, 20 ;

Jude 24).—Ver. 15. For all things are for your

sakes:—' Yes ; for as I have said, " we are your

servants for Jesus' sake," and that " He that

raised up the Lord Jesus shall raise up us also

with Him, and shall present us and you " together,

1 The received reading "the Lord Jesus" has scarcely

any support.

* Here the received reading is clearly right ; that of

Lachmann and Tregelles, followed by Stanley and Green,

being supported only by one ancient MS.

* Not ' by Jesus, as in the received text and Authorised

Version on next to no evidence.

Chapter V. 1-21.

The Christian Ministry (continued).

1 TIJ*OR we know that if "our1 earthly house of this1 tabernacle «Jobiv. i0:

J- were' dissolved, we have a building of4 God, an house ««-

2 not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. For4 in this * we *Rom.viu.»>

groan, earnestly 6 desiring 7 to be clothed upon with our house '

3 which is from heaven : if so be that ' being clothed we shall not c R«. iu. .3.

4 be found naked.' For10 we that are in this" tabernacle do

1 the 'our * be * from

* omit earnestly 7 longing

9 seeing that we shall indeed be found clothed, not naked

10 prefix indeed "this

' prefix verily

8 habitation
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groan, being burdened : not for that we would be unclothed,

but ''clothed" upon, that mortality might " be swallowed up </"Cor.*r.53.

5 of life. Now 'he that hath14 wrought us for the selfsame14 »i««-m»-»3-

thing is1* God, who also ^hath given" unto us the earnest of^RomvUl,3-

6 the Spirit Therefore we are always confident,18 knowing that,

whilst we are at home in the body, we are absent " from the

7, 8 Lord : (for ' we walk by faith, not by sight :) we are confident, *-Rom. via.

I say,10 and A willing'1 rather to be absent" from the body, Achuiv^,,,8•

9 and to be present " with the Lord. Wherefore " we labour,"

that, whether present" or absent,19 we maybe accepted of"

10 him. ' For we must all appear" before the judgment-seat of • Rom■»»■«.

Christ ; *that every" one may receive the things done in his" ^{^y

body, according to that he hath done, whether it be good or

bad.

11 Knowing therefore 'the terror" of the Lord, we persuade "?**•*• 31 ;

men ; but "we are made manifest unto God ; and I trust also " »tfc.i». 1.

12 are made manifest'1 in your consciences. For "we commend *ch. hli.

not ourselves again unto" you, but give" you occasion 'to "CKLm.

glory" on our behalf, that ye may have somewhat to answer**

13 them which glory in appearance, and not in heart. For

* whether we be " beside ourselves, it is to God : or whether we / Ch. m. i, is.

14 be sober, it is for your cause." For the love of Christ con-

straineth us; because we thus judge, that 'if*8 one died for all, »*«■•▼• «s-

15 then were all dead:'* and that" he died for all, 'that they rf3°^v"7i'J:

which live should not henceforth41 live unto themselves, but

16 unto him which died for them,4* and rose again. * Wherefore ' Si!'ui!"i7m.8:

henceforth know we no man after the flesh : yea,43 though we

have known Christ after the flesh, ' yet now henceforth know we ' Jo- «• «3-

17 himu no more. Therefore44 if any man "be1* in Christ, he is "2fJ,t^^.'i

"anew creature: " old " things are passed away; behold, all ^f^^vf',,;

things are 47 become new. RcT- """ s-

18 And all things are of God, 'who hath 14 reconciled us to him- *§f*J'^6 ''

self by 48 Jesus " Christ, and hath given 50 to us the ministry of

19 reconciliation ; to wit, that ' God was in Christ, reconciling the >R°°>- ">•>«.

world unto himself, not imputing 41 their trespasses unto them ;

20 and hath ** committed unto us the word of reconciliation. Now

" prefix that we would be ls may u omit hath ls this very

■•is " who gave 18 Being therefore always of good courage, and

"abroad 20 we are of good courage, I say, " prefix are

" at home " add also " make it our aim
** to be well-pleasing unto 2S be made manifest " each S8 the

" fear 80 I hope that we 3l add also

" We are not again commending ourselves unto 38 speak as giving
** of glorying 85 wherewith to answer 3li are

*' are of sober mind, it is unto you ™ omit if 3a therefore all died

40 omit that 41 no longer *•' who for their sakes died

*3 even 44 now we know him so 4S Wherefore

4' prefix the 47 behold, they are 48 through 4* omit Jesus

40 gave unto n reckoning ** having
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then we are 'ambassadors for" Christ, as "though God did «m»i. ii. 7;
' *> Eph. vi. ao.

beseech M you M by us : we pray you in Christ's stead," be yeaCh-vi.i.

21 reconciled to God. For57 i he hath made him to be sin for us. * '»• '■»• «•.&
' 12; Ual. ui.

who knew no sin ; M that we might be made " c the righteousness ( j^ L .

of God in him.

83 We are ambassadors therefore on behalf of ** were entreating

85 omAyou *• we beseech you on behalf of Christ jr omit For

B8 Him who knew no sin he made to be sin on our behalf 50 become

The opening verses of this chapter immediately

follow up the closing verses of chap. iv. :—Why

do we not "faint" under the weight of our mini

stry ? and why, in the light of unseen and eternal

things, do we feel " our affliction " to be " light,

momentary, and more and more productive of

an eternal weight of glory"? The answer here

follows :—Ver. I. For we know that if1 the

earthly house of our tabernacle be dissolved—

or 'our earthly tent-house be taken down,'—we

have a building from Chid—meaning the resur

rection-body, called ' ' a building " in contrast with

the tent-house of our present frame,—a house

not made with hands (like the buildings we

erect), eternal in the heavens.—Ver. 2. For

verily in this (tabernacle) we groan, longing to

be clothed upon with onr habitation which is

from heaven—viewed as "from heaven," because

the distinguishing properties of the resurrection-

body will be the efflux of that resurrection-life

which resides in " the Lord from heaven." And,

as Bengel says, if it be "from heaven," the thing

meant cannot be heaven itself.

It will be observed that a new figure is here

introduced ; the glorified body, first held forth as

a house, is now figured as a clothing. But the one

figure is not substituted for the other ; the two are

combined ; and by what in ordinary writings would

be called a mixture of metaphors, we are said to

be "clothed upon" with a " house." But besides

that the Scripture figures form so light a vehicle

for conveying spiritual truths that the thing figured

often shines through, and, in fact, absorbs, the

figure, it so happens that in the present case the

incongruity is only apparent. For "our house

which is from heaven " will be no such gross

fabric as the word " house " might suggest, but of

such refined and subtle spirituality that, to repre

sent it as a clothing of celestial radiance enshrining

the perfected spirit, if a figure at all, is one as

natural as it is beautiful.*—Ver. 3. seeing that

we shall indeed be found clothed, not naked.

This rendering, though not so literal as the

Authorised Version, seems necessary to convey in

our language what is certainly meant. Rendered

as in our Authorised Version, a shade of doubt is

undoubtedly conveyed to every English ear; while

full certainty as to his eternal future is, in every

1 Several modern critics think the "if is here used to

leave it an open question whether he and his generation

might not see the coming of the Lord, and so not die at all.

To us such an allusion does not seem probable.

- To one accustomed (says Dean Stanley) to make

Cilician hair-cloth into tents, the double metaphor of a

habitation and of a vesture would naturally occur ; and he

refers to Ps. civ. a, "Who coverest Thyself with light as

with a garment, who stretchest forth the heaven like a cur

tain " (of the tent).

varied form, conveyed here in almost every verse

down to the ninth. And though competent scholars

question whether in Biblical Greek the same

certainty is conveyed by the particle here used as

in classical Greek, yet, since this is only doubted,

while it is admitted that the context must be our

chief guide, we seem shut up by the present con

text—in order to exclude that shade of doubt

which the A uthorised Version suggests—to render

the words as we have done. As to the word

"naked" here, it would be a mistake to refer it,

as some do, to the spiritual ' delencelessness ' in

which the wicked will be found at the great day

—an idea foreign to the passage, and particularly

incongruous just after an assurance of the very

opposite had just been expressed. Bengel's idea,

too, is equally alien from the manifest sense—' if

so be we shall be found not in the disembodied

state of the deceased ' when Christ comes. The

next verse points to the real allusion—to that

notion (so natural to all thoughtlul Pagans, who

were strangers to the doctrine of a resurrection)

that the body, in its very nature, is nothing better

than a clog to the only real part ol man, his soul,

which will never be capable of full development

till disengaged by death from that encumbrance.

(In this the best interpreters agree.)—Ver. 4. For

indeed we that are in this tabernacle do groan,

being burdened : not for that we would be

unclothed, but that we would be clothed upon,

that mortality (Gr. 'that which is mortal ') may

be swallowed up of life :— ' It is not that we are

weary of a body, as if it were a mere cage from

which it were bliss simply to make our escape ; but

we long that the mortality with which it is smitten,

with all the ills which that carries with it, may

Jiass away, and we may find ourselves wearing a

brm instinct with a life that cannot die.' The

sublime expression "swallowed up" was doubt

less suggested by Isa. xxv. 8, quoted in the former

Epistle (xv. 54), where the same word is used (taken

from the LXX., which gives the exact sense of

the original).

Ver. 5. Now he that wrought us for this very

thing is God, who gave unto us the earnest

of the Spirit (i.e., 'the Spirit as the earnest').

This "groaning" is not the mere feeling which

nature forces out from many a weary spirit,

especially under the manifold ills of life ; it is that

instinct of the new nature, "wrought of God,"

which is eternal life itself begun in the souls of all

that believe (John v. 24, xi. 26), and the earnest of

all that this will yet be we have in the Spirit given

unto us. This last thought is one the apostle often

dwells on (see Eph. i. 13, 14 ; Rom. viii. 23).—

Ver. 6. Being therefore always of good courage,

and knowing that whilst we are at home in the
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body, we are abroad (or ' away from home ')

from the Lord (the Lord Christ) : (for we walk by

faith, not by sight)—'we live by the faith of

things yet future.'—Ver. 8. we are of good

courage, I say, and are willing rather to be

abroad from the body, and to be at home with

the Lord.1

Note.—Since the states contrasted in the pre

vious verses are states of embodiment—in mortality

now, and hereafter when mortality shall be swal

lowed up of life—it might seem that the exchange

from being "at home in the body" to being "at

home with the Lord " means the transition from

the one body to the other (and so Meyer and

others view it). But (with Alford) it appears to

us that the homely way in which the indefinite

phrase " absence from the body and presence with

the Lord " is introduced, after the more clearly-

defined references to the resurrection-body in the

preceding verses, was chosen just to avoid that

inference ; and this is confirmed by what he says

in another place, in the actual prospect of death—

" having a desire to depart (or ' break up ' as from

a temporary sojourn) and be with Christ" (Phil,

i. 23), an expression which all understand of

the intermediate state ; that state of which our

Lord said to the penitent on the cross, " To

day shalt thou be with Me in paradise" (Luke

xxiii. 43).

Of this intermediate state Scripture says next to

nothing in detail. Indeed this is one of those

things in which the silences of Scripture are as

remarkable as its utterances. It indulges no

prurient curiosity ; on some things we yearn

intensely to know more, on these we are left quite

in the dark, having only conjecture to guide us,

and this it is not safe to rest much on. But on its

fundamental characteristics we have some clear

and precious light :—(i) That it will be a state of

conscious existence, we are perfectly certain. To

be told that that very day " he would be with

Christ in paradise " would have been to mock the

dying man if he was to be unconscious of the

fact ; and since the apostle tells us that while he

lived he was in daily communion with Christ—

about his work with its difficulties, triumphs, and

prospects—how could he say that " to depart and

be with Christ wasfar better" if this was all to be

extinguished, and he was to be unconscious even

of his own existence? whereas, to be in the

immediate and conscious presence of his Lord

could not but be felt by him to be " far better."

(2) It will be to be "at home with the Lord."

This word "at home," when applied to such a

case, conveys to the heart what language cannot

express. We may call up the feelings of the

weary traveller, far away and long away, with no

hope of ever reaching it save through perils of

every sort, and then ask what word to him is the

sweetest, winsomest, warmest, that can greet his

ear. But to us strangers and sojourners here,

harassed with cares and worried often out of our

peace and rest, to whom " without are fightings

and within are fears "—not to speak of sorrows

anil tears—the thought that no sooner is the

believer's spirit disengaged from its clay tabernacle

than it finds itself "at home with the Lord,"

transcends all that language can describe : " He

maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves

thereof are still : then are they glad, because

they be quiet ; so He bringeth them to their desired

1 x?H «» Ki><«—compare John i. i, *t»t ri» 6iw.

haven." Yet even this is but the entrance-gate,

the threshold, of resurrection-glory ; when that

organ which was originally formed to be the inlet

of all that the soul receives from without, and the

outlet of all that it gives out from within, shall be

restored, with capacities suited to the higher

sphere which it will then occupy.

Ver. 10. For we must all be made manifest

before the judgment-seat of Christ (The word

means more than ' appear:' compare 1 Cor. iv. 5,

' till the Lord come . . . and make manifest the

counsels of the heart'),—that each one may

receive the things done in the body (Gr. 'the

things through the body') — the organ of all

human action,—according to what he hath done,

whether it be good or bad. The ' we all ' who

are to appear together, refer specially here to the

preachers and those they have preached to.

(The universality of the judgment is expressed

sufficiently elsewhere. )

Note.—Three important points are made plain

here : (1) That it is untrue that there will be no

formal judgment of the righteous when Christ

comes. For here the "bad" and the "good " meet

together, to be both alike judicially treated ; and •

whatever formality of judgment there may be in

the process, it will be the same for both. And

though our Lord says that on believing, men

"come not into judgment, but have passed from

death unto life" (John v. 24), this only means that

on believing men cease to be in a condemned, and

enter on a justified state, passing from death unto

life. Hence (2) that there is no ground for alleging

that the judgment of the wicked will take place a

thousand years after the Lord comes, and consist

exclusively of the wicked ; nor (3) that after death

saints, imperfectly sanctified here, will (whether

by purgatorial fires or any otherwise) experience a

change to greater perfection. For if it is on the

deeds done in the body that the judgment is to be

held, it follows that no change effected after they

have left the body will be taken into account in

fixing their final state.

Ver. 1 1. Knowing therefore the fear of the Lord

—the Lord Christ who is to be our Judge,—we (in

the exercise ofour ministry) persuade men ; but we

are made manifest unto God (who knoweth our

hearts), and I hope that we are made manifest

also in your consciences—to which we willingly

leave all charges against ourselves and our work

(see on chap. iv. 2).—Ver. 12. We are not again

commending ourselves unto you (see chap. iii.

1), but speak as giving you occasion of glorying

on our behalf—enabling you to meet all unworthy

attacks upon us, by pointing to what the Gospel

which we brought you has made yourselves,—

that ye may have wherewith to answer them

that glory in appearance, and not in heart—

the parties refered to in chap. x. , and described in

chap. xi.—Ver. 13. For whether we are beside

ourselves, it is unto God ; or whether we are of

sober mind, it is unto you:—'If carried away

by the glory of the message with which we are

burdened, we at times seem beside ourselves (Acts

xxvi. 24), it is our zeal for God that urges us on ;

but if at other times we change our course, and

our speech and action seem suspiciously calm, it

is to avoid prejudice to our message, and win you

to receive it.'—Ver. 14. For the love of Christ

—not our love to Christ, but (as the following

words shew, and other places confirm) Christ's

love to men (see Rom. viii. 35, 37 ; Gal. ii. 20 ;
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Eph. iii. 19),—constraineth us—so shuts us up

that we cannot choose but act as we do,—because

we have thus judged. The aorist is used to

express a fixed principle of action, which was

laid down once for all and at the outset of his

Christian life:—that one died for1 all, there

fore all died— the all in the One ; realized in

each on his believing (Rom. vi. 8-12),—and he

died for all, that they which live should not

henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him

who for their aakes died and rose again :—

'Until this new principle of action took posses

sion of us, we all "lived to ourselves;' some

of us for one thing, some for another, but all for

self : now, the love of Christ has dissolved every

old principle of action, and become the all-absorb

ing passion of our life: "we are crucified with

Christ, nevertheless we live ; yet not we, but

Christ liveth in us ; and the life that we now

live in the flesh we live by the faith of the

Son of God, who loved us, and gave Himself

for us. " '

Note.—Had the apostle held that Christ was a

mere creature, and that the supreme duty of every

•creature is to live to the glory of God, such a prin

ciple of action as that here expressed must have

amounted to a deliberate withdrawal of his allegi

ance from God, and making it over to a creature.

But since it is certain that he did not consider that

his allegiance to God was thereby in the least com

promised, it is for those who deny the supreme

divinity of Christ in the one Godhead to solve

this difficulty.

Ver. 16. Wherefore henceforth know we no

man after the flesh:—'Our old principles of

judgment are at an end j we now look on per

sons and things alike in a quite new light ; '—

even though we have known Christ after the

flesh, yet now we know him so no more.

There is no reference here to any view of Christ

which the apostle himself took before his con

version (as Plumptre and others) : the reference

is to what Christ during His public ministry on

earth appeared even to His own disciples to be,

and the light in which they afterwards saw Him.

' Men may boast that they saw, and heard, and

talked with Him in the clays of His flesh ; but

so far from that being any recommendation, so

mean and unworthy were the views which the best

of us (says the apostle) then entertained of Him,

that they are a trouble to us even to remember

them ; henceforth we wish to know every person

and everything in a new light, yea, to know even

Christ Himself only as we have now learned to

regard Him.'—Ver. 17. Wherefore if any man

is in Christ, he is a new creature : the old things

are passed away ; behold, they ■ are become new.

This verse simply generalizes the preceding state

ments, stripping them of all reference to himself

and those written to, and extending them to all

who are "in Christ."

Comprehensive View of the Christian Ministry,

18-21.

Ver. 18. And—to express in brief the whole

Divine plan—all things (in this matter) are of

God, who reconciled us to himself through

Christ.1 Those who take this to mean 'induced

us to give up our enmity to Him,' go entirely

against what the very next verse shews to be

meant—that, by putting away the cause of I lis

enmity to us, which lay in sin, He has brought

about peace between Himself and us sinners.

Meyer, whose testimony here is most valuable,

refers to Rom. v. 10, II, 28, Eph. ii. 16, Col.

i. 20, 21, where men are represented as God's

"enemies," their uncancelled sin bringing upon

them God's holy wrath, only removed by Christ's

death as a "propitiation." It is exactly that kind

of reconciliation of which our Lord says, " If thou

art offering thy gift at the altar, and there re-

meml>erest that thy brother hath aught (any

good ground of displeasure) against thee ... go

thy way, first be reconciled to thy brother (not,

dismiss thy bad feeling towards him, but get him

to put away his bad feeling towards thee) and

then . . . offer thy gift" (Matt. v. 23, 24),*—and

gave unto us the ministry of reconciliation—

the office of proclaiming this great fact to the

world ;—Ver. 19. to wit—(to be more particular)

■—that God was in Christ, reconciling the world

unto himself, not reckoning unto them their

trespasses. This shews conclusively, as already

said, that the reconciliation of the preceding verse

means the removal on God's part of His just

ground of offence against us—His not " reckon

ing" to men their " trespasses." This is here said

to take place "in Christ;" though in what sense,

is reserved for the last verse. But a noteworthy

change is made in the form of expression. In ver.

18 it was that " God reconciled us," meaning, once

for all by that propitiatory death of His Son, in

which He received righteous satisfaction for our

"trespasses" (see Rom. v. 10; Heb. ix. 26): here,

it is " God is in Christ reconciling the world unto

Himself," expressing the continued reconciliation

of individual souls to Himself, as each successively

welcomes this reconciliation, made once for all on

the cross, as the appointed way of his personal

reconciliation to God,—and having committed

unto us the word of reconciliation—the glad

tidings to proclaim to men. Ver. 20. We are

ambassadors therefore on behalf of Christ, as

though God were intreating by us (as His

mouth), we beseech you on behalf of Christ, he

ye reconciled to God. Calvin would extend

this reconciliation to the daily forgiveness which

believers themselves stand in need of, because the

Epistle is addressed to believers. But besides that

the opening verse of the next chapter is a word to

them, the call is evidently to all unreconciled ones

whom his words might reach, no longer to with

hold their seal to that great act of God in the

death of His Son in which lay their only hope of

reconciliation to Him.

1 The preposition " for," here used, means in Greek ' on

behalf of; ' but in what sense, the context and the nature of

each case must determine. Mere, and in all such cases, the

sense of substitution is clearly meant.

* The words "all things," in the received text, are want-

ins in all the principal authorities ; and though it is true

(as Meyer says), that owing to the next verse begin

ning with the same words, they might very easily have

dropped out (and this would decide us in their favour, if the

want of them involved anything unnatural), yet, since they

are not required for anything in the sense, the authorities

seem to demand their exclusion.

1 The word " Jesus " before " Christ " here is an addition

to the true text.

9 Though the compound forms of the same word used in

the two passages are different, Fritzsche (who will not be

thought unduly biassed by orthodox leanings) lias she w n by

an elaborate collection of examples that there is no real

distinction in the use of them by classical writers (Aa

Rem. Episl. 1. pp. 376 380).
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Ver. 21. Him1 who knew no sin he made to

be sin on our behalf,' that we might become the

righteousness of God in Him. This is the most

systematic, the most comprehensive, and the most

unmistakeable expression of the Divine intention

in the death of Christ which the New Testament

contains ; settling vital questions in Christian

theology, and affording unspeakable relief to con

sciences burdened with a sense of sin. ( 1 ) So far

from God requiring to be moved by the death of

Christ to compassionate and provide salvation for

a sinful world, it was God Himself who spontane

ously sent His Son on this errand into our world.

(2) Sinlessness, in the most absolute sense applic

able to a creature nature, is here ascribed to Christ ;

expressing precisely what Christ said of Himself

immediately before His apprehension, "The prince

of this world cometh, and hath nothing in Me"

1 The " For," which in the received text introduces this

great verse, though clearly no part of the genuine text, is

so natural an addition that it could hardly tail to creep in,

since the verse is added as a great motive for complying

with the entreaty of the preceding verse, " Be ye reconciled

to God."

2 In the footnote to verse 14, it was stated that the pre

position here rendered " for " means ' for the benefit of ; '

but that the nature of the case and the context of each place

must decide in what precise way the benefit is conferred.

There the way being that of substitution, the sense ' instead

of' underlies the statement ; but here the idea of substitution

is conveyed by another clause of the verse, and therefore in

this verse ' on our behalf' is the proper reading.

(John xiv. 30) ; and what the Epistle to the

Hebrews says of His death (ix. 14), " He offered

Himself without blemish unto God." Therefore

(3) to be " made sin " cannot mean to be made

personally sinful, either in act or inclination : but

neither must it be rendered "made a sin-offering,"

to which many expositors would reduce the words.

' It is to be noted (says Meyer) that the word

"sin " here—and the precisely similar phrase, Gal.

iii. 13, " madea curse for us"—necessarily includes

in itself the notion of guilt, but guilt not His own

("who knew no sin ) ; hence the guilt which

through His death was to be removed from men

was trans/erred to Him, and so the justification

of men is imputative.' (4) This settles beyond

dispute the ''righteousness of God" which we

"become in Him." For if Christ, while personally

righteous, was "made sin"—not personally, but

by transference to Him of our guilt, with all its

penal effects—clearly "we," while personally

guilty, are " made the righteousness of God in

Him " by transference of His righteousness to us.

Both are equally imputative ; in both cases the

act is purely judicial. (See Rom. v. 18, where

the same judicial sense of "sin" in the sense of

guilt, and of " righteousness " in the sense of justifi

cation, is clearly intended. )

" Our faith receives a righteousness

That makes the sinner just."

Chapter VI.-VII. i.

The Christian Ministry (concluded).

1 T A J E then, as * workers ' together with him, * beseech you *

V V also c that ye receive not the grace of God in vain

2 (for he saith, d I have heard thee in a time accepted,5 and in

the 4 day of salvation have I succoured 8 thee : behold, now is *

the accepted7 time; behold, now ise the day of salvation):

3 'g'ving no offence8 in anything, that the ministry* be not

4 blamed; but in all things10 approving" ourselves -^as the"

ministers of God, in much patience, in afflictions, in necessities,

5 in distresses, fin stripes, in imprisonments, in tumults, in

6 labours, in watchings, in fastings ; by " pureness, by ls know

ledge, by " long-suffering, by " kindness, by a the Holy Ghost,

7 by " love unfeigned, * by the word of truth, by ' the power of

God, by * the armour of righteousness on the right hand and

8 on the left, by honour M and dishonour, by evil report and good

9 report: as deceivers, and yet true; as unknown, and 'yet well

known; "as dying, and behold, we live; "as chastened, and

IO not killed ; as sorrowful, yet alway rejoicing ; as poor, yet

a t Cor. iii. 9.

t Ch. v. ao.

c Heb. xii. 15.

i/Isa. xlix. 8.

e Rom. xiv. 13;

1 Cor. ix. ta.

f\ Cor. iv. 1.

/-Ch. xi. 93,

etc.

h Ch. iv a.

i 1 Cor. ii. 4.

AEph. vi. it.

/Ch. iv. »,

v. 11, xi. 6.

m 1 Cor iv. 9.

H Ps cxviii. tS.

1 And working * we entreat

8 At an acceptable time I hearkened unto thee * ;

• is * acceptable 8 occasion of stumbling

10 everything u commending '* emit the 13

1 did I succour

* our ministration

in M glory

/-"
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making many rich ; as having nothing, and yet possessing all

things.

11 O ye Corinthians, our mouth is open unto you," 'our heart is «Ch.TU. j.

12 enlarged. Ye are not straitened in us, but 'ye are straitened > ch.au. 15.

1 3 in your own bowels." Now for a recompence in the same "

(' I speak as unto my children), be ye also enlarged. t ■ Cw. iv. i«

14 rBe ye19 not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for rD.<!li,,(;.0vr"v^

' what fellowship hath " righteousness with unrighteousness ? 20 * » Sam- »■

3 ; 1 Cor. v ).

1 Sam. v. 2 ;

1 Cor. x. ti.

15 and" what communion hath light with darkness? and what

concord hath Christ with Belial ? or what part hath he that

16 believeth with an infidel?" And what agreement hath the

temple of God with idols ? for ' ye " are the temple of the ' lr9?'a%,6:

living God: as" God hath" said, "I will dwell in them, and « p- «'*.•«:

0 ' ' ' Lev. xxvi 12.

walk in tliem ; ** and I will be their God, and they shall be my

17 people. "Wherefore, Come out17 from among them, and be ye »J«.iu. ;;;

separate, saith the Lord, And touch not the unclean thing;"

18 and I will receive you, ""and will be a Father unto you," and wJ!^•R"'"II,i,

ye shall be my" sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty. ^■

Chap. VII. i. Having * therefore these promises, dearly" beloved, 'Jj^t'&j,

let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness " of the " flesh and

spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.

13 Our mouth is open unto you, O Corinthians 16 affections

17 in like kind " omit ye u have J0 and iniquity !1 or

" what portion hath a believer with an unbeliever " we

14 prefix even " omit hath *• them iT prefix ye

18 no unclean thing *9 will be to you a Father so be to me

" omit dearly 82 defilement i3 omit the

Ver. I. And working together with him, we possession " (Ps. ii. 8), and when " the day of

entreat also that ye receive not the grace of God salvation " arrives He will not fail to make His

—compare Acts xxiv. 24, " the gospel of the promise good. Well, says our apostle here,—

grace of God, " and xiii. 43, ' ' persuaded them to toehold, now is the acceptable time ; behold, now

continue in the grace of God,"—in vain:— ia the day of salvation) :—' Do ye, Gentile con-

' Having pleaded with the unreconciled, as though verts, therefore, make this good in your own case,

God were pleading by us, no longer to resist the shewing, by what the Gospel has made you to be,

yearning desire and the gracious provision of God that this is no name but a glorious reality.'—

in Christ for their reconciliation, we now turn to Ver. 2. giving, etc. The connexion is with the

you, already reconciled, and, in the same capacity opening words of the chapter, As " working

of " workers together with Him," entreat you to together with God," and . . . giving no occasion

turn that grace to practical account, by ' ' walking of stumbling in any thing, that our ministration

worthy of the vocation wherewith ye are called."' be not blamed. How far the opposite of this

—Ver. 2. (for he saith (Isa. xlix. 8), At an was the uniform procedure of the apostle, he

acceptable1 time I hearkened unto thee, and protests in the remarkable and glowing verses that

in the day of salvation I succoured thee. The follow.—Ver. 4. but in everything commending

whole strain of prophecy from which these words ourselves as (beseems) ministers of God—particu-

are quoted is brightly Messianic, and the words larly in patience . . . distresses—four forms of

quoted were addressed by Jehovah to " His Ser- trial of a personal nature ;—Ver. 5. in stripes . . .

vant " the Messiah, assuring Him that He is fully tumults—from without, arising from opposition to

alive to His rightful claims, that He "hearkens to his ministry;—in labours ... fastings—under-

Him at the choice time" ('the tense is the prophetic gone as a self-denying Christian and minister of

perfect''); for Jehovah had said, "Ask of me, Christ;—Ver. 6. in pureness . . . in the Holy

and I will give Thee the heathen for Thine inherit- Ghost—probably such manifestation1; of the power

ance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for Thy of the truth as left no room for doubt that it was

the Holy Ghost "giving testimony to the word of

1 The verbal association of ideas here in >i(arAu (ver. 1) JJ js grace. "—Ver. 7. in the word of truth ... by

,„* w« (ver 2) should be noticed by the student of the th „„,„„ of righteousness on the right hand

Anginal. . .. - _. p P , . .

* Cheyne's Itaiak, ii p. i fc11** on "*e ^e»*—ny °ur conscious rectitude, which.
on
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amid all attacks both from open and concealed

enemies, is our defence wherever we turn. So we

take these words (with Calvin). To understand it

of the " righteousness which is of faith " (as Meyer

does, and Alford after him), seems here out of

place.—Ver. 8. ... as deceivers—in the account

of our enemies,—a,niyet true in reality;—Ver. 9.

as unknown—by the great indifferent world,—

and yet well known—by all who take the trouble

to hear us, and specially by all who have felt

the quickening power of our preaching (chap.

iii. 2, iv. 2). We can say of ourselves as our

Master said to the high priest, " We ever speak

openly to the world ; in secret have we said

nothing" (John xviii. 20) ;—as dying, and behold,

we live—' We seem to " die daily" in our Master's

service (see on chap. iv. 10-12) ; but lo! despite all

this, through that spring of new life which is in us

and the power of Christ resting on us, here we still

are ;'—as chastened, and not killed. The words

are taken from Ps. cxviii. i8(LXX.), "The Lord

hath chastened me sore, but He hath not given

me over unto death." Probably the thing here

meant is simply that in all he had to endure as a

minister of Christ, however unjust on the part of

others, he experienced a chastening effect from the

Divine hand, keeping him down and mellowing

his character. The next words seem to confirm

this :—Ver. 10. as sorrowful, yet always rejoic

ing—" sowing in tears, yet reaping in joy ; " a

paradox to which no true servant of Christ, who

"watches for souls as one that shall give account,"

is quite a stranger ;—as poor—in this world's goods,

—yet making many rich—putting them in pos

session of "the true riches (Luke xvi. I), "a

treasure in the heavens that faileth not " (Luke xii.

33). See chap. viii. 9 ; Tas. ii. 5 ; Heb. x. 34,

xL 26 ;—as having nothing (earthly), and yet

possessing all things—for "all things are ours"

(1 Cor. iii. 21). Perhaps, however, all needful

temporal supplies may also be in view ; for,

writing to the Philippians, when depending from

day to day on what his converts might thought

fully send him, he expatiates with a touching

gratitude on their considerate attention to his

wants, and ends with these words, "But I have

all, and abound " (Phil. iv. 10-19).

Thus ends this noble strain ! But it is only to

pass into an equally impassioned strain ofentreaty,

to those who were the fruits of so self-consuming

a ministry of reconciliation, to manifest the grand

design of it—the calling out of an unbelieving and

unholy world a people who should shine, by their

Christian example, "as lights in the world, holding

forth the word of life."

Vers. 11, 12. Our month is open unto you, 0

Corinthians, our heart is enlarged. Ye are not

straitened in us, hut ye are straitened in your

own affections—' If there is any want of openness

between us, it is not on our part, but all on your

own; injurious thoughts of us, bred of unworthy

suspicion of our motives, have haply chilled your

feelings, cooled your love ; as for our feelings

towards you, they are the same as ever.'—Ver. 13.

Now for a recompense in like kind (I speak as

unto my children), be ye also enlarged—'As a

spiritual father to bis children in the faith, let me

ask you to open your hearts frankly to me, as

mine is opened to you, and suffer me now freely

to counsel you.'

Ver. 14. Be not unequally yoked with un

believers. The figure is drawn from the hetero-

vol. m. 17

geneous yoking of animals in a team (compare

Deut. xxii. 10, "Thou shalt not plough with an

ox and an ass together;" and see Lev. xix. 19) ;

and though the more immediate reference probably

is to too intimate association with their unconverted

fellow-citizens at feasts, and especially to inter

marriage with heathens, it is doubtless meant to

embrace all entangling association with those

whose close fellowship would have a deadening

effect on their religious life,—for what fellowship

have righteousness and iniquity! On the

meaning of " righteousness " here, see on ver.

7, —or what communion hath light with dark

ness 1 Compare Luke xvi. 8 ; I Thess. v. 5 >'

Amos iii. 5 ; Eph. v. 7, 8 ; I John i. 6, 7.—

Ver. 15. And what concord hath Christ with

Belial I From the use of this proper name, and

the antithesis with Christ, it evidently is meant

(like Beelzebub in Matt. xii. 24) as a synonym for

Satan (Stanley),—or what portion hath a be

liever with an unbeliever f It is not their hav

ing different speculativeopinions about religion that

makes intimate fellowship between them impractic

able ; it is that a "believer" is supposed to breathe

a different atmosphere, to live for fundamentallydif

ferent ends, and to have entirely different interests

and tastes and modes of action, from an " un

believer." (See onchap. v. 16, 17.)—Ver. 16. And

what agreement hath the temple of God with

idols t for we1 are the temple of the living God—

not only in contrast with the dead idols in the

heathen temples, but to express the living character

of the temple itself (1 Pet ii. 5) ;—even as God

hath said, twill dwell in them, andwalk in them;

and I will be their God, and they shall be my

people. The quotation is from Lev. xxvi. 12 (as

in LXX.), save the first words, ' I will dwell in

them,' which seem to be a combination of Ps.

lxviii. 18 (LXX.) and of the import of several

other passages. No language, surely, could more

emphatically express the radical contrast between

" believers " and "unbelievers" than this.—Ver.

17. Wherefore, Come ye out from among them,

and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch no

unclean thing. We have here another quotation,

from Isa. Hi. 1 1, in which Israel is prophetically

summoned to shake off the defilement they con

tracted by their long residence among the idolaters

of Babylon, by finally quitting it ;—and I will

receive you—a reminiscence from Ezek. xx. 34,

as rendered in the LXX.,—and will be to you a

Father, and ye shall be to me sons and daugh

ters, saith the Lord Almighty. This is a free

combination of various passages in the Old Testa

ment—such as Jer. xxxi. 9, Isa. xliii. 6 ; and

as the word " Almighty " occurs nowhere in the

Old Testament save in the LXX. of 2 Sam. vii. 8,

it is possible that verse 14 of that chapter may have

come under the apostle's eye while writing (or

dictating) this sentence. The spirit of these con

cluding words may be thus expressed :—'Hard duty

this (ye will say) in such a case as ours ; for if we

are to "come out from among" all unbelievers, all

idolaters, all the unclean, we shall have to come

out from all our nearest and dearest relatives, even

fathers and mothers.' ' Perhaps so (replies the

apostle), but even then ye will find One who will

be to you what all the parents in the world cannot

be, and ye will be to Him sons and daughters in a

sense unutterable and eternally enduring.' (Com-

1 The first person plural, not the second, is the true

reading here.

■
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Chap. vii. i. Having, therefore, these

promises, beloved, let ua cleanse ourselves from

all defilement of flesh and spirit, perfecting

holiness in the fear of God. It is a pity

that this verse has been detached from the

preceding chapter, of which it iorms the

natural close ; for the " promises" meant are no

other than those in vers. 16-18, and the exhorta

tion here given is simply a more comprehensive

form of the call to separate themselves from all

contamination. In the preceding verses it was

the contamination of too close an association with

unholiness in others ; here, it is to separate them

selves from unholiness in themselves. First, from

defilement of the flesh (" the lusts of the flesh") ;

next, "defilement of the spirit." The apostle

regards the whole nature as thoroughly defiled by

sin ; and classing himself and his Jewish fellow-

converts along with the Gentiles, he says, "Among

whom (' the children of disobedience ') we all

once lived in the lusts of our flesh, fulfilling the

desires of the flesh and of thetnind (or 'thoughts');"

calling both kinds of desires alike " the lusts of the

flesh' (Eph. ii. 3), or carnality. Also, in Gal. v.

19-21, in a long catalogue of the " works of the

flesh "—one-half of which are of so spiritual a

nature, that if there be " defilement of spirit " at

all, these must belong to it—there, too, they

are called " lusts of the flesh." But whereas

there, it is said, " They that are Christ's have

crucified the flesh with its passions and lusts"

(ver. 24), in virtue of their union with Christ ;

here the exhortation is to continue doing this.

And there is no inconsistency. In principle, it

is done at once, when if "any man is in Christ,

he is a new creature," the death-blow being then

given to the reigning power of sin in the heart ;

but this seed has to be gradually developed into

universal holiness. Accordingly it is added,—

perfecting holiness in the fear of God (1 Pet. i.

•5. '6).

pare Ps. xxvii. 10. ) And here there seems, too, a

touching reminiscence of our Lord's own words to

Peter when he said, " Lo, we have left all and have

followed Thee :"—" Verily I say unto you, there

is no man that hath left house, or brethren, or

sisters, or mother, or father, or children, or lands

for my sake and for the Gospel's sake, but he shall

receive a hundredfold now in this time, houses and

brethren, and sisters and mothers, and children, and

lands, with persecutions; and in the world to come

eternal life" (Mark x. 28-30), and our Lord Himself

was the first to exemplify, in His own case, this re

construction of all the relationships and affections of

life, on the basis of a deeper and more enduring tie,

after they have been sacrificed in their natural form

on the altar of lofty principle (see Matt xii. 46-50).

Note.—Though " unequal yoking " here seems

to have no special reference to marriages of this

character, yet, as a fact, greater and more varied

evils, from the very earliest period and in every

age, have sprung from this cause than can well be

described. It was the immediate cause of that

frightful wickedness that brought the flood upon

the old world (Gen. vi. 1-7). Against this snare

the Israelites were repeatedly warned in view of

their entrance into the Promised Land (Ex. xxxiv.

16 ; Deut. vii. 3, 4, etc.). Into this pit Samson

fell to his cost (J udg. xiv. 3); and Solomon ( I Kings

xi. 1-10) ; and on account of the extent to which

marriage with "strange wives had been carried

during the captivity, Ezra ordered a national

humiliation, which was followed by a formal

undoing of the unlawful connexion (Ezra ix. 10).

Of course, by how much the Christian calling is

higher, and the consecration it implies more sacred,

than that which preceded it, the more glaring is

the inconsistency, and the greater the loss incurred.

The result—on a principle obvious enough—is, not

that the ' ' righteousness " of the one party dissolves

the "unrighteousness" of the other, but that the

lower drags down the higher (see 1 Cor. xv. 33).

Chapter VII. 2-16.

Feelings occasioned by the Success of his Former Letter morefully opened.

2 T~)ECEIVEl us; we have* wronged no man, we have5

i\. corrupted no man, "we have" defrauded* no man. I «Acuxx. 33.

speak not this* to condemn you : for * I have said before, that

4 ye are in our hearts to die and live with you!" ' Great is 6 my

boldness of speech toward you, d great is* my glorying of you : 7

* I am filled with comfort, I am exceeding joyful,8 in all our

tribulation.

5 For, / when ' we were come into Macedonia, our flesh had no

rest, but 'we were troubled on every side; * without were

6 fightings, within were fears. Nevertheless ' God,10 that com-

£Ch. vi. ii,

12.

c Ch. iii. 1 a.

rfi Cor. i. 4.

1 Ch. i. 4 ;

Phil, ii 17 ;

Col. i. 24.

/Ch. ii. 13.

/ Ch. iv. 8.

h Deut. xxxii.

< Ch. L 4.

1 Open your hearts to * omit have

4 say it not 3 to die together and live together ,; <

* overflow with joy ' prefix even

* took advantage of

'' on your behalfis

10 he
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forteth those that are cast down," comforted us by *the *Seech.u.i3.

7 coming of Titus ; and not by his coming only, but M by the

consolation " wherewith he was comforted in you, when he told

us your earnest desire," your mourning, your fervent mind

8 toward * me ; so that I rejoiced the 16 more. For though I

made you sorry with a letter," I do not repent," ' though I did /Ch- "•«•

repent : " for I perceive ,0 that the same *' epistle hath " made

9 you sorry, though it were " but for a season. Now I rejoice,

not that ye were made sorry, but that ye sorrowed to " repent

ance : for ye were made sorry after a godly manner, that ye

10 might receive damage85 by us in nothing. For "godly sorrow m* ^"JJJ"-

worketh repentance to salvation not to be repented of : 20 "but^^'Vj

1 1 the sorrow of the world worketh death. For behold this self- "■

same thing, that ye sorrowed " after a godly sort, what careful

ness58 it wrought in you, yea, zvhat" clearing of yourselves,

yea, w/iat" indignation, yea, what" fear, yea, what" vehement

desire,™ yea, what™ zeal, yea, what™ revenge !" In all things3'

ye have approved yourselves to be clear" in this" matter.

12 Wherefore," though I wrote unto you, / did itM not for his

cause that had done ** the wrong, nor for his cause that suffered

wrong," "but that our39 care for you40 in the sight of God »<*•»• +

1 3 might appear unto you." Therefore we were 4S comforted in your

comfort : yea, and exceedingly the more joyed we" for the joy

14 of Titus, because his spirit 'was refreshed by you all. For if I /Rom. wr.31.

have boasted any thing to him of you, I am not ashamed ;44

but as we spake all things to you in truth, even44 so our boast-

15 ing," which / made*1 before Titus, is48 found a49 truth. And

his inward affection is more abundant " toward you, whilst he

remembereth 'the obedience of you all, how with fear and '2v':.o:
' ' Phil. u. 12.

16 trembling ye received him. I rejoice therefore41 that rI have 'ph^'tlii41

confidence in you in all things." "•

11 the bowed down, even God ™add?\so ls comfort

14 your longing " your zeal for lc yet ,7 my epistle

]8 regret it " regret it 20 see 21 that that

22 omit hath !3 omit it were 24 were made sorry unto

25 suffer loss 26 a repentance bringing no regret 27 were made sorry

28 earnest care 29 what so what longing 31 avenging

32 everything "pure 34 the 35 So then M / wrote

37 did 38 prefix the 39 your 40 us

41 might be manifest unto you in the sight of God 42 have been

43 and in our comfort we joyed the more exceedingly

44 in any thing I have gloried to him on your behalf, I was not put to shame

45 omit even 40 glorying also 47 made 4* was

49 to be t0 abundantly sl omit therefore

'-- that in everything I am of good courage concerning you

What had been merely alluded to in chap. ii. wronged no man (when we were with you), we

12-14, is here explained in touching detail.— corrupted no man, we took advantage of no

Ver. 2. Open your hearts to us {fir. ' Make room man—referring to the cruel insinuations by which

for us,' in your hearts), (see on vi. 11-13) ; we it was sought to poison the minds of his converts

/--
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the sorrow of the world worketh death—mere

regret for wrong done. Such remorse ofconscience,

however pungent—which is all that "the world"

reaches at its best—has no subduing, chastening,

saving effect, but on the contrary, has an embit

tering, corroding, consuming effect, "working

death ; " a death which being put in contrast with

" salvation " as the fruit of genuine repentance,

must mean (as Meyer rightly says) eternal death.

In the case of many besides Judas, when the

"sorrow of the world" works despair, existence is

felt to be intolerable, and self-destruction sends

them to "their own place" (Acts i. 25).

Now follow the features of that godly sorrow,

the effect ofwhich had been so remarkable, that the

apostle was transported at the tidings he received

of it.—Ver. II, For . . . what earnest care—in

contrast with former indifference,—yea, what clear

ing of yourselves—from all real connivance at

the deed,—yea, what indignation—against the

deed, at length seen in its true light, and against

yourselves for so long and so tamely enduring it,

—yea, what fear—of his having to "come to

them with a rod" (1 Cor. iv. 21),—yea, what

longing—for another visit, even though in severity,

if necessary,—yea, what zeal—in the cause of

church purity, too long neglected,—yea, what

avenging—of the offence committed.—In every

thing ye approved yourselves to be pure in the

matter—not free of blame, but thoroughly in

earnest, straightforward, and thoroughgoing in

the case.—Ver. 12. So then, although I wrote

unto yon, / wrote not for his cause that did

the wrong, nor for his cause that suffered the

wrong. Who this was has been much disputed.

The only natural interpretation is, the father of the

incestuous person supposed by most in that case

to be still alive. But how in that case there could

be a marriage at all, it is hard to see. On I Cor.

v. I we expressed the presumption that the father

must have been dead ; in which case the dishonour

done to his memory may be what is here referred

to. But if that be thought not natural, since no

other than the father can well be meant, we shall

have to suppose that the incestuous act was done

in the father's lifetime, which, of course, would

place it in a more monstrous light,—but that

your earnest care for us l might be made mani

fest unto you in the sight of God. All the

principal authorities read thus. But since at first

sight the sense seems rather to be " that our care

for you " might appear, the reverse way of reading

it has been substituted in our Authorised Version

(doubtless from Beza, certainly on slight external

authority). But the true reading, when narrowly

looked at, will be found to suit the context

best—that he wrote in order that by executing

the order which he gave them, trying and peremp

tory as it was, ' their regard for his apostolic

authority and himself too might be manifest to

themselves before God.' What follows seems to

confirm this.—Ver. 13. Therefore we were com

forted: and in our comfort we joyed the more

exceedingly for the joy of Titus, because his

spirit hath been refreshed by you all (as already

stated, ver. 7). The exuberance of feeling here

can be explained only by a combination of things—

the extraordinary hold that this church of Corinth

had taken upon his interest and affections, as in all

its circumstances the most wonderful fruit which

his apostolic labours had ever produced—insomuch

1 So beyond doubt reads the true text.

against him.—Ver. 3.1 I say it not to condemn

you— * I charge none of you with having said this

of me ; but since it has been insinuated in some

quarters, I must repel it as a cruel wrong ; against

yourselves I have nothing to say,'—for Inave said

before (several times in effect, i. 14, ii. 4, iii. 2,

vi. ii, 12), that ye are in our hearts (so Phil,

i. 7) to die together and live together—an

expression of enduring affection, not unknown in

classical writings (and see I Thess. iii. 8). —Ver. 4.

Great is my boldness of speech toward you,

great is my glorying on your behalf : I am

filled with comfort, I overflow with joy in all

our tribulations. Now follows the cause of this

exuberance of feeling.—Ver. 5. For even when

we were come into Macedonia, our flesh had no

relief (see on chap. ii. 12, 13), but we were

troubled on every aide ; without were fightings

(from enemies), within were fears—for his work,

his converts, his reputation.—Ver. 6. Neverthe

less he that comforteth the bowed down, even

God, comforted us by the coming of Titus ;—

Ver. 7. and not by his coming only, but also by

the comfort wherewith he was comforted in you

—bringing back such gladdening intelligence of

your spiritual state,—when he told us your long

ing— to see me again,—your mourning, your zeal

for me—in spite of malicious insinuation against

me,—so that I rejoiced yet more—than at his

mere return.—Ver. 8. For though I made you

sorry with my former epistle, I do not regret it,

though I did regret it—a strong expression of

the pain it gave him to write as he had done, inso

much that he was haunted .'with the impression

that he had expressed himself too strongly, which

he was now glad to find was not the case :—for I

see that that epistle made you sorry, though but

for a season.—Ver. 9. Now I rejoice . . . that ye

were made sorry unto repentance—unto a com

plete change of mind about this case ; the sorrow,

though sharp, was short and it was salutary,—for

ye were made sorry after a godly sort, that ye

might suffer loss by us in nothing—our treat

ment of you proved to be of God for your good.—

Ver. 10. For godly sorrow worketh repentance to

salvation, a repentance bringing no regret. The

two words here used mean quite different things,

and the difference is so important that the same

word should not have been used for both in the

Authorised Version. The first word means that

gracious change of mind which the English word

" repentance expresses ; but the second word

means only regret for something previously done,

even though unaccompanied by any change ofheart.

Thus it is said of Judas, that when he saw that the

Lord whom he had betrayed was condemned, he

" repented himself . . . went away, and hanged

himself " (Matt, xxvii. 3, 5). But it is the second

word here used, not the first, which is there

employed. Although, therefore, one might like

to retain the happy alliteration of our Authorised

Version here, it could only be done by sacrificing

a most important distinction in the sense ; this,

namely, that the " repentance unto salvation "

which godly sorrow worketh is what no one will

ever have cause to ' regret or be sorryfor,' *—but

1 Here the apostle resumes the singular in speaking of

himself (from chap. ii. 13X and after this the singular and

the plural alternate to the end of the chapter.

* The whole idea seems to have been suggested by the

play upon the two Greek words which the preposition in

composition suggested—*/ctonoian 9,-mtta melt-ton (as

Ncander notes).
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that he had held them up " boastingly " to other thing I have gloried to him on your behalf, I

churches; the deep disappointment which divisions was not put to shame—'the event has justified

and disorders among themselves had occasioned ; to himself the high character I gave him of you. '

the heart-breaking distress and alarm lor them —Ver. 15. And his inward affection is more

which the breaking forth of old sensualities, and abundantly toward you, whilst he remembereth

the manifestations of incipient scepticism on such the obedience of you all, how with fear and

vital matters as the resurrection, had caused ; the trembling ye received him—' how, instead of

feverish anxiety with which he awaited the arrival receiving him with cold suspicion, with a haughty

of Titus, to know whether his sharp letter to them disposition to justify yourselves and resent his

had been well or ill taken ; and now, the fact interference, ye received him with a trembling

that not only had the effect of his Epistle far anxiety to yield implicit obedience to whatever

exceeded his expectation, but that Titus himself might be deemed necessary to repair the injury that

had come to him brimful of the comfort he had had been done.' No wonder, then, that he adds,

had in them and the delightful fellowship he had as a closing word,—Ver. 16. I rejoice that in

enjoyed amongst them.—Ver. 14. For iJf in any everything! am of good courage concerning you.

PART SECOND : CHAPTERS VIII., IX.

COLLECTION BY THE GENTILE CHURCHES FOR THEIR POOR JEWISH

BRETHREN AT JERUSALEM.

This Part might be headed as i Cor. xvi. i : ' Now concerning the collec

tion Jor tJte saints'

Chapter VIII. 1-24.

Corinth must not be behind Macedonia in getting its Collection ready.

1 TV /T OREOVER, brethren, we do you to wit of1 the grace of

2 1VA God bestowed * on the churches of Macedonia ; how

that in a great trial of affliction the abundance of their joy and

" their deep poverty abounded unto the riches of their liberality. «Mk. xu. 44.

3 For to t/teir " power, I bear record,4 yea, and beyond their i

4 power, they were willing of themselves ; * praying 7 us with much

entreaty that we would receive the gift," and take upon us* * the * *<** »• J*

5 fellowship of 10 the ministering to the saints ; and this they did," f£!n■1(£r!'5•

not as we hoped, but first gave" their own selves to the Lord, J£i-i£5,4:

6 and unto us by the will of God. Insomuch that 'we desired" c vhcrx--7 :l8.

Titus, that as he had begun," so he would also finish " in you

7 the same" grace also. Therefore," as ''ye abound in every </i.Cor. is,

thing" in faith, and utterance, and knowledge, and in all dili

gence, and in your love to us, see ' that ye abound in this grace * ch. ix. 8.

8 also. / 1 speak not by " commandment, but by occasion of the /• Cor. ™. «.

forwardness'0 of others, and to prove" the sincerity of" your

9 love. For ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, 'that, e M»t.via.»o;

though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, that ye Phi •»• «. 7.

1 make known to you * prefix which hath been 8 according to their

4 witness * their • they gave of their own accord T beseeching

8 in the matter of this grace 9 omit take upon us 10 in

11 omit they did " prefix they u exhorted

14 made a beginning before " complete " this u But

18 thing " add way of *° as proving through the earnestness

" omit and to prove " prefix also
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10 through his poverty might be" rich. And herein *I give my * ■ Cor. «;. *5.

advice:" 'for this is expedient for you, who have begun '^1™*-'V

before," not only to do, but also to " be * forward a year ago.'7 ; «■•. V1-

11 Now therefore perform" the doing of it;™ that as there was Jg*\*%.A

aM readiness to will, so there may be a performance" also out

1 2 of that which ye have." For ' if there be first a willing mind," ' J£- *£ J*

it is accepted'4 according to that a man35 hath, atid" not 3-

13 according to that he" hath not. For / mean not38 that other

14 men" be eased, and ye burdened :'° but by an*1 equality, t/tat

now at this time" your abundance may be** a supply" for their

want, that their abundance also may be45 a supply for your

15 want: that there may be equality: as it is written, '"He that M,Exxvi- lS-

had" gathered much had nothing over ; and he that had"

gat/iered little had no lack.

16 But thanks be" to God, which put" the same earnest"

17 care" into the heart of Titus for you.51 For indeed he accepted

"the58 exhortation; but being more forward," of his own "Ver*-

18 accord he went51 unto you. And we have sent55 with him

* the brother, whose praise is " in the gospel throughout 57 all • Ch- *"• l8-

19 the churches ; and not that only," but who was also •''chosen59 *\^m XV1'

of the churches to travel with us with 6° this grace, which is

administered81 by us ?to the glory of the same6' Lord, and * a- iv- ■*•

20 declaration 0/your63 ready mind : avoiding this, that no6* man

should blame us in this abundance65 which is administered61

21 by us: 'providing for honest things,66 not only in the sight of rp£n'i*'V-7

22 the Lord, but also in the sight of men. And we have sent with • Pet-ii* "•

them our brother, whom we have oftentimes 67 proved diligent 69

in many things, but now much more diligent,68 upon 69 the great

23 confidence which / have1" in you. Whether any do71 enquire

of" Titus, he is my partner and73 fellow-helper concerning

you : M or our brethren be enquired o/,7i they are ' the messengers » pha- »• »s-

24 of the churches, and1" the glory of Christ. Wherefore shew ye

to them, and before 77 the churches, the proof of your love, and

of our ' boasting 78 on your behalf. ' P1- vii- '«•

23 become " judgment 25 were the first to make a beginning a year ago

26 but also to will to 27 omit a year ago 2S But now complete

29 also 80 the •1 the completion 83 your ability

33 if the readiness is there 34 acceptable " according as a man

36 omit and S7 according as he 38 / say not this

39 others " distressed 41 omit An 'l2 omit that now at this time

43 being 44 add at this present time " become 40 omit had

47 be " putteth 40 omit earnest s0 add for you

31 omit for you 52 our 53 himself very earnest M add forth

45 add together ,(i omit is " is spread through

*" only so 59 appointed G0 in the mailer of " ministered

62 omit same (i3 to shew our readiness 64 any

6S the matter 0/ this bounty 60 for we take thought for things honourable

67 many times 68 earnest co by reason of 70 he hath 71 omit do

72 about rs add my 7i fellow-worker to you-ward "s omit be enquired of

73 they are 77 Shew ye therefore unto them in the face of 7i glorying
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Rome, they "sent once and again unto his neces

sities " (ii. 25). And as to the Thessalonians,

they supplied the wants of their own poor members

so liberally, that the apostle had to caution them

against allowing idlers to take advantage of them

(2 Thess. iii. 10-12).—Ver. 3. For according to

their power, yea, and beyond their power, they

gave of their own accord.—Ver. 4. beseeching

us with much entreaty. The apostle would

hardly let them give what they offered, as being

too much in their circumstances, but they insisted:

in the matter of this grace,1 and the fellowship

in the ministering to the saints—that we would

not deny them the privilege of having their own

share in this good work.—Ver. 5. And this they

did, not as we hoped, but—far exceeding our

expectations,—first they gave their own selves

to the Lord (the Lord Jesus), and to us (as acting

for Him) by the will of God. This evidently

means something more than that, having conse

crated themselves to Christ at the time of their

conversion, they now gave this gift as an act of

Christian principle. When the proposal was first

submitted to them, as a thing not only eminently

Christian in itself, but fitted to melt down Jewish

prejudice against uncircumcised converts, the

whole thing would seem to them a new idea ; and

meeting probably by themselves, and praying

over it, they seem to have made a fresh gift of

themselves to the Lord and to the apostle and

his associates as His honoured servants in this

business. The associates, it would appear, were

" Sopater of Bercea," one of the Macedonian

churches, and Aristarchus and Secundus of Thes-

salonica, another of those churches ; for these

accompanied our apostle in his journey to Jeru

salem, and were probably the bearers of this col

lection (Acts xx. 3, 4).

Ver. 6. Insomuch that we desired Titus, that

as he had made a beginning before—that is,

when he went with others to Corinth as the bearer

of his First Epistle to that Church, and availed

himself of that opportunity to bring the proposal for

this collection before them, and made a beginning

in preparing for it,—so he would complete in you

this grace also.—Ver. 7. But—to bring this to .1

point—as ye abound in every thing, in faith,

and utterance, and knowledge (see 1 Cor. i. 5),

and in all earnestness—such as that exemplified

in carrying out his directions in the painful case of

the incestuous person (vii. II), as the next clause

seems to shew was specially in view,—and in your

love to us, see that ye abound in this grace also.

Ver. 8. I speak not by way of commandment—

as laying my commands upon you to exercise your

liberality,—but as proving through the earnest

ness of others the sincerity also of your love—

to let it be seen that ye are not behind others in

the outcome of your love.

Ver. 9. For ye know the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for

your sakea became poor, that ye through his

poverty might become rich. We have here an

example of the apostle's beautiful practice of con

necting the most familiar duties and incidents of

life with the grandest and most affecting truths of

Ver. 1. Moreover, brethren, we make known

to you the grace of God which hath been

bestowed on the churches of Macedonia. That

celebrated peninsula which lies between the

Adriatic Sea on the west and the yEgean Sea on

the east, was divided into two parts, of which the

southern and narrower portion was Achaia or

Greece, and the northern and wider portion was

Macedonia proper, or what constituted the ancient

kingdom of that name. To the former division

belonged Corinth, whose Christian Church owed its

existence to our apostle, with Athens, where he

failed toestablish one. To the Macedonian division

belonged Philippi, where the first European church

was established ; and Thessalonica, the seat of the

second church ; and Beraa, where there certainly

were "noble" Christians (Acts xvii. 11), and in

all probability an organized church, with, no doubt,

smaller groups of Christians lying between those

places, or scattered up and down the province,

and considered as belonging to "the churches"

just named. These are " the churches of Mace

donia," whose Christian liberality is here so

admiringly described and held up for imitation.—

Ver. 2. how that in a great trial of affliction—

the nature and severity of which may be gathered

from the storm of opposition in which they rose

into existence (Acts xvi. 12-xvii. 13, with 1 Thess.

i. 6, ii. 14),—the abundance of their joy, and

their deep poverty abounded unto the riches

of their liberality '—a striking collection this of

redundancies, contrasts, and apparent paradoxes

of language, as if words could hardly be found to

describe their admirable conduct : " the abundance

of their joy abounded;" their joy in a great trial

of affliction ; "their deep poverty" overflowed into

"the riches of their liberality. The "extreme

poverty of these Macedonian congregations " (says

Stanley) "was probably shared by them in common

with all other parts of Greece, except the two great

Roman colonies of Patrse and Corinth. The

condition of Greece in the time of Augustus (as

Arnold says in his Roman Commomvealth) was

one of great desolation and distress. ... It had

suffered severely by being the seat of successive

civil wars. . . . Macedonia had lost the benefit

of its mines, which the Roman Government had

appropriated to itself, and was suffering from the

weight of its taxation. . . . The provinces of

Macedonia and Achaia, when they petitioned for a

diminution of their burdens in the reign ofTiberius,

were considered so deserving of compassion, that

they were transferred for a time from the juris

diction of the Senate to that of the Emperor [as

involving less heavy taxation]." Such poverty

might well have been thought to exempt them

from contributing to the relief of others, probably

no poorer than themselves. But, as is often seen

in such cases, instead of taking advantage of this

excuse, the "joy" of a new-found salvation not

only overpowered all sense of their "poverty,"

"deep" as that was, but rose into "nch liber

ality. No doubt they would feel the force of

what had been said to the Corinthians, "If we

(Jews) sowed unto you (Gentiles) spiritual things,

is it a great matter if they shall reap your carnal

things?" (1 Cor. ix. 11). The Phihppian church

had stood alone in supplying the apostle's own

wants, on his departure from Macedonia (Phil.

iv. 15, 16), and even after his imprisonment at

1 The word properly means " simplicity " (as in xi. a),

then liberality (as here and ix. it, i j).

1 The received reading here is most certainly wrong.

Beza, from whom it was no doubt adopted by our trans

lators, admits that he took it from the Greek Scholia, the

Complutensian, Polyglot, and two Latin mss. It is absent

from all ancient mss., is found in scarcely any of tha

Cursives, and in no ancient version save the Gothic
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the Gospel, thereby teaching Christians to see

everything, and discharge every duty, in the light

and under the power of those saving truths.—And

not only so, but it is just where, all unexpectedly,

those truths are brought in to stimulate to very

familiar duties, that they are expressed with a ful

ness and a sublimity not elsewhere to be found.

(See Eph. v. 25-33; Tit- "• 9~'4» phil- ii.4-11,

etc.) Here it is confined to a single verse, but

one expressing the whole scheme of redemption in

the Person and work of Christ in the fewest pos

sible words, in the most affecting form, and with

a suitableness to the case in hand which has in

every age given it untold practical power. Every

word here must be weighed.

1. "Grace," when used by itself in the New

Testament, denotes the whole compassion and love

of God to sinners of mankind in Christ Jesus, em

bracing His eternal purposes of salvation, and

every step in the process of it from first to last.

(See, for example, Rom. v. 21 ; Eph. ii. 7> 8 ;

John i. 14, 16, 17.) Hence the Gospel is called

"the Gospel of the grace of God,' and "the

word of His grace " (Acts xx. 24, 32, xiv. 3). In

this all-comprehensive sense it is used here.

2. When our apostle would lay peculiar stress

upon anything connected with Christ, he loves to

eive Him His full name—" Our Lord (or "The

Lord") Jesus Christ." Out of numberless such

cases (exclusive of salutations, etc.), we may refer

to Acts xvi. 31 ; Rom. v. 21, vi. 23, viii. 39 ;

1 Cor. xv. 57 ; Gal. vi. 14 ; Phil. iii. 20. When

therefore we read here of " the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ," we are prepared for something

emphatic and impressive. Accordingly,

3. This grace is held forth as, on the part of

Christ Himself, purely spontaneous. So in Acts

xx. 28 ; Gal. i. 4, ii. 20 j Eph. v. 25-27, etc.

Elsewhere it is represented as, on His part, the

acceptance and execution of a trust committed to

Him—the discharge of a work given Him to do.

(John v. 30, vi. 38 ; Luke xxii. 42 ; John xviii.

II.) But as if to shew how both views blend

into a harmonious unity, we find our Lord Him

self saying, " Therefore doth my Father love me,

because I lay down my life, that I may take it

again. No one taketh it away from me, but I

lay it down of myself. I have right to lay it

down, and I have right to take it again. This

commandment received I from my Father " (John

x. 17, 18).

4. Those who, with the old Socinians, deny the

pre-existence of Christ, regard the period of the

" riches " and the " poverty " of Christ as one and

the same period. Therewas no transition (they hold)

from the one state to the other, but His " grace "

consisted in an exercise of self-denial, in that,

" though rich," He lived as one who " was poor"

■—who, though entitled to royalty and destined to

a kingdom, yet refused it when pressed upon Him

by enthusiastic admirers. (So Grotius, De Wette,

etc.) Even some orthodox critics (as Osiander,

Philippi, etc.) so far concur in this as to hold that

there is no transition here from Christ's pre-

existent riches to His earthly poverty, but that the

reference is to the self-denial which He exercised

through all His earthly life, so veiling that fulness

of the Godhead which dwelt in Him that " the

world knew Him not," and only the spiritually

discerning "beheld His glory." The criticism

on the Greek word on which they found

this, and our reply to it, we must throw into a

footnote.1 But the best proof that there is no

reference here to any self-denial exercised by

Christ during His earthly life, and while in the

full possession of His riches, and that the reference

is to what He surrendered or "emptied Himself"

of when He became man, is one which the common

sense of every one can appreciate as well as any

scholar, namely, that on the former view the

example of Christ would have no bearing on the

case in hand. What the apostle wished the

Corinthians to do was to part with some of their

means, in order that by their so far "becoming

poor," their Jewish brethren might to that ex

tent "become rich." Now, would it have been

any example of this to hold up Christ as, while

remaining rich on earth, yet refraining from using

His riches ? No, surely. But by directing then-

thoughts back to " the glory which He had with

the Father before the world was" (John xvii. 5),

and reminding them how He "emptied Himself"

of this (Phil. ii. 7), and at His Incarnation assumed

that "poverty" which confessedly began then,

and deepened at every stage on to the last and

lowest, the apostle brings before the Corinthians,

and through them to Christians in all times, an

example of self-sacrifice the most affecting. And

the corresponding passage just referred to (Phil,

ii. 5-1 1) presents the example of Christ, with refer

ence to every kind of sacrifice for the good of

others, precisely in the same light.

But we have only settled the general sense of

the statement. Its details demand further atten

tion. How do we measure the "grace" or good

will of any one towards others? By four things :

By the height from which he looks down on

his objects ; by the depth in which he finds

them lying beneath him ; by the sacrifices to which

he submits, for their good ; and by the benefits

which at much cost to himself he confers upon

them. Among men there are not many cases in

which even one of these is found in a very large

degree ; few in which more than one of them are

found ; none, probably, in which the whole of

them meet in a degree worthy of note. But it is

the peerless quality of "the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ," not only that all these character

istics meet in it, but that each and all of them

shine forth in it with surpassing lustre. Is it the

height from which He had to look down upon His

objects? " He was rich "—in " the glory which

He had with the Father before the world was,"

1 The verb (mxtum), like other verbs of that termination,

means (they say) not to become poor,' but ' to be poor,' or

to do the part of one who is poor. True, but (as Kuhner

observes) classical writers very often use the aorist (and

that is the tense here used) to denote the coming into a

condition. Thus fiaeiKtvn. ' I am a king ;' i/3«WAit*-«, not,

' I was a king,' but ' 1 came to be a king,' or ' was made a

king;' ar&vwu, 'to have become sick,' in morbvm inci-

diue (Gr. Gramm. § 356. 4. g.). To the same effect Bern-

hardy and Kruger. On this principle, why should not is-rw-

Xfvrir here be rendered, ' He became poor,' unless the

nature of the case and the context should forbid it ? But

precisely the reverse is the case, and nothing can be better

than what Meyer says on the aori-t here :—" The aorist

denotes the once-occurring entrance into the condition of

being poor, and therefore certainly the having become foot:

although rM^iCw, as also the classical iriiirlku, does not

mean to become poor, but to be poor—the aoiist, however,

he adds in a note, has the sense of to have become." The

reference (he again says) is not to " the whole life led by

Christ in poverty and lowliness, during which He was never

theless rich in grace, rich in inward blessedness, as Baur

and others." And again, " the apostle is not speaking of

what Christ is, but of what He was, before He became mat,,

and what He ceased to be on his self-cxinanition in becoming

man (Gal. iv. 4)."
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acceptability of all our offerings depends not on the

amount given, but on the proportion which it bears

to our means. (Compare Ex. xxv. 2 ; xxxv. 5 ;

I Chron. xxix. 9; Lukexxi. 1-4.)—Ver. 13. For /

say not this, that others may be eased, andye dis

tressed—that others be eased at your expense, your

Jewish brethren placed in comfort and ye your

selves pinched ;— Ver. 14. but by equality ; your

abundance being a supply at this present time

for their want, that their abundance also (in

your time of need) may become a supply for your

want; that there may be equality:—Ver. 15. as

it is written (in Ex. xvi. 18, mostly as in LXX.),

He that gathered much had nothing over ; and

he that gathered little had no lack. The apostle

seizes on the principle of equality in the gathering

of the manna, not only from the principle itself,

but because there is a beautiful epigrammatic,

gnomic force in the very manner in which it is

expressed, making it handy and serviceable in

every such case.

the glory too of having created all things that are

in heaven and in earth, " things visible and things

invisible" (Col. i. 16), and of " upholding all things

by the word of His power " (Heb. i. 3). Next, is

it the depth in which He beheld His objects lying ?

"For our sakes" all was done—who lay "sold

under sin" (Rom. vii. 14), under condemnation

(Rom. v. 18), under the curse (Gal. iii. 13), and

ready to perish (John iii. 16) ; whose life here is

all strewed with the wreck of a fallen state, and

full of disappointments, sufferings, sorrows, and

tears; while for the future there was only "a

fearful looking for of judgment" from a holy God.

Into this condition of ruin and wretchedness did

" the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ" draw down,

not His pitying eye only, but Himself. And what

were the sacrifices He submitted to, to get us out

of it ? " For our sakes He became poor." How

poor ? To become man at all was poverty to Him ;

but man "emptied" of his pre-existent glory

(Phil. ii. 7), yea, "made in the likeness of sinful

flesh" (Rom. viii. 3) ; " tempted in all points like

as we are" (Heb. iv. 15), living literally "poor,"

though all nature was at His command ; "a man

of sorrows and acquainted with grief," and, though

He "knew no sin, made sin for us," and " bearing

our sins in His own body on the tree, and made

a curse for us"—this was in Him a " poverty," the

depth and bitterness of which who but Himself

can comprehend? And what the benefits we

thereby receive ? " That we through His poverty

might become rich"—rich in " redemption through

His blood, the forgiveness of sins," rich in

" peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ,"

rich in "newness of life," in objects to live for

and motives to live by ; rich in mastery over our

selves, the world, and the wicked one, in joy

unspeakable and full of glory : " all things are ours,

and we are Christ's, and Christ is God s" (I Cor.

iii. 22, 23).

And now the apostle returns to his point— to

stimulate his Corinthian children in the faith to

large-heartedness towards their famished Jewish

brethren—and this he does with the same delight

ful case with which he had soared, for a brief

moment, into the region of Christ's matchless

example, proceeding through several verses as if

no such grand parenthesis had interrupted his flow

of thought.

Ver. 10. And herein I give my judgment—or

" opinion ;" for in ver. 8 he had just disclaimed

giving them a "command" on the subject (see

1 Cor. vii. 6, 25),—for this is expedient for you,

who were the first to make a beginning a year

ago—or as we should say, * last year,' for a whole

year had not intervened ;—not only to do, but to

will—a strange expression; but the meaning

clearly is, ' Since ye not only began to make this

collection last year, before ever the Macedonian

churches were addressed upon the subject, but set

yourselves to it with a will (as we should say), it

would only be becoming in you not to fall behind

the Macedonians in the completion of it.' That

this is the meaning, seems plain from the next

verse.—Ver. II. But now complete the doing

also ; that as there was the readiness to will, so

there may be the completion also out of your

ability—'according to your means.'—Ver. 12.

For if the readiness is there, it is acceptable,

according as a man hath, not according as he

hath not—a delightful principle, worthy of Him

who "loveth a cheerful giver" (ix. 7), that the

Of Titus and two other Brethren sent to get ready

the Corinthian Collection, 16-24.

Ver. 16. But thanks be to God, which putteth

the same earnest care for you (as into me) into

the heart of Titus.—Ver. 17. For indeed he

accepted our exhortation (ver. 6)—to go to

Corinth on this errand ;—but being himself very

earnest, he went forth unto you of his own

accord—needing no pressing from me.—Ver. 18.

And we have sent together with him the brother

whose praise in the gospel is spread through all

the churches;—Ver. 19. and not only so, but

who was also appointed by the churches to

travel with us in the matter of this grace (the

contribution), which is ministered by us to tie

glory of the Lord (the Lord Jesus), and to shew

our readiness:—Ver. 20. avoiding this, that any

man should blame us in the matter of this

bounty. The word "readiness" means 'thick

ness,' 'fulness,' 'exuberance;' and refers probably

to the largeness of their contribution, and possible

surmises as to his strict fidelity, which he would

take means to ward off ;—which is ministered by

us.—Ver. 21. for we take thought for things hon

ourable, not only in the sight of the Lord, but also

in the sight of men—so as to be above suspicion,

and give no shadow of ground for such unworthy

thoughts as those hinted at in chap. xii. 17, 18.

Who this " brother " was, it is quite vain to con

jecture. For to all who have been supposed to

be meant—Barnabas, Silas, Apollos, Trophimus,

Mark, Luke—there are different objections, all

having their own weight, while the arguments in

favour of any one of them arc too slender to build

upon. Enough it must be for us to know that

those written to did not need him to be named,

and that he was held in such esteem that to send

him with Titus would be deemed a boon.

Ver. 22. And we have sent with them our

brother, whom we have many times proved

earnest in many things, but now much more

earnest, by reason of the great confidence which

he hath in you—on the double ground of his

known Christian earnestness, and his confidence

in the Corinthians. But neither can we tell who

this "brother" was, more than the other.—Ver. 23.

Whether any inquire about Titus. ' Need I say

anything in commendation of him?'—he is my

partner, and my fellow-worker to you -ward--

therefore, in relation to the apostle and his work,
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above the other two ;—or our brethren, they are churches the proof of your love, and of onr

the messengers of the churches, they are the glorying in your behalf. ' By the reception you

glory of Christ—(as we should say) ' They are an give to these honoured messengers, shew the love

honour to Christ ; ' their walk and work bring you bear to us and them, and to the cause they

glory to Him. Noble testimony this !—Ver. 24. come to you in, and thus justify before the churches

Shew ye therefore unto them in the face of the the high testimony of you which we have borne.'

Chapter IX. 1-15.

Same Subject.— T/te Collection.

1 "C*OR as touching "the ministering to the saints, it is super- "^om^ll

2 X fluous for me to write to you : for I know ' the forward- ^J,';,3™: ''•

ness of your mind,1 'for' which I boast of you3 to them of ,§5^**

Macedonia, that d Achaia was ready a year ago ; * and your ^g); ji;j; ]*■

3 zeal hath provoked4 very many.6 'Yet have I7 sent the ' ^ ™' 6-

brethren, lest our boasting " of you * should be in vain in this

4 behalf;9 that, as10 I said, ye. may be ready:" lest haply1' if

they of Macedonia come with me," and find you unprepared,

we (that we say not, ye) should be ashamed u in this same con-

5 fident boasting.14 Therefore I thought it necessary to exhort "

the brethren, that they would go before unto you, and make

up beforehand your bounty,17 whereof ye had notice before,1*

that the same might be ready, as a matter 0/" bounty, and

not as of covetousness."

6 -'But this / say, He which soweth sparingly shall reap also /p"»». «. u-

sparingly ; and he which soweth bountifully shall reap also

7 bountifully. Every " man " according as he purposeth " in his

heart, so let him give ;u *not grudgingly, or of necessity: for •rDeu,*v- ?•

8 * God loveth a cheerful giver. ' And God is™ able to make all *p£v*™; *5:.

grace abound toward™ you; that ye, always having all sufn- « Pr0V]n»«-

9 ciency in all things? may abound to every good work : as it is

written, * He hath dispersed** abroad; he hath given to the *Ps. cxii. 9.

10 poor: his righteousness remaineth** for ever. Now™ he that

' ministereth*1 seed to the sower, both minister bread for your /i«. !».«».

food," and multiply your seed sown," and increase the fruits of

11 your ""righteousness: being" enriched in every thing to all"*110*-*- •*■

bountifulness,34 " which causeth ** through us thanksgiving to *a>- l «•

1 I know your readiness 2 of * on your behalf

4 hath been prepared for a year past 5 hath stirred up 6 add of them

7 But I have 8 that our glorying * may not be made void in this respect

10 prefix even II prepared '* by any means

13 if there come with me any of Macedonia u put to shame

15 in this confidence le intreat "prefix afore-promised

18 omit whereof ye had notice before 19 a matter of 20 not of extortion

11 Let each 22 add do 23 hath purposed 24 omit so let him give

25 is 28 unto " every thing 28 scattered

20 abideth *° And " supplieth

32 and bread for food, shall supply 83 for sowing a* prefix ye

35 unto all liberality 88 worketh
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12 God. For the administration37 of this service not only

"supplieth the want58 of the saints, but is abundant*9 also by40 «<*. via. 14.

13 many thanksgivings unto God; whiles by the experiment of41

this ministration they * glorify God for your professed subjec- / MaL y- ,6-

tion unto the gospel of Christ, and for your liberal 'distribu- ?Heb xm. 16.

14 tion4* unto them, and unto all men ;" and by their prayer for

you, which44 long after you for44 the exceeding r grace of God rCh *•''• «•

1 5 in you. Thanks be unto God * for his unspeakable gift * Jam- L »*

87 ministration 88 filleth up the measure of the wants 89 aboundeth

40 through 41 seeing that through the proving ofyou by

48 for the liberality ofyour contribution 4S omit men

44 while they themselves also, with supplication on your behalf

4i by reason of

Vcr. i. For as touching the ministering to

the saints, it is superfluous for me to write to

you. The reason follows :—Ver. 2. for I know

your readiness, of which I glory on your

behalf (viii. 24), to them of Macedonia (writing

as he was in Macedonia itself, he uses the present

tense), that Achaia— the whole province, but

especially Corinth, the central church, — hath

been prepared for a year past (viii. 10) ;—and

your zeal has stirred up very many ( Gr. ' the

most part ') of them.—Ver. 3. But I have sent

the brethren, that our glorying on your behalf

may not be made void in this respect (' as if we

had gone too far in commending your eagerness ') ;

that, even as I said, ye may be prepared: lest

by any means, if there come with me any of

Macedonia, and find you unprepared, we (that

we say not, ye) should be put to shame in this

confidence.1 — Ver. 5. I thought it necessary,

therefore, to entreat the brethren, that they

would go before unto you, and make up before

hand your afore-promised bounty {Gr. 'bless

ing ')—your collection before promised by me,—

that the same might be ready, as a matter of

bounty, and not of extortion. There is a

beautiful sensitiveness here for the character of

the Corinthian church, as taking the lead among

the Gentile churches, in praising of this collec

tion. Perhaps he had some reason to think that

their first zeal in the matter had slackened, and

that any Macedonians who might accompany

him would think less of them than he had given

them to expect, if, when they and he reached

Corinth, the proceeds had even then to be got out

of them by a pressure that might look like ' ' extor

tion." To prevent this, he thought it advisable

to send messengers to make all ready against his

coming visit.

Ver. 6. But this I say—' Let this as a general

principle be borne in mind,'—He that soweth

sparingly — parsimoniously, grudgingly, — shall

reap also sparingly; and he that soweth bounti

fully ( Gr. ' with blessings '—his heart going along

with his hand in wishing "blessings" on the

objects of his charity),—shall also reap bounti

fully. On the great principle here expressed, see

Ex. xxv. 2, xxxv. 5 ; I Chron. xxix. 14, 17; T's.

cxii. 9 ; Prov. xi. 24, 25, xix. 17, xxii. 9 ; Luke

vi. 38 ; Acts xx. 35. The figure of sowing and

1 The received reading here (" confidence of boasting ") U

manifestly a gloss (from chap. xi. 17).

reaping, natural in an agricultural country, and,

as such, used by our Lord (Matt. xiii. 3, etc. ;

John iv. 35-38), is a favourite one with our

apostle (1 Cor. ix. II, xv. 36, 37, 42-44; Gal.

vi. 7, 8).—Ver. 7. Let each man do according as he

hath purposed in his heart ; not grudgingly ( Gr.

' of grief ' or ' sorrow '—as being wrung from him,

and pained to think of the sacrifice he has to

make) :—for God loveth a cheerful giver. See

on chap. viii. 12. On the bearing of this on the

tithe principle—supposed by some to be obligatory

on Christians—see on I Cor. xvi., notes (2) and

(3).—Ver. 8. And God is able to make all grace

abound unto you. The words "all grace" here

are used in the same limited sense as in chap,

viii., that is, 'every temporal blessing,' though

"grace" in its higher sense is not excluded,—

that ye, having always all sufficiency in every

thing, may abound unto every good work—

' God is able, not only to make up to you what ye

part with to those who need it, but to give you

the means of so continuing in this generous con

sideration of the wants of others, as to abound in

every work of Christian beneficence ' :—Ver. 9. as

it is written (Ps. cxii. 9), He hath scattered

abroad—' a generous word ' (says Bcngel), ' with

a full hand, not anxiously thinking about the

single grains ;'—he hath given to the poor : his

righteousness (in dispersing abroad of his means)

abideth for ever—enabling him always to mani

fest by his gifts what he is. That this is the sense

of ' righteousness abiding ' here, is evident from

ver. 10.—Ver. 10. And he that supplieth seed

to the sower and bread for food, shall supply1

and multiply your seed for sowing, and increase

the fruits of your righteousness. What ver. 8

said that God was " able" to do, it is here said, He

"will" do. —Ver. 11. Te being enriched in

every thing unto all liberality (see on this word,

viii. 2), which worketh through us (when we

shall present it to the poor brethren at Jerusalem)

thanksgiving to God.—Vcr. 12. For the minis

tration of this service not only filleth up the

measure of the wants of the saints, but aboundeth

also through many thanksgivings unto God ;—

Ver. 13. seeing that through the proving ofyou

by this ministration, they glorify God for the

cbedience of your confession unto the gospel of

Christ. The grammatical construction of this

verse is somewhat irregular, and the sense of this

1 Thc/u/ure here is dearly the true, reading.
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clause not quite dear ; but the import of it appears

to be this : ' They glorify God for the evidence

which your liberality gives of the genuineness of

your Christian " confession " or profession,'—and

for the liberality at your contribution unto them

and unto all;—"for" (says Meyer) "by their

beneficence towards the Jews, the Corinthians

showed that they excluded no Christian from the

sincere fellowship of love j"—Ver. 14. whilst they

themselves also, with supplication on your

behalf, long after you by reason of the exceed

ing grace of God in you ;— ' Your generosity not

only causes much thanksgiving to God, and

prayer for you, but a yearning of heart towards

you for the grace of God so eminently resting

upon such donors.'

The Gift ofall Gifts.

Ver. 15. Thanks be onto God for his unspeak

able gift This exquisite and resistless outburst of

thanksgiving for that gift, which not only tran

scends all our givings, but originates them all, is

as sublime as it is suitable in closing the whole

subject of this collection—on which the observa

tions of Stanley are so admirable, that, long as

they are, they will be acceptable to the reader :—

Note " the great stress laid by the apostle on the

contribution of the Corinthian Church. He had

warned them to have it ready (1 Cor. xvi. 1-4) ;

he had ' boasted ' of their preparations, making

the most of it that he could to the churches of

Macedonia ; by that boast the Macedonian churches

had chiefly been stimulated to make exertions,

which by the time that he wrote this Epistle had

been very great, almost beyond their means. He

now devotes a whole section of a very important

Epistle solely to this subject ; he sends Titus, the

most energetic and fervent of his companions,

with the express view of urging the completion of

the collection ; he joins with him two Christians,

distinguished for their zeal, known through all the

congregations through which he passed, tried by

himself in many difficulties, messengers of many

churches, 'the glory of Christ Himself.' He

heaps entreaty upon entreaty that they will be

ready, that they will be bountiful. He promises

the fulness of God's blessing upon them if they

persevere. He anticipates a general thanksgiving

to God and Christ, and an ardent affection for

them from those whom they relieve ; he compares

the contribution to no less than the gifts of God

Himself, as though it were itself an especial gift

of God, and could only be expressed by the same

word ('grace,' 'blessing'); he utters solemn

thanksgivings to God for the zeal which Titus

showed in the matter, and for the ' unspeakable

gift' itself. Finally, when, on arriving at Corinth,

he found the gift completed (Rom. xv. 26), it

determined his course to Jerusalem (1 Cor. xvi. 3, 4),

in spite of his ardent desire to visit Rome and

Spain (Rom. xv. 23, 24, and i. 10, II), and in

spite of the many dangers and difficulties of which

he was warned upon his road ; for the sake of

taking this contribution, he was ' bound in spirit,'

he was ' ready to die for the name of the Lord

Jesus ' (Acts xx. 22, 23, xxi. 4, 10-13); and V he

should succeed in finding it 'acceptable,' then,

and not before, he could 'come with joy,' and

' report himself with the Christians of the west

(Rom. xv. 32). With so little information as we

possess, it is perhaps impossible to arrive at any

certain knowledge of the reason which invested

this contribution, especially the Corinthians' part

of it, with such importance. The most probable

conjecture is, that having been expressly charged

—as a condition of his separate apostleship to the

Gentiles—with making this collection for the

Jewish Christians (Gal. ii. 10), he was doubly

anxious to present it, especially that part of it

which came from the capital of Greece, from his

own chief and favourite church, especially con

verted by him, and the place of his longest resi

dence in Europe. He regarded it both as a proof

of his influence over them, and their real conver

sion to Christianity by him (Acts xxi. 19), not less

than as a peace-offering (Rom. xv. 31 Gr.) from

the greatest of the Gentile churches to the greatest

of the Jewish, as a recognition of the spiritual

blessings which had proceeded from Jerusalem

(Rom. xv. 27). His ardour in the cause thus

belongs to the same impassioned love for his

country and people, which shows itself with hardly

less vehemence, though in a more general form,

in the Epistle to the Romans : ' I could wish

myself accursed from Christ for my brethren's

sakes ' (Rom. ix. 7) ; ' My heart's desire and

prayer to God is, that they might be saved ' (Rom.

x. 1) ; ' Hath God cast away His people? God

forbid ; for I also am an Israelite ' (Rom. xi.

1, 2)."

PART THIRD: CHAPTERS X.-XIII.

VINDICATION OF HIS APOSTOLIC AUTHORITY AGAINST TRADUCERS.

The tone of these concluding chapters is so very different from that of all

that precedes them, that though it is impossible to doubt that both came

from the same pen (only two or three of the wildest critics have ever alleged

the contrary), yet probably some interval took place between the time when

the preceding portion was written and that of these three chapters. Perhaps

also disquieting news may have come from Corinth of the growing influence

of the hostile party, rendering it necessary, as he was so soon to return to it

(xii. 14, and xiii. i), that he should assume the peremptory tone which we find
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here ; for with the loss of his apostolic influence at Corinth, the very truth of

that Gospel which he had brought them, and which had made that Church

all that it was, would have been fatally affected there.

N

Chapter X. 1-18.

His Apostolic Authority asserted.

OW "I Paul myself beseech you by the meekness and «Rom. »i. 1.

gentleness of Christ,1 * who in' presence am* base* *v«-- >°: <=>••

0 xil 5. 7. 9

2 among you, but being absent am bold 6 toward you : but " I

beseech you,7 ' that I may not be bold 8 when I am present with c 1 Cor. iv. »..

that confidence, wherewith I think' to be bold against some,

3 which think9 of us as if we walked according to the flesh. For

though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after " the flesh

4 (J for the weapons * of our warfare are not carnal," but f mighty <*Eph. vi. 13.

5 through " God ' to the pulling u down of strong holds) ; * cast- /a«s vij. « ;

ing down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth jJ^Sj- J*

itself* against the knowledge of God, and bringing into cap-

6 tivity every thought to the obedience of Christ ; ' and having >ch.xiu >.

in a" readiness to revenge" all disobedience, when *your *ck. h. 0.

7 obedience is" fulfilled. ' Do ye look on things after the out- /Java. 14.

ward appearance ? OTIf any man trust to18 himself that he is »>>cor. xiv.

Christ's, let him of himself think this again," that, as" he is*1

8 Christ's, even so are "we Christ's." For though I should «iCor.iu.»j.

boast " somewhat more " ' of our authority (which the Lord « ch. xUi. 10.

hath given us for edification, and not for your destruction), r\ >Ch.«i.i4.

9 should not be ashamed ** : that I may not seem as if I would

10 terrify you by letters." For, His*3 letters, say they, are**

weighty and powerful; but ' his** bodily presence is** weak, ft^fv3;

11 and his** r speech contemptible.31 Let such an one think" "Cor.i.17.

this, that, such as " we are in word by letters when we are absent,

1 2 such will we be " also in deed when we are present. For we

dare not make ourselves of the number," or compare ourselves

with some" that commend themselves: but they" measuring

themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves among M

13 themselves, are not wise." But we will not boast of things

1 prefix I * prefix your 8 am * lowly

* of good courage 8 yea T you 8 show courage

• reckon 10 according to u of the flesh " before

" casting u is exalted ls being in 18 avenge

" shall be 18 trusteth in ,9 consider this again with himsch

*° prefix even sl is S! so also are we

»« glory " abundantly

25 gave for building you up, and not for casting you down), I shall not be

put to shame

** prefix my "His "are "his 80 is

81 of no account " reckon 83 what 8* are we

35 we are not bold to number S6 certain of them ir add themselves

** with 8" without understanding
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* for we are come as far as ' ' °!J- jjj s>

without*0 our measure, but according to the measure of the rule

which God hath 41 distributed to us, a measure to 4J reach even

14 unto you. For we stretch not ourselves beyond our measure?

as though we reached not unto you

15 to you also4* in preaching'* the gospel of Christ : not boasting

of things without46 our measure, that is, 'of*' other men's 'R°">- »•»•

labours; but having hope, when your faith is increased, that48

we shall be enlarged by48 you according to our rule abun-

16 dandy," to61 preach the gospel in the regions*1 beyond you,

and not to boast in another man's line of things " made ready

17 to our hand. " But he that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord. u\^"]f,''

18 For " not he that commendeth himself is approved, but " whom r£ror- *"iL

the Lord commendeth. wlkam- ■■ ■»

*° glory beyond 4I omit hath *2 to us as a measure, to

43 ourselves overmuch ** we came even as far as unto you

4S omit preaching 46 glorying beyond *7 in

48 that as your faith groweth, we 4a magnified in

50 untofurther abundance 5l prefix so as

S2 even unto the parts beyond you S3 another's province

Ver. I. Now I Paul myself :—' Hitherto I have

addressed you for the most part as associated with

others in the work of the Lord ; but understand me

now as speaking exclusively in my own person '—

entreat you by the meekness and gentleness of

Christ. Thesewords conveymerelydifferent shades

of that unruffled placidity of temper which was so

wonderfully displayed by the Lord Jesus, that even

He Himself holds it up as the outstanding feature

of His character, in which He would have His

followers to " learn of Him " (Matt. xi. 29 : and

see Isa. liii. 7; John xviii. 23 ; Mark xiv. 60, 61 ;

Luke xxiii. 8, 9, 34);—I who in your presence am

lowly among you—referring, as we think, to the

almost shrinking way in which he carried himself

after his disappointing experience at Athens, in

ministering to so renowned and luxurious a people

as the Corinthians, who doated as much on showy

oratory as the Athenians on philosophy (see on

1 Cor. ii. 3, 4),—but being absent am of good

courage toward yon,—'have the full courage

both of the truth itself and of my office to proclaim

it: '—Ver. 2. yea, I beseech you, that I may not

when present shew courage with the confidence

wherewith I reckon to be bold against some,

which reckon of us as if we walked according

to the flesh. The sense, here touchingly and

delicately expressed, is this: 'By that meekness

and gentleness of Christ which I strove to exercise

among you, I intreat you not to force me to change

my tone, so as to show on my return that stem

attitude which fidelity to the truth demands against

some who look upon us as weaklings, afraid to face

them.'—Vers. 3, 4. For though we walk in the

flesh, we do not war according to the flesh (for

the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh,

but mighty before God (in God's estimation)

to the casting down of strongholds):1—' Because

our weapons are not carnal, they are despised by

carnal men ; but just on that account are they

mighty to overthrow what carnal weapons cannot

reach;'— Ver. 5. casting down imaginations

(or 'reasonings'), and every high thing that is

exalted (or 'exalteth itself) against the

knowledge of God, and bringing every thought

into captivity to the obedience of Christ The

reference here is to the pride of human reason,

which takes upon itself to judge of things super

natural and spiritual on purely natural principles.

This was working perilously in the church of

Corinth ; but, says the apostle, the weapons of our

warfare are able to cast all that to the ground,

and bring every thought ('every conception'1),

like a captive, into absolute obedience to what

Christ demands in thought and action ;—Ver. 6.

and being in readiness to avenge all dis

obedience, when your obedience is fulfilled.

The sound and healthy party in the church—

whom the apostle identifies with the church

itself—are here distinguished from the refractory

spirits who required stringent measures of repres

sion. But the right condition of the former was

to be his first care, that is, their thorough recogni

tion of his apostolic authority, which would be

evinced by their "obedience" to his instructions ;

after that he would deal with the unruly.

Ver. 7. Do ye look at things after the outward

appearance?—(The interrogative form of this

clause is, we think, with Meyer, Alford, etc., more

natural and lively than the indicative, as Calvin,

Stanley, Plumptre, and others take it.)—If any

man trusteth in himself that he is Christ's,

let him consider this again with himself,—

take this other thought along with him,—that as

1 The phrase is essentially a military one, and is used in

the LXX. for the capture and destruction of fortresses

(Lam. ii. 2 ; Prov. xxi. 22 ; 1 Mace. v. 65, viii. 10). The

apostle speaks as if leading an attack upon the strong de

fences of the workers of evil, perhaps having his eye on the

great systems of idolatry and impurity enthroned at Corinth

and throughout the Empire : possibly, too, of the pride and

obstinate rebellion of his individual opponents (Plumptre).

1 tir.u*.
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he ia Christ's, so also are we.1 ' Let those who

set themselves up among you as the special ser

vants of Christ, and supporters of His cause, say

what claims they have to this character that are

wanting in me ; rather, let them evidence their

claims by recognising mine. '—Ver. 8. For though

I should glory somewhat more abundantly of

our authority, which the Lord (the Lord Christ,

Eph. ix. 7-1 1) gave for building you up, and not

for casting you down, I shall not be put to shame.

Two reasons are given for this : it was an authority

gifted by the Lord of the Church, and it was given

for rearing up the Church.—Ver. 9. that I may

not seem as if I would terrify you by my

letters— that is, 'by my letters only, and at a

distance : '—' Some seem to think that though I

can write terrifying letters, I will be as mild as

when I was formerly with you ; but they shall find

it otherwise, if necessity for action shall arise.'

What follows shows this to be the meaning.—

Ver. 10. For, His letters, they say, are weighty

and strong, but his bodily presence is weak,

and his speech of no account That the weak

ness here ascribed to his "bodily presence" refers

to his physical weakness, which Plumptre thinks

obvious, is far from clear to critics quite as acute

and impartial, who think that the context shews

the contrast between his tone and manner when

present with the Corinthians, and that when

merely writing to them ; and we cannot but agree

with them. Indeed, but for such statements as

that in chap. xii. 7 (on which see the comment),

and Gal. iv. 13, 14, it is very doubtful if bodily

infirmity would have been thought of here.—Ver.

11. Let such an one reckon this, that what . . .

in word by letters when . . . absent, such are -we

also indeed when . . . absent—' that our words

are no idle threats.'—Ver. 12. For we are not bold

to number or compare ourselves with certain

of them that commend themselves : but thiy

themselvesmeasuring themselves by themselves,

and comparing themselves with themselves,

' The repetition of the word "Christ's" in the received

text is clearly wrong.

are not wise. The sense of this somewhat

obscure verse — which contains a kind of play

upon two words which cannot be expressed in

English—seems to be this : ' Were we as bold as

to class ourselves with those self-satisfied, super

cilious teachers, who set themselves up as the one

standard by which the pretension and character of

all Christian teachers are to be tried, then our

empty words and weak deeds might be justly held

up in contrast ; but such shew a want of all under

standing.'—Ver. 13. But (unlike all these) we will

not glory beyond our measure, but (only) accord

ing to the measure of the rule which God

apportioned to us as a measure, to reach even

to you :—' We go simply by the line of action

divinely assigned to us, and not beyond it.' As

the apostleship of the circumcision was specially

committed to Peter, while Paul was sent to the

Gentiles (Gal. ii. 7-9), so Corinth being probably

up to this time the utmost limit westward which

his commission had "reached" (see Paley's Horn

Paulina, chap. iv. No. 12), he says he was only

fulfilling it in his ministry there. The next verse

expresses this more nakedly.—Ver. 15. not glory

ing ... in other men's labours, but having

hope that, as your faith groweth, we shall be

magnified in you . . . unto further abundance—

' be encouraged by our success with you to extend

our labours, —so as to preach the gospel even

unto the parts beyond you, and not to glory in

another's line of things made ready to our

hand. The principle here laid down was a fixed

one with our apostle. See his remarkable state

ment of it in Rom. xv. 18-23 —Ver. 17. But he

that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord. So

often had he to speak of "glorying" (sixteen

times, says Stanley, in this section), that he here

finds it needful to remind his readers and himself

that the one object of all legitimate glorying is

"the Lord" (Jer. ix. 24; 1 Cor. i. 29, 31).—Ver.

18. For not he that commendeth himself is

approved, but he whom the Lord commendeth.

This addition is intended for the opponents he has

had in view throughout all this chapter.

Chapter XI. 1-33.

Same Subject.

1 T It 70ULD to God1 ye' could bear with me a little in my

2 V V folly : * and 4 indeed bear with me. For I am "jealous <»c»J. iv. 17.

over you with godly 4 jealousy : for * I have espoused ' you to i Hos. a. to.

one husband, 'that I may7 present you d as a chaste8 virgin to j££L^-

3 Christ. But I fear, lest by any means, as 'the serpent be- 'j™;^-4'

guiled Eve through* his subtilty,10 so " your minds ^should be /Jjj£ j^s

4 corrupted from the simplicity that is in 1J Christ. For if he

that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have " not

preached," or if ye receive another spirit, which ye have not

1 omit to God * prefix that • in a little foolishness 4 nay

* prefix a 6 1 betrothed * might 8 pure •in

10 craftiness 11 omit so 15 toward 13 did
M preach
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received,14 or g another16 gospel, which ye have not accepted," eO»i.i7,i.

5 ye might well 18 bear with him. For I suppose * I was1* not a *iCor.xv.io.

6 whit behind the very chiefest apostles. But though ' / be rude «'»&*. i. 17.

in speech, yet " not * in knowledge ; but ; we have been *^fh;v'"- *

7 throughly made manifest among you in all things.*1 Have "

I committed an offence "in abasing myself that ye might be«"An»»viu.3.

exalted, because I have preached to you the gospel of God

8 freely ? ** I robbed other churches, taking wages of them, to

9 do you service ; '* and when I was present with you, and

wanted," " I was chargeable to no" man : for that which was M^l";^3':

lacking to me 'the brethren which came from Macedonia ,pS'^."J'0f'

supplied : " and in all things " I have kept myself * from being > ^h- *"- ««.

10 burdensome unto you, and so will I keep myself. 'As the ?R°m- «• >•

truth of Christ is in me, rno man shall stop me of this boast- »-iCor. u. 15.

11 ing" in the regions of Achaia. Wherefore? 'because I love *ch- «■ "■

1 2 you not ? God knoweth. But what I do, that I will do, ' that < * Cor. «. «.

I may cut off occasion from them which desire occasion ; that

13 wherein they glory, they may be found even as we. For such

'are false apostles, "deceitful workers, transforming'0 them- "^•pjf *■

14 selves into the*1 apostles of Christ. And no marvel ; for Satan „P5h;n. ?"','.'•

15 himself is transformed" into "an angel of light. Therefore mJ£i\ '£ "•

it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed"

as the'1 'ministers of righteousness: ' whose end shall be *&,%.»
© * y Phil. HJ. 19.

according to their works.

16 I say again, Let no man think me a fool;'4 if otherwise,"

yet as a fool •* receive me, that I may boast myself a little."

17 That which I speak, * I speak it" not after the Lord, but as it ««Cor. «.«,

18 were foolishly," " in this confidence of boasting." * Seeing that J Sii' Ui4"

19 many glory after the flesh, I will glory also. For ye suffer

20 fools " gladly, ' seeing ye yourselves are wise." For ye suffer, c ■ Cor- iv- •»

d if a man bring " you into bondage, if a man devour you," if a dGA- iL ♦•

man take of you," if a man exalt" himself, if a man smite"

2 1 you on the face. I speak as concerning reproach,47 ' as though * ch. *. 10.

we had been weak. Howbeit -^whereinsoever any is bold, (I /pi>'| ■»■•»•

22 speak foolishly,") I am bold also. Are they Hebrews? e so ' Acls xxiL »

15 did not receive 10 a different ,T did not accept 18 do well to

19 I reckon that I am 10 add am I

" Nay, in everything we have made it manifest among all men to you-ward
M prefix Or t3 for nought ** that I might minister unto you

** was in want *6 not a burden on any

17 for the brethren, when they came from Macedonia, supplied what was

wanting to me
18 everything *• glorying 30 fashioning 3l omit the

38 fashioneth himself " fashion themselves s* foolish

34 but ifye do 30 that I also may glory a little 3r omit it

38 as in foolishness *• glorying 40 bear with the foolish

41 being wise yourselves 4* bear with a man if he bringeth

43 if he devoureth you 44 if he taketh you captive 45 if he exalteth

48 if he smiteth 4f by way of disparagement ** in foolishness
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am '* I. Are they Israelites ? so am " I. Are they the seed of

23 Abraham? so am1' I. Are they ministers of Christ? (I speak

as a fool40) I am" more; *in labours more abundant," ' in *iCor.xv.to.
' ' ' 1 Acts ix. 16,

stripes above measure, in prisons more frequent," * in deaths A*£*3xv

24 oft. Of the Jews five times received I ' forty stripes save one. { Q£xxy

25 Thrice was I ** beaten with rods, "once was I stoned, thrice I "jJSJ-j'J!;

"suffered shipwreck, a night and a day I have been in the
o Acts xxvii.

4'-

26 deep ; in journeyings often, in perils of waters," in perils of

robbers, in ^ perils by" mine own countrymen, * in perils by" '^j*/3-

the heathen," in perils in the city, in perils in the wilderness,

27 in perils in the sea, in perils among false brethren ; in weariness

and painfulness" rin watchines often, ' in hunger and thirst, rA«»» v-

r ' ° ° ' 1 1 Cor. iv. 11.

28 in fastings often, in cold and nakedness. Beside those things

that are without," that which cometh upon me daily, ' the care ' *• Acts xx.

29 of" all the churches. "Who is weak, and I am not weak ? "iCw.viii.x3.

30 who is offended,60 and I burn not? If I must needs glory, "I »Ch. xu. 5.9.

31 will glory of the things which concern mine infirmities." *" The w¥.°™\ ■• ? :

God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,62 * which M is blessed » Tie*, a. 5.
J x Rom. ix. 5.

32 for evermore, knoweth that I lie not. ■'In Damascus tho-Acuix. *4-

governor under Aretas the king kept " the city of the Damas-

33 cenes with a garrison,65 desirous to apprehend" me: and

through a window in a basket was I let down by the wall, and

escaped his hands.

4' am *° as one beside himself n omit am " abundantly

M in prisons more abundantly, in stripes above measure " rivers

44 from " from the Gentiles " labour and travail

48 prefix there is " anxiety for 60 made to stumble

81 my weakness 62 the Lord Jesus 6S he who €4 guarded

•5 omit with a garrison *° in order to take

No wonder that this chapter begins with an apostle here speaks, like the Baptist, as "the friend

apology for indulging in self-commendation, since of the Bridegroom," who having betrothed them

the former one ended with a condemnation of to Christ at their conversion, hoped to be able

those who dealt with it. Feeling it to be in the to "present them" to Him, uncorrupted by the

last degree distasteful, the apostle proceeds to alienation of their affections, and to witness the

state why it had been forced upon him, and consummation of the nuptials at His Second

in doing so he is led into such details of his Appearing.—Ver. 3. But I fear, lest by any

personal history as are of extreme interest, and means, as the serpent beguiled Eve in his

nowhere else even alluded to—such as to make us craftiness, your minds should be corrupted

glad of the unwelcome necessity of self-praise. from the simplicity (the single-mindedness) that

Ver. I. Would that ye could bear with me in is toward Christ. The Revised Version adds

a little foolishness : nay indeed hear with me "and purity," on good, but not prep

—or (with other interpreters) ' but indeed ye do evidence, and (with Meyer) we think this addition

bear with me.' The former, however, suits better, has every appearance of having crept in as a gloss,

we think, with what follows.—Ver. 2. For I am explanatory of "simplicity." (Tischendorf rejects

jealous over you with a godly jealousy : for I it. ) There is here taken for granted, as a histori-

betrothed you1 to one husband, that I might cal fact, both the narrative of the fall and the

present you as a pure virgin to Christ. The agency of Satan, in serpent form, in that transac

tion ; while his continued agency in the seduction

1 The Revised Version renders it "espoused," because of men from the paths of truth and safety, through

another word for" betrothed "iscomrnoni,.used mthtNtw ,h instrumentality 0f his ministers, is certainly

Testament. But since two acts are here clearly dlstin- . ,. ■,.-,,., e J

guUhcd, and "espousals" certainly answer to the.second- implied, especially in the light of verses 13-15.—

the " presenting of the Church to Christ," as remaining true Ver. 4. For if he that Cometh (any one SO

to Him here below, the first must correspond to the formal coming) preacheth another Jesus, whom we did

"betrothal"— and all the more as the word here used „_,. _„' „*, „. ... _,,. „„^*„A „ j,*rtv.,A„*. „„.-wt#
(*£»>) undoubtedly means to bring together, which may not. preach, or if ye receive a different spirit

apply to the one act as well as the other. winch ye did not receive, or a different gospel

VOL. III. l8
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which ye did not accept, ye do well to bear

with him. The import of this verse is not

quite clear, and opinions about it are divided.

But it seems clear enough that the reference

is to intruding zealots, the same Judaizing party

which threatened to carry away the Galatian

Christians (see the terrible severity with which

they are described in Gal. i. 6-9). In this

case the import is, ' I may well be jealous over

you ; for ye seem ready to drink in the teaching

of men who come to you preaching another Jesus,

and a different gospel, and claiming a " spirit "

very different from that which we brought to you

and ye received : right gladly do ye listen to such ;

may ye not well, then, listen to me?' What

follows seems to shew that this is what is in

tended, though the suppressed irony is very keen.

—Ver. 5. For I reckon that I am not a whit

behind the very chiefest apostles—or (accord

ing to others, and the margin of the Revised

Version) ' those pre-eminent apostles.' In this last

case, pretended but false apostles (those of verses

■S-'S) are meant ; but to us it appears pretty

clear that the reference is to the real apostles,

as Peter, James, and John (see Gal. ii. 9). That

disparaging comparisons between them and our

apostle had been made at Corinth, is beyond

doubt ; and those who were doing this were the

same party that were holding up "James, Cephas,

and John ' as "pillars" to the disparagement of

Paul among the Galatians. We cannot doubt that

it is these " very chiefest apostles " whom he here

reckons himself not behind. Indeed it is a known

fact, that the extreme zealots of this Jewish party

—who eventually left the Church and formed a

sect of their own—considered our apostle as the

great corrupter of the pure, primitive Jewish

type of Christianity, by letting in upon it a flood

of uncircumcised Gentiles (see Stanley's introduc

tion to this Epistle). And if the language here

used still seems too strong to be applied to real

apostles, the language applied to them in speaking

to these same Corinthians in his First Epistle

(xv. 10) will be found sufficiently similar.

Ver. 6. But though / be rudo in speech.

Probably his detractors, pandering to that tinsel

rhetoric which he disclaimed, talked of his want

of polish, and no doubt those profound truths

which he announced would not flow smoothly

through the current forms of Greek speech. But

granting this,—yet am I not (rude) in knowledge

—having received by direct revelation from heaven

what he preached (Gal. i. 12, and see Eph. iii. 4).

Nay, in everything we have made it mani

fest among all men to youward (compare his

Master's similar protestation before Annas, John

xviii. 20).—Ver. j. Or—changing their ground of

complaint—did I commit an offence ((Jr. 'sin')

in abasing myself that ye might be exalted,

because I preached the gospel of God for

nought f He had claimed for apostles the right

to temporal support from their converts (1 Cor.

ix. 13), but, conscious (as they insinuated) that

he himself was not one, he dared not assert it at

Corinth.—Ver. 8. Nay, I robbed other churches,

taking wages of them that I might minister

(gratuitously) to you ; — Ver. 9. and when I

was present with you, and was in want,

I was not a burden on any man, but the

brethren from Macedonia supplied the measure

of my want. From the Macedonian brethren

of Philippi and Thessalonica he accepted support,

expressly that no breath of suspicion, as to any

mercenary motives in preaching at Corinth, might

arise there—so tender was he of their feelings ;

and this, no doubt, was what stung to the quick

his mercenary detractors,—and ... so will I

keep myself.— Ver. 10. As the truth of Christ

is in me—not quite an oalh, but a very solemn

asseveration,—no man shall stop me of this

glorying in the regions of Achaia (of which

Corinth was the capital). There seems to have

been something about that locality which rendered

it peculiarly desirable that he should be above all

suspicion there — probably it was the mercenary

character of that trading community.—Ver. It.

Wherefore 1 because I love yon not? God

knoweth.—Ver. 12. But what I do, that I will

do, that I may cut off occasion from them which

desire occasion ; that wherein they glory, they

may be found even as we. Opinions differ as

to what is meant here. But since it is clear that

his opponents were irritated at his declining that

temporal support which they freely received, the

meaning seems plainly to be that by persisting in

his course, in spite of their taunts, he meant to

compel them either to " be as he-was," gratuitous

preachers, or to hold their peace.—Ver. 13. For

such men are false apostles, deceitful workers,

fashioning themselves into apostles of Christ.

He now tears off the mask, giving his opponents

their true name—in which character they but copy

their real master, as next verse says.

Ver. 14. And no marvel ; for Satan fashionet h

himself into an angel of light. His own ele

ment is darkness (2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude 6), and all his

power over men lies in his power to keep them in

the dark (2 Cor. iv. 4 ; Eph. vi. 12 ; Col. i. 13).

But knowing that men love the light, and hate

darkness, he veils his lies in the dress of truth,

and hides his poison in the bait of wholesome

truth.—Ver. 15. It is no great thing therefore

(nothing surprising) if his ministers also fashion

themselves as ministers of righteousness : whose

end shall be according to their works—" for

whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap "

(Gal. vi. 7; Rom. vi. 21 ; Phil. iii. 19).

Advancing now to the things of which he was

well entitled to boast, if boasting was at all per

missible and wise, he begins by deprecating the

supposition that in so doing he was playing the fool ;

and if they should still say that he was, then claim

ing the liberty permitted even to fools. — Vers.

16-18. 1 say again. Let no man think me foolish ;

but if ye do so, yet as foolish receive me, that I

also may glory a little, etc. He feels the conflict

between what may be called legitimate boasting

and what is mere folly. His boasting was " not

after the Lord ; " but being wrung from him in

self-vindication, it was not foolishness, but only

"as in foolishness. "—Ver. 19. For ye bear with

the foolish gladly, being wise yourselves. ' As

the wise, pitying the foolish, put up with their

foolishness, so put ye up with me while I tell you

what I have to boast of.' The irony here is

obvious and keen.—Ver. 20. For ye bear with

a man if, etc. The five things here said to be

borne with are clearly just the things which the

Corinthians had suffered those deceitful workers to

do against himself,—if he bringeth you into bond

age—tyrannizing over them,—if he devoureth you

—alluding to their mercenary ministrations,— if he

taketh you captive— making slaves of you to do

their bidding,—if he exalteth himself — in his
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pride,—if he smiteth yon on the face—a figurative

way of saying ' treats you insolently.' All this rude

and injurious treatment of one to whom they owed

their conversion to Christ they were quietly

putting up with.—Ver. 21. I speak hy way of

disparagement, as though we had been weak.

Yet whereinsoever any is bold (I speak in

foolishness), I am bold also. ' I refer now to

the reproach cast upon me, as a " weak " preacher,

because, forsooth, I showed none of that proud

and insolent bearing which they do. But I can

be as bold as they, and with better reason too.'

Now follows that incomparable burst of indignant

eloquence, embodying particulars of his history—

or rather bare allusions to facts in his apostolic

history—extending over some twelve or fourteen

years, without any of those details which we

should so gladly have had.—Ver. 22. Are they

Hebrews?—of pure Hebrew descent (compare Acts

vi. I ; Phil. iii. 5),—so am I. Are they Israelites?

—children of the covenant,—so am I. Are they

the seed of Abraham—and heirs of the great

Abrahamic promise? (Gen. xii. 3, xvii. 7, 8, xxii.

17, 18 ; Gal. iii. 8),—so am L—Ver. 23. Are they

ministers of Christ? (I speak as one beside

himself) I more. Be it so that his opponents

are ministers of Christ, but at least he himself

will claim to be one, and a great deal more,

referring to the labours and sufferings which he is

now to detail, exceeding that (perhaps) of all the

other apostles together,—in labours more abund

antly, in prisons more abundantly. 1 Clement,

in his (First) Epistle to the Corinthians (v.), re

ferring to the labours of our apostle, says : " under

going imprisonment seven times. " But since the

imprisonment at Philippi (Acts xvi. 24) is the

only one recorded before the date of this Epistle,

Clement, says Lightfoot (p. 48, note 3), must

have derived his more precise information from

some other source,—in stripes more abundantly

—referred to before (vi. 5), and particularized in

the next two verses,—in deaths oft—hairbreadth

escapes from it : compare iv. 1 1, " always delivered

unto death for Jesus' sake," and see Rom. xvi.

34. Of such narrow escapes the apostle's life

was full.—Ver. 24. Of the Jews five times re

ceived I forty stripes save one. Not one of

these cases is recorded in the Acts. The rule, not

to exceed forty, was very strict, and for a merciful

reason, ' lest their brother should seem vile unto

them ' (Deut. xxv. 3). And to prevent the letter

"?^ of the law from being exceeded, Josephus says

(Antt. iv. 8, 21) it was the practice latterly to

inflict one stripe less ; hence the phrase ' to get

forty, less one.' (Wetstein quotes a number of

authorities for this. ) The mode of infliction with

thongs, partly on the naked breast, and partly on

the two naked shoulders—was very severe, and

not unfrequently was followed by death.—Ver. 2$.

Thrice was I beaten with rods. This was the

Roman mode of scourging, and this also some

times issued in death. Only one of these three

cases is recorded in Acts (xxi. 22, 23). In the

apostle's case, this was an illegal act, and inflicted

barbarously and with cruel aggravations, the bleed

ing backs of him and his companions being left to

smart on the earthen floor of a dark dungeon, while

their feet were kept 'fast in the stocks,'—once

was I stoned. This was at Lystra (Acts xiv. 19),

when he was 'supposed to be dead,'—thrice I

1 This clause, which in the received text comes after the

sent one, precedes it in the best text.

suffered shipwreck. How often he went from

place to place by sea we cannot tell, but as Ave

times are mentioned in Acts, there were probably

several more sea voyages, at some of which this

no doubt took place,—a night and a day have I

been in the deep (or, the length of a full day)—

clinging to some plank and escaping with diffi

culty.—Ver. 26. in journeyings often, in perils

of rivers—having perhaps to swim across swollen

rivers at the risk of life,—in perils of robbers—for

some of the mountainous regions which he tra

versed are known to have been infested with

robbers, and indeed are so still,—in perils from

mine own countrymen (6V. 'race'), in perils

from the Gentiles— sometimes goaded on by

fanatical Jews, as at Philippi (Acts xvi.) and

Thessalonica (Acts xvii.); but sometimes by in

terested idolaters, as at Ephesus (Acts xix.), as at

Damascus, Jerusalem, Pisidia, Antioch, Iconium,

Lystra, and Corinth itself,—in perils in the city,

in perils in the wilderness . . . the sea . . .

amongst false brethren—Judaizers, such as de

scribed in Gal. ii. 4.— Ver. 27. in labour and

travail, in watchings often, in hunger and

thirst (see I Cor. iv. 11 ; Phil. iv. 12), in fast

ings often — not voluntary fastings, which he

would not mention as a privation he had endured,

but in the sense of the next clause,—in cold and

nakedness—such as he would doubtless often

experience in his travels through inhospitable

regions.—Ver. 28. Besides those things that are

without—over and above all such external things,

— there is that which cometh upon me daily,

anxiety for all the churches — of which see

note at close of this chapter.

Ver. 29. Who is weak, and I am not weak ?

who is made to stumble, and I burn not ? Who

is there who, 'weak in the faith,' is troubled with

scruples of conscience, does not draw out my

sympathy and find me ' burning ' with indignation

against abusers of their Christian liberty, and

thereby endangering the souls of those for whom

Christ died? (see I Cor. viii. 7-13).—Ver. 30. If I

must needs glory, I will glory of the things that

concern my weakness. The reference here is

thought by many excellent critics to be to the

infirmities spoken of in the following chapter. But

this seems unnatural, and we cannot well doubt

that it is to the whole preceding details, which

being ofan astounding nature, and doubtless known

in full only to himself, seemed to require the very

strong and solemn asseveration of the next verse.

—Ver. 31. The God and Father of the Lord

Jesus1 knoweth that I lie not.—Ver. 32. In

Damascus the governor (Gr. 'ethnarch') under

Aretas the king—of that division of Arabia which

had Petra for its capital,—guarded the city of the

Damascenes—showing that though not within its

natural boundaries, it had fallen into the hands of

this king,—in order to take me—instigated, no

doubt, by the Jews, who would represent him as

a disturber of the peace. Thus his "weakness"

began at the very outset of his ministry, making

himself feel what he had till then striven to do to

others.—Ver. 33. and through a window was I

let down in a basket by the wall—or ' over ' it ;

that is, from an overhanging house, such as is still

to be seen at Damascus (and see Josh. ii. 15 ;

1 Sam. ix. 12),—and escaped his hands.

Note.—The catalogue given by the apostle in

this chapter of his labours and sufferings in the

1 Such is the true reading.
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service of Christ "represents (as Dean Stanley says

admirably) a life hitherto without precedent in the

history of the world. Self-devotion at particular

moments, or for some special national cause, had

been often seen before ; but a self-devotion involv

ing sacrifices like those here described, and extend

ing through a period of at least fourteen years, and

in behalf of no local or family interest, but for the

interest of mankind at large, was up to this time a

thing unknown. " The only qualification of this

statement which we should be disposed to make is,

that one element in the case of the apostle pre

cludes any perfect comparison with that of other

heroes, outside the pale of Revealed Religion.

" The love of Christ constraineth us (he says) to

live no longer to ourselves, but unto Him who

died for us and rose again." Even among those

who are themselves so " constrained," there are few

who come within any measurable distance of our

apostle ; but the one principle animating them and

him alike must never be lost sight of. "While

there is nothing in this account (continues the

same elegant expositor) which contradicts the

narrative in the Acts, yet the greater part of it

goes far beyond that narrative. Of the particular

facts alluded to, only two (the stoning and one

of the Roman scourgings) are mentioned in the

Acts ; and of the general facts, although the

narrative of the Acts gives a notion of critical

dangers from time to time, we should hardly gather

from it any notion of such continued hardships as

are here indicated. In one point of view this is

extremely important in relation to the authority of

the Christian history, as has been well argued by

Paley in his Hora Paulina. It shews that the

biography of the apostle, unlike most heroes and

saints (as that of Francis Xavier), instead of over

rating, underrates the difficulties and sufferings

which we learn from the apostle himself; the

accuracy of the apostle's own account being further

guaranteed by the extreme and apparently un

feigned reluctance with which it is brought for

ward. On the other hand, it impresses us with a

sense of the very imperfect and fragmentary charac

ter of the history of the Acts, as a regular narrative,

during that period to which the apostle's words

relate (from Acts ix. 1 to xx. 2). This considera

tion gives a double value to this detailed aspect of

the apostle's life, which but for the goading pro

vocations of his opponents would (humanly speak

ing) have been altogether lost to us." But yet

another consideration must not be lost sight of,

the infirm health under which such perils and

sufferings were undergone (see 2 Cor. iv. 7-12, xii.

7-10 ; Gal. iv. 13, 14). In view of all this, in

cluding his " anxiety for all the churches," well

might Calvin exclaim, " What a picture of a com

plete minister, to embrace in his care and con

sideration not one church, nor ten, nor thirty, but

all at once ; teaching some, others confirming ;

exhorting some, others counselling, and healing

the disorders of others ! " No wonder that the

writings of so vast-minded and heroic a servant of

Christ have a stamp upon them so characteristic

and incisive, and that the mind of Christ as

reflected in them has penetrated the religious

thinking and feeling of all intelligent Christen

dom.

Chapter XII. 1-2 1.

Same Subject (continued).

1 T T is not expedient for me doubtless to glory.1 I will come

2 A to visions and revelations of the Lord. I knew * a man

" in Christ, above * fourteen years ago (whether in the body, I ■ £2"L™- 7 :

cannot tell ; * or whether out of the body, I cannot tell ; ' God

3 knoweth), such an one 'caught up to the third heaven. And I i*cS*f'al7'

knew * such a man (whether in the body, or out of the body, I A****

4 cannot tell ; ' God knoweth), how that he was caught up into

c Paradise, and heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful tLu.xxiii.43

5 for a man to utter. Of4 such an one will I glory: ''yet of </Chji3a

6 myself I will not glory, but in mine infirmities.7 For 'though tCh- "• *•

I would 8 desire to glory, I shall not be a fool ; * for I will say l0

the truth : but now " I forbear, lest any man should think " of

me above that which he seeth me to be, or that he heareth of "

7 me. And lest I should be exalted above measure through the

1 I must needs glory, though it is not expedient ; but 2 know

8 omit above 4 know not * On behalf of * on mine own behalf

' my weaknesses 8 should 9 foolish 10 shall speak

11 omit now u account 13 from
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abundance " of the revelations, there was given to me a f thorn /Gai. iv. 13.

in the flesh, * the 15 messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I ei>n. x\n 16.

8 should be16 exalted above measure.17 *For this thing Ibe- *s»d««.
0 iu. 23-37

9 sought the Lord thrice, that it might depart from me. And he

said unto me, My grace is sufficient for thee : for my I8 strength

is made perfect in weakness. Most gladly therefore 'will I ,Ch- **•*>■

rather glory in my infirmities,7 * that the power " of Christ may *• Pet w. u-

10 rest upon me. Therefore20 ' I take pleasure in infirmities,*1 in 'Rom. v. .*,

reproaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses for

Christ's sake : "for when I am weak, then am I strong. mCh- "'"• «•

11 I am become "a fool" in glorying;" ye have" compelled »ch.xi. ».

me : for I ought to have been commended of you : for ' in » Gai. a. 6, 7,

nothing am24 I behind the very chiefest apostles, though ^1 ^|.cjor"-V;

12 be ** nothing. ' Truly the signs of an apostle were wrought f R»m- xy- »8-

among you in all patience, in " signs and wonders and mighty

13 deeds. rFor what is it27 wherein ye were28 inferior to other29 riCor.Lj.

churches, except it be that * I myself was not burdensome80 to *,c°r- '*• "•

you ? forgive me ' this wrong. ' Ch. ». 7-

14 "Behold, the81 third time I am ready to come to you ; and I ■ch.xui. r.

will not be burdensome 80 to you: for "I seek not yours, but tAas"-3i-

you : w for the children ought not to lay up for the parents, but •" Cor- iv- m-

15 the parents for the children. And XI will very" gladly spend -nTho. a. s.

and be spent 'for you ; 8S though * the more abundantly I love rJ°- *: "■

16 you, the less I be loved.84 But be it so, I did not35 burden you ;

17 nevertheless, being crafty, I caught you with guile. Did I

make a gain" of you by any87 of them whom I sent" unto

18 you ? "I desired Titus, and with him I sent a * brother.8* Did «ch. vw. «,

Titus make a gain40 of you? walked we not in41 the same *Chviii- l8-

spirit ? 42 walked we not in the same steps ?

10 ' Again, think ye " that we excuse 44 ourselves unto you ? d we «Ch. v. «.

speak before God " in Christ : ' but we do all things, dearly « » Cor. x. 33.

20 beloved,46 for your edifying. For I fear, lest,47 when I come, I

shall not find you 48 such as I would, and that f I shall be found /» Cor. i». u.

unto you4' such as ye would not ; lest there be™ debates, envy-

ings," wraths, strifes,48 backbitings, whisperings, swellings,

14 And by reason of the exceeding greatness—wherefore, that I should not

be exalted overmuch
15 a " that I should not be tT overmuch 18 my 10 strength

20 Wherefore 21 weaknesses *2 omit in glorying 28 omit have

21 was "am *6 by "there 28<Mtfmade

29 the rest of the 80 a burden 81 prefix this is ** most
88 your souls si If I love you more abundantly, am I loved the less?

33 add myself 88 take advantage 87 add one 88 prefix have

80 sent the brother with him <0 take any advantage 41 by

" Spirit 43 Ye think all this time ** are excusing

45 in the sight of God speak we 46 all things, beloved, are

47 add by any means *8 I should find you not
49 and should myself be found of you B0 prefix should

•' strife, jealousy "factions
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21 tumults; and" lest when I come again, my God e will44 *ch.ii. >. 4.

humble me among65 you, and that I shall bewail4* many

* which have sinned already,47 and have not repented of the *ch. xiii. ».•

uncleanness and ' fornication and lasciviousness which they • « Cor. v. t.

have" committed.

43 omit and " should

s6 and I should mourn for

M before

87 heretofore

Visions and Revelations, I- 10.

Ver. 1. I must needs glory, though it is not

expedient ; ' but I will come to visions and

revelations :—'Distasteful it is to continue in a

strain so unsuitable ; but since I am forced to it,

I proceed to relate what I experienced many

years ago at the hand of the Lord Jesus '—for

that He is " the Lord " here referred to will be

evident as we proceed.—Ver. 2. I know a man

in Christ—not " knew " (as in the Authorised

Version), which the word never signifies. In

fact, the whole point of the statement lies in its

being present : ' I know such a man, and I could

name him too ;' meaning himself, as will presently

appear,—fourteen years ago—(Gr. 'before four

teen years,' i.e. ' fourteen years before now : ' the

Latin and German idioms are the same here as the

Greek). The date here given is not the date of

the apostle's knowledge of the man (as the

Authorised Version implies), but of the rapture

into the third heaven about to be related.

Reckoning back from the date of this Epistle

(A.D. 57), fourteen years would bring us to the

year 43, " which coincides (as Plumptre says)

with the period of his unrecorded activity," when

he was hurried away from Jerusalem to Tarsus

(Acts ix. 29, 30) until Barnabas came for him,

and brought him to Antioch (Acts xi. 25, 26).

Hence the reference cannot be to his conversion,

for that took place more than twenty years before ;

nor can it be to the vision which he had in the

temple (Acts xxii. 17), for that occurred at a

period nearer the time of this letter—not to

say that the circumstances are quite different.

Beyond doubt what is here recorded occurred

during that quiet sojourn in the region of Tarsus,

already referred to, when, though we know he

was not idle in his Master's service, the events of

his activity arc a blank in the history,— (whether

in the body, I know not; or whether out of the

body, I know not ; God knowcth), such a one

caught up even to the third heaven. Why, it

may be asked, does the apostle speak so enigmati

cally, and in the third person—why "he" and

not "I"? The obvious answer is, that he could

not bear extolling himself so nakedly as the use

of the first person would express. For the same

reason he wishes it to be known that since the

thing happened so long ago, and he had never told

it to any one, they might thus see how far he was

from obtruding it as a ground of boasting. At

the same time, as the event was probably the

most marvellous that ever occurred to him since

his conversion, he is careful to specify the precise

time of its occurrence. As to the event itself,

1 There is some difficulty in the reading here, and

entices are divided : but the above is best attested and

makes the only quite clear sense.

the first question is, What is meant by " caught

up" or "rapt"? The idea conveyed by this

strong word certainly goes beyond that of mere

' trance ' or ' ecstasy,' in which all ordinary con

sciousness is in abeyance. Such was the state he

was in while in the temple (Acts xxii. 17, 18),

and the state that Balaam and other prophets

were thrown into (Num. xxiv. 4 ; Rev. i. 10 with

iv. 1). Had this been all that the apostle

experienced, it is scarcely credible that he should

have spoken of it as he does here, or (so to speak)

made so much of it. We incline, therefore, to

those who see more in it than this, namely, a

possible local rapture in his entire person, such as

beyond doubt is presupposed (in I Kings xviii. 12;

2 Kings ii. 16) as a thing not unfamiliar in the

time of Elijah and Elisha, and which in the case

of the Apostle Philip was an actual occurrence :

see Acts viii. 39, 40, where the same word, rendered

"caught away," is used as by our apostle here.

But we only say a " possible " rapture of this

nature. Because, if the apostle himself declines

to decide the question, it is not for us to do it for

him. The next question is, What are we to

understand by "the third heaven"? Were a

plurality of heavens unfamiliar to the Bible, we

might suppose nothing more to be meant here

than the "heaven of heavens," or more simply,

into inconceivable nearness to God. But beyond

doubt, something numerical in the conception of

" the heavens " was familiar to the Jews and is

recognised in the New Testament. Why not,

then, recognise it here ? though to refine upon it,

as some ingenious critics do, serves no good

purpose. Enough to understand it of a height of

translation towards "the secret place of the Most

High," to which he was through lifeanutter stranger

save at this time.—Vers. 3 and 4. And I know

such a man (whether in the body or out of

the body, ' I know not ; God knoweth), how that

he was canght up into Paradise. Are we to take

this as expressive of a further transition, raisin;;

him to a still loftier region than " the third heaven "

called " Paradise " ? So thought several of the

fathers, and so some of the best modern critics.

But besides that this is not what we think

would naturally be gathered from the words, the

fatal objection to it is that in this case the apostle

tells us only what passed in the higher sphere of

" Paradise," and nothing at all of what he experi

enced in the "third heaven." Is this conceivable?

Was anything in the mere translation to make the

mention of it worth while ? Why should he not

have passed at once to the " Paradise " scene ?

To us (and we are far from being alone) it

appears pretty clear that the rapture of the first

1 The Revised Version, following another trading, says

here ''apart from the body." but the authotity for it is not

so decisive as to require a change.
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statement is merely a preface to what is to be after

wards stated about it, and that what follows

merely takes up again what was said before, with

a slight diversity in the name of the region into

which he was "caught up;" in other words,

that " Paradise " and " the third heaven " are but

two names for the same thing. The word

Paradise is an oriental word signifying a garden

or open park, and as such it is employed by the

Septuagint in Gen. ii. 8 to express the garden of

Eden. It is here used in the same sense in which

our Lord used it to the penitent malefactor (Luke

xxiii. 43), "To-day shalt thou be with me in

Paradise." Into this blessed dwelling-place of

" the Lord " was the apostle "caught up "—how

he knows not, and so we need not. In its final

condition it is held forth in promise " to him that

overcometh " as " Paradise restored " (Rev. ii. 7),—

and heard unspeakable words, which it is not

lawful for a man to utter—paradoxical language,

'speakings which may not be spoken.1 Things

not in themselves unutterable (for how then, as

Bengel says, could the apostle have heard them ?),

but so sublime and heavenly as to be unsuitable

to this earthly state, and therefore not proper to

be reported to Christians here. What, then, was

the object of them? No doubt, first of all, to

cheer himself under the bitter disappointment

in his first experience as a convert at Jeru

salem—so contrary to all his expectations as it

doubtless was ; and next, to brace him up for

the whole heroic career of unparalleled self-

sacrifice and unequalled success which lay before

him as a missionary of the cross.—Ver. 5- On

behalf of such a one will I glory ; but on mine

own behalf I will not glory, save in my weak

nesses. So entirely does he wish himself to be

regarded as passive in this whole exalted scene,

and his Master's hand as exclusively in it, that he

separates his personal self from the abstract " man

in Christ " who had this experience, as if they had

been two different persons. In this view, he

feels that he can and will glory " on behaif of

such a one ; " but if he is to glory on his own

account, it shall be of " his infirmities," of which

he is to speak more fully in the succeeding verses.

—Ver. 6. For if I should desire to glory, I

should not be foolish ; for I shall speak the

truth: but I forbear, lest any man should

account of me above that which he seeth me

to be, or heareth from me : ' I might, indeed,

glory, and in doing so, I should not have to go

beyond what is strictly true ; but I will not, for I

would have none to think of me otherwise than I

was found and known to be when at Corinth, by

personal observation both of my walk and of my

speech.' The apostle has a positive dread of

being thought of above what every one who came

in contact with him might see and know him to

be. ' O how little of this fear is there (exclaims

Bengel) in most people, even divines !'

The thorn in theflesh and its lessons, 7-10.

Ver. 7. And by reason of the exceeding

greatness of the revelation — wherefore (the

sentence starts here in a new form), that I should

not be exalted overmuch, there was given unto

me a thorn in the flesh, a messenger of Satan

to buffet me, that I should not be exalted over

much.'

What this " thorn in the flesh " was has exer

cised expositors sorely, and every solution must

be conjectural. Spiritual temptations, which

some of the Fathers and Romish expositors have

imagined, are not to be thought of. Its being "a

messenger of Satan" no more implies its being

spiritual in its own nature than the obstacles

which repeatedly prevented the apostle from

visiting Thessalonica when he longed to do so are

to be regarded as in their own nature diabolical,

because he ascribes them to "Satan" (1 Thess.

iv. 18). Nor can persecutions be the thing here

intended, for though such are frequently referred

to in his Epistles, they are never spoken of in

such terms as here. Beyond all doubt it was

something physical, and something involving

acute pain. The word in the original l signifies

' anything pointed, ' a ' stake ' or ' thorn. ' The

word occurs only here in the New Testament,

but it is used four times in the LXX. , in three of

which it seems clearly to mean " thorn,"1 and in

one, probably, "a stake."* In either sense, acute

bodily pain is certainly meant. As for habitual

sickness, sick headache, nervous trembling, and

such like, these seem hardly compatible with that

physical vigour which alone could have enabled

the apostle to go through such exertions and en

durances as are described in chap. xi. 24-27.

Two things seem to bring us a little nearer to it.

Evidently it was something visible to others, and,

as we shall see, the reverse of attractive. This

suggests what has seemed to many, taken in con

nection with hints here and there, to point to

acute inflammation of the eyes. And though one

of the grounds on which this conjecture has some

times been supported (the readiness of the Gala-

tians to have "plucked out their own eyes and

given to "their father in the faith, Gal. iv. 15)

is too far-fetched to have any real weight, a good

deal may be said in support of it. The one thing

which seems to point to something more extreme

than this is, that the apostle himself describes it

as something loathsome. To the credit of the

Galatians he records it that "their temptation

which was in his flesh * they despised not nor

rejected ; " but the Greek is (as in the margin of

the Revised Version) ' spat out ; ' * and it is diffi

cult to suppose that mere inflammation of the

eyes, however acute, would have been so described.

This has led to the conjecture that epilepsy is what

is here described. But that any such deplorable

complaint appeared at Corinth, Ephesus, Jeru

salem, or any important sphere of his labours, can

hardly be supposed, consistently with no clear

hint of it occurring either in the Acts or the

Epistles. No doubt, this is so intermittent a

complaint, that there are well-known cases of its

non-occurrence from childhood onwards for forty

years, and then breaking out ; and it is conceivable

1 The received text mnltes no such change on the con

struction of the sentence ; it is not ac epted by Tischen*

dorf; mid it is disapproved by Meyer. But the evidence

for it is such as can scarcely be accounted for, if this was

not the original form ; whereas the greater smoothness of

the received text is easily accounted for by the tendency to

remove obscurities. Besides, the other repetitions in this

verse seem to confirm some change of construction.

2 Hos. ii. 6 ; Ezek. xxviii. 24 ; Num. xxxiii. 55. See on

this whole subject Lightfoot's learned note, in his " Gala

tians;" Schan's Excursus, in his "Galatians," in the

present Commentary ; and Waite's " Second Corinthians,"

chap, xii., in Speaker's Commentary (additional note).

8 Syr. xliii. 19.

4 This, which is undoubtedly the true reading, renders

the statement clearer.
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that this occurred to the apostle when he was in

Galatia. But we can hardly think this at all pro

bable. We are constrained, therefore, to leave the

question as we found it, in the region of pure con

jecture. The one thing about it which is certain

is its galling, humiliating effect, to express which

he calls it "a messenger of Satan to buffet him."

This last word may point to the intermittent

nature of the complaint, as some think ; but the

trial to him, which he bitterly felt it to be,

evidently arose from its tendency to prejudice his

hearers against him, and so against his ministry.

To the Gal.1ti.1ns he calls it " their temptation

which was in his flesh," and the very commenda

tion which he bestows on them for rising above

it, shews how he felt it to stand naturally in his

way, and as such he regarded it as " a messenger

of Satan," subserving hts interests.

So much did this sore trial exercise him, that

he betook himself to prayer about it.—Ver. 8. For

('about') this thing I besought the Lord—the

Lord Christ, as is plain from the next verse,—

thrice, that it might depart from me—therein

following his Master when He prayed thrice that

the cup might pass from Him ; not three petitions

merely, but at three successive times making this

the subject of solemn entreaty.

Note.—Those who doubt whether the New

Testament warrants prayer to Christ should have

their doubts set at rest by this passage. A poor

attempt has been made to set aside the argument

here, by urging that the word beseech here used '

is never employed to express prayer to God, and

that it means not to invocate but rather to advocate.*

But surely it is forgotten that our Lord, when He

allowed Himself to be apprehended and Peter

would have fought for Him, said, " Thinkest thou

that I cannot beseech my Father (using the same

word as here) and He shall even now send me

twelve legions of angels ? " (Matt. xxvi. 53). Be

sides, the question is not to whom any petition is

addressed, but whether the word "beseeching"

means petitioning for something by one person to

another ; and surely to ask such a question is

absurd. Any one with his Greek Testament in

his hand will find it so used dozens of times. If

this, then, was what Paul did to Christ, and

Christ so answered him as implied His right to be

so addressed, and to give the fitting answer,

then the New Testament warrant to pray to Christ

is conclusively settled, and with it His supreme

Personal Divinity. In the next verse this comes

out with singular clearness.—Ver. 9. And he

hath said. It is not a single reply to the prayer

as then offered, " but as continuing in force : He

hath told me, and with this I must rest satisfied. " 3

My grace is sufficient for thee ; for my strength

is made perfect in weakness. "Grace," see on

1 Cor. i. 3, is here promised in the form of

"strength" or "power," not only to endure the

1 Txfiaxx>jn. .

a I take this from the Speaker's Commentary on the

passage, but have not been able to find the objection in any

of the principal Unitarian writings, old or new. The

"Polish Socinians" were voluminous and able commen

tators. But in the nine quarto volumes of their works

(Bibliotheca Fratrum Polonorum. 1656), I have not found

a trace of it ; nor in the Improved(Unitarian) Version ofthe

New Testament(London, 1817); nor in Magee£>» tko Atone

ment—written expressly in reply to modern Unitarians—

have I found any reference to such an objection. But as,

do doubt, it has been made, I have replied to it above.

s Note by Winer on this passage, Grammar q/ A7w

Testament Greek, % 40, 4.

sore trial of this " thorn in the flesh," with all its

natural effect on his ministry, but even to make

this weakness a source of strength. And it is so

couched as to meet every similar case. Cast in a

gnomic form, it expresses a great general principle.

The " my " of the received text, is an addition to

the original text, which runs thus : " Strength is

made perfect in weakness." O how many myriads

of burdened souls have had cause to exclaim,

Blessed "thorn in the flesh"— be it what it

might—which drew forth such a promise and such

an assurance for all time !—Most gladly therefore

will I rather glory in my weaknesses, that the

strength of Christ may rest upon me: ' If this

weakness of mine is only to add to my strength,

bringing the strength of Christ as a glory down

upon me (for such is the import of the choice

word here employed1), then, instead of wishing

it away, I will glory in it, and not in this only,

but in all the "weaknesses" that may be meted

out to me.'—Ver. 10. Wherefore I take pleasure

(' I am well contented ') in weaknesses, in in

juries ... for Christ's sake. The sense is, not

' injuries endured for Christ's sake,' but ' I take

pleasure in them for Christ's sake ; '—for when I

am weak, then am I strong. Of course, this

was true only when he recognised the hand of

Christ in causing the weakness to remain which

He could easily remove, in order that by His own

strength resting upon him he might achieve a

success which the removal of his weakness would

not accomplish.

Self- Vindication resumed, ll-2t.

Ver. it. I am become foolish: ye compelled

me; for I onght to have been commended of

yon: for in nothing was I behind the very

chiefest apostles, though I am nothing. See

on chap. xi. 5, ' In myself I am nothing, but as

an apostle of Christ, I am compelled to affirm, in

face of the detraction to which I am subjected,

that not even the chiefest of the apostles has out

stripped me.' Stronger language still is used in

the First Epistle, yet along with the most affect

ing expressions of utter unworthiness in himself

(xv. 9-1 1 ). — Ver. 12. Truly the signs of an

apostle were wrought among you in all patience,

by signs, and wonders, and mighty works

( Gr. ' powers '). In Heb. ii. 4, these are given as

evidences of apostleship, as in Acts ii. 22, of the

Divine mission of Christ Himself. "How at

variance with this," exclaims Meyer, "is the

historical criticism which lays down H priori the

negation ofmiracles ! "—Ver. 13. For what is there

wherein ye were made inferior to (placed at a

disadvantage as compared with) the rest of the

churches, except it ie that I myself was not a

burden to you ? forgive me this wrong. Cutting

irony this !

Ver. 14. Behold, this is the third time I am

ready to come to yon—not ' I am a third time

ready to do this ' (as a number of critics under

stand it), but ' I am ready to come the third time.'

The former sense is forced on those who think

the apostle paid but two visits to Corinth ; but

besides that this puts an unnatural sense upon the

words, the apostle's argument would thus have

little point. Paley contends for this sense, build

ing mainly on the silence of the Acts as to a third

visit (Hor. Paul. iv. 11); but it is impossible to

1 irirsr,»£rii ; compare John i. 14 ; Rev. vii 15.
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understand chap. xiii. I in any natural sense, if a

real third visit was not meant,1—and I will not

be a burden to yon : for I seek not yours, but

you : for the children ought not to lay up for

the parents, but the parents for the children.

' As your spiritual parent allow me a parent's

privilege, not to be provided for by you, but to

make provision for you, my children." The

delicacy and tenderness of this touch are surpass

ing.—Ver. 15. And I will most gladly spend

and be spent (Gr. 'spent out') for your souls.

If I love you more abundantly, am I loved

the less?2—Ver. 16. But me being crafty, I

caught you with guile. 'True (ye say), you took

no money from us yourself, but you were crafty

enough to get it through others.' The answer to

this base insinuation, which the apostle deems his

detractors capable of, now follows.—Ver. 17. Did I

take advantage of you by any one of them whom

I have sent unto you ?—Ver. 18. I exhorted (or

charged) Titus, and I sent the brother with him

(probably one of the two referred to in chap. viii.

18, 22). Sid Titus take any advantage of you ?

' I appeal to facts : Did Titus and the companion

I sent with him seek or get any compensation at

your hands ?'—walked we not by the same Spirit f

—that Spirit by whose guidance all the servants

of Christ act?—walkedwe not in the same steps?

—I and those sent to you by me.

Ver. 19. Ye think all this time 3 that we are

excusing ourselves unto you. In this ye much

mistake me.—In the sight of God speak we in

Christ:—' We look higher ; having respect before

the great Searcher of hearts, in every word we

write, only to the Master whom we represent ' (the

same words occur in chap. ii. 17).—But all things,

beloved, are for your edifying. ' Your good

1 See among others Billroth's Introduction, pp. i?-«3

Clark's Translation), and Conybeare and Howson, vol. ii.

pp. 18, 10, note 1.

3 This is certainly the true reading, and (without the not

of the received text) the above is the only legitimate

translation.

3 wmKai, not riUi, as in the received text.

throughout has been our object ; ' and there was

need.—Ver. 20. For I fear, lest by any means,

when I come, I should find you not such as I

would, and should myself be found of you such

as ye would not—lest my visit should be pleasant

to neither party,—lest there should be1 strife,

jealousy, wraths, factions, backbitings, whisper

ings, tumults. That such a state of things

should be apprehended reveals a condition in the

Church of Corinth which might well justify the

severest language which he employs in dealing

with it. The list of things here specified seems

to shew that the old cancer which festered in the

Greek republics had found its way into the Chris

tian community of this Greek city.—Ver. 21. lest,

when I come again, my God should humble me

before you. So bound up was his comfort in

this and all his churches with their spiritual pro

sperity, that the prospect of finding the church

which of all others lay most at his heart in the

deplorable condition here described, sickened him

at the thought of it, and held out to him only

humiliation, in place of delight, in visiting them,

—and I should mourn for many of them that

have sinned heretofore—falling back into those

pollutions from which they had been delivered.

Since chap. vii. seems to speak a different lan

guage, the conjecture that some interval took

place between the writing of all that preceded

the three last chapters and what we there find,

and that disquieting news had in the interval

reached the apostle, seems to amount almost to a

certainty. See introduction to chap. x. ,—and

repented not of the uncleanness, and fornica

tion, and lasciviousness which they com

mitted. Missionaries who have been the happy

instruments of rescuing sensual heathens from such

vices as these, but find to their grief the same

tendency, after a time, to return upon them, can

best enter into the apostle's feelings as here ex

pressed, and will be the best expositors of them.

Chapter XIII. 1-14.

Same Subject (concluded).

1 'TpHIS is the third time* I am coming to you. "In' the «Num.«xv.

i- mouth of two or three witnesses * shall every word be *viii- ,6-

2 established. I told you before, and foretell you,* as if I were

present, the * second time, and being absent now 6 I write T to

them * which heretofore have sinned, and to all other," that, if I

3 come again, I will not spare ; since ye seek a proof of Christ

'speaking* in mej.which10 to you-ward is not weak, but is nCor. v. «.

4 mighty d in you : ' for though " he was crucified through weak-

1 time J At * two witnesses or three

* I have said beforehand, and I do say beforehand
4 as when I was present the * so now being absent, r omit I write

8 the rest 9 that spcaketh 10 who u omit though

1 ui.Tvt, by any means, seems here unemphatic, as often,

and so need not be represented in English.

b rh. xii. sr.

d\ Cor. ix. 2.

e 1 Pet. iii. 18
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ness, yet ^he liveth by " the power of God. For we also are

weak in him, but we shall live with him by " the power of God

5 toward you. ' Examine yourselves,'3 whether ye be in the

faith ; prove your own selves. Know " ye not your own selves,

* how that Jesus Christ is in you ? except " ye be 'reprobates.'

6 But I trust " that ye shall know that we are not reprobates.'

7 Now I " pray to God that ye do no evil ; not that we should "

appear approved, but that ye should " do that which is honest,*0

8 though we be as reprobates.'6 For we can do nothing against

9 the truth, but for the truth. For we are glad," * when we are

weak, and ye are strong : and " this also we wish," ' even your

io perfection. Therefore21 I write these things being" absent,

lest being present '" I should use sharpness," "according to the

power" which the Lord hath given me to edification," and

not to destruction."

1 1 Finally, brethren, farewell. Be perfect, be of good comfort,

' be of one *° mind, live in peace ; and the God of love ' and

1 2 peace shall be with you. 9 Greet one another with an holy kiss.

13, 14 All the saints salute you. rThe grace of the Lord Jesus

Christ, and the love of God, and the communion of the Holy

Ghost, be with you all. Amen.*1

The second epistle to the Corinthians was written from Philippi,

a city of Macedonia, by Titus and Lucas.

yRom. vi. 4.

g 1 Cor. xi. a8.

h Rom. viii. 10.

1 1 Cur. lx- 27.

k 1 Cor. iv. to.

1 1 Thes. iii.10.

wTit. i. 13.

n Ch. x. 8.

o Rom. vii. 16;

I Cor. i. to:

Phil. ii. 1 :

1 Pet. iii. 8.

f> Rom. xv. 33.

<j Rom. xvi. 16.

r Rom. x vi. 24.

12 through

19 unless indeed hope

rejoice

" your own selves

1B reprobate

10 may 20 honourable 21

23 we also pray for !4 For this cause 23 while

26 that I may not when present deal sharply

is gave me for building up *' for casting down

31 omit Amen.

"prefix What?

111 we

22 omit and

27 authority

30 the same

Vcr. 1. This is the third time I am coming to

yon. It is surprising that in face of so explicit

a statement, repeated at ver. 2, and of the one

at xii. 14, Paley (//or. Paull. iv. 11) and other

excellent critics should maintain that the apostle

paid only two visits to Corinth. It is true that

we have no record of an intermediate visit between

the first and the third, but that is no reason for

distorting the natural sense of the apostle's own

statement that he did pay two visits before this

one.—At the mouth (on the testimony) of two

witnesses or three shall every word be estab

lished. A judicial investigation of every charge,

in such cases as referred to in xii. 20, 21, was to

be held under his superintendence. The Jewish

law in judicial cases was very strict, requiring at

least two witnesses for the condemnation of any

one (Num. xxxv. 30; Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15).

Our Lord directed the same rule to be observed

in the exercise of church discipline ; and here the

apostle intimates his resolution to proceed on

this principle at Corinth.—Ver. 2. I have said

beforehand (at my former visit), and I do say

beforehand, as when I was present the second

time, so now being absent, that if I come

again, I will not spare. ' The time for leniency

towards convicted offenders is past.'—Ver. 3.

seeing that ye seek a proof of Christ that

speaketh in me—'since there are those among

you who question my apostolic authority, and

demand proof of it, they shall have it,'—who to

yon-ward is not weak, but is mighty in yon—

* Ye are yourselves witnesses of what the Christ

that is in me can effect. Was He " weak " in

the marvellous transformation of so many of you ?

Was He not "mighty in you" then?'—Ver. 4.

for1 he was crucified through weakness, yet he

liveth through the power of God. There was a

great principle involved in the death of Christ,

over and above its more immediate object. All

that preceded and led to His death was a mani

festation of voluntary weakness, culminating in

His final 'exinanition.' He "emptied Himself—

becoming obedient even unto death, yea, the

death of the cross" (Phil. ii. 7, 8). That "emptied"

condition was a necessary step to His state of ful

ness—the " weakness " to the " power " by and in

which He rose. And this twofold condition, says

1 The word " though " is not genuine here,

diminishes the force of the statement that follows.

and
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the apostle here, is reproduced and realized in

us,—for we are also weak in him, but we shall

live with him through the power of God toward

you—'and ye shall know this when I come.'—

Ver. 5. Try your own selves :— ' Ye talk of trying

me, but ye do well to try your own selves,'—

whether ye be in the faith—or are Christians in

name only ;—prove your own selves. What t '

know ye not your own selves, that Jesus Christ

is in you I—dwelling in you to very different

results than I hear to be showing themselves,—

unless, indeed, ye be reprobate. The word

means ' disapproved ' on trial, ' rejected,' and so,

Christians only in name, of whom Christ will say,

" I never knew you."—Ver. 6. But I hope that

ye shall know that we are not reprobate—that

whether in making known the Gospel or in the

exercise of faithful discipline we, at least, are

straightforward and true to our Master.—Ver. 7.

Now we pray to God that ye do no evil ; not

that we may appear approved, but that ye may

do that which is honourable, though we be as

reprobate :—' My prayer is, that when I come I

may find no occasion for the exercise of discipline

at all, but may find you walking consistently

and honourably as befits those who are called by

the name of Christ ; and this not to justify our

procedure towards you, but for the credit of that

holy Name, whatever may be thought of us' (comp.

Rom. ix. 3).—Ver. 8. For we can do nothing

against the truth, but for the truth :— ' For our

one object is to promote and establish the truth ;

and that end attained, if with the exercise of

discipline, all the better; for not to display our

apostolic authority do we live, but to see the truth

triumphant everywhere.'—Ver. 9. For we rejoice

when we are weak, and ye are strong—when,

in consequence of your strength in grace and well

doing as a church we have no occasion to put

forth our strength among you, but in all our own

weakness look on, "joying and beholding your

order and the steadfastness of your faith in Christ"

(Col. ii. 5),—this also we pray for, even your

perfection. See ver. 11.—Ver. 10. For this

cause I write these things while absent, that

I may not when present deal sharply, accord

ing to the authority which the Lord gave me

for building up, and not for casting down.

He will not. close without reaffirming his divinely-

bestowed apostolic authority ; but is careful to

point out its beneficent end : ' It was given me

to build up, not to pull down ; the less of it,

therefore, that is needed, the better pleased shall

1 be ; in fact, my whole object in writing in

absence so severely as I have done, has been to

make such severity unnecessary when I come

amongst you.'

Ver. 11. Finally, brethren, farewell. Be

perfect (' perfected '). The word ' adjusted ' (as

a net put iff order for casting), ' thoroughly fur

nished,'—be of good comfort ('comforted'); be

of one mind,—the want of which was the first

thing he complained of in his First Epistle (i. 10) ;

live in peace ; and the God of love and peace

shall be with you,—compare Matt. v. 9, "Blessed

are the peacemakers, for they shall be called

children of God."—Ver. 12. Salute one another

with a holy kiss. Such a form of salutation is

the common Eastern practice, but the word holy

is designed to mark its Christian meaning, as the

expression of that holy unity which their common

1 r,, as in 1 Cor. xiv. 36.

oneness with Christ imparted. It long continued

in the Eastern Church, and up to a pretty late

period even in the Western, but gradually and

properly died away as manners changed, and the

significance of it ceased. Ver. 13. All the saints

salute you.

Ver. 14. The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ,

and the love of God, and the communion of the

Holy Ghost, be with yon all. '

Remarkable it is that an Epistle written under

a tempest of conflicting emotions, breathing in

some places indignation, reproach, and sadness,

at being driven to self-vindication against worth

less detractors who should never have been listened

to—that precisely this Epistle is the one that closes

with the richest and most comprehensive of all

the benedictions in the New Testament, the one

which the Christian Church in every land and of

every age has found, and will find as long as the

world lasts, the most available for public use, as

a close to its worship. Nor does it except any

one class in that Church, but embraces all alike

in one common benediction. For, with all his

complaints, he regards them as right - hearted

but unwary, imposed upon, like the Galatian

churches, by unprincipled zealots for a Judaized

Christianity, destructive of the whole grace of the

Gospel.

Observe the characteristic features in the agency

of each of the Persons in the Godhead as here

assigned them. "The grace of the Lord Jesus

Christ " stands first, because it is by it (as Bengel

says) that " the love of God" reaches us. "The

Word was made flesh and dwelt among us . . .

full of grace and truth ; " " and of His grace have

we all received, and grace for grace" (John i. 14,

16). " Ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that though He was rich, yet for your

sakes He became poor, that ye through His

poverty might become rich " (viii. 9). In two of

his Epistles our apostle deems it enough to invoke

" The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ " on those

he wrote, as summing up all he could wish for

them (Gal. vi. 18 ; Philem. 25) ; for had not his

Lord said to himself, " My grace is sufficient for

thee ? " (xii. 8)—and the love of God—that deep

and exhaustless Fountain whence flows all " the

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ." For "God is

love" (l John iv. 8). And "God so loved the

world that He gave His only-begotten Son," etc.

(John iii. 16). See also Rom. v. 8 ; 1 John iv.

9, 10,—and the communion of the Holy Ghost

—not communion with the Spirit, but that "com

munion with the Father and with his Son Jesus

Christ " (1 John i. 3), as also with all that are His

(Phil. ii. 1), which through His special agency is

alone produced and maintained. From this sub

jective character of the Spirit's agency in the

economy of grace, it probably arises that the objec

tive departments in that economy, which are

assigned by Divine arrangement to the Father

and the Son, have almost exclusive prominence

in the statements of the New Testament ; al

though nothing can be more clear than that,

according to New Testament teaching, the same

Personality and Divinity which are the pro

perties of the Father and the Son belong also

to the Holy Spirit ; that the grace of the Lord

Jesus Christ here invoked is conveyed into the

souls of men, and works out in them the fruits of

righteousness, only through the operation of the

1 The Amen is not genuine here.
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Holy Spirit ; and that all the blessed interchanges

of aspiration and love and consecration on our

part, with all the fulness of love and grace in

return on the part of the Father and the Son, are

carried on exclusively through His special Agency.

This is that "communion of the Holy Ghost"

which is here invoked. And this is that which

alone explains those wonderful words of our Lord

Himself, in His great Intercessory Prayer,—that

" they may all be one, even as Thou, Father, art in

Me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one in

us" (John xvii. 21). In view of this, the Fathers

—driven, by assaults ir» every form on the doc

trine of the Trinity, to meditate deeply on all the

aspects of the subject which the New Testament

presents—held that " the communion of the Holy

Ghost " in the work of redemption is but a reflec

tion and reproduction of the same communion in

the Godhead itself; in other words, that all the

interchanges of ineffable love between the Father

and the Son are carried on by the active Agency of

the Holy Ghost—that He is the life, in short, of

the Divine Life. It may be so ; and the thought

is certainly beautiful, and at least innocent. But

the line between the " secret things which belong

unto the Lord our God," and the " things which

are revealed" which "belong unto us and to our

children," is easily crossed and never with safety.

On such a subject, therefore, speculation should

be very reverent and cautious.

One word more. As Christ's own parting com

mand ere He ascended up where He was before,

was that His disciples should be baptized into the

name of the Father and of the Son and of the

Holy Ghost—comprehending all that the Father

sent the Son to bring down and the Spirit to

convey into the souls of fallen men—so the bene

diction which closes this Epistle invokes all this

upon all the saints that are in Christ Jesus ; and

the writer humbly echoes it.
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§ 1. The Galatians.

GALATIA or Gallo-Gilscia was a mountainous but fertile province in the

interior of Asia Minor. It had its name from the Gallic or Celtic tribes

which inhabited it.1 Their ancestors, on invitation of Nicomedes, king of Bi-

thynia, had come from the left banks of the Rhine and the Moselle, and, in company

with a small number of Germans, settled in Asia about 280 before Christ.* This

was a backward movement in the migration of nations, which usually follows the

westward course of the sun, but is occasionally repulsed or voluntarily recedes.

In Galatia these emigrants from Gaul mingled with Greeks,8 and acquired their

language, but retained the partial use of their vernacular tongue, which resembled

the Germanic (or Celtic) dialect of the region of Treves on the Moselle, as spoken

in the fourth century.4 They were the terror and scourge of Asia Minor, but after

1 Galatians, Cauls, Ctlts, are often used synonymously by ancient writers. The Scotch Highland

ers still call their own country Galatia (Gaeldachd), the land of the Gauls (Gaels). So says Dr.

MacGregor, who is a native of the Scotch Highlands, Com. on Galat. (Edinb. 1879), p. 14. Jerome

derives the name of the Galatians from the whiteness of their complexion (yi\a), described by

Virgil.

1 The Germani cisrhenani, on the left side of the Rhine, were sometimes included among the Gauls.

The names of the leaders of the Asiatic expedition, Lutarius (the Saxon Luther, the French Lo-

thaire) and Ltonnorius, seem to be German ; but the majority of the Galatian proper names and word

endings are Celtic. See Lightfoot, Com., Excursus I. In the controversy as to the Germanic or

Celtic nationality of the Galatians, the advocates of the Celtic origin have the best of the argument.

More accurately speaking, they were, as indicated above, prevailingly Celtic, with a slight mixture of

Teutons. So the Celtic French and Irish are mixed with some Teutonic and Norman blood, while

the Scotch are more Teutonic (Anglo-Saxon) than Celtic or Gaelic. Luther first hinted at the Ger

manic origin of the Galatians, and reads the Germans of his day a lesson for their inconstancy and

fickleness in the cause of the Reformation. But this fault is rather characteristic of the Gauls, as

described by the ancients and confirmed by history.

* Hence the name Gallo-Graci and Gallo-Gracia.

* According to Jerome (d. 419), who was a good linguist and spent some time both at Treves and

afterwards in Galatia. His testimony that the native tongue of the Galatians was 'almost identical

with that of the Treveri ' (Introd. to his Com. on Galat.) is the chief argument in favor of the Germanic

origin of the Galatians advocated by Wieseler and others. But to the Greek and Roman writers the

German and the Celtic languages were alike barbarous and unknown, and it is quite probable that

2S5
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a hundred years of warlike independence they were forced to acknowledge the

sovereignty of the Romans (b. c. 187), and their country was finally made a prov

ince of the empire under Augustus (b. c. 25).

The principal cities of the province were Ancyra (declared the capital by Augus

tus), Tavium, and Pessinus. Their commerce attracted many Jews. Ancyra was

famous for its goat's-hair manufactures, and for the great historical marble tablets

which Augustus had erected there. Pessinus was the centre of the gorgeous and

sensuous Phrygian worship of Cybele, the goddess of the earth. In these places

were, no doubt, the most important of the congregations to which the Epistle is

addressed.

The Galatians were the first of the Celtic and Germanic races to whom the gos

pel was preached. They are described by the ancient writers as a frank, warlike,

impetuous, intelligent, and impressible, but unsteady, quarrelsome, vain, and osten

tatious people. It is astonishing how national traits perpetuate themselves for

centuries. In both their good and bad qualities and ' the fatal gift of fascination '

the ancient Galatians and Gauls strongly resemble the modern French.

Under this generous, impulsive, but changeable character the Galatians appear in

the Epistle of St. Paul. They received him first with enthusiastic joy and kindness,

but suffered themselves soon to be misled by false teachers.1 They were, like all

the Celts, ' excessive in their devotion to external observances ' (as Caesar describes

them). Their former religion was a gross superstition, with a wild, mystic ceremo

nial, hideous mutilations, revolting cruelty, and slavish obedience to priestly author

ity. They were emancipated from this bondage by Paul, but as quickly fell away

from his pure and spiritual teaching, and embraced another showy, ceremonial, and

hierarchical religion, which resembled their old notions and habits. They exchanged

a heathen form of ritualism for a Judaizing form, and returned to the ' weak and

beggarly elements ' and a new ' yoke of bondage.' In the second and third centu

ries Galatia was a hot-bed of Gnostic heresies and Montanist fanaticism. Gregory

of Nazianzen denounces ' the folly of the Galatians, who abound in many impious

sects.'

§ 2. Conversion of the Galatians.

St. Paul came first to Galatia during his second great missionary journey, about

the year 51, accompanied by Silas and Timothy, and planted the seed of Christian

ity throughout the province. (Acts xvi. 6 ; comp. Gal. i. 6-8 ; iv. 4-13 ff.) He was

at that time suffering from bodily infirmity (Gal. iv. 13), in consequence of much

fatigue, persecution, manual labor for his support, and that mysterious affliction

which he calls a ' thorn in the flesh ' (2 Cor. xii. 7). But the grace of God dwelling

in him overcame all these obstacles, and revealed its own purity and power all the

more strikingly by its contrast with the weakness of nature. The excitable hearts

of the Galatians were carried away. They received the Apostle who manifested

such zeal and devotion in spite of sickness and pain, as an angel of God, yea, even

as Jesus Christ himself, and felt so grateful and happy that they were ready, if

possible, to sacrifice their own eyes for the good of the Apostle and the unspeak

able gift of the gospel (Gal. iv. 14, 15). This enthusiastic devotion must have

both were spoken on the Rhine, and to some extent in Galatia, if the emigration was mixed. Half a

century before Jerome visited Treves a colony of German Franks had settled in the neighborhood

and gradually displaced the Celtic language, but this must have required a good many years.

1 So the Reformation started with the fairest prospects in France, and ascended the throne in the

person of Henry IV., but was almost crushed out of existence under Louis XIV.
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been one of his most cheering experiences Hence, also, his deep grief when he

heard soon afterwards of their apostasy to a false gospel.

On his third great missionary journey (a. d. 54 or 55) Paul paid a second visit

to Galatia, and confirmed the congregations in the Christian faith (Acts xviii. 23).

The majority of these congregations were, no doubt, converts from heathenism.

This appears from chap. iv. 8, 9, where their former condition is described as one

of ignorance concerning God, and as a service of false or unreal gods ; also from

the remark (vi. 12), that the Judaizing errorists constrained them to be circum

cised, which implies that they were not circumcised before. (Compare i. 16 j ii. 9 ;

iv. 12; v. 23; vi. 12, 13.)

At the same time a number of Galatian converts were originally Jews. This ap

pears from Gal. ii. 15 ff. ; iii. 13, 23-25 ; iv. 3, where the apostle, as a Jewish

Christian, speaks of himself and his readers in a common plural. This explains

the frequent allusions of the Epistle to the Old Testament, and the allegorical in

terpretation of Sara and Hagar (chap. iv. 21-31). According to Josephus, the

Jews were numerous in Ancyra.

The congregations of Galatia were, therefore, like all the churches founded by

Paul, of a mixed, yet predominantly Gentile-Christian character. It was his prac

tice to preach the gospel first in the synagogue, and then to the Gentiles, whom he

reached through the medium of 'the proselytes of the gate,' i. e., the 'God-fearing*

Gentiles or uncircumcised semi-Jews ; for these frequently attended the Jewish

worship, adopted the monotheism and the Messianic hopes, and were unconsciously

in search of Christianity, groping in the dark after the 'unknown God,' whom

Paul preached.

The visit of St. Paul to Britain is a pious fancy based on an erroneous interpre

tation of the ' end of the West,' which he reached in his missionary tours, according

to Clement of Rome, but which must either be Rome or Spain (comp. Rom. xv. 24).

It is not impossible, however, as Dr. Lightfoot suggests, that some of Paul's Gala

tian converts, visiting the far West to barter the hair-cloths of their native land,

may have first preached the gospel to the Britons in their kindred language. Yet

it is more likely that Christianity reached Britain first from the nearer Gaul and

Italy in the second century.

§ 3. Occasion of the Epistle.

The Epistle was occasioned by the agitations of the Judaizing legalists and for

malists, who taught the necessity of circumcision for salvation (v. 2, ir, 12 ; vi.

12 ff.), and assailed the apostolic authority of Paul, the great champion of the doc

trine of salvation by free grace without the works of the law (i. 1, n ; ii. 14).

They maintained that he lacked at least one essential qualification for an apostle,

having never enjoyed the personal intercourse of Christ on earth, and that he stood

in an anomalous position, outside of the regular college of the original twelve.

They probably called in question the sincerity of his conversion, and could not

forget that he was once a savage persecutor. They regarded him as a dangerous

radical and revolutionist, who upset the divinely revealed law and endangered the

purity and order of the Church.1 Their Christianity was in all its essential features

identical with the Jewish system, except the belief in tha^Messiahship of Jesus.

1 This animosity against Paul was perpetuated among the Ebionites, a Judaizing Christian sect

of the early Church. Among modern sects the Swedenborgians have a strong prejudice against

Paul, and reject his epistles.
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It was simply an improvement of the law of Moses. It could never have con

verted the world. It would have excluded the noblest of the Gentiles and included

the meanest of the Jews. But their error fell in very naturally with the hereditary

prejudices of the Jewish converts, especially those of the strict Pharisaic school.

They appealed with great apparent force to the letter of the Old Testament, which

enjoins circumcision unconditionally upon all male members of Israel ; to the prac

tice of the Christian congregation at Jerusalem, which adhered to the Mosaic ritual

as long as the congregation consisted exclusively of converted Jews ; and to the

authority of Peter and James, who, however, had taken more liberal ground since

the vision at Joppa and the conversion of Cornelius (Acts x. and xi).

These errorists were defeated in the Council of Jerusalem (Acts xv.), which had

decided that faith in Jesus Christ was sufficient for salvation, but they were not

convinced, and continued their mischievous work in nearly all the congregations of

Paul. They followed him step by step, and tried to undermine his authority and

influence. They sneaked into his folds during his absence, and intimidated his

defenseless sheep. They reaped where they had not sown. In Galatia they were

particularly bold, and succeeded so well among the inexperienced converts that the

majority of them for the time being fell away from the liberty of the gospel to the

bondage of the law, and ended in the flesh after having begun in the Spirit. Their

ceremonial worship captivated the Celtic imagination and emotional temperament

more than the spiritual simplicity of Paul's rational service. They told the Gala-

tians that they were only half converted ; that they did not yet belong to the church

of the true apostolic succession, and had not received the full title-deed to salva

tion ; that they must be circumcised and observe the whole Mosaic law in order

to insure their salvation. (Comp. i. 6 ; iii. i, 3 ; iv. 9, 21 ; v. 2, 7.)

The apostasy took place shortly after. the second visit of Paul in Galatia (i. 6,

'I marvel that you are so soon removed'). But the false teachers had probably

begun their agitation before, since passages like i. 9 ; v. 3 ; iv. 16, seem to allude

to previous personal warnings of the Apostle against the same error.

We need not be surprised in the least at these disturbances. The same spirit of

bigotry and exclusiveness reappears again and again in various forms. Sometimes

it insists on a particular dogma, at other times on a form of government, or mode

of worship, or a particular rite and ceremony, as being necessary to salvation. It

springs from the selfishness of the human heart, which would like all other people

to conform to us rather than that we should conform to them, or let them have their

own ways and work out their own mission. This intolerant spirit is responsible

for all the religious persecutions which form the darkest chapter in the history of

Christianity, and which are by no means confined to one church or sect. Nearly

every sect has at one time of its history been persecuting according to the extent of

its power and opportunity. We must all the more be thankful to the great Apostle

of the Gentiles for his bold and noble defense of the gospel of freedom.

§ 4. Object and Contents.

The object of the Epistle, accordingly, was both apologetic and polemic. It is

a personal and a doctrinal self-defense, and a refutation of the Judaizing heresy

which had to be once for all uprooted. To this are added appropriate exhorta

tions. The address and salutation, with some remarks on the Galatian defection

(i. 1-6), introduces the discussion, and an autographic exhortation and benediction

concludes it.
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The first part (i. 1 to ii. 14 or 21) is historical and personal, or autobio

graphical, giving a risumi of the Apostle's career, partly confirmatory, partly

supplementary to the narrative of the Acts (chap, xv.), and justifying his office

and authority from the direct call of Christ, the revelation of the gospel doctrine

made to him, and the testimony of the other Apostles during the Council of Jeru

salem.

The second part is doctrinal and polemical (chap. ii. 15 to iv. 31). Others

begin the second part with chap. iii. 1. Paul vindicates and expounds the free

gospel salvation by a living faith in Christ, in opposition to the slavish and carnal

legalism and ceremonialism of the false teachers who would virtually substitute

Moses for Christ.

The third part is practical or hortatory (chaps, v. and vi.). Paul urges the

Galatians to hold fast to the Christian liberty, yet without abusing it, to study love,

unity, humility, forbearance, and concludes with a benediction.

The main divisions are clear enough. Yet the Epistle is so lively and fervent

that narrative, argument, and exhortation are to some extent blended together.

We do not know the effect of the Epistle upon the Galatians. Paul never visited

them again, but his thoughts and words still live and burn throughout Chris

tendom.

§ 5. Time and Place of Composition.

The Epistle must have been written after the Apostolic Council, a. d. 50, since

this is alluded to in chapter ii. 1 ff., and after the year 51, when Paul paid his

first visit to Galatia (Acts xvi. 6). The passage (Gal. iv. 13), 'Ye know how

through infirmity of the flesh I preached the gospel unto you at the first ' (former

time), points to a still later date, as it seems to presuppose a second personal visit,

the one mentioned in Acts xviii. 23, which took place a. d. 54 or 55.

On the other hand, however, the words ' so soon ' (i. 6) forbid us to bring the

composition down much later than 56.

To the same result we are led by a comparison of Galatians with Second Co

rinthians and Romans, which bear such a strong resemblance that they must be

assigned to the same period in the life of Paul. The Second Epistle to the Co

rinthians reveals a similar commotion of feeling, and was written from Macedonia,

on the way to Corinth, in the summer of 57 ; the Epistle to the Romans discusses

the same doctrines, but more calmly, fully, and maturely, and we know it to have

been composed at Corinth shortly before his last journey to Jerusalem, early in the

year 58. Consequently, we may with some degree of certainty place Galatians in

the year 56 or 57, either before or shortly after Second Corinthians, at all events

before Romans. (Comp. § 6.)

As to the place of writing, we are pointed either to Ephesus, whither Paul pro

ceeded after his second visit to Galatia, and where he tarried nearly three years,

from 54-57 (Acts xix. 1-10), or to Corinth, where he spent part of the winter

from 57 to 58, or (with Lightfoot and S.anday) to some place on the journey from

Macedonia to Corinth. Ephesus is preferable, as Paul had more time there and

was nearer the Galatians. At all events, the Epistle was written soon after the

apostasy and under the first fresh impressions of the sad news.1

1 The common subscription, 'written from Rome'' (in our English version), which is no part of the

original text, cannot be supported by any external or internal argument, and has, therefore, long

since been given up by the best commentators as the mistake of a transcriber.

vol. in. 19
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§ 6. The Character and Value of the Epistle.

The Epistle to the Galatians is the Magna Charta and bulwark of evangelical

liberty against all forms of ancient and modern legalism, ceremonialism, and tradi

tionalism. It is a declaration of independence, ' written in jets of flame,' a mani

festo of emancipation from the yoke of spiritual bondage. It is a mighty plea for

the doctrine of the free grace of God in Christ Jesus, as the only and all-sufficient

ground of our salvation ; of justification by faith in distinction from all external

works and rites ; and of the direct relation of the believer to Christ without inter

vening obstacles. Tertullian, who had something of the bold and fervid spirit of

Paul, calls Galatians ' the principal Epistle against Judaism.'

Our Epistle was written in the agony of battle, and smells of powder. It burns

with holy indignation, not against the persons of his opponents, whom he never

mentions by name, but against their false doctrine and mean, intriguing conduct.

It is impetuous and overpowering, and yet affectionate and warning in tone. It

strikes like lightning every projecting point that approaches its path, and yet, unde-

layed by these zigzag deflections, instantaneously attains the goal. Every verse

breathes the spirit of the great and free Apostle of the Gentiles. His earnestness

and mildness, his severity and love, his vehemence and tenderness, his depth and

simplicity, his commanding authority and sincere humility, are here vividly brought

before us in fresh and bold outlines. How severe and intimidating is the anath

ema (i. 8, 9), how sharp and cutting the reproof (iii. 1-4) ! But nothing, on the

other hand, can be more touchingly affectionate than his reference to the love and

gratitude which the Galatians bore to him (iv. 12-15), ar>d the assurance of his

anxiety to be present with his ' little children,' of whom he says he was again in

travail until Christ be formed in them (iv. 18-20).

The Epistle to the Galatians, as already remarked, bears a striking resemblance

to the Epistle to the Romans, not only in particular passages, but in the whole scope

and tenor.1 No two Epistles of Paul are so much alike except Ephesians and Co-

lossians. Both discuss the same doctrines of sin and grace, of the law and the

gospel, of the free salvation of Christ, of justification by faith without works. But

they differ in the mode of treatment and the state of mind from which they pro

ceed. Galatians is a rapid sketch, a fresh and fervent emotional utterance of those

great truths in their bold elementary outlines ; Romans is a calm and systematic

elaboration of the same truths. The former is all aglow with polemic fervor and

personal sympathy ; the latter is composed in a serene and peaceful frame of mind,

and is free- of censure and complaint, since Paul had at that time no personal

knowledge of the Roman Christians and could not call them his children. Gala

tians may be compared to a fierce mountain torrent in continuous rush over the

precipices ; Romans to a majestic river in a boundless prairie. ' To the Galatians '

(says Bishop Lightfoot) ' the Apostle flashes out in "indignant remonstrance the

first eager thoughts kindled by the zeal for the gospel, striking suddenly against a

stubborn form of Judaism. To the Romans he writes at leisure, under no pressure

of circumstances, in the face of no direct antagonism, explaining, completing, ex

tending the teaching of the earlier letter, by giving it a double edge directed against

1 Comp. Gal. iii. 6-12 with Rom. iv. 3, 10, 11, 17, 23 ; iii. 21 : Gal. iii. 22 with Rom. xi. 32 : Gal.

iv. 5, 6, 7 with Rom. viii. 14-17 : Gal. ii. 16 with Rom. iii. 20 : Gal. ii. 19 with Rom. vi. 8, It : Gal. v.

14 with Rom. xiii. 8-10 : Gal. v. 16 with Rom. viii. 4 : Gal. v. 17 with Rom. vii. 23, 25 : Gal. vi. I

with Rom. xv. I.
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Jew and Gentile alike. The matter which in the one Epistle is personal and frag

mentary, elicited by the special needs of an individual church, is in the other gen

eralized and arranged so as to form a comprehensive and systematic treatise.'

It is remarkable that these two most evangelical Epistles should have been writ

ten to the representatives of those races — the Latin and the Celtic — which have

shown the strongest bent towards that Judaizing type of Christianity which is

therein condemned and refuted.

Our Epistle resembles also the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, not in the sub

ject treated of, but in the intense personality, in the excited state of feeling, the

deep commotion of heart, and the polemic tone towards the false apostles.1 This

similarity was already observed by a commentator in the fifth century (Theodore of

Mopsueste), and has been well expressed by a modern commentator (Dr. Jewett)

in these words : ' In both Epistles there is the same sensitiveness in the Apostle to

the behavior of his converts to himself, the same earnestness about the points of

difference, the same remembrance of his " infirmity " while he was yet with them,

the same consciousness of the precarious basis on which his own authority rested

in the existing state of the two churches. In both there is a greater display of his

own feelings than in any other portion of his writings, a deeper contrast of inward

exaltation and outward suffering, more of personal entreaty, a greater readiness to

impart himself.'

The doctrinal meaning and significance of the Epistle to the Galatians, as well

as that of the Epistle to the Romans, was not fully appreciated till the time of the

Reformation. In the hands of Luther and Calvin it became a powerful weapon

against the Judaizers of their age, who wished to entangle the Church again in the

yoke of bondage, and who made salvation depend upon all sorts of outward ob

servances rather than a living faith in Jesus Christ.2

In this Epistle we have to this day the divine right and divine seal of genuine

evangelical Protestantism against Romanism as far as this is a revival of Judaism,

and denies to the Christian man that liberty ' wherewith Christ hath made us free.'

But it is also, at the same time, an earnest protest against all pseudo-Protestant

ism, that would abuse the evangelical freedom and pervert it into antinomian licen

tiousness, which is the worst kind of slavery. For only

' lie is a freeman whom the Truth makes free,

And all are slaves beside.'

§ 7. Genuineness.

The external or historical evidence for the Pauline authorship of this Epistle is

not so strong as the evidence for the genuineness of the Gospels, because it was

1 Comp. Gal. i. 6-9 with 2 Cor. ix. 3-7 : Gal. ii. 6 with 2 Cor. xii. II : Gal. ii. 20 with 2 Cor. v. 15 :

Gal. iv. 13, 14 with 2 Cor. xii. 7-9 : Gal. iv. 17 with 2 Cor. xi. 2 : Gal. v. 15 with 2 Cor. xi. 20 : Gal.

v. 20, 21 with 2 Cor. xii. 20, 21 : Gal. vi. 1 with 2 Cor. ii. 7 : Gal. vi. 4 with 2 Cor. xiii. 5 : Gal. vi. 8

with 2 Cor. ix. 6 : Gal. vi. 15 with 2 Cor. v. 17.

a Luther, who in his genius and experience was more Pauline than any of the fathers and reformers

(not excepting Tertullian and Augustine), prized Galatians above all other epistles, and called it his

Catharina von Bora. ' The Epistle to the Galatians,' he says, ' is my Epistle. I have betrothed my

self to it : it is my wife.' His commentary on Galatians is one of his best works, but it is not

so much an exposition as a free expansion and polemical application of its ideas to the errors of his

day, especially the Anabaptists and the legalism of the Roman church. It also reveals by contrast

the great superiority of an inspired apostle over an enlightened teacher. St. Paul never indulges in

personalities, and his polemic zeal never degenerates into ferocity and coarseness.
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less frequently used. The allusions to it in the writings of the Apostolic Fathers

at the close of the first and beginning of the second centuries are somewhat indefi

nite and uncertain. But after the middle of the second century it is freely quoted

by Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, and other fathers. All the manu

scripts and versions ascribe it to St. Paul ; and Eusebius counts it among the

homologoumena, or the universally recognized books of the New Testament. It

was also used by early heretics, especially by the Gnostic Marcion (about 150),

who included it in his canon as the first of Paul's Epistles, and made it (like the

Tubingen Gnostics) the chief basis of his protest against what he regarded as

the Judaizing books of the New Testament.

The internal evidence for the authorship of Paul is so strong that no sane divine

has ever denied or even doubted it. If there is any genuine document of Paulinism

in existence, it is the Epistle to the Galattans. Its marked individuality places it

beyond the reach of imitation. It is as unmistakable as the Lutheranism of Lu

ther's commentary on it. The thoughts and style of the Epistle from beginning to

end are thoroughly characteristic of Paul, and in full harmony with all we know

about his life and doctrine and the history of the apostolic age. There is no man

in the early church who could have written such an original, vigorous, profound,

and authoritative vindication of the gospel of freedom against Judaizing error but

the great Apostle of the Gentiles, whose name it bears, and of whose personality it

is a full-length portrait.1

1 It was left to a half-crazy hypcrcritic of the nineteenth century (Bruno Bauer, Kritik der Paulin.

Briefe, 1850) to stultify himself by declaring that the Epistle to the Galatians is a confused compila

tion from the Epistles to the Romans and Corinthians. His arguments are not worth refuting. Dr.

F. Chr. Baur, of Tubingen (d. i860), the boldest and most learned of modern skeptics, left the Gala

tians, together with the Romans and Corinthians, untouched, as being beyond all controversy genuine

productions of the Apostte Paul.



CHAPTER I.

Contents : I. Address and Apostolic Greeting, vers. 1-5 ; II. Expression of Astonish

ment at the Apostasy of the Galatians, and Solemn Protest against every Per

version of the Gospel, vers. 6-10 ; III. The Apostolical Call and Authority of

Paul, vers. n-24.

Address and Greeting.

Chapter I. 1-5.

The very address reveals the occasion of the Epistle, the commotion and fervor of Paul, and the

weightiness of his subject : ( 1 ) by the emphasis laid on his independent apostolic office and dignity,

which had been called in question by the Judaizing errorists ; (2) by the reference to the atoning death

of Christ, which the Galatians practically undervalued in their legalistic tendency; and (3) by the

doxology (ver. 5), which indicates his fervent zeal for the glory of God in opposition to every over

valuation of human works.

i T)AUL, an Apostle ("not of men, neither by man, but 'byjXS'i";

-I- Jesus Christ,1 and God the Father, 'who raised him from fSo-tS*

2 the dead),2 and all ''the brethren which3 are with me, "unto the, A"t'8'i'i3i4.

churches * of Galatia : 6 dt S.^".

3 f Grace be9 to you, and peace, from God the Father, and from 7/fCor.'i. V

4 our Lord Jesus Christ, 'who gave himself for our sins, that he r ]£!"£„ "jv.

might deliver us * from 8 this 9 present evil world,10 according to JJ; Tlt' u"

5 the will of God and our Father,11 'to whom be glory12 for ever* /90;h"viLYM;

and ever.18 Amen. ,■ Rom."^'^

1 not from men, nor through man, but through Jesus Christ

2 omit parenthesis * who * or congregations

5 put period after Galatia, and begin a new sentence with Grace

4 omit be ' omit from • out of • the

10 Lit., age u or, our God and Father " is the glory

13 Lit., unto the ages of the ages

Ver. 1 contains the text of the first two chap- whom Paul did not belong. He represented the

ters : namely, the divine mission and independent independent apostolate of the Gentiles. — Mot

apostolic authority of Paul, which the Judaizers from men, nor through man. Paul's apostleship

denied, but which is clearly proved by the follow- is entirely independent of human agency, direct

ing narrative and the testimony of the older Apos- or indirect. The preposition ' from ' denotes the

ties themselves. Ver. 4 implies the theme of the origin or fountain, the preposition ' through ' the

second part, chaps, iii. and iv., namely, a defense instrumentality or channel. The singular ' through

of the doctrine of free grace in Christ. —An Apos- man ' (any man whatever) makes the exclusion of

tie, lit., messenger ; here in the highest sense : one human agency stronger, and forms a contrast to

of the special messengers of Christ and witnesses the following through Jesus Christ, who is more

of his resurrection who were (1 ) directly called by than a man. ' Through ' includes here for brev-

him, (2) inspired by the Holy Spirit, and hence ity's sake both the nearer instrumental and the

infallible in their religious teaching, and (3) com- more remote originating source of authority. Paul

missioned to all nations ; hence the founders and was called at his conversion on the way to Da-

authoritative teachers of the whole church in all mascus, when the risen and ascended Saviour

ages. See note on Rom. i. 1. The Judaizers appeared to him personally (Acts ix. 15). The

confined the apostolic dignity to the Twelve, to Apostles are both 'from Christ' and 'through

293
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Christ ; ' their disciples (and all regular teachers

of the church) are 'from' Christ, but 'through

man ; ' the false teachers are ' from men ' and

' through man,' or self-constituted intruders with

out any authority from Christ. Paul's call was

just as direct as that of the Twelve ; but the

Judaizers, in their tendency to overrate external

forms and secondary causes, laid great stress upon

the personal intercourse with Christ in the days

of his flesh, and hence they were disposed either

to declare Paul a pseudo-apostle, or at least to

subordinate him to the Twelve, especially to Peter

and James. —And God the Father. Tne imme

diate and frequent coordination of Christ with

God the Father, especially here in contrast with

the preceding men and man, proves that the Apos

tle regarded the Saviour as a Divine being. God

is the Father, not indiscriminately of all men

(though He is the creator, preserver, and judge of

all), but of Christ, His only begotten and eternal

Son, and of all believers who by regeneration be

come the children of God (iv. 6; Rom. viii. 15 ;

John i. 13). God is 'our' Father, because He is

the Father (not simply of ' Jesus Christ,' which

would place Christ on a par with us, but) of 'our

Lord Jesus Christ' (comp. Rom. xv. 6; 2 Cor.

i. 3 ; xi. 31 ; Eph. i. 3 ; iii. 14 ; 1 Pet i. 3). —

Who railed him from the dead. It was the risen

Saviour who called Paul to the apostleship, who

founded the Church and gave some Apostles,

some prophets, and some evangelists (comp. Eph.

iv. n).

Ver. 2. And all the brethren who are with me.

The companions and co-laborers of Paul, such as

Silas, Timothy, Luke, Sosthenes, some of whom

are expressly mentioned in the address of other

Epistles (1 Cor. i. 1 ; 2 Cor. i. 1 ; Phil. i. 1 ;

1 Thess. i. 1 ; 2 Thess. ii. 1). The word 'all'

seems to imply a considerable number. The rea

son why he mentions others is his strong sense

of brotherly communion, rather than the desire to

give additional force to his exhortations.— Unto

the churches of Galatia. In Ancyra, Pessinus, Ta-

vium, and other towns of the province. ' Churches '

are here (as often ) local congregations, which be

long to the church universal. In the New Tes

tament the word ' church ' has only two senses :

(1) the whole church ; (2) a particular congrega

tion. We use it in two additional senses : (3) a

confession or denomination (the Roman, the An

glican, the Lutheran, Church, etc.) ; (4) a church

building. The Epistle was encyclical, or intended

for several congregations, like the Epistle to the

Hebrews and that to the Ephesians. Hence

the absence of individual greetings at the close.

The mere mention of the name without those

honorable epithets (as ' saints in Christ,' ' faithful

brethren') which he bestows upon other congre

gations, betrays his dissatisfaction with the apos

tate Galatians. He has no words of praise for

them; they must be chastised like disobedient and

ungrateful children.

Ver. 3. Grace to you and peace. The apostolic

salutation combines the Greek charts ('grace')

and the Hebrew shalom ('peace'), and infuses

into both a deep Christian meaning. ' Grace '

comprehends the fulness of the gospel blessing,

' peace ' the fulness of our personal enjoyment of

it and happiness resulting from it. — From God

the Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ. The Fa

ther is the direct giver, the Son the mediator, of

caving grace and inward peace ; but both are

here (as in ver. 1) so immediately associated that

we have a right to infer from this the divinity of

our Lord. No mere man could, without blas

phemy, be put into such juxtaposition with the

infinite Jehovah as a giver of grace and peace.

Ver. 3 forms a sentence for itself, distinct from

the address or inscription in vers. I and 2 (comp.

note on Rom. i. 7). Some ancient authorities

read ' from God our Father and the Lord Jesus

Christ.'

Ver. 4. Paul here touches on the doctrinal,

as in ver. 1 he touched on the personal, point of

controversy with the false teachers. He holds

up at once before the Galatians, who were return

ing to the bondage of the law, the picture of the

dying Saviour, who, by the one sacrifice on the

cross, fully and forever accomplished our redemp

tion, so that we need not resort to any human

means of salvation or go back to a preparatory

dispensation. —Who gave himself, nothing less

than His own person, into death, as a ransom and

expiatory sacrifice ( Rom. iv. 25 ; 1 Tim. ii. 6 ;

Tit ii. 14 ; Matt. xx. 28). — For our sins, to atone

for them, and thereby to abolish the guilt and to

reconcile us to God (Rom. iii. 25 ; Gal. iii. 13).

All sins are included, great and small, past and

present, known and unknown. —That he might

deliver as. Lit, tear away, from a power, the ex

pression used by the Lord of Paul's own 'deliver

ance (Acts xxvi. 17). ' It strikes the key-note of

the Epistle. The gospel is a rescue, an emanci

pation from a state of bondage' (Lightfoot). —

From (or out of) this present evil world (aeon,

age), from the state and order of this transitory

world, where sin and death reign, from the world

which lies in wickedness (1 John v. 19), in oppo

sition to the supernatural order of the heavenly

kingdom, which begins even here on earth (for he

who believeth in Christ 'hath eternal life'), but

which will not be fully revealed till the glorious

appearance of Christ (Rom. xii. 2 ; Eph. ii. 2 ;

I Tim. vi. 17 ; Heb. vi. £). The words contain

an allusion to the Jewish distinction between

' this world ' and ' the world to come,' or the pe

riod before and the period after the appearance

of the Messiah. But the distinction is modified

in the New Testament : the present world of

temptation and trial extends to the second and

glorious coming of Christ ; and the future world,

though beginning here in faith, does not fully ap

pear to sight till the consummation. The primary

distinction of time (present and future) is lost in

the moral distinction (good and evil) ; and hence

'evil' is placed in the Greek emphatically at the

end. The verse implies a longing after the glo

rious liberty of the children of God. The Apos

tles lived on the border line of two seons, looking

sadly on one and hopefully on the other. So all

true Christians are pilgrims and strangers in this

world of sin and sorrow, and have their citizen

ship in heaven. — According to the will of God,

from whom the whole plan and process of re

demption proceeds, so that all the glory belongs

to Him, and not to man. The sacrifice of the Son

was not forced, or even commanded, by the Father,

but strictly voluntary, as is implied in the preced

ing words: 'Who gave himself for our sins'

(comp. John x. 18). It was the act of His free

love in full harmony with the eternal design of

the Father, who ' is not desiring that any should

perish, but that all should come unto repentance '

(2 Peter iii. 9). —And our Father, who is at the

same time our loving, merciful Father, and who

out of infinite love gave His Son for our salvation.
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Our,' however, may also be connected with both Similar doxologies, flowing from an overwhelm-

nouns : ' our God and Father.' ing sense of gratitude, are frequent with Paul, in

Ver. 5. To whom (is) the glory, without diminu- connection with the mention of the Christian sal-

tion or division. The article denotes that it is vation (Rom. xi. 36; xvi. 26; Eph. iii. 21 ; Phil,

the glory which essentially belongs to God, and to iv. 20; 2 Tim. iv. 18). — For ever and ever, lit.,

God alone. To boundless mercy belongs bound- 'unto the ages of ages' (aons of icons, sacula sa-cu-

less praise and gratitude. It is an affirmation (is) lorum), — a Hebraizing term for very long, or (as

rather than a wish (be) ; comp. Matt vi. 13 ; 1 here) endless duration. In opposition to the

Pet. iv. 11. The doxology in this place implies present transitory world (ver. 4; comp. Eph. ii.

an indirect reproof of the Galatians for dividing 2, 7).

the glory of our salvation between God and man.

The Apostasy of the Galatians ; Anathema on the False Teachers.

Chapter I. 6-10.

In all other Epistles Paul begins in a spirit of Christian courtesy and love, thanksgiving and en

couragement, thereby winning the affections and securing the respectful attention of his readers.

But here he begins with an indignant expression of his painful surprise at the speedy apostasy of his

spiritual children, and enters his solemn protest against every perversion of the gospel of Christ,

whom alone he served in his ministry. Yet his deep emotion is more that of sorrow than of anger,

and implies his profound interest in the Galatians (comp. iv. 19). He chastises them in order to win

them back to their former position. It was his love that made him severe.

6 T MARVEL that ye are so soon removed1 from "him that <* ch»P. v. s.

i- called you into2 the grace of Christ3 unto another4 gospel, comp. Acta

7 'which is not another; but there be some0 ethat trouble you, C°r-Ui- »«•
' ' J ' c Chap. v. 10,

8 and would pervert the gospel of Christ. But though we,6 or dan "i™£JJ-

angel from heaven, preach7 any other gospel unto you8 than^^3; rf

that9 which we have preached unto you 'let him be accursed.10, J&Jtl'iv. 2.

9 As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any p"o^;MX.

other gospel unto you than that ye have received, 'let him be Lui.^8.*'

10 accursed.10 For do I now persuade men,11 or God? or ■'do I iThess.ii.

seek 12 to please men ? For if I yet pleased men,13 I should R'om0H.P2o;

not be the servant" of Christ. Eph.'vLo;'
Col. iii. 22.

1 so quickly turning away, or removing s in

• make a comma after Christ * a different

' save (except) that there are some 6 even though we (or, I myself)

' should preach 8 some ancient authorities omit unto you

' any gospel unto you beside that (or, contrary to that). So also ver. 9.

10 anathema

11 For am I now persuading (winning over) men (or, am I now seeking the

favor of men) " am I seeking (striving)

la if I were still pleasing men " a bondman

Ver. 6. I marvel. A sharp rebuke in a mild Grotius cites in illustration of the Galatian char-

word, which challenges explanation, and intimates acter what Caesar says of the Gauls (the ancestors

that better things were expected from the Gala- of the French) : 'They are quick and resolute,

tians. — So quickly, namely, either after your con- and fond of change and novelties.' — Turning

version, which is alluded to in 'who called you,' away; changing over ; here and often in a bad

or after my second and last visit to you, or after sense, turning renegades, deserters. The Greek

the arrival of the false teachers. The first is the (middle voice) implies first that the apostasy was

most probable. In any case the word points to voluntary on their part, and hence their own guilt ;

an early date of the Epistle. (See Introd., § 5.) secondly, that it was not yet completed, but still

Even the best preaching cannot prevent apostasy, in progress, and hence might be arrested. (The
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v.

fiassive rendering of the Latin Vulgate and Eng-

ish Version would transfer the guilt to the false

teachers, and soften the censure of the Gala-

tians.) — From him, not Paul, but God the Fa

ther, from whom the gospel call always pro

ceeds (comp. i. 15 ; 1 Cor. 1. 9; vii. 15, 17 ; Rom.

viii. 30; ix. 11, 24; 1 Thess. ii. 12; 2 Thess. ii.

14; 2 Tim. i. 9; 1 Peter i. 15; ii. 9; v. 10). —

In (not into, as the English Version has it, follow

ing the Vulgate) the grace of Christ. The grace,

i. e., the whole work, of Christ as a manifesta

tion of His redeeming love is both the element in

which and the medium by or through which the

Father draws to the Son (John vi. 44) and effects

the call (comp. Acts xv. 11; Rom. v. 15). —

Unto a different gospel, different in kind, another

sort of gospel, which is undeserving of the name,

since there is but one gospel, namely, that to

which you were called by God. Hence Paul im

mediately adds a correction of this paradoxical

expression, which he uses simply in accommo

dation to the language of the Judaizing pseudo-

evangelists (comp. 2 Cor. xi. 4).

Ver. 7. Which (pseudo-gospel of the heretical

teachers) is not another, i. e., no gospel at all, but

a perversion and corruption of the one unchange

able gospel. The gospel of Paul teaches that

man is justified by grace alone through faith in

Jesus Christ ; the pseudo-gospel of the Judaizers

teaches that man is justified by grace and worts

through faith in Christ and the circumcision of

Moses. The former makes good works the ef

fect, the latter the cause, of justification ; and this

is thus in fact a relapse into the Jewish stand

point under a Christian name.— Save that there

are some troubling you. Only in this sense is it

another gospel that it is a perversion of the true

gospel of Christ by those well-known troublcrs of

your conscience.

Ver. 8. Bnt even though we ourselves (I and

my colleagues, ver. 2), or an angel from heaven,

should preach [unto you] any gospel other than

that (beyond that) which we preached unto you, let

him be anathema. It is impossible to express more

strongly and solemnly the conviction of the uner

ring truth of the gospel as preached by Paul, the

zeal for its purity, and the aversion to every her

esy. Only an inspired Apostle could thus speak.

The condemnation of the opponents is indirect,

but the more certain by the argument a fortiori.

The severity of Paul against false brethren was

equalled by his forbearance with weak brethren

(comp. vi. 1 ; Rom. xiv. 1 and xv. 1). All per

sonal assumption and arrogance is here excluded,

the more so as he conditionally includes himself

and his colleagues in the anathema. His only

motive was zeal for the purity of the gospel of his

divine Lord and Master.—An angel from heaven,

proverbial expression for a being possessed of the

highest authority next to the divine. Beside that ;

lit., beyond what, which is both beside (fraterea)

and against (contra). The gospel admits of no

rival, either in the form of foreign additions or

in the form of changes. Paul condemns not in

deed mere differences in form, such as existed even

among the Apostles themselves, and will always

exist, but every material alteration of the gospel,

either by perversion, or omission, or such addi

tions as contradict the spirit of apostolic teaching.

The Judaizers did not expressly deny the doctrine

of justification by faith, but they indirectly under

mined it by adding the assertion of the coordinate

necessity of circumcision ; just as the Pharisees

professed to hold fast to the Word of God in the

Old Testament, and yet made it of none effect by

their human traditions (comp. Mark vii. 13). The

passage admits of easy application to the unscrip-

tural traditions of the Greek and Roman churches.

—Let him be anathema, anathematized, i. e., de

voted (in a bad sense), given over to the judg

ment of God. It is a solemn judgment of con

demnation as in the name of God (comp. 1 Cor.

xvi. 22 : 'If any man love not the Lord Jesus

Christ, let him be anathema; ' also Gal. iii. 13 ;

v. 10 ; Rom. ix. 3 ; 1 Cor. xii. 3). Subsequently,

among the fathers the idea of ecclesiastical ex

communication (accompanied sometimes with an

execration) was attached to this term ; but this is

not the Biblical sense, and in our passage it is for

bidden by the mention of an angel who cannot be

excommunicated from the church.

Ver. 9. Before refers not to ver. 8, which is

too near, but to the last visit of Paul to Galatia. —

Preach {tl/ayyf\i{trcu) implies the actual fact, not

the mere possibility, as the hypothetical should

preach (tiayythSvriiTai, ver. 8), and thus attacks

more directly the Galatian pseudo-apostles.

Ver. 10 accounts for, and thus softens, the

apparently excessive severity of the preceding

condemnation. The service of the gospel is ab

solutely irreconcilable with the selfish service of

men. We should indeed serve our fellow-men

(comp. Rom. xv. 1-3), but for God's sake, and

for the promotion of his glory. — Persuading, try

ing to conciliate or to gain favor by persuasion. —

Still, i. e., after my call to the apostleship, and all

that has happened to me. This does not necessa

rily imply that in his former state he was a time-

server and pleaser of men, who sought the favor of

the Jews when he persecuted the Christians. He

was never dishonest or dishonorable. A certain

manly independence and fearless regard to duty

seems to have characterized him even before his

conversion.—I should not be a servant of Christ

(lit., bondman, slave), as described with such power

and beauty, 1 Cor. iv. 9-13 ; 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff.

The Galatian heretics, under the assumed char

acter of servants of Christ, sought not the glory

of Christ and the salvation of souls, but only the

favor of men and their own profit The Greek fath

ers miss the meaning when they explain : I would

not have left Judaism and become a Christian.
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n

Apostolical Call and Authority of Paul.

Chapter I. 11-24.

Paul now enters upon his apology. He defends first his independent apostolical dignity (ver. 11

to ii. ii), and proves that he was called directly by Christ, that he received his gospel through reve

lation before he became even acquainted with the older Apostles, and that he was recognized by

them in his independent apostleship at the conference of Jerusalem. The several points he makes

are these : (1.) I did not learn the gospel from men in my youth ; on the contrary, I was a violent

persecutor (vers. 13, 14) ; (2.) I learned it directly from Christ when He revealed Himself to me and

called me at my conversion (ver. 15) ; (3.) I was not instructed by men after my conversion, for I

retired forthwith into the desert of Arabia where there were no Christians (ver. 17) ; (4.) nor by the

Apostles in Jerusalem, for I only saw Peter and James, and them but for a few days (ver. 18) ; (5.) at

a later visit to Jerusalem I met the Apostles on equal terms and was fully acknowledged by them

(ii. 1-10) ; (6.) I even openly rebuked Peter, at Antioch, for his inconsistency (ii. 11-14).

These allusions to important facts in his former life are of great value for a biography of Paul,

and tend partly to confirm, partly to supplement the account of the Acts concerning his conversion,

his relation to the other Apostles, and the council of Jerusalem. The differences are such as must

be expected from two independent writers and can be easily reconciled.

iiaT)UT I certify you,1 brethren, that the gospel which wasJvS",™,''

12 -D preached of2 me is not after8 man. For *I neither re-e v2f;^;'|i3'

ceived it of man,4 neither6 was I taught it, but6 eby the reve- iil^Jco?:

lation7 of Jesus Christ, i'/; Ephl

13 For ye have heard of my conversation in time past in the xxu*"'1'

Jews' religion,8 how that * beyond measure I persecuted the tSS'. "u.*
14 church of God, and 'wasted it :9 And profited in the Jews' re-' «Ca.V1"'3'

ligion above many my equals in mine own nation,10 ■'being «v's;

more exceedingly zealous * of " the traditions of my fathers, e J?r- «■ m ;

1 5 But when it pleased God, * who separated me n from my h ^"^g'- s

16 mother's womb, and called me by13 his grace, *To reveal his \iJ.™{ \ V

Son in14 me, that *I might preach him among the heathen ;1J ^u^f"151

1 7 immediately I conferred not 16 with ' flesh and blood : Neither , £""«; Ii.

went I up to Jerusalem to them which17 were apostles before *£&!n'Si

me; but I went18 into Arabia, and returned again unto Da- wSlf!

K.ph. iii. 8.

maSCUS. / Matt. xvi.

1 8 Then after three years m I went up to Jerusalem to see ct.V; Epk

19 Peter,1' and abode20 with him fifteen days. But "other of the «• AcS'ix. 16

1 Now (according to another reading For) I make known to you 2 by * * Cor' u *

• according to 4 neither did I myself receive it from man * nor

• it came to me ' through revelation

8 For ye heard of my former manner of life in Judaism

• Was destroying it (labored to destroy it)

10 and made progress in Judaism beyond many of mine own age in my race

(nation)

11 for u set me apart u through " within u Gentiles

" held no counsel with 1T to those who ls went away

M to make the acquaintance of Cephas * remained
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20 apostles saw I none, save n " James the Lord's brother.22 Now »

the things which23 I write unto you, * behold, before God, I .

lie not.

21 'Afterwards24 I came into the regions of Syria and Cilicia;?

22 And was26 unknown by facer unto the churches of Judea which r

23 ' were in Christ : But they had heard only,26 That he which »

persecuted us in times past now preacheth the faith which once

24 he destroyed.27 And they ' glorified God in me. '

31 But I saw no other of the Apostles but only

m the brother of the Lord m But what (or, as to the things which)

* Then M And I was still

2C but this only they were hearing (had heard)

27 He who was once persecuting us is now preaching the faith he was once

destroying (laboring to destroy)

Matt. xiii.

55 i Mark vi.

3-

Rom. ix. 1.

Acts ix. 30.

1 Thess. ii.

■ 4-
Rom. xvi. 7,

See 1 Pet. ii

Ver. 11. Now I make known to yon. This

verb introduces a deliberate and emphatic state

ment of opinion (as in 1 Cor. xv. 1 ; 2 Cor. viii.

1). After the warm burst of feeling he proceeds

to calm reasoning. Paul still acknowledges the

readers as brethren, hoping to win them back

from their error. —According to man. The gospel

in its origin and contents as received and taught

by Paul is not human, but divine ; yet intended

for man, and satisfying the deepest wants of man's

nature.

Ver. 12. For neither did I myself receive it

from man, nor was I taught it, bat (it came to

me) through revelation of Jesus Christ. 'I my

self ' any more than the older Apostles. The op

ponents denied the equality of Paul with the orig

inal Twelve on that score ; hence the ' neither.'

' Receive ' signifies the passive, ' taught ' the active

or cooperative mode of appropriation. The for

mer refers more to historical, the latter to doc

trinal knowledge. Paul was man-taught as a rab

binical scholar, but God-taught as a Christian

Apostle. — 'Through revelation of (from) Jesus

Christ,' especially on the way to Damascus (Acts

ix. 3 ft). This was the fundamental and central

illumination of Paul, corresponding to the pente-

costal inspiration of the Twelve, but it was fol

lowed by special revelations at different periods

of his life (comp. Gal. ii. 2 ; Acts xxii. 17 ; xxiii.

11 ; 1 Cor. xi. 13 ; 2 Cor. xii. 1 ff.). He speaks

of the abundance of his revelations. We may

therefore assume a steady growth of the Apostles

in divine knowledge. St. Peter, also, after Pente

cost, received the vision at Joppa (Acts x.), which

enlightened him concerning the exact relation of

the gospel to the Gentiles, and thus marked a

progress in his inspired knowledge and in the

history of missions. Revelation is distinguished

from ordinary illumination and instruction by its

divine origin, its elevation above (not against)

reason, and its sudden communication and intui

tive perception. Paul does not mean here the

outward historical information concerning the life

of Christ which he could derive in part, at least,

from reliable eye-witnesses, but chiefly the inter

nal exhibition of Christ to his spiritual sense in

his true character as the Messiah and the only

and all-sufficient Saviour of the world, and the

unfolding of the true import of his atoning death

and resurrection ; in other words, the spiritual

communication of the gospel system of saving

truth as taught by him in his sermons and Epistles.

Ver. 13. For ye heard (when I was with you)

of my former manner of life (or, conduct) in Ju

daism, i. e., the Jewish religion as opposed to

Christianity, the religion of the Jewish hierarchy

and the Pharisaic school, not the genuine religion

of the Old Testament. Paul appeals to the well-

known fact of his past career as a persecutor,

which formed a part of his teaching, and conclu

sively proved that no mere human teaching could

have converted him. All his antecedents were of

such a character that nothing but a divine inter

vention could produce so great a change. — That

beyond measure I persecuted the church of God

and was destroying it, or ' labored to destroy it '

(the same word as in Acts ix. 21). Paul intended

to annihilate Christianity, was actually employed

in the attempt and carried it out as far as he

could (comp. Acts xxii. 4). ' I persecuted this

way (or, belief) even to death ' (xxvi. 10, 11).

Ver. 14. And made progress (or, advanced) in

Judaism beyond many of mine own age in my

race (or, nation), being more exceedingly zealous

for the traditions of my fathers. Paul far sur

passed in zeal for the Jewish religion his con

temporary kinsmen or fellow-religionists. He be

longed to the extreme party of the Pharisees who

called themselves 'zealots of the law, zealots of

God ' ; comp. Acts xxii. 3, * I was zealous to

wards God ' ; xxiii. 6, ' I am a Pharisee, the son

of a Pharisee ' (Phil. iii. 5, 6). — ' Traditions of my

fathers ' are the law of Moses with all the explana

tions and additions of the Pharisees (afterwards

embodied in the Mishna), which concealed rather

than unveiled the Word of God and either hin

dered or destroyed its direct effect (comp. Matt.

xv. 2 ; Mark vii. 3, 13). Perhaps the written law

is not included here. ' Tradition ' ( paradosis) em

braces everything which is handed down orally or

in writing from generation to generation. It oc

curs twelve times in the New Testament, twice in

a good sense of the Christian doctrine itself ( 1

Cor. xi. 2, rendered 'ordinances' in the English

version ; 2 Thess. ii. 15 ; iii. 6) ; in the other pas

sages in an unfavorable sense of the human addi

tions to, and perversions of, the written word of

God; hence defined as 'traditions of the elders''
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(Matt xv. 2, 3, 6; Mark vii. 3, 5, 8, 9, 13), or

' tradition ofmen ' (Col. ii. 8). Our Saviour never

appeals to the Jewish traditions except to oppose

them ; and this is of great moment in the contro

versy with Romanism, which relies more on eccle

siastical traditions than on the Bible.

Vers. 15, 16. But when it pleased Sod who set

me apart from my mother's womb, and called me

through his grace, to reveal his Son within me,

etc Now he comes to his conversion and ac

cumulates words to show the sole agency of God

and the entire absence of all effort and merit of

his own in this radical change from fanatical and

persecuting Judaism to the apostleship of Christ.

Lightfoot well explains the drift of vers. 15-17 :

' Then came my conversion. It was foreordained

before I had any separate existence. It was not,

therefore, due to any merits of my own. The

revelation of His Son in me, the call to preach

to the Gentiles, were acts of His pleasure. Thus

converted, I took no counsel of human advisers.

I did not betake myself to the elder Apostles as I

might naturally have done. I secluded myself in

Arabia, and, when I emerged from my retire

ment, instead of going to Jerusalem, I returned

to Damascus.'— ' Pleased,' according to His free,

sovereign will, uninfluenced by any cause from

without. — ' Set me apart,' elected and devoted me

to the gospel service ; comp. the same word in

Rom. i. 1 ; Acts xiii. 2, and» the corresponding

Hebrew verb hiphdil, which is used of the separ

ation and dedication of the priests and Levites to

the service of God (Numb. viii. 14 ; xvi. 9 ; 1 Chr.

xxiii. 13). The English version 'separated' is

misleading. — ' From my mother's womb,' before

I was born, or from the moment of my birth and

personal existence. The same is said of Isaiah

(xlix. 1, ' the Lord hath called me from the

womb, from the bowels of my mother hath he

made mention of my name'), of Jeremiah (i. 5),

and of John the Baptist (Luke i. 15). The decree

of election is as eternal as God's omniscience and

love (comp. Eph. i. 4), but its actualization in

time begins with the natural birth, and is com

pleted with the spiritual birth or the effectual

call.

Ver. 16. To reveal depends on ' pleased,' not

on ' called.' — Within me, in my inmost soul and

consciousness. The external manifestation of the

exalted Redeemer from heaven on the way to

Damascus was accompanied by an inner illumi

nation. — That I might preach him among the

Gentiles. The conversion of Paul coincided with

his call to the apostleship (Acts xxvi. 16-18), but

the latter was also newly revealed or confirmed

to him in a vision at Jerusalem (Acts xxii. 17,

21). He usually addressed himself first to the

Jews, but this was only the natural and divinely

appointed bridge to the mission among the Gen

tiles. The converted Jews and proselytes of the

gate who attended the synagogue worship formed

the nucleus of his congregations. — Immediately

I conferred not with (or, made no communication

to, held no counsel with) flesh and blood. ' Imme

diately' (or, 'forthwith,' 'straightway') properly

belongs to ' I went away ' (ver. 17), the negative

clause being interposed ; or it may be connected

with the whole sentence as expressing a single

thought : ' Forthwith, instead of consulting with

flesh and blood, and going up to the older Apos

tles in Jerusalem, I departed to Arabia.' When

God calls we must obey at once without asking

anybody's advice. — ' Flesh and blood ' is a He

brew term for man with the accessory idea of weak

ness or frailty (comp. Matt. xvi. 17 ; Eph. vi. 12 ;

Heb. ii. 14). Paul means here not his sinful nature

which rebelled against the divine grace, but other

weak men ; for his object is to prove his entire

independence of human instruction and counsel.

Ananias did no more than baptize him and lay

his hands on him (Acts ix. 15-19).

According to Acts ix. 20, Paul spent 'some

days ' at Damascus and preached ' immediately '

after his conversion to the Jews in the synagogue ;

but this was probably only an open confession of

his faith in the Messiahship of Jesus. He did

not enter upon the active duties of the apostle

ship till three years later. After his return from

Arabia he preached in Damascus more fully and

provoked the opposition of the Jews which com

pelled him to leave; Acts ix. 23 (after 'many

days') ; comp. 2 Cor. xi. 32. It is not necessary,

therefore, to assume that Luke's ' immediately '

is an error of chronology.

Ver. 17. Neither went I up to Jerusalem. The

usual term, as Jerusalem was not only the relig

ious capital of the Jews,1 but situated on a high

hill so that travellers from the east and the west,

the north and the south, have to ascend. — To

those who were apostles before me. The Twelve,

including perhaps also James (comp. ver. 19),

who, although not one of them, was enjoying an

almost apostolic authority as a brother of Jesus

and as the head of the congregation in Jerusalem.

Paul concedes to the other Apostles no other

preference but the priority of call. He knew and

declared in all humility that by the grace of God

he labored more in word and deed than they all

(1 Cor. xv. 10; 2 Cor. xi. 5, 23). — But I went

away (or, departed) into Arabia. This visit is

not mentioned in the Acts (ix. 23), probably be

cause it had no public importance, but belonged

to the inner and private history of Paul. ' It is,'

as Lightfoot says, ' a mysterious pause, a moment

of suspense in the Apostle's history, a breathless

calm which ushers in the tumultuous storm of his

active missionary life.' After the great moral

revolution which shook his body and soul, he

needed repose and time of preparation for his

apostleship by prayer, meditation, and the re

newed study of the Old Testament, in the light

of its fulfilment in the person and work of Jesus

of Nazareth.8 This retreat took the place of the

three years' preparation of the older Apostles in

the school of Christ. The precise locality is a

matter of conjecture and dispute, as ' Arabia ' has

an indefinite meaning. Some seek it not far from

Damascus which is surrounded by desert and is

called ' the Eye of the Desert.' Others give the

journey a deeper significance by extending it to

the Sinaitic Peninsula, which is certainly meant

by 'Arabia' in Gal. iv. 25 ; and this would more

easily explain the typical allusion to Mount Sinai

in the fourth chapter. ' Here, surrounded by the

children of the desert, the descendants of Hagar

1 In England and Scotland people ' go up to London,' no

matter from what part of the country.

2 Chrysostom entirely misses the meaning of this journey
to Arabia by making it an active mission tour, saying : • See

how fervent was his soul ; he was eager to occupy lands yet

untitled : he forthwith attacked a barbarous and savage peo

ple, choosing a life of conflict and much toil.' There is no

trace of Christianity in Arabia at so early a time. Hence

Jerome (probably following Origen) understood Arabia alle-

gorically for the Old Testament : ' In the law and the proph

ets Paul sought Christ, and having found Him there he re

turned to Damascus, and then went to Jerusalem, the place

of vision and peace
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the bondwoman, he read the true meaning and

power of the law' (Lightfoot). Here Paul could

commune with the spirit of Moses the lawgiver,

and Elijah the prophet, as Christ had communed

with them on the Mount of Transfiguration ; here

he could study face to face ' the ministration of

death and condemnation,' as he calls the old cov

enant, on the spot of its birth, and by contrast

also ' the ministration of the spirit and righteous

ness' (2 Cor. iii. 7-9). There is no spot on earth

where one may receive a stronger and deeper im

pression of the terrible majesty of God's law,

which threatens death to the transgressor, than

on Mount Sinai and the awful panorama of deso

lation and death which surrounds it. To quote

from my own experience : ' Such a sight of terrific

grandeur and awful majesty I never saw before,

nor expect to see again in this world. At the

same time I felt more than ever before the con

trast between the old and new dispensations : the

severity and terror of the law, and the sweetness

and loveliness of the gospel' (Schaff, Through

Bible Lands, p. 172). — And returned again unto

Damascus. The place of his conversion, one of

the oldest and most interesting cities in the world,

known in the days of Abraham (Gen. xiv. 1 5 ; xv.

2), conquered by David (2 Sam. viii. 5, 6), and

after various fortunes by the Romans, at the time

of Paul's conversion (a. d. 37) under the tempo

rary rule of Aretas, king of Arabia Petrsea (2

Cor. xi. 32). It is a paradise of beauty and fer

tility in the midst of a vast desert. It lies 133

miles northeast of Jerusalem, at the base of the

Anti-Lebanon mountains, and is well watered by

the Barada (Abana) and El A'way (Pharpar ;

2 Kings v. 12). This second visit to Damascus

must fall within the 'many days' (a period of in

definite length) mentioned Acts ix. 23, and was

terminated by the attempt of the Jews on his life

(ix. 24, 25; 2 Cor. xi. 32). A window is still

shown in the wall of Damascus, as the traditional

scene of Paul's escape.

Ver. 18. Then after three years I went np to

Jerusalem to make the acquaintance of (or, to be

come acquainted with) Cephas, and remained with

him fifteen days. This first visit of Paul to Jeru

salem after his conversion is the same as the one

mentioned in Acts ix. 25, and took place A. D. 40.

The ' three years ' must be reckoned from his con

version (a. D. 37). It was quite natural that he

should wish to make the personal acquaintance

('to see' in the English version is not strong

enough ) of Peter, the leader of the Twelve. The

fact implies the high position of Peter, but no

superior authority. Paul's object is to show that

he was independent of human instruction and

direction, and fully equal to the older Apostles.

In ch. ii. 11, he relates that he even publicly re

proved Peter at Antioch, which would have been

an act of flagrant insubordination, had Peter been

his superior in rank and authority. ' Cephas ' is

the reading of the best MSS. throughout this

Epistle and the Epistle to the Corinthians, except

Gal. ii. 7, 8, instead of ' Peter,' which arose from

an explanatory gloss. This Syro-Chaldaic name

was given to Simon by Christ (John L 43), and

was adhered to by the Judaizers. It was, per

haps, in silent opposition to them that Peter in his

Epistles used the Greek form. — ' Fifteen days,'

or, as we would say 'a fortnight,' — too short a

time to become a disciple of Peter, as much of

it was occupied by public disputations with the

Hellenists. The reason of his short stay at Jeru

salem was the persecution of the Greek Jews

(Acts ix. 28, 29), and the express command of

the Lord to go to the Gentiles (xxii. 17-21).

Ver. 19. But I saw no other of the Apostles

but only James. The other Apostles were proba

bly absent on a mission to the scattered churches

of the provinces (comp. Acts ix. 31). The James

here spoken of is not James the elder, the son of

Zebedee and Salome, and brother of St. John,

who was still living at that time (he was beheaded

in 44 as the first martyr among the Apostles, Acts

xii. 2), but the same who, after the departure of

Peter from Palestine (xii. 17), presided over the

congregation of Jerusalem (xv. 13 ; xxii. 18), and

is frequently called ' brother of the Lord,' as here,

or simply James (so in the Acts and Gal. ii.), or by

the fathers ' Bishop of Jerusalem,' also ' James the

iust' Josephus, the Jewish historian, mentions

im under the name of 'James the brother of

Jesus, the so-called Christ, and reports his mar

tyrdom A. D. 62 (Antiq. xx. 9, 1). According to

Hegesippus he died later, about A. D. 69. The

exceptive words 'but only,' (or, 'if not, 'save,'

'unless it be') do not necessarily imply that this

James was one of the twelve Apostles, and identi

cal with James the younger (who is called 'James

the son of Alphius') ; but it intimates rather, in

connection with what precedes, and with his char

acteristic title here given, that he was, like Barna

bas (Acts xiv. 14 ; c^omp. ix. 27), an Apostle only

in the wider sense, who, owing to his character,

position, and relationship to the Lord, enjoyed

apostolical authority. The sense then is : ' the

only other man of prominence and authority I

saw was James.' *

The brother of the Lord. To distinguish him

from the two Apostles of that name. ' Brother ' is

not cousin (for which Paul has the proper Greek

term, Cob iv. 10), but either a uterine brother, i. e.,

a younger son of Joseph and Mary (which is the

most natural view; comp. the words 'till' and

'first born ' in Matt i. 25, and Luke ii. 7) ; or a

son of Joseph from a previous marriage, and hence

a step-son of Mary and a step-brother of Jesus.

Comp. on the brothers of the Lord (James, Joses,

Simon, and Judas), Matt- i. 25; xii. 46; xiii. 55;

Mark vi. 3; John ii. 12; vii. 3-10 ; Acts i. 14.

The cousin-theory of the Roman church (dating

from Jerome and Augustine at the close of the

fourth century) is exegetically untenable, and was

suggested chiefly by a doctrinal and ascetic bias

in Ifavor of the perpetual virginity of Mary and

Joseph. The following reasons are conclusive

against it and in favor of a closer relationship :

(1.) the natural meaning of the term 'brother,' of

which there is no exception in the New Testa

ment, and scarcely in the Old; (2.) the fact that

these brothers and sisters appear in the Gos

pels constantly in close connection with the holy

family ; (3.) they are represented as unbelieving

before the resurrection (John vii. 5), which ex

cludes them from the Twelve; (4.) they are al

ways distinguished from the Twelve (John ii. 17;

vii. 3-10; Acts i. 14; 1 Cor. ix. 5). The old

Greek fathers also (Origen, Eusebius, Epipha-

nius, etc.), clearly distinguish James the brother

of the Lord from the two Apostles of that name.

1 The question depends philologically upon the connection

of the Greek particle ei m. If connected with the whole

sentence I' I saw no other Apostle save James ') ( it includes

James among the Apostles ; if connected only with ' 1 saw '

('but / sa-ji James'), it excludes him. The latter is the

force of the particle in Gal. ii. 16; Matt. xii. 4; Luke iv.

26, 17; Rev. xii. 27. (See Wieseler's Com.)
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Ver. 20. This solemn asseveration refers to feet of Gamaliel and persecuted the Christians,

the statement vers. 18 and 19. Judaizing oppo- Comp. again Acts ix. 26-30.

nents had probably spread the report in Galatia Ver. 23. They were hearing (kept hearing)

that Paul spent a much longer time in Jerusalem, expresses the idea of duration better than ' heard.'

and was instructed by the Jewish Apostles, espe- —The faith is used here in the passive or objec-

cially by Peter, consequently dependent on them, tive sense = the gospel, the Christian religion

Ver. 21. Comp. Acts ix. 30. — Syria, the prov- (not a formulated statement of dogmas, but rather

ince of which Antioch was the capital. — Cilicia, a living system of divine truth) ; comp. Gal. vi.

the province adjoining Syria. Paul was a native 10 ; Acts vi. 7 ; Jude ver. 3. In most cases, how-

of Tarsus, its capital, and a famous seat of learn- ever, especially in the Gospels, the Greek word

ing. The object of his journey was no doubt to has the active or subjective meaning, 'trust,' 'con-

preach the gospel, as appears from Acts xv. 23, fidence ' in God or Christ, and is one of the ear-

where churches are mentioned in those regions, dinal Christian virtues ; hence Christians are

In Tarsus, Barnabas met him somewhat later, called ' believers.' If used of God, it means his

and took him to Antioch, where they remained faithfulness, trustworthiness, immutability of pur-

a whole year, and then they went together to Je- pose (Rom. iii. 3).

rusalem (a. d. 44) on a benevolent mission (Acts Ver. 24. In me, in my case, or example, not

xi. 25-30). on my account. The Christian hero-worship gives

Ver. 22. And wag still unknown by face, by all the glory to God. Chrysostom : ' He does

sight, personally. — Judaea is here the district with- not say, they marvelled at me, they were struck

out the capital, as Italy is often distinguished with admiration of me, but he attributes all to

from Rome (Heb. xiii. 24). The congregation grace. They glorified God, he says, in me.' This

of Jerusalem must be excepted ; for there Paul truly Christian conduct of the Jewish converts in

was known from his visit mentioned in ver. 18, Palestine contrasts favorably with the envy and

and from his former life when he studied at the calumny of the Judaizers in Galatia.

Excursus on the Conversion of St. Paul.

Chapter I. 13-17.

Here we have from Paul's own pen a brief account of his conversion, which coincided with his

call to the apostleship. It is more fully related three times in the Acts, once by Luke (chap, ix.),

and twice by Paul himself, before his countrymen at Jerusalem (chap, xxii.), and before King Agrippa

(chap. xxvi.). He alludes to it repeatedly in his Epistles; he saw the Lord Jesus Christ (1 Cor.

ix. 1), who appeared to him on the way to Damascus as really and visibly as he had previously ap

peared to the older Apostles (1 Cor. xv. 8). We make a few reflections on this great event : —

1. The conversion of Paul was a miracle of divine grace, resting on the greater miracle of the

resurrection of Christ. All attempts to explain it from external causes such as thunder and light

ning, or out of a previous state of his mind, have failed. The most learned of modern skeptics

(Dr. Baur) confessed at the end of his life (i860), that 'no psychological nor dialectical analysis'

can explain this extraordinary transformation of Paul ' from the most vehement adversary into the

most resolute herald of Christianity,' and he felt constrained to call it ' a miracle,' notwithstanding

his philosophical aversion to miracles.

2* It was sudden and radical. Paul compares it to the creative act of God which called the nat

ural light out of the darkness of chaos (2 Cor. iv. 6). He was in a state of active and fanatical

hostility to Christ, bent upon the destruction of Christianity, and at once became a most determined

and devoted champion of the cross he had hated and despised, and the most successful promoter of

the religion he had hoped to exterminate from the face of the earth. The connecting link between

the Jewish Saul and the Christian Paul was the honesty of purpose and the energy of will. Reso

lute and energetic characters are apt to change suddenly and radically, and to embrace the new cause

with all the ardor of their soul. Upon proud, heroic natures the Spirit of God comes, not in the

still, gentle breeze, but in the earthquake, the Are, and the storm. Augustine, Luther, Calvin, and

Knox may be quoted as illustrations, although they fall far behind the great Apostle of the Gentiles.

3. It was as sincere as any conversion that ever took place. It cannot be explained from any self

ish motive of gain or ambition. Paul was neither an impostor nor an enthusiast He had nothing

to win and everything to lose in a worldly point of view. He left a commanding position as a leader

of the Jewish nation, to join a poor, weak, despised sect, which at first distrusted him ; he sacrificed

honor, influence, and power for a life of toil, self-denial, and persecution. He suffered the loss of

all things and 'counted them but dung that he might win Christ ' (Phil. iii. 8, 9) ; and in Him he

found the richest compensation for all his sacrifices.

4. It was lasting and most effective for all future ages. Paul labored more in word and deed than

any other Apostle. He was a true moral conqueror of the world. His life and work after his con

version is, next to the life of his and our Lord and Master, the sublimest spectacle in the history of

religion. It was one unbroken act of self-consecration to the glory of Christ and the good of man

kind, and sealed at last with a joyful and triumphant martyrdom.

5. It is an unanswerable argument for the truth of Christianity. It is a regenerative, converting,

ennobling, and sanctifying agency wherever Paul's name is known, his history read, and his Epistles

studied in the fear and love of God. It has led to many conversions besides that of Lord Lyttleton,

who wrote a special book on the subject. No other religion can produce such characters as Paul.

A life so pure, so noble, so devoted, so fruitful in good works, is a perpetual benediction to the

church and the world.
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CHAPTER II.

I. Conference of Paul with the elder Apostles at Jerusalem, vers. i-io. II. Collis

ion of Paul with Peter at Antioch, vers. 11-21.

Conference of Paul with the Jewish Apostles at Jerusalem.

Chapter II. 1-10.

Continuation of the personal defence. Fourteen years after his conversion, Paul had an interview

with the Apostles of the circumcision at Jerusalem concerning his mode of preaching the gospel, and

was recognized by them as an independent, divinely appointed Apostle of the Gentiles. With this

section should be compared the account of the Apostolic Council in Acts xv.

Which journey to Jerusalem does Paul here refer to? This is the preliminary question to be

settled in the interpretation of this difficult section. The Acts mention five such journeys after his

conversion, namely: (1.) ix. 23 (comp. Gal. i. 18), the journey of the year 40, three years after his

conversion. (2.) xi. 30; xii. 25 the journey during the famine in 44. (3.) xv. 2, the journey to

the Apostolic Council, A. D. 50 or 51. (4.) xviii. 22, the journey in 54. (5.) xxi. 15 (comp. Rom.

xv. 25 ff.), the last visit, on which he was made a prisoner and sent to Caesarea, a. d. 58.

Of these journeys the first, of course, cannot be meant, on account of Gal. i. 18. The second is

excluded by the chronological date in ii. I. For as it took place during the famine of Palestine and

in the year in which Herod died, A. d. 44, it would put the conversion of Paul back to the year 30,

which is much too early. Some propose to read four instead of fourtttn, but without any critical

authority. There is no good reason why Paul should have mentioned this second journey, since it

was undertaken simply for the transmission of a collection of'the Christians at Antioch for the relief

of the brethren in Judaea, and not for the purpose of conferring with the Apostles on matters of dis

pute. In all probability he saw none of them on that occasion, since in that year a persecution raged

in which James the elder suffered martyrdom, and Peter was imprisoned. The fifth journey cannot

be meant, as it took place after the composition of the Epistle to the Galatians and after the disper

sion of the Apostles. Nor can we think of the fourth, which was very short and transient (Acts

xviii. 21, 22), leaving no time for such important transactions as are here alluded to ; nor was Barna

bas with him on that occasion, having separated from Paul some time before (Acts xv. 39).

We must therefore identify our journey with the third one, mentioned in the 15th chapter of Acts.

For this took place A. D. 50 or 51, i. e., fourteen years after his conversion (37), and was occasioned

by the controversy on the authority of the law of Moses and the relation of the Gentile converts to

the Christian Church (Acts xv. 2). This visit Paul could not pass over, as it was of the greatest mo

ment to his argument. The two accounts perfectly agree in all the essential circumstances. The

conference took place between Jerusalem and Antioch ; the persons are the same, Cephas and James

representing the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem, Paul and Barnabas delegated from Antioch in behalf

of the Gentile Christians ; the Judaizing agitators are the same ; the controversy is the same, namely,

the circumcision ; the result is the same, namely, the triumph of the principle of faith in the saving

grace of Christ, and the recognition of the Apostolic authority of Paul and Barnabas for the mis

sion among the Gentiles. But the account of the Acts is fuller ; that of the Galatians only brings

out the chief points. Luke, in keeping with the documentary character of the Acts, gives us the

public transactions of the Council at Jerusalem ; Paul, taking a knowledge of these for granted,

shortly alludes to his private conference and agreement with the Apostles (see note to verse 2). Both

together give us a complete history of that remarkable convention. It was the first synod in Christen

dom for the settlement of the first doctrinal and practical controversy which agitated the church and

threatened to divide it ; but the wisdom of the Apostles prevented the split.

1 ' I "HEN fourteen years after J ° I went up again to Jerusalem « Acts xt. *.

2 J- with Barnabas, and took Titus with me also.2 And I went

up by revelation, *and communicated unto them that3 gospel * Act* "» "

1 after an interval, or, after the lapse of fourteen years

2 having taken with me Titus also

8 laid before them {or, referred to them) the
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which I preach among the Gentiles, but privately to them which c VJ%^^1

were of reputation,* lest by any means CI should run, or had sJ.,Cor,r

3 run, in vain.6 But neither6 Titus, who was with me, being a^fVcor.'

4 Greek, was compelled to be circumcised : And that7 because of c o^i&m

d false brethren unawares brought in,8 who came in 9 privily to ^.ap' T' *'

spy out our "liberty which we have in Christ Jesus, 'that they cha"'!?.""'

5 might bring us into bondage: To whom we gave place by sub- %£*!.'*'

jection, no, not for an hour;10 that "the truth of the gospel ' chip. jif.'i ;

6 might continue with you. But of those *who seemed to be* chap. vi'.3.'
1 Acts x. 34 ;

somewhat" (whatsoever they were,12 it maketh no matter to Rom. a.u.
, * a *-or xii.

me: 'God accepteth no" mans person), for they who seemed /A,ctgxiii .

7 to be somewhat *in conference added nothing to me:14 But R°n>>-.s;
' ° Rom. xi. 13;

contrariwise,15 'when they saw that the gospel of the uncir- JtS^jI,7,'

cumcision "' was committed unto me,16 as the gospel of the cir- "* * Thess- "■

8 cumcision was unto Peter ; " (For he that wrought effectually " xuj!"j*»su!

in Peter to18 the apostleship of the circumcision, "the same '^"cor7"

9 was * mighty in me toward 19 the Gentiles ;) And when M James, SaPIOi! 16 ;

Cephas, and John, who seemed to be * pillars,21 perceived22,, a>ap'u?s.

9 the grace that was given unto me, they M gave to me and ' ""e^'h

Barnabas the right hands of fellowship, that we should gou 5i. 14. '

10 unto the heathen,25 and they unto the circumcision ; only they9 xii™j.'o';5'

would76 that we should remember the poor; rthe same which cor.'if. »;

I also was forward to do.27 r Actaxi.Vs
xxiv. 17 ;

4 before those of (chief) reputation *TiCok

6 lest perchance I might be running, or had run to no purpose "' ' : '

* Yet not even 7 or, but it was

6 on account of the false brethren stealthily (insidiously) brought in, or,

foisted in • //'/. came in besides, or, crept in

10 we did not yield even for an hour by submission (or, in the way of sub

mission)

11 from those reputed to be something (those in authority)

12 or, what they once were M not

" for to me those of (chief) reputation added nothing (or, gave me no new

instruction) 18 on the contrary 16 that I am intrusted with

17 even as Peter with that of the uncircumcision

18 who gave strength to Peter for w gave strength to me also for

20 omit when 2I who are reputed to be pillars

22 perceiving M omit they

24 others supply that we should preach the gospel to, or, should be apostles to

28 Gentiles M omit they would

27 the very thing which I also was zealous to do

Rom. xv.

as ; 1 Cor,

xvi. 1 : a

Cor. viii., Lx.

Ver. i. Then after an interval of fourteen years date is confirmed by other chronological hints and

I went np again to Jerusalem. The fourteen years combinations. The second journey to Jerusalem,

of independent apostolic labor are to be reckoned on a purely benevolent mission during the famine

not from the journey last mentioned (i. 18), but of 44, at a season of persecution when probably

from Paul's conversion, this being the great turn- all the Apostles were absent and only " the El-

ing point in his life (i. 1 c). As this probably took ders" are mentioned (Acts xi. 30; xii. 25), is

place A. D. 37, we would have the year 50 or 51 omitted as irrelevant to the point here at issue,

for the Apostolic Council here referred to. This After my conversion, he means to say, I had the
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following opportunities of conferring with the

Apostles: (i.) three years afterwards I went to

Jerusalem, and saw Peter, but only for a fortnight ;

(2.) after a lapse of fourteen years I went to Jeru

salem again and had a special conference with

the chief Apostles. But in neither case was I

instructed or commissioned by them ; on the

contrary, they recognized me as an independent,

divinely appointed Apostle of the Gentiles.

Lightfoot also identifies this visit with that to

the Apostolic Council, which he puts into the year

51, but dates the fourteen years from the first

visit (i. 18), and throws the first visit back to

A. D. 38, and the conversion to A. D. 36, adopting

thejewish mode of reckoning.

With Barnabas, having taken with me Titos

also. Barnabas, next to Paul the chief leader of

the Gentile mission, is mentioned by Luke (Acts

xv. 2 ) as his fellow-delegate from Antioch. Titus

is nowhere mentioned in the Acts, but included

in the 'certain others,' who accompanied them.

Being an uncircumcised convert and a living tes

timony of the efficient labors of Paul among the

Gentifes, Titus was peculiarly suited for the object

of this journey. He was also (as Lightfoot sug

gests) much in Paul's mind, if not in his company,

at the time he wrote this Epistle (comp. 2 Cor.

ii. 13 ; vii. 6, 13-15 ; viii. 16, 23 ; xii. 18).

Ver. 2. By revelation. In consequence of a

divine monition such as he often experienced

(comp. Acts xvi. 6, 7 ; xix. 21 ; xx. 22, 23 ; xxii.

17; xxvii. 23; 2 Cor. xii. 1). This was the in

ward, personal motive. Luke in Acts xv. 2 omits

this, but mentions the external, or public occa

sion, namely, the appointment by the church of

Antioch, which sent him and Barnabas as dele

gates to represent the interests of Gentile Chris

tianity. This appointment may have been either

prompted or confirmed by the inner revelation.

So Peter, according to Acts x., was induced both

by a vision and by the messengers of Cornelius,

to go to Caesarea. — And communicated to them,

or laid before them, i. e., the Christians at Jerusa

lem (ver. 1), the whole congregation. This im

plies a public transaction in open council, which

is described in the Acts. Paul confines himself

to an account of the private and personal agree

ment with the leading Apostles, because the de

cision and pastoral letter of the council (Acts xv.

22 ff.) had already been communicated by him to

his churches (xvi. 4). The decree was a com

promise intended for a special emergency, and

not for universal and permanent use. But it was

no doubt interpreted by the Judaizing teachers

in a sense contrary to the meaning of the chief

Apostles, and hence the importance of referring

to their personal understanding with Paul. —

Privately, or apart, in private conference, as dis

tinct from the discussion in open council. Such

private conferences are always held in connection

with public assemblies, for the purpose of prepar

ing and maturing business for final action. Ben-

gel : ' All were not capable of comprehending

it.' — Those of chief reputation, the leading men

who enjoyed the greatest authority among the

Jewish Christians, the ' pillar ' Apostles, namely

James, Peter, and John (ver. 9). Similar is the

expression, 'the very chiefest Apostles' (2 Cor.

xi. 5; xii. 11). 'The men of chief reputation'

is a term of honor, but as repeated in vers. 6

and 9 in connection with ' something,' and ' pil

lars,' it seems to imply a slight tint of irony.

The blame is, of course, not intended for the

Apostles themselves, whose testimony in his fa

vor it is his purpose here to relate, and whom

he always treated with fraternal esteem and love,

but for the Judaizers who unduly exalted them

above Paul. He feels himself equal to them be

fore men, and yet in his deep humility before

God he calls himself the least of the Apostles

and unworthy of the high name, because he per

secuted the church of God ( 1 Cor. xv. 9). See

Excursus. — Lest perchance, etc., lest my apos

tolic labors past and present should be fruitless,

not in themselves nor in the judgment of Paul,

but in the judgment of the Jewish Christians.

The non-recognition of the Gentile churches by

the mother church of Jerusalem would have in

terfered also with the progress of his mission

and unsettled many of his weaker converts, as

the example of the Galatians shows. The ex

pression 'run' is taken from the image of a race,

to which the Christian life is frequently com

pared (Phil. ii. 16; 2 Tim. iv. 7 ; I Cor. vii. 24 f. ;

Gal. v. 7 ; Heb. xii. 1 ). Bengel : ' I should run

with the swift victory of the gospel.'

Ver. 3. Tet not even Titos .... being a Greek,

or although he was a Greek, that is, a heathen.

Far from declaring my labors fruitless and dis

approving my gospel, the Jewish Apostles did not

force even Titus, my companion and co-laborer,

much less the body of the Gentile converts, to

submit to circumcision, although the Judaizing

party peremptorily demanded it as a condition of

justification (as appears from vers. 4 and 5, and

Acts xv. 5).

Ver. 4. And that (happened, or, was done) on

account of the false brethren. The words ' and

that ' (St = nem/e) are explanatory, and assign the

reason why Titus was not compelled by the chief

Apostles to be circumcised. It explains and qual

ifies the general assertion (ver. 3), and intimates

that under other circumstances, if no principles

had been involved, and if the false brethren had

not made it a party issue, the Jewish Apostles

might have demanded or at least recommended

circumcision, as an act of prudence, or for peace

sake. Paul would have respected the scruples of

weak brethren (comp. Rom. xiv. and xv.) ; while

he was inflexible in resisting the demands of false

brethren. He himself, after the apostolic coun

cil, circumcised Timothy (Acts xvi. 3) without

any inconsistency (comp. 1 Cor. vii. 18). For

he did this from his own impulse, and for the

purpose of making Timothy more useful, without

compromising the principle of justification by

faith. It must be remembered, also, that Timothy

was a Jew from his mother's side, and that there

fore the Jews had a certain right to claim him,

while Titus was a pure Gentile Dy birth.

Others take ver. 4 as an independent, though

grammatically irregular sentence, and supplement

it in this way : ' But (tt in the adversative sense)

on account of the false brethren (»'. e., to appease

the Judaizers) the leading Apostles recommended

the circumcision of Titus as a charitable concession

to their prejudices— to whom, however (»'. e., the

false brethren), we (Paul and Barnabas) did not

yield for a single hour.' This would imply a

slight censure of the weakness of the other Apos

tles. Paul was, we must suppose in this case,

distracted between the duty of frankness and the

duty of reserve ; he wished to maintain his inde

pendence without compromising his colleagues.

Hence the broken and obscure character of the
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Foisted in, brought in by unfair means, like

traitors and spies. These Judaizers were for

merly Pharisees (Acts xv. 5), and were so still in

spirit, although they professed Christianity by

the mouth and were baptized. From these false

brethren who were intolerant Judaizers of the ma

lignant type and bitter haters of freedom, we

should carefully distinguish the weak brethren

whom Paul treats with great indulgence (Rom.

xiv. I ; xv. 1-3). — To spy out, or to act as spies

on our freedom from the bondage of the law, and

to find out how far we observed the Mosaic or

dinances or violated them. —In Christ Josus, in

living union with him who is the end and fulfil

ment of the law (Rom. x. 4). This is the positive

side of freedom. Out of Christ there is no true

freedom, but slavery of sin (comp. v. 1-12 ; John

viii. 32-36).

Ver. 5. These false brethren, it must be re

membered, required circumcision and the observ

ance of the whole ceremonial law not only from

the Jewish, but also from the Gentile Christians,

and that not only as an old venerable custom,

but as a necessary condition to salvation. Paul

and his companions could, therefore, not yield to

them for a moment by the submission (required

by the false brethren) to the law of circumcision,

so as to circumcise Titus according to their de

mand. He could here not become a Jew to the

Jews in order to gain them (1 Cor. ix. 20-22), as

in such cases where the truth was not jeopardized,

and where subjection was simply a matter of

charity and expediency. Submission in the case

of Titus would have been treason to the truth

that Christ is the only and sufficient source of

salvation ; it would have been a sacrifice of the

sacred rights and liberty of the Gentile Chris

tians. Bengel takes ' submission-' as a limitation :

' We would willingly have yielded for love.'

Ver. 6. From those reputed to be something ;

lit., ' those who have the estimation of being

something,' that is, something great, or 'those

who are held in chief reputation,' ' who are looked

up to as authorities,' the ' pillar '-apostles, ver. 9,

or as Paul expresses it in 2 Cor. xi. 5 and xii. 1 1,

' the very chiefest apostles.' It appears from ver.

9 that he means the older Apostles, James, Peter,

and John, who were justly regarded as the pillars

of the Church. The expression may be depre

ciatory (comp. Gal. vi. 3), according to the con

text. He does not, as already remarked, depre

ciate his colleagues, but disapproves the extrava

gant overestimate put upon them by the Judaizers

in behalf of their own narrow and exclusive sys

tem and in opposition to Paul. His high sense

of independence, far from being identical with

pride, rested in his humility and was but the com

plement to his feeling of absolute dependence on

God. — ' What they once (formerly) were,' refers

to their advantages in the personal intercourse

with Christ, on which the Judaizers laid great

stress, and on which they based the superiority

of the Twelve. Paul made no account of the

knowledge of Christ 'after the flesh' (2 Cor. v.

16), which was of no benefit to the Jews without

faith.— God accepteth not man's person, or God is

no regarder of person. A Hebraizing expression

for impartiality. To regard a man's person, his

face, wealth, rank, and external condition, as dis

tinct from his intrinsic merits, is partiality, and

this God never exercises (comp. Acts x. 34; Rom.

ii. 11 ; Eph. vi. 9; Col. iii. 25). — For to me

those, I say, — reassumption of the unfinished sen-

vol. 111. 20

tence in another form, instead of : ' From those

of chief reputation — I received no new instruc

tion.' — Added (or communicated, imparted) noth

ing, /'. e., by way of supplementing or correcting

my exposition of the Gospel (ver. 2), but on the

contrary they were satisfied with it and with my

mode of converting the Gentiles. (Others ex

plain : laid no additional burden on me, namely,

the ceremonial law ; but they laid no burden on

him at all.)

Ver. 7. When they saw, from the communi

cations of Paul (ver. 2) and the abundant results

of his missionary labors among the Gentiles (Acts

xv. 12). — That I am (not was) intrusted. I have

been and am still intrusted. The Greek perfect

implies that the commission and trust is still in ac

tive force. —With the gospel of uncircumcision. »'.

e., with the evangelization of the Gentiles. The

gospel is the same, but the sphere of labor is dif

ferent Paul was directed to the field of heathen

missions at his conversion (which coincided with

his call and apostleship), Acts ix. 15, and more

clearly by a special revelation in the temple of

Jerusalem, xxii. 17-21. Yet the division of labor

was not absolute and exclusive. Paul generally

commenced to preach in the synagogue because

it furnished the most convenient locality and the

natural, historical connection for the announce

ment of the gospel, and because it was resorted

to by the numerous proselytes who formed the

bridge to heathen missions (comp. Acts xiii. 5,

46 ; xiv. I ; xviii. 6 ; Rom. i. 16 ; ix. 1,3). On

the other hand, Peter, though he was then, and

continued to be, the head of the Jewish Christian

branch of the Apostolic Church, opened the door

for the conversion of the Gentiles by the baptism

of Cornelius (Acts x. ; xi. ; xv. 7), and his Epistles

show that in his later years he did not confine

himself to the circumcision, for the congregations

to which they are addressed were of a mixed

character and partly founded by Paul.

Ver. 8 is a parenthetic explanation of ver. 7. —

Gave strength to (or worked for), i. e., enabled

them successfully to discharge the duties of the

Apostolic office, by conferring upon them the

necessary spiritual gifts and qualifications and ac

companying their preaching with signs and mira

cles (comp. Rom. xv. 18, 19; 2 Cor. xii. 12). —

For the Gentiles — for the apostleship of the Gen

tiles.

Ver. 9. Perceiving (or knowing) indicates the

conviction arrived at in consequence of the suc

cessful labors of Paul, as the divine attestation of

his apostleship. — The grace implies here the call,

the spiritual outfit and the success, all of which

Paul regards as a free gift of God in Christ, as he

says, 1 Cor. xv. 10 : 'By the grace of God I am

what I am ; and his grace which was bestowed

upon me was not in vain ; but I labored more

abundantly than they all ; yet not I, but the grace

of God which was with me.' —James stands here

first according to the best manuscripts. It is the

brother of the Lord, mentioned i. 19. Although

not one of the Twelve, he enjoyed Apostolic au

thority. (There is no good reason for understand

ing here, with Dr. Wieseler, the younger Apostle

of that name, James the son of Alphaeus, who

held no very prominent rank. The older James,

the son of Zebedee, suffered martyrdom in 44, six

years before the Council of Jerusalem.) In the

Jewish Church at large Peter occupied the most

prominent rank, and is therefore named in vers. 7

and 8 ; but in Jerusalem of which Paul speaks
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here, James stood at the head of the congregation

(comp. Acts xii. 17; xv. 13; xxi. 18), and he

probably presided also over the Apostolical Coun

cil, or at all events exerted the controlling influ

ence there and led to the final decision. Acts xv.

13 ff. — Pillars, /'. e., leading men, chief cham

pions of the church, which is often represented

as a temple, 1 Cor. v. 16 ; Eph. ii. 21 ; 1 Tim.

iii. 15; Rev. iii. 12. But the expression is'used

in the same sense in all languages without meta

phor, and especially among the Jews of the great

teachers of the law. Paul does not deny his col

leagues to be the leading Apostles of the Jews ;

they were so still in fact, as he was the pillar of

the Gentile Church ; but the Judaizers used the

expression no doubt in an envious party sense and

with the view to depreciate Paul (comp. ver. 6

note). — The right hands of fellowship. A pledge

of brotherhood and fidelity. This fact, based as

it was, on sincere esteem and love, refutes the

conclusion of some modern critics that there was

a serious discord between Paul and the older

Apostles. They differed widely, no doubt, in tal

ent, temperament, and field of labor, but they

agreed in spirit and principle ; they were ser

vants to the same Lord and organs of the same

grace, and as they sought not their own glory,

there was no room for envy and jealousy. — That

we should (go, or, be Apostles, or, preach the gos

pel ) to the Gentiles and they to the circumcis

ion, 1. e., the Jews. Division of the field of la

bor, with one reservation, mentioned in ver. 10,

and faithfully kept.

Ver. 10. Eemember the poor of the Jewish

Christians in Palestine, who suffered much from

famine and persecution (comp. Acts. xi. 29).

Charity should thus not only afford temporal re

lief to the needy, but be a moral bond of union

also between the Jewish and the Gentile Chris

tians and furnish a proof of the gratitude of the

latter for the unspeakable gift of the gospel which

they received from the former. Such a collec

tion is mentioned Acts xi. 29 f., and was for

warded by the congregation of Antioch to the

brethren in Judaea through the hands of Paul and

Barnabas during the famine of 44. On his third

great missionary tour between 54 and 57, Paul

raised large contributions in his congregations for

this purpose, and took them himself to Jerusa

lem on his fifth and last visit (1 Cor. xvi. 1 ; 2

Cor. viii. and ix. ; Rom. xv. 25 ; Acts xxiv. 17).

— The very thing which I was zealous (diligently

endeavored) to do, then and always. He needed

no prompting to this duty and privilege. It was

his habit, and hence the Judaizers had no ground

whatever to charge him with a breach of contract

on that score. The exercise of Christian liberal

ity and benevolence for the poor, for missions and

all the general operations of the Church, is as

much a duty and ought to be as steady a habit,

as prayer, or any other exercise of piety. What

Paul did in the Apostolic age, has been done by

the Church ever since. The West receives the

gospel from the East and must show its gratitude

by helping the East. If pure Christianity is to be

revived in Bible Lands it must be done by the

faith and the money of the Churches of Europe

and America.

Excursus on the Relation of Paul to the yewish Apostles.

Chapter II. i-io.

Compare here my History of the Apostolic Church ( 1853), pp 245-360 and pp. 282 ff., 616 ff., and an able Excursus ol

Dr. Lightfoot on ' St Paul and die Three,' in his Com. on Calat., p. 283 ff . (second ed. 1866).

The Epistle to the Galatians and the entire history of the Apostolic Church cannot be understood

without keeping constantly in view the fact that the Apostolic Church embraced two distinct, and

yet essentially harmonious sections of yewish and Gentile Christians, which ultimately grew together

into one community. The distinction disappeared after the destruction of Jerusalem, when the last

link between the old and the new religion was broken. Before that event there was more or less fric

tion arising from educational prejudices and congenial surroundings. In the second chapter of the

Galatians and the fifteenth chapter of the Acts the friction is distinctly brought out, and, at the same

time, the underlying Apostolic harmony. In the second century the antagonism without the har

mony reappeared in the distorted and heretical forms of the Judaizing Ebionitism and the antinomian

Gnosticism.

The Jewish Christianity clung closely to the Mosaic traditions and usages and hoped for a conver

sion of the Jewish nation until that hope was annihilated by the terrible judgment of the destruction

of the temple, and the Jewish theocracy. The Gentile Christianity was free from those traditions

and established on a liberal and independent basis. The older Apostles, especially James, Peter,

and John (in his earlier period) represented the church of the circumcision (ver. 9) ; James the

brother of the Lord and head of the mother church at Jerusalem, being the most strict and conserv

ative, Peter the most authoritative, John the most liberal and holding himself in mysterious reserve

for his later comprehensive position. Paul and Barnabas represented the Apostolate of the Gentiles,

and the independent, progressive type of Christianity.

Once, and as far as we know, once only these great leaders of Apostolic Christianity came together

for public and private conference, at Jerusalem, to decide the great and vital question whether Christi

anity should be forever confined to the narrow limits of Jewish traditions with circumcision as the

necessary term of membership, or whether it should break through these boundaries and become as

universal as the human race on the sole basis of a living faith in Christ as the all-sufficient Saviour of

men. Of this critical turning point we have but two accounts, one from the chief actor on the part of a

free gospel for the Gentiles, in the second chapter of this Epistle, and one from his pupil and compan
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ion, Luke, in the fifteenth chapter of the Acts. Neither James, Peter, or John make any direct allusion

to these memorable transactions. The two accounts are not contradictory, but supplementary. Both

represent the conference as a sharp controversy, ending in a peaceful understanding which saved the

unity of the Church. The great principle for which Paul contended triumphed, that faith in Christ

alone, without circumcision, is necessary to salvation, and consequently that circumcision should

not be imposed upon the Gentile converts. Without this principle Christianity could never have

conquered the world. On the other hand a temporary concession was made to the Jewish party,

namely that the Gentiles should "abstain from meats offered to idols, and from blood, and from

things strangled, and from fornication," that is from practices which were peculiarly offensive to the

conscience of the Jews. Paul was fully recognized by the Jewish Apostles as the Apostle of the Gen

tiles and received from them the right hand of fellowship and brotherhood on the sole condition that

he should remember the poor brethren in Judaea by the exercise of practical charity, which he had

done before and which he did afterwards with all his heart.

Nevertheless the old controversy continued, not, indeed, among the Apostles (excepting the dispute

between Peter and Paul, at Antioch, which referred only to conduct, not to doctrine), but among the un

converted Pharisaical Judaizers and Paul ; and the whole career of the great Apostle of the Gentiles was

a continual struggle against those pseudo-apostles who could never forget that he had been a fanatical

persecutor, and, who looked upon him as a dangerous radical. To this life-long conflict we owe his

greatest Epistles, especially the Galatians and the Romans, with their vigorous defence of Christian

liberty and their profound expositions of the doctrines of sin and grace. Thus error has been provi

dentially overruled for the exposition and vindication of truth. (See the next Excursus on Paul and

Peter.)

The Collision of Paul with Peter at Antioch.

Chapter II. u-21.

Paul continues to prove his independent Apostolic dignity, and shows that he asserted it even in

open opposition to Peter at Antioch before the mother congregation of Gentile Christianity, when

the latter acted inconsistently with his own view concerning our justification before God, and in a

moment of weakness betrayed the cause of the Gentiles by yielding to the pressure of the Judaizing

ritualists. Then Paul stood all alone as the champion of Christian liberty. In ver. 15 he passes

from the personal and historical part to the doctrinal part, namely, the defence of his evangelical

view of the way of salvation in opposition to the Judaizing legalism of the false teachers.

The Acts make no mention of this controversy with Peter, but they relate a dispute between Paul

and Barnabas (xv. 36-40), which took place likewise at Antioch soon after the Apostolic conference,

and although referring mainly to a personal matter concerning Mark, was in all probability connected

with the other dispute, inasmuch as Barnabas suffered himself to be led into a similar inconsistency

by the example of Peter (Gal. ii. 2, 13).

1 1 " T)UT when Peter1 was come2 to Antioch, I withstood him a Actsxv 35.

1 2 XJ to the face, because he was to be blamed.3 For before

that certain came4 from James, 6he did eat6 with the Gen- * Acts x. 28 ;

tiles : but when they were come,6 he withdrew and separated Luke xv. •.

1 3 himself, fearing them which were of the circumcision.7 And

the other Jews dissembled likewise with him ; insomuch that

14 Barnabas also 8 was carried away with their dissimulation. But

when I saw that they walked not uprightly 9 according to ' the c \a. 5.

truth of the gospel, I said unto Peter10 d before themu all, 'If <* !*>.?.»

thou, being a Jew, livest after the manner of Gentiles, and not A.as x. asj

1 Cephas (according to the best authorities) a came

' he was condemned * before the coming of certain persons

6 he used to eat together with 6 came

7 those of the circumcision * so that even Barnabas * straight

M Cephas " omit them
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as do the Jews,12 why compellcst thou the Gentiles to live as

do the Jews ? 18 / Acu it. 10.

15 /We who are Jews by nature, and not 'sinners of the Gen-^^,1?;

16 tiles,14 * Knowing15 that a man is not justified by the works of f**£ u "

the law,16 but 'by the faith of" Jesus Christ, even we have* A"*X"'-3S

believed18 in Jesus Christ, that we might be justified by the'^'.Y4:*0™

faith of19 Christ, and not by the works of the law:18 for *"by t ^S,,

1 7 the works of the law 16 shall no flesh be justified." But if, while ?„.".'$: "i

we seek20 to be justified by21 Christ, we ourselves also are22' Eph.ii. j,

found 'sinners, is therefore Christ the28 minister of sin ? God „'&£'. tK.

18 forbid.24 For if I build again the things which I destroyed, I % Ron..*.

19 make26 myself a transgressor. For I "through the28 law "am. tfonTvi4.'.6";

20 dead to the law,27 that I might "live unto God. I am28 *cruci- i"tw \-'

fied with Christ: nevertheless I live;29 yet not I,80 but Christ >°'; > p«"

liveth in me: and the life which I now live81 in the flesh «I> R°in- «• <>•
chap. v. 34 ;

live by the faith of the son of God,82 r who loved me, and gave ch"p " ■«■
J ' o q 2 Cor. v. 15;

21 himself forme. I do not frustrate the grace of God: for 'if ,The»»
0 10; 1 Peter

righteousness come by the law, then Christ is dead in vain.38 r chip ; 4

Kph. v. 2 ;

18 Iivest as the Gentiles and not as the Jews Tit. ii. y.

l* how is it that thou constrainest the Gentiles to Judaize (or, to live as the ' „ *ph"d

Jews) *£;*?

u We being Jews by nature, and not sinners from among the Gentiles ch,P- v- «-

14 yet knowing •• by works of law " but only through faith in

18 even we ourselves became believers w by faith in * sought

a in w were M a 24 Let it never be (Far from it)

" if I build up again the very things which I pulled down, I prove

56 omit the * died unto law M have been

89 omit nevertheless I live 80 and it is no longer I that live

81 that which I now live (or, so far as I now live)

*2 in faith which is in the Son of God ■ died without cause (gratuitously)

Ver. 11. The scene here related is of great observing the precepts traditionally traced to

importance for the history of Apostolic Christian- Noah (comp. Gen. ix. 4, 5) and required from

ity, but has often been misunderstood and dis- 'proselytes of the gate,' namely, the abstinence

torted both in the interest of orthodoxy and from 'meats offered to idols, and from blood, and

heresy. It took place between the Apostolic con- from things strangled, and from fornication' (in

ference (a. d. 50) and the second great mission- eluding probably unlawful marriages within the

ary journey of Paul (a. d. 51). To the same forbidden degrees of kindred, Lev. xvii. 18).

period must be assigned the personal dispute be- The decree was framed to meet a special tem-

tween Paul and Barnabas on account of Mark, porary emergency and certain specific complaints

related in Acts xv. 30-40. Barnabas followed the of the Jewish converts against the Gentile breth-

bad example of Peter (ver. 13), and Mark would ren in regard to these detested practices. But

naturally sympathize with Barnabas, his cousin the decree made no direct provision for the

(Col. iv. 10), and with Peter, his spiritual father conduct of the Jewish Christians, who were sup-

(1 Pet. v. 13). There was, therefore, a double posed to know their duty from the law read every

reason for the temporary alienation of Paul and Sabbath in the synagogues (xv. 2.1 ). And it was

Barnabas. It appears that soon after the council on this point that the difference of a strict and a

at Jerusalem a misunderstanding arose as to the liberal construction seems to have arisen. The

precise bearing of the decree of the council (Acts logic of the decree pointed to a full communion

xv. 20, 29). That decree was both emancipating with the Gentile brethren, but the letter did not.

and restrictive ; it emancipated the Gentile con- It was a compromise, a step in the right direc-

verts from circumcision as a test of church mem- tion, but it stopped half way. It left the Levitical

bership (on the observance of which the Pharisa- law concerning clean and unclean meats untouched

ical Judaizers, or 'false brethren' had vainly (Luke xi. 4 ff., comp. Acts x. 14).1 The heretical

insisted), but it laid on them the restriction of 1 Augustine distinguishes three periods in the ceremonial
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Judaizers considered the whole ceremonial law

as binding upon all ; James and the conservative

Jewish brethren as binding only upon Jews ; Paul

and Peter as abrogated by th% death of Christ.

The conservative party at Jerusalem, under the

lead of James, understood the decree as not justi

fying any departure of the circumcised Christians

from their traditional rites and habits, and con

tinued to maintain a cautious reserve towards

Gentile Christians and all uncircumcised or un

clean persons (Luke xv. 2; Acts x. 28), without,

however, demanding circumcision ; while the more

liberal Jewish Christians at Antioch, encouraged

by the powerful example of Peter, who had been

freed from narrow prejudices by his vision at

Joppa, and eaten with the uncircumcised Corne

lius at Cxsarea (Acts x. 27, 28; xi. 3), associated

with their Gentile brethren in social intercourse,

and disregarded in their common meals the dis

tinction between clean and unclean animal food ;

they may possibly even have innocently partaken

of meat offered to idols, which was freely sold at

the shambles, or at all events they ran the risk

of doing so. Paul considered this as a matter in

itself indifferent and harmless, considering the

vanity of idols, provided that no offence be given

to weak brethren, in which case he himself would

'eat no flesh for evermore,' lest he make his

' brother to stumble ' ( 1 Cor. viii. 7-13 ; x. 23-33 >

Rom. xiv. 1-4) ; while as to fornication of any

kind he condemned it absolutely as defiling the

body which is the temple of God (1 Cor. v. 1-13 ;

vi. 18-20). This freedom as to eating with Gen

tiles threatened to break up a part of the Jeru

salem compromise and alarmed the conservative

Jews. Hence the remonstrance from Jerusalem

which prevailed on the timid and impulsive Peter,

and all the Jewish members of the congregation

at Antioch, even Barnabas, but provoked the vig

orous protest of Paul who stood alone in defence

of Christian liberty and brotherhood on that try

ing occasion. This view of the matter seems to

afford the best explanation of the conduct of both

James and Peter, without justifying it ; for Peter

certainly denied his own better conviction that

God is no respecter of persons (Acts x. 34), or

that in Christ there is neither Greek nor Jew (as

Paul expresses it. Col. iii. 24), and once more

denied his Lord in the person of his Gentile dis

ciples. The alienation, however, was only tem

porary, and did not result in a split of the church.

The residence of Peter at Antioch gave rise to

the tradition that he founded the church there

(A. D. 44, according to the Chronicle of Eusebius)

before he transferred his see to Rome. The tra

dition also perpetuated the memory of the quarrel

in dividing the church of Antioch into two par

ishes with two bishops, Evodius and Ignatius, the

one instituted by Peter, the other by Paul.

Cephas is the Apostle Peter mentioned ver. 9,

and not one of the seventy disciples, as Clement of

Alexandria and other fathers (also the Jesuit Har-

duin) arbitrarily assumed in order to clear Peter

of all blame.— I withstood him to the face, person

ally, not secretly or behind the back. It was a

very bold act of Paul, requiring the highest order

of moral courage. It seems inconsistent with the

harmony of the Apostolic church and to reflect

law : (1.) before Christ it was alive but not life-giving (Ux

viva, std non yivifica) J (a.) from Christ to the destruction

of Jerusalem it was dying but not deadly {moriounda, sed

•ton morti/era); (3.) after the destruction of Jerusalem it

became dead and deadly {rnortna et morti/era).

too severely on Peter, the prince of the Apostles.

Hence it has always been a stumbling block to

those who believe, contrary to the explicit con

fessions of the Apostles themselves (1 John i. 8;

James iii. 2 ; Phil. iii. 12), that their inspiration

implied also their moral perfection, or that doc

trinal infallibility is inseparable from practical

impeccability. Several of the most eminent fa

thers, Origen, Jerome, and Chrysostom, tried to

escape the difficulty by a misinterpretation of the

words ' to the face,' as if they meant, ' according

to appearance only' (secundum speciem), not in

reality, and assumed that the dispute had been

previously arranged by the Apostles for the pur

pose of convincing, not Peter, who was right all

along, but the Jewish Christian members of the

congregation, that the ceremonial law was now

abolished. This most unnatural interpretation

makes bad worse, by charging the hypocrisy upon

both Paul and Peter, and turning the whole scene

into a theatrical farce. St. Augustine, from a

superior moral sense, protested against it, and

Jerome himself tacitly abandoned it afterwards

for the right view. The author of the Pseudo-

Clementine Homilies (an Ebionite fiction of the

second century, xvii. 19) understands the passage

correctly, but makes it the ground of an attack on

St. Paul (under the name of Simon Magus) by

Peter, who says to him : ' Thou hast withstood me

to my face If thou callest me condemned,

thou accusest God who revealed Christ to me.' —

He was condemned, self-condemned, self-convicted

by his own conduct, not by the Gentile Christians

of Antioch, for Paul would hardly have waited

for the judgment of others in a matter of such

importance. The inconsistency carried in it its

own condemnation, as Paul proves (ver. 15-21).

The translation 'he was blamed' is not strong

enough, and the translation of the E. V. 'he was

to be blamed,' or reprehensible, deserving of cen

sure, is ungrammatical and lame.

Ver. 12. Certain persons from James, not sim-

y members of his congregation at Jerusalem,

ut followers, and (as the word 'from ' seems to

indicate) delegates of James of Jerusalem (ver.

9), and invested with some authority, which they

abused. We are not to understand by them ' false

brethren ' (ver. 4), or heretical Jewish Christians

who taught the necessity of the circumcision for

all, and made use of the name of James without

any authority from him ; for Peter would not

have permitted such men to influence his conduct.

Yet they were strict and extremely conservative

Jewish Christians who regarded themselves bound

to observe the whole law of Moses, without re

quiring the same from the Gentile converts. This

was the position which James himself took at the

Council (Acts xv. 16-21), and to which he always

adhered, as we may infer from his advice given to

Paul (Acts xxi. 20-25), and also from the accounts

of tradition (especially Hegesippus, who repre

sents him as a perfect Jewish saint). It would

seem from this passage that, soon after the Coun

cil, James sent some esteemed brethren of his

congregation to Antioch, not for the purpose of

imposing the yoke of ceremonialism upon the

Gentile Christians, — for this would have been

inconsistent with his speech at the Council and

with the synodical letter, — but for the purpose

of reminding the Jewish Christians of their duty

and recommending them to continue the observ

ance of the divinely appointed and time-honored

customs of their fathers which were by no means

ply

but
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overthrown by the compromise measure adopted

at the Council. It is unnecessary therefore to

charge him with inconsistency. All we can say

is that he stopped half way and never ventured so

far as Paul, or even as Peter, who broke through

the ceremonial restrictions of their native religion.

Confining his labors to Jerusalem and the Jews,

James regarded it as his duty to adhere as closely

as possible to the old dispensation, in the vain

hope of bringing over the nation as a whole to

the Christian faith ; while the Apostle of the Gen

tiles, on the contrary, owed it to his peculiar mis

sion to maintain and defend the liberty of the

gospel and the rights of the uncircumcised breth

ren.

Renan (St. Paul, ch. x) asserts without proof

that James deliberately organized a Jewish coun

ter-mission and sent delegates to the Gentile

churches for the purpose of undermining Paul's

influence and demanding circumcision as a con

dition of church membership. This view is as

wild as the heretical romance of the Pseudo-Clem

entine Homilies, and in flat contradiction with the

public position and profession of James at the

Council (Acts xv.), and his conduct towards Paul,

whom he recognized as a brother and fellow-

Apostle according to Paul's own statement (ver.

9, comp. i. 19). James was conservative and

somewhat contracted, but not heretical.

He used to eat (the imperfect indicates the

habit) together with the Gentiles, 1. e., Gentile

(uncircumcised) Christians. This is the best

proof from the pen of Paul himself that Peter

agreed with him in principle, and for a time

even in practice. With his accustomed ardor

Peter carried out his conviction which he had

boldly professed in Jerusalem, and made com

mon cause with the Gentile converts. The Phar

isees reproved Christ for eating with sinners

(Luke xv. 2). The Jews were strictly forbidden

to eat with unclean persons and idolaters. The

Gentiles made no distinction between clean and

unclean animals, and consumed without scruple

the meat offered to idols and sold on the market.

The Apostle probably refers here not only to the

ordinary meals, but also to the primitive love

feasts (agapse) and the holy communion. A com

mon participation of the Lord's Supper was the

completion and seal of Christian-fellowship and

church union. We may say that it followed as a

last consequence from the decree of the Apostolic

Council, but it was not expressly enjoined, and the

strict Jewish party thought it unsafe, for the pres

ent at least, to venture so far, contenting itself

with a general recognition of the Gentile brethren,

and keeping them at a respectful distance. James

probably shared in this opinion, and may have

considered Peter too hasty. The same scrupu

lous conservatism and exclusivism exists to this

day in various shapes of close-communism which

refuses to sit at the Lord's table with Christians

of any other sect, on account of some difference

of doctrine or polity or ceremonies. —Ho with

drew and separated himself. ' The words describe

forcibly the cautious withdrawal of a timid person

who shrinks from observation.' Characteristic

for Peter, who was the first to confess Christ, and

the first to deny him ; the first to recognize the

rights of the Gentiles, and the first to disown them

practically. His strength and weakness, his bold

ness and timidity are the two opposite manifesta

tions of the same warm, impulsive and impressible

temper. He was, like the Galatians, 'liable to

sudden transitions from fever-heat to fever-chill '

(Macgregor). But he was always ready to con

fess his sins and to repent. And this redeeming

feature makes one sympathize with him in his

weakness. There was a great deal of human

nature in him, but also a great deal of divine

grace which triumphed at last. Blameworthy

as he was for his inconsistency, he is still more

praiseworthy for the humility with which he bore

the sharp rebuke of a younger colleague, and lov

ingly commended the Epistles of ' brother Paul '

in which his own inconsistency is recorded (2 Pet.

iii. 15, 16). — Fearing those of the circumcision,

Jewish converts.

Ver. 13. The other Jews, ». e., Jewish Christians

of Antioch, who very naturally suffered themselves

to be carried away by the example and the high au

thority of Peter. — Dissembled likewise with him,

were guilty of the same hypocrisy. A very strong,

yet truthful expression. For we have here no mere

accommodation to weak brethren for the sake of

charity and peace, such as Paul himself taught

and practised (1 Cor. ix. 20; Rom. xiv. 1 ; xv. 3 ;

Acts xvi. 3), but a duplicity and self-contradiction

at the expense of truth, a denial of the better

conviction to the detriment of the Gentile Chris

tians whom Peter acknowledged as brethren in

theory, and whom he now disowned in practice.

The logical tendency of this conduct was evi

dently to break up the communion of the two

branches of the church, although he himself would

no doubt have deplored such a result. —Even

Barnabas, my friend and co-laborer in the work

of heathen missions, and fellow champion of the

liberty of the Gentile brethren. This shows the

gravity of the crisis and the power of old Jewish

habits even upon more liberal minds. The word

even implies sadness arising from respect and

affection. Comp. Caesar's Et tu, Brute/ The

two friends separated on this occasion, and each

pursued an independent path (Acts xv. 39), thus

dividing and doubling the work of mission, but

Paul afterwards respectfully alludes to Barnabas

(1 Cor. ix. 6), and to Mark, his cousin (Col. iv.

16).

Ver. 14. Straight, uprightly, honestly. Ac

cording to (the rule of) the truth. Others, 'to

wards,' »'. e., so as to maintain the truth of the

gospel (comp. ver. 5). — Before all, /'. e., the as

sembled congregation. For only in this public

way the censure could have its desired effect upon

the body of the Jewish Christians. 'A public

scandal could not be privately cured ' (Jerome).

(Comp. 1 Tim. v. 20.)

The following verses to the end of the chapter

are a summary report or dramatic sketch of Paul's

address to Peter. Vers. 15 to 18 are certainly ad

dressed to Peter, but the personal and historical

narrative imperceptibly loses itself in appropriate

doctrinal reflections suggested by the occasion and

admirably adapted to the case of the Galatians, who

had fallen into the same error. In the third chap

ter it naturally expands into a direct attack on the

Galatians. A similar mingling of narrative and re

flection occurs in John iii. 14-21, 31-36.—Livest as

the Gentiles, according to the manner and custom

of the Gentiles in regard to eating (ver. 12). The

present tense 'livest,' or 'art wont to live,' im

plies habit and principle (for Peter had partaken

of unclean food long before, and by divine com

mand, Acts x. 10-16, 28 ; xi. 3), and brings out

more vividly the inconsistency of Peter, who in

the same breath gave up his native Judaism and
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led the Gentile converts back to Judaism. — Why

art thou constraining (or, compelling), not phys

ically and directly, but morally and indirectly, by

the force of example which is powerful for good

or evil according to the character and position of

the man who sets it. It is not necessary to sup

pose that the delegates of James required from

the Gentile converts the observance of the Jewish

law of meats. James himself, at all events, con

fined it to Jewish Christians. But the example

of such an Apostle as Peter implied a sort of

moral compulsion even for Gentile Christians. —

To Judaize, to imitate and adopt Jewish manners,

to conform to the Jewish religion, without be

coming a full Jew. Comp. Romanize, Romanizing

tendency.

Ver. 15. Many commentators close here the

speech of Paul to Peter ; others with ver. 16 ; still

others with ver. 18. But the words, ' we who are

Jews by nature,' would not suit the Galatians,

most of whom were Gentiles by birth, and there

is no mark of a return of the speech to the Gala

tians till iii. 1. —We Jews by birth, and not sin

ners, /'. e., gross sinners without law and without

God, like the heathen. The two words were

almost synonymous in the mouth of the Jew.

Comp. Matt. ix. 13; Luke vii. 34; Rom. ii. 12;

Eph. ii. 12.

Ver. 16. Tet knowing that a man is not justi

fied by works of law (law-works, Gesetzeswerke),

but only through faith in Jesus Christ, we ourselves

also became believers in Christ Jesus. Here the

term ' justify ' is first introduced in this Epistle.

On the important doctrine of justification see the

Excursus below, and the comments on Rom. i. 17

and iii. 2a It means acquittal from the guilt

and punishment of sin in the tribunal of the just

and holy God, on the ground of Christ's atoning

death and through the medium of faith by which

we apprehend Christ's merits and make his right

eousness our own. ' By works of law,' the

whole law, moral as well as ceremonial. — Shall

no flesh be justified, lit., 'shall all flesh not be

justified,' or ' find no justification.' An express

ive Hebraism. The negation attaches to the

verb, and not to the noun. But the genius of

the English language requires such a transposi

tion. ' Flesh ' in Hebrew is often used for man,

living being. The future tense expresses moral

impossibility : such a thing can never happen.

The passage is an authoritative confirmation of

his own statement by an allusion to Ps. cxliii.

2 : ' Enter not into judgment with Thy servant :

for in Thy sight shall no man living bejustified.'

Comp. Rom. iii. 20, where the passage is quoted

in the same form with the same addition ' of works

of law.'

Vers. 17-19 furnish an example of the con

densed and nervous dialectics of Paul, similar to

Rom. iii. 3-8. The sense is somewhat obscured

by brevity, and has been differently explained.

Some make Paul reason from false premises of

the Judaizers, by drawing from them a logical

inference which they themselves must repel with

pious horror. But he rather draws, in the form

of a question, a false conclusion of the Judaizing

opponents from correct premises of his own, and

rejects their conclusion with his usual formula of

abhorrence ; just as in Rom. vi. 2 he repels a

false antinomian inference from his correct doc

trine of justification by faith : ' Shall we continue

in sin that grace may abound ? God forbid J ' His

argument is this : But (you may object) if by

seeking gratuitous justification in Christ we had

to abandon legal justification and sink to the level

of common ' sinners ' (that is, take our position

with the profane heathen who know not the law,

and can only be justified by faith), does it not fol

low then {ipa) that Christ instead of abolishing

sin, promotes sin ? Away with this monstrous

and blasphemous thought ! On the contrary,

there is sin in returning to the law after having

abandoned it for faith in Christ (as Peter did).

1 myself ( Paul now politely chooses the first per

son, but means Peter) stand convicted of trans

gression if I build up again (as thou doest now

at Antioch) the very law of Moses which I pulled

down (as thou didst at Cxsarea by divine com

mand, and at first in Antioch), and thus condemn

my own former conduct For the law itself taught

me to exchange it for Christ to whom it points

and leads as a schoolmaster. It would be sin

therefore to return to it for justification.

Ver. 17. Were found, discovered, in the eyes

of God and men, at the time of our conversion

to Christ and our justification by faith in him. —

Sinners in the Jewish sense, «. e., lawless heathen,

as in ver. 15. — A minister of sin, helper, pro

moter. — Let it never be ! or ' Far be it ; ' 'By

no means;' 'Away with the thought;' 'Nay,

verily.' This phrase occurs fourteen times in St.

Paul, thrice in Galatians (ii. 17, 21 ; iii. 21), ten

times in Romans (iii. 4, 6, 31 ; vi. 2, 15 ; vii. 7,

13 ; ix. 14 ; xi. I, 11), and once in 1 Cor. vi. 15.

It is an expression of strong denial, often mixed

with moral indignation or aversion, and is here

and generally used by Paul interjectionally in re

butting an unjustifiable inference deduced from

his teaching by an opponent. The rendering

' God forbid ' in the E. V. in all these passages

is strongly idiomatic, but unfortunate, as it im

plies a familiar use of God's name then prevalent

in England, which borders on profanity. There

is neither ' God ' nor ' forbid ' in the Greek

phrase.

Ver. 18. The sin is the other way, in going

back from Christ to Moses, from the gospel of

freedom to the law of bondage. Paul speaks

with delicate consideration in the first person,

but really means Peter and the Judaizers. He

supposes a case which actually occurred, and ex

poses its folly. Peter in this case proved himself

an architect of ruin. — The things which I palled

down, the Mosaic ordinances, in this case the Le-

vitical law of meats. Paul frequently uses the

metaphor of building ; comp. 1 Cor. iii. 10-14 ;

2 Cor. v. I ; x. 4 ; Rom. xv. 20 ; Eph. ii. 20-22.

— I prove myself to be a transgressor of the law

itself, by rebuilding it on the ruins of the gospel

contrary to its own spirit and intent to prepare

the way for the gospel as its fulfillment

Ver. 19. For I through law died to law (a

dative of disadvantage) that I might live to God

(dative of advantage). The same idea is ex

pressed in Rom. vii. 4-6 ; Col. ii. 20. Paul gives

here, in a single sentence, the substance of his own

experience, which he more fully explains in the

seventh chapter of Romans. The " I " is here

Paul himself, and not Peter (as in ver. 18). The

law itself led him to Christ, so that it would be

sinful and foolish to return to it again, as Peter

did. As well might a freedman become a slave, or

a man return to childhood. The law is a school

master to lead to Christ (Gal. iii. 24), by develop

ing the sense of sin and the need of redemption.

But the very object of a schoolmaster is to ele
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vate the pupil above the need of his instruction

and tuition. His success in teaching emancipates

the pupil. So children nurse at their moiher's

breast, that they may outgrow it, and by passing

through the school of parental authority and dis

cipline they attain to age, freedom, and indepen

dence. The ' law ' is therefore to be taken in the

same sense in both cases of the Mosaic law.

Comp. Rom. vii. 6-13. Those who (with many

of the fathers, and even Luther and Bengel) refer

it in the first clause to the law of Christ (Rom.

viii. 2), and in the second clause to the law of

Moses, miss the drift and beauty of the passage.

' Law ' without the article has a wider sense, and

is applicable to all kinds of law, as a general rule

or principle, but chiefly and emphatically to the

Mosaic law, which is usually indicated by the

definite article. — That I might live unto God, a

new life of obedience to the law of Christ, and

gratitude for the redeeming mercy of God. The

death of the old man of sin is followed by the

resurrection of the new man of righteousness.

This cuts off all forms of antinomianism.

Ver. 20. I have been crucified with Christ (not

' am crucified,' as the E. V. has it). Paul means

the past act which took place in his conversion.

It is an explanation of the word ' died,' ver. 19

(not ' am dead,' E. V.). Since the law is a school

master to Christ who fulfilled it and removed its

curse by His atoning death on the cross, the be

liever is crucified with Christ as to his old, sinful

nature, but only in order to live a new spiritual

life with the risen Saviour. Comp. Rom. vi. 5-10 ;

Gal. v. 24 ; vi. 14 ; Col. ii. 20. And it is no longer

I that live, or, 'I live no longer myself,' in the un

converted state, under the dominion of sin and

the curse of the law. ' I have no longer a sepa

rate existence, I am merged in Christ' (Light-

foot). The E. V. : 'Nevertheless I live, yet not

I' conveys a beautiful and true idea, but is

grammatically incorrect, since the original has no

' nevertheless ' nor ' yet.' — But it is Christ that

liveth in me, Christ, the crucified and risen Re

deemer, who is the resurrection and the life, is

the indwelling, animating, and controlling prin

ciple of my life. One of the strongest and clear

est passages for the precious doctrine of a real life-

union of Christ with the believer, as distinct both

from a mere moral union and sympathy, and from

a pantheistic confusion and mixture. Christ truly

lives and moves in the believer, but the believer

lives and moves also, as a self-conscious person

ality, in Christ. Faith is the bond which so unites

the soul to Christ, that it puts on Christ (iii. 27),

that it becomes a member of His body, yea flesh

of His flesh and bone of His bone (Eph. v. 30),

and derives all its spiritual nourishment from

Him (John xv. 1 ff.). Comp. Gal. iii. 27 : ' Ye

did put on Christ ; ' iv. 19 : * Until Christ be

formed in you s ' 2 Cor. i. 3, 5 : 'Jesus Christ is

in you ; ' Col. iii. 4 : ' When Christ who is our

life, shall appear ; ' Phil. i. 21 : ' For to me to live

is Christ ; ' John xv. 5 : ' I am the vine, ye are

the branches ; ' John xvii. 23 : 'I in them, and

Thou in Me, that they may be perfected into one.'

— That (life) -which I now live in the flesh. 'Now'

after my conversion, as compared with my old

life. ' In the flesh,' in this bodily, temporal form

of existence. It is explanatory of the preceding

sentence. The life-union with Christ does not

destroy the personality of the believer. Even

his natural mortal life continues in this world,

but as the earthen vessel containing the heavenly

treasure of the imperishable life of Christ who

dwells in him and transforms even the body into

a temple of the Holy Spirit. — I live in the faith,

(not 'by,' E. V.) corresponds to 'in the flesh,'

and conveys the idea that faith is the living ele

ment in which Paul moved. — Of the Son of God,

the object of faith, the eternal Son of the Father

who has life in himself (John v. 26), and by his

incarnation and his atoning death on the cross

has become the fountain of divine life to man. —

Who loved me, individually, as a personal friend.

The love of Christ to the whole world applies

in its full force to each believing soul, as the sun

pours its whole light and heat with undiminished

force on every object it reaches.

Ver. 21. I do not frustrate, or set at nought,

make of no effect, nullify, as the Judaizers do

with their assertion of the necessity of the law

for justification. — The grace of God, which re

vealed itself in the infinite love and atoning

death of Christ, ver. 20. — Christ died (not 'is

dead,1 E. V.) for nought, or ' uselessly,' 'gratuit

ously,' i. e., without good cause ; not ' in vain '

(1. e., without fruit or effect). If the observance

of the law of Moses or any other human work

could justify and save man, the atoning death of

Christ would be unnecessary as well as fruitless.

This blasphemous inference gives the finishing

stroke to the false Judaizing gospel.

The power of this concluding argument Peter

could not resist, and he no doubt felt ashamed

and humbled at this overwhelming rebuke, as he

did after the denial of his Master, although Paul,

from discretion and kindness, says nothing of the

result of this collision. The effect of it was long

felt : to the Ebionites it furnished material for

an attack upon Paul, to the Gnostics for an at

tack upon the Jewish apostles, to Porphyry for

an attack upon Christianity itself. But Christian

ity has survived all these attacks, and gains new

strength from every conflict.

Excursus on the Controversy of Peter and Paul.

Chapter II. 11-14.

The collision of the two Apostles was of course only temporary. Peter showed weakness, Paul

rebuked him, Peter submitted, and both continued to labor, at a respectful distance, yet as brethren

(comp. 1 Cor. ix. 5 ; 2 Pet. iii. 15, 16), for their common Master until they sealed their testimony by

their blood and met again never more to part in the church triumphant above- The same is true of

the alienation of Paul from Barnabas and Mark, which took place about the same time, but was ad

justed afterwards, as we learn from Paul's respectful allusion to Barnabas ( 1 Cor. ix. 6), and Mark's
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later connection with Paul (Col. iv. 10; Philem. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 11).1 At the same time it cannot be

denied that the scene in Antioch reveals an immense fermentation and commotion in the Apostolic

Church, which was not a dead unit, but a living process and a struggle of conflicting views and ten

dencies with an underlying harmony. On the one hand the quarrel has been greatly exaggerated by

Celsus, Porphyry, and other enemies of Christianity, old and new, who used it as a weapon against

the character and inspiration of the Apostles ; on the other hand it has been explained away and

dishonestly misinterpreted by eminent fathers and Roman commentators in mistaken zeal for a rigid

and mechanical orthodoxy.

We take the record in its natural, historical sense, and derive from it the following instructive

lessons : —

1. The right and duty of protest against ecclesiastical authority, even the highest, when Christian

truth and principle are endangered. The protest should be manly, yet respectful. Paul was no

doubt severe, but yet he recognized Peter expressly as a ' pillar ' of the Church and a brother in

Christ (Gal. i. 18; ii. 9). There was no personal bitterness and rudeness, as we find, alas, in the

controversial writings of St. Jerome (against Rufinus), St Bernard (against Abelard), Luther (against

Erasmus and Zwingli), Bossuet (against Fenelon), and other great divines.

2. The duty to subordinate expediency to principle, the favor of man to the truth of God. Paul

himself recommended and practised charity to the weak ; but here a fundamental right, the freedom

in Christ, was at stake, which Peter compromised by his conduct, after he himself had manfully stood

up for the true principle at the Council of Jerusalem, and for the liberal practice at Antioch before

the arrival of the Judaizers.

3. The moral imperfection of the Apostles. They remained even after the Pentecostal illumination

frail human beings, carrying the heavenly treasure in earthen vessels, and stood in daily need of for

giveness (2 Cor. iv. 7 ; Phil. iii. 12 ; James iii. 2 ; I John i. 8 ; ii. 2). The weakness of Peter is here

recorded, as his greater sin of denying his Lord is recorded in the Gospels, both for the warning and

for the comfort of believers. If the chief of the Apostles was led astray, how much more should

ordinary Christians be on their guard against temptation ! But if Peter found remission, we may

confidently expect the same on the same condition of hearty repentance. ' The dissension — if dis

sension it could be called — between the two great Apostles will shock those only who, in defiance

of all Scripture, persist in regarding the Apostles as specimens of supernatural perfection.' (Farrar,

Life and Work ofSt. Paul, i. 444.)

4. The collision does not justify any unfavorable conclusion against the inspiration of the Apostles

and the infallibility of their teaching. For Paul charges his colleague with hypocrisy or dissimula

tion, that is, with acting against his own better conviction. We have here a fault of conduct, a tem

porary inconsistency, not a permanent error of doctrine. A man may know and teach the truth, and

yet go astray occasionally in practice. Peter had the right view of the relation of the gospel to the

Gentiles ever since the conversion of Cornelius ; he openly defended it at the Apostolic Council (Acts

xv. 7 ; comp. Gal. ii. 1-9), and never renounced it in theory ; on the contrary, his own Epistles agree

fully with those of Paul, and are in part addressed to the same Galatians with a view to confirm them

in their Pauline faith ; but he suffered himself to be influenced by some scrupulous and contracted

Jewish Christians from Jerusalem. By trying to please one party he offended the other, and endan

gered for a moment the sound doctrine itself.

5. The inconsistency here rebuked quite agrees with Peter's character as it appears in the Gospels.

The same impulsiveness and inconstancy of temper, the same mixture of boldness and timidity, made

him the first to confess, and the first to deny Christ, the strongest and the weakest among the Twelve.

He refused that Christ should wash his feet, and then by a sudden change he wished not his feet

only, but his hands and head to be washed ; he cut off the ear of Malchus, and in a few minutes

afterwards he forsook his Master and fled ; he solemnly promised to be faithful to Him, though all

should forsake Him, and yet in the same night he denied Him thrice. If the legend of Domine quo

vadis (which is first mentioned in the Apocryphal Acts of Peter and Paul) has any foundation in fact,

he remained ' consistently inconsistent ' to the last. A few days before his execution, it is said, he

escaped from prison, but when he reached a spot outside of Rome, near the gate of St Sebastian,

now marked by a chapel, the Lord appeared to him with a cross, and Peter asked in surprise : ' Lord,

whither goest thou ? ' (Domine, quo vadis f) And when the Lord replied : ' I am going to Rome to

be crucified again,' the disciple returned deeply humbled, and delivered himself to the jailor to be

crucified head downwards.

6. It should be remembered, however, on the other hand, first, that the question concerning the

significance of the Mosaic law, and especially of the propriety of eating meat offered to idols, was a

very difficult one and continued to be agitated in the Apostolic Church (comp. t Cor. viii.-x. ; Rom.

xiv.). The decree of the Council at Jerusalem (Acts xv. 20, 29), after all, stated simply the duties of

the Gentile converts, strictly prohibiting them the use of meat offered to idols, but it said nothing on

the duties of the Jewish Christians to the former, thus leaving some room for a milder and stricter

view on the subject. We should also remember that the temptation on the occasion referred to was

very great, since even Barnabas, the Gentile missionary, was overcome by it.

7. Much as we may deplore and censure the weakness of Peter and admire the boldness and con

sistency of Paul, the humility and meekness with which Peter, the oldest and most eminent of the

twelve Apostles, seems to have borne the public rebuke of a younger colleague, are deserving of high

praise. How touching is his subsequent allusion in 2 Pet. iii. 15, 16, which is addressed to the

1 The words used by Luke of the general controversy in the Council at Jerusalem (Acts xv. a), are oraatt (dissension,

a factious party spirit) and £>rn)<rtf (disputation, questioning); the word used of the quarrel between Paul and^ Barnabas

(xv. 39), is irapocWpot, txactrbatio, paroxysm, and implies a warm and sharp contention, heightened in this case by

the previous friendship and cooperation, yet, after all, passing away as a temporary alienation. The same word is used

Heb. x. 24 in a good sense of ' provocation to love and good works '
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Galatians among others, to the very Epistles of his ' beloved brother Paul,' in one of which his own

conduct is so sharply condemned. This required a rare degree of divine grace which did its full

work in him through much suffering and humiliation, as the humble, meek, gentle, and graceful

spirit of his Epistles abundantly proves.

8. The conduct of Paul supplies a conclusive argument in favor of the equality of the Apostles and

against the papal view of the supremacy of Peter. No pope would or could allow any Catholic

bishop or archbishop to call him to an account and to talk to him in that style of manly independ

ence. The conduct of Peter is also fatal to the claim of papal infallibility, as far as morals or dis

cipline is concerned ; for Peter acted here officially with all the power of his Apostolic example, and

however correct in doctrine, he erred very seriously in practice, and endangered the great principle

of Christian freedom, as the popes have done ever since. No wonder that the story was offensive

to some of the fathers and Roman commentators, and gave rise to most unnatural explanations.

We may add that the account of the Council in Jerusalem in Acts xv. likewise contradicts the

Vatican system, which would have required a reference of the great controversy on circumcision to

the Apostle Peter rather than to a council under the presidency of James.

9. The Apostolic Church is typical and foreshadows the whole course of the history of Christen

dom. Peter, Paul, and John represent as many ages and phases of the Church. Peter is the rock of

Catholicism, Paul the rock of evangelical Protestantism. Their temporary collision at Antioch an

ticipates the world-historical antagonism of Romanism and Protestantism, which continues to this

day. It is an antagonism between legal bondage and evangelical freedom, between Judaizing con

servatism and Christian progress. Jerusalem, Rome, and Petersburg are in different degrees on

the side of Peter; Wittenberg, Geneva, and Oxford— at various distances and with temporary re

actions— follow the standard of Paul. Let us hope also for a future reconciliation in the ideal

Church of harmony and peace which is symbolized by John, the bosom friend of Christ, the seer

of the heavenly Jerusalem.

Paul and Peter, as far as we know from the New Testament, never met again after this scene in

Antioch. But ecclesiastical tradition reports that they were tried and condemned together in Rome,

and executed on the same day (the 29th of June), Peter, the Galilxan disciple, on the hill of the

Janiculum, where he was crucified ; Paul, the Roman citizen, on the Ostian road at the Tre Fontane,

where he was beheaded. Their martyr blood thus mingled is still a fountain of life to the church

of God.

Excursus on Justification.

Chapter II. 16, 17.

The doctrine ofjustification by faith is one of the fundamental doctrines of Paul, and is set forth

most fully in this Epistle and in that to the Romans. How shall a sinner be justified before a holy

God ? This was a vital question in the Apostolic age, and came very near splitting the Church. It

shook Western Christendom again in the sixteenth century, and divided it into two camps. It is no

idle scholastic dispute, but involves the peace of conscience and affects man's whole conduct It is

nearly equivalent to the question : ' What shall I do to be saved ?'

cally they laid the main stress upon works, and hence they demanded circumcision as a term of

church membership, and a sign and pledge for the observance of the whole Mosaic law. Paul reasons

in this chapter that to return to the law for justification is virtually to abandon Christ, and to declare

his death needless and fruitless.

The following are the chief points to be considered here : —

1. The verb to justify (Sixaito) may be used both in an efficient and in a judicial sense, 1. e., (I.) to

makejust, to transform a sinner into a saint ; (2.) to declare just, to acquit In Hellenistic Greek, and

especially in Paul's Epistles, it has the judicial or forensic meaning. This appears—

(a.) From the equivalent terms 'to reckon,' or 'to account for righteousness.' Gal. iii. 6; Rom.

iv. 3, 5, 9, 23, 24 ; James ii. 23.

(*.) From the phrase to be justified ' before God,' or ' in the sight of God,' /. e., before His tribunal.

Gal. iii. 11; Rom. iii. 20.

[c.) From such passages where God or Christ is said to be justified. God is just and cannot be

made just, but He may be accounted or declared just by man. Rom. iii. 4 (from Ps. Ii. 4) ; 1 Tim.

iii. 16 ; comp. Matt. xi. 19 ; Luke vi. 29, 35.

(d.) From the opposite phrase to condemn. Matt. xii. 37 : 'By thy words shalt thou be justified,

and by thy words shalt thou be condemned ; ' Deut. xxv. 1 : ' The judges shall justify the righteous

and condemn the wicked ;' Prov. xvii. 15.

2. Consequently 'justification' (SucaWit, Rom. iv. 25 ; v. 18) is a judicial act of acquittal, in oppo

sition to condemnation.

Now there may be two kinds of justification, legal and evangelical. The former would be a reward

of merit, the latter is a free gift of grace. We may be justified and accepted by God on the ground

of our good works, the observance of His law, that is, because we are really righteous and deserving

nf acceptance ; or wc may be justified gratuitously on the ground of the merits of Christ the right

eous, as apprehended by a living faith.
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But justification by works is impossible, because we are all sinners by nature and practice, and

justly exposed to the wrath of God. We cannot in our own strength observe the divine law ; if we

could, there would have been no need of a Saviour and his death to atone for our sins. The more

we try to keep the law, the more are we driven to a conviction of sin and guilt and to a painful sense

of the need of redemption. This is the pedagogic or educational mission of the law. It is in itself

' holy, just, and good,' but it is opposed and defeated by the power of sin in the flesh, or the corrupt

nature of man, which it cannot overcome. It is therefore no ' quickening spirit,' but a ' killing letter.'

The best it can do is to bring the moral decease to a crisis by revealing sin in its true nature, and

thus to prepare the way for the cure.1

3. Hence we are shut up to gratuitous justification by the free grace of God through faith in Christ

who came into the world for the very purpose of redeeming us from the curse of the law and the

guilt and power of sin. God is the judge ; we stand charged before His tribunal with violation of

his holy law ; Christ steps in with his merits as our surety ; we accept Him as our Saviour, in sin

cere repentance and faith ; God pronounces us just for His son's sake, pardons our sins and adopts

us as His children. This is justification as taught by Paul. The atoning death of Christ is the meri

torious ground of our justification ; a living faith in Him is the condition on our part ; a holy obe

dience is the evidence or necessary consequence.

4. For it is impossible truly to believe in Christ without following his example. We are not justified

outside of Christ, but in Christ, standing in Him, united with Him, identified with Him, consecrated

to Him. Faith without works is dead. Paul demands a faith which is 'operative by love' (Gal. v.

16). He insists on good works fully as much as his Judaizing opponents, but as a result of justi

fication, not as a condition of it 1 he truly good works are works of fait!faith and manifestations of

gratitude to God for his redeeming love in Christ. Paul only carried out the teaching of Christ who

attributes saving power not to love or hope or works of men, but to faith. ' Thy faith hath saved

thee ; ' ' He that believeth in Me hath (already here and now) eternal life.' In all these cases faith

is not merely a theoretical belief, but trust of the heart, repose of the will in Christ, an outgoing of

the whole inner man towards Him as our Saviour. Faith is the bond of a vital union with Christ

and appropriates his righteousness and all his benefits. ' It is a living, busy, active, mighty power,

and cannot possibly cease from working good.' The same grace of God which justifies, does also

regenerate and sanctify. Faith and love, justification and sanctification are as inseparable in the life

of the true Christian as light and heat in the rays of the sun.

Paul's doctrine of justification then differs as widely from antinomianism which denies the necessity

of good works, as it differs from Jewish legalism, and all its kindred errors which make good works

an antecedent condition of justification and virtually teach that man is his own Saviour.

5. Paul's doctrine of justification is a source of unspeakable comfort and peace. It humbles our

pride, it gives us a full assurance of pardon, it fills us with a deep sense of the boundless love of

God, and the all-sufficient salvation of Christ It acts as the strongest stimulus of gratitude and

entire consecration to the service of Him who loved us and gave Himself for us.

CHAPTER III.

Contents : I. The Justification by Faith, and the Curse of the Law, vers. 1-14 ;

II. The Educational Significance of the Law, vers. 15-29.

The Justification by Faith, and the Curse of the Law.

Chapter III. 1-14.

Paul addresses himself again directly to the Galatians with an expression of his indignant surprise

at the folly of their relapse into Judaism, and passes from the historical to the doctrinal part of the

Epistle, from the apology of his apostolic authority to the defence of his apostolic teaching concern

ing justification by faith and evangelical freedom, in opposition to the slavish legalism which would

make Christ's death superfluous and useless. He first reminds the readers of their own experience

which must teach them that they received the Holy Spirit not through the law, but through faith

(vers. 1-5) ; and then he appeals to the example of Abraham who was justified by faith, and whose

genuine children are those who believe like him (vers. 6-9). The law on the contrary pronounces

the curse upon every transgressor, and cannot possibly justify any man, since they are all transgres

sors (vers. 10-12). Christ alone by His atoning death delivered us from this curse (vers. 13, 14).

1 Milton has a striking passage [Parad. Lost, xii. 285) in illustration of Paul's doctrine : —

'And therefore Law was given them to tvinct

Their natural prat'ity, by stirring up

Sin against Law to fight ; that when they see

Law can discover sin, but not remove,

Save by those shadowy expiations weak,

The blood of bulls and goats, they may conclude

Some blood more precious must be paid for man.'
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1 S~\ FOOLISH Galatians, "who hath1 bewitched you, that« chap. v. ,-,
II ' comp. Acti

V-/ ye should not *obey the truth,2 before whose eyes Jesus t j2^»^'-

Christ hath been evidently set forth, 'crucified among you?8' .'.cor.i.j.j;

2 This only would I learn of you, Received ye ''the Spirit by the^^jj4^.

3 works of the law,4 * or by the hearing B of faith ? Are ye so Jl"',''.^;'

foolish ? * having begun in the Spirit, are ye now made perfect H^b.vi.'V

4 by ' the flesh ?6 * Have ye suffered 7 so many things in vain ?* Rom.xl 16,

5 if it be yet8 in vain. He therefore ' that ministereth to you/cW ». 9;

the Spirit, and worketh miracles among you,9 doeth he it1" byr Heb.vU.16i

the works of the law," or by the hearing 12 of faith ? * Hei>?x 35,

6 Even as *' Abraham believed God, and it was accounted18 . 8. '

7 to him for righteousness.' Know ye14 therefore that ' they * gkn.' xv. 6 j

which15 are of faith, the same are the children18 of Abraham. 9>»».«i
James 11. 23.

8 And " the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the ' •'°^nR^m-

heathen17 through faith, preached before the gospel18 unto m"y^'}?.'£

9 Abraham, saying, " ' In thee shall all nations 19 be blessed.' So ^jj^

then they which be20 of faith are blessed with21 faithful Abra-"^;,^3'

L comp. xxii.

narn- 18; Acts hi.

10 For as many as are of the works of the law22 are under *5'

the23 curse: for it is written, "Cursed is every one that con-«D«uT.xxviL

26 ; Jer. xi.

tinueth not in all things which are written in the book of the 3-

11 law to do them.' But pthat no man is justified by the law24/ Oiap.a. 16.

in the sight of God, it26 is evident : for, «'The just26 shall live*- jf*"-?-4'.

12 by faith.' And rthelawis not of faith: but, "The man that g«b.x.js.'

J ' r Rom. IV. 4,

\\ doeth them27 shall live in them.' 'Christ hath28 redeemed us *}is,6i

from the curse of the law, being made M a curse for us : for it ' ^rSJ'.',.

is written, "'Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree : ', &,ap. ir s.

14 " That the blessing of Abraham might come on the Gentiles f™t™'2?\

through30 Jesus Christ; that we might receive "the promise of « Deuliixi.1'

the Spirit through faith. v Rom. w. 9,

16.

, . , , m Acts ii. 33

1 <7OT//hath Is.xxxii. 15

1 The best authorities omit the words that ye should not obey the truth. Jjjjjj.3' Y*

(Probably a gloss from chap. v. 7.) e^V" ; •

* was openly set forth among you, as crucified. {Some of the best MSS- xxxvt 17 ;'

omit among you.) 4 Did ye receive the Spirit by works of law ? ,£? zech.

6 preaching (message) 6 are ye now ending (finishing) in the flesh ? Vdnnvi; 30.

7 Did ye experience • if it be really (indeed) • powers in yon

10 doth he do so n by works of law M preaching u reckoned

14 Ye perceive (indicative) 16 those who w sons

17 God justifieth the Gentiles 18 declared beforehand the good tidings

" all the Gentiles * those who are a insert the

* of works of law (law-works) a omit the *• lit. in law (by law)

46 omit it *• Or, the righteous

27 He that hath done them (/. e. observed the commandments)

*» omit hath " by becoming » in
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Ver. 1. 0 senseless Galatians, to think that

righteousness comes through the law, and thus

virtually to deny the necessity and efficacy of

Christ's death (li. 21). No reference to natural

dullness or stupidity (for the Galatians, like all

the Celtic races, were bright and intelligent), but

to spiritual folly. The same word is used by our

Lord of the disciples of Emmaus (Lukexxiv. 25).

— Did bewitch yon, fascinate with his evil eye.

The relapse from the freedom of the gospel to

the slavery of the law is so absurd that it seems

only explicable on the assumption of magical

agency. The Greek word (ftuncaVw), originally

referred to witchery by spells or incantations,

then to the blighting influence of the evil eye

(especially on children), according to a common

belief still prevalent in Egypt and throughout the

East, also in Italy ('occhio cattivo'), and among

the Celts in Brittany. It implies the envious

spirit of the false teachers and their baleful influ

ence on the Galatians.1 — Before whose eyes Jesus

Christ was evidently (or, conspicuously) set forth.

This signifies the life-like, pictorial vivacity, and

effectiveness of Paul's preaching of Christ and

Him crucified, who by his death delivered us from

the curse and slavery of the law and reconciled

us to God. The Greek verb is used of placard

ing public notices and proclamations. More

freely we might translate : ' You, before whose

very eyes was held up the picture of Jesus Christ

on the cross.' Faithful preaching is the best

painting. Paul intimates that the actual sight

of Christ's death could not have affected them

more powerfully than his preaching. ' When the

church has such painters, she needs no longer

dead images of wood and stone.' (Calvin). —

Among you, lit. 'in you ' (omitted by some of the

best editors) may be connected either with the

verb 'set forth,' as a redundant phrase (not only

by letter from a distance, but by my own perso

nal presence and preaching), or with ' crucified,'

in this sense : The crucifixion has been so graph

ically described to you as if it had occurred in the

midst of you and in your very hearts. The for

mer is preferable on account of the order of

words. — Crucified is emphatically placed at the

end, as in 1 Cor. i. 23 : ' We preach Christ, and

him crucified,' and 1 Cor. ii. 2. The perfect par

ticiple implies the permanent character and result

of the crucifixion. Christ crucified is the greatest

conqueror, and draws all hearts to him. Comp.

John xii. 32.

Ver. 2. Paul appeals to their own experience at

their conversion, which alone should be sufficient

lo convince them of the error of their present po

sition. This only, among other concessions which

I might draw from your own spiritual experience.

The 'only' indicates that this is sufficient. Was

it by works of law (law-works, Gesetzeswerke) that

ye received the Spirit, the Holy Spirit, the great

est of gifts. He is communicated to believers

through the gospel, regenerates and sanctifies and

makes them children of God and heirs of eter

nal life. In the apostolic age, the Spirit man

ifested itself also in extraordinary gifts such as

speaking in tongues, prophesying, working of mir

acles (comp. Acts viii. 17 ; x. 44-46 ; xix. 6 ; 1

Cor. xiL-xiv.) — From the preaching (or, message,

> Coleridge {.Lady Ckrulaitl):—

' So deeply had she drunken in

That look, those shrunken serpent eyes,

That all her features were resigned

To this sole image of her mind.'

not ' hearing ') of faith, comp. ver. 5 ; 1 Thess.

ii. 13; Heb. iv. 2; and Rom. x. 17: 'faith Com

eth from preaching, and preaching through the

word of God.' The Greek (&xo4) admits of two

meanings : (1.) active : the hearing of faith, i. e.,

the reception of the gospel preached (comp. 'obe

dience of faith,' Rom. i. 5 ; xvi. 26) ; (2.) passive :

the report, the message which treats of faith

(genit. of the object). Lightfoot adopts the first,

but the second is preferable on account of the

usual meaning of the word in the New Testament,

and because the contrast is between the two prin

ciples, law and faith, not between two actions,

doing and hearing. The emphasis lies on ' law '

and 'faith.' In the New Testament, 'faith' is

mostly used in the subjective sense of the act and

exercise of faith, not in the objective sense of

doctrine of faith or creed. Faith is the organ by

which we receive the Holy Spirit through the

preaching of the gospel.

Ver. 3. Having began in the Spirit, are ye now

ending (or finishing) in the flesh 1 A fine irony.

The middle voice of the Greek verb (iwnfktiafa )

is preferable to the passive (' are ye now brought

to perfection') on account of the correspondence

with ' begun,' and on account of the parallel pas

sages, Phil. i. 6 (' he who began a good work in

you will finish it '), and 2 Cor. viii. 6. ' Spirit ' and

' flesh ' represent here the spiritual religion which

makes man free, and the carnal religion which

makes him a slave to outward forms and observ

ances.

Ver. 4. Bid ye experience so many things in

vain 1 The usual rendering ' suffer ' would refer

to persecutions which the Galatians had to en

dure (probably from the Jews) ; but as we know

nothing of them, it seems preferable to take the

Greek verb (eVa'flert) in the neutral and wider

sense (otherwise not found in the New Testa

ment, except perhaps in Mark v. 26), embracing

all spiritual experiences (blessings and benefits

as well) of the Galatians (comp. vers. 3 and 5). —

If it be really in vain. This leaves room for

doubt ; the Apostle cannot believe that the Gala

tians will lose all the benefit of their spiritual

experiences and continue in their folly. Others

take the words in the sense :' if it be only in

vain,' and not much worse ; since spiritual expe-

periences increase the responsibility and risk.

Comp. Luke xii. 47, 48 ; 2 Pet. ii. 21.

Ver. 5. The present tense ministereth and

worketh is used to indicate the continued com

munication and abundant supply of the spiritual

gifts. —Powers, miraculous powers, 1 Cor. xii.

10, 28, 29. —In yon, i. e., in your heart and will ;

comp. Matt. xiv. 2. Paul probably means the

moral miracles of regeneration ana conversion.

Others understand here physical miracles wrought

'among you,' i. e. in the midst of you.

Ver. 6. The only reply the Galatians could

make to the foregoing question was : ' By the

preaching of faith.' Taking this for granted,

Paul proceeds (as in Rom. iv. 1 ) to give the his

torical and scriptural proof from the example of

Abraham, the father of the faithful. The words

are a quotation from Gen. xv. 6 (Sept.). The

emphasis lies on believed, i. t., trusted in God.

Ver. 7. Ye perceive, therefore. The Greek may

be the indicative or the imperative. The former

agrees better with the argumentative character

of the sentence and with the particle 'there

fore ' (Spa). Others maintain that the imperative

('know ye') is more animated. — Those of faith,
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emphatic, no others, in opposition to the self-

righteous men of the law. 'They whose start

ing-point, whose fundamental principle is faith.'

Comp. Rom. ii. 8 ; iv. 14 (in Greek).

Ver. 8. The Scripture, personified, as in ver.

22, for the author of the Scripture. — Justifieth,

now when Paul wrote, and at all times. It is the

normal present indicating the only way of God's

justification, and sure accomplishment of his pur

pose. — Doclared beforehand the good tidings.

The promise to Abraham was an anticipation of

the gospel, i. e., the good tidings of salvation by

Christ.— In thee, as the spiritual father. Quota

tion from two passages (Gen. xii. 3, and xviii. 18),

which are fused into one. The blessing promised

includes the whole Christian salvation, which im

plies justification, /'. e., the remission of sins and

imputation of Christ's merit

Ver. 9. The emphasis lies on faith, as in ver. 7.

Vers. 10-12. Negative proof of ver. 9, by

showing the impossibility of justification by law,

because we cannot keep the law, and the viola

tion of the law subjects us to its curse (comp.

Rom. iii. 9-20 ; vii. 7-25). No man lives up even

to his own imperfect standard of goodness, much

less to the perfect rule of the revealed will of the

holy God.

Ver. to confirms ver. 9 by the opposite. As

many as are of law-works, are controlled by the

principle of law, and shape their character by

works, are nnder corse, i. e., subject to curse

(comp. 'under sin,' Rom. iii. 9). — For it is writ

ten, etc. A free quotation from Deut. xxvii. 26

(Sept.), the closing sentence of the curses from

Mount Ebal, and a summary of the whole.

Vers. 11 and 12 contain the following syllo

gism : The just lives by faith ; the law is not of

faith : consequently no man is justified by the

law.

Ver. 11. Now that in (the) law no man is jus

tified in the sight of God, is evident. ' In ' is ele

mental and instrumental, ' in and by,' or ' under '

the law, in the sphere and domain of the law.

' In the sight,' in the judgment of God ; man

standing as a culprit before His tribunal. For the

righteous shall live by faith. From Hab. ii. 4, ac

cording to the Septuagint. Comp. note to Rom.

i. 17. The passage refers originally to the preser

vation of the righteous Israelite amidst the ruin

of the Chaldxan invasion. The stress lays on

' faith,' as the power which gives life. ' By faith '

must not be joined with ' righteous,' but with

' shall live ' ; this is required by the original He

brew ('the righteous shall live by his faith? or

' his fidelity '), by the rendering of the Septuagint

('the righteous shall live by my faith? or accord

ing to another reading : ' my righteous shall live

by faith'), and by the contrast between 'live by

faith,' and ' to live in them,' i. e., in the command

ments (ver. 12). The Old Testament, then, al

ready declares faith to be the fountain of spirit

ual life and salvation, or rather the organ by

which we apprehend and appropriate the saving

grace of God in Christ to our individual use and

benefit.

Ver. 12. The law is not of [springs not from]

faith, but [declares], ' He who hath done them'

[/. €., the statutes and judgments, previously men

tioned in the Old Testament passage,] ' shall live

in them.' Quotation from Lev. xviii. 5. The life-

elemcut of the law is not faith, but work. Doing

is the essential thing in law. Faith receives the

gift of God, the law requires us to give, to per

form all its enactments.

Ver. 13. Christ redeemed as from the curse of

the law by becoming a curse for us. One of the

strongest passages for the doctrine of a vicarious

atonement. Christ, out of infinite love and in full

agreement with the Father's eternal plan of re

demption, voluntarily assumed, bore and abol

ished, by His death on the cross, the whole curse

of the outraged law in the stead and in behalf of

sinners. The vicarious efficacy lies not so much

in the preposition ' for,' as in the whole sentence.

What He did and suffered for men. He did and

suffered in their stead, and what He suffered in

their stead, He suffered for their benefit. — ' Re

deemed,' delivered (by one act accomplished, once

and for all) by a ransom, i. e., Christ's life offered

on the cross. Comp. Matt. xx. 28 (He 'gave his

life a ransom for many ') ; 1 Tim. ii. 6 ; 1 Cor. v.

20; vii. 23; Tit. ii. 14; Rev. v. 9; xiv. 4. — 'By

becoming a curse,' stronger, and yet milder than

'accursed.' Christ was the voluntary bearer of

the entire guilt of the whole race, yet without any

personal guilt The curse is transferred from the

guilty sinner to the innocent victim (as in the case

of the typical scape-goat. Lev. xvi. s. ff.). Comp.

2 Cor. v. 21 : ' Him [Christ] who knew no sin He

[God] made to be sin [stronger than sinner] for

us (or, on our behalf) ; that we might become

the righteousness of God in Him.'— 'For us,'

on our behalf, for our sakes. — For it is written,

etc. A parenthetic justification from Deut. xxi.

23 (Sept.) of the startling expression just used.

The passage refers to those criminals who after

being stoned were hung up on a stake (probably

on the form of a cross), but were not permitted

to remain in this position over night, lest the holy

land should be desecrated. Our Saviour fulfilled

the legal curse by hanging dead on the cross.

Paul significantly omits the words ' of God ' which

are in the Septuagint and in the Hebrew. For

Christ was not Himself accursed of God, but only

in a vicarious sense, that is, by the voluntary self-

assumption of the curse of others, and in full har

mony with the Father's wish and will, who, far

from hating his own beloved Son, delighted in

His sacrifice on the cross as 'a sweet-smelling

savor' (Eph. v. 2), and in the execution of His

own eternal purpose of redeeming mercy. Rid

dle : ' Two curses are mentioned by Paul. The

one: 'Cursed is everyone that continueth not,'

etc. (ver. 10). That curse lay on all mankind.

The other : ' Cursed is every one that hangeth on

a tree ' (ver. 13). This curse Christ took that He

might redeem us from the first. Both were curses

in and of the law. The one specifies the guilt,

the other the punishment. Christ bore the ac

cursed punishment, and thus took away the ac

cursed guilt He stood for the every one who

continueth not, by becoming the very one who

hung upon the tree.'

Ver. 14. The blessing of Abraham, justification

by faith and the whole Messianic salvation.— We,

1. e., all Christians whether of Jewish or Gentile

descent. —Receive the promise of the Spirit, re

fers back to ver. 2. ' After a wondrous chain of

arguments, expressed with equal force, brevity,

and profundity, the apostle comes back to the

subject of ver. 2 ; the gift of the Holy Ghost

came through faith in Jesus Christ.' (Ellicott.)
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The Educational Mission of the Law.

Chapter III. 15-29.

Paul now assumes a milder tone, and reasons with the Galatians from the common dealings of

men. Even a human covenant is sacred and cannot be set aside, much more a divine covenant.

Hence the promise of God to Abraham and to his seed, »'. e., to his believing posterity summed up

in Christ, cannot be annulled by the law which came in several hundred years later (vers. 15-18), but

the law intervened between the promise and its fulfilment, or between Abraham and Christ as a

school of discipline, or as a schoolmaster to prepare men for the freedom in Christ (19-24), so that

now by faith in Christ we are no more slaves, but sons and heirs (25-29).

15 T)RETHREN, I speak after the manner of men ; "Though" Heb.ix.17.

-D it be but a man's covenant, yet if it be confirmed,1 no man , _
' J J ' i Gen. xii. 7;

16 disannulleth,2 or addeth thereto. Now * to Abraham and his *'{;'« !g

seed were the promises made.8 He saith not, 'And to seeds,' ' ^jf*^7'

as of many ; but as of one, "And to thy seed,' which is d Christ. rfctS^veri

1 7 And this I say,4 that 5 the 6 covenant, that was confirmed be- cdr.'xi '«,

fore of God in Christ,7 the law, • which was 8 four hundred and , ex. »;. ^

thirty years after, cannot disannul,9 f that it should make the is! 6.

18 promise of none effect.10 For if » the inheritance be of the11 i4Twr?»*

law, kit is no more of promise: but God gave12 it to Abra-^i7°m ""

, , . A Rom. iv. 14.

ham by promise.

19 Wherefore then serveth the law ? " ' It was added M because v. »'; v'h si

of15 transgressions, till *the seed should come16 to whom the '•,*

promise was made, and it was" 'ordained by19 angels in20' AftbrAi-535

20 the hand mof a mediator. Now a mediator is not a mediator m Ex- " ">•

21, 22 ;

2 1 of one,21 " but God is one. Is the law then against the prom- J£"J: T;75'

ises of God ? God forbid : a "for if there had been a law given ^ ! J£clV'

which could have given life,23 verily righteousness should have Tim'u.V

22 been by the law.24 But * the Scripture hath concluded » • all ■ " g~m **

under sin, r that the promise by faith of27 Jesus Christ mightj ve'V" *'"

23 be given to them that believe. But before faith came, we were* i9?™31;"xi\'

1 Even a man's covenant when it hath been ratified s no one annulleth r ^0™',T' "'

* and to his seed (after the verb on account of the emphasis on seed)

4 Now this is what I (mean to) say 6 omit that 9 a

7 ratified (or, established) beforehand by God unto Christ. Some ofthe old

est MSS. omit the words unto Christ 8 came 9 annul

10 so as to make void the promise " omit the M hath freely given

18 What then is (the use of) the law ?

14 superadded (according to the better reading rpoatTiiit) u insert the

18 shall have come " hath been made 18 omit and it was

19 being ordained through M by

51 Now the (the art. is generic) mediator is not of one (a mediator does not

belong to one party, but requires at least two parties')

42 Far be it (or, May it never happen) w such as could make alive

44 would, indeed, have come from law * shut up

28 all things (to wiyra) « in
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kept under the law, shut up28 unto the faith which should after-

24 wards be revealed.29 Wherefore ' the law was our schoolmaster

to bring us unto Christ,30 ' that we might be justified by faith.

25 But after that faith is come, we are no longer under a school-

26 master.31 For ye " are all the children 32 of God by w faith, in

27 Christ Jesus. For 'as many of you as have been84 baptized

28 "into Christ 'have35 put on Christ. "There is neither Jew

nor Greek, * there is neither bond nor free, ° there is neither "

29 male nor87 female : for ye are all88 *one in Christ Jesus. And

cif ye be® Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed, and40 ''heirs

according to the41 promise.

88 we were shut up and kept in ward under the law

89 for the faith about to be revealed

80 So then the law hath been our tutor unto Christ

M sons M through ** were ■ did

81 tutor

no 87 and

88 all are
89

are 40 omit and 41 omit the

s Matt. v. 17;

Kom- x. 4 i

Col. ii. 17 ;

Heb. ix. 9,

10.

.' Acts xiii. 39'

chap. ii. lb.

a Chap. iv. 5,

6; John i.

12; Kom.

viii. 14, 15,

16 ; 1 John

iii. 1, 2.

v Kom. vi. 3.

n> Matt

xxviii 19.

x Kom. xiii.

M-

y Chap. v. 6.

z Col. iii. ii.

a Comp. 1

Cor. xi. if.

b John x. 16;

xvii. 20, 21

Eph. u- 14,

is, 16; iv. 4,

■ 5-
c Gen. xxi. 10,

la ; Rom.

ix. 7; Hcb.

xi. iS.

d Kom. viii.

17; chap.

28; Eph. hi. 6.

Ver. 15. Brethren. Winning address, contrast

ing with the severe rebuke, ver. 1 ; comp. iv. 31 ;

vi. I. 'There is a touch of tenderness in the ap

peal here, as if to make amends for the severity

of the foregoing rebuke ' (Lightfoot). — After the

manner of men, refers to the following illustration

taken from human relations. An argument a

fortiori. If even changeable men keep legal con

tracts sacred, how much more the unchangeable

God. The Judaizers altered the covenant with

Abraham by adding new conditions, and thus vir

tually set it aside. — Covenant. Such was the

nature of the promise of God to Abraham (Gen.

xv. 18; xii. 7). The translation 'will,' 'testa

ment' (in the margin of the E. V.), is unsuited to

the connection, and the translation ' promise ' is

ungrammatical. In the Septuagint and in the

Greek Testament, the word tiaH)Ki) always means

'covenant,' except in Heb. ix. 15-17, and the

rendering of the E. V. ' testament ' (from the

Vulgate, and in accordance with classical usage)

in Matt. xxvi. 28, and other passages should be

corrected. The designation of the ' Old and New

Testament' (instead of 'Covenant') arose from

this mistranslation, and is especially improper in

the case of the Old Covenant (since God cannot

die), but has become so well established that it

must be retained.

Ver. 16 introduces the new idea that the cove

nant of promise was not made with Abraham

only, but with his whole seed which centres in

Christ, and was therefore still waiting its fulfil

ment at the time when the law was given ; so that

it could not be abolished by the law. The em

phasis lies on the words : ' and to his seed,'

which look beyond the law of Moses and to

Christ's coming. —And to thy seed, Gen. xiii. 15 ;

xvii. 8 : ' And I will give unto thee, and thy seed

after thee, the land wherein thou art a stranger,

all the land of Canaan, for an everlasting pos

session ; and I will be their God.' The prom

ised inheritance refers evidently in its next and

literal sense to the land of Canaan, but in its

deeper spiritual sense to the kingdom of Christ.

The seed of Abraham comprehends, therefore,

not only the Israelites under Moses and Joshua,

but above all Christ and his people as the true

spiritual Israel who enter into that heavenly rest,

of which the rest of the earthly Canaan was only

an imperfect type (comp. Heb. iv. 8).

He saith not, ' And to seeds ' as of many, bnt

as of one, ' And to thy seed.' There arises a dif

ficulty here from the stress which Paul lays on

the singular of the word ' seed,' inasmuch as this

is a collective noun in Hebrew (sera) as well as in

the Greek (sperma), and modem languages, and

includes the whole posterity. It is singular in

form, but plural in meaning. The plural (seraim,

spermata) occurs in the sense of ' grains of wheat '

or 'grains of seed' (or crop, produce of the field,

I Sam. viii. 15), but never in the sense of ' off

spring' or 'posterity.' Hence it has been said

that Paul, after the 'manner of man' (ver. 15),

accommodates himself merely to the prevailing

rabbinical method of interpretation, or (as St.

Jerome thought) to the capacity of the 'foolish

Galatians.' Luther remarks : ' My dear brother

Paul, this argument won't stick.' But Paul under

stood Hebrew and Greek as well as his ancient

and modern interpreters, and he himself uses the

word sperma, ' offspring,' in the sense of plurality

(Rom. iv. 18; ix. 7), and the plural spermata in

the sense of 'various kinds of grain' (I Cor. xv.

38). He reads as it were between the lines of

the text. It is not a question of grammar, but of

spiritual meaning. The grammatical form (sperma

and spermata) serves merely as a vehicle of his

idea for the Greek reader. The main point is that

the collective word seed is used instead of children

or descendants, and that this word seed denotes

an organic unity of true spiritual Abrahamites,

and not all the carnal descendants of Abraham,

as the Jews imagined (comp. vers. 28, 29 ; Rom.

iv. 16, 18 ; ix. 8). The promise refers to Christ

par excellence, and to all those and only those

who are truly members of His body and united

to Him by a living faith. If all the single de

scendants of Abraham as such were meant, the
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children of Hagar and Ketura, and subsequently

Esau with his posterity would have to be included

also ; and yet they are plainly excluded. We

must, therefore, look to the believing posterity,

which is comprehended in Christ as the living

head, the same Christ, in whom as the true seed

of Abraham, God had promised to bless all the

nations of the earth (Gen. xxii. 18; xxvi. 4; xviii.

14. — Which is Christ, 1. e., Christ, not as a single

individual, but as the head of the church, which

is ' His body, the fulness of Him who tilleth all

in all ' (Eph. i. 23). In Him the whole spiritual

race of Abraham is summed up, and in Him it

fulfilled its mission to the whole world. He is

the representative and embodiment of all true

Israelites, and without Him the Jewish people

has no meaning. The seed includes, therefore,

all true believers who are vitally united to Christ.

The key to the passage is in vers. 28 and 29 : 'Ye

are all one in Christ Jesus. And if ye be Christ's,

then are ye Abraham's seed, heirs according to

the promise.' Comp. 1 Cor. xii. 12: 'As the

body is one and hath many members, and all the

members of that one body, being many, are one

body : so also is Christ.'

Ver. 17 contains an inference from ver. 15, in

the form of a condensed restatement of the argu

ment. It is impossible that the law should can

cel the promise which was given repeatedly at

least four hundred and thirty years earlier to the

patriarchs, and which looked from the beginning

to Christ as the proper end, so that the law is

only an intervening link between the promise and

its fulfilment. The words unto (with a view to)

Christ (not 'in Christ,' as in the E. V.), are, how

ever, omitted in the oldest MSS. and critical

editions. — Now this I say. What I mean to

say is this. — The law which came (so long a time

as) four hundred and thirty yean after (the

promise). This is the exact time of the sojourn

of the Israelites in Egypt, according to the his

torical statement in Exod. xii. 40. In the pro

phetic passage (Gen. xv. 13, and in Acts vii. 6),

the round number four hundred is given for this

sojourn. The Hebrew text in both passages im

plies that the residence in Egypt only is meant.

If Paul followed the Hebrew text, he did not in

clude the patriarchal age from Abraham's im

migration to Canaan till Jacob's emigration to

Egypt, which would make about two hundred

years more (630) ; the starting-point with him

was the close of the patriarchal age, during which

the promise was repeatedly given to Isaac and

Jacob as well as to Abraham (hence the plural

'promises' in vers. 17 and 21). It is quite pos

sible, however, that the Apostle follows here as

often the text of the Septuagint which differs

from the Hebrew in Ex. xii. 40, by including the

patriarchal period in the four hundred and thirty

years, and thus reducing the length of the Egyptian

sojourn nearly one half: 'The sojourning of the

children of Israel who dwelt in Egypt [and in the

land of Canaan], was four hundred and thirty

years.' The words 'and in the land of Canaan'

are not in the Hebrew text, but are also found in

the Samaritan Pentateuch. Joscphus is incon

sistent, and sometimes follows the one, sometimes

the other chronology. The Septuagint may have

inserted the explanatory clause to adapt the text

to the chronological records of Egypt. But this

difference in the chronology of the Greek Bible

and our present Hebrew text, although very seri

ous in a historical point of view, is of no account

vol. 111. 31

for the argument in hand. Paul means to say, the

older an agreement the stronger is its authority.

The Hebrew text would strengthen the argument.

Ver. 18. If ' the inheritance,' i. e., all the tem

poral and spiritual blessings promised to Abra

ham and culminating in the Christian salvation

(comp. the word ' inheritance,' Matth. v. 5 ; Acts

xx. 32 ; I Cor. vi. 9 ; Gal. v. 21), proceeded from

the law and depended on its observance, it could

be no more the gift of promise or of free grace,

which can be apprehended only by a living faith.

This, however, is plainly contradicted by the case

of Abraham, who received the inheritance by free

grace, and not by law, which then was not yet

given. Law and works are inseparably con

nected, and so are promise (or grace) ana faith.

Law and promise are used here without the article

as representing two opposite principles. — Hath

freely given, bestowed it as a free gift. ' The per

fect tense marks the permanence of the effect'

(Lightfoot).

Ver. 19. What then is the lawl Since the

law has properly nothing to do with the Christian

salvation, the question arises : To what end was

it then given at all, what is its use and import ?

The difficulty leads the Apostle to a profound

exposition of the relation of the Mosaic to the

Christian religion. — It was superadded because

of the transgressions. — It was not the original

scheme, but a subsequent addition to the promise

for an interimistic educational purpose to prepare

the way for the fulfilment of the promise in Christ

by the development of the disease of sin which is

necessary to its cure. Comp. Rom. v. 20, 'the

law came in beside,' etc. ' Because of,' or for the

sake of, on account of. This is differently inter

preted : (1.) In order to restrain or check trans

gressions ; the law being a bridle to sin (a Kiegel

and Ziigel) and preventing it from gross out

breaks (1 Tim. i. 9, 10). The Jews were, indeed,

more moral in their outward deportment than the

heathen. But this did not generally predispose

them more favorably for the gospel. And then

Paul speaks here not of the general restrictive

and detective significance of the law which it has

to this day, but simply of its propaedeutic office

as a preparation for Christ (comp. ver. 24 ff.).

(2.) In order to punish the transgressor, and thus

to quicken the moral sense and the desire for

redemption. (3.) In order to multiply the trans

gressions ('for the benefit of,' comp. the Gr. xty"

here used) ; the law acting as a stimulant on the

sinful desire, and calling it out into open exercise

(Rom. v. 20 ; vii. 5, 7, 8, 10 ; I Cor. xv. 56). This

bad effect arises not from the law itself, which is

good and holy (Rom. vii. 12, 14, 22), and which

was one of the great blessings of Israel (Rom. ix.

4), but from the sinful nature of man whose bad

passions are pricked and roused by the law, so

that the very prohibition tempts him to trans-

fression (vii. 13 ff. ; viii. 3). (4.) In order to

ring sin to light, and to make it appear in its

true character as a transgression of the divine

law, and thus, by the knowledge of the disease,

to prepare its cure. Comp- Rom. iv. 15 : ' Where

no law is, there is no transgression ; ' iii. 20 : ' By

the law is the knowledge ofsin ; ' vii. 7, 8 : ' With

out the law sin was dead.' The choice lies be

tween the last two interpretations, which are, in

fact, closely connected ; for it is by the very de

velopment of sin in the form of transgression that

its true nature is understood, the sense of guilt

awakened, and the desire for deliverance increased.
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The disease of sin must reach the crisis before and cannot contradict himself, therefore the law

the restoration could take place, and so far we cannot set aside the promise.' Or the Apostle

may say that God willed the development of sin suggests a proof for the inferiority of the law as

with the view to its complete suppression by the compared with the promise, in this sense : ' The

future redemption. Comp. Rom. v. 20 : 'The law law is a covenant between two parties and is con-

came in beside, that the trespass might abound ;

but where sin abounded, the gift of grace did still

more abound.' — The seed, i.e., Christ, as in v. 16,

— Being ordained (or enacted) by angels (by the

ministry of angels). According to Josephus and

the Jewish tradition, the angels acted as the min

isters and organs of God in the promulgation of

the Mosaic law. The angels mediated between

God and Moses, and Moses mediated between

the angels and the people of Israel. This view

is based upon the Septuagint translation of I )cut.

xxxiii. 2 ('Jehovah .... shined forth from Mount

Paran, and He came with ten thousands of saints?

to which the Septuagint adds : ' on his right hand

the angels with him '), and indorsed in two other

passages of the New Testament (Acts vii. 53, 58,

and Heb. ii. 2. It may be inferred from the gen

eral mode of divine revelation which is mediated

through agencies. — Through the hand of a medi

ator, 1. e., Moses, who received (on Mount Sinai)

the tables of the law from God through the angels,

and brought them down to the people. Hence

he is often called Mediator in Rabbinical books.

There were thus two intervening links between

Jehovah and the people, a human mediator (Mo

ses), and superhuman agents of God (the angels).

This double agency may have been mentioned

here either for the purpose of lowering the law

in comparison with the gospel where God spoke

in his Son directly to men and invites them to

commune with Him without the mediation of

man or angel ; or for the purpose of enhancing

the solemnity of the enactment of the law as -

ditioned by the obedience of the people ; but the

promise is the free gift of God alone, and man is

merely the recipient ; the law may be broken by

sinful men, the promise of God is unconditional

and irrevocable.' These are the two most natural

interpretations. I prefer the former because it

falls in easier with the preceding verses 15-19.

Ver. 21. If the law had the power to break

sin and to impart righteousness and life, it would

indeed be a rival of the promise and enter into

conflict with it. But this is not the aim of the

law at all ; on the contrary it is intended merely to

bring sin to its proper crisis and thereby to pre

pare the fulfilment of the promise. Paul infers

from the effect of the law its proper character

and relation to the promise.

Hake alive implies that we are spiritually dead

by nature. — Indeed, truly, in reality. But Paul

maintains, in opposition to the vain conceit of the

self-righteous Jews and Judaizing Christians, that

the law condemns all alike.

Ver. 22. The Scripture, the whole Old Testa

ment, including the law. It is here personified as in

ver. 8, and stands for the author of the Scripture.

The Apostle may have had in mind a special pas

sage, as Ps. cxliii. 2 (quoted above ii. 16) orDeut.

xxvii. 26 (quoted iii. 10), or rather the general

scheme of the Scripture as a history of the fall and

redemption. Shut np all (things) under sin.

Comp. Rom. xi. 32 : 'God shut up all (men) in

unbelief (or disobedience), that He might have

mercy upon all.' These two passages contain, as

_ in a nutshell, the whole history of men, the mys-

preparation for the gospel. The view we take of tery of the fall cleared up by the greater mystery

this design, depends somewhat on the interpreta- of redemption. 'Shut up/ as in a prison and

state of complete slavery, without means of es

cape, in striking contrast with the freedom of the

gospel. The verb implies an effective (not simply a

declaratory) activity of God in the development and

punishment (not in the origin) of sin, and this ac

tivity is conditioned and controlled by the eternal

counsel of redeeming love. ' All ' things, the

most comprehensive term. In the parallel pas

sage, Rom. xi. 32, the masculine is used, ' all ' men.

They are viewed as one solid mass of corruption

and guilt. No exception is made, not even in fa

vor of the Virgin Mary, as the Vatican dogma

would require. The second clause, that (in order

that, with the intention that) the promise, etc.,

contains the solution of the problem in the first

clause. God wills sin only as something to be

overcome and destroyed ; He permitted the fall

of Adam only in view of the redemption by Christ

which more than made up for all the loss of the fall.

' In Christ the tribes of Adam boast

More blessings than their father lost.'— {Watts.)

1 Earth has a joy unknown in heaven

The new-born peace of sin forgiven.

Tears of such pure and deep delight,

Vc angels t never dimmed your sight.'

(A.L.HOUumu.^

Ver. 23. Before the faith came, the faith in

Jesus Christ just mentioned (ver. 22), which un

der the legal dispensation existed only as a latent

element of life. — We were shut np and kept in

• \ P1? ^efin.',.e article in Greek is used here idiomatically in the generic sense, where the English idiom requires the

indefinite article. Comp. "sin" and " death," as a power, in Rom. v, u, where the Greek lias the definite article (aa

alao the German); also John x. u ; a Cor. xii. 12 (in Creek).

tion of ver. 20.

Most of the ancient fathers falsely refer the

passage to Christ, misled by 1 Tim. ii. 5. But He

is the mediator of the gospel, not of the law.

Comp. Heb. viii. 6; ix. 15; xii. 24. Here he

would be coordinated with, or rather subordinated

to, the angels and represented as a mere agent,

which is altogether foreign to the mind of Paul.

Some modern interpreters think of the Metatron,

the Angel of the Covenant, who according to the

latter Jewish theology instructed Moses in the law.

Ver. 20. The natural translation and meaning

of this famous cross of interpreters seems to be

this : How a mediator (every mediator, including

Moses, ver. 19) ' ii not of one (of one party only,

but always presupposes two or more parties ; m

this case God and the Jewish people) ; bnt God is

one (either one numerically, i. e., one party, Israel

being the other j or one morally and emphatically,

1. e., one only in opposition to every plurality or

contradiction). But what is the bearing of this

sentence upon the argument ? We have here evi

dently an elliptic syllogism, and must supply a

link, either the minor proposition or the conclu

sion. The Apostle, as by an incidental stroke of

lightning, suggests a collateral proof to the main

idea of this section, namely, that the promise

could not be made void by the law, in this sense :

' The God who gave both the promise and the law

is one and the same, consistent in all his dealings,
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ward under the law for the faith about to be re

vealed, 1. e., in order to be prepared for the free

state of the Christian faith. The word 'faith'

usually means the subjective state of the heart, the

exercise of trust ; but in vers. 22 and 23 it seems

to pass over into the objective sense, i. e., the dis

pensation of faith, the gospel, hence the verbs

came and to be revealed. In ver. 24 again the

subjective sense is meant.

Ver. 24. So then the law has been our tutor

unto Christ. This sentence expresses in a few

words the true philosophy of the law in its rela

tion to Christ. — ' Tutor,' literally pedagogue

(leader of boys), one intrusted with the moral

supervision and instruction of minors. In Greek

and Roman families of rank the office of tutor

was intrusted to a reliable slave who had to watch

the children of his master in their plays, to keep

them from excess and folly, to lead them to

school, or instruct them himself in the elementary

branches, and thus to train them for the freedom

of youth and manhood. This pxdagogic mission

attaches not only to the law of Moses, but we may

say to all laws, also to the moral law of nature

written in the conscience of man. The discipline

of law and authority is still the school of moral

freedom, and reaches its proper end in self-gov

ernment which is true freedom. The Greek fa

thers called philosophy the pxdagogue of the

Gentiles, which prepared them theoretically for

Christianity, as the Mosaic law prepared thejews

practically. — The ' schoolmaster ' of the E. V.

expresses only one element in the office of the

law. Luther's version : Zuchtmeister, is better,

because more comprehensive. It is still wider of

the mark and inconsistent with the imagery of the

context to make Christ the schoolmaster ('the tu

tor to conduct us to the school of Christ'). On

the contrary the whole work of preparatory train

ing belongs to the pxdagogue, and Christ repre

sents here the result of the educational process,

i. e„ the state of evangelical freedom and inde

pendent, self-governing manhood. Comp. Eph.

iv. 13.

Ver. 26. For ye all are sons of God. 'AH,'

Jews and Gentiles alike (comp. vers. 27 and 28).

I Sons' (not 'children,' E. V.), implies here the

idea of age and freedom, as distinct from the

state of childhood and pupilage under the train

ing of the pxdagogue. Comp. iv. 6, 7 ; Rom. viii.

1 4- 1 5- Paul uses the term ' sons ' and ' children '

of God mostly in opposition to slaves (Gal. iv. 7).

John uses the term 'children' of God with refer

ence to their new birth (John i. 12 ; 1 John iii. 1,

2, 10 ; v. 2). — By the faith, which is the act of a

freeman, in Christ Jesus (the dative in Greek) i. e.,

reposing in Christ, or (if we prefer connecting the

words with ' sons ') by virtue of your life-union

with Christ, being grounded and rooted in Him.

Ver. 27. As many of yon as were baptized into

Christ, did pnt on Christ. The Greek tenses (ao-

rists) make the two acts simultaneous ; in the act

and at the time of your baptism ye did clothe your

selves with Christ. 'Into' implies introduction

into union with Christ, mystical incorporation in

Christ; so also Rom. vi. 3 (' into Christ' ; comp.

1 Cor. x. 2 'into Moses'), and the baptismal

formula, Matt, xxviii. 19, 'baptizing into (not

' in ') the name of the Father, and the Son, and

the Holy Ghost.'— 'Did put on Christ,' is analo

gous to the phrase ' to put on the new man ' of

righteousness and holiness, in opposition to the

' old man ' of sin which is to be ' put away ; ' Eph.

iv. 22, 24 ; Col. iii. 9, 10. The baptized is sur

rounded by Christ and covered with his merits,

as the soldier is surrounded by his equipment.

This is, however, only the beginning of the Chris

tian life and must be followed by daily renewal

and progress. Comp. Rom. xiii. 14. The figure

of putting on Christ as a new dress gave rise

afterwards to the custom of wearing white bap

tismal garments, but there is no trace that such

a custom existed already in the Apostolic church.

To understand this passage, we should remem

ber that in the Apostolic age the baptism of

adults (such as are here addressed) presupposed

or implied, as a rule, actual conversion and re

generation in consequence of preaching and in

struction, though there were exceptions (as the

case of Simon Magus, who hypocritically con

fessed faith). If baptism of believers on personal

profession of faith means anything, it means the

death of the old man of sin and the birth of the

new man of righteousness. This is its idea and

aim, but practically it may be and often is pro

faned and perverted. On the part of God it is a

sign and seal of remission of sin and of regenera

tion by the Holy Spirit, on the part of man an act

of self-consecration to the service of God (comp.

Rom. vi. 3, 4; Tit iii. 5). From this high esti

mate Paul derives the strongest exhortations to

the baptized, to walk in accordance with their

solemn pledge, lest by their own faithlessness they

forfeit the baptismal blessing. The greater the

benefit, the greater the responsibility and risk.

Here he represents the putting on of Christ as a

finished fact (in principle), elsewhere he urges it

upon those already baptized as a daily duty ( Rom.

xiii. 14). The former is the dogmatic, the latter

the ethical view of the matter. Calvin remarks

that sacraments are never meant to be empty

signs, but include always, according to the divine

will, the thing signified. The believer receives

the grace offered, the unbeliever rejects it, but

he cannot by such rejection overthrow the faith

fulness of God, nor deprive the sacraments of

their true objective intent and significance. Thus

the sun shines upon the blind as well as the see

ing, but although the blind man has no benefit

from the sun, he cannot alter the nature of the

sun, or deprive him of his force. Food is always

nourishing and salutary in itself, though it may

prove poison to the sick.

Ver. 28. There is neither Jew nor Greek, etc.,

there is no room for, and there can be no room.

Paul negatives, ' not the fact only, but -the pos

sibility, as James i. 17.' The great idea of free

dom, fraternity, and equality, then, is to be traced

to Christianity, although it is often carnally mis

understood and caricatured by men. Error steals

the livery of truth, and anti-Christ the livery of

Christ. It is to be understood here, of course,

in a religious sense. The gospel makes all men

equal before God, both as sinners, and as subjects

of redeeming grace ; it has broken down the na

tional, social, and sexual partition walls of the an

cient world, and raised women and slaves to the

true dignity and the enjoyment of the rights of

man, not in the violent way of a sudden revolu

tion, but by the slow and silent, yet sure process

of a moral transformation of society from within,

a process still going on till its final consumma

tion at the second coming of Christ. — For ye

all are one (man) in Christ Jesus, one moral per

son in Jesus Christ the head, comp. Eph. ii. 15

(' one new man ') ; 1 Cor. xii. 12. The masculine
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gender in the original is chosen on account of tion ver. 7, that the believers are the true children

ver. 16, and is more expressive in this connection of Abraham, and consequently heirs by promise,

than the neuter, which we find in John x. 30 ; xvii. Ver. 16 must here be kept in view, where Christ

11, 2 1. is declared to be the seed of Abraham. Union

Ver. 29. And if ye are Christ's, then are ye with Christ constitutes the true spiritual descent

Abraham's seed, heirs according to promise. The from Abraham, and secures the inheritance of all

final conclusion of this profound, comprehensive, the Messianic blessings by promise, as against in-

varied, and terse reasoning, in proof of the asset- heritance by law.

Excursus on Chaffer III. 20.

The genius of Paul, by the wealth and depth of his ideas, has stimulated more minds and exercised

more pens than any other writer. This verse is counted the most difficult passage in the New Testa

ment, and has given rise to about three hundred interpretations (254, according to Drs. Winer and

Weigand in 1821 ; 430, according to Dr. Jowett.) Most of them are of recent origin, and not a few are

more obscure than the text1

The sentence is simple enough grammatically ; the obscurity arises from its brevity and connection.

The interpretations differ ( 1 ) as to the sense of ' the mediator — whether it means all mediators as a

class (the generic article), or Moses, or Christ ; (2) in what is to be supplied to the genitive ofone (ivi%)

— party, thing, seed, people (the Jews only ;is distinct from the heathen, but God is the one God of

both) ; (3) as to the meaning of ' God is one (tit) — numerically, or morally, referring to his monarchy,

or sovereignty, or faithfulness and unchangeableness ' ; (4) in the logical connection with the preceding

and succeeding verses ; (5) in the relation of the clauses to each other.

Omitting mere arbitrary conjectures and fancies, we will give only the best interpretations.

1. Christ is the mediator between God and men. Comp. 1 Tim. ii. 5 : ' There is one God and one

mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus.' — So most of the fathers who cared little for

the logical connection, and hence did not feel the difficulty of the passage. Some saw here even a ref

erence to the two natures of Christ, the human ('of one') and the divine.

2. Moses is the mediator between God and the Jewish people ; but God is one, the same who gave

the promise to Abraham and the law through Moses. — So Theodoret and other fathers. Bengel and

Wieseler also refer ' the mediator ' to Moses, but differ in the conclusion. Wieseler supplies the infer

ence : the failure of the mediatorial office of Moses between God and the people is due to the unfaith

fulness of men who did not keep the compact.

3. A mediator (generally) is not of one party, but of two ; God is one party, the people the other ;

and the people are bound to observe the law. The last sentence is supplied. — So Winer, who sees

here a parenthetical remark in favor of the authority of the law.

4. A mediator occupies a subordinate middle position and belongs to both parties who stand over

against each other; but God is one party for himself over and above the mediator. The law belongs

to the same subordinate sphere as the mediator, but the promise which is given directly by God with

out a mediator, stands higher. The law was provisional, the promise is permanent — So Baur, fol

lowed by Farrar [St. Paul, ii. 150).

5. A mediator implies a separation of two parties, God and man, but in God, the author of the

promise, is perfect unity. An argument for the superiority of the promise. — De Wette.

6. Every mediator intervenes between two or more parties ; but God is a single person, not a plu

rality ; hence the law, which is a contract between God and Israel, cannot be opposed to the divine

promises of the same one God acting directly. — Meyer.

7. The idea of a mediator supposes two different parties to be united ; but inasmuch as God is

strictly one — so that there can be no two Gods, or one God of the law and another of the promise —

it follows that Moses as mediator did not mediate between the God of the promise and the God of

the law and so abolish the promise by the law, but he mediated (as is well known) only between God

and the people of Israel. — Ewald. Similarly Weiss (Bibl. Theol.d. N. T., 3d ed., p. 266).

8. God in the promise stands and acts alone ; therefore in the promise a mediator does not apper

tain to God. Is then the law which involved a mediator opposed to the promises which rested on

God alone ? God forbid. — Ellicott.

9. The sentence is an attack upon the law and the Judaizers. A mediator, and consequently also

the law which was given by mediators (angels and Moses), does not appertain to the promise which

proceeds from God alone. — Holsten (in the Protestanten-Bibel, 1874).— Similarly Fricke : Moses

and the law belong to the sphere of mediation between two parties at least ; the promises were given

by God alone to Abraham (ver. 16) ; consequently the law and the promise do not agree, and cannot

be reconciled except in the way pointed out, vers. 21-24.

10. The very idea of mediation supposes a contract to which there are at least two parties. But

where there is a contract there must be also conditions, and if these conditions are not observed the

whole falls to the ground. The law was such a contingent contract, and as it was not kept, the bless

ings annexed to it were forfeited. On the other hand, the promise is absolute and unconditioned, it

depends upon God alone. He gave it freely, and He will assuredly keep it, no matter what man may do.

1 The latest monograph u by Dr. Gust. Ad. Fricke, of Leipzig : Dai exegetitche Problem im Briefe Fault an die

Galater. c. Hi. 20, Leipzig, jg&o, 53 pages. The older monographs are mentioned by Winer, De Wette, Meyer, and

Wieseler.
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God alone is concerned in it.— This is substantially the interpretation of Schleiermacher, Usteri, Reuss,

Lightfoot, Sanday. Reuss (in his French Commentary) thus clearly puts it : ' A mediator implies two

contracting parties, consequently two wills, which may be united, but may also disagree ; a law there

fore given Dy mediation is conditional and imperfect ; but the promise, emanating from God alone

and having His will for its sole source and guarantee, is infinitely more sure and more elevated. The

law, then, cannot set aside the promise, its aim can only be secondary.'

CHAPTER IV.

I. Continuation : The State of Adoption contrasted with the State of Legal Slavery

under the Law, vers, i-ii ; II. Affectionate Appeal to the Galatians by further

calling to Remembrance their former Personal Attachment to Paul, vers. 12-20 ;

III. Continuation of the Argument by a Biblical Allegory, vers. 21-31.

The State of Adoption contrasted with the State of Slavery wider the Law.

Chapter IV. 1-11.

The Apostle proceeds to give a fuller exposition of the divine sonship and heirship, ch. iii. 29, and

shows that the believers under the old dispensation, though sons and heirs in principle and prospect,

were yet actually in a state of pupilage, and hence had no more freedom than a slave ; while now

with the coming of Christ the time of majority has arrived. Then he gives utterance to his painful

surprise at the relapse of the Galatians to their former state of pupilage and slavery.

a Vers. 8, 9 ;

— „ chap. ii. 4 ;

i TVTOW l I say, That the heir, as long as he is a child,2 differ- j. ^j.cojji.

1 ^1 eth nothing from a servant,3 though he be 4 lord of all ; j^ »■ u

2 But is under tutors,6 and governors6 until the time appointed7 J°j 5£v?t

3 of 8 the father. Even so we,9 when we were children,10 • were in |J; Eph '•

4 bondage u under the elements of the world : But * when the c S.1;. jV

fulness of the time was come,12 God sent forth his Son, 'made13 Hheb.H. ij.

5 d of a woman, • made under the law, / To redeem them that were d S'vii'.",'/?1

under the law, » that we might receive the adoption of sons.u mISLj! iV;

6 And because ye are sons, God hath " sent forth *the Spirit of u. 7. ,'3''

7 his Son into your16 hearts, crying, Abba, Father. Wherefore' Luke J 27.'
„ , / , ., , /Matt.xx.28;

thou art no more a servant," but a son ; 'and 11 a son, then an chap. in. i3!

heir of God through Christ.18 tu. a. m;
*7 Heb. ix. 12 ;

8 Howbeit then,19 * when ye knew not God, 'ye did service 20 unto » Peleri- ,8>

9 them which by nature are no gods.21 But now, "after that ye a i°^n ].-. "226;.

have known God, or rather are known of God,22 " how turn ye h |^.'vss .

viii. 15.

I But J that so long as the heir is an infant (minor) he »' Rom. yiii.

• slave (or bondman) 4 is 'guardians • stewards k En^ a'-'ia*

7 the day pre-appointed • by » So we also ifhess. ir.

10 infants (minors) u were enslaved "came ls born /Rom. i. 25;

1 Cor. xu. 2;

14 the sonship {or adoption into sonship) 16 omit hath M our Eph. H. n,

17 no longer a slave (or bondman) i. 9'.'

II an heir through God (omit through Christ) ls But formerly mr^i ?"|'

■ ye were in bondage _ 5I to those who by nature are not gods ^™- jjj '*

" but now having come to know God, or rather being known of God ^°>- >«■ M
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again to ° the weak and beggarly elements, whereunto M ye de- ' hX^".?

io sire again24 to be in bondage? pYe observe25 days, and^ f°£ol*a;

1 1 months, and times,26 and years. I am afraid of you, " lest I f {^,p K , .

have bestowed upon you labour 2T in vain.
Thess. iii. 5.

n to which s< over again S6 Or, Do ye (scrupulously) observe . . . ?

M seasons " lest haply I have toiled for you.

Ver. 1. Bat what I would say is this, that so

long as the heir is an infant (a minor), he dif

fered nothing from a slave, though he is lord

of all, owner of the whole patrimony or inherit

ance by right and prospectively, but not in actual

possession. In human relations the taking posses

sion of the inheritance is conditioned by the death

of the parent, or at all events by a corresponding

loss ; while God gives to his children at the ap

pointed time all the blessings of salvation without

losing anything, since He is the living fountain

and preserver of all. But in both cases the ma

jority of the heir is presupposed. The heir in his

nonage represents the Jewish people and the

state of the world before Christ.

Ver. 2. Under guardians (including the tutor

or pedagogue) and stewards, who control the

person and the property of the minor till he be

comes of age, which the Hebrew law fixed at

thirteen years and one day, the Roman law at the

twenty-fifth year. — Until the day pro-appointed,

or day fixed beforehand. A legal term (one word

in Greek, prothesmia) signifying the time allowed

to elapse before bringing an action, the time fixed

by the statute of limitations ( Tag der Veriah-

rung) j then any pre-appointed time or day ; here

the time when the office of the guardian termin

ates. — By the father. Among the Hebrews,

Greeks, and Romans, the period of pupilage or

nonage was fixed by law, and not dependent upon

the arbitrary will of the parent. But this makes

no difference in the argument, the divine will

being the fountain of all law, and having fore

ordained from eternity the time of Christ's com

ing. Paul speaks ' theologically rather than jurid

ically.' It is not necessary therefore to suppose

that he referred to the Keltic custom, which gave

the father a more unlimited power over his chil

dren.

Ver. 3. 80 we also, when we were minors, the

Jewish Christians before their conversion, comp.

iii. 23. In a wider sense the words are applicable

to the heathen Christians also, whose former re

ligion was still more childish, though not divinely

appointed as a preparatory school. — Enslaved

under the elements (or rudiments) of the world.

Comp. ver. 9. This is understood by the church

fathers in a physical, by most modern interpreters

in an ethical sense.

(1.) The elementary substances of the external

world or physical universe (so 2 Pet. iii. 10, 12),

as earth, fire, and especially the heavenly bodies.

(a) The Jewish festivals (sabbaths, new moons,

and passovers) which were regulated by the course

of the sun and moon, and so far by the powers of

nature. (Chrysostom.) (0) The heathen worship

of the stars and other material substances. (Au

gustine.) (c ) Religion of earthly, sensuous forms

and rites generally (both Jewish and heathen), as

distinct from spiritual religion and rational wor

ship. (Neander.) Against this interpretation in

all its forms is the omission of world after ele

ments in ver. 9.

(2.) The elementary lessons, rudimentary in

struction, the alphabet of learning (as Hebr. v. 12 ;

comp. Col. ii. 8, 20). So Jerome, Calvin, Olshau-

sen, Meyer, Wieseler, Ellicott, Lightfoot. This

is much simpler and better suited to the context

Paul represents here the religion before Christ,

especially the Jewish, as an elementary religion or

a religion of childhood, full of external rites and

ceremonies, all of which had a certain educational

significance, but pointed beyond themselves to an

age of manhood in Christ. This falls in naturally

with what he said in the preceding chapter of the

pedagogical mission of the law. The whole Old

Testament dispensation was an elementary or pre

paratory school for the gospel, a religion of types

and shadows, of hope and promise, destined to

lose itself in Christianity, as its substance and

fulfilment. — Of the world, not the physical uni

verse (as in the first interpretation of the ' ele

ments '), but mankind which needed such a train

ing for Christianity. The expression seems to im

ply that Paul comprehends the heathen also, comp.

ver. 8. But the Jews were in fact the religious

representatives of the whole race in its motion

towards Christ.

Ver. 4. When the fulness of the time came, i.

e., when the period appointed by the Father (ver.

2) till the coming of Christ and the age of man

hood was filled up or completed. This period was

fixed in the eternal counsel of God with refer

ence to the development of the race. The words

' fulness of the time ' express, as in a nutshell, the

whole philosophy of history before Christ, and the

central position of the incarnation. The ancient

history of Jews and Gentiles was a preparation

either direct or indirect, positive or negative, divine

or human, for the coming of Christ, and Christ is

the turning point of history, the end of the old, and

the beginning of a new world. Hence we begin our

era with His birth. He himself commenced his

preaching with the declaration, Mark i. 15 : 'The

time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand.'

The Saviour could not appear in any other coun

try, nor at any other time, either sooner or later,

nor in any other nation, according to the order of

divine government and the preordained harmony

of history. — Sent forth his Son, who, therefore,

must have existed before the incarnation in heav

enly glory with the Father. Comp. Col. i. 15-19 ;

John i. 1. — Born of a woman, is no allusion to the

mystery of the supernatural conception (='of a

virgin ), but expresses simply the realness of the

incarnation or Christ's true humanity. Comp.

Job xiv. I, 'man that is born of a woman ; ' and

Matt. xi. 11, ' among them that are born of

women.' Every reader knew, of course, who the

woman was. The absence of any further allu

sion to Mary in the Epistles of Paul, who never

even mentions her name, goes to show that the
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excessive veneration of the holy Virgin, as it ob

tains in the Greek and Roman churches, arose

after the Apostolic age. We meet it first in the

apocryphal Gospels and then among the fathers

of the fourth or fifth centuries, when the term

'mother of God 'came into general use. — Born

under the law (the accus. in Gr. implies the mo

tion or transition from the preexistent state into

the state of human subjection to the law) is more

specific, and defines the humanity of Christ as to

its national and religious aspect. He was not only

born of a woman, i. e., a true man, like all others,

but a full member of a particular nation and the

Jewish theocracy, and hence subject to all its re

ligious ordinances and obligations, in order to

redeem those who were under the legal covenant.

A Gentile could not have saved the world from

the curse of the law ; in Israel alone all the his

torical conditions were at hand ; and hence, ' sal

vation is of the Jews' (John iv. 22), that from

them it might pass over in proper order to the

whole race.

Ver. 5. To redeem, to buy off from the curse

and the slavery of the law. This he did by His

perfect obedience and the bestowal of the spirit of

love and freedom. — Receive, not recover, for the

redemption by Christ infinitely transcends the

original child-like innocence lost by Adam. —

The sonship, through and for the sake of Jesus,

the only begotten Son. He is the Son by na

ture and from eternity, we become sons by grace

in time. The word 'sonship' or adoption as

sons is used only by Paul, in five passages, Rom.

viii. 15. 23 ; ix. 4 ; Eph. i. 5 ; while the term ' chil

dren of God ' is more frequent. The former suits

here better, as contrasted with slavery, and in

distinction also from a state of mere pupilage.

Both terms, ' sons ' and ' children ' of God, and

the corresponding ' Father ' never refer in the

New Testament to the natural relation of man as

the creature to God as the creator, but always to

the moral and spiritual relation, which results

from the new birth and the communication of the

Holy Spirit.

Ver. 6. God sent forth the Spirit of his Son

into oar hearts. Comp. Rom. viii. 9, 14-17. The

gift of the Spirit seems here to succeed the act of

adoption, while in Rom. viii. 14-16 it is made to

precede it. But there is between both an insep

arable connection and mutual dependence, and

the communication of the Spirit is not confined to

a single act, but goes on increasing with the spirit

ual growth of the children of God. — 'Our' is

better supported than ' your.' A similar change

of person as in the preceding verse, resulting from

the vivacity of speech and the sympathy with the

reader. — Crying ; praying with strong desire and

glowing fervor. Comp. Isa. xix. 20 ; James v. 4.

In Rom. viii. 1 5, we read : 'in whom we cry.'

Here the Spirit himself appears as praying, and

the believer as the organ. The Holy Spirit so

deeply sinks into the spirit of believers and so

closely identifies himself with them that He prays

in them and through them as their advocate.

Christ is their advocate at the right hand of God,

the Spirit is the 'other advocate' (E. V. 'com

forter'), indwelling in their hearts. — Abba,

Father. ' Abba ' is the Aramaic word for ' Father '

(in Hebrew Aph), so childlike in its very sound,

and sanctioned by the beginning of the Lord's

Prayer, as originally uttered, also by His prayer

in Gethsemane, Mark xiv. 36. Hence Paul re

tains it here as in Rom. viii. 15. ' Father.' The

emphasizing combination of the familiar Hebrew

with the corresponding Greek name was proba

bly a liturgical formula among Hellenistic Jews

and Christians. (Meyer regards ' Abba,' here as

a proper name, which became the customary ad

dress to God in prayer after the example set by

our Lord. Augustine and many others see here

more than a translation, namely an allusion to

the unity of the God of the Jews and of the Gen

tiles, and the unity of the Spirit, dwelling and

praying in both.)

Ver. 7. 80 that thou art no longer a slave, bat

a son, etc Inference from vers. 5 and 6. The

second person individualizes and brings it home

to each reader.— ' Son,' in opposition to ' slave,'

but not, of course, to the exclusion of daughter.

For the Apostle had distinctly declared, iii. 28,

that the sexual, as well as other differences, disap

pear before Christ in the general religious equal

ity. He had here in view probably not the Jew

ish, but the Roman law, which was most familiar

to his readers and which gave daughters and

sons, adopted as well as native children, a title to

the inheritance; while the Jewish law excluded

the daughters, except in default of male heirs

(Num. xxvii. 1 ff. ; xxxvi. I ff.), but required the

first born son to support them till they were mar

ried. — And if a son, then an heir through God.

This is the most approved reading, of which the

received text : ' of God through Christ,' is a cor

rect explanation, in conformity with Rom. viii.

17. The word ' God ' is here used in the widest

sense of the triune God, from whom we derive

our sonship and heirship in opposition to the law

and to carnal descent from Abraham. For the

Father sends His only begotten Son, the Son

delivers us from the slavery of the law and recon

ciles us to the Father, the Holy Spirit applies

the sonship to our heart and bears witness to it.

Ver. 8. Here the Apostle evidently addresses

Gentile Christians. But some may have been

before their conversion proselytes to Judaism. —

But formerly (before your conversion, comp. ver.

7 ) when ye knew not God. A description of the

heathen state, which, compared with the knowl

edge of the only true and living God through rev

elation, was dark ignorance. Indefinite knowl

edge is definite ignorance. Comp. 1 Thess. iv.

5 ; 2 Thess. i. 8 ; Eph. ii. 12. Paul admits, how

ever, Rom. i. 21, that the heathen have or might

have an inferior order of knowledge from the

light of nature (Rom. i. 21) and a moral sense

of right and wrong (Rom. ii. 14-16), and are

therefore without excuse. — Ye were in bondage

to those who hy nature are not gods.1 This read

ing which connects the negative ('not') with

' gods,' and not with ' nature,' is best supported.

It means that the heathen idols are not gods, but

something else, namely, demons or evil spirits.

Comp. 1 Cor. x. 20 : ' the things which the Gen

tiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to demons, and not to

God.' Accordingly the heathen divinities had a

real existence, and idolatry was the religion of the

devil and his army of fallen angels or evil spirits.

Comp. also Deut. xxxii. 17 ; Ps. cvi. 37. If the

negation is put before ' nature ' : 'to those who

are gods not by nature,' we must supply : ' but

only in repute (comp. 1 Cor. viii. 5 : ' though

• The oldest MSS. read : to« $ti«i uj| oJo-ik fco« (sup

ply, dAAd 8au*ovuHt), the received text: rots \ti\ $v<m (sup-

ply AAAo Aoyw. comp. 1 Cor. viii. 5, titriv Aeydficvoi 9toi)

oivtv 0coic. In either case M .is a subjective negation and

expresses the opinion of the writer.

.-
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there be that are called gois '). In this case the

Apostle would deny the existence of the heathen

gods altogether and hold them to be mere creat

ures of fancy (or personifications of the powers of

nature).

Ver. 9. But now having come to know (or, to

discern, to recognize) God, or rather being known

of God, recognized and adopted as His own, as

His children ; comp. 1 Cor. viii. 2. Formerly

the Galatians were left to themselves and, as it

were, ignored by God. Then their knowledge of

God was not their own merit, but a free gift of

God, who condescended to dwell in them and to

enlighten their minds and hearts. Man's knowl

edge of God is very imperfect and has no value

except as far as it flows from God's perfect knowl

edge and recognition of man. — How is it that yo

are turning back again to the weak and beggarly

elements. The term ' elements,' or ' rudiments '

embraces here both the heathen and the Jewish

religion. Even Judaism is merely a poor element

ary school and a system of slavery, as compared

with the riches and freedom of the gospel. If

we deprive Judaism of its Messianic features and

divest the ritual law of its typical reference to

Christ, it sinks virtually to the same level with the

false religions. The relapse of the Galatians to

such an unspiritual Judaism was therefore at the

same time a relapse to their original heathenism.

Hence the words ' again ' and ' once more.'

Ver. 10. Do ye (scrupulously ) observe days, and

months, and seasons, and yean ? The interroga

tive form gives more vicacity to the passage and

more weight to ver. 11. If it is not a question, it

must be taken as an exclamation of painful sur

prise : ' Is it possible that you should observe ! '

The Apostle means a Judaistic, slavish, and su

perstitious observance which ascribes an intrin

sic holiness to particular days and seasons (as if

the other days and seasons were in themselves

profane), and which makes such observance a

necessary condition of justification (as if faith in

Christ were not sufficient for justification). Such

observance virtually derives salvation in some

sense from the elements of nature, like the sun

and the moon, which regulate the festival sea

sons. The polemic of Paul is equally applicable

to a Judaizing, that is, slavish, superstitious, and

self-righteous observance of Sunday or any other

Christian festival. But there is also a free, evan

gelical, and spiritual observance of holy days and

seasons, which is essential to proper order in so

cial worship, and which the Apostle was far from

condemning, since he himself distinguished in

some way ' the first day ' of the week in commem

oration of the resurrection (Acts xx. 7 ; 1 Cor.

xvi. 2), and also the Passover and Pentecostal

seasons (Actsxviii. 21 ; xx. 6, 16; I Cor. v. 7, 8).

— ' Days,' the weekly sabbaths, and other single

holy days and fast days. Some English commen

tators would exclude the weekly Sabbath, since it

is enjoined in the Decalogue ; but this is arbitrary

and contrary to the parallel passage, Col. ii. 16

(' sabbath days '). Paul denounces the Pharisaic

Sabbatarianism, as Christ Himself had done by

word and example. It was a pedantic, mechan

ical, slavish observance which worshipped the

letter and killed the spirit Even Rabbi Gama

liel, Paul's teacher, and one of the most liberal of

the Pharisees, was unwilling to unload his ass

laden with honey on a sabbath day, and let the

poor animal die. This was considered a proof of

great piety. But it is a serious error to infer from

this passage (and Col. ii. 16 ; Rom. xiv. 5) that

the Sabbath is abolished in the Christian dispen

sation. The law of the Sabbath, i. e., of one

weekly day of holy rest in God (the seventh in

the Jewish, the first in the Christian Church) is

as old as the creation, it is founded in the moral

and physical constitution of man, it was instituted

in Paradise, incorporated in the Decalogue on

Mount Sinai, put on a new foundation by the res

urrection of Christ, and is an absolute necessity

for public worship and the welfare of man. ' The

Sabbath is made for man,' that is, instituted by

God for man's spiritual and temporal benefit. So

marriage is made for man, government is made

for man. But the Judaizers reversed the order

and made the Sabbath an end instead of a means,

and a burden instead of a blessing. — ' Months,'

the new moons (comp. Col. ii. 16), which were

kept as joyful festivals by the Jews (Num. xxviii.

1 1 — 1 5), especially those of the seventh month,

which had the same sacredness among the months

of the year as the sabbath among the days of the

week. — ' Seasons,' the festival seasons, which

lasted several days, as the Passover, Pentecost,

and the Feast of Tabernacles (Lev. xxiii. 4). —

' Years,' sabbatical (». e., every seventh) and jubi

lee (every fiftieth) years (Lev. xxv. 2-17). This

does not necessarily imply that the Galatians were

then actually celebrating a sabbatical year ac

cording to the Mosaic ritual ; the plural speaks

against such a supposition. But this point be

longed to their theory, which consistently must

have led them to a corresponding practice as soon

as the occasion presented itself.

Ver. 11. I am apprehensive of yon, lest haply I

have toiled for yon in vain. This verse is, as it

were, bathed in tears, and betrays the deep and

painful solicitude of a faithful pastor for his stray

sheep, or a tender father for his erring children.

It leads to the affectionate appeal, ver. 12 if.

2. Affectionate Appeal to the Galatians.

Chapter IV. 12-20.

Paul interrupts his argument for a moment by an affectionate appeal to the feelings of the Gala

tians. He reminds them of their former enthusiastic love and veneration for him, and seeks thus to

regain their confidence. He wishes to force a passage through their heart to their conviction. To

work upon the feelings is perfectly legitimate, and one of the most fruitful agencies of persuasion and

conversion, but it must always be made subservient to the interests of truth.
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12 "ORETHREN, I beseech you, be as I am; for I am as ye

13 D are: 1 " ye have not injured me at all.2 Ye 8 know how ■ * Cor■"■ »■

* through infirmity4 of the flesh I preached the gospel unto* JcS.V'

14 you 'at the first.6 And my temptation6 which was7 in my e SL^i/i*

flesh ye despised not, nor rejected;8 but9 received me 'as an^"^™-

15 angel of God, 'even as Christ Jesus. Where is then the bless- %$•£"•*'•

edness ye spake of? 10 for I bear you record,11 that, if it had* {Jjjjj;*-*;

been 12 possible, ye would have plucked out your own eyes,18 J*;^

16 and have14 given them to me. Am I therefore become your en- "• '*

1 7 emy, f because I tell 15 you the truth ? They » zealously affect 18/ ^*p- u- 5>

you, but not well ; yea, they would " exclude you, that ye might* ?c£;\*l

1 8 affect 16 them. But it is good to be zealously affected 18 always

in a good thing™ and not only when I am present with you.

19 "My little children, of whom I travail in birth again20 until * PhUenTio*

20 Christ be formed in you, I desire 21 to be present with you now, Jimes

and to change my voice ; for I stand in doubt of you.22

1 Become as I, for I also became as you, brethren, I beseech you.

* Ye did me no injury ; • ; but ye

4 that on account of an infirmity * the former time

* your trial T emit which was 8 ye did not scorn nor loathe

* ye 10 your self-congratulation u witness

12 omit, it had been 18 your eyes u omit have

14 enemy by telling M court " desire to

18 courted w cause " I am again in travail

31 but I could wish " I am perplexed about you

Ver. iz. Become as I (am), for I alio (became) Ver. 13. But ye know that on account of an

as yon (are). Paul asks the Galatians to imitate infirmity of the flesh I preached the gospel unto

his example, that is, to cast off their Judaizing yon the former time. ' On account of ' or ' be-

tendency and to become simple, decided, and con- cause of ' is the only correct translation of the

sistent Christians, as he had done himself when he Greek text,1 not ' through ' (as in the E..V.), nor

cast off his former Judaism, and when he placed ' in,' nor ' amid.' The infirmity, whatever it was,

himself on a level with them in their heathen state is here represented as the occasion of Paul's

in order to win them to Christ. I abandoned all preaching (not as the condition during his preach-

for you ; do the same for me. Comp. ii. 14 ; 1 ing). It seems that he intended first merely to

Cor. ix. 20, 21. Others take the words to be an pass through Galatia, on his second large mis-

exhortation to love him as he loved them, or to sionary tour, but was detained there by some tin-

enter as fully into his heart and sympathy, as he defined bodily infirmity or sickness, and thus in-

had by love identified himself with them. But duced to preach the gospel. This would place the

this does not fall in with the connection, and Paul love of the Galatians to him in a still stronger

makes no complaint of a want of love to him. — light, since he had no claim upon it, and became

Brethren, I beseech yon, belongs to the preceding their benefactor, so to speak, only by accident,

admonition, adding to it the force of a painfully Conybeare well expresses the sense by translating,

agitated, affectionate, and loving heart. — You did somewhat too freely : ' On the contrary, although

me no injury. I have no personal ground of it was sickness (as you know) which caused me

complaint. This explanation agrees nest with to preach the glad-tidings to you at my first visit,

what follows. Paul reminds the readers of the yet you neither scorned nor loathed the bodily

happy relation which existed between them at infirmity which was my [your] trial.' In the ab-

his first visit, where they showed him the most sence of further information, the exact character

tender affection and were ready for any sacrifice, of this infirmity of the flesh cannot be determined,

— Other explanations: (1.) My severe language except that it was a painful, recurrent, and repul-

(ver. 11) proceeds from no provocation of yours, sive physical malady, no doubt the same which he

(2.) You have not offended me by your apostasy, calls a 'thorn in the flesh,' 2 Cor. xii. 7 This in

tuit God and Christ. (3.) You have not injured fyrmity was a check upon spiritual pride and kept

me, but yourselves. (4.) I will forgive and for

get all the past injury, if you now return. (5.) .' A»« with the accusative, not with the genitive. Some-

V«.. ,. . ,.r A'.*nU—.,-A ™. iif-M j« „«* J.v„u-.. times the preposition with the accusative has the temporal

You never disobeyed me before, do not disobey Mnse (. du'rin^a iod of sickneM ,, but onl in t ^nd

me now. rarely.
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Paul near the cross. God overruled the obstacle

for the furtherance of the gospel (as He did after

wards his bonds, Phil. i. 12), and manifested the

strength of His supernatural grace in and through

the weakness of nature, comp. 2 Cor. xii. 9 : (My)

strength is made perfect in weakness. See Ex-

curtut below. — ' The former time,' on the first

of my two visits. Paul had been twice in Gala-

tia before writing this Epistle, comp. Acts xvi. 6 ;

xviii. 23. At his second visit (Acts xviii. 23) the

pleasant relation was already disturbed by the

intermeddling of the Judaizing teachers, as in

timated in vcr. 16.

Ver. 14. And your trial in my flesh ye did not

scorn, nor loathe (lit. 'spit out," comp. Rev. iii.

16). 'Your trial' is better supported than ' my

trial.' The infirmity of Paul tried the patience

and love of the Galatians and tempted them to

scom and reject both him and the gospel which

he preached. For the natural man is always dis

posed to judge from outward appearance. — Bat

ye received me as an angel of God, (even) as Christ

Jgbus, who is much superior to any angel. The

Galatians acted according to Matt. x. 40 : ' He

that receiveth you, receiveth Me, and he that re-

ceiveth Me, receiveth Him that sent Me.'

Ver. 15. Where ' is now your self-congratula

tion (or, your felicitation of yourselves) 1 What

has become of the boasting of your blessedness,

of your rejoicing in my teaching, since you turned

away from the freedom of the gospel to the sla

very of the law ? Have you the same reason now

to congratulate yourselves and enjoy that beati

tude, which you felt at the time of your first love,

when you were ready to make the greatest sacri

fices for me in return for the benefit of the gos

pel ? The Apostle asks this question with pain

ful affection to make the readers feel ashamed-

Other explanations : (1.) What2 then [was] your

self-congratulation! 1. e.. How hollow and un

meaning was your boast of happiness in view of

your speedy apostasy ! (2.) Why, then, did you

think yourselves so happy 1 Answer: On ac

count of the free grace of the gospel. (3.) How

great was your happiness ! (Ungrammatical on

account- of the particle and the meaning of the

noun.) — You would have plucked out your eyes

and given (them) to me. ( Literally, without the

&•>, Having plucked out your eyes you gave (them)

to me. The Greek more vividly indicates the cer

tainty of the deed if it had been possible and prof

itable to Paul.) You were ready to make the

greatest sacrifice to relieve my sufferings. The

eyes are universally regarded as the most precious

member of the body. Comp. Ps. xviL 8 : ' Keep

me as the apple of the eye ; ' Deut. xxxii. 10 ;

Prov. vii. 2. Hence the expression, ' dear as the

apple of the eye.' The emphasis lies on ' eyes,'

not on 'your' ('your own' is an interpolation of

the E. V.). No inference can be drawn from this

passage that Paul's infirmity consisted in dis

ease of the eyes (acute ophthalmia), as if to say :

' Ye would have replaced my diseased eyes with

your healthy eyes, if it had been possible.' Such

a sacrifice would have been morally impossible,

because barbarous, absurd, and useless, and not

permissible by Paul.

Ver. 16. So then have I become your enemy by

telling you the truth ? He puts the conclusion

1 ITow, according to the reading of the oldest and best

MSS.

* According to the received text which reads t« for aw,

and inserts V after ovr.

politely and delicately in the form of a question

instead of direct assertion. Others translate :

'Therefore (because ye loved me so much) I have

become (in the opinion of the Judaizing teachers)

Jour enemy — by telling you the truth.' In the

udaizing pseudo - Clementine writings Paul is

called an ' enemy,' and ' lawless ' or ' antinomian.'

Some substitute ' hateful to you ' for ^your en

emy' (taking the Greek word in the passive sense,

as Kom. v. 10 ; xi. 18). ' By telling you the truth,'

refers to the second visit of Paul (Acts xviii. 23),

when the Judaizers had probably already done

much mischief.

Ver. 17. Warning against the errorists on ac

count of their selfish exclusiveness and party

spirit. They court you, the Judaizers (L 7 ; v. 10)

pay you every attention and are very busy to

win you over to their party and their creed, but

not well, in no good, honest way, not from unself

ish love to you ; nay, they desire to exclude you,

or to shut you out from me and virtually from

Christ Himself, by insisting on ceremonial ob

servances as necessary to salvation ; that ye may

court them, they wish selfishly to monopolize your

esteem and affection. Zeal is no test of sound

doctrine, but sound doctrine must prove the zeal.

Zeal without knowledge is like a sword in the

hands of a madman.

Ver. 18. It is good to bo zealously courted in a

good cause at all times, and not only when I am

present with you. I do not object to kind atten

tions and zealous devotion, provided it be from

pure motives and in an honorable cause ; I my

self received your warmest affection during my

personal presence ; I only wish you would not

grow cold and indifferent during my absence.

This interpretation suits the tender appeal which

follows.

Vers. 19 and 20. Affectionate appeal to the

feelings of the Galatians. Ver. 19 may be con

nected with ver. 18, and a comma put after ' you,"

or with ver. 20 (in which case it is difficult to ex

plain the particle 14 in ver. 20), or may be taken

as an independent sentence, an exclamation. The

sense is the same.—My little children, of whom I

am again in travail, as a mother in child-birth.

The diminutive ' little ' (frequently used by John,

but only here by Paul) expresses more forcibly

the tenderness of Paul and the feebleness of the

Galatians. Usually he represents his relation to

his converts as that of a spiritual father, 1 Cor.

iv. 15 ; 1 Thess. ii. II ; Phil. ii. 22 ; Philem. ver.

10. ' Again ' is used with reference to the apos

tasy of the Galatians so that they need a second

regeneration, or conversion rather from the Juda

izing pseudo-gospel to the genuine Pauline gospel,

as distinct from their first conversion from hea

thenism to Christianity. The language is figura

tive and must not be pressed for dogmatic pur

poses. Strictly speaking, there can be but one

regeneration or spiritual birth, which is the act of

God, as there can be but one natural birth. But

conversion, which is the act of man in turning

from sin to God, mav be repeated ; hence the

frequent exhortations in the Bible. — Until Christ

be formed in you, as the embryo is developed into

the full-grown child. We expect for ' Christ,'

the ' new man ; ' but Christ in us is the new man,

who lives and moves in us as an indwelling and

all-controlling power and principle ; comp. ii. 20

(and note there); Eph. iii. 17; iv. 13. Regen

eration is a transplanting of Christ's life in us, a

repetition, as it were, of the incarnation.
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Ver. 20. But (or, yea) I could wish to be pres- (comp. 2 Cor. ii. 5 ft'.). But the former interpre-

ent with 70a now, and to change my voice, to tation better suits the following clause. His wish

adapt my speech more fully to your present con- to visit the Galatians again, was never gratified as

dition and wants, to use severity or gentle persua- far as we know.— For I am perplexed about you. I

sion as may be best (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 2 1 ). Others : am at a loss how to address you, I know not what

to change my present tone from severity to gentle- to think of you, I cannot understand your conduct,

ness, to mitigate the effect of my written rebuke He fears the worst, yet hopes for the best.

Paul's Thorn in the Flesh.

Excursus on Chap. IV. 13-15- Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 7-g.1

Paul did his great work in constant struggle against trials and difficulties from without and from

within. His life was a continuous battle with Jews, Gentiles, and false brethren. He stood almost

alone, one against a world in arms. Not even a wife, or a son, or a daughter cheered him on his way,

or shared with him his troubles and cares. But he had Christ on his side, who is mightier than the

host of hell. This warlike aspect gives to his work the character of a heroic poem.

Among the difficulties which Paul had to contend with was that mysterious ' infirmity of the flesh,'

to which he alludes in the fourth chapter of the Galatians, and the ' thorn in the flesh,' of which he

speaks in the twelfth chapter of the Second Corinthians. These Epistles were written in the same

period of his life (a. d. 54 to 57), and the passages refer no doubt to the same trouble. We will place

t lie m beside each other.

Gal. iv. 13-15. 2 Cor. xii. 7-9.

' Ye know that on account of an infirmity of the ' And that I might not be exalted too much by

flesh I preached unto you the former time [on the this superabundance of revelations, there was

first of my two visits among you] ; and your trial given to me a thorn in the flesh, an angel of Satan

in my flesh [that which was a trial to you in my to buffet me, that I should not be exalted too

flesh] ye did not scorn, nor loathe \lit. spit out], much. For this thrice did I entreat the Lord that

but as an angel of God did ye receive me, [even] it might depart from me. But he hath said unto

as Jesus Christ Where is then your self-congrat- me: "My grace is sufficient for thee ; for my

illation ? for I bear you witness that you would strength is being perfected in weakness." Most

have plucked out your eyes, if possible, and given gladly then will I rather glory in my weaknesses,

them to me.' that the strength of Christ may rest upon me.'

The first attack of which we are informed took place fourteen years before the composition of the

Second Corinthians (57), that is, A. D. 43 or 44, probably after that trance in the Temple of Jerusalem

which determined his career as the Apostle of the Gentiles, 2 Cor. xii. 2 ; comp. Acts xxii. 17. Then

again he was seized by a prolonged attack in 51 or 52, during his first visit to Galatia, Gal. iv. 13.

He seems to refer to a similar attack, when in 52 or 53 he wrote to the Thessalonians ( 1 Thess. ii.

18) that ' Satan had hindered him ' from visiting them, and when a few years afterwards (57) he re

minded the Corinthians that he was with them ' in weakness and in fear, and in much trembling ' ( 1 Cor.

ii. 3). In the second Epistle he informs them of an affliction which befell him in Asia and which was

so severe that he ' despaired even of life ' (2 Cor. i. 8, 9). If we press the words ' thrice I prayed the

Lord,' we may infer that down to the year 57 he had at least three severe attacks of this peculiar in

firmity, and that it was after the third that the Lord pointed out to him the practical design of the

trial and assured him of grace sufficient to bear it

Allusions to the same trouble, but less certain, have been found in other passages where Paul

speaks more generally of his sufferings in the cause of Christ, and more particularly his persecutions,

namely, Gal. vi. 17 (the sacred stigmata or marks of Jesus branded on his body) ; 2 Cor. iv. 10 ('always

bearing about in the body the dying of Jesus, that the life also of Jesus may be manifested in our

body') ; Col. i. 24 (' I rejoice in my sufferings for your sake, and fill up on my part the deficiencies

of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh for His body, which is the church ').

The contemporaries of St. Paul who were personally acquainted with him knew at once what he

meant by his ' infirmity ' and by his ' thorn in the flesh ; ' but we who live at such a distance are

largely left to conjecture as to its precise nature. The apocryphal literature is silent on this point.

The 'Acts of Thecla' give us a description of the personal appearance of Paul, but no account of

his special infirmity. The magnifying glass of the legend enhances only the virtues of its heroes,

while the defects disappear or are remembered only indistinctly. There is, however, a vague tradi

tion, first briefly mentioned by Tertullian, that Paul suffered from severe headache.

What we can gather with some degree of certainty from his Epistles are the following particu

lars : —

I. The infirmity of Paul was a bodily ailment or physical malady. It was an ' infirmity oftheflesh?

1 Comp. Dean Stanley, Conuon Corinth. (iCor. xii.), pp. 547-552 (4th ed. 1876). Bp. Lightfoot, Com. on Gal. , Excursus

pp. i*3- iSS. Thomas Lewin, Lift and Epistles of St. Paul, ( 1875) i. 186-189. Canon Karrar, Lift and Work of St.

Pautt i- 652-661. J. J. Lias Com. on Stcond Corinth., xii. 7. (* Cambridge Bible,' 1879). Dr. Plumptre, Com. on

Stcanti Corinth., xii. 7 (in Kllicolt's A^. T. Com.).

Among older commentators, Poole, Calov, and Wolf hare collected the various interpretations. Meyer gives only a

brief summary on 2 Cor. xii , pp 337, 338 (fifth Germ, ed., 1870).
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Gal. iv. 13, or ' in his {my) flesh? ver. 14, 'a thorn in theflesh? 2 Cor. xii. 7, that is, not a literal thorn,

but a physical pain, as sharp as that caused by a thom or pin thrust in the flesh.1 It is true, ' flesh '

often means, in Paul's vocabulary, the corrupt carnal nature of man, but in these passages it must re

fer to the body ; for a check on the sinful nature would be a spiritual blessing rather than a hindrance

to get rid of.

2. It must have been very painful. This is implied in the Greek word o\6\oty, which only occnrs

once in the New Testament, but frequently elsewhere, and means either a wooden ' stake,' or a sharp

' thorn,' a splinter ; the latter meaning prevails in Hellenistic Greek (LXX. llos. ii. 6 ; Ezek. xxviii.

24 ; Num. xxxiii. 55 ; Sir. xliii. 19), and is decidedly preferable here, for the idea of a stake driven

through the flesh is exaggerated and coarse.* The Apostle moreover prayed again and again to be

delivered from this pain. A man of his energy and zeal would not have minded or mentioned an

ordinary ailment.

3. It was of a repulsive and even loathsome character, and offered a strong temptation to the Gala-

tians to 'despise' and 'spit out' the Apostle. But it created also pity and compassion on the suf

ferer.

4. It was not a continuous, but an intermittent trouble. It seized him while passing through Ga-

kitia and detained him there, so that he involuntarily became the evangelist and spiritual father of the

Galatians, Gal. iv. 13 (according to the correct rendering of Si' ictdniar ttji oapxis, ' on account of

an infirmity of the flesh '). The intermittent character is also implied in the word ' buffet.'

5. It was not hereditary, but dated, it would seem, from the time of his conversion or afterwards ;

as Jacob's lameness came from his wrestling with Jehovah. He says : ' There was given to me (4S68n)

a thorn in the flesh.' And it was given to him by God through Satan for his humiliation. It is pos

sible, however, that the disease dated from the earlier life of Paul, and was aggravated and also gra

ciously overruled after his conversion.

6. It had a mysterious background, and was connected with demoniac influences ; for he describes

the trouble as an ' angel of Satan,' * who did ' buffet ' him or strike him with the fist. But Satan was

here, as in the case of Job, only an instrument in the hands of the permissive and overruling provi

dence of God, and had to serve against his will the moral end of guarding the Apostle against spirit

ual pride.

7. It was apt to break out after some special revelation or exaltation with which Paul was favored from

time to time. For he mentions it after the account of his rapture into the third heaven where he heard

'unspeakable words which it is not lawful for a man to utter,' and he represents the thom in the flesh

as a counter-action to the inflation and boastfulness which such exceptional insight into the mysteries

of divine truth might otherwise have produced. Sudden transitions from a taste of heavenly glory to

earthly misery are not infrequent in the lives of saints. The disciples had to come down from the

Mount of Transfiguration to be confronted with hideous maladies, — a contrast so admirably repro

duced by Raphael in his last and greatest picture. Peter after he had, by revelation, confessed Christ

as the Son of God, and earned the name of ' Rock,' was rebuked and called ' Satan,' because, under

the influence of his flesh and blood, if not of Satan himself, he had, presumed to warn his Lord and

Master against the path of suffering which alone could lead to the redemption of the world.

So far exegesis may go with the data before us. Some of the ablest commentators stop here, and

say that Paul's infirmity was a painful physical malady which he derived from Satan, but which can

not now be definitely determined.4

But it is very interesting to examine the various theories and conjectures. Some are fanciful, some

probable, none certain, l'hey reflect the various personal experiences and trials of Christian men.

We may classify them under three heads : physical evils ; external calamities ; spiritual trials.

I. PHYSICAL MALADIES.

Almost every ailment or disorder to which human flesh is subject has been named by commenta

tors as the thorn in the flesh, such as headache, earache, blindness, or sore eyes, dyspepsia, gravel,

epilepsy, hypochondria, impediment of speech, diminutive figure, nervous prostration, a general sickly

condition (rather than a particular disease), but those only deserve special consideration which com

bine more or less the characteristic features which are required by the text. These are ophthalmia,

epilepsy, and sick headache.

I. Inflammation of the eyes, or acute ophthalmia? This disease is still very prevalent in the Orient,

especially in Egypt, among children ana adults, and often presents an aspect almost as distressing as

leprosy and epilepsy. In every street of Alexandria and Cairo, you may see children suffering with

eyes inflamed and besieged by flies, on the arms or shoulders of the mother, who from superstitious

fear of evil spirits makes no attempt to drive the flies away. The Egyptian ophthalmia, so called, is

contagious and accompanied by severe burning pain, headache, and prostration. ' When the disease

is unchecked, it is liable to produce ulceration or sloughing of the cornea, with the escape of the

aqueous humor and protrusion of the iris ; and even when these results do not follow, vision is often

destroyed by permanent opacity of the cornea.'

1 The dative rn trafxi, 2 Cor. xii. 7, is the dative of appropriation, ' a thorn for the flesh.' So Meyer in toe., but he mis

understands <rapi of that part of the spiritual man which is most inclined to sin. This is inconsistent with the 'infirmity

0/ the flesh ' in Gal., and Paul would not have prayed for a removal of a check on his sinful inclination.

3 Against Lightfoot, Plumptre, and Farrar, who all prefer the meaning ' stake,' misled by the prevailing classical usage.

The Vulgate translates o~<r6Ao?" by stimulus.

1 'AyycAof iarai-a is in apposition to trxoXotli Satan has under him a host of fallen angels, Matt. xxv. 41, and uses them

as agents for all sorts of evil and mischief of which he is the prime author, corop. 1 Cor. b. la ; 1 Cor. iv. 4 ; ai. 14 ; 1 Thess,

ii. 18, etc., and also Job ii. 2 ff.

* So Olshausen, De Wette, Meyer, Neander, Stanley, and others-

* So very positively Lewin, Plumptre, Farrar, and other English and American \-riters. It is strange that Meyer in

bis summary of views docs not even mention the theory of ophthalmia.
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In favor of this theory the following arguments have been urged, none of which, however, is con

clusive : —

(a.) Paul was struck with blindness by the dazzling light of glory which appeared to him at his

conversion. But this blindness lasted only three days, and was — as it would seem, permanently—

cured by Ananias, Acts ix. 8, 9, 17, 18.

(*.) The Galatians in the first flush of their gratitude for Paul, who, notwithstanding his severe

affliction, preached to them the good tidings of salvation, were willing, if possible, to pluck out even

their eyes1 and to give them to the suffering messenger of God, Gal. iv. ic,. But the eyes, the most

precious members of the body, represent here figuratively the greatest sacrifice.

U.) Paul did not recognize the high-priest, when he called him a ' whited wall,' Acts xxiii. 3-5.

But this may have been owing to nearsightedness, rather than to diseased vision.

(d.) His handwriting was awkward, Gal. vi. 11 ('See what large letters, or characters, I write with

mine own hand '). and he usually employed an amanuensis, Rom. xvi. 22. But the former passage

refers only to the large size of the letters, which is often characteristic of boldness ; and even bad and

illegible handwriting is not infrequent among men of genius with sound eyes."

(e. ) The term ' thorn in the flesh ' naturally suggests the image of a sharp splinter run into the eye,

and an ocular deformity caused thereby, which might well be compared to the brand fixed on a slave,

Gal. vi. 17. But this passage refers to permanent marks of persecution from without rather than an

inherent trouble.

If Paul suffered from blindness, or blurred vision, he would involuntarily remind us of the two

greatest epic poets, — Homer and Milton, — of the eminent divine Dionysius of Alexandria, and of

the historian Prescott. His vision of the outward world was dimmed that he might see the mysteries

of the spiritual and eternal world. Milton wrote his ' Paradise Lost ' and ' Paradise Regained ' in

midnight darkness, yet full of faith and hope :—

' These eyes.

Bereft of light, their seeing have forgot ;

Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear

Of sun, or moon, or star, throughout the year.

Or man, or woman. Yet 1 argue not

Against Heaven's hand and will, nor bate a jot

Of heart or hope, but still bear up, and steer

Right onward.'

2. Epilepsy, ax thefalling sickness.* This answers nearly every condition of the text. It is painful;

it is recurrent ; it suspends all voluntary action ; it is exceedingly humiliating, distressing, and repul

sive, and makes the sufferer an object of loathing to others. It is often connected with delicate sen

sibility, nervous excitement, visions, and trances. It is characterized by sudden insensibility, spasmodic

movements of the muscles, violent distortions of the face, protrusion of the tongue, foaming at the

mouth, and ghastly expression of countenance. The fits last usually from five to twenty minutes

and are followed by a state of stupor. Epilepsy was considered by the ancients as a supernatural and

' sacred disease,' and derived from the influence of the gods or evil spirits ; the Jews traced it to de

moniacal possession ; the Welsh call it ' the rod of Christ.' Mohammed often had trances and epileptic

fits, during which he foamed at the mouth, and uttered guttural sounds like a camel ; at first he and

his followers derived them from evil spirits, but afterwards from the angel Gabriel who inspired his

messages. The faintings and ecstasies of St. Bernard, St. Francis of Assisi, St. Catherine of Siena,

St Teresa of Spain, George Fox, and Emanuel Swedenborg may also be mentioned as illustrations or

analogies. Recent English commentators have called attention to the case of King Alfred, the great

est and best of English kings. It is said that God sent him in his youth a malady which had all the

symptoms of epilepsy, in answer to the prayer for some corporal suffering or other protection against

the temptations of the flesh. For many years it caused him terrible tortures and led him to despair

of his life, but then it left him, in answer to his fervent prayers for deliverance, until it suddenly re

appeared in the midst of his marriage festival, to the dismay of the guests, and rudely silenced their

loud joy. To a good old age he was never sure against its recurrence, and it was under the load of

this bodily infirmity that he discharged, most energetically and faithfully, the duties of a sovereign in

a most tiying time.4 I knew an eminent and celebrated Christian scholar of high moral and religious

character, who in his younger years was subject to this terrible disease ; but his friends concealed it

The only serious objection to this theory is the repulsive character of epilepsy. But Paul himself

describes his infirmity as loathsome. It is also urged that he must have had a powerful constitution

to make so many journeys by land and by sea, to preach in the day and to work at his trade in the

night, and to endure all sorts of hardship and persecution. But physical infirmity is sometimes com

bined with great nervous vitality and tenacity.

3. Sick headache. This has in its favor the oldest tradition. It is first mentioned by Tertullian,

who adds to it earache,6 and is confirmed by Jerome, who mentions the traditional report that Paul

often suffered the most severe headache.* I would unhesitatingly adopt this view if it were not for

the objection that headache, even in its severest form, does not present the feature of such repulsive-

ness as to make the sufferer an object of contempt As the argument now stands, the second theory

has, exegetically, the advantage above all others.

' Not ' your own eyes,' as King James' version has it. The Greek viiwv is not emphatic, and the stress lays on ' eyes,'

not on ' your.'

* I may mention, as instances, Napoleon, Neander, Dean Stleany.

- Ziegler, Ewald {'/ailende Sucht otUr to was akniichsi'), Hausrath, Holsten, and especially Lightfoot.

* Pauli's Life 0/ At/rta\ Engl, transl., pp. 122-125, quoted by Jowett and Lightfoot.

* De Pudic.y c. 13 : */*r dohrtm, ut aiurtt, auricula vel capitis.1

* Com. in Gal. iv. 14 : ' Tradunt rum gravissimum capitis dolortm sap* ferpessum? Chrysostom, Theophytact,

Pelagius, and CEcumcnius likewise mention this opinion as beld by some (rirrt}.
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II. EXTERNAL TROUBLES.

These are ruled out by the text which points to an inherent difficulty inseparable from his person,

although it was not always felt with the same force.

1. Persecutions.1 Chrysostom argues, quite inconclusively : ' It cannot have been a headache as

some suppose ; it cannot have been any physical malady. God would not have delivered over the

foody of His chosen servant to the power of the devil to be tortured in this way. The Apostle is surely

speaking of opposition encountered, of suffering endured from enemies.' Paul speaks of his perse

cutions differently and very plainly in other passages, 2 Cor. iv. 7 ff. ; xi. 25 ff. Moreover persecu

tion followed the preaching of the gospel, while the infirmity spoken of in the Galatians preceded the

preaching.

2. Opposition of the Judaizing opponents who embittered his life and were the servants of Satan

(2 Cor. xi. 13, 15), together with the cares and anxieties of his office generally.* A modification of

the former view. No doubt the intrigues of the Judaizers and other mean people tried the Apostle

very sorely, and sometimes provoked him to the use of sarcastic language, but they were necessary

conditions of the development of Christian truth and of his own system of doctrine.

3. A bad wife (like Job's). But Paul was probably never married (1 Cor. vii. 7-9) ; and if he had

been, he would certainly not have prayed for the removal of his wife. This and similar fancies are

only worth mentioning as curiosities of exegesis.

III. MORAL AND SPIRITUAL TRIALS.

1. Carnal temptations. Paul had to contend with a rebellious sensuality, without, however, being

overcome by it. This is the ascetic explanation, vaguely suggested by Jerome, favored by the ambigu

ous Latin rendering of the ' thorn in the flesh ' (stimulus carnis), and adopted by most of the mediaeval

and Roman Catholic commentators. Cornelius a Lapide calls it the common interpretation of the

Catholics. Cardinal Hugo fancied that the passion was stimulated by the beautiful St. Thecla, one of

Paul's converts and companions (according to apocryphal accounts). Many an ascetic saint, beset by

the devil in this way, derived comfort from the belief that Paul was tempted in the same way. Passages

like 1 Cor. ix. 27 : ' I buffet my body, and bring it into bondage ; ' Rom. vii. 23 : ' the law of sin in my

members;' Eph. vi. 16 (the ' firetipt darts of the wicked one'), are quoted in support. But the

word ' thorn ' was never used of the sting of sensuous impulse. What is more conclusive, Paul says

expressly with reference to marriage and carnal temptations that he wished all men were as free as he,

1 Cor. vii. 7-9. We look in vain for stronger condemnation of all impurity than in his Epistles. It is

preposterous to suppose that he who was all-absorbed in the service of Christ should have been pur

sued by a sinful passion to such an extent as to be hindered in his ministry and to become an object of

contempt and loathing to his converts. And how in the world could he glory in shameful lusts t

And how could concupiscence be a check and counter-poise to spiritual pride ? 8

2. Violent temper. This does not answer the description at all. No doubt Paul, like most great

men, had fiery passions, but under the control of reason, and made subservient to his work. He

handled good old Peter rather severely at Antioch ; he separated even from his friend Barnabas for a

while on account of Mark ; he nearly lost his temper when he reviled the high priest ; and his Epis

tles generally are full of sacred fire. Nothing great can be done without enthusiasm, guided by reason.

Strong temper is as useful as a strong physical constitution when employed in a good cause. Abuse

of temper is always humiliating and a sign of weakness. But some people have no temper to control,

and hence deserve no credit for moderation.

3. Spiritual temptations, such as doubt, despondency, faint-heartedness in his calling, torments of

conscience on account of his former life, disappointed ambition, blasphemous suggestions of the devil.*

Paul no doubt had constant conflicts with the powers of darkness, and often felt weary of the strife,

and home-sick after heaven (comp. 2 Cor. v. 1-5 ; Phil. i. 23 ; 2 Tim. iv. 6), but he never shows the

least misgiving as to his faith and his ministry. Having seen the Lord personally, and having been

favored repeatedly with special revelations, he would rather have doubted his own existence than the

truth of the gospel or his duty as an Apostle.

PRACTICAL LESSONS.

1. Paul's 'thom in the flesh,' no matter what it was, heightens our conception of his heroism and

all-absorbing devotion to Christ, for whom he was ready to suffer all things and to sacrifice life itself.

2. The diversity of interpretations arises from the want of definite information and reflects the

personal experiences and trials of the commentators. The impossibility of attaining at a certain re

sult facilitates the applicability and practical usefulness of that undefined ' infirmity.'

1 Chrysostom and other Greek commentators. Augustin is also quoted in favor of this view, but he suggested different

conjectures and had no fixed opinion on this subject.

■ Theodoret, Erasmus, Calvin, lieza, Schrader, Rciche, etc.

8 Meyer calls this Roman interpretation ' a crime against the great Apostle.' But it is psychologically interesting, as

showing that excruciating carnal temptations may enter into the experience of earnest monks, priests, and holy men. St.

Jerome speaks of them rather indelicately in letters to female friends, whom he exhorts to keep the vow of chastity. St.

Augustin bewails the recurrence in dreams of the old sensuous pictures after his conversion.

* So Gerson, Luther, Calov, Mosheim, and others. Luther often had Satanic suggestions, and traced the gravel, which

troubled him very much, to the devil. In his earlier commentary on Gal. ( 1510), he explained Paul's infirmity with Chrys

ostom of persecutions; in his fuller commentary (1535)1 he added high spiritual temptations; and lastly in his TaNt-Talk,

he mentions the latter only.
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3. Every Christian has a ' thorn in his flesh,' either physical, or spiritual, or external. Some have

more than one. It may be sickness, or poverty, or misfortune, or persecution, or doubt, or despondency,

or unruly temper, or a bad husband, a bad wife, bad children, or any other kind of trouble.

4. The object and use of a thorn in the flesh is to keep us humble and near the cross. It is a

check to pride, vanity, sensuality, and other sins. Human nature is too weak to stand uninterrupted

prosperity without injury.

5. The thorn in the flesh aids us in developing the passive virtues, meekness, gentleness, patience,

resignation. We are often laid on the back that we may learn to look up to heaven. When Paul

was weakest in the flesh, he was strongest in spirit. ' And what his trial was to him and to the world

on a large scale, that the trial of each individual Christian may have been ever since, the means, in

ways inconceivable to him now, of making himself and others strong in the service of God and

man.' 1

6. The comfort in answer to our prayers for deliverance from our thorn in the flesh is that which

was given to Paul : * My grace is sufficient for thee ; for (My) strength is made perfect in weakness.'

The same answer, though we hear it not, is returned to us in similar trials. Prayer is often refused

in one form, but answered in a far better form than we can conceive. The cross of Christ is the

strength of Christianity.'

Continuation of the Argument by a Biblical Allegory.

Chapter IV. 21-31.

The Apostle resumes his argument for the superiority of the gospel over the law, and illustrates

the difference of the two by an allegorical interpretation of the history of Sarah and Hagar, and their

sons.

21 ' I "ELL me, ye that desire to be under the law,1 do ye not

22 A hear the law ? 2 For it is written that Abraham had twoa <*"• «>•

23 sons, "the one by a3 bondmaid, * the other by a free woman.4 * £" «•• *
J ' ' ' ' c Rom. i*. 7,

Rut he who was of the bondwoman 6 • was born after the flesh ; d ^,n xviii

24 dbut he of the free woman6 was by promise.7 Which things JV'hX.'"

are an allegory :8 for these9 are the 10 two covenants ; the one " "'

from the11 mount "Sinai, which gendereth to bondage,12 which' Deut-X"'"-

25 is Agar." For this Agar is mount Sinai in Arabia,14 and an-

swereth to Jerusalem ls which now is, and is ,6 in bondage with

26 her children. But17 'Jerusalem which is above is free, which is/ii. a. »:

27 the mother of us all.18 For it is written, » ; Re"'hl

9 ' Rejoice, thou barren that bearest not ;

' Break forth and cry, thou that travailest not :

* or, under law a Law * the

4 the freewoman ' the son from the bondmaid

* the son from the free woman ' is through the promise

* are allegorized • these women 10 omit the

11 omit the u bringing forth unto bondage ,s and this is Hagar

M Some of the best authorities omit Hagar, and read. For Sinai is a moun

tain in Arabia. The clause should be enclosed in parentheses.

11 corresponded to the Jerusalem ,e for she is " the

18 and she is our mother

> Stanley.
■ Coicuare the couplet of Schiller (his best) : —

' Religion des Kreuiei nur du verkniipfcst in Einem Kranie

Dcr Demuth und Kralt doppclie Palme jugleich.'

la ; xxi. 2,

10.

[ Isa. li». 1.
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' For the desolate hath many more children

' Than she which hath a husband.' "

28 Now we,20 brethren, as Isaac was, are * the n children of prom-

29 ise. But as then ' he that was born after the flesh persecuted

30 him that was born after the Spirit, * even so it is a now. Never

theless what saith ' the Scripture ?

'" * Cast out the bondwoman M and her son : for " the son of

the bondwoman shall not be heir Zi with the son of the free

3 1 woman.' M So then, M brethren, we are not children of the H

bondwoman, ° but of the free.28

A Acts ili. as ;

Rom. ix. 8 ;

chap iii. 20.

1 Gen. xxi. 0.

k Chap. v. 1 1 ;

vi. 12.

/ Chap. iii. 8,

22.

1 Gen. xxi.

10, 12.

ft John viii.

35-

o John viii.

36; chap. v.

'. II-

w Many are the children of the desolate,

More than of her who hath the husband

20 But ye n omit the M omit it is

■ bondmaid (as in vers. 21 and 22) M shall in no wise inherit

26 freewoman m Wherefore (according to the most approved reading, Bio)

"a ** the freewoman

Ver. 21. Tell me. This makes the question

more urgent and compels the Judaizing Gala-

tians to an evangelical answer. — Ye that desire

to be under law, do ye not hear the Law 1 Ye

who are so anxious to live under the power and

authority of the legal dispensation, will ye not

listen to the lesson of the book of the Law ? Comp.

Matt, xiii, .13; xxiv. 15; Luke xvi. 29. Others

take it as a question of astonishment ! Is not the

Law (which ought to convince you of your error)

constantly read in your synagogues ? Comp.

Luke iv. 16 ; John xii. 32 ; Acts xv. 21 ; 2 Cor.

iii. 14. The law in the first clause means the legal

institute and authority ; the Law in the second

clause designates, as often, the Pentateuch (the

Thora), as distinct from the Prophets (Nebiim),

and the remaining sacred writings (Chttubim or

Hagiographa).

Ver. 22. Abraham had two sons, one by the

bondmaid, the other by the freewoman. See Gen.

xvi. 1 ff. ; xxi. 1 ff. The ' bondmaid ' is Hagar, the

'freewoman ' is Sarah. In the national legends

of the Mohammedan Arabs who derive their de

scent from Ishmae), Hagar is represented as the

lawful wife, and Ishmae! as the legitimate son of

Abraham ; they settled in Mecca and were re

freshed from the well in the holy Kaaba, which

was from time immemorial and is to this day a

sanctuary and resort of pilgrimage. The Moham

medans pray five times a day with their face

turned to Mecca. It is remarkable how the re

lation of Ishmael to Abraham has been perpet

uated in history. The Mohammedans are in their

religion genuine Ishmaelites, bastard Jews, and

wild sons of the desert, whose hands are against

every man. (Gen. xvi. 12).

Ver. 23. Bat the son from the bondmaid was

born after the flesh, in the regular course of na

ture. (Used somewhat differently in Rom. i. 3

and ix. 5.) But the son of the freewoman is

through the promise, by virtue of supernatural in

fluence, by the Spirit of God working through the

word of promise (as in the conception of our

Lord). Gen. xvii. 16, 19; xviii. 10, II; comp.

Rom. iv. 19.

Ver. 24. Which things are allegorized, allegor

ical ly expounded, have an allegorical signification.

The story of Hagar and Sarah has another

(namely, a figurative, typical) meaning, besides

(not, instead of) the literal or historical. Paul

does not deny the fact, but makes it the bearer of

a general idea, which was more fully expressed

in two covenants. He uses allegorical here in a

sense similar to the word ' typical ' in 1 Cor. x. 1 1

(Greek). See the Excursus. ' Allegory ' means a

description of one thing under the figure of an

other, so that the real or intended meaning differs

from the obvious sense of the words ; the verb ' to

allegorize ' (only used here in the New Testament)

means, ( 1 ) to speak in an allegory or figuratively,

that is so as to intend another sense than the

words express ; (2) to interpret as an allegory,

and in the passive mood : to have an allegorical

meaning. So here. — For these (two women,

Hagar and Sarah) are two covenants. They ' are

allegorically, that is, they represent or signify, two

covenants. Comp. Matt. xiii. 39 ; xxvi. 26-28 ;

I Cor. x. 4. — One (of them) from Mount Sinai,

bringing forth (or bearing children) unto bondage ;

and this is Hagar. The regular antithesis would

be : ' the other from Mount Sion (which corre

sponds to the upper Jerusalem), bearing children

unto freedom ; and this is Sarah.' This is sub

stantially expressed in ver. 26, but owing to the

intervening explanatory parenthesis, ver. 25, the

grammatical form melts away in the general struc

ture. Besides the parallel is not quite complete ;

for Sarah was the mother not only of the true

spiritual children of Abraham, but also of those

carnal Jews who are no better than the children

of Hagar, who strictly speaking stood outside of

the Sinaitic covenant and became through her

illegitimate son Ishmael the mother of a bastard

Judaism (the religion of Mohammed).

Ver. 25. A difficult passage. The reading of the

first clause is disputed. The longer text (which

is supported by the Vatican MS. and adopted by

Westcott and Hort) reads : But (or, How) this

Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia.' This implies

1 A, B, D, E read to 6« Avoo Su-a 000c a'oTtV <V 77/ 'Apa-

/Si« . K, I., P, with the majority of cursive MSS., read yap

{/or) instead of £«' (but, now).
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that the name Hagar was an Arabic designation

for Mount Sinai, but this cannot be satisfactorily

proven (as the testimonies of Chrysostom and the

Bohemian traveller Harant are isolated and un

confirmed). Hagar means 'Wanderer,' 'Fugi

tive,' and is connected with the Arabic ' Hegira'

(the famous ' flight ' of Mohammed from Mecca to

Medina, whence the beginning of the Moham

medan era) ; Sinai means ' Pointed,' or (accord

ing to FUrst) ' Rocky.' There is, however, an

Arabic word of similar sound, though different

etymology, ('Hadschar,' or ' Hadjar,' 'Chajar'J,

which means a ' stone ' or a ' rock,' and is to this

day applied to several remarkable stones on and

around Sinai, e. g. to the traditional rock from

which Moses drew water (in the Wady Leja). At

the time of Paul, who was himself in Arabia (see

note on i. 17), it may have been (and in case this

reading is correct, it must have been) a local

name of one of the peaks of that group of barren

rocks, or of the whole group ; as ' Selah ' or ' Pe-

tra' ('Rock') was the name of the famous rock-

hewn city, in the Sinaitic Peninsula, and that part

of Arabia was called the ' Rocky Arabia' (Arabia

Petraa). At present the principal peaks of Sinai

are called 'Jebel Musa' (Mount of Moses, the

traditional mount of legislation), ' Ras Sufsafeh '

(tint probable mount of legislation, facing the vast

plain Kr Raha), and 'Jebel Katharina. Calvin

and others escape this difficulty by explaining :

' Hagar is a type of (or, represents) Mount Sinai

in Arabia.' But against this is the Greek neuter

article before Hagar ('the thing'' or 'the name'

Hagar ; not in the feminine, ' the woman Hagar ').

The shorter reading (of the Sinaitic MS. and the

Vulgate, adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, in

the last edition, and Lightfoot) is : For Sinai is a

mountain in Arabia.1 This is quite intelligible

and free from the difficulty just mentioned, though

for this very reason subject to the suspicion of

being a correction, if it were not for the ease with

which the insertion of Hagar can be explained in

the Greek. Some take the clause in either case

as a parenthesis, others as a continuation of the

argument. It cannot be merely a geographical no

tice for the Galatians ; for Sinai was well known

to all who had heard of the Mosaic legislation.

The stress seems to lie on ' Arabia,' known as a

land of the wild descendants of Hagar. She fled

with Ishmael to the Sinaitic Peninsula (Gen. xvi.

7, 14) ; several Arab tribes were named after her

' Hagarenes ' or ' Hagarites ' ( Ps. lxxxiii. 7 ; I

Chr. v. 19), and the Arabs generally were called

'sons of Hagar' (Baruch iii. 23). The law was

given not on Mount Sion in the land of promise,

but outside of it in Arabia, and this corresponds

to Hagar who was an outsider, an Egyptian slave.

The law 'came in beside' (iii. 19; Rom. v. 20),

and had only an intermediate and transitory im

portance in the history of salvation. — Corre-

spondeth to the Jerusalem which now is. Lit. :

belongs to the same row or column, is in the same

rank with. Both have the same nature, namely,

both are in bondage. But what is the subject of

the verb ? If the preceding clause be taken as a

parenthesis, the subject is the Sinaitic covenant,

ver. 24 ; but if it is not parenthetical, Hagar is

the subject in the longer reading, or Mount Sinai

in the shorter reading. ' The Jerusalem which

1 To yap 2iva opoc co-tic iv ttJ 'Apa&iq. So S, C, F, G,

Vulg-, Ong. _ The words to yap might easily be changed by

a careless scribe into to 'Ayotp, as this name immediately

precedes the disputed reading.

VOU III. 33

now is,' or the present, the earthly Jerusalem,

which represents, as the metropolis, the whole

Jewish race, the Mosaic theocracy. — For she is in

bondage with her children. In bondage to the Mo

saic law (also to Rome, although this is not meant

here). The Jewish church which crucified the

Lord and persecutes the Christian church, is in

spiritual slavery, as Hagar was in literal slavery.

We must here remember the Pauline distinction

between two Israels, a spiritual Israel which em

braces all believers, whether of the circumcision

or of the uncircumcision, and is the true heir of

promise, and the carnal Israel, which has only the

circumcision of the flesh, and not of the heart,

which is of the blood, but not of the faith of

Abraham, and is cast out like Hagar and Ish

mael. Comp. Rom. ii. 26-29 ; iv. 12 ff. ; ix. 6 ff.

Ver. 26. Bat the Jerusalem which is above

(or, the upper Jerusalem) is free; and she is our

mother (mother of us). The reading of the E. V.

' of us all ' is not sufficiently supported, and arose

probably at an early time from Rom. iv. 16, 'the

father of us all,' or from a loose quotation of this

passage by Polycarp. The other covenant, that

which is represented by Sarah and her believing

offspring, is the true or heavenly Jerusalem, that

is not (as the rabbinical teachers imagined) an

actual material city in heaven (the exact counter

part of the earthly Jerusalem), which was to be let

down in the Messianic age, but a spiritual city,

the Messianic theocracy, the kingdom of heaven,

to which all true Christians belong, even here on

earth, Phil. iii. 20. The word 'above,' therefore

is not local, but ethical and spiritual ; as in the

phrase, ' the kingdom of heaven,' to be born ' from

above.' Comp. the ' heavenly Jerusalem,' Hebr.

xii. 22 (where it is contrasted with mount Sinai,

ver. 18), the 'new Jerusalem,' Rev. iii. 12 ; xxi. 2.

— 'And she is our mother,' the mother of us

Christians. This passage and the concluding

chapters of Revelation struck the keynote to the

hymn ' Mother dear, Jerusalem,' and the other

New Jerusalem hymns in Latin, English, and

German, which express so touchingly the Chris

tian's longing after his eternal home in heaven.

Ver. 27. 'Rejoice, thou barren that bearest

not,' etc. An illustration of the allegory by a

passage from Isa. liv. 1, which prophesies the

deliverance of God's afflicted nation from the for

eign bondage of the Babylonian exile, and her res

toration to freedom and prosperity, so that from

a mourning widow, like Sarah, she shall become

a rejoicing mother of many children. The prophet

himself, m a previous chapter (li. 2), refers to

God's dealings with Abraham and Sarah, as a type

of his dealings with their descendants. In the

application, the barren who becomes fruitful, is

the type of the Christian church, more especially

the Gentile Christian church, as opposed to the

Jewish synagogue. This application is fully jus

tified by the Messianic character of the whole sec .

ond part of Isaiah (beginning with chap. xl.).

Ver. 28. But ye, brethren, as Isaac was (or,

after the manner of Isaac), are children of prom

ise. Resumes the main subject ; comp. ver. 23.

Christian believers are born, like Isaac, of the

unfruitful Sarah, contrary to the ordinary course

of nature, by the supernatural power of the divine

promise, and are therefore children of the heav

enly Jerusalem.

Ver. 29. But as then he that was born after

the flesh persecuted him (that -was born) after the

Spirit, even so now. The history of Isaac and
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Ishmael was typical also in another respect, inas

much as it foreshadowed the hostility of the car

nal, unbelieving Judaism against Christianity.

' Persecuted him.' According to the Hebrew text,

Gen. xxi. 9, Ishmael was simply ' laughing ' or

' mocking ' at the festival in honor of the weaning

of Isaac ; whereupon Sarah said unto Abraham :

' Cast out this bondwoman and her son.' But the

Jewish tradition expanded the word, so as to

mean an assault of Ishmael upon Isaac. This

insolence was repeated in the aggressions of the

Arab tribes, especially the Hagarenes on the

Israelites (Ps. lxxxiii. 7 ; 1 Chr. v. 10, 19), and on

a still grander scale in the persecutions of the

Mohammedans against Jews and Christians. —

' Even so (it is) now.' So now the Christian

church which is born of the Spirit, is persecuted

by the Jewish synagogue which is born after the

flesh. And this same conduct is repeated also

by the bigoted Judaizing party against the free

evangelical church of the Gentiles.

Ver. 30. Nevertheless what saitU the Scrip

ture ? ' Cast out the bondmaid and her son ; for

the son of the bondmaid shall in no wise in

herit with the son of the frcewoman.' Words of

Sarah to Abraham on the occasion of the mock

ing of Ishmael, Gen. xxi. 10, but approved and

confirmed by God, ver. 12, so that Ishmael was

actually expelled from the house of Abraham.

Paul quotes from the LXX., with a slight change

of 'my son Isaac' into 'the son of the freewom-

an,' which adapts it to his argument and saves

explanation. The Apostles were no slavish lit-

eralists, but used the Bible freely in the very

Spirit which gave it. — 'Shall in no wise inherit.'

The double negation in Greek is emphatic : as

suredly not. Judaism and Christianity, bondage

and freedom, cannot exist together : the one must

exclude the other. This appears very plain to us

now, but before the destruction of Jerusalem it

sounded strange and incredible, at least to the

Judaizers, who held on to the old traditions as

long as they could. ' It is scarcely possible ' (says

Lightfoot) ' to estimate the strength of convic

tion and depth which this declaration implies.

The Apostle thus confidently sounds the death-

knell of Judaism at a time when one half of Chris

tendom clung to the Mosaic law with a jealous

affection little short of frenzy, and while the Ju

daic party seemed to be growing in influence and

was strong enough, even in the Gentile churches

of his own founding, to undermine his influence

and endanger his life.'

Ver. 31, Wherefore, brethren, we are not chil

dren of a (/. e. any) bondwoman, but of the free-

woman. The pith of the typological illustration,

ver. 2 1 ff., and the final result of the whole discus

sion of the fourth chapter. The change of the def

inite and indefinite article (so often obliterated by

the E. V.) is not without point. There are many

bondwomen, false churches and sects, but only out

freewoman, the lawful spouse of Christ, in whom

all true believers are one. Some eminent com

mentators begin with this verse a new section, as

expressing the theoretical preamble of the practi

cal exhortation in chap, v., thus : ' Therefore,

brethren, we are not children of a bondwoman

(like the Jews), but of the freewoman ; for (or,

unto) freedom Christ hath made us free : ' stand

fast, therefore,' etc. (So Meyer.)

Excursus on Allegorical and Typical Interpretation.

Chapter IV. 21-31.

We have here an ingenious specimen of a typical allegory. Paul represents Hagar (the slave and

concubine) and Sarah (the mistress and lawful wife), with their sons, Ishmael and Isaac, as the types

of two covenants, a covenant of law or bondage, and a covenant of promise or freedom. The con

trast of the two mothers is reproduced in their two sons, and on a larger scale in two religions, the

Jewish and the Christian. It is again repeated in the antagonism between the legalistic Jewish, and

the evangelical Gentile Christianity. The points of contrast are as follows : —

Hagar and Ishmael = Judaism.

The Old Covenant.

The Law.

Natural Birth.

Mount Sinai in Arabia.

Earthly Jerusalem.

Bondage.

Persecuting.

Expulsion.

Sarah and Isaac = Christianity.

The New Covenant.

The Gospel (the Promise).

Spiritual Birth.

(Mount Sion in the Land of Promise ?)

Heavenly Jerusalem.

Freedom.

Persecuted.

Inheritance.

Paul accommodates himself here, as in two other instances (iii. 6 ; 1 Cor. x. 4), in some measure,

but within the bounds of sobriety and legitimate application, to the prevailing rabbinical exegesis in

which he was trained. He does so exceptionally and incidentally. He does not rest the truth or the

argument on an allegorical interpretation, but uses it as an accessory illustration of a truth previously

established by solid argument. Luther compares it to a painting which decorates a house already

built.

Paul regards the patriarchal family with good reason as a miniature picture of the future history of

the church, which it represented and anticipated. He does not in the least deny the historical char

acter of Abraham, Sarah, and Hagar ; but he ascribes to it, at the same time, a wider typical import,

and sees in Abraham the father of the faithful, in Sarah and Hagar the mothers of two races and two

covenants, in which their personal character and condition is reflected and carried out on a larger
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scale. This is all sound and true. The chief difficulty is in the identification of Hagar with Sinai, and

this is much relieved by the shorter reading. In point of fact the law was given to the descendants

of Sarah and Isaac, not to those of Hagar and Ishmael, who stood outside of the covenant. But

Sarah and Isaac represented first and last the covenant of promise which overruled the interimistic

covenant of law which was given in the desert borderland of the Ishmaelites, as a tutor to prepare the

Israelites for the fulfilment of the promise.

Now let us compare with this Scripture passage the allegorical interpretation of the same history

by the celebrated Philo of Alexandria (about A. D. 40), the master of the art of allegorizing. Accord

ing to his view, Abraham represents the human soul progressing towards the knowledge of God.

His first wife, Sarah, ' the princess,' represents divine wisdom. His second wife, Hagar, ' the so

journer,' the Egyptian handmaid of Sarah, means preparatory scholastic training or secular learning,

which is transient and unsatisfying. His marriage with Sarah is at first premature and unfruitful ;

hence she directs him to cohabit with her handmaid, that is to study the lower wisdom of the schools ;

and the alliance proves fruitful at once. Afterwards he again unites himself to Sarah, who bears him

a son with a countless offspring ; thus the barren woman becomes ' most fruitful.' Moreover, Isaac

likewise represents true wisdom, Ishmael sophistry, which in the end must give place to wisdom, and

be ' cast out.'

The difference is very characteristic. As Lightfoot (p. 195) happily expresses it, ' the Christian Apos

tle and the philosophic Jew move in parallel lines, keeping side by side, and yet never once crossing

each other's path.' Their allegorical explanations of the same history are ' most like and yet most

unlike.' There is a similar relation of similitude and contrast between Philo's and St. John's doctrine

of the divine Logos. It is the difference between a shadowy abstraction and a substantial reality. Philo

sacrificed the obvious grammatical and historical sense to the spiritual and mystic ; the Apostles never

invalidate the historical sense. Philo put his Platonic ideas and fancies into the Old Testament; the

Apostles drew out the deeper meaning of the same. Philo idealized the Mosaic religion till it evapor

ated into philosophical abstractions and mythical shadows ; the Apostles spiritualized the Mosaic relig

ion, and saw in it the type of the truth and reality of the gospel.

We add a few general remarks on typical and allegorical interpretation.

1. The sacred authors used language, like other writers, in order to be understood by the people

whom they addressed. They intended one definite meaning, not two or three. This meaning can

only be ascertained by grammatical and historical interpretation, according to the acknowledged

laws of thought and speech, and in view of the conditions and surroundings of the author. This is

the only sound and firm basis of all true exegesis.

2. The Bible has throughout a profound spiritual meaning, and admits of endless application. To

find it, requires spiritual insight and sympathy, which is a greater and rarer gift than knowledge of

grammar and critical acumen. But this spiritual meaning is in the letter, as the kernel is in the shell,

and as the soul is in the body, not outside of, and contrary to, the plain, natural meaning of the words

and phrases. Nor is it a second meaning besides the natural.

3. The whole Jewish dispensation,— including history, prophecy, worship, and ritual, — is a type

and shadow of the Christian dispensation (Col. ii. 17 ; Hebr. viii. 5; ix. 23; x. 1). Every person,

event, and institution expresses an actual idea or fact which is more fully expressed or developed by

a corresponding idea or fact in the Christian dispensation. The typical significance depends on the

connection with the central idea of the theocracy and the preparation for Christianity. The nearer a

person or event to the person of Christ and the history of redemption, the deeper is their typical im-

port. In a wider sense all history is typical and prophetical, and every period is a higher fulfilment

of the preceding period. Hence ' there is nothing new under the sun ; and yet history never repeats

itself. The New Testament is full of typical interpretation and application of the Old Testament ; but

there are no allegorical interpretations in the Gospels, and very few in the Epistles.

4. Allegorical interpretation, technically so-called, as distinct from typical illustration and verifica

tion, assumes a double or threefold sense of the Scriptures, an obvious literal sense and a hidden

spiritual or mystic sense, both of which were intended by the sacred writer. It was introduced into

the Christian church by the learned Origen, who in this respect was more a disciple of Philo than of

Paul, and distinguished three senses of the Bible, corresponding to the three constituent elements in

roan, — body, soul, and spirit It extensively prevailed with various modifications in the Christian

church, especially during the Middle Ages, and again in the seventeenth century. It opened the door

to the most arbitrary treatment of the Bible and turned it into a nose of wax. It is irreverently rev

erent. It assumes that the plain natural sense of the Bible is not deep enough and must be improved

by human ingenuity. It substitutes subjective fancies for objective truths, and pious imposition for

honest exposition. It is not dead yet, and falsely appeals to St. Paul ; forgetting that he was inspired,

while we arc not, and that he allegorized only two or three times, for illustration, rather than argu

ment. Calvin, one of the soundest commentators, strongly protests against this abuse of Scripture,

and says : ' As the Apostle declares that these things are allegorized, Origen and many others along

with him, have seized the occasion of torturing Scripture, in every possible manner, away from the

true sense. They concluded thafthe literal sense is too mean and poor, and that, under the outward

bark of the letter, there lurk deeper mysteries which cannot be extracted but by beating out allegories.

And this they had no difficulty in accomplishing ; for speculations which appear to be ingenious have

always been preferred, and always will be preferred by the world to sound doctrine. For many centuries

no man was considered to be ingenious, who had not the skill and daring necessary for changing into a

variety of curious shapes the sacred word of God. This was undoubtedly a contrivance of Satan to

undermine the authority of Scripture, and to take away from the reading of it the true benefit God

visited this profanation by a just judgment, when He suffered the pure meaning of the Scripture to

be buried under false interpretations. I acknowledge that Scripture is a most rich and inexhaust

ible fountain of all wisdom ; but I deny that its fertility consists in the various meanings which any
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man, at his pleasure, may assign. Let us know, then, that the true meaning of Scripture is the nat

ural and obvious meaning ; and let us embrace and abide by it resolutely.'

5. But even if we admit that Paul's typical allegory in this passage borders on the rabbinical exe

gesis of his age, from which, however, it differs very materially as we have shown, it cannot weaken

our confidence in his inspiration. I quote the judicious remarks of Bishop Lightfoot (p. 197) : ' We

need not fear to allow that St Paul's mode of teaching here is colored by his early education in the

rabbinical schools. It were as unreasonable to stake the Apostle's inspiration on the turn of a met

aphor, or the character of an illustration, or the form of an argument, as on purity of diction. No

one now thinks of maintaining that the language of the inspired writers reaches the classical standard

of correctness and elegance, though at one time it was held almost a heresy to deny this. " A treasure

contained in earthen vessels," " strength made perfect in weakness," " rudeness in speech, yet not in

knowledge," such is the far nobler conception of inspired teaching, which we may gather from the

Apostle's own language. And this language we should do well to keep in mind. But on the other

hand it were sheer dogmatism to set up the intellectual standard of our own age or country as an in

fallible rule. The power of allegory has been differently felt in different ages, as it is differently felt

at any one time by diverse nations. Analogy, allegory, metaphor— by what boundaries are these

separated from each other ? What is true or false, correct or incorrect, as an analogy, or an allegory ?

What argumentative force must be assigned to either ? We should, at least, be prepared with an

answer to these questions, before we venture to sit in judgment on any individual case.'

CHAPTER V.

Contents : I. Exhortation to Steadfastness in Christian Freedom, and Warning

against Legal Bondage, vers. 1-12; II. Warning against the Abuse of Freedom, and

Exhortation to Brotherly Love, vers. 13-15 ; III. Walking by the Spirit. The Works

of the Flesh and the Fruit of the Spirit, vers. 16-26.

Exhortation to Steadfastness in Christian Freedom, and Warning against

Legal Bondage.

Chapter V. 1-12.

Here begins the practical part of the Epistle, consisting of exhortations and warnings appropriate

to the occasion. First, the Apostle exhorts them to hold fast their spiritual freedom which they

enjoy in Christ, and not to relapse again into legal bondage.

1 QTAND fast therefore in ° the liberty wherewith Christ hath " **%£;*.

^J made us free,1 and be not entangled again * with the2 yoke Jj,! ' Pet' ""

2 of bondage. Behold, I Paul say unto you, that 'if ye be cir- *chfa"i £•'

3 cumcised, Christ shall3 profit you nothing. For4 I testify , Act. xv. ■.

again to every man that is circumcised, dthat he is a debtor to s^*"*™1-

4 do the whole law. "Christ is become of no effect unto you,6 < roJ.V'ji,

whosoever of you are justified by the law;6 'ye are fallen7 *'.'

5 from grace. For we through the Spirit8 'wait9 for the hope t Rom. via.

6 of righteousness by faith. For *in Jesus Christ10 neither cir- . t™. iV.s.
0 ' J k 1 Cor. vii

cumcision availeth any thing, nor uncircumcision ; but 'faith ■osch.ui.
J ° ' 18; vi. 15;

7 which worketh by love.11 Ye *did run well;12 ' who did hin- . ca.m. ■■.

1 for freedom did Christ make us free. See notes. 3 in a »o. •>.

•will * Nay {others, Moreover) /chili*:*4

• Ye are cut off from Christ {lit. Ye were done away from Christ)

• all ye who are being {or would be) justified by law ' fallen away

• by the Spirit from faith {the words from faith are misplaced in the E. V. at

the close of the verse) * wait eagerly M Christ Jesus

,J faith working through love la Ye were running bravely
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8 der you that ye should not obey the truth ? This persuasion J

9 cometh not of him ""that calleth you. "A little leaven leaven-,

10 eth the whole lump. • I have confidence in you through 13 the,,

Lord, that ye will be none otherwise minded: but phe that I

troubleth you 'shall bear his judgment, whosoever he be.'

11 rAnd I, brethren, if I yet14 preach circumcision, 'why do I yet/

suffer persecution ? 1B then is ' the offence of the cross ceased.18 "

12 " I would they were even cut off x which trouble you.17 *

" toward you in u still " am I still persecuted ?

•• hath .... been done away

17 I wish that they who are unsettling you would go beyond circumcision (go

on to abscission)

Ch. i. 6.

1 Cor. v. 6i

xt. 33.

a Cor. u. 3*

viii. 3a.

Chap. i. 7.

2 Cor. x. 6.

Chap. tL is

1 Cor. xv. 30;

chap. iv. 29 ;

vi. 17.

1 Cor. i. 23.

Josh. rU. 15;

1 Cor.v. 13;

chap. i. 8, 9.

Acts xv. 1,

2,24.

Vcr. i. For freedom did Christ make (or set)

us free : stand firm, therefore, and be not entan

gled again in a yoke of bondage.1 This exhorta

tion is the inferential close of the argumentative,

and a suitable beginning of the hortative, part of

the Epistle. Some editors and commentators put

the verse, either in whole or in part, at the end of

chap. iv. Paul contrasts Christian freedom with

Jewish bondage, and urges the Galatians to hold

fast to the former, and not to relapse into the lat

ter, or to exchange one form of slavery (their na

tive heathenism) with another (Judaism). Hence

' again.' ' Freedom ' is the outcome of the pre

ceding discussion, and is emphatically put first.

' For, or 'unto freedom ' (better than ' with free

dom,' although the Greek admits both), 1. e., in

order that we might be and remain free. It is, of

course, not carnal but spiritual freedom, freedom

from the curse and bondage of the law, secured

to the believer as a permanent condition by the

vicarious death of Christ, which satisfied the de

mands of Divine justice and saved us from wrath.

This freedom implies the consciousness of the

full pardon of our sins, a ready and direct ac

cess to the throne of grace, and all the privileges

and responsibilities of a son in his father's house.

A Christian freeman is a grateful and cheerful

servant of God, and a lord and king, though in

chains, like Paul in Rome, who was a true free

man, while Nero on the throne was a misera

ble slave of his lusts ' Stand firm,' in this lib

erty of an evangelical Christian. — ' Yoke of

bondage,' which bears down the neck and pre

vents free motion. Legalism is a burdensome

slavery of the mind and conscience. Peter, in his

speech at the Council of Jerusalem, likewise calls

the law of Moses a 'yoke,' which 'neither our

fathers nor we could bear,' Acts xv. 10. Luther

remarks on this verse : ' Let us learn to count this

our freedom most noble, exalted, and precious,

which no emperor, no prophet, nor patriarch, no

angel from heaven, but Christ, God's Son, hath

obtained for us ; not for this that He might re

lieve us from a bodily and temporal subjection,

but from a spiritual and eternal imprisonment of

the crudest tyrants, namely, the law, sin, death,

devil.' Calvin : ' Paul reminds them that they

ought not to despise a freedom so precious. And

certainly it is an invaluable blessing, in defence of

which it is our duty to fight even to death. If

men lay upon our shoulders an unjust burden, it

may be borne ; but if they endeavor to bring our

conscience into bondage, we must resist valiantly,

even to death.'

Ver. 2. Behold, I, Paul, say unto yon, that if

ye be circumcised (suffer yourselves to be circum

cised), Christ will profit you nothing. Your course

is pot only foolish, but dangerous, yea ruinous.

A circumcised man may become a Christian, but

a Christian who deliberately undergoes circumcis

ion, becomes a Jew (a 'proselyte of righteous

ness ') and virtually trusts to the law for salva

tion, and not to Christ. ' Behold ' rouses atten

tion. ' I, Paul ' interposes the apostolic authority,

in opposition to the Judaizing teachers who taught

that circumcision was necessary to make them Full

Christians and to insure salvation. ' If ye be cir

cumcised,' or 'submit to circumcision,' as a term

of salvation ; some had probably done so already.

' Christ will profit you nothing ; ' the future marks

the certain result of this Judaizing course. Lu

ther : ' If St. Paul can venture to pass so terri

ble a judgment against the law and circumcision

which God himself has given, what kind of judg

ment would he utter upon the chaff and the dross

of men's ordinances ? Wherefore this text is

such a thunder-clap, that by right the whole papal

realm should be astounded and terrified.'

Ver. 3. Kay, I testify again to every man that

is circumcised (suffers himself to be circumcised),

that he is a debtor to do the whole law. Circum

cision is an initiatory rite by which the person cir

cumcised becomes a Jew, and assumes the solemn

obligation to keep the whole law of Moses, moral

and ritual ; just as the baptismal vow is a pledge

of obedience to the gospel of Christ. The sac

ramental rite implies all the responsibilities and

duties as well as privileges of membership. ' I

testify,' I bear witness, I solemnly assert as in

court. (In classical Greek the verb usually means

to summon as a witness, to call to witness.)

' Again ' refers to ' I say ' in ver. 2. ' To every

man,' without exception, stronger than the pre

ceding general ' ye.'

Ver. 4. Ye are cut off from Christ all ye who

are being (or, would be) justified by (the) law;

1 This is upon the whole the best reading (adopted by

Rengel, Lachmann, Teschendorf, ed. viii., Meyer). The

MSS. and versions vary considerably, although the sense is

not essentially altered. The received text reads literally :

1 Stand firm therefore in (or, in respect to) the freedom with

which (or, for which) Christ made usfree, and be not/ etc

(T7J f'Aeutftpif, ovr, jf XpiffTO* rjftat IfAcvfff'plfffCV, onJfffTC).

But the oldest MSS. (tf B, etc.) put ' therefore ' (at*) after

' stand '(ffTvcert), and omit 'with which'(rj). The punctua

tion is a matter of interpretation.
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ye are fallen away from grace. ' Ye are cut off

from Christ,' completely separated from Him.

The Greek verb means to be annulled, to be done

away with. Your union with Christ was dis

solved and came to nothing in the moment when

you sought your justification in the law. ' Ye

are fallen away from grace,' not totally and finally

(in which case the warning would be useless), but

for the time being. Looking to God's promise

and faithfulness, our salvation is sure ; looking

to our weakness and temptations, all is doubtful,

unless we watch and pray-without ceasing.

Ver. 5. For we, by the Spirit, from faith wait

eagerly for the hope of righteousness. ' For ' in

troduces an argument from the opposite for the

judgment passed in ver. 4 against those who seek

justification by the law. ' By the Spirit,' the Holy

Spirit, who is' the Divine source of faith and spir

itual life in us. ' From faith,' which is the sub

jective source of our expectation. ' Wait eagerly,'

or persistently, patiently. The hope of the Chris

tian does not decline, but increase until the time

of fruition. Comp. Rom. viii. 19, 23, 25 ; 1 Cor.

i. 7 ; Phil. iii. 20. ' For the hope of righteous

ness,' the righteousness hoped for by us as a pos

session that is secured here by faith, but extends

into eternity and involves the bliss and glory of

the future life. Comp. Rom. viii. 30. Others take

' hope ' as equivalent to the crown of glory which

awaits the justified as their reward. The passage

affords no aid to the doctrine of a gradual increase

of justification, which, as Meyer says here, ' is en

tirely un-Pauline. Justification does not, like sanc-

tification, unfold itself and increase, but it has as

its normal consequence sanctification through the

Spirit, which is given to him who is justified by

faith. Thus Christ is to us righteousness and

sanctification. 1 Cor. i. 30.'

Ver. 6. For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision

availeth anything, nor uncircumcision ; but faith

working (or operative) through love. A most im

portant passage both doctrinally and practically, a

remedy against sectarianism, and a key for the so

lution of many bitter controversies in the history

of the Church. Paul positively condemned cir

cumcision as a term of justification and salvation ;

now he qualifies the condemnation, viewing cir

cumcision as a mere outward form and accidental

distinction. A Jewish Christian and a Gentile

Christian are equal before God ; the circumcision

of the one is no advantage, and the uncircumcis

ion of the other is no disadvantage : all depends

upon their union with Christ. Comp. Gal. vi. 15 ;

I Cor. vii. 18-20. ' For in Christ Jesus neither

circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircumcis

ion.' May we not add in the very spirit of Paul ?

' neither episcopacy nor presbytery, neither pres

bytery nor independency, neither immersion nor

sprinkling, neither Calvinism nor Arminianism,

neither Catholicism nor Protestantism, nor any

other isms, however important in their place, arc

of any account, when compared with the funda

mental difference between faith and infidelity, be

tween Christ and anti-Christ. Heaven will em

brace members of all creeds and sects, and the

sole condition of entrance will be 'faith working

through love.' The Greek verb (Ivtpyoviuu) here

translated ' working,' or ' operative,' has in the

1 Advocated by some of the fathers and Roman Catholic

commentators in support of the doctrine of 'Jidts caritatt

formata]t for which the passage is emoted by the Council

d Trent in the decree on justification (Sess. vi., ch. 7).

Windischmann, a modern R. C. commentator on Galatians,

gives up the passive meaning, but still clings to the Triden-

New Testament always the middle sense (comp.

Rom. viii. 5 ; 2 Cor. i. 6 ; Col. i. 29 ; I Thess.

ii. 13 ; James v. 16). The passive rendering :

'wrought* or 'made energetic through love,' must

be abandoned.1 Paul unites here the three cardi

nal virtues, faith, hope (ver. 5), and love. In this

triad of Christian graces ' consists the whole of

Christianity' (Bengel).

The sentence, ' faith working through love,' rec

onciles the doctrine of Paul with that of James.'

Comp. vi. 15 ; 1 Thess. i. 3 ; 1 Cor. xiii. ; 1 Tim.

i. 5 ; James ii. 22. Here is the basis for a final

settlement of the controversy on the doctrine of

justification. Romanism (following exclusively

the language of James) teaches justification by

faith and works ; Protestantism (on the authority

of Paul) : justification by faith atone ; St. Paul and

St. James combined : justification and salvation by

faith working through love. Man is justified by

faith alone, but faith remains not alone, it is the

fruitful mother of good works, which are summed

up in love to God and love to men. Faith and

love are as inseparable as light and heat in the sun.

Christ's merits are the objective and meritorious

ground of justification, faith (as the organ of ap

propriation) is the subjective condition, love or

good works are the necessary evidence ; without

love faith is dead, according to James, or no faith

at all, according to Paul. A great deal of misun

derstanding in this and other theological contro

versies has arisen from the different use of terms.

Ver 7. Ye were running bravely. The mar

tial and heroic spirit of Paul often compares the

course of Christian life with the running of a race

in the stadium. Comp. ii. 2 ; Phil. iii. 14 ; 1 Cor.

ix. 24-27 ; 2 Tim. iv. 7.

Ver. 8. Of him that calleth you, God ; comp.

note on i. 6 ; and Phil. iii. 13, ' the prize of the high

calling of God in Christ Jesus. The Father

draws to the Son by the Spirit through the gospel.

Ver. 9. A little leaven leaveneth the whole

lump. A proverbial expression for the all-per

vading influence of a good or bad principle. Here

used in a bad sense, as 1 Cor. v. 6 and Mark viii.

15, and often by rabbinical writers. The Judaizing

doctrine of the necessity of circumcision poisons

the whole system of Christian doctrine and prac

tice. Others less aptly apply it to the persons of

the false teachers who corrupt the mass of the

people. In a good sense the figure of the leaven

is used of the kingdom of heaven which pene

trates all the faculties and powers of man and of

society. Matt. xiii. 32 ; Luke xiii. 21.

Ver. 10. I have confidence toward (or in regard

to) yon in the Lord, etc. Paul hopes that the

Galatians will return from their error, and this

hope is grounded in his communion with Christ

in whom he lived and moved. Comp. Phil. ii. 24 ;

2 Thess. iii. 4 ; Rom. xiv. 14. — He that troubleth

you, all the false teachers. Comp. ver. 12 ; 2 Cor.

xi. 4. — Shall bear his judgment, God's judgment

of condemnation. Comp. Rom. ii. 3 ; xiii. 2 ; 1

Cor. xi. 29. The guilty must ' bear ' the sentence

as a burden. — Whosoever he be, whatever be his

character and position. (Jerome thinks even of

Peter, but without any good reason ; for Peter

agreed with Paul in principle and failed only in

practice at Antioch.)

tine use of the passage against the Protestant doctrine of

justification by faith only.

1 Lightfoot : ' These words bridge the gulf which seems to

separate the language of St. Paul and St. James. Both as

sert a principle of practical energy, as opposed to a barren,

inactive theory.'
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Ver. 11. If I still preach circumcision, why am

I still persecuted! Then hath the offence (or

stcjnbling- block) of the cross been done away.

The first ' still ' refers to the time since his con

version from Judaism. If circumcision is preached

as a condition of salvation, then the cross, that is,

the crucifixion, the doctrine of salvation by the

atoning death of Christ, has lost its offensive char

acter to the Jews, and there is no further reason

for persecution by the Jews. The false teachers

had probably spread the malicious report that Paul

himself preached circumcision, because he prac

tised it in the case of Timothy who had a Jewish

mother (Acts xvi. 1-3) ; but this was exceptional

and a measure of expediency and charity, not a

surrender of the principle.

Ver. 12. I wish that they who are unsettling

yon would even go on to abscission ; that the cir-

cumcisers would not stop with the half measure

of circumcision, but go beyond it even to abscis

sion or mutilation (make themselves eunuchs), like

the priests of Cybele. A severe irony similar to

the one in Phil. iii. 2, 3, where Paul calls the

boasters of ' circuancision ' the ' tw/cision." Self-

mutilalion was a recognized form of heathen wor

ship, especially in Pessinus in Galatia, and there

fore quite familiar to the readers. Thus by

glorying in the flesh the Galatians relapsed into

their former heathenism. The words may be ex

plained : ' cut themselves off ' from your com

munion, but the interpretation above given agrees

best with the meaning of the verb, and the ' even '

(which points to something more than circum

cision), and is maintained by the Greek fathers and

the best modern commentators. The translation

of the E. V. 'were even cut off,' i. e., excom

municated, is ungrammatical (the Greek verb is in

the middle, not the passive mood), and due to false

delicacy. Christianity has abolished the revolt

ing practice of self-mutilation, so that even the

word is offensive ; but in the days of Paul it was

still in full force in Galatia, and is continued

among Mohammedans who employ many eunuchs

(especially in harems). Paul had evidently the

dangerous power of sarcasm, but he used it very

sparingly, and only in a worthy cause.

Warning against the Abuse of Freedom, and Exhortation to Brotherly Love.

Chapter V. 13-15.

In the spirit of true Christian wisdom and moderation, the Apostle now warns the readers against

the danger of abusing Christian freedom and running it into antinomian license. This passage is

chiefly directed to those Galatians who remained faithful to the free gospel as preached by Paul, but

were exposed to the danger of running into the opposite extreme of lawlessness.

13 FOR, brethren, ye have been called unto liberty ; 1 only

" use not liberty for an occasion to the flesh,2 but * by

14 love serve one another. For "all the law3 is fulfilled in one

word, even in this: '''Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,'

1 s But if ye bite and devour one another, take heed that ye be not

consumed one of another.

1 For ye were called unto freedom, brethren

■ turn not your freedom into an occasion for the flesh

a 1 Cor. viii

9; x Pet. ii.

16.

b 1 Cor. ix

19; chap.

vi. a.

c Matt. vii.

12; xxii. 40;

James ii. 8

<i Lev. xix

18; Malt.

xxii. 39;

Rom. Aiii

8,9.

3 the entire law

Ver. 13. For ye were called unto freedom,

brethren. The word ' for ' justifies the indignant

scorn of the preceding verse. ' Unto ' denotes the

object of the Christian calling. — Only (turn) not

your freedom into an occasion (or, opportunity)

for the flesh. A sudden check : freedom, but not

license. True freedom is self-government and

inseparable from law ; it is a law to itself. How

often has the word freedom been abused and per

verted into its diabolical caricature ! So also the

truly Christian ideas of equality and fraternity.

Gentile churches, like that of Corinth, were espe

cially liable to the abuse of freedom and sensual

excesses. The verb turn or make or use must be

supplied (as often in animated passages of the

classical writers). 'An occasion,' a starting-point,

an opportunity (comp. Rom. vii. 8, II ; 2 Cor. v.

12; xi. 12; 1 Tim. v. 14). — But by love serve

one another. By faith we are lords, by love we

are servants of all. Show your freedom by love,

and your love by service. This kind of bondage

is honorable and delightful. ' To serve God is

true freedom ' (Augustin).

Ver. 14. Tor the entire law is (hath been and

is) fulfilled in one word (even), in this : Thou

shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. The law com

mands supreme love to God (in the first table),

and love to our neighbor as to ourselves (in the

second table). Love to our neighbor springs

necessarily from love to God, and is impossible

without it. The teaching of Christ (Matt xxii.

39) and of the Apostle (comp. Rom. xiii. 8, 9)

here perfectly agree. ' The neighbor.' In the He

brew law, Levit. xix. 18, probably restricted to the
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Jewish people, but by Christ extended to the uni- like wild beasts. How applicable this to all scc-

versal brotherhood of men. Comp. Matt. v. 43, tarian and partisan strifes which turn the church

and the parable of the good Samaritan, Luke x. into a battle-field and impair its force against the

29. common enemy 1

Ver. 15. Bat if ye bits and devour one another,

Walking by the Spirit. The Works of the Flesh and the Fruit of the Spirit.

Chapter V. 16-25.

Paul exhorts the Galatians to lead a truly Christian life under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and

contrasts the vices of the flesh with the graces of the Spirit. Such exhortations and contrasts are

impossible on heathen soil, or in the sphere of natural morality, and reveal the lofty spirituality of

the Christian religion.

16 'THIS I say then,1 "Walk in2 the Spirit, and ye shall not»-J^i;*£;

17 J fulfil the lust of the flesh. For » the flesh lusteth VL% ,'

against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh : and4 these 0 Rom!'vii.''

are contrary 6 the one to the other ; • so that ye cannot 6 do the c Ro^'vi?.' '

18 things that ye would. But d if ye be7 led of the Spirit, eye arerfR5om^iji?'i4

19 not under the law. Now •'the works of the flesh are manifest, /I(Sr"i'a' 3;

which are these,8 Adultery,9 fornication, uncleanness, lascivious- »■; ei*.'t.

20 ness, Idolatry, witchcraft,10 hatred,11 variance,12 emulations,13 s!j»ni'«ui

Mi *5 i

21 wrath,14 strife,15 seditions,16 heresies,17 Envyings, murders,18 Mart™,

drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the19 which I tellf'Gcr-^s

you before,20 as I have also told you in time past,21 that ' they 9"1- *j ■

which a do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God. h y-hn n t

22 But * the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, ,- cXbl ?j ;

23 ' gentleness,23 * goodness, 'faith,24 Meekness, temperance:26 J'1""'"-

24 "against such there is no law. And26 they that are Christ's n ? ^"'"ii'*

"have crucified28 the flesh with the29 affections30 and lusts. m7i Tim. i. 9.

25 "If we live in31 the Spirit, let us also walk in31 the Spirit. * «ia!% ; ' ;

26 * Let us not be desirous of vainglory,82 provoking one another, 1 pS'.h. "!
. _ 0 Rom. viii.

envying one another. ♦. 5; *m

1 Now I say a by * in no wise 4 for 6 opposed

* other, that ye may not 7 are ' of which kind are

• omit adultery {according to the best authorities) ,0 sorcery

11 hatreds {or enmities) u strife 18 rivalry

11 outbursts of wrath 15 factions 18 divisions " parties

18 omit murders {according to M and B.) " omit the

80 I forewarn you sl as I did tell you before " who

M benignity u faithfulness M self-control M Now

91 of Christ Jesus !8 did crucify w its *° passions

11 by M become vainglorious

Ver. 16. Paul returns to the warning in ver. rule and direction of the Holy Spirit who is the

13, not to abuse the freedom for an occasion to higher conscience and controlling principle of

the flesh. — Walk by the Spirit, according to the the Christian. Comp. iv. 6; Rom. viii. 2. —And
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ye shall in no wise fulfil the last of the flesh. The

Holy Spirit and the sinful flesh are so antagonis

tic and irreconcilable that to follow the one is to

resist and defeat the other. The ' flesh ' is here,

as in vers. 13, 17, 19, and often in Paul (also John

iii. 6), used in a moral sense, and designates the

fallen, carnal, sinful nature of man. It is not con

fined to sensuality, but embraces also the evil dis

positions of the mind (ver. 20). It must not be

confounded with ' body ; ' it uses and abuses the

body as its organ, but the body is good in itself,

and intended to become the organ of the regener

ate spirit of man and the temple of the Holy Spirit

of God. I Cor. vi. 19, 20 ; comp. iii. 16 ; 2 Cor.

vi. 16. (Comp. Excursus on Rom. vil, and the

elaborate discussion of Wieseler on Gal. iii. 13,

pp. 442-455.) The antagonism between the car

nal nature of man and the Holy Spirit of God is

one of the fundamental ideas in Paul's psychol

ogy. The Gnostics and Manichseans carried it to

the extreme of dualism between mind and mat

ter ; but this is a heretical perversion. Paul's

antagonism is moral, not physical, and rests on

the recognition of the body as substantially good

and redeemable by the same power of God which

redeems the soul.

Ver. 17. For the flesh lusteth against the

Spirit, and the Spirit (strives) against the flesh.

There is a conflict between reason and appetite,

between conscience and depravity, between the

higher and lower aspirations, between heaven and

hell, going on in every man who is roused to a

sense of duty and responsibility ; but this conflict

becomes most serious under the awakening influ

ence of the Holy Spirit (who is meant here), and

results in the triumph of one principle and the

defeat of the other. Comp. Rom. vii. 4 ff. ' The

strife of the Spirit against the flesh is an infallible

token of regeneration and a state of grace, and is

distinguished from the strife of the mere powers

of reason in this that the former always wins the

victory' (Starke). 'The state of the believer is

conflict, but with final victory' (Ellicott.) The

natural man may acquire a Stoic virtue, and

achieve a conquest over his lower appetites, but

not over his pride, which rises all the more pow

erful on the ruin of vulgar passions.

Ver. 18. Bat if ye are led by the Spirit, ye are

not under (the) law. Comp. Rom. viii. 14: 'As

many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the

sons of God.' The Spirit ' leads ' and guides men

as moral and responsible beings, but does not

drive or force them ; hence it is possible to resist

and to quench the Spirit ( 1 Thess. v. 19), to grieve

Him (Eph. iv. 30), and even to blaspheme Him

and thus to commit the unpardonable sin (Matt,

xii. 32). Paul's conversion was sudden and radi

cal, but not forced ; he might have ' kicked against

the goads ' (Acts xxvi. 14), although it was ' hard '

(not impossible) for Him to do so. ' Ye are not

under the law,' under the dominion of the law

which threatens death and keeps the conscience

in constant terror. The law is a restraint of the

flesh ; to be free from the flesh is to be free from

the restraint and curse of the law. The Spirit

leads us into the fulfilment of the law of love (ver.

14), and the law ceases to be a yoke for trembling

slaves, and becomes a rule for loving and grateful

children and freemen. Luther : ' So great is the

power and dominion of the Spirit that the law

cannot accuse the godly. For Christ is our right

eousness whom we apprehend by faith. He is

without sin, and therefore the law cannot accuse

Him. As long as we cleave fast unto Him, we

are led by the Spirit and are free from the law.'

Vers. 19-21. How the works of the flesh are

manifest, of which kind (or such as) are. The

practical test of the fruits by which a tree is

known (comp. Matt. vii. 16). 'Manifest,' plain

and obvious to everybody. Paul does not aim at

a complete and systematic catalogue of sins, but

singles out those to which the Galatians from

former habits and surroundings were specially ex

posed. He mentions (1) sins of sensuality or

sins against ourselves: adultery [omitted in the

best MSS.], fornication, uncleanness, lascivious-

ness (comp. 2 Cor. xii. 21); these were so com

mon among all the heathen that no ancient mor

alist, not even Socrates, or Plato, or Cicero,

absolutely condemned them (except adultery, be

cause it interferes with the rights of a husband),

and that they were even sanctioned by religion

and connected with the worship of Venus or

Aphrodite. The difference between Christian and

heathen morality in this respect is like the differ

ence between day and night Paul condemns for

nication as a prostitution and desecration of the

temple of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. vi. 15-20; iii.

16). (2) Spiritual sins against God, which are

likewise characteristic of heathenism : idolatry,

the worship of false gods (and all idolatrous prac

tices), and sorcery, or magic, ' a secret tampering

with the powers of evil,' usually associated with

open idolatry (comp. Acts xix. 19; Rev. xxi. 8).

(3) Sins against our neighbor, or various viola

tions of brotherly love in feeling and action :

hatreds (or enmities), strife, rivalry (or emula

tion), outbursts of wrath, factions, divisions (not

seditions), parties (not heresies, in the later doc

trinal sense), envyings, murders (comp. 2 Cor.

xii. 20; Rom. i. 29). 'Murders' is omitted by

the best MSS. (4) Sins of intemperance, very

common among the Celtic nations : drunkenness,

revellings, and such like (comp. Rom. xiii. 13;

1 Pet. iv. 3).

Ver. 21. Of which I forewarn you, as I did tell

you before, on my former visits (i. 9 ; iv. 13, 16),

when I preached to you the gospel which is death

to all forms of immorality, and demands conform

ity to the holy character of Christ. They who do

such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God,

unless they be converted and sanctified. A hard

and terrible word, yet most true (comp. 1 Cor. vi.

9, 10; xv. 50; Rev. xxii. 15). Heaven is the

abode of absolute purity, and nothing unclean can

enter therein. ' Without sanctification no man

shall see the Lord.' Heb. xii. 14.

Vers. 22, 23. But the fruit of the Spirit is

love, joy, peace, longsuffering, benignity, good

ness, faithfulness, meekness, temperance. A string

of pearls. One ' fruit,' in distinction of the many

'works of the flesh,' indicates the unity of the

spiritual graces which are comprehended in love

(ver. 14 ; comp. Eph. v. 9 ' the fruit of the light,'

and v. 1 1 ' the unfruitful works of darkness).' ' The

fruit is produced by the grace of God ; the works

of the flesh spring from ourselves ' (Chrysostom).

The list differs widely from pagan catalogues of

virtues which have no place for love, humility, and

meekness, joy and peace, nor any of the more deli

cate graces of the Spirit of God. There are four

groups : ( 1 .) ' Love,' the fundamental Christian

grace which comprehends all others and 'holds

heaven and earth in its embrace.' (2.) ' Toy '

and ' peace,' the fundamental state of the Chris

tian, his inward happiness, cheerfulness, and tran
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quillity which results from the remission of sin,

the reconciliation to God, and the prospect of

heaven. No one can be truly happy in this world

who is not sure of eternal happiness in the world

to come. (3.) ' LongsufTering,' ' benignity,' ' good

ness,' ' faithfulness (or fidelity), 'meekness,' are

various forms of unselfish charity towards our

fellow-men. ' Longsuffering ' denotes patient en

durance under injuries ; 'benignity,' kindly dispo

sition; ' goodness,' active benevolence ; 'faithful

ness' (not 'faith' towards God), is here fidelity,

trustfulness in our dealings with others ('love be-

lieveth all things,' 1 Cor. xiii. 7), in opposition to

suspicion and distrust ; ' meekness ' (or gentle

ness), a mild and patient temper which bears and

overcomes injuries (comp. Matt. v. 5 ; Ps. xxxvii.

11). (4.) ' Self-control ' (temperance) refers to our

conduct towards ourselves, and embraces moral

self-government and moderation in all things, in

opposition to carnal self-indulgence and intem

perance in eating and drinking (comp. Acts xxiv.

25; 1 Cor. vii. 9). Luther: 'Jerome expounds

this of virginity only, as though they that are mar

ried could not be chaste ; or as though the Apostle

did write these things only to virgins. In the first

and second chapter to Titus, he warns all bish

ops, young women, and married folks, both man

and wife, to be chaste and pure.' — Against such

(things) there is no law (of restraint). The law

forbids and restrains sin and vice, but not the

works of the Spirit, on the contrary it enjoins

them ; comp. ver. 18, ' If ye are led by the Spirit,

ye are not under (the restraining and condemning

power of) the law ; ' and 1 Tim. i. 9, ' Law is not

made for a righteous man, but for the lawless and

unruly, for the ungodly and sinners.' False inter

pretations : ' Such persons the law does not con

demn ; ' or ' Such persons need no law.' The

Greek word for ' such ' is neuter, and refers to

the preceding virtues; as 'such like,' ver. 31, re

fers to the preceding vices.

Ver. 24. How they that are of Christ Jesus

did crucify the flesh with its passions and lusts.

Union with Christ is a complete separation from

sin ; hence the baptismal formula of renunciation

of the flesh, the world, and the devil, and devotion

to the service of Christ Conversion is death of

the old man and birth of the new. ' Passions '

are passive, ' lusts ' active, vices. The destruc

tion of the old man of sin is an imitation of the

crucifixion, as the birth of the new man of right

eousness corresponds to the resurrection of Christ

(comp. ii. 20; vi. 14; Rom. vi. 4-6; Col. iii. 5).

The Greek aorist represents this ethical and sub

jective crucifixion as an act accomplished in the

past at the time of conversion and baptism (comp.

iii. 27) ; but in the nature of the case it is con

tinued from day to day, as long as sin and temp

tation remain.

Ver. 25. If we live by the Spirit, let us also

walk by the Spirit. Application to the Galatians,

Paul included. To live and to walk are related

here as condition and action, or as the inward

and the outward life. If we live in the higher

clement of the Holy Spirit, we must also show it

by a corresponding conduct (comp. ver. 16 ; Rom.

viii. 5, 6). The dative in Greek here denotes the

rule or direction (as vi. 16). ' By,' in English, has

both the instrumental and the normal force.

Ver. 26. Let us not become vainglorious, etc.

This is the opposite of humility (Phil. ii. 3). 'St.

Paul works round again to the subject of ver. 15,

and repeats his warning. It is clear that some

thing had occurred which alarmed him on this

point ' (Lightfoot). Vanity and quarrelsomeness,

self-exaltation, and self-seeking were among the

darling sins of the Gauls. But as Luther says,

' love of vainglory is a common vice all the world

over in all conditions. In the smallest village

there are some peasants who deem themselves

wiser and better than the rest, and like to be

looked up to. But nowhere is this vice so harm

ful as in the officers of the church.' Calvin re

marks : ' It is not lawful for us to glory but in

God alone. Every other kind of glorying is pure

vanity. Mutual provocations and envyings are

the daughters of ambition.' Ver. 26 is the con

necting link between ch. v. and ch. vi.

CHAPTER VI.

I. Miscellaneous Exhortations, vers. 1-10. II. Autograph Warning against the Juda-

izers, vers. 11-17. III. Concluding Benediction, ver. 18.

Miscellaneous Exhortations.

Chapter VI. 1-10.

The Apostle exhorts the Galatians to deal gently with a weak brother, to bear the brother's bur

den, to be on their guard against conceit, to be liberal to their teachers, and to persevere in doing

good.

i TDRETHREN,1 ■ if a man be overtaken in a fault,2 ye » which 3 !J?j£jL

-L) are spiritual, restore such a one cin the spirit of meek-4T'cor'.ii. iS;

2 ness; considering4 thyself, ''lest thou also be tempted. 'Bearc ','coriv. >.

3 Thess. iii

] even a in (or by) any transgression 3 who W! 2Tim-

4 looking (each one individually) to <i 1 Cor. vii. .5; x. ■ >.

a Rom. xiv.

xv. t ;

e Rom. xv. 1 ; chap v.

131 1 Thew. v. 14.
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•? ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil 5 J the law of Christ. For / Joh" »»•.

"if a man think himself to be something, when * he is nothing,6 j^Vh. 8;

4 he deceiveth himself. But Met every7 man prove his own jJohn,T-

work, and then shall he have rejoicing in himself alone, and* fcw.^i,*'

5 *not in another.8 For 'every9 man shall bear his own bur- *;chaP-"-

6 den. raLet10 him that is taught in the word communicate11 &.„'. -5i

unto him that teacheth in all good things. ' acor. Silly

7 "Be not deceived ; • God is not mocked : for * whatsoever a xviii. 11.

8 man soweth, that shall he also reap. • For he that soweth to 1 o>r. iii. s

m Rom. xv.

his 12 flesh shall of 13 the flesh reap corruption ; but he that sow- a7i > Cor.

ethto11 the Spirit shall of15 the Spirit reap life everlasting.16* iCor'.vi.oi

9 And17 rlet us not be weary in well doing: for in due season" ^^.9-

10 we shall reap, 'if we faint not. 'As we have therefore18 op- ^cm.;":

portunity, " let us do good unto all men}9 especially unto them 6-

who are w of ' the household of faith.

' q Job iv. 8 ;

Prerov. xi. 18;

xxii. 8 ;

Hos. viii. 7;

x. 12 ; Rom

viii. 13;

James iii.

18.

r 1 Cor. xv.

j8 ; a Thess

iii. 13-

1 Matt. xxiv.

■ Ji Heb.

iii. 6, 14; x.

36; xii. j, 5;

Rev. ii. to. t John ix. 4; xii. 3s. u 1 Thess. v. 15 ; t Tim. vi. iS ; Tit. iii. 8. v Eph. ii. 19; Heb. in- 6.

* ye shall fulfil (according to another reading) * being nothing ' each

• his ground for boasting (or glorying) in regard to himself alone, and not

another (or, his neighbor) * each 10 But let

11 impart (lit., go shares with) 12 unto his own ls from

14 unto 16 from 10 eternal " But

18 So then as (or while) we have " omit men 20 to the members

Ver. 1. Spiritual life (v. 25, 26) must show

itself in spiritual action, especially in charity,

meekness, and modesty.— Brethren. A word of

love more potent than argument.— Even if a man

be overtaken or surprised, before he is aware of

it or able to resist. Sins of precipitancy. We

ought to take this charitable view of our neigh

bor's trespasses as far as possible. If ' even ' be

connected with the verb (caught in the very act),

an aggravation of the offence would be implied,

but this is not consistent with the context. —Ye

that are spiritual, or ' Ye the spiritual ones,' who

are possessed and animated by the Holy Spirit.

This refers back to chap. v. 25, and especially to

that part of the congregation which remained

faithful to the teaching of Paul. Comp. ' Ye are

strong,' Rom. xv. 1. True charity is a test of

spirituality. _ True strength and freedom show

themselves in bearing and forbearing. — In the

spirit of meekness, stronger than ' in a meek

spirit.' Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 21, 'in love and a

spirit of meekness.' — Looking to thyself, taking

heed each one of you. An individualizing transi

tion from the plural to the singular which makes

the charge more direct.

Ver. 2. Bear ye one another's burdens, all sorts

of troubles, cares, errors, and infirmities. Sin

and error should be resisted and rebuked in a

spirit of charity and meekness ; but with all our

faults we ought to esteem and love one another

as brethren in Christ (Comp. Rom. xv. I.) —

And thus ye shall (completely) fulfil the law of

Christ, namely, the law of love. (Comp. v. 14 ;

Rom. xiii. 8 ; John xiii. 34 ; 1 John iii. 23.) The

E. V. is based on another reading which expresses

the imperative, instead of the future. The au

thorities are almost equally divided.

Ver. 3. The best motive of forbearance to

wards others is the sense of our own weakness.—

Being nothing, notwithstanding his conceit. Every

man is apt to overestimate himself; humility is

one of the rarest, but sweetest graces. ' In Chris

tian morality self-esteem is vanity, and vanity is

nothingness.

Ver. 4. If a man desires to find cause for

boasting, let him test and examine his own ac

tions, and not contrast his fancied virtues with

the faults of his neighbor. But every sincere self-

examination results in humiliation. — His own

work, collective and emphatic : the aggregate of

his actions.

Ver. 5. For each man shall bear his own bur

den. No contradiction to ver. 2. Those who bear

their own burden are best able to sympathize with

others and to share in their burdens. Those who

pray most for themselves pray most for others.

' Each is to prove his own work and not to leave

it to be accomplished by others, and at the same

time each is to help all others as often as he can

find opportunity. And the opportunity to bless

others is itself one of the greatest of blessings.'

Paul is fond of paradoxes and antithetic expres

sions of complementary truths (comp. Phil. it. 1 2,

13; 2 Cor. xii. 10; 'when I an weak, then I am

strong ').

Ver. 6. Let him that is taught (or, orally in

structed) in the word (of God) share with him

that teacheth, in all good things (temporal pos

sessions of every kind). Injunction of the duty

of the congregation to support liberally their

teachers. Their relation is a partnership, a com

munion of interests. They are mutually depend

ent and helpful, and should share each other's

blessings and burdens. Temporal support is but
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a small return for spiritual blessings. The Gala-

tians needed this exhortation very much. They

were asked to contribute to the suffering churches

in Judaea (1 Cor. xvi. 1), but we do not learn that

they did it. The niggardly spirit of the Gauls

was proverbial.1 Paul set a noble example of

self-denial in supporting himself as a tent-maker,

preaching the gospel by day and working at his

trade by night 1 Only by exception he received

contributions from his beloved Philippians. And

he was never weary to take up collections in his

poor congregations for the support of the still

f)Oorer brethren in Judxa. But as our Saviour

aid down the principle 'that the laborer is worthy

of his hire ' (Luke x. 7), so the Apostle repeatedly

urges upon his readers the duty of supporting

their teachers. See 1 Thess. ii. 6, 9 ; 1 Cor. ix.

4 ff. ; 2 Cor. xi. 7 ff. ; Phil. iv. 10 ff. ; 1 Tim. v.

17, 18. The less a minister says on the pulpit

about his salary the better ; but sometimes duty

requires plain talk on this delicate subject The

passage implies that the church ought to be sup

ported by voluntary contributions of the people,

not by taxation, which checks the exercise of liber

ality, and is apt to create indifference and dislike.

Ver. 7. Enforces the duty of liberality. It car

ries in itself its own exceeding great reward, for

' it is more blessed to give than to receive,' and

sows the seed for a rich Harvest in heaven ; while

illiberally and stinginess belittles and beggars the

man here, and lets him go empty on the great day

of reward. —Be not deceived. How many deceive

themselves and imagine that they can withhold

from their minister his just dues without incurring

the displeasure of God. — God is not mocked, can

not be treated with contempt without provoking

his righteous punishment — Whatsoever a man

soweth, that shall he also reap. (Comp. 2 Cor.

ix. 6.) A proverbial expression (Job iv. 8), found

also among classical writers (Aristotle, Cicero,

etc.), but here spiritualized and applied to the

1 Livy calls the Galatians ' aviditsima rapitndi gent '

(xxxviii. 27)

future reward and punishment. The present life

is the seed time, the future life the harvest. Who

sows grain will reap grain, who sows tares will

reap tares ; who sows plentifully will reap plenti

fully, who sows sparingly will reap sparingly.

Those who keep this great truth constantly before

their eyes will redeem every hour and use every

opportunity to do good.

Ver. 8. He that soweth onto (upon) his own

flesh shall from the flesh reap corruption ; bnt he

that soweth unto (upon) the Spirit shall from the

Spirit reap life eternal. Ver. 7 speaks of the kind

of seed sown ('whatsoever'), ver. 8 of the kind

of soil on which the seed is sown. The soil of

the flesh, that is of corrupt human nature, yields

blighted and rotten fruit ; the soil of the Holy

Spirit yields sweet and healthy fruit, even eternal

happiness and peace.

Ver. 9. Bat let as not be weary (lose heart)

in well doing. Not only in regard to the duty of

liberality, but in every good work. (Comp. 2

Thess. lii. 13.) 'Fatigue is not weariness. In

well-doing we are more apt to be weary than fa

tigued ' (Riddle). — In due season we shall reap,

in the time of harvest (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 6 ; vi 15 ;

Tit i. 3). 'The due season is God's season'

(Riddle). If we faint not, ' as husbandmen over

come with heat and fatigue.' (Comp. James v. 7.)

Ver. 10. So then as we have opportunity (lit,

?. seasonable time). Each opportunity for doing

good is an angel that offers us his services. If

neglected, it may never return. Let as do good

onto all, especially onto the members of the house

hold of the faith. To do good is the great end

of life : first and most to our home, our kindred,

our country, our church, our brethren in the faith,

then to all men good and bad. Charity begins at

home, but does not stay at home ; it goes to the

ends of the earth. The church is often repre

sented as the house of God (I Tim. iii. 15 ; I Pet.

iv. 17), and believers as one family, as 'fellow

citizens with the saints, and members of the house

hold of God ' (Eph. ii. 19).

Autograph Warning against the yudaizers.

Chapter VI. n-18.

Here the Apostle takes the pen from his clerk, and with his own hand sums up the lessons of the

Epistle in a few terse, telling sentences against the teachers of circumcision (11-17), and concludes

with the Benediction (ver. 18).

1 1 "\/E see how large a letter x I have written a unto you with

12 X mine own hand. As many as desire to make a fair shew

in the flesh, " they constrain you to be circumcised ; * only lest " J?*p- " *

13 they should e suffer persecution for 3 the cross of Christ. For * SSjJjj; ;*;

neither they themselves 4 who are circumcised keep the law;

but6 desire to have you circumcised, that they may glory in

14 your flesh. " But God forbid 6 that I should glory, save in the * ™|- ffi *

1 See in what large letters (characters)

1 I write (the epistolary aorist in Gr.)

* only that they may not be persecuted on account of * not even they

* they ■ But as for myself let it never happen
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cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom 7 the world is 8 « cru

15 cified unto me, and I unto the world. For 'in Christ Jesus9

neither circumcision availeth 10 any thing, nor uncircumcision,

16 but 'a new creature. * And as many as walk u 'according to

this rule, peace be on them, and mercy, and upon * the Israel

of God.

17 From henceforth let no man trouble me : for ' I bear in my

body the marks of the Lord 12 Jesus.

18 Brethren, ""the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your

spirit.18 Amen.

T Unto the Galatians, written from Rome.14

' or through which (the cross) 8 hath been

* Many old authorities omit in Christ Jesus (probably insertedfrom v. 6)

M is u The preponderating evidence is for the future shall walk

15 omit the Lord. u brethren (this word is emphatically put last)

14 An error oftranscribers. See Introduction.

t Rom. vi. 6 ;

chap. ii. jo.

/ 1 Cor. vii.

19; chap. v.

6; Col. iii.

11.

g a Cor. v. 1 ;.

h Ps. cxxv. 5.

1 Phil. iii. 16.

k Rom. ii. 29;

iv. 12; ix- 6,

7, 8 ; chap.

ul. :"Phil. iii. j.

/ a Cor. i. 5 ;

iv. 10; xi.

33 ; chap. v.

11; Col i.

"4-

m 2 Tim. iv.

21; Philem.

Ver. 11. See in what large letters (or charac

ters) I write unto 70a with mine own hand. Not

' how large a letter ' (E. V.). This would require

the accusative in Greek, not the dative ('with' or

'in what large letters'). It refers to the hand

writing, not to the contents. Some understand it

of awkward, ill-formed characters, and trace them

to Paul's inexperience in Greek (?), or to want of

mechanical skill, or to defective eyesight, or to

bodily suffering at the time. But the Greek

(ttj/Ukoii) refers to large size only, and may indi

cate the emphasis laid on these concluding sen

tences (corresponding to our use of underscor

ing), or a habitual bold hand which is often ex

pressive of energy and strong conviction. We

nave no autographs of the Apostles ; the oldest

manuscripts date from the fourth century, and are

written in large or uncial characters. Paul em

ployed usually an amanuensis or copyist (as Ter-

tius, who wrote the Epistle to the Romans from

dictation, Rom. xvi. 22), but added with his own

hand a closing benediction, or some sentences as

a special mark of affection, or as a precaution

against forgers of letters in his name (2 Thess. ii.

2; iii. 17, 18; I Cor. xvi. 21-24; Col. iv. 18;

Rom. xvi. 25-27). 'I write' (lit. 'I wrote' or

'have written') is often used in epistolary style

from the standpoint of the recipient. It may re

fer to the concluding part only, or to the whole

Epistle. The former is more probable from his

habit of dictating or sending a copy of his letters.

Ver. 12. As many as desire to make a fair

show in the flesh (in the sphere of the flesh), they

(and no others) constrain yon to be circumcised

only that they may not be persecuted on account

of the cross ' of Christ. They display their zeal

for external or carnal ordinances by forcing cir

cumcision upon you, that thereby they may escape

the scandal and persecution of the cross of Christ,

to which they would expose themselves among

their unconverted Jewish countrymen by aban

doning the law. (Comp. v. n; 1 Cor. i. 24.)

Circumcision and the cross, like works and faith,

are antagonistic principles, if they are set up as

1 The Greek ry crravfxf U the dative of the occasion or

reason, as in Rom. xi. 20, 30; 2 Cor. ii. 13 (Gr.).

conditions of salvation. The zeal of the Judaizers

is traced to a seldsh motive to please men and to

avoid suffering. The Pharisees loved to pray

standing in the synagogues and in the corners of

the streets, that they might be seen of men (Matt,

vi- 5).

Ver. 13. For not even they who are circum

cised keep the law (in all its details, comp. v. 3),

but they desire to have yon circumcised, that they

may glory in your flesh. The advocates of cir

cumcision are not sincere in their zeal, but want to

gratify their vanity in making proselytes. (Comp.

Matt, xxiii. 15.)

Ver. 14. But as for myself, let it never happen

(or, far be it) that I should glory (in any thing)

save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through

which (the cross) the world hath been crucified to

me and I to the world. The cross, as the mate

rial instrument of capital punishment of criminals

and slaves, is the most ignominious of gibbets ;

the cross as the symbol of Christ's passsion sig

nifies the most glorious of facts and truths, name

ly, the atonement for the sins of the world. The

cross of Christ was a stumbling-block to the Tews

and foolishness to the heathen, and is so still to

the unconverted man, because it is death to the

flesh, the world, and the devil. It destroys all

self-righteousness and boasting. It is the deepest

humiliation of self, the strongest exhibition of

man's guilt, which required even the sacrifice of

the Son of God, and of God's love which made

that sacrifice, and the strongest stimulus to grat

itude for such amazing love. Hence Paul de

termined to know nothing but Christ and Him

crucified (I Cor. L 23; ii. 2; Phil. iii. 7 ff.). Christ

crucified for our sins and raised for our justifica

tion was his ruling passion, his one idea which

changed his life and by which he converted oth

ers. In the cross of Christ is contained the whole

redemption. ' Through which,' the cross, the in

strument of Christ's crucifixion, and my crucifix

ion with Him (ii. 20). Others translate 'through

whom,' namely, Christ ; but this would rather be

expressed by ' in whom.' ' The world ' alienated

from God with all its vanities and sinful desires.

So the word is often used by Paul and John. The
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world has lost all its charm and attraction for the

Christian, and the Christian has lost all his appe

tite for the world ; they are dead to each other ;

old things have passed away, Christ is all in all.

Ver. 1 5. For [in Christ Jesus] neither circum

cision is any thing, nor uncircnmcision, bnt a new

creature. Comp. v. 6 and note, and 1 Cor. vii.

19. All external distinctions are lost in Christ,

and the new creature is everything. In all these

passages the first clause is the same, but the sec

ond differs, namely:—

Circumcision is nothing,

and uncircumcision is

nothing, but

faith which worketh by

love (v. 6) ; a new

creature (vi. 1 5) ; keep

ing the command

ments of God (1 Cor.

vii. 19).

' A new creature.' The Greek may mean the act

of creation, or the thing created. Here the lat

ter, as the result of a creating act of God. 2 Cor.

v. 17 : 'If any man is in Christ, he is a new creat

ure ; the old things have passed away ; behold,

they are become new.' (Comp. also Eph. ii. 10,

15; iv. 24.) The phrase ' new creature ' was com

mon among Jewish writers to designate a moral

change or conversion to Judaism (= proselyte) ;

but in Paul it has a far deeper spiritual meaning.

The remarks of Luther on this verse are worth

quoting as a characteristic specimen of his famous

Commentary, which is not so much an exposition

as an expansion and application of Paul's Epistle

to the controversies of the sixteenth century.

' This is,' he says, * a wonderful kind of speech

which Paul here uses, when he says, " Neither

circumcision or uncircumcision availeth any thing."

It may seem that he should rather have said,

" Either circumcision or uncircumcision availeth

somewhat ; " seeing these are two contrary things.

But now he denies that either the one or the other

is of any consequence. As if he should have said,

Ye must mount up higher ; for circumcision and

uncircumcision are things of no such importance,

that they are able to obtain righteousness before

God. True it is, that they are contrary the one to

the other ; but this is nothing as touching Chris

tian righteousness, which is not earthly, but heav

enly, and therefore it consists not in corporal

things. Therefore, whether thou be circumcised

or uncircumcised, it is all one thing ; for in Christ

Jesus neither the one nor the other availeth any

thing at all. The Jews were greatly offended

when they heard that circumcision availed nothing.

They easily granted that uncircumcision availed

nothing ; but they could not abide to hear that so

much should be said of circumcision, for they

fought even unto blood for the defence of the law

and circumcision. The Papists also at this day do

vehemently contend for the maintenance of their

traditions as touching the eating of flesh, single

life, holy days, and such other ; and they excom

municate and curse us, who teach that in Christ

Jesus these things do nothing avail. But Paul says

that we must have another thing which is much

more excellent and precious, whereby we may ob

tain righteousness before God. In Christ Jesus,

says he, neither circumcision, nor uncircumcision,

neither single life nor marriage, neither meat nor

fasting, do any whit avail. Meat makes us not

acceptable before God. We are neither the bet

ter by abstaining, nor the worse by eating. All

these things, yea the whole world, with all the

laws and righteousness thereof, avail nothing to

justification.

Ver. 16. And as many as shall walk according

to this rule, etc Rising above all earthly distinc

tions to the height of Christian contemplation,

Paul pronounces a benediction to all who walk

according to the rule indicated in ver. 15. The

Greek term for ' rule ' (cation) is the same which

is now used for the Sacred Scriptures as the rule

of the Christian faith and practice. — Peace be on

them and mercy. ' Peace ' with God and with

themselves, the precious fruit of the atonement

and the greatest Christian blessing, which the

world cannot give nor take away (John xiv. 27).

' Mercy ' is coupled with peace (1 Tim. i. 2 ; a Tim.

i. 2 ; 2 John 3). In the other Pauline Epistles

we have 'grace and peace' in the salutation.—

And (namely) upon the Israel of God, the true

children of Israel, the people of God, as distinct

from the mere carnal descendants. The believing

Christians generally (not the Jewish Christians

exclusively) are meant (comp. iii. 29 ; iv. 26 ; Rom.

ix. 6-8).

Ver. 17. From henceforth let no man troublo

me. Directed against the Judaizing troublers. —

For I bear in my body the marks of Jesus. ' Marks '

(stigmata) were usually letters burnt upon the arm

or forehead of slaves, soldiers, criminals, also

devotees of a divinity, to indicate the master, the

captain, the crime, the divinity. (Comp. Rev. vii

3 ; xiii. 16). Paul means the wounds and scars

of persecution and suffering which he endured in

the service of his Master, and which proved him

to be a faithful bondman of Christ. (Comp. 2

Cor. xi. 23-25.) They were his credentials and

his trophies. ' Of Jesus,' as the owner, the mas

ter (the genitive of possession). Much Romish

superstition has been built upon the term 'stig

mata,' as signifying the prints of Christ's wounds,

as in the case of St. Francis of Assisi.

Ver. 18. The last sentence of this polemic

Epistle is a benediction, and the last word is a

word of affection, brethren. It takes the sting

out of the severity. With all your faults, the

Apostle means to say, I love you still, and the

very rebuke was dictated by my deep concern for

your welfare.

Thus concludes this Epistle so full of polemic

fire and zeal, yet more full of grace, —free, sov

ereign grace, justifying, sanctifying grace, and

full of forgiving love even to ungrateful pupils ;

an Epistle for the time, and an Epistle for all

times.
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THE

EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.

INTRODUCTION.

5 i. The Destination of the Epistle. § 2. Time and Place of Composition. § 3.

Theme and Contents. § 4. Character. § 5. Genuineness.

§ 1. The Destination of the Epistle.

THE Epistle itself, according to the great mass of authorities, names Ephesus

(chap. i. 1) as its original destination, and the letter has been called 'The

Epistle to the Ephesians ' since the middle of the second century. Comp. Ter-

tullian {contra Marcion, 5, 11.)

But the testimony of Tertullian shows that Marcion designated this writing of

Paul, ' The Epistle to the Laodiceans.' Furthermore, external diplomatic and his

torical evidence shows that as early as the time of Basil the Great (died 370) copies

existed without the words ' in Ephesus ' in the address (chap i. 1); the only copies

of that date (N, B.) which we possess, originally omitting the phrase which later cor

rectors have inserted. (Another manuscript of the twelfth century shows the

same omission, but as a later correction.) It should be remembered that Basil

did not deny the Ephesian destination, nor do any of the Fathers. In recent

times, however, it has been urged that it was scarcely possible for Paul to write to

a church where he was so well known and so greatly beloved, without sending per

sonal greetings, of which this Epistle contains none whatever. These phenomena

have occasioned four theories respecting the destination of the Epistle.

(1.) The very improbable view has been suggested that chap. i. 1, was without

any local designation, because the letter was not addressed to any one church or

circle of churches. The Greek phrase, without any local qualification, gives a very

harsh and unusual sense. Moreover, this view fails to assign any reason for the

most obvious fact in connection with the Epistle, namely, that ' in Ephesus,' occurs

almost universally in the early authorities for the Greek text.

(2.) There is some plausibility in the view that this Epistle was originally ad

dressed 'to the Laodiceans.' Marcion's opinion (see above) is not of great

weight, yet the apparent corroboration found in the reference to an Epistle to La-

odicea (in Col. iv. 16), has led many to adopt it. The view has probably gained

supporters from the unwillingness to believe that a letter written by the Apostle

has been lost (see on Col. iv. 16.). But since the Epistle to the Colossians and

this one were written at the same time (see § 2), this view involves the strange

inconsistency, that in the letter to the Laodiceans there are no greetings to that

3Si
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city, while in that to Colossse, written at the same time, we find not only references

to Laodicea (Col. ii. i ; iv. 16), but personal messages to that place (Col. iv. 15).

A modification of this view regards the Epistle as designed alike for the churches

at Ephesus and Laodicea ; and hence as originally existing with a blank space for

the address. Others (Lewin, Life and Epistles of St. Paul) combine the Laodicean

destination with the design for wider circulation (see below).

(3.) The opinion that the letter was addressed to Ephesus alone is open to very

few objections. The absence of personal greetings may be readily accounted for.

The theme of the Epistle is a universal one; the bearer, Tychicus (chap. vi. 21,

22), was probably intrusted with such messages. Moreover, the very fact that

Paul was so well known at Ephesus would call for so many personal greetings as

to exceed the limits of an ordinary letter. It may also be remarked that in the

Epistles addressed to those churches which he had not yet visited (Romans, Colos-

sians), there are most personal references, and in every case where his relations

were most intimate there are few or none (comp. the close of the various Pauline

Epistles). Meyer, who thinks the Epistle was written at Cassarea (see § 2), and

addressed to Ephesus, thinks that Paul might have special motives of prudence

for his silence. He would guard his friends at Ephesus from the hostility of

the Jews or from the avarice of Felix. This is purely conjectural, and rests on an

improbable view of the time and place of writing.

(4.) The view which is now most generally held regards the Epistle as intended

for a circle of churches about Ephesus, as well as for that city. The omission of

the phrase ' in Ephesus ' is due to the influence of very early copies in the posses

sion of other churches, while the importance of Ephesus naturally gave to the

Epistle its present title, and to most copies this local designation in chap. i. r.

Most of those who accept this view admit the general correctness of the title, ' To

the Ephesians ; ' some holding that, while addressed to Ephesus, it was put into

such a form as would admit of this wider circulation. This view covers all the

facts of the case, but has no positive evidence to support it. It must be added

that the Epistle bears no distinctive marks of such an encyclical character. The

growing favor accorded to this view is probably due to the discovery of S, which

omits the phrase ' in Ephesus.'

We are safe in affirming that the Epistle was designed for the church at Ephesus,

whatever wider circulation was intended by the Apostle.

The Ephesian church had been virtually founded by Paul himself. Near the close

of his second missionary journey, a. d. 54 (Acts xviii. 19-21), he came from Corinth

to Ephesus with Aquila and Priscilla ; leaving these two there, he went to Jerusa

lem. They were joined by Apollos during his absence (Acts xviii. 24-28). During

Paul's third journey, he returned to Ephesus, remaining there three years (a. d.

54-57). The Epistle to the Galatians was probably written near the close of this

visit to Ephesus. The success and conflicts of his ministry are narrated in Acts

xix., his great influence being indicated by the effect produced upon the trade in sil

ver shrines of Diana. The silversmiths found their profits interfered with, and insti

gated a riot which drove Paul from the city. This fact indicates further that the

church was composed mainly of Gentiles. The affection subsisting between Paul

and this congregation is shown in the touching interview between him and the

elders who came from Ephesus to meet him at Miletus (Acts xx. 17-38).

The city of Ephesus was in the first century the capital of the Roman province

of Asia. It stood on the south of a plain about five miles long from east to west,
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and three miles broad, with mountains on three sides, and the Icarian sea on the

west. It was very early brought into intimate relations with Greece, being on the

same parallel of latitude with Athens. Famous for its trade, art, and science, it

was even more celebrated for the presence of the temple of Diana, reckoned one

of the seven wonders of the world. This was a building of the Ionic order of

architecture, which had been burnt by Herostratus, to gain immortality for him

self, on the night of the birth of Alexander the Great (b. c. 355), but rebuilt in the

course of centuries at great cost. Contributions to its restoration were made

through all Greece and western Asia. This temple was of immense size (425 feet

long and 220 feet broad), and built of the purest marble. It contained wonderful

treasures of sculpture and painting. In the centre of the court was a rude image

of the goddess, believed by the superstitious to have fallen from heaven. There

were other buildings of great size, notably the theatre (Acts xix. 29), the largest

ever built by the Greeks. The city is now a complete desolation ; a miserable

Turkish village called Ayasalouk (in remembrance of St. John) alone remains.

Our knowledge of the city has, however, been greatly increased through the

labors of Mr. J. T. Wood, who spent eleven years (1863 to 1874) in exploring the

ruins. Some find in our Epistle an allusion to the temple of Diana (chap. iii. 20,

21), but this is unlikely.

Clearly, however, this was a point admirably adapted as a centre for evangelical

influence. That Paul should labor there was natural ; that he should write to the

church there is exceedingly probable. (The labors of Timothy, and of the Apos

tle John in Ephesus, cannot be touched upon here.)

§ 2. Time and Place of Composition.

Two points are indisputable: (1.) The Epistles to the Ephesians, to the Colos-

sians, and to Philemon, were written and sent at the same time ; (2.) Paul was a

prisoner when he wrote them. In Colossians (iv. 10-14) we find the same persons

sending greetings as in Philemon (vers. 23, 24); and the two larger Epistles were

sent by the same messenger with the same commission (Eph. vi. 21, 22 ; Col. iv.

7-9). The great similarity of these two Epistles furnishes corroborative evidence,

if any were needed. All three Epistles indicate that the writer was in prison (see

chap. iii. 1 ; iv. 1 ; vi. 20; Col. iv. 10, 18; Phil, i., 9, 10, 13). There is nothing

whatever to warrant so late a date as the time of the second Roman imprisonment,

hence we must decide between the confinement at Caesarea (Acts xxiii. 33-xxvi.

32) a. D. 58-60, and the imprisonment at Rome (Acts xxviii. 30, 31, a. d. 61-63).

The general belief has been in favor of the later place and date (comp. the sub

scription in the E. V.). The number of companions referred to, the comparative

freedom in preaching the gospel, the fully developed doctrinal tone of the Epistles

themselves (see below, § 4), all accord better with this hypothesis.

On the other hand, Meyer, in common with several modern German scholars,

defends the earlier date. It is argued (a) that Onesimus, a fugitive slave from

Colossae (see Philemon ; comp. Col. iv. 9), would have been more likely to go to

Caesarea than to Rome ; (6) that messengers from Rome would arrive at Ephesus

before reaching Colossae, whereas the silence respecting Onesimus in the Epistle to

Ephesus indicates that Tychicus had already left Onesimus at Colossae, which

might be expected if they had started from Caesarea ; (/) that Eph. vi. 2 1 points to

other persons whom Tychicus would have seen before delivering the Epistle at

Ephesus; (d) Philem. 22 points to an anticipation of a speedy journey to Colossae,

VOL. III. 23
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whereas Phil. iL 24 indicates that in Rome Paul expected to visit Macedonia after

his release. These arguments are sufficient to render the case doubtful, but they

are not conclusive. Fugitive slaves usually find greater safety in large places ; the

silence respecting Onesimus in writing to a church where he was not known proves

nothing ; Eph. vi. 2 1 (see notes there) does not necessarily imply that Tychicus

had visited others, and those who suppose that Paul could not have entertained the

purpose of visiting both Macedonia and Phrygia in a journey from Rome, forget

entirely his habits as an Apostle.

It is safer, therefore, to fix upon Rome as the place where this group of Epistles

was written ; the earlier period of the Roman imprisonment, before it assumed a

very rigorous character, the more probable date (about a. d. 62). That the Epis

tle to the Philippians was written afterwards is the common opinion, and, notwith

standing the able discussion of Bishop Lightfoot {Philippians), seems as yet more

probable.1

The resemblance to the Epistle to the Colossians is very great. There are at

least thirty passages of some length which may be regarded as parallel. But there

are also marked differences (see §§ 3, 4) quite sufficient to disprove the theory

which makes our Epistle only a wordy expansion of that to the Colossians (see

§5>-

The question whether this Epistle or that to the Colossians was written first has

occasioned some discussion. In the latter Timothy is mentioned (Col. i. 1), in

the former not, although he was probably well known there. From this fact some

argue the priority of the one, and others that of the other. The internal phenomena

are as inconclusive. It is argued, on the one hand, that the universal thought re

specting the church of Christ, found in the Epistle to the Ephesians, would natu

rally come first ; and that the same theme would be given a more practical turn,

as an after-thought in writing the Epistle to the Colossians. But Alford, among

others, argues the other way : ' both Epistles sprung out of one inspiration, one

frame of mind ; that to the Colossians first, as the task to be done, the protest de

livered, the caution given ; that to the Ephesians, begotten by the other, but sur

passing it, carried on in some parts simultaneously, or immediately consequent.'

Certainty is impossible ; but many find it easier to believe that the more lofty Epis

tle came first, and the more polemic one second, even as the transfiguration on the

mount preceded the conflict at its foot. The theme of the Epistle is such that it is

unnecessary to seek for any special occasion or purpose.

§ 3. Theme and Contents.

The fundamental thought of the Epistle undoubtedly is : ' the Church which is

in Christ Jesus.' It treats of Christ and His mystical body. ' The Church of

Christ has its root in eternity, in God's fatherly heart, with its thoughts of peace

toward a wicked, yet beloved world, and lifts its head into eternity again by the

throne of God, ramifying into all the institutions given in creation, even the most

special, through all the centuries of developing history, and all this in Christ'

(Braune). The Epistle has, here and there, a Trinitarian division, and also refers

constantly to the universalism of the gospel, the calling of the Gentiles into fel-

1 This author has grouped, as similar in tone, the three Epistles, to the Galatians, to the Romans,

and Philippians, and hence assigns the latest possible date to the first, while he places the last as

early as possible in the Roman captivity. One cannot be too cautious in drawing conclusions from

such ' internal grounds.'
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lowship with God's covenant people. But the latter thought is not extensive

enough to be the theme, and the former scarcely furnishes the basis for the logical

plan of the Epistle. In fact the Epistle eludes exhaustive analysis. The same

thought, the same movements of thought in fact, recur, like the strain which forms

the theme of some musical composition. In the earlier part of the Epistle, three

great facts are combined in various ways : God in the economy of redemption,

Father, Son, and Spirit ; Christ and His Church, lifted out of spiritual death, into

fellowship with Him ; Jew and Gentile made one in this new fellowship in Christ,

to the praise of God. The entire thought might be thus expressed : The Church

of Christ Jesus, in which Gentile and Jew are made one, is a creation of the

Father, through the Son, in the Holy Ghost, decreed from eternity, destined for

eternity.

The Epistle naturally falls into two parts : —

I. Chaps. I.—III. The Doctrinal Part (having as its theme, chap. i. 22,

23). The Church is chosen, redeemed, and united in Christ.

II. Chaps. IV.-VI. The Hortatory (or Practical) Part (having as its

theme, chap. iv. 1). Therefore let the Church walk in unity, in love, in newness of

life, as respects personal and relative duties, in the strength of the Lord, and in the

armor of God. Even in this part of the Epistle the great thoughts of the previous

portion appear again (notably in chap. iv. 4-16).

CONTENTS.

Address and Greeting, chap. i. 1, 2.

I. Doctrinal Part : The Church is chosen, redeemed, and united in Christ ;

chaps, i. 3-iii. 21.

II. Practical Part: Let each and all walk worthy of the privilege of the

Church in Christ ; chaps, iv.-vi.

I. Doctrinal part; chaps, i. 3-iii. 21.

1. The Church chosen in Christ, the Head of the Body ; chap. i. 3-23.

(a.) Praise for spiritual blessings in Christ, in whom the Church was chosen

(vers. 3-14).

(*.) Thanksgiving and supplication for the Church, as the body of Christ, who

is the head (vers. 15-23).

2. The Church redeemed in Christ ; chap. ii.

(a.) Redemption in Christ as deliverance from death, through a new creation

(vers. 1- 10).

(b.) Redemption in Christ as reconciliation between Jew and Gentile, be

cause both are reconciled in the one body of Christ unto God (vers. n-22).

3. The Apostle's office and prayer in view of this mystery of one universal

Church in Christ ; chap. iii.

(a.) Paul's office in the Church as Apostle to the Gentiles ; vers. 1-13.

(6.) The Apostle's prayer for the Church, and the concluding doxology ; vers.

14-21.

II. Hortatory (or practical) part (chaps, iv.-vi.): Walk worthy of the privileges

of the Church of Christ.

1. The statement of the practical theme : Walk worthy of Christian privilege, in

humility and unity; chap. iv. 1-3.
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2. Motives for the preservation of unity ; chap. iv. 4-16.

From certain existing unities (vers. 4-6), from the diversity of gifts from our

Lord (vers. 7-10), from the gift of official persons whose end is to promote

unity (vers. 11-16).

3. General Christian duties, characteristic of the new walk in the Spirit (over

against the old walk) ; chaps, iv. 17-v. si.

4. Special Christian duties in household relations ; chaps, v. 22-vi. 9.

(a.) Wives and husbands ; chap. v. 22-32.

(6.) Children and parents ; chap. vi. 1-4.

(c.) Servants and masters ; chap. vi. 5-9.

5. Concluding exhortation : be strengthened in the Lord, and put on the armor

of God ; chap. vi. 10-20.

6. Closing words : reference to Tychicus, the bearer of the letter, with benedic

tions ; chap. vi. 21-24.

§ 4. Character of the Epistle.

In many respects this may be regarded as the most profound of all the Pauline

Epistles. Coleridge calls it, ' the divinest composition of man ; ' Luther reckons

it among ' the best and noblest books of the New Testament ; ' Bishop Ellicott

speaks for all thoughtful and believing commentators when he alludes to the first

chapter as presenting difficulties ' so great and so deep that the most exact lan

guage and the most discriminating analysis seem, as they truly are, too poor and

too weak to convey the force or connection of expressions so august, and thoughts

so unspeakably profound' (Ephesians, Preface).

It is the greatness of the Epistle which makes it so difficult ; the thought seems

to struggle with the words, which seem insufficient to convey the transcendent

idea.

Hence it is that a certain class of writers, including so accomplished a scholar

as De Wette, and so brilliant a litterateur as Renan, find the Epistle verbose, and

doubt its Pauline origin. ' As the wonderful effect of the Spirit of inspiration on

the mind of man is nowhere in Scripture more evident than in this Epistle, so, to

discern these things of the Spirit, is the spiritual mind here more than anywhere

required' (Alford). Hence dogmatic and rationalistic prejudice alike unfit men

for appreciating, to any great extent, the wonderful exaltation of this Epistle .

In its language the Epistle abounds in unusual expressions, but the character of

the thought, already indicated, will readily account for this. The style is exceed

ingly complicated ; the combinations of genitival phrases remarkable ; the involution

clauses such as to ' try the powers and principles of grammatical and logical analy

sis to the very uttermost ' (Ellicott). ' The first chapter has, so to speak, a litur

gical, psalmodic character, being, as it were, a glowing song in praise of the trans

cendent riches of the grace of God in Christ, and the glory of the Christian call

ing ' (Schaff). The absence of personal and historical references has already been

remarked upon (§ 1), and there is no allusion whatever to false doctrine or false

teachers ; there is no reminder whatever of those sharp conflicts which called forth

the Epistles to the Galatians and Corinthians ; nor any trace of the hearty personal

affectionateness which appears everywhere in the Epistle to the Philippians. Not

withstanding the close resemblance to the Colossian Epistle, there is a marked dif

ference in tone ; in fact, the theme is modified in the latter Epistle. Here Christ,

the Head over all things, is presented as Head of the Church ; there Christ is pre
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sented as Head over all things, and that, too, in antagonism to local errors. This

is the ideal treatment ; that the practical.

It is significant that this most churchly Epistle has little to tell us regarding or

ders, polity, ritual, and discipline. These things are not brought into prominence,

but rather dwarfed, by the mighty thoughts of Christ and His mystical body which

filled the Apostle's mind. The ideal here presented, instead of encouraging the

narrowness of ecclesiasticism (of any form), should humble all Christians, by re

vealing to them how far all earthly organizations fall below this conception of the

Church. Such humility will be the best preparation for the coming in of that

'Church of the future ' which the Apostle sketches in chap. iv. 13-16.

§ 5. The Genuineness of the Epistle.

The Apostle Paul is named as the author in the Epistle itself (chaps, i. 1 ;

ii. 2), and some well-known facts in his life are referred to ; and this not incident

ally, but as essential parts of the treatment. The character of the Epistle, as to

both matter and form, agrees with the claim it makes. The peculiarities in lan

guage and style which distinguish it from the earlier Epistles, can readily be ac

counted for. The mention of Tychicus (the only other personal reference ; chap,

vi. 21), accords with what is known from other sources respecting this companion

of the Apostle (comp. Acts xx. 4 ; Col. iv. 7, 8 ; 2 Tim. iv. 12 ; Tit. iii. 12).

The testimony of the ancient church points clearly to the Pauline authorship.

While too much importance should not be attached to the supposed allusions to

this Epistle in the writings of Ignatius and Polycarp, it may be fairly claimed that

the latter, in one passage at least, indicates an acquaintance with this Epistle.

From the date of the Canon Muratori down to the beginning of the present cen

tury, no doubts were expressed in regard to its Pauline origin.

Schleiermacher seems to have been the first to suggest that this Epistle was

written by an attendant of Paul under his direction. De Wette formally denied

the Pauline authorship, attributing the letter to a gifted disciple of the Apostle.

Others, with various modifications, have presented the same view. There is no

positive evidence to sustain this opinion. Against it is the fact that no one can be

found in that age competent to write such an Epistle, if it has the character usually

accorded to it. On the other hand, if the Epistle were what the defenders of this

opinion claim it to be : 'a wordy expansion of the Epistle to the Colossians ' (De

Wette), ' filled with useless words and repetitions ' (Renan), then it is impossible to

account for its obtaining universal and early acceptance. The main argument re

lied upon to oppose the genuineness of the Epistle is based upon certain peculiar

ities of language and style, which, it is claimed, are not those of the Apostle Paul.

These, according to this claim, existed in a successful forgery. But forgery, to be

successful, seeks to avoid such unlikenesses. The whole argument is, therefore,

self-contradictory, and such arguments from the use of single words have always

been precarious.1

Baur of Tubingen and his followers regarded the letter as a Montanist or Gnostic

production. But a fair exegesis fails to discover traces of these heresies, which

1 During the Franco-Prussian war the writer met, in Germany, a distinguished advocate of the

view under discussion, who proved to him from similar internal evidence the spnriousness of a bul

letin from the seat of war. But that bulletin was the genuine production of William of Prussia, and

the very words criticized were purposely inserted to give point to the intelligence.
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arose after this Epistle was written, and which stand in antagonism to its leading

thought. Moreover, Baur's view implies that both this Epistle and that to the Co-

lossians are forgeries. If both were forged by one person, the argument against

the genuineness drawn from similarity falls to the ground. For if it be admitted

that a forger could repeat himself, it is useless to deny that Paul could. If two

persons forged the two Epistles respectively, then the resemblance cannot be ac

counted for.

Every view which denies the Pauline authorship may be traced to ' subjective

criticism,' and Bishop Ellicott's language remains true : ' the objections have been

so fairly and fully confuted that they can no longer be considered to deserve any

serious attention.'
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EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE EPHESIANS.

Chapter I. i, 2.

Address and Greeting.

The Apostle, in all his Epistles, follows the custom of the times, which named the writer first,

then the person or persons addressed, adding a brief greeting. All his designations of himself and

of his readers have a distinctive Christian tone, quite as much as the Apostolic salutation. (See

further on Romans i. 1-7.) The form here used is the briefest, and is nearly identical with that

found in Col. i. I, 2 ; the resemblance to the opening verses in 2 Cor., 2 Tim., is also very marked.

1 T)AUL, "an apostle of Jesus Christ,1 by2 the will of God," ^°[;)-.,;

JE * to the saints which are at Ephesus,3 cand to the faithful4 £2?iu™[

in Christ Jesus:5 |; £•» <M-

2 ''Grace 6es to you, and peace, from God our Father, and* fcJr.'i.V.

from 7 the Lord Jesus Christ. c \r,ch.\

21; Col. i.

1 Christ Jesus J through

8 who are in Ephesus {some ancient authorities omit in Ephesus)

4 or believers 5 substitute (.) for (:) * omit be

' omit from

«/Gal. i. 3;

Tit. i. 4.

Ver. I. Paul. See General Introduction. —An

Apostle. Sec Rom. i. 1. — Of Christ Jesus. The

weight, but not the mass, of authority favors this

order, which is found in 2 Cor. i. 1 ; Col. i. 1 ;

2 Tim. i. 1 (according to the best authorities).

As an Apostle he belongs to Christ Jesus ; it is

implied that he derives his authority from Him ;

that his message is about Christ Jesus is an in

ference, and not the primary meaning. — Through

the will of God. This phrase, occurring also in

the address of the three Epistles above named,

states the means by which he became an Apostle.

' It is sufficient to indicate, humbly and in unfad

ing remembrance of his wonderful conversion

and calling, that he has received his Apostleship

without his own merit or worthiness, through the

will and grace of the Most High (Gal. i. 15, 16),

hence that he had not assumed it for himself or

obtained it through the mediation of others'

(Braune). His official position was not only from

God, but also through His will (comp. Gal. i. 1).

The expression is, therefore, one of humility as

well as of dignity. Stier suggests further, in view

of the passage which follows (vers. 3-1 1): 'an

Apostle and messenger, through the will of God,

brings no other message than a glad one, the gos

pel of redemption unto blessedness.' — To the

saints. The term is repeatedly applied to Chris

tians in the New Testament (comp. Rom. i. 7).

Its primary meaning is that of consecration to

God's service ; the thought of personal sanctity

is usually implied, and sometimes becomes the

prominent one; but in an address like this the

term is used in the most general sense, ' as desig

nating the members of Christ's visible church,

presumed to fulfil the conditions of that member

ship ' (Alford). —Who are in Ephesus. On the

?uestion respecting the words ' in Ephesus,' see

ntroduction, § 1. We reject altogether the view

which omits any local phrase, and explains ' who

are ' as ' who are actually such.' On the city, see

Introduction, § 1. — And the faithful, or, 'believ

ers.' It is unnecessary to repeat ' to,' since this

is only a further designation of the same per

sons. The word translated ' faithful ' in the New

Testament frequently means having faith (full of

faith), rather than having fidelity ; the latter sense

is the classical one. The two ideas of trusting

and trustworthy are both found in connection with

the Hebrew equivalent. — In Christ Jesus. This

qualifies the word ' faithful ' alone, and not ' saints *

also. This was the element in which their faith

359
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existed. The idea of fellowship seems to be al- felt the throbbing tenderness of His heart ; it

ways implied in the phrase, ' It was not a mere was therefore in Him ' (Eadie).

external dependence placed on Him, but it had Ver. 2. Grace to yon. Comp. on Romans, i. 7.

convinced itself of His power and love, of His The E. V. supplies 'be' here, as usual; but in

sympathy and merits ; it not only knew the these greetings it is not necessary to supply any

strength of His arm, it had also penetrated and verb. The second ' from ' is also unnecessary.

DOCTRINAL PART. CHAPTERS I. 3 — III. 2:.

THE CHURCH IS CHOSEN, REDEEMED, AND UNITED IN CHRIST.

Chapter I. 3-23.

I. The Church Chosen in Christ, the Head of the Body.

This chapter is made up of two parts : the /irst (vers. 3-14), an ascription of praise for spiritual

blessings in Christ; the second (vers. 15-23), a thanksgiving for the faith and love of the readers,

passing into a supplication that soon becomes a glowing description of the exalted Christ, as the

Head of the Church, His body. The whole chapter is liturgical in its form, sublime in its thought,

the great ideas ever struggling for expression, and giving the language a full tone, rarely found even

in the Apostle's writings.

Chapter I. 3—14.

1. Praise for Spiritual Blessings in Christ.

Vers. 3-14 form but one sentence, so heaped up in thought and so involved in construction as to

well-nigh baffle all attempts at exact analysis. The passage, as a whole, has a triumphant liturgical

tone, the key-note being found in ver. 3. Probably no one view exhausts the meaning, we therefore

give a number of summaries : —

Braune finds in the refrain ' unto the praise of the glory of His grace ' (ver. 6), ' unto the praise

of His glory' (vers. 12, 14), the key to the divisions: 'in vers. 4-6 the first foundation for praise

(the election of eternal mercy); in vers. 7-12 the second (the carrying out of the eternal decree); in

vers. 13, 14, the third (the personal appropriation of salvation).' Stier and Alford find a Trinitarian

arrangement, vers. 3-6 pointing to the Father, vers. 7-12 to the Son, vers. 13, 14 to the Spirit.

Another outline is : Praise to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ (ver. 3), who in the

fast chose us in Christ (vers. 4-6), in the present redeems us in Him (vers. 7-9), and in the future

will unite all in Him (vers. 9, 10), both yews (vers. It, 12), and Gentiles (ver. 13), both of whom re

ceived the Spirit, the earnest unto full redemption (ver. 14).

3 " "OLESSED be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus „ 2 cor. i. j ;

-D Christ, who hath1 blessed us with2 all spiritual bless-* ve"™';1'

ings 3 in * heavenly i places in Christ : fii*?o';a"

4 According6 as che hath chosen6 us in him d before the vi. ».

foundation of the world, that we should be "holy and without is^tikm.

5 blame before him "' in love : ' Having 8 predestinated us unto TjJJJ-;? : .

* the adoption of children 9 by 10 Jesus Christ to n himself, *ac- ?. Pet- »• '>

d 1 Pet. i. i,

1 omit hath 2 in 8 blessing * the heavenly *>: «""?-
. . , » . , . J°bn xv"-
6 even ■ he chose ' insert (;) 24.

• in love having {see notes) * unto adoption 10 through n unto' chapVii'fo';

v. 27; Col.

i. 22; 1 Thess. iv. 7; Tit. ii. 12. / Rom. riii. 20, 30; ver. 11. g John i. 12 ; Rom- viii. 15, 29; 2 Cor.

vi. 18; Gal. iv. 5; 1 John iit. 1. h Matt. xi. 26; Luke xii- 33; 1 Cor. i. 21 ; ver. 9.
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6 cording to the good pleasure of his will, To u the praise of the ' Comp. Luke

glory of his grace, * m»m. a. i«

7 Wherein 'he hath made us accepted12 in * the beloved : 'In J^"."'^,51

whom we have redemption 13 through his blood, the forgiveness itim.Tx.a-,

8 of sins,14 according to mthe riches of his grace; Wherein he AaLk».li!

hath abounded15 toward us "in all wisdom and prudence; ^""com.

9 "Having made known unto16 us the mystery of his will, ac- !2,:"fb,'IX'

cording to his good pleasure 'which he hath1 purposed in J^'rcv^v.

10 himself:17 That in11 the 'dispensation of rthe fulness of »Rom. h. 4 ;

times18 'he might gather together in one19 'all things in20 £;'<&»"«.

Christ, both 21 which are in heaven, B and ffl which are on Pmi"'iv. 19'

« Conip. Col'

1 1 earth ; even in him : " "In whom also we have obtained an >■ 9-
o Rom xvl.

inheritance,24 * being25 predestinated according to "the pur- ?.jichap.

pose of him who worketh all things after the counsel of his Coi.i.*;
r ° comp. Rom.

12 own26 will : 'That we should be to n the praise of his glory, g^s-...

who first trusted in Christ.27 ,.','. lTim'

13 In whom ye also trusted,28 after that ye heard29 "the word » ^cSmp.' 2'

of truth, * the gospel of your salvation: in whom also, after rcoVu.2'

that ye believed,30 e ye were sealed with that d Holy Spirit of \V CoL ''

14 promise,31 "Which is the32 earnest of our inheritance f un-r Heb-fa4;

til33 the redemption of 'the34 purchased possession, *unto the Petl'i'o.

f , . - $ Comp. Rom.

praise of his glory. xiu.Q.io

11 which he freely bestowed upon us ' *^ gj;

18 we are having our redemption u our trespasses "- *?'< £oL

16 which he caused to abound le to Hi. 10-13.

17 or in him (,) instead of (:) 18 the times " M' ii. 29;

19 to gather up together again *> in the 21 the things Kings'™.

22 in the heavens * and the things V-
x Ver. 5.

24 we were also made his inheritance M having been y is. xivi. 10,

28 omit own B we who have before hoped in the Christ » vers. 6, 14;

28 omit trusted " having heard »The»».a.

80 in whom, having also believed ' « John i. 17;

81 the Spirit of promise, the Holy One m an * Comp. Rom.'

83 unto, inserting (,) afler inheritance M his \. \%. ' ''

c 1 Cor. i. 22;

chap. iv. 30; comp. Rom. viii. 16; Gal. iv. 6. d Is. xxxii. 15; xliv. 3; Eiek. xxxvi. 15; jxxix. 29; Joel iii.

1-5; Luke xxiv. 49; Acts i. 4; comp. Gal. iii. 14. t 2 Cor. i. 22; v. 5. / Luke xxi. 28 ; Rom. viii. 23;

chap. iv. 30. g \ Pet. ii. 9. k Vers. 6, 12.

Ver. 3. Blessed. The word here used is ap- 17, we find : ' the God of our Lord Jesus Christ ').

plied to God only in the N. T., and with a few But we prefer to join ' of our Lord Jesus Christ '

exceptions in the LXX. also. The primary sig- to both nouns. ' To be God and to be Father

nification is that of speaking or promising good; are not ideas which exclude each other, nor do

our blessing God is praise and thanksgiving ; His they appear as two, but as a unity. He is here

blessing us includes doing us good also. Both praised who is not only the God of the Incarnate

senses occur in this verse.— Be. The verb is omit- One, but is also the Father of this Lord, of the

ted in the original, as is usual in such doxologies. only begotten, whom he has given ; thus is in-

We may understand ' be ' as a wish, or as an im- dicated the God-man by whom the blessings of

perative, i.e., a formal pronouncing of blessing, redemption are mediated' (Braune). — Who

The latter is perhaps preferable. — The God and blessed us. Active, efficient blessing is here

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ ; or, as some pre- spoken of, as summed up in one past act, that be-

fer to render this formula, ' God and the Father,' ing the force of the tense used. It here ' refers

etc. Either view is grammatically tenable, and to to the counsels of the Father as graciously com-

neither can there be any doctrinal objection (in pleted in the redemption ' (Ellicott). ' Us '
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means all Christians, as the context plainly

shows. — In all (or, 'every') spiritual blessing,

*'. e. every kind of blessing which can be termed

'spiritual.' But 'spiritual' in the N. T. 'always

implies the working of the Holy Spirit, never bear

ing merely our modern inaccurate sense of spirit

ual as opposed to bodily ' (Alford). Comp. on

Rom. vii. 14. The Holy Spirit is the Agent in

the bestowal of the ' blessing,' and under it we

include all the privileges spoken of in what fol

lows. — In the heavenly places. Strictly speak

ing this defines the preceding phrase, ' all spirit

ual blessing.' It has a local sense, but a broad

and comprehensive one ; ' every spiritual bless

ing which we have received springs from a

higher world, is to be sought in a heavenly region,

and thence to be obtained ' (Braune). Some re

fer it to the ' heaven of grace ' on earth, into

which the believer is introduced ; while the ab

sence of any noun in the original has allowed

many to supply ' possessions ' instead of ' places.'

But in all the other instances the local sense is the

correct one (ver. 20 ; ii. 6 ; iii. 10 ; vi. 12) ; hence we

prefer it here. — In Christ. Here, as always, the

idea of fellowship is the prominent one ; every

spiritual blessing we have received, the heavenly

places in which they are received, are ours, only

through our fellowship with Christ. It seems to

qualify all that precedes, rather than any one

phrase. In this section especially, the words ' in

Christ' form 'the centre and heart-beat of the

Apostle's view.' The thought recurs in varying

forms eight times in this section alone. In this

verse is suggested, what is afterwards unfolded,

that Father, Son, and Spirit are concerned in the

one blessing we receive.

Ver. 4. Even as. The blessing corresponds

with the choice. ' These spiritual blessings are

conferred upon us, not merely because God chose

us, but they are given in perfect harmony with

His eternal purpose' (Eadie). — He chose, or

more fully rendered, ' chose out for Himself.'

The choosing was for His own glory ; it is here

conceived of as a single act, and was an act of

selection, a choosing out of. No interpretation is

grammatical which denies these three points. —

Us. The whole invisible Church of Christ, the

body of Christ (comp. vers. 22, 23), is undoubtedly

meant. This Church is made up of individuals

(' us ') designed, indeed, to form an organic unity,

but here regarded as chosen persons. Nothing is

said as yet of ' faith,' or of any other subjective

characteristic ; the Apostle's thought concerns

the counsels of God. This election is not, how

ever, an arbitrary or mechanical matter : it is in

him, i. e., in Christ (ver. 3). This is more than

' on account of Him,' or, ' through Him,' though

both ideas are correct. It indicates that those

who are chosen are chosen ' in Christ,' as the

second Adam, the new head and representative of

spiritual humanity. There could be no such an

tecedent choice, except in Him. — Before the

foundation of the world. The election preceded

creation ; comp. 2 Tim. i. 9. This presupposes

the eternity of the Son of God, the object of the

Father's love (John xvii. 5, 24), but not the real

individual existence of believers before the crea

tion of the world. — That we should be. The

purposed result of the election is now stated. —

Holy and without blame (or, 'blemish,' as in chap,

v. 27). The former marks the positive, the latter

the negatrvt side of the moral result.— Before him,

1. A, before God. But in what sense ? Some have

referred it to God's justifying verdict, but as an

ultimate result is here spoken of, and as the Apos

tle could have plainly expressed that meaning in

other ways, the reference to sanctification is pref

erable. 'Before Him,' then means either at the

final judgment, or truly, really, in His all-search

ing eye. ' If men are chosen to be holy, they

cannot be chosen because they are holy.' ' Holi

ness is the only evidence of election' (Hodge).—

In love. The connection of this phrase has oc

casioned much discussion. (1.) The E. V. joins

it with ' holy and without blame.' In that case

it explains that the sanctified state consists in

love, our love. (2.) It might be joined with

' chose,' referring to God's love ; but the words

are so separated as to make this connection im

probable. (3.) It may be referred to God's love,

and joined with ver. 5. This is, on the whole,

preferable ; for a reference to God's love seems

more natural, and (2) is objectionable. Both (1)

and (3) are grammatically allowable ; if ' before

Him' refers to justification, then (1) is logically

incorrect.

Ver. 5. In love having predestinated us. The

tense here used does not imply that the predesti

nation preceded the election ; the two may be re

garded as synchronous. There is no grammati

cal objection to the former view, but there seems

to be no instance in the N. T. which establishes

the priority of predestination. The word predes

tine (fore-ordain) refers to choosing for a preap

pointed end ; the word translated ' chose ' (ver. 4)

points to the fact that the choice has been made

out of a mass. If ' in love ' be connected with

this verse, it gives special emphasis to the motive

of the predestination. These things, at which

men cavil, are prompted by love, and will be ap

prehended only when men respond in love. —

Unto adoption. The end of the foreordaining is

that we may be placed in the position of sons, en

joy the privileges of sons ; comp. Rom. viii. 15-

29. Christ is ' the first-born,' the only begotten

Son ; we are foreordained unto adoption, to be

come His brethren. —Through Jesus Christ unto

himself. ' Jesus Christ ' is the personal medi

ator through whom this adoption takes place ;

the end of it is ' unto Himself,' i. e., ' to lead us

into, and unite us to God ' (Ellicott). ' Himself '

does not refer to Christ. All this constitutes the

end of the predestination. — According to the

good pleasure of his will. The word 'good-pleas

ure ' has two meanings : (1.) good-pleasure, what

one pleases to do, because good to him, or (2.)

benevolence, what involves good will to others.

The former is the sense here, as the context

plainly indicates. The freedom of God's will is

here asserted, and for us this thought is an all-

important one. If God is not free, then our free

dom is impossible. If He is not free, His benev

olence is of little value to sinners. On 'will,'

see ver. 11.

Ver. 6. Unto the praise of the glory of hit

grace. This is the refrain of the passage. The

election and predestination were not only in ac

cordance with God's freedom, but also for this

end : that those who become sons of God by adop

tion (and with them all sinless creatures) should

praise the Divine glory which is the special char

acteristic of His grace that makes it worthy of

praise. We are to praise Him, not simply for

His favor to us, but for that exhibition of grace

which exalts us to a higher knowledge of His

glory, so that, even in praising Him for what He
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does for us, we learn to praise Him for what He

is. This phrase must not, therefore, be weakened

into ' His glorious grace.' Comp. the phrase,

'unto the praise of His glory' (vers. 12, 14). —

Which he freely bestowed on us. The E. V. is

quite faulty here, following an incorrect reading

and misinterpreting the verb. This word has two

senses: (I.) To graciously bestow; (2.) to en

due with grace. The latter sense is objection

able, both here and in Luke i. 28 (the only other

N. T. passage where the word occurs). In fact,

* grace ' is used by Paul of Divine grace, not of

the human result, and here the reference is ' to an

act of God once past in Christ, not to an abiding

state which He has brought about in us ' (Alford).

Hence ' hath ' is to be omitted. At the same time

the thought of the Apostle here turns toward the

carrying out of the purpose of redemption. — In

the Beloved. ' We, as adopted children, are in

deed loved, but there is another, the Son, the

own beloved Son. It was not, therefore, af

fection craving indulgence, or eager for an ob

ject on which to expend itself, that led to our

adoption. There was no void in His bosom, the

loved one lay in it' (Eadie). We become the

objects of God's love through His grace, which

has in Christ its sphere, and becomes ours

through union with Him.

Ver. 7. In whom we are having. In Christ,

as the living sphere of redemption, the purpose

already set forth (vers. 4, 5) finds its present ac

complishment. ' He it is without whose Person

and work we were not redeemed ' (Meyer). ' Are

having ' points to the continued possession ; it

should not be weakened into, ' there is for us.'

— Our redemption, lit., 'the redemption,' but in

this connection ' our ' is the proper rendering.

' Redemption ' means literally, ransoming from,

and is here to be understood of our being ran

somed from the punishment our sins deserve

(including all the results of sin) by the payment

of a ransom price by our Redeemer. What that

ransom price is, clearly appears ; the redemption

is through his blood. The expiation set forth in

the types of the Mosaic ritual, is really made

through the shedding of His blood. Comp. on

Rom. hi. 25, where ' in His blood ' occurs in con

nection with the same thought. There, however,

the reference is more to the objective atonement ;

here to the redemption accomplished by means

of it; hence 'through' instead of 'in. 'Not

the death of the victim, but its blood was the

tvpical instrument of expiation. I may notice

that in Phil. ii. 8, where Christ's obedience, not His

atonement, is spoken of, there is no mention of

His shedding His blood, only of the act of His

death' (Alford). — The forgiveness of our tres

passes. On the word translated 'forgiveness,' as

compared with that meaning ' pretermission,' or

' passing over,' comp. on Rom. iii. 25 ; on the

word ' trespass,' comp. on Rom. v. 15. F.Micott

distinguishes the two words translated 'tres

passes ' and ' sins,' by taking the former as point

ing more ' to sins on the side of commission, sin

ful acts ; the latter to sins as the result of a state,

sinful conditions? This ' forgiveness ' is the es

sential part of the redemption. — According to the

riches of his grace. God's grace is the ultimate

ground of our redemption ; that grace has other

forms of manifestation, but none greater than

that of the atonement through the blood of the

Beloved.

Ver. 8. Which he caused to abound toward

(lit, 'into') us. 'Which' is preferable to

'wherein,' or, ' wherewith ' ; the grace itself was

made to flow abundantly to us, in fact into us as

the subjects of it. — In all wisdom and prudence.

This phrase can scarcely be applied to God, for

' all wisdom ' does not mean the highest wisdom,

but every kind of wisdom ; and ' prudence ' is

rarely thus applied. The parallel passage (Col.

i. 9) favors the reference to Christians, and this

explanation agrees better with the sweep of the

thought. Some join the phrase with ' having

made known' (ver. 9), but this makes the next

clause unnecessarily involved. It is best to join

it with the preceding phrase, as indicating the

sphere in which the abounding of grace towards

us is manifested. ' All ' is to be joined with

both nouns ; ' wisdom ' is the more general term,

' prudence ' is the resulting intelligence. ' Wis

dom grasps God's doings, perceives and under

stands His counsels of grace ; prudence is di

rected to what we have to do, looks at our prob

lem and how to solve it ; the former sees the re

lations ordered by God, the latter regulates our

conduct accordingly' (Braune). But 'wisdom'

is not purely theoretical, since it is the basis of

the more practical ' prudence.'

Ver. 9. Having made known to us. This ex

plains what precedes. Ellicott : ' in making

known to us ' ; Alford : ' in that He made

known.' Hence this takes place at the same

time with the causing to abound (ver. 8). — The

mystery of his will. The mystery concerning

His will, rather than belonging to His will, or,

which is His will. On ' will,' see ver. it. The

word 'mystery' (comp. Rom. xi. 25) in the N. T.

is applied to: (1.) 'such matters of fact as are

inaccessible to reason, and can only be known

through revelation ; (2) such matters as are patent

facts, but the process of which cannot be entirely

taken in by the reason ' (Tholuck). In this Epis

tle the term is frequently used, the primary ref

erence being to the one great gospel mystery, the

person of Christ in its connection with the body

of Christ. But the union of Jews and Gentiles

in this one body, as an especial feature of this

mystery, is in some instances the most prominent

aspect presented ; comp. on chap. iii. 3, 4, 9.

Here the wider reference is to be accepted ; the

redemption in Christ as belonging to the eternal

plan of God. We could not know this great fact

were it not revealed, and even now it contains

much that transcends our reason. — According to

his good pleasure. Comp. ver. 5. This making

known was, in all its details, according to His

will. —Which he purposed in himself, or, 'in

Him.' The latter is literally correct, but ' Him

self ' makes the reference to God more obvious to

the English reader. ' Purposed' means to put be

fore one's self, not necessarily beforehand, though

the whole context shows that the purpose is to be

regarded as taking place before the foundation of

the world (comp. vers. 4, 5, 11). A comma is

the only punctuation necessary at the close of the

verse.

Ver. 10. Unto ; not ' until,' nor, ' in,' but with

a view to, setting forth the end or aim of the

purpose (ver. 9). — The dispensation. The arti

cle is wanting in the original, but the idea is

made definite by what follows. The word itself

is that from which our word 'economy' is

taken, first meaning ' stewardship ' (as in Luke

xvi. 2), then applied in this sense to spiritual

things, especially to the apostolic office (1 Cor.
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ix. 17 ; Col. i. 2j). But here, and in chap. iii. 2,

9, the reference is to God's disposition, ordering

of affairs, the notion of stewardship falling into

the background. — Of the fulness of the times,

or, ' seasons.' Comp. Gal. iv. 4, where a similar

expression occurs. There, however, ' the time '

is regarded as one period ; here, as a succession

of 'seasons,' which fill up a measure or recep

tacle. ' Fulness' may mean (1.) that which fills ;

(2.) that which is filled, the state of fulness; or

(3.) the act of filling. The last sense is inappro

priate here. Either (1.) or (2.) may be accepted

with substantially the same result. The reference

is to the coming of the Messiah (not to the second

advent), as in Galatians. This 'fulness of the

times ' was the characteristic of the ' dispensa

tion' [dispensatio propria plcnitudini temporum).

The main question is whether the phrase, as a

whole, refers to the entire gospel dispensation, or

to the period of the first advent alone. As the

explanatory clause which follows points to what

is still future, we accept the wider reference. —

To gather up together again (for Himself). This

explains the design of the 'dispensation,' etc.

The word used is the equivalent of ' recapitulate,'

sum up again (comp. Rom. xiii. 9, where the E.

V. renders it ' is briefly comprehended '). Here it

has a reflexive sense (for Himself), and further

suggests the idea of gathering again what has

been sundered. ' God will gather together again

for Himself what He has created for Himself.'

The fathers found here a reference to Christ as

the Head, but this is suggested by the sound of

the word, rather than by its sense. That idea is

introduced later (ver. 22), and the reference here

is to Christ's atonement rather than to His sov

ereignty. — All things. This expression must not

be limited unnecessarily to persons, or to the re

deemed from among men. The expressions used

in Rom. viii. 21, 1 Cor. xv. 28, and elsewhere,

show that the redemption in Christ has wider rela

tions which affect physical nature (on the proper

limitation, see below). — In the Christ. It seems

wise to translate the article, which emphasizes the

fact that the Messiah had come. — The things

which, etc ' Both ' is to be omitted, according

to the best authorities. The whole explains ' all

things,' and the neuter gender suggests an appli

cation to things as well as persons. The expla

nation : ' the redeemed from among men, some

of whom are now in heaven, and others are still

on earth,' restricts the sense too much. The

neuter might refer to persons (as in Gal. iii. 22),

but the context seems to demand a wider applica

tion. ' Heaven and earth have become places of

sin (chaps, ii. 2; vi. 12); indeed, heaven was the

first theatre of sin, when a part of the angels fell

into sin and from God (1 Tim. iii. 6; 1 John iii.

8 ; Jas. ii. 19 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude 6); thence it

came to earth (2 Cor. xi. 3), in ever greater

dimensions (1 Cor. x. 20, 21). Thus the state

originally appointed by God and the development

He wished to be without disturbance, ceased

(Rom. viii. 18-24), so that a renewing of the

heavens and of the earth was taken into view

(2 Pet. iii. 13). The centre of this renewal is

Christ and His redeeming work (Col. 1. 20),

which, however, has its development also, both

before His appearance up to " the fulness of the

times," and afterwards up to His second advent,

when "the restitution of all things" (Acts iii. 21),

the palingentsia (Matt. xix. 28), will be intro

duced' (Braune). Hence we may conclude that

physical nature and the world of mind, angeis

and men, will all stand in some new relation to

each other and to Christ, their common centre,

when this summing up in Him is completed. ' As

the stone dropped into the lake creates there

widening and concentric circles, which ultimately

reach the farthest shore, so the deed done on

Calvary has sent its undulations through the dis

tant spheres and realms of God's great empire '

(Eadie). Evil spirits and unbelieving men shall

then be recognized only as conquered and rejected

opponents. ' The doctrine of restoration, accord

ing to which even those who have remained unbe

lieving, and finally devils, shall yet attain to bless

edness, contrary as it is to the whole tenor of the

N. T., finds in this passage also no support'

(Meyer). It is not necessary to restrict the former

clause to good angels, still less to exclude them

altogether. —Even in him. This repetition is for

solemn emphasis ; without Him, the personal Me

diator, this comprehensive re-uniting cannot take

place ; He is the only sphere in which it can occur.

Ver. 11. In whom. This is to be closely con

nected with ' in Him,' and here has the full sense

of the Pauline phrase, 'in Christ;' it is not

equivalent to 'through whom.' —We were also.

' We,' «'. e., all Christians ; the distinction between

' we ' and ' you ' is first made in ver. 12. ' Also '

belongs to the verb, and not to ' we ' ; still less

to ' whom,' as in the E. V. It does not suggest

something additionil, but specifies the method

of carrying out the purpose set forth in vers. 9,

10. — Made hit inheritance. The word used is

derived from one meaning ' lot ' or ' portion ' ; the

notion of inheritance is an incidental one. It is

passive, hence the E. V. ('have obtained an in

heritance ') is incorrect. Some retain the notion

of ' lot,' as implying God's free election ; but the

idea is rather that of such O. T. passages as

Deut. xxxii. 9 (see references), being made the

portion or heritage of God, transferred into the

more spiritual conceptions of the N. T.—Having

been predestinated. We render 'having been,'

etc., to bring out the thought that we were pre

destinated to become this heritage. ' Here first

the Apostle comes to the idea of the universal

Church, the whole Israel of God, and therefore

here brings forward again that fore-ordination

which he had indeed hinted at generally in ver.

5, but which properly belonged to Israel, and ac

cordingly is predicated of the Israel of the

Church (Alford). — According to the purpose.

etc. Comp. ver. 9. — Him who worketh all things.

God is thus characterized, not only as almighty,

but as all-efficient, working ' all things,' whatever

they may be, that can in any way affect the sal

vation and security of the people who have been

made His heritage. But this active energy is

after the counsel of hit will. The former is

definite determination, the latter free, sovereign,

spontaneous will. The ultimate ground of the

activity is found in the will of God. See further

my note, Lange, Ephesians, p. 42.

Ver. 12. That we should be. The final aim of

the predestination to become God's heritage is

that the subjects (' we ') should be onto the praise

of his glory; comp. ver. 6. 'Grace' is not

named here, showing that 'glory' is the promi

nent idea. As persons are more directly con

nected with the phrase, they are not only to

praise, but themselves to be a praise. The main

question, however, is respecting the word, ' we.'

As it is further explained in the next clause which
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is contrasted with ' ye ' in ver. 13, most commen

tators refer it to Jewish Christians, and ' ye ' to

Gentile Christians. ' Another view refers ' we '

to Christians in general, and 'ye' to the Ephe-

sians ; but the former is much to be preferred. —

We who have before hoped in the Christ. ' Be

fore ' indicates unmistakably the Jewish Chris

tians, who had the promise before the coming of

the Messiah, and hoped accordingly. It does

not mean before others, or before the second

advent. The form used points to a past action

still continued ; hence ' had ' is not strictly cor

rect. The E. V. has unfortunately rendered the

verb ' hope ' in a majority of the instances in the

N. T., by ' trust,' and has confused the sense still

more by supplying ' trusted ' in ver. 13.

Ver. 13. In whom ye also. Gentile Christians,

not the local church over against Christians in

general. The construction of the original is

peculiar, and has been variously explained.

The simplest view is that ' ye also ' is the sub

ject of the verb ' were sealed,' but the length of

the intermediate clause led to the repetition of

' in whom.' Others supply ' are,' but this intro

duces ' a statement singularly frigid and out of

harmony with the linked and ever-rising charac

ter of the context' (Ellicott). Others supply

'hoped' (E. V., 'trusted '), but this obliterates

the distinction between the two classes. More

over it is ungrammatical ; for ' before hoped ' is

one word in Greek, a part of which cannot be

supplied here. — Having heard. The participle

may mean : since ye heard, or, after ye heard,

probably suggesting both ideas. — The word of

truth. The word of the Apostle's preaching,

here defined according to its character and con

tents. (To explain it as ' true doctrine ' is incor

rect.) — The gospel of your salvation. In appo

sition with ' the word of truth,' defining the

apostolic preaching, according to the contents it

imparts, setting forth the power of saving which

God has joined with the gospel (comp. Rom. i.

16; 1 Cor. i. 18). — In whom, »'. e., in Christ, an

emphatic resumption of the thought at the begin

ning of the verse. The clause that follows is not

to be united with this. — Having alio believed. —

' Also ' must be placed here ; * in addition to

hearing, you believed.' Here, as before, the

thought is either, ' after you believed,' or, 'since

you believed,' suggesting both. ' In whom ' is not

to be joined with ' believed.' — Ye were sealed.

While the participles do not necessarily imply

antecedent action, the sequence indicated is :

hearing, believing, and receiving the seal of the

Spirit. It is not ungrammatical to regard all

three as occurring at the same time (on your

hearing and believing '). Many insert here a ref

erence to baptism, of which the passage gives no

hint. To seal is often for the purpose of authen

ticating to others, and the calling of the Gentiles

was thus attested (Acts x. 47 ; xl 17), but here

the purpose in mind is to give an assurance to

the believer himself (comp. Rom. viii. 16 ; Gal.

iv. 6). It is altogether unnecessary to seek an

allusion to heathen rites or to circumcision. —

With the Spirit of promise, the Holy One. The

emphasis of the original is indicated by this ren

dering. The sealing is in Christ ('in whom') ;

the Spirit is itself the seal (hence 'with,' not

' by '), that God affixes to those who are in fel

lowship with Christ, having heard His word, and

become believers. But this ' Spirit ' is charac

terized as being ' of promise,' lit., ' the promise.'

It came in accordance with the promise, made

both in the O. T. and by the Lord Himself (see

references). The phrase, ' the Holy ' is added,

because Paul wishes to give emphatic and solemn

prominence to the essential attnbute of the Spirit,

and thus speaks with a corresponding pathos

(so Meyer). The operations of the Holy Spirit

are not referred to, and to explain it otherwise

than of the personal Holy Spirit is to ignore all

New Testament usage.

Ver. 14. Which is an earnest, i. e., the Holy

Spirit. ' Earnest ' is a part of the purchase-

money paid as a pledge of full payment after

wards. The present gift of the Spirit is such a

pledge of fuller blessing ; comp. 2 Cor. i. 22. —

Of our inheritance. ' Believers obtain the certainty

that they are heirs and have an inheritance in eter-

nitv, not through an assurance from without, but

chiefly through the reality of the possession, not

at once in its entire extent, but in an earnest1

(Braune). —Unto the redemption, etc. 'Unto,'

rather than ' until ' ; the preposition being the

same as that used in the next clause. Since the

clauses are so similar, they should be regarded

as parallel, and both accordingly be joined with

the main verb ('were sealed'). The former of

the two sets forth God's purpose in the sealing,

as that purpose respects man ; the latter the ulti

mate purpose as respects God. But the former,

as a matter of fact, includes what God does for

man, the latter what return man makes to God.

' Redemption ' is here used in a wider sense than

in ver. 7 (comp. chap. iv. 30 and Rom. viii. 23),

pointing to the full final deliverance of soul and

body from sin and death, and also to the glorify

ing which is the positive side of the redemption.—

Of his purchased possession. The word is an un

usual one, but much discussion had led to general

agreement as to its meaning. The verb from

which it is derived meant, at first, to cause to re

main ; then the reflexive sense, to cause to remain

for one's self, became to acquire, to gain. The

noun thus means ' an acquired possession,' and is

here equivalent to the Hebrew idea of a people

belonging to God, acquired by Him. Many other

meanings have been suggested, but all of them

are decidedly objectionable. — Unto the praise of

his glory. See ver. 12. 'AH issues to "the

praise of His glory," His grace having now done

its work (Eadie). This section began with an

ascription of ' blessing,' it ends with this refrain

which makes ' praise ' the ultimate end of the

entire scheme of redemption. Our free ascrip

tion of praise is for what He has done and for

what He is. ' The beginning, middle, and end of

the Christian life, or its ground, path, and goal, is

the praise and adoration of God ' (Braune).
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Chapter I. 15-23.

2. Thanksgivitig and Supplication for the Church as the Body of Christ,

who is the Head.

The Apostle naturally passes from praise to thanksgiving, on behalf of the Church, which as nat

urally becomes supplication. The thanksgiving is for their faith and love, and is uttered in his

prayers (vers. 15, 16). The petition, ever joined with it, is that God would make them 'know the

glory of their calling and inheritance as well as of His power (vers. 17-19), which He has shown and

will show in the Redemption through Christ, the Head of the Church (vers. 20-23).' Braune. The

closing verses present the fundamental thought of the Epistle. Stier, here as elsewhere, finds a

Trinitarian division, which does not, however, seem very distinctly marked. The Apostle rather

prays that they may know more and more of the great things God has wrought in His redeeming

work, the crowning fact of which is ' Christ, the Head over all things as Head of the Church, His

body.'

15 \ \ 7HEREFORE > I also, " after 1 2 heard of your faith 3 in « g^U;

16 VV the Lord Jesus, and love4 unto all the saints, * Cease3 £?"•.'■ «'•
J ' ' PhiL 1. 3, 4 ;

not to give thanks for you, making mention of you8 in my xtaLl'i1-

17 prayers; That 'the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, dthe »Thess-'

Father of glory, • may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and c £)JSJ.*mJb!

18 revelation in the knowledge6 of him: ■'The eyes of your un- STrtf.!

derstanding being7 enlightened; that ye may know what is ,/ comprp£

"the hope of his calling, and8 what the riches of the glory of SS'.jj

19 his * inheritance in the saints, And what is9 the exceeding 1 corTVs;

greatness of his power to us-ward who believe, 'according to* coi.Lol_

20 the working of his mighty power,10 Which he wrought11 in -a-

Christ, when * he raised12 him from the dead, and 'set hima '"*■

' h Ver. it.

2 1 at his own M right hand in the heavenly places, m Far above all • g»P; "'•/ ;

" principality, and power, and might, and dominion, and every t jjkjj-fi i+

name that is named, "not only in this world,15 but also in that/^J;CI

22 which is to come : And phath put 16 all things v under his feet, £?*(£}; j£

and gave him * to be the head 18 over all things I7 to the church, \\ "'»'.'"

23 r Which is his body, 'the fulness of him 'that19 filleth all in ".o^cot S

,< jo; Heb. i

all. 4.
11 Rom. nil.

1 For this cause a having ' the faith which is among you ]*j Col. i.

* the love which ye have (but some authorities omit love). comp. i Cor.

6 some authorities omit of you • full knowledge cbap.iu.10-,

' having the eyes of your heart 8 omit and • omit is ,/"' la*

10 the might of his strength n or hath wrought * m°»T"xu

15 in raising 18 and making him sit M omit own &■ ...

14 or age 16 and he subjected " all things Matt.xWiSi.

" to be head, or, as head » who £] ,'7for'

Heb. ii. 8.

</ Chap. iv. 15, 16; Col. i. 18; Heb. ii. 7. r Rom. xii. 5; 1 Cor. xii. la, 37; chap. iv. 12; v. 23, 30; Col. i. 18, Xi,

3 Col. ii. o. t 1 Cor. xii. 6; chap. iv. 10; Col. iii. 11.

Ver. 15. Fortius cause. 'Wherefore' is the especially on account of what is stated in vers,

usual rendering of another Greek word. Be- 13, 14, where the Gentile readers are addressed,

cause of the grace for which the Apostle has — I also ; as well as you, implying their coopera-

made his ascription of praise (vers. 3-14), but tion in such prayerful activity (Meyer).— Having
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heard. When and where is not indicated, nor

can anything be inferred as to his acquaintance

or non-acquaintance with the readers. ' On hear

ing,' whenever it was. — Of the faith which u

among yon. The peculiar Greek expression

which the Apostle here uses may be thus para

phrased. The faith is there among them ; ' your

faith in Christ Jesus ' (Col. i. 4), marks the faith

as the possession of the individuals. ' Faith '

does not, however, mean ' that which is believed,'

but ' believing.' — In the Lord Jesus. This is the

sphere and object of the faith: 'Christ centred

faith' (Ellicott). —And the love which ye have.

The full form of the Greek may be thus para

phrased. But some ancient authorities omit the

words ' the love.' Those who accept the briefer

reading explain thus : the faith which is among

you in the Lord Jesus and which ye shoav unto all

saints. We prefer to retain the words, because

they are not only well supported, but the omis

sion can be readily accounted for. The original

suggests, first, love in general, and then this char

acteristic manifestation of it : unto all the saints,

/'. e., Christians (comp. chap. i. 1). Brotherly

love is a characteristic of Christianity (Bengel).

' We should not overlook the emphasis resting

on the word " all," permitting no distinction as

respects condition, rank, possessions, or internal

endowment, either mental or spiritual' (Braune).

But the community of faith precedes and pro

duces the community of feeling. The order is

always ' faith and love.'

Ver. 16. Cease not to give thanks for yon.

Eadie : ' As one giving thanks I cease not.' In

the O. T. confession precedes thanksgiving, but

the Apostle almost invariably begins his Epistles

with thanksgiving, which befits the privileged

condition of Christians. ' For you,' lit., ' over

you,' with the idea of protecting them. — Making

mention of yon. The best authorities omit ' of

you,' which, however, is the necessary sense,

though some would supply in thought ' your faith

and love.' This specifies when and how he gives

thanks. — In my prayers. When at my prayers

and in my prayers ; it being impossible to sep

arate the temporal and local senses of the prepo

sition used. ' No thanksgiving without petition,

so long as perfection and completion are not yet

there' (Stier).

Vcr. 17. That. The word here used means,

as a rule, ' in order that,' not ' so that,' except as

the latter is involved in the former. But, as in

later Greek it became equivalent to simple ' that',

we find in N. T. usage a sense which may have

prepared the way for the transition. After verbs

of asking, etc., it frequently introduces the pur

pose and purport of the request or prayer. (See

my note, Lange, Efhesians, p. 56.) This sense is

to be accepted here : it is the Apostle's design

as well as hope that what he asks should be

granted. — The God of our Lord Jesus Christ

Our Lord Himself calls the Father, His God

(see references); comp. ver. 3. 'The appellation

is here solemnly and most appropriately given as

leading on to what is about to be said in vers.

20 ff., of God's exaltation of Christ, to be Head

over all things to His church ' (Alford). The

fear of Arianism led the Fathers to refer this

clause exclusively to Christ's human nature, and

the next to His Divine nature, and has also sug

gested various forced interpretations, such as

' God sent Him, He bore witness of God, and

returned to God.' — The Father of glory. (For

similar expressions, see references.) This is not

to be explained as ' glorious Father,' nor is

' Father ' to be taken as ' author,' ' source.' The

word ' Father,' was suggested by the mention

of Christ; 'of glory' (true and eternal glory),

is that characteristic of God which is most

apt in this passage ; ' for it is to be expected

from the God of Christ and Father of glory, that

He will do what the cause of Christ demands,

and serves to reveal His own glory' (Meyer).

Hence it is not necessary to refer it to Christ's

divine nature, or to the glorified humanity of

Christ — May give unto you. The word used in

the original suggests something hoped for, but

dependent on the will of another. — The spirit

(lit., 'a spirit') of wisdom and revelation. The

absence of the article does not render the phrase

indefinite, nor indicate a reference to the human

spirit. ' Spirit ' means the Holy Spirit, as usual,

but as indwelling in the believer. (See Excur

sus on Rom. vii.) The Apostle desires for his

readers, as the result of the indwelling of the

Holy Spirit, ' wisdom and revelation.' The for

mer is a genera] term, referring to their illumin

ated state, the latter a special one, suggesting

' the single glances afforded us, into the truths of

Christianity, into the will of God in special cir

cumstances and situations of life, into the human

heart, into the course of time, into eternal life'

(Braune). Special miraculous gifts are not meant.

The explanation : ' God give you a wise heart,

open to His revelation' (Rueckert), is utterly in

correct. This petition is a warrant for our expect

ing spiritual illumination in the study of God's rev

elation ; but it does not justify our looking for new

revelations beyond or contrary to the simple teach

ings of God's word, or confounding inspiration

and illumination in the interest of mystical self-

conceit.— In the full knowledge of him In the

margin the E. V. reads : ' acknowledgment,' and

so translates in the text of Col. ii. 2. But ' full

knowledge ' is the best rendering ; the word being

a compound one, the simple form of which means

' knowledge.' It points to ' complete knowledge,'

rather than to ' increasing knowledge.' ' Of Him '

refers to God, not to Christ, while the entire

phrase qualifies the whole preceding clause, indi

cating the sphere in which they would obtain this

'spirit of wisdom and revelation.' 'In' is not

= 'into,' or 'together with;' nor should the

phrase be joined with the next verse.

Ver. 18. Having the eyes of your heart en

lightened. The correct reading substitutes ' heart '

for 'understanding.' The construction of the

original is peculiar, and has been variously ex

plained. The only question which affects the

English form is whether we have here a further

explanation of the gift prayed for in ver. 17, or a

result of it. The latter is decidedly preferable,

and may be paraphrased thus : 'so that you are

enlightened as respects the eyes of your heart'

The last phrase is unusual ; the figure denoting

the inward intelligence of that portion of our im

material nature (the ' soul '), of which the ' heart '

is the imaginary seat (so Ellicott). Hence it in

cludes the affections, which we designate as

' heart,' but does not exclude ' mind.' The re

sult of the gift of the ' spirit of wisdom and rev

elation ' is intellectual as well as moral. — That

ye may know. ' To the end that ye may know.'

This is the purpose of the enlightenment, not

another petition. Three objects of knowledge

are then specified. — What is the hope of his
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oalling ; comp. chap. iv. 14. ' What ' is probably

used without special reference to either quality or

quantity. ' Hope ' is not the thing hoped for, ex

cept as that is involved in the nature of the hope

itself. This ' hope ' results from God's calling us,

the call is the efficient cause of the hope. ' Notice

here, too, the three fundamental elements of sub

jective Christianity, faith, love, and hope (vers. 15,

18); in faith and love, the illumination through

the Holy Ghost should ever bring more and more

to our knowledge the glory of our hope ' (Meyer).

— What the riches of the glory of his inheri

tance. This is the second object of knowledge.

' And ' is omitted by the best authorities. This

full phrase must not be diluted into ' the riches

of the glorious inheritance,' or ' the glorious

riches of His inheritance.' The ' inheritance ' is

not God's inheriting the saints, but what they in

herit from Him, namely, eternal life, heirship in

the Christ; this God gives, hence 'His.' But

this has ' a glory ' peculiar to itself, the fulness

of which the Apostle calls 'riches.' This 'glory'

will be fully manifest hereafter, but is perceptible

even here. — In the sainta, 1. e., Christians as a

whole, ' His inheritance in, whose example, ful

ness, and embodying is in the saints' (Alford).

Others prefer to explain : * what the riches,' etc.,

' is among the saints.' But this represents Paul

as praying that they might know what great

things are already among Christians.

Ver. 19. And what the exceeding greatness of

his power, etc. The third object of knowledge

is God's power, but as manifested, both in pres

ent redemption and future glorification, not in

the latter alone, which, however, is included :

' There is thus a kind of climax, — the hope which

the calling awakens, — the exhaustless and inex

pressible glory (Chrysostom) of that inheritance

to which hope is directed — the limitless power

that shall bestow it ' (Ellicott). — To usward who

believe. This phrase is to be joined with ' His

power,' setting forth the personal objects toward

and upon whom the power is exercised. ' Who

believe,' is almost equivalent to ' who are be

lievers.' The present tense favors the view that

the whole clause includes a reference to present

redemption. — According to the working of the

might of his strength. This clause, which is ex

panded in vers. 20, 21, qualifies the whole pre

ceding part of the verse, setting forth the mode

of the operation of ' His power to usward,' etc

Others join it with ' who believe,' as indicating .

the cause of our faith ; but ' who believe ' is too

subordinate a thought to call for this amplifica

tion. Others connect it with ' may know,' which

is too remote. The greatness of the power which

bestows the ' glory ' and fulfils the ' hope ' is in

accordance with a manifestation already made of

God's strength. ' Strength ' is God's inherent

power ; ' might ' is the putting forth of that

power ; ' working ' is its actual efficiency. The

accumulation of terms is designed to exalt our

conception of the greatness of God's power, as

put forth in the Resurrection and exaltation of

Christ.

Ver. 20. Which he wrought, or, ' hath wrought.'

Good authorities support the latter reading, which

presents the matter as an accomplished fact with

permanent results. 'Which' necessarily refers

to 'working' (ver. 19). — In Christ; both as the

first-fruits and as the Head of the Church. — In

raising him from the dead. We retain the parti

cipial form of the original, since ' when He raised '

fails to give the exact force. It is a shallow ex

position which regards ' Christ's resurrection as

merely a pledge of our bodily resurrection, or as

a mere figure representing our spiritual resurrec

tion — not as involving the resurrection of the

church in both senses' (Alford). — And mating

him sit. The participle is sustained by the best

authorities, and ' Him should also be inserted (not

in italics, as E. V.). The usual reading has a finite

verb here, thus disconnecting this clause from the

preceding. The better reading binds them to

gether as directing the same manifestation of

power. —At his right hand in the heavenly places.

These local designations are not to be spiritualized

or made indefinite. Christ's present bodily exist

ence is a reality ; to explain this away is to adopt

the most capricious method of interpretation. In

some proper sense He is enthroned with the Fa

ther, and that throne is ' in the heavenly places.'

' His right hand ' is the place of honor, of power,

and of happiness, possessed and communicated

(Eadie).

Ver. 21. Far above. Simply local (Ellicott:

'over above') ; the ideas of dominion and emi

nence are, however, suggested by the context

The verse is to be connected with ' making him

sit,' as an explanation of the phrase, 'at his

right hand, etc' — All principality, etc. These

four terms occur frequently in the N. T. in differ

ent combinations. They usually refer to angelic

powers, either good (chap. iii. 10 ; Col. L 16 ;

li. 10) or bad (chap. vi. 12; Col. ii. 15 ; 1 Cor.

xv. 24), or both, as seems to be the case in Rom.

viii. 38. A reference to earthly power is out of

the question here. Whether good or bad angels

are meant, depends upon the context. The for

mer, certainly, seem to be included, and the latter

are not necessarily excluded, but as the context

contains no reference to Christ's victory over evil

spirits, it is, perhaps, safest to limit the terms to

good angels. Of the classification we know little

or nothing. Certainly, no modern ' spirits ' have

helped us to such knowledge. The next clause,

however, suggests a descending order, from

Christ, the exalted One, through the successive

ranks of angels, to every name that is named.

This includes more than persons, or titles of

honor ; ' everything that can bear a name,' the

most comprehensive phrase possible : ' A name

can be uttered, whatever it may be, Christ is

above it, more exalted than that which the ut

tered name expresses ' (Meyer). — Hot only in

this world, or, ' age,' etc. Comp. Matt. xii. 32,

where a similar expression occurs, joined with

' not,' meaning ' never.' The point of separation

between the two ' ages,' according to the Jewish

conception, was the coming of the Messiah ; ac

cording to the Apostle, it was the second coming.

Whatever ethical ideas may be added, the idea of

duration inheres in the word. Some such ethi

cal notion appears here ; hence the phrase means

more than simply ' now and hereafter,' and can

not be explained as ' terrestrial and superterres-

trial,' etc

Ver. 22. And he subjected all thing*. Hero

the construction changes, although logically this

verse continues the description of the ' working

of the might of His strength ' (ver. 19). The un

limited Sovereignty of the exalted Christ is now

set forth : ' all things ' sums up what has been de

tailed in ver. 21. The language seems to have

been suggested by Ps. viii. 6. It may be re

garded as a reminiscence, 1. e., a form of words
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adopted by one familiar with the Psalms, but

without any direct design of explaining the mean

ing of the original passage. (In ver. 20 there

seems to be such a reminiscence of Ps. ex. I.)

Or, as seems more probable, it is a citation due

' to a direct reference under the guidance of the

Spirit to a passage in the O. T., which in its pri

mary application to man involves a secondary

and more profound application to Christ. In the

grant of terrestrial sovereignty the Psalmist saw

and felt the antitypical mystery of man's future

exaltation in Christ ' (Ellicott). Comp. the cita

tions of the same passage in I Cor. xv. 27 ; Heb.

ii. 6-8. — And gave him to be head over ail things

to the church, or, 'gave Him as Head over all

things to the Church.' In the original the empha

sis rests on ' Him,' Him they exalted, etc The

passage plainly says that Christ is given to the

Church, and the next verse as plainly indicates

that He is Head of the Church. What, then, is

His relation to 'all things?' Evidently that of

Head also. Any other view is grammatically in

admissible. There is, however, another interpre

tation which amounts to the same as this : 'gave

Him, the Head over all things (to be the Head)

to the Church.' The common version seems to

imply this view of the construction. The other

view does not obscure the great fact that Christ

is Head of the Church ; the Apostle gathers

up all that he has said of Christ's sovereignty, in

order to emphasize the gift of such a One, Head

over all things to the Church, of which He is

necessarily (and in a peculiar sense) the Head.

The Greek word rendered ' Church ' means ' an

assembly called out.' It had a technical sense

in Attic Greek, but was used to translate the

Hebrew word JCahal, ' congregation.' In the N.

T. it is most frequently applied to a local assem

bly of believers, usually with some organization.

But in Matt. xvi. 18, and throughout this Epistle,

as well as in Col. i. 24, and probably a few other

passages, it refers to the entire body of real Chris

tians throughout the world, and in every age.

The word itself suggests two ideas : that the

members are ' called out,' and that they form one

assembly. The definition of the next verse justi

fies the saying, Ubi Christus, ibi ecclesia (wherever

Christ is, there is the Church). Of the external

form of this Church this Epistle says very little,

nor is it anywhere hinted that it was to be a tem

poral power. Moreover, while outward form is

necessary to prevent anarchy, it does not appear

that uniformity is essential. Visible unity is the

end, and will come from within rather than from

without. Probably the truest unity is to be reached

through the freest divergencies in externals. The

essential matter is that Christ be recognized as

Sovereign, as the only Head of the Church, and

that vital union with Him be maintained, not

only as a doctrine, but as a fact in daily experi

ence. The preservation of the Church throughout

eighteen centuries is the accumulating proof that

Christ is Head over all things to that Church.

Ver. 23. Which. ' Which indeed,' or, ' by

which I mean ; ' explaining the word ' church.' —

Is his body. The thought occurs repeatedly in

Paul's writings ; see references. The relation of

Christians to Christ is that of vital union, akin

to, yet in reality and intimacy exceeding, that ex

isting between the parts of any living organism,

such as a vine and its branches, the head and its

members. This union, called 'mystical,' is above

and beyond any representative union, or intellect-

vou in. 04

ual and ethical union. This is the reality, of

which all other vital organic relations are but de

signed parables and illustrations. (The true fel

lowship of Christians with each other rests on

this fundamental fact.) — The fulness of him,

etc. This clause, which defines further the word

' church,' has occasioned voluminous discussion.

The word 'fulness ' was a favorite one among the

ancient Guostics, but in itself need not occasion

great difficulty. Of the three meanings, given un

der ver. 10, we accept the simple passive sense,

marked (2), ' that which is filled ' (so Fritzsche,

Delvette, Oishausen, Stier, Meyer, Alford, Eadie,

Ellicott, Braune). The purely active sense, ' the

filling up ' is altogether inappropriate, and the

other sense, ' that by which anything is filled,'

the ' complement,' though quite usual in the New

Testament, is here open to two objections : (1.)

The thought is strange ; how can Christ be filled,

or ' complemented,' by the church, when He fills

all in all. (2.) This interpretation compels us

to take ' who filleth ' in the passive sense, ' who

is filled,' and this is quite objectionable. We

therefore explain : ' The Church is that which is

filled by Him,' etc. — Who filleth. This is cer

tainly not passive. It is taken by some as active,

but is more properly reflexive (so in form). The

sense may be : of Him who fills ' from Himself,'

or, 'through Himself,' or most probably, 'for

Himself.' The present tense serves to mark this

as a process now going on. The phrase is rightly

applied to Christ by most modern commentators.

To refer it to God seems to disturb the parallel

ism and to mar the logical accord of the conclu

sion. —All in all. Explanations: (1.) 'All things

with all things,' the preposition ' in ' being taken

as instrumental, denoting ' the thing with, or by,

or in which as an element the filling takes place '

(Alford). This is not open to any serious objec

tion and gives a very appropriate sense. ' The

Church is the veritable mystical Body of Christ,

yea the recipient of the plenitudes of Him who

filleth all things, whether in heaven or in earth,

with all the things, elements and entities, of which

they are composed' (Ellicott). (2.) The second

' all ' is taken as masculine (the Greek form does

not decide the question) : 'All things in all per

sons.' This preserves the strict sense of ' in,' but

' all things ' occurs so frequently in the context

that the masculine seems improbable here. This

view presents ' His filling efficiency in persons, in

heavenly spirits and human souls, of which also

His relation as Head of the Church obliges us to

think' (Braune). (3.) Others limit 'all' to the

members of the Body of Christ, and then explain

' in all ' as referring to all parts, places, faculties,

etc. This is entirely too limited. A mass of in

correct interpretations of the clause might be col

lected, but the views of recent commentators

seem to be converging toward substantial agree

ment. The wider reference well expands ver. 22 :

' The Head of the Church is at the same time

Lord of the universe. While He fills the Church

fully with those blessings which have been won

for it and are adapted to it, He also fills the uni

verse with all such gifts as are appropriate to

its welfare — gifts which it is now His exalted

prerogative to Destow ' (Eadie). It is knowledge

of what God did to this Head of the Church and

what that pledges to us, that the Apostle asks for

his readers. Not to know such truth is to be

spiritually blind ; to ignore it is to be unspeak

ably ' narrow.'
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Chapter II.

II. The Church Redeemed in Christ.

The contents of this chapter have been variously designated, but all commentators agree in divid

ing the passage into two sections, and in rinding in each section the setting forth of a contrast between

the previous condition of the readers and their present privileges as Christians, (i.) Vers, i-io

portray this contrast, as between a past state of death and a present one of new creation, in Christ,

by grace. (2.) Vers. 11-22 restate the same method and movement of redemption as a reconcilia

tion of those who were aliens, but who are now, through Christ, at peace with God and in fellow

ship with His people. (For further details, see the analysis of the sections.) As both these con

trasts present the carrying out of the Father's electing love through the Son, we prefer to give this

chapter the above heading.

Chapter II. 1-10.

1. Redemption in Christ as Deliverance from Death through a New Creation.

The Apostle applies to his readers the great truths set forth in chap, i., having in mind ' the

mighty working of the Father, through the Resurrection and Ascension of the Son, done once for

all, and yet taking place in every one called into the Church' (Stier). The figure of death and

quickening is therefore very appropriate. In vers. 1-3 the Apostle depicts the previous state of

death in the case of his readers (and of all men in fact). Vers. 4-6 speak of the Deliverer and de

liverance. Ver. 7 states the purpose for which the deliverance was wrought, while vers. 8-10 revert

to the means by which it was accomplished.

The structure of the section, however, presents grammatical difficulties, which are met in the E. V.

by supplying ' hath he quickened ' in ver. 1. The explanation of the difficulty is simple : The Apos

tle, having in mind the thought ' God quickened you also,' begins with ' you also,' and after dwell

ing at some length on their previous condition, introduces in ver. 4 the subject (' God ') with a new

sentence, and in ver. 5 completes the expression of the thought. Such a construction was far more

allowable in Greek than it is in our language. This view is preferable to those which connect ' you '

in ver. 1 with ' filleth ' (chap. i. 23), or with some other word in the previous chapter.

1 A ND "you hath he quickened1 b who were dead in tres-" £*[*./.',$? '

2 x\. passes2 and sins ; 'Wherein in time past ye 3 walked ac- * J^v. Ig.

cording to the course of this world, according to - the prince c ,„(j<chip'.

of the power* of the air, the6 spirit that now worketh in ethe ^"iu0"1.;

3 children6 of disobedience : / Among whom also we all had our rfbia^ri.'9*

conversation in times past7 in 'the lusts of our flesh, fulfill-, ci«p.T. 6-,

ing8 the desires of the flesh and of the mind;9 and *were/Tit."iH!"3;'

4 by nature the children of wrath,10 even as others.11 But God, r Gai. v. ■<>. '

1 who is 12 rich in mercy, for 13 his great love wherewith he Rom. v.'™

5 loved us, * Even when we were dead in sins,14 hath15 'quick-' Rom.*. •>,

.» chap. 1. 7 ;

6 ened us together with Christ (by grace ye are 16 saved) ; And k £Jm'T *

hath16 raised us up together, and made us sit together min17 *•«»!«'•

. . n,.,,,/ ^ ' Rom. vi. 4,

1 you also {see notes) 3 being dead by (on account of) your trespasses s; Col.ii.

8 ye once * powers (Greek power) 6 of the »*i»j. «•

I which is now working in the sons mOup. 1. 3,

7 we also all had our way of life once * doing

* thoughts w we were children, by nature, of wrath

II the rest : — ls being la because of '* by our trespasses

u omit hath " or have been 17 in the
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7 heavenly places in Christ Jesus : That in the ages to come he

might shew 18 the exceeding riches of his grace, in ■ his kind-

8 ness 19 toward us, through *° Christ Jesus. ° For by grace are

ye saved p through faith ; and that 21 not of yourselves : • it is

9 the gift of God.22 r Not of works, lest any man n should boast,

io For we are 'his workmanship,24 'created in Christ Jesus unto25

good works, " which God hath before ordained M that we should

walk in them.

18 that he might show forth in the ages to come 19 in kindness

30 toward us in 21 this M the gift is God's 23 that no man

M his handwork are we m for 56 God before prepared

Is. xix. 25} xxix. 33; xliv. 21 ; John iii. 3, 5 ; 1 Cor. iii. 9; 2 Cor. v. 5, 17; chap. iv. 24; Tit

15; chap. iv. 2it 22. u Chap. i. 4.

« Tit. iii. 4.

o Rom. iii 24 ;

ver. 5 j 2

Tim. i. 9.

f> Rom. iv. 16.

q Matt. xvi.

17 1 John

vi. 44> °5 ;

Rom. x. 14,

■5,l7i

chap. 1. 19 ;

Phil. i. 29.

r Rom. iii. 20,

27,28; iv. 2;

ix. 11 ; xi. 6;

1 Cor. i. 29,

30, 31 ; iv.

7; 2 Cor. x.

17:2 Tim.

i. 9 ; Tit. iii.

s beut. xxxii.

6 ; Pi. c. 3 i

,14. / Ver.

Ver. 1. You also, or, 'and you.' The latter

simply joins this to what precedes ; the former

gives emphasis to 'you.' There is, however, no

contrast with other Christians, but an application

of what precedes to their case, probably with a

suggestion of the resemblance to the Resurrection

of Christ (comp. vers. 5, 6). On the construc

tion, see above. ' You ' is logically resumed in

the more extended word ' us ' of ver. 4. The ob

jections to supplying ' hath he quickened ' are,

that it takes but a part of the compound verb in

ver. s, that ' he ' must refer to God, whereas chap,

i. 23 is spoken of Christ. In any case 'hath'

is unnecessary. — Being dead. The connection

shows that a continued state in the past is meant,

' while you were dead.' ' Who were dead' is in

exact. Spiritual, not physical, death is referred

to. Meyer's explanation, that they were exposed

to eternal death, seems far-fetched. —By (or, ' on

account of) your trespasses and sins. The best

authorities insert ' your,' which belongs to both

nouns. The former word refers to special trans

gressions, viewed as misdeeds, faults, failures (and

is usually rendered ' trespass ') ; the latter, in the

singular, is used of sin as a power or principle,

or in an abstract sense, but, in the plural, as

here, embraces all sins, in thought, word, or deed.

There is no preposition in the original, and the

case used may express instrumentality. In the

parallel passage (Col. ii. 13) 'in' occurs, empha

sizing the state or sphere ; here the cause of

death is spoken of, the reference to the state or

condition being found in ver. 2. ' By,' or ' on

account of,' seem preferable to ' through.' ' We

might render, were the expression good in serious

writing, " dead ^"your trespasses," as we say " he

lies dead of cholera" ' (Alford).

Ver. 2. Wherein ye once -walked. In the

sphere of these sins they habitually moved ; ' in

this sleep of death there is a strange somnam

bulism ' ( Eadie). — According to the course of

this world. The word 'course' is that usually

rendered ' age ' or ' world,' and in various forms

employed to express the idea of 'eternal.' A

notion of duration is always found in it, although

it sometimes, as here, suggests also the idea of

a movement, course, development. The ethical

character of this ' course ' is indicated, not by the

word itself, but by the phrase ' of this world,'

which has its usual meaning here, namely, the

world of humanity estranged from God- The

two terms are not synonymous. The implied

contrast is with a future new world. — Aooording

to the prince of the powers of the air. This

clause is parallel to the preceding one, and sets

forth the personality and operations which stand

behind the course of this world, working in it

and through it That Satan is referred to in the

word ' prince ' or ' ruler,' is clear from such ex

pressions as 2 Cor. iv. 4 : ' the god of this world.'

' Of the powers,' lit., ' power,' sums up ' as a col

lective designation of their empire and sover

eignty' (Ellicott), all the powers of which Satan

is the ruler and head. These ' powers ' are then

defined as ' of the air.' This difficult expression

has a local reference, as is generally agreed ; but

whether it is to be taken literally or figuratively,

or in both senses, has been much discussed. The

leading explanations are : (1.) The physical at

mosphere, as the abode of evil spirits. Some

trace this notion to the Rabbins, others to Py

thagorean philosophy. But this view is not sup

ported by other passages ; see chap. vi. 12. This

difficulty is obviated by the explanation of Bishop

Ellicott, who extends the term ' to all that supra-

terrestrial, but sub-celestial region, which seems

to be, if not the abode, yet the haunt of evil

spirits.' (2. ) Paul uses the common language of

the time, without teaching anything in regard to

demonology. This is too indefinite. (3.) The

language is figurative ; referring to an ideal at

mosphere corresponding to the character of the

world of sin and Satan. Others explain ' air ' as

meaning 'darkness,' and then take the latter in

its usual figurative sense. (4.) Some combine

the literal and figurative meanings ; but this view

is as difficult to state as it is to defend. The sub

ject is one about which we know very little, but

on the whole the extended local sense is to be

fireferred, both because there is no well estab-

ished figurative sense of ' air,' and because the

ethical characteristics of ' the powers ' are indi

cated in the next clause. — Of the spirit, etc.

This is in apposition with 'the powers of the

air.' 'Of is inserted to show that it is not in

apposition with ' prince,' the original not admit

ting of that explanation. Two views are allow

able, though neither of them is free from objec

tion : (1.) That it refers to the evil influence

emanating from Satan as ' prince,' there being a

tacit contrast to the Spirit of God, which works

in the hearts of believers. This ' spirit ' is dis
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tinct from the men whom it influences, and is

analogous to the common expression, used in a

bad sense, ' the spirit of the age.' The objection

that this represents Satan as ruler of a principle,

is not very serious. (2.) Some take ' spirit ' col

lectively as = ' spirits,' designating the ' powers '

according to their aggregate character ; but this

view is more objectionable than the other, since

' spirit ' is never used elsewhere in the collective

sense, and the defining clause which follows

points to one and the same agency. — Which U

now working. ' Now,' in contrast with ' once.'

They were formerly under the same influence,

which is still operating. A reference to a spe

cial activity of Satan since redemption has been

accomplished, is not necessarily included. — In

the sons of disobedience. The phrase is a Hebra

ism. ' Hut it is strictly reproduced in fact : that

of which they are sons, is the source and spring

of their lives, not merely an accidental quality

belonging to them ' (Alford). ' In ' is not simply

' among, but points to the internal operations of

the spirit which proceeds from Satan, the prince

of the powers of the air. To the Apostle, Satan,

his kingdom, his emissaries and his operations in

the souls of men, were fearful realities ; comp.

chap. vi. 11, 12.

Ver. 3. Among whom, i. e., 'the sons of dis

obedience,' not ' among which,' referring to ' tres

passes ' (ver. 1). — We al»o all, etc. 'Also,' or

'even,' is to be connected with 'we all,' but the

main question is respecting the exact reference of

the latter phrase, whether it means ' all Jewish

Christians, or ' all Christians.' The former view

would be best expressed by translating ' even we.'

In favor of this is the fact that ' you (vers, t, 2)

refers to the Gentile Christians, and the previous

distinction (chap. i. 12, 13) between these classes.

The latter view is, however, supported by Paul's

use of ' we all ' in other passages (comp. Rom.

iv. 16 ; viii. 32; 1 Cor. xii. 13; 2 Cor. iii. 18),

and by the universal applicability of the state

ment of the verse, and by the wide reference of

' we,' ' us,' in the rest of the section. Perhaps it

is safest to follow this usage (against the mass of

commentators). The fact of universal sinfulness

is involved, whether we suppose the Apostle to

be stating that all Christians were children of

wrath by nature, or emphasizing this in the case

of the Jews, who had thought themselves chil

dren of promise by nature. The phrase ' even as

the rest ' must be interpreted in accordance with

the view taken of ' we all.' — Had our way of life

once. ' Once,' but not ' now ; ' the word is the

same as in ver. 2. But the verb rendered ' had

our way of life,' presents substantially the same

idea as 'walked' (ver. 2). 'Conversation' (E.

V.) is now misleading. — In the lusts of out flesh.

The life they led was in this sphere, the lusts

which spring from and belong to the ' flesh.'

The word is to be taken here in its strictly ethi-

ical sense, the entire human nature turned away

from God, in the supreme service of self, seeking

its delight in the creature ; comp. Excursus, Rom.

vii. — Doing the desires (Greek, 'wills') of the

flesh and of the thoughts. This clause defines

more fully the preceding phrase ' had our way of

life.' The word ' desires ' points to' the various

manifestations of the will, in its confused, en

slaved, fleshly condition ; the notion of desiring

is included, but is not the prominent one. ' Flesh '

is here used in its ethical sense ; ' the thoughts '

are the special sinful thoughts, which characterize

him who is under the dominion of the ' flesh.'

' Mind ' is altogether incorrect here ; and equally

objectionable are these interpretations which con

trast ' flesh ' and ' thoughts,' as referring to sen

sual and intellectual sins. Man is here repre

sented ' as the slave of his inborn nature and of

his selfish thought ; the two are turned to various

objects, and in his desires create" a diversity. The

understanding or the reason stands in the service

of the flesh, falls into subtleties, seeking reasons,

excuses, ways and means for the " lusts of the

flesh," helping the desires to strengthen into de

terminations and activities of the will ' (Braune).

— We were children, by nature, of wrath. We

give the order of the original, and insert ' we ' to

bring out the emphasis which rests on the verb.

What they 'were,' not what they 'are,' is de

scribed. The change of construction points to a

state which was not the result of the action just

portrayed, but rather its cause. ' By nature ' is

not the emphatic phrase, but is in implied con

trast with what they became by adoption. The

phrase undoubtedly refers to something innate,

original, as distinguished from subsequent devel

opment and external influences. Bishop Ellicott

finds in Gal. ii. 15 ; Rom. ii. 14 ; Gal. iv. 8, re

spectively, the meanings (a.) transmitted inborn

nature; (b.) inherent nature; (c.) essential na

ture. The first is the sense here ; the unemphatic

position forbids our finding here any direct as

sertion of the doctrine of original sin, but this

very position suggests a contrast which assumes

that fact ' Children of wrath ' means exposed

to God's holy hatred of sin. ' We were from

birth those who were forfeited to the divine

wrath' (Braune). This view of the passage is

confirmed by the next clause, which declares the

state to be a universal one. All efforts to ex

plain away the fact of this universal natural state

of condemnation fail, both because of such pas

sages as Rom. v. 12-21, and on account of the

facts of human nature itself ; * experience con

firms the Divine testimony' (Eadie), whether we

can explain the mode or not. See Excursus on

Rom. v. 12-21. — Even as the rest. (The broken

construction of the original is reproduced by plac

ing a dash at the end of the verse.) Those who

refer ' we all ' to all Christians explain this as

including all the rest of mankind, who are not

Christians ; those who limit the former phrase to

Jewish Christians, differ as to the sense of the lat

ter ; some include only unbelieving Jews, others

Gentiles, while others give it the widest reference.

In any case the universality of sin and guilt is as

serted in the passage as a whole ; and that the

close of this verse ' contains an indirect, and there

fore even more convincing assertion of the doc

trine of Original Sin, it seems impossible to deny '

(Ellicott). But notice, that the Apostle dwells

on this fact only to bring out the more strongly

the side of grace.

Ver. 4. But God. 'But' resumes the main

thought, yet not without an implied antithesis be

tween those described in vers. 1-3, and ' God.'

— Being rioh in mercy. ' Being as He is,' not =

' who is,' and not so strongly causal as ' because

He is.' ' Rich in mercy ; comp. similar expres

sions in 1 Cor. i. 5 ; 2 Cor. ix. 11; Jas. ii. 5.

' Mercy ' is more general than ' compassion '

(comp. Rom. ix. 15) ; both refer to God's love

toward sinners, as those who are miserable and

need help. — Because of his great lore wherewith

he loved us. Strictly speaking, ' love ' is the gen
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eral term, one of the forms of which is ' mercy ; '

and this love belongs to God's essence ; comp.

I John iv. 16. But here the whole phrase quali

fies the verbs, ' quickened,' etc., assigning the

special ground for these actions ; hence the refer

ence is to love which has manifested itself, love

for persons (' us '). It was to satisfy this love that

He wrought the saving acts afterwards named.

Bengel well says : ' mercy removes misery, love

confers salvation.' ' Us includes all believers,

and is not to be limited to Jewish Christians.

Ver. 5. Even when we were dead by (or, 'on

account of) our trespasses. The word rendered

'even' might mean 'and,' but seems to have an

intensive force here. ' We ' is to be taken in its

widest sense, else the force of what follows is

weakened. ' Dead on account of our trespasses'

is precisely as in ver. 1 ; the E. V. unfortunately

rendering the same word ' trespasses ' there and

'sins' here. The article before 'trespasses' has

the force of ' our.' — Quickened us together with

Christ. Spiritual quickening is meant, since the

contrast is with those spiritually ' dead,' but the

prominence given to the fact of Christ's resurrec

tion leads us to include a reference to bodily

quickening also. * Together with Christ ' points

to fellowship with Him. The tense in the origi

nal (both here and in ver. 6) indicates a single

past act, and is properly explained thus : ' When

He was raised physically, all His people were

raised ideally in Him ; and in consequence of this

connection with Him, they are, through faith, act

ually quickened and raised ' (Eadie). — By grace

ye are, or, ' have been,' saved. A past act with

permanent results is indicated. The emphasis

rests on the word ' grace,' love to the undeserv

ing. 'This emphatic mention of grace (grace,

not works) is to make the readers feel what their

own hearts might otherwise have caused them to

doubt, — the real and vital truth, that they have

present and actual fellowship with Christ, yea

and even in the resurrectionary and glorifying

power of God ' (Ellicott).

Ver. 6. And raised as up together, etc. The

thought of ver. 5 is carried out in detail : ' To

gether ' is = ' with Him,' Christ, whose Resurrec

tion and exaltation have already been set forth as

the exhibition of Divine energy in accordance with

which God's power is exerted to usward who be

lieve (chap. i. 19-21). The reference, as in ver.

5, is physical and future, but at the same time

spiritual and present. — In the heavenly places.

This is to be explained as in chap. i. 3, 20. Bengel

notices that ' at His right hand ' (chap. i. 20) can

be applied to Christ alone, but this phrase to all

Christians. — In Christ Jesus. This does not

qualify 'in the heavenly places,' but should be

joined with the verbs. It brings out more fully

than ' together,' the fact that all these saving acts

are in virtue of our mystical union with Christ

Comp. the close of the next verse.

Ver. 7. That he might shew forth. More than

' manifest,' or, ' make known ; ' implying an active,

effective, demonstration. This is the purpose of

the redeeming facts (vers. 4-6). — In the ages to

come. In the successive periods of time between

the resurrection of Christ and His Second Ad

vent. Comp. Col. i. 26, 27. This suggests that

Paul was already aware that there would be a long

course of development during these intervening

ages. In Paul's later Epistles there are compara

tively few references to the Second Advent, and

in this Epistle only this incidental one. — The ex

ceeding riches. Exceeding because triumphant,

superior to wrath and Satan. — Of his grace in

kindness toward us. 'Grace' is the free outgo

ing of love for the undeserving ; ' in kindness '

points out that this condescending love manifests

itself in working benefits toward these who are

undeserving. — In Christ Jesus (not, ' through '),

repeated here, is not to be joined with ' us,' but

with the verb. This is the ever blessed sphere

in which the demonstration to all ages takes

place. ' In this entirely unique Person, including

in Himself all that man needs for a renewal well

pleasing to God, presenting in His resurrection

and exaltation, not merely a type, but the dynamic

principle for the elevation of humanity to sonship

with God— in this Person is set forth all that is

specifically Christian in Christianity' (Braune).

To ignore Him or vital fellowship with Him is to

throw away the riches of grace for ourselves, and

to hinder the showing forth of these riches to

others.

Ver. 8. For by grace, etc The Apostle now

reverts to the means by which deliverance has

been wrought, repeating the clause introduced

parenthetically in ver. 5. Here, however, the arti

cle is used with ' grace,' pointing to God's grace,

already defined in ver. 7. — Are, or, ' have been,'

saved. ' Ye have been saved, and ye are now in

a state of salvation.' —Through faith. This is

not the emphatic phrase, but adds the subjective

means, as so often in Paul's writings. ' Salvation

by grace is not arbitrarily attached to faith by

the mere sovereign dictate of the Most High, for

man's willing acceptance of salvation is essential

to his possession of it' (Eadie). Comp. Augus

tine : ' He who created thee without thee, will

not save thee without thee.' —And this not of

yourselves ; the gift is God's. ' This ' might with

correctness refer either to salvation or to ' faith ; '

but the mass of recent commentators accept the

former view, as more grammatical, as preserving

better the parallelism of the passage (' not of your

selves ; ' ' not of works '). The gender of ' this '

in Greek differs from that of the word 'faith.'

The last clause is a positive statement added to

the negative ,one : the gift of salvation comes

from God, by whose grace we have been and are

saved.

Ver. 9. Hot of works. This resumes the nega

tive side, asserting that salvation does not pro

ceed from works, as a meritorious ground. Comp.

on Rom. iii. 20 ; Gal. ii. 16, etc. It is obvious

that we cannot supply ' faith ' here, and this is a

strong argument for the view taken of the latter

part of ver. 8. — That no man should boast, or,

' glory ; ' comp. on Rom. ii. 17. The purpose of

this method of grace is that God alone should

have the glory, the negative side of which is * that

no man should boast.' On this familiar thought

of the Apostle, see marginal references.

Ver. 10. For his handiwork are we. This is

the reason there should be no human glorying.

The rendering we adopt brings out the emphasis

which the original places on the word ' His,' and

brings the word ' we ' closer to ' created ' which

agrees with it, not with ' handiwork.' This term,

meaning ' that which is made,' does not corre

spond with ' works ' (ver. 9), but is that which is

transferred into Latin and English, as poema,

poem. The same notion that poetry is the high

est human creation is found in other languages.

— Created in Christ Jesus for good works. The

reference is to the new creation, the spiritual re-
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newal, and not to the physical creature also. By

means of this creation in Christ Jesus there is a

'new man' (ver. 15; comp. chap. iv. 21, 22).

' Unto ' is not an exact rendering of the preposi

tion, which here expresses not simply the end of

salvation, but also the result. ' Good works ' are

those performed in consequence of this new crea

tion in Christ Jesus. Their goodness springs

from the new motive of love, not from any forced

conformity to law. They are the evidence of the

new creation, not in any sense its cause, for the

Apostle is here proving (' for ') that salvation as

a whole (comp. vers. 8, 9) is by grace, not of

works. The statement that salvation is of works

involves the fallacy of mistaking the effect for

the cause. Moreover, even good works have in

them no saving merit, for God new created us so

that these might be the result. — Which God be

fore prepared. The construction of the original

has occasioned some discussion, but the mass of

recent commentators accept the view that ' which '

(referring to 'good works') is the object of the

verb. The compound verb means to ' prepare

before,' and retains that sense here. It is not to

be taken as neuter, nor rendered ' predestined ; '

comp. Rom. ix. 23. In the latter the end is made

prominent ; in this verb, the means. Nor should

the force of ' before ' be overlooked in the inter

pretation. While the term 'good works,' with

out the article, does not necessarily point to par

ticular actions of individuals, we must find in

' before ' a previous arrangement, a linking of

causes and efforts, to further the performance of

good works. — That we should walk in them.

Bengel : ' That we should walk, not that we

should be saved, or should live.' This is the de

sign, and therefore becomes the result. It is not

the ultimate end, it is true, but an immediate and

essential one. God so prepares, by His provi

dence and grace alike, that we may so act as to

perform the works Me deems good. Countless

arrangements in nature, in society, in our lives,

external and internal also, combine to provide

for us this path wherein to walk. He who has

been new created in Christ Jesus knows how real

this preparation is, how abundant are the provi

dential opportunities for expressing that love to

Christ (the first of faith) which necessarily mani

fests itself in good works, and which alone can

make them good. God accounts those works

'good' which He has prepared before as the

sphere of our moral life. They are the results

He designed in a plan of salvation by grace, not

of works. The antagonism between ' faith ' and

'good works' is altogether unscriptural ; the real

opposition is between ' faith ' and ' works ' which

minister to pride. The gospel says : Live and do

this ; the law (and with it all that ministers to

human glorying) : Do this and live. The princi

ples are antagonistic, but eighteen centuries of

practical demonstration render all the more em

phatic the assertions of the Apostle.

Chapter II. 11-22.

2. Redemption in Christ as Reconciliation between yew and Gentile^ because

both are reconciled with God.

The Apostle bases upon his previous statement (especially vers. 1-7) an exhortation to recall

what redeeming grace in Christ had done for them. He recalls their previous condition without

Christ, as one of alienation from God's people and from God Himself (vers. 11, 12). With this he

contrasts their present condition of nearness to God (ver. 13), detailing the means by which this

change has been brought about, namely, through the Person and sufferings of Christ (vers. 14-18).

He then sketches their present condition, as citizens in God's kingdom, as members of His family,

as constituent parts of the holy temple in which God dwells in the Spirit (vers. 19-22). The refer

ences to Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are perhaps most marked in this section, as they are certainly

most practical and precious.

11 AT THEREFORE "remember, that ye being in time past « 'Cor.™.*;

VV Gentiles1 in the flesh, who are called Uncircumcision Co>- '• •»■'
13.

by that which is called *the2 Circumcision in the flesh made8* Ro,vJ-?.?>
J 29 ; Col. u.

12 by hands ; c That at that time ye were without Christ,4 * being efa ir ig.

aliens6 from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers fromrf^^ia

•the covenants of6 promise, f having no hope, "and without ^.Johnx'

13 God in the world:7 ABut now, in Christ Jesus, ye who some- ' £om "• 4|

time8 were 'far off are made9 nigh by10 the blood of Christ.f jJh***' "

I Gal. iv. 8;

1 that once ye, Gentiles 2 omit the * wrought .,J'!e^:iT-„5-

' ' ° A Gal. ill. 18.

4 ye were at that time apart from Christ • alienated ° of the >' Acts ii. 39;

' without God, in the world 8 once ' ,7'

* have been brought (//'/., became) M in
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14 For *he is our peace, 'who hath11 made both one, and hath* jjj^*;;55 .

broken12 down the middle wall of6 partition between us ; iS £^xv3*'

15 "Having abolished "in his flesh the enmity, even the law14 oi { f°laux'°-6.

commandments contained16 in ordinances ; for to make in him- m9^

16 self of twain one16 "new man, so making peace; And that„cd . i.

Gal. iii. 28.

ii. 14,

he17 might p reconcile both unto God in one body18 by19 the'cai"o 2 Cor. v. 17;

Gal. vi. 15;

17 cross, 'having slain the enmity thereby :20 And21 r came and/ cSt^iit

preached' peace to you which22 were afar off, and23 to 'them, Rom. vi. 6;

1 8 that ffi were nigh. For " through him we both have access 24 h."m3. '

19 Tby19 one Spirit unto the Father. Now therefore25 ye are nor «». i$;0 n

more26 strangers and foreigners,27 but28 " fellow citizens with 10, 16; it.

20 the saints, and of 'the household of God; And are29 "built80 »'»•?. 5;'

Gal . II. 20 ;

'upon the foundation of the 'apostles and prophets, Jesus ji»p-.;- n-

21 Christ81 himself being d the chief corner stone; 'In whom all z«i>> ■<>';

0 ' Acts 11. jo;

the building32 fitly framed together groweth83 unto f a holy «•*«;«*■»•

22 temple in the Lord : "In whom ye also are builded84 together, pt—i,™

for a habitation of God through35 the Spirit. . » johnx.9i

11 omit hath 12 and broke Rom.V. 2;

13 put (,) after partition, omitting what follows He5.lv! 16;

14 to wit, the enmity, having done away in his flesh the law ls expressed \^"\^\%.

16 that he might create the two in himself into one n omit that he * • Cor- xii-

13 ; chap.

18 them both in one body to God i9 through ■> on it sl And he iv. «.

" who '* and peace (according to the best authorities') y He'b. xii.").

54 our access M So then 26 no longer v sojourners M q'j t!_ io.

** the best authorities insert ye are • omit And are ■* built up chap. m. 15.

at Cor. 111. 9,

" Christ Jesus w every building (but see notes) M is growing 10; chap.

u being builded M in Pet!V. 4, 5.

* Matt. xvi.

<8; Gal. ii. 9; Rev. xxi. 14. c i Cor. xii. 28; chap. iv. 11. H Pa. cxviii. 22; la. xxivii. 16; Matt. xxi. 42.

e Chap. iv. 15, 16. / 1 Cor. iii. 17; vi. 19; 2 Cor vi. 16. g t Pet. ii. 5.

Ver. 11. Wherefore. Since you have been signed to point. ' The Jew who remains satisfied

blessed, as set forth in vers. 1-7, * the declaratory with this external mark of the covenant with Is-

gortion of the foregoing paragraph ' (lillicott). — rael, is a so-called circumcised one, and exalts

omomber. The exhortation, as is evident, is to himself without reason arrogantly above the un-

recall both their previous and present condition, circumcised and unclean nations. How miser-

since the contrast is to heighten their gratitude, able must be the condition of the heathen, who

— That once ye, Gentiles in the flesh. ' Once ' are despised by the Jew ! So much the more

here = formerly. ' Ye ' refers to those of the glorious is it that they as Christians are now ex-

readers who are now Christians. ' Gentiles,' lit., alted above the latter (Braune).

' the Gentiles,' but the English article does not Ver. 12. That ye were at that time. This is

convey the force of the original, 'belonging to the what they should remember ; ver. 11 being an ex-

class of.' ' In the flesh ' has not here the ethical planation of ' ye.' The emphasis rests on ' were ; '

sense, but refers to their external condition of tin- the fact that this was their condition being made

circumcision, as appears from what follows.—Who more prominent by the added phrase 'at that

are called Uncircumcision. This further defines time,' which is stronger than ' once.' — Apart

the class to which they belonged. The Gentiles from Christ, deprived of Him, the promised Mes-

were thus called, in accordance with the fact, but siah, separated from Him. This was the state of

the name was contemptuously bestowed by the the Gentiles. What follows is an expansion of

Jews : by that which is called (or, ' by so-called ') the meaning of this phrase, not something addi-

Circurncision. There is here a change of form, in- tional, or confirmatory. — Alienated from the com-

dicating that in this case the thing and the name monwealth of Israel. This part of the verse sets

do not coincide exactly, as in the previous in- forth the two sides of their condition as Gentiles,

stance. — In the flesh wrought by hands, i. e., separated from Christ. The external relation is

wrought in the flesh by men's hands. The Apos- first described, and in two clauses ; then the in-

tle does not undervalue circumcision, but suggests ternal relation (' having no hope,' etc). ' Alien-

that the true circumcision is of the heart (Rom. ii. ated ' is more exact than ' aliens,' pointing to a

29; Col. ii. 11), to which the external sign was de- previous nearness, for Paul in Rom. i. 18, etc..
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states that there was such a process of aliena

tion from God, and this alienation would be in

volved in that. ' The commonwealth of Israel '

may mean that commonwealth which was Israel,

or which belonged to Israel. The latter is pref

erable and the reference is not to a civil constitu

tion, or to citizenship, but rather to the theocratic

spiritual privileges which the Jewish people pos

sessed. — Strangers from the covenant! of the

promise. This is the second half of the external

relation, corresponding closely to the previous

clause. ' Covenants,' as in Rom. ix. 4, points to

the several renewals of the covenant with the

patriarchs, all pertaining to the one ' promise ' of

the Messiah. To these the Gentiles were ' stran

gers,' having no part in them. The reference is

not to the old and new covenants, or to the two

tables of the law. — Having no hope. The inter

nal phrase of their condition ' apart from Christ '

is now described. The Gentiles were not only

without the Messianic hope but without any hope.

This does not depend upon the previous clause,

as the result of their being 'strangers,' but points

to the thoughts and feelings which these con

verted Gentiles could recall, and which are ex

pressed in the heathen writings of that age —

Without God, in the world. This is the second

part of the description of their internal condition,

and is properly divided into two distinct yet re

lated thoughts. ' Without God ' is an adjective in

the original and may mean, (1.) opposed to God ;

(2.) ignorant of God ; (3.) forsaken of God, with

out His help. The last (or passive) sense agrees

best with the passive character of the entire de

scription. This is not a weakening of the thought,

since this is the darkest fact in the whole history

of heathenism. ' In the world ' is not simply

'among men,' or an unnecessary addition, but

points to the depraved world as the place where

they continued as forsaken of God. This view is

sustained by the correspondence with 'the com

monwealth of Israel.' The whole verse asserts

that they were, as Gentiles, deprived of Christ,

and this meant, without church, without promise,

hopeless, godless, homeless.

Ver. 13. But now. This too is what they

should remember, but the Apostle continues the

contrast in an independent sentence.— In Christ

Jesus, in fellowship with Him, contrasted with

'apart from Christ.' 'Jesus' is added, because

the personal Messiah, who had come, is referred

to. The phrase explains ' now,' and qualifies the

verb which follows. — Once were far off ; so the

Jews would speak of Gentiles. — Have been

brought nigh ; lit., ' became nigh.' The literal

form cannot be joined with * now ' in English,

but the single effect of a past act is expressed by

the original. What that event was, is at once

indicated by the words, in the blood of Christ.

This is more than 'through,' or 'by,' although it

includes this sense, already expressed in chap. i.

7. It indicates the blood of Christ as ' the sym

bol of a fact in which — the seal of a covenant

in which — your nearness to God consists' (Al-

ford). This is the permanent ground of the be

coming nigh.

Ver. 14. For. This introduces a confirmatory

explanation of the preceding verse. — He is our

peace. The subject is emphatic : ' He and none

other ' ; the personal Christ, whose blood was

shed, is Himself our peace, not simply our peace

maker ; for in His person, as God man, the rec

onciliation took place. ' Peace ' is here to be

taken in its widest sense, as the complex idea of

peace between God and man, and between Jews

and Gentiles. The latter is based upon the for

mer, and the Apostle gives prominence now to

the one, and again to the other, but here neces

sarily includes both in the phrase, 'our peace.'

How He is our peace is specified in what follows

(down to the close of ver. 17). — Who made both

one. Both Jews and Gentiles, as the context

shows.— And broke down the middle wall of the

partition. This explains how he 'made both

one,' namely, in that He broke down, etc The

figure is a natural one. Between the Jews and

the Gentiles there had existed a ' middle wall,'

which belonged to ' the partition,' the well-known

hedge or fence between the two classes. Others

explain: the middle wall which was the partition;

but the former view is preferable, since it gives a

wider meaning to the latter term, better suited to

the complex idea of peace running through the

passage. The ' hedge ' was the whole Mosaic

economy which separated between Jews and Gen

tiles, but which, as vers. 15, 16 indicate, also sep

arated both from God, by convincing of guilt and

sin. How the ' middle wall,' which resulted from

and belonged to this economy, was broken down

once for all, is explained in what follows. The

figures may have been suggested by the Jewish

temple. 'There was there a court of the Gen

tiles (Acts xxi. 28), though only in later times, in

the last temple ; a vail which separated like a

wall, rent first at the death of the Redeemer'

(Braune).

Ver. 15. To wit, the enmity. The order of

the original favors the view that ' enmity ' is in

apposition with ' middle wall ' (ver. 14) ; but the

reading of the E. V. is not an impossible one.

The other is, however, preferable for a number

of other reasons. ' Enmity ' is then an explana

tion of the previous figure, and must refer to the

enmity between Jews and Gentiles. Yet not to

this alone, ' but also, and as the widening context

shows, more especially to the alienation of both

Jew and Gentile from God' (Ellicott). Comp.

the use of the word ' peace ' (ver. 14), and vers.

16, 18, etc. — Having done away in his flesh. ' In

His flesh ' comes first in the original, hence some

have joined it with 'enmity.' But this is objec

tionable. Others join it with ' broke down ' in

ver. 14, which is grammatically possible. On the

whole it seems oest to connect it with ' done

away,' and to regard its position as very em

phatic. The phrase is not precisely the same as

' by His flesh, although the reference is to His

death (comp. ver. 16), which abolished the law of

commandments expressed in ordinances. It was

thus that the ' enmity ' was broken down, namely,

by the doing away of that ' law ' which was the

exponent of the enmity, not only as between Jew

and Gentile, but as between man and God. The

special reference is to the Mosaic law, as a whole.

This law was made up of 'commandments,'

which took the form of decrees demanding obe

dience. (It is altogether incorrect to explain

' in ordinances ' as ' in Christian doctrines ' and

then to join it with ' done away.') This law was

done away by Christ 'in His flesh.' 'In that

He fulfilled the law in deed and in truth, per

formed God's will and suffered in obedience, He

rendered it powerless in its single ordinances,

dissolving its separative features. It thus gained

through Him internal validity and importance, so

that it no longer burdens men, but they stand
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and walk in and on the same as a common soil

within salutary bounds. Here, too, all depends

on His person and our relation to Him ' (Braune).

This thought of the doing away of the law

through the death of Christ is a familiar one in

Paul's writings, expressed now under one figure,

and again under another. The fundamental fact

is that Christ, by His atoning death, has done

away with the law ' so far as it was a covenant

prescribing the conditions of salvation' (Hodge).

Even as an ethical guide, it has no real power,

except with those ' who walk not after the flesh,

but after the Spirit' (Rom. viii. 4). — That he

might create, etc This is the purpose of the

' doing away,' but virtually explains ' made both

one ' (ver. 14). — The two, 1. c, Jews and Gen

tiles. — In himself ; not, ' through Himself.' ' The

?round of the existence and permanence is in

lim ; He is the author and foundation, and at

the same time the life-sphere, creator, and second

Adam, progenitor of the new race, which stands

in the original peace with God ' (Braune). — Into

one new man. 'New' is almost equivalent to

' renewed' in this connection ; the contrast being

with the ' old man ' (chap. iv. 22) hostile to God.

The two are not only reconciled to each other as

out man, but with God, so that they are created

into one new man. — 80 making peaoe. Evidently

in the wide complex sense, T>etween man and

man, because between God and man. This is

the purpose of the new creation, and is a con

tinued process in connection with it.

Ver. 16. And might reconcile them both. Par

allel with the clause, ' that He might create,' etc.

The compound verb here used occurs elsewhere

only in Col. i. 20, 21. It may either be a strength

ened form, or mean ' reconcile again.' The for

mer is preferable, since the context speaks of

' one new man,' ' one body,' not of a restoration.

On the N. T. idea of reconciliation, see Rom. v.

10, 11. 'Them both,' i.e., Jews and Gentiles

who are united together ; the reconciliation, how

ever, being between God and ' them both,' as the

context shows. — In one body to God through the

cross. The reference is not to Christ's human

body, but to his mystical body (comp. chap. i. 23),

the church. Jews and Gentiles being, as they

are, in this one body, are reconciled to God

through the death of Christ. 'Through the

cross points to the expiatory sacrifice of Christ

as the ground of the reconciliation, in accordance

with the teaching of the entire Bible. By means

of this there can be removed from us the Divine

wrath against sin (ver. 3), to which there is an

allusion in all the figures employed in this sec

tion. We must hold fast to the revealed truth,

so precious to our consciences, that whatever

God's perfections required as the basis of peace

with Him was accomplished by the atoning death

of Christ — Having slain the enmity on it, i. e.,

on the cross, ' having slain ' carrying out the fig

ure suggested by the reference to the crucifixion.

'The enmity' has been explained (1.) of enmity

toward God, (2.) of enmity between Jew and Gen

tile, (3.) of both. The last is preferable, for the

complex idea runs through the whole passage.

In ver. 15 ' enmity ' must include the attitude of

Jew and Gentile, and so here ; yet to refer the

term to this alone is contrary to the entire sweep

of thought from ver. 16 to the close of the chap

ter. The enmity is ' that between man and God,

which Christ did slay on the cross, and which be

ing brought to an end, the separation between

Jew and Gentile which was the result of it, was

done away ' (Alford).

Ver. 17. And he came and preached (' brought

good tidings of) peaoe. This verse is not de

pendent on what precedes, but is connected in

thought with, ' He is our peace ' (ver. 14), which

is explained by what intervenes. The reference

in ' came ' cannot be to His coming in the flesh,

since no such preaching took place then, but

must be to some coming after His resurrection.

In accordance with John xiv. 18, it is usually ex

plained of His coming in the gift of the Holy

Ghost, as the result of which these good tidings

of peace were everywhere proclaimed through

the preachers of the gospel. (See marginal ref

erences on this coming through the Holy Spirit.)

It is not to be referred to His salutation of peace

after the resurrection, nor limited to the day of

Pentecost, nor to the Apostles. In the case of

each Christian this coming is at conversion. — To

you who were afar off. The Gentiles are men

tioned first, both in accordance with Is. lvii. 19,

where similar language occurs, and because of

the importance attached to this phase of subject.

This order opposes the view that ' came ' refers

to Christ's coming in the flesh. — Peace to them

who were nigh, *'. e., the Jews. The Apostle does

not say ' us,' lest he might uphold ' the distinction

where he wishes to merge it altogether' (Alford).

The repetition of the word ' peace ' with both

classes shows that it has here its complex sense,

but with the emphasis resting on 'peace with

God.'

Ver. 18. For through him. The truth of ver.

17 is proven from the effect of Christ's thus coin

ing and preaching peace. ' Through Him,' which

is more than ' through His blood,' is the emphatic

phrase. Only through the mediation of this Per

son, Jesus Christ. —We both, Jews and Gentiles,

have our access, lit., ' the access.' The primary

sense of the word is ' introduction ; ' and some

render it thus, both here and in Rom. v. 2. The

present tense (' we have ') points either to a con

tinued freedom of ' access,' or to the process go

ing on as each one obtains this 'introduction.'

The former seems more appropriate. — In one

Spirit, 1. <•., in the fellowship of the one Holy

Spirit. Neither the human frame of mind nor

the human spirit can be meant ; and ' in ' is not

to be weakened into ' through.' — Unto the Fa

ther. The prepositions are aptly chosen, to dis

criminate the respective economical relations of

the Persons of the Godhead in our salvation.

The end is the glory of the Father, unto whom

we are brought through Christ in the fellowship

of the Holy Ghost.

Ver. 19. So then. A favorite phrase in the

writings of the Apostle. It sums up and infers.

— Ye are no longer ; in contrast with ver. 12, and

in consequence of the saving facts detailed in

vers. 13-18. — Strangers and sojourners. The

same class is designated by both terms, which to

gether form an antithesis to ' fellow citizens ; '

'strangers' describing the Gentiles as belonging

to another state ; ' sojourners ' as not yet pos

sessed of the right of citizens. Others, however,

take the former alone as in contrast with ■ fellow

citizens,' the latter being explained as the absence

of domestic privileges, in contrast with ' of the

family of God.' But the term will scarcely bear

this sense. —But ye are. The correct text em

phasizes ' are.' — Fellow citizens with the saints.

The figure requires no explanation ; comp. ver.
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12. ' The saints' here includes all ' the members

of that spiritual community in which Jew and

Gentile Christians were now united and incorpo

rated, and to which the external theocracy formed

a typical and preparatory institution' (Ellicott).

It is almost equivalent to the 'spiritual Israel.'

To refer it to angels, or even to include them, is

unwarranted. — And of the household of God.

Comp. Gal. vL 10 (' of the household of faith ').

' This means those who belong to the house, to

the family, whose Head and Father is God. To

the right of citizen is added that of the house, of

the child, of the heir ' (Braune). The new 6gure

strengihens the idea of privilege, adding the in

timate relation to God.

Ver. 20. Built up upon the foundation. The

figure naturally passes over into that of a house

in which God dwells (ver. 22). The participle

expresses the notion of a superstructure, in ac

cordance with the mention of ' the foundation.' —

Of the apostles and propheti. The latter term

refers to the New Testament prophets (comp.

chaps, iii. 5 ; iv. 11), since both the order of the

words and the thought of the passage opposes

a reference to Old Testament prophets. Some

have taken ' prophets ' as identical with ' apos-

'tles,' because the article is not repeated ; but this

is not conclusive. The ' prophets ' in the New

Testament church were a distinct class of ex

traordinary teachers. Three explanations of the

entire phrase are possible: (t.) The foundation

consisting of the Apostles and prophets ; (2.) the

foundation belonging to them ; (3.) the founda

tion laid by them. The first view avoids confus

ing the foundation and corner-stone, and presents

no doctrinal difficulty ; since in this living temple

these persons might be properly regarded as the

foundation. But the whole analogy of Scripture

figures seems to be ajjainst it. The second takes

Christ as the foundation ; but this is against the

specific mention of Him as corner-stone. The

third points to the preaching of Christ by the

Apostles, as the foundation, and is now the usual

view. The only objection is that it represents

those who are parts of the building as agents in

laying the foundation ; but they rested on it even

while they laid it. Comp. 1 Cor. iii. II. — Christ

Jesus himself, etc. There is considerable varia

tion in the manuscripts, but this is the better

supported reading. The corner-stone unites the

parts of the building and supports it as a whole,

the most important stone. Comp. the references.

Christ is thus termed, because ' the historical liv

ing Christ, to whom all Christian faith and life

refers, through Himself necessarily conditions the

existence and permanence of every Christian com

munity, just as the existence and firmness of a

building is not possible without the corner-stone

which holds together the entire edifice ' ( Meyer).

Ver. 11, In whom; in Christ, not in the corner

stone, or foundation. Not through Him, but in

Him, as the point of union and support. — Every

building. The omission of the article in the

Greek, Dy the best authorities, makes this the lit

eral sense. Most commentators, however, think

that ' all the building ' is the meaning, the article

being dispensed with, as with proper names, in

accordance with a tendency which is manifest in

later usage. Certainly ' every building ' gives a

very peculiar turn to the thought, where union

with and in Christ has been the theme. ' Build

ing,' in any case, refers to an edifice in process of

erection. ' Every ' would point to the separate

Christian congregations, each of them growing in

the same way, in the Personal Christ. Yet even

when thus explained, the distributive sense seems

harsh. — Fitly framed together is growing. The

participle, as well as the verb, represents an ac

tion still going on, namely, that of fitting together

the different parts. The word is denved from

that translated 'joints' in Heb. iv. 12, and occurs

only here and in chap. iv. 16. In the latter pas

sage the organism of a living body is referred to,

and probably that idea should be included here,

since this participle must be joined with ' in

whom.' The growth is both outward and inward,

extensive and intensive, in numbers and in grace.

— Unto a holy temple. The word is the more re

stricted one, applied to the 'sanctuary.' Meyer

insists that we should render ' the holy temple,'

since the article might be omitted in speaking of

so well-known an object ; the Apostle, as a Jew,

having in mind but one temple. If 'every build

ing* refers to each congregation of believers, then

they are fitted together in their growth toward

this end, of being one holy temple. — In the Lord,

i. e., Christ, not God. Some take this as defining

' holy ' more closely ; others join it with the verb,

thus repeating ' in whom.' It seems best to re

gard as a further definition of ' holy temple,'

added with a grammatical laxity characteristic of

this Epistle in its use of such phrases ('and it is

a holy temple in the Lord, and in Him alone ; '

Ellicott).

Ver. 22. In whom. Either parallel to 'in

whom ' at the beginning of ver. 21, certainly not

to ' temple,' or more naturally referring to ' Lord.'

— Te alio, as included in the previous declara

tion (vers. 19-21). — Are being builded together,

as a continuous process. The verb is slightly dif

ferent from that in ver. 20, referring not to the

superstructure, but the construction, to the com

pacting of the parts. — For a habitation of God.

The word translated ' habitation ' occurs only

here and in Rev. xvii. 2. It answers to temple

in ver. 21, since in the truest sense the church, as

the mystical body of Christ, is the temple of God.

— In the Spirit, i. e., the Holy Spirit, not the hu

man spirit, nor ' spiritually ; ' nor yet ' through

the Spirit,' but in the fellowship of the indwell

ing Holy Spirit. Some join it with the verb,

with an instrumental sense, but, as in ver. 21 (' in

the Lord '), the phrase further defines ' a habita

tion of God.' Alford : ' Thus we have the true

temple of the Father, built in the Son, inhabited

in the Spirit ; the offices of the Three blessed

Persons being distinctly pointed out : God, the

Father, in all His fulness, dwells in, fills the

Church ; that Church is constituted an holy Tem

ple to Him in the Son, — is inhabited by Him in

the ever present indwelling of the Holy Spirit.'
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Chapter III.

III. The Apostle's Office and Prayer, in view of this Mystery of one Universal

Church in Christ.

(1.) The Apostle, moved by the great thoughts of chap, ii., is about to offer his prayer for his

readers, but mentioning his own condition he turns aside to speak of his own office as Apostle to

the Gentiles (ver. 1-13). (2.) He then resumes, and utters his petition, which closes with a doxol-

ogy. In view of the historical facts which resulted from Paul's office and labors, we, who are Gen

tiles, should least of all object to the prominence so humbly given by the Apostle to himself in this

chapter. Braune gives to this chapter the heading : ' The Office and Service of the Church,' which

is not unfitting, since Paul's office was ' to the intent that now unto the principalities and the powers

in the heavenly places might be made known through the Church the manifold wisdom of God '

(ver. 10).

Chapter III. 1-13.

I. Paul's Office as Apostle to the Gentiles.

In view of the great privilege detailed in chap. ii. 19-22, culminating in ver. 22, the Apostle begins

to speak of his prayer on behalf of the Ephesians. But the mention of himself, as ' the prisoner of

Christ Jesus in behalf of you Gentiles,' leads to a digression so extended, that it forms a section by

itself (vers. 1-13). In ver. 14 the petition is introduced with the same phrase ('for this cause'),

found in ver. 1. This view of the construction, which accords with the involved character of other

parts of the Epistle, is least objectionable. It gives a proper meaning to ' for this cause,' and best

accounts for the sweep of thought in the chapter. Such a digression is not at all unpauline. Other

views: (1.) The Syriac version, followed by commentators from Chrysostom to Meyer, supplies

' am : ' 'I Paul am the prisoner of Christ Jesus.' But this is open to grave objections. It makes

' for this cause ' and ' in behalf of you ' tautological, disconnects the thoughts of vers. 1 and 2 ff.,

and implies an emphasis on ' the prisoner/ etc., which is inconsistent with ' if indeed ye have heard.'

(2.) Others find the resumption in ver. 8 ('unto me'), but this affords no natural connection of

thought, and increases the grammatical difficulty. (3.) A few find the resumption in ver. 13, which

gives undue prominence to a secondary thought.

The train of thought is natural : He speaks of himself as the prisoner of Christ Jesus on behalf

of them (ver. 1), defines this office as a gift of grace (ver. 2), for which he was specially fitted by

direct revelation (ver. 3), as his previous language testified (ver. 4), the contents of the revealed

mystery being the universal scope of the gospel (vers. 5, 6), of which he was by gift of grace made

a minister (ver. 7). He then humbly states the greatness of the design of this ministry (vers. 8, 9),

reaching even to the enlightenment of the angelic host (ver. 10), fulfilling God's purpose in Christ

(ver. 11), in whom we now have free access to God (ver. 12). Hence tribulations in this cause should

not result in fainting, but are a ground of glorying (ver. 13).

i TZ?OR this cause I Paul, "the prisoner of Jesus Christ1 * for2« Actsxxi.33;
I—\ ' k j xxviii. 17,

2 i- you Gentiles, If3 ye have heard of cthe dispensation of f^h*p.iv-

3 the grace of God d which is4 given me to you-ward : eHow6 f—j*:7^'

that 'by revelation »he made known unto me the mystery;6 Timli'.'s;1

4 (*7as I wrote afore8 in few words ; Whereby, when ye read, jiuim.i.9.

* Gal. y. n;

1 Christ Jesus {according to the best authorities) a in behalf of frim H*Ja

' If indeed * was 5 omit how c Rom. 15;

* the mystery was made known to me (according to the best authorities') Cor. iv. t ;

' omit parenthesis • have written before Cofi.'x's.7'

ri Acts ix. 15;

xiii. 2 ; Rom. xii. 3 ; Gal. i. 16 ; ver. 8. t Acts xxii. 17, 21 ; xxvi. 17, 18. / Gal. i. 12. g Rom. xvi. 25 ;

Col. t 26, 27. h Chaps- i. 9, 10, 17; ii. 4, it.
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ye may understand my 'knowledge9 *in the mystery of Christ),7 iCnmp. Ma*

5 'Which in other ages 10 was not made known unto11 the sons of Lukei'i. <7;

men, mas it is12 now revealed unto11 his holy apostles and 001.1.9:8.

6 prophets by13 the Spirit ; That the Gentiles " should be 14 fel-^ fij£

low heirs, and of the same body,16 and "partakers16 of his 17 , ^p^,'*

7 promise in Christ 1 by 18 the gospel : " Whereof I was made 19 a f"'";^

minister, "according to the gift of the grace of God given 7gS mills'

8 unto20 me by rthe effectual working21 of his power. Unto %l,pv li

me, 'who am less than the least of all saints, is4 this grace °t Rom!""v.4'

given, that ' I should preach among M the Gentiles " the un- it,'*?-" '"

9 searchable riches of Christ ; And to make all men see what wJiwiv."

the fellowship23 of "the mystery, "which from the beginning '19'; cofi."

of the world24 hath been hid in God, 'who created all things* iCor. xr.q;

10 by Jesus Christ :a "To the intent that now * unto the princi- >s- .

palities and powers in26 heavenly places "might be known27 ji-sYiThn.

11 by 18 the church the manifold wisdom of God, * According to •• "' .
° « Chap. 1. 7;

the eternal purpose which he purposed28 in Christ Jesus our r ^ ' ?7- .

12 Lord: In whom we have 'boldness and d access 'with29 conn- *?*'■ .

iv Rom. \vi

13 dence by the faith of80 him. f Wherefore I desire that ye faint J5C;0""' 5!

not31 at my tribulations 'for32 you, * which is83 your glory. x pi^i.

6; John i.

* In accordance with which, while reading, ye can perceive my understanding y, CoLi. 16;

10 generations u to 12 has been M in M are " fellow members^, , peL i'U.

18 fellow partakers « the {according to the best authorities) ' ^T^™'; j.

18 through M became " which was given to JI • c?!- ■■

-1 according to the working iii. ».

12 to preach to (according to the best authorities') * \ Tim. iii ' '

a dispensation (according to the best authorities) ** lit., from the ages b ^ ;

25 the best authorities omit by Jesus Christ M in the * made known * Comp. 1

28 wrought *• our boldness and access in *> through our faith on vii. 4; chap!

H I desireyou not to faint, or I pray God that I faint not 83 in behalf of "iJfcoi.iil

33 are >Ji 1 Tim.

Hi. 13, etc.

d Chap ii. 18. e Heb. iv 16 ./Acts xiv. 2a; Phil. i. 14 ; 1 Thess. iii. 3. £■ Ver. 1. h 2 Cor i. 6

Ver. I. For thi» cause. A strong expression, hence his affliction, was for the benefit of the Gen-

occurring only here, in chap. iii. 14 and Tit. i. 5. tiles. More than this, his very imprisonment was

The reference is to what precedes (chap. ii. 19- made useful by him in setting agencies in opera-

22), especially the closing thought. — I Paul, tion for the extension of the gospel among the

The phrase occurs quite frequently : ' He men- Gentiles. This last point is too often ignored in

tions his name, not for personal reasons (ver. 8), discussing the verse.

but because of his office and the importance of Ver. 2. If indeed. The same phrase occurs

what h? is doing ' (Braune). — The prisoner of in chap. iv. 21; it does not imply doubt, but

Christ Jesus. On the construction, see above, rather assumes something to be true, challenging

( Some authorities read ' Christ,' while ' Jesus the reader to verify the assumption in his own

Christ' is not found in any ancient manuscripts.) case. — Ye have heard; lit., 'did hear,' but the

He was Christ's prisoner, not the emperor's ; proper force is expressed by ' have heard.' ' Not

comp. chap. iv. 1 (' prisoner in the Lord '). It is to have recognized Paul, not to have received his

more than prisoner for Christ's sake. — In behalf teaching, would be equivalent to not having heard

of you Gentiles. ' In writing to the Ephesians he him. Hence it is not correct to conclude from

could not forget that the suspicion of his having these words, that the Epistle was not written to

taken an Ephesian named Trophimus into the Ephesus ' (Braune). — Of the dispensation of the

temple with him created the popular disturbance grace of God. On ' dispensation,' comp. chap. i.

that led to his capture and his final appeal to 10. This does not refer to his office, for how

Caesar, his journey to Rome, and his imprison- could they hear of that, but rather to a divine

ment in the imperial city' (Eadie). But the arrangement, which has reference, is concerned

phrase suggests more than this : His office, and with, the grace of God, in virtue of which grace
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he had indeed received his office. Some explain :

' l>elonging to the grace of God,' but the pas

sive form of the next verse (which explains this

phrase ) favors the other view. —Which was given

me. This qualifies ' grace,' not ' dispensation,'

and includes all that grace which prepared and

qualified him for his office. It must not there

fore be explained, that the administration of Di

vine grace was committed to him. — To yon-ward.

More than ' among you,' or ' with respect to you ; '

literally, ' unto you,' *'. e., this grace was given in

order that my activity might produce certain re

sults in you.

Ver. 3. That hy (lit., 'according to') revela

tion the mystery was made known to me. The

best authorities support the passive form. This

verse explains the substance of what they heard,

hence of the ' dispensation,' etc. The mode by

which the mystery was made known to him is put

first, for emphasis : ' by revelation ; ' comp. ver.

5. That evidently it was God who made known

to him ' the mystery.' This term has two mean

ings : ' (1.) Such matters of fact, as are inaccessi

ble to reason, and can only be known through

revelation ; (2.) Such matters as are patent facts,

but the process of which cannot be entirely taken

in by the reason' (Tholuck). In the latter sense

the calling of the Gentiles was a mystery, and

many commentators restrict the reference here to

that matter, finding a wider application in vers.

4, 9. But this requires us to accept the paren

thetical construction, which cannot be defended.

Moreover it seems unlikely that the sense of the

term would vary frequently in so brief a passage.

It seems better to maintain that the ' mystery ' is

the same throughout ; but in view of the univer-

salism of the Epistle and the current of thought

in this section, it here appears as complex, pre

cisely as the notions of ' enmity ' and 'peace ' in

the preceding section : the mystery of redemp

tion, whose centre is the Person of Christ, whose

object and purport is Christ, taking that term as

including the Body of which He is the Head,

which He has redeemed, and in which the Gen

tiles are 'fellow-members' (ver. 6); the latter

thought being the special reference throughout,

though never to the exclusion of the wider

thought, since ver. 6, with its compound terms,

compels us to think, even in that most special

definition of the ' mystery,' of the one inheritance,

the one body, and the one promise presented in

the gospel. With this thought as the ruling one,

the special reference to the union of Jews and

Gentiles comes in naturally and without disturb

ing the more general one. — As I have written

before. The parentheses are unnecessary ; the

construction flows on, as usual in Paul's writings.

The English perfect is not a literal reading, but

brings out the force of the thought expressed in

the Greek. What he has written in this Epistle

(comp. chaps, i. 9-17 ; ii. 4-11, etc.) confirms the

statement that this mystery had been made

known to him. — In few words. ' In compari

son with the wealth of the truth revealed, its ful

ness, its wide-reaching, deep-moving efficiency,

what he writes is to him always little and brief '

(Brume).

Ver. 4. In accordance with which, ;'. c, what

he had written was to be the measure, or stand

ard, by which they could determine his knowl

edge. — While reading is better than ' when ye

read,' since it points to an action taking place at

the same time with the perceiving. — Ye can per

ceive. 'Can' (E. V., incorrectly: 'may') is the

emphatic word, and ' perceive ' is preferable to

' understand,' referring to an immediate percep

tion, as if it were a single act. — Hy understand

ing. The word is thus rendered in every other

instance in the New Testament. (See marginal

references.) — In the mystery of Christ. Either

the mystery about Christ, or the mystery the

purport of which is Christ, who is Himself ' the

concrete Divine mystery ' (Meyer) ; comp. Col.

i. 27. The mystery had been revealed, hence the

Apostle had an 'understanding ' in regard to it, as

could be perceived by his readers. He does not

refer to his labors among them, since he has in

mind what he has written. Some have used this

passage as an argument against the genuineness

of the Epistle, but without success. Notice that

the Apostle expected his language even in regard

to this mystery to convey a definite meaning dis

coverable by the individual Christians to whom

he wrote,

Ver. 5. Which. This refers to ' the mystery

of Christ ' (ver. 4), the parenthesis being unnec

essary. — In other generations ; not ' ages,' or,

'periods,' though the phrase has a temporal

sense, as in the Old Testament use of the word

' generations.' — Was not made known. Less

definite than ' revealed.' — To the sons of men.

To any of the sons of men. It includes the Old

Testament prophets, but not these alone. The

contrast with ' holy ' and ' in the Spirit,' suggests

that those merely sons of men, not born of the

Spirit, could not know this mystery. — As it hat

been now revealed. The contrast between ' now '

and ' in other generations ' is one of degree. It

was not then made to the extent that it has now

been revealed. — To bis holy apostles and proph

ets ; the terms are to be understood as in chap,

ii. 20 ; the Apostles, and the New Testament

prophets, two classes of inspired men (' in the

Spirit'), to whom this mystery had been revealed.

The adjective ' holy ' is applicable to both classes,

and need occasion no difficulty. Paul speaks of

them as a body, not as individuals, so that there

is no self-glorying in the term. — In the Spirit.

This is the sphere in which the revelation was

made. To the Apostles there was a permanent

inspiration to fit them for their peculiar work as

laying the foundation of the Christian Church ;

but in the peculiar condition of the apostolic

Church, without a complete New Testament, and

the experience of centuries, there was an inspira

tion for teaching, 'prophesying'). Those thus

gifted were the New Testament prophets. Both

classes were for the specific work in that age

(comp. chap. ii. 20) ; when the revelation was

complete, and the emergency was met, both of

fices, in their distinctive features, ceased to exist.

See chap. iv. 11.

Ver. 6. That the Gentries are ; not ' should

be,' for ' a mystery is not a secret design, but a

secret fact' (Alford). The whole verse explains

' mystery ' (ver. 4). — Fellow-heirs, i. e., with the

Tews, as saints, as belonging to the family of God.

This is the most extended idea in the verse, since

it implies the same relation to God who has pro

vided the inheritance. — Fellow members and fel

low partakers of the promise. This rendering

preserves the correspondence of the Greek com

pound words, which seem to have been coined by

the Apostle. The two terms bring out more

fully the relation of the 'fellow heirs' to each

other. They were members of the same body,
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incorporated in it as believers, they shared the

same privileges, summed up in the phrase ' the

promise; comp. chaps, i. 13; ii. 12. — In Christ

Jesus. This position of the Gentiles, defined by

the three preceding terms, is ' in Christ Jesus ; '

He is the objective ground of their heirship, all

their privileges are bestowed in Him. — Through

the gospel. This is the subjective means by

which these privileges are appropriated. This is

an essential part. This gospel is the means by

which the mystery of Christ is revealed to us.

We need illumination, not inspiration ; to under

stand the gospel is our aim, not to be the organ

of a new revelation.

Ver. 7. Whereof, of this gospel, I became a

minister. The word was applied to a ' servant,'

and is several times so translated in the E. V.

The word usually rendered ' servant ' (comp.

Rom. i. 1, etc.) suggests the personal relation to

the master ; this one the obligation to service.

(Our word ' deacon ' is a corruption of the Greek

term, which was the title of this class ; comp.

Phil. i. 1 ; 1 Tim. iii. 8-12, and also Rom. xvi. 1.)

— According to the gift of the grace of God. The

'gift' consisted of the 'grace,' and this was

doubtless the apostolic office. Comp. ver. 8. His

becoming a minister of the gospel was in accord

ance with this gift of God's grace. — Which was

given to me. The better established reading joins

this with ' grace,' not with ' gift' The sense is

not altered, but tautology is avoided. —Accord

ing to the working of his power. ' By ' is incor

rect. The clause belongs to ' which was given to

me,' not to ' became.' The giving was in accord

ance with God's efficiency, not with Paul's desert.

Thus Saul became Paul ; the persecuting Pharisee

was transformed into the minister to the Gen

tiles.

Ver. 8. Unto me, who am less than the least.

The transition is natural. The fact that a sen

tence begins here does not compel us to find the

resumption of ver. 1 at this point (see note above).

The Greek adjective is a comparative of a super

lative, and need not be regarded as a hyperbole.

'The great Apostle, however, so truly, so ear

nestly, felt his own weakness and nothingness (2

Cor. xii. 11), that the mention of God's grace to

wards him awakens within, by the forcible con

trast it suggests, not only the remembrance of his

former persecutions of the Church ( 1 Cor. xv. 9,

10), but of his own sinful nature (1 Tim. i. 15),

and unworthiness for so high an office ' (Ellicott).

— Of all saints. He does not say ' of Apostles,'

nor ' of men,' but compares himself with other

Christians ; he had been a persecutor, and since

God's grace had helped him, there is no one

whom it may not help ; comp. Phil. iii. 6 ; I Tim.

i. 13. — Was this grace given; comp. ver. 7.

Wherein this grace consisted is added : to preach

to the Gentiles, etc. The best authorities omit

the preposition 'among' (lit., 'in'). The word

' preach ' here is literally ' evangelize,' not ' pro

claim,' as often. — The unsearchable riches of

Christ. ' The fulness of wisdom, righteousness,

sanctification, and redemption — all centred and

summed up in Him ' (Alford). Because Christ

is what He is, the riches are unsearchable, ex-

haustless ; because He, through His redeeming

work, becomes ours the riches are ours.

Ver. 9. And to make all men see. Not sim

ply to teach all men, but to enlighten all, which

is to be accomplished by means of the gospel.

' All,' which is not emphatic, refers to the ' Gen

tiles ' (ver. 8). — What is the dispensation of the

mystery. ' Fellowship ' is poorly supported ;

' dispensation ' is used as in ver. 2 : the Divine

arrangement of the mystery. The mystery is the

union of the Jews and Gentiles in Christ (ver. 6),

not however independently of the wider reference

(see ver. 3). The Gentiles, through his preach

ing, were to be enlightened as to this Divine ar

rangement. Such enlightenment was needed, for

this mystery was one which from the beginning

of the world (lit., 'from the ages') hath beea

hid. From the beginning of the periods of tune

through which the created world (of angels and

men) had passed ; the phrase occurring in this

form only here and in Col. i. 26. ' The mystery

was decreed "before the ages" (1 Cor. ii. 7;

comp. Eph. i. 4), but it is conceived of as hidden

only since the beginning of the ages, because be

fore that there was no one from whom it could

be hidden' (Meyer). — In God who created all

things. The great weight of authority is against

the addition of ' through Jesus Christ' The

omission of the phrase is conclusive against the

view that the spiritual creation is referred to, as

in chap. ii. 10. ' All things ' is to be taken in its

widest sense. This mention of God's omnipo

tence is probably not suggested by the thought

of hiding, but serves to indicate that God, as

sovereign creator, included in His purpose this

'mystery 'and the arrangement ('dispensation')

by means of which it was carried out.

Ver. 10. To the intent that now. This verse

sets forth the purpose of the ' preaching ' and

' enlightening ' of vers. 8, 9, or of the giving of

this grace to Paul ; both views being substan

tially the same. The objection that thus too

much is ascribed to Paul's own preaching is in

valid, since in this extension of the gospel to the

Gentiles God's manifold wisdom has been most

fully made known on earth. Some find here the

purpose of creation, and others of the hiding of

the mystery, and others again join this verse with

' what is the dispensation ' (it is so planned that

now, etc.). The last view is not a natural one;

both the others make a present manifestation the

purpose of a past act. To the first there are ad

ditional objections : it suggests a supralapsarian

view ; it joins this verse to a subordinate thought ;

it is opposed by Col. i. 16, where the end of crea

tion is distinctly stated to be the personal Christ.

' Now ' is in contrast with ' from the ages ' (ver.

9). — Unto the principalities and powers in the

heavenly places. The same phrase in chap. n

12 refers to evil angels ; but here good angels

are undoubtedly meant ; these would more natu

rally recognize God's wisdom, and they desire to

look into these things (1 Pet. i. 12). Hence a

reference to earthly powers and authorities is to

be rejected, as also the explanation : ' in heavenly

things.' By this full designation of the angelic

hosts Paul gives prominence to their power and

dignity, and thus exalts the church. — Might ■

made known. This points unmistakably to in

increase of knowledge on the part of the angels.

— Through the church. 'This is the theatre of

the glory of God, of the Divine works (Bengel);

see 1 Cor. iv. 9. It is a communion in heaven

and on earth, church militant and triumphant,

and as such, an object of interest to the good an

gels ; Matt xviii. 10 ; Luke xv. 7, 10 ; 1 Cor. »■

10 ; Heb. i. 14. We are not indeed the profess

ors at whose feet the angels must sit as scholars,

but it is God who leads them onward in tne
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knowledge of His wisdom ; we are but the means

of instruction' (Braune). — The manifold wisdom

of God. The wisdom is one, but its manifestations

are varied. Through this variety, adapted to the

several ages, races, and individuals in the church,

the wisdom of God is revealed to the angels. It

were well if sinful men learned more of it from the

history of the church. One day the very dishar

mony and entanglement which now perplexes us

may reveal to us the manifoldness of the wisdom.

Ver. 1 1. According to the eternal purpose, lit.,

' the purpose of the ages.' The purpose belongs

to the ages, will be retained during the ages, con

trolling them. This implies a purpose formed

before these ages (comp. ver. 9), hence ' eternal '

gives the sense accurately. — Which he wrought

in Christ Jesus our Lord. ' Wrought ' (lit., made)

has been applied by many to the forming of the

purpose ('constituted,' E. V., 'purposed'). But

it seems best to refer it to the execution of it, re

garded as an accomplished fact. In favor of this

is urged, (i.)that the historical Saviour is here

described in full terms ; ( 2. ) that the next verse is

an explanatory confirmation of the accomplished,

not of the purposed, design (Meyer) ; (3.) that

this sense of the verb is more common in the

New Testament than that of ' constituted.' At

the same time ' wrought ' seems preferable to the

more definite 'fulfilled.' Comp. my note, Lange,

Ephesians, p. 117. This purpose was wrought in

Jesus of Nazareth, the personal Messiah, the

Lord of His people. His work and Person are

not to be sundered here.

Ver. 12. In whom we have. This explains

and confirms what precedes. ' We ' refers to

those who are really in Christ, since the privi

leges which follow are matters of experience. —

Our boldness and access. Lit., ' the boldness and

access,' but some authorities repeat the article,

giving this sense : ' our boldness and our access.'

' Boldness ' is frequently used by Paul (see refer

ences), and here denotes the believer's free joy

ous attitude toward God, the result of assurance

of His favor. Some take ' access ' here (comp.

chap. ii. 18) in its primary sense of 'introduc

tion ; ' but its connection with ' boldness ' (espe

cially if the article is omitted) favors the other

and subjective meaning, our continued access. —

tn confidence. This phrase is joined by some to

' access ' alone, which is admissible, unless the

article be repeated. It is better to connect it

with the verb : this is the subjective condition in

which we have our boldness and access. Comp.

Rom. viii. 38, 39 ; a noble example of this confi

dence as expressed by the Apostle himself. —

Through our faith in him ; lit., ' through the faith

of Him ; ' comp. Rom. iii. 22 ; Gal. iii. 22, where

the form and meaning are similar. This is the

subjective means through which we have the

privileges just named ; ' confidence ' is the subjec

tive state in which we have them. 'That faith

whose object is Jesus is the means to all who are

Christ's: first, of "boldness," for their belief in

the Divine Mediator gives them courage ; sec

ondly, of "access," for their realization of His

glorified humanity warrants and enables them to

approach the throne of grace ; and, thirdly, these

blessings are possessed " in confidence," for they

feel that for Christ's sake their persons and ser

vices will be accepted by the Father' (Eadie).

Ver. 13. Wherefore. In view of my position

as the minister of such a gospel, thus leading

back to ver. I, the thought of which is resumed

in ver. 14. This is preferable to referring it

merely to the subordinate thought in ver. 12. —

I desire you not to faint, or, * I pray God that /

faint not' The literal rendering: 'I ask not to

faint,' will indicate the difficulty in interpreting

the verse, namely, the absence of an object after

the verb ' ask,' and of a subject with the infinitive,

' to faint.' One view supplies ' you ' as both ob

ject and subject ; the other supplies ' God ' as the

object and ' I ' as the subject. The verb ' ask '

suits either explanation. Both views have able

supporters, but the former has been rightly

adopted by the majority of commentators. (1.)

It seems unlike Paul to insert such a prayer for

himself here ; he rejoiced in suffering (Col. i.

24) and gloried in infirmity (2 Cor. xi. 30), and

was speaking of high privilege, little likely to im

ply faint-heartedness in himself. (2.) The next

clause presents a motive (Meyer) which is irrele

vant, unless this clause applies to them. (3.)

' My ' does not imply that ' faint ' refers to him.

(4.) It is grammatically simpler to supply one

word ('you') which need not be repeated, than

to supply two, one of them ('God') not directly

suggested by the context nor necessary to com

plete the sense of the verb. Gal. iv. 14, where

the correct reading is ' your temptation which wae

in my flesh,' shows that the sympathy between

Paul and his converts was such as to make this

view of the clause perfectly natural. The dan

ger of the weakness was greater for them than

for him. — At ('lit., * in ') my tribulations in be

half of yon, suggesting again the thought of ver.

1 . The preposition ' in ' points to the sphere in

which their faint-heartedness might be shown.—

Which are your glory. ' Are ' shows that * which '

refers to ' tribulations,' seeing they are ' your

glory.' The thought is, not that it would be a

disgrace for them to have a founder who fainted

in tribulations, and that his not fainting is their

glory, but that the reason they should not faint is

the character of his tribulations, as the Apostle

of the Gentiles. They were for his readers, were

tokens of the love of God in sending his minis

ters to suffer that the gospel might be universal

and the Gentiles sharers in its blessings. It was

the sympathy of Christ, in whom the Apostle's

' boldness and access ' was possessed ' in confi

dence,' that gave to him such sympathy with

them. He was concerned for them rather than

for himself. It will be seen how well this view

accords with the thought resumed in ver. 14, and

the subsequent prayer.
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Chapter III. 14-21.

The Apostles Prayer for the Church, and the concluding Doxology.

As stated in the last section, the thought begun in ver. 1 is here resumed, and the prisoner of

Christ Jesus in behalf of the Gentiles utters his prayer for these Gentile readers. The prayer is to

the Father (vers. 14, 15) ; its purport is that they may be strengthened (ver. 16) ; its result that

Christ may dwell in them (ver. 17 a) ; its aid that they may know His love (vers. 17 6, 18), and hence

be filled unto the fulness of God (ver. 19).

A doxology is added, describing God's omnipotence (ver. 20), but so worded as to form an appro

priate conclusion to the doctrinal part of the Epistle, since the ascription of the glory is ' in the

Church and in Christ Jesus' (ver. 21).

14 °T70R this cause I bow my knees unto the Father of our? v«- 1.
I—1 J 0 Chap. 1. 10;

15 -L Lord Jesus Christ,1 Of2 whom 'the whole family3 in £J,a-a-»

1 6 heaven and earth * is named, That he would grant you, ' ac- ' f°mch^' -t

cording to the riches of his glory, dto be strengthened with J4;^ol1T"

17 might by5 his Spirit in 'the inner man; /That Christ may^^ ■

dwell in your hearts by 6 faith ; that ye, » being rooted and |°; '"

18 grounded in love, * May be able6 to comprehend with all saints' „f,"Si-.

19 'what is the breadth, and length, and depth, and height ;7 And/ John xiv.

to *know the love of Christ, which passeth8 knowledge, that S.'c

ye might 9 be filled ' with 10 all the fulness of God. ' $%. '" ,3;

20 Nowm unto11 him that is able to do exceeding abundantly Rom. x.j,

" above all that 12 we ask or think, • according to the power that * p^- '"■ 7;

eomp. 1

21 worketh 13 in us, 'Unto11 him be glory14 in the church by Cor.i.»i,
J , y 25; a Cor.

Christ Jesus 15 throughout all ages, world without end.16 Amen. [?■»■ *} Gal-

1 The best authorities omit of our Lord Jesus Christ s from / johni. 16;

• every family 4 on earth 6 through • fully able c3fa!',f?i

' many authorities read height and depth 8 exceedeth • may w,jR.0,Pi;<jIVj'

10 unto u to u above all things, abundantly above what » ■ Cor. »• f

" is working " be the glory i. 20.7'

15 and in Christ Jesus (according to the best authorities') * xv°™;7X;'36i

,e unto all the generations of the age of the ages Heb- ""

Ver. 14. For this cause. On the resumption ' Family' is not to be taken as equivalent to ' pa-

and connection, see last section. — I bow my ternity, but probably in the wider sense of ' race,'

knees. So Phil. ii. 10. The full form is rhetor- ' tribe,' etc. But the sense ' the whole family '

ical. The reference is not to the actual bending should not be imported into the phrase because

of the knees, but to his earnest prayer. — Unto of assumed doctrinal difficulties. Nor is the no-

the Father. God the Father, so in chaps, ii. 18 ; tion the semi-heathen one of an ' All-Father.'

v. 20 ; Col. i. 1 2, without any added phrase, since ' The Apostle seems, regarding God as the Fa-

the words 'of our Lord Jesus Christ' are not ther of us His adopted children in Christ, to go

found in the oldest and best manuscripts, are re- forth into the fact, that He, in this relation to

jected expressly by some of the Fathers, and by us, is in reality the great original and prototype

nearly every modern editor of any critical judg- of the paternal relation, wherever found' (Al-

ment. The grand thought of the passage is ob- ford). — In heaven and on earth. The varied

scured by the insertion. groups of angels and families of men. That the

Ver. 1 5. From whom every family. This is former are included seems clear, since they too

the only grammatical rendering of the phrase, as are sons of God, and are divided into hosts and

the great mass of commentators hold. There is groups. But it is incorrect to find only two

a play on words in the original, which Stier at- classes here, one in heaven and the other on

tempts to reproduce in this paraphrase : ' the earth, either angels and men, or the redeemed in

true Father over all that is named from fathers.' heaven and on the earth. Wherever in heaven
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or on earth beings arc grouped from their rela

tion to a father, whether directly or indirectly,

the name they bear in each case is really derived

from the ' Father ' to whom Paul prayed. —

Named, in this view, is taken in the simple sense

of ' takes its name.' No other view allows this

sense so well, and the play on words seems to de

mand it. The attempt to limit 'family' here to

the redeemed is due to a misconception of the

passage, and has usually found its main support

in the incorrect reading followed in the E. V.

(ver. 14). No doubt the relation of God to His

redeemed children is the striking fact which sug

gested the expression, but the thought here is

wider. Any unholy idea of the Fatherhood of

God, such as men use to obscure the truth re

specting His wrath against sin, is forbidden by

every theological conception found in the Apos

tle's writings.

Ver. 16. That he would grant yon. This is the

purport of the petition, which some extend to the

close of ver. 17 (but the latter verse is probably

the result; see notes there). The word 'that'

means ' in order that,' but after verbs of praying,

etc., in the New Testament, it is used to intro

duce the purport and purpose of the petition. —

According to the riches of his glory. This quali

fies ' grant ; ' the giving prayed for was in pro

portion to the fulness of God's perfections

(' glory '). — To be strengthened with might, or,

' power,' coming from God. The instrumental

sense is to be preferred to the adverbial (' power

fully '), and to the explanation : ' with regard to

power.' — Through his Spirit. Only the Holy

Spirit can impart such strength. — In, lit., ' unto,'

the inner man. Some explain ' in ' as = with re

spect to, but this does not exhaust the force of

the preposition. The strength prayed for was

such that it reached to the inner man : this was

its constant aim. ' The inner man' (comp. Rom.

vii. 22) is not equivalent to ' the regenerated man,'

' the new man ' (chap. iv. 24), but more nearly

identical with ' the hidden man of the heart ' ( I

Pet. iii. 4). Its exact antithesis is ' the outward

man ' (2 Cor. iv. 16), not ' body,' or ' flesh.' It is

not exactly equivalent to the ' spirit ' ( 1 Thess. v.

22), though referring primarily to this, as the

sphere of the operations of the Holy Spirit ; nor

to 'mind' (Rom. vii. 23), the latter referring to

the human spirit as ' the practical reason.' To

this sphere Paul prays that the strengthening

power of the Holy Ghost may reach, precisely

because in this part of man's nature (nobler in

its mode of being) the most ignoble slavery has

existed ; where man was most akin to God the

effects of sin have been most terrible. To the

view here presented, it has often been objected

that it makes ' spirit,' ' mind,' ' the inner man,'

unfallen and sinless, or at least opposed to the

empire of the ' flesh.' But such is not the posi

tion of its most judicious advocates, nor is it war

ranted by the statements of Scripture. Comp.

the Excursus, Lange, Romans, pp. 232-236, and

the similar one in this volume, Rom. vii.

Ver. 17. That Christ may dwell, etc. This

may be regarded as parallel with ver. 16 : ' to be

strengthened,' etc., since the form is the same (in

the infinitive ) ; or, as an added clause of result :

' so that Christ may dwell,' etc. Some have even

taken it as expressing the design of the prayer.

The second is preferable, because of the em

phasis which (in the Greek) rests on the verb.

The woi J ' dwell ' points to a permanent indwell-

vol. in. aS

ing of one who takes entire possession. The

view that this verse expresses the result of the

strengthening is favored by this idea of perma

nent and entire possession. This indwelling

takes place through the inworking of the Holy

Spirit. — In your hearts ; the seat and centre of

the moral life, corresponding to ' inner man ' (ver.

16), but viewed rather on the side of the affec

tions. Here is Christ's home ; comp. John xiv.

21-23. — Through faith; lit., 'the faith,' equiva

lent to ' your faith.' This phrase, which in the

original precedes ' in your hearts,' gives the sub

jective means of this indwelling of Christ ; ' faith '

opens the door to Him, appropriates Him, sub

mits to Him so that we become His. ' The most

beautiful object might be in the apartment of a

blind man, and he not be sensible of its pres

ence ; or if by any means made aware of its near

ness, he could nave no delight in its beauty.

Christ dwells in us by faith, because it is by faith

we perceive His presence, His excellence and His

glory, and because it is by faith we appropriate

and reciprocate the manifestations of His love '

(Hodge). —That ye. In the original there is an

irregularity in the order of words, which has led

some to translate thus : ' in your hearts, having

been rooted and grounded in love, that ye may

be,' etc. This takes the clause as a consequence

of the indwelling of Christ, in the form of an in

dependent proposition. But the view accepted

in the E. V. is, on the whole, preferable (see note

in Lange, Epkesians, p. 125). — Being rooted and

grounded in love. The figures are taken respec

tively from a tree and a building ; but the former

word was frequently used to indicate 'firmness

at the base or foundation ' (Ellicott), without any

further suggestion as to vital growth. The par

ticiples refer to a permanent state, the result of

something in the past ; and this fact furnishes a

strong argument against joining them with what

precedes. — In love. This phrase, placed first for

emphasis in the original, points to the Christian

grace of love, since the love of God or of Christ

would have been more closely defined. To refer

it to loving, including both God's love to us and

ours to Him, confounds two things, either of

which could be represented as soil and founda

tion, but scarcely both. To limit it to love of the

brethren is unwarranted by anything in the con

text. ' Love is the fundamental grace ' (Eadie).

Ver. 18. May be fully able, or, ' may be strong

enough,' suggesting difficulty, and the need of ex

ertion. — To comprehend. Phil. iii. 12, 13 : 'ap

prehend,' a rendering which is perhaps too weak,

since, both here and there, more is meant than

an intellectual apprehension, namely, a spiritual

perception and inward experience. — With all

saints, the whole body of believers is meant, and

it is implied, not only that all saints have this

common study, but also that they pursue it in

common. Evidently Paul's petition is applica

ble to all who believe in Christ — What is the

breadth, and length, and depth, and height. Many

authorities read : ' height and depth ; but the

early scribes might readily have substituted this

reading for the less usual one. The discovery of

the Sinaitic manuscript leaves the weight of evi

dence in favor of the received order. The Apos

tle here sets forth the ' greatness ' (chap. i. 19)

of the object he has in mind, borrowing the terms

of mathematical magnitude (sacra ilia Pauli math-

ematica). It is not necessary therefore to find a

specific reference in each of the terms, still less
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to accept any one of the many mystical explana

tions. Whenever any of these are used, the de

tails must be proven from other passages, the

choice being largely a matter of individual fancy.

The important question is : To what object does

the Apostle refer ? The simplest answer is : to

Christ's love (ver. 19), and the connection found

in that verse sustains this view. Other explana

tions : God's love, the fulness of God, the Church

of Christ, the work of redemption, the mystery,

the temple of God, God Himself; all of which

are less natural than the view given above. Some

have even found here an allusion to the temple of

Diana.— The Apostle breaks off, without adding

at once the object, to give in what follows a par

allel thought which shows what object he has in

mind. One specimen of detailed interpretation

will suffice. ' Breadth refers to the nations lying

beside each other on the earth, over all of whom

the love of Christ will extend itself ; length, to

the successive ages during which it will reach ;

depth, to the misery and corruption of sin, into

which it will descend ; height, to the glory at

God's throne and near His heart, to which it

could elevate all ' (Braune).

Ver. 19. And to know. The connective trans

lated ' and ' is used to append a closely related

thought ; hence the object to be supplied in the

previous clause is the same as that here expressed.

• Know ' here points to experimental knowledge.

— The love of Christ; His love to us, since our

love to Him could not be described by the phrase :

which exceedeth knowledge. The verb 'know,'

and the noun ' knowledge ' correspond, in Greek

as in English. For similar paradoxes, see refer

ences ; comp. also Phil. iv. 7. Hence it is un

necessary to explain : ' that ye may know that

the love of Christ is knowledge-surpassing.' The

meaning is : to have an adequate experimental

knowledge of Christ's love which surpasses any

abstract knowledge independent of religious ex

perience and Christian gratitude. Love is the

key to love ; yet it must be remembered that

Christ's love is in itself infinite, and that even

when our love is warmest and purest we have not

yet fully measured its extent — That ye may be

filled. This is the further and final end of the

prayer. There is a verbal correspondence be

tween ' filled ' and ' fulness.' — Unto all the ful

ness of God. ' Unto ' points to the measure or

standard, and does not imply that this standard

is reached at once, but that the knowledge of the

love of Christ will lead toward this. ' The ful

ness of God ' has been variously explained ; comp.

i. 23. (l.) 'Fulness,' or, 'abundance,' which God

imparts, either in gifts of grace, or more gener

ally. (2.) The fulness with which God is filled,

the fulness of His spiritual perfections. The lat

ter view takes ' fulness ' in its strict sense and

forms a climax, while the former seems tame.

' All the fulness of the Godhead abides in Christ ;

Col. ii. 9. Christ then abiding in your hearts, ye,

being raised up to the comprehension of God's

mercy in Him and of his love, will be filled, even

as God is full — each in your degree, but all to

your utmost capacity, with Divine wisdom, might,

and love' (Alford).

Ver. 20. Now to him. This doxology, like

that in Rom. xi. 33-36, closes the doctrinal part

of the Epistle. — That is able to do above all

things. The ascription of glory is to God as the

Almighty worker, because His power is specially

manifest in the great matter which has been the

theme of the Epistle : ' the Church in Christ'

The phrase ' above all things,' which is in em

phatic position, should be joined with ' do,' and

not lost in the adverb which follows. It is to be

taken in its widest sense : God can do more than

all things that can hinder. — Abundantly abort

what, etc. ' What ' does not directly refer to

' ail things,' but introduces a new subject explan

atory of the previous one. There is no tautology,

but in this manner the Apostle brings his own

prayer into contrast with God's almightiness.

' Having exhausted all the forms of prayer, he

casts himself on the infinitude of God, in full

confidence that He can and will do all that om

nipotence itself can effect. His powers, not our

prayers nor our highest conceptions, is the meas

ure of the Apostle's anticipations and desires.

This idea he weaves into a doxology, which has

in it more of heaven than of earth' (Hodge).—

According to the power that is working in us

This power is that of the indwelling Spirit, and

it is according to this power that God is able 10

do His almighty will. This added clause sug

gests the same idea as ' earnest ' in chap. i. 14

Only an Almighty Father could bestow the con

tinued indwelling of the Spirit, and in this wt

have the pledge that He will do beyond all our

petitions and desires.

Ver. 21. To him be the glory. ' To Him ' sums

up emphatically all that has been said in ver. jo.

' Be,' which is supplied, may mean ' let it be,' or

' may it be,' since the reference is to the glory

which is due to Him, which will be given Him,

not His essential glory, although this is the basis

of the glory to be ascribed to Him (comp. chap.

i. 12, 14 : 'unto the praise of His glory'). — In

the church and in Christ Jesus. The rendering

of the £. V. is altogether inadmissible, whatever

be the correct reading. There is considerable

variation in the authorities, but the evidence of

the Sinaitic manuscript is decisive in favor of the

reading given above, from which, moreover, the

others could readily be derived. Many authori

ties omit ' and,' a few others read ' in the Church

and Christ Jesus.' The sphere ' in ' which the

glory is given is defined in a two-fold manner:

' in the Church,' since here the glory is ascribed ;

' in Christ Jesus,' since only in fellowship with

Him can it be offered. ' The Church,' here as in

chap. i. 22, 23, means the body of Christ, the in

visible Church ; but this does not warrant the

explanation here : ' in the Church which is in

Christ Jesus.' The renderings,' by Christ Jesus,'

'with Christ Jesus,' are unwarranted. — Unto all

the generations of the age of the ages. This is

the literal rendering of an accumulation of terms,

peculiar to this passage, but unmistakably point

ing to eternity, though its unending duration is

set forth in conceptions borrowed from the suc

cessive periods of time. In fact the phrase seems

to be a combination of two others, each of which

is used to express endless duration : ' generation

of generations' (Isa. xxxiv. 17) and the more com

mon ' ages of ages.' It may be that the term

' generations ' was suggested by the thought of a

development of the Church through a long series

of generations begun on earth, and to be con

tinued through ' the age of the ages,' i. e., the

eternal reign of the Lord in ' the world to come.'

But it is improper to divide the two conceptions,

since the ' generations ' belong ( in this figurative

mode of expression ) to the ' ages ' of eternity.

Gnostic ideas can be found here only through
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arbitrary exegesis and by those who are lacking us is that of the Spirit, and glory in Christ is pre-

in sympathy with the great thoughts of the Epis- sented to the Father, who answers prayer through

tie. — Amen. Comp. Gal. i. 5. As the Epistle the Son and by the Spirit ; and, therefore, to the

has been liturgical in its form, the doctrinal part Father, in the Son, and by the Spirit, is offered

appropriately closes with this term. In this sec- this glorious minstrelsy : " As it was in the begin-

tion also we find the Trinitarian tone, so charac- ning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end.

teristic of the three chapters. ' The power within Amen."' (Eadie.)

HORTATORY PART. CHAPTERS IV.-VI.

THE WALK WORTHY OF THE PRIVILEGES OF THE CHURCH IN CHRIST.

As in most of his Epistles, the Apostle turns his didactic statements into practical exhortations.

The latter are not appended, but grow out of the former (' therefore, ' chap. iv. 1). This Apostolic

' therefore ' is the characteristic of all Christian ethics ; the duties are presented as deduced, not from

abstract moral principles, but from the facts of Redemption, the privileges in Christ Jesus. Chris

tian morals, no less than Christian doctrines, always form a part of a circle whose centre is Christ ;

when the Christian curvature is wanting, the duties, however strictly performed, are no longer ' good

works.' We may distinguish, but cannot divide, Christian doctrine and precept. This part of the

Epistle may be analyzed as follows : —

I. The statement of the practical theme: walk, worthy of Christian privilege, in humility and

unity ; chap. iv. 1-3.

II. Motives for the preservation of unity ; chap. iv. 4-16. (This section has been regarded as a

final summary of the doctrinal position.)

III. General Christian duties, characteristic of the new walk in the Spirit (over against the old),

in various aspects ; chaps, iv. 17-v. 21.

(1.) Exhortations based upon the contrast between the old and the new man ; chap. iv. 17-32.

(2.) Precepts having as their motive the self-sacrificing love of Christ ; chap. v. 1-21.

IV. Special Christian duties in household relations ; chaps, v. 22-vi. 9.

(1.) Wives and husbands (chap. v. 22-33). (2) Children and parents (chap. vi. 1-4). (3.) Ser

vants and masters (chap. vi. 5-9).

V. Concluding exhortation : be strengthened in the Lord and put on the armor of God; chap. vi.

10-20.

VI. Closing words ; chap. vi. 21-24. Mention of the bearer (vers. 21, 22) ; benediction (vers.

23. 24)-

Chapter IV. 1-3.

I. Walk worthy of the Calling in Humility and Unity.

This brief section contains the practical theme, exhorting the readers to a walk worthy of their

calling (ver. I), naming three attendant virtues essential to this walk, defining further the mode of

Christian forbearance (ver. 2), and giving, in the exhortation to the preservation of the unity of the

Spirit, a motive for this forbearance, which suggests the theme of the next section. The virtues put

in the foreground here, and giving character to the entire practical part, are distinctively Christian.

The ethical tone is that of the Sermon on the Mount. There, however, the high ideal is presented

to awaken a sense of need ; here the practice of the same virtues is based upon the great truths of

a completed gospel, offering not only motives and means, but Divine strength.

i T "THEREFORE, »the prisoner of the Lord, beseech you1" ST?:RgS:

X that ye ewalk worthy of the vocation2 wherewith ye are 3 * ciip'S'. ■ ;

2 called, dWith all lowliness and meekness, with longsuffering, c phi'iT'27;''

3 forbearing one another in love ; Endeavoring4 to keep the unity Tbot.fi. »

of the Spirit * in the bond of peace. Gal. v. •», '
23; Phil. ii.

1 I exhort you therefore. I the prisoner in the Lord * calling 18,23; Ui.

' were * earnestly striving , Col.'iii. 14,
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Ver. 1. I exhort you therefore. The emphasis

in the original rests on ' exhort,' as indicated in

the order given above. The word means first

to call hither (corresponding with ' calling ' and

' called') ; then, to address, either for exhorta

tion or comfort ; it should not be rendered ' be

seech.' ' Therefore ' may refer to the whole pre

ceding part, but as summed up in the doxology

(chap. iii. 20, 21) a more particular reference may

be found in the prayer (chap. iii. 14-19), which

suggests the greatness of Christian privilege.

Still this prayer in turn springs from chaps, i., ii.

— I the prisoner in the Lord The repetition of

' I ' in English brings out the emphasis of the

original. ' In the Lord ' is not = ' of Christ

Jesus ' (chap. iii. 1), nor is ' in' = ' through ' or

' with,' but denotes the sphere or element of his

captivity, giving prominence to his fellowship with

Christ and to his devotion to His cause ; in chap,

iii. 1 the reference is to Christ as the author of

his captivity. The phrase is apt in this connec

tion : his joyous wearing of his bonds enforces

his exhortation, giving it the tone of Christian

experience more than of Apostolic dignity. —

That ye walk worthy, etc. This he would have

them do, live in a manner worthy of their privi

lege. ' Worthy ' is an adverb, not an adjective.

— Of the calling wherewith ye were called.

' Calling ' corresponds in sound with ' called.' It

is God who called them, and that in the past

(' were ') ; ' calling ' is only another way of ex

pressing the fact that they had been called, which

is the motive presented. We are not to walk

worthy in order to receive the call, as legalism

suggests. When Christians ignore the privileges

resulting from God's love in Christ, summed up

in the Apostle's doctrine, and assumed in his

'therefore,' they have ceased to be in earnest

about the worthy walk. For the true Christian

walk is not obedience to rule, but the expression

of loyal and loving allegiance to One, who has

done for us what awakens our gratitude and ex

alts it into personal devotion to Him for what

He is.

Ver. 2. With all lowliness and meekness.

These two attendants of the Christian walk are

closely joined. The former is humility : ' the es

teeming ourselves small, inasmuch as we are so ;

the thinking truly, lowlily of ourselves' (French).

How well adapted Christian privilege is to pro

duce this state of mind the believer s experience

shows (comp. chap. iii. 8 and similar passages).

As we receive all of Christ's grace, we feel our

unworthiness. In one aspect it is the basis of all

Christian virtue. ' Meekness ' is a gentleness,

resting on 'lowliness,' humble submission to God,

and a consequent mildness toward men as His in

struments, as if to say : ' Have I been helped,

then I do not know who should not be helped '

(Braune). 'All,'» e., 'every kind of,' qualifies

both words. — With longsuffering. This is an

other attendant of the Christian walk, closely

connected with the other two, but introduced by

itself. The phrase should not be joined with

what follows. ' Longsuffering ' means, not taking

swift vengeance, not inflicting speedy punishment,

though it sometimes has the more general sense

of ' forbearance.' It is meekness toward the sins

of others, and the more difficult to exercise be

cause justice seems at times to be against it. It

is promoted by recalling that we were called when

sinners, that all our privileges are proofs of God's

longsuffering. — Forbearing one another in love-

This clause defines the walk still further, but is in

reality a vivacious setting forth of how ' longsuf

fering ' is exhibited. ' One another ' suggests that

each one who forbears gives occasion to others

for forbearance. — In love. This is the element

in which all true forbearance is manifested ; with

out the Christian grace of love it degenerates into

indifference, but love 'is longsuffering' (1 Cor.

xiii. 4). The phrase should not be joined with

what follows.

Ver. 3. Earnestly striving, giving diligence.

This is parallel with ' forbearing,' and describes

the humble, longsuffering walk, with reference to

the motive of the forbearance, a motive leading

to continuous and earnest effort. The under

lying thought of Christian unity is carried out in

the next section. — To keep, to maintain, to pre

serve something already possessed, and to con

tinue doing this. — The unity of the Spirit, »'. e.,

the Holy Spirit, since a reference to the human

spirit in this connection would be both flat and

unpauline. The unity is that effected by the Holy

Spirit ; not an outward uniformity, or hollow truce,

or unholy compromise, but that unity of thought

and feeling and effort among individual Chris

tians which is produced by the indwelling of the

same Spirit. Such a unity we are commanded to

' keep,' not to ' make.' The main instruments in

keeping it are the graces named in ver. 2. This

is the basis of all real unity in the Church. Most

of the failures in seeking unity have resulted from

a failure to accept what is implied in this clause.

Only unity of Christians, wrought by the Holy

Spirit, maintained by loving personal endeavor,

can result in the manifested unity of the Body of

Christ. — In the bond of peace. ' In ' is not =

' by,' but points to the sphere or element in which

the unity is maintained. There are, however, two

explanations of the phrase ' the bond of peace : '

(1.) the bond which is peace ; (a.) the bond which

has peace as its object The latter view regards

this phrase as parallel to ' in love,' taking love as

' the bond,' in accordance with Col. iii. 14. But

the other explanation is more natural. * Peace '

is the result of peace with God, and, binding

Christians together, it is ' a condition and symbol

of that inner unity wrought by the indwelling.

Spirit of God' (Alford). Hence an outward

unity, which does not bind Christians in peace,

can scarcely be ' the unity of the Spirit.'

Chapter IV. 4-16.

II. Motives for Preserving the Unity of the Spirit.

In this passage the leading thought is ' the unity of the Spirit ; ' the duty of preserving it U not

directly enjoined, but motives are presented : —
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( 1 . ) The basis of unity is found in certain existing unities, necessarily involved in the relations of

the Spirit, Lord and Father to the one body of believers (vers. 4-6).

(2.) The diversity of individual gifts is in accordance with the gift of the one Lord, who has power

to bestow them (vers. 7-10).

(3.) The persons given to be officers in the Church are instruments to promote growth toward

unity (vers. 11-16). These persons are Christ's gift (ver. 11) ; the aim of their effort is the perfecting

of the saints (ver. 12), until unity and maturity are attained (ver. 13) ; this perfecting has as its end,

avoiding the instability and error of a childish condition (ver. 14), and truthful, loving growth into

Christ as Head (ver. 15), He being the source of life for every part of His body, so that it can sym

metrically grow ' unto the building up of itself in love ' (ver. 16).

The first paragraph is almost epigrammatic ; the second is broken and somewhat obscure ; the

third is involved, full of metaphor and perplexing subordinate clauses. Yet all three present, with

varied matter and manner, the great thought : the ultimate design of the Triune God, in the Church

as a whole, in every individual member, and in all its outward organism, is the complete unity of the

Body of Christ.
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the measure of every a part, maketh increase x of the body

unto the edifying 15 of itself in love.

*• each several *° the growth

Vers. 4-6. Meyer gives this analysis of these

verses : ' Objective relations of unity to which the

non-observance of the precept in ver. 3 would be

opposed. These are: (1.) The Church itselfcon

stituted as a unity, — one body, one Spirit, one

blessed consummation (ver. 4). (2.) That by

which this constitution of the same as a unity has

and does come to pass, — one Lord, one faith, one

baptism (ver. 5). (3.) The Supreme Ruler, Ad

ministrator, and Preserver of this entire unity, —

one God and Father, etc. (ver. 6). Notice the

triple tri-partite division.1

Ver. 4. There if. This is properly supplied,

since we have here, not an exhortation, but a mo

tive. ' For ' is not inserted ; the argumentative

force of the passage is obvious without it. — One

body, 1. e., the mystical body of Christ, the invisi

ble Church. The existence of this as a unity is

a motive for preserving the unity of the Spirit

among Christians. The force of this motive is

weakened by taking the term as exactly equiva

lent to ' church,' and such an explanation inevi

tably leads to false notions of the unity of the

Church, and to unwise methods of preserving it.

— One Spirit, the Holy Spirit, who is the life of

this body, yet distinct from it. The term should

not be weakened by any reference to the human

spirit. In the New Testament it never means

temper or disposition. — As ye were also called,

etc * Were called ' points to the time when they

became Christians ; what occurred then corre

sponded with the fact that ' there is one body,

and one Spirit,' enabling them to recognize this

fact. The correspondence is better suggested by

joining ' also ' (not ' even ') with the verb. — In

one hope of your calling. ' In ' points to the ele

ment in which the calling took place ; the ' one

hope' is not that which is hoped for, but our

hope, which is one, because it has one object and

source. ' Of your calling ' may mean either that

the hope resulted from the calling, or belonged

to it, as characteristic of it. The latter is per

haps preferable.

Ver. 5. One Lord, one faith, one baptism.

Here we have the way and means of salvation,

presented as facts on which unity among Chris

tians rests. A misapprehension of the second

and third terms has led to diversity rather than

unity. ' One Lord ' is the Personal Christ. The

whole Epistle shows that out of Him there is no

unity of the Spirit. He is not only the one ob

ject of faith, but the Lord to whom allegiance is

due, and the loyal trust in Him, exercised by all

who are Christians, is the ' one faith.' For ' faith '

here does not mean what is believed, but the act

of believing. The New Testament use of the

word upholds this view ; the conception of ' faith '

as a universal dogma belongs to later times, and

has not been promotive of unity. Because we all

exercise this one belief in the one Lord, we are

to preserve unity. The other view — because we

need unity, let us lay down one creed — has not

been fortunate in its application. To this sub

jective fact of believing in the one Lord, there is

added a third : ' one baptism,' the external sign

and seal of faith, ' by which, as a badge, the mem

bers of Christ are outwardly and visibly stamped

with His name ' (Alford). The importance of

baptism is thus emphasized, and it is further sug

gested that it has no efficacy apart from the ' one

Lord ' and ' one faith.' Baptism is named, rather

than the Lord's Supper, since the latter is a mani

festation of union preserved, while the former,

' from its single celebration and marked individ

ual reference, presents more clearly the idea of

unity' (Ellicott), thus furnishing a motive for pre

serving it The view that the third term pre

scribes one mode of baptism not only seems for

eign to the drift of the Apostle's argument, but

has proven unfortunate as a means of maintain

ing unity.

Ver. 6. One God. The deepest ground of unity

is found the existence of one God, who has re

vealed Himself in the redemption of His people.

— And Father of all. This is not equivalent to

Creator, but refers to the special paternal rela

tion sustained to all believers by the Father. The

context is decisive against any weakening of it

into ' All-Father.' Alford thinks there is a refer

ence to God's Fathership of all men as a lost

possession, but the argument of the Apostle is

not helped by such a view. He urges Christians

to preserve unity (ver. 3), and he then contrasts

the relation of God to ' all ' with the gift of Christ

to 'each' (ver. 7). The reference to Christians

alone in ' all ' strengthens both positions. After

the mention of ' one Spirit ' (ver. 4) and ' one

Lord ' (ver. 5), it is natural to refer this verse to

the Father alone, who is further described : Who

is over all (believers), as Ruler and Guide, and

through all ; since the individuals are instruments

used by Him, and in all. The best authorities

omit ' you,' an explanatory insertion to confine

the application to Christians. God the Father

dwells in all believers, not in a pantheistic sense,

but as set forth in the gospel ; comp. chap. ii. 22.

Since ' baptism ' was mentioned in ver. 5, and its

formula points to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

many find in this verse a reference to these three

Persons of the Trinity. The prepositions * over '

and ' in ' would agree with this view, but ' through '

is not fairly applicable to the Son. Moreover, the

verse loses much of its force, if applied to the

Trinity, since unity is the idea dwelt upon. The

reference to God the Father is not only more

grammatical, but much safer. On the entire para

graph, Hodge well remarks : ' There are many

passages to which the doctrine of the Trinity

gives a sacred rhythm, though the doctrine itself

is not directly asserted. It is so here ; there is

one Spirit, one Lord, one God and Father. The

unity of the Church is founded on this doctrine.

It is one, because there is to us one God the Fa

ther, one Lord, one Spirit. It is a truly mystical

union : not a mere union of opinion, of interest,

or of feeling ; but something supernatural, arising

from a common principle of life. This life is not

the natural life which belongs to us as creatures ;

nor intellectual, which belongs to us as rational

beings ; but it is spiritual life, called elsewhere

the life of God in the soul. And as this life is

common on the one hand to Christ and all His
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members, and on the other to Christ and God,

this union of the Church is not only with Christ,

but with the Triune God.'

Ver. 7. But. In contrast with ' all,' there is

a gift to each one of as ; each has a part in the

same salvation, and the gift, though adapted to

individuals, has its unity. — Was the grace given.

The tense points to a particular time, namely, the

exaltation of Christ, as ver. 8 shows. The em

phatic word is ' given ; ' it is not ours by right,

but is bestowed, and that upon ' each one.' Here

is a motive to Christian forbearance, as a means

of preserving unity. ' The grace ' refers, not to

the spiritual gift itself, but rather to the one

grace, bestowed by Christ, and manifesting itself

in various ways, so that each one has his peculiar

gift This grace is bestowed according to the

measure of the gift of Christ, i. c, 'in propor

tion to the amount of the gift which Christ gives '

(Ellicott). As His good pleasure determines

this ' measure,' this suggests another reason for

humility and forbearance, as helps to concord.

' The gift does not obliterate natural, corporate,

local, temporal, individual, differences, but puri

fies and ennobles them. Temperament and natu

ral mental powers, talents and inclinations, are

only refined, directed, moved, and used for the

Lord's kingdom and our own salvation ' (Braune).

Ver. 8. Wherefore he saith. The citation (Ps.

lxviii. 19) is to prove that Christ gives (' where

fore '). ' He,' which refers to God, is properly

supplied, rather than ' it ' = the Scripture. When

Paul uses the latter, there is generally a reason

for it. — When he ascended up on high, etc. The

original, fairly rendered in the LXX., is : ' ascend

ing to the height, thou didst lead captive (a) cap

tivity, and received gifts in man ' (Hebrew : ' in

the man '). The change to the third person is

natural ; the main difficulty is found in the last

clause (which see). That the Psalm was prophetic

is quite obvious. It was probably composed after

a victory, and probably first used in bringing the

ark to Mount Zion after such a victory. This

gives it at once a theocratic and Messianic char

acter. ' On high ' points in the Psalm to the holy

hill, in the Apostle's application to Christ's ex

altation to heaven.—Led a captivity captive. ' A

captivity ' suggests the concrete sense which we

must accept, the reference being originally to the

crowd of captives led in triumph by the return

ing victor. The application here undoubtedly is

to the enemies of Christ who have been over

come, either (1) men who have become His ser

vants (comp. the correct sense of 2 Cor. ii. 14),

previously prisoners of Satan ; or (2) Satan, sin,

and death, whom He had conquered through His

death and resurrection. The latter view is fa

vored by Col. ii. 15, gives a forcible meaning, and

accords with the metaphor. The former lessens

the difficulty in the last clause, making these cap

tives the gifts, who are both received and given.

But this lays it open to suspicion. Other views

have been suggested, but none of them seem

tenable. — And gave gifts to men. The Psalm

reads : ' received gifts in the man,' which means

either 'among men,' or ' consisting in men.' The

E. V. renders ' for men,' which lessens the diffi

culty, since receiving gifts for men, and giving

them to men, are substantially the same. But

the original will scarcely bear this sense. We

are therefore shut up to two views. (1.) The

gifts consist in men, His captives, ' to whom He

has given gifts of grace, that they themselves may

and can become gifts to men in wider circles'

(Braune). This view, by uniting, receiving, and

giving in the persons of the captives, seeks to

make them synonymous terms. But it seems

forced, and compels us to give ' captivity ' its less

obvious reference. (2.) The Hebrew is to be

translated : ' hath taken gifts among men,' since

the collective sense of ' the man ' is well estab

lished. The ideas of the original and Paul's ap

plication are thus to be regarded, not as identical,

but as correlative. He, as an inspired man, re

casts this clause, to bring out, by means of this

application, the iirther, fuller, and deeper mean

ing of the Psalm. This view assumes (a) that

the Apostle could make an authoritative exposi

tion ; (*) that this exposition is not contrary to,

but involved in, the original and historical refer

ence. To these points may be added (c) that our

topological expositions are not authoritative ; we

can use this method only to elucidate doctrine

fully established by other passages, or to enforce

precept plainly enjoined.

Ver. 9. It is not necessary to regard vers. 9,

10 as parenthetical. —Now introduces an explana

tory statement, not a proof, of the correctness of

the application of ver. 8. — That he ascended, i. e.,

the fact that He ascended, not the word, since the

form here differs from that in ver. 8. —What is

it, what does it imply, bnt that he also descended.

It is assumed, since the reference in the Old

Testament is to God, and here to the Messiah,

that heaven is the point of departure and place

of return for Him who is spoken of. This is the

original dwelling place of Christ (John iii. 13),

and He could not ascend to give gifts to men

without previously descending. But whither ?

Paul says, into the lower parts of the earth. It

is quite grammatical to explain this as, ' the

lower parts, namely, the earth,' and this is all

that is necessarily involved in what precedes.

But the contrast with ver. 10, and the evident de

sign to show the power of Christ, favors the view,

held by ancient expositors and a number of re

cent commentators, that the Apostle refers to

Christ's descent into Hades. Either view is doc-

trinally admissible and grammatically defensible ;

probably the more ancient one is preferable, if

it be guarded against unwarrantable inferences.

The other explanations, referring the phrase to

lowliness, to burial, to the womb of the Virgin,

especially the first, must be regarded as untenable.

Ver. 10. He it is also; not, 'is the same also'

(E. V.). The two thoughts of descending and

ascending are here joined in such a way as to

give prominence to the Person of Christ.— Above

all the heavens. It is immaterial whether Paul

had in mind three heavens or seven heavens, ac

cording to the Jewish notion. Whatever divis

ions exist, or whatever Paul referred to, his state

ment is that Christ was exalted above all such

places. — That he might fill all things. As this

was the purpose of His exaltation, that He might

be able to ' penetrate with His grace and glory

all regions and all persons within them ' (Braune),

it is proven that He can and does give to each

Christian as He will (ver. 7). Thus, too, the way

is prepared for the statement which follows, re

specting His gift of official persons to His Church,

and the purpose of the Christian ministry. The

thought in its connection is the same as that of

chap. i. 22, 23 : ' gave Him as Head over all

things to the Church,' etc.

Vers. II—16. For a summary of these verses.
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see above. The leading thought is : this exalted

Lord gives official persons to the Church to pro

mote its growth toward perfection and unity.

This too is a motive for the precept of ver. 3.

Ver. II. And he gave. 'He' is emphatic;

He, and none other. ' Gave ' refers back to vers.

6 and 8, and is to be taken in its strict sense ;

Christ gives the persons to fill the offices ; comp.

1 Cor. xii. 28, where the idea is different. Here

the historical fact is referred to, but the princi

ple is a permanent one. Meyer : ' Christ gives the

Church's ministers ; the Church takes those given

and sets them in the service of the Church. Ac

cordingly the Church, or he who represents the

rights and duties of the Church, never has to

choose the subjects arbitrarily, but to know and

recognize those endowed by Christ as those given

by Him, and to place them in the ministry ; hence

the highest idea of the ecclesiastical examination

is to test whether those concerned are given by

Christ,— without prejudice, however, to other req

uisites which are matters of ecclesiastical polity.'

— Some to be apostles. ' To be ' is properly sup

plied ; they were to be the gift in these positions.

The word 'Apostle,' in its strict sense, applies

only to the Twelve and Paul. (On the relation

of the latter to the former, see General Introduc

tion, and Excursus on Galatians, chap. ii. 1-10.)

But the term was sometimes loosely applied to

others, especially Barnabas (Acts xiv. 4, 14). It

should be taken nere in the strict sense, since the

other terms would include all to whom this title

might be loosely applied. It is generally agreed

that only those are Apostles, who (1.) were com

missioned by Christ Himself; (z.) were witnesses

of His resurrection, because they had seen the

Risen Lord ; (3.) that they had a special inspira

tion (comp. chaps, ii. 20 ; iii. 5) ; (4.) that their

authority was supreme ; (5.) that they were fur

nished with ample credentials. It would appear

from this that they can have no successors in the

distinctive features of their office. Rightly, then,

they are regarded as extraordinary Church offi

cers. If any claim that the Apostolate has been

reestablished, the claim must be made good by

abundant proofs of unique inspiration and of su

pernatural vision of the Lord Himself on the

part of the persons for whom the claim is made.

— And some, prophets. Those who were inspired

occasionally, usually for the instruction of believ

ers, although some of the New Testament proph

ets predicted (comp. Acts xi. 27 ; xiii. 1 ; xv. 32 ;

xxi. 10; and especially 1 Cor. xiv.). As 'proph

ets' is joined with 'Apostles' (chaps, ii. 20; iii.

5), and in a way to indicate direct inspiration, this

office also is to be regarded as extraordinary;

any claim that it has been restored must be sus

tained by abundant proofs of such inspiration. —

And some, evangelists. This cannot refer to the

writers of the Gospels, but to such persons as

Philip (comp. Acts viii. 4-12 with xxi. 8). They

seem to have been travelling missionaries, not

' vicars of the Apostles,' such as Timothy and

Titus (as Calvin held). There is no evidence

that this office required gifts which are no longer

bestowed, and it may be regarded as permanent.

But this does not imply a distinct class, or order,

of the ministry. The Apostle seems to have

avoided the use of the technical terms then ap

plied in the churches. How such 'evangelists'

can be recognized and regulated in their labors is

a practical question of Church polity, especially

since many are thus termed who present little

evidence of having been given for this office. —

And some, pastors and teachers. These terms are

properly understood of those who labor in some

special field, committed to their care and instruc

tion. The only question is, whether two classes

are meant, or only one, the two-fold duty of which

is thus indicated. The latter view is favored by

the fact that ' some ' is not repeated, and is held

by a majority of commentators. Calvin main

tained the former, and the distinction has usually

been recognized in the Reformed Church, though

practically disregarded. When Paul wrote the

' pastors ' were ' bishops,' or ' elders,' and proba

bly were always ' teachers ' also ; it is not so

clear that the ' teachers ' were always ' pastors.'

It is further probable that there were already dif

ferences of organization among the Christian con

gregations, so that whatever distinction is here

implied need not be regarded as pointing to a

permanent one. In this most ' churchly ' Epistle

there is little support for any claims to a jure di-

vino form of Church polity. ' The Apostle says

nothing of the modes of human appointment or

ordination to these various offices. He descends

not to law, order, or form, but his great thought

is that though the ascended Lord gave such gifts

to men, yet their variety and number interfere not

with the unity of the Church' (Eadie).

Ver. 12. The relation of the clauses of this

verse has been much discussed. All three can

not be parallel (as in E. V.), since the preposi

tion in the first differs from that in the second

and third. There are two leading views: (1.)

The second depends on the first, and the third on

the second, with this sense : ' For the perfecting

of the saints, unto all that variety of service,

essential unto the building up of the body of

Christ.' The main objection is that the Apostle

is speaking of those who hold official positions,

not of all the saints, while this view lays stress

on the service of the latter. (2.) All the clauses

depend on ' gave,' but the first expresses the

more remote, and the second and third (which

are parallel) the more immediate, aim of the giv

ing. ' He gave some, etc., to fulfil the work of

ministration, and to build up the body of Christ ;

His purpose being to perfect the saints.' This

accounts for the difference of prepositions, avoids

some minor difficulties, and gives a sense suited

to the context. That the ultimate end should

be placed first is strange, but is rendered all the

more probable by the fact that ver. 13 presents a

result which is more remote than that described

in vers. 14, 15. — For the perfecting of the taints,

' For,' lit., ' to ' or ' toward,' marking the aim (see

above). 'Perfecting' occurs only here, and re

fers to moral completeness, not to the complete

ness of the number of the elect, nor to then- be

coming one body. The view which makes the

next clause dependent on this gives this the spe

cial sense of complete preparation for service on

the part of all the saints. —Unto the work of min

istration. 'Ministry' is too technical, although

the 'ministration' seems to refer to 'spiritual

service of an official nature' (Meyer), already

suggested in ver. n. To apply it to the office of

a deacon is unwarranted. If this clause depends

on the preceding the reference is to all Christian

ministration. — unto the building up of the body

of Christ. This clause is parallel to the preced

ing, although it serves to define the nature of the

' work.' The service is not merely philanthropic

ministration ; it has in view the growth and
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strengthening of the 'one body.' Whatever view

be taken of the connection of thought, it is true

that all Christian service should contribute to the

furtherance of this end.

Ver. 13. Till we all come. The verb means to

arrive at a destination ; ' we all ' refers to all the

saints, the members of the body of Christ. The

official service will be needed, until this goal is

attained, and it is here implied that it will be

reached. Notice that this end is more remote

than the results spoken of in vers. 14, 15. — Unto,

not, ' in.' This preposition occurs three times in

this verse, introducing the same aim under differ

ent aspects. — The unity of the faith, and of the

knowledge of the Son of God. The phrase ' of the

Son of God ' belongs to both ' faith ' and ' knowl

edge ; ' He is the object of both. ' The faith,'

here means, not a creed, but our believing, while

' knowledge ' means full knowledge. ' The unity '

is not the state in which ' faith ' and ' knowledge '

become identical, since the two terms are kept

apart by the repeated article ; moreover the

former is not to be lost in the latter, but abides

(1 Cor. xiii. 13). The unity is rather that of the

individual believers ('we all ') resulting from that

perfect faith and that perfect knowledge which

corresponds with the perfect object of both,

namely, the Son of God. How far off is this

goal ! But the servant of Christ should never

lose sight of it. — Unto t» full-grown man. The

same end figuratively set forth, the whole be

comes a mature, complete, single personality ;

the next clause repeats the figure : onto the meas

ure of the stature of the fulness of Christ. The

measure to be reached is ' the stature,' etc. The

word means 'age,' and some contend for that

meaning here, explaining, ' the measure character

istic of the age,' etc. But the idea of magnitude

is prominent throughout the passage, and 'stat

ure ' seems more appropriate with ' measure.'

Spiritual maturity is meant, and this maturity is

conditioned by ' the fulness of Christ' This may

mean the state of fulness which belongs to Christ,

or which comes from Him ; the latter is perhaps

preferable. The question remains, Will this goal

be reached here or hereafter ? some think the

mention of ' faith ' points to this world ; others

place the goal at the Second Advent, and the

maturity during the subsequent millennium. Many

hold that this end will be attained only in eter

nity. But some of the most judicious expositors

feel that there is nothing to indicate that the

Apostle had in mind a distinction between here

and hereafter. This is the goal set before the

Church on earth ; until it is reached Christ will

give men to do His work in official position, and

this goal should be ever before them. It may be

approached on earth, else it were no goal for

present effort, but probably will be reached only

when the Lord comes again. No one helps the

Church toward it who obscures ' the Son of God '

as the object of ' faith ' and ' knowledge,' or seeks

perfection from other sources than 'the fulness

of Christ.' ' Beyond Christ we cannot go, with

out Him or against Him there is no progress '

(Braune).

Ver. 14. In order that. While this verse is

grammatically dependent on ver. 13, it points to

a purpose to be fulfilled during the attainment of

the goal set up in that verse, in other words, as

in ver. 12, the most remote end is placed be

fore the more immediate one. — We be no longer

children; immature, small, feeble, imperfect. —

Tossed as waves ; like the waves, ' fluctuating '

(Vulgate) ; others prefer 'tossed to and fro,' as

a deserted ship. Excitable and unsteady, as chil

dren are. — Carried about with every wind of

teaching, not, ' doctrine,' since active agency is

suggested. The figure must be understood in ac

cordance with what precedes. The varying wind

carries about the waves, or the ship deserted is

at the mercy of the waves and wind. Those im

mature run after every new teacher ; having little

knowledge or stability, excitable, dependent on

their surroundings, they fall a ready prey to the

various teachers of error. It is as true to-day as

when Paul wrote, perhaps is even more obvious,

since the range of erroneous opinions through

which such successively pass is now so much

wider.— In the sleight of men. ' In ' denotes ' the

evil atmosphere, as it were, in which the varying

currents of doctrine exist and exert their force '

(Ellicott). The word 'sleight' is significantly

taken from dice-playing. ' Men,' with their va

riety of teaching and trickery, are substituted for

Christ the true guide. — In craftiness tending to

the system of error, or, 'deceit.' This para

phrase is necessary to bring out the meaning.

' In craftiness ' answers to ' in the sleight,' but

implies more of conscious malice. This craftiness

has as its goal, a systematic method, in the bad

sense, a machination, stratagem. ' Error ' is that

which plans or machinates ; the idea of ' deceit '

is included, but the term is here used abstractly,

and ' error ' is perhaps preferable. Back of all

this ' system ' is Satan himself. In every age

the scheme best adapted to lure away immature

Christians comes into the foreground. Those

most accurately described in this verse too often

deem themselves far in advance in faith and

knowledge. When the 'pastors and teachers'

are themselves 'children,' the Church has most

to fear.

Ver. 15. But introduces the positive side, in

contrast with ver. 14. — Holding the truth. Not

simply ' speaking the truth,' but ' being true,' fol

lowing truth, walking in truth. ' Holding the

truth is correct, if ' the truth ' is not referred to

true doctrine. — In love. Some connect this with

' grow,' but it is better to join it with the par

ticiple, which otherwise would stand awkwardly

alone. ' A true-seeking and true-being with lov

ing caution and kind allowance ' ( Alford). — Hay

grow up into him ; ' unto and into Him ' as the

goal and standard of our growth (ver. 13), with a

secondary thought, afterwards unfolded (ver. 16),

of the incorporation of all the body in Him. —

In all things, all those things in which Christian

growth consists, faith, truth, knowledge, love, etc.

— Who is the head, even Christ. Comp. chap,

i. 22, 23. The position of the phrase renders it

very emphatic. Growth is possible only because

the Living Christ is the Head.

Ver. 16. From whom, as the Personal source

and cause of unity and growth, all the body (as

in Col. ii. 19), including every member of it. ' The

whole body ' suggests a slightly different idea. —

Fitly framed together and compacted. The par

ticiples point to a present continuous progress ;

the former denotes the fitting together of the

parts of a building, the latter the gathering to

gether of persons into a compact society ; the

two ideas being adaptation and solidity. — By

means of every joint of the supply. 'Joint' is a

figure taken from the human body, referring to

the nerves or more generally to all those points

/'
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of contact through which the common life passes

to the different members ; comp. Col. li. 19.

The explanation ' sensation ' is not a natural one.

The word rendered ' supply ' is one which passed

from the sense of leading a chorus to contribu

tion for public service in general. ' The supply '

is not that rendered by the individual members,

but rather that furnished by Christ, the source of

life, passing through every 'joint,' which is there

fore defined as a joint of the supply. It is not

necessary, and perhaps unsafe, to refer the phrase

exclusively to the official persons spoken of in

ver. 11. The most difficult question is that of

connection. The E. V. Joins the phrase with the

participles. In favor of this may be urged, the

position of the phrase and the parallel passage

in Col. ii. 19. But to join it with the verb * mak-

eth the growth ' is equally allowable, and gives

more perspicuity to the passage. The participles

do not necessarily involve this notion of vital con

tact and supply. — According to the working, etc

Not 'effectual working,' since the reference is

not directly to God's energy, but to the vital en

ergy of each part of the body. As each several

part is spoken of, all the members of the body

are included, not the officials only. Some join

this clause with what precedes, as an explanation

of ' the supply ; ' others connect it with the verb.

The former seems preferable, the whole com

pound phrase, however, belonging to the predi

cate. — Maketh the growth of the body. The

repetition of ' body ' gives distinctness to the in

volved statement, but may also indicate the body

as a whole over against ' each several part.' The

verb ' maketh ' is intensive. All the body pos

sesses, by means of the adaptation, compacting,

supply, and energy of each part, contributes to

this organic, symmetrical, growth. — Unto the

building np of itself in love. This is the aim of

the growth : Self-edification, and that ' in love,'

as its element. It is unnecessary to connect the

last phrase with the verb. The view taken of this

complicated verse may be thus stated : ' From

whom (Christ) all the body (each and every mem

ber) fitly framed (jointed) together and com

pacted (so as to form one whole) grows (as by its

own organic life) by means of every joint (every

special adaptation in gift and office) of the sup

ply (which Christ grants) according to the work

ing in the measure of each several part (the

growth being not only from Him, but symmetri

cal and organic) unto (this end) the budding up

of the body itself in love (as the element of edi

fication).' We have here nothing about the min

istry constituting the Church, but enough to show

the necessity for the ministry ; nothing about the

necessity of maintaining the succession through

fixed forms, but the promise that Christ will give

real pastors and teachers, if the Church will be

careful to receive these and only these ; nothing

about the external polity of the Church, but much

about the means of her advancement toward

unity of faith and knowledge, through edifying in

love.

Chapters IV. 17-V. 21.

III. General Christian Duties.

This part of the Epistle is difficult to analyze. The ethical precepts are not arranged in any dis

coverable logical order. For convenience a division into two sections is adopted : (1.) Chap. iv. 17-

32, in which the duties are based upon the contrast between the old and the new man. (2.) Chap,

v. 1-21, in which the precepts have as their motive the self-sacrificing love of Christ.

Chapter IV. 17-32.

1. Exhortations based on the Contrast between the Old and New Man.

The exhortation of vers. 1-3 is resumed, but with all the added force derived from the motives

presented in vers. 4-16. Because of all these, their walk is no longer like that of the Gentiles (vers.

17-19), but, in accordance with their great Example and Teacher (vers. 20, 21), is a putting off of

the old man (ver. 22), and through a spiritual renewal (ver. 23) a putting on of the new man (ver.

24). Because of this principle of the new walk, their lives should show the virtues opposed to lying

(ver. 25), unholy anger (ver. 26, 27), dishonesty (ver. 28), corrupt speech (ver. 29), which grieves the

Holy Spirit (ver. 30) ; instead of the malice of the old man (ver. 31), there should be the forgiving

love of the new, since God, after whom the new man hath been created, has in Christ shown such

forgiving love.

17 'T^HIS I say " therefore,1 and testify in the Lord, that * ye % g^;,,

-I- henceforth walk not2 as other Gentiles3 walk, 'in the 'i^couii.

7 ; 1 Pet. iv.

1 This therefore I say ' no longer walk 1

• as the Gentiles also (according to the best authorities)
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18 vanity of their mind, ''Having the understanding darkened,4 ■'A!c,sxxvi-

' being alienated from the life of God through G the ignorance ' 0$?*.'" '

that is in them, because of the f blindness 6 of their heart: ' Thess- iv-

19 'Who being past feeling *have given themselves over unto7' ^.™f>',*om'

* lasciviousness,7 to work8 all uncleanness with greediness.9^comp.Rom.

20, 21 But *ye have not so learned10 Christ; 'If so be that ye pJIVj.1

have m heard u him, and have been ia taught by him, as the * vm*^',*.

22 truth is13 in Jesus: That ye "put off concerning "the former Mi. ».

conversation14 pthe old man, which is corrupt according to» cm. a. ■■;

,- 111.8,9;

23 the deceitful lusts;15 And Ybe16 renewed in the spirit17 of J1^- *£• ' ;

24 your mind; And that ye rput on the new man, which after* J**^*

25 God ' is 18 created in righteousness and true holiness.19 Where- fp;,™;,7'

fore putting away lying,20 ' speak every man truth21 with his J rSS.^6;,

26 neighbour: for "we are members one of another. "Be ye22, R°m,."Ti,°i;

angry, and sin not : let not the sun go down upon your wrath :° (££'*.'x'l!

27 28 "Neither24 give place to the devil. Let him that stole25 c&j'to!'

steal no more:26 but rather * let him labour, working with /lis' zJ&vin'."'

hands the thing27 which is good, that he may have to give "to coi.TiM%!s'

29 him that needeth.28 ' Let no corrupt communication proceed v ps. iv. 4 V
vvrcli fi

out of your mouth, but " that which • is good to the use of «» » cor- a.

edifying,30 °that it may minister31 grace unto the hearers. J*»» ivt>

30 And 'grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, d whereby ye are32* *$££•£'

31 sealed unto the day of "redemption. ■'Let all bitterness, and i'i;.;82]],e^;

wrath, and anger, and clamour, and 'evil speaking, be put * \jj*g ™~ "

32 away from you, *with all malice : And *be ye83 kind to one an- J*:co?.piiiT-

other, tenderhearted, * forgiving one another,34 even as God fora coi. iv 6;

Christ's sake hath forgiven you.85 It. e*"'T'

/- Col. Mi. 16.

4 Being darkened in their understanding c c?mp. is.

r j • vil. 13 ; Ixni.

6 because of {see notes, on the punctuation) " hardening to; Er. xvi.

7 gave themselves up to wantonness 8 unto the working of J? \\. ess*

' in greediness (or covetousness) 10 did not thus learn * Lukexlii.13

11 If indeed ye heard " were 18 as is truth '?.'; Rom-

, viu. ai ;

14 as regards your former way of life ls the lusts of deceit chaP:.!- '*•

16 become M or by the Spirit " hath been jq° ' m'

" holiness of the truth ■ having put off falsehood ' jaiLS'iv.1

u speak ye truth each one a omit ye m irritation M Nor yet .'.' ; ' Pet-

56 who stealeth M no longer " that A fit.' Mi. 3.

28 to impart to him that hath need ra whatever Col. Hi. 1*,*

80 for the building up of the need •' give M in whom ye were Gal"v.™?!

M but become ye ** each other ** God in Christ forgave you * Matt. vi. 14 :

Ver. 17. This therefore I say. 'This 'points readers live; hence the appeal should have

to what follows ; ' therefore ' may refer to what weight with them. — That ye no longer walk,

immediately precedes ; it is better, however, to This is what he says, and it amounts to a pre-

find here a resumption of the exhortations begun cept ; comp. ver. 1. It forbids doing any more

in vers. 1-3, but with the force added by the in- what they once did. — As the Gentiles also walk,

tervening discussion. — Testify in the Lord. He The fuller reading of the Received text, which

bears witness, not in his own, but in the cause of would properly be rendered : ' as the rest of the

the Lord in whom he lives, and in whom his Gentiles also walk,' is not sufficiently supported.
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It was probably inserted to indicate that the

readers were Gentiles. But the briefer form sug

gests this in ' also.' — In the vanity of their mind.

' Vanity ' betokens ' a waste of the whole rational

powers on worthless objects' (Alford). This is

the characteristic of heathenism, even in its most

refined forms. ' Mind ' here is the same term

used in Rom. vii. 23-25, and is applied to the

spirit of man, mainly in its moral and intellect

ual aspects, ' the practical reason,' the controlling

will. It is evident that the * mind ' is here re

garded as depraved ; that part of man's nature,

which in its original constitution was noblest, has

become the stronghold of his depravity.

Ver. 18. This verse is made up of four clauses,

which may be thus arranged : —

Being darkened in their understanding,

Being alienated from the life of God,

Because of the ignorance that is in them,

Because of the hardness of their heart.

Some find a correspondence between the first

and third, and the second and fourth clauses, the

alternative being regarded as due to the interac

tion of the results set forth in the first and second

clauses. Others join the third to the first, and

the fourth to the third, taking ignorance as the

cause of darkness, and hardness as the cause of

ignorance, alienation being the result of dark

ness. The former view seems preferable (see be

low). In any case the whole is descriptive of the

walk of the heathen ' in the vanity of their mind.'

— Being darkened in their understanding. The

participle points to a condition which has been

effected in the past, and the seat of this dark

ened condition was the intellectual part of our

nature. — Being alienated from the life of God ;

comp. chap. ii. 12. The participle here has the

same force as that of the previous clause. ' The

life of God ' means the true spiritual life which

belongs to God, and which He bestows on men.

The two clauses stand related, the one is the in

ternal condition, the other the external result. —

Because of the ignorance, etc. Not ' through.'

This is an ' ignorance ' which is now natural and

peculiar to them. It is the ground of the dark

ening of the understanding. Against this view

of the connection, it is urged that ' ignorance ' is

not the cause of darkness. But in the first clause

a present condition is spoken of, the result of

something in the past, or rather of a continued

process. The ignorance peculiar to heathenism

was the ground of growing mental obscuration. —

Because of the hardening of their heart ' Harden

ing' is more exact than 'blindness' (comp. Rom.

xi. 7). This is the ground, the alienation from

the life of God ; but it should be remembered

that the two causes interact, as do the two re

sults. ' There is not intellectual obscuration be

side practical estrangement from God, nor igno

rance beside hardness of heart ; the one condi

tions the other, working destructively as they re

ciprocally affect each other' (Braune). What

ever view be taken of the interdependence of the

clauses, the verse, as a whole, asserts that de

pravity had affected the entire man, and that this

condition was a lapse, not an original one.

Ver. 19. Who, men of the kind that — Being

past feeling. One word in Greek, meaning to be

unsusceptible of pain, and in this connection, re

ferring to moral pain, not feeling the punishment

of conscience — Gave themselves np. The same

verb is used in Rom. i. 24 of the other side of

the matter : ' God gave them up,' etc. Here,

where ' themselves ' is the emphatic word, the

freedom and guilt of men is described. The

two are not antagonistic. ' Self-abandonment to

deeper sin is the Divine judicial penalty of sin '

(Kail ie). — To wantonness. The term, derived

from the verb meaning to overeat, refers to an

unbridled course of conduct, defying public de

cency, not to any special sin of sensuality. As

however sensuality is always implied, ' wanton

ness ' fairly expresses the sense. Comp. Trench,

New Testament Synonyms ; and Gal. v. 19. —

Unto the working ; as at a trade ; this is the con

scious design of giving themselves up, to make it

a business to indulge in all uncleanneu. Every

kind of uncleanness is referred to, chiefly libidi

nous forms. — In greediness, or, ' covetousness ; '

but here the wider sense is preferable, insatiable

greed, the selfish desire for more, whether in the

form of avarice or lust. ' In ' is not = with, as if

another special vice were added ; the business of

committing uncleanness moves on in this atmos

phere of unsatisfied greed ; the two constantly

interact The intimate connection of avarice and

lust is suggested, and the history of those rimes

furnished many fearful illustrations.

Ver. 20. Bat ye, over against the ' Gentiles '

(ver. 17), whose walk has been described (vers.

18, 19). — Bid not thus learn Christ The tense

is historical, at the time of conversion. ' Not

thus ' is put rhetorically for ' in an entirely dif

ferent way.' That different way is detailed in

vers. 22-24. 'Christ ' is the Personal Object they

learned, as is evident from ver. 21. It is not sim

ply ' the doctrine of Christ ; or, 'about Christ ; *

the peculiar phrase suggests that in nothing else

is a Person so directly and fully the object of the

knowledge obtained.

Ver. 21. If indeed; comp. chap. iii. 2; their

experience is to be recalled to test the matter ;

not doubt, but certainty is implied. — Te heard

him ; when they became disciples. Even if they

heard through the instrumentality of others, they

did not truly hear, unless they heard J/im, for

this is the emphatic word. Nothing is truly heard

through the gospel message, until He is heard.

— And were taught in him ; ' and in Him were

taught ; ' not ' by Him,' nor ' concerning Him.'

but, in fellowship with Him. This fellowship

was not only the result but the essential condi

tion of the instruction ; for saving knowledge is

referred to. — As is troth in Jesus. ' As ' is not

— ' inasmuch as,' but 'according as.' ' Not thus,'

but in this manner were they taught * Is ' points

to what is real and permanent. ' Truth ' here in

cludes both what is true and what is real, over

against ignorance and vanity, but is not to be un

derstood as meaning ' Christian doctrine ' (comp,

the frequent misquotation : ' the truth as it is in

Jesus '), nor ' true holiness.' The whole may be

thus paraphrased : ' If you were taught so that

what you received was according to what is true

(true and real) as permanently embodied in the

personal Saviour.' The word 'Jesus' has the

article in the original, pointing to the known Per

son, whose human name, rather than His official

title, is used here, where He is represented as

Himself speaking to His individual followers.

Vers. 22-24. These verses depend on the en

tire preceding thought. The substance of what

' that ye must put off.' Some find in * ye ' a coa
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trast with 'Jesus,' and hence Join the verses with

the clause : ' as truth is in Jesus,' but the con

trast is with their previous condition, the Chris

tian walk as opposed to the walk of the Gentiles.

Ver. 22 presents the negative side, and vers. 23,

24 the positive side of the Christian walk.

Ver. 22. That ye put off. The emphasis is on

the verb, which is used of throwing off garments.

No more special reference (as preparation for a

race, for baptism) is necessary. The tense points

to a single, sudden act. — As regards your former

way of life. ' Conversation ' is misleading ; comp.

Gal. L 13. The phrase qualifies the verb ' put

off,' and this putting off of the old man is indis

pensable, because in their former way of life this

old man was, as it were, the garment in which

they were clothed. — The old man. The corrupt

self, the depraved nature, the ' flesh ' in the ethi

cal sense (see Excursus on Rom. vii.), here per

sonified, in contrast with ' the new man ' (ver. 24).

It is ' old,' because it is regarded as condemned,

done away, and in Rom. vi. 6 is spoken of as

'crucified.' —Which waxeth corrupt. The par

ticiple, thus rendered, has been variously ex

plained, as ' which tends to corruption,' ' which is

corrupted,' ' which corrupteth himself.' The last

view, which brings out the force of the present

and middle senses of the original, is preferable,

and fairly paraphrased by Ellicott as above. The

idea of growing corruption was probably sug

gested by the figure of putting off an old gar

ment. Eternal destruction is suggested as the

culmination of the process of corruption. — Ac

cording to the lusts of deceit. Not 'deceitful

lusts,' but lusts which belong to deceit, sin being

thus characterized because of its power of de

ceiving. These ' lusts ' are the instruments which

carry on the process of corruption, and their

agency is so potent, because the subjects are de

ceived as to the true character of the desires they

cherish. In the more refined forms of sin the

deceit is the greater. The entire ' culture ' of too

many is included here, as it was in those days of

classical heathenism.

Ver. 23. And become renewed. ' Be renewed '

is more literal, but the present tense refers to a

continued process, as ' become ' suggests. In Col.

iii. 10, the word ' renewed ' is slightly different ;

here the root is the word meaning ' young,' which

there occurs in the phrase ' new man ; ' comp.

ver. 24. This ' renewing ' is God's work, and yet

we have here an exhortation. The paradox is

frequent in the Scriptures, and need occasion no

practical difficulty. — In the spirit, or, ' by the

Spirit,' of your mind. It is difficult to decide be

tween the two views. The one refers ' spirit ' to

the human spirit, which belongs to the 'mind,'

the whole phrase indicating that with reference

to which the renewal takes place. The other re

fers ' Spirit ' to the Holy Spirit indwelling in the

human spirit' (see Excursus on Romans vii.), tak

ing the phrase as instrumental. Both are gram

matically admissible. The New Testament use

of ' spirit ' favors the latter, since the unrenewed

human spirit is rarely spoken of. The main diffi

culty is that the subject and the agency of the

renewing are confused. But a process is referred

to, in which this ' indwelling Spirit' of the mind

is the continuous Agent.

Ver. 24. And that ye put on ; once for all. —

The new man. ' New,' not ' young,' as in Col. iii.

10. Comp. Rom. xiii. 14 : ' Put ye on the Lord

Jesus Christ.' — Which after God hath been

created. The allusion to Gen. i. 26, 27 is unmis

takable (comp. also Col. iii. 10 : 'after the image

of Him that created him'), but the immediate

reference is to the new creation in Christ, the

new human personality into which the believer

is transformed. ' Hath been created ' suggests

this reference, better than ' was created.' More

than was lost in Adam has been given in Christ,

but both creations are ' after the image of God.'

This ' new man ' we can be exhorted to ' put on,'

since * once for all in the Person of Christ is that

created and prepared for us, which we are to put

on' (Stier). In Col. iii. 12, the Apostle exhorts,

in consequence, to put on the several virtues

which characterize the new man. — In righteous

ness and holiness of the truth. ' In ' these, with

these endowments or characteristics, the new man

halh been created ; the former points to moral

rectitude, external and toward men ; the latter, to

the internal quality of spiritual life, its relation

to God. The two combined express moral per

fection. ' Of the truth ' is added, as the ground

of both, ' truth ' being personified. There may

be an antithesis to 'deceit' (ver. 22), but God's

truth is indicated as the ultimate source of these

moral perfections, since the creation is ' after

God.' Hence ' truth ' is more than our true

knowledge of God. It appears from this verse

that the image of God in which man was orig

inally created consisted in moral likeness, not

merely in rational powers, immortality, or domin

ion over other creatures.

Ver. 25. Wherefore. In view of the previous

exhortation, especially vers. 22-24. — Having put

off falsehood ; comp. ver. 22. The negative side

comes first. The participle points to a single act,

hence ' having put off ; ' this precedes the habit

which is commanded. ' Falsehood ' is the vice

or habit of lying, a chief characteristic of 'the

old man,' a necessary result of selfishness and

sin. The mention of ' truth ' (ver. 24) seems to

have suggested this precept But lying is a fun

damental vice. It comes from the devil (comp.

John viii. 44). The motive with which the verse

closes shows that it is inconsistent with love, and

a lie spoken out of love is still a lie. Falsehood

includes deceptive acts and looks, and this single

precept, if obeyed, would revolutionize many a

community, and destroy some kinds of business.

— Speak ye truth each one with his neighbor.

The command is to habitual action. (The lan

guage is a reminiscence from Zech. viii. 16).

' With ' points to mutual intercourse, and the

added motive shows that ' neighbor ' means fel

low-Christian. Of course the application of the

precept is not confined to intercourse with Chris

tians. — For we are members one of another.

Comp. Rom. xii. 5-8; 1 Cor. xii. 15-27. More

than members of human society, and hence mu

tually dependent ; in close fellowship as holding

the same views and laboring for the same end ;

as members of the body of Christ we become

members of one another ; as He is true, we should

be truthful.

Ver. 26. Be angry and gin not. Ps. iv. 5 is

here cited. Both verbs arc imperative, not the

first conditional. Wrath, for this is the proper

force, is not only allowable, but in certain cases

commanded, yet in no case should sin be joined

with it. This throws the emphasis on the second

member of the sentence, so that the first becomes

more of an assumption than a command : ' Be

angry (for this must be so) and do not sin.' There
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is no necessity for supposing that all wrath is sin

ful. Sinless wrath is like the wrath of God, and

needs no excuse ; but our wrath is rarely like

God's. — Let not the ion go down upon your irri

tation. The article is omitted by some of the

most ancient authorities. If retained it points to

the ' irritation ' in consequence of being angry.

Even allowable anger should not continue. If

the article be omitted, the precept is more gen

eral, forbidding the continuance of any ' irrita

tion.' This term occurs only here, ana means a

condition of aroused wrath. The reference to

the going down of the sun is a ' reminiscence of

Deut. xxv. 13-15, according to which the poor

man should receive his cloak, given in pledge,

and wages should be paid before sun-down '

(Braune). The limit need not be applied too lit

erally, but night is a good season for the growth

of the forbidden feeling. The verse teaches that

anger may be right, but is far more likely to be

wrong ; that it certainly is if it lasts long, and

becomes worse by giving entrance to Satan.

Ver. 27. Nor yet A slight change in the form

of the negative, sustained by the best authorities,

shows that this is another prohibition ; hence

' neither ' is inexact. The reference is, however,

still to anger. — Give place (comp. Rom. xii. 19),

give free play, room in the heart, to the devil,

». e., Satan. It is doubtful if the word diubolos

ever means simply slanderer, or blasphemer, when

used as a noun. The clause gives a reason why

sinful anger should be avoided : it opens to Sa

tan the heart which has been redeemed from his

power by Christ.

Ver. 28. Let him who stealeth, not, ' stole,' as

if a single act were meant. One who acts thus,

not quite so strong as ' thief.' But were there

any such among the Ephesian Christians ? Possi

bly there were, comp. 1 Cor. v. 1 ; 2 Cor. xii. 21 ;

but more probably the term should be understood

in the spirit of Christian ethics, of those who

lived by their wits, cheating their neighbors, or in

indolence neglected to labor for themselves, be

coming a burden on the charity of others. Cer

tainly the context points to such, as included.

Preying upon others in any way is forbidden : let

such steal no longer ; bat rather, etc. Hew he

should labor is explained in the appended clause :

working with his hands that which is good. The

effort is to be assiduous, the ' hands that were

thievish are to be used in honest labor. Laziness

is but a form of dishonesty ; and manual labor is

far more honorable than many forms of 'busi

ness,' so-called. — That he may have, etc. Why

he should labor is now stated. Further it is im

plied that all labor, however assiduous and hon

est, which does not aim at a surplus to give away,

is not distinctively Christian. The laborer may

not always be conscious of this end, but it must

be practically present. The precept of this verse

is the very opposite of communism, which en

courages men to take as their right, not to give

as their privilege. Here is the germ of Christian

social science. It does not encourage demands

from capital (the accumulated surplus of labor),

but lays a personal duty upon the Christian capi

talist. On the other hand, each is commanded

not only to labor but to have a surplus : to be a

capitalist for benevolent purposes at least The

Apostle's language discourages begging, combin

ing to extort, or legislating in favor of idleness.

Legislative charity is not necessarily Christian

charity ; taxes are not free will offerings of be

nevolence. The dignity of manual labor is sus

tained by the Apostle's example (Acts xviii. 3;

xx. 34 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8) and precept (Acts xx. 35 ;

2 Thess. iii. 10). To despise labor is a mark of

barbarism, not of civilization. Unless the primal

curse (Gen. iii. 19) be accepted and transformed

into a blessing, it becomes a worse misfortune.

The one rule for making it a blessing is given by

this Apostle : ' So laboring ye ought to help the

weak, and to remember the words of the Lord

Jesus, how he himself said, It is more blessed to

give than to receive ' (Acts xx. 35).

Ver. 29. Let no corrupt communication, etc.

' Corrupt ' is used of what is decayed and loath

some, but the idea of worthlessness is included.

It is implied that such things naturally rise to the

lips, but they should never be spoken. — But

whatever ; the form is conditional, as if to sug

gest how rare such speech is. Much speaking is

likely to be evil speaking. — Good (/'. e., fitting,

though possibly suggesting the moral quality) for

the building up of the need. This means either

' for edifying with respect to the need,' or more

probably, ' for the building up of the need which

occasions or calls for it.' (The E. V. is not cor

rect.) In either case the requirement is, adapta

tion to place and time, and to the person whose

edification is sought ; comp. Col. iv. 6 : ' how ye

ought to answer every man.' — That it may give

grace, etc. This is the purpose of what has just

been commanded, and should be made the pur

pose of those who obey it. ' Give grace ' is here

= confer benefit, impart a blessing, suggesting

spiritual benefit, since ' grace ' usually refers to

God's favor. But it should not be limited to that

sense here, nor weakened into ' that it may be

gracious,' or ' agreeable.' Profitable conversa

tion is so rare, because our social intercourse has

no such exalted aim as this.

Ver. 30. And grieve not the Holy Spirit of God,

lit., 'the Spirit, the Holy (Spirit) of God.' This

emphatic form shows the importance of the com

mand. The verb means to disturb, render sor

rowful, while ' and ' shows that corrupt words do

thus ' grieve ' the Spirit, which dwells in us and

in others, and can be thus ill treated by foul

speech. Believers can ' grieve ' the Spirit, unbe

lievers ' resist' Him ; comp. Acts v. 51. Though

the expression is in one sense figurative, it points

to a great reality, namely, the sympathetic (not

apathetic) presence of the Holy Spirit in Chris

tian hearts. — In whom, not by whom,' since

God seals us with the Spirit as the Seal (comp.

i. 13) ; ' in ' suggests fellowship. — Unto the day

of redemption ; the day of final and complete re

demption ; comp. chap. i. 14. The motive is one

of love, not of fear, the day of judgment is for

Christians the day of redemption. The possibil

ity of losing the seal is not suggested, except as

all exhortations imply danger.

Ver. 31. This verse warns against several

manifestations of evil passion, virtually grouping

them under the common term (or principle) of

' malice.' The whole presents a sharp contrast

to the exhortation of ver. 31. The prohibition

pictures the disposition of ' the old man ' (ver.

22) ; the command, that of 'the new man' (ver.

24) ; together they form an appropriate conclu

sion to the section. — Let all bitterness, ill-tem

per of every kind, as ' the prevailing temperament

and frame of mind ' (Ellicott). — And wrath, and

anger; the former denotes the excitement, the

passionate display of temper ; the latter the set-
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tied habit, probably directed in malice against fellowship of Christians. The participle shows

a person. Both are the results of ' bitterness.' how the kindness and sympathy should be mani-

(The latter is the term applied to the wrath of fested ; opportunities to forgive will not be lack-

God. ) — And clamor and evil speaking ( lit., * bias- ing. — Even as God in Christ forgave yon (some

phemy'). The former is the wrathful passionate authorities read 'us'). The example is intro-

outcry of strife ; the other, the slander and re- duced as a motive, but 'even as ' is not = ' be-

viling of settled anger. The last always breaks cause.' The verb points to a single crowning

the sixth and ninth commandments, usually the act of forgiveness in the past, and should not be

seventh, and is akin, as the term indicates, to an translated : ' hath forgiven,' or ' will forgive,' a

infraction of the third also. — Be pnt away from gloss which our feeble faith too frequently puts

you ; a stronger expression than that of ver. 25. upon it. ' In Christ' (not, ' for Christ's sake ')

— With all malice. The other five represent a may be connected with ' God,' or with ' forgave : '

progress in the manifestation of evil temper ; this either presents an important truth. God in Christ

is the root from which they spring. But ' all ' in- forgave us, and God forgave us in Christ, in giv-

cludes every manifestation of malice, not already ing Him to be a propitiation for our sins. The

enumerated. latter though accords better with the term used

Ver. 32. But become ye. ' But ' marks the and with the emphasis Paul places on the atone-

contrast with ver. 31 ; ' become ' points to a proc- ment. So nearly all recent commentators. Kind-

ess, indicating that the preceding warning was ness is well, compassion is better, but forgiveness

needed. —Kind to one another; benignant, of a is God-like. Forgiveness, however, is the result

sweet disposition, the practical manifestation is of an inward experience of God's forgiving love

implied ; comp. Gal. v. 22. — Tenderhearted ; hav- in Christ. Not to believe in Christ is to exclude

ing sympathy, heartfelt compassion, etc. — For- the strongest motive for pardoning those who in-

giving each other; not, 'one another,' as before; jure us.

possibly the change marks more strongly the

Chapter V. 1-21.

2. Precepts based upon the Self-sacrificing Love of Christ.

The connection of thought with chap. iv. 32 is very close ; God's forgiving love is directly pre

sented as a motive ('therefore') for the exhortation to follow Him (ver. I). But God's forgiving

love cannot, so far as its effect upon Christian life is concerned, be separated from the self-sacrificing

love of Christ, which is therefore presented as the strongest motive to walking in love (ver. 2). In

sharp contrast with this walk in love, the Apostle enumerates certain sins of lust and greed and

tongue (vers. 3, 4), enforcing the warning by recalling their certain knowledge of the exclusion of

those who habitually thus sin from the kingdom of Christ and God (ver. 5).

In view of the frequent excuses for such vices (ver. 6), the Apostle warns against association with

wicked men (vers. 7-10), since such association would be a relapse from light to darkness. He also

warns against fellowship with wicked works (vers. 11-13), since it is the duty of Christians to reprove

these, though some of them are unmentionably shameful, it being the nature of light (and Christians

are ' light ') to make manifest and even by reproof to reveal the true quality of such wicked works ;

this duty being further enforced by the promise that Christ Himself will enlighten and quicken such

(ver. 14). The exhortation is resumed, after the digression of vers. 11-14, and a strict attention to

the Christian walk is enjoined (ver. 15), opportunities to do good are to be sought for (ver. 16), prog

ress to be made in the knowledge of Christ's will (ver. 17), instead of being filled with wine, they

are to be filled with the Spirit (ver. 18), the new exhilaration expressing itself in both public and

private songs of praise (ver. 19), in constant thanksgiving in the name of Christ (ver. 20), and in sub

mission one to another (ver. 21). The last thought forms the basis for the special precepts which

follow (chaps, v. 22-vi. 9).
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Ver. 1. Become therefore. ' Therefore ' con

nects the exhortation with chap. iv. 31, 32, but

there is an advance in thought, so that a new sec

tion begins here. Strictly speaking vers. 1, 2 are

transitional ; an inference from what precedes, a

basis for the following exhortation. — Followers.

Lit, ' imitators,' which perhaps suggests too

much. In any case God is the model, especially

in the crowning act of His love (chap. iv. 32) ;

hence ' become, not ' be.' — As beloved children ;

children through Christ, and beloved of God,

hence to imitate Christ (ver. 2) ; each word con

tains a motive.

Ver. 2. And walk in love ; since in this (chap.

iv. 32) they are to be imitators of God. ' Love '

is God's characteristic (chap. i. 4, 5), and our

aim (chap. iii. 17-19). — As Christ also loved yon.

Some authorities read ' us,' and a few have ' you '

in both clauses, but the variation 'you ' — ' us ' is

the more probable reading. ' You ' here gives em

phasis to the exhortation ; ' also ' joins the Chris

tian walk in love to the work of Christ among

men. — And gave himself up for as. Some sup

ply ' to death,' others join ' to God ' with the

verb, but it seems best to take it absolutely of

Christ's self-sacrifice. ' And ' serves to explain

how He ' loved,' while ' for us,' which in itself

means ' on behalf of us,' in this connection points

to the vicarious work of Christ ; comp. on Rom.

v. 6, Gal. ii. 20. The pronoun ' us ' extends the

thought to all Christians ; the Apostle thus in

cluding himself. — An offering and a sacrifice.

The former is the more general term for all offer

ings ; the latter refers specifically to sacrificial

(bloody) offerings. Here both terms explain

Christ s giving up of Himself : the former includ

ing His entire work, the latter referring especially

to His vicarious death. — To God. This phrase

is connected by Meyer and others with 'gave

Himself up ; ' Stier and Braune join it with the

following phrase (as in the LXX. rendering of

Exod. xxix. 18). But Alford and Ellicott more

correctly regard it as a qualification of the pre

ceding substantives, the meaning being ' with re

spect to God.' — For a savour of sweet smell.

See marginal references. This phrase is rarely

applied in the Old Testament to an expiatory of

fering (but see Lev. iv. 31). The Apostle, al

though speaking of the result of Christ's pro

pitiatory work (especially of His vicarious death),

refers to His self-sacrifice as a proof of His love,

in order to present a motive for Christian love.

Hence the expression is appropriate here. Our

free-will offering of self-sacrificing love becomes

acceptable to God (comp. Rom. xii. 1, 2) through

His self-sacrificing work of love, which, however,

was distinct from all other work in having a real

expiatory character.

Ver. 3. But. The exhortation forbids what is

in marked contrast with the previous injunction.

— Fornication; to be taken in its strict sense,

since this was scarcely accounted a sin among

the heathen of that time. — And all uncleanneas ;

every kind of impurity.— Or covetonsness. ' Or '

sets this sin by itself, giving special emphasis to

the prohibition, while the mention of it here in

dicates its close connection with sensual sins ;

comp. chap. iv. 19, and ver. 5. ' Covetousness '

is 'greed, avarice, unconquerable love of appro

priation, morbid lust of acquisition, carrying in

itself a violation of almost every precept of the

Decalogue ' (Eadie). Monsters of avarice have

often been monsters of lust (comp. Trench, Syn-

vol. in. 26

onyms N. T.). — Let it not be even named among

yon. ' It ' refers to each of the sins mentioned.

None of them should be talked about unneces

sarily. It is incorrect to explain : ' let it not be

told of you.' — As becometh saints ; ' meaning,

that if it were talked of, such conversation would

be unbecoming the holy ones of God ' (Alford).

Notice the apt use of the term ' saints.'

Ver. 4. Neither filtbinees, or, ' obscenity ; '

whether of thought, word, or deed ; in Col. iii.

8 the reference is to words. — Hor foolish talk

ing ; insipid, stupid speech, perhaps including

more than this : ' the talk of fools, which is folly

and sin together ' (Trench). — Or jesting. 'Or *

is used as in ver. 3. The word rendered ' jest

ing' was applied to witty, well-turned speech,

the characteristic of cultivated but frivolous peo

ple. Ephesus seems to have been noted for this

kind of wit (comp. Plautus, miles gloriosus).

That such talk soon descends to 'scurrility' is

notorious, but the word here includes more than

this, probably extending to manners also. —Which

are not fitting. This defines 'foolish talking'

and ' jesting ;^ it does not limit the latter. All

witty speech uttered for its own sake is not fit

ting for a Christian whose tongue is to be con

secrated to the service of Christ. — But rather

giving of thank*. Either, thanksgiving rather is

fitting,' or, let it be among you (from ver. 3).

The latter is preferable. ' Thanksgiving ' is not

to be explained as ' gracious speech,' or ' devout-

ness,' but means giving of thanks to God. This

is the proper tone of Christian speech, and this

will drive off the evil habits just spoken of : 'to

the abuse of the tongue is opposed this holy and

yet glad use ; vers. 18, 19 ' (Bengel).

Ver. 5. For of this ye are sure, knowing, etc.

' For ' introduces the ground for the preceding

prohibitions in an appeal to the Christian knowl

edge of the readers. It seems better to refer

' this ' to what precedes, and to take the first

clause as indicative, not imperative. The change

of a single letter in the Greek requires the above

paraphrase ; lit., ' this ye know, knowing ; ' the

participle, however, being a different word. Some

render : ' this surely know, that,' etc But the ex

pression is not a Hebraism. — That no fornicator,

etc. These words are to be explained in accord

ance with ver. 3. —Who, or, 'which,' in any case

refers only to ' covetous man ; ' comp. Col. iii. 5.

The latter reading may be correct, as it is found

in the two most ancient Greek manuscripts. — Is

an idolater. The covetous man makes wealth

his God ; this is now the most common form of

idolatry, and the Scriptures plainly reveal its sin

fulness. ' The fact that it is compatible with out

ward decorum, and with the respect of men, does

not alter its nature. It is the permanent and con

trolling principle of an irreligious heart and life,

turning the soul away from God. There is no

cure for this destructive love of money, but using

it for other than selfish purposes. Riches, there

fore, must ruin their possessor, unless he employs

them for the good of others and for the glory of

God' (Hodge). — Hath any inheritance; comp.

GaL v. 21. More than 'shall not inherit ; ' can

have no inheritance, this being the unchangeable

law of God's moral government, eternally true,

in the kingdom of Christ and God. The second

' of ' is to be omitted, since the two terms are

closely united. We should not explain ' of Christ

even God,' although the fact that the kingdom of

Christ and of God is one rests on the deeper fact
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of the Divinity of our Lord. This ' kingdom ' is

not merely the future kingdom of glory, but the

present kingdom of grace ; comp. Matt. xiii. and

similar passages.

Ver. 6. Let no man deceive yon with empty

words ; words that do not contain truth ; the spe

cial reference being to palliations of the vices

just named. Heathen unbelievers would be most

likely to excuse their sins, but in all ages attempts

have been made to extenuate them. Covetous-

ness especially is scarcely accounted a sin, even

among Christians ; yet the Apostle condemns it

more strongly than the other vice which the

heathen then tolerated. — For because of these

things, the vices under discussion, Cometh, this

too is a present and eternal verity of God's gov

ernment (comp. ver. 5), the wrath of God ; comp.

notes on Rom. i. 18. This wrath will have its

full manifestation at the day of Judgment, but is

visited even here upon the sons of disobedience,

1. e., those who disobey the gospel, being both

unbelievers and disobedient; comp. chap. ii. 2,

where, however, the connection makes the former

idea less prominent. To be deceived by empty

words about these sins leads to this visitation of

God's wrath.

Ver. 7. Become ; not ' be,' but a warning against

what might take place. — Therefore; because of

the fact stated in the last clause. — Partakers

with them, i. <•■, ' the sons of disobedience ; ' shar

ing in their sins, which involves sharing in their

punishment, but there is no direct reference to

the latter.

Ver. 8. Tor. To become partakers with those

who indulge in these sins would be a relapse. —

Ye were once; 'were' is emphatic; it is past.—

Darkness ; ' not merely living or abiding in it

fcomp. Rom. ii. 19 ; 1 Thess. v. 4), but them

selves actual and veritable darkness ' (Ellicott).

— But now are ye light in the Lord. More than

' enlightened ; ' they have themselves become

'light' (comp. ver. 13), and that 'in fellowship

with the Lord,' the source of light and life to

men. The word ' light ' is ' a comprehensive des

ignation of the Divine life and character, both

ethical and intellectual in its meaning, in contrast

with darkness ' (Braune). Comp. marginal refer

ences. — Walk as children of light ; let your con

duct correspond with what you, by grace, have

become. Christian exhortation always has this

tone.

Ver. 9. For. This verse is a parenthetic rea

son for the last exhortation, inciting them to walk

thus. — The fruit of the light ; ' Spirit ' is poorly

supported, apparently taken from Gal. v. 22. As

there, ' fruit is singular, pointing to the unity of

the moral results. — Is in, consists in, is contained

in, all, every kind of, goodness and righteousness

and truth. All these are moral qualities, present

ing Christian ethics under its three aspects, the

good, the right, and the true (so Meyer). Other

distinctions have been attempted, but without

much success. Observe that these are the ' fruit,'

not the cause of the ' light.'

Ver. 10. Proving ; putting to a practical test.

It seems best to take ver. 9 as parenthetical, and

to join this participle with ' walk ' (ver. 8). —

What is well-pleasing to the Lord, >'. e , to Christ.

The walk of the children of light is a continuous

attempt to give a practical answer to the question,

How can I please Christ ? The Christian con

science is enlightened by the gospel so as to an

swer correctly. The greatest mistake is in fail

ing to ask the question. Christ is thus made the

Lord of the conscience : what pleases Him is

right ; He becomes the God of our ethics as well

as of our dogmatics.

Ver. 11. And have no fellowship. The con

nection is with ver. 7 ; neither be partakers with

the disobedient, nor have fellowship with their

works, which are unfruitful works of darkness.

Comp. Gal. v. 19, 22, where there is a similar con

trast between ' fruit ' and ' works.' These ' works '

are ' unfruitful,' because not leading to salvation

(comp. Heb. vi. 1 ; ix. 14: 'dead works') ; cor

ruption and condemnation are the positive result,

but these are only hinted at in the word ' dark

ness.' — But rather even reprove them. To have

no fellowship is not enough (Bengel). 'Them,'

which must be supplied, refers to the ' works.'

' Reprove ' points to oral rebuke, such as shows

the immorality of such works, quickens the con

science of the person doing them, with a view to

his improvement. Some with less accuracy ex

plain the word ' convince by evidence,' inferring

that our duty is simply to let ' the light of Divine

truth shine into the darkened minds of men, and

upon their evil deeds' (Hodge). The danger

in the application of this command arises from

wrong motives in the heart of the reprover, not

from any too strict view of the sinfulness of the

works of darkness.'

Ver. 12. For the things, etc. The E. V. has

unnecessarily transposed the order of this verse.

— Done in secret. The reference is not to heathen

mysteries, nor to ' works of darkness in general

(ver. 11), but to special forms of sin, ' which pre

sented the worst features of the germs, and which,

from their nature and infamy, shunned the light

of day and of judgment' (Ellicott). These it is

a shame even to speak of. The main difficulty is

the question of connection. ' For ' introduces a

reason for a preceding precept ; most naturally

the last: 'rather even reprove them' (ver. 11).

This reproof was so necessary because some of

the sins could not even be spoken of. Alford ex

plains : ' I mention not and you need not speak of

these deeds — much less have any fellowship with

them — your connection with them must be only

that which the act of reproof necessitates.' The

former view is preferable. All the explanations

which refer to heathen mysteries, or identify

'things done in secret' with 'works of darkness,'

seem untenable. Nor is it natural to find here a

reason for not enlarging upon the evil deeds, or

for the exhortation, 'have no fellowship.' The

verse does not indicate that the reproof of ver.

1 1 should not be oral. They could rebuke other

sins all the more emphatically because these were

the signs of secret crimes that could not be

named.

Ver. 13. Bnt all things. Either 'all things'

in general, or ' all things spoken of in ver. 12.

The principle is a general one, but as the connec

tion with ver. 12 is close, it seems better to ac

cept the special reference. The Apostle confirms

his precept about reproof, by showing how the

light wholesomely affects even these things which

it is a shame to speak of. — Being reproved ;

when they are reproved, in case they are re

proved, not 'that are reproved.'— Are made mani

fest by the light. The order of the Greek per

mits ' by the light ' to be connected with ' re

proved, but there are several objections to this,

while the above rendering involves no difficulty.

To join with both (Braune) is unsatisfactory.
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' The light * is that of Christian truth as made to

shine in those who are 'light in the Lord ' (ver.

8). — For everything which is made manifest is

light. A general proposition to prove the last.

Much difficulty has arisen from taking the verb as

active ('doth make manifest ') or middle ('makes

itself manifest '). It is precisely as in the previ

ous clause. All things, such as these secret sins,

when they are reproved by you (as commanded

in ver. 11) are made manifest by the light, their

true moral quality is revealed by the light thus

thrown upon them ; only the light can do this,

for everything which is made manifest is light.

What is in the effect should be in the cause. (So

t Meyer.) ' Light' is here used in a metaphorical

' (not in its ethical) sense. It is not asserted that

a moral transformation necessarily results from

this revealing process. ' Whether this tends to

condemnation or otherwise, depends on the na

ture of the case, and the inward operation of the

outwardly illuminating influence ' (Ellicott).

Ver. 14. Wherefore he saith, >'. e., God saith ;

comp. chap. iv. 8. The connection of this verse

also has been much discussed. It seems best to

regard it as a confirmation of vers. 12, 13. The

Apostle would show by this paraphrase from the

Old Testament, not only that the effect of the

light is as he has described, but that this is a rea

son why Christians should reprove, since thus

others may become light through the illumina

tion which Christ promises. In general what is

made manifest is light (ver. 13), but Christ so

shines as to give new spiritual light. Let your

light shine, so as to reprove, in the hope that

Christ will shine upon the convicted heart. The

Scripture passage (Is. Ix. 1, 2) is partly para

phrased, partly condensed, and (in the case of the

introduction of the word ' Christ') interpreted in

accordance with its fulfilment. This view seems

most satisfactory. Other explanations : (1.) A

combination of several passages. Paul does thus

combine (Rom. ix. 33; xi. 8, 26), but not so

loosely. (2.) A Christian hymn based on Scrip

ture. Purely conjectural. (3.) An unrecorded

saying of Christ. Nothing to indicate this. (4.)

The general tenor of Scripture. Too indefinite.

(5.) A slip of memory. This implies that Paul

was as unfamiliar with the Old Testament as

some modern preachers ; an implication opposed

by Jewish habit, by his own character, and by

any tenable view of his Apostolic authority. —

Awake thou that sleepest. ' Awake ; ' the word

used in arousing a sleeper : ' up.' The sleeper is

one not yet a Christian, on whom the light is

about to shine. — And arise from the dead. The

sinful condition is set forth under another com

mon figure. — And Christ shall shine upon thee.

The figure is that of the morning sun ; comp. Is.

Ix. 1, 2. Here we have combined the two sides

of human action and Divine power. Eadie com

pares this command to that given by our Lord to

the man with the withered hand : ' Stretch it

forth.' If he had waited to solve the difficulty

between his inability and Christ's power, he would

never have been healed. ' The light which Christ

sheds around Him has power to awake the sleep

ing dead ' (Hodge).

Ver. 15. Take heed then. This is a resump

tion of the exhortations, after the digression of

vers. 12-14. — Strictly how (not, ' that ') ye walk.

The order of words in the oldest authorities joins

strictly,' or ' accurately,' with ' take heed.' The

common reading gives the sense : ' take heed how

ye walk strictly.' ' Take heed not only that your

walk be exact, strict, but also of what sort that

strictness is — not only that you have a rule and

keep to it, but that that rule be the best one' (AI-

ford). The rendering of the E. V. is incorrect

whichever reading be adopted. — Hot as unwise

men, but as wise. This preserves the verbal cor

respondence of the Greek. They were to walk

strictly, and this clause explains further what is

meant by ' strictly.' ' Wisdom and not mere in

telligence was to characterize them ; that wisdom

which preserves in rectitude, guides amid tempta

tions, and affords a lesson of consistency to sur

rounding spectators' (Eadie).

Ver. 16. Buying up the opportunity. This de

scribes the walk of the ' wise.' The impression

made by the E. V. ('making the most of our

time,' not wasting or abusing it) is quite incor

rect. The simple sense is : improve the oppor

tunities which occur, looking out for them as a

merchant does. ' Buying up ' suggests that these

opportunities are rare enough to be sought out.

All special references to these from whom the

purchase is made, or to the price paid, seem

fanciful. — Because the days are evil; not diffi

cult, or unfavorable, or few (as the common ren

dering possibly suggests ; comp. Gen. xlvii. 9),

but morally evil, full of iniquity. Hence every

opportunity to do good should be seized upon, as

a merchant looks for a good bargain, especially

when the current of trade is against him. But in

this respect too often the children of this world

are wiser than the children of light.

Ver. 17. On this account; referring to vers.

15, 16, rather than to the last clause. — Become

(as usual in exhortations to Christians) not sense-

leas, not rightly using the mind, but understand

ing, more than knowing, discerning intelligently,

what the will of the Lord (1. e., Christ) is; not in

general, but in particular, since thus discernment

is shown. ' This will reaching to what is least

and most peculiar, is the object of the insight of

the wise ; the further he advances the less is any

thing to him merely permissible ; everything be

comes for him a precept and will from above ;

Acts xxi. l5'(Braune). The opposite inference

is : culture which forgets to refer constantly to

the will of Christ is ' senseless.'

Ver. 18. And adds to the general precept of

ver. 17 a special prohibition of a common form

of becoming ' senseless.' — Be not made drunk.

To be taken literally, since the vice deserved

then, and has ever since deserved, such special

mention. — With wine ; the usual intoxicating

liquor. — But this word is not the prominent one.

— Wherein refers to becoming drunk, not to

' wine,' since the moral quality is not attributed

to a material object, but to a human habit. —Ex

cess, or, 'dissoluteness.' The word is derived

from another which means 'one who does not

know how to save,' and has in the New Testa

ment the sense of profligacy, dissoluteness ; comp.

Tit. i. 6 j 1 Pet. iv. 4. It is true that other forms

of intoxication are forbidden, but ' there is in the

vice of intemperance that kind of dissoluteness

which brooks no restraint, which defies all efforts

to reform it, and which sinks lower and lower into

helpless ruin' (Eadie). Unfortunately efforts to

check the vice have been frequently thwarted by

the unwisdom of so-called reformers. — But be

filled in the Spirit. Over against the temporary

intoxication, is the permanent state of fulness ;

the contrast is between the verbs, as the original
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indicates. ' Spirit ' does not refer to the human

spirit, but to the Holy Spirit, as dwelling in our

spirit. ' In ' is instrumental, but points to that ' in

which as well as ' with which ' they are to be

filled. The Christian's joy is not brief intoxica

tion, but abiding exaltation in the fellowship of

the Holy Spirit. The next verses show how this

spiritual joy expresses itself.

Ver. 19. Speaking to one another; lit., 'your

selves,' but the reciprocal sense is not unusual ;

and demanded here, as in Col. iii. 16. Some find

here a reference to antiphonal singing, such as

Pliny speaks of (' to sing a song to Christ as God

ty turns among themselves ') ; but this is doubt

ful. The reciprocal influence on their hearts is

meant ; and that in social intercourse as well as in

their public assemblies. — In psalms and hymns

and spiritual songs ; so Col. iii. 16. It is per

haps impossible to distinguish these very exactly ;

but 'psalms' would include the Old Testament

psalms and probably sacred songs of a similar

character. The original idea of the word, that of

musical accompaniment, would hardly be retained

at this time. ' Hymns ' would include songs of

praise, especially to Christ, while ' spiritual songs '

would apply to all those lyrical compositions

prompted by the Spirit (not simply on spiritual

subjects). Some distinguish into scriptural, con

gregational, and private hymns ; others make the

third phrase the general term. As a matter of

history Christian hymns were composed very

early, and used in religious assemblies. There is

no warrant for confining public praise to the use

of the Old Testament psalms, or of paraphrases

of other Scripture passages. Yet so rigid a prac

tice is better than to encourage the multiplication

of hymn books, born of pecuniary greed and full

of unspiritual matter. The Sunday-school has

suffered most in this respect. It is true ' the

hymns of Jesus are the Holy of Holies in the

temple of sacred poetry' (Schaff), and to banish

Christian hymns is to exclude from this sanctu

ary, but to substitute for them unworthy and un

christian rhymes is not only to outrage taste but

to profane the temple. — Singing and making

melody. This is parallel with what precedes, and

not explanatory of it. Besides the public and

social song, there should be this private expres

sion of Christian joy : in your heart to the Lord.

The two participles correspond with ' songs ' and
■psalms,' and need not be exactly distinguished.

The view which takes this clause as subordinate

to the preceding part of the verse is open to ob

jection. It usually explains ' in your heart ' as

= heartily, which is incorrect. It is this private

singing which bests fits us for public praise. That

it is addressed by the Christian ' heart ' to Christ

' the Lord ' is but natural.

Ver. 20. Giving thanks always for all things.

This is the third and more general expression of

the result of being 'filled in the Spirit' The

phrases need not be limited to blessings, nor re

garded as hyperbolical. Thankfulness is the con

stant sign of the Spirit's presence, the tone of

the whole Christian life, and that too in all cir

cumstances. See marginal references. — In the

name of our Lord Jesus Christ. In fellowship

with this Person, on the ground of what He has,

done which gives us occasion for thanksgiving.

The phrase is a very general one, but the precise

application can be determined by the context. —

To God and the Father, or, 'ever the Father.'

Comp. chap. i. 3 ; Gal. i. 4. Here, however, the

reference is quite general : He is the Father, the

Father of our Lord and through Him our Father.

To Him we give thanks, but always in the name

of Christ, for without Christ we would not have

Him as our God to thank, still less know Him as

the Father.

Ver. 21. Submitting yourselves one to another.

While this precept is expounded in several direc

tions in the sections which follow, it stands here

as a fourth qualification of being ' filled with the

Spirit' (so nearly all recent commentators), not

as an imperative. The connection of thought is,

however, not obvious. The view of Ellicott is

safe : he finds here named a comprehensive duty

in regard to man (after the three duties in regard

to God), the exact connecting link being 'thank

ing God for all things (for sorrows as well, sub

mitting yourselves to Him, yea) submitting your

selves to one another.'— In the fear of Christ ;

so all the early manuscripts. This is to be the

controlling sentiment in the submission. The

phrase is rare, and marks the tender, reverent at

titude to Him as Head of the Body, rather than

as Judge. Such submission is not cringing obse

quiousness, which is always selfish ; but it is op

posed to rudeness, insolence, haughtiness, and

kindred manifestations of unchristian temper.

The relation to Christ involves humility, and only

true humility can produce the submission here

required. The example of Christ teaches the

same lesson : ' The Son of man came not to be

ministered unto, but to minister ' (Mark x. 45).

Chapters V. 22-VI. 9.

IV. Special Christian Duties in Household Relations.

(1.) Of wives and husbands; chap. v. 22-33. (2-) Of children and parents; chap. vi. 1-4. (3.)

Of servants and masters ; chap. vi. 5-9.

Chapter V. 22-33.

1. Christian Duties of Wives and Husbands.

All the relative duties discussed in this portion of the Epistle are based upon the fact of a com

mon relation to Christ : the exhortations are all ' in the Lord.' But the fundamental social relation,
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namely, that between husband and wife, has a yet deeper basis, in the mystical relation between

Christ and His Church. Hence the exhortation to wives (ver. 22) is at once grounded upon the

duty of the Church to Christ (vers. 23, 24) ; while on the other hand the exhortation to husbands

(ver. 25 a) is at once enforced by the example of Christ (vers. 25 £-31). As this side of the matter

has always required the greater emphasis, the Apostle enlarges upon it, by introducing not only the

self-sacrificing love of Christ for His Church (ver. 25 i), but the end of that love (vers. 26, 27). The

duty of husbands thus to love their wives is further enforced from the unity of the marriage relation

resembling that of Christ and His Church (vers. 29, 30), as appears from the first reference to mar

riage in the Old Testament (vers. 31 ). In ver. 32 the Apostle speaks of the whole matter as a mys

tery, especially in its higher application, but repeats the exhortation to both classes (ver. 33).

22 " \T 7TVES, submit yourselves1 unto2 your own husbands, • p^^f

23 VV »as unto2 the Lord. For 'the husband is the head JJ'mf!'

of the wife,3 even as d Christ is the head * of the church : and6 \) ' Pet1"-

24 he is 6 the Saviour of ' the body. Therefore 7 as the church is * ^0,?.' Si {'■

subject unto2 Christ, so let the wives8 be to their own9 hus- ;v. i^'co'i.'

25 bands 'in everything. 'Husbands, love your wives, even as * cW i. *3-

26 Christ also loved the church, and *gave himself10 for it ; That »;'rit.a.

he might sanctify and cleanse it11 'with the washing of water*- coi. lit. 10;

27 *by 12 the word, 'That he might present it to himself a glori- **«»"•*»!

ous church,13 m not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing ; jj.«»i ""■

28 " but that it should " be holy and without blemish. So ought ' ^"[p- V

men16 to love their16 wives as "their own bodies. He that ?&*T"|

29 loveth his16 wife loveth himself. For no man ever yet hated 1T *£$*,"'*'

his own flesh ; but nourisheth and cherisheth it, peven as the' cSuf. «."

30 Lord18 the church: For19 « we are members of his body,20 of JTcta^i'V

31 his flesh, and of his bones. r For this cause shall a man leave/ ven.'^.as,

his father and mother,21 and shall be joined unto2 his wife, ? Gen. ii.?3 ■.

32 and they22 'two shall be one flesh. This is a great 'mys- iCv.n. '

tery : M but I speak concerning M Christ and K the church. »• g«'k. ii. /< ;

33 Nevertheless, "let every one of you in particular26 so love 5; Mark x.

his " wife even ffl as himself ; and ffl the wife see that she "rev-* -cor.Yi.16

' t Comp.

erence 80 her husband. f^f- ■■ •»
>'■■ 3> 4, 9 i
vi. 19-

1 Submit yourselves (see notes) a to * Ver. 35;

• Because a husband is head of his wife * as Christ also is head ,, , pet'ui'.'o.

* the best authorities omit and 6 he himself is ' But

8 insert also • omit own (according to the best authorities)

10 gave himself up " sanctify it, cleansing it

M the laver of the water in

M might himself (so the best authorities') present to himself the church glori

ous " might 16 Thus ought husbands also M insert own

17 no one ever hated

18 Christ (according to the best authorities) also doth 19 Because

20 the best authorities omit of his flesh and of his bones (see notes)

sl his father and his mother, or simply father and mother (see notes)

w the ** This mystery is great M I say it in regard to

26 and to M ye also severally, let each one " his own

58 omit even M and let *> lit. fear

■
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Ver. 22. Wives, submit yourselves, etc. The

verb rendered 'submit yourselves' must be sup

plied, from the general statement of ver. 2 1 . In

fact nearly all of our Greek manuscripts contain

the word in different forms and positions. Most

modern editors rightly reject it, since in addition

to these variations and the testimony of the Vati

can Codex, Jerome expressly states that it was

not found in the Greek copies of his day. The

exhortation to ' wives ' comes first, in accordance

with ver. 21. — Your own husbands- ' Own ' em

phasizes the peculiar and tender personal rela

tion on which the duty rests. — As to the Lord ;

Christ. The meaning is not, ' as the Church yields

to Christ,' nor yet, ' as you yield to Christ,' but

rather, ' regard your duty to your husbands as

duties to the Lord.' The verses which follow

plainly point to this sense. The duty is made to

rest as a Christian basis, is to be rendered in a

Christian spirit from a Christian motive. When

it becomes a burden, or is neglected, the failure

has usually been in not regarding it in this aspect.

Ver. 23. Because a husband is head of his

wife. The basis of the duty is this unalterable

fact. ' A husband,' as an example of the class

(the article is not found in Greek) ; ' his wife '

brings out the force of the article, pointing to the

definite person in the supposed case. —As Christ

also is head of the church ; ' His Church,' but

there is no other than His. On Christ as Head

of the Church, comp. chaps, i. 22 ; iv. 15. — He

himself is the Saviour of the body ; lit., ' Himself

the Saviour of the body.' This clause distin

guishes Christ from the husband. 'In Christ's

case the Headship is united with, nay gained by,

His having saved the body in the process of Re

demption : so that I am not alleging Christ's

Headship as one entirely identical with that other,

for He has a claim to it and an office in it peculiar

to Himself ' (Alford).

Ver. 24. But. This is strongly adversative ;

notwithstanding this difference the resemblance

in the matter of duty remains. The other expla

nations are far less satisfactory. — As the church

is subject to Christ (the word is the same as that

rendered 'submit yourselves' in vers. 21, 22), so

let the wives also be to their husbands. ' Own '

should be omitted here. The repeated exhorta

tion is strengthened still further by the phrase :

in everything. This is to be understood in ac

cordance with 'in the Lord' (ver. 22), and with

the precepts which follow. The submission is

' in everything,' but this phrase ' teaches its ex

tent, not its degree. It extends over all depart

ments, but is limited in all, — first, by the nature

of the relation ; and secondly, by the higher au

thority of God' (Hodge).

Ver. 25. Husbands, love your wives. This is

the husband's duty, corresponding to the relative

position, as indicated in ver. 23. — Even as Christ

also loved the church. Comp. ver. 2, with which

the latter part of this verse closely corresponds.

Here, however, the matter is made more special.

The husband's love for his wife is to be of such

a kind as leads to self-sacrifice, since the next

clause is explanatory : and gave himself up for it

(lit., 'her,' and so throughout), thus, especially

by His death, proving the character of His love.

This is the example and in fact becomes a motive

to husbands. The exhortation is to the husband,

and is no warrant for the selfish exactions of a

wife ; just as in the other case the duty of sub

mission is no warrant for tyranny. Submission is

to be met with self-sacrificing love, self-sacrific

ing love with submission. The fulfilment of one's

own duty is, however, the surest way to secure

the fulfilment of the reciprocal duty. Vet the ex

hortation in each case is based, not on the fulfil

ment of the other's duty, but upon the relation to

Christ. There can be no stronger enforcement

of both precepts than this : since this example of

Christ has its instruction for both parties, as ap

pears from the further setting forth of the simi

larity of the relations existing between Christ and

His Church and between husband and wife.

Ver. 26. That he might sanctify it Not,

'separate and consecrate for Himself (Calvin),

but, ' make holy,' as appears from ver. 27. ' Both

sanctification and purification are dependent on

the atoning death of Christ, the former as an act

contemplated by it, the latter as an act included

in it. There is thus no necessity to modify the

plain and natural meaning of the verb ' (Ellicott).

— Cleansing it; not, 'sanctify and cleanse it,'

since the participle expresses the negative side of

the sanctification. It may indicate an act preced

ing the latter (' having cleansed ') or one occurring

at the same time. The former view is favored by

the reference to baptism ; but 'cleansing' would

admit of this meaning also in this connection. —

With the laver of the water. The reference to

baptism is unmistakable ; probably there is also

an allusion to the bride's bath before marriage.

' Laver,' or, ' font ' is a more correct rendering

than ' washing.' ' The water ' points to the well-

known use of water in baptism.— In the word. It

is ungrammatical to join this phrase with ' laver

of the water ; ' nor does it refer to the baptismal

formula or to the Divine command, or promise,

etc. It means, not some particular saying, but

the word of God, the gospel, preached and ac

cepted. Jerome, Meyer, and others connect it

with ' sanctify ' (comp. John xvii. 17), as indica

ting the means by which the Church is made holy.

But the order of the words is against this, and it

is open to other objections. It seems best then to

connect the phrase with ' cleansing,' etc., and to

explain : the purification of which baptism is the

sign and seal has as its essential accompaniment

' the word ' of the gospel. This is substantially

the view of Augustine : ' Take away the word,

and what is the water but water i The word is

added to the element, and it becomes a sacra

ment, as it were the word made visible.' The

close connection of the two phrases with the

word ' cleansing ' justifies the remark of Hodge :

' How then is it true that baptism washes away

sin, unites us to Christ, and secures salvation ?

The answer again is, that this is true of baptism

in the same sense that it is true of the word.

God is pleased to connect the benefits of redemp

tion with the believing reception of the truth.

And He is pleased to connect these same benefits

with the believing reception of baptism. That is,

as the Spirit works with and by the truth, so He

works with and by baptism, in communicating the

blessings of the covenant of grace.' No mention

is made of faith, because Christ's work is referred

to, and moreover His Church is spoken of.

Ver. 27. That he might himself present to

himself. A slight change of reading gives this

sense. This is the purpose of the sanctification

(ver. 24), but also of the giving up of Himself

(ver. 25). ' Present,' as a bride, not as an offer

ing, is presented. But ' Christ permits neither

attendants nor handmaids to present the liiidc •
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He alone presents, He receives' (Ellicott), as He

has prepared her for the bridal presentation (ver.

24). That this is to take place at the Second Ad

vent is generally admitted, especially since that

event is so frequently referred to as a marriage.

—The church glorious. 'A glorious church' is

inexact. 'The Church' (His Church) is to be

presented as ' glorious,' this word being in em

phatic position, and explained by what follows. —

Not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing.

The figures taken from the perfection of physical

beauty express what is stated without a figure in

the next clause. — That it might be holy and with

out blemish. The thought is still explanatory of

'glorious,' notwithstanding the change of con

struction ; ' might ' marks the purpose better than

' should.' ' Holy and without blemish,' as in

chap. i. 4, refer to the positive and negative sides

of moral purity. Clearly enough the Church is

not yet ready to be thus presented ; but the

Bridegroom is preparing her for it. Precisely

this thought furnishes a strong motive for the

duty under discussion.

Ver. 28. Thus; in this manner, as Christ loved

the Church ; not to be referred to the following

' as.' — Ought husbands also to love their own

wives. ' Also' is well supported, and shows that

the example of Christ is refen-ed to. ' Own ' is

emphatic — As their own bodies. Not, ' as if

they were,' but ' since they are,' the husband be

ing the head of the wife, etc. (ver. 23). ' Thus '

indeed Christ loved the Church, but the Apostle

has not yet brought out that thought. — He who

loveth, etc. This general proposition is self-evi

dent.

Ver. 29. For. We may supply : if a man does

not love his wife he acts against nature, for, etc.

—Ho one, no human being, ever hated his own

flesh. * Flesh ' as here used is nearly equivalent

to ' body,' but was probably chosen by the Apos

tle, 'because he already had in mind the quota

tion (ver. 31), which refers to the institution of

marriage before the fall ' (Braune) ; this of course

excludes any ethical reference. — But nourisheth

and cherisheth it. The latter word means to

' warm,' but here probably includes the notion of

protecting and preserving. — Even as Christ (' the

Lord ' is supported only by the less weighty au

thorities) also doth the church. Christ's love to

ward His Church is manifested in His nourishing

and cherishing it. This clause is ' the sacred re

frain of the entire Christian conjugal ethics ;

comp. vers. 23, 25 ' (Meyer). It is altogether un

necessary to distinguish between the expressions,

' nourisheth ' and ' cherisheth,' as applied to

Christ ; and to find a reference to His feeding

His Church in the Lord's Supper seems unwar

ranted.

Ver. 30. Because we are members of his body.

The thought is quite familiar (see marginal refer

ences) ; here it gives a reason for Christ's nour

ishing and cherishing His Church ; it is His mys

tical body, made up of members, ' integral parts,'

of one organic whole. This organic wnole is not

the ' church ' which is included in the term ' we,'

but Christ mystical, the Head and the members,

Christ and His Church. This holds good, even

if we omit the latter half of the verse, which

seems necessary, now that the weight of the Si-

naitic manuscript (first hand) has been added to

that of the two next in age (and of other author

ities). It was probably inserted from Gen. ii. 23

(where however the order is reversed). As how

ever the omission can be accounted for, many

good editors retain it. If retained it should be

referred to the mystical relation between Christ

and His people, which is analogous to the physi

cal derivation of Eve from Adam (comp. Gen. ii.

23, of which the clause is a reminiscence) and the

union between them. The idea of vital union

with Christ is included as well as that of the

derivation of our spiritual life from Him. But

the sacramentarian interpretation, which refers it

to our partaking of the substance of Christ's

body, fosters materialistic conceptions of the

union, and seeks to explain one mystery by pro

pounding another. Moreover as this passage

does not speak of ' body and blood,' but of ' flesh

and bones,' the reference to the Lord's Supper is

quite doubtful.

Ver. 31. For this cause, etc. The Apostle

cites Gen. ii. 24, somewhat freely from the LXX.

The Apostle recalls a passage based upon the

fact of Eve's having been taken out of Adam.

Whether the language is that of Adam or an in

spired comment (comp. Matt xix. 5) is immate

rial in this connection. The phrase in Genesis

equivalent to ' for this cause ' points directly to

the creation of Eve, and the variation here does

not of itself indicate a different reference. — Shall

a man, the man, not the woman, leave his father

and his mother, or, 'father and mother.' Some

authorities insert the articles, here equivalent to

possessive pronouns ; others omit in both cases.

—Shall be joined ; closely joined, or, ' shall cleave,'

as in other passages. — To his wife. This is God's

precept. — And the two shall be one flesh. So

close and peculiar is the relation. Comp. Matt.

xix. 5 ; Mark x. 7, 8, where our Lord cites the

same passage in regard to earthly marriage. — In

the Apostle's use of the Old Testament language

a secondary application to Christ and His Church

may well be admitted, since the Apostle through

out has both in mind ; but the mystical interpre

tation, which connects ' for this cause ' with ver.

30, and refers this verse exclusively to a future

union of Christ and His Church, is unsafe. The

omission of the last clause of ver. 30, which re

sembles Gen. ii. 23, makes the latter view the less

necessary. Others refer the last clause alone to

Christ and the Church ; others apply the whole

to the first coming of Christ and His present

union with the Church. Alford more correctly

regards ' the saying as applied to that, past, pres

ent, and future, which constitutes Christ's union

to His Bride the Church : His leaving the Fa

ther's bosom, which is past — His gradual prep

aration of the union which is present ; His full

consummation of it, which isfuture'

Ver. 32. This mystery is great. On the word

' mystery ' comp. chap, iii. 9. Here it stands in

emphatic position and refers to what was spoken

of in ver. 31, namely, the relation of husband and

wife constituting them one flesh. A secondary

application to the union of Christ and His Church

is implied, and more fully stated in the next clause.

Those who refer the whole of ver. 31, or its last

clause, exclusively to the latter relation must do

so here also. But what follows seems unneces

sary in that case. Others refer ' this mystery' to

both relations, in their parallelism, as copy and

pattern. To explain 'mystery' as implying an

allegorical interpretation is as inadmissible as to

render it 'sacrament' (so the Vulgate) and base a

dogma upon the error. — Bat I. ' I ' is emphatic,

and points to the use he personally makes of the
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mystery. — Say it in regard to Christ and the

church. The mystery of the conjugal relation is

great, but in the relation of Christ and His

Church is found the archetype and prototype of

the relation of husband and wife.

Ver. 33. Nevertheless. ' Not to enter further

upon this greater mystery ; ' enough has been

said. This is preferable to explaining : ' to return

to the subject of marriage,' to rinding a contrast

between ' I say ' and ' ye also.' Whether more of

the mystery be known or not, the analogy has

been sufficiently set forth to enforce this exhorta

tion. — Te, all of you, alio, as in the case of Christ

toward His Church, severally, as individuals the

exhortation applies to you, let each one so, in this

manner, namely, like Christ, love his own wife as

himself ; not love his wife as he loves himself,

but love her as being part of himself (comp. ver.

28) thus furnishing a motive corresponding with

the previous statements. — And let the wife tea.

The construction of the original is peculiar, but

the sense is expressed by supplying ' let ' and

' see.' Ellicott : * and the wife / bid that,' etc. —

Severance, lit, 'fear,' in the sense which the word

has in the Old Testament The exhortation im

plies that the husband is the head of the wife

(ver. 23), and it is a question whether a woman

who cannot reverence her husband despises her

self or him the more ; that both are the objects

of derision to others is notorious. To reverse the

duties of this verse and section is as much a folly

as it is a crime. But the duties become a privi

lege only when rendered ' in the Lord.' The sec

tion may be thus summed up : 'To the husband

one command is given, and in this three require

ments : Lme even unto self-sacrifice, with the con

sequence and purpose of sanctification (vers. 25-

27), and this with such energy, purity, and con

stancy, that more is required of the husband than

of the wife. The wife should love the husband,

as the Church loves Christ, in entire, exclusive,

indissoluble, and ministering love ; and the hus

band should love the wife, as Christ the Church,

in entire, exclusive, indissoluble, and protecting

love' (Braune).

Chapter VI. 1-4.

2. Christian Duties of Children and Parents.

These exhortations naturally follow those of the last section and rest, as the previous ones do,

upon the common relation to the Lord. For the children of Christian parents, through the vital fel

lowship with them, are recognized as 'holy' (1 Cor. vii. 14 ; Acts xvi. 15), i. e., consecrated to the

Lord (so Meyer).

i /"CHILDREN, "obey your parents in the Lord: for this is • J^cSta.

2 >«-/ right. * Honour thy father and 1 mother ; which is the b exod n

3 first commandment with promise; That it may be well with " U^xxTi'i.

thee, and thou mayest live long on the earth.2

4 And, cye fathers, provoke8 not your children to wrath: but

* bring them up in the nurture 4 and admonition of the Lord.

16 ; Jer.

xxxv. 18;

Ez. xxii. 7 ;

Mai. i. 6;

Matt. xv. 4-

Mark vii.

1 insert thy a or land 8 or fret •discipline Sg£«X

19; Deut-

iv. 9 ; vi. 7, »j xi. 19; P». Ixxviii. 4 ; Prov. xix. 18; xxii. 6; xxix. 17.

Ver. I. Children. The exhortation to children

is placed first ; the general precept in chap. v. 21

('submitting yourselves,' etc.) calls for this order.

— Obey your parents in the Lord. ' Obey ' is

stronger than ' submit yourselves ; ' the sphere or

element of the obedience is ' in the Lord.' The

phrase, which qualifies the verb, is regarded by

some as limiting the obedience to Christian com

mands, but the whole context implies that both

parents and children are ' in Christ' The rela

tion to Christ rests on the relation to the believ

ing parents. The baptismal rite does not create,

but signifies and seals, the relation to Christ. The

children are thus publicly acknowledged as ' in

Christ,' and believing parents thus promise to re

gard and train them as Christian children, whose

personal piety is to be looked for in faith, as it is

prayed for in faith. The evils from the supersti

tious view of the rite do not invalidate the true

principle here involved, and implied in the Old

Testament doctrine of covenant blessings on the

households of God's people — a doctrine which

is not altered by any statement in the New Testa

ment. — For this is right. The natural obliga

tion, which is recognized by all systems of morals,

comes first ; the enforcement through the revealed

law of God is added.

Ver. 2. Honor thy father and thy mother.

See marginal references for repetitions and cita

tions of Ex. xx. 12. ' Honor ' includes more

than obedience; Luther: 'serve, love and es

teem.' ' Thy ' should be repeated with 'mother,'

to give the force of the article which occurs

twice : both parents standing on an equality with

respect to the honor due them. — Which if.

The relative may be taken as explanatory (= the

which), or as causal = 'seeing that it is.' The

latter lays too much stress upon the promise as
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the motive to obedience. — The first command

ment with (lit., ' in ') promise. First in order, the

first one involving a promise. The second com

mandment in the Decalogue does not contain a

specific promise, but adds the general principles

of God's dealings : ' showing mercy,' etc. Other

explanations : the first that meets us in life ; the

first of the second table of the law, an important

commandment The first is far fetched ; the sec

ond is opposed by the fact that the fifth com

mandment belongs to the first table, respecting

duties to God, since parents stand for the time

being in the place of God. It is true no com

mandment ' with promise ' follows in the Deca

logue ; but 'first may refer only to what pre

cedes, or, as is preferable, other Mosaic com

mands may be regarded as forming the rest of

the series.

Ver. 3. That (' in order that ') it may be well

with thee, etc. The Apostle here follows Deut.

v. 16, rather than Ex. xx. 12 ; the two passages

differing slightly from each other. He, however,

omits 'which the Lord thy God giveth thee.'

This omission gives the promise a wider refer

ence to all lands, since 'land' (here rendered

'earth') meant in the Old Testament promise the

land of Canaan. It is hardly safe to affirm that

the original commandment necessarily implied the

wider reference ; and that Paul omitted the last

clause because his readers were not only familiar

with the passage but understood it in this wider

sense. To give the promise an exclusively spirit

ual meaning is altogether unwarranted. It is to

be applied ' simply and plainly to individuals, sub

ject of course to the conditions which always be

long to such temporal promises ' ( Ellicott). The

last clause is future in the Greek, but depends on

' that ; ' suggesting a further result.

Ver. 4. And ye father*. ' And ' suggests that

there are duties on the side of the superiors also.

' Fathers,' because in the household these rep

resent the ultimate authority (chap. v. 22, 24,

33) ; vers. I, 2 show that no depreciation of the

mother is involved. — Provoke, or, ' fret,' not

your children to wrath, ' It is the hasty, rough,

moody treatment of children, so that, without

childish confidence, without joyful obedience, they

are repelled and enticed to opposition, defiance,

and bitterness. Righteous, wholesome parental

anger is not excluded, but painful, arbitrary,

grumbling treatment, as well as rough, unjust

treatment, without sparing the childish nature '

(Braune). — But bring them up, or, 'nourish

them ; ' the same Greek word as in chap. v. 29. —

In the discipline and admonition of the Lord. This

is the element or sphere in which the children

should be brought up. ' Discipline ' includes train

ing as well as punishment ; ' admonition,' warn

ing and kind exhortation ; the former is in deed,

the latter in word. ' Of the Lord ' is not = about

the Lord, nor, for the Lord, but prescribed by the

Lord, belonging to Him, and administered on His

behalf by the father who represents Him. Evi

dently the Apostle's language enjoins educational,

rather than spasmodic, methods of bringing chil

dren to an acceptance of Christ. The responsi

bility of such training rests primarily on the par

ents, though they often seek to shift it to pastors

and teachers. Many a son is kept from utter ruin

by remembering a pious mother's love, but he is

most blessed who has a father that, by proper dis

cipline tempered with affection, has kept the hearts

of his children in intimate and trustful allegiance,

and by his very demeanor taught the best lessons

concerning God and Christ. Such a father re

mains the strongest ' evidence of Christianity.'

Chapter VI. 5-9.

3. Christian Duties of Servants and Masters.

The precepts for the subordinate class come first, but both are exhorted as Christians ; the ser

vants to serve as to the Lord, the masters to rule as having a common Master with their servants.

The principles here set forth may readily be applied to all industrial and social relations of service

and authority.

5 "QERVANTS, be obedient to1 them that are your masters"

O according to the flesh,3 *with fear and trembling, ein sin-

6 gleness of your heart, as unto 3 Christ ; d Not with * eyeservice, b

as men-pleasers ; but as the B servants of Christ, doing the will ,

7 of God from the heart ; With good will doing service, as to the

8 Lord, and not to men : * Knowing that whatsoever good thing

any man8 doeth, the same shall he receive of7 the Lord, r whether'

he be bond 8 or free. /

9 And, ye "masters, do the same things unto9 them, * forbear- ^

1 or obey

8 according to the flesh your masters (according to the best authorities)

* to 'in the way of • omit the • each one

7 receive again from ' bondman ' towards

Col. iii. 22 ;

1 Tim. vi. t ;

Tit ii. 9; 1

Pet. ii. 18.

2 Cor. vii.

1 J ; Phil. ii.

12.

1 Chr. xxix.

17 ; Col. iii.

22.

Col. iii. 22,

y- ..
Rom. 11. 6;

2 Cor. v. 10;

Col. iii. 24.

Gal. iii. 28'

Col. iii. tt.

Col. iv. i.

Lev. xxv. 43.
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ing threatening : knowing that 'your Master also 10 is in heaven ; ' -J^ ££

vii. aa.

Jk Rom ii. if ;

Gal. ii. 6;

10 their Master and yours Col. Hi. 35.

1 neither is there respect of persons with him.

Ver. 5. Servants ; lit., ' bondmen,' slaves.

While the passage has its very obvious appli

cation to all servants, the word itself refers to

' slaves.' The last clause of ver. 8 (' bondman

or free ') does not oppose this view. The appli

cation of the principles here involved must legit

imately result in the abolition of slavery ; but the

Apostle rightly deemed it of more importance to

secure Christian ethics in the already existing re

lation than to violently overthrow it. Here is

the true point of view for Christian reformers.

When these principles fail to secure the proper

result, God's Providence does quickly and re-

tributively what His professed people would not

permit the gospel to do. —Be obedient, or,' obey,'

as in ver. I. — According to the flesh your mas

ters. The best authorities give this order, and

the phrase suggests that there is a higher Master

(ver. 7). Others find in the expression a limita

tion of the idea of servitude, as temporary or

merely bodily ; but this is not probable.— With

fear and trembling ; with anxious, conscientious

solicitude, in singleness of heart, as the element

of their anxious service ; opposed to duplicity, in

which the inner disposition and outward appear

ance do not correspond. —As to Christ. The dis

tinctly Christian motive is especially important

here, ' as common and secular inducements can

have but small influence on the mind of a slave '

(Eadic). The same motive ought to have valid

ity in connection with the duties of any Christian

employe, from a cabinet minister to a day laborer.

Fidelity is a rare virtue when this basis does not

exist.

Ver. 6. Not in the way of eyeservice, at men-

pleasers. A further description of the last clause,

' in singleness,' etc. ' Eyeservice ' is a word

coined By the Apostle to express that kind of

service which seeks the appearance of fidelity,

namely, under the master's eye ; hence rendered

as ' men-pleasers,' solely to please the master. —

Bat as servants (bondmen) of Christ (not ' as

men-pleasers ') ; doing the will of God from the

heart (Greek, ' soul '), not ' in the way of eye-

service.' The last clause, however, defines how
• as servants of Christ ' their service is ren

dered. Some without sufficient reason join ' from

the heart ' to the next verse.

Ver. 7. With good will. The word is not that

sometimes rendered ' good pleasure,' but another

which implies a well-disposed mind. The work

is to be done 'from the soul,' heartily (ver. 6),

but this phrase refers to the disposition to the

master. — Doing service, as to the Lord, and not

to men. This virtually sums up ver. 6, and re

turns to the motive to ver. 5 : ' as to Christ'

Ver. 8. Knowing ; since ye know ; encour

aging motive for such obedience. — That whatso

ever good thing each one doeth. The early manu

scripts present a number of various readings of this

clause, affecting mainly the order of the words ;

the better supported variation may be rendered :

' that each one if he doeth any good thing.'

' Each one,' whether ' bondman or free ; ' ' good

thing ' means what is done ' as to the Lord, and

not to men.' — The same, or, ' this,' this good

thing, shall he receive again from the Lord; in

the day of final recompense, when Christ returns

to judge. ' This he shall then receive in its value

as then estimated — changed, so to speak, in the

currency of that new and final state ' (Alford).—

Whether he be bondman or free. To apply this

merely to two classes of servants weakens the

force of the verse as a whole. The more obvious

reference is to servants and masters, thus giving

to the verse the character of a general proposi

tion, which affords an easy transition to the suc

ceeding exhortation to the free man in ver. 9

(' masters ').

Ver. 9. And ye masters. The position and

authority is recognized. — So the same things to

wards them. ' The Apostle had stooped to the

slave, and he was not afraid to speak with erect

attitude to the master. The language is general,

and expresses what Calvin well calls jus ana-

Ugum' (Eadie). The reference need not be lim

ited to ver. 7, or ver. 6, nor extended to every de

tail of the preceding exhortation. — Forbearing

threatening, lit., 'the threatening,' your habitual

threatening. ' St. Paul singles out the prevailing

vice and most customary exhibition of bad feeling

on the part of the master, and in forbidding this

naturally includes every similar form of harsh

ness' (Ellicott). — Knowing (as in ver. 8) that

their Master and yours, lit., ' both their and your

Master,' according to the best authorities, the

variations being numerous. The best paraphrase

would be : ' He who is both their Master and

yours.' — Is in heaven. ' Before Him earthly

power does not appear, is of no value ; in His

time He comes from heaven as Judge ; 1 Thess.

iv. 16; 2 Thess. i. 7 (Braune). — Neither is there

respect of persons with him. With Him there is

no partiality ; He will not regard a rich man fa

vorably because he is rich ; nor yet a poor man

favorably because he is poor ; comp. Col. iii. 25.

The reference is to the final Judgment.

The general principles underlying this section

are applicable to all the relations of employer

and employ^. The latter is warned against eye

service, exhorted to faithful labor 'as in God's

sight,' bidden to look unto a higher recompense

than the temporal wages, because he serves a

higher Master. The former is reminded of the

equality of all before God, warned that position

does not avail in His sight, and exhorted respect

ing the duties to Him involved in the duties of

an employer. Here, and here only, is the true

social science. Our duties to one another are

duties to Christ.
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Chapter VI. 10-20.

V. Concluding Exhortation : Be Strengthened in the Lord, and put on the Armor

of God.

Having exhorted his readers with respect to these various duties, the Apostle most appropriately

concludes the practical part of the Epistle by directing them to the true source of strength and de

fence in the discharge of these duties. The section is readily analyzed : Exhortation to be strength

ened within by God's power (ver. 10) ; the need of armor from the nature of the Christian's foes

(vers. 11-13) 5 tne description of the armor, and the one weapon of attack (vers. 14-17) ; the prayer

and intercession of the Christian soldier (vers. 18-20). The personal turn given to vers. 19, 20 aptly

leads to the concluding paragraph (vers. 21-24).

10 TT INALLY,1 my brethren,2 "be strong3 in the Lord, and" p^-tr-«:

1 1 A 6 in the power of his might.4 e Put on the whole armour J^g^"-/

of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the f ^ i t

12 devil. For we wrestle5 not against d flesh and blood,6 but f*< CoL

against "principalities, against powers, against 'the rulers of ' f™; jjjj;

the darkness of this world,7 against spiritual wickedness 8 in ^';VThek

13 ' high 9 places. * Wherefore take unto you 10 the whole armour ,/Matt.
. XVI.

of God, that ye may be able to withstand 'in the evil day, and xy!^,0"

14 having done11 all, to stand. Stand therefore, * having your ' 38Tch"£ l

loins girt about 12 with truth, and ' having 1E on the breastplate \\'.

1 s of righteousness ; m And your feet shod 14 with the prepara- 5"; j5m

16 tion 15 of the gospel of peace ; Above all,16 taking n " the shield 30'; chip «'.

of faith, wherewith 18 ye shall be able to quench all the fiery e c'h»P. i. 3.

17 darts of the wicked.19 And "take20 the helmet of salvation,.;""- ,'
' x Chap. v. 16.

and p the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God : * !*•."• *.i
r ' Luke xm.

1 8 q Praying always with all prayer and supplication 21 in the J-j; ' Pe,■ '•

Spirit, and r watching thereunto with22 all perseverance and ' ceJhrLj'1

19 'supplication for all23 saints; 'And for me,24 that utterance jTheMV-

may be given unto25 me, that I may open my mouth "boldly, '"RonJ"','^.

n 1 John v. 4.

Is lix. 17;

1 Thess. v.

20 to M make known the mystery of the gospel, For which 27 " I " 1, \

am an ambassador "in bonds;28 that therein *I may speak 8.

boldly, as I ought to speak. rL.'"',",'

ii. 16; xix.

1 Henceforth (according to the best authorities) . Luke xviii.

2 the best authorities omit my brethren * be strengthened '■•■ Ro.m;, .

* the might of his strength s our wrestling is * Greek blood and flesh i». a; ■

'• the world-rulers of this darkness (according to the best authorities) r Matt. xxviT

» the spiritual hosts of wickedness » the heavenly » take up *■£ j'"k

11 accomplished ia having girt your loins u having put' ptuP'- '" !6;

11 having shod your feet I5 preparedness Tim. ii. 1!

16 the best authorities read in all things 17 taking up Col. iv.' y, 1

"lit., in which "evil one "receive •Ic^.'ui.'-

21 With all prayer and supplication praying at all times ( "j,

" in ** all the s* on my behalf M to m Acts'xxri.

2' in the opening of my mouth, in boldness to n in behalf of which lo"; chap.'

« in a chain tjJiTSfi

1 Tim. 1. 16; ii. -j i Philcm. 10 x Ads xxviii. 31 ; Phil. i. *>; 1 Thess.'ii. 1
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Ver. 10. Henceforth. So the oldest authori

ties read ; this suggests an inference. The words

' my brethren ' must be rejected. Singularly

enough the Apostle does not thus address his

readers throughout this Epistle. — Be strength

ened ; the verb is passive. It is God who strength

ens (Phil. iv. 13 ; I Tim. i. 12 ; 2 Tim. iv. 17) ;

we are strengthened, and thus become strong, but

we are not exhorted to ' be strong.' The internal

fitness for the fight is from God, as the armor is

from Him.—In the Lord, i. e., Christ, in whom is

our life and strength ; in fellowship with Him,

' out of weakness ' we are ' made strong ' ( Heb.

xi. 34). — And In the might of his strength. Here,

as chap. i. 19, the latter word refers tn inherent

strength, the former to the manifestation of it.

The clause explains where our strength resides ;

until thus strengthened the armor is useless, and

the foes too powerful for us. Here our sense of

weakness is essential to our strength. Notice,

this expression is applied to Christ, as it is to

God in chap. i. 19.

Ver. 11. Put on the whole armour, lit., pano

ply, a term then applied to the entire equipment,

offensive and defensive (comp. ver. 17), of heavy

armed infantry, the choice troops of those days.

The several parts are spoken of in vers. 14-17.

As Paul was bound by a chain to a soldier thus

equipped (comp. ver. 20), the figure was literally

at hand. — Of God. Supplied by God, ' alto

gether of a Divine kind, in contrast to the arms

of the opponent' (Braune). — That ye may be

able to stand ; to stand one's ground against foes,

a military phrase, the opposite of fleeing. —

Against the wiles of the devil ; in contrast with

' the whole armor of God.' ' Wiles,' or, strata

gems, usually in a bad sense ; the plural marking

the variety of the attacks. Luther : ' against the

crafty assaults of the devil.' He is the real en

emy against whom we contend (ver. 12), and

without the Divine equipment he will be too

powerful for us. The existence of a personal

devil (not ' demon ' here) is assumed.

Ver. 1 2. For explains why we need to stand

against this foe. — Our wrestling ; the conflict in

which we are engaged ; the term being applied

to hand to hand contests in athletic games. — It

not against flesh and blood. (The original has the

unusual order : ' blood and flesh.') Our real con

flict as Christians is not with men, nor even with

our own human nature. There is no need of soft

ening down the word ' not.' The men with whom

we may contend ' are vessels which another uses,

instruments which another touches' (Augustine).

— But against principalities, etc. The contrast

with what precedes compels us to explain this

clause as meaning Satan and his organized forces.

' Principalities ' and ' powers ' refer to classes of

superhuman beings in his kingdom ; the former

apparently superior (comp. chap. i. 21). But

more than this we cannot even conjecture. —

Against the world-rulers; a peculiar term, also

referring to the evil angels who serve the prince

of this world (John xiv. 30; xvi. 11 ; 1 John v.

19). — Of this darkness. So the best authorities ;

the other words having been inserted, probably

to explain the peculiar term ' world-rulers.' The

evil angels exercise dominion in the world, and

its depraved character is expressed by ' this dark

ness.' — Against the spiritual hosts of wickedness

in the heavenly places. There can be little doubt

that this is the sense of this difficult clause. The

reference is still to evil spirits, but to their collec

tive bands, hosts, armies, forces (the foim of the

original being indefinite) ; all these are charac

terized as being ' of wickedness.' The main dif

ficulty, however, is with the last phrase : ' in the

heavenly places,' which is found in chap. i. 3 also.

' High places' is a gloss to avoid using 'heaven

ly ' in a description of evil spirits. Some have

attempted to obviate the difficulty by connecting

the phrase with the former part of the verse, and

explaining that the contest is about heavenly

things or has its scene in the heavenly places, or,

in the Church, etc. But the obvious connection

is with what immediately precedes, either with

'spiritual hosts of wickedness,' or with the last

word alone. The former is preferable on gram

matical grounds. 'That habitation of the evil

spirits, which in chap. ii. 2 was said, when speak

ing of mere matters of fact, to be in the air, is,

now that the difficulty and importance of the

Christian conflict is being forcibly set forth, rep

resented as " in the heavenly places," — over us,

and too strong for us without the panoply of

God ' (Alford). The word ' heavenly ' usually

has either a local or an ethical meaning ; the lat

ter disappears here, but in this connection the

local sense has added to it the idea of might, in

contrast with ' flesh and blood.' The one great

practical purpose is to warn us against misappre

hending the nature of the spiritual conflict. Satan

is a real person ; his emissaries are numerous and

powerful, though like him unseen. It increases

their advantage to have us deny their existence.

The three great mistakes are : not knowing our

own weakness ; not knowing the strength of our

spiritual foes ; not knowing God's provision for

our defence (ver. 11) which is next set forth in

detail.

Ver. 13. Wherefore. Against such superhu

man foes we need not only Divine strength (' in

the Lord ') but Divine equipment, defensive and

offensive. — Take up. A technical term, used of

taking armor in order to put it on. — The whole

armour of Ood ; see ver. 1 1, and below. — That, in

order that, ye may be able to withstand, a more

vivacious expression than that of ver. 1 1, as if the

assault had begun. — In the evil day. ' The war

is perpetual ; the fight rages less on one day,

more on another. It is the evil day, on the ap

proach of death, or during life ; longer or shorter,

varying in itself, when the Evil One attacks us,

ana his malignant host infest us ' (Bengel). More

particular explanations seem open to objection.

— Having accomplished all ; whether of prepara

tion or of conflict ; not to be referred to one or

to the other exclusively, not yet to the final vic

tory — an interpretation incompatible with the

next phrase. — To stand, i. e., either to stand firm

until the combat is over, or, to stand victorious

after it is over. The former seems more accord

ant with usage.

Ver. 14. Stand therefore. Stand ready for the

fight, as the description of the armor indicates ;

others include the thought of standing in the

fight. Standing victorious is the result, but is

not referred to here. — Having girt your loins

with truth. Putting on the girdle was the first

act in arming. ' An ungirded soldier would be a

contradiction in terms (Meyer). In the East,

where flowing robes are worn, the girdle is nec

essary, and in the case of a soldier, it not only

kept the armor in place, but covered some of the

most vulnerable parts of the body. It was also

used to support the sword. In the Christian
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armor ■ truth ' is the girdle. By this is not meant

the word of God, which is mentioned in ver. 17,

nor sincerity, nor mere truthfulness (in the sense

of telling the truth) ; nor does the figure suggest

a mere ornament. It refers to the state of heart

answering to God's truth, the agreement of our

convictions with what God has revealed. It is

based on faith; 'and indeed without faith no at

tempt will be made to put on the armor. —Hav

ing pat on the breastplate of righteousness. The

breastplate was in many respects the most impor

tant piece of defensive armor, since it protected

the heart and lungs. ' Righteousness ' here can

not mean our own righteousness, but that which

God provides, since the whole armor is from Him.

But righteousness from Him is both imputed and

inwrought ; He both justifies and sanctifies His

people. Both are probably included here, but

more particularly the moral purity wrought in us

by the Spirit of God, which has as its necessary

basis God's accounting us righteous for Christ's

sake.

Ver. 15. And having shod your feet. The Ro

man soldier wore sandals, in the soles of which

nails were thickly studded, to give firm footing.

Doubtless Paul had this in mind. —With the pre

paredness, not, ' preparation,' but promptitude of

soul, readiness to act, giving firmness and con

stancy to the conduct. This ' preparedness ' is

more than a natural readiness or courage, it comes

from the gospel of peace, the gospel whose con

tents are peace with God. This gives alacrity

and courage to fight boldly for the sake of eter

nal peace. Peaceableness toward men is not ex

cluded ; but there is no reference to readiness to

preach the gospel. That is the aggressive, not

the defensive part, of our duty ; and, strictly

speaking, the three parts of the soldier's equip

ment already mentioned are not his armor, still

less his weapons, but only the preparation for

these.

Ver. 16. In all things, 1. e., on all occasions.

The received reading is, however, well supported,

and means ' in addition to all.' — Taking up, as

in ver. 13. — The shield of faith. The large shield

of ancient times is referred to ; four feet long,

and two and a half wide. It was held on the left

arm, and could be used to protect the entire body.

In the Christian armor 'faith' is the shield ; and

we should have this on all occasions. ' Faith en

tirely covers and defends the Christian ; as God's

gift effecting salvation (chap. ii. 8), bringing

about forgiveness of sins in the past (chap. i. 7),

affording for every moment access to God (chap,

iii. 12), assuring in advance of eternal life, by se

curing to us the gift of the Holy Ghost (chap. i.

13, 14), rendering holy and without blame (i. 4) '

(Braune). This is better than to restrict it to jus

tifying faith. —Wherewith. Literally, ' in which,'

when the darts light upon it. — Shall he able.

This does not point to the last great fight : the

conflict was after the arming. — Quench all the

fiery dart* of the evil one, the personal Evil One.

Satan is represented as throwing many ('all')

burning darts or javelins at the Christian. In

ancient warfare this was common ; the darts were

caught on the large shield covered with tough

hides, and extinguished by the contact. The em

phasis is on the word ' fiery,' pointing to what in

flames the passions, corrupts the heart, and fills

our mind with horrible thoughts. But a special

explanation is not absolutely necessary.

Ver. 17. And receive, as offered to you by the

Lord. — The helmet of salvation. The protec

tion for the head of the ancient soldier, and his

chief ornament, was the helmet. The Christian's

helmet is ' salvation,' i. e., the fact that he is

saved, salvation appropriated by faith. In I

Thess. v. 8, we have a similar, but not an identi

cal figure. Here the helmet is not, as there, ' the

hope of salvation,' but the fact of being saved.

This protects the head, and enables the Christian

to face the adversary. — And the sword of the

Spirit. This too is to be received, as offered. It

is the one offensive weapon, the short sword for

close combat. It is from the Spirit, made by the

Spirit. It is also the weapon which the Spirit

uses, but that is not asserted here. —Which is

the word of God, i. e., the gospel. There is no

immediate reference to the written word of God,

but we must thus apply it. Then the inspired

preachers spake the gospel : now it has been

written for us. The Bible, especially the New

Testament, has been the one great weapon of at

tack in the Christian warfare for centuries ; hence

we may believe that, so far as we are concerned,

it is the sword of the Spirit, the word of God,

here proffered as our weapon. On the Christian

armor, see Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, espe

cially the scenes at the Interpreter's house, and

in the Valley of Humiliation. Too many practi

cal writers have overdone the exposition of the

passage by frivolous analogies.

Ver. 18. This verse is to be connected with

* Stand therefore ' (ver. 14). Prayer must attend

the putting on of the armor and the subsequent

use of it. — With all prayer and supplication

praying at all timet in the Spirit. This is the

correct order, the emphasis resting on the phrase

' with all prayer and supplication.' Prayer in

general is meant by the former term, special peti

tion by the latter : every form of both is com

manded. 'With,' literally, 'through,' as if this

were the instrument by which the praying took

place. Some prefer to translate it ' throughout ; '

while the seeming repetition of thought has led

others to disconnect the phrase from 'praying.'

But the Apostle is enjoining prayer with great

fulness of expression. This phrase describes it

as earnest and varied ; ' at all times ' defines it as

constant ; while ' in the Spirit ' (which is to be

joined with 'praying') sets forth the necessary

sphere of Christian prayer. 'The Holy Spirit,

in whose blessed and indwelling influences, and

by whose merciful aid, we are enabled to pray

(Rom. viii. 15 ; Gal. iv. 6), yea, and who himself

intercedes for us' (Ellicott). — And watching

thereunto, i. e., with reference to this varied, con

stant prayer in the Spirit, since such prayer can

not be maintained without personal watchfulness

for that very purpose.— In, not the same word as

before. — All perseverance and supplication. This

is nearly equivalent to persevering supplication ;

in this they should abide. Watchfulness unto

prayer leads to sympathy with others, and to con

stant supplication for all the saints, 1. e., believ

ers, who are consecrated to God and thus become

sanctified ; the word including both ideas.

Ver. 10. And on my behalf, especially for him

among the saints. Not for himself, but for the

sake of the gospel he thus speaks. — That utter

ance may be given ; from God. — In the opening

of my month, i. e., when I speak for God, the ref

erence being, not to the quality or source of the

discourse, but to the simple fact of speaking. —

In boldness is emphatic, and to be connected with
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to make known, etc, which indicates the purpose

for which he desired utterance and asked their

supplications. — The mystery of the gospel ; the

mystery contained in the gospel ; comp. chaps, i.

9 ; '»• 9-

Ver. 20. In behalf of which, i. e., the mystery

of the gospel, I am an ambassador in a chain.

His preaching had made him a prisoner, but this

is not the important thought ; even when chained

to a Roman soldier, he was still an ambassador

of God to proclaim the gospel mystery. In view

of his office (ver. 19) they ought thus to pray for

him, still more in view of his condition. — I may

speak boldly ; lit., ' be bold,' as I ought to speak;

as becomes my office, ' that he might expound his

message in a manner that became him and his

high commission, that his imprisonment might

have no dispiriting effect upon him, and that he

might not in his addresses compromise the name

and dignity of an ambassador for Christ ' (Eadie).

Chapter VI. 21-24

VI. Conclusion.

Personal Intelligence by Tychicus (vers. 21, 22); closing benedictions, peace and grace (vers. 23,

24)-

21 T)UT "that ye also may know my affairs, and how I do,1 J £*!£/;,

-D 'Tychicus, a2 beloved brother and faithful minister in J.Tru.'gi.

22 the Lord, shall make known to you all things : e Whom I have , ^ iv g.

sent8 unto you for the same4 purpose, that ye might6 know

our affairs,6 and that he might5 comfort your hearts.

23 ** Peace be to7 the brethren, and love with faith, from God ' T'*4*

24 the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Grace be6 with all

them that love our Lord Jesus Christ * in sincerity.9 Amen.10 '£££?'<&

xv. 42, etc.

T Written from Rome unto the Ephesians by Tychicus.11

1 the things concerning me, how I fare a the * I sent

may 6 the things respecting us ' Peace to

4 this very

« be

• incorruption 10 the best authorities omit Amen

11 This subscription is probably correct, but, as all the others, is not genuine.

Ver. 21. But. With this word of transition

the Apostle passes to his brief conclusion. — That

ye also ; as well as those who are near him. Some

explain : you as well as the Colossians to whom

1 have just written ; but this will hold good only

when the priority of that Epistle is otherwise es

tablished (see Introduction, § 2). Alford para

phrases : ' As / have been going at length into

matters concerning you, so if you also on your

part, wish to know,' etc. But this is far from

natural. — The things concerning me, how I fare,

not, ' what I do,' for he did but one thing (Meyer).

The two phrases point respectively to his external

circumstances, and to his demeanor therein. —

Tychicus. The bearer of this Epistle and that to

the Colossians ; mentioned several times in the

New Testament (see references), but nothing

more known of him than that he was a native of

Asia and a faithful companion of Paul. — The be

loved brother ; a fellow-christian, probably known

to them (Acts xx. 4). — And faithful minister in

the Lord; 'faithful,' 'trusty,' but without refer

ence to the trustworthiness of his message, which

is taken for granted. The word ' minister ' is that

sometimes rendered 'deacon,' but can scarcely

have that sense here. Whether it points to his

preaching the gospel, or to his ministering to Paul

personally, is difficult to decide ; comp. Col. iv. 7,

which seems to favor the former view. But Paul

seems to have employed him in such personal er

rands. Yet his ministering was ' in the Lord,'

since what he did for Paul was done as Christ's

work, in fellowship with Him. Some join the

last phrase with both nouns. — Shall make known

to you all things, i. e., ' concerning me,' etc. In

the Greek this comes before ' Tychicus,' etc.

Ver. 22. Whom I sent. The sending would be

a past act, when the letter was received. Meyer

says, sent from Colosse, but the same phrase oc

curs in Col. iv. 8, so that nothing can be inferred

as to the priority of writing, or in delivering the

letters. — For this very purpose, namely, that ye

may know the things respecting us. This phrase

'merely extends the circle: the situation, not

merely of the Apostle, but of his companions

also (Col. iv. 10-14 ; Philemon 10, 23, 24). Paul

does not send these merely in his own interest '

(Uraune). Comp. Col. iv. 9, where the reading

is in doubt. — And that he may comfort your

hearts. This may refer to their need of consola

tion in view of the imprisonment of the Apostle ;

' it is better, however, owing to our ignorance of

the exact state of the Church, to leave the pre

cise reference undefined, and to extend it gener-
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ally to all particulars in which they needed it '

(Ellicott). It is evident that the Apostle sought

to maintain fellowship among the churches by

sending such messengers, to give such intelli

gence as would strengthen the hearts of the dis

tant brethren. The press in these days does

much of this duty, but communication through

beloved brethren will always remain an essential

part of wider Christian fellowship.

Ver. 23. Peace to the brethren, etc This

double greeting is quite peculiar : it is in the

third person, although vers. 21, 22 were in the

second ; ' peace ' comes before ' grace ' (ver. 24),

reversing the usual order, while the two-fold form

is quite as peculiar. (See further, at close of ver.

24.) ' Peace ' is to be taken as usual ; comp.

chap. i. 2. 'Brethren' refers to the readers (=

' you ') ; the next verse seems to extend the bene

diction. — And love with faith ; the latter is pre

supposed in the use of the term ' brethren ; ' in

inseparable connection with this he wishes for

love, Christian love of the brethren. Without

faith love cannot exist ; ' faith is the characteris

tic of proper love (as Gal. v. 6), love is the char

acteristic of proper faith' (Harless). — From God

the Father, etc. The form is the usual one;

comp. chap. i. 2.

Ver. 24. Grace, lit., 'the grace,' the grace of

God in Christ (comp. the usual benediction). —

With all them that love, etc. The reference here

seems to be to all Christians ; comp. the anath

ema in 1 Cor. xvi. 22. — In incorruption, not, ' in

sincerity,* which forms an anti-climax, not ' in

eternity,' for which another expression would be

used, it qualifies ' love,' defining its element or

manner, and indicating its character as ' peren

nial, immutable, and incorruptible' (Ellicott). —

The best authorities omit the word ' Amen.' In

the received text, ' Amen ' occurs at the close of

nearly every book of the New Testament. It is

rarely genuine ; the scribes would naturally add

it. The subscription ' written from Rome unto

the Ephesians by Tychicus,' like all the others, is

a later addition, though in this case probably cor

rect, which is rarely the case. — This wish differs

from all other Pauline benedictions in its defini

tion of Christians, — a definition that forms a fit

ting close to an Epistle having as its theme ' the

Church in Christ Jesus,' since this Church is

made up of 'them that love our Lord Jesus

Christ in incorruption.' Extensively, the Church

is not bounded by those external limits necessa

rily established by ecclesiastical organizations, nor

by those logical ones as necessarily defined by

detailed dogmatic statement. Still less is it con

fined by the empirical partition walls set up by

morbid and fanatical, or spasmodic and mystical

religionism. The empire of love is wider than

all these. Intensively, however, this definition op

poses the view that the Church can dwell in the

region of indifferentism, ignorance, doubt, or un

belief. Her characteristic is love, love for the

one living Object, ' the Lord Jesus Christ.' And

love for Him who is the Truth seeks to know

Him better ; to see Him as He is. Speculative

doubt about His Person may not drive away love,

but it certainly does not promote it. Mere 'sin

cerity ' is not sufficient ; the love must move in a

sphere, partake of a character, which is ' peren

nial, immutable, incorruptible,' and Christ's grace

alone can produce such a love. Those who pos

sess it are ' in Christ,' of His Body, which, like

the Head, shall, in the fuller and higher sense,

live and love ' in incorruption,' through the same

' grace.' Gerlach well says : ' The grace which is

the cause of our love to Christ, becomes at the

same time the reward of our love to Him : all

may be hoped from Him, if one loves Him ; all

feared, if one does not love Him.'
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INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE OF PAUL

TO THE PHILIPPIANS.

i. Of the history of Philippi—2. First preaching of the Gospel there—3. Growth and

character of the Christian Church in Philippi—4. Time and place of writing this

Epistle—5. Characteristics of the Epistle—6. Its contents—7. Importance of the-

Epistle—8. Its genuineness.

I.—Of the History or Philippi.

PHILIPPI,1 one of the principal cities of Macedonia, was historically famous in

the annals both ofGreece and Rome, while to the Christian it is still more worthy

of notice as being the first place in Europe which heard the message of the Gospel

from the lips of an apostle. It is needful to say something of the history of the place

before the arrival of St Paul, that the mixed nature of its population may be fully

understood. The city of Philippi was distant about ten miles from the coast, and its

harbour was Neapolis. It was situate on the banks of a small stream called the

Gangites, in a plain to the north of that ridge of hills which connects Mount Pangaeus

with the mountainous parts of the interior of Thrace. It was founded by Philip of

Macedon, father of Alexander the Great, and called after his own name. In B.& 355

he conquered the country from the Thasians, who for a long time had held the country

and worked the gold mines 2 in the mountains round about. Philip was anxious to

be master of this source of revenue, and he established colonists in Philippi, not only

to secure to himself the possession of the mines, but also to be a sort of advanced

post against the incursions of the northern barbarians. In Roman history, Philippi is

best known as the scene of the victory (b.c 42) gained by Augustus and Antony over

Brutus and Cassius. It was by Augustus that the city was raised to that dignity

among the dependencies of the Roman Empire which it enjoyed when St. Paul first

visited it Like Philip, Augustus recognised the importance of the position as an

outpost, and established here a Roman colony. Thus we have an infusion of Romans,

following on the previous introduction of Greeks, into what was at first a barbarian

possession ; and from the character and employment of many of those who dwelt there,

it must have continued to be in a great measure always a wild and unsettled region.

The manner of establishing a Roman colony was on this wise. A number of Roman

citizens were conveyed to the place, lands were assigned to all who were willing to go,

and they continued, in their distant home, to enjoy all the privileges and rights, as

well as the name of Roman citizens, and so were the specially favoured inhabitants of

such settlement. They, as well as the earlier occupants, were under the government

1 For details of the locality and character of the country near Philippi, see Clarke's Travels, chap,

xii. and xiii. ; CousineVy, Voyage dans la Mactdoine, ii. 1 ; Leake's Northern Greece, iii. 214, etc.

* For notices of these mines see Herodotus, vi. 47, vii. 112 j also Grote's History of Greece, chap,

xxvi. and xlvii. ; and Boeckh's Public Economy of Athens, p. 8.
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of two magistrates specially appointed from Rome, and named in Latin Duumviri.

They were also fond of being styled Praetors, a title which is represented by the

a-Tparqyoi in the notice of the magistrates of Philippi in the Acts (xvi. 20, etc.). The

pa/3Sovxoi of that narrative (A.V. sergeants) is the Greek equivalent of the Latin lictores,

the attendants on the chief magistrates in the colonies, as they were on the consuls in

Rome.

No doubt in process of time, through the changes brought about by intermarriage

and commerce, many of the Greek population dwelling in and around such colonies

as Philippi came to be included among the number of those who possessed the rights

of Roman citizenship, and by the date of St Paul's visit (a.d. 52), nearly a century

after the colony had been established, we can well understand that this condition was

already reached at Philippi. The city was inhabited by a mixed population of which

the Greek element was more likely to increase than the Roman, and this should be

borne in mind in reading the history of St. Paul's visit. In the narrative there seem to

be points at which, if he had fully comprehended all that was passing, he might have

protested against his treatment sooner than he did. But while for general converse,

the language, by reason of the larger proportion of Greek population, would be Greek ;

and so for his purpose of preaching he was able to appeal to most, if not all the

population; yet the law proceedings would be conducted in the language of the

minority who were the conquerors.

Among the mixed Greeks, Romans, and Barbarians, there had settled at the time

of St. Paul's first visit some few Jews. These were not, however, in sufficient

numbers to have been able to build themselves a synagogue, but had only a proseucha or

place appointed for prayer, beyond the gate of the city, by the river-side—a site perhaps

marked by little or no building, and virtually in the open air.

II.—First Preaching of the Gospel in Philippi.

To this city, as if to set a special mark upon the first ministrations of an apostle in

Europe, St Paul was called by a special revelation (Acts xvi. 9) during the course of

his second missionary journey. He had at the time, as companions of his travels and

labours, Silas, Timotheus, and, to judge from his language (Acts xvi. 10, etc.), the

writer of the Acts. The preachers, as was their wont, addressed themselves first to

the Jewish dwellers in Philippi, and sought out the proseucha outside the city, and

among the worshippers there they won some attention for their message. Lydia and

her household were baptized, and the "apostle and his companions seem to have

become accepted teachers among the Jewish settlers. But it came to pass on many

occasions, while they were on their way to the place of prayer, they were pursued by

the cries of one of those strangely afflicted persons of whom we read both in sacred

and profane history. A girl possessed with a spirit (recognised by the heathen as

supernatural possession by Apollo, and for which state the writer in the Acts employs

the classical term,1 which was, no doubt, used by those who dwelt at Philippi), followed

the apostle on several occasions, and proclaimed to the people that he and his com

panions were ' servants of the most high God, and were showing the way of salvation.'

At the rebuke of St Paul, according to the promise of Jesus, the evil spirit departed

from her. But her raving utterances had been made a source of gain by some persons

in the city of Philippi, who had traded on the superstitions of the multitude, and set

forth her words as veritable predictions of the future. Now that her frenzy ceased,

there was an end too of their profit ; and in anger at such a result, the farmers of the

possessed damsel brought the preachers before the magistrates, and succeeded in

J t%9vrx Ttivfia ri/ltfw, or as some read •rCiunu.
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raising such a cry against them, that Paul and Silas were first publicly scourged and

then cast into prison. But the seed of the Gospel had been sown in the hearts of

some of the river-side worshippers, and the events of the night in which the preachers

were imprisoned, but by a miracle were set free from their chains, added to the

number of Christians, the jailor and his household ; and although it was found best

for St. Paul presently to leave Philippi, yet before their departure the narrative speaks

of the 'brethren' apparently gathered at the house of Lydia, which may thus be

counted the first European church, and speaks of them in such wise as to leave no

doubt but that even in those troublous days the teaching had already struck root,

and the foundation of the church was laid of which the apostle in his letter speaks

as ' the saints which are at Philippi with the bishops and deacons ' (Phil, i 1).

III.—Growth and Character of the Christian Church in Philippi.

We next read of Philippi in the narrative of the Acts (chap. xx. 2-6), at the time

of St. Paul's return from Greece to Asia. On that occasion the apostle and the writer

of the history, if no others, tarried at Philippi, and from the special notice that it was

during 'the days of unleavened bread' we may almost certainly infer that the

Jewish population of the city were those with whom St. Paul was most brought into

contact. The remainder of his travelling companions had gone straight on to Troas,

and thither he followed.

There is no other mention of Philippi in the New Testament history, but we have

abundant tokens that in Macedonia the Gospel had been firmly planted, and was

bringing forth fruit, and that the disciples in that country were objects of earnest care

to St. Paul and his fellow-labourers. While he was staying in Ephesus, we are told

(Acts xix. 21) that he had formed his plans for a journey into Macedonia ; and that the

churches there might not be left uncared for during his own residence in Asia, he

sent before him Timotheus (who had been his companion at his first visit) and Erastus.

Circumstances arose which forced him to leave Ephesus, and then he came into

Macedonia at once (Acts xxi. 1) ; but that his previous labours had yielded him cause

for rejoicing, we may see, for we find in the narrative of the Ephesian uproar, which

caused St Paul to leave that city, that Gaius and Aristarchus, who were seized by the

mob, and who are spoken of as ' Paul's companions in travel,' were both ' men of

Macedonia,' while later on in the history, Aristarchus, ' a Macedonian of Thessalonica,'

is the apostle's attached friend (Acts xxvii. 2), and was one of those who accompanied

him in his perilous voyage to Rome.

But it is from the Epistle itself that we can gather the fullest proof that the work

of the Gospel, though begun amid such tribulation, was never slackened in Philippi ;

that the apostle, though departing, had found means to comfort the brethren and to

keep alive the Church of Christ among them ; while we find that their love to St Paul

was most notably manifested. The apostle thanks God (i. 5) for their * fellowship in

the Gospel from the first day until now.' He has the Philippians 'in his heart' (i. 7),

and ' longs after them all in the tender mercies of Jesus Christ ' (L 8). He testifies

(ii. 1 2) that they, his beloved, have always obeyed, 'not as in his presence only, but much

more in his absence.' He hopes (ii. 19) to 'send Timotheus unto them shortly, that

he may know their state.' He alludes (iii. 18) to his frequent communication with

the Philippian church either by letter or in person, and he shows by his concluding

words in the Epistle (iv. 21, 22) that not only were the Christians of Philippi beloved

by himself, but by all those who were with him in Rome at the time of his writing,

and that even to the converts in the Imperial household the story of the Philippian

church had been told in such wise as to create a special interest therein. From
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Caesars household goes a greeting, though those who sent it were probably strangers

to those to whom it was given, and had only found an interest in the distant church

by reason of their communication with St. Paul concerning its affairs.

And while such were the feelings of the apostle and his companions towards the

Philippian Christians, we see that they were most devotedly attached to St PauL He

bears them witness (iv. 15) that 'they alone of all the churches of Macedonia had

communicated with him as concerning giving and receiving.' 'They had sent (iv. 14)

relief unto him in his Roman imprisonment, by the hands of Epaphroditus ; ' and

this was not the first or second exhibition of such care, for even while he was in

Thessalonica (iv. 16) they had sent 'once and again unto his necessity.' He strove

throughout all his ministry to be no burden to any of the churches, but in these his

times of need he recognises the spirit in which the gifts of the Philippians were sent,

calling them (iv. 18) 'an odour of a sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well pleasing

to God.' Nor was it only in the matter of ministering to his wants that the church

of Philippi showed its zeal for the apostle ; they gave that greater token of love, they

followed out his teachings and walked as Christian brethren. He addresses one of

them (iv. 3) in terms which bespeak how earnestly and equally some had borne with

him the labours of the Gospel. Who his ' true yokefellow ' was we are not told, but

the expression indicates fully the nature of his service. And we cannot be surprised,

when we remember that Lydia is the first Philippian convert of whom we hear in the

Acts of the Apostles, if we find from the apostle's letter that ' women laboured with

him in the Gospel,' and in such wise as to be mentioned (iv. 3) at the head of the

list of fellow-workers 'whose names are in the book of life.'

From all these allusions, supplementing the brief narrative given in the Acts, we

can have no doubt that the church of Philippi was firmly established during that first

missionary visit made by St. Paul under Divine monition. The Lord who called him

to go, did not let his journey be in vain. We may see, too, that from the first day till

the time when this Epistle was written, a space of about nine or ten years, the work

of Christ had been constantly spreading there, the Christian Church had received her

appointed ministry and was fully ordered, when the apostle and his companions in

travel were withdrawn, by those whom they had set over it, and appointed as ' bishops

and deacons.'

IV.—Time and Place of Writing of this Epistle.

The place where the Epistle was written is sufficiently clear from several expressions

contained in it The apostle writes (i. 13) that his bonds in Christ are 'manifest in

all the Praetorium,' that is, the barrack of Caesar's soldiers at Rome, and to the

Philippians he sends greetings specially from ' those of Caesar's household.' There

can therefore be no doubt that the letter was sent to Philippi from Rome, and was

written probably at the apostle's hired lodging where he was suffered to dwell with

the soldier that guarded him. St. Paul appears, it may be from some infirmity,

generally to have made use of an amanuensis in his Epistles, and personally to have

done no more than subscribe them. And from the circumstance that during this

imprisonment he was chained ! to his guard, we may be sure that the hand of some

friend was employed for this work at this time. He had with him Timotheus and

Epaphroditus as we know, and the way in which (iv. 21, 22) he speaks of ' the brethren

which are with him ' and ' all the saints,' makes it evident that he was not with attendants.

The date of the Epistle must be between a.d. 61-63, l^e tw0 years during which

1 Cf. Acts xxviii. 2a
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St. Paul's first Roman imprisonment lasted. Whether it was nearer the beginning or the

end of this imprisonment that he wrote to Philippi is not so easy to decide. He

scarcely speaks with such confidence of his speedy release as he does in the letter to

Philemon. In ii. 23, alluding to his intention of sending Timothy to Philippi, he

says this shall be done at once when he finds how it will go with him. Therefore

he would appear to have been looking for some movement in his affairs, but yet not

such as would end in his own immediate release, though it might enable him to send

his companion away for a time. Yet he adds in the very next verse, ' But I trust in

the Lord that I also myself shall come shortly.'

But even if it were not so near the close of the imprisonment when he wrote,

still some portion of the period of its duration must have passed. For Epaphroditus

had been sent from Philippi to him, when the Philippians had heard that he was a

prisoner, and with their messenger they had also sent their bounty (iv. 18) in full

measure. On his arrival, Epaphroditus had been zealous in ministering to the wants

of St. Paul, but before long he fell sick in Rome, and was nigh unto death. Of

this sickness his fellow-citizens had heard, and had been greatly disturbed thereby.

For this cause the apostle is preparing to send him back to them, now that he is

recovered, and with him he sends1 this letter. We may feel certain, then, that

several months, it may well be a year, had passed between the apostle's arrival in

Rome and the despatch of this letter to Philippi If, therefore, we place its date in

the early part of the year a.d. 62, we shall not be far from the precise time, and it

was most likely the earliest written of all the Epistles of this first imprisonment.

The events passing in Rome at this period receive no notice from St. Paul even

though he has appealed to the emperor. Yet the emperor was Nero, and it was the

eighth year of his rule. He had just begun to cut off all those who were in any

way connected with himself by family relationship, and all those who had any regard

for their own safety were anxious to withdraw from public affairs and offices. Burrhus

was just dead, and it was suspected that he had been poisoned by Nero's order;

Tigellinus was rising in favour with his vicious master, while Seneca was seeking some

excuse that would be accepted for assuming a private station. St Paul and his

concerns were of too unimportant a character, and offered too little chance of gain,

to be of interest to either the emperor or his favourites. So he was allowed to

receive all that came unto him, and to teach the things which concern the Lord Jesus

Christ, with all confidence, no man forbidding him (Acts xxviii. 30, 31). And we

are neither told by the historian, nor by the apostle himself, how his release came

about; but we may almost conclude from the narrative in the Acts that he was

released because the charge against him was ill - supported from Judaea (Acts

xxviii. 21), and so far as it could be inquired into was found to be groundless.

V.—Characteristics of the Epistle.

The Epistle to the Philippians stands high among the letters of St. Paul for

several reasons. First, it is distinguished because the writer has so little to say of

reproof to those whom he addresses. He exhorts them (i. 27), it is true, 'to stand

fast in one spirit, with one mind striving together for the faith of the Gospel.' And

from such language we might infer that he had heard of divisions of some kind

among them. And later on (iv. 2) we find that this was so ; for he speaks of

certain persons by name, exhorting them to be 'of one mind in the Lord.' But

this is his only direct reproof. Whatever other exhortation against error is found in

1 See Phil. ii. 25, 28, 29, where the tense irtp^a has the same force as in Philem. II, 12,
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the letter, be it against Judaizing teachers (iii. 2 seqq.) or against those who walk

lawlessly, rejoicing in their shame (iii. 13 seqq.), there is no indication that the

words are more than those of warning, no sign that the Philippians had fallen into

one error or the other. Thus we can understand the jubilant and thankful tone

which pervades the whole Epistle. ' I thank my God upon every remembrance of

you.' ' If I be poured out as a drink-offering at the sacrifice and service of your faith,

I joy and rejoice with you all.' And they are to rejoice also. ' Rejoice in the Lord.'

' Rejoice in the Lord alway, and again I will say, Rejoice.' In no other Epistle does

the apostle either himself attain such a pitch of Christian exaltation, nor seek to

infuse such joy into his readers.

Further, the whole Epistle is replete with signs of the tender-heartedness and

affection of the apostle, and of his keen sense of the marks of love which had been

shown him by the Christians of PhilippL They have been his friends in the fellow

ship of the Gospel from the first day that he preached unto them. He longs after

them all with a Christian yearning of heart He will be of good comfort if only he

knows of their welfare. He would not detain Epaphroditus with him in Rome,

because it would be a joy to them to welcome back their messenger, and to thank

God for his recovery, and he fails not to mention that the sickness had been caused

by zealous service to himself, rendered in the name of the church of PhilippL The

Philippians are his brethren dearly beloved and longed for. He testifies with the

most delicate language, while mentioning the services they have done him, that if

opportunity had offered they would have done more, and that their devotion to him

was beyond that of other churches in which he had laboured as among them.

These peculiarities give to the Philippian Epistle a character all its own, and we

think of the apostle, though in his imprisonment, as not on that account cast down,

but thankful that he sees some fruit of his labours, and as filled with hope that he

' may rejoice in the day of Christ, that he has not run in vain, neither laboured in

vain.'

VI.—Contents of the Epistle.

The Epistle opens, like all St Paul's Epistles, with a salutation and invocation ;

then follow next (i. 3-1 1) some expressions of thanksgiving and prayer, which, like

the salutations and prayers that occupy the last five verses of the fourth chapter, may

be regarded as the setting of the Epistle, and a setting of a true Christian kind. The

rest of the letter deals with three main subjects. The first of these may be termed

personal, and embraces chaps, i. 12-26, ii. 19-30, and iv. 10-18. The apostle in

the first passage sends news to his friends at Philippi of the success of Christ's

Gospel, even in spite of the imprisonment of himself the preacher, which might have

seemed to be a hindrance of the work. He tells them also that when hindrances

do arise, as they do, through contention, yet all is made to further the preaching of

Christ His joy over this result leads him to dwell on his own state of mind, and

especially on his readiness to die, though he feels confident that he will be continued

in life because he perceives that there is more fruit yet to be reaped for Christ even

in the church of PhilippL

The second personal portion of the letter (ii. 19-30) deals with his desire to send

Timotheus to Philippi, to bring him a report of their condition, and with the praise

of this his like-minded fellow-labourer. He mentions his own hope of coming in

person, and the present sending of Epaphroditus, whose services to himself and

zeal for the cause of Christ are such as to commend him to the esteem of his

Christian brethren at home.
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In the third notice of matters personal (iv. 10-18), St. Paul dwells at length not

only on the last act of affection exhibited towards him by the Philippians, but also

on the previous similar tokens of their love, which he accepts not only as ministra

tion to his needs, but also as the best evidence which they could give him that his

labour for and among them is bearing worthy fruit.

The Epistle contains also two sections (L 27-iL 18, and iv. 1-9), which may be

styled hortatory, and which deal with some faults which need to be remedied. We

can gather from them, that either in conversation with Epaphroditus, or by some

other means, St Paul had heard of some disunion and contention among them. A

portion of these defects, however, viz. the want of unity in striving boldly for the

faith, seems to have been caused by adversaries (i. 38), and in reference to this the

apostle ventures to remind them of his own sufferings, which they themselves had

seen at Philippi, and which they knew him to be at present undergoing in Rome.

He then proceeds to exhort them against all vainglory in themselves (which is the

fruitful parent of division), and this lesson he enforces by the example not of himself,

but of Christ. He recurs to this subject of the discord in the church in the last

chapter, and there specially mentions two female members of the congregation,

Euodia and Syntyche, as examples of a spirit of contention, against which he entreats

the whole church to strive. Thus shall they have cause for joy, and God's peace,

yea, the God of peace, shall dwell among them.

The third topic of the Epistle is a warning against false teachers, which takes

up the whole of chapter iii. In the church of Philippi, as in other churches,

the teaching of the Judaizers, that circumcision was necessary for all men, had

caused much trouble to the Gentile converts. St. Paul's feeling towards these

teachers is fully shown by the language which he employs both about them and

their doctrines. The teachers he calls dogs, a name the insult of which is grasped

only by an Oriental ; and their teaching he styles concision, by which he means that

they are advocates of a mangling of the flesh for the mere sake of mangling. He

turns in refutation of these men to his own life's history. He had been born and

trained as the strictest Israelite. He had prized to the full the ordinances of the

Law, until he had been led to Christ Then legal observances had lost their value.

He no longer laboured for his own righteousness. All that now was excellent was

the knowledge of Christ, and to attain thereunto (which is a work ever doing, never

done, in this world), the old things of the law are to be left behind, and the new

hopes of the Gospel embraced and earnestly held fast. But this does not imply that

the Christian will be without law. His constant struggle to win Christ will gain for

him constant increase of knowledge, and new light about his duty. St Paul's own

life showed this. Therefore, he concludes, ' Be joint-imitators of me, and shun those

who are a law unto themselves, and who mind earthly things.' The citizenship of

Christians is not on earth but in heaven, from whence they look for Christ to come

again to renew the body of their humiliation, and to conform it to the likeness of the

body of His glory.

VII.—Importance of the Epistle historically and doctrinally.

The importance of the Epistle to the Philippians, viewed historically, lies in the

language of the first verse. There the words seem to allude, if read by themselves,

to a condition of the Christian Church in which a considerable advance had already

been made in the organization of the ministry in that direction which it permanently

assumed. The bishops and deacons are singled out for express mention in the
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apostolic salutation. In those Epistles of St. Paul which in date precede this letter

to the Philippians, we have no trace of any such well-defined organization. In the

First Epistle to the Corinthians (written probably in a.d. 57) we read (xii. 28) of 'first,

apostles ; secondarily, prophets ; thirdly, teachers ; after that, miracles, then gifts of

healings, helps, governments, diversities of tongues.' But all this speaks of a time

when the manifestation of the Spirit was displayed in the same kind as at Pentecost,

and is not such an arrangement as in any way reminds us of the threefold order of

the ministry which obtained in later times in the Christian Church. So, too, in the

Epistle to the Romans (which may probably be assigned to A.D. 58), we read

(xii. 6-8) ot the gifts of prophecy, of a 'ministry, of exhortation, but nowhere of

such definite official positions in the Church as are spoken of in this letter to

Philippi. We need not, however, conclude from what we find there, that an order

of ' bishops ' as distinct from ' presbyters ' had already been established in the

Philippian church. These two titles can be shown to have been for a long time

applied to the same * office. So that in Philippi the persons addressed might with

equal propriety have been addressed as ' presbyters and deacons.' Just so in the

First Epistle to Timothy, St Paul (iii. 1) describes the duties of a ' bishop,' and then

passes on (iii. 8) to speak of what is required of ' deacons,' evidently implying by

his language that there were then the two divisions of the ministerial office j and as

we know from other places that the two ministers of the early Church were

•presbyters ' and ' deacons,' we can see that the two titles ' bishop ' and * presbyter'

were for some considerable time employed as interchangeable.

No doubt, just as in the church of Jerusalem, as we see it depicted in the Acts

(xv. 19), one presbyter assumed the lead, and was admitted to a position ot pre

eminence in each church as its numbers increased, and he in time came to be called

' bishop,' though we cannot say precisely when this practice first obtained. But the

use of ' bishop ' for ' presbyter ' in the church of Philippi, before we find it so used in

any other church, and the fact that a more definite recognition of official persons is

made in that church than in others at the same time, is highly interesting in itself.

There can be no question that the arrangements of church order were much influ

enced, in these early days, by the arrangements which prevailed for the administra

tion of the secular power. Wherever a Roman official of rank was resident, there, in

ater days, the chief ecclesiastic became distinguished by the title of ' bishop ; ' and as

the lay magistrate had oversight in the secular affairs of the district in which he was

placed, so this principal presbyter, called the bishop, took the oversight of the

ecclesiastical order and discipline in the same place. It seems, therefore, not im

probable that even in this early stage of the Church's life, the presbyters of Philippi,

especially as this was not only the seat of the ' duumviri,' but also the first church

established in Europe, assumed a sort of pre-eminence or oversight among the

churches of Macedonia, and that for this reason St. Paul uses the word ' bishops '

rather than 'presbyters' in writing to them. Having Epaphroditus present with him

in Rome, he would be enabled to get information of the most minute character con

cerning the affairs of Philippi ; and he would not be unwilling, if they were prominent

above other churches in their zeal, to give them the title of ' overseers,' or ' bishops,'

to impress them to the full with the responsibility which he would wish to lay upon

them.2

1 On this whole subject the reader will do well to consult Bishop Lightfoot's essay on ' The

Christian Ministry,' appended to his edition of the Epistlt to the Philippians, and also that author's

note on ' The Synonymes " Bishop " and " Presbyter," ' in the same volume.

5 See more in the notes on Phil. i. I, and comp. St. Paul's language to the Ephesian presbyters at

Miletus (Acts xx. 28).
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The passage of most doctrinal interest in the Epistle is that (ii. 5-8) which speaks

of Christ's humiliation in His life on earth, and which some have interpreted as an

evidence against the Divine nature of our Blessed Lord. The apostle is there wishing

to enforce a lesson of self-denying humility, and to do so more effectually he appeals

to the example of Christ. ' Let this mind (he says) be in you, which was also in

Christ Jesus, who being (in the time before His humiliation) in the form of {i.e. a

participator in all that essentially belongs to) God, did not regard (through His self-

sacrificing humility) equality with God as a state to which He must cling and not let

go, but emptied Himself by taking the form of (becoming a sharer in all that makes

up the character of) a servant, becoming of the likeness of men, and being found in

fashion as a man, He humbled Himself, becoming subject to death, even the death

of the cross.' The significance of the various words here employed for 'form,'

' fashion,' ' likeness,' will be found discussed in the notes on the passage. But here

it may be right to dwell on the necessity which exists, if the true sense of these verses

is to be arrived at, of taking the clause in conjunction with its context, and remem

bering the lesson which it is intended to teach. St Paul wishes to give, to those

whom he exhorts to count ' others better than themselves,' the most forcible illustra

tion of such conduct that he can find. They are to disregard themselves and their

own rights and claims, and consult rather for the advantage of their brethren. For

Christ, their exemplar, who, ere He appeared in the world, was essentially God, yet

for our sakes did not refuse to let go the glory of the Godhead for a time, but

accepted the garb of humanity willingly, and thus divested Himself of the prerogatives

of the Divine nature, and went so far in His humiliation as to be servant where He

might be Lord, and at last consented to die on the cross. Now it is the very point

and grandeur of the illustration, that the conduct described went so far beyond what

men can do towards one another. Therefore in any way to detract from the glory

which Jesus had before His humiliation is to weaken the apostle's argument, and

make it less suitable for his purpose. It is because Jesus was God and became man,

that He must ever be the most astounding example of self-sacrifice for the good of

others, and so is the pattern unto which the apostle urges on the Philippians to strive

to conform, that they in some degree may follow in His steps. Jesus might have

clung fast to His heavenly glory, and to His divine prerogatives, but He laid them

by for us men and for our salvation. Yet in this doffing for a season what was His

own, it did not in any degree cease to be His still. Though ' the Word was made

flesh and dwelt among us,' yet the same Word was ' in the beginning, and then was

with God and was God.'

VIII.—On the Genuineness of the Epistle.

We have abundance of evidence, both external and internal, to the fact that this

is a genuine Epistle of St. Paul. It is mentioned among the Pauline Epistles by the

Muratorian Canon (a.d. 170), and was included in the very early Latin version of the

New Testament which was made before the close of the second century ; while

Tertullian (flor. a.d. 200), in his treatise against Marcion,1 devotes a whole section to

this letter, and quotes from it largely. Among still earlier testimony is the statement

of Polycarp, the disciple of St. John, in his letter to the Philippians.2 * Paul,' he

says, 'when among you, accurately and stedfastly taught the word of truth in the

presence of those who were then alive, and when absent from you he wrote you a

letter.' And in another place 3 he speaks thus : ' You, in the midst of whom the

1 Tert. adv. Marcion, v. 20. * Polycarp ad. Philipp. chap. iii. * Ibid. chap. xi.
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blessed Paul laboured, and who are commended in the beginning of his Epistle.'

Also there seems to be a quotation from our Epistle in the letter1 of Ignatius (a.d.

107) to the Philadelphians. Other allusions, in considerable abundance, will be

found recorded in Bishop Lightfoot's Introduction to the Epistle to the Philippians,

where are given 2 many coincidences of language from the writings of Justin Martyr,

who lived in Palestine (a.d. 140), from a fragment of Melito, Bishop of Sardis (a.d.

150), from the apologetic writings of Theophilus of Antioch (a.d. 168), and from an

Epistle of the Churches of Vienne and Lyons (a.d. 177), which is preserved by

Eusebius (H. E. v. 2). Some expressions derived from this Epistle to the Philippians

are also found in the ' Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,' a work which dates from

an early time in the second century. So that from Asia Minor, from Africa, from

Palestine, and from Gaul, we have independent witnesses to our Epistle before it was

a century and a half old.

But the letter by its contents bears witness to itself. It harmonizes in tone and

feeling, and largely in language too, with the other Epistles of St. Paul, and especially

with the Epistle to the Romans.3 It is rich likewise in allusions to the historical

events connected with the foundation and growth of the church at Philippi, allusions

of such a nature as could only have been made by him who himself had been the chief

instrument in carrying the Gospel at first to Philippi. Then the position in which the

writer represents himself, a prisoner at Rome for the sake of Christ's Gospel, is in

precise accord with what we know of St Paul from the history in the Acts, and from

the other Epistles of the Captivity. While the dangers against which the Philippians

are warned are just those with which they were most likely to be assailed at this

period of the Church's history, the stern language used against Judaizers is quite in

the spirit of the letter of St. Paul to the Galatians.

Therefore, though some few i have cavilled at the Epistle and denied its genuine

ness, it seems needless to spend time in replying to such objectors, when both from

within and without the letter is so fully attested to be the work of the great apostle of

the Gentiles, and has been included in all the lists of the acknowledged Scriptures of

the New Testament from the earliest times.

1 /gnat, ad Philad. viii. * Introduction to rhilipp. pp. 73-76.

3 Bishop Lightfoot in his Introduction has gathered a long list of these resemblances of language

between the two Epistles, pp. 42, 43.

4 Schrader, Der Aposlcl Pau/us, v. p. 201 ; Baur, lattlus, p. 458.



THE EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

PHILIPPIANS.

Chapter I.

CONTENTS.—I. Address and Apostolic Greeting to the Church of Philippi

and its Ministers, vers. I, 2 : II. Thanksgivings and Prayers, with the Reasons

for them both, vers. 3-1 1 : III. Notice of the Progress of the Gospel in

Rome ; of the Apostle's desire to die and be with Christ ; Words of En

couragement under the opposition of Adversaries, vers. 12-30.

Chapter I. 1, 2.

Address and Greeting.

1 TDAUL and " Timotheus, the * servants ' of Jesus Christ,* to

J- all the 'saints in Christ Jesus which are at3 Philippi,

2 with the d bishops * and * deacons : J Grace be 6 unto you, and

peace, from God our Father, and from * the Lord Jesus

Christ.

1 Gk. bondservants

8 or, in * or, overseers

* Many MSS. read Christ Jesus

6 omit be 6 omit from

a Col. i. 1 ;

Philem. >.

b Rom. i. 1.

c Ch. vr. at.

d 1 Tim. iii. 2 ;

Tit. i. 7.

f 1 Tim. iii. 8.

j 1 Cor. i. 3 ;

3 Cor. Lt;

Gal. i. 3 ;

Eph. i. 2 ;

Col. i. 2 :

1 Thes. i. 1 ;

3 Thes. i. 3.

Address and Greeting, 1, 2.

In, this greeting, St. Paul, writing to a con

gregation to which he was much attached, and

which had shown great zeal and love toward him,

does not speak so much in the character of the

apostle with authority, but as their founder and

the friend of the whole church, whose ministers

he salutes in a manner not found in the other

Epistles.

Ver. 1. Panl and Timotheus. The apostle

includes Timotheus with himself in the greeting,

because he had been his companion on his first

visit to Philippi, and so would naturally be known

and dear to the church there (Acts xvi. I), almost

in an equal degree with St. Paul himself. How

highly the apostle valued his companion may be

seen from it 19-22, where allusion is made to

those labours of Timotheus which were known to

the Philippians.—the servants (i.e. bondservants)

of Jesus Christ. Not a few old Greek words are

dignified by the use made of them in the New

Testament. Among the number may be counted

this word for ' slave. When Christ is the master,

the service, though there is no promise that it

shall be easy at all times, is perfect freedom. So

there is pride in being called the slave of such a

Lord.—to all the saints in Christ Jeans. This

title ' saints ' or ' holy ones ' is given in the New

Testament to all those who are ' being saved '

(Acts ii. 47), i.e. who have entered on the way of

salvation. There is therefore no reason to be

surprised at the employment of the word, although

in some Epistles where it is used the apostle has

to rebuke those whom he has named ' saints ' for

errors of various kinds. The sanctifying work of

the Spirit is not complete as soon as it is begun.

—which are at Philippi. We have no notice of

the growth of the Philippian church, but from

ver. 5 below we may conclude that the work

which St. Paul began had gone on without inter

mission, so that in ten years the small band, of

whom Lydia the purple seller was at first the

most important member, had grown into a con

siderable community, and was, as we clearly

gather from this verse, completely organized and

supplied with a ministry. Therefore those to

whom the apostle had entrusted the work must

have been diligent labourers.—with the bishops

and deacons. It is clear from the New Testa

ment usage that the word for 'bishop' was in

these clays synonymous with that for 'elder.'

The latter was used first, because it came naturally

to the mouth of a Jew. So that ' presbyter ' or

'elder' would be used almost as a matter of

course. The duties of the office were described

by the term 'overseer,' i.e. bishop ; but as a title

that word was not so common in the earliest days

427
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of Christianity, and is never found so used in

Scripture. Where we have ' bishops ' mentioned

(1 Tim. iii. 2; Tit. i. 7), there 'presbyters' are

omitted. When many churches came to be

under the supervision of one chief presbyter, he

was naturally named ' overseer ' or ' bishop.' The

deacons were those officers of the church who dis

charged such duties as were given to the seven

chosen at the time of the murmuring of the Hellen

ists against the Hebrews (Acts vi. 1). These were

the almoners to the needy first of all, and guardians

of church funds. Afterwards, as is usually the

case, their duties were augmented ; though, as is

seen in the account of Stephen, the seven were

employed in preaching to the people, as well as

in their business capacity as the 'servers of

tables. '

Ver. 2. Once unto you. Although St. Paul

has not called himself an 'apostle' in writing

to this church over which he had so much reason

to rejoice, he yet employs the apostolic form of

words in his benediction. According to the most

accepted mss., the words are not found in this

complete form in St. Paul's first written Epistle

(1 Thess. i. 1), though they stand there in the

A. V. But, as will be seen from the marginal

references, the form was nearly fixed from an

early date. The grace is first invoked, without

which the rest of the benediction cannot be made

good, and by the mention of this grace, the Holy

Spirit is included in the benediction as well as the

Father and the Son, and thus the blessing of the

Trinity is the apostle's invocation.—and peace

from God onr Father, and the Lord Jesus

Christ. In the Old Testament peace was the

blessing most constantly invoked (cf. Num. vi.

26), and ' grace ' is used mainly in the phrase ' to

find grace ' in the sight of Gcd or man, when

some blessing is spoken of as bestowed (cf. Gen.

vi. 8). God's first revelation had not made known

to man the doctrine of the indwelling of the Holy

Ghost, and till that was revealed and promised,

words like these of St. Paul could have no place.

In this is one part of Christ's fulfilling, that is,

making complete, the law. The peace of the old

covenant blessing is retained, the grace is the

greater light of the new covenant.

Chapter I. 3-1 1.

Thanksgivings and Prayers.

T "THANK my God upon every * remembrance ' of you,3

4 JL always in every 'prayer* of mine for you all, making

5 d request* with joy, for your ' fellowship in4 the gospel from

6 the first day until now ; being confident of this very thing, that

he which hath /begun* a good work in you, will ^ perform " it

7 until the *day of Jesus Christ: even as it is meet7 for me to

think this of you all, because 8 I have you in my ' heart ; inas

much as both in my * bonds, and in the l defence and confir-

8 mation of the gospel, ye * all are " partakers of my grace. For

God is my " record,10 how greatly I ' long after you all in the

9 ■''bowels11 of Jesus Christ. And this I pray, that your love

may ' abound yet more and more in r knowledge and in n all

10 judgment ; " that ye may * approve things " that are excellent ;

that ye may be ' sincere and without " offence " till the " day

1 1 of Christ ; being filled with the " fruits " of righteousness,

which are by17 Jesus Christ, unto the * glory and praise of

God.

1 or, upon all my remembrance ! or, supplication

8 or, making my supplication 4 better unto, or in furtherance of

5 rather, which began 6 or, perfect it

7 more closely, right for me to be thus minded concerning you all

8 The words can be rendered, because ye have me in your heart.

8 or, ye are all partakers with me of grace 10 or, witness

11 i.e. the tender mercies " omit in " or, discernment, penetration

14 more closely, so that ye may approve the things. Others render, prove the

things that differ. l4 or, void of offence unto, etc.

a Rom. i- 8 :

1 Cor. L 4 ;

1 Thes i. 2 ;

Philem. 4.

b 3 Tim. i. *.

c Euh. i. t6 ;

1 The*, i. 2.

f/Rom. L to.

c 2 Cor. vi 1 i. 4 ;

,' J,°-.!: * »•

/Gal. iii. 33.

g Lu. i. 7a ;

Rom. iv. 2i.

k Ch. i. 10,

it 16 ;

a Thes. ii a.

» a Cor. iii. a,

vii 3.

iCoI. iv. 18:

Philem. 10.

/ Acts xxdi. 1 ;

ch. i. 17.

m 1 Cor. ix. 13 ;

a Cor. i. 7.

H Rom. i. 9 ;

a Cor. i. 23 :

1 Thes. ii. 5.

o Rom. i. j 1 ;

a Cor. ix. 14.

> Philem. 30.

f lilies. iii. la;

a Thes. i. a.

r Col. i. o :

x Tim. ii. 4.

t Rom. ii. iS.

/ 2 Cor. i. 12.

u Acts xxiv. 16.

rCh. L6.

to Rom. vi. 2r ;

Gal. v. 22 ;

Heb. xii. 1 1 ;

Jos. iii. 18.

.r Ki>h. i. 12 ;

1 Pet i. 7.

•« The oldest Gk. has, the fruit
which is i.e. through
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Thanksgivings and Prayers, 3-11.

The apostle gives the tone to his Epistle in this

opening clause. He is thankful for what he

knows of the past conduct of the Philippians, and

looks forward with confidence. But the strength

to perform is from God, and therefore he mingles

his rejoicing with constant prayer. God, who

began the good work, will carry it forward ; this

St. Paul knew from his own experience, and the

Philippians are sharers in his grace. He prays

for their increase in love, in knowledge, in

sincerity, which growth can be only made mani

fest through bringing forth fruits of righteousness

in their lives.

Ver. 3. I thank my God. This expression is

very frequent with St. Paul, and indicates the

light in which he looked on God's dealing with

him. He could see that all was of God's grace,

and so his life was a constant eucharist.—upon

all my remembrance of you. It was not that on

every occasion on which the apostle's thoughts

went back to the Philippians he felt thankful, but

the whole course of the remembrance, as their

Christian progress was reviewed by him since his

earliest preaching among them, gives him reason

for thankfulness. It is this which makes the

tone of the Epistle so jubilant. The apostle's

heart is overflowing with thankfulness to God,

and happiness in the manifestation of their love

to himself.

Ver. 4. Always in every prayer of mine for

you all. We see here how the apostle's thankful

ness manifested itself. There was cause for joy

over the Philippian church. Feeling this, St.

Paul comes to God with supplication, that as

they now stand, so they may continue, and only

change to a greater advancement in grace and

holiness. Of course concerning the new converts

the apostle could know nothing but from the

reports brought by Epaphroditus and others, but

they are all become his brethren in Christ, and

therefore all have a claim, a right, to a share in

his prayers. — making my supplication with

joy. The joy would have many sources. It

would come in part from the retrospect of the

history of the Philippian church to which he has

just alluded ; and in part from the most recent

manifestations of their love during his present

imprisonment.

Ver. 5. for your fellowship in furtherance of

the gospel. The preposition requires a fuller

rendering than is given by the Authorised Version.

There the sentence indicates a state of rest ; that

they with St. Paul were living under the Gospel.

He meant much more than this. He spoke of a

state of progress and advance. In their own

persons they had been growing daily more and

more into the spirit of the Gospel, and thus they

were his fellows, for he was ever pressing forward,

and never counting himself to have attained. But

not only in their own spiritual life was this

fellowship manifested, but in their labours for the

spread of the Gospel. There must have been a

zeal in the Philippians akin to that of the apostle

himself, to bring about so great a result as is indi

cated by the language of this letter. The Gospel

had been furthered in themselves, and also in the

people among whom they lived. In this they

had communion or fellowship with St. Paul,

whether he were absent or present.—from the

first day until now. And this fellowship had

been continuous, from the time of that first act

of Christian love, when Lydia constrained the

strangers to come and abide in her house, to the

sending of relief to his necessities in Rome.

These were the outward visible signs of the inward

spiritual grace.

Ver. 6. being confident of this very thing.

The apostle speaks from the depths of his spiritual

experience. The good work had been begun in

himself, and carried on by the grace of God, so

that he confesses (1 Cor. xv. 10), 'By the grace

of God I am what I am.' It is the sense of this

which makes him confident for the Philippians.—

that he which began. The reference is to the

first acceptance of the Gospel by the Philippians.

The seed then sown, though exceeding small,

God will not suffer to be without fruit. But the

apostle will not forget, nor have his readers forgot,

that though Paul may plant, and Apollos may

water, yet it is God that giveth the increase.—a

good work in yon. The work of bringing you to

salvation through the Gospel of Christ The

work within you is a true comment on the narra

tive of the Acts, where we read ' the Lord opened

the heart of Lydia that she attended to the things

which were spoken of Paul.'—trill perfect it,

bring it to a thorough completion. This was no

doubt the old sense of perform, but it is a weaker

word now. The Greek is a strong expression,

the same which is used (2 Cor. vii. 1) for perfect

ing holiness in the fear of God.—until the day

of Jesus Christ ' The day of the Lord,' or ' the

day of Christ,' is used by the New Testament

writers for the time when Christ shall come to

judgment, and the expression is so used on the

warrant of Christ's language (Luke xvii. 24), ' So

shall the Son of man be in His day. ' There is no

doubt that among the early Christians there was

an expectation that the day of judgment was very

near. St. Paul corrects the undue apprehension

of the Thessalonians in this matter (2 Thess. ii.

2), and in the present verse the expression must

not be taken as intimating that the Philippians,

to whom this letter was sent, would live to see

the day of Christ. What the apostle means is,

that God will carry on and complete the work in

such wise that it shall be ready for the judgment

whenever that may come. They may die or be

alive, of that he says nothing, only he feels sure

that 'living or dying they will be the Lord's.'

Ver. 7. even as it is right. The apostle has

just grounds for the opinion which he has expressed.

He has seen and valued God's work within them,

both from their behaviour towards himself and

their labours for the spread of the Gospel, and

hence he knows that the same grace which has

been able to make him strong, has been bestowed

upon them, and will continue to be given, because

they have proved themselves worthy of it.—for

me to he thus minded. The phrase is the same

which occurs below in iii. 15, and is somewhat

more than 'think.' It implies a settled state of

feeling which is not likely to be disturbed.—

concerning yon all. For though he was a

stranger to many of them, yet the reports of

Epaphroditus had assured him that the church

was moved as it were by one spirit.—because I

have you in my heart. The next verse shows that

this is the true sense. The apostle longs after

them all. He proceeds to give the reasons why

they have such a hold upon his thoughls and

affections,—inasmuch as both in my bonds and
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in the defence and confirmation of the gospel.

These words have been taken in different senses,

according as they have been thought to belong

to what goes before, or to what follows them.

Those who have joined them with the preced

ing words have given the sense as follows : I

have you in my heart, both in my bonds ; while

I am here in my prison I do not forget you ; and

in my defence, when I am called upon to plead

before the tribunal of Cresar, I do not forget you

even there. In this sense the word for 'defence'

is used, 2 Tim. iv. 16. But when this view of

the words is taken, it becomes necessary to under

stand the whole of the last clause : when I plead

liefore the Emperor and thus maintain the cause

of the Gospel. But the Greek seems to require

that both ' defence ' and * confirmation ' should be

closely joined with the words ' of the Gospel.'

It appears better, therefore, to take them as

signifying that the Philippians have had the same

kind of lot to bear as the apostle himself, and

have joined with him in spirit in defending and

confirming the Gospel of Christ. That they might

be said to be sharers with him in his bonds, we

can understand from the concluding verses of this

chapter, where we read that it was given unto

the Philippians in behalf of Christ (and therefore

it might fitly be called a grace) not only to believe

in Him, but also to suffer for His sake, and that

they had themselves the same conflict which they

had seen in Paul (when he was a prisoner at

Philippi), and which they now heard to be in

him.—ye are all partakers with me of grace.

What has just been said is confirmed, because the

verb, which in verse 29 is rendered 'it is given,'

is cognate with the noun here used for ' grace, '

and might for fulness' sake be rendered 'it has

been graciously given." That the God of all

grace may call His servants to suffer for a while

is seen from I Pet. v. 10. For as Christ was

made perfect through sufferings, His servants

may only look to be made perfect, stablished,

strengthened, and settled by the same discipline.

Ver. 8. For God is my witness. He knows

my heart, which you cannot know, and that I

appeal unto Him is the greatest pledge of the

truth of what I say.—how greatly I long after

yon all. The warmth of the apostle's affection

is very marked in this Epistle (cf. iv. I), where,

as here, the feeling is called forth because they

are his joy and crown in the Lord.—in the tender

mercies of Jesus Christ. The Authorised Version

gives the literal rendering of the word, but to an

English reader it is seldom understood. The

word translated ' bowels ' was in Greek applied

to the nobler portions of the interior organs, the

heart, liver, etc., as opposed to the entrails, and

in them was supposed to be the seat of the affec

tions, especially those of love and pity. There

was something of the same idea, though not so

strictly defined, among the Hebrews, as may be

seen from the language of many passages in the

Old Testament (Gen. xliii. 30 ; 1 Kings iii. 26,

etc.), so that the rendering given above conveys

the sense of the apostle. But there was also no

doubt combined with this the notion of tender

intimate union, and it should not be allowed by

any translation to slip away. The apostle spake

of Christ living in him (Gal. ii. 20) in the same

kind of language as Christ Himself had used

(John xvii. 21), and the thought that the whole

Christian brotherhood was one body in Christ

influenced the choice of such words as this to

express the intimate union and communion of

those who by one Spirit were all baptized into

one body.

Ver. 9. And this I pray. Hitherto we have

heard nothing of the subject of the apostle's

prayer. The mention of the joy with which he

made his supplication turned his thoughts aside,

and so far he has dwelt only on the reason for

that joy, the constancy of the Philippians in the

faith, the certainty of God's aid to them, and his

own affection. Now we come to that for which

he prays.—that your love may abound yet more

and more. He asks for them the highest

Christian grace, ' the greatest of these is love,'

and that it may be ever growing within them.

And this Christian love, to express which the

Greek word seems to have been specially con

served, and onlyapplied by the heathen to that kind

of affection which involved self-sacrifice, is to be

exhibited towards all men. It is not for himself that

St. Paul asks it, but that it may extend and embrace

every one who may be, or become, a brother in

Christ.—in knowledge. This is not the simple

word for knowledge which in St. Peter's list of

Christian graces (2 Pet. i. 5) is part of the series

of which ' love ' forms the culminating-point ;

but implies that process of adding ever more and

more to the spiritual insight which comes from a

diligent prosecution of all that is already known.

It is a knowledge which increaseth more and

more unto the perfect day.—and all discernment.

The Christian is placed amid circumstances which

constantly call upon him to make a choice. The

apostle supplicates for the Philippians that they

may be able to do this rightly. The word occurs

nowhere else in the New Testament, and by the

two nouns the apostle seems to intend to express

spiritual insight, the inner growth of heavenly

light ; and wisdom in the world's concerns, of

such a kind as may keep men from an evil choice

in any of its ways.

Ver. 10. bo that ye may approve the things

that are excellent. Thus their discernment will

do its work. To approve, that is, to put to trial,

and reject if they be not worthy, all things which

offer themselves in the life of men. Such rejec

tion of what is bad implies the acceptance of

what is good. Things that are excellent (lit.

things that differ) is an expression used only of

those things which differ in the way of superiority.

Hence ' prove the things that differ ' is to ' ap-

£rove those which are excellent.'—that ye may

a sincere. The figure in the Greek word is of

something that will bear scrutiny under the bright

light of the sun. By making constant choice of

the things that are excellent, the wayfaring

Christian comes ever nearer to such a condition.

—and without offence. The sense is both

active and passive ; having nothing at which

others may stumble—i.e., giving no offence in

anything ; and also void of offence within them

selves, blameless as well as harmless.—till the

day of Christ. See above on verse 6. That

thus they may be prepared for the judgment

whenever it may come.

Ver. 11. being filled with the fruits of

righteousness. This will be a result of the state

mentioned in the previous verse. Men cannot be

sincere and void of offence without making their

character known by their works. And the

apostle prays for his congregation at Philippi
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that they may be like the good ground which be their own work—unto the glory and praise

brought forth fruit 'a hundred-fold.' There is of God. That God thereby maybe praised and

much to be said for the singular number ' fruit.' glorified, first by those who through Christ have

It gives the idea, which is the true one, that the been aided to bring forth fruit to abundance,

fruit of righteousness is uniform. — which is and then by those who see their good works,

through Jesus Christ. Thus St. Paul prevents and are led also to glorify the Father in heaven,

any thought that this fulness of good fruit will

Chapter I. 12-30.

The Progress of the Gospel in Rome—St. Pants desire to depart—His

Exhortation and Encouragement to the Philippians.

12 T)UT I would ye should "understand,1 brethren, that the « Eph. ul 4.

-1—J things which happened unto me have fallen out rather

13 unto the * furtherance ' of the gospel; so that my 'bonds in *^f';v'5\

Christ are manifest in all the palace and in all other places ; 3 rhiiem. i3.

14 and many of the d brethren4 in the Lord, waxing confident by rfCoi. i. v,

1 e 7 • t Hcb. 1U. 1.

my bonds,1 are much more bold to speak the word without "c.or. *.».

r r r • • r es* "" 3'

1 5 ' fear. Some indeed ' preach Christ even of * envy and ' strife : /Lu. i. M.
J r J £"Acts vin. 5,

16 and some also of * goodwill: the one preach Christ of 'con- *vg-J\

tention, not sincerely, supposing to add affliction to my bonds : *R„™im ,4-

17 but the other of love, knowing that I am " set for the " defence t\£% 'j'- 3-

18 of the gospel.8 What then? notwithstanding, every way,9 Xlu"1;;"^8.'

whether in pretence, or in truth, Christ is preached;10 and I "Ch-i;.

19 therein do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice. For I know that this

shall "turn to my salvation ^through your prayer," and the *^?:,xxL '3-

20 supply of the * Spirit of Jesus Christ, according to my r earnest J J^* '••;•"■

expectation and viy11 hope, that in nothing I shall be

' ashamed," but that with all 'boldness, as always, so now also *Rom ••>«;

. a cor. *■ 8-
Christ shall be "magnified in my "body, whether it beu by life, <A«iiv.?9;

21 or by death. For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain. »Act»xu. 17.

* ° v 1 Lor. vi. 20;
22 But if I live in the w flesh,15 this is the fruit of my labour: yet »Sor" iv- '"•

23 what I shall choose18 I wot not. For17 I am in a * strait jrLu-xU-so-

betwixt two,18 having a desire" to depart, and to be with

24 'Christ; which is far80 better: nevertheless to abide in the j1C0r.xv.18;
* ' ch. in. 8 ;

ll'hes. iv.17.

1 more closely, Now I would have you know 2 or, progress

3 or, so that my bonds have become manifest in Christ throughout the whole

Praetorium

4 better, and that most of the brethren * Ck. trusting in my bonds

0 or, are more abundantly bold 7 good MSS. give, the word of God

8 Verses 16 and 17 are transposed in some good MSS. thus : the one do it of

love, knowing that I am set for the defence of the gospel ; but the other pro

claim Christ of faction, not sincerely, thinking to raise up affliction for me in

my bonds.

9 better, only that in everyway,?/*:. 10 Ck. proclaimed " or, supplication

14 omit my 13 or, shall I be put to shame u omit it be

15 rather, But if to live in the flesh,—^"this is the fruit of my work, then what,

etc.; or, But if to live in the flesh be my lot, this is the fruit . . . and what, etc.

16 or, what shall I choose? 17 Many MSS. give But 18 rather, the two

u Ck. the desire ,0 Ck. for it is very far
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25 flesh is more needful for you." And having this 'confidence, * » Th«. a. 4-

I know that I shall "abide and continue with you all for your «ch. i.j4.

26 * furtherance and joy of e faith;" that your rejoicing may be *ch.iii.

more * abundant in Jesus Christ for me," by my coming " to d* Cor- «• '*•

27 you again. Only let your 'conversation be as it becometh " * Ch- ■"• ao-

the gospel of Christ : that whether I come and see you, or else

be absent, I may hear of your affairs, that ye stand f fast in one f\^?c,™\\.

spirit, with one* mind" striving * together for" the faith of J ThSTiii'il-

28 the gospel; and in nothing terrified by your28 adversaries:^^,!'

which is to" them an evident 'token of perdition, but to you J^r^tf-

29 of salvation,30 and that of" God. For unto you it is * given *&«3S:

in the behalf of Christ, not only to believe on him, but also to

30 ' suffer for his sake ;" having the same '"conflict which ye saw 'fpJ^f/V

in me, and now hear to be in me.
mCoL ii. :

11 ie. for your sake

82 rather, Yea, and abide with you all for your progress and joy in the faith.

23 or more literally, that your glorying may abound in Christ Jesus in me.

24 Gk. presence with

23 or, manner of life be worthy of the, etc.; Gk. behave as citizens worthily

of, etc. 20 rather, with one soul 27 or, with

28 Gk. the 29 or, for 30 Good MSS. have but of your salvation

81 i.e. from 82 ral/ier, on his behalf, as in thefirst clause.

The Progress of the Gospel in Rome—St. Paul's

desire to depart—His Exhortation and En

couragement to the Philippians, 12-30.

In spite of St. Paul's imprisonment, the Gospel

has not been bound, and even those who are not

sincere in their preaching of it, yet are a joy to

the apostle, because a faint light is better than

heathen darkness. But yet he would fain go out

of the world and be with Christ, but his heart

tells him that this is not to be his portion : he is

to abide in the flesh for the sake of the churches.

He accompanies the statement of this conviction

with an exhortation to stedfastness and unity,

while he bids them have no fear from adversaries.

That adversaries assail them is a happy sign.

God of His grace permits His faithful servants not

only to believe in, but to suffer for, Christ.

Ver. 12. Now I would have you know,

brethren. Having closed his prayer for their

progress, the apostle now begins with that per

sonal part of his letter which refers to his own

condition. They might have looked on his im

prisonment as a great hindrance to the spread of

the Gospel, hence his first wish is to dispel such

a notion. God has wrought so that what seemed

a loss has proved again.—that the things which

happened unto me — i.e., my being kept a

prisoner and chained to a soldier by day and

night, and also my two years' long detention in

Rome.—have fallen out, have had a result.—

rather, not such as at first sight men would have

expected.—unto the progress of the gospel.

A way has been cleared where all seemed to be

densely hedged in. The constant changes of the

guard set to live with him gave St. Paul great

opportunities of making the Gospel known

among the Roman soldiers, while the permission

granted to him to receive all who came opened

another door, through which Onesimus, we

know, was brought to Christ, as we may well

believe others were also.

Ver. 12. So that my bonda have become

manifest in Christ. So that it has become

known that the reason why I am imprisoned is

because I am a preacher of Christ. Thus he

points out how the cause of the Gospel was

served by his chains. Many who would never

have cared to inquire about Christian teaching

were prompted to do so when told of this as the

reason for the apostle's imprisonment. Thus

Christ's name and word were spread abroad

from that hired house where he was bound.—

throughout the whole Prsetorium and in all

other places. The praetorium was a name given

primarily to the tent of the commander-in-chief

111 a Roman camp. Then it was employed for

the residence of any Roman governor, as the

hall or palace of Pilate (Matt, xxvii. 27 ; Mark

xv. 16), or for the military quarters in the palace

of Herod (Acts xxiii. 35), but in Rome it was

the name given to the barrack of the praetorian

guard, which Suetonius (Tit. 37) tells us was a

place specially assigned to those soldiers by

Tiberius. By the frequent change of the guard

who was chained to him, and who would be

kept in that service only for a turn of a few

hours, the news of St. Paul's imprisonment, and

the cause of it, had been widely published. It

was a novel charge, and so likely to arrest

attention, and the apostle would be sure to pub

lish the knowledge of Christ to all who came in

his way. The expression 'all other places,'

though seemingly hyperbolic, is not without its

interest when we remember that one of the

traditions concerning the first publication of the

Gospel in Britain ascribes it to Roman soldiers

who may have been the hearers of St. Paul in his
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prison. The Revised Version renders ' throughout

the whole praetorian guard and to all the rest,'

thus making the reference to the persons rather

than to the place. The usage of prsetorium in

other passages of the New Testament setms

opposed to such a translation, though the latter

words in the Greek are such as would be used

of persons 'all the rest.'

Ver. 14. And that most of the brethren in

the Lord. ' Brethren in the Lord ' or ' in Christ '

(Col. i. 2) is not the common expression in the

New Testament, and seems to signify no more

than the usual ' brethren.' It is clear from what

follows that it includes all who in any way

identified themselves with the cause of Christ,

whether their adherence were very sincere or not.

—waxing confident by my bonds. When they

saw Paul still earnest in the preaching of Christ

in spite of the suffering which it had brought

upon him, they were more induced to believe in

the reality of his teaching, seeing him thus

supported under afflictions.—are more abund

antly bold. They might have been bold under

other circumstances had they heard the Gospel

from St. Paul while he was at liberty, but the

apostle seems to declare that in the present case

they are more courageous than they would then

have been.—to speak the word of God without

fear. All the oldest mss. add 'of God.' Of

course the sense is the same whether they be

added or omitted. The two forms are found in

the same narrative (Acts iv. 4, 31).

Ver. 15. Some indeed preach Christ even of

envy and strife. In St. Paul's time, as well as

in other days, work professing to be good has

not always been done from a pure motive. There

would no doubt be many professing Christians in

Rome long before the arrival of St. Paul, for

strangers of Rome were among the crowd in

Jerusalem at Pentecost. When, however, St.

Paul arrived, the fame of his work and sufferings

could hardly fail to draw the attention largely to

him, and it would seem as if some of the Roman

Christians, aggrieved at this, had taken up the

position of partisans, and though still preaching

Christ, held themselves apart from the apostle.

—and some also of good will. Really seeking

the salvation of their hearers. This is the good

will of the Gospel.

Ver. 16. The one do it of love. This verse

and the following are interchanged in the oldest

MSS. ' The one refers to those last mentioned,

who were truly stirred by the Christian grace

of love, and preached from that cause only.

And while their love was exhibited towards those

who heard them, it was also shown towards St.

Paul. — knowing that I am set for the de

fence of the gospel. These men recognised

the apostle's mission, that he was the ap

pointed champion of the faith of Christ, and

that God was working through his bondage tor

the wider publication of the glad tidings of the

Gospel.

Ver. 17. But the other proclaim Christ of

faction. Here is an explanation of the envy and

strife. The word rendered ' faction' (Authorised

Version, contention) properly implies 'self-seeking. '

And we know that from the earliest times the

Christian communities were troubled by those

who sought adherents only that they might glory

in their number. St. Paul found much trouble

of this kind from the Judaizers in the Galatian

vol. ill 28

congregations, and it was the same spirit which

was at work here in Rome.—not sincerely.

Their motive was not a pure one, though they

might call themselves preachers of Christ.—

thinking to raise up affliction for me in my

bonds. This is the rendering of the oldest

Greek text. The received text gives 'to add

affliction to my bonds.' The affliction which is

here meant must perhaps be judged of from the

character of those who intended to rouse it up.

They were men actuated by a spirit of self-

seeking, and could perhaps only understand St.

Paul's work in the light of their own. They

would have found it a sore trouble had others

attempted to take on them to do that which they

regarded as their special work. So it may be

they judged of St. Paul, and imagined that their

work would be looked on with jealousy by him,

and thus affliction be roused up for him because

while he lay in prison, others were making

themselves heard and known. This certainly

is an appropriate sense with the verb ' to raise

up,' for the idea in it is often of waking up

something that is asleep, as the feeling of jealousy

might be supposed to be.

Ver. 18. What then!—i.e., what is it then?

What is the outcome of all their conduct ?—

only that in every way, whether in pretence or

in truth, Christ is proclaimed. The feeling

expressed in these words of St. Paul may be com

pared with our Lord's lesson to His disciples

(Mark ix. 39). John had told Him how they

had forbidden one who was casting out devils in

the name of Jesus, and who yet followed not

with them. But Jesus said : Forbid him not,

such a man cannot lightly speak evil of me. St.

Paul must have had some thought akin to this

when he thus answers his own ' What then ? ' He

must have felt that though the preachers might be

of no right feeling towards himself, yet there

could only be gain to the people of Rome by the

proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus. And so he

continues.—and therein I do rejoice, yea, and

will rejoice. For the population of the imperial

city could not have too many preachers of

Christ in it. If we may take the apostle's

description of the heathen world given in the first

chapter of his Epistle to the Romans as a true

picture, and there is no doubt it was so, all who

would go forth in the name of Christ and tell

the story of His life and death and its object,

were to be welcomed from whatever motive they

did their work. It was not as in the case of the

Galatian church, where men were being led

from a pure to a debased form of the Christian

religion. Then the apostle has no word of joy

for those who preached that the only way to

Christ was through the door of the Mosaic law.

Rather he has no words strong enough to express

his anger at them, and wonder at the infatuation

of those who hearkened to them. But to have

Christ preached at Rome, even though the

preacher were a self-seeking judaizer, was a clear

gain and source of congratulation, when the city

was in the degraded moral condition in which it

lay in the days of St. Paul.

Ver. 19. For I know that this shall turn to

my salvation. The apostle means by ' this ' the

whole course of opposition from which he was

made to suffer. For though he is joyful that

Christ is preached by any means, yet he would be

much more rejoiced were it all done in purity of
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spirit. Therefore his rejoicing is not without its

attendant pain, But he will make the opposition

an occasion for more fervency of spirit and purity

of motive on his own part, and thus he will be

carried onward in the work of his own salvation.

—through your supplication. He is sure that

when the Philippians know of his affliction from

these jealousies of insincere Christians, they will

give him their prayers, and that these will lie

answered by a greater outpouring of grace in his

time of need.—and the supply of the Spirit of

Jesus Christ. This was the only true relief in

his trouble, more of the Spirit of Jesus Christ.

So will his own work in preaching Christ's Gospel

l>e purified and made effective.

Ver. 20. According to my earnest expectation

and hope. The apostle has two things in his

mind—first, the preaching of the gospel of Christ ;

second, his own salvation. In reference to the

former he is earnestly expectant that he shall never

be put to shame by the opposition ot his adver

saries. This feeling makes him able to rejoice in

the midst of all their envy and strife : his hope

looks farther on, to his own salvation. But he

enjoys both these. He awaits the future both of his

work on earth and of his call to heaven without

fear.—that in nothing shall I be pnt to shame.

The only way in which the apostle could be put

to shame was by the frustration of his labours and

hopes. lie knows in his heart in what spirit he

has laboured, and so feels confidence in God that

his labour will not have been in vain.—but that

with all boldness. The peculiar boldness inti

mated in the original is 'freedom of speech.' It

is a favourite word for the free preaching of the

first apostles (cf. Acts iv. 13, 29, xiv. 3, xviii. 26,

etc.). Such boldness could only be the quality of

one whose work had not been frustrated, but to

whom the Lord had constantly witnessed as He

did to St. Paul.—as always. For since his con

version the apostle had never ceased to teach and

preach.—so now also Christ shall be magnified

in my body. We should naturally have expected

some concluding sentence in which the apostle

would speak of himself. That I shall not be put

to shame, but that with all boldness I may

'speak.' But here St. Paul changes the form of

his speech, and puts forward only that for which he

constantly laboured ' that Christ may be magni

fied.' When he says 'in my body,' he means, by

all his powers, by everything that he can do or

suffer in this present life. —whether by life or by

death. In life the preaching of Christ's gospel

would be the means to St. Paul of magnifying

Christ ; by his death, if it came now at the hands

of the Roman power, he would be as a victim

offered up to Christ. Thus he speaks himself

(2 Tim. iv. 6), in that later imprisonment which

was followed by his martyrdom : ' I am now

ready to be offered. '

Ver. 21. For to me to live is Christ. My

life will be His service wherein I shall conse

quently enjoy His grace and help. So that it will

be work for Christ done through Christ who

strengthened. This to the zealous apostle was a

source of spiritual comfort, but not so great as that

of which he next speaks.—and to die is gain.

The former was to have the support of a spiritual

communion in this world : this is the greater bliss of

being ever present with the Lord. It is the sense

of this gain that leads St. Paul to say to the

Thcssalonians (1 Thcss. iv. 18), when speaking of

the approach of the day of Christ, ' Comfort one

another with these words.'

Ver. 22. But if to live in the flesh—if this is

the fruit of my work. It is not easy to give with

certainty the force of the Greek in this verse.

But the rendering here recorded seems best to suit

with the context. St. Paul has just spoken of the

great gain of dying. Now the thought seems to

arise : ' Yet suppose that the means whereby my

labour can bring forth its fruit, is only to be

secured by my continuing to live in the flesh,

then I should desire that such fruit should be

secured.' We know how anxious the apostle's

soul was ever for the fruit of his labour. ' That

I may have some fruit among you also ' was his

constant thought and frequent utterance. We

can therefore well see how he would be drawn by

this desire to forego for a while the greater gain

which death would bring. For though death

might be gain to him, the fruit of his apostolic

labours might be eternal life to many brethren in

Christ. He says 'to live in the flesh,' thereby to

distinguish the unbroken life into its different

stages.—then what shall I choose, I wot not.

I would fain, he means, choose death j but when

I am in doubt whether my labour and its success

do not call for my longer stay in the flesh, I dare

not make the choice. The other rendering of the

whole verse may be thus understood. ' But sup

pose that to live in the flesh be my lot,' suppose

God appoints me to a longer life in this world,

' this is the fruit of my work,' a way of bringing

my labours to a fruitful issue ; I know this, for I

must constantly follow on what I have already

done, ' and so what I shall choose I know not,'

for God by preserving my life is giving me larger

opportunities of work for Him, opportunities which

I know not how to refuse.

Ver. 23. But I am in a strait betwixt the

two. The verb is one which the LXX. use

(Job xxxvi. 8) of ' those who are holden in cords of

affliction,' and the apostle describes himself as thus

holden and constrained of [i.e. by) the two things,

death or the continuance of life that his work may

bear its fruit. Each wish draws him in its own

direction. — having the desire, which 1 have

already expressed by saying that 'to die is gain.'

—to depart and be with Christ. He views the

world as a place of temporary sojourn, not as a

home, and so he uses to describe his departure a

significant term which implies that he will be like

one who has only been detained here, as a ship is

held for a time to its moorings, or a tent in its

position by ropes, which it was always intended

some day to cast loose and go away. He says

' be with Christ,' as though he looked forward to

the presence with Christ at the moment of his

departure. So in another place he speaks (2 Cor.

v. 8) of absence from the body as being equivalent

to ' being at home in the Lord.' And even where

the state between death and judgment is spoken

of as sleep, we read (1 Thess. iv. 14) of them that

arc fallen asleep in (or through) Jesus. All these

passages must be taken into account before it is

decided that the intermediate state will be a time

of unconscious sleep. * To fall asleep ' is used for

death, and 'to be asleep' is thus equivalent to

' death ; ' but the phrases are employed to describe

the passage from this world to the next, not as a

definition of the nature of our existence in the

world to come.—for it is very far better. lie

cannot forget the greatness of the gain, though his
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love for the salvation of men may reconcile him to

forego it. So, in this further allusion to life with

Christ, he intensifies his language by a doubly

expressed comparative.

Ver. 24. yet to abide in the flesh is more

needful for your sake. He now approaches a

reason which confirms him as to what his lot will

be. He sees that there is much which lies before

him, which God is showing that he would have

him do, and the sense that the churches will be

the better for his life, and need his continued care,

brings with it the certainty that God will not yet

call him home.

Ver. 25. And having this confidence : that it

is needful for the Philippians that he should live

on in the flesh. —I know. He uses this expression

in the sense of ' I feel certain,' of an inward per

suasion or conviction, which we cannot doubt that

he often felt brought into his mind through the

promptings of the Holy Spirit. He is not speak

ing of any express revelation by which he has l>een

informed of what is in store for him. — that I

shall abide, i.e. tarry in life, spoken generally.

He then proceeds to the specific language.—Yea,

and abide with you all. No doubt his mind

passes to the whole care of the churches which

came upon him daily, and he sees not without

some consolation the further prospect of spending

and being spent for Christ's service. —for your

progress and joy in the faith, i.e. for your

advancement in the faith and consequent joy

therein. For though the Christian's road may be

a hard one to travel, and oft need help from those

who have advanced farther in the faith, yet every

advance is a new joy in the sense of darkness

made light, temptations conquered, and a nearer

view of God and Christ.

Ver. 26. that your glorying may abound in

Christ Jesus in me. The noun here used, ' glory

ing,' and its kindred verb, are favourite words with

St. Paul. They signify primarily ' boasting,' but

like so many words which have been taken by the

New Testament diction for its own, they have

received a modification of meaning. The Chris

tian man may boast, but it can never be of him

self, but of what in mercy has been done for him,

and such boasting becomes a glorification of his

Lord. Hence the apostle's sentence means that

the Philippians may have more and more cause for

such boasting in ChristJesus for His grace bestowed,

and so their glorying may be said to be in Christ

Jesus. But St. Paul's own lessons and example

and prayers will be a means for attaining the

grace of Christ, and so he is able to add ' in me. '

The boasting will be of what the Lord hath

done, and the help thereto will be Paul's continu

ance in the flesh.—through my presence with

you again. We know from a later Epistle

(1 Tim. i. 3) that the apostle did make another

journey into Macedonia, and we cannot doubt that

the visit to the Philippians here anticipated was

paid.

Ver. 27. Only let your manner of life he

worthy of the gospel of Christ. ' Conversation '

of the Authorised Version is used very frequently

for a different Greek word, and so should not be

employed here. The sentence is best understood

from the literal rendering, ' Behave as citizens

worthily of the Gospel.' From the first, Chris

tianity was shown to be a fellowship and com

munion, and the figure of citizenship is not

unfrequently employed to represent its character.

The citizen must remember that he does not live

for himself alone, that he is under a law, enjoys

great privileges, which in turn lay upon him great

responsibility. A man so minded will know that

in his actions the interests of others are involved

as well as his own, and will by that knowledge

come to deserve the title of ' brother ' so much

adopted by the first Christians. As Christ in the

Gospel fulfilled the law by giving, as in the

Sermon on the Mount, its complete significance

to every precept, so the Christian who aims to

live worthily of the Gospel will not rest content

with what was said 'to the men of old time,' but

will be ever seeking to hear Christ's voice and to

follow when he hears the ' I say unto you ' of the

Master.—that whether I come and see you or

be absent Even when the apostle regained his

liberty, it was but a small portion of his time that

he could give to the Philippians alone. He

would come and see them, but after that, other

duties would call him away.—I may hear of your

state. The Greek is literally 'the things about

you,' and seems to imply a deep interest in the

whole life of the congregation. All their sur

roundings as well as their doings and condition

were of account in the mind of him whose children

they were in the faith.— that ye stand fast. He

is coming to the thought that the Philippians are

not without their adversaries, and that they, like

himself, have to do battle for the faith, and so in

his exhortation he uses the language of the con

flict, and urges them to stand their ground against

all foes.—in one spirit. This is the only real way

to stand fast, that all be moved by one impulse.

Of this God is the giver ; but the apostle is think

ing of the hearts of men, rather than of the Spirit

of God.—with one soul Better than ' with one

mind.' And in the present context, our thoughts

can hardly fail to be carried to the earliest days of

the church (Acts iv. 32), when the whole multitude

of them that believed were of one heart and soul

. . . and so great grace was upon them all.—

striving together for the faith of the gospel.

The figure is from athletic combats, and signifies

being fellow-combatants, fighting all on the same

side, and thus it becomes an expansion of the

' one spirit ' and ' one soul ' which precedes, though

of course it also implies that they are united

with St. Paul also. This word is only used here

and below in iv. 3, but the apostle has a similar

word (Rom. xv. 30) of being joint-wrestlers in

prayer to God. The various rendering, ' with the

faith of the Gospel,' represents the faith as being

engaged in a contest with unbelief, and the

Philippians as taking part in the struggle for the

cause of the faithful. But it seems better to take

' the faith ' as that for which all the members of

the church are joint-combatants, rather than to

make it a fellow-struggler with them. 'The

faith' is more commonly used alone for the

Christian religion.

Ver. 28. and In nothing terrified by your

adversaries. We are not definitely told who

these adversaries were, but as in iii. 2 the apostle

gives strong warnings against the Judaizers, and

these are the only persons against whom he does

speak, we seem justified in concluding that they

are the persons here meant. We can see from

what took place at Antioch (Acts xv.) the kind of

terror or scare which such teachers would produce ;

and that the teaching of the Judaizers was a

trouble to the Gentile converts, we can learn also
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from the words of St James when giving the

decision of the council. — which is lor them.

The freedom from all alarm on the part of the

brethren would be a token or omen of the result

for both parties.—an evident token of perdition.

When they liehold no effects from their assaults,

they feel that they have lost all power over you,

and this shall be a proof that their cause and them

selves with it are to be destroyed. And as the

Christian's rest is to be looked for (I Thess. i. 7)

when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from

heaven, so in ' perdition ' is meant that destruc

tion which shall consist in being banished from

the presence of the Lord at the day of judgment.

—bat of your salvation. The spirit of confidence

within the heart shows that the trust is known

to be rightly placed. So to the Thessalonians

(1 Thess. i. 5) St. Paul speaks of their persecu

tions as a manifest token of the righteous judg

ment of God, that they may be counted worthy

of the kingdom of God for which they are suffer

ing.—and that from God. For from Him only

can come the boldness which can render you

nothing affrighted. So take your sense of courage

as God's witness within you that you shall be

saved.

Ver. 29. Because to you it hath been granted.

On this grant and its gracious nature, see above

on ver. 7. The word is used by St. Paul (l Cor.

ii. 12) of the things that are 'freely given' to us

by God.—in the behalf of Christ, and as the

sufferings are undergone in behalf of Christ, it is

by Him that His warriors are supported in their

trials, and so there is proof that their help is from

God. Thus the suffering becomes evidence of

sonship.—not only to believe on him, but also

to suffer in his behalf. The sentence is shaped

as though St. Paul had at the outset meant to

speak of the sufferings first : ' It is given you to

suffer in behalf of Christ ; ' but the change which is

introduced by the thought ' not only to believe on

Him ' necessitates a repetition of the first portion

of the clause, 'in his behalf.' 'In his behalf'

implies for the sake of all that will help to spread

His gospel.

Ver. 30. Having the same conflict which ye

saw in me. What they had seen of the apostle's

sufferings must have been during his imprisonment

at Philippi (see Acts xvi. 19). The conflict,

though called ' the same,' need not be taken to

imply that the Philippians were exposed as he

had been to the danger of arrest and scourging,

but that they had to endure sufferings, and that

their cause was the same. They were soldiers

under the same Master, and each had a share in

the conflict. This word implies primarily the

struggle for a prize in some athletic contest, a

figure which the apostle elsewhere uses for illus

tration of the Christian's position in this world.

He is fighting for the mastery, and there are many

adversaries.—and now hear to be in me They

had been told of his imprisonment, and for that

reason had sent Epaphroditus to Rome with their

gifts, and they would hear still more from

Epaphroditus when he returned to them and

delivered the apostle's letter.

Chapter II.

Exhortations to unity and humility enforced by the example of Christ,

vers. 1-1 1 ; to an advancement in the way of salvation, so that they may be

lights in the world, and a j'oy to the Apostle, vers. 12-18; of the intention

to send Timothy, and of the return of Epaphroditus, vers. 19-30.

Chapter II. 1-11.

Exhortations to Unity and Humility enforced by the Example of Christ.

1 T F there be ' therefore any " consolation in Christ, if any

A * comfort of love, if any c fellowship of the Spirit, if any

2 d bowels and mercies,* 'fulfil ye my j'oy, that ye be -^like-

minded,* having the same ' love, being of one accord, of one

3 * mind.4 Let nothing be done through •" strife or * vain-glory ; s

but in lowliness of ' mind let each "* esteem other better than

4 themselves.' " Look not every man on his own " things,7 but

5 every man also on the things of others. Let this 'mind be in

1 better, is * i.e. tender mercies and compassions

* or, be of the same mind 4 according to some authorities, of the same mind

* more closely, Do nothing through faction or through vain-glory

* or, each esteeming other better than himself

' with the older MSS., not looking each of you to his own things, but each

of you also to, etc.

a Lu. ii. 25 :

9 Cor. i. 5 :

2 Thes. ii. 16.

& 1 Cor. -v i v , 3.

c Ch. 1. 15;

3 Cor. xili.14

d'Col. iii. 12.

e Jo. iii. 29, xv.

11. xvii. ij.

./Kom. xii. 16,

xv. 5 : 2 Cor.

xiii. tr.

F i Thes. iii. 1 2

h t Pet. iii. 8.

1 Jas. iii. 14.

6GbX v. 26.

i Eph. iv. 3

m 1 Thes. v. 1 v

« J Cor. iv. 18;

Rom. xv. t.

o Ver. 21

/> Mai. xi. 29.
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6 you,8 which was also in Christ Jesus : who, being ' in the ' form

7 of God, thought it not r robbery l0 to be equal with God : but

made himself of no * reputation," and took upon him the form

8 of a ' servant, and was made " in the " likeness of men : and

being found in fashion as a man, he "humbled himself, and

became w obedient unto death," even the death of the * cross.

9 Wherefore God " also hath " highly ' exalted him, and given

io him a name u which is * above every name : that at 1T the name

of Jesus every "knee should bow, of things in * heaven, and

1 1 things in c earth, and things under the d earth ; " and that every

tongue should 'confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the f glory

of God the Father.

* or, have this mind in yourselves • or, being originally

10 or, counted it not a prize {or, a thing to be grasped) to be on an equality

with, etc.

11 rather, but emptied himself, taking the form, etc.
1J or, being made (or, becoming)

" or, becoming obedient even unto death, yea the death, etc.

14 The Gk. order is, also God Is omit hath

1(1 rather, gave unto him the name " Gk. in
ls or, things of the world below

q i Cor. iv. 4.

Cf. Jo. L 1.

rJo. v. 18,

x. 30, 33.

t Mk. uc. iz ;

Lu. xxiii. 11;

Rom. xv. 3 ;

t Cor. viii. 9,

xiii. 4.

/ Mat. xx. 28.

Cf. Lu. xxii.

»7. ,

u Jo. 1. 14 ;

Rom. i. 3,

viii. 3 ;

Gal. iv. 4.

p Acts viii. 33 ;

Rom. viii. 3.

M' H ell. v. 8 ;

Rom. v. 19.

x Heb. xii. 2.

y Acts it. 33.

v. 31.

m F.ph. 1. 21 :

Heb.i.9. Cf.

Acts iii. 13.

a Rom.xiv. 11.

b Eph. iiL 10;

Met), i. 6.

c Eph. i. 10 ;

Col. i. 16.

^Col. iv 9 ;

Rev. v. 3, 13.

e Rom. xiv. 1 1 ;

1 Jo. iv. 2, 3,

15; 2 Jo. 7.

/ Kom. xv. 7 ;

2 Cor. i. 20.

Exhortations to unity and humility enforced by

the example of Christ, 1-11.

Following up the exhortation with which the

last chapter closed, that the Philippians should

stand fast in one spirit, the apostle proceeds with

a like teaching. He takes for granted that they

have found in Christ consolation under the trials

which have befallen them, also that the love of

their fellow-Christians has yielded them comfort,

and that through the Spirit they feel inward com

munion with all the brethren, and therefore they

are moved by loving-kindness and compassion.

Let them show these feelings towards him that he

may rejoice over them, and towards one another,

that they may learn and practise humility. This

was the great lesson of Christ's life on earth. He

had been with God, and was God Himself, from

all eternity, and had no need to make a struggle

for the Divine character, which was His already.

Yet from this majesty He, of His own will, came

down, and took the nature of humanity, and

endured its greatest humiliations, even submitting

to die upon the Cross. For such display of lowli

ness He is now at the right hand of God, exalted,

and to be worshipped by the whole creation as

Lord of all, to the glory of God the Father.

Ver. 1. If there is therefore any consolation

in Christ. It is better to supply the verb here in

the indicative, than in the subjunctive, as in the

Authorised Version. The apostle neither doubts

himself of consolation being found in Christ, nor

implies any doubt on the part of those whom he

addresses. They are believers, and partakers of

the same grace as himself, and it is since this is

the case, that he can be so earnest in his ex

hortation.—consolation in Christ cannot but

carry our thoughts back to the aged Simeon in

the Temple who was waiting for the consolation

of Israel. Then it was expected, it has come in

Christ, and St. Paul is ready, as he tells us in

this Epistle, to adopt Simeon's words if it be

God's will, 'Nowlettest Thou Thy servant depart

in peace.' The consolation arises from being

one with Christ, being found in Him ; and the

Greek word for consolation is cognate with that

used as a name of the Holy Ghost, the Paraclete,

the Comforter. Thus the consolation in Christ

is the result of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.—

if any comfort of love. The first clause referred

to consolation divinely sent, this speaks of the

blessing of communion with the brotherhood of

Christ on earth. The people of the Lord speak

often in love to one another, and thus take heart

themselves, and breathe courage into others for

the struggle with and against evil. The word

which the apostle uses marks this as the special

comfort to which he refers, the building up of one

another by spiritual converse.—if any fellowship

of the Spirit. This is that communion of the

Holy Ghost which forms so usual a member in

the apostolic benediction. Thus the clause

becomes a parallel to the previous 'consolation in

Christ,' as the next clause is parallel to the ' com

fort of love.' To interpret the words ' fellow

ship in spirit ' of Christian brethren among them

selves destroys the symmetrical arrangement of

the verse, and makes of this sentence little that is

not expressed in the words 'comfort of love'

which have just preceded.—if any tender mercies

and compassions. As they had shown to be true

of themselves by their sending to him in his im

prisonment. Now as they had manifested their

love to him, their father in the faith, he is about

to claim a like love to be shown towards one

another as brethren. This same word for ' tender

mercies ' is fitly explained in Col. iii. I by the

addition ' forbearing one another, and forgiving

one another. '

Ver. 2. fulfil ye my joy. The Philippian
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church had already caused him much joy (sec

iv. l-io) : there is, however, one thing yet want

ing. He has little blame to bring against them,

but there is reported to him some want among

them of unity of spirit, and the apostle's joy will

not be complete till this is attained.—that ye be

of the same mind, lit. think the same thing.

An expression indicative of most complete unity,

the high ideal after which the Christian must

strive, and which Christ invokes in His prayer

' that they all may be one.' The apostle proceeds

to indicate the means whereby an advance to

wards this ideal may be furthered.—having the

same love. All striving alike after this highest

Christian grace, and not being content to be

surpassed by any in this struggle. Thus would

they all increase and abound in love toward one

another and toward all men. This relates to the

inward feeling to be cultivated.—being of one

accord, having the same desires, and aiming at

the same objects. Thus would their outward

behaviour and pursuits be no source of strife.—

of one mind. Thus his language reaches a climax

in this strengthened form of the first clause. It

crowns the whole work if such unity be reached

that the minds are not alike only, but feel as one.

Ver. 3. Do nothing through faction or

through vain-glory. There is no verb expressed

in the original, but this in such an earnest ex

hortation is at once supplied. The reading which

introduces the two prepositions is to be preferred,

and in that form the two distinct evils against

which St. Paul is speaking are more clearly noted.

He is exhorting to unity, and he knows that there

are no greater foes thereto, than that party spirit

which causes men to take sides on any question,

and mars their oneness of aim, or that empty

self-conceit which tills a man with undue esteem for

himself, and so makes his self-importance range

him in opposition to everybody else. Against

both these he warns them. Through a miscon

ception of its derivation, the word rendered

' faction ' is constantly in the Authorised Version

translated 'strife.' The two Greek words thus

connected have nothing to do with one another,

and though * faction ' may lead to ' strife,' we can

hardly speak of strife as a motive for action in the

same way as we do of ' party spirit ' or ' faction. '—

but in lowliness of mind. That is, act in this

spirit, not in the other. Set a low value on

yourselves, and to do this he urges further—

each esteeming other better than himself. In

this way a man will grow willing for Christ's sake

to range himself ever at the bottom of the li-t.

Thus the beginnings of rivalry will be prevented

and vain-glory banished away.

Ver. 4. not looking each of yon to his own

things, but each of yon also to the things of

others. According to the best texts, this is

another participial sentence continuing the ex

planation of means towards attaining the great end

of oneness of mind. The apostle does not ex

hort men to cease to look to their own things,

for he knows this would be impossible, but he

would have them, as they look to their own, in

the same degree to look to the things of others.

Another form of the precept ' to love one's

neighbour as oneself.' St Paul uses the in

definite phrases, 'his own things,' 'the things of

others,' because he would make his exhortation

apply to all men at all times. He includes in it

every interest of whatever kind by which men are

ibound to one another. And by the word ' look '

he would make each of us a watchman, ever on

the look-out lest in thought for himself, he is

missing any occasion where he should equally

think for his brethren.

Ver. 5. have this mind in yourselves which

was also in Christ Jesus. He has already said

'be of the same mind,' 'be of one mind,' and

thus pointed towards a grand ideal. He now

sets forth that ideal, as it has once been seen

embodied in Christ, the great Exemplar.

Ver. 6. who being originally in the form of

God, counted it not a prize to be on an equality

with God. In this exceedingly difficult and

important passage, it is necessary to say some

thing of the separate words of the verse, but it

should be borne in mind that the words each form

part of a context without reference to which they

cannot be rightly understood. The apostle is

enforcing the lesson of humility, and the avoid

ance of all factious or self-seeking conduct, and

Christ's example is pointed to for this end.

' Christ being in the form of God : ' here the word

' being ' is not the usual simple substantive verb,

but a stronger word which is employed when the

nature of a thing, in contradistinction to its mere

existence, is to be predicated. Here it relates to

the existence of Christ before His manifestation

in the flesh, and its fuller force is fairly repre

sented by the addition of the word ' originally.'

' Form ' is here all that makes a thing to be re

cognised for what it is. Hence, when ' the form

of God ' is spoken of, we must understand all those

attributes which make the Divinity known as such.

All these the apostle says Christ had originally,

and in this way was 'in the form of God,' though

He had not liecn manifested unto men. It is of

this clause that the next words have been taken

by the Authorised Version to be an expansion.

' He thought it not robbery to be equal with God.'

Nor would it be so. For, since he from the first

had all the essential attributes of the Godhead in

Himself, to make Himself equal with God would

be but to have and hold what was His own.

But this is not in harmony with St. Paul's argu

ment, who does not wish to dwell on what Christ

might rightly hold as His own, but on what He

laid aside. It is therefore better, and more in

accord with the original construction, to make this

clause connected closely with what follows. The

structure of the sentence is : He did not do one

thing, but He did another. What Christ did not

do was this. He did not count His equality with

God as a prize to be held fast. He possessed

this equality, but consented to forego it for a

time, that He might work out the salvation of

men. Thus he became an instance (how mighty !)

of one who looked not at His own things, but also

at the things of others. This rendering is in

entire accord with the reasoning of the apostle ;

and for proof that the original may be so taken,

the reader is referred to the notes of Dr. Light-

foot on this Epistle, where the subject is fully

discussed.

In the words ' to be on an equality with God,'

the Greek shows the equality contemplated is in

all the attributes and qualities of the Godhead.

To express this the neuter plural is used, and so

Christ is not mentioned as a. person equal to God,

but the equality is predicated of Him in all

things.

In a somewhat different sense from cither of
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Ihe above, the words have been taken by some in

the sense that Christ did not think of His equality

with God as something which He, having seized,

must carefully guard, and so could not venture

on laying it down at all . But this rendering does

not do justice to what St. Paul is dwelling on, that

Christ for the sake of mankind laid down oi His

own will that which He had from eternity, and

His right whereto none could question.

Ver. 7. but emptied himself, taking the form

of a servant. This literal rendering of the Greek

expresses by a figure the act of Christ in the in

carnation. But no figure ever exactly represents

that for which it is put, and must therefore never

be too closely pressed. For the various exposi

tions of the text, see Excursus subjoined to

ver. 11. It is, however, certain that St. Paul

did not intend us to understand by the word

' empty,' that from Christ by the incarnation the

Divinity was altogether withdrawn. The glory

of the Godhead was still there, and manifested

itself often in deeds ot power. He was still Him

self, the Divine in person, though instead of the

' form of God ' He for a time condescended to

wear the ' form of a slave.' ' Taking the form

of a servant,' this was the manner in which the

emptying of the text took place, and has sug

gested for the translation another figure, ' to

divest.' Christ had possessed from eternity all

those qualities and attributes which are distinctly

Divine ; these He now, as it were, puts off, lets

them not constantly be seen, and wears the cha

racter and manifests the attributes ot a servant.

But as the figure ' to empty ' might be pressed to

say too much, for the Godhead remained though

it was veiled ; so 'to divest ' is in danger of

saying what is inexact in another way, and

painting the Divine character as something so

distinct from the human, that the God-man would

be made not one but two persons. That which

the world has only known in Christ, it is no

marvel that it has no language to explain.—being

made in the likeness of men. The verb signifies

'the coming into any state of being.' Christ at

His incarnation entered on a new manifestation of

Himself. He had before been in the form of

God, He now assumes a human likeness. And it

is said ' of men,' that we may understand the

expression generally of the human race. Thus

the apostle s words avoid any sense like that in

which the Docetse of old spake of Christ's human

body as a mere phantom, and St. Paul says, He

wore on earth the human figure, a form such as is

common to men.

Ver. 8. and being found in fashion as a man.

Being found, that is, of those by whom he was

seen and known. This was constantly expressed

by those who saw and heard Him : ' Never man

spake like this man ; ' and even the centurion

(Mark xv. 39), while styling Him ' Son of God,'

speaks of Him as ' this man,' and St. Peter in his

Pentecostal sermon calls Him 'Jesus of Nazareth,

a man approved of God unto you.'—in fashion,

in all those outward particulars which the eye

can note as in human growth and human needs,

human sense of pain and human capacity for

death, in every way and manner resembling the

usual type of mankind.—as a man. He was

more than man, but the Divine in His nature He

deigned to shroud and keep out of sight on most

occasions, so that to the people of Nazareth, whose

want of faith checked Him from mighty works,

He seemed but as ' the son of the carpenter.'—he

humbled himself. As though it were not enough

to lay aside the Divine and consent to wear the

human form, His self-abasement went still farther,

and went, too, of His own will. — becoming

obedient even unto death, yea, the death of the

cross. He became obedient, for He had taken

the ' form of a slave.' His obedience was yielded

to the Father, as we may learn from the agonized

language in Gethsemane : ' Not my will, but

Thine, be done. ' The scheme for man's redemp

tion was framed in the counsels of the Godhead

from all eternity, and the consent of the Son of

God made one part of that counsel. So that of

' His own will He suffered, and yet the Divine

was so far veiled, the human in Him so far mani

fest in His agony, that He can speak to His

Father of the coming death as ' Thy will.' And

in Him obedience was carried to its farthest limit.

Even in the slave's lot there comes a point at

which resistance may be expected and justified.

Toil and pain He may endure and not rebel, but

to accept death when it might be avoided is the

extreme of humiliation. Yet even this Christ

chose to do for men, and to the humiliation was

added degradation, for He died upon the cross, a

death reserved only for the worst criminals and

malefactors.

Now we may see how the whole picture of

Christ's humiliation fits into the apostle's argu

ment. He looked also on the things of others.

He beheld man's fallen state, man made in the

likeness of God, and to rescue him, came down

from His eternal glory and dwelt as a man

among men, and fathomed the lowest depths of

humiliation and of suffering.

Ver. 9. Wherefore also God highly exalted

him. This refers to the fact that at the ascension

it was in ' the likeness ot men ' that Christ

ascended into heaven. Thus was He exalted in

the body of His humiliation, and the exaltation

thereof corresponds to the debasement to which He

voluntarily submitted. As His humiliation was the

lowest, so His exaltation was the highest, for the

form of man has been received at the right hand

of God. As Son of God, Christ is only where He

was before, but as Son of man He has received

from the Father honour in return for His suffer

ings.—and gave unto him the name that is

above every name. St. Paul has his mind still

full of the thought of the voluntary humiliation,

and so he represents the gift made by the Father

to the Incarnate Son as a gift of grace. And

this agrees with the language of Jesus (John

xvii. 5), where He prays : ' Father, glorify Thou

Me with Thine own self with the glory which I

had with Thee before the world was,'—words in

which the Son of man preserves the character of

one who has emptied Himself of glory, but who

still is the Eternal Word who in the beginning

was with God. The person is not changed, only

the ' form of a servant ' is voluntarily worn by

Him who afore had worn the 'form of God.'—

The best mss. give ' the name ' instead of ' a

name,' and the reference is probably to that

supreme name of God which among the Jews was

held as incommunicable, a name which repre

sented the concentrated omnipresence of the God

head, whose emblem in old times was in the

Shechiriah. In the vision of St. John (Rev.

xix. 11-16) the 'name which no man knew' is

among the names of the Word of God, who is
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also called 'King of kings and Lord of lords.'

It is worth notice that the name which was pro

vided for the Incarnate Son (Jesus, i.e. Joshua)

had by a special change which Moses made

(Num. xiii. 16) been compounded with the

Tetragrammaton, the most sacred name of the

Eternal, as though the compound should speak of

salvation through Jehovah but with a human as

well as Divine nature in Him who should be the

true 'Jehoshua.'

Ver. 10. that in the name of Jesus. . The

literal rendering keeps up for us, as is so often

the case, the connection between Old Testament

and New Testament phraseology. So we have

( I Chron. xiv. 10) to ' glory ' in the name of the

Lord, and (Fs. lxiii. 4) to lift up the hands in

His name, and (Micah iv. 5) to walk, and (Zeph.

iii. 12) to trust in the name of the Lord. Jesus is

henceforth to be the glory, the way, the confi

dence, and the adoration of His people.—every

knee should bow. Thus to Christ does the

Father assign the worship which He solemnly

(Isa. xlv. 23) under the old covenant claimed as

specially His own. Thus God's stamp is put

upon what Christ had said of Himself, ' I and my

Father are one.'—of tilings in heaven. Of

course the application is only to be made to such

beings as can render worship ; these in heaven are

the angels, of whom it was said (Heb. i. 6), ' when

he bringeth in the first begotten into the world he

saith : And let all the angels of God worship Him."

—and things in earth. The human race, of

whom Christ is to be owned for Lord, when all

things are put under Him, and before He gives

up the kingdom to the Father.—and of things

under the earth. These are the spirits of the

dead in the unseen world. That they were made

conscious of the redemption wrought by Christ is

to be inferred from many parts of the New Testa

ment (cf. Col. iv. 9), and from such passages is

drawn the teaching concerning Christ's descent

into Hades after His death. The sacrifice was

for all those who by faith had rejoiced to see the

day of Christ, and so we may not doubt that they

were made sharers in the knowledge when the

work of redemption was finished.

Erasmus had two misconceptions concerning

this verse ; he accepted the first clause as though

it meant that at every mention of the name of

Jesus the knees should bow, which, however

reverent in act, is not the sense of the verse, but

ascribes to the spoken word Jesus (as Calvin says)

a magical effect, as though the power were in the

sound. Erasmus also wrongly held that by 'beings

under the earth' the demons were intended.

Another equally false interpretation is that which

applies the expression to the souls in purgatory.

Ver. 11. and that every tongue should con

fess that Jesus Christ is Lord. There is not

only to be done to him that reverence of the body

which shall acknowledge His divinity, but with

' the best member that they have ' men shall give

to Jesus the Divine Name. The word translated

' Lord ' is that by which 'Jehovah ' is constantly

rendered by the LXX. To call Christ by this

name is to acknowledge and proclaim His unity

with the Father.—to the glory of God the

Father. For in the worship of Jesus is God the

Father glorified. For Christ is by God highly

exalted, and in acknowledging Him as Lord of

all, they give glory to God, who has made Him

' King of kings and Lord of lords. '

Excursus on Christ's Humiliation,

chap. 11. 5-8.

In this passage St. Paul speaks more definitely

than in any other of the mystery of the Divine and

human in Christ Jesus, and of the relation between

the two natures in our Lord's life on earth. Con

sequently his language has formed a ground of

much discussion to all those who have desired to

look more deeply into that mystery. It should be

noted, before we speak of those opinions which

have been put forward as essays towards the

exposition of the wondrous self-abasement of the

Son of God, that the apostle in these verses speaks

of Him who so emptied Himself as being through

all times Christ Jesus. St. Paul employs in the

whole passage the conjoint names, which indicate

that their possessor was always God and man.

The Divine person existed from all eternity, but in

St. Paul's language he is ever Christ Jesus ; and

whether he wear the form of God or the form of

a servant neither adds to nor detracts from the

truth of His divinity. He possessed it always,

but did not deem it a glory which should be

clutched tenaciously, when man's salvation could

be wrought. He therefore laid aside its exercise,

not its essence, while He lived as a man, and for

the work of redemption. His mighty acts, by

which at intervals He caused the Godhead to

shine forth through the environments of the flesh,

were but a little part of His earthly life. He was

for the most part seen and known as the servant

of God. He held meanwhile, but consented not

to use, His Divine powers and rights. This

was His emptying of Himself so far as the apostle

speaks.

And for a time the language of St. Paul sufficed

for the needs of the Christian church ; but after

men began to speculate on, and to attempt to

describe in their own words, the nature of the

personal union, two erroneous tendencies mani

fested themselves. Some have in their definition

so blended the Divine and the human, that the

latter has almost, or altogether, disappeared ;

while others have kept the severance so strongly

marked between the two, that in Christ they

have made God to appear as no more than an

ally or companion of a chosen member of the

human family.

It is not very probable that theology will ever

advance much nearer than it has done to an

expression of the nature of Christ's act of con

descension, but to notice briefly the various forms

of opinion on the subject cannot be without

interest, and may wam against error, if it brings

us no clearer light of truth.

Before the time of Apollinaris, who was bishop

of Laodicea after the middle of the fourth century,

there can hardly be said to have been any con

troversy relating strictly to the union of the two

natures. Those heretical teachers who lived

before the date of the Nicene Council, as a rule,

denied either one or the other nature to Christ

altogether.

The Gnostics, who taught that the body of

Christ was in some way unreal, gave Him no true

alliance with the flesh, but denied the manhood of

the Saviour. After them, those teachers, of whom

Praxeas is the representative, dwelling unduly on

such words of Christ as ' I and my Father are

one,' impugned the distinct personality of our
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Lord's Godhead, and taught that He was a mani

festation of the Fattier under a human form.

On the other hand, some, like Theodotus, and

after him Paul of Samosata, taught that the Lord

was only man. Nobler indeed than any other

man, but not Divine. The Logos dwelt in Him

more abundantly than in any beside, and through

His moral excellence He won a Divine dignity.

And it was against Arius, who denied the eternal

existence and true divinity of Christ, that the

Nicene Fathers (a.d. 325) formulated the first creed,

in which, of course, their desire was to maintain

the integrity of His Godhead ; but while they did

this in the expression ' of one substance with the

Father,' they also asserted the truly human nature

in the phrases ' who was incarnate, and ' who was

made man.'

After the Nicene Council, filled with an earnest

desire to maintain the divinity of Christ, to which

need by the exigencies of the time the attention

of the orthodox was then mainly directed, Apolli-

naris was led, in his attempts at definition, to give

up the integrity of His manhood. He taught

that the human and Divine in the Logos were

united from all eternity, but that at the Incarna

tion the Christ took only on Him the body and

animal soul of humanity, bringing from heaven

that which corresponds to the human spirit. Thus

was Christ not completely man, and therefore

never could have redeemed our nature, as was

fully set forth by the opponents of Apollinaris,

and by the Council of Constantinople (a.d. 382),

in which his teaching was condemned.

An error in an opposite direction was soon

after broached by Nestorius, and those who

thought with him. Disliking the term 'mother

of God,1 which was then applied to the Virgin

Mary, they held that she might with more propriety

be called ' mother of Christ.' But with this dis

tinction they also taught that she only gave birth

to a man in whom the union of the Logos with

humanity had its commencement, and that the

union was only completed when Christ was

baptized. Thus the human nature was made to

be merely the tabernacle of the Logos, and there

was no personal union between the two natures.

As Nestorianism denied the true personal

union, Eutychianism, about the same date, made,

after the incarnation, but one nature to be in

Christ, and is the type of all the doctrines known

as Monophysite and Monothelite, which have

flourished most among the speculative and mystical

thinkers of the Eastern church. The prevalence

of Eutychianism led to an appeal being made

on this theological question to Leo, bishop of

Rome, and his famous 'Letter to Flavian' brought

men back from their subtleties of definition, for a

time at least, to the true teaching of Scripture :

' Christ, complete as to His Godhead, complete

as to His manhood, very God and very man.'

By the decision of the Council of Chalcedon (a.d.

451), both Nestorianism and Eutychianism were

condemned. The former was revived in some

degree at a later time in the West by the Adop-

tionists, who taught that there was difference

in the sense in which Christ was Son of God in

His Divine and in His human nature ; that as

man, Christ could only be called a Son by

' adoption. '

These are the representative errors on this

doctrine which arose before the beginning of the

ninth century, and after that date there is not

much to be noticed in the discussions of the

Schoolmen which differs, on the question of the

union of the two natures, from what had been

brought forward by those who went before them ;

though the mysticism of the fourteenth century

indulged in most fanciful speculations, which

made men forget the purpose of the incarnation,

and that for man's salvation it must be followed

by the crucifixion and the resurrection. The

teaching of the Mystics was, that as the Son is

eternally brought forth by God in Himself, and

given to man through His birth of the Virgin, so

in all Christians there is constantly an incarnation

proceeding. The Son is born in them. Thus the

mystic teaching makes no distinction between the

incarnate Son Himself and the devout believer

who is spiritually united to Him.

In the stirring times which accompanied and

succeeded the Reformation, there was a substantial

accord among all the Reformed communions in the

confession of the whole and undivided personality

of Jesus Christ, though between the Lutheran

and Reformed continental churches there was

some difference in teaching in respect of His

humiliation. The former taught that Christ

existed as God-man from all eternity. The Logos

at the incarnation assumed the human nature, and

before the God-man could take on Him the form

of a servant He must empty Himself of (or another

expression was, veil) His Divine form. The

humbled state began with the conception and

ended with the burial.

The Reformed held that the Incarnation was

the humiliation, and that the absolute Logos was

existent in a developing life and consciousness

as the Logos made man. It will be seen that the

Lutheran opinion had a leaning toward the old

Eutychian form of error, in dwelling too much on

the Divine ; the Reformed might be pushed on to

Nestorianism, from its tendency to mark off too

distinctly the human in Christ.

It was not long after the Reformation, however,

that Socinianism appeared, and either in its

original form or in some kindred shape, Arianism

first, Humanitarianism afterwards, spread itself

from Italy and Poland over Holland, Germany,

and England. What Socinus taught was that

Jesus was merely a man, but free from original

sin. At His baptism the Divine power descended

upon Him, and enabled Him to do the works

recorded of Him. Yet His death was only a

martyrdom for truth's sake, and in no sense a

propitiation. At His resurrection He received a

sort of delegated Divine power, and therefore may

be reverenced and addressed in prayer as a repre

sentative of the power of God. But even this

teaching admits far too much of the supernatural

to satisfy the rationalistic spirit which arose after

it and out of it.

Every contradiction must be removed from the

idea of the historical Redeemer, and so the

descent began. The union between God and

man was impossible, all true divinity was denied

to Christ, and in the Deism of England as well

as in the theology of Germany Jesus became

nothing but a man.

Through modern philosophical opinions (of

Kant, Schelling, and Hegel) concerning the Ideal

Christ, the doctrine of Uie Person of Christ has

been rescued from the infidel theories of the

Rationalists, and by Schleiermacher the ideal

theory has been brought into some connection
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with theology. His doctrine, however, only main

tains that Jesus was born without sin, or the

possibility thereof. The humanity of Jesus

passively receives the power of God ; but he

denies any personal union of the human and

Divine nature ; and the indwelling of God in

Jesus is the realization of the idea which man's

consciousness has of its own possible sinlessness.

These philosophic teachings have in very recent

times exerted great influence upon the divines of

the Lutheran church, and have impelled them to

undertake to set forth a true conception of the

union between the Divine and human natures in

Christ. And speculations upon the question of

the state of humiliation of the Godhead have

gained much prominence of late years. Accord

ing to one view, the Logos is represented as

limiting Himself in the incarnation, surrendering

then His eternal self-conscious being, and thus

being found in our nature, He gradually expanded

again into one Divine -human existence, the

development progressing until the ascension.

The Holy Ghost is supposed to be the energy

whereby the gradual restoration of the Logos to

Himself is conducted in proportion as His human

faculties expanded.

Others teach a modification of this theory.

They do not consider that the Logos underwent a

self-depotentiation, but that he was limited in his

self-bestowment on the man, according to the

gradual ability of the human nature to receive the

Divine.

But such theories make the Divine -human

person to be not the result of the incarnation, but

as following upon the final development of the

manhood, till which time the human consciousness

could not fully grasp or be grasped by the Divine

which was to be united with it. The Logos thus

put a limit on His self-communication till the

human susceptibility had obtained more complete

development

The first named of these views represents the

Logos as suppressing or renouncing all that could

not yet find room in humanity ; while the second,

teaches that the union of the two natures was not

completely accomplished till there grew to be a

human consciousness in Jesus able to be appro

priated, and also itself able to appropriate.

Both are attempts to throw light upon the

language used by the apostle in this chapter, but

in the attempts we . are presented with greater

difficulties than lie in St. Paul's words. For,

taking the first exposition, it is hard to see how

the Logos can, without detriment to His essential

qualities, strip Himself of self-consciousness ; or,

when so stripped, of what advantage the Logos

deprived of personality could be to humanity.

The second theory disturbs our conception of

God, and seems to suspend for a time the exist

ence of the Trinity, and so fax from making our

appreciation of the union between the Divine and

human more complete, makes either the Divine

to convert itself into human, or the two to exist

side by side, without any union at all.

In striving to escape from the difficulty of the

double consciousness ol onr Lord in one indi

visible Person, these theories raise up difficulties

far more in number, and as great in their import

ance ; and the history of these and kindred

speculations is an evidence that for us the doc

trine is not to be divested of its mystery, and that

we tread then on safest ground when we use such

words concerning it as are supplied to us by

Revelation.

Chapter II. 12-18.

Ex/wrtatiotis to advance in the way of Salvation, to be Lights in the World

and a Joy to the Apostle.

12 "1 T THEREFORE,' my beloved, as' ye have always obeyed, J*,*^-*- J*

V V not as * in my " presence only, but now much more in l^-.Y" *°:

my absence, work out your own * salvation with fear and c\'c£^£g:

13 trembling. For* it is "God which worketh in you both torf^y'-2i

14 d will and to do 5 of" his good ' pleasure. Do all things without yffi£ *.»■

15 ^murmurings and ^disputings; that ye may be * blameless JpJJj..™'

and 'harmless, the *sons7 of God, 'without rebuke,9 in the *f5&T8;!

midst of a crooked and "perverse nation," among whom ye *Jp^iii.l'!J.:

16 shine10 as lights" in the "world: holding forth the ' word of '!M£ x-^

life ; that I may rejoice " in the day of > Christ, that I have not *fj™au-Ii.:

/ Cf. 1 Tim. vi. 14. m Dcut. xxxil 5 ; Mat. xvii. 17 ; Lu. ix. 41. « Mat v. 14. Cf. Rom. ii. 19.

0 Jo. vi. 68 ; Acts v. 90 ; Heb. iv. la ; 1 Jo. i. x. p \ Cor. i. 8 ; a Cor. i. 14. Cf. ch. 1. 10 ; a 'I lies. ii. a.

1 rather, So, then, 3 Gk. even as s Some authorities omit as

4 read trembling ; for, etc. * Gk. is same as before in the verse, to work

s rather, for 7 rather, children {omitting the) 8 or, without blemish

8 rather, generation ,0 or, are seen

12 belter, may have whereof to glory

11 or, luminaries
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17 'run in vain, neither 'laboured in vain. Yea, and if I be13 ?«Cor.>*6;
* * uaL 11. 2 ;

offered14 'upon the sacrifice and service of your faith, I 'joy, rQ**\™n'-

18 and rejoice with you all. For the same cause also do ye15 j ^'"jj; !v; 6-

joy, and rejoice with me. iXWiiL*

13 better, am 14 or, poured out as a drink-offering

1 ' or, and in the same manner do ye also

Exhortations to advance in the way ofsalvation,

to be lights in the world and a joy to the

apostle, 12-18.

Having set before them the perfect example of

Christ as an incentive to unity of mind, the apostle

continues his exhortation, urging them to diligence

in their Christian course, that they may prove

themselves conscientious and worthy of the work

which God has begun within them. Let them

avoid murmurings and disputes, and thus by the

light of their Christian example they may lead

others from perverse ways, and may rejoice the

apostle's own soul with the feeling that he has not

laboured in vain. If only they bring their faithful

service as an offering to God, he will rejoice with

them, and bids them rejoice also, even if his life-

blood have to be poured out, as the libation

poured over a victim in a sacrifice.

Ver. 12. So, then, my beloved. The particle

in the original is not equivalent to ' on which

account,' or 'wherefore,' but merely the lighter

conjunction by which an imperative or hortatory

clause is attached to what has preceded.—as ye

have always obeyed. This is the secret of all

the joy in the Philippian Epistle. In the church

there, his words, as spoken in Christ's name, had

ever been diligently followed. He had no cause

for grief of any kind over them.—not as in my

presence only. Do not only labour as you did

when I was with you in the work of salvation.

Their earlier zeal he had been witness of ; he now

begs that he may not find that his presence among

them was necessary to sustain that zeal, but that

they will prove it to have been of a true nature,

a zeal for Christ, by their efforts while he is away

from them, as in the nature of things he must con

stantly be.—but now much more in my absence.

This would be the surest evidence, if the earnestness

increased instead of abating when the apostle was

absent.—work out your own salvation with fear

and trembling. The apostle has in his thought

for a moment the influence which perhaps his

own presence or absence may exert on the con

gregation at Philippi. He would have them learn

to be independent ofhim, and so he says, Work out

your own salvation, and adds, because be knows

the many dangers and temptations which will

beset them, with fear and trembling, that he

may impress on them the need for watchfulness

and constant anxiety in this work. And he

employs a verb expressive of complete and per

fect accomplishment, that they may feel at how

great results they are to aim. But in a moment,

lest there should be any misapprehension of his

meaning, and the Philippians should place trust

in themselves, he adds a corrective.

Ver. 13. for it is God which worketh in you.

Thus only can your work have a beginning. The

first movement comes from God. He bestows

His quickening gift, and then you may improve

what He has given by your earnest labour. So

St. Peter (2 Pet. i. 3-7) describes the groundwork

of faith as the gift of God, to which, and in the

strength of which, the struggling Christian may

contribute grace after grace to the building up or

the new man to the perfection of Christian love.

And God's work is in the soul of man ; the evi

dence that men desire to foster that working is

shown to the world by outward actions, and so

this working may be called their own.—both to

will and to work for his good pleasure. Even

the wish to serve God comes from Himself, is

roused first by Him in the heart of man ; and

when He has so awakened the mind, He bestows

the energy, the working power, so that the wish

may have its fulfilment. Vet still it is left to men

to use, or leave unused, that power; with them

rests that co-operation in the work which is need

ful before their salvation can be worked out.

And God's graces are bestowed because He willeth

not the death of a sinner, but that all men should

come to salvation. This is His good pleasure,

and for the sake of its achievement He is thus

large in His bounty to men's souls.

Ver. 14. Do all things without murmurings

and disputing!). Two hindrances are here con

templated to the right employment of the will and

power which it is God's good pleasure to bestow.

There may rise within men a disappointment at

the work to which God sends them, and thus they

may murmur and complain instead of labouring

as He intends ; or they may stand still and not

move, because they think more light should be

vouchsafed before they make any attempt at pro

gress. St. Paul's own experience, and indeed

that of all who walk as he walked, is that God

does not always make all pleasing or all plain.

Often men have to wait and be content with the

message which St. Paul received, ' Rise and

enter into the city, and it shall be told thee what

thou shalt do.' If they go in faith as the blinded

apostle went, then the scales fall off.

Ver. 15. that ye may be blameless and harm

less. The verb implies that the process will lie a

gradual one, 'that ye may become,' and the

whole context makes its clear that the advance

will be one which will make itself felt by others.

' Blameless ' no doubt primarily before men, but

also with the further sense of I Thess. iii. 13,

that they may be presented blameless at the

coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 'Harmless,'

the word used, Matt. x. 16, as a description of

the Christian character, and explained, Rom. xvi.

19, in such a way as to show that it is without

any admixture of evil, pure.—children of God.

As Dr. Lightfoot points out, the reference is to

the description of the children of Israel (Deut.

xxxii. S) in the LXX. God had chosen them,

but they behaved with so much murmuring and

want of trust in the wilderness, that they are

described as no longer His children, but full of
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spots and blemishes, a crooked and perverse

generation. That the ' children of God ' shall be

known unto men by their works is declared by

St. John (1 John iii. io), 'they will do righteous

ness and manifest brotherly love,' the very marks

on which St. Paul insists in this Epistle.—with

out blemish. The thought no doubt goes back

to the description of the spotless victims which

alone were fit to be offered to God under the old

covenant, and which spake typically of the Lamb

without blemish and without spot of the Christian

covenant. As their Master was, so His followers

must strive to be.—in the midst of a crooked and

perverse generation. The spirit of Christianity

is that Christ's people are not concerned only for

their own salvation, but that all men should come

to the knowledge of Christ. For them, therefore,

it is God's intent that they should not be taken

out of the world, but only be kept from the evil,

and that their conduct should make them like the

salt of the earth, a purifying and saving influence

wherever they are.—among whom ye are seen as

lights in the world. The word rendered ' lights '

is found only here and Rev. xxi. 1 1 in the New

Testament. In the LXX. it is used for the

luminaries in the sky, and in classical writers for

' winduws ' through which light is admitted. The

sense of ' luminaries ' is no doubt that which St.

Paul intended. Christians are to be the lights of

the world, shining, however, with the reflected

light of Him who is the only true light. The

verb ' ye are seen ' refers both to the duty of the

servant of Christ to let his light shine, and also to

the certainty that in the end such light will gain

attention and attract followers. Men through it

will come to glorify God.

Ver. 16. Holding forth the word of life.

Here also there seems to be a double application

possible of the verb 'holding forth.' It may

mean ' setting forth ' by your conduct, what the

word of life has been able to do for you : how it

has made your life a real one, and done it by

directing you to the life eternal ; or it may imply

that Christians are to act the part of evangelists,

and carry to others the glad tidings, from which

they draw such joy for themselves. The ' word

of life ' in either case is the Gospel of Christ,

showing itself in its effects, or preached by His

messengers.—that I may have whereof to glory.

This is a strong phrase, but somewhat frequent in

St. Paul's writings. When it is read in the light

of its use in other places, such as 'God forbid that

1 should glory, save in the cross of our Lord

Jesus Christ,' we can understand its meaning here.

It is used in no sense of boasting over his own

work, but in a sense of exultation over the

victories won for Christ.—in the day of Christ.

When He shall appear as judge, to take account of

the work of all men.—that 1 have not ran in

vain. Also a figure of frequent occurrence with

St. Paul, and appealing to the feelings of the

Gentiles, among whom races of all kinds were a

frequent spectacle. His whole life was a race for

souls, ' If by any means I may save some.' We

may well understand then the feeling of exultation

when hecontemplates such achurch as that which he

had been privileged to found in Philippi.—neither

laboured in vain. The word implies labour of

great difficulty, and weariness, and is constantly

applied by St. Paul to the toils which he and

others underwent in their missionary journeys

(2 Cor. xi. 23; I Thess. ii. 9, etc.).

Ver. 17. Yea, and if I am offered. The

literal meaning of the verb is, ' to be poured as a

drink-offering over a sacrifice. And the thought

in St. Pauls mind continues from the previous

verse. I have laboured even to weariness, but I

am ready to do more than this. I am ready to

die, if my death would help to strengthen you in

the faith. This he expresses by a figure familiar

enough to the people among whom heathen

sacrifices were common. In such sacrifices, that

the offering might be rendered the more accept

able, wine was not unfrequently poured over the

victim which was offered. The apostle is willing

that his life should be looked upon in the same

light, as ready to be spent in any way or sacrificed,

if so be the cause of Christ may be helped thereby.

It is not necessary, because the apostle has used the

figure here, to suppose that he saw at the time of

his writing any special danger of immediate death.

On the contrary, in verse 24 of this chapter, he

expresses a hope that he may soon come to Philippi.

But we can see from a later use of this same verb

(2 Tim. iv. 6), 'I am already being offered,' that

he counted his whole life as devoted in the daily

sacrifice of all for Christ.—upon the sacrifice

and service of your faith. The word rendered

' service ' here implies ' a religious service,' and

seems to indicate that the apostle was regarding

the Philippians as themselves the ministers in the

offering of their works done in faith to God.

Thus they brought their faith as the sacrifice, and

were themselves the offerers. The preposition

would have a slightly different force with the two

nouns. The apostle is ready to be poured out en

the sacrifice at the time when it is offered, if only

it may be offered.—I joy and rejoice with you

all. That St. Paul had reached that stage of the

Christian advancement when he could say ' to

die is gain ' is seen from this Epistle. We need

not then wonder at his joy over the prospect of

departure, especially with such a thought to cheer

him as the faith exhibited by his converts. That

they should rejoice, and be encouraged by him to

do so, is also natural, and makes up largely the

theme of this present letter.

Ver. 18. and in the same manner do ye also

joy and rejoice with me. There are two offerings

in the contemplation of St. Paul : his own, as he

is poured out on the sacrifice ; the offering of the

faithful lives of the Philippians which they them

selves are to make. He does not intimate whether

the power of Rome, or his own continued toils,

shall be the agency employed to pour his life

forth. But both offerings are subjects for joy. He

cannot restrain his triumph at the one, and in

like manner he bids his friends feel equal joy at

the offering which he is making and being

strengthened to make unto his Master.
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Chapter II. 19-30.

Of his intention soon to send Timothy, and of the immediate return of

Epaphroditus.

19 "P> UT I * trust * in the Lord Jesus to send Timotheus * shortly " pJjJ'™- ." :

-D unto you, that I also may be of * good comfort * when I h \ ££/♦$,

20 know your * state. For I have no man d like-minded, who will c $ ,
. ver. so.

21 * naturally* care for your state. For all * ^seek their own, not fctTcol'10'

22 the things which are Jesus Christ's.* But ye know the 'proofyJconxM.

of him, that, as a son7 with the father, he hath * served with t TcJr.a. 9,

23 me in * the gospel. Him therefore I ' hope to send presently,* ARoi^i.9.

24 so soon as I shall see * how it will go with me. But I ' trust ^n^ili. i:

25 in the Lord that I also myself shall come shortly. Yet I icf/philcm'.4'

supposed it '* m necessary to send to you " Epaphroditus, my / Hib. xiii. 18.

brother, and companion" in 'labour, and 'fellow-soldier, but «cr. <*.!*.' ,\

your 'messenger," and he that 'ministered to my wants.13 /PhiFe'raT*.2''

26 For" he 'longed after you all,15 and was full of 'heaviness,1* rLu^a!'"3'

27 because that " ye had heard that he had been sick. For indeed * Rom! i. ii ;'

he was sick nigh unto "death : but God had v mercy on him ; <Mat.xxvi.37';

and not on him only, but on me also, lest I should have" »v«- .1°-

t i_* i_ r to t»Mat. ix. 27,

28 sorrow upon sorrow. I sent him therefore the more care- **■<•*• e|c-

* tea Tim. 1. 17 ;

fully,"* that, when ye see him again, ye may rejoice, and that ^jqJ*^*;,

2Q I may be the less sorrowful. ' Receive him therefore in the ' R°m- "?• a-
y * * 1 Cor. xvi. 1 7.

Lord with all 'gladness;*1 and hold such in "reputation :" jfcoViv4^

30 because for the * work of Christ " he was nigh " unto c death, t $£ '»

not regarding " his life, to * supply your lack of ' service " ^VcV? «!"' '"

toward me.

1 rather, hope ' better to write sofamiliar a name Timothy

* or, courage * or, who will care truly (or, genuinely)

* better, they all 8 literally, things of Jesus Christ

1 rather, as a child serveth a father, so he served 8 i.e. in furtherance of

* or, forthwith 10 rather. But I counted it u »>. fellow-worker

" Gk. apostle ,s literally, and minister to my need 14 Gk. Since

14 Some AfSS. have, to see you all 18 or, sore troubled lr omit that

18 literally, that I might not have '* rather, I have sent

80 i.e. diligently ll before renderedyoy ** i.e. honour

13 According to many ancient authorities, the Lord " rather, came nigh

85 Gk. hazarding J6 literally, that which was lacking in your service, etc.

„,. .. .. . j t" 41 j xji. in all things as I work. I do not know what

f£££,'<Z,7" lyzZIZtZ' %?■£ ,um m* ««• may take- but wh» ** u know"
immediate return of Epaphroditus, 19-30. j shaj, xnd Um tQ you ^ T m ^^^

The apostle now turns to personal matters hope that I myself may be set at liberty and come

about which he is sure from their behaviour that to you soon. Your messenger, Epaphroditus, I

they will be interested. I hope, he says, soon to send at once. Thus will your anxiety be relieved,

be able to part with my companion Timothy and and his mind be comforted. He has been at

send him to you. He will bring me word of the death's door through his labours in my behalf,

condition of the Philippian church, and is truly But God was merciful to me as well as to him,

attached to your welfare, since he was with me on and spared ^him. When he arrives at home,

my first visit. Others have interests of their own, treasure him much for his work's sake,

he like a child treads faithfully in my steps, works Ver. 19. But I hope, in the Lord Jesus, to
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send Timothy shortly unto yon. The verb is

the same which is rendered ' hope ' immediately

in ver. 23, and there is no need for any variation

of rendering. * In the Lord Jesus ' is equivalent

to 'through the Lord Jesus.' It was to Jesus he

looked in all his need. Of Timothy the Philip-

pians had knowledge already, since he had been

there with Paul in the first visit, and we can

imagine that the youthful disciple would have

won him friends who would be glad to hear of

the prospect of his visit. We have no intimation

anywhere of the stages through which the hearing

of St. Paul's case at Rome passed, but he must

have observed the tendency of events somewhat

to be in his favour before he wrote this verse.

There is nothing, however, to guide us very de

finitely to the date of the Epistle in those two

years' imprisonment, except the time which must

nave l>een spent in the journey of Epaphroditus,

and in his labours in Rome and consequent sick

ness. We cannot be far wrong, in view of these

various events, if we place the date of the Epistle

in the latter of the two years.—that I also may

be of good comfort, when I know your state.

The comfort which the apostle seeks is that en

couragement which would be drawn from a

knowledge that the Philippians remained stedfast

in the faith.

Ver. 20. For I have no man like-minded.

That is, like-minded with myself, whose soul

equally with my own will be filled with affection

and interest for you.—who will care truly for

your state. This word ' truly ' is used by Paul

in another place of Timothy (1 Tim. i. 2), where

he styles him ' his true child in the faith.' We

can see then that the sense here is ' genuinely,'

and the ' care ' is that intense anxiety which St.

Paul speaks of (2 Cor. xi. 28) as his own lot in * the

care of all the churches.' It is the thought which

admits no rest till the object of it is quite secured,

and hardly then, but fincls new anxiety for itself.

Ver. 21. For they all seek their own, not the

things of Jesus Christ. We find other times in

St. Paul's life when this bitter sense came upon

him. So when he writes (2 Tim. iv. 10, n),

* Demas hath forsaken me, having loved this

present world . . . only Luke is with me.' In

the 'things of Jesus Christ' we must not only

understand all that is connected with the preach

ing and advancement of the Gospel, but such

matters also as most nearly concerned the apostle

himself, the prisoner of Jesus Christ, as he else

where calls himself. In this we can see the

reason why, till the course which events would

take was better known, he could not suffer

Timothy to leave him.

Ver. 22. But ye know the proof of him. No

mention of what was done by Timothy at

Philippi occurs in the Acts, but such events call

forth display of character ; and we may be sure

that when St. Paul suffered, Timothy took all the

share he could in what his ' father in Christ ' had

to bear. That his service showed a child's faith

and love we may gather from this verse.—that as

a child serveth a father, so he served with me.

Both services were rendered to God, therefore St.

Paul writes he served with me ; but that he may

also express the obedience and self-surrender of

Timothy, he describes it as service also yielded

to himself in the most filial manner.—in further

ance of the gospel. The preposition is 'unto.'

They were bond - servants unto the Gospel.

Whatever, therefore, would advance its progress,

it was their bounden duty to undertake, and in

this work St. Paul found Timothy a labourer

worthy to be set by his own side.

Ver. 23. Him therefore I hope to send forth,

with. The adverb here implies that the prospect

appeared very immediate. There must have

been a constant fluctuation of mind for the apostle

in this imprisonment, for he had arrived at

Rome (Acts xxviii. 21) before any charge against

him had been forwarded to the Jewish community,

and yet the manner in which he had appealed was

sufficient warrant for keeping him in custody in

expectation of the charges which might be laid

against him.—so soon as I shall see how it will

go with me. Of course, if he could let Timothy

go to them, it would be because he did not need

his presence so much, and that would indicate

that his cause was going on satisfactorily. Some

thing of this is also intimated in the Greek verb,

which has the sense of seeing both clearly and to

some distance forward.

Ver. 24. But I trust in the Lord that I also

myself shall come shortly. Here he uses the

same adverb of his own coming which he had

used in ver. 19 of the sending of Timothy. We

can see the great naturalness of the language here.

As he writes of Timothy's visit, his heart warms

and his hopes rise at the thought, and soon he

advances from ' shortly ' to ' forthwith,' and looks

forward to his own journey consequently as nearer

at hand. Here, as before, he does not let his

hopes obscure the thought that his coming or

absence is in the hands of the Lord.

Ver. 25. But I counted it necessary. In our

idiom we should say ' I count,' but the Greeks

put their verbs in epistolary writing into the tense

which would be true not only at the date of the

writing, but also at the date of receiving the letter.

We have no such indefinite tense, though some

times we use our present in a similarly indefinite

way. It was necessary that Epaphroditus should

be sent, for he would hardly recover thoroughly,

while longing to go home ; nor could the Philip

pians be happy till they saw again their messenger,

whose work in their stead had cost him a severe

sickness, and nearly his life. He must go back

at once. — to send to you Epaphroditus my

brother. The name only occurs in the N. T.

here and at iv. 18. There is another form of it

(Epaphras) found in Epistles of this same time,

Colossians and Philemon ; but as the apostle has

written the name in this Epistle in the longer form,

and in the other places m the shorter, we may

almost surely conclude that different persons are

intended. He is called 'brother' by St. Paul, as

a member of the same Christian fellowship. The

subsequent epithets rise to a higher level.—and

fellow-worker. A title applied to those who, like

the apostle, laboured for the spread of the Gospel

by their missionary preaching. So it is used of

Aquila and Priscilla (Rom. xvi. 3), of Timothy

(Rom. xvi. 21), of Titus (2 Cor. viii. 23).—and

fellow-soldier. Implies that a more devoted

service still had been called for from those to whom

the title is given. It is only found elsewhere

applied to Archippus (Philem. 2), on whom an

important charge was laid which required good

heed that he might fulfil it. It was not only

work to do, but enemies to resist.—but your

messenger. The Greek is the word 'apostle,'

but it cannot have that restricted se'nse here, though
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some good authorities so render it. It is not

given as a title except to the twelve, and those

who like Paul and Barnabas were placed on the

same level with the first apostles in the earliest

days of the Church.—and minister to my need.

The noun here signifies primarily ' one who

discharges some public function,' and it is applied

to magistrates, kings' servants, and others ; but

it soon came to have a special signification, and

to be used for one who performed religious

services. This use of it has no doubt had some

influence on the minds of those who would trans

late ' apostle ' in the previous clause. The word

appears in our English ' liturgy,' but almost

certainly here signifies no more than that Epaph-

roditus was the representative of the Philippian

Church in the mission to Rome. St. Paul may

have selected the word, which had these various

shades of meaning, to indicate that he felt the

service done unto himself was in a sense a

religious work, and done unto Christ's cause as

well as to the individual prisoner.

Ver. 26. Since he longed after yon all. St.

Paul testifies to the same longing in himself in i. 8.

—and was gore troubled. The strength of this

word will be recognised from its being used (Matt.

xxvi. 37 ; Mark xiv. 33) of Christ's agony in the

garden (Authorised Version, * to be very heavy'),

and nowhere else in the New Testament. Its

strong character is not unsuited to the feelings of

one who has been very sick at a distance from all

his friends, and in his recovery feels that home is

the only place in which he can thoroughly recover,

—because ye had heard that he had been

sick. There can be no question that a con

siderable amount of time must have elapsed

since St. Paul came to Rome before these words

were written. The Philippians first had to learn

of the apostle's need, to make their collection

and send it. After this we cannot think that it

was immediately on the arrival of Epaphroditus

that he fell sick, for the apostle plainly implies

that he had exerted himself and so brought on

his sickness. This becomes known at Philippi,

and the anxiety of his friends has been reported

at Rome.

Ver. 27. For indeed he was sick nigh unto

death. Such a sickness must also in all pro

bability have extended over some time. And St.

Paul's words indicate that the report which the

Philippians had heard had come short of the

reality. — but God had mercy on him. The

phrase is common in the Gospels in the petitions

to be healed which men utter to Jesus. St Paul

does not consider that for all men it is a mercy to

them that they be taken away, though he can say

of himself that ' to die is gain.'—and not on him

only, but on me also. For there appears only to

have been Epaphroditus and Timothy to whom

the apostle could look with confidence at this

time. To lose one at such a time would have

been a crushing stroke. — lest I should have

sorrow upon sorrow. St. Paul does not mean by

this that he would have had the sorrow ot mourning

over Epaphroditus' death added to the grief which

he had felt while he was sick. He rather

regards his life as an heritage of sorrow, from

which sorrow never departs, and he says that to

this, his wonted grief, the death of his friend

would have brought an addition of sorrow. That

this was St. Paul's view of his life we may sec

from Acts xx. 23, where he declares that the Spirit

bears him witness that in every city bonds and

afflictions await him.

Ver. 28. I have sent him therefore the more

diligently. That is, because of his longing to

return, and because I desired that he should be

restored to health, for which result this was the

surest means. ' Diligently ' indicates that St.

Paul had allowed no time to elapse after the

recovery of Epaphroditus before he sent him

away. The whole language bespeaks the tender

ness of the apostle both for the sick man and his

friends at home. Though he found solace and

help in his presence, he would keep him no

moment longer than was needful.—that when ye

see him again, ye may rejoice. The adverb is

so placed that it seems as though it was meant to

qualify the last verb as well as the first. Indeed,

some have taken it with that verb rather than

with the former. ' Ye may again have joy, '

which is fled from you since ye heard the tidings

of his sickness.—and that I may be the less

sorrowful. For he could not be without sorrow

as long as he knew of the anxious friends in

Philippi. When their messenger was among

them once more, the weight on the mind of St.

Paul would be lightened.

Ver. 29. Receive him, therefore, in the Lord

with all joy. Therefore, that is, because I have

been so zealous in sending him to you as soon as

he was able to come, receive him joyfully. ' In

the Lord ' marks what he would have the recep

tion to be. It would be joy of the whole church

for the restoration to health and to them of a

member whom they so prized. It would be a joy

with thanksgiving because they had in mind how

gracious the Lord had been in saving the life of

their friend.—and hold such in honour. There

were not many such to find, and so he specially

intends, though not expressly saying so, to bid

them set high store by Epaphroditus when he

reached. This is clear from the next verse, which

does not speak generally, but particularly of the

good deeds which he had done.

Ver. 30. because for the work of Christ.

There is some uncertainty whether the last two

words be not an addition of later date. Some

mss. read ' work of the Lord ' instead, and some

omit them altogether. ' The work ' is a New

Testament phrase for the work of preaching the

Gospel (see Acts xv. 38). The sense is the same

whether they be omitted or left in.—he came

nigh unto death. The original expresses a very

close approach. ' He drew near, even unto

death,' expresses the fulness of the phrase, in

which the verb alone expresses the proximity, and

the preposition which could have been dispensed

with is added to give emphasis to the danger in

which the life of Epaphroditus had been. The

same purpose is served by the ' for indeed he was

sick ' of ver. 27.—hazarding his life. This is

according to a slightly different reading from the

Authorised Version, but which has the support

of the older mss. Neither the word of the

received text, nor of the version here given, is

found elsewhere in the New Testament. The

former implies that he neglected to take counsel

for the safety of his life, the latter that he willingly

put it in jeopardy. From this word a name

' Paraljolani ' was taken in after times for those

courageous persons who in the times of plague

and pestilence took the position of watchers of

the sick. Such a word gives a vivid picture of
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St. Paul's opinion of the conduct of Epaphroditus. evitable. Epaphroditus came as the representa-

It represenis him as encountering the labour and tive of many, and would fain have multiplied

danger which attended on St. Paul's circum- both his powers and services, that he might not

stances with full free will, and an entire disregard only be the bearer of their bounty, but the im-

of consequences to himself, such as only true devo- personation of their united love. In his zeal to

tion could supply.—to supply that which was do this, a hopeless toil, he was worn out in body

lacking in your service toward me. St. Paul though not in heart. The knowledge of what his

does not imply any blame upon the Philippians labours had been makes the apostle say : ' Hold

in the word ' lack. ' They could not all come to such in honour. ' lie uses here also again that word

Rome, nor could he experience the liberal atten- for 'service ' which marks it as a votive religious

tions which would have been poured upon him act, as well as that it was done by Epaphroditus

had he been among them. The lack was in- as a duty imposed by his fellow-citizens.

Chapter III.

Preparation to conclude interrupted by a digression on false teaching,

vers. 1-16. What examples are to be followed, and what to be avoided,

vers. 17-21.

Chapter III. 1-16.

Preparation to conclude interrupted by a Digression on False Teaching.

1 " "TONALLY, my brethren, * rejoice ' in the Lord. To ' write jgj; £ J i<fc

-J- the same things to you, to me indeed is not ''grievous,' ^R,?"; ,!•;",.

2 but for you it is safe. 'Beware of ■''dogs,* beware of 'evil ' "k'38m' I5'

3 workers,' beware of the * concision. For we are the ' circum- ^?cor**7ljt

cision, which * worship God in the spirit,4 and 'rejoice' in ,}(;G*Lv1'

4 Christ Jesus, and have no " confidence in the flesh. Though I '' £"£.*• **

might' also have confidence in the flesh. If any "other man /fea'S"4-

thinketh that he hath whereof he might trust in the flesh, I mphiiim.«.4:

5 * more : " f circumcised the eighth day, of the 1 stock of Israel, of "Ja l\ u. W.

the r tribe of Benjamin, an ' Hebrew of the Hebrews ; as touch- Jlo.i'jq."1'

6 ing the law, a 'Pharisee; concerning' "zeal, persecuting the r*c«. xiU.

church; touching* the "righteousness which is in the law, * > Cor. xi. 22.
iiiiATtit, • >i« * t' Acts xxiii. 6,

7 blameless. ■ But " what things were gain to me, those 1 xxvi. 5.

S " counted " * loss for Christ. Yea doubtless," and I count all xxvi.nl

things but loss '* for the ' excellency of the knowledge of Christ Gai. i. 1j

Jesus my Lord: for whom I have suffered the loss of all ]*■&, *s:
Gal. 1. 14.

things, and do count them but dung," that I may win Christ, •»*•*-. *. .

9 and be 'found in him, not having mine 'own righteousness, **£«■!»• io-
* ' ° ° ' <i Cor. m. 15.

which is of the law," but that which is d through the faith of" ?v"?-..

' ° 02 Pet. ill. 14.

c Rom. x. 3, 5.

1 or, farewell * or, irksome rfRom. i. 17.

8 better, the dogs * better, the evil workers

* The oldest MSS. have, who worship by the Spirit of God • rather, glory

* rather, though I myself might have confidence even in, etc.

8 or, If any other man thinketh (or, seemeth) to have confidence in the

flesh, I yet more * or, as touching 10 better, found blameless

11 or, howbeit 1J Gk. gains ,s rather, I have counted

14 rather, Verily u more closely, all things to be loss

16 or, refuse 17 or, gain

18 rather, not having a righteousness of mine own, even that which, etc., or,

not having as my righteousness that which is of the law " or, in
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10 Christ, the righteousness which is of God by*0 faith: that I 'f&'&.'Ji

may * know him, and the /power of his resurrection, and the ^Jg; ^fj^

' fellowship of his sufferings, being made * conformable " unto 'fcS.t'j'Jj

1 1 his death ; if by any means I might" ' attain unto the *resur- A\£2;£;l*

12 rection of" the dead. Not as though I had already" attained, iftX.""^

either were already ' perfect ; but I " follow after," if that " I , %%.$
16 T Rev. xx. 6.

Heb. xii. 23 :

may "apprehend that for which also I am" apprehended of mfeTx!*! 9 :

13 Christ Jesus. Brethren, I count not myself to have appre- „| Co?.' u. Jj!

hended :" but this** 'one thing / do, 'forgetting those things /iHtS

which are behind, and reaching forth" unto those things which iThes.T.'i5l

14 are before, I 'press toward the mark11 for the r prize of the nCor. «'.»♦.

15 high" 'calling of 'God in Christ Jesus. Let us therefore, as Eph/iv^;'

many as be "perfect, be thus "minded : and if in any thing ye Heb. m. ■/

be " otherwise minded, God shall 'reveal even this unto you. «iCor.u 6;

16 Nevertheless," whereto we have already 'attained, let us walk »Gai. v. 10
' * tvGal. v. ia

by the same rule," let us " mind the same thing." •* }°-™-. «j-
' ' ° y 1 Cor. lx. 34.

X Gal. vi. 16.

,0 or, upon " rather, becoming conformed « Rom. xii. 16.

" rather, may M The oldest texts have, from

" or, Not that I have already, etc., or, am already made perfect

" or, I press on '* or, if so be that " rather, was

88 Many authorities insert yet before to have apprehended

19 omit this 80 or, stretching forward

" or, the goal unto the prize " or, upward ** rather, Only

** rather, by that same rule let us walk

li The best texts omit let us mind the same thing

„, ... ,_,.. . j 1 j- assuring them that if they have not yet reached
Preparation to conclude, interrupted by a digression ,he same yiew and estirnate which he ^is ^lon

on latse teaching, 3-16. them> y#t ^ they wil, but walk and live ac-o^ing

St. Paul has now touched on all the topics on to that light which they have attained, more light

which he is about to write to the Philippians as will be bestowed on them from God.

their special concern, and prepares for a reitera- Ver. I. Finally, literally 'as for the rest,' a

tion such as is found in his other Epistles. But phrase which St. Paul not unfrecjuently employs

moved, it may be, by the prevalence of Judaizing when he is on the point of summing up in some

teachers in Rome, or by news of the doings of final precepts the teaching of the previous part of

such men in some of the other churches for which an Epistle. This he appears to have intended

he was interested, he introduces, even to the here, but bis thoughts are turned aside, and it is

PhHippians, a solemn warning against them. He not until iv. 4 that the exhortation of this verse

spares them in nothing : they are dogs who muti- is resumed.—my brethren, rejoice in the Lord,

late the flesh for mutilation's sake; while the The word 'rejoice,' which may also be rendered

apostle, and those who worship in the Spirit, are ' farewell,' is likewise an indication that a con-

the true circumcision. He himself has aH the elusion of his letter was in the apostle's mind,

outward grounds of glorying which the most con- No doubt the precept, 'rejoice in the Lord,' is

fident of these false teachers can rely on, but all intimately connected with that previous request

this he has learnt to value as nothing for the (ii. 2), 'fulfil ye my joy.' There could be neither

knowledge of Christ For His sake St. Paul fulness of joy for the apostle nor for them while

counts all else as refuse, and seeks only to found party spirit or pride held sway among them,

in Him, having attained unto that righteousness They must first imitate the Lord's humiliation,

which is not to be reached through law, but and then they could rejoice in Him.—To write

through faith in Christ, that dying with Christ the same things to yon, to me indeed ia not irk-

and for Christ in this world he may attain unto some. There has been much difference of opinion

the resurrection from the dead. as to what the apostle refers in these words.

But this righteousness of faith is not attained Some have supposed them to relate to a previous

unto without labour, nor held fast without a letter which he had sent to Philippi, of which the

struggle. The apostle, though strong in faith, tenor was much similar to this which Epaphro-

feels that his course is still not ended ; he must ditus was to carry. And they have found some

forget all that is behind, and press on to what is support from the use of a plural word concerning

before him, as a runner hastening with all his St. Paul's writing to Philippi by Polycarp in his

speed toward the prize. For this reason, he urges Epistle to that church. But the expression there

tike thoughts and like actions on the Philippians, used is not enough alone lor us to accept the

vol. 111. 29
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opinion that the apostle wrote more than this

letter to the Philippians. Others have referred

the words to the previous sentence, ' rejoice in the

Lord ; ' but though the Epistle is very full of joy in

its tone, we can hardly think that St. Paul would

have felt it needful to notice such words as he has

just used in such a manner as to say the writing

of them was not irksome to him, and was safe for

the Philippians to have repeated to them. It

seems therefore best to take them as the introduc

tion of what is to follow. He is about to speak

against the Judaizing teachers and the mischief

which they wrought. Now it is conceivable,

though we have no mention of it in the Acts, that

at Philippi, as afterwards at Thessalonica, the

apostle and his companions had given the people

warning against these teachers of error, whose

doctrines had already caused so much trouble at

Antioch. If this be accepted, then the allusion of

the verse before us may be to such previous oral

warnings, the need for which may have been

suggested to the apostle's mind by a prevalence of

Jewish teaching among some who professed Christ

in Rome (--ee chap. i. 15, 16). Or it may be that

in ' the same things ' a reference is made to what

the apostle had written to other churches. lie

has found need elsewhere to write strongly against

Judaizers ; and to repeat such admonitions to the

Philippians, even if there be no special immediate

need for them, so far as he knows, is no burden to

him, and to them it may chance to be a timely

warning, and if not that, yet will be recalled,

whenever such errors make themselves heard at

Philippi.—but for you it is safe. In either of

the last-named views the sense of the word ' safe '

is naturally retained. Either, 'I have told you

before, but yet it is safe, and a way of making sure

that my oral teaching is not forgotten, if I write it : '

or, 'It may be that there is no present need for

what I am going to say, but it is a safe course to warn

you against errors which may arise among you. '

Ver. 2. Beware of the dogg. The word signi-

6es * Look out, ' and would rather seem to imply

that these teachers were not yet at Philippi, but

might come, and so the apostle bids them

'watch.' To the Eastern mind, nothing could

express greater contempt than the name 'dog,'

and there can be little doubt that this feeling was

in the apostle's mind towards such false teachers.

But there may also be an allusion to the conten

tions to which such lessons would give rise. For

we see (Gal. v. 15) that in another church in

which Judaizing opinions prevailed very greatly,

the apostle is constrained to warn the members

against ' biting and devouring one another,' lest

they should be consumed one of another.—be

ware of the evil workers. Evil workers, because

they themselves who are circumcised do not keep

the law, and their pains are bestowed only on

pulling down the work of the Christian teachers,

and giving nothing in its stead but mere cere

monial observance, weak and beggarly elements

without any spiritual benefit.—beware of the con

cision. The thrice repeated 'beware' in refer

ence to the same persons marks the apostle's

earnestness, and his sense of the peril to those

who were again enslaved, after having been made

free in Christ. He uses also a word for 'con

cision ' which is found nowhere else in the New

Testament. He calls their practice mere 'cut

ting,' a mutilation of the body for mutilation's

sake, that, as he says elsewhere, ' they may

glory in your flesh,' that they may be proud that

men consent to be outwardly marked for Jews.

But in this word there may also be an allusion to

the severance or cutting asunder in the church

which such teachers were sure to cause. They

were not only mutilators of the body, but also of

the body of Christ, the Church.

Ver. 3. For we are the circumcision. Since

he is a Jew who is one inwardly, walking after

that faith of Abraham which he had while he was

yet uncircumcised, and which makes him the father

of the uncircumcised, who have a faith like his.

When the outward sign had no accompaniment of

faith, the sign alone availed nothing. On the

way in which baptism took the place of circum

cision, cf. Col. ii. 11, 12.—who worship by the

Spirit of God. This is the reading of the oldest

authorities. The word rendered ' worship ' is

applied primarily and most frequently to external

acts and ceremonial observances. St. Paul

chooses it advisedly, and says, not that there will

be no outward observances on the part of Chris

tians, but that their external worship will also be

done from an internal prompting of the Spirit of

God. They will worship in the Spirit, because

God's Spirit will animate all they do.—and glory

in Christ Jesus. Here again he is using a word

which speaks of the boastings of these Judaizers.

' They desire to have you circumcised that they

may glory in your flesh ' (Gal. vi. 13) is the same

word, and in that passage he continues in the like

spirit as here : ' but God forbid that I should glory

save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ.'—and

have no confidence in the flesh. The feeling

which John the Baptist rebuked in the Jews, that

they were sure of God's mercy because they had

' Abraham to their father,' had eaten all the heart

out of the Jewish nation, and had made them

attentive only to the letter of the law, forgetting

its spirit.

Ver. 4. Though I myself might have con

fidence even in the flesh. If those things on

which the Judaizers lay such stress were of any

account, I could glory as largely as any. He

mentions this that he may bring out into stronger

contrast the small value (or rather no-value) which

he sets on outward position and observances. He

had stood in a prominent place among those who

could call themselves Abraham's seed. Few

could number so many distinctive marks of Jewish

purity and observance. How thoroughly, then,

must he have seen the unimportance of all this,

who could cast all away and count it worthless

for Christ!—if any other man thinketh to have

confidence in the flesh, I yet more. That is, I

have a right to think so still more than he. He

does not mean that he does so think, though in

words he says so. He is only meeting for a

moment the Judaizers on their own gronnd.

Ver. 5. circumcised the eighth day, thus

observing the outward ordinance at the very

earliest moment that the law prescribes it. The

parents of such a child must have been zealous

for the law, and careful that their son should be

made fully a partaker of the Abrahamic covenant.

—of the stock of Israel. He mentions this that

it may be clear that not only he but his parents

were Jews. He was not of a father or mother

who had come into the privileges of the chosen

race as proselytes.—of the tribe of Benjamin.

One of the two tribes which remained laithful to

David's house, and therefore worthy of high
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estimation among the nation who looked back to

David with so much pride.— a Hebrew of the

Hebrews. By this he would mark the purity of

his descent. All his race were Hebrews. He

was bom in Tarsus, away from the Holy Land,

but there was no intermixture of other blood in his

veins. We can judge that this was likely to be

so when we find the son sent to study in Jeru

salem at the feet of Gamaliel. Only those

persons who were very proud of and careful for

the strict Jewish character of all belonging to

them, would have sought to have their son placed

under such a teacher away from their own home.

We can see also how learned the apostle was in

all that concerned his own people.—as touching

the law, a Pharisee. He explains this (Acts

xxii. 3) as ' taught according to the strictness of

the law of the fathers,' and again (Acts xxvi. 5)

tells us that his was the ' most straitest sect of the

Jewish religion.' And thus far he has spoken

only of those distinctions as a Jew, which de

pended on others. His birth, family, and educa

tion were not in his own hands, but yet he could

point to them as each one marking him for a

privileged member of the chosen people. He now

goes on to tell that his former zeal for Judaism

did not disgrace such parentage and training.

Ver. 6. as touching zeal, persecuting the

church. The preposition rendered ' as touching '

in the previous verse occurs here three times over

in close connection, and this should be indicated

by the translation. ' Beyond measure,' he says,

'I persecuted the church of God' (Gal. i. 13),

and the voice from heaven in the road to Damas

cus confirmed this : ' I am Jesus whom thou

persecutes!. ' He counts this among the things of

which he might have gloried had he put himself

on the level of these Jewish teachers. How he

really did esteem this zeal we know from his

statement that he was not worthy to be called an

apostle, because he had persecuted the church of

Christ.—as touching the righteousness which is

in the law, found blameless. Such righteous

ness as consisted in obedience to the legal ordi

nances he could claim, for he had observed them

all. It is clearly to externals that he is referring,

(or his words imply that it was to men he had

approved himself; none of his fellows surpassed

him or even equalled him in strictness of legal

observance. ' I advanced in the Jews' religion

beyond many of my own age among my country

men, being more exceedingly zealous for the tradi

tions of my fathers ' (Gal. i. 14). In the participle

rendered ' found ' (but omitted in Authorised Ver

sion), which is literally ' having become,' there is

another sounding of the same note : Saul's careful

observance of the legal ordinances had brought him

to be, in the eyes of his fellows, one in whom no

fault could be found. This righteousness, which

he names 'a righteousness of his own, ' he had

now learnt to value at its true worth, and to seek

that which is of God by faith.

Ver. 7. Howbeit what things were gain to

me. In the days of his persecuting zeal, he like

the Judaizers had counted all these distinctive

marks of the pure and exclusive Jew as so many

advantages. And in the original this is expressed

somewhat more fully, for the word is really

'gains,' as though he had felt the total sum in

his early days to be very great, and had been con

sequently proud of them.—these have I counted

loss for Christ. In these, like the rest of his

nation, he had been putting his trust. Now he

has learnt that in Christ alone is salvation, and

that so long as Jewish observances are cherished

side by side with a half-acceptance of Him, these

legal merits, however complete, bar the way

effectually to a full and saving faith. They had

been gains in his eyes, but now he sees that to

cling to them is ruin, and therefore he resigns

them as one entire loss. This he has done for

the sake of Christ, whom he has found to be far

more precious than all beside. The tense, which

is scarcely expressed in the Authorised Version,

tells of that sacrifice which followed close upon

the vision at his conversion. The words from

heaven, and the three days' spiritual enlightenment

while his bodily eye was quenched, gave time for

the full comprehension of the worthlessness of all

that he had prized before.

Ver. 8. Yea verily, and I count all things to

be loss. Now he refers to the abiding state of

his mind. He made the great sacrifice at first,

and as it were cast overboard all which had seemed

valuable in his Jewish life, and since that he is

prepared to sacrifice himself and all besides for

the service on which he has entered. And as he

found no merit or value in his privileges and

eminence as a Jew, so he lays no stress on what

he may do or suffer as a Christian. It is ' not I,

but the grace of God that was with me.' All

this extinction of the natural pride of man was

not without many a struggle, we may be sure, and

made up part of what he includes afterwards

under a communion in the sufferings of Christ.—

for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ

Jesus my Lord. The first preposition may be

taken in the same sense as ' for Christ ' in the

previous verse, that is, ' for the sake of the

excellency,' or it may perhaps better be under

stood as ' by reason of. ' The apostle has learnt

much of Jesus since the day when he first heard

His voice, and the surpassing worth of what he

knows makes all else poor in comparison there

with. This excellent Knowledge is life eternal.

For to know God and Christ (and no man cometh

unto the Father but by him) constitutes eternal

life. How then can anything in this world be

mentioned in comparison with it ! But St. Paul

does not rest satisfied without the personal appli

cation. He knows Jesus as 'his own Lord,'

and this it is which makes the knowledge most

precious. At first he had only said, ' Who art

thou, Lord ?' (Acts ix. 5), but the fuller knowledge

ot Jesus has taught him to say now, ' my Lord. '—

for whom I have suffered the loss of all things.

The verb is cognate with the noun rendered 'loss'

above, and intimates that the surrender was self-

made ; the Greek would perhaps be more nearly

represented by ' the whole ' instead of ' all things.'

It is for Christ the personal Saviour that all this

has been done, not merely for the knowledge ol

Him. The Jesus whom St. Paul, last of all the

apostolic band, had seen is the being worthy of

all this, for He had been dead and is alive again,

thus manifesting the power of His resurrection.—

and do count them but dung. This rendering

of the noun is a common one, but Dr. Lightfoot

has shown that the sense of 'refuse,' signifying

those remnants of a meal which were thrown to

the dogs, is probably what was meant here. If

this be adopted, then the Bishop's further remark

is apposite, that whereas the Jews regarded all but

themselves as the dogs, hardly worthy of the
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crumbs, now the strict Jew (St. Paul) looks upon

all that he had so highly valued before in the light

of refuse, and so makes those who cling to such

observances to be the dogs, rather than the

Gentiles whom they had so much contemned.—

that I may gain Christ. This is the true gain,

and the identical word as in the original should

be preserved to show how the one thought per

vades the apostle's mind. He has cast off what

he formerly deemed 'gain,' but for all that he has

another and richer 'gain.' He has lost some

thing, but has gained far more.

Ver. 9. and be found in him. Whenever

God shall make the inquiry, in allusion, most

likely, to the day of Judgment. But there may

also be reference made to that passing away of old

things on which he is now dwelling. Thus the

thought would include that of 2 Cor. v. 17 : ' If

any man be in Christ, he is a new creature : old

things are passed away ; behold, all things are

become new.' In this way the finding would refer

to the union with Christ, both in time and in

eternity. And this union is so real, that the

apostle calls those who enjoy it a very portion of

Christ. They are in him, they are more than

stones in the temple of which He forms the head-

corner ; in Christ, according to His own prayer

(John xvii. 23), believers are made one, both in God

and in themselves. Thus both St. Paul's statements

are true, ' We being many are one body in Christ ; '

and again, 'Ye are the body of Christ.'—not

having a righteousness of mine own, even

that which is of the law. The righteousness

here spoken of is described as proceeding out of

the law, that is, from the perfect observance

thereof. As no man since the fall has kept the

law, whatever advance any might make towards

perfection therein, even if they were unblameable

m the eyes of men, they could never thereby attain

unto salvation. Yet the Jews, as St. Paul testifies

(Rom. x. 1-6), had gone about to establish such a

righteousness for themselves. They (and the

apostle had been one of them) had a zeal of God,

but not according to knowledge.—but that which

is through faith in Christ. Here is a different

kind of righteousness. It is not derived from

what man can do, as in observance of the law,

but comes to men through their belief in the

incarnation and sacrifice of Christ.—the righteous

ness which is of God by faith. Here the

righteousness is defined as the gift of God ; could

it have been secured in the law, it would have

been man's own earning and desert ; but since that

may not be, it is given to the faithful of God's

grace. The expression ' by faith ' is not quite

simple. The preposition might also be rendered

* upon.* And this more literal rendering perhaps

brings out most nearly the sense which seems to

be 'on the condition of faith.' But since He who

bestows the faith is also God (cf. 2 Pet. i. 4, 5),

both the faith and the righteousness have their

efficient cause in God, and the latter is given in

succession to the former, according as men use

the boon first bestowed. Therefore the full force

of the words is ' when faith is rightly used,' which

also may be the sense of ' by faith.'

Ver. 10. that I may know him. The verb

• know,' when used in the Old and New Testa

ment of God and Christ, has a very full sense,

and implies a full comprehension of the Divine

nature and will, and also of the duties and obliga

tions which men should yield to the Deity. All

this the apostle would here comprehend in the

word, for he immediately proceeds to explain that

both the divine and the human in Christ is to

be known by His followers : of the former they are

to feel the help, of the latter they are to follow

the example.—and the power of his resurrec

tion. This is the divinity of Jesus demonstrated

to mankind. But not only is the power of Christ

known to Christians from His own rising, but

from the sense and assurance which that gives

them of their own resurrection. Thus this power

of Christ fills them with hope, for this world is

not the end of their being, and gives them courage

in afflictions, for they shall reap in due time if

they faint not. — and the fellowship of his

sufferings. In a later letter (2 Tim. ii. 12) the

apostle says, ' If we be dead with Him, we shall

also live with Him; if we suffer, we shall also

reign with Him.' To the Philippians he puts

most prominently forward the necessity of a share

in the sufferings of Christ. He himself has found

the truth of the Master's saying : ' He that will

come after me, let him deny himself, and take up

his cross and follow me. For Christians the

order is as in the life of Christ : the power of the

resurrection is not known apart from or before the

fellowship of the sufferings. For us, however, the

comfort and support of our knowledge comes unto

us in the midst of our sufferings, and gives us

strength to bear them. — becoming conformed

unto his death. It will not perhaps be a death

in character like Christ's which the apostle will

have to bear, but of that he is not sure. But he

knows that he will ever be in danger of such a

death, and he is prepared to lay down his life in

that manner, if God so ordain. In this way he is

brought by his present trials and threatened end

into such resemblance as the servant may bear unto

his Master.

Ver. II. if by any means I may attain onto

the resurrection from the dead. This is not the

language of despondency, but of humility. St

Paul hopes, because he believes in Christ ; but not

seldom does his low estimate of himself lead him

to speak in language like this, 'lest I myself

should be a castaway.' By the 'resurrection from

the dead,' he means that resurrection in which

the righteous will have share. At the last day all

will rise, and in that rising he is sure to have his

part ; but he desires to feel a confidence beyond

this, and to attain to be among those who shall be

Christ's at His coming.

Ver. 12. Not that I have already obtained.

He has been speaking of righteousness which is

God's free gift to the faithful, as distinct from that

righteousness which the Jew sought by the works

of the law. But lest his readers should run into

the error of supposing that the righteousness of

which he speaks demands no zeal or effort from

its recipients, because it is of God's free grace, he

proceeds to explain to them his own position and

feelings. He has received the gift of faith with

which to make a start in the Christian race, but

that is only means to an end, which end will not

be gained in this life. —or am already made per

fect. Such a state is not attained while we live

here, he would say. Every day brings its new

opportunities either to be improved or to be

neglected. If rightly used, they bring men nearer

to perfection ; but the work is ever doing, never

done ; for the stature of the fulness of Christ is the

Christian's aim, and of this his greatest and best
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efforts must ever fall short.—but I press on.

The figure is from the race-course, on which there

must be no stoppage till the goal is reached.

For Christians alt the earthly life is the running

time : they must press on all their days ; and this

the apostle does.—if so be that I may apprehend.

That is, gain the prize in the end, which cannot

be without the constant hastening and toil.—that

for which also I was apprehended by Christ

Jesus. In the previous clause he has spoken of

his chance of apprehending or winning the

reward, but before his lips have spoken the word

' reward ' his heart corrects the thought that it

would be any winning of his own, and he closes

his sentence in such a way as to show that he

knew how true it was that Christ had sought him ;

before he sought Christ, the Lord had marked

him as a ' vessel of choice,' or there would have

been no thought in his heart about the prize of the

high calling in Christ Jesus. Christ, at his con

version, made Saul His own prize, and for this

reason only it is that the apostle hopes that in the

end he may win the prize in the race to which

Christ's grace has sent him forth.

Ver. 13. Brethren, I count not myself yet to

have apprehended. So anxious is the apostle

to avoid any seeming of confidence, that he

repeats in substance the statement of the previous

verse. The need for labour in the spiritual race

is not ended for him, nor must it be for others.

And in the word ' count ' he expresses this very

strongly. It is not the word which has been so

rendered in ver. 8. Here the word signifies the

making of an accurate reckoning. This St. Paul

had done calmly in his own case, and knows the

result. The prize is not yet reached.—but one

thing I do. That I may ever be getting nearer

to that result for which Christ laid hold on me,

and plucked me back from my old life. And

that he speaks of one thing only, shows how he

felt the singleness of eye with which the great

work of salvation was to be pursued.—forgetting

the things which are behind. Those advantages

on which as a Jew he had set such store, and

which, if he had continued to value them, or even

to think of them, would have proved a stumbling-

block to spiritual progress. And there were

behind the apostle also those years of labour for

the cause of Christ on which some men would

have been tempted to dwell with thankfulness and

hope ; but these too he will forget. He will even

forget, as he runs his race, those days of his over

much zeal for the Jews' religion, in which he

persecuted the church of Christ. For of these

acts he has sincerely repented.—and stretching

forward to the things which are before. The

figurative language of the race-course is still

maintained, and in this verb we have pictured the

outstretched neck and the body leaning forward

which are needful for the diligent runner. By

the ' things which are before ' we must not merely

understand St. Paul to mean 'the prize,' as the

final result of the contest. He means rather, in

addition to that', yet preceding it, all those parts

of the race which are yet to be run, the struggles

through which he may have to pass, and how he

may finish the remainder of his course most to

God's glory and the church's profit.

Ver. 14. I press on towards the goal. This is

a consequence of the forgetting of all that is

behind. Nothing is suffered to draw off the gaze

from that end which is to be reached, and which,

like the winning-post in a race, is kept steadily in

view. Of course, as the heavenward race is a

spiritual kind, it is the eye of the soul that is

fixed on the goal.— unto the prize of the high

calling of God in Christ Jesus. The prize is in

the original a word which means the garland

bestowed by the judges at the end of the race.

That this idea of a crown was continually in the

minds of the New Testament writers, we may

see from the language used by St. Paul elsewhere

(1 Cor. ix. 25 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8), and also by St.

James (Jas. i. 12) and St. John (Rev. ii. 10).

It would be a most telling figure with the Gentiles,

to whom the sight of such victor's crown was

familiar. 'The high calling of God' is that

summons or invitation which had been given by

God to the apostle, to be a sharer in the kingdom

of heaven and its blessings. It is named ' high '

because the invitation comes from above, and

it is a call to heaven. For this reason it is

termed 'a heavenly calling' (Heb. iii. 1). The

real prize of this calling is the blessedness of

dwelling with God, and this is the hope of the

Christian calling. The closing words of the

verse, 'in Christ Jesus,' seem most aptly to join

on with ' I press on ' at the beginning. The

runner in the heavenly race could make no pro

gress in his own strength, but in Christ Jesus

what was weak in him becomes strong, and

instead of despair he is full of hope. Thus,

although he has said ' this / do, ' and '/press on,'

he comes back in these final words to the first

thought, the putting down of all trust in self, ami

shows that he never forgets ' not I, but the grace

of God which was with me.'

Ver. 15. Let us therefore, as many as be

perfect. The apostle uses the word ' perfect,' as

our Lord in the Sermon on the Mount : ' Be ye

perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven

is perfect,' carries its own explanation on its face.

The Christian is to set before himself the highest

ideal, and to be ever striving after it. To those

who are so striving, wherever they may be in the

scale of spiritual advancement, St. Paul gives the

name of ' perfect,' just as he uses ' saints ' of those

who aim at saintly life with all their powers,

though they may at times fall short thereof.—be

thus minded. Think as I have been setting

before you my own thoughts — first, that the

righteousness of the law is to be counted loss for

the knowledge of Christ ; and next, that having

been called to faith in Him, not to forget that

faith is to be made manifest in the life, and that

the prize is not won, because you know it to be

before you at the end of the race-course. It is only

bestowed on those who run to the end.—and if in

anything ye are otherwise minded. To be thus

minded is to have the right mind ; so by otherwise

minded we must understand 'being in error.'

As has been already said, though the Philippians

might all be classed under the head of ' perfect,'

there were yet many gradations among them, and

all of them would not have attained to the clear

insight of St. Paul in spiritual things. These are

the ' otherwise minded ; ' but to them the apostle

says, if they will but run in the race so far as it is

set before them, if they will but be determined to

advance further towards ideal perfection, then the

Spirit will be given to enlighten their minds still

more, and to make them aware of what, as yet,

they know not.—even this shall God reveal unto

you. The apostle here reminds them that the
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light which they already enjoy is the gift of God.

As therefore He has given this, so will He also

supply more to those who live according to what

they now have. It is not of anything but the

practical duties of the Christian life that the

apostle here seems to be speaking, but his teach

ing is true to an extent farther than he pushes it.

' If any man will do His will, he shall know of

the doctrine,' is of the widest application, and

shows us also that it suits St. Paul s hearers, 1 Ik > 0

who desire to be more perfect, for it is in its

literalness, 'If any man wisheth to do His will,'

etc. And the light will come as a revelation.

It will not necessarily be from human teaching.

It may be from within that the beam shall first be

seen. But in whichever way it is imparted, it is

through the Holy God, and those who receive it

may fitly be called ' taught of God.'

Ver. 16. Only, whereunto we have already

attained, by that same rule let us walk. The

final words of this verse, in the Authorised

Version, ' Let us mind the same thing,' are not

supported by the oldest MSS., add nothing to the

sense, and appear to be a gloss which from the

margin has made its way into the text. The

verse itself is an enforcement of what he has been

saying before. Those who would attain the

prize must run, those who would have more light

and knowledge must make a right use of that

which they have obtained.

Chapter III. 17-21.

What Examples are to befollowed, and what to be avoided.

17 "DRETHREN, be "followers together' of me, and * mark "]£%:"■ **•

J-J them which 'walk so, as ye have' us for an ^ensample. xrJJJ*"-'

18 (For many 'walk, of whom I have ^told you often, and now

tell you even weeping, that they are the g enemies of the cross , p™

xvu 17.

1 Thcs. iv. 1 :

a Jo. 6. _ _

di The*, iii. g,

v.:>

Thcs. iii 11.

xx. 31 :
19 of Christ: whose *end is 'destruction,1 whose *god is ttieir 'A™'

belly,' and whose 'glory is in their shame, who "mind earthly j^Ys"'5

20 things.) For our "conversation* is in heaven; from whence Vha.'^8?'

21 also we "look for the Saviour," the Lord Jesus Christ: who .RorruY'sY-

shall ^change 'our vile body,7 that it may be fashioned ^ like *R<,m.xM.\s.

unto his glorious body,8 according to the * working whereby he RonLYi.' a.,

is able even to 'subdue" all things unto himself.

» 1 Cor i. 7 ; Tit. ii. 13 ; Hcb. ix. a8.

r Rom. viii. ao ; Col. iii. 4.

/ 1 Cor. xv. 51, 52 ; a Cor. xi. 13, 14,

s Eph. i. 19, iii. 7.

mCol. iii. a.

■■■ ( h. i. 37.

7 C. 1 Cor. xv. 43-53.

/ 1 Cor. xv. 38.

1 rather, be ye imitators together, etc.

1 rather, which so walk, even as ye have, etc. * or, perdition

* or, whose god is the belly * rather, citizenship, or, commonwealth

6 better, wait for a Saviour ,

7 better, fashion anew the body of our humiliation

8 rather, conformed to the body of his glory 9 or, subject

What Examples are to be followed, and what to be

avoided, 17-21.

Having set before the Philippians the necessity

for walking in the light which each has, St. Paul

now points them to his own life, and the lives of

those who are like him, for an example. They

will see other lives, against which he has before

warned them, which are led by men who are foes

of the Christian faith. Such shall be destroyed,

for they make their appetites their God, glory in

what is shameful, and heed nothing of the

heavenly calling. The true Christian thinks of

heaven as his city, and looks for Christ to come

again from thence, as a Saviour who shall change

the body of man's humiliation, that it may be like

that body of His glory in which He ascended

into heaven. This will He do, for all power is

given unto Him, and He can make all things

subject unto Himself.

Ver. 17. Brethren, be ye imitators together

of me. ' Fellow-imitators ' would be the literal

rendering of the noun in this clause, and it

intimates that the apostle desires every one of

the Philippians to join in this imitation ; and not

only so, but to vie with one another in their zeal

in doing so, and yet to do wha^is only possible

in the Christian race, each to seek to help his

neighbour forward, as well as to make progress

himself.—and mark them which bo walk, even

as ye have us for an ensample. Just as to the

Romans (xvi. 17) he counsels that they should

mark them that cause divisions for avoidance, so

the apostle and those like him are to be looked at

for imitation. It is possible to take the clause as

equivalent to ' which so walk as I walk, accord-
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ing as ye have,' etc., or 'which walk in such

wise as ye have us for an example ; ' but the

former seems to suit the Greek best. So that

the connection of the verse would be : Imitate

me, and mark those who walk as I do, accord

ing as you have us (both them and me) for a

copy.

Ver. 18. For many walk of whom I have

told you often. These are the men who offend

in an opposite way to the Judaizers. We hear

much of them in the Epistles, how in their

boastfulness of superior knowledge they held

themselves at liberty to indulge their fleshly

appetites. Their wicked character is shown in

its fuller development in such Epistles as 2 Peter

and Jude, but the ' knowledge falsely so called '

was doing its pernicious work long before, and

the indulgence of all the fleshly appetites was a

characteristic of the Gnostics from first to last.

Whether the frequent warnings to which St Paul

here alludes were needed even when he first

visited Philippi, or whether they had been given

subsequently, we cannot decide, though the word

' often ' gives some colour to the tradition

already alluded to that St. Paul had previously

sent an Epistle to Philippi.—and now tell yon

even weeping. Tears that are shed for the evil

which these men will work, and also for the fate

which is in store for such offenders. The apostle

hates the sin, as we may see from the strong words

which he soon writes, but yet he is moved to

weeping for the sinners.—that they are the

enemies of the cross of Christ. Such men are

the greatest adversaries to the Christian cause.

They are nominally Christians, but refuse to bear

the cross or to have any fellowship in Christ's

sufferings, and thus they prove worse foes than

bitter opponents would be. They lead astray

the weak by the tempting promises of liberty,

which appeal so powerfully to the carnal part of

man ; and they also give occasion to others, who

hate Christ's cause, to blaspheme the whole

Christian Church because of these false brethren.

Thus their injury operates in two ways, within

and without the Church.

Ver. 19. whose end is destruction. And as

St. Peter says (ii. 3), this destruction does not

slumber, it will soon come. The heresies of

destruction, which they bring in, will in the end

bring swift destruction upon themselves.—whose

god is the belly. The apostle has spoken of

such men already to the Romans. ' They serve

not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly.'

—and whose glory is in their shame—that is,

in what ought to be their shame ; but instead of

this, they make a parade of what they do, 'foam

ing out their own shame.'—who mind earthly

things. For such men the upward heavenly

calling of God has no attraction. They are given

np to what is base, the satisfaction of the

momentary desires of the senses, and therein

they live entirely, grovelling like the beasts.

Ver. 30. for our citizenship is in heaven.

So those whose hearts are on the earth are to be

marked and avoided. We can have no com

munion with such men. We must pass amongst

them, while we live here, as though they were

alien unto us, and we merely pilgrims and

strangers in their midst. They are at home here.

They have their reward. In ' citizenship ' the

idea is not that of the Authorised Version, ' con

versation,' which is generally the rendering of a

different Greek word, signifying 'manner of life.'

The apostle means that it is in heaven only that

the true Christian can claim (or ought to claim)

his rights as a citizen ; till he has reached that

land, his wanderings are not over. And this is

made emphatic in the Greek, where our citizen

ship stands first in the sentence. The verb

rendered 'is' is a strong verb, and indicates that

the home is there already, though we have not

yet reached it. Christ has gone before and has

prepared mansions (i.e. resting-places) for His

people, in which they shall abide continually,

being pilgrims no longer.—from whence also

we wait for a Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ.

The verb is always used in the New Testament of

that longing for salvation which is expected at

the coming of Christ. But this is a longing

which, as faith assures those who feel it, will be

gratified at last.

Ver. 21. who shall fashion anew the body

of our humiliation. When He appears as our

Saviour, He shall change our body in all those

foints specified by the apostle (1 Cor. xv. 42-44).

ts corruption shall become incorruption ; its dis

honour, glory; its weakness, power, and from

natural it shall become spiritual. It is not said

that the body shall be done away, but only what

is fleeting and liable to decay and sin shall be

transformed to the undying and pure and real.

The body is called ' the body of our humiliation,'

because while in it we have so' much to humiliate

us, so much to mourn over, from which we can

not get free, till we be clothed upon with our

house which is from heaven. The rendering of

the Authorised Version, ' our vile body,' is often

understood as disparaging the body, whereas that

which makes the Dody of man a body of humilia

tion is the sin which has entered into the world

and brought death in its train. The body of man

was at first, like the rest of God's creation, made

very good, and by the change, the new fashion

ing, of the Saviour, we look for God's image to

be restored in it.—that it may be conformed to

the body of his glory. The fleeting fashion of

the body shall be done away, its essential form

shall remain, and be like unto Christ in His

glory.—according to the working. Sometimes

rendered ' effectual working,' and applied

chiefly to the manifestation of the resistless

powers of nature and of God, and especially to

the mighty power of God shown in the resurrec

tion of Jesus. Hence the definition of it which

follows immediately.—whereby he is able even

to subject all things unto himself. Not man's

body only, but all rule, all authority and power.

The time and manner in which this shall be

completed is set forth by the apostle, 1 Cor.

xv. 24-28.
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Chapter IV.

I. Reiterated exhortation to stedfastness, ver. I ; II. Special individual

appeals and entreaties, vers. 2, 3 ; III. How to be ready for the coming of the

Lord, vers. 4-7 ; IV. Precepts for guidance in Christian life, vers. 8, 9 ; V.

The Apostle's joy over their liberality, because it is evidence that their faith

is not without fruits, vers. 10-20 ; VI. Greetings and Benediction, vers. 21-23.

Chapter IV. 1.

Reiterated Exhortation to Stedfastness.

I ""pHEREFORE, my brethren, dearly* beloved and "longed JI^A^

J. for, my * joy and 'crown, so d stand fast in the Lord, ^q^j";^;

my dearly ' beloved. dl<M.^-y-

1 omit dearly

1 Thes. iii. 8.

,_..,. ._..-. . though his heart goes forth to the Philippians in
Reiterated Exhortation to Stedfastness, iv. I. great tenderness, that is not his only thought with

In a few most affectionate and earnest words reference to them. They have given him as a

the apostle enforces the exhortation with which church nothing but delight. He tells them, there-

the Epistle began (Phil. i. 27), that they should fore, of his rejoicing in the memory of them, and

continue stedfost in their Christian course. of their love, but, looking forward also to the

Ver. 1. Therefore. Because you are citizens great day of account, he tells them too that in the

of a heavenly country, whom the trials and judgment day their faith will be his joy and

temptations of the world should not be able to crown in the presence of the Lord, into whose

draw into forgetfulness of your true home ; and service he has been privileged to bring them.—

because you are expecting a Saviour, and there- so stand fast. Be sted fast in the way in which I

fore should be in readiness for His coming.—my have been pointing out, bearing in mind the

brethren, beloved and longed for. Every word humility of Christ, and the feebler yet more

testifying more than the last to the intenseness of attainable example of me, His servant. Then

the affection with which the apostle's heart was your adversaries shall not prevail over you, and

filled. It is in no mere sense of ordinary Christian you will be ever preparing and prepared for the

brotherhood that he uses the name 'brethren.' advent of Christ.—in the Lord. But it must not

They are his own, and treasured in his heart, the be attempted in your own strength. It must be

great desire of which is that he may see them in trust on Christ, and for the love of Christ, or,

once more. He has used the kindred verb of while thinking you stand, you will be in peril of

his own longing after them already (Phil. i. 8), falling.—my beloved. The verse runs over with

and of the desire, the home-sickness, of Epaph- affection from a full heart

roditus (Phil. ii. 26).—my joy and crown. Yet,

Chapter IV. 2, 3.

Special individual Appeals and Entreaties.

2 T BESEECH Euodias, and beseech Syntyche,1 that they be *?p^"y.'8?:

3 1 "of the same mind in the Lord. And I 'entreat* thee 'j^^J:

also, true 'yokefellow, help those women which 'laboured* ,ciVto;

with me in the gospel, with Clement also, and with others my /aUx^*'

* fellow-labourers,4 S whose names are in the book of life. }^ "; **.

Rev. i;i 5,

1 rather, I exhort Euodia, and I exhort Syntyche J^'iT^s.

* better, Yea, I beseech xii. 27. *' '

8 rather, these women, for they laboured, etc.

4 or, and the rest of my fellow-workers
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We find from the history of the Acts of the

Apostles that women were conspicuous among the

first members of the Philippian Church. Lydia's

house was the home of the missionaries. Women

still were among their zealous members, but

between some of them there had arisen a differ

ence of feeling, and St. Paul urges union on two

of these by name, and begs his fellow-labourers in

the Gospel who are in Philippi to help on the

consummation of peace and love among the sisters

in the church.

Ver. 2. I exhort Euodia. The verb implies

something stronger than the ' beseech ' of the

Authorised Version. The apostle calls on these

sisters by the authority of his office. Euodia (not

Euodias, as Authorised Version) was one of those

godly women of which the early church made

much use, and who in this case were worthy to

be called ' fellow-strugglers ' with St. Paul for

the cause of Christ's Gospel. It was to the women

especially that the first preaching at the proseucha

in Philippi was addressed (Acts xvi. 13, 14), and

a woman is the first Christian convert mentioned

there, the first-fruits of apostolic labour in Europe.

—and I exhort Syntyche. The repetition of the

verb is very emphatic, and probably is meant to

indicate that the exhortations could not be given

at the same time. These two may have been

forming parties in the church, and have been

regarded as leaders by favourers of one opinion or

the other. It is impossible to divine what sub

jects may have threatened to rend the peace of

the congregation, whether Jewish prejudices

ranged against Gentile freedom, or matters pecu

liar to Philippi alone ; but we can see from the

apostle's language, that though at variance in

opinion, these women were still earnest in the

cause of Christ, — that they be of the same mind

in the Lord. He gives with his exhortation both

the reason for following it, and the means whereby

it may be fully followed. They are 'in the Lord,'

servants of the same Master, baptized in the same

name, and striving for the same object. If then,

remembering this, they seek to their Master for

aid, the unity of spirit will be bestowed. When

believers fix their gaze on Christ, the smaller con

cerns, by which the church must ever be surrounded

in this life, sink down to their proper level, far

below the life in Christ, and are seen not to be

worthy of consideration, if they are to cause a

rending of the oneness of the church, which is

Christ's witness on earth.

Ver. 3. Yea, I beseech thee also, true yoke

fellow. Here St. Paul addresses some man '

whose influence was likely to have weight in

bringing about peace and unity in the Philippian

sisterhood. As the apostle does not name the

person meant, there has been much speculation as

to whom he is addressing. Some have thought

that the name was here, and that the word

rendered ' yokefellow ' (Synzygos) might be not

a common but a proper noun. Thus St. Paul

would be playing on the word, as he does on the

name Onesunus in the letter to Philemon. ' Thou

Synzygos, who art a yokefellow truly, in name

as well as in nature.' But as the word is not

found elsewhere as a name, this explanation may

he dismissed. Others have applied the words to

St. Luke, from the language of the Acts, in which

the writer employs *we in the journey from

Troas to Philippi (Acts xvi. 10-17), then drops

into the third person, until (Acts xx. 5) St. Paul

returns through Philippi to go into Asia. Hence

it is thought that St. Luke may have been left in

charge of the Philippian Church, and he may

have been intended by the expression ' true yoke

fellow,' of which we cannot doubt that 'the

beloved physician ' would be deemed worthy by

St. Paul. But Luke seems to have been at Rome

at this time. See Lightfoot, Introduction, p. 10.

Others, again, and perhaps with more probability,

have applied the words to Epaphroditus, who was

to be the bearer of the letter. He may have

been the amanuensis, and the words may represent

St. Paul's direct appeal to him, which he has put

down just as it was made, and that he might be

able to do so, has left out his name, only giving

the affectionate title which the apostle applied to

him. But whoever may have been intended,

neither the apostle nor the amanuensis thought the

mention of a name of any consequence. The

appeal was intelligible by him to whom it was

made, and charity (such as he was to use and

foster) ' vaunteth not herself.'—help these women.

That is, Euodia and Syntyche. ' Those ' in the

Authorised Version makes the woman to be

helped other than these two, which is not correct,

as is shown by the following relative.—for they

laboured with me in the gospel. The verb is

only found again in Phil. i. 27, ' striving for the

faith.' These women, like the apostle, had

entered on the heavenward struggle, and like him

were zealous that the Gospel should be spread

abroad. The expression seems to imply that

even in the early days of the apostle's visit, the

women at Philippi had been accepted as fellow-

workers in Christian undertakings.—with Clement

also. This may be joined with what immediately

precedes, thus including Clement among those

who with the women had joined St. Paul in his

preaching and labours at Philippi, but it seems

better to couple it with the words * true yoke

fellow.' 'Do thou along with Clement help these

women.' Of the Clement here mentioned we

have no further knowledge for certain. He may

have been the same who afterwards became

bishop of Rome, and whose Epistles to the

Corinthians are preserved among the writings of

the Apostolic Fathers. For Philippi was a

colony of Rome, and probably in close communi

cation with the capital. But the name was far

too common for this to be at all certain.—and the

rest of my fellow-workers. We might judge

from this language, that even before the apostle's

departure from Philippi the converts had become

numerous. But in such a work every scholar

becomes a teacher. The youngest true believer

must tell what has been done for him, and so

becomes a preacher.—whose names are in the

book of life. Compare the passages in the Book

of Revelation where this expression occurs. The

conception is of God's record of all those who are

striving to serve Him. It is clear from the

language of St. John that the names were not

considered to be written there unchangeably, but

if found unworthy to continue, they might be

blotted out Those are in the Book of Life in

scripture language who have begun to walk in

the way of salvation. St. Paul makes no list of

names. They are known to God, and would

know that they were appealed to without being

named, for they were walking after the apostle's

example, and so would be ready to strive for that

unity in the church which he longed to see.
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Chapter IV. 4-7.

How to be readyfor the coming of the Lord.

\ " "Q EJOICE ' in the Lord alway : and' again I say,' Rejoice,' aCh- iL ,8'

; XV Let your * moderation ' be known unto all men.

> c Lord is at hand. Be d careful for nothing:* but in

thing by prayer and 'supplication, with thanksgiving, let your jS»T,£:ts

' requests be made known unto God. And the f peace of God, , , xhnTii.'.

which 'passed* all understanding, shall * keep your hearts and f^l

' minds through * Christ Jesus.

1 or, Farewell ! omit and * rather, I will say

4 or, gentleness, or, forbearance 5 better, In nothing be over-anxious

6 rather, guard your hearts and thoughts in, etc.

Th*> ' 1*hes- v. 16.
11,C ilCor.i. 1;

every c , g^ „i.„:

jot. 27 ;

II. L 7;

Col. iii. 1 5.

g Cf. Eph. iii.

k x Pet. 1. 5.

1 7 Cot. ii.iia

xi. 3

How to be readyfor the coming oj the

Lord, 4-7.

Turning from special exhortation, St. ' Paul

fives some general precepts to the whole church,

n these he exhorts to a religious joy, and this

should be accompanied with a kind and forbearing

spirit, which all men should recognise as specially

Christian. Then all over -anxiety in worldly

affairs should be laid aside, and all wants brought

to God in earnest supplication. Thus would their

hearts and thoughts be kept through Christ in

holy peace, passing all that man can think or

tell.

Ver. 4. Rejoice in the Lord alway. The

apostle now takes up the thread of his thoughts

from chap. iii. I. Two digressions on Judaizers

and on those who mind earthly things have

intervened, but he now turns back to his chief

theme of 'joy in the Lord.'—again I will say,

Eejoice. When we reflect that the Epistle was

written from his prison, we may judge of the

comfort which the apostle found in Christ, and

may see why he is ready to count all things loss

for Him who fills his heart with such unspeakable

rejoicing.

Ver. 5. Let yonr forbearance be known nnto

all men. Let them see that you behave with

gentleness even in all the opposition of your

adversaries. Thus shall they be taught that there

is a power in Christianity, and be led to glorify

your Master. The apostle does not encourage to

any parade or ostentation of gentleness, but such

a life as shall be in all its parts marked by this

virtue, so that men at all times may recognise

how the Christian differs from others.—the Lord

is at hand. The special Christian watchword in

the early days of the faith, and there can be no

doubt that there was a widespread expectation of

the immediate coming of Christ. The words are

meant first as an encouragement to those who had

much to suffer, that they should not faint, for the

Deliverer was near ; next for a warning, that none

should relax, lest Christ should come, and those

who were called by His name should be found not

watchful.

Ver. 6. Be over-anxiona in nothing. 'Care

ful' has lo»t its sense of 'full of care,' and wc

have no good word to take its place. The feeling

which the apostle wishes to check is that undue

care for the things of this life which puts this

world and its concerns before the service of the

Lord. It is the Martha-like anxiety which

becomes troubled about many things, so as to

forget the one thing needful.—but in everything

by prayer and supplication. He is not content

with exhorting, but he adds the means whereby

his advice may be followed. In all things come

to God, not merely in those which may be called

strictly religious concerns, but whenever the over-

anxiety is in danger of becoming too great. In

'prayer and supplication,' the former applies

rather to the outpouring of the soul, the casting

off the load of care upon God ; the latter to the

requests which we feel prompted to make unto

Him.—with thanksgiving. This must always

be the Christian's tone towards God. If troubles

come, he must be thankful for the Father's disci

pline, and strive to find out why they are sent ;

in joy, thanksgiving will surely come unbidden.—

let yonr requests be made known nnto God.

The Christian's forbearance is to be known unto

all men, not published or paraded, but so visible

in the life that it cannot fail to be recognised.

The requests unto God are to be made known by

open declaration. God knows men's needs, but

willeth that they should call upon Him.

Ver. 7. And the peace of God. A peace which

shall banish all the over-anxious care, a peace

which the world can neither give nor take away.

Such peace did the Lord leave with His disciples,

that their hearts should be neither troubled nor

afraid.—which passeth all understanding. It

is better than all that the wit of man or his fore

thought can devise, and therefore is to be preferred

before the results which can be gained by over-

anxiety for worldly things. —ahaD guard. The

full sense is best brought out by this rendering.

God's peace shall stand as sentinel, and let no

hostile disturbance enter.—your hearts and your

thoughts. The heart needs such guardianship as

the seat whence evil arises within man (Mark vii.

21, 22), and breaks forth into act, but even more

than the guarding of this will God's peace do for

men. It shall keep watch over the thoughts too as

they spring in the mind, and guide them aright—
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in Christ Joans. The rendering ' through ' of the

Authorised Version is scarcely the sense, which

seems much more forcibly expressed by the literal

translation uf the preposition. The life of the

Christian is a life in Christ, he is to be one with

Christ. This can specially come to pass in the

heart and thoughts, and is brought about through

the Spirit giving peace to be guard over them.

Chapter IV. 8, 9.

Precepts for the guidance of Christian Life.

8 "PINALLY, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatso-

-L ever things are i honest,1 whatsoever things are just,

whatsoever things are cpure, whatsoever things are lovely,

whatsoever things are of d good report ; * if there be any ' virtue,

9 and if there be any praise, f think on3 these things. Those*

things, which ye have 4 both learned, and * received, and heard,

1 me, do : 6 and the ' God of peace shall beand seen in

with you.

1 rather, honourable, Gk. reverend s

* rather, The * omit have

aCh. iii. 1. "

6 1 Tim. iii. 8,

ii ; Tit. ii. a.

c 1 Tim. v. 32 ;

Jas. iii. 17.

d 1 Tim. v. 10.

t 3 Pet i. 5.

/ 2 Cor. iii. 5.

g 1 Cor. xi. 33,

xv. i, 3.

ACh. hi. 17.

i Rom. xv. 33,

xvi. so \

3 Cor. xiii.11;

1 Thes._ v. 33;

Hcb. xiii. 20.

or, gracious 8 Gk. take account of

6 rather, these things do

Preceptsfor the guidance of the Christian

With much emphasis of language, St. Paul

urges on the Philippians that they be mindful

of the various virtues which mark the Christian

character, and carry out all that he has taught

them either by word or example, and thus shall

the God ofpeace dwell with them.

Ver. 8. Finally, brethren. He lingers in the

conclusion as though the writing of his letter in

some degree soothed his longing for them.—

whatsoever things are true. Not merely in

words only, but in thoughts and actions.—whatso

ever things are honourable. Such as make men

esteemed and revered by those with whom they

live.—whatsoever things are just Actions upright

in all respects, whether concerning ourselves or

others.—whatsoever things are pure. Unspotted

chasteness in the whole behaviour.—whatsoever

things are lovely. Which win favour from those

among whom they are done ; which gather men

friends.—whatsoever things are of good report.

Well spoken of among men, and so bringing a

good name.—If there be any virtue. He adds

this, that he may leave nothing out of his enumera

tion, 'whatever virtue there be.'—and if there be

any praise. The praise is a consequence of the

virtue. He does not intend that the Philippians

should follow after all that the carnal world might

praise, but only what is praised because it is

virtuous.—think on these things. The word is

not, as will be seen from the notes, the common

word for ' think,' but indicates the making up of

a reckoning. He has been giving them a long

list of virtues as constituents of the Christian

character, and the employment of this word may

have been suggested by the thought that they

must add virtue after virtue, and so try to make

the reckoning as complete as they could. Count

up these things, he would say, for yourselves,

and as you do so, try to cultivate the whole.

Ver. 9. The things which ye both learned,

and received, and heard, and saw in me, these

things do. Knowing how much more telling

example often is than precept, the apostle points

to his own teaching and life as they had known

them. At first they had been scholars learning

from him ; after that, they became fellow-workers

and brethren, and were entrusted with a share of

the duties of the church, and as he had received

from the Lord, so they had received from him ;

beside which they were daily witnesses ofhis words

and works, and to these he refers them as their

£radical standard.—and the God of peace shall

a with you. This he says speaking out of the

depths of his own experience. He knows that

his own pursuit of the high standard which be is

setting before the Philippians has brought him

peace, even amid the greatest afflictions, through

the indwelling presence of God. And his con

stant feeling of joy in the Lord, even in his

present chains, is a telling evidence that the God

of peace is with him.
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Chapter IV. 10-20.

He rejoices over their Liberality, because it is a proof of thefruits of

their Faith.

10 T) UT I "rejoiced ' in the Lord greatly, that now at the last •&. <&■ «■

±J your * care of me hath ' nourished again ; * wherein ' ye '» for- 4 °-
J ° * c Cf. ch. u. $e.

11 were also d careful,4 but ye lacked 'opportunity. Not that I ''IV"-8-

speak in S respect of want : for I have learned, in whatsoever /m* x«. 44.

12 state I am, therewith* to be * content. I know both* how to *-i Tim. vi.e.8;

be * abased, and I know how' to 'abound: everywhere," and *»cor. a-Y

in all things, I am instructed both to be full and to be * hungry, 4icir.hr. »;

13 both to abound and to suffer 'need.* I can do all "things / > Cori xi. <,. '

14 through Christ " which " strengtheneth me. Notwithstanding "Epjuu 16 ;

ye have well done," that ye did "communicate with" my »iTim.vi.is.

15 ^affliction. Now, ye Philippians, know also," that in the 'be- 'A«»xx. •>

ginning of the gospel, when I departed from Macedonia, no «• «*-«-*-

church r communicated " with me, as concerning giving14 and rj£°rr'*- ,5.:

16 receiving, but ye only. For even in Thessalonica ye sent once *■*■»*•

17 and 'again unto my 'necessity.1' Not because I desire "a { VJ^x."' ,8'

gift; but I desire "fruit that may "abound" to your account. "Rom.';'1,,''

18 But I have all," and 'abound: I am 'full," having received of w\ p£'i.V !

Epaphroditus the things which were sent from you, an "odour yJ"'J,'\t.

of a sweet smell, a "sacrifice acceptable, * well-pleasing to God. *ep"'t!'»!5:

19 But my God shall 'supply all your need" according to his "*pm.™!'s!:

20 ''riches in glory by" Christ Jesus. 'Now unto God and our Heb.nu.
I Col. iii. 20 :

Heb. xiii. 21.

c a Cor. ix. 8,

Father" be glory for ever and ever." Amen.

d Rom. i i. 4 :

1 or, rejoice * rather, now at length ye have revived your thought for me a* \£ 7' l8*

8 or, seeing that * rather, did indeed take thought * or, therein * Gal. I 4.

• omit both T read, know also how, etc.

* or, in everything • or, to be in want

10 The best MSS. omit Christ. Read in him that strengtheneth, etc.

11 rather, Howbeit ye did well, etc. li rather, ye had fellowship with, etc.

18 more closely, and ye yourselves also know, ye Philippians

14 or, had fellowship " or, in the matter of giving, etc. M or, need

17 rather, Not that I seek for the gift, but I seek for the fruit that in-

creaseth, etc. n rather, all things ,9 or, I am filled

20 or, fulfil ever)' need of yours *x Gk. in

" rather, to our God and Father ** Gk. unto the ages of the ages

tt • . .. . r «x wm f ... j- was well, and in accordance with their former
Ht rejoices over their Liberality, because it is a proof „„„j„„, ,' ,„„j„ i,:„ „uu ■

*f/i. A~.it. .f*i.;- fel.vi ,« ,« conduct towards him, which was unique among
of thefruits 0/ their Fait/,, 10-20. the churches. Yet the gift which they send is

Now the apostle, before he closes his letter, not what he specially desires, but the fruit, the

turns once again to personal matters. He is increase in Christian love, to which such a gift

rejoiced that they have once more manifested bears witness. And now, says he, I have every-

their care for him ; not that they were remiss, but thing, and your gift is made not to me only, but

they had no fitting time or mode to show their to God, who will supply of His grace all your

care. Nor does he speak of this matter out of needs. Let Him therefore ever be glorified.

w;'.nt, for his life has taught him to be content Ver. 10. But I rejoice in the Lord greatly,

with little, and in the strength vouchsafed to him, The tense, which is rendered by the past in the

he can go through every trial. But that they Authorised Version, is probably only so in the

should share his affliction by ministering to it, original from the custom of the Greeks in
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writing letters. The apostle's joy still continued,

and did not grow less after their liberality had

been some time with him ; for it was over what

it indicated in them, rather than over what they

gave, that his heart was so full. And this he

signifies here too, by speaking of his feeling as

' joy in the Lord.'—that now at length ye have

revived your thought for me. The metaphor

is from a tree which in winter has been void of

leaves and fruit, but when the season comes,

breaks out again into greenness. Literally, ' ye

have caused your thought for me to bloom again.'

Having used this figure, St. Paul appears to feel

at once that his words may be construed into a

reproach, as though he were comparing them to

a tree which had for a long time been barren,

when fruit was expected from it. This he pro

ceeds in a moment to correct.—wherein ye did

indeed take thought. As their conduct in

times gone by had testified.—but ye lacked

opportunity. The word ' opportunity * still

keeps up the figure of the ' season ' for fruits,

and takes away the sense of blame which might

have been in the former phrase. The tree can

not be in fault, which has not known the season

yet for putting forth its blossoms. What may

have been the circumstances which withheld

from the Philippians the opportunity of minister

ing to St. Paul we cannot know. It may have

been that they did not hear at once of his im

prisonment, or that they found no fit messenger

who could be trusted with their bounty, and

trusted, too, to represent by his conduct their

general sympathy with St. Paul's affliction. But

we have an indication here that the gift from

Philippi did not come at once after the apostle's

arrival at Rome ; and so this Epistle would be

written, considering all that had fallen out since

Epaphroditus came, rather towards the end than

at the beginning of the imprisonment.

Ver. 11. Not that I apeak in respect of

want. This is not my cause of joy, that what

was lacking unto me has been supplied by your

bounty. It is not that I have felt want, and

have been relieved from it.—for I have learned.

The apostle uses three verbs : ' I have learned,'

•I know,' 'I have found the secret,' as though

he would mark something progressive in his

description of what his life as a Christian

preacher has taught him.—in whatsoever state

I am, therein to be content. He had all with

him that he needed in having Christ, and of this

sustaining presence the apostle was often assured.

Ver. 12. I know how to be abased. This

was his 'imitation of Christ,' of whom, using

the same word he has before said, * He humbled

Himself (ii. 8), and he employs the same

expression where he is speaking to the Corin

thians (2 Cor. xL 7) of preaching the Gospel

without being chargeable unto them. ' Did I

commit a sin in abasing myself. . . because I

?reached to you the Gospel of God for nought ? '

n this sort of abasement he continually trained

himself.—and I know also how to abound.

In what way to use abundance, when it comes

to me, as now, in such wise as to glorify God

thereby. The abundance which the Philippians

had supplied furnishes the apostle with many

themes of joy and thanksgiving, and many words

of edification for those who had shown their love

to him. — in everything and in all things.

Iu each particular state into which I may be

brought, and the changes in my life have been

so various that I may say I have known all

states ; in each and all I have learned the

secret. The word is most commonly applied

to the admission of persons into the heathen

mysteries by an initiation. St. Paul takes the

word which has much savour of the rites to

which it has from of old belonged, and uses it

(and so purifies it) for the expression of his own

initiation. He would intimate thereby that

there is a mystery, a paradox, in the Christian

life, as he says elsewhere, ' having nothing, and

yet possessing all things.'— both to be filled and

to be hungry, both to abound and to be in

want. He had known both lots, and was pre

pared for either, just as it pleased God to send.

Ver. 13. I can do all things in him that

strengtheneth me. The insertion of ' Christ '

in this verse is due to a marginal gloss, and has

not the authority of the earliest texts. It is

noteworthy how the phrases, 'in Christ,' 'in

the Lord,' 'in Him,' abound in this Epistle,

almost as much as the expressions of joy with

which it is so filled. St. Paul has no glory but

in Christ. 'I can do all things ' is a proud

declaration, but it is followed at once with the

confession of the source whence the power is

drawn. So ' not I, but the grace of God which

was with me.' To Timothy (1 Tim. i. 12) he

speaks of this power as specially given for the

ministry of the Gospel. ' Christ Jesus enabled

me, appointing me to His service.'

Ver. 14. Howbeit ye did well, that ye had

fellowship with my affliction. The apostle

through the sustaining power of Christ would

surely, he feels, have been supported to do the

work for which the Lord was pleased to use him ;

yet it was good that the Philippians sent him aid,

lor it was a proof of their own stedfastness in the

faith, and was a service rendered not to the

apostle only, but to the whole cause of Christ

through their example, and so was acceptable

unto God. Thus a far higher end was served

than the support of Paul the prisoner at Rome.

And their action showed still more, that the

Philippians suffered in the apostle's suffering,

took their part not only in supplying his bodily

needs, but so far as sympathy could do it, in

sharing his persecution.

Ver. 15. and ye yourselves also know.

That he may more fully show how well he remem

bers their care of him, and that he meant no

reproach by his words in ver. 10, he proceeds to

recall to them their former liberality in his need.

—ye Philippians. The name stands emphatically

in the original, and is inserted as a mark of deep

regard, as he might say, 'the church of my

special joy.'—that in the beginning of the

Gospel. When St. Paul first preached in Philippi

was the beginning of the Gospel to them. He

had visited Philippi at least twice afterwards

(Acts xx. i. 2, 6), but at his first visit, when he

was driven away to Thessalonica, his needs must

naturally have been very great ; for from

prisoners treated as he and Silas had been, we

may be very sure that the rude representatives of

law had taken all they had.—when I departed

from Macedonia. This seems to show, what

we might almost have gathered from the Acts

(xvii. 14), that the congregation of Philippi took

charge of St. Paul in his whole journey through

Macedonia, and were the brethren who sent him
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iway to the sea, and conducted him, and sup

plied the means for his journey to Athens.—no

church had fellowship with me. At Thessa-

lonica he met with little success or sympathy, as

fax as we see from the history. Yet to this

church was sent the first of his Epistles in order

of time which we possess, and it was probably

written before that Second Missionary Journey,

in which St. Paul first visited Europe, came to

an end. There must therefore have been formed

the beginning of a congregation, which through

the labours of those left behind was nursed into

greater strength. At Beroea there was more

sympathy exhibited for the apostle's teaching,

but neither the Thessalonians nor Berceans helped

him with their means.—in the matter of giving

and receiving, but ye only. The phrase of the

apostle is taken from the keeping of accounts,

lie pictures the transaction as a matter of debtor

and creditor. They give, and he receives, and

so there is an account on both sides—on his of

debt, on theirs of claim. And he is willing, nay

glad, that it should stand so : he would not have

it wiped out or lessened ; for what they, of their

free will, have given unto him, has been given

unto God, and will receive its reward at His

hands ; and it is at the same time an outward sign

of the work of grace and faith in their souls—

grace because they are conscious of how much

they owe for the consolations of the Gospel ;

faith because they bestow, looking for nothing

again, but giving unto the Lord.

Ver. 16. For even in Thessalonica ye sent

once and again unto my need. The hurried

departure of the apostle from Philippi gave little

time for arranging a provision for his further

support and journeying, and the condition to

which he had been reduced by the scourging

made it impossible that he should attempt, for a

time at least, to work with his hands. We can

therefore picture the congregation in Philippi

gathering together what they could at once, and

then sending, as they were collected, further

supplies for the apostle's needs. St. Paul writes

literally, 'even once and twice,' but we need

not take the sense to be that relief was sent on

only two occasions. The meaning is well given

by our ' once and again.' We can see from the

history in the Acts, that communication was easy

between the towns of Philippi, Thessalonica,

and Bercea.

Ver. 17. Not that I seek for the gift. He

has been praising, and with good reason, the

unique liberality of the Philippians, but he will

not leave them in doubt about the main reason

why he is delighted therewith. Had it only

represented material aid, it would have found

scant praise from him, but he knows that it is

the indication of spiritual life and faith.—but I

seek for the fruit that increaseth to your

account. Once more he goes back to the

accountant's phrase. He cannot repay them

what they have given. He can only keep in the

records of his heart the memory of their much

love. But the account is kept elsewhere for

them, and to their benefit goes on increasing.

In the word ' fruit ' there is implied the interest

on that which is laid out, and which God

reckons on to their credit. So St. Paul, in the

great Householder's eye, is to the Philippians

as 'an exchanger,' with whom, when they bestow

their talent, it shall gain its usury, and they shall

in no wise lose their reward. This, the treasure

laid up in heaven for the faithful servants, is that

which the apostle seeks for. Not theirs does he

desire, unless as a sign that he has gained them

for Christ.

Ver. 18. But I have all things, and abound.

Your bounty has completely supplied my every

need. As a gift, it has done what was intended

to the full.—I am filled, having received of

Epaphroditus the things which were sent from

you. And no doubt the zealous service of the

messenger did more than anything else to make

the apostle feel that all his wants were supplied.

For with the material help there came a loving

and enthusiastic brother, who felt that he was

sent as the messenger of all the Church, and

must strive to exhibit in his service the love of

those whom he represented as well as his own.—

an odour of a sweet smell. The picture is

drawn from the offering of incense ; and both to

Jews and Gentiles this conveyed the idea that

the powerful odour ascending up reached, and

was pleasing unto, the Deity. On the offering of

incense in the Jewish rites, cf. Ex. xxx. 8-10.

Aaron was to burn incense morning and evening

on the special altar, and make an atonement with

blood there once in the year. The words of this

clause are most nearly correspondent with Judith

xvi. 16 : ' All sacrifice is too little for a sweet

savour unto thee, and all the fat is not sufficient

for thy burnt-offering.' The figure is employed

by St. Paul again, 2 Cor. ii. 15 ; Eph. v. 2.—a

sacrifice acceptable, well - pleasing to God.

This is the crowning feature in the character of

their gift ; it was a sacrifice on their part, and

was well-pleasing not to the apostle only, but to

Him who could repay the debt which St. Paul

for his part could only make record of.

Ver. 19. And my God shall fulfil every need

of yours. The thought is continuous. God, my

God, is well pleased, and He will not forget

your love shown to me His servant, but repay

you in your need. So ' and ' is better than ' but,"

as Authorised Version. And God's return shall

be abundant, and always bestowed.— according

to his riches. And if the Lord of all things be

the bestower, how large must be the gift, a gift

which looks on beyond what can be enjoyed in

this world I The full return will only be gained

when God Himself is seen and known.—in

glory. This refers to the state in which the

full recompense will be given. It will be be

stowed by the 'Father of glory' (Eph. u 17), and

will be a share of ' the riches of the glory of His

inheritance.'—in Christ Jesus. The union with

Christ will constitute the chiefest reward. It is

not ' by ' Christ that the fulfilment will be

wrought, but He Himself shall be the fulness of

their joy.

Ver. 2a Now unto our God and Father be

the glory. This is a more exact rendering of

the original. The pronoun goes with both nouns,

and ' the glory ' is that which essentially belongs

to God. It might therefore be well to make the

verse a direct statement : ' To our God . . . it

the glory,' etc., and hence it is His to bestow on

those who have done here what is well-pleasing

in His sight.—for ever and ever. Amen. The

expression, as will be seen from the literal render

ing, is very strong, and implies the endlessness of

the glory which belongs, and should be ascribed,

unto God.
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Chapter IV. 21-23.

Greetings and Benedictions.

21 OALUTE every saint in Christ Jesus. The" brethren which «Gai.i. »;
Cn. 11. 22.

All the * saints salute you, JaC0r.xiii.13.22 O are with me greet1 you

2% chiefly they that are of 'Caesar's household. The ''grace of «9> *• '*
•* * J ° a Rum. xvi 20;

our* Lord Jesus Christ be with you all.' Amen.4 Gal «• i8.

1 as before, salute

3 I hey also read, with your spirit

2 The best texts omit our

4 and omit Amen.

Greetings and Benedictions, 21-23.

He includes the whole church in his love, and

sends, as a token of the oneness of all His

servants in Christ, the salutations of the church

in Rome, many of whom would doubtless be

strangers at Philippi. Special greetings, too, are*

sent from the converts in the imperial house

hold.

Ver. 21. Salute every saint in Christ Jesus.

Give, that is, to all those who have begun to

walk with Chiist, my greetings in Christ Jesus.

St. Paul could not know them all. Many con

verts would have been added to the church since

his last visit To none of these would he be

deemed a stranger, and so he includes them all

in the final salutation which specially belongs to

the church as a whole.—The brethren which are

with me salute you. This is a more limited

greeting. The persons who send it are the

immediate companions and fellow-travellers of

St. Paul, who would probably be known to some

persons in Philippi, especially to those at the

head of the church, into whose hands Epaph-

roditus would deliver the letter. Among the

number of the brethren we may probably include

(besides Timothy) Luke, Aristarchus, Tychicus,

and Epaphras ; Philemon also, with John Mark,

might be now among the number. Cf. Light-

foot, Introduction, pp. 10, II.

Ver. 22. All the saints salute you. The

greeting of the one church to the other. Though

unknown, they were now brethren in Christ, and

so could not be without interest in one another.

There may have been some considerable degree

of connection between the Roman colony and the

metropolis, and the earliest members of the

churches may have been from the same classes of

society, but we have here the salutation of the

whole Christian body sent because they had

heard of the sister church and her zeal.—

especially they that are of Caesar's household.

We have nothing to guide us to a decision on

what persons are here specially meant. The

apostle may have been brought into converse

with the highest as well as the lowest of the

members of the imperial household. Yet it

seems likely that the slaves and freedmen would

be brought most within his influence, and those

of whom he speaks have embraced Christianity.

The reason why they specially send a salutation

may be that they, more than any others, had

heard of all the love which the Philippians felt

toward the apostle, and had beheld, in the zeal

and affection of Epaphroditus, a manifestation of

the regard in which he was held by them. And

these converts, brought into closest communion

with St. Paul, would have special desire to show

their sense of what had been done to give con

solation to an affliction, which themselves would

see, but could do little to lighten.

Ver. 25. The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ

be with your spirit. This is the form of the

closing benediction according to the oldest

authorities. Such changes from the primitive

text have been introduced by a desire to bring all

the closing benedictions as nearly as possible into

one form. Probably at first no more was done

than to write the different form on the margin.

After this, some future scribe, having a text and

margin, considered it best to bring all into the

same shape.
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EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS.

INTRODUCTION.

§ i. The Congregation at Colossi. § 2. The False Teaching at Colossi. § 3. Timk

and Place of the Composition of the Epistle. § 4. Character and Contents.

§ 5. Genuineness.

§ 1. The Congregation at Colossm.1

THE Epistle before us names three cities, in which there were Christian dis

ciples : Colossae, Laodicea (chaps, ii. 1 ; iv. 13, 16), and Hierapolis (chap,

iv. 13). All three were situated near each other, in the southwestern part of Asia

Minor. Colossae was in the valley of the Lycus, not far from its junction with the

Masander ; the other two cities overhanging the valley on opposite sides. In the

days of the Apostle, Laodicea was the most prominent place, and Colossae the

smallest, having declined in importance during the centuries since the times of

Herodotus and Xenophon, both of whom mention it as a large and prosperous city.

The site of Colossae, which has been identified only recently, is about three miles

north of the place now called Chonas. Herodotus speaks of a chasm near Colossae

through which the river Lycus passes. Both earthquakes and inundations have

been frequent in the valley, and doubtless greatly altered the face of the country.

All three cities were in Phrygia, but Laodicea and Hierapolis were near the bor

ders of Caria and Syria, and hence were sometimes reckoned as belonging to these

divisions respectively. In the latter half of the first century all three cities were in

the proconsular (Roman) province of Asia, of which Ephesus was the capital. In

later times Phrygia Pacatiana became a separate province, with Laodicea as the

capital.

Although the Apostle had passed ' through the region of Phrygia and Galatia '

(Acts xvi. 6) in his second missionary journey, and during the third (Acts xviii. 23)

revisited the churches founded there, it is quite certain that he had not been in Co-

lossse or Laodicea (see chap. ii. 1). ' Phrygia,' in the passages referred to, may not

1 The final diphthong of the Greek form should in any case be represented by the English ' ae.'

It should be remarked that another form of the name (Colossae) occurs in our oldest manuscripts,

mainly, however, in the title, headings, and subscriptions, very rarely in chap. i. 1. Upon coins, in

inscriptions and classical writers, Colossae is usually found. The explanation is simple : Colossae

was the old name ; after the time of Paul a provincial usage arose, which led the Byzantine writers

to write ' Colassae.' The scribes left the correct form in the text, but altered it in the titles, etc,

which were of later origin. The manuscripts present other peculiarities which accord with this ex

planation.

vol. hi. 3°
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have included the valley of the Lycus ; the details of the journeys point to an

other route, and our Epistle both expresses and implies that the Apostle had not

visited Colossae. The fact that he knew and wrote to Philemon, a Colossian, as

well as his acquaintance with Epaphras and others, does not oppose this view.

Ephesus was the capital of the province, and during Paul's prolonged stay there

he could not avoid meeting some visitors from Colossae. Among these was Epa

phras, who was probably won to Christ by the Apostle himself, and who first

preached the gospel to these cities in the valley of the Lycus. ' He is certainly

no unimportant personage ; Paul describes him as his helper (chap. i. 7), refers to

his correct teaching (chaps, i. 4, 7 ; ii. 6), to his indefatigable, energetic zeal (chap,

iv. 12), which impelled him not merely to prayer to God (chap. iv. 12) on behalf of

the church, but also to go to the Apostle at Rome and share his imprisonment

(chap. i. 8 ; Philem. 23), and which made him shun no labor for the neighboring

churches in Laodicea and Hierapolis also ' (Braune). The presence of this fellow-

laborer at Rome, and the relation of Onesimus to the Christian brother (Philemon)

at Colossae, occasioned the writing of an Epistle to a place comparatively so unim

portant.

The believers at Colossae were mainly of Gentile origin (chap. ii. 13), though

Jewish influences are indicated in the Epistle (chap. ii. 16-21). Under Antiochus

the Great two thousand Jewish families had been transplanted into Phrygia and

Lydia, and there is abundant evidence that many Jews resided in Laodicea.

There are no hints of ecclesiastical organization other than the exhortation

through the church to Archippus (chap. iv. 17) ; and it is probable that the gospel

had not been preached in Colossae until shortly before the close of Paul's stay in

Ephesus (a. d. 58), about five years previous to the date of the letter. The Apos

tle praises the Colossian believers (chaps, i. 2, 4, 6 ; ii. 5), and gives no hint that

their relations to him had been disturbed. But they were in danger. False teach

ers were among them. Hence the warnings of the Epistle, which distinguish it

from the similar Epistle to the Ephesians.

§ 2. The False Teaching at Colossce.

Evidently all the churches named in the Epistle were exposed to the same dan

ger (chaps, ii. 1 ; iv. 13). It was a Phrygian heresy. The Phrygians were a

gifted people ; and various forms of religion and of philosophical speculation found

a ready welcome among them. Hellenic philosophy, Oriental mysticism, Jewish

asceticism were elements we discover in analyzing the errors at which our Epistle

is aimed. Such elements would find among the Phrygians favorable circumstances

for their development, but there is no indication that, in the time of the Apostle,

they had as yet been combined in one definite system. Nor can we with certainty

determine in precisely what form these three elements were present. Hellenic

philosophy is least apparent in its influence ; nor can we agree that ' a meeting of

the Persic and Zoroastrian religion with Judaism was sufficient to account for all

the dangerous teaching referred to ' (Davies). The form of Judaistic influence

seems to point to Essenic tendencies, while many of the terms used were after

wards employed by the Gnostics. Yet it cannot be said that the errors were dis

tinctively Essenic or Gnostic, especially if the latter term is taken to represent a

system somewhat developed. It was a formative period ; all was in flow ; ' the

winged seeds were floating in the atmosphere, and falling into a soil adapted to

them, and waiting as if to receive them ; in the course of years they produced an
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ample harvest ' (Eadie). It seems most probable that but one class of teachers is

referred to, who held the various erroneous opinions opposed by the Epistle. These

false doctrines, as indicated by Paul's polemics, were within the church (comp.

chaps, i. 23 ; ii. 6, 19). Their Judaistic tendency appears from chap. ii. 11, 16.

which refer to circumcision and Jewish feast days. Even more marked, however,

is the ascetic tendency, seeking ' not sanctification of the life and character by ethi

cal means, but subjugation, mortification of the flesh by physical or chemical, or

dietetic methods ; chaps, ii. 23 ; iii. 6 ' (Braune). A false view of angels was

closely joined with low views of Christ, both as to His Person and His Work (see

chap. i. 15-23 ; chap. ii. 9). The relation between these two mistakes is an ob

vious one, and has not ceased. While these views were probably not held in any

developed systematic form, they were doubtless set forth with the pretensions of a

system of ' philosophy ' (chap. ii. 8), which tacitly claimed superiority to the gos

pel of Christ. Many attempts have been made to define these false teachers more

closely, but with poor success. They have been variously regarded as Jews of

every shade, from Pharisees and Essenes to Alexandrian Neo-Platonists ; as hea

then philosophers of every school ; as Gnostics, Cabbalists ; while Mayerhoff, in

order to establish a later origin for the Epistle, finds it aimed at the arch-heretic

Cerinthus.

' It may be noticed that the Apostle does not anywhere in this Epistle charge

the false teachers with immorality of life, as he does the similar ones in the Pas

toral Epistles most frequently. The inference from this is plain. The false teach

ing was yet in its bud. Later down, the bitter fruit began to be borne ; and the

mischief required severer treatment ' (Alford). It may be added, that error is most

difficult to combat before it bears its fruit. The excellent character of the false

teachers did not warrant the Apostle in withholding rebuke, nor did it then (or

ever since) hinder the error from its producing its evil practical results. False

views of the Person and Work of Christ must ultimately lead to lives less like His ;

since He is our Life.

§ 3. Time and Place of Composition of the Epistle.

In the Introduction to the Epistle to the Ephesians (§ 2) it has been shown that

these two Epistles and that to Philemon were written at the same time. The usual

view is there defended, namely, that Rome was the place, and the earlier part of

the first Roman imprisonment the time (about a. d. 62).

A renewed study of these Epistles inclines me to favor more strongly the view

that the Epistle to the Colossians was written after that to the Ephesians, mainly

because the more practical, concise, abrupt Epistle seems more likely to have fol

lowed the fuller and more lofty one. This is probably rather a matter of feeling

than of demonstration.

§ 4. Character and Contents of the Epistle.

While this Epistle closely resembles that to the Ephesians, the points of differ

ence are clearly marked. ' There the overflowing fulness of the thought struggles

with the expression, here in parallel passages we find a briefer, acuter, indeed a

more clear and mature encasing of the thought ' (Braune). It is characterized by

a pithy brevity amounting at times to abruptness ; many unusual terms (thirty-five)

occur, mainly in the polemic portion (chap, ii.), but the language throughout is

nervous and forcible, and the independence of the writer unmistakable.
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The Epistle contains many personal allusions, both to the Apostle's situation

and to the Church and its circumstances, while the concluding portion (chap. iv.

7-18) is wholly personal. The polemic portion (chap, ii.) has no corresponding

passage in the larger Epistle, and in itself points to a different class of readers.

The theme is in general the same as that of the Epistle to the Ephesians, yet

the danger threatening the Colossian Christians gives to this theme its distinct form.

There the Apostle writes of the Church in Christ, of the oneness of believers in

Christ, of the mystical Christ ; here he writes of the Person of Christ, of the be

liever's union with Christ, and only in Christ. In Ephesians the ground tone is :

one in Christ the Head ; here it is : Christ the only Head. The polemical part

(chap, ii.) is based upon the Christological statement of chap, i., while the horta

tory portion (chaps. Hi., iv.), though closely resembling the latter half of the other

Epistle, is nevertheless modified by the difference of theme. Braune well says of

the leading idea : ' Christ's Person is the Lord of Eternity, ruling heaven and

earth, the visible and invisible (chaps, i. 14-19 ; ii. 9), who, by entering into our

race and the history of humanity (chap. i. 18), has reconciled all things and all

classes to God (chap. i. 20, 21), has so spanned all centuries of development, that

apart from Him and before Him even the highest mental culture and noblest

morality are but rudiments, elements of the world which pass away (chap. ii. 8) ;

in Him are given Peace (chap. i. 20), Life (chaps, i. 18 ; ii. 13 ; iii. 1-3), Salvation

and Blessedness (chaps, i. 22 ; iii. 4), likewise all virtue (chap. iii. 5-14) in all the

moral relations of life (chaps, iii. 18 ; iv. 1), and this is done by the ethical method

of faith (chap. i. 23 ; ii. 13), in obedience to His Word (chap. iii. 16), in vital fel

lowship with Him (chaps, ii. 11-15; "'■ I-4)i an^ m prayer (chap. iv. 2), so that

Christ for us becomes Christ in us (chaps, ii. 13-15 ; iii. 3, 4).'

The Epistle may be divided into four parts : ' —

I. Chap. I. Doctrinal Part : Christ the Head of all things, in Creation and

Redemption.

II. Chap. II. Polemical Part : Be not led away from Christ the Head, either

to false speculations or ascetic practices.

III. Chaps. III.-IV. 6. Hortatory Part: Having died and risen with

Christ, the Head, live accordingly.

IV. Chap. IV. 7-18. Conclusion. Explanations, Salutations, and Farewell

Greeting.

CONTENTS.

Address and Greeting ; chap. i. 1, 2.

I. Doctrinal Part : Christ the Head of all things, in Creation and Redemption ;

chap. i.

1. Thanksgiving for the faith and love of the readers (vers. 3-8).

2. Prayer for progress in the knowledge of Christ as Head of all things (vers.

9"*3-

(a.) The prayer (vers. 9-1 2).

(l>.) Redemption in Christ (vers. 13-14).

(c.) The Person of Christ as Head of all things in Creation and Redemption

(vers. 15-19).

1 The brief paragraphs (chaps, ii. 1-3 ; iii. 1-4) are respectively transitions from the doctrinal to

the polemical, and from the polemical to the hortatory portions. Hence the former is often included

in the first part and the latter in the second. But in each case the connection with what follows

seems to be closer ; see notes on these passages.
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(rf.) The Work of Christ as reconciling all things through the blood of His

cross (vers. 20-23).

3. The Apostle's joy in his sufferings and labors for Christ (vers. 24-29).

II. Polemical Part : Be not led away from Christ the Head ; chap. ii.

1. Warning against being led away by the philosophy of the false teachers (vers.

(a.) Transition paragraph : Expression of the Apostle's anxiety respecting

them (vers. 1-3).

(3.) Exhortation to abide in the truth they had been taught (vers. 4-8).

(e.) The Person and Work of Christ over against the false teachings respecting

ordinances and angels (vers. 9-15).

2. Two special warnings enforced (vers. 16-23).

(a.) Warning against ritualistic prohibitions (vers. 16, 17).

(6.) Warning against angel worship (vers. 18, 19).

(e.) These enforced by the fact of their having died with Christ (vers. 20-23).

III. Hortatory Part : Live as those should live who have risen with Christ; chap.

iii.-iv. 6.

1. Transition paragraph : Fellowship with the Exalted Christ the motive to the

new life (vers. 1-4).

2. General exhortations (vers. 5-17). Negative (vers. 5-1 1) and positive (vers.

12-17).

3. Special precepts as to household relations ; chaps, iii. 18-iv. 1.

(a.) Wives and husbands (vers. 18, 19).

(*.) Children and parents (vers. 20, 21).

(e.) Servants and masters (vers. 22-25 ; iv. 1).

4. Concluding exhortations, in relation to prayer and conduct toward those with

out (vers. 2-6).

IV. Conclusion, mainly personal ; chap. iv. 7-18.

1. Personal intelligence (vers. 7-9).

2. Greetings from and to various persons (including a message to Laodicea)

(vers. 10-17).

3. Farewell greeting (ver. 18).

§ 5. The Genuineness of the Epistle.

In the Introduction to the Epistle to the Ephesians attention has been called

to some aspects of the question respecting the genuineness of this Epistle. The

notices in the letter itself, even more distinctly than in the case of the longer

Epistle, assert a Pauline authorship (comp. especially the first and last sections).

Eight persons are named who belong to the circle of the Apostle's companions.

If this is a forgery, it is a very bold one.

Nor is there anything in the style or contents of the Epistle which is inconsist

ent with the claim it makes. There are indeed peculiarities of language, but these

can be accounted for by the subject-matter, especially in the polemical portion.

Nor are the errors opposed other than those which might arise in the times of the

Apostle (comp. § 2).

The testimony of the early Church shows no doubt of its genuineness, and the

objections of Schrader, Baur, and Mayerhoff have only the precarious foundation

afforded by those peculiarities which, in their view, point to a later origin. Mayer

hoff regards it as a forged polemic against the heresy of Cerinthus (in the second
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century), while Baur finds it a Gnostic production against Ebionitism. Each of

these theories has been successfully overthrown by historical arguments as well as

those derived from the phenomena of the Epistle. But, as Meyer well remarks,

' the forging of such an Epistle as ours would be more wonderful than its genuine

ness.'

' To class such an Epistle, so marked not only by distinctive peculiarities of

style, but by the nerve, force, and originality of its argument, with the vague pro

ductions of later Gnosticism, is to bewray such a complete want of critical percep

tion, that we can scarcely wonder that such views have been both very generally

and very summarily rejected ' (Ellicott). That the Epistle teaches any other gos

pel than that taught in the undisputed Epistles of Paul cannot be proven ; that it

contains words not found in them makes nothing against the hand of so versatile

an author: ' non est cvjusvis kominis, Faulinum pectus effingere ; tonat, fulgurat,

tntras flammas loquitur Patllus ' (Erasmus).



THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE COLOSSIANS.

Chapter I. i, 2.

Address and Greeting.

Comp. on Eph. i. I, 2, which closely resembles this passage.

i T)AUL> ° an apostle of Jesus Christ ' by 2 the will of God, and • \Sg£\ \ '

2 -L Timotheus our3 brother, To the saints *and faithful4 breth- J^pI'Roii

ren in Christ which 6 are at Colosse :6 j; |76i G"L

* Grace be unto you,7 and peace, from God our Father and the * EpiTw.' '/■!

Lord Jesus Christ.8

1 Christ Jesus 2 through

5 who • Colossae.

8 omit and the Lord Jesus Christ

c Gal. i. 3.

* Timothy the * or believing

' Grace to you

Ver. I. Paul, etc. The writer designates him

self in precisely the same terms as in Eph. i. I.

On the Pauline greetings, see Romans, chap. i. i-

7, and the references there.—Timothy the brother.

' Timothy ' is mentioned in the address of seven

of Paul's Epistles (I and 2 Cor., Phil., Col., I

and 2 Thess., Philemon), and he is doubtless in

cluded in Gal. i. 2. In 2 Cor., and Philemon also,

he is designated as ' the brother.' This simply

means that he was a Christian brother, well-

known as such. It does not follow that Paul and

Timothy had been at Colossae. ' So well-known

was he as "the brother," doing the Apostle's

work, carrying his messages, bringing correspond

ence to him, endeared to him in so many ways,

and representing him in his absence, that the

Church of Colossae could not wonder at his name

being associated with that of Paul ' (Eadie). No

tice that Paul, who claims to be an Apostle

' through the will of God,' terms the younger be

liever ' the brother.' All Christians, as children

of God, are brethren, ' that most important office

of the Church, the apostolate, is but an accident

of the brotherhood ' (Braune). But the mention

of Timothy shows also that among the multi

tude of Christians there must be room for special

personal affinities and companionships. Timothy

is not named in Ephesians, the third of the Epis

tles sent from Rome by the same messenger.

From this it has been inferred that he was tem

porarily absent from Rome when that Epistle

was written. See further, Introduction to Ephe

sians, § 2.

Ver. 2. Faithful, or, ' believing,' brethren, etc.

The word translated ' faithful,' used as a noun in

Eph. i. i, is here an adjective joined with ' breth

ren.' — In Christ qualifies ' brethren,' or the

phrase 'faithful brethren,' indicating 'the limit

ing element, in which the readers are believing

brethren, and outside of which they would not be

such in the Christian sense ' (Meyer). Christians

are brethren, notwithstanding differences of age

and position (Paul and Timothy), in spite of dis

tance and of degrees in knowledge and piety

(Paul and the Colossians) ; because they are

brethren in Christ. — Colossae. On the name and

place, see Introduction, § I.

The peculiarity of the greeting consists in the

omission of the phrase ' and the Lord Jesus

Christ,' which is found everywhere else, and has

good support here also. But, despite the testi

mony of Aleph in its favor, most modern editors

reject the phrase, since the early scribes would

make the briefer reading conform to the more

usual greeting. The testimony of Chrysostom

and Theophylact is decidedly against it. The lat

ter assigns as the reason for the omission : ' Lest

the Apostle should revolt them at the outset, and

turn their minds from his forthcoming argument,'

which is absurd, in view of the fact that Christ

has been named, twice already, and is mentioned

again iu vers. 3, 4.

471
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Chapter I. 3-29.

I. DOCTRINAL PART : Cheist the Head or all Things.

This division of the Epistle resembles the doctrinal part of Ephesians (chaps, i.-iii.) ; but here the

Person of Christ is more prominent ; there Christ as the Head of the Body. The liturgical tone

is less obvious here, and the style less involved. But in both thanksgiving and supplication occur :

He teaches doctrine best who prays as he teaches. The following subdivisions will be found con

venient : (1.) The Apostle's thanksgiving for the faith and love of his readers (vers. 3-8). (2.) The

Apostle's supplication for their progress in the knowledge of Christ as Head of all things (vers. 9-

J3>- (3) The Apostle's joy in his sufferings and labors for Christ (vers. 24-29). The entire divis

ion, in both the personal and doctrinal statements, well prepares for the second (polemical) part of

the Epistle, to which chap. ii. 1-3 furnishes an appropriate transition. Many commentators there

fore include these verses in the doctrinal part of the Epistle.

Chapter I. 3-8.

1. The Apostle s Thanksgiving for the Faith and Love of his Readers.

This section might be termed ' introductory,' because of its personal character. Yet even here

the doctrinal motive is apparent. Paul usually begins with thanksgiving on behalf of his readers ;

but as he omits even such implied commendation in the Epistle to the Galatians, it may be inferred

that the Colossian Christians, as a body, had not yet wandered from the truth.

But his thanksgiving to God (ver. 3) for their faith and love (ver. 4) and on account of the hope

laid up for them (ver. 5) has a deeper ground in the truth of the gospel, which had come to them

(ver. 6) through Epaphras (ver. 7) who had brought tidings of them to the Apostle (ver. 8). He

joins the objective truth of the gospel and the subjective appropriation of it ; together they are the

occasion of his thankfulness to God. Thus he prepares the way for fuller statement of that truth

and for admonitions to hold it fast.

3 ■ "I T 7 E give thanks to God and 1 the Father of our Lord Jesus * jjjj,"-.'"^:

4 V V Christ,* praying always 3 for you, * Since we heard * of £h£ '• J :

your faith in Christ Jesus, and of ' the love which ye have to all * ^J*",1: ,5:

5 the saints, For5 the hope 'which is laid up for you in heaven, ,: Heb^.w.

whereof ye heard before 'in the word of the truth of the gos-rf|;Ti"pe!v'i.

6 pel ; Which is come 6 unto you, 'as /'/ is in all the world ; and 7 , feph. i. .>

' bringeth forth fruit,8 as it doth also in you,9 since the day ye uVm"?'

7 heard of it,10 and knew * the grace of God in truth : As ye also u Rom'A'. ■«;

learned of ' Epaphras our dear fellow servant, who is for you12* M«k i»»s
r r J John xt. 16 ;

8 *a faithful minister of Christ ; Who also declared unto us your P«ii-«i
J comp. Acts

' love in the Spirit. «• »•.*»•
* 24; XIX. 2(1.

1 The best authorities omit and a omit (,) • always, when praying Eph. iii. »;'

4 having heard * on account of • /*/., is present 1 p*.V.Vx-.

' the best authorities omit and ' S^P iy- " :

Fhilem. 23.

• bringing forth fruit and increasing {according to the best authorities) * * Cor. xi.

8 among you also 10 heard it ll even as ye fv.'o! '

» on our (or your) behalf ' Rom- "• 3°-

Ver. 3. We give thanks, etc. The Apostle sponds. The plural ('we') is probably occa-

usually begins with thanksgiving ; comp. his ear- sioned by the mention of Timothy (ver. 1 ) ; but

liest Epistle (1 Thess. i. 2) which exactly corre- in 1 Cor. i. 4, Phil. i. 3, the singular occurs after
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others have been named in the address. The

plural does not stand for the singular, but is used

when the Apostle, in thought, associates others

with himself. Some extend the reference here to

the church in the house or place where the Apos

tle was ; which seems uncalled for. — To God the

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ ' And ' is to be

omitted, although found in Aleph and A (retained

by Tischendorf), because the copyists would be

far more likely to insert it than to omit it. With

this reading the sense is precisely the same as in

the E. V., and as that of the alternate rendering

given in Eph. i. 3, though some nice grammatical

questions are involved in the discussion of the

Greek. — Always. This is connected by some

with ' praying,' but since the thanksgiving is the

more prominent point, it seems better to join it

with ' give thanks,' there being no serious gram

matical objections to this view. Comp. 1 Cor. i.

4 ; I Thess. i. 2 ; 2 Thess. i. 3 ; Philem. 4. —

When praying. The force of the participle is

better expressed by supplying ' when.' — For you.

The better supported reading here gives a differ

ent preposition from that usually occurring in

this connection. But the difference ' is extremely

slight, if indeed appreciable ' (Ellicott). Although

the Greek order would allow us to connect the

phrase with ' give thanks,' it receives greater em

phasis when taken with the word ' praying,' ac

cording to the usual view.

Ver. 4. Having heard. ' After hearing,' rather

than, ' since we heard,' or, ' because we heard.' —

Tour faith in Christ Jesus. He is the sphere and

object of the faith ; comp. Eph. i. 15. — The love

which ye have to all the saints. The Italics of

the E. V. are unnecessary, since the better sup

ported reading gives ' which ye have,' thus em

phasizing the Fact that they possess it

Ver. 5. On account of, etc. This verse is to

be closely joined with what precedes. ' Which ye

have on account of,' etc. It is improper to con

nect it with ' give thanks.' — The hope, i. e., the

thing hoped for, the hope as respects its contents,

since only in this sense could it be defined by

the clause : which is laid up for yon in heaven.

' Laid up ' suggests the thought of a treasure set

aside for future use and securely placed. ' In

heaven ' is not strictly local here, but may point

to the future kingdom of heaven. — Whereof ye

heard before. The exact reference of ' before '

has occasioned much discussion. It is perhaps

safest to take it indefinitely : of this hope they

previously heard (when the gospel came to them),

since it was prominent in the gospel preaching.

Other views : before the Epistle was written ; be

fore the hope was cherished ; before the fulfil

ment of the hope. In any case the clause sug-

fests that the ' hope ' was not an unfounded fancy,

ut was based upon the proclamation of the truth.

— In the word of the truth of the gospel. Comp.

Eph. i. 13. ' The word ' refers to the preaching,

the substance of that preaching was ' the truth,'

and this truth was specifically that contained in

' the gospel ' (so Meyer, Ellicott, and others).

' Gospel ' is not in apposition with ' the word of

the truth ' as in Eph. i. 13. The hope of which

they heard before was ' in ' (as an essential part

of) this ' word.'

Ver. 6. Which. This refers directly to 'the

gospel.' — Is come, lit., ' is present,' onto yon.

There are two ideas suggested here : its reaching

them (' unto you ') and its abiding with them

(' is present '). — Aa it is in all the world. This

need not be limited to the Roman world, or the

chief places, nor be taken literally. ' The ex

pression is no hyperbole, but the repetition of the

Lord's command. Though not yet announced to

all nations, it is present in all the world, — the

whole world being the area in which it is pro

claimed and working' (Alford). See notes on

Rom. i. 8 ; x. 18. — Bringing forth fruit and in

creasing. The second participle is abundantly

supported, by the five earliest manuscripts, the

Vulgate and other authorities ; but 'and should

be omitted before the participles, which define

how the gospel is in all the world. ' The figure

is borrowed from a tree which both bears fruit

and grows (Matt vii. 17 ; xiii. 32 ; Luke xiii. 19).

The former word refers to the faith, the love, the

Christian virtues, which the gospel produces in

the internal and external life ; the latter to the

extension and the multiplication of its adherents ;

Acts vi. 7; xii. 24; xix. 20' (Braune). —As it

doth among yon also. This points to Colossse as

part of the field in which the gospel is fruitful

and growing, furnishing a proof of its efficiency.

' Among ' seems therefore preferable to the more

literal ' in.' — Since the day ye heard it. Some

regard ' the grace of God ' as the object of both

verbs, but it is far more natural to supply ' it,'

1. e., the gospel. * Of it ' (E. V.) is objectionable,

since they must hear it, in order to allow it to

work among them. — And knew the grace of God

in truth. ' Knew ' is a stronger word than that

usually thus rendered, pointing to a fuller knowl

edge. ' The grace of God ' forms the contents of

the gospel ; by hearing the gospel they came to

know this grace. ' In truth ' suggests more than

' truly,' pointing to the element in which they

knew the grace of God. The phrase does not

qualify ' heard,' since this makes ver. 7 seem tau

tological (Ellicott) ; see above also.

Ver. 7. Even as, 'according as,' explaining

' in truth.' —Ye learned of Epaphras. A resident

of Colossx or its neighborhood (chap. iv. 12), a

'fellow-prisoner' of Paul at Rome (Philem. 23).

This verse indicates that he was the founder of

the Church at Colossx, or one of the first preach

ers in that city. 'Also' (E. V.), which is based

upon a poorly supported reading, obscures this

point. Some have held that this person was

identical with Epaphroditus, the Macedonian, who

is mentioned in Phil. ii. 25 ; iv. 18. The identity

of names is possible, though not established, but

that of persons is improbable, since the fields of

labor indicated were so far apart Lewin (Life

and Epistles of St. Paul, ii. 246), in defending

the identity, says : ' The reason for calling him

Epaphras to the Colossians and Philemon, and

Epaphroditus to the Philippians, was that to the

former he was known as a fellow-countryman by

the abbreviated and familiar name, but to the

Philippians, to whom he was a stranger, he was

designated by the formal name at full length.'

But the mention of Epaphroditus in Philippians

does not suggest any such formality. The view

that there were two persons is preferable. — Our

dear fellow servant, etc. This commendation of

Epaphras is related to the purpose of the Apos

tle. What the Apostle would oppose was the

error which had sprung up since the true gospel

was preached to him by Epaphras. ' Fellow ser

vant,' as related to Christ, their common Lord.

— Who is, not, ' was.' The continuance of his

position as 'faithful minister' is thus emphasized.

— On our (or, 'your ') behalf. The Sinaitic manu-
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script has given a decided preponderance of au- was with Paul at Rome (chap. iv. 12), and had

thority to the reading 'our,' although even in brought tidings respecting the Colossian Chris-

that codex a later corrector has altered the single tians. — Tour love in the Spirit. This ' love ' is

letter which changes the sense to ' your.' ' On that spoken of in ver. 4, but here described as to

our behalf,' while not in itself equivalent to ' in its source and sphere ; it was in the fellowship of

my place,' suggests this thought. The original the Holy Spirit ; comp. Rom. xv. 30, 'love of the

connects the phrase with ' faithful,' but it is diffi- Spirit,' 1. e., wrought by the Spirit The phrase

cult to reproduce this in English. ' He was one is not to be limited to love to the Apostle, nor

acting faithfully as the Apostle's deputy, and there- weakened into ' spiritual, sincere love.' Notice :

fore not lightly to be set aside in favor of the the Apostle commends where he can, even when

new and erroneous teachers ' (Alford). — Faith- he must also rebuke. Comp. the words of praise

ful minister of Christ. Whether the faithful serv- in chap. ii. 5, preceding the most earnest warning,

ice was on the Apostle's behalf or on behalf of The mystical (Gnostic) errorists in every age have

the Colossians, it was service of Christ. Because frequently deserved similar praise, but this should

he was a minister 'of Christ' he could properly not hide, or excuse (still less be turned into argu-

minister in their behalf. Only the minister of ment in favor of) their errors. Epaphras, from

Christ can be thus faithful, but he always should whose teachings some of the Colossian Christians

be faithful. had swerved, gladly declared what was commend-

Ver. 8. Who also declared unto m. Epaphras able in the congregation.

Chapter I. 9-23.

2. The Apostle s Prayer for their Progress in the Knowledge of Christ as

Head of all Things.

The Apostle's thanksgiving is naturally followed by the mention of his petition for the Colossians.

The immediate object of his prayer is that they may have fuller knowledge of God's will (ver. 9),

which has as its aim a walk worthy of the Lord (vers. 10-12). The motive to this walk is set forth

by a description of God's redeeming act in Christ (vers. 13, 14). The Apostle's mind, troubled by

the danger which threatened the Colossians, seizes upon this occasion to present most fully the posi

tive truths which can meet the entering error. He, therefore, within the limits of the same sentence,

begins a description of the Son of God's Love, which forms the culmination of his Christological

teaching. In vers. 15-19 the Person of Christ is set forth, first, in His preexistent relation to God

and the world (vers. 15-17), secondly, in His relation to the Church, His body (vers. 18, 19). Gram

matical and logical considerations alike justify this distinction. The relation to the Church natu

rally leads to a presentation of the work of Christ (vers. 20-23), as reconciling all things through the

blood of His cross ; a truth applied so directly to the Colossian Christians as to confirm the view,

that the motive for this sublime Christological passage is to be found in the errors which were creep

ing into the Phrygian churches. The Apostle connects these statements respecting the Person and

work of Christ with his petition for a worthy Christian walk. In his view there is a vital connec

tion between Christian truth and Christian life.

F<
["OR this cause we also, since the day we heard it, do not " J^inJ.'j-

cease to pray for you, and to desire1 'that ye might2 j !'cor.i.Sj

be filled with cthe knowledge of his will din all wisdom and e ISin.'iH'i;

10 spiritual understanding ;3 'That ye might walk4 worthy of the ^"ia'

Lord 'unto all pleasing, 'being fruitful in every good work, , Eph.i'v.3!;'

1 1 and increasing in 6 the knowledge of God ; * Strengthened with ■ TheSe'ii'.

all might,6 according to his glorious power,7 * unto all patience/ 1 The*. iT.

12 and longsuffering *with joyfulness;8 'Giving thanks unto the*- John »-i«;

Father, which hath made9 us meet to be partakers10 of the £!"'■»..?■;'
r Titus in. i ;

1 praying for you and asking 2 may 2t.

8 spiritual wisdom and understanding * ^PJ,^U1" ,6;

* to walk (according to the best authorities) * by • strength '. ^P"- "■ *•_

7 the might of his glory • joy * who made 10 for the portion Rom.r. 3'

/ Eph. V. 20\

chap iii 15-
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13 inheritance of the saints in light: Who hath11 delivered us "££■£$

from12 mthe power of darkness, "and hath11 translated us into.i^ij;\

14 the kingdom of • his dear Son : 13 p In whom we have redemp- "; a Pet "'

15 tion through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins :14 Who is' Eph.i.6!7'

9 the image of the invisible God, r the firstborn of16 every crea-'i&.>7.'4s

16 ture:16 For *by17 him were all things created, that are in r r.t.' m. 14.

heaven, and that are in earth,18 visible and invisible,19 whether ■ cor.'vm.
6 ; Eph. in.

they be20 thrones, or 'dominions, or principalities, or powers : 9; Heb.i.

17 all things were 21 created by22 him, and for23 him : " And he is' ^"JV^- ■,

18 before all things, and by24 him all things consist.25 And "he J*' ,'*?*''•

is the head of the body, the church: who is the beginning, „ JS^.' ?, r,

" the firstborn from the dead ; that in all things he might have gjj; ^6_

19 the preeminence. For26 it pleased the Father that *in him" Ephori.*j;f;

20 should all fulness27 dwell j28 And, "having made peace through ": "","'

the blood of his cross, 'by him to reconcile ° all things unto",23i ,oS!

himself j29 by80 him, I say, whether they be™ things in earth,31 Rev'Vs3'

21 or things in heaven.32 And you, 'that were sometime83 alien- "a. 34: *

ated and enemies in your mind cby wicked works,34 yet now m. ii. ' J'

22 hath he reconciled ■* In the body of his flesh through death, is, ii.
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23 his sight : w If w ye continue in the faith •'grounded " and set- «> '9; >»'• '

tied, and be ' not moved " away from the hope of the gospel, c ™°» >• "Si

which ye have40 heard, * and which was preached 'to41 every * §*■ *- •*•

creature which is under heaven ; * whereof I Paul am42 made a* jjjjjJijV
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Ver. 9. For this cause ; referring to the entire not spent with a single impulse ' (Eadie). — Do

preceding paragraph (vers. 3-8), because of what not cease, etc. Comp. Eph. i. 16 : 'an exactly

had been heard respecting the Colossians. — We similar affectionate hyperbole ' (Ellicott). — Pray-

also; comp. ver. 3. 'Also' marks the change ing for yon and asking. The former participle

of subject : ' we on our part ' as well as others, points to prayer in general, the latter to direct

probably with special thought of Epaphras who petition ; ' for you ' belongs to both words, and

has just been named (Meyer). — Since the day the former points to constant habitual action. —

we heard it ; comp. ver. 4. ' The receipt of the That, etc. On ' that ' after verbs of asking, see

intelligence produced immediate results and led on Eph. i. 17. This clause is joined with 'ask-

to prayer. The effect was instant — and it was ing ' (as the punctuation of the E. V. suggests)

S
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and not with both participles. It gives the pur

port and purpose of the petition. — Ye may be

filled. The verb ' filled ' occurs five times in this

Epistle ; it suggests the imperfect state of those

prayed for. — With the knowledge of hie wilL

'Knowledge' here is 'full knowledge,' being a

stronger form corresponding with the verb used

in ver. 6. The reference is of course to God's

'will,' and, as ver. 10 indicates, His will respect

ing the walk of the Christian ; but not this exclu

sively, since Christian life is based on a wider

knowledge than this. — In all spiritual wisdom

and understanding. This phrase indicates the

mode in which this being filled was to take place ;

not through human, fleshly wisdom, but wisdom

and understanding wrought by the Holy Spirit.

' Spiritual ' (comp. Eph. i. 3) qualifies both nouns,

not ' understanding ' alone (E. V.). ' Wisdom ' is

a more general term than ' understanding,' but

both refer to practical wisdom.

Ver. 10. To walk. The best authorities omit

the subject (answering to 'ye') of the Greek in

finitive. Hence it is best to render by the Eng

lish infinitive, especially as this verse does not

depend on ' asking,' but explains the purpose of

being thus filled. — Worthy of the Lord, i. e.,

Christ, since Paul seems always to use the term

with this reference, except in citations from the

Old Testament. Christians belong to Christ, and

hence their conduct should correspond. The re

lation to Him furnishes a motive to imitate Him.

— Unto all pleasing; to please Christ in all things

is the true end (' unto ') as well as the manner of

the Christian walk. — Being fruitful, etc. As the

phrase ' in every good work ' comes first, some

have joined it with ' unto all pleasing j ' others

join it with both of the participles. But the view

indicated by the E. V. is preferable, since it pre

serves the symmetry of the construction. The

figure here is the same as in ver. 6. The sphere

of the fruitfulness is every good work, by which

' we all understand, works required by the will of

God, growing out of faith, demanded, not merely

by law, but by relations, circumstances, by the

inward impulse of the conscience and the Holy

Ghost ' (Braune). — And increasing by the knowl

edge ('full knowledge') of God. Some authori

ties read : * unto the knowledge of God,' but the

dative is much better supported. This may mean

' by,' or, ' with respect to.' The latter sense is

that suggested by the E. V. (' in ') ; but the in

strumental sense is preferable. ' It is the knowl

edge of God which is the real instrument of en

largement, in soul and in life, of the believer—

not a knowledge which puffeth up but an accurate

knowledge which buildeth up' (Alford). This

view joins the phrase with ' increasing,' not with

both participles. But the two thoughts are not

disconnected : ' the tree grows healthfully while

its fertility is so great ' (Eadie).

Ver. 11. Strengthened with (lit., 'in') all

strength. The noun is usually rendered 'power,'

but to do so here destroys the verbal correspond

ence which is found in the Greek. ' With all

strength ; ' by means of every form of strength

imparted by God (Meyer). Some take 'in' as

pointing to the element in which the strength

ening occurs, giving to 'strength' a subjective

sense. But the former view seems preferable. —

According to the might of his glory ; not, 'glori

ous power ' (E. V.). The word rendered ' might '

occurs in Eph. i. 19, referring to power which

manifests itself ; here it is that might, ' which is

the peculiar characteristic of His glory' (Ellicott),

and this is the measure ('according to') of the

strengthening which underlies a walk worthy of

the Lord. — unto all patience and longinffering.

Toward these graces, in every form, the strength

ening leads. ' Patience ' (patient endurance) en

dures meekly what cannot be changed ; ' longsuf-

fering ' bears with what might be avenged- Other

distinctions have been made, but this is most sat

isfactory. To endure this, Divine strength is

needed, especially to endure with joy, a charac

teristic of Christian patience ; comp. Rom. v. 3.

In such trials ' the Christian is glad, and certain

of the victory of his cause, of his reward with God

both in his own heart and in heaven ' (Braune).

From early times, however, some have connected

this phrase with the next verse, mainly on the

ground of the parallelism of the structure of the

clauses (in Greek). But the preposition 'with'

occurs here, instead of 'in ' (as in the other cases),

pointing to an accompaniment, — which would

scarcely take the first place in a clause.

Ver. 12. Giving thanks, etc This is parallel

with ' being fruitful,' and the other participles,

defining still further the worthy walk. It is fruit

ful, growing, strong to suffer, and grateful : the

last is the most distinctively Christian character

istic. — Unto the Father, i. e., of our Lord Jesus

Christ, since this is not only the usual concep

tion, but required by ver. 13. The word ' Father '

is never applied by Paul to God in an abstract

sense (Meyer). — Who made us meet for the por

tion. This is a more literal rendering than that

of the E. V. ' Made meet ' points to a past act

(at the time of receiving the Holy Spirit) which

rendered Paul and his readers (' us ') capable (as

a matter of grace, not 'worthy,' as a matter of

merit) of obtaining this 'portion ' (or, more liter

ally, 'share '). This ' portion ' is part of the in

heritance (or, ' lot') of the saints in light The

figure is borrowed from the Old Testament : ' as

the chosen people obtained Canaan through the

grace of God, and each Israelite his part in the

distribution of the land, so the Christian obtains

his portion in and of the kingdom of heaven '

(Braune). This inheritance is possessed by ' the

saints,' which term includes all Christians, over

against the less extended ' us.' The main ques

tion is respecting the connection of the phrase

' in light.' Meyer regards it as instrumental, con

necting it with ' made meet ; ' which is unnatural,

and opposed by the contrast in ver. 13. Bengel

joins it with ' portion,' as defining the locality ;

which is scarcely justified by the Greek order.

Others join it with 'saints' as indicating their

abode ; whieh is not ungrammatical, but liable to

be applied too exclusively to the saints in heaven.

Ellicott joins it with ' inheritance of the saints ; '

which seems on the whole preferable. The in

heritance of the saints is ' in light,' and they enter

even here upon the enjoyment of it (comp. ver.

13). For 'light' suggests not merely the glory

of this inheritance, but the purity and power and

life which increasingly come to those made meet

for partaking of it.

Ver. 13. Who (i. e., the Father) delivered us.

A strong expression, suggesting snatching from

danger, as wretched captives (so Theophylact). —

— (rat of the power of darkness. ' Darkness ' is

personified, as it were, and ' power ' refers to the

dominion, more literally ' authority,' which the

darkness possesses. The ' world ' is thus repre

sented, as under the dominion of evil and sin,
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over against the kingdom of Christ, which is ' in

light.' — And translated ns. This is the positive

side ; the figure of transferring is a natural one.

— Into the kingdom, etc. ' Kingdom ' in contrast

with ' power,' referring not to the future Mes

sianic kingdom, nor to the Church, nor to the in

ward workings of grace, but to the kingdom of

Christ as a rule already begun on the earth, and

to be completed hereafter. Matt. xiii. plainly

suggests this present reference. — Of the Son of

his love. This expression, ' which recalls Eph. i.

6, both in phrase and connection, occurs only

here, and sets forth the Son with the greatest em

phasis as the Object of His love, upon whom His

entire love flows, and through Him therefore

upon us' (Braune). So the best of recent com

mentators. Other explanations have been sug

gested ; none of them more objectionable than

that of the E. V. (' His dear Son ').

Ver. 14. In whom. Comp. Eph. i. 7, which

closely resembles this verse. Here, however, the

phrase ' through His blood ' is to be rejected,

since it is sustained by no ancient Greek manu

script. — The forgiveness of our sins. In Eph. i.

7 : ' trespasses,' which points more to the out

ward acts ; the term ' sins ' is more general.

Redemption and forgiveness are ours only 'in

Christ.'

Ver. 15. Who is. In vers, 15-20 we have a

description of the person of Christ (' the Son of

His love '), well adapted to counteract the errors

which the Apostle wishes to oppose. The sub

ject is the Son of God, but ' in vers. 15-17, the ref

erence is rather to the prt-incarnate Son in His

relation to God and to His own creatures, in

vers. 18-20 to the incarnate and now glorified

Son in His relations to His Church ' (Ellicott).

The clauses beginning 'because' (vers. 16, 19,

' for,' E. V.) give the proof respectively for the

two leading thoughts in vers. 15, 18. Meyer, how

ever, says : 'The only correct reference is to His

whole Person, which in the theanthropic status of

His present heavenly Being if continuously what

His Divine Nature (considered in itself) was be

fore the Incarnation, so that by virtue of the iden

tity of His Divine Nature, we can attribute the

same predicates to the Exalted One as to the

Logos.' But this virtually concedes all that is

claimed above. On the entire passage, comp.

Heb. i. 3, etc. —The image of the invisible God.

This indicates the relation to God, immanent and

permanent. On this relation rests the actual rev

elation of God in the Person of Christ, but the

immediate reference here is not to the latter. It

is true that ' invisible,' which is emphatic in the

original, suggests that the image becomes visible,

as indeed all the terms used to express the rela

tion of the Son to the Father seem to imply

revelation (' word,' ' effulgence,' ' very image,'

'form '), but a careful comparison of all such ex

pressions forbids our making this the essential

thought. The Fathers generally regard these

words as an assertion that the Son is of the same

substance as the Father, against the Arians.

Meyer and others, who refer the verse to the Ex

alted Christ, still admit the correctness of this

patristic explanation. — The firstborn of (or, * be

fore') every creature (or, 'all creation'). 'The

first born with respect to every creature ; He

was born before every creature. He is not the

first created, the previous clause as well as the

terms here chosen forbid such a view. 'Every

creature ' is a more exact rendering than ' all

creation.' The former individualizes, the latter

sums up as a whole. The polemic purpose of

the Apostle also sustains the former sense. The

term ' first born ' expresses here priority in time,

although there may be an inferential reference to

superiority in rank. The objections to making

the latter the main thought are : (1.) that it gives

the preference to a secondary and figurative mean

ing, where the primary one is very appropriate ;

(2.) it throws into the background the relation

to the Father, which is not only indicated by

the word itself, but given decided prominence by

the close connection with the preceding clause.

Hence those who adopt this view of ' first born '

consistently refer that clause also to the revela

tion of the Father in Christ rather than to the re

lation of the Son to the Father. But it must be

added that while His priority in time shows His

independence of creation, creation is not inde

pendent of Him, as He is here described. In

this relation of the Son to the Invisible God is

to be found the ground or condition of the whole

creation. The next verse asserts that He is the

conditional cause of the Universe, but this one

seems to intimate that in virtue of His immanent

relation to the Father, as the ' Image ' and ' First

born,' He holds the relation to the creation, which

is subsequently defined. Although not included

in the category of ' creation,' He is most inti

mately linked with ' every creature.'

Ver. 16. Because (more exact than 'for '), giv

ing a reason for ver. 15, in him (the emphatic

phrase), as the conditional element of the crea

tion, preexistent and all-including, were all things

(taken collectively as a whole = the created uni

verse) created. The reference here is to the past

fact, in the last clause of the verse the present is

emphasized. Since 'all things' is expanded in

what follows, the verse abundantly sustains the

view taken of ver. 15. The Person there referred

to cannot be a part of the creation. —That are in

the heavens, etc. (The article is omitted in this

pair, according to the best authorities.) On the

terms themselves, comp. Eph. i. 10. Obviously,

the heavens and the earth are themselves in

cluded, as part of the creation. — Things visible

and things invisible. To the distinction of place,

that of nature is added. There is no necessity

for making this pair correspond exactly with the

last, although ' things invisible ' refers mainly to

the heavenly world of spirits, which are classified

in what follows : whether thrones, etc. — In Eph.

i. 21, where, however, different terms are used,

the order seems to be from the higher to the

lower rank of angels. Hence it has been inferred

that ' thrones ' here points to the highest grade

of created spirits, a view confirmed by Rabbin

ical usage. — Dominions. According to Meyer,

these form the lowest class, principalities and

powers, the intermediate classes (comp. Eph. i.

21, where ' dominion ' comes last) ; if indeed ' all

such distinctions are not to be deemed precari

ous and presumptuous' (Ellicott). 'Whether'

suggests that there may be other classes, but that

all are meant, whether named here are not. There

is no reference to bad angels, who were not cre

ated as such. Earthly empires, civil orders, etc.,

cannot be meant. Many other fanciful interpre

tations have been suggested. — All things have

been created through him and unto him. ' All

things ' is solemnly repeated, but besides the fact

of creation we have here the permanent result

(' have been created ' and continue to be). This
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result has Him as its end ; hence ' unto Him ' is

added. All three phrases are needed to indicate

the relation of the Son to creation. Comp. Rom.

xi. 36, where the same terms ('through' and

' unto ') are applied to the Father ; but ' of Him '

is never applied to the Son. To interpret the

passage of a new moral creation is forbidden by

the single statements as well as by the connection

of thought Vers. 17-20 set forth more fully that

all things have been created unto Him, and the

new mora] creation is part of the fulfilment of this

design. Comp. Rom. viii. 19-23.

Ver. 17. And ha (emphatic) is before all things.

' Before ' in time, preexistent to ' all things,' not

simply ' all beings.' He did not become thus pre

existent, but ' is ' prior in time. — And in him all

things subsist, more literally, 'stand together.'

This is not a repetition of the first clause of ver,

16 : there the fact of creation is mentioned ; here

a more permanent relation is set forth. He keeps

in organic permanence what was created in Him,

through Him and unto Him ; comp. Hcb. i. 3.

' Christ is the Living Centre, to which all things

in creation converge, the Divine Keystone in the

arch of the universe, on which the whole fabric

leans ' (Chrysostom). The fulness of Paul's state

ment here, taken in connection with chap. ii. 18,

19, indicates that the Colossian Church was in

danger from false teachings respecting the rela

tion of Christ to the creation, especially to the

angels. How far this seed of heresy had devel

oped cannot be determined, nnr can its connec

tion with the later Gnostic and Ebionitic specula

tions be positively affirmed (comp. Introduction,

Ver. 18. And he (emphatic, as before) is the

head of the body, the church. The emphasis rest

ing on ' He ' suggests a reference to the errors

prevalent in the Colossian Church (see above).

Here the subject is the now glorified Christ ;

comp. F.ph. i. 22, 23, where the same idea is ex

pressed, also Eph. iv. 12, 15, 16, and similar pas

sages, which leave no doubt that the rendering

given above is correct. The emphasis rests on

the word ' Head ; ' their mistake was not respect

ing the Church, but respecting its Head ; comp.

chap. ii. 19. — Who is the beginning. Since

Christ's relations to the Church are here set

forth, it is true that ' He is the " beginning," in

that in Him is begun and conditioned the Church '

( Alford). Meyer, however, joins ' from the dead '

with this term. In any case priority in time, not

in rank, is indicated, and the reference to the

Church seems a natural one, though perhaps not

the primary or exclusive one. — The firstborn

from the dead. ' First born ' here also indicates

priority in time, but the connection suggests a

series of which He is first Moreover He is first

born ' from the dead,' not simply ' of ' them. ' He

left their realm and came again as with a new be

getting and new birth into life' (Ellicott). Here

too there is a reference to the Church, since this

victory over death, as Paul everywhere indicates,

is the fundamental fact in His giving life to His

Church. — That (in order that) in all things; 'on

all sides, in wisdom, holiness, might, death-over

coming power, dominion and glory, as respects

the world as well as the Church ' ( liraune ). To

render ' among all ' sadly mars the passage. — Ho,

emphatic again, He and none other, the very one

who rose, might have the preeminence, become

the first in rank ; the word occurring only here

in the New Testament. This is God's purpose,

partially fulfilled already, to be entirely fulfilled

at His coming. The central place Paul assigns

to the Person of Christ is the proper place in all

Christian thought

Ver. 19. Because ; in proof of the last clause :

' that in all things,' etc. — It pleased the Father,

etc. The construction has led to much discus

sion. 'All the fulness' may be the subject of

' pleased,' or of ' dwell.' The sense is substan

tially the same in either case, since ' God ' (or,

' the Father ') is evidently in the Apostle's mind,

and is the subject in ver. 20. To supply ' the

Son ' is far less natural. ' Fulness ' here means

that with which anything is filled, possibly sug

gesting the accessory idea of 'plenitude.' The

other senses of the word (comp. on Eph. i. 101

are obviously inappropriate here. But ' fulness '

of what ? Some supply ' of the Godhead ' from

chap. ii. 9 (comp. Eph. iii. 19) ; others ' of the

universe,' or even 'of the Gentiles.' Of these

the first alone is admissible ; but as the Apostle's

thought now concerns Christ's relation to the

Church, it seems better to refer the phrase to the

fulness of Divine grace which is in Christ and

from which all supplies of grace proceed to us

(so Beza). This fulness could dwell only in the

Son, ' the image of the invisible God,' etc. But

the fact that it did thus dwell in the Incarnatt

Word is that on which the salvation of the

Church rests. This fulness of 'habitual grace'

(as the scholastic theologians term it) shows the

certainty of the fulfilment of the Divine purpose :

' that in all things He might have the preemi

nence ' (ver. 18). Ellicott suggests that the use

of this term had ' special reference to some vague

or perverted meaning assigned to it by the false

teachers or theosophistic speculators at Colossae ; '

comp. chap. ii. 9.

Ver. 20. Through him (as the instrument in

Redemption as in Creation) to reconcile all thing*

unto himself ; lit., ' unto Him,' but the reference

to God seems necessary ; comp. Eph. ii. 16, where

moreover the word ' reconcile ' occurs in the same

form. Here, as there, it seems best to take the

term as a strengthened form, rather than as mean

ing ' reconcile again.' The latter sense might be

deemed appropriate here, especially in view of

the similarity to Eph. i. 10, where that thought is

more fully expressed. But the statements are not

identical, and ' all things ' must be needlessly lim

ited if the idea of restoration is accepted. The

thought is : ' Through Christ the entire universe

is reconciled with God ' (Meyer). How this takes

place in many cases we do not know ; but that

there is obviously a difference in the application

to different parts of the universe. Wild specu

lations have been made on this topic, but. this

should not lead us to limit the great thought of

the Apostle, either to the Church, or to men, or

even to intelligent beings. ' The absolute totality

of created things shall De restored into its primal

harmony with its Creator' (Ellicott). Neither

here nor in the more specific parallel passage

(Eph. i. 10) is there any implication of the res

toration of fallen angels and of the finally im

penitent. — Making peace through the blood of his

cross. Comp. Eph. ii. 14-16. This is the means

of the reconciliation ; ' by making peace,' rather

than ' having made peace.' The E. V. has trans

posed the clauses, probably to indicate that ' the

Father ' is the subject, which the original unmis

takably indicates. ' Through the blood of His

cross,' i. c, by means of the blood shed upon the
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cross ; comp. Rom. Hi. 25. — Through him, I say.

The phrase in Italics is needed even more when

the clauses are placed in the correct order. The

repetition of ' through Him ' gives emphasis to

the Person of the Mediator, who by His death

on the cross effected the work of reconciliation.

Apart from His Person there is no efficacy in

the shedding of blood. — Whether things on the

earth, etc. The words are the same as in ver.

16, but in reversed order with the article (hence

the rendering, 'things'), and probably because

the death of Christ took place 'on the earth.

' All things ' which are reconciled unto God are

thus distinguished. The reconciliation is evi

dently not between these two parts, nor are the

terms to be narrowed or spiritualized in sense.

'The one Reconciler is the Head of these vast

dominions, and in Him meet and merge the dis

cordant elements which sin had introduced. The

humanity of Jesus bringing all creatures around

it, unites them to God in a bond which never be

fore existed — a bond which has its origin in the

mystery of redemption. Thus all things in heaven

and earth feel the effect of man's renovation'

(Eadie). The reconciliation will not be complete

until the coming of Christ

Ver. 2t. In vers. 21-23 the Apostle indicates

how the Colossians share m this reconciliation. —

And you. Comp. Eph. ii. 1 . A new sentence be

gins here, and the construction is regular, accord

ing to the better supported reading. — Being once,

1. e., formerly, alienated ; comp. Eph. ii. 12, where

the same term occurs. But here the reference is

to alienation from God ; comp. Eph. iv. 14. —

And enemies ; not only alienated but hostile to

God. The word in itself might mean the objects

of God's wrath (comp. Rom. v. 10 ; Eph. ii. 23),

but what follows favors the other sense. — As to

your mind. The word 'mind' (or, 'understand

ing') refers ' to the higher intellectual nature, es

pecially as shown in its practical relations' (El-

licott), hence not to the exclusion of ethical and

religious relations, which are here involved. Their

' mind ' was the special seat of this alienation

and hostility. — In your evil works J this was the

sphere in which the alienation and enmity were

manifested. The word ' evil ' is emphatic. ' The

phrase includes all works which are done con

trary to God's command, or, if formally in accord

ance with the law, vet prompted by fleshly appe

tites and propensities' (Braune). — Yet now hath

he reconciled ; lit., 'did He reconcile,' by one act,

namely, the atoning death of Christ. But Eng

lish usage will not permit us to join 'now' with

the simple past tense. (The Vatican manuscript

reads : ' ye were reconciled,' a variation that can

be readily accounted for ; it deserves mention

only as a curiosity.) Here, as throughout, God

is the subject, reconciliation is His act, through

Christ

Ver. 22. In the body of his flesh. Historically

and locally ' in ' the human body of the Son of

God made flesh, the reconciliation was effected.

The peculiar phrase is due, either to the emphasis

thus placed upon the historical Person on earth,

or to some false teachings prevalent at Colossx,

which attributed to angels a share in the work of

redemption (comp. chap. ii. 23). — Through death ;

lit, ' the death,' ». e., ' His death,' which is the

reading of some early manuscripts. The Person

of the Incarnate Word is emphasized in the first

phrase, but His work in the second. His sacrificial

death on the cross was the means of reconciliation.

— To present you, etc. This is the end of the rec

onciliation, as respects the readers. A single act

is suggested by the infinitive, and the time doubt

less the day of Christ's appearing. — Holy and

without blame and unreprovable, i. e., unaccusa-

ble. The first and second adjectives occur in

Eph. i. 4, and represent the positive and negative

sides of holiness ; the third is also negative, but

apparently stronger than ' without blame.' Some

explain it as ' unaccused by their neighbors,'

which seems tame. — Before him. As in Eph. i.

4, this refers to God, and points to His final ver

dict respecting those sanctified in consequence of

the reconciliation effected through the death of

Christ. Some refer this phrase to Christ, but this

is only allowable if the reading 'ye were recon

ciled ' (ver. 21) is accepted.

Ver. 23. If indeed ; the same particle as in

Eph. iii. 2, iv. 21 ; it does not express doubt, but

calls attention to the necessity of faith, in order

to be presented thus before God (ver. 22). — Te

continue in the faith. ' The faith ' does not

mean Christian doctrine, but Christian believing.

What they believed is indicated below. This

verse, which is virtually an exhortation, indicates

that God's act for and upon them (vers. 21, 22) is

not carried out to a blessed consummation with

out subjective advance and personal activity '

(Braune). — Grounded and steadfast (so 1 Cor. vii.

37 ; xv. 58). These two terms describe their re

maining in the faith on its positive side : ' ground

ed ' suggests having a foundation on which they

still stand (comp. Eph. iii. 18) ; 'steadfast' points

to internal stability, as of a building firmly united.

— without being moved away, etc. The E. V.,

by inserting ' be,' suggests that this clause is par

allel with "continue ; it is parallel to the words

immediately preceding, describing the negative

side. The form used points to a possible danger

threatening them, thus preparing for the warning

of the second chapter. — From the hope (the sub

jective hope, not the thing hoped for) of the gos

pel (called forth by the gospel). Others explain :

' the hope belonging to the gospel,' but the other

seems more appropriate ; comp. Eph. i. 18.

' From ' indicates that this hope is the founda

tion of the continuance in the faith. Others re

gard it as the aim held up before them ; but this

confuses the hope with the thing hoped for. —

Which ye heard, etc. The remainder of the verse

in effect enforces the implied exhortation that

precedes: (1.) The Colossians had heard the

gospel, hence had no excuse for being moved

away from the hope it presented ; (2.) the gospel

had been universally proclaimed and hence had

universal validity ; (3.) the writer, who was closely

related to Epaphras (ver. 7), was a preacher of

this gospel (so Meyer, followed by Ellicott and

Alford). ' Heard ' points to the time when it was

first preached (ver. 7). — And which was preached

to (lit., ' in ') every creature. ' In the whole crea

tion ' seems an ungrammatical rendering, since

the article is wanting in the Greek. ' In ' is here

equivalent to ' with,' ' in the presence of.'— Which

is under heaven limits the previous phrase to

earthly creatures. The wide extension of the

gospel made this a natural hyperbole ; comp. ver.

6 ; Rom. i. 8. ' The Apostle prophetically sees

as accomplished what has as yet only begun,

and thus marks the universality of Christianity '

(Braune). — Whereof I Paul became a minister.

Comp. Eph. iii. 7, where similar language is used.

The tense points to the historical fact of his call
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to the Apostleship. Notice here, as in Ephesians,

the humility with which he speaks. Even he, the

inspired Apostle, is a minister (servant) of the

gospel. The section means nothing, if it does

not mean that to cease believing in the gospel

Paul preached is to let go of Christ, the Head,

and to lose a share in all that is glorious in His

Person and blessed in His work. (A period

should be placed at the close of this section;

since the correct reading in ver. 24 disconnects it

grammatically from this verse.)

Chapter I. 24-29.

3. The Apostles yoy in His Sufferings and Labor for Christ.

The need of stedfastness (ver. 23) had been enforced by a reference to the Apostle's personal re

lation to the gospel. This thought is naturally enlarged upon by the ' prisoner of Christ Jesos in

behalf of you Gentiles' (Eph. iii. 1). He describes his joy in suffering (ver. 24), the joy and suffer

ing alike having their occasion in his relation to the mystery of Christ (vers. 25-27), namely, to make

Christ known to the Gentiles ; hence he speaks of his labors in the fulfilment of this ministry (vers.

28, 29), the labors having as their immediate aim the spiritual perfection of each and every Christian

(ver. 28), and the struggles being maintained through the inworking of Christ's power (ver. 29). Apart

from Christ his life had no significance ; here was another indirect blow at the Colossian errors.

24 • \TI 7HO now rejoice1 in my sufferings 'for2 you, and fill

VV up ' that which is behind 8 of the afflictions of Christ

25 in my flesh for ''his body's sake,4 which is the church : Where

of I am made 5 a minister, according to ' the dispensation of

God which is6 given to me for you ;7 'to fulfil the word of God ;

26 Even * the mystery which hath been hid from ages and from

27 generations,8 *but now is9 made manifest to his saints: 'To

whom God would 10 make known what is * the riches of the

glory of this mystery among the Gentiles ; which is Chris

28 in u you, ' the hope of glory : Whom we preach,12 m warning

every man, and teaching every man in all wisdom ; " that we

29 may present every man perfect in Christ Jesus : u • Where-

unto I also labour,18 ''striving 'according to his working, which

worketh in me mightily.

Now I rejoice (according to the best authorities) 2 in behalf of

lacking 4 in behalf of his body 6 became ' was

to you-ward * from the ages and from the generations

13

it hath been (///., was)

12 set forth M admonishing

15 labor also

10 willed to 1 or among

14 the best authorities omit Jesus

a Rom. ▼. 3;

a Cor. vii. 4

b Eph. iii. 1,

'3-

c 2 Cor. 1. «.

6; Phil. iii.

10; 2 Tim*

i. 8 : ii. 10;

1 Pet-iv. 13;

comp- Matt.

xx. 23 :

Heb. xiii.

i>

d Eph. i. J3.

€ I Cor. ix.

17; Gal. ii-

7; Eph- iii-

3; ver. 33.

f R0m.xv._1>

£ Rom. xri.

25 ; 1 Cor.

ii. 7 ; Eph.

iii. q

k Matt. xiii.

1 1 ; 2 Tim.

i. to.

1 2 Cor. ii. 14.

k Rom. ix. 23 ;

Eph. i. 7,

18; iii. 8, 16.

/ 1 Tim. i. 1

m Acts xx. 20,

n 2 Cor. xi. 2;

Eph. v. a?;

ver. 22.

o 1 Cor. xv.

to.

/ Chap. ii. 1.

q Eph. i. 19 ,

ill. 7, 20.

Ver. 24. How I rejoice. The reading ' who,'

which is not well supported, can readily be ac

counted for. ' Now ' is not to be taken as a con

junction : ' at the present time,' as a prisoner,

contrasted with his previous preaching, not with

a previous time of sorrow. — la my sufferings ;

lit., 'the sufferings;' the possessive pronoun is

poorly sustained, but the article has here the

same force. His joy was not on account of his

sufferings, but ' in them : while thus suffering he

yet rejoiced.— In behalf of you. Comp. Eph. iii.

1, which is parallel. He suffered because of his

Apostleship to the Gentiles, but his afflictions

turned out to their advantage.—And fill up. The

verb occurs only here, and means ' fill up fully.'

Some explain : ' fill up in my turn,' i. e., as Christ

suffered for me, so I now suffer for Him ; but the

best commentators adopt the former sense, find

ing in the compared word a contrast between

the defect and the supply which meets it. — That

which is lacking (so rendered elsewhere in E. V.)

of the afflictions of Christ. Ellicott : ' And am fill

ing up fully the lacking measures of the sufferings

of Christ.' It is generally agreed among recent

commentators that the last phrase means ' afflic

tions belonging to Christ ; ' Christ mystical, not
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Christ corporeally, is suggested by the latter part

of the verse. The Apostle represents himself as

filling up the deficiencies of the full measure of

these sufferings. There is no thought of vicari

ously atoning by means of such afflictions. Meyer :

' Paul describes his own sufferings, according to

the idea of " the fellowship of the sufferings of

Christ " (1 Peter iv. 13 ; comp. Matt. xx. 22 ; Heb,

xiii. 13) as " the afflictions of Christ," in case the

Apostolic suffering was of essentially the same

kind which Christ had endured (the same cup of

which Christ had drunk, the same baptism with

which Christ had been baptized). The sum of

these afflictions is conceived of as a definite meas

ure, as is frequent in classical usage in similar

figurative representation : " I rejoice in my suf

ferings which I endure for you, and how great

and glorious is that which I am engaged in ac

complishing through these sufferings ! the full

completion of that which is lacking on my part

in the fellowship of the sufferings of Christ." '

He might well term them ' the afflictions of

Christ.' — In my flesh. This is to be connected

with ' fill up,' and the ' flesh,' the scat of physical

weakness and pain, is the seat of this filling up.

— In behalf of his body. The individual afflic

tion is for the benefit of the whole Body ; comp.

Eph. iii. 13. — Which is the church ; comp. Eph.

i. 23. Alford : ' Whatever the whole Church has

to suffer, even to the end, she suffers for her per

fection in holiness and her completion in Him ;

and the tribulations of Christ will not be com

plete till the last pang shall have passed, and the

last tear have been shed. Every suffering saint

of God in every age and position is in fact fill

ing up, in his place and degree, the afflictions of

Christ, in his flesh, and on behalf of His body.

Not a pang, not a tear is in vain. The Apostle,

as standing out prominent among this suffering

body, predicates this of himself especially.' So

substantially many of the best ancient and mod

ern commentators.

Ver. 25. Whereof (of which Church) I became

a minuter. As minister of the gospel (ver. 23)

he became also minister of the Church which

proclaims the gospel. In the Church there is no

true'ministry apart from the ministry of the gos

pel. — According to the dispensation, etc. The

word ' dispensation ' has here its more usual sense

of 'stewardship.' His Apostolic office is thus

described as of God, belonging to God. In the

Church, the house of God, ne exercises the func

tion of a steward. — Which was given to mo.

The emphasis rests on the fact that God had en

trusted him with this office, rather than on his

having received. — To you-ward. His office was

that of Apostle to the Gentiles ; comp. Eph. iii.

I, 2, etc —To fulfil the word of God. This pre

sents the design of the giving, and further ex

plains ' to you-ward.' The reference seems to be

to carrying the word of God to the Gentiles as a

whole, thus filling out the full measure of its uni

versal destination. Thus the duties of Paul's

stewardship would be discharged. This sense

accords with what follows (vers. 26, 27) and with

the emphasis which Paul everywhere places upon

this idea ; comp. Ephesians, chaps, i.—iii. through

out. Many other explanations (all objectionable)

have been given : to give the full contents of the

gospel ; to complete it ; to fulfil the promises of

God ; to realize the word of God ; to bring you

to full faith.

Ver. 26. Even the mystery, etc. Comp. Eph.

vol. 111. 31

i. 9 j iii. 4-9. Here as there the reference is not

merely to the salvation of the Gentiles, but to

Redemption in Christ as belonging to the eternal

plan of God. — Hath been hid from the ages and

from the generations. This particular phrase is

peculiar (but comp. Eph. iii. 5). 'Beside the

ages of the world, the generations of men living

in them are brought into special prominence, and

thus the concealment from the beginning of hu

man history is marked ' (Braune). — Bnt now it

hath been made manifest. ' Now,' in this pres

ent dispensation, it was made manifest. The

tense points to the single past act, but our Eng

lish idiom requires ' hath been.' In Eph. iii. 5

the contrast is one of degree ; here it is absolute.

Moreover the change of construction (not indi

cated in the E. V.) sharpens the contrast. Since

' made manifest ' is more general than ' revealed,'

or, ' made known,' it is properly referred to the

entire historical manifestation, which took place

in different ways, partly by revelation, partly by

preaching and exposition, and partly by all com

bined (Meyer). This is favored by the mention

of Paul's preaching (ver. 28). — To his saints.

To all Christians, since the specific terms found

in Eph. iii. 5 are wanting here. On the word

* saints,' see ver. 2 ; Eph. i. 1 ; Rom. i. 7.

Ver. 27. To whom God willed ; ' it was His

will,' etc. ' Would ' is not strong enough ; both

' desired ' and ' purposed ' are inexact. ' Free

grace ' may be inferred from the term, but is cer

tainly not expressed. God's design in thus mak- .

ing manifest the mystery to the saints was to

make known what (both in degree and kind) is

the riches, etc. Comp. on Eph. i. 18 ; iii. 1 6. As

in the parallel passage, Meyer renders : ' What

the riches, etc., is among the Gentiles.' But this

seems forced. — The glory of this mystery. Some

take ' glory ' here as identical with ' glory ' in the

last clause of the verse ; but the latter seems to

have a more special reference, while here a wider

sense is more appropriate, including both the

grace and glory of God revealed by this gospel

mystery and the glorious effects upon men (the

Gentiles). The latter alone is allowable, if the

word has the same reference in both clauses. —

Among (lit, 'in') the Gentiles. Calvin: 'What

could be more deserving of admiration than that

the Gentiles, who for so many ages had been

sunk in death, and whose condition might seem

altogether desperate, should suddenly be received

into the family of God, and receive the inherit

ance of salvation ? ' — Which ( ' mystery,' or bet

ter, 'the riches of the glory of this mystery) is

Christ in (or, 'among ') yon. As the preposition

is the same, and ' you ' refers to those who were

Gentiles, it is more natural to translate ' among

you ; ' so the best commentators from Bengel to

Meyer and Ellicott. The thought of Christ's

dwelling in them individually is so true, and so

useful for homiletical purposes, that ' in you ' will

probably be preferred by most readers. — The

hope of glory. In apposition with ' Christ,' who

is Himself the hope of glory, i. e., future blessed

ness. ' In Him we have here as seed, what we

shall have in Him there as harvest' (Braune).

Ver. 28. Whom we set forth, or, ' announce,'

not the word usually rendered ' preach.' ' We,' the

preachers of the true gospel, in contrast with er-

rorists, referring (as in vers. 3, 9) to Timothy,

but to others also. — Admonishing every man, etc.

This indicates the manner of their declarations

respecting Christ. Meyer regards ' admonishing '
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and ' teaching ' as corresponding respectively with

the injunctions to repent and believe. Other dis

criminations have been made, but this seems the

best. Comp. chap. iii. 16, where the words occur

in reverse order. — In all wisdom ; ' in every form

of wisdom.' Comp. Eph. i. 8. The phrase may

qualify both ' teaching ' and ' admonishing,' since

each requires ' wisdom ' as its characteristic ele

ment. — That we may present (at the day of

Christ's appearing) every man. 'Notice the em

phatic triple repetition of every man, showing

that the Apostle was jealous of even the least in

vasion, on the part of the false teachers, of those

souls with whom he was put in charge. At the

same time it carries a solemn individual appeal

to those thus warned and taught ' (Alford). —

Perfect in Christ. The reference is to sanctifica-

tion, not to justification. This perfection is not

in knowledge merely, but in life and character ; it

can exist only ' in Christ.' The last phrase, so

common in the Apostle's writings, does not nec

essarily suggest a contrast to the false methods of

the heretical teachers. Notice the special care

of souls implied here, an example for all preach

ers of the word.

Ver. 29. Whereunto (1. e., for the end just

named) I labor alio. Besides preaching, he la

bors in every way. ' I,' not, ' we,' since Paul's

individual toils and struggles were doubtless be

fore his mind. — Striving. The earlier commenta

tors referred this to external contests (1 Tim. iv.

to ; I Thess. ii. 2 ; Phil. i. 30), but chaps, ii. 1 ;

iv. 12, point to internal struggles. Possibly both

are included. — According to his («'. e., Christ's)

working which worketh in me mightily; lit., 'in

power.' The reference to Christ is upheld by

most modern commentators (comp. Phil. iv. 13).

In his struggles Christ's strength was his. The

working of miracles is not indicated by the phrase

' in power,' though it need not be excluded.

' Mightily ' is a good rendering. The ample en

ergies of such a working ' clothed him with a

species of moral omnipotence' (Eadie). 'The

minister of the Word labors with the Eternal on

the Eternal — " for eternity," more than the art

ist ; but only when He who has contrived eternal

Redemption works upon him and he does not re

sist Him ' (Braunc). When laboring for this end

and with this power, we must succeed, as God ac

counts success, though men regard our lives as

failures. Often the truest success springs from

the severest conflicts and from apparent defeat.

Chapter II.

II. POLEMICAL PART: Be not Led Away from Christ the Head.

(1.) General warning against being led away through the philosophy of the false teachers (vers.

1-1 5). (2.) Two special warnings enforced (vers. 16-23).

Chapter II. 1-15.

I. Warning Against being Led Away through the Philosophy of the False

Teachers.

This section, which is most directly in opposition to the errors at Colossse, is introduced by a para

graph, expressing the anxiety of the Apostle respecting the believers in and near Colossx (vers, i-

3). He then exhorts them to continue in the truth they had been taught, praising them for their

order and steadfastness (vers. 4-7). Having already hinted at their danger (ver. 4), the Apostle utters

a distinct warning against the false teachers and their ' philosophy and vain deceit ' (ver. 8). He

then sets forth the Person and Work of Christ (vers. 9-15) over against these teachings which are

1 not after Christ.' Christ the Head (vers. 9, 10) triumphs over angelic might (ver. 15) ; the true

circumcision is that of Christ whose redeeming work (vers. 11-13) cancelled the law of ordinances.

In these two directions the warning is continued in the remainder of the chapter.

1 "pOR • I would that ye knew l what great * conflict 2 I have « £°™Pxi.ij;

A for you, and for them at Laodicea, and for as many as pS";.",1'

2 have not seen my face in the flesh ; c That their hearts might3 * f^pA^;

be comforted, d being4 knit together in love, and unto all riches Th^iiLi.

full assurance of understanding, f to the acknowledge tCoc. ls*'

rfEph.jy. 16;

» may * they being , , tL^'.'.!4

5; Heb t.

1 1 ; x 32, / Phil, iii S ; chap. i. 9

of the

1 nave you know J how great a conflict
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ment6 of the mystery of God, and of the Father, and of'£<j°r-,i *♦•

3 Christ;6 "In whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom and §^\;'!

knowledge.7 " f^^

4 And this I say, *lest any man should8 beguile you with en- £; jjjv.'s';

5 ticing words.9 For * though I be10 absent in the flesh, yet am, iVo>™'.f;'

I with you in the spirit, joying and beholding *your order, and !7.

the steadfastness of your faith in Christ. 40.

6 ' As ye have therefore received u Christ Jesus the Lord, so ' ; jud? 3/

7 walk ye in him : 12 m Rooted and built up in him, and stablished «; "V >7;'

chap. 1. 23.

in the faith,13 as ye have been14 taught, abounding therein" Jer.xxix.8;

with 15 thanksgiving. £7; ^ph. ».

8 " Beware lest any man spoil you 18 through 17 philosophy and e gj^ "jjjj- »■

vain deceit, after "the tradition of men, after the p rudiments 18 vef.'2'i.'4i

9 of the world, and not after Christ. For19 « in him dwelleth all * ^^;I,,:

10 the fulness of the Godhead bodily.20 rAnd ye are complete 21 ' &J£ \ '*;

in him, 'which22 is the head of all 'principality and power :7i3?L«t

11 In whom also ye are23 "circumcised with the21 circumcision |,^,™™Pis,

made without hands,26 in26 "putting off the body of the sins27 irata.*9'

1 2 of the flesh, by w the circumcision of Christ : " Buried with / dap. i. 16.

him in baptism, wherein also xye are risen 29 with him through x». 6j jer!

"the faith of30 the operation of God, 'who hath31 raised him vii. 51;

1 3 from the dead. " And you, being dead in your sins a and the Phii/mJ 3. '

uncircumcision of your flesh, hath he quickened83 together Sf-feV'

14 with him, having forgiven you84 all35 trespasses; * Blotting m\om ^

out36 the handwriting of ordinances that was against us, which * jjj||'j."j- V

was contrary to us, and took w it out of the way, nailing w it to , jj^Ju 24

his n cross ; And e having spoiled 40 d principalities and powers,41 " ,E?h","' '•

he made a shew of them openly,42 triumphing over them in it. * ,£ "' '5'

c Gen. iii. 15 ;

8 unto the full knowledge 8 God, even Christ {see exeg. notes) P»: '«>»•..

7 are all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge hid 8 that no one may 12 1 Matt.

9 persuading speech 10 am ll As then ye received Lok?i. 18;

" walk in him, » by your faith " ye were j;"; M»

16 abounding in {the weightiest authorities omit therein) a'.HPh'i"'

u Take heed lest there shall be any one that maketh you his booty 14.

17 through his 18 or elements "Because " substitute (,) for (.) "** ' "'

21 made full 22 who M ye were also u a

25 not made with hands *• in the

27 the best authorities omit of the sins 28 in M ye were also raised

u your faith in K omit hath *3 by (or on account of) your trespasses

•* you did he quicken ** us (according to the best authorities)

K all our s8 having blotted out n he hath taken M by nailing

85 the <0 having put off from himself, or, having despoiled

41 the principalities and the powers 42 with boldness

Ver. 1. For I would have yon know. ' For' 'striving ; ' comp. also chap. iv. 12. It refers to

introduces an illustration and proof of the ' sti iv- the Apostle's anxiety, not to his external suffer

ing ' just spoken of (chap. i. 29). — How great ings, still less to any actual contest with false

(an unusual word, indicating quality as well as teachers.— For you. The best authorities read

extent) a conflict. The term corresponds with here the same preposition as in chap. i. 24 : ' in

>s
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behalf of you ; ' the common text means simply :

' about you.' — And from them at Laodioea ; a

neighboring Church (see Introduction, § 1);

probably in the same danger ; comp. also chap.

iv. 16. — And ai many, etc. This adds the gen

eral class to which the readers (and the Laodi

cean Christians) belonged. The obvious infer

ence is that he had not been in Colosse and the

neighboring city. To take this phrase as refer

ring to another class confuses the entire thought

of the context (comp. vers. 2, 4 : 'their hearts,'

and ' you '). — In the flesh. This qualifies ' face,'

= my bodily presence ; ' a concrete touch added

to enhance the nature of his struggle ; it was not

for those whom he personally knew and who per

sonally knew him, but for those for whom his in

terest was purely spiritual and ministerial' ( El

lin in).

Ver. 2. That (in order that, as the purpose of

the conflict) their hearts may be comforted. The

word rendered' comfort' also means 'exhort,'

and may include the idea of confirming ; but the

usual sense is preferable (comp. Rom. i. 12 ; 2

Cor. i. 6), especially in connection with the word

'hearts.' The Apostle regards the danger of

these Christians as an affliction (so Chrysostom),

and by intimating this prepares the way for his

exhortation. — They being knit (the better sup

ported reading yields this sense) together in lore.

This describes the manner in which the comfort

ing should take place : by their being closely

joined together ' in love,' brotherly love, which is

here represented, not as the instrument, but as

the element of this union. — And unto (as the end

of this knitting together) all riches of the fall

assurance of understanding. The purpose of this

union in love ('unto') is the entire possession

(' all riches ') of full certainty of Christian insight

('full assurance of understanding'). The 'assur

ance ' here spoken of is commonly termed ' as

surance of knowledge,' not ' assurance of faith.'

' Fulness ' is not a satisfactory rendering, although

allowable in Heb. vi. 11 ; x. 22. — Unto the fall

knowledge (not, ' acknowledgment '), etc. This

clause is exactly parallel to the preceding one

describing further the purpose of the union in

love, but emphasizing the object of the under

standing and ' full knowledge, namely, the mys

tery of God, even Christ. The reading is very

doubtful ; the variations numerous. The two

most probable readings are : ' the mystery of

God,' supported by one uncial manuscript and a

few later ones, and the one given above supported

by the Vatican manuscript, and expressly by one

of the Fathers. The longer reading followed in

the E. V. is well supported, but it is difficult to

account for the variations on the theory that this

was the original reading. Among other forms

are : ' of God which is Christ ; ' ' of God the

Father of Christ.' Evidently all the variations

might have arisen from either of the two pre

ferred readings, but *of God, Christ' is the bet

ter supported of the two. It must be remarked,

however, that this reading can also be explained :

' The mystery of the God of Christ ; ' ' of God,

even of Christ.' Both are unusual expressions,

and seem alike harsh and unnecessary. The

mystery of God is Christ, so one of the various

readings explains, and correctly, it would seem.

On the word ' mystery,' see Eph. iii. 3, etc., and

comp. chap. i. 27. Here it includes not only the

mystery of the Incarnation, but that of Redemp

tion as involved in the Incarnation ; comp. ver. 3.

Ver. 3. In whom; or, if the briefer reading in

ver. 2 be accepted, ' in which,' i. e., mystery. But

the sense is the same, if we read and render:

'even Christ,' since this presents Christ Himself

as the mystery of God. —Are stands in emphatic

position ; notice the order as emended. — All the

treasures of (consisting in) wisdom and knowl

edge. ' Wisdom ' is the more general term ;

' knowledge,' the more special. Various more

exact discriminations have been suggested, but it

is difficult to maintain any one of them. These

treasures are in Christ (or the mystery of God),

but hid, not known until revealed. Hence the

Apostle's purpose that they should attain to full

knowledge of this mystery. They could not

know Him, until revealed, because the treasures

were ' hid,' they could have ' full knowledge,' be

cause in Him were ' all the treasures ' (comp. ' all

riches,' ver. 2). The term rendered 'hid' is

transferred into English as ' Apocrypha' and was

applied by early teachers of error to certain hid

den writings tor which special authority was

claimed. Some such secret doctrine of the Cc-

lossian false teachers may be here referred to,

but the figure is quite apt The hid treasures

could become theirs : they did not need ' more

than Christ, but more of Christ.'

Ver. 4. And this I say ; referring to vers. 1-

3 ; the remainder of this verse answering to vers.

2, 3, and ver. 5 reverting to the sympathy ex

pressed in ver. 1. — That no one may beguile you,

deceive you by sophisms. —With (lit., 'in') per-

■uading speech. The word here used is com

pounded of the two occurring in 1 Cor. ii. 4 (' en

ticing words,' E. V.) ; the idea in both cases is

that of insinuating sophistical reasoning, but this

expression is the stronger of the two. In classi

cal usage the reference was to argument as con

trasted with mathematical demonstration (Light-

foot).

Ver. 5. Absent in the flesh, etc. External

bodily presence is contrasted with spiritual pres

ence ; with you in the spirit. ' Spirit ' is here

used in the psychological sense = the human

spirit, in contrast with flesh ( = body). This con

trast is usually expressed by Paul in other terms

(see marg. references), since 'flesh' and 'spirit'

are used by him especially in a technical theologi

cal sense. — Joying and beholding. This describes

how he was present in the Spirit. The connec

tion of the two words is variously explained ; but

it seems best to take them together, the second

being a mere special and explanatory addition to

the first, and both governing the following words

as objects. ' This must not be regarded as a

logical inversion. The contemplation of their

orderly array, although it might have been first

the cause, was afterwards the consequence of the

Apostle's rejoicing. He looked, because it gave

him satisfaction to look' (Lightfoot). 'His joy

on this account enchains him, so that he stands

there as a spectator ' (Braune). — Your order.

A military figure, readily suggested to a Roman

prisoner, and referring to the external depart

ment of the Church. — And the stedfastness ;

also a military term, meaning the firm, solid basis,

rather than the quality of firmness. It points to

the internal condition of the Church. — Of your

faith in Christ. Belonging to your faith, or, pre

sented by your faith. ' After these words we have

no reason for doubting that the Church of Co-

lossae, though tried by heretical teaching, was

substantially sound in the faith ' (Ellicott).
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Ver. 6. As then (in view of this order and

stedfastness) ye received, »'. e., by instruction from

your teachers, not, ' as ye accepted.' — Christ

Jesus the Lord. He was the object in which the

instruction centred ; the emphasis resting, as the

full phrase shows, upon His Person. They had

been taught ' Him ; ' comp. Eph. iv. 20. —Walk

in him. He is the element of your life ; let the

life correspond with the teachings you have re

ceived.

Ver. 7. Booted and built np. This is to be

closely joined with ver. 6, as denning the com

mand, 'walk in Him.' The first participle points

to taking root once for all and continuing rooted ;

the second to the progressive building up. The

figures occur elsewhere. — In him. Christ is here

set forth first as the soil, and then as the corner

stone ; not strictly as the foundation, since ' upon

Him ' would be used to express that thought ;

comp Eph. ii. 20. —And stablished by your faith

(lit., ' the faith '), or, * as to your faith.' ' In your

faith ' is the reading of good authorities ; but the

simple dative is to be preferred, which may be in

strumental, or may point to what is strengthened.

The former gives the more appropriate sense ;

' faith ' being subjective, as the English posses

sive pronoun serves to indicate. ' Faith is, as it

were, the cement of the building ' (Lightfoot). —

As ye were taught ; in accordance with the teach

ing of Epaphras (chap. i. 7). — Abounding in

thanksgiving. Many authorities read 'in it ' (»'.

<-., your faith), but the evidence of the Sinaitic

manuscript has turned the scale against the ac

ceptance of it. ' In ' is more literal than ' with,'

and points to ' the field of operation in which that

abundance is manifested ' (Alford). Here, as

everywhere, the Apostle emphasizes the privilege

of thanksgiving (comp. in this Epistle, chaps, i.

12 ; iii. 15, 17 ; iv. 2).

Ver. 8. Take heed. The word is usually ren

dered thus. — Lest there shall be; the peculiar

form of the original is thus reproduced, marking

an impending danger quite certain to come upon

them. —Any one. This indefinite expression does

not imply that Paul did not know who these false

teachers were (comp. Gal. i. 7). — Haketh you his

booty ; not, ' rob you. ' Ellicott : ' The false teach

ers sought to lead them away captive, body and

mind ; the former by ritualistic restrictions (ver.

16), the latter by heretical teaching (ver. 18). —

Through his (lit., 'the') philosophy and vain de

ceit. The two terms apply to the same thing, as

the original indicates ; the ' philosophy ' of the

false teachers was 'vain deceit.' The article

shows that the Apostle means ' not philosophy in

itself and in general, however much it had, in its

decay and according to its manifestation in that

age, proven itself to the Apostle as folly in com

parison with the wisdom of the gospel, but the

definite speculation, known to his readers, which

obtained in Colossae and that region, and which

consisted of Gnostic theosophy blended with Ju

daism (Essenism), designated by the name phi

losophy, on account of its ontological character,

and in general, irrespective of its relation to the

truth rightly so called ; but perhaps put forward

also by the false teachers themselves under this

designation, which is the more probable, since

Paul uses the word only in this passage ' (Meyer).

Comp. Introduction, § 2. — After the tradition of

men. ' Such a description was peculiarly appro

priate to a mystic theosophy like this of the Co-

lossian false teachers. The teaching might be

oral or written, but it was essentially esoteric, es

sentially traditional. It could not appeal to sa

cred books which had been before all the world

for centuries. The Essenes, the immediate spir

itual progenitors of those Colossian heretics, dis

tinctly claimed to possess such a source of knowl

edge, which they carefully guarded from divul-

gence' (Lightfoot). — After the rudiments (or,

' elements ') of the world. ' Elements ' is the

proper rendering in 2 Pet iii. 10, 12, but in Paul's

Epistles (see marg. references) the term has a di

dactic sense : rudimentary instruction. The Fa

thers indeed explained this passage of the heaven

ly bodies as regulating festivals, but this is quite

out of keeping with the fact that a mode of in

struction is here referred to. The phrase sug

gests more than Jewish ritualistic observances,

since ' world ' includes the whole sphere of ma

terial things, and the Apostle is giving the cate

gory to which the false teaching belonged. To

go back to rudiments was to show themselves

children (comp. Gal. iv. 3).— And not after Christ.

This is in contrast with all that precedes : Christ

is source, substance, norm and end of Christian

ity. What is ' not after Christ ' is rudimentary,

not ' advanced ; ' all teaching that does not make

Him the centre only serves to lead men captive.

Culture apart from Him is an illusion and de

ceit.

Ver. 9. Because in him (in the Personal Christ,

and in none other) dwelleth (now and perma

nently) all the fulness of the Godhead (comp.

chap. i. 19) bodily. The emphasis rests on the

word ' bodily,' which does not mean ' really,' or
' entirely,' or ■ essentially,' but ' in bodily fash

ion,' pointing to Christ's human body, not to the

Church or to the created world. The fulness of

the Godhead dwelt in Him as the Eternal Word

(chap. i. 19), and because of this when the Word

became flesh (John i. 14) the fulness dwelt in

Him ' bodily ' (not strictly ' in His body '). The

reference is therefore to the now glorified Christ,

but could have no validity were He not the Eter

nal Word, since ' all the fulness of the Godhead '

means all the perfections of Deity, i. c, the Di

vine Essence. (In Rom. i. 20, ' Divinity 'points

rather to the Divine quality.) The various at

tempts to weaken the sense scarcely deserve men

tion. Some peculiar form of error taught at Co

lossa; is doubtless opposed by the language of the

Apostle.

Ver. 10. And ye are made full in him. ' Ye

are in Him, and being in Him ye are made full

and continue thus.' This is closely connected

with ver. 9 ; because of the fulness which dwells

in Christ, those in fellowship with Him are made

full. The divine gifts thus obtained are ample,

hence they ought not to seek to supplement this

sufficient supply by looking to other sources. —

Who is the head of all principality and power.

The repetition of these terms indicates that the

false teachers presented the angels as mediators,

or in manner which detracted from the sufficiency

of Christ. This affirmation of the absolute su

periority of Christ to the angelic world meets

this error. Nor is this superiority simply one of

position, since the head is in vital connection with

the members, which derive their life from it ; see

marginal references.

Ver. 11. In whom ye were also circumcised.

' Also ' belongs to the verb, not to ye, and a past

fact is spoken of (comp. vers. 12, 13) ; hence

'were' instead of 'are.' — With a (not, 'the')
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ciroomciiion, etc. The absence of the article is

rhetorical. ' This higher circumcision ' is distin

guished, as regards first its character, secondly its

extent, and thirdly its author' (Lightfoot). — Hot

wrought by hands, contrasted with that ' wrought

by hands' (see Eph. ii. 11) ; comp. marg. refer

ences. This circumcision of the heart consists : in

the putting off the body of the flesh. (The phrase

' of the sins ' is wanting in the best manuscripts,

in other authorities, and is rejected, as a gloss, by

all recent editors.) The word 'putting off' is

rare (comp. ver. 15 and chap. iii. 9), implying

both an unclothing and a putting away. The

various reading and the context also point to the

ethical sense of ' flesh ' as the necessary one (see

Excursus, Rom. vii.). But why is the word

' body ' used ? Paul never teaches that the body

is the specifically fleshly (1. e., sinful) part of our

being, nor is the reference to the material earthly

body an apt one ; that body we do not put off at

baptism. Hence it seems best to explain the

phrase as referring to the organism of sin (comp.

Rom. vi. 6; vii. 14). The figure of circumcision

naturally suggests this expression. Meyer and

others take ' flesh ' in the ethical sense, but

' body ' in the material sense ; the body consist

ing of the flesh, in its depravity. But even these

writers guard their explanation against the notion

that the body is the source of sin ; the same body

becomes the temple of the Holy Spirit, is no

longer ' in the flesh.' — In the circumcision of

Christ. Parallel to the preceding clause ; the E.

V. ('by') is misleading. Of this circumcision

Christ is the originating cause : ' Christ by union

with Himself brings about the circumcision and

imparts it to believers ' (Ellicott). It is incorrect

to weaken this into Christian circumcision, or to

refer it to the circumcision of the child Jesus, or

to regard the circumcision as directly wrought by

Christ.

Ver. 12. Buried with him; a single past act is

referred to, but as that act took place when they

' were circumcised,' etc., ' having been buried ' is

not a necessary emendation, and may lead to the

false notion that baptism precedes * the putting

away of the body of the flesh,' etc. — In baptism;

comp. Rom. vi. 3, 4. The fellowship with Christ

finds its sign and seal in the rite of baptism,

which, as then administered, had its external re

semblance to the burial and resurrection of

Christ. This resemblance is not exact, since fel

lowship in the death of Christ is the main

thought, and the immersion does not of itself sug

gest this. The passage shows that immersion

was the mode in the Apostle's mind ; that he

meant to represent it as the only mode is denied

by most commentators. The agent in this burial

is God, as the next clause indicates. — Wherein,

etc. Some prefer to render 'in whom (as in ver.

11) ye were also raised together,' taking this

clause as suggesting a further step. But it seems

more naturalto connect it closely with what pre

cedes. The baptism signified and sealed a fel

lowship with the resurrection of Christ; comp.

Rom. vi. 1—it. — Raised with him; 'not your

material, but your spiritual resurrection is in the

foreground : it is bound on, it is true, to His ma

terial resurrection, and brings with it in the back

ground, yours ; but in the spiritual, the material

is included and taken for granted, as usual in

Scripture ' (Alford). — Through your faith (lit.,

'the faith') in the operation (inworking) of God,

who (' hath ' is incorrect) raised him from the

dead. God's working is here set forth as the ob

ject of the believing, not as its cause. In this

connection it was natural to characterize God

as one ' who raised Him from the dead.' Only

through faith in such a God as able and willing

to raise us up spiritually can we partake in this

new life.

Ver. 13. And yon, being dead; when you were

dead, while in this state ; comp. throughout Eph.

ii. 1. — By (or, 'on account of') your trespasses

The preposition ' in ' is rejected by recent critical

editors on sufficient authority ; the phrase is then

precisely as in Eph. ii. 1, where, however, 'sins'

is added. Here the previous context naturally

suggests the addition : the uncircumciaion of your

flesh. This is the spiritual application of a lit

eral fact. They were Gentiles, as such uncircutn-

cised ; this external condition fitly indicated their

depraved, carnal condition. ' Flesh ' has its eth

ical sense, though not without an allusion to the

physical flesh, their ' uncircumcision ' was once

the sign of their fleshly condition, but now they

had received circumcision of the heart (ver. 11).

— You (repeated in the Greek according to the

best authorities) did he quicken tog-ether with

him. It is God who quickens ; comp. Eph. ii. 5-

The reference here is the same as in ' raised

with Him' (ver. 12), probably the future resur

rection is slightly more prominent. —Having for

given us all our trespasses. The manuscript au

thority for 'us' is decisive; 'our' is the proper

rendering of the Greek article here, while ' hav

ing forgiven ' points the act which necessarily

preceded the quickening, God's act of reconcilia

tion and justification, passed upon those who be

lieve. The objective ground of this gracious for

giveness is set forth in ver. 14. As most com

mentators accept a change of subject in the close

of this paragraph, some have placed trie transi

tion at this point ; but it seems better to make

the change coincide with the change in construc

tion in ver. 14. Notice, however, that while God

is still the subject, the language is strictly appli

cable only to God in Christ, so that the transition

to Christ as the subject is easy.

Ver. 14. Having blotted oat, »'. e., erased or

cancelled, since the tense is the same as ' having

forgiven.' But it does not follow that this act is

contemporaneous. This refers to the objective

redeeming work, which must precede the appro

priation of it by believers who are thus forgiven.

If referred to the same time, the forgiveness must

be regarded as taking place (ideally) at the death

of Christ. — The handwriting of ordinances, etc.

The word ' handwriting ' had the technical sense

of a bond, obligating the signer against whom it

was held. The bond in this case was the law,

which was written in, took the form of ' ordi

nances,' 1. e., specific commandments. These, ex

pressed in the Mosaic law, constituted an obliga

tion that was against ns, all men, Gentiles as

well as Jews. To apply it to an unwritten law is

to destroy the force of the figure, and to limit it

to the ceremonial law is to weaken the thought of

the entire passage. God's law, thus definitely ex

pressed in ordinances, was the uncancelled moral

obligation that bound all men. This God can

celled by the redeeming work of Christ Some

explain : 'the bond that was against us by its or

dinances,' but to this there are several obliga

tions, while the view given above is sustained T>y

Eph. ii. 15. — Which was contrary to us. This is

an emphatic expansion of ' against us ; ' doubt-
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less to oppose more strongly the legation of the

false teachers. ' It was hostile not merely in its

direction and aspects, but practically and definite

ly' (Ellicott). — And he hath taken it out of the

way. The change of construction justifies the

insertion of ' He,' which will serve to indicate

that Christ is now the subject. 'Hath taken ' is

literal and exact : the bond was removed and con

tinues to be ' out of the way.' — By nailing it to

the cross. ' By nailing ' indicates more plainly

that this was the method by which the bond was

forever removed. *It was the law rather than

Christ, which was slain and done away with on

self of these, in either reference ? The most sat

isfactory answer refers this to the victory over

evil spirits : the powers of evil had power against

Christ, as mortal in His flesh : He divested Him

self of His flesh, by thus doing He divested Him

self of them. Others include all spiritual powers,

in view of the Colossian error (ver. 18), which

' associated the Jewish observances in some way

with the worship of angels' (Alford) ; but this

seems remote from the present train of thought.

Lightfoot : ' The final act in the conflict began

with the garden of Gethsemane ; it ended with

the cross of Calvary. The victory was complete.

the cross, because He bore the curse of the law, The enemy of man was defeated. The powers

took away its condemnation. Men slew Christ,

but the Lord slew the law on the cross ; Gal. ii.

13 ; 2 Pet. ii. 24' (Braune). The figure need not

be pressed in its details.

Ver. 15. Having put off from himself, or, ' hav

ing despoiled.' A third interpretation : ' having

put off from Himself his body, he made a show

of,' etc., confuses the metaphors, and is otherwise

objectionable. The second view (comp. E. V.)

agrees well with the context, but it is doubtful

whether the word used has this sense ; comp.

chap. iii. 9 and ver. 11, where the corresponding

noun occurs. Meyer, however, defends this view,

taking God as the subject. The more exact

sense : ' having put off from himself,' present dif

ficulties. It cannot be applied to God, but in

what sense can it be applied to Christ ? In itself

the phrase, the principalities and the powers, may

refer either to all angelic powers, or only evil

ones. But how can Christ be said to divest Him-

of evil, which had clung like a Nessus robe about

His humanity, were torn off and cast aside for

ever. And the victory of mankind is involved in

the victory of Christ. In His cross we too are

divested of the poisonous clinging garments of

temptation and sin and death.'—He made a shew

of them, as victor displaying them as captives. —

With boldness. ' Openly ' does not fully express

the sense, and is already indicated in the verb,

confidently, in the assurance of victory. — Tri

umphing over them in it. This carries out the

figure. ' Them,' /. e., the principalities and the

powers ; ' in it,' i. e., the cross, certainly not, ' in

Himself (E. V. margin). 'The Redeemer con

quered by dying. See His crown of thorns turned

into a crown of laurels. Never had the devil's

kingdom such a mortal blow given to it, as was

given by the Lord Jesus ' (Henry). The symbol

of sorrow and shame was the place of victory

and triumph.

Chapter II. 16-23.

2. Two Special Warnings Enforced.

This brief section is both an application of the obligations resulting from the truths stated in vers.

9-15, and a warning against certain specific errors which threatened the practical Christian life of

the Colossian believers, (a.) The first warning, against ritual prohibitions (vers. 16, 17), applies the

truth of vers. 11-14 ; (/>.) the second, against angel worship (vers. 18, 19), applies that of vers. 9,

10, 15. [c.) Both are enforced by recalling the fact that they died with Christ (vers. 20-23) ar>d

hence were freed from these earthly ordinances, which are utterly futile for ethical purposes (ver.

23). Chap. iii. 1-4 is closely connected with the last paragraph.

16 T ET no man therefore "judge you in meat,1 or in drink,2 "

I -» or in respect 'of a holyday,8 or of the4 new moon, or of

17 the sabbath days :b 'Which are a shadow of things6 to come ;b

but the body is of Christ.7 '

18 dLet no man beguile you of your reward8 in a voluntary d

•humility 9 and worshipping of angels,10 intruding into those11'

things 'which he hath not13 seen, vainly puffed up by his^

19 fleshly mind,13 And not holding14 "the Head, from which16 all*

I eating a drinking ' festival 4 a 'a sabbath

6 the things T Christ's • rob you of the prize

* of his own will (Greek willing), by humility 10 worship of the angels

II dwelling in the " the best authorities omit not

M the mind of his flesh " holdinjr fast w whom

Rom. xiv.

*. 3, '°, 13,

1 7 ; 1 Cor.

viii. 8.

Rom. xiv. si

Gal. iv. 10.

Heb. viii. 5 ;

ix. 9; x. 1.

Ver. 4.

Ver. ,3.

Ez. xiii. j ;

1 Tim: i. 7.

Eph. iv. 15.

16.
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the body by18 joints and bands having nourishment ministered,

and knit together,17 increaseth with the increase of God.

20 Wherefore if * ye be dead 18 with Christ from ' the rudi- *

ments19 of the world, * why, as though living in the world, are

21 ye subject20 to ordinances,21 ('Touch not; taste not; handle*

22 not;23 Which all are to perish with the using;) "after the m

23 commandments ffl and doctrines of men ? " Which things have

indeed a shew of wisdom in ° will-worship, and humility, and «

neglecting23 of the body ; not in any honour24 to26 the satis

fying26 of the flesh.

14 through the " being supplied and compacted

11 If ye died (the best authorities omitting wherefore) M or elements

40 subjected 4l remove parenthesis to ver. 22.

44 Handle not, nor taste, nor touch M harsh treatment

44 but are not of any value (or honor) * against (or, save to)

44 satiety

Rom. vi v

5; vii.4, 6;

Gal. ii. 19;

Eph. ii. 15.

Ver. 8.

Gal. ir. 3,9.

1 Tim. iv. 3.

' ! . xi v 13;

Matt. zv. 9 ;

Tit. i- 14.

1 Tim.iv. 8.

Ver. 18.

Ver. 16. Let no man therefore judge yon.

' Therefore ' bases these practical admonitions

on the positive truths set forth in vers. 8-15.

' Judge,' sit in judgment, condemning you if you

do not respond to their demands. —In eating, or

in drinking; the words occur in Rom. xiv. 17,

referring to the acts of eating and drinking, not

to food and drink. A few authorities read : ' and '

instead of ' or.' This makes of the two a single

category, while 'in respect of introduces a sec

ond class. But the evidence for ' and ' is not

strong enough to warrant the substitution. The

Mosaic law had prohibitions respecting food

alone (Lev. vii. 10-27), forbidding wine to Nazar-

ites (Num. vi. 3) and to priests in service (Levit.

x. 9) ; hence the Phrygian ascetics had probably

gone beyond the law (so Meyer, followed by most

recent commentators). Comp. Rom. xiv. — Or in

respect of a festival. The first term refers to year

ly feasts, the second to monthly, the third to the

weekly Sabbath ; a sabbath day is the usual ren

dering of the plural form here used, and joined

with two other terms in the singular number.

The Jewish Sabbath was kept by many of the

early Christians as well as the Lord's Day, and

the practice was finally condemned at a council

in Laodicea. It has been asserted that Paul's

language is inconsistent with the lasting obliga

tion of the Sabbath, in any form, on the Christian

Church. But this is too sweeping. The Lord's

Day is in a different position, has a fresh sanc

tion, and should have its higher observance. The

need of such a day is written in man's body, and

experience proves that Christianity is the loser

by the neglect of a religious observance of one

day in seven. Here the Lord's own words hold

good : ' The Sabbath was made for man, and not

man for the Sabbath ' (Mark ii. 27).

Ver. 17. Which are a shadow of the things to

come. All the matters spoken of in ver. 16 are

referred to ; the whole system of prohibitions and

festivals has a typical significance, pointing to

' the things to come,' namely, the new dispensa

tion. Meyer limits this to the future kingdom of

Christ after the Second Advent, but this deprives

the next clause of its proper meaning.—The body

is Christ's, belongs to Him ; the reality of these

observances is found in the new dispensation. In

this substantial reality there is a place for the

Lord's Day, which is ' now to be a season of

loftier joy, as it commemorates a more august

event than either the creation of the universe, or

the exodus from Egypt ' (Eadie). On the thought

in its details, comp. Heb. viii. 1-5 ; x. 1-1S.

Ver. 18. Let no man. The singular number

in these warnings does not point to a particular

person, but gives emphasis. — Sob yon of the

prize. The figure, borrowed from the games,

suggests an unfair decision of the umpire in

awarding the prize ; but it need not be pressed

further than to mean depriving the Christian of

his ' prize,' which is future blessedness, eternal life.

The false teachers, by their errors, might prevent

their obtaining this. — Of his own will, lit., ■ will

ing.' This expression is very difficult to interpret

satisfactorily. Some (among them, Lightfoot) ex

plain : ' delighting in humility,' etc. But this is

a harsh and unusual Hebraism, and the word

'willing ' rarely, if ever, has the sense of delight,

' Willing,' or ' willingly,' as we must express it, a

qualification of the verb 'rob you of the prize,'

but three senses have been given it. (1.) Will

ingly, of his own choice or impulse ; this is al

most equivalent to 'arbitrarily, and agrees best

with the exact sense of the Greek word. The

E. V. seems to have endeavored to give a similar

thought. (2.) 'Desiring to do it, which presses

the word somewhat. (3.) ' Purposing to do it ; '

a sense that the word would bear, but not so nat

ural as the first. The context referring to the

human origin of the precepts of the false teachers

(ver. 22) and to their ' will-worship,' etc., seems

to favor (1), which gives emphasis to the purely

human impulse. The methods they adopt to de

fraud you of the prize have their origin in their

own choice, not in any objective truth. (On the

exact sense of the word ' willing,' comp. my note

in Lange, Ephesians, p. 42.) —By (lit., ' in,' point

ing to the sphere of the actions) humility. The

word, occurring elsewhere always in a good sense,

in this chapter (comp. ver. 23) seems to point to

something blameworthy ; ' a false and perverted
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lowliness, which deemed God was so inaccessible

that He could only be approached through the

mediation of inferior beings' (Ellicott). — And

worship of the angels. This was the outward

evidence of the false humility. The word ' wor

ship ' refers properly to the external rites of re

ligion, and so get to signify an over-scrupulous

devotion to external forms' (Lightfoot). It was

at Colossoe that special worship was given in after

days to the archangel Michael for an alleged mir

acle. Jewish influences might have led to this

worship of the angels. — Dwelling in, or, ' taking

his stand upon,' the things which he hath seen.

The weight of authority has led recent editors to

reject ' not ; ' and the sense ' intruding ' is inap

propriate with the reading. Of the two explana

tions given above, the former is preferable, both

on lexical grounds, and from its aptness in this

connection, pointing to the false teacher as con

tinually poring over the visions ( ' which he hath

seen'), his 'illusions,' but 'delusions' in their in

fluence. The ' spiritism ' of modern times natu

rally suggests an illustration of the meaning. —

Vainly puffed up ; puffed up with pride despite

the show of humility, and that without ground. —

By the mind of his flesh. As ' the flesh ' has a

body, so it has a ' mind ; ' the unrenewed nature

is personified (comp. Rom. viii. 6), and its 'mind '

is represented as causing the pride of the false

teacher. There may be a reference to some fa

vorite phrase of the errorists.

Ver. 19. And not holding fast the Head

(Christ) ; comp. Eph. i. 22, etc. Not to hold

Christ as Head is to let go of Him altogether.

This is virtually the cause of the conduct de

scribed in ver. 18. —From whom, referring to

Christ personally, as in Eph. iv. 16. 'Which'

would point to Christ in this relation as Head. —

All the body; including every member of it, not

' the whole body,' since the false teachers did not

deny the unity of the Church, but slighted the

fact that each member for himself must hold fast

to the Head. — Through the joints and bands.

'Joints,' as in Eph. iv. 16, refers to the nerves

and all those points of contact through which the

common life passes ; ' bands,' to all the ligatures

which bind the parts of the body. — Being sup

plied and compacted. The first participle (comp.

' the joint of the supply '), derived from the lead

ing of a chorus, suggests a generous supply ; the

second, occurring in the parallel passage, suggests

solidity ; both point to a continued process. It

is not necessary to connect 'joints' with the first

participle, and ' bands ' with the second, although

the former are chiefly means of supply, and the

latter of solidity. In Ephesians the close con

nection of the parts is emphasized, here the vital

connection with the Head. — Increased with the

increase of God ; effected by Him. ' God being

the first cause of life to the whole, and carrying

on this growth in subordination to and union with

the Head, Jesus Christ ' (Alford). 'The discov

eries of modern physiology have invested the

Apostle's language with far greater distinctness

and force than it can have worn to his own con

temporaries ' (Lightfoot). The experience of eigh

teen Christian centuries have abundantly illustra

ted the pertinence and truthfulness of the figure,

when thus enlarged, as applied to the members

of the Church. Vital union with Christ for each

is the essential matter ; to be without this is to

die ; having it growth is not only possible, but

certain.

Ver. 20. K ye died, as is actually the case,

since they died with Christ (see references).

When baptized their death with Christ was sig

nified and sealed (comp. ver. 12). ' Wherefore,'

though a correct gloss, is sustained by but one an

cient manuscript, and the insertion of it can read

ily be accounted for. — From the rudiments (or,

' elements ') of the world ; see ver. 8. They died

' from ' these, because they were separated from

them. ' The law and all its ordinances were

wiped out by the death of Christ (ver. 14), they

who were united with Him in His death shared

with Him all the blessings of the same immunity '

(Ellicott). Here, as everywhere, the Apostle

finds in the facts of salvation the motive for be

lievers. —Why, aa though living in the world;

'world' being used in its technical theological

sense = ' in the flesh.' They were not yet re

lapsed into this state, but obedience to the false

teachers would make them live as if they had. —

Are ye subjected to ordinances. One word in the

Greek, derived from ' dogma,' i. e., decree. It is

doubtful whether the exact sense is : subjected

by yourselves, or by others ; but the difference

is mainly one of expression. It is a curious in

stance of change in language that 'subject to

dogmas' would now refer to doctrines, whereas

then it pointed to practical rules of life.

Ver. 21. Handle not, nor taste, nor touch.

' Nor ' is almost = nor even. The E. V. mis

translates the first and last words, and improp

erly includes the verse in parenthesis. The

climax is reached in ' do not even touch.' The

prohibitions are specific in form, and refer to cer

tain kinds of food and drink, as appears not only

from the word ' taste,' but from vers. 16 and (es

pecially) 22. Defilement by contact with impure

objects may be included, but is not suggested by

the context. This series of condemned prohibi

tions cannot be used in support of total absti

nence from intoxicating liquors, except through

culpable ignorance or dishonesty.

Ver. 22. This verse is parenthetical, and de

scribes the character of the objects prohibited :

which all are to perish with the using : all of

them appointed to destruction by being used up.

This language cannot be fairly applied to the pro

hibitions, since it is inapplicable. Nor can it be

regarded as part of the statement of the false

teachers, still less can moral corruption be in

tended. The view here advocated is accepted by

the best recent commentators, and agrees with

our Lord's own words in Matt. xv. 17 ; vii. 18, 19 ;

comp. 1 Cor. vi. 13. —After the precepts and doc

trines of men. This is to be joined with ver. 20,

defining further the subjection to ordinances.

' Doctrines ' is a term of wider signification than

'precepts;' but both are united here and de

scribed as ' of men,' in contrast ' with God's law

and word in Christ, indeed with the law of Moses,

beyond which they have gone ' (Braune).

Ver. 23. Which things, a ' set of things which '

(Ellicott), have indeed a show of wisdom, have

the reputation of wisdom, but lack the reality ;

this being obviously the meaning. The Apostle

thus describes the entire class of human precepts,

to which the Colossian prohibitions belonged. —

In, governing all three following nouns, points to

the sphere in which this reputed wisdom mani

fests itself. — Will-worship ; self-imposed arbi

trary worship; comp. ver. 18. — And humility;

external, ostentatious humility, hence only appar

ent. —And harsh treatment of the body ; through
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ascetic practices. ' Such mortification is based

upon contempt of the creatures, or false views of

matter as the seat of sin. The first substantive

denotes the religious aspect of their conduct ; the

second, the ethical in relation to men ; the third,

the same as respects earthly things. In such

wavs they gained a repute of wisdom ' (Braune).

— feat are not of any value against the satiety of

the flesh, i. e., to check its desires after full in

dulgence. This is, on the whole, the least objec

tionable explanation of this difficult passage. But

' flesh ' must be taken in its full ethical sense,

without limiting the phrase to grosser forms of

sensual indulgence. For while chap. iv. 5 sug

gests these, ver. 2 points to earthly things in gen

eral as the objects of the ' flesh. Ascetic rules

cannot restrain these desires. The view above

presented preserves a simple construction of the

Greek, and is not open to serious lexical objec

tions. ' Value ' is a frequent sense of the word

thus rendered, and the preposition (lit., 'to'), in

this connection, may mean directed towards, i. t.,

' against.' Another view, favored by Meyer and

many others is : ' not in any honor, serving only to

the satiety of the flesh.' This cannot be objected

to properly as too strong, since experience shows

that asceticism fosters carnality, in the wide Paul

ine sense. But it accepts a harsh construction, and

makes an unnecessary ellipsis. Still more harsh

is the view of Alford, who explains ' not in any

honor' (to the body) ; and connecting the last

clause with ver. 20 : ' subjected to ordinances —

to the satiety of the flesh. All interpretations

are false which take ' body ' and ' flesh ' in the

same sense, and give a good meaning to ' satiety,'

i c, a satisfying of the proper needs of the flesh.

(The E. V. apparently gives this sense.) Nor

can the clause be regarded as part of the view of

the false teachers, since their words (in ver. 21)

are too remote. Accepting the first view, and

giving 'flesh' its full sense, we find here an ap

propriate close to the polemical portion of the

Epistle : You died with Christ from the rudi

ments of the world, do not be subject to ordi

nances, which have no authority from Christ, and

which with all their appearance of religion and

morality, utterly fail to hinder the empire of the

flesh. Depravity, sensuous always, and so often

sensual, in its manifestations, is not checked thus.

How and why it is overcome the Apostle pro

ceeds to show in the next chapter. ' Asceticism

degenerates into mere mechanical morality, casu

istic hair-splitting about the divine law, an exter

nalizing of self-discipline and self-exertion, a stir

ring up of spiritual pride. Under austerity re

specting externals is concealed effeminacy with

regard to heart-emotions, and in the unsparing

treatment of the body the flesh is fondled

(Braune). The history of monasticism is a suffi

cient commentary. The connection between as

ceticism and the worship of angels seems a nat

ural one. Monasticism and the adoration of the

saints flourished together ; and the devotees of

modern 'spiritism' are not far removed, in local

ity and thought, from the fanatics about food and

drink. Both alike minister to spiritual pride.

Chapters III. i.-IV. 6.

III. HORTATORY PART : Live as those should Live who were Raised with Christ

the Head.

(I.) Fellowship with the Exalted Christ the motive for the new life ; vers. 1-4. (Transitive para

graph.)

(2.) General exhortations ; vers. 5-17. (Negative, vers. 5-1 1 ; and positive, vers. 12-17.)

(3.) Special precepts as to household relations ; chaps, iii. 18-iv. 1.

(,;.) Wives and husbands (vers. 18, 19).

(/'.) Children and parents (vers. 20, 21).

(, .) Servants and masters (chap. iii. 22-iv. 1).

(4.) Concluding exhortation, in relation to prayer and conduct toward those without; vers. 2-6.

Chapter III. 1-4.

1. Fellowship with the Exalted Christ the Motive for the New Life.

This section is closely joined in thought with what precedes ; hence some regard it as the conclu

sion of the polemical portion of the Epistle. But it is better to take it as the beginning of the hor

tatory part. Fellowship with the death of Christ presents an enforcement of the previous warnings ;

but fellowship with the Exalted Christ is the great motive to vital sanctification. The ' flesh ' can be

overcome, not by human prohibitions, but by this vital connection with Christ. The folly of angel

worship is implied, but the main purpose is, by showing that Christian living depends on fellowship

with Christ, to present a motive for the subsequent exhortations.
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1 T F ye then ■ be risen 1 with Christ, seek those things which "

i- are 2 above, where 8 Christ sitteth 8 on the right hand of t

2 God. Set your affection4 on things2 above, not on 'things2

3 on the earth. d For ye are dead,6 * and your life is hid 6 with cd

4 Christ in God. f When Christ, who is » our 7 life, shall appear,8

then shall ye also appear8 with him A in glory.

1 were raised together * the things that are 8 is, sitting *'

1 mind 6 died 6 or hath been hidden

7 or your (according to same authorities) 8 be manifested

Rom. \\. 5 ;

Eph. ii 6 ;

chap. ii. 12.

Rom. viii.

3*; Eph. i.

20.

Phil. iii. 19.

Rom. vi. 2;

Gal. ii. 20;

chap. ii. 20.

2 Cor. v. 7 ;

chap. i. 5.

1 John iii. 2.

John xi. 25;

xiv. 6; Phil.

i.«.

1 Cor. xv.

43: Phil- iii-

21-

Ver. 1. If, as in chap. ii. 20, sets forth a fact,

since then deduces an inference. The same fact

has been presented in chap. ii. 12. — Were railed

together ; the passive implies God's agency, which

is not suggested by the E. V. ( ' be risen ). The

past tense points to the time of their baptism

(comp. chap. ii. 12), which in the case of these

adult Christians followed their faith in Christ.

The rite was the sign and seal of their participa

tion in the resurrection of Christ. But baptism

and this raising are not identical. The latter is

the reality of which the former is the sign. This

being raised together with Christ implies ethical

renewal of the believer, and hence it forms an

appropriate motive to the exhortations which fol

low. God thus raises us with Christ, our ethi

cal transformation is the necessary result ; comp.

Rom. vi. 5 ; Eph. i i. 6. — Seek the things that are

above. (The phrase occurs in ver. 2 also, and

the rendering is made to correspond ; ' that ' be

ing preferable to ' which.') The emphasis rests

on ' the things,' etc. To seek these is the neces

sary consequence and requirement of the fact

previously stated. For these heavenly things are

where Christ is, and we have been raised together

with Him. — Sitting on the right hand of God.

At the place of power and honor, after His hu

miliation, but ' sitting ' there in assured rest after

conflict and victory. (The E. V. overlooks the

double statement.) The Ascension is presup

posed (Meyer). The position of Christ, our per

sonal Head and Lord, is the strongest motive to

a life whose ends are heavenly. The contrast

with earthly things is brought out in the follow

ing verse.

Ver. 2. Set yonr mind (not, ' affection '), etc.

' Seek ' pointed to the outward conduct, this car

ries the injunction to the inward thought and

controlling desire. Lightfoot : ' You must not

only seek heaven ; you must also think heaven.'

— The things that are on the earth. Comp. Phil,

iii. 19: 'earthly things;' I John ii. 15: 'the

things that are in the world.' Those who place

this paragraph in the polemical portion of the

Epistle find here a reference to the false precepts

about eating, etc. Of course the injunction gains

force in its application to these ascetic rules,

which are about things ' to perish with the using '

(chap. ii. 22), but it should be limited to them.

The tone henceforth is ethical, not controversial.

' The use of earthly things is not forbidden, but

we are bidden, in the right use of the earthly, to

mind and seek heavenly things' (Braune).

Ver. 3. For introduces an enforcement of the

preceding exhortation. — Te died ; in fellowship

with the death of Christ (see marg. references) ;

' died from the rudiments of the world ' (chap. ii.

20). Hence ye cannot go back to that previous

mode of living. — And your life is hid (or, ' hath

been hidden ') with Christ in God. The past and

present are combined in the thought : your true

life was hid and remains hidden together ' with

Christ,' and this permanent concealment was ' in

God ; ' in Him, ' as the Father in whom is the

Eternal Son (John i. 18 ; xvii. 21), and with

whom He forever reigns (ver. 1), the life of which

the Son is the essence lies shrouded and con

cealed ' (Ellicott). ' Life ' here means more than

the future resurrection life ; or rather, it includes

all that is involved in that life. The life to be

completed hereafter begins here. That life is un

known to the world, and in its fulness even to be

lievers themselves (1 John iii. 2); but though

1 hidden ' it furnishes a motive for not living to

the world. Being kept secure is not the thought

suggested.

Ver. 4. When Christ, who is our life. The

evidence in favor of the reading ' your ' is strong

(including that of Aleph, C, the best cursives,

and the Vulgate), but is scarcely decisive against

the Vatican manuscript and other weighty author

ities. * Your ' might have been taken from the

preceding verse. ' Christ,' occurring for the fourth

time, is emphatic ' Our ' points to Christians in

general, ' ye also ' to the Colossians. Christ Him

self is ' our life ; ' He is ' not merely a remote

and separated Cause, but Impulse, Power, Object

and Subject of the Life itself (Braune); comp.

marg. references. — Shall be manifested; not,

'appear.' This manifestation is contrasted with

' hath been hidden ' (ver. 3) ; it will occur at the

Second Advent.—Then shall ye also. See above.

If ' your ' is accepted in the previous clause, ' also '

here must mean ' as well as Christ,' an idea ex

pressed by with him, which has an emphatic posi

tion in the Greek. — In glory; comp. Rom. viii.

17 : ' glorified with Him.' Lightfoot : ' The veil

which now shrouds your higher life from others,

and even partly from yourselves, will then be

withdrawn. The world which persecutes, de

spises, ignores now, will then be blinded with the

dazzling glory of the revelation.' Thus the mo

tives for sanctification are drawn from the past,

present, and future ; but all from Christ ; ye were

raised together with Him ; ye can now set your

mind on Him at God's right hand ; yourfuture

glory will begin in the day of His manifestation.
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Chapter III. 5-17.

2. General Exhortations.

We find here, though in much briefer form, substantially the same exhortations contained in Eph.

iv. 17-v. 21. The section may be thus divided : —

(1.) Negative precepts, answering to the fact that they died with Christ (vers. 5-11), concerning

earthly pleasures and possessions (vers. 5-7), and social relations (vers. 8-1 1).

(2.) Positive precepts, answering to the fact that they were raised together with Christ (vers. 12—

17) ; the exhortations are : to exercise Christian affection and forbearance, for Cnrist's sake (vers.

12-14), and to glorify Christ in grateful word and work (vers. 15-17).

While the contrast between the old man and the new (Eph. iv. 17-32) and the motive from the

love of Christ (Eph. v. 1-2 1) appear here, the arrangement is more logical, and accords with the

main theme of the Epistle. In Ephesians the thought of unity in Christ gives greater diversity to

the exhortations ; here the thought of Christ the one Head seems to arrange the precepts in accord

with the fact of having died and rising again with Him.

« Rom. riii.

5 a A /TORTIFY1 therefore 'your members which are upon _»•'

IVJL the earth ; 'fornication, uncleanness, inordinate affec-«, ee*v t- 3:
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14 as Christ23 forgave you, so also do ye. "And24 above all these J flhUT/i.3*!

things *put on charity,25 which is the "bond of perfectness. JpS;!;*„L

1 5 And let * the peace of God M rule in your hearts, ° to the " Eph'.*",'

32; phii.u.

I Put to death 3 lustfulness * shameful desire «•

........... , v Markii2s;

* or seeing that it is (see notes) * sons Eph. iv. 2,

* A few ancient authorities omit on the sons of disobedience to'i'pet. iv. s.

' Among whom (or in which) 8 once walked * John xiii.
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30 humility n each other M complaint rii. 23 ; i». '
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which a also ye are M called * in one body ; • and be M ye thank- *
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Ver. 5. Put to death. The term is stronger

than that usually thus rendered ; but ' mortify '

is misleading, and ' make dead ' is awkward. Kill

once for all, is the thought of the original, and

the command is an inference, therefore, from

vers. 1, 3. — Your members. This distributes the

figure of chap. ii. 11 ('the body of the flesh').—

Which are upon the earth ; as the sphere of their

activity. The putting to death is to be under

stood in an ethical, not in a physical sense ; and

the list of sins which follow shows that ' mem

bers ' cannot refer to the parts of the body as

such, but only as instruments of these sins.

While sensuality is the prominent characteristic

of the things to be ' put to death ; ' ' covetous-

ness,' which forms the climax, is not distinctively

a sin of the body. The command is more diffi

cult to obey than are the rules of asceticism

(chap. ii. 21, 22). — Fornication, etc. These are

the ' members,' although some would supply ' put

off ' from ver. 8. A special form of sexual sin

comes first, the following terms are more gen

eral : nncleanness including impure acts of every

kind (comp. Eph. v. 3) ; lustfulness, shameful de

sire, being still more extensive, but still referring

to impurity, not exclusively to unnatural sin. The

former includes all ungovernable affections ; the

latter extends to all evil longings. —And covet-

ousness. Prominence is given to this form of sin,

by the presence of the article in the Greek, as well

as by the relative clause which defines this alone :

which (or, 'seeing that it ') is idolatry. The rela

tive here may be paraphrased thus. There is an

intimate connection between sins of lust and sins

of greed ; they both spring from the same root,

' the fierce and ever fiercer longing of the crea

ture which has turned away from God, to fill it

self with the inferior objects of sense' (Trench).

Idolatry and lust are connected in the Old Testa

ment ; but covetousness is more distinctly idola

trous. 'The covetous man sets up another ob

ject of worship besides God. There is a sort of

religious purpose, a devotion of the soul, to greed,

which makes the sin of the miser so hateful'

(Lightfoot).

Ver. 6. For which things' sake ; ' on account

of which sins ; ' the wrath of God cometh, etc.

Comp. Eph. v. 6. The clause : on the sons (not,

'children') of disobedience is not found in the

Vatican manuscript, and some versions omit it.

The suspicion of an insertion from Eph. v. 6 is

against accepting it, but the weight of authority

is too strong to be overcome by this considera

tion. If omitted, the verse should read in Eng

lish ; 'cometh the wrath of God.' In any case

' cometh ' is emphatic, expressing a general princi

ple. The full manifestation will be at the day of

judgment, but present punishment is not neces

sarily excluded. On ' the wrath of God,' see on

Rom. i. 18.

Ver. 7. Among whom, or, ' in which.' The

former rendering is preferable, if the longer read

ing be retained in ver. 6 : among these sons of

disobedience. Comp. Eph. ii. 2, 3, where similar

expressions occur, and the same general thought.

' In which ' would point to the sins enumerated

(ver. 5). — Te also, like the other Gentiles, once

walked, this describes their conduct; when ye

lived in these things refers to their continued life

and character. There is no doubt that ' in these

things ' is the correct reading and rendering. The

distinction between the two verbs prevents tau

tology, if ' in which ' be accepted as the correct

explanation in the first clause. But the other

seems preferable, if the longer reading is retained

in ver. 6.

Ver. 8. Bnt now, in contrast with 'once ' (ver

7), ye also, as well as other Christians, pnt off, as

garments are put off (not the same word as in

ver. 9, but found in Eph. iv. 22, 23), all these,

' the whole of them,' including the sins named in

ver. 5, as well as those now mentioned. This is

a command, not a declaration. — Anger, wrath,

malice (these three form a climax), evil speaking

(lit., ' blasphemy '). See on Eph. iv. 31, where

all the terms occur. — Abusive talking. In Eph.

v. 4 a similar expression is rendered ' filthiness ; '

this word occurs only here, and refers to coarse

abusive speech, not exclusively to 'filthy talking.'

— Out of your mouth ; this applies to the last two

terms.

Ver. 9. Lie not one to another. Comp. Eph.

iv. 25. The practice of lying is referred to. —

Seeing that ye have put off, etc. This participle

('having put off') and that in ver. 10 give the

motive for the preceding precepts, pointing to a

single act (once for all) which occurred in the

past. Luther explains the clauses as imperative

(so Lightfoot), a view favored by the command

in ver. 12 ; but the former agrees better with the

Apostle's habit of thought. Comp. Eph. iv. 22.

The figure is that of putting off and putting away

a useless garment. Comp. chap. ii. 15. — The

old man with his deed), or, ' practices ; ' the word

usually having a bad sense in the New Testament

(comp. Rom. viii. 13). The ' flesh,' in its ethical

sense, is here personified ; see on Eph. iv. 22 ;

comp. also Gal. v. 24 : ' the flesh with the pas

sions and the lusts thereof.'

Ver. 10. And have put on the new man. This
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is coincident in time with the ' putting off,' but in

the workings of {pace ' the initiative is with the

new man and in virtue of the Divine power creat

ing him' (Braune). ' New ' is here, young, fresh ;

in Eph. iv. 24 the idea is that of newness. But

there the former idea is suggested by the verb,

here the latter by the following participle ; so

that no very marked distinction is implied. —

Which, or, ' who.' The latter accords better with

the personification. — Being renewed ; continu

ally, by the Holy Ghost. The new man which

was put on is thus developed. — Unto full knowl

edge ; possibly in contrast with the ' knowledge '

(gnosis) of the false teachers. This perfect

knowledge is the aim of the renewal. — After the

image of him that created him. Comp. Eph. iv.

23, 24. Here, as there, there is an unmistakable

allusion to Gen. i. 26, 27 ; hence to God (not

Christ) as the creator. The entire phrase quali

fies ' renewed,' not ' full knowledge.' That was

the aim of the renewal, this is its norm. But the

passage implies more than a restoration of the

image lost by the fall. The first and the new

creations are analogous : ' the Christian is the

genuine man ; Christianity is true, God-willed

humanity' (Braune).

Ver. 11. Where, in the region of the new crea

tion, in contrast with that in which the old man

dwelt, there is not (' not only does the distinction

not exist, but it cannot exist ; ' Lightfoot) Oreek

and Jew, no division as respects nationality, cir

cumcision and nncireumoision, as respects relig

ion, Barbarian, Scythian, as respects civilization

(' Scythians, more barbarous than the barba

rians ; ' Bengel), bondman, freeman (so Ellicott),

as respects social condition. Comp. Gal. iii. 28.

' He perhaps does not say "bond and free," be

cause these relations actually subsisted : but the

persons in them were not thus regarded in Christ

— no man is, as a Christian, bond nor free* (Al-

ford). — Bnt Christ is all and in all. ' But,'

strongly adversative, presents the contrast with

the world of carnal men, where all these distinc

tions not only exist, but are emphasized and con

trol the conduct The first ' all ' is neuter, the

second probably masculine : 'all things and in all

persons.' Ellicott : ' Christ is the aggregation of

all things, distinctions, prerogatives, blessings,

and moreover is in all, dwelling in all, and so

uniting all in the common element of Himself.'

The order of the Greek places the word 'Christ '

last for emphasis, and the entire clause is in ac

cord with the theme of the Epistle : Christ the

Head of all things.

Ver. 12. Pnt on therefore. Thus the positive

precepts are introduced ; ' therefore ' points to

ver. 10. ' For although the putting on of the new

man as a fact, has historically occurred through

the conversion to Christ, yet it has, according to

the nature of the new man, its continued acts,

which should occur, namely, through the appro

priation of those virtues, which the new man as

such must possess' (Meyer) As elect of God.

It is assumed that they belong to this class, and

this is urged as a motive. The act of God chose

them ; and as His elect, they are further defined

as holy and beloved. The terms are not parallel

with ' elect,' nor are they vocatives. ' Holy ' sug

gests the idea of consecration, rather than of

sanctification, while 'beloved' (a participle, not

an adjective) means beloved of God. ' The con

sciousness of this extraordinary privilege, of be

ing the elect of God, who as such are holy and

beloved of God — how it must have affected the

conscience of the readers and aroused them to the

very virtues, corresponding with so high a posi

tion, which Paul here enjoins ' (Meyer). No view

of election which fails to do this, can be in ac

cordance with the teaching of Scripture.—Bowels

of mercy. The best authorities read ' mercy,' the

figure is a common one in the New Testament,

expressing the same idea conveyed by ' heart ' in

modern speech. Following this mention of the

inmost seat of compassion, we find kindnesi, hu

mility, ' which describe the Christian temper of

mind generally, and this in two aspects, as it af

fects either (1) our relation to others, or (2) our

estimate of self (Lightfoot); then, meekness,

longsuffering, which according to the same au

thor * denote the exercise of the Christian tem

per in its outward bearing toward others.' The

former, the opposite of 'fierceness,' is mildness

toward faults which are blameworthy, the latter

is slowness to punish, quietness toward wrong

doing. See on Eph. iv. 2 ; comp. Gal. v. 22.

Ver. 13. Forbearing one another, and forgiv

ing each other. The pronouns are different, as

in Eph. iv. 32 ; the latter marking more strongly

the relation of Christians as members of Christ.

On ' forbearing,' see Eph. iv. 2. — If (as is proba

ble) an; man have a complaint (a cause of blame)

against any : even as the Lord forgave yon. The

authorities vary : many of the best read ' the

Lord ; ' most have ' Christ,' and two of the best

have ' God.' This state of things renders it most

probable that ' the Lord ' was the original form,

especially since the parallel passage (Eph. iv. 23)

has ' God in Christ.' — 80 also do ye. In English

we supply an imperative (' do '), but the grammat

ical ellipsis is that of a participle (' so also doing

yourselves '). The mode of forgiveness is here

spoken of ( ' even as,' ' so ') ; the ground of Christ's

forgiveness is left out of view.

Ver. 14. And (or, ' but ; ' the same being

slightly in contrast with what precedes) above all

these thingi. Not simply ' in addition to,' nor

'above all,' in the colloquial sense, but 'over 'as

one puts on an outer garment or girdle, this fig

ure being still in mind. Hence the E. V. prop

erly supplies pnt on from ver. 12. — Love, lit.,

' the love,' that well known Christian grace, de

scribed by the Apostle in I Cor. xiii. — Which

(neuter in the Greek, yet referring to 'love,' no*

to the act of putting it on) is the bond of pet-

fectness. Love binds together into one mora

perfection all the Christian graces. 'Bond 'is

not = sum total, nor is the phrase = perfect love,

nor to be explained as love which is the distinct

ive feature of perfection. ' Without love there

is no perfectness ; since this has its conditio sine

qua non in the including of all its other parts in

love' (Meyerj. The principal grace is here named

last, as if it were supplementary, because of the

figure. To find here justification by works is to

misconceive the whole Epistle.

Ver. 15. And let the peace of Christ rule in

your hearts. The word ' rule ' is more exactly :

' act as umpire,' a figure borrowed from the

Grecian games. In Phil. iv. 7, 'the peace of

God ' occurs, and this passage was probably al

tered to conform. The idea is, however, substan

tially the same. It is from God, but Christ's gift

(John xiv. 27 ), and is to be here understood in its

widest sense. Those who accept ' rule ' as the

meaning of the verb, refer the precept more im

mediately to Christian concord. If the sense of
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arbitrating, acting as umpire, is retained, then the

reference is to internal conflict in which this

peace decides. The word itself favors the latter

view, the context the former. — Unto which also.

' Also ' indicates that this is a reason for the

previous exhortation, or wish.—Te were called

in one body. The ' one body ' is the body of

Christ, the Church ; comp. Ephesians through

out ' To have become through the call one

body with the sharers in that call, and yet not to

permit the holy moral disposition, for the sake of

which one is called, to be the common control

ling power of life, what a contradiction ! ' (Meyer.)

— And be (lit, ' become ') ye thankful. The ad

jective does not occur elsewhere, but the general

thought is very frequent in the Apostle's writings.

' Become ' suggests increase, constant advance to

ward a gratitude not yet attained.

Ver. 1 6. Let the word of Christ dwell in yon

richly. (The most ancient authorities vary here ;

but 'Christ' is well sustained.) 'The word of

Christ ' is the word which Christ has spoken, or

caused to be proclaimed. For us the record of

this ' word ' is in the New Testament ' In you,'

not, ' among you ; ' but the personal indwelling

involves the application to the body of believers,

especially since social duties are so closely joined

with this precept. ' Richly ; ' ' not with a scanty

foothold, but with a large and liberal occupancy '

(Eadie). — In all wisdom. This may be joined

with what precedes, as in the E. V., or with what

follows. The latter preserves the correspondence

in the form of the clauses, and makes this phrase

emphatic (comp. chap. i. 28, where the same

words are grouped together). — Teaching and ad

monishing one another. Comp. Eph. v. 19. The

two words have been variously distinguished as

referring to instruction about faith and repent

ance, doctrine and practice, for intellect and

heart. — In psalms and hymns and spiritual songs.

See Eph. v. 19. The words refer (though not ex

clusively) to the Old Testament psalms, to hymns

of praise to Christ, and to other poetic produc

tions, the result of the indwelling of the Holy

Ghost. Others say the three classes of religious

poetry are, Scriptural, congregational, private.

' One another ' does not imply responsive sing

ing, though that was common. Singing took a

large place in the early Christian worship ; but

the Apostle here refers to all the intercourse of

Christians, in social assemblies, in the family, and

not in the public service alone. — Singing with

grace. Or, more literally, 'in grace/ Christ's

grace. It should not be weakened into 'grace

fully' or, 'thankfully.' The main question is,

whether this explains 'teaching and admonish

ing,' or is another manifestation of the indwell

ing of the word of Christ The former view

teaches that the public and social singing should

be hearty and religious. But the latter view is

preferable : in addition to the public and social

singing for mutual edification, there should be

private praise to God. The one should express

itself ' in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs : '

the other may be without a sound in your hearts,

but not the less singing. The evidence in favor

of the reading, to God, is decisive.

Ver. 17. And whatsoever ye do, etc. This

verse may be regarded as summing up all the

preceding exhortations, or as a third manifesta

tion of the indwelling of the word of Christ, or,

better still, as an advance in thought : not only

let His word dwell in you, but let your whole con

duct find in Him its sphere and motive. —In the

name of the Lord Jesus. Not by invoking Him

at all times, but by making Him the centre of our

lives, so that His name stands for the source of

our strength, the guide in our duty, the keynote

of our words, the end of our effort. — Giving

thanks to God the Father through him. This is

the manner in which all is done in the name of

the Lord Jesus, namely, by living a life of con

stant gratitude to God the Father. Augustine :

' Both in His gifts and in His chastisements, praise

Him, who either wins thee by giving, that thou

mayest not want, or punishes thee when wander

ing that thou mayest not perish.' Such gratitude

is ' through Him,' since what He is and has done

as our Redeemer not only makes us grateful, but

gives us a Mediator for the expression of our

thanksgiving. The first human motive in the

Christian life is gratitude for redemption, and it

does not lose its power as we feel more and more

how great a Redeemer the Lord Jesus is.

Chapter III. 18-IV. 1.

3. Special Precepts as to Household Relations.

This section agrees, not only in outline, but in detail, with the corresponding passage in Ephesians.

The arrangement is identical, the precepts and motives in the main the same. Here, however, the

relation of wife and husband is not enlarged upon, as in Ephesians. The fundamental thought of

that Epistle would suggest a fuller treatment. From this nothing can be inferred as to which was

first written. The precepts are as follows : —

(a.) To wives (ver. 18) and husbands (ver. 19).

(i.) To children (ver. 20) and parents (ver. 21).

(c) To servants (vers. 22-25) and masters (chap. iv. 1).

Nowhere is the division of chapters more infelicitous than here.
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18 " "\ T 7IVES, submit yourselves unto your own husbands,1 " |?h;;

19 VV >as it is fit2 in the Lord. 'Husbands, love your^^

wives, and be not ''bitter 3 against them. c ^8ph,

s;
Pet. iii, i.

y. 3.

'5.

28,33: '

PM -"-
20 * Children, obey your parents •'in all things : for this is well d Eph.lr.7,,.

21 pleasing unto4 the Lord. 'Fathers, provoke not your chil-/|ph!i
e Eph. vi. 1.

' Eph. v. 24 ;

dren to anger? lest they be discouraged.6 r Ep'h'.'vi'.^

22 * Servants, obey 'in all things your masters * according to euLi^fm.

the flesh; not with eyeservice,7 as menpleasers ; but in sin- 9; 1 '?«.£.

23 gleness of heart, fearing God:8 'And9 whatsoever ye do, do'V«r. *>.

24 // heartily,10 as to the Lord, and not unto u men ; m Knowing 'mE^\v\^l

that of 12 the Lord ye shall receive the reward 13 of the inherit-

25 ance : " for14 ye serve 15 the Lord Christ. But 16 he that doeth ■ jj3"- *

wrong shall receive for the wrong which 1T he hath done : and * §2™'^ ".:

• there is no respect of persons. see d^«.7'

IV. 1 » Masters, give unto your servants that which is just and f £ph7.'vi. 9.

equal ; 18 knowing that ye also have a Master in heaven.

I to your husbands {according to the best authorities) s as is fitting

* or embittered * in (according to the best authorities)

* omit, to anger 6 that they be not disheartened

7 Greek, eyeservices * the best authorities read the Lord

* the best authorities omit and 10 work from the heart M to

12 from u recompense u the best authorities omit for

II or serve ye " For (according to the best authorities) a that

" /;/., the equality

Ver. 18. Wives, submit yourselves, etc. (The the flesh, or mere habit ' (Braune). On the duties

word ' own ' is to be omitted ; it was inserted to of husband and wife all other social duties rest,

conform with the parallel passage.) Comp. the To make the marriage the less sacred, to encour-

similar exhortation, with the basis of it, in Eph. age its dissolution, is like poisoning the wells of

v. 22-24 : ' The husband is the head of the wife, an entire community.

even as Christ is the Head of the Church.' The Ver. 20. Children, obey your parents. ' Obey '

Bible everywhere recognizes the relation as of this is stronger than ' submit ' (ver. 18) ; the wife is to

character (from Gen. ii. 18-24 to Rev- xx"- I7)- be consulted, her wishes considered ; but children

Hence the submission is to be a loving one, with should ' obey,' whether they know the reasons for

a Christian motive : As is fitting' (as it should be) the command or not. In their earliest years chil-

in the Lord. This means : as should be the case, dren learn respecting God from their relation to

in consequence of the fellowship with Jesus their parents. If they do not learn to obey, the

Christ. foundation of their etnics, as well as of their the-

Ver. 19. Husbands, love your wives. (The ology, is not properly laid. — In all things. This

word 'your ' is supplied several times in this sec- is the rule; exceptions are left out of view,

tion ; it represents the Greek article with its pos- Christian parents are referred to (Eph. vi. 1 : * in

sessive force ; hence the italics of the E. V. are the Lord '), and Christian children are addressed,

unnecessary.) 'Even as Christ also loved the since this motive is added : for this is well pleas-

Church, and gave Himself for it ' (Eph. v. 25). ing in the Lord. (The received reading is poorly

This example and motive put a transforming supported.) Such obedience is indeed well pleas-

. power into the corrupt social life of the first cen- ing 'unto the Lord,' but the Apostle uses the

tury. The love commanded is more than the phrase ' in the Lord,' in connection with these

fancy or passion of youth. — And be not bitter social precepts, to set forth the Christian charac-

(or, 'embittered ') against them. ' This special ter of the duty : 'as judged by a Christian stand-

warning concerns a foul blot in married life, when ard, as judged by those who are members of

the husband, as head of the house, not as head of Christ's body ' (Lightfoot). Comp. Eph. vi. 1, 2.

the wife, not in love to her, but ruled by "the old Ver. 21. Fathers; as representing the ultimate

man," either shows bitterness in word or deed or household authority, and hence as especially need-

in tone to the wife, should she be wanting in hu- ing this caution. — Provoke not your children ; or,

mility or submission, or have violated or disre- ' do not irritate your children.' ' To anger ' is an

garded the household right of the husband ; or unnecessary addition ; the term used in Ephe-

treats her with indifference, neglect, or harshness, stans is different. Severe, unjust, capricious treat-

without any fault of hers, from the cares and mentis forbidden. — That they be not diaheart-

weariness of business, or the changing moods of ened ; this is the certain result of such treatment.
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Bengel : ' a broken spirit, the bane of youth.'

The child feels : I can never satisfy my father.

Affection and confidence are destroyed, or at least

cease to act as motives. Obedience becomes soul

less, and the child loses its moral discrimination,

and finally becomes reckless. The history of too

many brought up in nominally Christian families.

Com p. the positive precept; 'bring them up in

the discipline and admonition of the Lord ' (Eph.

vi. 4). ' Our heavenly Father, the Father of our

spirits, Himself carefully guards against our be

coming disheartened under His chastisement, and

nothing rejoices Him more than that " we cast

not away our confidence ; " and so also in the re

lations of parents and children, much depends

upon our not being rendered morose by the faults,

but taking courage as to final triumph' (Rie-

ger).

Ver. 22. Servants, lit., ' bondmen,' slaves. See

Eph. vi. 5, 6. — In all things. Peculiar to this

passage. Here, as in ver. 20, it states the gen

eral rule ; the limitations arise from the modifi

cations of the relation, but chiefly from the supe

rior commands of God. — Hasten according to

the flesh ; in contrast with the higher Master ;

' Lord ' representing the same Greek word. — Not

with eyeservice, lit., ' eyeservices.' In Ephesians,

the singular points to the abstract spirit ; the

plural here, to the various manifestations of it

The word was coined by the Apostle to express

the service which aims only to seem faithful. — As

raenpleasers. The motive must be a higher one

than that of pleasing men. ' Eyeservices ' are

the natural result of being ' men-pleasers.' — But

in singleness of heart. Duplicity is a vice en

gendered by slavery, but wherever one serves an

other for wages there is room for it. The Chris

tian should render the service due another, with

a desire to be, not merely to seem, faithful. —

Fearing the Lord. (The reading, 'God/ is poorly

supported.) The same word is translated 'mas

ter* in the beginning of the verse. Hence the

thought is : your real Master (not ' according to

the flesh ') is Christ ; your obedience is to be

prompted, not by a desire to please men, but by

a fear of the Lord Christ (ver. 24). Too often

employers have been expected to act in a Chris

tian, benevolent spirit, while the employees for

got their true Lord.

Ver. 23. Whatsoever, however small, ye do,

in this relation, work from the heart. ' Do it' is

inexact ; the same word is not repeated. ' From

the heart,' or, 'soul,' is equivalent to 'heartily,'

but should be rendered in correspondence with

Eph. vi. 6. ' With good heart, not from servile

necessity, but of a free mind and choice ' (Chrys-

ostom). —As to the Lord, and not to men. Every

thing should be done as for Christ, as service ren

dered for Him, in view of the relation to Him.

'And the relation to the human master should

not, in this method of regarding it, be taken into

the account at all, on the principle of not serving

two masters' (Meyer).

Ver. 24. Knowing. Or, ' seeing that ye know."

The motive which has been alluded to through

out is plainly stated. — That from the Lord, 1. e.,

from Christ, the true Master of the Christian. —

Te shall receive the recompense. Not pay or re

ward, but that which is a compensation for the

present privations. — Of the inheritance. This

is the compensation, the heritage of heaven, full

salvation. Because it is an inheritance, it is not

purchased by the privations or the good service

for which it becomes a compensation. —To serve.

The word ' for ' is to be omitted ; and the original

may mean either ' ye serve,' or ' serve ye.' The

latter is preferable, summing up in one phrase

the contents of all the previous precepts. — The

Lord Christ, 1. e., the Master Christ.

Ver. 25. For (so the best authorities) intro

duces a proof of the preceding clause : either

that they ought to serve Christ, or that the serv

ice is Christ's, according to the view taken of

that clause. — He that doeth wrong, etc. The

general principle is : ' whatsoever a man soweth,

that shall he also reap ' (Gal. vi. 7). But it is dis

puted whether it is to be applied to the conduct

of the masters, or to the servants also. In the

former case, it encourages the servants by the fact

that their wrongs will be righted ; in the latter, it

includes the wrong-doing of the servants, their un

faithfulness, as well as the harsh, injurious treat

ment they suffered. As the admonitions have

been addressed to the servants, it seems improper

to limit a general statement so as to exclude such

a warning here. — And there is no respect of per

sons. In Eph. vi. 9, this is applied to masters ;

but here, according to our view of the previous

clause, it is a caution to the other class. It has

an important application to the poor and to those

employed by others. Men often talk and act as

though God always took the part of the poor and

of the laboring class. Yet this view makes Him a

respecter of persons. Such a mistake will not aid

in solving the serious problems of the ' labor ques

tion ; ' problems as real and in some respects as

dangerous as those of slavery. But, as God has

proven the adaptation of the gospel for all hu

man relations, He will solve these problems also

by means of the same gospel.

Chap. iv. 1. Masters. See Eph. vi. 9. — Give

(supply on your part) onto your servants that

which is just and equal ; lit., ' the equality.' The

latter word may suggest the thought of equality

as brethren in Christ, since Christian motives are

advanced throughout. But associated with 'just,'

the reference seems to be to ' equity,' to fair, im

partial treatment The other explanation would

limit the application to Christian slaves. In any

case the justice and equity are those of God's law,

not the narrower conceptions of human jurispru

dence. Oppression is most severe, when it is

legal. — A master in heaven ; evidently ' Christ,'

the ' Lord.' The recognition of Christ as Master

is the fundamental principle in Christian social

science.

Chapter IV. 2-6.

4. Concluding Exhortations.

This brief section contains special exhortations, but not addressed to special classes. The thoughts

are familiar ; ver. 6 alone is without a parallel in the Epistle to the Ephesians. The connection,

vou. m. 3-
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however, is not obvious. The precepts may have been suggested by the thought of Christian service

in general, or they may be regarded as entirely supplementary. They are aphorisms in form, and

have reference (a) to prayer (ver. 2), especially supplication for the Apostle (vers. 3, 4), and (t) to

conduct toward those who were not Christians (vers, 5, 6). The duties enjoined have not lost their

importance.

in prayer, and * watch in the same3 ' with " ^"^"p

thanksgiving; d Withal praying also for us, that God J*:*.0!?;^

ri. 18;

2 "/"CONTINUE1

would 'open unto us a door of utterance,3 to speak 'the mys- .,„

4 tery of Christ, "for which I am also in bonds: That4 I may t Mark xiu

5 make it manifest, as I ought to speak. * Walk in wisdom to-,- c££\i 7;

6 ward them that are without, 'redeeming the time.5 Let your j Ephf'vi. ,9:,

speech be always * with grace, 'seasoned with salt, •" that ye may

know how ye ought to answer every man.9

1 Persevere

4 in behalf of which

g Eph. vi. ao; Phil. i. 7.

/ Mark ix. ju.

8 being watchful therein * for the word

6 buying up the opportunity * each one

1 Eph. v. 16. k Ecc. x.h Eph. v. 15; 1 Thesa. iv. 11

m 1 Pet. in- 15.

a Thess. iii

1.

/ 1 Cor. xvi.

9; a Cor. ii

1 a.

/ Matt. xiii.

1 1 ; 1 Cor.

iv. 1 ; Eph.

vi. 19; chap,

i. ao; ii. 2.

ra; chap. iii. 16.

Ver. 2. Persevere. The word is a strong one

(see references), describing an earnest persist

ence. — Being watchful therein with (lit., 'in')

thanksgiving. Comp. Eph. vi. 18, as well as the

injunction: 'watch and pray' (Matt. xxvi. 41,

etc.). ' In,' repeated in the Greek, points in the

first instance to the sphere of the watchfulness,

and in the second to an accompaniment. Prayer

should have three qualities : it should be assidu

ous, watchful, grateful (Thomas Aquinas). We

can always be grateful for the privilege of prayer,

whatever else we lack.

Ver. 3. Withal praying for us also, for him

self, but also for Timothy, Epaphras, and his

other companions, since the singular is used im

mediately after. ' Withal,' at the same time,

while thus persevering in prayer (ver. 3). — That

(indicating the purport and purpose of the peti

tion) God would open onto us a door for the word.

The figure is a natural one. In Eph. vi. 19, ' ut

terance ' occurs ; but here the reference is to the

removal of the hindrances in the way of preach

ing the gospel, not to the opening of his mouth.

— To speak (to this end that I may speak) the

mystery of Christ ; belonging to Christ, ' the Di

vine mystery included in the appearing and re

deeming act of Christ, since the Divine decree of

Redemption, concealed before it was made known

through the gospel, was accomplished in the mis

sion and work of Christ ' (Meyer). On the word

' mystery,' comp. Eph. iii. 3, 4. — In behalf of

which I am also in bonds (have been and am

bound). The imprisonment still continued, limit

ing, but not destroying his activity ; comp. Eph.

vi. 20 : ' I am an ambassador in a chain.' To his

labors and trials in the gospel, this imprisonment

was added, hence ' also.' He desired liberty, but

not for its own sake. Freedom derives its value

from the use made of it -, it is not a sufficient end

in itself.

Ver. 4. That I may make it manifest. This

is the end of the speaking, or of the entire peti

tion. They should pray that he might preach ;

but he should preach in order to make manifest

the mystery of Christ. — As I ought to speak.

Comp. Eph. vi. 20 ; but there the reference i>

to his labors, while still imprisoned. Here the

meaning is : 'as I ought to do it (namely, freely

and unrestrainedly), so as best to advance and

further the gosper (Ellicott).

Ver. 5. Walk in wisdom toward them that aro

without, i. c, unbelievers (see marg. references).

The emphasis rests on the phrase ' in wisdom,'

the element in which the Christian should move

in his conduct toward ' those without' —Buying

np the opportunity. See on Eph. v. 16, against

the incorrect rendering of the E. V. The appli

cation here is more directly to opportunities oi

influencing unbelievers.

Ver. 6. Let your speech (lit, ' word ') be al

ways with grace. The first characteristic of

Christian discourse, especially ' toward them that

are without,' is here indicated : it should be ' with

(lit., ' in ') grace,' attractiveness, the result not of

studying to please, but of Divine grace. — Sea

soned with salt. The word 'seasoned' points

to a permanent characteristic ' Salt ' preserves

both from insipidity and corruption, and Chris

tian speech should not be flat, but fresh and

wholesome. The figure is a culinary one, not

borrowed from sacrificial usage, still less from

the notion of ' Attic salt,' which was corrupting

enough. Stupid speech is wicked for Christians,

since Christ's grace should suffice to season well

their utterances. — That ye may know (indicating

the result) how ye ought to answer each one.

' What ' is presupposed ; ' how ' refers to the

form. It should be specially adapted to the

hearer ('each one'). The context shows that

unbelievers arc meant, although the rule holds

good in all social intercourse. 'Sweetness and

point,' adaptation to the hearer ; these character

istics of Christian speech, when supported by a

wise walk and watchfulness for proper opportu

nities, will give power to the words of the hum

blest believer. Alas, how much ' pious talk ' is

acrid and flat, inopportune and without tact
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Chapter IV. 7-18.

IV. Conclusion, Mainly Personal.

This division of the Epistle is brief. It may be divided into three paragraphs : —

(1.) Personal intelligence (vers. 7-9}.

(2.) Greetings from Paul's companions (vers. 10-14), and to the brethren at Laodicea, with other

messages (vers. 15-17).

(3 ) Farewell greeting and benediction (vcr. 18). Only the first paragraph finds a parallel in the

Epistle to the Ephesians.

'A1
LL my state ' shall Tychicus declare 2 unto you, who is " ep''- vi 2I

a 3 beloved brother, and a 4 faithful minister and fellow

8 servant in the Lord : *Whom I have5 sent unto you for the * £pi>- «. ™

same6 purpose, that he might know your estate,7 and com-

9 fort8 your hearts; With 'Onesimus, a8 faithful and beloved c vvam. 10.

brother, who is one of you. They shall make known unto you

all things which are done here.

10 dAristarchus my fellow prisoner saluteth you, and e Marcus, d A«s *»•_

sister's son to9 Barnabas, (touching whom ye received com- p™^1,,

11 mandments : if he come unto you, receive him;) And Jesus, ' A^?m,viv";

which 10 is called Justus, who are of the circumcision. These "•

only are my fellow workers unto the kingdom of God, which u

12 have been a comfort unto me. 'Epaphras, who is one of you,/chap-i. 7i
r * J Philem. 23.

a servant of Christ,12 saluteth you, always 'labouring fer- e *°™^y; .

vently13 for you in prayers, that ye may stand * perfect and h gj^ v'-

13 complete14 in all the will of God. For I bear him record,15 x£°£,ii(,;

that he hath a great zeal10 for you, and them that arev in j^;™-^1

14 Laodicea, and them in Hierapolis. 'Luke, the beloved physi-1 JTim•iT■,, ■

cian, and * Demas, greet 18 you. * > Tim. w.

1 5 Salute the brethren which 19 are in Laodicea, and Nymphas, , *♦•'
* J L l Rom. xvi. 5i

16 and 'the church which19 is in his20 house. And when "this iCor. x«.

19.

epistle is21 read among you, cause that it be read also in the m2' ThMS v

church of the Laodiceans ; and that ye likewise ffi read the

1 7 epistle from a3 Laodicea. And say to " Archippus, Take heed « PMiem. >•

to • the "ministry which thou hast received24 in the Lord, that" >Tjm.i».6i
J 2 1 111! iv. 5.

thou fulfil it.

1 The things concerning me 2 make known • the

* omit a 5 omit have ° this very

7 ye may know the things respecting us (according to the best authorities, see

txtg. notes) • that he may comfort * Mark, the cousin of

10 who u such as " Christ Jesus (according to the best authorities')

18 striving M fully assured (according to the best authorities)

16 witness M much labor (according to the best authorities)

" omit that are » salute » that

50 the best authorities read their : a few read her " hath been

13 also a that from » didst receive
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18 "The salutation by the hand of me Paul.25 « Remember my> !.9?:£±,

bonds. r Grace be with you. Amen.26 # Hcbf'w. 3

r Eph. *i. 34 ;

H Written from Rome to the Colossians by Tychicus and Onesimus." In- Hi 16;

1 1 1 1 r vi.

28 the best authorities omit Amen ?,: ' Tirn-a of me Paul with mine own hand

27 This subscription is correct, but spurious, as are all the others.

iv. aa; Heb

xiii.; 25.

Ver. 7. The things concerning me, etc See

Eph. vi. 21, with which this verse closely agrees

(notice the emendations). — Tyehieni ; see Intro

duction to Ephesians, §§ 1, 2, 5. — Fellow-servant.

This is peculiar to this passage ; it gives promi

nence to the fact that Tychicus had shared with

the Apostle in the service of the same Master.

Bishop Lightfoot calls attention to the word ' fel

low-servant,' as a customary form of address in

the early Church on the part of a bishop, when

speaking of a deacon, suggesting that this usage

is owing to the Apostle's application of the term

to persons whom he calls ' ministers ' (Greek,

diaconoi). — In the Lord qualifies both the preced

ing terms (' brother' needs no such qualification).

ver. 8. Whom I sent, etc. See Eph. vi. 22,

which is verbally identical, if we accept here the

reading of the earliest authorities : that ye may

know the thing* respecting us. The received

reading (in the Greek) differs from this in but

three Tetters ; moreover the variations are such

as would readily arise. The best Greek manu

scripts nearly all read as in Ephesians. The Vul

gate is on the side of the received text. Since

the discovery of Aleph, which in its corrections

presents the entire history of the change, critical

editors have usually accepted ' ye ' and ' our.'

The weight of authority overbears the probability

of an alteration to conform with Eph. vi. 22.

Ver. 9. With Onesimus, the faithful and be

loved brother. The runaway slave, converted by

the Apostle, and sent back to his master, Phile

mon, with the touching letter included in the

New Testament. He is now recognized as ' the

brother ' in an Epistle to be publicly read at Co-

lossae and elsewhere (ver. 16) ; he is commended

as trustworthy ('faithful') and presented as an

object of affection ('beloved'). Such a return

of fugitive slaves destroys slavery. — Who is one

of yon. This statement is of the greatest impor

tance in determining questions respecting this

group of Epistles, but its purpose was ' to com

mend the tidings and the joint-bearer of them

still more to their attention ' (Ellicott). 'How

much native truth, courage, and beauty is there in

Christianity, which enabled the Apostle to speak

thus of a runaway slave, to the inhabitants of

that city from which he had fled 1 What other

religion in the world could have done this ? '

(Wordsworth.) — They shall make known, etc.

Together they would give general intelligence re

specting matters at Rome ; Tychicus bore spe

cial tidings respecting the Apostle, which he was

to tell to the readers of the Ephesian Epistle also

(Eph. vi. 22). This clause is not a repetition of

ver. 8, but an extension of it. Notice, that from

the first Christian fellowship has been strength

ened by the interchange of news respecting the

work of the gospel.

Ver. 10. Aristarchus my fellow-prisoner aalu-

teth you. A Macedonian from Thessalonica

(Acts xix. 29; xx. 4 ; xxvii. 2), who was with

Paul in Asia Minor, and probably not unknown

at Colossx. He afterwards accompanied the

Apostle to Jerusalem, and sailed with him to

Rome, where, according to Philem. 24, he was a

I fellow-worker ' with the Apostle, Epaphras be

ing there termed 'fellow prisoner.' As the word

means a prisoner of war, it may have here a fig

urative sense. He might have voluntarily shared

the Apostle's captivity, or been temporarily con

fined in consequence of his intimacy with the lat

ter. — And Hark. Doubtless the Evangelist ; also

named in Philem. 24. The name in all the New

Testament passages seems to refer to the same

person. — The cousin of Barnabas. 'Cousin' is

doubtless the proper rendering, referring to the

relation between children of brothers or of sis

ters, or of brother and sister. ' Barnabas was bet

ter known than Mark ; hence the latter is named

from the former' (Bengel). Notice the affection

ate reference of Paul to Barnabas, here and Gal.

ii. 13, after the collision and separation (Gal. ii.

II ; Acts xv. 34). — Touching whom (*'. 1., Mark,

not Barnabas) ye received commandments. Prob

ably written commendations (but this can only be

conjectured), in any case 'received' before this

Epistle reached them. — If he come onto yon, re

ceive htm The Gentile churches may have re

garded Mark with suspicion in view of the sepa

ration of Paul and Barnabas occasioned by him.

This command, rendered the more forcible by

the change of construction, bespeaks for him a

friendly welcome. The past failure was forgiven

by the Apostle, he would have it forgotten by the

churches.

Ver. 11. And Jesus, who is called Justus.

Otherwise unknown ; not the person mentioned

in Acts xviii. 7, since the latter n-as a proselyte,

not a born Jew, and moreover was called ' Titus

Justus.' — Who are of the circumcision. These

three companions of Paul were Jews. Many dis

connect this clause from what precedes, ana ren

der : ' Of those who are of the circumcision, only

these are my fellow-workers,' etc. This is un

doubtedly the correct sense, since others, who

were not Jews, had labored with him and been a

comfort. But this view makes the grammatical

connection (in the Greek) very difficult. — These

only, etc. This indicates the general antagonism

of the Jewish Christians; comp. Phil. i. 15. —

Such as (of such a kind as) have been a comfort

onto me ; ' have proved a comfort unto me.' A

touching allusion to the trials he encountered

from the Judaizers. Others, not of the Jews,

had been a comfort to him. The verse docs not

necessarily imply that others of the Jews had

been ' fellow-workers unto the kingdom of God,'

and yet not a comfort unto him. The use of the

term ' fellow-worker ' seems to oppose this view.

Ver. 12. Epaphras (see chap. i. 7), who is one

of you (see ver. 9), etc. His salutations could

not be omitted. Evidently he was a Gentile by

birth. — A servant of Christ Jesus. 'This title,

which the Apostle uses several times of himself,

is not elsewhere conferred on any other individ
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ual, except once on Timothy (Phil. i. i), and

probably points to exceptional services in the

cause of the gospel on the part of Epaphras'

( Lightfoot). — Always striving, etc. See chaps,

i. 29 ; ii. 1. The wrestling prayer was due to the

zeal of Epaphras and to the danger of the Colos-

sian Church. — That ye may stand, etc. The

purpose and purport of the ' prayers.' ' Stand '

points to firmness and constancy, and is further

explained by the phrase : perfect and folly as

sured in all the will of God. (The rendering,

' fully assured,' is sustained by decisive external

evidence.) 'Perfect' points to maturity, 'fully

assured,' to a permanent state_ (Greek, perfect

participle) of confident persuasion ; ' in all the

will of God ' may be more exactly explained : ' in

every thing that is the will of God,' and indicates

the sphere of their completeness and confidence.

(Others with less propriety join this phrase with

the verb.) The petition of Epaphras takes its

tone from the errors which endangered the

Church he had founded.

Ver. 13. For I bear him witness. The Apos

tle confirms the message, as an attesting witness.

— Hath much labor for yon. 'Zeal' is poorly

supported, but was substituted for ' labor, since

the latter is an unusual word in the New Testa

ment. It is in keeping with the previous figure

('striving') and suggests the putting forth of en

ergy, whether inward or outward. Here both are

probably referred to. Some have thought that

this verse was designed as an answer to those

who might misinterpret the absence of Epaphras

from his flock. — Them in Laodicea, and them in

Hierapolis. See Introduction, §1. ' Certainly

Epaphras had labored also in these neighboring

cities as founder of the churches, or at least as

an eminent teacher ' (Meyer). The same danger

threatened these churches : comp. chap. ii. I.

Ver. 14. Luke, the beloved physician ; un

doubtedly the Evangelist, not to be confounded

with Lucius (Acts xiii. 1), this being a shorter

form of Lucanus. He was a Gentile, being dis

tinguished from those 'of the circumcision' (ver.

11). As he accompanied Paul from Caesarea to

Rome (Acts xxvii.j, hence the mention of his

name does not decide where the Epistle was writ

ten. He probably attended the Apostle as a

' physician,' at least the first hint of his personal

presence is given (Acts xvi. 10) about the time

Paul was suffering from his unknown malady

(Gal. iv. 13, 14). He may have been known at

Colossi, but his gospel could scarcely have been

known there, if indeed it was written so early.

The word ' beloved ' is emphatic ('the physician,

the beloved one '), giving prominence to his rela

tion to Paul. — Demas ; comp. Philem. 24 ; 2

Tim. iv. 10. The latter notice tells of his deser

tion of the Apostle. ' The absence of any hon

orable or endearing mention here may be owing

to the commencement of this apostasy, or some

unfavorable indication in his character (Alford).

Ver. 15. Salute the brethren that are at Laod

icea. A natural message, owing to the proxim

ity of the two places ; see Introduction, § 1. —

And Nymphas ; evidently an inhabitant of Laod

icea, thus singled out. It is most natural to re

gard the name as masculine, but it may be that

of a woman. The Vatican manuscript favors the

feminine form, and reads ' her ' in the added

clause. But the reading ' their' is the more prob

able one, ' his ' and ' her ' being corrections made

to avoid the difficulty of the plural pronoun after

a singular noun. Westcott and Hort, as usual,

follow the Vatican manuscript. — The church that

is in their house ; see above. On these house

hold churches, see Rom. xvi. 5, etc. 'Their' re

fers to Nymphas and his family, but ' the Church '

does not include all the believers at Laodicea ;

nor may we suppose that this was a small com

munity of Christians in the neighborhood of that

city. A certain number of the Laodicean believ

ers met for worship at the house of Nymphas,

and for reasons, unknown to us, a special greet

ing is sent to them.

Ver. 16. And when this (lit. 'the') epistle

hath been read among yon. The tense used must

be thus rendered in English ; there is no neces

sary reference to public reading. — Cause, etc.

This was a natural injunction, in view of the near

ness of Laodicea, and the common danger threat

ening both churches. — To also read that from

Laodicea. This phrase has occasioned a multi

tude of conjectures. All theories that do not re

fer it to a letter written by the Apostle Paul must

be rejected. The language points to him as the

author, not to the Laodiceans, nor to some other

Apostle or teacher. Renewed investigations of

the uncanonical Epistle to the Laodiceans make

it even more certain that this cannot have been

written by the Apostle, but is a stupid forgery.

See especially the full Excursus of Bishop Light-

foot, Colossians, pp. 281-300.

The only theories which are tenable are, (1)

that the Epistle to the Ephesians is referred to ;

(2) that the letter to Laodicea has not been pre

served. No other of the known Pauline Epistles

can be referred to.

(1.) The first theory is held in three forms:

(a.) The Ephesian Epistle was an encyclical let

ter, and a copy was left by Tychicus at Laodicea,

on his way to Colossx. This is the view which

is growing in favor, and especially since the

weight of Aleph has been thrown against the

words 'in Ephesus' in Eph. i. 1. (See Introduc

tion to Ephesians, § 1.) (b.) That a special copy

of that Epistlf was made for Laodicea, and to

be left there by Tychicus. This is possible, but

lacks any positive proof, (c.) That the Epistle

to the Ephesians (so-called) was originally sent

to Laodicea (so Conybeare and Howson, Lenin,

etc.). This seems least probable.

(2.) The other view, that the Epistle to La

odicea has been lost exists in two forms : (a.)

That the lost letter was wholly of a temporary

and local nature, and hence not of a character to

be preserved as canonical Scripture ; (b.) that the

letter was one ' which possibly from its similarity

to its sister Epistle, it has not pleased God to pre

serve to us ' (Ellicott). The Apostle might have

written many letters, which have been not pre

served, so that this theory is not inadmissible.

But as three letters of such a high character were

sent at this time, it is unlikely that an unimpor

tant one was added. The fact that the Colos

sians were to read the other Epistle, is against

the theory that it was not preserved on account of

its similarity. If different enough to be read, it

would have been deemed worthy of preservation.

The most probable view is therefore that which

accepts the limited encyclical character of the

Epistle to the Ephesians, and regards it as here

referred to.

Ver. 17. And say to Archippns ; 'our fellow-

soldier' (Philem. 2) j possibly a son of Philemon.

Bishop Lightfoot thinks it probable that he was
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a resident of Ijodicca, and hence singled out

here. But Philcm. 2 indicates a residence with

Philemon, whatever relationship existed between

them. Where he was associated with the Apos

tle can only be conjectured. — Take heed to the

ministry, etc. As to the nature of this ministry,

we know nothing whatever ; and as little as to

the reason for sending the exhortation in this

public manner. Archippus might have been a

' deacon,1 though the word does not necessarily

suggest this ; or he may have been the most

prominent elder in the Colossian congregation.

Some find a reproof here, but it is rather a cau

tion. Whether it was occasioned by the danger

threatening the Church, or by something in Ar

chippus himself is uncertain. Meyer rightly calls

attention to the anti-hierarchical tone of this verse ;

the New Testament Church was an evangelical

Church of the people.— Didst receive in the Lord.

At the time of his setting apart to his office. ' In

the Lord ' is not to be explained as ' from the

Lord,' or, ' through the Lord,' but points to ' the

sphere of the reception of the ministry ; in which

the recipient lived and moved and promised at

his ordination ; not of the ministry itself ' (Al-

ford). The whole phrase furnishes a motive for

the exhortation. — That thou fulfil it; fully per

form its duties. (Some render : ' take heed that

thou fulfil the ministry,' etc., but this is harsh

and unnecessary.) Official gifts bring responsi

bility, both to Christ and to His people. What

we receive in the Lord, but increases the need of

watchfulness on our part.

Vcr. 18. The salutation of me Paul with mine

own hand; comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 21 ; 2 Thcss. iii. 17,

which are in the same words, and Gal. vi. 11,

which resembles this. The rendering here given

agrees with that of the E. V. in the first passage.

These autograph salutations were to attest the

genuineness of the document, as is shown in 2

Thess. iii. 17 ; comp. the salutation of the aman

uensis in Kom. xvi. 22. — Remember my bonds.

The connection between the autographic saluta

tion and this clause is natural : the chain which

bound him was probably on the right hand, hin

dering his use of the pen. These bonds were oc

casioned by his preaching the gospel to the Gen

tiles : 'A touching exhortation, speaking vividly

to the hearts of his readers, and breathing pa

tience, love, and encouragement' (Ellicott). It

is not so much a request for sympathy as an ap

peal to be heard and obeyed, since ne as 'the

prisoner of Christ Jesus on behalf of you Gen

tiles ' (Eph. iii. 1) should command a hearing for

his message in behalf of Christ For himself he

is ' more concerned about the preservation of his

person in triumphant fellowship with the Lord,

for His sake and that of His Church, than for

release or for the alleviation of his imprisoned

condition' (Braune). — Grace be with you. (Here

also the word Amen is poorly supported : comp.

Eph. vi. 24. The subscription is not genuine, but

was naturally added in conformity with vers. 7-

9.) See references for this brief form of the

benediction ; all the instances arc in the later

Epistles. Brief as it is, this blessing is all com

prehensive : that the grace of God in Christ was

all-sufficient need not be proved at the close of

an Epistle whose theme is : Christ the Head of

all things.



INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLES OF PAUL TO

THE THESSALONIANS.

THESSALONICA, now known under the abbreviated name Saloniki or Salonica,

was in ancient times known as Emathia, Halia,1 and finally Therme, a name

like our Bath, Wells, or Spa, common to a number of towns which possessed hot

medicinal springs. It is situated at the head of the Thermaic gulf2 which deeply

indents the Macedonian shore, and it covers the irregular slope which runs, not very

steeply, up from the water's edge to the crest of the hill which ' forms a semicircular

barrier round the upper extremity ' of the gulf. With a rich district behind, and the

open sea in front, Thessalonica rapidly became one of the most important Mediter

ranean ports.3 Its position, being at once suitable for commerce and capable of

defence, attracted the eye of Cassander, who in the year 315 ac rebuilt and enlarged

the town, and gave it the name of his wife, Thessalonica, a sister of Alexander the

Great.4 The subsequent prosperity of the city justified the wisdom of its founder.

When the Romans divided Macedonia into four governments, Thessalonica was made

the chief city of the second province, and ultimately it became the metropolis of the

whole. At the time of Paul's visit it enjoyed the rights of a free city, being governed

by seven politarchs,5 who, though responsible to the Roman proconsul, were elected

by the citizens themselves.

Into this politically and commercially important city the feet of Paul were guided

by the great Roman road ( Via Egnatia), which connected the region to the north of

the Egean Sea with Rome. The Epistle affords evidence (ii. 9) that he quickly found

employment, and felt himself at home among the working-men and tradespeople of

Thessalonica. This coincides with the fact that one of the staple manufactures of

the city was and is goat's-hair cloth. The sound that follows the ear as one walks

through the streets of Saloniki to-day is the wheezing straining vibration of the loom

and the pendulum-like click of the regular and ceaseless shuttle. Those who know

anything of a weaving population will cordially concur in the remark of Mr. Davies,

' that the sedentary and indoor occupation of a very large proportion of the inhabit

ants, who spent their days at the haircloth looms, or in plying the needle or the

carding-bow, may have given to the working-classes of Thessalonica that particularly

thoughtful and serious habit of mind which is always found associated with sedentary

trades.'

1 So called from its situation on the sea.

* To which, as Herodotus (vii. 21) remarks, it gives its name

3 Although no harbour was built till the time of Constantine.

* There are other accounts of the origin ot the name. See Smith's Diet, of Geog. ; or Lewin's

St. Paul, i. 225.

4 Luke (Acts xvii. 6) uses this official title, which is confirmed by the inscription on the arch of

Augustus, giving the names of the politarchs in office when the arch was erected. Sec Davies' St.

Paul in Greece for an admirable account of Thessalonica. Comp. Thucyd. i. 61.

5°3
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Another allusion in the Epistle (i. 8) reminds us that not only must such a city

have had especial attraction for Paul, as likely to give a favourable hearing to his

Divine message, but that its commercial and seafaring population would rapidly diffuse

what they themselves might receive. Every ship that left the harbour, and every

empty wagon that returned inland, carried some account of the riot at Thessalonica,

and the extraordinary man who had been the unwitting occasion of it But though

in three weeks' time Paul founded here the second Christian church that rose on the

European continent, those on whose aid he might naturally have counted, his own

fellow-countrymen, made it so dangerous for him and Silas to remain, that the brethren

' immediately sent them by night to Berea' (Acts xvii. 10). Although, therefore, the

population was largely Jewish,1 the Epistle bears evidence of being written to a church

composed almost exclusively of Gentile Christians (ii. 14). There are no allusions to

the tenets of Judaism or to the facts of Jewish history, nor are there any references to

the Old Testament either in the way of illustration or of proof. The account Paul

gives of his preaching among them (i. 9, 10) precisely tallies with the report given of

his address to the Athenians (Acts xvii. 22, 23); and shows that in introducing the

Gospel to Gentiles, he was at that time accustomed to announce the coming judgment,

to proclaim Jesus as raised from the dead to be the Judge of the world and the Saviour

of all who believed in Him.8

Occasion and Object of the First Epistle.

The immediate occasion of the penning of the First Epistle was the return of

Timothy lrom Thessalonica (iii. 6), whither he had been sent by Paul, who, when he

found he could not himself return to see and encourage his young converts, did the

next best thing, and sent Timothy (iii. 1, 2). Paul had heard how severely they were

being tried ; how some were striving to discredit the apostle, and persuade those who

had accepted his Gospel that he was a mere strolling sophist such as often turned up in

Greek towns, and that money or some even meaner object was his sole aim in preaching

to them ; how others were adopting the rougher method of ill-treatment, inflicting

social penalties on those who persisted in refusing to acknowledge the gods of

Greece and do as others did. It might not have been impossible to prejudice the

minds of some against Paul, and to suggest the reflection, ' Have we not been some

what hasty in giving in our adhesion to this Jew who has suddenly appeared among

us from nobody knows where ? He bore no letters of commendation, and is evidently

in bad odour with his own countrymen, who ought to know most about him.' As to

the insinuation that he might find preaching a profitable mode of earning a livelihood,

that was so easily refuted that no prudent enemy would have made it Timothy must

have smiled when he returned from Thessalonica and reported to Paul, * Some of

them say you are covetous, and that you find it an easy kind of life to stroll round

and see foreign parts, and get kept by harder-working men.' Such an insinuation the

Thessalonian Christians could not have seriously harboured, because they themselves

had seen him walking lame from the wounds he had received at Philippi in prosecut-

1 The modem population is reckoned at nearly 90,000, and is usually distributed in almost equal

proportions among Jews, Greeks, and Turks. The Jews, who own upwards of 20 synagogues, use the

Spanish language, and are descended from the exiles who were driven out of Spain by Ferdinand and

Isabella. The Greeks are chiefly sailors and fishermen. The Bulgarians employ themselves with

agriculture and the rearing and training of horses.

* Many interesting details regarding the history of the church in Thessalonica, and many beautiful

drawings of its ecclesiastical buildings, are given in Byzantine Architecture, by Ch. Texier and R. P.

Pullan (London, 1864). Further information will be found in Tafel's De Thessalonica ejusquc agrt

Dissertatio gccgraphica (Berlin, 1839).
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ing this easy, remunerative, sauntering life of his ; they had looked with shame at the

unhealed cuts on his face and head, at his torn, soiled, much-mended clothes. Still

Paul was anxious ' lest by one means or other the tempter should have tempted them,

and his labour be fruitless ; ' and his joy on hearing from Timothy that they were

standing firm is so intense, that he cannot forbear at once sitting down and telling

them what deep gratification and pleasure their stedfastness gave him. ' Now we

live, if ye stand fast in the Lord.' ' What thanks can we render to God again for you

for all the joy wherewith we joy for your sakes before our God?' To express this joy

and thankfulness, and to encourage them in well-doing, is his object in writing.

Date of the First Epistle.

The date of the Epistle is arrived at in the following way. It was during his

second missionary journey, probably in the year 52, that Paul founded the church of

Thessalonica. Immediately thereafter he went to Berea, thence to Athens, and

finally to Corinth, where he remained for a year and a half or two years. That the

Epistle was written before he left Corinth we gather from the fact that after leaving

Corinth, Silas does not appear in company with Paul ; as well as from the circum

stance mentioned in the Epistle itself (iii. 6), that it was written immediately after the

return of Timothy from Thessalonica (Acts xviii. 5). But as the Second Epistle was

also written while Silas was yet with Paul, that is, before they had left Corinth, the

First Epistle could not have been written towards the close of their residence there.

Between the date of the First Epistle and the departure of Paul from Corinth, an

interval must be left sufficient to admit of the growth of those fresh complications

and abuses which called forth the second letter. Yet this interval need not have

been more than a month or two. The other data which the letter itself furnishes

are these : Paul speaks of his visit to Athens as past (iii. 1) ; he names Athens and

does not say ' here ' or ' in this city,' as he would have done had he been writing

from it. (The subscription, therefore, which informs us that he wrote ' from Athens,'

is unwarranted and misleading.) Again, he had twice endeavoured to return to

Thessalonica before he wrote1 (ii. 18); time had elapsed sufficient to admit of their

faith being spoken of not only in their immediate neighbourhood, but in more remote

places (i. 8) ; sufficient also to admit of some of their number having died. A few

months would seem a sufficient time to allow of these events, and we shall therefore

be probably not far wrong if we conclude that the First Epistle was written some time

durfng the year 53, and probably in the early part of it.

Genuineness of the First Epistle.

That this Epistle is genuine, there can be no reasonable doubt It is mentioned

as Paul's as early as the middle of the second century ; and towards the close of that

century it is frequently quoted. In itself also, in its tone and style, it bears the well-

known marks of the apostle, easy to discern but difficult to imitate. The affectionate-

ness, the delicacy of rebuke and exhortation, the personal though not egotistic

allusions, the heaping up of word upon word and clause upon clause, identify it

as from the dictation of PauL It may be difficult to define what an author's key

or tone is ; but this, even more than the substance of his utterances, often serves

to identify a production as his ; and in this letter it is the tone of Paul we hear

throughout ' The fineness and delicacy of touch with which the apostle's relations

towards his Thessalonian converts are drawn—his yearning to see them, his anxiety

1 It should be observed, however, that both these attempts to revisit Thessalonica had been made

while he himself was still in Athens.
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in the absence of Timothy, and his heartfelt rejoicing at the good news—are quite

beyond the reach of the clumsy forgeries of the early Church. In the second place,

the writer uses language which, however it may be explained, is certainly coloured

by the anticipation of the speedy advent of the Lord—language natural enough in the

apostle's own lips, but quite inconceivable in a forgery written after his death, when

time had disappointed these anticipations, and when the revival or mention of them

would serve no purpose, and might seem to discredit the apostle. Such a position

would be an anachronism in a writer of the second century.'—Lightfoot in Smith's

Dictionary.

Characteristics of the Epistles.

These Epistles being, so far as we know, the first written by Paul, and probably the

earliest of extant Christian writings, have some peculiarities, which should be noticed

In the first place, there is little of what is known as distinctively Pauline doctrine. Five

years elapsed between the writing of these letters and the composition of the great

doctrinal and eccelesiastical Epistles to the Romans, Galatians, and Corinthians.

Accordingly, we here find matters of a somewhat different kind treated. Emphasis is

laid on the Christian graces of purity, quietness, and industry, because by their very

acceptance of the Gospel (see notes) the Thessalonians were unsettled and rendered

liable to the characteristic Greek vices of indolence and excitability, if not of licen

tiousness. The difficulties about circumcision and the law had no place in the minds

of the Thessalonians, and as yet Paul had not been driven by these difficulties to

elaborate his doctrine of justification, and develope all that was from the first involved

in his conception of faith. The fulness of doctrinal statement and explanation which

we find in the later Epistles of Paul we owe, proximately, to the Judaizing Christians,

who found it difficult to rid their minds of the ideas to which they had become

habituated by the use of the Mosaic law and ceremonial. But as yet these difficulties

had not found any such expression as endangered the Church's welfare, although

Paul had already encountered manifestations of the Judaizing spirit which must have

seemed to him ominous of evil. Among the Gentiles of Thessalonica, however, he

preached the broad and fundamental doctrine of a final judgment, and of the Lord's

resurrection and second coming in connection with this judgment And to these

topics, with their necessary corollaries of faith in Christ and His coming, and a holy

life, he still confines himself in writing to the Church he had thus founded ' There

are many reasons why the subject of the second advent should occupy a larger space

in the earliest stage of the apostolical teaching than afterwards. It was closely

bound up with the fundamental fact of the Gospel, the resurrection of Christ, and

thus it formed a natural starting-point of Christian doctrine. It afforded the true

satisfaction to those Messianic hopes which had drawn the Jewish converts to the

fold of Christ. It was the best consolation and support of the infant Church under

persecution, which must have been most keenly felt in the first abandonment of

worldly pleasures and interests. More especially, as telling of a righteous Judge who

would not overlook iniquity, it was essential to that call to repentance which must

everywhere precede the direct and positive teaching of the GospeL " Now He com-

mandeth all men everywhere to repent, for He hath appointed a day, in the which

He will judge the world in righteousness by that man whom He hath ordained;

whereof He hath given assurance unto all men, in that He raised Him from the

dead" (Acts xvii. 30, 31).'—Lightfoot in Smith's Dictionary.

As a safeguard, however, against our making too much of the difference between

these Epistles and the later ones, we should bear in mind that these are written to a
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very young Gentile church, whose difficulties were as yet more of a moral than a

doctrinal kind. Further, we do not know what Paul had taught them by word of

mouth, and can only gather that at least in some directions his instructions had been

of a nature to preclude the necessity of further teaching on these points. And

thirdly, whether he had communicated to the Thessalonians the distinctively Pauline

doctrines or not, there is evidence in these Epistles that they already had a place in

his own mind. E.g., the compact statement in 2 Thess. ii. 13, 14, could only have

proceeded from a mind which held the whole Pauline scheme of salvation, and had

been much occupied in considering its various parts.



THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE

THESSALONIANS.

Chapter I. i.

Salutation.

I T)AUL, and 'Silvanus, and Timotheus,1 unto the church of «Acuxr. «.

X the Thessalonians, which is* in God the Father, and in*

the Lord Jesus Christ: Grace be* unto you, and peace, from

God our Father, and the * Lord Jesus Christ. *»Thes. l t.

1 Timothy * These words are superfluous.

* /'* is superfluous. 4 belter, Grace unto you

Ver. i. The omission of the official title 'in God the Father,' distinguishes it from the

ApostU can scarcely be accounted for by supposing Gentile assemblies ; the latter, ' in the Lord Jesus

that Paul had not yet assumed it, but is due to Christ,' from the Jewish congregation.—In indi-

the affection subsisting between him and his cates living union and fellowship.—Grace unto

Thessalonian converts, which did not require that yon, and peace. A Christian adaptation and

he should urge his apostolic authority ; comp. blending of the ordinary Greek and Hebrew

also Phil. i. I.—Silvanus is the Silas of Acts salutation. Paul wishes them a participation in

xv.-xviii., the companion of Paul on his second God's undeserved favour, the grace that has brought

missionary journey, during which the church of salvation to men (Titus ii. II ; Johni. 17); and

Thessalonica was founded. Timothy had also in that peace which the Lord bequeathed to His

accompanied the apostle on that journey, though, followers, the restored harmony with God and

owing to his extreme youth, his name does not conscience, the equanimity and confidence of

so conspicuously appear in the narrative.—In God God's children, the ' convalescence and healthful-

the Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ. At nessofthe new life.' ' Grace the source ; peace,

this early period the ' Church ' needed some such the end of all good ' (Aquinas),

distinguishing appellation. The former predicate,

Chapter I. 2-10.

Paul thankfully acknowledges the Genuineness and Striking Characteristics

of the Conversion of tlie Thessalonians.

2 WJ^ g've "thanks to God always for you all, making men- "ijjj**-"'-35

3 V V tion of you in our prayers ; remembering without

ceasing1 your * work of faith, and labour* of love, and patience 'IjjJ fj ■*.!

of ' hope in our Lord Jesus Christ, in the sight of God and our * Th"-..v "•
* * ' o c Rom. vui. 25.

1 STanyjoin the words without ceasing with the preceding clause; see Rom. i. 9.

' better, toil
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t Ch. ii. i :

i Cor. ii. i .

4 Father;* knowing, brethren beloved, your ''election of God.4 </»tims iu3.

5 For our gospel came not unto you in word only, but also in

power, and in the * Holy Ghost, and in much assurance ; as ye

know what manner of men we were among you for your sake.

6 And ye became followers of us, and of the f Lord, having /« Cor. «. 1.

received the word in much affliction, with joy of the Holy

7 ' Ghost: so that ye were* ensamples' to all that believe in*H«b. x. 34,

8 Macedonia and Achaia. For from you sounded out ' the word a Cor- vi- IO-

of the Lord not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also in

every * place your faith to Godward is spread abroad ; so that * Rom. L 8.

9 we need not to speak any thing. For they themselves show of

us what manner of entering in we had unto you, and how ye

turned to God from idols to serve the living and true ' God ;

and to wait for his Son from k heaven, whom he raised from

the ' dead, even Jesus, which delivered ' us from the m wrath to

10

come.

1 Gal. iv. 8 ;

Acts xi. 2t,

xiv. 15 ;

Jo. xyii. 3.

.v I it. it. 13 ;

Acts i. 11.

/ Rom. i. 4.

«2Thes. i. 8.

* or, our God and Father

4 Knowing, brethren, beloved of God, your election

• an cnsample 7 hath sounded out 8 who delivereth

* became

9 coming wrath

Contents. It is merely for convenience' sake

the first three chapters are divided. They really

form one paragraph or section. Throughout

them Paul is seeking to give utterance to the same

general idea and the same sentiments. He wishes

to express to the Thessalonians his continued and

strong affection for them, and to make them

aware of the joy he derives from hearing of their

stedfastness in the faith ; and he also seeks to

encourage them, both by these expressions of

thankfulness and affection, and also by reminding

them of their initial confidence that his preaching

was really the word of God, and of his manner of

life among them, well fitted as it had been to

deepen their conviction that he was God's

messenger. He opens the Epistle with a burst

of affectionate acknowledgment, owning that he

ceaselessly thanked God for the proofs they gave

that his preachinghad not been in vain.

Ver. 2. We. This probably refers, as in ii.

18, iii. I, to Paul himself.—Give thanks to God.

So Paul begins most of his Epistles, but here the

causes of thankfulness are more fully enlarged

upon. He welcomes the tidings brought him by

Timothy, and subjects him to no cynical cross-

examination. It is always a pleasure to him to

praise, to recognise merit, to fan the smoking

flax. —Always for all of yon. « Forgetting none ;

such is our never-failing habit ' (Jowett).

Ver. 3. Work of faith, i.e. that which faith

does or effects ; its fruit or product. Every

living thing, plant or animal, has its specific pro

duct or work, its thing to do. That which faith

does is to make us ' walk worthy of God who hath

called us unto His kingdom and glory ' (chap. ii.

12) ; as thefaitA Paul refers to was their belief

in this calL—Labour of love, i.e. the fatiguing

and devoted toil in the service of others, which

was dictated by the love they had for one another,

to which Paul rgain alludes (iv. 9) in terms of

strong admiration and praise. Opportunities of

sympathy and service could not be wanting in

Thessalonica. Jewish employers would pay ofl

Christian workmen ; wives who had shown

attachment to the new faith might be divorced.

Possibly, however, the labour alluded to is that

which Paul sped lies in chap. v. 12.—Patience

[endurance] of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ.

The Thessalonians were distinguished by the

vivid expectation they cherished of the second

coming of the Lord, and this expectation enabled

them to display an unwavering constancy in

persecution. Their hope that the Lord would

speedily appear raised them above both the

desires and fears of this transitory present. The

three graces, faith, love, hope, are commonly

grouped together by Paul, comp. v. 8, iii. 10-13;

1 Cor. xiii. 13 ; Col. i. 4, 5. Faith maintains us

in our right relation to God ; love maintains us

in our right relation to men; hope steadies,

directs, and elevates our own life. Faith is

employed about the past, the historical manifesta

tion of God and His will in Christ ; love finds its

opportunity in the present ; hope is the light of

faith turned upon the future.—In the sight of

our God and Father. These words may be con

strued with ' remembering,' as in chap. iii. 9; or

they may be intended to express that, in the

exercise of the graces mentioned, the Thessa

lonians regarded God's presence and judgment,

comp. chap. iii. 13.

Vers. 4, 5. Knowing your election, a further

reason for his thanksgiving. Paul knew that

God had chosen as well as called those to whom

he writes. He knows this by the following sign :

that our gospel came not unto you in word

only, etc. ; his call seemed to carry with it power

to move them, and enable them to obey it, the

Holy Ghost entered with it into them, and much

assurance or a full conviction of its truth was

wrought in them. [It should be mentioned that

many interpreters understand these three terms as
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descriptive not of the effects in the hearer.?, but

of the characteristics of the apostle's preaching.

But comp. chap. ii. 13.]—As ye know what

manner of men we were among yon. Paul had

concluded from the manifest effects of the word

upon them that they were God's elect, even as

they had concluded, from his zeal in preaching it,

that he believed it to be the word of God. The

know of Uiis clause has a reference to the knowing

of ver. 4.

Ver. 6. And ye became followers [imitators]

of us. They had seen in Paul proof that the

word was God's word, and they themselves

became imitators of Paul, so giving proof that

the word of God worked effectually in them also.

The point of resemblance between himself and

them which had chiefly struck Paul, was the

joyful spirit in which they endured the affliction

consequent on their reception of the Gospel.

But as in all else, so in this it was Jesus who was

the captain of salvation, the leader in faith and

joyful endurance (Heb. xii. 1-4) ; and therefore,

in imitating Paul, it was the Lord they really

imitated and were conformed to.

Ver. 7. Ye became an ensample. The whole

congregation is regarded as a unit ; the word

being in the singular, according to the Vatican

MS. 'The true followers became themselves in

turn patterns for others.'—All that believe, i.e.

all the believers, whether their conversion pre

ceded or followed that of the Thessalonians.—In

Macedonia and Achaia. These two provinces

at this time included the whole of Greece, the

former being the northern, and the latter the

southern portion of it.

Ver. 8. For. Paul proceeds to confirm and

amplify the assertion of ver. 7.—Bath sounded

ont the word of the Lord. The word rendered

sounded out is used in Kcclus. xl. 13, with the

added definition 'like a great thunder.' The

word of the Lord, or the Gospel, was received by

the Thessalonians with a faith so eager and

genuine, and manifested its power by resulft so

striking, that the attention and inquiry of the

whole population of Greece were awakened, and

all thus became more or less acquainted with the

Gospel ; comp. Introduction to this Epistle.—In

every place. Not strictly speaking, but from all

places with which Paul had communication (and

the communication between Corinth and all

parts of the Roman world was constant); perhaps

even from Rome, through Aquila and Priscilla, lie

was hearing of the interest occasioned by the

remarkable faith of the Thessalonians. Paul

himself had not yet been out of Greece since

leaving Thessalonica ; but wherever he did go he

found himself anticipated by the tidings regarding

the Thessalonian believers, so that he ' needed

not to speak anything.'

Ver. 9. For they themselves, i.e. the inhabit

ants of the various places he visited, and who

might have been expected to be unacquainted

with Paul and his mission and past career ; these

persons to whom he intended to introduce him

self, themselves related to him his ministry and

mode of life in Thessalonica, and its success.—

What manner of entering in. The circum

stances in which the Gospel had been preached

to them, the character of the preaching, and the

reception given to it.—How ye turned to God

from idols. They were acquainted not only with

the fact that Paul had preached in Thessalonica,

but also with the results of his preaching. The

effect had been greater among the Gentile than

among the Jewish population (Acts xvii. 4). To

' turn to God ' from whatever has kept us from

Him, to turn because we believe in Him and love

Him, and mean to listen to, study, and obey

Him, this is conversion. Conversion implies

repentance, i.e. turning away from sin ; and faith,

i.e. turning to God in Christ The intention,

more or less conscious, with which the Thessa

lonians turned to God, is described in the follow

ing words, in which the two grand features of

their Christian life are signalized : ' to serve the

living and true God, and to wait for His Son

from heaven.' 'To serve God' is a compre

hensive expression including the various acts,

thoughts, and feelings, whereby a godly person

seeks to please God.—Living and true, in con

trast to the idols which are ' nothing in the world '

(1 Cor. viii. 4), and 'are by nature no gods'

(Gal. iv. 8).

Ver. 10. To wait for his Son from heaven.

The second coming of our Lord was one of the

most important and familiar topics, both in His

own teaching and in that of His apostles. The

expectation of this coming was inculcated as the

proper attitude for a Christian ; the hope of it

enabled them to endure suffering and loss, and

prompted them to diligence and unworldliness.

The time of the second coming was left uncertain,

that it might be considered possible any day, and

that thus each generation might live in the appre

hension of its close proximity, and feel its

chastening and stimulating influence. ' Latet

ultimus dies, ut observcturomnis dies ' (Augustine).

The Christian who profoundly loves his Lord

cannot but say daily, ' Come, Lord Jesus.'—Whom

he raised from the dead. This is inserted

cither as proof of the Sonship of Jesus, or to show

that His coming from heaven was rendered

possible by His resurrection.—Who delivereth

us, i.e. our Deliverer.—The coming wrath.

The terrible judgments which were predicted as

coming on the world, and through which the

wrath, i.e. the punitive justice, of God should be

felt (see v. 9 ; 2 Thess. 1. 7-10).
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Chapter II. 1-12.

Paul appeals to the Thessalonians tliemselves as able to testify to his Boldness,

Straightforwardness, and Disinterestedness, while resident among tlietn.

1 I "OR yourselves, brethren, know our "entrance in unto you, «ch.Ls, 9.

2 A that it was not in * vain ; ' but even ' after that we had * > Cor. xv. 10,

' 14 ; GaL u 2,

suffered before, and were' shamefully entreated, as ye know, at ■"•«•

Philippi, we were c bold in our God to speak unto you the c EPh- * Ts-

3 gospel of God with4 much d contention. For our exhortation rf^rLi3|:

4 was not of 'deceit,4 nor6 of f uncleanness, nor in guile: but ' *£«• '•..'«•
» ' ' o /a Cor. VH. a;

as7 we were g allowed of8 God to be put in trust with the pt;i!- '• !5.«°-
r g 1 iim. 1. la.

gospel, even so we speak; not as pleasing *men, but God, *^»Mi,°:

5 which trieth our hearts. For neither at any time used we

flattering words, as ye know, nor a cloak of covetousness ; God

6 is witness : nor of men sought we glory, neither of you, nor

yet of9 others, when we might have been ' burdensome,10 as the 'I'Q^lj''

7 apostles of Christ But we were gentle among you, even as a "• * "'• ,6>

8 nurse cherisheth her" * children: so, being affectionately *^orV?:

desirous of you, we were willing to have imparted " unto you,

not the gospel of God only, but also our own 'souls, because /Rom- ix- *

9 ye were dear unto us. For ye remember, brethren, our labour

and travail : for 1S " labouring w night and day, because we ",Axct» ""'• *

would not be chargeable14 unto any of you, we preached unto aTh<*-"'-8.

10 you the gospel of God. Ye are witnesses, and God also, how

holily, and justly, and unblameably, we behaved ourselves

1 1 among " you that believe : as ye know how we exhorted and

comforted, and charged every one of "you, as a father doth his "££[s*28.3':

1 2 children, that ye would walk worthy of God, who hath called I7

you unto ,8 his '» kingdom and ' glory. ' g£* ,f :

1 hath not been vain * omit even * had been 4 amidst

s is not of delusion • nor yet ' according as

8 have been approved by 9 from I0 or, have used authority

11 her own ,* to impart 13 omit for l4 working

,5 that we might not be burdensome 16 to " calleth

13 into '• his own

Eph. i. 4-6.

Contents. In chap. i. 9 Paul had alluded to Corinthians, and throw welcome light on Paul's

two features of his visit to Thessalonica, the character and mode of life. In the instance

power which had characterized his preaching, before us, his aim is not so much to defend him-

and the conspicuous effects of it in the mind and self against the aspersions of those who ques-

life of those who believed : in the present para- tioned his authority or disinterestedness, as to

graph he expatiates on the former of these, and confirm the faith of the Thessalonians, which

enlarges on the latter in vers. 13-16. He appeals might perhaps not be proof against the insinua-

to the Thessalonians themselves as witnesses of tions of his unscrupulous enemies,

his blameless life, his freedom from avarice and Ver. I. For yourselves know. What I say of

indolence, his affectionate demeanour, and his our preaching I do not say without warrant, nor

confidence in the truth and value of the message need I rest it on the testimony of others, for

which he had been commissioned to deliver. yourselves are my witnesses.—That it hath not

Similar self-defensive paragraphs occur elsewhere been vain. This is generally supposed to refer

in his Epistles, especially in the Epistles to the not to the effects but to the essential character of
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the preaching ; as if Paul had said, It was not

vapid and unreal and powerless. But the tense

of the verb indicates that the word * vain ' in

volves in Paul's mind something still existing ;

therefore not a quality attaching to the preaching

itself, but to its effects ; as if he had said, It

has not been useless and inefficacious. Without

this reference to the effects of his preaching, it is

impossible to give its proper significance to the

verb (cp. iii. 5 ; 1 Cor. xv. 10).

Ver. 2. But. We should expect that this word

would introduce a logically exact opposition to

the preceding clause, and that Paul would pro

ceed to narrate the results of his preaching. In

stead of doing so, he speaks of his fearlessness in

preaching, and permits his readers to infer the

results. Such breaks in the consecution of his

thoughts are not infrequent in Paul's writing.—

After that we had suffered. Paul appeals to his

voluntary and continued endurance of suffering,

and to his braving of perils, in proof that his

cause was a good one, worth suffering for : and

that he was disinterested in advocating it, as he

expected nothing but danger and hardship in its

prosecution. There was much in Thessalonica

to alarm and silence him : there was that which

produced in his own spirit much commotion and

perturbation ; but amidst this inward disturbance

his wrestling faith triumphed, and by leaning on

God he derived courage sufficient for the emerg

ency.—The gospel of God, so called because the

message comes from God, and because He also

originates the salvation of which it speaks. It is

God's message to the heathen, showing them how

to escape from the judgment to come. Elsewhere

(chap. iii. 2 ; Gal. i. 7) it is called ' the Gospel

of Christ ; ' or (Eph. i. 13) ' the Gospel of your

salvation ; ' or (Eph. vi. 15) ' the Gospel of

peace.'

Ver. 3. For. Paul proceeds to show that his

manner of preaching was in keeping with the

fact that the Gospel he preached was from God.

It was not a private idea or invitation of his own,

but a message with which God had entrusted him.

This they might be sure of, from what he states

in the following verses ; vers. 3 and 4 intimating

his ordinary habit, the succeeding verses referring

to his practice at Thessalonica.—-Not of delusion.

Even in these early days, as in our own, there

were men who insinuated that the apostles were

the victims of a simple-minded credulity, the

dupes of 'cunningly-devised fables.' Delusion

could not have stood the test to which Paul has

referred in the preceding verse.—Undeanness

seems here to mean any impure, sordid motives ;

though the remark of Jowett, that 'there ex

isted, in the age of the apostles, a connection

between the form of spirituality and licentious

ness,' must be kept in mind.—Guile. Paul's

preaching was sincere ; he spoke because he

believed. He had no ends to serve, for the

attainment of which he needed to use deceit

(cf. 2 Cor. ii. 17 and iv. 2).

Ver. 4. Approved by God. This expression

indicates a selection on the part of God of men

suitable for the work which He designed to do.

Paul was chosen to be an apostle, because of a

natural fitness for the office. But it is not on

any natural fitness Paul leans for his authority,

but on God who gave him his commission.

And he refers to this here, not for the sake of

magnifying his own gifts, but for the sake of

bringing out his responsibility to God. We

speak as men responsible to God, and are thereby

preserved from unworthy motives. —Who trieth.

God , who at first approved of Paul as fit for the

office, continues to prove him throughout the

whole course of his discharge of its functions.

Ver. 5. Nor introduces proof that he had not

striven to please men ; for he who seeks to

please men, flatters them, which Paul had not

done.—Nor a cloak of covetousness. In Greece

some men made handsome incomes by teaching

new systems of philosophy ; but Paul s preach

ing was in no sense a means of making money.

Timothy must have smiled or laughed aloud

when he reported to Paul : They say you are a

strolling sophist, living on the earnings of harder-

worked men, and greedy of money. — God is

witness. ' The Greek commentators pertinently

remark, that, in what men could judge of, he

appeals to his readers ; but, in what they could

not so distinctly recognise, he appeals to God '

(Ellicott). Somewhat similarly Cromwell declares

to his first Parliament : ' That I lie not in matter of

fact, is known to very many ; but whether I tell

a lie in my heart, as labouring to represent to you

what was not upon my heart, I say, the Lord be

judge.'

Ver. 6. Nor of men sought we glory. It was

natural for persons who could not believe in any

motives more disinterested than those which

commonly animate men, to refer Paul's conduct

to that which undoubtedly does produce many of

the greatest actions — viz., love of glory and

power, of pre-eminence. His Epistles show that

he frequently felt it incumbent on him to clear

himself from these misconstructions. He does

so here, by reminding the Thessalonians that he

had not taken the position he might among them.

—We might have been burdensome as the

apostles of Christ. We might have stood upon

the dignity of our office, and have required those

acknowledgments, in respect, submission, and

pecuniary aid, which are fairly due to the apostles

of Christ. In the other passages in which Paul

speaks of not being burdensome to his converts,

he means that he did not lay on them the burden

of maintaining him ; but here he primarily refers

to his not having exacted the submission which

he might have demanded. This is shown as well

by what precedes as by the following verse ; but

the idea that he did not stand upon his office

involves the idea that he did not demand to be

supported by his disciples, and accordingly in

ver. 9 he passes to this thought. He might have

allowed respect to be shown him in the form of

providing for his daily wants ; but he did not

seek such or any glory.

Ver. 7. Bat introduces the positive side of

Paul's account of his demeanour.—Gentle, not

severe, distant, official, imperious.—Among you,

with some allusion te the familiarity of his con

verse with them ; he made himself their equal.—

Nurse, i.e. nursing mother. Paul had aimed

only at their good, and not at his own advantage,

and had therefore put up with affronts and

indignities, had borne with their slowness, had

looked for no immediate reward or acknowledg

ment, had watched and worked for them regard

less of results to himself.

Ver. 8. So, i.e. in like manner as the nursing

mother.—Not the gospel of God only, but our

own souls also. So genuine and cordial was the
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love of Paul and his companions for the Thessa-

lonians, that they did not merely deliver their

message as officials seeking to discharge a re

sponsibility laid upon them, but they were willing

to sacrifice their lives for them, if need were.

This willingness manifested itself in the self-

denying and excessive toil of which Paul pro

ceeds to speak.

Ver. 9. Toil and travail. These words, and

the expression ' night and day,' are intended to

bring out strongly the very hard and exhausting

labour in which Paul was involved by his desire

to support himself while ministering in the Gospel

to the Thessalonians. That Paul did not mean

to impose on the ministers of Christ in general a

law of self-maintenance, is sufficiently obvious

from his treatment of the whole subject in

1 Cor. ix. He saw reason to adopt it as his own

usual rule (though he sometimes accepted

pecuniary assistance, 2 Cor. xi. 8), but spoke of

his own practice as exceptional, not normal, and

emphatically asserted the right of the labourer to

his hire—a notable proof of Paul's sagacity and

freedom from bias in judgment.

Ver. 10. Paul gives a general summary of the

character of his demeanour in Thessalonica as a

minister of Christ.—Justly, i.e. righteously.—

That believe. The reason of this addition is not

obvious ; probably it is inserted as a general

term for the church on the members of which

his activity had been mostly spent, and from

whom if from any he might have been expected

to accept or exact contributions.

Ver. II. Aa ye know. An expansion and

further confirmation of the preceding verse. He

particularizes the carefulness he had shown for

individuals. — Exhorted, and comforted, and

charged. Using in each case the kind of ad

monition which seemed most appropriate, ex

horting, or kindly encouraging, or solemnly and

earnestly adjuring. —Every one of you. This

shows that the successes of the apostles were not

easily won, that converts were not made in

masses, but by the slow, toilsome, affectionate

application of the Gospel to individuals, one by

one. Without this personal and individual deal

ing, the public preaching of the Gospel comes to

little.—Aa a father. Paul fitly compares him

self now to a father, as, above, the mother was

the more suitable comparison. Eadmer says of

Anselm : ' He was to those in health a father, to

the sick a mother—rather, to healthy and sick,

lather and mother in one.'

Ver. 12. That ye would walk worthy of

God. This was the object of Paul's exhortations.

He found that men could profess to accept God's

calling and yet live very much as they had done

before ; that they needed to be told to walk worthy

of God. And it is a consideration which helps

those who are seeking holiness, that God has

associated them with Himself; as men are

helped by their position to live up to it, and as

children naturally strive to be worthy of their

parents, so those who know God and are con

nected with Him are stimulated to higher efforts.

This stimulus is imparted by the character in

which God appears as calling men to His own

kingdom and glory. This exhibits the un

grudging nature of His kindness, the intimacy

with Himself to which we are united, and the

dignity that is put upon those who respond to

His invitations.

Chapter II. 13-16.

Paul appeals to their Endurance of Persecution in proof of the Genuine

Efficacy of their Reception of the Word of God.

*3 TI^OR tn's cause also thank we ' God without ceasing, because,

i- when ye received the word of God which ye heard of

" us, ye received * it not as the word of men, but (as it is in

truth) the word of God, which effectually ' worketh also in you

14 that * believe. For ye, brethren, became followers* of the

churches of c God which in Judaea are* in Christ Jesus : for ye

also have suffered like things of your own countrymen, even as

1 5 they have of the Jews ; who both killed • the Lord Jesus and

their own ''prophets, and have7 persecuted us ; and they' please

16 not God, and are contrary to all men : forbidding us to speak*

to the ' Gentiles, that they might be saved, to fill up their / sins

alway: for10 the wrath is come" upon them to the 'utter

most.

a Rom. x.

M-17.

b Eph. i. to.

c Acts xx. 38 ;

1 Cor. i. a.

1 better, we also thank * embraced

* are in Judaea • killed both

• hindering us from speaking

VOL. HI. 33

* omit effectually 4 imitators

1 omit have * omit they

10 but » came

</Acts vii. J53 ;

Mai. xxiu.

31 ; Heb. x.

?* •
/ LU. Xt. £2 :

Acts xiii. so,

and passim.

/"Gen. xv. 16;

Mat. xxiii.

^Mat. xxiv.

6, 14.
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Contents. Paul again gives thanks for the

reception which the Thessalonians had accorded

to his preaching, and finds evidence at once of

the efficacy of the word and of the reality of their

acceptance of it, in their manner of enduring

the persecution which their change of faith had

evoked. They had thus become conformed in

experience to the churches in Judaea and to the

first followers of Christ, who together with their

Master Himself had suffered persecution.

Ver. 13. For this cause, referring to what

follows. His thankfulness was no doubt intensi

fied by the apparent unlikelihood that the word of

a stranger, a Jew, without wealth or influence,

without letters of commendation, without even a

good command of Greek and a good accent ; of a

man still limping from the wounds he had received

at Philippi, should be received as the word of

God. There is no evidence that miracles were

wrought at Thessalonica, though prophesyings

soon became common, and certainly Paul had to

flee as any unwelcome political agent or detected

charlatan might have had to flee ; yet his word

was accepted as the word of God. Why?—

Which effectually worketh also. Paul felt an

indescribable joy when he found that his simple

scheme of deliverance from evil, his gospel,

worked ; that it not only looked well on paper,

but actually made men holy and courageous.

How tame and poor all other modes of spending

his life must have seemed when once he had

tasted this joy I

Ver. 14. For introduces evidence of the actual

working of God's word in the believing Thessa

lonians. This evidence was that they had been

persecuted by their own countrymen. This perse

cution was of itself a testimony to the reality

of their Christianity. ' If ye were of the world,

the world would love his own ; but because ye

are not of the world, therefore the world hateth

you.' But Paul has probably also in view the

manner in which they bore this persecution, else

he would scarcely have used the word 'imi

tators.'—Your own countrymen—the Greeks of

'1 hessalonica.

Ver. 15. Who killed both the lord Jesus.

As the unbelieving Thessalonians had persecuted

their Christian townsmen, so had the Jews perse

cuted Jesus, and the prophets and the apostles.

They had ' driven out ' the apostles, and endea

voured to prevent them from preaching salvation

to the Gentiles. Various reasons have been

assigned to account for this outburst against the

Jews : as, that the Jews were the real instigators

of the Thessalonian persecution ; or, that some

persons were seeking to persuade the Thessa

lonians that the Gospel was wholly a Jewish affair;

or, that the converts might be thinking it strange

that if this new religion were true, it should be so

ill received by the Jews, God's people. But the

slight digressive outburst seems to have been

occasioned simply by Paul's desire to show how

the Judasan Christians had suffered at the hands

of the Jews.—Contrary to all men—jealous that

salvation should be for the world and not for

themselves only. Comp. Tacitus, Hist. v. 5,

' ad versus omnes alios hostile odium.'

Ver. 16. Hindering us from speaking—or,

seeing that they hinder us ; this clause specifying

the chief instance in which the Jews incurred the

displeasure of God and showed their narrow

hatred of their fellows.—To fill up. It was not

the Jews' intention that this conduct of theirs

should fill up the measure of their sins, but it was

God's purpose that thus their probation should

come to an end. 'The Jews were always blind

and stubborn ; but when they slew their Lord,

and drove forth His apostles, they filled up the

measure of their iniquities ' (Ellicott). ' In the

beginning of sin and evil it seems as if men were

free agents and had the power of going on or

retreating. But as the crisis of their fate ap

proaches, they are bound under a curse ; and the

form in which their destiny presents itself to our

minds, is as though it were certain, and only a

question of time now soon it is to be fulfilled '

(Jowett).—Always. The whole career of the

Jews has ever been contributing to this result.—

But. The result of their conduct is contrasted with

their intention.—The wrath, i.e. the wrath con

sequent on their entire sinful history.—Is come

upon them. Paul sees the punishment as if it

had already fallen. To the apostle, reading the

future in the present, the state of Judaea at any

time during the last thirty years before the de

struction of the city, would have been sufficient to

justify the expression, ' wrath is come upon them

to the uttermost' (Jowett).—To the uttermost.

The phrase which these words represent may

mean at last. Some suppose that it signifies that

the wrath had now reached its extreme bound,

and would at once pass into inflictive judgments.

Probably our own Version conveys the true sense,

that the wrath which had been often previously

manifested in premonitory calamities, was now to

exhaust its whole force upon them.

Chapter II. 17—III. 13.

rani describes the Feelings he had towards the Thessalonians after he had

left them.

BUT we, brethren, being taken from you ' for a short time

in presence, not in heart, endeavoured the more abund-

18 antly to see your " face with great desire. Wherefore we would «<*.& m.

have come unto you (even I Paul) once and again ; but Satan

1 belter, having been bereaved by separation from you

17
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19 'hindered us. For what is our hope, or joy, or crown of c re- i^I^,i.■I3•

joicing?' Are" not even ye* in the presence of our Lord ^c^j;,6,;

20 Jesus Christ at his coming? For ye are our glory and joy. ^ phii.4'^"';7"

Chap. III. 1. Wherefore, when we could no longer forbear, we aCor-'-,«-

2 thought it good to be left at5 Athens d alone; and sent "^a.*™''

Timotheus,6 our brother, and minister of God, and our * fellow- , \ J^".'",,*

labourer 7 in the gospel of Christ, to establish you, and to ™L iL '»"

3 comfort you concerning your faith;8 that no man should be

moved by these afflictions : for yourselves know that we are

4 appointed / thereunto. For verily, when we were with you, we /? P«t. u. 21,

told you ^before that we should suffer tribulation ;8 even as10 •Hm.8i.ra.
* ' g Acts aav. 22.

5 it came to pass, and ye know. For this cause, when I " could

no longer forbear, I sent to know your faith, lest by some

means the tempter have tempted ■'you, and our labour be in *j£U"x/ 5i

6 'vain. But now, when Timotheus came" from you unto us, iGaUv. u.

and brought us good tidings of your faith and charity, and that

ye have good remembrance of us always, desiring greatly to see

7 us, as we also to see * you : therefore, brethren, we were com- * pi»i. >■ «•

forted over you in all our affliction and distress by your faith :

8, 9 for now we live, if ye stand fast in the Lord/ For what /"«•.•»■ «•

thanks can we render to God again for you, for all the joy

10 wherewith we joy for your sakes before our God ; night and

day praying exceedingly" that we might see14 your face, and

1 1 might m perfect that which is lacking in your faith ? Now God ",ca- l a8-

himself and our "Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ, direct our »2'rhes.ii..&

12 way unto * you. And the Lord make you l* to * increase and * ££**{";„*:

abound in love one toward another, and toward all men, even p£ur;'>8:

13 as we " do toward you : to the end he may stablish your hearts

unblameable in 'holiness before God, even our Father," at the frwu-.jo:
' ' aThes.ii. 17.

coming of our Lord Jesus Christ with all his saints.

1 boasting, or glorying a or, are * ye also * left behind in

8 Timothy ' our brother and fellow-labourer with God

8 exhort you for your faith's sake 9 are to be afflicted 10 as also

11 I too " But Timothy having just now come

13 very exceedingly ,4 that we may see " But you may the Lord make

16 we also I: our God and Father

Contents. This paragraph is remarkable gratitude to God for their stedfastness or his

chiefly as a manifestation of the ardent affection earnest longing for their further progress, and

which Paul felt for his churches. It was with that he himself might be the means of perfecting

pain he absented himself from them, with diffi- as he had been of beginning their faith,

culty he was prevented from returning, with Ver. 17. But we. The 'we' is emphatic,

delight that he looked forward to the time when equivalent to ' so far as concerns us ; ' and Paul is

he should be permitted to revisit them. And induced to speak of his own feelings towards

while absent from them, he was dependent for them, apparently for the sake of removing any

his happiness on the reception of good tidings of bitter feeling which the Thcssalonians might have

their continuance in faith, love, and patience, harboured regarding his absence during their

This tidings he received through Timothy, and in troubles. If he could not give them the comfort

the joy of this good news his own sorrows and of his presence, he would at least give them the

hardships were forgotten. He was thrown into comfort of knowing that he would fain be with

an ecstasy of thanklulness and of love, and could them if he could.—Being taken from you ; or,

find no words strong enough to express either his having been bereaved by our separation from
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you.—For a abort time. Inserted to show how

immediately the longing to see them again super

vened upon his departure.—The more abundantly.

The comparative form of the adverb does not

necessarily imply that there was any definite com

parison in the writer's mind ; yet he probably

meant that his absence had intensified his affec

tion, and that his longing to see them was ' more

abundant ' than his love had been while he was in

Thessalonica.

Ver. 18. Even I Paul. In saying 'we would

have come,' Paul includes Silas and Timothy,

and by this appended clause he means to empha

size his own strong personal longing to revisit his

friends. It was not a mere desire to send an

official deputation, but the longing of an indi

vidual affection.—Once and again. It was not

a passing impulse, but a steady, constant yearning.

—But Satan hindered us. How Satan did so,

whether by stirring up the Jews in Thessalonica

so that Paul dared not return, or by causing

troubles which required Paul's presence else

where, or by the intuition of sickness, we do not

know. But this plain matter-of-fact statement

shows us that Satan does what he can to hinder

the progress and welfare of the Church, and is

therefore well called Satan, the Adversary.

* Without here entering into controversy, it seems

not out of place to remark, that the language of

the New Testament, if words mean anything, does

ascribe a personality to the tempter so distinct

and unmistakeable, that a denial of it can be only

compatible with a practical denial of scripture

inspiration. To the so-called charge of Mani-

chxism, it is enough to answer that if an inspired

apostle scruples not to call this fearful being " the

god of this world " (2 Cor. iv. 4), no sober thinker

can feel any difficulty in ascribing to him permissive

powers and agencies of a frightful extent and

multiplicity' (Kllicott).

Ver. 19. For. Paul accounts for his earnest

desire to revisit Thessalonica. I thus earnestly

long to see you, for there is nothing which affords

the same prospect, or the same present enjoyment,

or the same substantial satisfaction, as my Chris

tian children in your church.—Our hope. The

brightest point in our future is your acceptance as

true Christians by the Lord Jesus Christ at His

coming.—Crown of boasting. As the victor can

point to his garland in proof that he has fought a

good fight, so the apostle felt thorough satisfac

tion in the Thessalonians as evidence that his

labours had not been in vain. The expression

seems to be borrowed from the Septuagint Version

of Ezek. xvi. 12.—Te also. Ye, as well as other

churches, similar expressions being used to the

Philippians and Corinthians.

Chap. III. ver. 1. Wherefore. Because of

our vehement but thwarted desire to see you.—

When we could no longer forbear. When the

longing to see or at least to hear of you became

uncontrollable.—To be left behind at Athens

alone. The natural interpretation of these and

the following words is that Timothy was sent

from Athens. In the narrative given in the 17th

and 18th chapters of Acts, however, no mention

is made of Timothy's arrival at Athens, and it

might be inferred from chap, xviii. 5 that he first

overtook Paul at Corinth. But that narrative

does inform us that Paul gave directions that

Timothy should come to him with all steed, and

also that Paul waited /or him at Athens. The

obvious inference is that Timothy did overtake

Paul while yet in Athens, and was immediately

sent back to Thessalonica, the apostle's desire to

hear of his friends there being stronger even than

his desire for Timothy's company. Silas appa

rently was also despatched on some similar

mission, and the two overtook Paul a second

time at Corinth, as related in Acts xviii. 5 and

I Thess. iii. 6. It is just possible that Paul may

have countermanded his first order that Silas and

Timothy should follow him with all convenient

speed, and may thus have turned them back to

Macedonia before they reached Athens. But

this supposition does not so well agree with the

words 'left behind' and 'sent;' and the other

arrangement, proposed above, seems unobjection

able.

Ver. 2. Our brother and fellow-labourer with

God. This reading is doubtful, but is preferred

by the most discriminating editors. The reading

followed by the English Version is more natural

and presents less difficulty. But the expression

' fellow-labourer with God is supported by 1 Cor.

iii. 9. Paul bestows these commendatory titles

on Timothy partly from his affection for his young

assistant, partly to illustrate still further his love

for the Thessalonians, which enabled him to part

with so dear and valuable a companion. It has

been justly observed, that the fact of Paul's send

ing Timothy on this mission sufficiently refutes

the charge of timidity and weakness which has

sometimes been brought against this young dis

ciple. See also Phil. ii. 19-22.—Exhort you

concerning your faith Paul's fear was that the

faith of the recent converts might fail under the

persecution to which they were exposed. Timothy

was sent in the interest of their faith, to explain to

them that the troubles in which they were in

volved were no proof that their faith was foolish,

and to encourage them to maintain it.

Ver. 3. For yourselves know. Expected tri

bulations can be no trial to faith, however they

may try our sincerity and integrity. From the

first God declares to His people that they may

count upon trial ; and therefore when trial comes

they cannot be inclined to suppose that God is

forgetful of them. ' Seeing that afflictions are

appointed to us, and we appointed to them ; see

ing there is a decree of God concerning them, a

decree as to the matter of them, as to the manner

of them, as to the measure of them, as to the time

of them, when they shall commence, how far they

shall advance, how long they shall continue ; seeing

everything in affliction is under an appointment,

how meek and humble, how patient and sub

missive, ought the Christian's spirit to be under

them, and with what steadiness ot expectation

may and ought he to look up to heaven for a sancti

fied use and improvement of them 1 ' (Burkitt).

Ver. 4. We told you before. Paul had not

sought to win adherents to the faith by veiling

the hardships of the Christian life. It is better

that beginners should count the cost and delibe

rately enter the Christian course, than that they

should find themselves involved in difficulties they

did not contemplate. As a kindly physicim

sometimes judges it prudent not only to promise

to his patient ultimate restoration, but also to ""

him the phases his disease will pass through

previous to its removal, so that when he sees new

symptoms arising, or feels his strength failing, "e

may not be alarmed, but may recognise this M
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all foreseen as leading on towards health : thus

Paul had dealt with the Thessalonians.

Ver. 5. For this cause, i.e. on account of

these afflictions which had fallen upon you.

Ver. 6. But Timothy having just now come.

That this letter was written immediately after

Timothy's return with the good news he brought

regarding the Thessalonian Christians, might be

gathered from the warmth of its tone.—Good re

membrance, a remembrance which was hearty

and spoke well for their spiritual condition ; for

had they not continued to relish the teaching

inaugurated by Paul, they would not have thought

frequently about him nor have longed to see him

again.

Ver. 7. We were comforted. The tidings

which Paul received of the stedfastness of his

Thessalonians under trial, enabled him to endure

his own troubles with greater equanimity. Their

continued faith showed him that his former

labours and trials had not been in vain, their

affection and sympathy cheered him, and their

uncomplaining endurance was a fresh stimulus to

his own patience.

Ver. 8. For now. ' Now refers to the change

of feeling occasioned by the arrival of Timothy '

(Jowett). It is equivalent to in these circumstances,

in this condition of things, that is to say, if ye

stand fast in the Lord, we live.—We live, i.e. we

have the full strength and enjoyment of life : this

is enough for us ; we no longer feel cramped and

depressed by our own troubles.

Ver. 9. For. Paul goes on to explain the

intensity of feeling and life produced in him by

the news he had heard. It was 'joy ' that flooded

his soul with fresh life : a joy so abundant that

no thanksgiving could adequately express it.—

Before our God. His was a joy which naturally

carried him into the presence of God ; his exulta

tion over the Thessalonians was all suffused with

gratitude to God, who had wrought in them this

triumphant increasing faith.

Ver. 10. The good tidings which Paul had re

ceived did not quench but rather intensified his

desire to see them. From this intense longing we

get a glimpse into the joys of the apostolic life ;

and see with what gladness and refreshment the

first preachers must have turned to those with

whom their efforts had been certainly successful,

and in whom they saw promise of the new faith

becoming triumphant.—And might perfect that

which is lacking in your faith. They had

made advances, but had not yet attained perfec

tion. So long as Christians are in this life, there

is room for growth, and those who have made

greatest proficiency are precisely those who may

most hopefully be stimulated to further attain

ment. The deficiencies in the faith of the Thessa

lonians were probably such as could be removed

by instruction. Already their faith was genuine,

rightly based, and masculine, but it needed that

enlightened knowledge of duty and of the truths of

Christianity which tends to a mature and full-

orbed character.

Ver. 11. May God himself. Himself is added

to give emphasis to the appeal to God ; may He

whose power cannot be baffled by Satan as my

efforts have been, may He whose purposes stand

fast and who overrules all human affairs, bring

me to you.—And our Lord Jesus Christ Christ

is conjoined with God as the object of prayer and

as the disposer of persons and events. Divine

rank and Divine power are thus ascribed to Him.

The circumstance that a verb in the singular

follows these two nominatives (God and our Lord

Jesus Christ) is certainly worthy of remark, and

has commonly been considered as proof that in

the apostle's mind the Father and Jesus Christ

were looked upon as one God. It exhibits them

as one source of energy.—Direct our way unto

yon. Three or four years elapsed before this

prayer was answered.

Ver. 12. But yon may the Lord make to in

crease. Whatever becomes of us and of our

prayer, whether we are allowed to come to you

or not, may you be tended by the Lord. As the

beginnings, so the increase of love is from the

Lord. 'Love is of God.' And because it is the

' bond of perfectness ' and ' the fulfilling of the

law,' Paul prays that they may abound in love.

It is the soil out of which all Christian grace can

grow, it contains in itself the germ of all other

grace, it is greater than even faith or hope : ' God

is love,' and the Spirit of Christ is the Spirit of

love ; and therefore Paul, desiring that his converts

be established unblameable in holiness, prays that

they may abound in love.

Ver. 1 3. The coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.

This Paul looks forward to as the time when those

who are holy shall be acknowledged and manifested

as such ; and beyond which there is no fear of fall ing

away. His prayers for them reach to that point but

not beyond.—With all his saints. Christ is to

appear with all His holy angels (Matt xxv. 31 ;

2 Thess. i. 7), and at His appearing His saints

are at once to join Him (Matt xxiv. 31 ; I Thess.

iv. 16, 17). Probably both angels and men are

included in the present expression.

Chapter IV. 1-8.

Exhortation to Holiness of Life.

FURTHERMORE then, we beseech you, brethren, and

exhort you by ' the Lord Jesus, that as ye have * received

God,' so ye would ■ C*t ' IO>
J u. 6.

of us how ye ought to walk and to please

2 abound more and more.4 For ye know what commandments

in * omit have 3 insert as indeed ye are walking 4 abound yet more
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3 we gave * you by the Lord Jesus. For this is the will of c God, J^^vlTj.*"

even your sanctification, that ye should abstain from d fornica- rff2«?lri.?8;:

4 tion : that every one of you should know how to possess his CoL "*• *

5 'vessel* in sanctification and -^honour; not in the lust of con- j-]^^^7:

cupiscence, even as the Gentiles* which' know not ' God : j^ y'\^

6 that no man go beyond and defraud his brother in any8 f,£,Th**'

matter: because that the Lord is the * avenger of all such,' ^^uL^

7 as we also have forewarned " you, and testified. For God hath

8 not called us " unto uncleanness, but unto ' holiness,

therefore that despiseth, despiseth " not n

hath also given unto us " his Holy ' Spirit.

We. i i Pet. i. 14:
"c Lev. xi. 44.

therefore that despiseth, despiseth " not man, but *God, who i^[%C%

/ x Cor. vi. 19.

4 to possess himself of his own vessel • insert also 'who

8 the " in all these things 10 also told you bi fore

11 God called us not ,a rejecteth, rejecteth ls who also gave unto you

Contents. As in all his Epistles Paul at

least concludes with a strenuous and full inculca

tion of moral duties, so here he reiterates to the

Thessalonians those precepts and warnings which

he had seen to be needful while he was himself

among them. Not less than in other Greek

cities was there a danger in Thessalonica that sins

of impurity might stain the character of the young

Christian community. Very earnestly therefore

does Paul entreat them to keep themselves pure

from such sins, to avail themselves of the natural

safeguard against unehastity, and to revert always

to the consideration that it was their holiness and

purity from all defilement which God intended

when He called them.

Ver. 1. Furthermore then. More literally, as

to what remains, or for the rest : ' marking an

approach towards the conclusion of the Epistle,

though not necessarily a very near approach'

(Vaughan).—In the Lord. Only as the organ of

the Lord does Paul presume to exhort them ; and

only as believers united to Christ, and living in

Him, does he expect that they will listen to his

admonition.—As ye received, l'aul views it as

a possible thing that they may know to do good,

and do it not. Many persons, like the son in the

parable, seem to think that their knowledge of

duty, aud recognition of it in conscience, is some

sort of compensation for their non-performance of

it. The Thessalonians, however, were walking

as Paul had directed them ; but he knew the

tendency there is to be content with a half-com

pleted course, to allow some sin to remain because

much has been cast out, to weary before the

whole work is acccomplished, and therefore he is

bent upon having them ' abound yet more. '

Ver. 2. For ye know. I give you no new

code of morals, but beseech you to live up to the

instructions I formerly gave you. I refer you to

my original teaching, ' for ye know,' etc—By the

Lord Jesus. It was the Lord Jesus who moved

the apostle to deliver these commandments.

Christ was the agent in the matter.

Ver. 3. For this. The reason why the pre

cepts had been given and were to be kept, was

that God desired their sanctification.—The will

of God. It is this which God desires and intends

when He calls you by the Gospel. What God

wills and intends, He also makes provision for :

hence the encouragement the Christian has in

knowing that all his efforts after holiness are in

accordance with that will which accomplishes all

it designs.—That ye abstain from fornication.

This is the particular virtue in which their

sanct:fication was to be manifested. And here

and elsewhere emphasis is laid upon purity of

life, because licentiousness was bred in the bone

of the converts from heathenism, and fornication

was in Greece considered a venial transgres

sion.

Ver. 4. That every one of you should know

to possess himself of his own vessel. This is a

positive duty in the matter of sanctification, as

the preceding clause declared the negative duty.

They were to abstain from fornication ; and,

that they might do so, each was to possess a wife

of his own. As to the Corinthians (I Cor. vii. 2),

Paul says, ' To avoid fornication, let every man

have his own wife. ' The word ' vessel ' is indeed

susceptible of the meaning ' body,' as well as that

of ' wife ; ' but that it here has the latter sense

is clear — 1st, from the meaning of the word

translated in the Authorised Version 'possess.'

This word does not mean simply 'possess,' but

'acquire possession of,' and could, therefore, be

used only for a wife (as in point of fact it is com

monly so used, as in Ecclus. xxxvi. 29, in E.V. 24),

and not of a man's own body. 2d, From the

emphasis which the apostle lays on the words

'his own ' (inadequately rendered in the Authorised

Version)—an emphasis which is intended to con

trast 'his own vessel' with the public and indis

criminate concubinage referred to in the preceding

clause ; and also with the wrong inflicted on

other men by adultery, against which he proceeds

to warn them. Let every man get a wife of his

own, that thus neither the public prostitute nor

another man's spouse may be a temptation to him.

If we suppose the apostle to mean ' body ' when

he uses the word ' vessel,' it is not easy or possible

to account for the emphatic words 'his own.'—In

sanctification and honour. Let every man

acquire and keep his own wife with motives and

in a way of which he need not be ashamed.

Impurity and shame are always connected with

ill-regulated appetites and lawless passions ; men

are therefore to marry that they may lie pure and

without shame. Readers of the Apocrypha will
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find in the marriage, and especially in the nuptial

prayer of Tobit, some illustration of this passage.

Ver. 5. Not in the lust of concupiscence.

Marriage is to be contracted not for mere bodily

gratification, but to gratify purer feelings and

yearnings. Married people are so to live that

they may be mutually conscious that with them

marriage is an honourable estate, with nothing in

it that makes them ashamed, and that it promotes

their sanctification.—Who know not God. Those

who know not God cannot be expected to have

the same ideal of holiness and purity. They

have not heard the words, ' Be ye holy, for I am

holy ; ' neither have they become acquainted with

perfect holiness in the incarnate God. Every

Christian, therefore, must feel how much more is

required of him than of the heathen. Increased

knowledge is increased responsibility.

Ver. 6. In this verse Paul continues the same

subject, and does not pass to the sin of covetous.

ness. • Another aspect is presented to us of sins

of the flesh ; the wrong done to our neighbour '

(Jowett). This is at once manifest when the

proper rendering is given to the words 'in the

matter.' It is the matter of which Paul has been

speaking, to which he still refers, the matter of

unchastity ; and as he has said of this, that they

are to abstain from fornication, and chastely use

its natural remedy, so now he denounces adultery

—and this, not on account of its impurity, but

because it is a violation of our neighbour's rights.

It was in this light also that Nathan presented to

David his great sin, selecting a parable which

illustrated not its impurity, but the heartless

selfishness which could inflict so gross an injury

on one who might naturally have looked to the

king for protection.—That no man go beyond or

defraud. The first of these terms denotes a con

temptuous neglect of the rights of other men ; the

other, a greedy overreaching of others for our

own pleasure or advantage, both ofwhich elements

enter into the sin of adultery. Let no man thus

practise upon his brother and pique himself on

befooling a credulous or easy husband, for the

adulterer has to do not only with man, but with

One who cannot be taken in, and from whom

there is no hiding.—The Lord is the avenger of

all these things. In all such matters God is the

avenger. Men may not be able to vindicate their

own rights, or inflict the just and righteous

punishment for irreparable injury ; but the Lord

has an eye on every such case, and will both

bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and

cause the offender to feel that it is himself he has

befooled. As nothing is more emphatically

asserted in the Word of God, nothing is more

legibly written on the lives of men, than that sore

and sure retribution waits upon sins of the

flesh.

Ver. 7. For God called us not unto unclean -

ness. Paul returns to the idea of the third verse,

the idea that such sins were antagonistic to God's

purpose and work in Christians. If we profess

to be responding to God's call, let us clearly

understand what it is ; what we must abandon,

and what we must seek. It is a call from one

moral condition to another.

Ver. 8. He that rejecteth, i.e. he who con

temptuously or negligently refuses to listen to

these injunctions and warnings.—Not man. Not

me, the apostle who conveys this message to you.

I do not deliver these moral precepts on my own

authority. They are the commandments of God.

Frequently men make the human medium through

which light is conveyed to their conscience, an

excuse for not attending to it. It is only—they

persuade themselves—the crotchet of an enthusiast,

the pardonable anxiety of a parent, the imper

tinent advice of an officious person ; but, rejecting

what conscience endorses, they contemn not men

but God.—Who also gave unto you his Holy

Spirit. The fact that to all believers God gives

the Holy Spirit, should both encourage them to

persevere in seeking holiness, and should deter

them from such sins as are specially offensive to

the Spirit, whose peculiar title is 'Holy.' This

gift should further bind Christians by the evidence

it affords that, whatever they make of God's call,

God is in earnest about it, and faithfully carries

out His part. Sins of the flesh are specially

antagonistic to the Spirit's work ; they mock all

a man's nobler aspirations, and make indulgence

the end of life, and whatever refinement and

apparent susceptibility to what is good they leave

on the surface, underneath the whole nature is

rotten, feeble, coarse.

10

Chapter IV. 9-12.

Exhortation to Brotherly Love and Industry.

BUT as touching brotherly "love, ye need not that I write "j^"^'/

unto you : for ye yourselves are taught of b God to love

one another. And ' indeed ye do it toward all the brethren

which ' are in all Macedonia : but we beseech you, brethren,

Gat. vi. 10 ;

a Pet. i. 7.

b Jo vi. 45 :

1 Jo. iL 27.

1 1 that ye increase more and more ; 3 and that ye study 4 to be

quiet, and to do your own business, and to work with your own

12 'hands, as we commanded ''you; that ye may walk honestly1 c 3 Thes. iii.

6-

toward them that are 'without, and that ye may6 have lack of icoUv' '"'■'*

nothing. iTin.ii'7.

1 For

4 to make it your ambition

2 who

e becomingly

' to abound yet more

* and may
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Contents. The connection between the two

subjects of this paragraph, brotherly love and

quiet industry, is somewhat obscure. It may be

that those who had abandoned their ordinary

callings, and were spending their time in idle

expectation of the Lord's coming, or in a gossip

ing and meddling interference with other men's

affairs, were deadening their own brotherly love,

and were tempting their more industrious neigh

bours to abuse and recrimination. The connec

tion of the whole paragraph with the preceding

lies probably in the suggestion made by ver. 6 of

the subject of brotherlylove.

Ver. 9. Brotherly love is love to the

' brethren,' i.e. to Christians, who had received

the spirit of adoption and power to become the

sons of God. As the great motive of Christ's

coming was love for us, so the great object of

His coming was to enable us to love God and

one another ; to set us right with God and men.

And He effects this by first of all knitting us to

Himself. By loving Him we get into sympathy

with all who love Him, and we also contract His

own way of looking at men. So that where

religion makes men severe rather than tender,

censorious rather than meek and hopeful, proud

rather than lowly, uncharitable in feeling and

act rather than considerate and helpful, their

religion is a failure (1 John iv. 20, etc).—Ye

need not that I write unto yon. Paul insinuates

his exhortation to further attainment, by g-'ving

them credit for what they have already achieved.

—For you yourselves are taught of God. You

need no one to teach you, for you yourselves are

already taught—taught directly by Him whose

ministers we are, taught by Him whose teaching

not only enlightens conscience but animates the

will, so that the result of His teaching is apparent

in your conduct.

Ver. 10. For indeed ye do it. Proof of the

preceding clause.—All the brethren who are in

ail Macedonia. ' Which implies a lively inter

course with the Christians in Philippi, Bercea,

and perhaps at small scattered stations, offshoots

from the central churches.'

Ver. II. Make it your ambition to be qniet.

The Greeks were naturally restless and ambitious.

Juvenal in a well-known passage (iii. 76) satirizes

their unsteadiness, their flying from one pursuit

to another, their readiness to engage in anything

which promised remuneration without hard work,

' to open schools for grammar, or rhetoric, or

geometry, or drawing, or wrestling ; to tell the

will of heaven, or to dance upon the tight-rope ;

to administer medicines or charms.' They were

especially ambitious of municipal offices, in which

their ready tongue might save them from hard

labour, and give them an opportunity of inter

meddling with other men's affairs. This natural

excitability and idleness of the Greeks had found

nourishment in the expectation which the Thessa-

lonians had apparently formed regarding the

speedy approach of the end of the world ; and

probably also in the circumstance that they were

called to a heavenly citizenship which might seem

to exonerate them from earthly drudgery, and to

a brotherhood from which they might expect to

receive support. That some of the Thessalonians

were ' walking disorderly ' and refusing to work,

and acting as ' busybodies, ' we read in the

Second Epistle. These were in all probability

persons who wished to be regarded as spiritual,

eager for the Lord's coming, capable advisers

and instructors of other men. To these Pad

says, Let your ambition lead you not to a flighty,

excited, bustling, indolent life, assuming to be

superior to, but in reality dependent on, the

labour of other men, but to a tranquil, steady,

unostentatious engagement in your own ordinary

occupations.

Work with your own hands. From this it

may probably be inferred that the bulk of the

Thessalonian converts were labouring men or

mechanics.—As we commanded you. Even

while yet with them, Paul had seen symptoms of

the restlessness which afterwards developed into

what he could only call disorderly conduct-

symptoms so significant that the same injunctions

to a quiet demeanour and industrious pursuance

of their ordinary callings were even then

necessary.

Ver. 12. That ye may make walk becomingly

toward them that are without. This is ' the

regular designation of those who were not

Christians ; ' a designation which merely defines

without passing any judgment on their condition.

(See I Tim. iii. 7 ; Col. iv. 5 ; 1 Cor. v. 12, 13.)

It is probably derived from the expressions ' with

out the camp,' ' without the synagogue ; ' and

conveys the idea of exclusion not simply from the

Church, but from all that satisfies man. Com]'.

Rev. xxii. 15. As the passages just referred to

show, Paul was ever solicitous (as Peter also was

I Pet. ii. 12-19) that Christians should so excel

in the domestic virtues, in the common decencies

and courtesies and duties of life, as to afford the

heathen no occasion to upbraid, or despise, or

suspect them. A decorous and irreproachable

demeanour, excellence in the virtues which the

world acknowledges, diligence in the public

service, these things commend the religion which

enjoins them.—And may have lack of nothing.

Ellicott prefers to render these words * may have

need of no man,' that is to say, may, by working

with your own hands, be independent of the

support other men can afford you. This meaning

suits the context very well, but the common

rendering is the more natural, and equally suits

the context ; and the difference between the two

renderings is practically inappreciable. Paul

desires that they may mind their own business

and work with their own hands, so as to be

independent ; and to keep the reproach of use-

lessness and laziness from blotting their religion.
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Chapter IV. 13-18.

Comfortfor the Bereaved concerning the Prospects of the Departed.

Rom. i. 1 3 ;

1 Cor. x. i(

.Ml. I.

1 3 T) UT I ' would not have you to be " ignorant, brethren, con-

-D cerning them which are asleep ; * that ye sorrow not,

14 even as others which' have no hope. For if we believe that

Jesus died, and rose again, even so them also which sleep* in

Jesus will God bring with *him. For this we say unto you by ^m.'™;.™!

the word of the 'Lord, that we which are alive and remain5 'jgj;^5,':

unto the coming of the Lord, shall not prevent 6 them which are ;£OT™- ">■

asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend from d heaven with **%££%!*

a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the ' trump of 'f^

God : 7 and the dead in / Christ shall rise first : then we which

* Ex. xix. 16 ;

i. 14-

6: Mai.

xxiv. 31 ;

are alive and remain shall be caught g up together with them in /Rev'xw!'.^

the clouds, to meet the * Lord in the air : ' and so shall we ever eJuJIvTiJ,

be with the ' Lord. Wherefore comfort one another with these am'il'xxv.

words. i/o.'xii. *5,
xiv. 3. xvii.

17

1 Now we * or, those who are falling asleep * as the rest who ' '

4 or, those also who fall asleep • who are living, who are being left over

6 shall in nowise precede

8 into the air

' with voice of archangel, and with trump of God

Contf.nts. Paul had preached to the Thessa-

lonians the doctrine of the Second Coming of

Christ, and they had apparently taken up the

impression that the Lord was very soon to return.

When, therefore, one and another of the Christians

who were looking for Christ's coming, died, their

friends became perplexed and anxious about their

condition and prospects. They seem to have

been afraid that the dead would not witness nor

partake in the glory of Christ's appearing. It is

to remove these misapprehensions that Paul

writes this paragraph of instruction and comfort.

Ver. 13. We would not have you to be

ignorant. 'A phrase by which St. Paul

frequently introduces a new and important topic.'

See references. — Them which are asleep.

Death is called sleep by Pagan as well as by

Christian writers, and it is therefore probable

that the euphemism was first suggested by the

stillness and repose, and cessation of intercourse

with outward things, which characterize both

conditions. What we know of sleep is, that it is

a state in which there is no consciousness of the

objects of sense ; and this is a chief characteristic

of death. But to the Christian the resemblance

is fuller and more significant. No sleep lasts for

ever, else it is not sleep ; a waking follows every

sleep. And so death is called a sleep, to remind

us that it is not a final cessation of life, even in

the case of the body, but only a transitory state

out of which body and soul shall together arise.

And secondly, what sleep is to our day's work,

death is to our life's work. The frame that is

worn by toil or wasted by disease lies back into

the arms of death, and all its weariness is over,

all its pain forgotten. Under shelter of that

insensibility the man is rehabilitated and revived

from all that has wom him out.—That ye sorrow

not These words do not merely forbid such

sorrowing as the hopeless indulge in, but all

sorrowing. They who look for no resurrection

sorrow for the dead, but ye are not to do so.

To bewail their condition is wholly out of place,

though to utter our own grief and bewail our own

loss is natural and fit.—No hope. Here and

there an individual among the heathen speaks of

death as the 'interruption, not the extinction

of life' (Seneca), or is driven by the death of a

noble friend to hope for a life beyond (Horace,

Odes, i. 24), but at the best that future life is

shadowy, colourless, cold, and unattractive (Pro-

pertius, El. iv. 7). The fact is, that without the

knowledge of the resurrection of the body, the

hope of immortality and the notions of a future

life must be dim, perplexed, and vacillating.

Ver. 14. For if we believe. Paul goes on to

explain the reason of the hope which should be

entertained regarding departed Christians. It is

founded on the universal and fundamental

Christian belief that Jesus died but rose again.

The argument is more fully drawn out in

I Cor. xv., in which passage, as here, Paul pro

ceeds upon the fact of Christ's resurrection, and

from it infers the certainty of that of His people.

In this argument is involved the important

principle that Jesus Christ is the Head and Re

presentative of His people, in such a sense that

in His human history we see the history and

experience of each Christian acted out in all its

essential parts. The members cannot be separated

from the Head in any important part of His

destiny. In His triumphant return they must
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share.—Who sleep through Jens, i.e. they who

by the intervention of Christ are now peacefully

awaiting resurrection. It will be observed that

while Paul uses the consolatory word ' sleep '

when he speaks of believers, he uses the word

I died ' when speaking of Christ. He does so

because between the death of Christ and that of

I I is people there was an essential difference ; the

one being an endurance of the curse, the other

being exempt from this sting. Christ ' tasted

death for every man,' and by the infallible

chemistry of His love drew out of each man's

cup the poison, so that it became a sleeping

draught.—Will God bring with him, i.e. with

Jesus.

Ver. 15. By the word of the Lord. The

account of the Lord's Second Advent which

follows is one of those revelations which human

reasoning could not even help the apostle to

predict It must be revealed directly. Some

spiritual truths Paul reached by the growth of his

own experience ; the Spirit worked imperceptibly

along with and sustained his own inquiry and

knowledge ; but there were also some matters

which could not be so discovered or discerned,

and these could only be revealed by a wholly and

directly supernatural enlightenment. Among

these was the Lord's Epiphany. The occurrence

of this expression here, reminds us that the

possibility of mistake is precluded in what follows.

—We who are living, who are being left over,

i.e. we, whoever we may be, who are alive at the

coming of the Lord. ' Is St. Paul speaking here

of his own generation only ? or are the living at a

particular time put for the living in general, these

being spoken of in the first person by way of

contrast with the dead from whom they are

parted ? We may consider "we who are living"

as a figure of the living in general, just as " they

that are asleep" though primarily referring to the

dead in the Thessalonian Church, is also put for

the dead in general ' (Jowett). The ' we ' embraces

along with the apostle all the Christian Thessa-

lonians at that time alive ; if, therefore, the ex

pression implies that Paul expected that he would

five till the reappearance of Christ, it equally

implies that he expected that all the Thessalonians

would survive till that time ; which no one is

hardy enough to maintain. That the words Paul

uses are susceptible of a meaning which would

imply that he expected to live till the Lord came,

is evident from the circumstance that some of the

Thessalonians, with whom Greek was the mother

tongue, did so understand his words. But that

Paul himself did not mean them to be so under

stood is evident from his distinct affirmation to

this effect in the Second Epistle j which ap

parently was written chiefly for the purpose of

correcting this false impression, and the disorders

occasioned by it. What the words do imply is

the possibility, but not the expectation, that some

or all of them might see the day of the Son of

man before dying. The beginning of the follow

ing chapter shows that Paul was unwilling to

speak definitely of the times and seasons ; and the

Second Epistle shows that the one point on

which he was confident was that other events

must occur before the second coming. ' A living

man naturally classes himself with the living, in

contradistinction to those who are dead. We do not

read it as an express assertion that St. Paul him

self would certainly be among the living at the

Advent of Christ. At present he belonged to

that division of the human race ; he knew not but

that he might still be so at that great epoch, of

which the day and hour are known only to the

Father, but which each generation of the Church

ougjit to be constantly expecting. The Second

Epistle expressly corrects the false inference that

St. Paul here predicts an immediate return of

Christ ; and, by implication at least, the idea that

he himself presumes upon living to behold it '

(Vaughan).—-Shall in no wise precede, i.e. shall

not anticipate or be beforehand with ; ' shall not

arrive into the presence of the Lord, and share

the blessings and glories of His advent, before

others' (Ellicott).

Ver. 16. For. Things shall not happen as yon

fear, because the following is the order in which

the last things are to take place. —The Lord Him

self shall descend from heaven. The emphatic

' Himself seems intended to dismiss from the

minds of the Thessalonians the idea that the

living could of themselves make any use of their

apparent superiority to the dead, and so, while

yet their friends slept, enter the joy of the Lord.

On the contrary, it is not they who are to hasten

to the Lord, but the Lord Himself who is to

come to them ; and, as he goes on to say, the

first intimation of His coming shall be the signals

given not to the living but to the dead. The

shout which the dead hear shall be the first note

of warning to the living. The wider meaning is,

however, not to be overlooked. ' It shall not be

a mere amelioration, gradual or sudden, of the

condition of the Church or of the world ; not a

mere displacement of evil or triumph of good, not

a mere crisis of human affairs, issuing in times

of universal blessing and happiness ; it shall be

a personal coming ' (Vaughan).—With a shout,

with voice of archangel, and with trumpet of

God. The word here rendered ' shout ' is literally

' word of command,' being the common and

technical term for the military word of command,

or for the loud cry of the boatswain giving time to

the rowers. The word of command here referred

to is to be given by the archangel, summoning, in

a form of words which it is idle to conjecture, the

dead to awake out of sleep and to arise ; or

rather, the expression ' with the trumpet of God,'

seems to indicate that the summons or signal is

to be given not in a form of words but as by a

military bugle, the various calls of which are

understood by the army. The whole representa

tion, the angelic host with their archangelic

leader, the trumpet ' sounding louder and louder,*

the descent of the Lord Himself, finds its original

in the descent of God upon Mount Sinai

(Ex. xix. 16).—The dead in Christ, i.e. those

who died believing in Christ, and thus in true

spiritual union with Him.—Shall rise first. Be

fore anything else transpires, and especially before

the living are gathered to the Lord. ' The first

act of the last drama is the resurrection of the

dead, who are to meet Christ ; the second, the

gathering to them of the inhabitants of the earth '

(Jowett).

Ver. 17. Then. Immediately after the dead in

Christ have risen.—Shall be caught up together

with them in the clouds. This Ascension of

the Church to her Lord presupposes the ' change '

spoken of by Paul in I Cor. xv. 52. The bodily

ascent will be a token of the new conditions into

which the body has passed, and will serve to
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identify the glorified body of the believer with

that of Christ. But, as Luther remarks, this

passage is of a symbolical kind, and we must not

press each expression to its exact literal signifi

cance. The general idea of a gathering to the

Lord is conveyed, but a literal representation of

all the details here mentioned would fail to

furnish us with an accurate picture of what will

actually take place. ' Such an attempt is like

painting a picture of the scenes in the Apocalypse,

which, the moment they are brought together,

are seen to have a prophetic and symbolical

meaning, not an artistic unity ' (Jowett).—Ever

with the Lord. It is this which fills the Chris

tian's future and makes heaven for him. The

restoration to lost friends is much, but is enhanced

by the introduction to Christ and everlasting

residence with Him. Whatever may be the

physical relations and conditions by means of

which these words shall be accomplished, they

beget the hope that we shall be sensible that the

influence of Christ pervades all we have to do

with, and especially our own soul.

Ver. 18. Wherefore. There being no ground

for your supposing that your dead friends will

suffer any disadvantage from dying before Christ

comes.—Comfort one another with these words.

Paul scarcely expects that mourners will them

selves remember in their grief that which should

alleviate it; but he calls upon their fellow-Christians

to assume the office of comforter. And that no

one may excuse himself on the score of having no

consolation to offer, he gives them wherewithal

they may mitigate the bitterness of bereavement

Chapter V. 1-11.

Exhortation to Sobriety and Watchfulness, founded on the Suddenness of tlie

Lords Coming, and on their Cliaracter as Children of Light.

1 "D UT of the times and the ° seasons, brethren, ye have no

2 -U need that I write ' unto you. For yourselves know

perfectly that the day of the * Lord so cometh as a thief in

3 the c night For when they shall say, Peace and d safety, then

sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a

4 woman ' with * child ; and they shall not * escape. But ye,

brethren, are not in darkness, that that 4 day should overtake

5 you as a thief. Ye are all the children of t light, and the chil

dren of the day : 4 we are not of the night,6 nor of darkness.

6 Therefore, let us not sleep, as do others ; 7 but let us watch and

7 be ** sober. For they that sleep, sleep in the night ; and they

8 that be drunken, are drunken in the night. But let us, who 8

are of the day, be sober, putting * on the * breastplate of faith

9 and love ; and for an helmet the hope of ' salvation. For God

hath not appointed us to * wrath, but to obtain salvation by our

10 Lord Jesus Christ, who died for us, that, whether we wake or

1 1 sleep, we should live together with ' him. Wherefore comfort

yourselves together,10 and edify one another, even as also

ye do.

a Acts i. 7.

h Joel i. 15, ii.

z ; 2 Thes. ii.

2 ; 1 Cor. i 8 ;

Phil. i. 6, 10.

c Mat.xxiv.43;

2 Pet iii. 10;

Rev. iii. 3.

d Jer. vi. 14 ;

Ezek. xiii.io;

z Sam. xxx.

e Icr. xiii. 31 ;

Ps. xlviii. 6.

/Lu. xvi. 8 ;

Jo. xii. 36.

g Eph. v. 8 ;

Rom. xiii. 12;

1 Pet. iv. 7,

v. 8.

Alsa. lix. 17;

Rom. xiii. 12

Eph. vi. 11.

f 1 Jo. iii. 3 ;

Tit. ii. i2t 13.

A 2 Tim. it 20;

z Thes. i. 10.

/ Rom. xiv. 8 ;

1 Thes. iv. 14;

Rom. vi. 5.

1 that it be written 2 her that is

5 For all ye are sons of light and sons of day.

8 as we B having put on

* in no wise 4 the

6 of night 7 the rest

10 comfort one another

Contents. Having spoken so definitely of

the Lord's coming, Paul anticipates that the

Thessalonians will inquire the time of this great

consummation. He therefore reminds them that

they are already aware that the time is uncertain,

the coming sudden ; but that it need not alarm

them who are prepared for it and desire it. They

have, he says, an affinity for that day, living now

on those principles which it is to assert and

enforce. And from this he takes occasion to

exhort them to the conduct which becomes persons

who expect their Lord, and who believe them

selves to be destined to partake of His glory.

Ver. t. But of the times and seasons. When

our Lord spoke to His disciples of the coming of

the Son of man, they naturally felt a desire to
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that the knowledge of God and of ourselves which

Christ brought into the world be held in abeyance.

He who feels he can get on better without those

ideas and principles and that connection with

God which Christ has brought to light, he who

feels that all he is most concerned about would

thrive much better in a world that shut out Christ,

—this man is 'in darkness.' And as he needs

and counts on this darkness for the fulfilment of

all his schemes and hopes, the return of Christ to

enforce the principles He revealed in His first

coming is distasteful, unreckoned on, destructive.

With Christians it is not so, because they are

' not in darkness ; ' what they are, Paul proceeds

to state.

Ver. 5. Foi all ye are sons of light and sons

of day. As 'the children of this world' are

those who wholly belong to it ; as ' the son of

perdition * is the man of whom perdition is the

most striking feature, who is bound over to perdi

tion, as that with which he is identified ; so ' the

children of the light ' are those who are produced

by the light, who belong to it, and live in it as

their element. They are what they are because

they have accepted Christ as the Light, and have

learned from Him the truth about God, sin, life,

and all that concerns them. They have gladly

faced what is thus revealed to them, and desire to

actuponit.—Not of night nor of darkness. They

who are of darkness make nothing of the light

which shines in the first 'day of the Lord,' of the

truth disclosed by His first coming. They have

not ' comprehended ' that light, have not set their

faces to it, and let it become life to them.

Ver. 6. Therefore, let us not sleep. There is

a conduct appropriate to every position. Our

position as children of light implies a certain

corresponding wakefulness. We are the children

of light because we live in Christ ; it follows that

we look and long for His appearing, and do not

sleep as other men may who do not desire or expect

His coming.—Watch and be sober. The best

commentary on these words is the exhortation of

our Lord : ' Take heed to yourselves, lest at any

time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting,

and drunkenness, and cares of this life, and so

that day come upon you unawares, tor as a

snare shall it come on all them that dwell on the

face of the whole earth. Watch ye therefore,

and pray always that ye may be accounted worthy

to escape all these things that shall come to pass,

and to stand before the Son of man ' (Luke xxi.

34-36)-

Ver. 7. They that sleep, sleep in the night

Every man has a natural shame of being found

asleep in the day-time, no matter what good excuse

he has for it, however exhausted and unwell he

may be. If even nature thus teaches us to be

ashamed of sleeping through the hours God gives

us for wakeful work, let us, who arc of the day,

watch.—They that are drunken, are drunken 111

the night. Or at least should be, and in most

countries are, so ashamed of themselves as to

court darkness. When a man begins not only to

exceed at night, when weariness or conviviality

might tempt him, but, even before the days

work is well begun, is found unfit for any duty,

he is, humanly speaking, hopeless. Peter thought

it enough, when those who were filled with the

Spirit at Pentecost were supposed to be drunk, (0

remind their accusers that it was but the third host

of the day.

know when it should take place ; and Paul, not

without reason, supposes that a similar desire may

be stirring in the minds of those to whom he has

announced the same event. Paul therefore passes

to this subject, and with instinctive courtesy and

skill turns their minds from useless inquiries to

profound moral truths. ' Times and seasons '

became a common expression, giving a greater

completeness than either word alone would give ;

but probably the distinctive meaning of each word

was lost sight of. If they are to be distinguished,

' times ' refers to the periods into which history is

divided, ' seasons ' to the eras at which seasonably

occur those great events which give a new

momentum to the history.—Ye have no need

that it he written to you. People are more

likely to receive information when their informant

presumes they know it already. Paul's reason for

this presumption probably was that he himself had

previously told them that the time of the Lord's

coming was unrevealed (comp. 2 Thess. ii. 5)-

Ver. 2. For ye yourselves know, and therefore

do not need to be reminded ; this itself being,

however, the most delicate and yet most effectual

reminder. Perfectly — literally, with perfect

accuracy ; and perfectly accurate knowledge on

this point is, that there can be no perfectly accurate

ascertainment of the date of the Lord's coming.—

The day of the Lord. ' Neither the day of death

to individuals, nor the time of the destruction of

Jerusalem, nor in the common sense the end of

the world. More truly should we say that the

apostle meant all these, ere they had separated

themselves from the indistinct future. It was the

day spoken of by the prophet Joel, referred to by

Saint Peter in the Acts, anci prophesied of by

Christ Himself (Jowett). The expression origin

ated with the prophets, who used it of those times

when God specially manifested Himself in judg

ment.—As a thief in the night. That is, with

out warning (comp. Luke xii. 39 ; and Rev. iii. 3),

or when least expected, as described in the following

verse.

Ver. 3. When they shall say. When 'un

believing and unthinking* men are persuading

themselves that there is no cause for apprehension,

then destruction comes upon them suddenly.—As

travail upon her that is with child. This is the

usual expression in Scripture for great anguish,

but the point of the comparison in this passage

seems to be the suddenness of the pang. The

woman is seized as she travels, or sits at table, or

lies asleep— the suddenness being all the more

striking because she thinks she is prepared for it

The inevitable nature of that pain may also be in

the apostle's mind, and may have suggested the

following clause.

Ver. 4. But ye, brethren, are not in darkness,

that that day should overtake you as a thief.

There is nothing appalling to the Christian, in the

suddenness of the Lord's coming, for to those who

are waiting and longing for Him, He cannot come

as a thief and find them unprepared. The full

light of day is no surprise to those who have been

eagerly watching for the morning. It is antici

pated, longed for, welcome. Those are ' in dark

ness' who have not accepted what Christ, the

Light of the world, taught j who do not accept

His life as their example, nor believe in those

principles which it exemplifies ; who do not think

of God as holy, loving, and near j but who have

desires to fulfil, which for their fulfilment require
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Ver. 8. Patting on the breastplate of faith

and love. His exhortation to sobriety and watch

fulness has suggested to him his favourite image

of the soldier, or here specially the sentinel, whose

commander may come at any moment, who is set

between two ' days ' looking back to one sudden

irruption of God into this world, and looking

forward to another. It is defensive armour, there

fore, that Paul specifies ; armour for watching in,

rather than for fighting. For watching, ' faith '

is manifestly the most essential piece of the

Christian panoply. The faith intended is a firm

persuasion in the truth of Christ's first coming,

and in its meaning for us, a constant close applica

tion of Christ to all our life and habits in the

expectation of His return. All through this faith

there must be ' love ' interwoven ; as the breast

plate was not all of stiff and hard, though friendly

steel, but was laced with softer stuff that made it

lie more kindly to the breast, and, instead of

weakening, made it tougher and more available

for all uses. Thus, when a man looks to Christ

and finds how his whole life is covered by Christ,

a strong love of Him mingles with this faith, and

makes it so dear to him, and fits it so closely in

to his most vital affections and interests, that he

can wear it always, that it warms and supports

instead of chilling and wearying him ; and

instead of desiring to rid himself of this faith as a

thing unnatural and put on, the love that is in it

has made it so congenial that he thinks not ever

to put it off.—As an helmet the hope of salva

tion. Undoubtedly it is the assurance that

eternity is ours which best defends us against the

temptations of this present world. It is hope that

actually purifies (1 John iii. 3). The Christian's

best defence is the deep-seated, heart-held hope

that he shall be with Christ and partake in that

very blessedness which satisfies Him.

Ver. 9. For. Paul shows the reasonableness

of this hope.—God hath not appointed us to

wrath. The truest parallel to this expression is

that of Peter (1 Pet. li. 8), where he speaks of the

disobedience of the rejecters of Christ, and adds,

'whereunto also they were appointed,' set apart,

as it were, in the purpose of God to this end.

This end was also the eager choice of their own

will ; though how these two determining motives

both find room we cannot tell. Paul speaks

assuredly of the election of the Thessalonians

( I Thess. i. 4), because he had witnessed the fruits

of it, in their turning from idols to serve the li ving

God. The ' wrath spoken of is the manifestation

of the Divine anger against sin in the coming and

judgment of Christ. Having negatively described

then- destiny, Paul goes on to describe it positively.

—To obtain salvation. Other passages extend the

meaning of ' salvation ' (see chap. iv. 7), but here

the leading idea in the apostle s mind is escape

from the destruction with which the unbelieving

world was to be visited ; though this involves, as

he immediately shows, life with Christ.

Ver. 10. Who died for us. How salvation is

obtained through Jesus Christ, Paul here explains.

Christ died for our sake, and especially to secure

for us this grand advantage, vir. that whether we

wake or sleep, we should live together with

him. Recurring to the anxieties of the Thes

salonians regarding their deceased friends, he

reminds them that the very object of Christ in

dying was to secure to His people a life which no

death could interrupt or destroy. Those who have

died before His return suffer no disadvantage, for

He has secured that whether we wake or sleep,

whether, i.e., we live or die, we should live with

Him. It should be remarked that Paul does not

here throw any light on the present state of the

Christian dead, unless by inference ; what he

thinks and speaks of is their blessedness when

Christ returns.

Ver. 11. Wherefore. There being such good

grounds for hopefulness about the departed, com

fort one another.—Edify. 'From the frequent

application of the term house or temple to Chris

tians collectively (as I Cor. iii. 16, Know ye not

that ye are the temple of God?) and individually

(as I Cor. vi. 19, Know ye not that your body is

the templeofthe Holy Ghost?), the figure of building

is naturally used to express their improvement and

advancement in the life of God ' (Vaughan).

Chapter V. 12-28.

Concluding Exhortations to Unity, Prayer, and Holiness.

12

A'
ND l we beseech you, brethren, to a know them which *

h labour among you, and are over8 you in the Lord, and

13 admonish you; and to esteem them very highly in love for

14 their work's sake. And* be at peace among c yourselves. Now

we exhort you, brethren, warn a them that are unruly, comfort

the d feeble-minded, support the 'weak, be patient toward all

1 5 men? See that none render f evil for evil unto any man ; but

ever follow that which is ^good, both among yourselves, and to

16,17 aU men? Rejoice h evermore. Pray without ' ceasing.

1 Now

6 omit men

2 those who 3 preside over 4 omit And 5 admonish

7 both toward one another and toward all

a 1 Cor. xvI.iS;

PhiL ii. 29.

b 1 Tim. v. 17;

Heb. xiii. 17.

c Mk. ix. 50 ;

Rom. xii. 18 ;

9 Cor. xiii. 1 1 ;

Col. iii. 15.

(Visa. xxxv. 4.

e 1 Cor. ix. 22 ;

2 Cor. xi. 39.

/ Rom, xii. 17 ;

x Pet. iii. 9.

g 1 Cor. xiv. 1 ;

Rom. xii. 21;

A Phil. iii. 1,

iT- * ...
i Lu. xvm. 1 ;

Rom. i. 9 ;

Eph. vi. 1 3.
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18 In every thing give * thanks: for this is the will of God in *

19 Christ Jesus concerning you. Quench not the ' Spirit.

20, 2 1 Despise not "* prophesyings. Prove 8 all " things : hold fast

22 that which is good. Abstain from all appearance' of evil."

23 And the very God of * peace 10 sanctify you wholly : and Ipray *

God your whole spirit, and soul, and body, be preserved blame-

24 less unto the coming" of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful is

25 he that calleth 'you, who also will do it. Brethren, pray for >

26, 27 us. Greet all the brethren with an holy r kiss. I charge *■

you by the Lord, that this epistle be read unto all the holy

28 brethren. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you.

Amen.

* But prove * from every form ,0 And may the God of peace himself

11 and may your spirit, and soul, and body, be preserved whole without

blame in the coming

Ps.cTii.8,43;

Eph. v. k> ;

Phil. iv. 6.

Eph. iv. 30 ;

Heb. x. *9 ;

2 Tim. i- 6.

Cor xiv. 1 ;

Acts xv. 3a.

1 Jo. iv. 1.

Rom. xr. 33,

xvi. ao ;

2 Cor. xiii.t j ;

PhU. iv. 9.

1 Cor. i. 9.

Rom. xvi. 16;

1 Cor. xviao.

Contents. As Paul's custom was, lie con

cludes this Epistle with a number of practical

injunctions suitable to the circumstances of those

to whom he writes, and more or less connected

with one another.

Ver. 12. The transition from the last paragraph

to this is easy. Having exhorted them to com

fort one another, he naturally passes on to incul

cate the duty of attending to those whose special

work it was to instruct and edify them.—To know.

'That is, to appreciate, not to be unaware of

their real work ' (Vauchan).—Those who labour

among yon, and preside over yon and admonish

you. All three functions belong to the same

office. Those who presided over them were the

same persons who instructed them : ruling and

teaching were the two grand divisions of ecclesias

tical labour. But if not in Thessalonica, in other

churches, symptoms soon appeared of a separation

of the ruling from the teaching elders. See I

Tim. v. 17.

Ver. 13. To esteem them very highly in love.

There was required not merely an outward de

ference and submission, but an affectionate regard.

Little good can be effected in a church in which

the ministers are neither respected nor loved.

But this respect and love must have a real object,

must be excited and maintained by the efficiency

of the ministry : as Paul says, it is to be for their

work's sake. ' On account both of the import

ance of the work (Heb. xiii. 17) and the earnest

and laborious manner in which it was performed ;

comp. Phil. i. 22, ii. 30 ' (Ellicolt). — Be at

peace among yourselves. This suitably follows

on the foregoing admonitions. Do not quarrel

with your rulers, nor let their actions produce

among you a factious spirit. This ecclesiastical

organization is new, it brings you into new and

delicate relations with persons of various educa

tion and habits ; there will be difficulties and

great need of patience, forbearance, yieldingness

of spirit ; but see that you live at peace.

Ver. 14. Brethren. The counsels of this verse

are addressed not to the ministers alone, nor to

the people alone, but to all.—Unruly. The con

nection would lead a reader to suppose that this

referred to those who rebelled .igainst the authority

of the elders or presiding ecclesiastical officials ;

but the similar expressions in the Second Epistle,

iii. 6, 7, II, would seem to indicate that those are

meant who had abandoned their ordinary occupa

tions from misapprehensions regarding the coming

of the Lord. It may, however, have a wider

reference to all who did not live consistently with

the Christian rule.—The feeble-minded. Those

timid persons who were dismayed by the persecu

tions which had overtaken the young Church, or

who were downcast by the loss of friends through

death. An example of such comforting of the

feeble-minded is given in Heb. xii. 1-13. —Sup

port the weak. Undoubtedly this means the

weak in soul, 'whether through defect of faith,

bondage of conscience, or instability of principle,'

a class of persons with whom Paul himself had

much to do, and who are largely found in even the

oldest Christian communities. How are we to

treat the scrupulous, conscientiously bigoted, slow,

distinctive, little-minded members? Are we to

leave them out of account and override their

prejudices? We are to support, or, as the word

means, hold to them. We are to befriend and

consider them. They are not to be left behind

or made no account of ; they are not to be

abandoned, but the van must wait upon the

weaklings and encourage them into strength. To

them, as to all, we are to be patient, or long-

suffering, putting up with much provoking narrow

ness and obstinacy and misapprehension of Chris

tian principle.

Ver. 15. See that none render evil for evil.

Ellicott objects to the remark of Jowett, that ' it is

not strictly true to say that Christianity alone or

first forbade to return evil for evil. Plato knew

that it was not the true definition of justice to do

harm to one's enemies.' But there can be no

doubt that Jowett might have proved his state

ment by referring not only to the commonly-

cited passage from the Republic (i. 335), but to a

much more striking passage in the Crito, where

Plato represents Socrates as distinctly repudiating

the popular opinion that justice consists in harming

one's enemies and doing good to one's friends :

1 Soc. To render evil for evil, is it right, as the

many say, or not ? Cr. Certainly not. Soc. We
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must not then do wrong or do evil to any man,

whatever we suffer from men. ... I know that

few do think this, and few will think it. . . . But

this is what I long ago held and still do hold, that

to do wrong and to return wrong to any one is

never allowable, nor to protect oneself from

wrong by doing wrong.' It is only apparently and

not really that Xenophon (Mem. ii. 6) represents

Socrates as relapsing into the popular view. But

the opinion of Socrates met with little acceptance.

And Isocrates, a representative moralist, maintains

that ' it is equally disgraceful to be outdone by

one's friends in benefits or by one's enemies in

injuries ' (Isoc. ad Demon, c. 26). We must not

however forget that some heathen exemplified,

often in striking circumstances, the forgiveness of

injuries (see Lykurgus' treatment of Alkander

related by Plutarch, Lyk.), and it may be admitted

as probable that had Socrates or Plato elaborated

any complete system of morals, this virtue would

have found a place in it ; 'anyhow, Christianity

may claim this peculiar merit, that it has set up

that type of conduct as a general law for every

man, which among the ancients was admired as

the exceptive virtue of the few' (Blackie's Four

Phases of Morals, p. 283). Buddha and Con-

fucius more nearly approached to the Christian

law of forgiveness ; but until Christ by His life

and death showed it to be the law for God and

man alike, no teacher, however he may have had

glimpses of the truth, could hopefully promulgate

it as a duty. — That which is good. 'In the

sense of kind and beneficent ' (Vaughan).

Ver. 16. Rejoico evermore. ' It is a scan

dalous misprision, vulgarly admitted, concerning

religion, that it is altogether sullen and sour,

requiring a dull, lumpish, morose kind of life,

barring all delight, all mirth, all good humour ;

whereas, on the contrary, it alone is the never-fail

ing source of true, pure, steady joy ; such as is

deeply rooted in the heart, immoveably founded

in the reason of things, permanent like the

immortal spirit wherein it dwelleth, and like the

eternal objects whereon it is fixed' (Barrow).

This precept supposes that it is possible for us to

obey it. To know that it is God's will that we

should always rejoice, that we should resemble

Himself in this as in all that inward purity which

causes joy, goes far to fill us with the happiness

here enjoined. It is a profound remark of

Leighton's, and worthy of note here, that 'all

spiritual sorrows, of what nature soever, are turned

into spiritual joy : that is the proper end of them ;

they have a natural tendency that way.'

Ver. 17. Pray without ceasing. One of the

Greek commentators (Theophylact) remarks that

the apostle now shows how we may continually

rejoice, viz. by continuing in prayer and thanks

giving. We obey this precept when our prayers

are not fitful and intermittent, but steady and

persistent ; when we are careful to lay all our

concerns before God, and when day is linked to

day in our life by a regular recurrence to Him as

our Guide and Father. Paul does not mean that

we should employ our whole time in prayer, but

that we should not omit those times of devotion

we have resolved upon, nor forget to bring any

matter before God, nor relax our earnestness

through any disappointment or decay of faith—

should, as Barrow says, ' with assiduous urgency

drive on the intent of our prayers, never quitting

it, or desisting, till oar requests are granted, or

our desires are accomplished. ' The words do not

refer to the spirit 01 prayer but to the practice of

it, although it is of course true that unless the

spirit of prayer be maintained, the practice also

will be fallen from. ' In thy prayers wait for

God, and think not every hearty prayer can pro

cure everything thou askest. ... A little omis

sion of any usual exercise of piety cannot happen

to thee without some loss and detriment, even

though it be upon a considerable cause ' (Jeremy

Taylor).

Ver. 18. In every thing give thanks. 'For

example, (1) in the use of God's gifts : Acts xxvii.

35, He took bread and gave thanks to God in

presence of them all. (2) In the enjoyment of

social converse : Acts xxviii. 15, whom when Paul

saw, he thanked God and took courage. (3) In

acknowledgment of special blessings : 2 Cor. i. 1 1,

thatfor the gifts bestowed upon us by the means 0/

many persons, thanks may be given by many on

our behalf. (4) Generally in reference to God's

dealings with us both in providence and grace :

10 ph. v. 20, giving thanks always tor all things

unto God' (Vaughan).—For this is the will of

God. It is doubtful whether these words refer

to the three foregoing clauses or only to the

last - mentioned. Nor is it obvious why Paul

makes the remark. Had he meant that every

thing that happens to us is God's will in Christ

Jesus towards us, this would have been a good

reason for our giving thanks for it. Could we

learn to see in each hardship and disappointment

another step towards the perfect fulfilment of

God's gracious purposes towards us, we could

then give thanks for all that happens. But his

words will hardly bear this meaning. Probably

therefore he reminds his readers that it is God's

will they should be thankful because he was im

pressed both with the supreme importance of the

duty and with the prevalent neglect of it. ' If

we had to name any one thing which seems

unaccountably to have fallen out of most men's

practical religion altogether, it would be the duty

of thanksgiving. It would not be easy to exagge

rate the common neglect of this duty. ... To

most of us there is hardly a quarter of an hour

in our lives more tedious, idle, aimless, unsatis

factory, than what we call our thanksgiving '

(Faber's All for Jesus, pp. 216, 254).

Ver. 19. Quench not the Spirit The Spirit

being first revealed as a cleansing fire and an

enlightening flame, is spoken of as being ex

tinguished, when His influence is resisted

either by sensual and worldly living, or ' by a

studied repression and disregard of its manifesta

tion, arising from erroneous perceptions and a

mistaken dread of enthusiasm ' (Ellicott). The

succeeding clause, ' despise not prophesyings,'

shows that it is the extraordinary manifestations of

the Spirit's operation which Paul chiefly has in

view. Writing from Corinth, where the gift of pro

phesying was not uncommon (1 Cor. xiv.), he was

alive to all the dangers which accompanied these

spiritual gifts. Especially he saw that there was

a tendency to undervalue the exhortations given

by those who were under an extraordinary spiritual

influence. These ' prophesyings ' (i.e. not predic

tions, but utterances of this supernatural kind)

might be undervalued either by those who heard

or by those who uttered them. Afraid of being

singular, afraid of the sneer of unbelievers, afraid

of the responsibility of taking a lead in the
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Church, they might repress the Spirit in them,

for ' the spirits of the prophets were subject to the

prophets. And this inspired preaching might be

undervalued by those who heard it proceeding

from the lips of men they knew to be uneducated

or weak in business affairs.

Ver. 21. Prove all things. Neither in regard

to these manifestations of the Spirit's presence,

nor in any matter, were they to be led by prejudice

and appearances and first impressions, but they

were to put things to the proof, to test them.

Rules for doing so are furnished by the Apostle

John (1 John iv. 1-8). In Corinth some

Christians enjoyed a special gift of 'discernment

of spirits' (1 Cor. xii. 10). The Thessalonians

were to judge by the moral quality of the pro-

phesyings, or of whatever else came before them.

And this moral discernment was to result in a

practical choice, as expressed in the two following

clauses.—From every form of evil. This does

not mean, as the Authorised Version might lead a

reader to suppose, ' abstain from everything which

has the appearance of being evil,' for he has just

counselled them to look deeper than appearances.

Having tested all things by their real character,

they are to abstain from evil of every form. Even

though it had the appearance of good, even though

it was in the form of pretended spiritual wisdom

or zeal for Christ, they were to abstain from it.

Ver. 23. The God of peace. A term occurring

towards the close of many of the Epistles—see

references. Perhaps the title varies slightly in

meaning according to the context in which it is

found ; sometimes pointing rather to the inward

peace which the all-seeing and self-reliant God

ever enjoys, sometimes again rather to the com

munication of this quality to His creatures by

bringing them into harmony with Himself and

with one another.—Sanctify you wholly. Both

in this and in the succeeding clause the emphasis

lies on the completeness of the work of sanctifica-

lion. The members of the Thessalonian Church

were not to suppose that this new religion they

professed consisted merely or mainly in certain

rites or observances. It called them to holiness,

a sanctity of conduct from which no part of their

life might be exempted, a sanctity of person in

which their whole nature must partake. This

completeness, this harmonious advance of every

element of Christian character, is the difficulty.

Generally a man's character grows only in one

direction ; attentive to public duties, he neglects

those that are domestic; zealous in every good

cause, his vanity increases with every success ;

master of his appetites, he fails to control his

temper ; and so forth.—Spirit and goal and body.

' Had he a distinct thought attached to each of

these words ? Probably not. He is not writing

a treatise on the soul, but pouring forth from the

fulness of his heart a prayer for his converts.

Language thus used should not be too closely

analyzed. His words may be compared to similar

expressions among ourselves, — e.g., "with my

heart and soul." Who would distinguish between

the two?' (Jowett).

Ver. 24. Faithful is he that calleth yon. He

hath called you to holiness (chap. iv. 7), and He

will enable you to fulfil His call. He does not

mock you ; He is in earnest. He abideth faithful ;

as surely pledged to make you holy as you are

commanded to become so. There is a promise

implied in His call ; and with God to promise is

to perform.

Ver. 25. Pray for us. The frequency with

which Paul asks the prayers of the churches is

worthy ot remark (Eph. vi. 19; Col. iv. 3 ; and

note on 2 Thess. iii. 1).

Ver. 26. Salute all the brethren. To whom

was this addressed ? Probably to the office

bearers of the church, to whom the letter would

be delivered ; although in the parallel passages

(see references) the members were to salute one

another. But in this case Paul sends his own

salutation, which it would be sufficient to read

without actually delivering.—An holy kiss. ' The

oriental custom of kissing in their greetings is

here enhanced with Christian characteristics ; it

is to be an holy kiss ... no idle, meaningless,

and merely pagan custom of salutation ' (Ellicott).

Ver. 27. I charge you by the Lord. Why this

vehemence of adjuration? Was there a danger

that the letter would not be read ? No better

reason can be given than that Paul's affectionate

anxiety for the spiritual welfare of his converts

broke out in this earnest request that his counsels

should be delivered to them all. It is, however,

matter of congratulation that in this, the first of

Paul's extant Epistles, there should occur this

urgent injunction that what he had written should

be publicly read. Bengel remarks that what

Paul so urgently enjoined is precisely that which

the Church of Rome as earnestly prohibits.

Ver. 28. The grace. That is, the free favour,

the unmerited kindness. This is the usual clos

ing benediction with which Paul concludes his

letters.







INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EPISTLE OF

PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

IN the Introduction to the First Epistle it has been already shown that the Second

wa6 written towards the close of the apostle's stay in Corinth. There is

additional evidence of this in certain allusions in the Epistle itself. In chap. iii. i, a,

Paul speaks of serious opposition to his work, which agrees with what is related of

the latter part of his stay in Corinth (Acts xviii. 9, 12). In chap. i. 4 his language

implies that already the Gospel had been preached and received not only in Corinth,

but in the surrounding district. The writer seems also to allude to the First Epistle

in chap. ii. 15 ; and the main object of his now writing seems to be to correct mis

apprehensions regarding the Second Advent which had arisen from a misconstruction

of his former communication. It has been supposed by Ewald that this, which we

call the Second Epistle, preceded that which has now the first place ; but so obviously

does the second presuppose the first and fit into it as its supplement, that this is not

at all likely to become a prevalent opinion. Many such objections to the received

opinion regarding the order, and still more regarding the genuineness of the Epistles,

are perpetuated solely by being answered. In themselves they have no claim to

republication.

.This Second Epistle was addressed to the Thessalonians for the purpose of

removing the misunderstanding about the Second Advent which had been created

by the First Epistle, and of putting an end to the somewhat scandalous practical

conclusions which some members of the Church had drawn from it. From the

manner in which Paul had spoken of the second coming of Christ, the impression

had been produced that this great event was close at hand, so close that it was

useless to engage in business. Paul was learning how extremely difficult it is to

convey one's meaning precisely to any other mind, how many people there are in

the world who cannot see the truth that lies broadly on the whole of what is said, but

who always run away with a single phrase, lifting it out of its connection, pushing

it to one of its literal meanings, and shutting their eyes to everything else. Paul had

used the phrase, ' we who are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord,' and he

has now to write another letter to explain that he did not mean that the world was to

last only another month or two. Mortifying, no doubt, it must have been to Paul to

be obliged to explain words which to himself seemed so intelligible ; yet he shows

no sign of irritation, but opens this Second Epistle with as much polite, and gracious,

and gentle kindliness, as sincere and delicate compliment, as warm and paternal an

affection as he had uttered in his First Epistle.
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THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE

THESSALONIANS.

Chapter I. 1-12.

Salutation—Thanksgiving for the Faith of t/u Thessa/onian Church under

Persecution, Assurance of Compensation, and Prayer for the perfecting of

t/eeir Faith.

1 T)AUL, and Silvanus, and Timotheus,1 unto the church of

-1- the Thessalonians in God our Father, and the Lord Jesus

2 Christ : Grace unto you, and peace, from God our Father, and

3 the Lord Jesus "Christ. We are bound to thank God always «itwl ..

for you, brethren, as it is meet, because that your faith groweth

* exceedingly, and the charity* of every one of you all toward * jS^wi.5^.

4 each other 'aboundeth: so that we ourselves glory in you in "Th**1^"-

the churches of God, for your patience and faith in all your

5 d persecutions and tribulations that ye endure ; which is a mani- 'iJ}"*- '• 8-

fest* 'token of the righteous judgment of God, that ye may be 'pjj^jaf.8!

counted worthy of the kingdom of God, for which ye also

6 suffer : seeing * it is a righteous thing with f God to recompense /h*. vi. 10.

7 'tribulation to them that trouble you; and to you who are '{^'j ,o:

troubled rest with us, when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed *»■ '»■

8 from * heaven with his mighty angels,4 in flaming 'fire, taking * ""ul"*' 3°'

vengeance on them that know not * God, and that * obey not j^,8r| , .

9 the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ: who shall be punished ^Sot.!'^!.9"

with everlasting destruction T from the presence of the ' Lord, n£i "j.10*

10 and from the glory of his power: when he shall come to be

glorified in his m saints, and to be admired in all them that "*^hx^; y.

believe, (because our testimony among you' was believed,) in {.lij™^0 :

1 1 that day. Wherefore * also we pray always for you, that our

God would count you "worthy of this calling, and fulfil all the «Lu.«n. 36.

good pleasure of his ° goodness,10 and the work of faith with '*°™
XT. 14;

12 power; that the name of our Lord Jesus Christ may beglori- EPhv *

fied in you, and ye in him, according to the grace of our God

and the Lord Jesus Christ.

1 Timothy * love 8 omit manifest * if indeed

* angels of his power * and on them that

7 who shall suffer punishment, eternal destruction 8 to you

* To which end '" every good pleasure of goodness

5J°
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Contents. Paul informs the Thessalonians

of the emotions of gratitude and righteous pride

which the increase of their faith and love had

stirred in him. He promises, and shows that

their faithful sufferings themselves promise, a

glorious recompense at Christ's coming ; and

prays that their faith and character generally

may be perfected and made fit for this glorious

destiny.

Vers. I and 2, see notes on the First Epistle.

Ver. 3. Paul mentioned in his First Epistle

(iii. 9-13) that he ceaselessly prayed for the

Thessalonians ; he now acknowledges that his

prayers were answered. We are as much bound

to thank God for answering our prayers, as we

are to make known to Him our requests. Here

we have an instance of the value and efficacy of

intercessory prayer ; of the aid we may render

our friends when we are by circumstances, or by

their condition, precluded from rendering any

more direct assistance. —That your faith groweth

exceedingly. This was cause of thankfulness in

the case ot the Thessalonians, because their cir

cumstances were such as severely to try their

faith, and it might have been expected to show

symptoms of giving way. It is in every case

subject of thankfulness, because as faith grows or

decays, so grows or decays the whole spiritual

life. It is to the inner life what the digestive

organs are to the body. And it has laws of growth

to which if we attend, it infallibly increases. If

it be not increasing, it is decaying. For where

there is immature life there must be growth. But

' every being in nature, even every man and every

people, reaches on the natural side a highest

point, and then declines and goes towards death,

whereas by Christ and His Holy Spirit is im

planted in the individual and in humanity a germ

of imperishable life, that does not decay.'—To

ward each other. Their love was not an un

practical sentiment, a vague desire for the welfare

of persons they had never seen, but it was a

genuine and generous affection, a hearty and

kindly and helpful goodwill towards the people of

their own church, society, and households. The

church to which an apostle can bear such testi

mony is to be congratulated.

Ver. 4. 80 that we ourselves. The growth of

the Thessalonians was not a benefit which ter

minated with themselves ; but the apostle also

shared in the advantage which accrued from it.

Their growth was a commendation of his work.

In them, he himself could and did boast.—In the

churches of God. It is at all times right and

profitable that the vigour and prosperity of one

church should be known in all, both for their

rebuke and for their encouragement ; but it was

eminently so in primitive times, when churches

situated amidst a heathen population must have felt

isolated and forlorn.—Your patienoe and faith.

' The Thessalonians evinced faith, in its proper

and usual sense, in bearing up in their tribulations

and Mitving on Him while bearing His cross '

(Ellicott).

Ver. 5. A token of the righteous judgment

of God. The just judgment of God here referred

to is that future and final allotment of rewards

and punishments which is to take place at the

second coming of Christ, as described in the

following verses. And the present sufferings of

the Thessalonians were a proof of this judgment

to come : because they made it obvious that in

this world men do not receive their deserts, and

therefore demanded a future judgment which

should harmonize condition and character. The

success of falsehood and fraud, the prosperity of

the wrong-doer, the sufferings of good men ; in

a word, the disorder of this present state has

always most powerfully brought home to men's

convictions the idea of a judgment to come. ' If

we hold this principle of faith, that God is the

just judge of the world, and that it is His office

to reward every one according to his work, this

other principle must beyond dispute follow, that

the present disorder is proof that there will be a

judgment which does not yet appear ' (Calvin).—

That ye may be counted worthy. The sufferings

of the Thessalonians served another purpose ;

they were not only suggestive of the judgment to

come, they were also disciplinary. They tended

to make those who endured them meet for the

inheritance of the saints. * Their sufferings were

a token that they were worthy or meet to be

accounted Christians indeed, seeing they could

suffer for Christianity. And the truth is, religion,

if it is worth anything, is worth everything ; and

those have no religion or none worth having, or

know not how to value it, who cannot find in

their hearts to suffer for it. We cannot by all

our sufferings, any more than by our services,

merit heaven as a debt ; but by our patience

under sufferings, we are prepared for the joy

promised to patient sufferers in the cause of God.'

—For which ye also suffer. Not as if they ex

pected to obtain the kingdom by their suffering,

but they suffered for its sake, as a man willingly

suffers for a cause he believes in and advocates.

Ver. 6. If indeed it is a righteous thing with

God. The confirmation of what has been said is

put hypothetically to suggest the impossibility of

the contrary supposition, and so present the truth

of the reason in the most convincing form. The

reference is specially to the words ' righteous

judgment ' of ver 5.—To recompense tribulation

to them that trouble you. This is thejus talimis,

the law of retaliation, of meting to a man accord

ing to his own measure. ' With what measure

ye mete, it shall be measured to you again ; ' this

is the inviolable Divine order. And just as many

instances of the punishment of sin in life startle us

by the exactness of the retribution, so here Paul

by the words he chooses designs to indicate

pointedly that this exactness will characterize the

final judgment. It is the doctrine also of James

(ii. 13), ' He shall have judgment without mercy,

that hath showed no mercy.

Ver. 7. Best. To those suffering persecution

no promise could present greater attraction.

' Their rest is not the rest of a stone, cold and

lifeless, but of wearied humanity. They rest

from their labours ; they have no more persecu

tion, nor stoning, nor scourging, nor crucifying;

no more martyrdoms by fire, or the wheel, or

barbed shafts ; they have no more false witness,

nor cutting tongues ; no more bitterness of heart,

nor iron entering into the soul ; no more burdens

of wrong, nor amazement, nor perplexity. Never

again shall they weep for unkindness, and dis

appointment, and withered hopes, and desolation

of heart. All is over now. . . . Their last' sick

ness is over. They shall never again bear the

tokens of coming dissolution, no more the hollow

eye, and the sharp lines of distress, and the hues

of fading loveliness. Now is their weariness
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changed into refreshment, their weakness into

excellence of strength, their wasting into a spirit

ever new, their broken words into the perfection

of praise, their weeping into a chant of bliss '

(Manning).—With us. The persons who urge you

to endure, and who have ourselves been afflicted

and persecuted. Possibly there is also intended

a contrast between the company the Thessalonians

would then enjoy, and that to which at present

they were subjected.—When the Lord Jesus shall

be revealed. Paul does not present death to

them as their release, but the second coming of

Christ ; which indicates that he considered it

possible, if not even probable, that this would

occur during their lifetime. See note on I Thess.

iv. 15.—From heaven, as the centre of authority

and power.—With the angels of his power, i.e.

the angels who are the manifestation and instru

ments of His power.

Ver. 8. In flaming fire. This accompaniment

of the revelation of Jesus Christ is the same which

under the Old Testament symbolized the majesty

and holiness of God. See the references. The fire

is not viewed primarily as the instrument of venge

ance, but as the natural symbol of perfect purity and

unapproachable majesty.—Them that know not

God. The first class who will be the objects of

this vengeance spoken of: those who 'did not

like to retain God in their knowledge,' and who

were therefore given over to a reprobate mind.

To this first class belong the Gentiles, whose con

duct and doom is described by Paul in the first

chapter of the Epistle to the Romans. —Them

that obey not the gospel. This second class

includes the Jews, who had rejected Christ, and

to whom the persecutions of the Christians were

mainly due. To obey the Gospel is to yield one

self to its influence ; to accept its light, to think

ofGod as He is revealed in it, and to give ourselves

to the life to which it prompts.

Ver. 9. Eternal destruction. This is the penalty

to be paid by those who reject the Gospel and

will not know God—a destruction which is to

be rendered permanent by the severance of those

who suffer it from the source of all good desire

and endeavour. 'A testimony, this, to the

eternity of future punishment that is not easy to
be explained away f(Ellicott).—From the presence

of the Lord. The preposition 'from' is here

not only either causal or local, but both. The

destruction is caused by the presence of the Lord ;

that very thing which is the hope and stay of all

blessedness, becoming now the source of destruc

tion. How are men to be reclaimed if the very

presence on which all holy desire and life depend,

becomes destruction to them? This meanmg is

determined by the passages in Isaiah, from which

the phraseology is derived. See Isa. ii. 10, 19,

21. But the destruction also consists in banish

ment from the Lord. The doom of the cursed is,

' Depart from mt' (Matt. xxv. 41). As to be

' ever with the Lord ' was used in the First Epistle

as the sum and security of all blessedness, so here

to be driven from the Lord is complete destruc

tion.—From the glory of his power. Those to

whom His power is unfriendly, and who have no

expectation that it will be exerted in their behalf,

will flee from its glory. Those glorious appear

ances which shall somehow convey to men the

idea that the power of Christ is almighty, will

terrify and destroy those who have hated or

rejected Him.

Ver. 10. To be glorified in his saints. The

saints are ' the risen and glorified company of

believers,' in whose glorified bodies and per

fected spirits the influence of Christ becomes

visible. Christ will be glorified in His saints

when His power and goodness become apparent

through them. As a teacher is glorified in his

successful pupils, a commanding officer in his

well-disciplined and serviceable troops, so Christ

is glorified in those who are renewed by His

Spirit and redeemed by His grace. In the last

day there will be an assemblage and exhibition of

the fruits of Christ's work which may be ver)'

difficult to conceive beforehand, but which will

be to all a true revelation of Him. It will show

irresistibly to all what He truly is, and will mani

fest all that has been silently and secretly working

from the seed sown in His first coming.—To be

admired in all them that believe. If this clause

be a strict parallelism in thought as it is in expres

sion to the preceding, then it declares that Christ

will be admired or wondered at, because of those

who have believed in Him. Their numbers may

be so great, their attainments so considerable,

their fidelity so well-tried and constant, their

belief itself so unlikely, as to reflect admiration on

the object of their faith. The person who has

been able to evoke from characters so various a

faith which no worldly force has been able to

subdue, cannot but be an object of amazement to

all who witness this faith. The men who might

seem most competent, men of masculine character,

of lofty intellect, of rare natural purity, men of

genius and of extensive influence, have all needed

to lean upon this one Person ; and it needs only

to be recognised that He is supporting the faith

of the greatest as of the least of men, and admira

tion and amazement possess us.—Because our

testimony to you was believed. This clause is

inserted that the Thessalonians may more dis

tinctly connect themselves with the company of

believers, and feel the personal reference of the

preceding prediction.

Ver. 11. To which end. An expression

equivalent to, and with a view to this glorious

consummation.—We also pray. We not only

give you these assurances regarding this great

future event, but in our prayers it is present to

our thoughts, showing us more distinctly what

you need to make you partakers of its glory.—

That our God would count you worthy of this

calling. This is the matter of his prayer, but

blended, as Ellicott remarks, with the purpose of

making it. The calling to which Paul refers is

that destiny of the saints which he has just been

describing. ' Calling ' is here used, as it so

commonly is in our familiar use of the word, for

that to which a person is called, precisely as

' hope ' is used not only of the sentiment within

us, but also of the object which excites it Of

course no man is, strictly speaking, worthy of

such a destiny. Had it been a mere matter of

justice, such a prayer as this of Paul's would have

been inappropriate if not impertinent. But while

it is by God's grace any one is counted worthy,

there is a corresponding conduct looked for and

required in those who are visited by this grace.

There is a ' walking worthy of this vocation.'

Our Lord warns us (Luke xxi. 36) that watching

and praying are needed if we are to be counted

worthy ; and we know that by a law of His

kingdom, increased grace is given only to those
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who have rightly used what has already been as to make these desires themselves perfect,

bestowed. All this work, however, in and by irrespective of their results, and would enable

the Christian is, as Paul here reminds us, ' accord- them to maintain and perfect that activity and

ing to the grace of our God and the Lord Jesus endurance to which faith had prompted them.

Christ.'—Fulfil all the good pleasure of goodness His mind still dwells on the two grand graces

and the work of faith. As the second member which the Thessalonians had displayed, their

of this double petition certainly refers to the ' work offaith and labour of love' (1 Thess. i. 3),

faith of the Thessalonians, it is probable that the and for these two graces he now begs completion.

6rst member of it likewise refers to the goodness —With power, i.e. powerfully,

of the Thessalonians. And this is confirmed by Ver. 12. That the name of our Lord Jesus

the circumstance that the word here translated Christ may be glorified in yon. This declares

' goodness ' is never used of the goodness of God, the purpose to be served by the fulfilment of his

but always of that of men. The word rendered prayer for them. The meaning of the words

' good pleasure ' is that which Paul uses when he has been explained above. Now Christ may be

says, ' My heart's desire for Israel is, that they glorified in us by obedience and patience, then

may be saved,' and is commonly used for desire, by the results of these, perfected righteousness,

especially (though not always) when the desire is 'glory, honour, and immortality.' He is glorified

a benevolent one. The prayer of Paul therefore now in all who manifest how firmly they believe

is, that God would powerfully bring to complete His word, how highly they esteem the holiness

and satisfactory result every desire or purpose He exemplified, how profoundly they love Him.

which their goodness of heart engendered, or And they do so when they suffer without repining,

more probably would so increase their goodness and obey with alacrity and self-sacrifice.

Chapter II. 1-12.

Instruction regarding the Coming of the Man of Sin, his Power, Falseness,

and Destruction.

1 ^JOW we beseech you, brethren, by1 the coming of our

1 ^1 Lord Jesus Christ, and by ' our gathering together unto

2 "him, that ye be not soon shaken in mind,' or* be 'troubled, ««J,w"--v",7:
j » ' j Mat.xx1v.3t.

neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from us,5 as that *M»txxiv.6.

3 the day of Christ is at hand. Let no man deceive c you by any c MaL xxiv- «•

means : for that day shall not come, except there come a falling

rfaway" first, and that man of 'sin be revealed, the son °f ''lu'xwIl'"'

4 perdition ; who opposeth and exalteth himself above7 all that is 'Pj{| jf',!5'

called / God, or that is worshipped ; so that he, as God, sitteth /Dan. xi 36.

5 in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God. Remem

ber ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these

6 things ? And now ye know what withholdeth, that he might

7 be8 revealed in his* ^time. For the mystery of iniquity 10 *'D,u,ji" J

doth already work : only he who now letteth will let," until he

8 be taken out of the way. And then shall that Wicked " be

revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his

mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness u of his * coming : ack. i 9.

9 even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan, with all

10 power, and signs, and lying wonders," and with all deceivable

ness" of unrighteousness in them that 'perish; because they «?.Cor. iv. 4>

1 concerning a omit by * out of your mind 4 nor yet

* as if by us 8 the apostasy 7 against 8 may be

• his own ,0 lawlessness

11 who now withholdeth will withhold; or, only until he who for the present

withholdeth u the Lawless One M appearance

11 wonders of falsehood 15 deceitfulness
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received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved.

And for this cause God shall send" them strong * delusion," A,J^^^
11

12 be P-f-JZ:
Ezek. xiv. 9.

that they should believe a ' lie ; that they all might

damned18 who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in '" '

"" unrighteousness.

16 doth send " a working of delusion w may all be judged

m Rom. i. 32 ;

Jo. iii. 10.

Contents. In order to remove the misunder

standing and allay the anxieties regarding our

Lord's coming which had arisen from the First

Epistle, Paul proceeds now to explain that pre-

vious to that great event certain others must

occur. Especially he reminds the Thessalonians

that the apostasy must first be developed, and

that time must be allowed for the mystery of

lawlessness to mature until it should finally cul

minate in the appearance of the Lawless One.

The manner of his appearance is described and

the destruction that awaits him foretold.

Ver. I. Concerning the coming. The pre

position used by Paul means perhaps something

more than 'concerning,' and is equivalent to 'in

explanation or defence of.' The coming of Chiist

had been misrepresented ; Paul now does it justice

by setting it in a clearer light.—Our gathering

together. That is, the gathering together of all

Christians to be for ever with Christ, spoken of

in the First Epistle, iv. 17.

Ver. 2. That ye be not soon shaken out of

your mind. Evidently Paul had heard that

they had been excited by false impressions about

the nearness of the Lord's coming, and had acted

as men who had lost their senses, giving up their

ordinary occupations and scandalizing sober-

minded people. The word 'shaken 'marks

that agitated and disquieted state of mind, which,

in the present case, was due to wild spiritual

anticipations' (Ellicott). This state of mind

had been ' soon ' brought about, i.e. without due

consideration, and as soon as any one said to

them, 'Lo, here is Christ,' or ' Lo, there.' To

prevent this instability and a disorder so pre

judicial to the cause, Paul now again writes to

them.—Nor yet be troubled. It is the Lord's

own advice. 'See that ye be not troubled,' or

panic-stricken, Matt. xxiv. 6.—Neither by spirit.

The first Christian congregations were often left

by their founders in a state of ignorance of all

but the fundamental truths. Persecution or open

ings in other places quickly forced the apostles to

pass on and leave the young churches to them

selves. To compensate for their loss and for the

want of our chief means of knowledge—the New

Testament canon—a prophetic order was raised up

among them. Apparently in every Christian con

gregation the descent of the Spirit of Christ was

signalized by the supernatural endowment of a

number of teachers. That it was so in Thessalonica

we see from 1 Thess. v. 19, 20 ; and that Paul refers

to such teachers in the words ' by Spirit ' is probable,

comp. 1 John iv. 1.—Nor by word, nor by letter,

as if by us. Word and letter, i.e. oral and

written communications, comprise Paul's methods

of instructing his churches. See ver. 15. The

words ' by letter as if by us ' are generally, though

not literally, rendered as in the English Version,

'by letter as from us,' implying that a forged

letter puqwrting to be from Paul, and affirming

that the day of the Lord was already come or

immediately imminent, had been circulated among

the Thessalonians. The strongest argument in

favour of this view is the circumstance that at the

close of this Epistle Paul draws attention to his

signature as the test by which the genuineness of

any of his Epistles might be ascertained. The

weight of authority is decidedly in favour of this

interpretation. But the reasons on the other side

seem more conclusive.

1. The words in question, when literally rendered

' as if by us,' give a perfectly intelligible and strictly

relevant meaning. ' Be not troubled by letter, as

if we had said that the day of the Lord,' etc. : Be

not disturbed by anything I have said or written,

as if in my teaching there were ground for the

impression you have received. The whole re

monstrance amounts to this : Let no spirit be

quoted to uphold this disturbing idea, nor let

word or letter of mine be quoted, as if I had

given ground for your disturbance.

2. Had Paul meant ' a letter purporting to be

from us,' he would in all probability have used

another preposition more distinctly expressing the

source from which anything emanates.

3. It is difficult to believe that he would have

spoken so cursorily of so alarming a symptom in

the church as a forged Epistle.

4. It is in itself an improbable thing, that

while Paul was within easy reach and could be at

once appealed to, so daring and profitless a forgery

would be attempted.

5. It was natural that in this Second Epistle,

which might seem to contradict what he had taught

in the First, he should drawattention to his signature

as evidence that both Epistles were from himself.

At hand. The word here used indicates the

closest proximity or presence ; but whether Paul

means that the day of the Lord had been repre

sented as having already begun or as being imme

diately imminent, it is difficult to say. The

arguments Paul uses, and other general considera

tions, favour the latter view. From his former

letter the Thessalonians had conceived the idea

that the Lord's return was to be immediate. As

the most effectual means of convincing them that

this is an erroneous impression, he proceeds to

recount what must first of all transpire.

Ver. 3. Let no man deceive yon by any

means, either by professing superior enlighten

ment as if a spirit spoke through him, or by

interpreting my words as if I had meant what he

affirms.—The apostasy, of which Paul had spoken

while at Thessalonica, and which our Lord pre

dicted in Matt xxiv. 12 as a characteristic of the

last days. Comp. also the concluding words of

the parable of the importunate widow, ' When the

Son of man cometh, shall He find faith on the

earth.' This general 'going out from us ' of those
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who ' were not of us,' this widespread falling away

from faith in Christ, will apparently be produced

by distressing outward circumstances, the per

plexed and disturbed state of nations, and

calamities of the kind most difficult to be borne.

So that when our Lord speaks of this apostasy,

pity rather than surprise or reproach is the pre

dominating sentiment in His mind.—The man of

■in. This title might appropriately be used of

an element existing in many men, as Paul else

where speaks in that sense of ' the old man ; ' or

it might be used as the designation of a class of

men rather than of an individual, as we speak of

' the intemperate man ; ' but when we read on and

find that all the expressions Paul uses regarding

'the man of sin' and his coming are not only

personal but individual, we cannot but think he

expected that the final outburst of evil would be

headed by a personal Antichrist.—Be revealed.

Before Christ is revealed, Antichrist must first

be revealed. The same term is used of both ;

strengthening the supposition that Paul speaks of

a personal, individual Antichrist. Paul speaks

of the revelation of the man of sin in contrast

with the hidden working of iniquity which had

already begun, ver. 7. ' Even as Christ is now

spiritually present in His Church, to be personally

revealed more gloriously hereafter, even so the

power of Antichrist is now secretly at work, but

will hereafter be made manifest in a definite and

distinctive bodily personality ' (Ellicott).—The son

of perdition. The term applied to Judas, and

signifying the most intimate connection of the

person withperdition.

Ver. 4. Who oppoeeth—who is the adversary of

God and all that is good. The phrase will best be

understood by referring to Daniel xi.—And ex-

alteth himself against all that is called God or

that is worshipped. The prediction of Daniel (xi.

36, etc.) is couched in terms almost identical, and

found partial fulfilment in the impious arrogance

of Antiochus Epiphancs. If in our own day we

look for a type of Antichrist which may help us

to understand what the final form may be, we see

at least this characteristic fulfilled in the Positivist

worship of humanity. All that men have hitherto

called God and worshipped is put aside with con

tempt, and man takes the place of God.—Sitteth

in the temple of God. ' The use of this image

may have been suggested by the recent attempt of

Caligula to place his statue in the Temple, as

well as by the common practice of deifying the

Roman Emperors' (Jowett). More probably,

however, it was suggested by the prediction in

Daniel, which colours the whole of this passage,

and in which it was announced as a sign of the

end that 'they shall pollute the sanctuary and

shall place the abomination thatmaketh desolate.'

Comp. Matt. xxiv. 15. In the ultimate fulfil

ment of the prophecy it may not be the temple of

Jerusalem which is thus desecrated ; the terms of

the prediction will be satisfied if the homage due

to God is drawn aside to something human.

Ver. 5. This verse is inserted with a slight

accent of surprise not altogether unmingled with

reproach that they should have made so little of

the instruction he had orally given them.

Ver. 6. And now. These words may either

mark the present time in contrast with the time

when Paul was with them, alluded to in the

preceding verse ; or may mark the slight transi

tion to a different aspect of the subject.—Ye know

what withholdeth. They knew because Paul had

told them ; we have not that advantage, and can

but surmise what it is which from Paul's time till

now has exercised the restraining influence on

wickedness. If we tum to our Lord's discourse,

the only thing to which such power is ascribed is

the purpose of God that the Gospel should first be

preached for a witness unto all nations, before

the end come (Matt. xxiv. 14). Until this be

accomplished the fit time for the revelation of the

man of sin has not arrived, and he is therefore

held in check. By this interpretation, 'he who

withholdeth' (ver. 7) must be God Himself, and

interpreters have generally refused to accept this

reference, because the words ' until he be taken out

of the way ' could not be used of God. It is to be

observed, however.'that the expression so rendered

in the Authorised Version is equally applicable

to a voluntary withdrawal ; indeed, it was not an

unusual expression among the Greeks for declining

battle. This interpretation might therefore appeal

to the history of the world betore the flood, in

which God for a time kept down the wickedness,

but when the time for judgment came pronounced

the final word, ' My Spirit shall not always strive

with man.' The interpretation which most

modern writers agree in accepting is that which

understands ' that which withholdeth ' to be ' the

restraining power of well-ordered human rule,

the principles of legality as opposed to those of

lawlessness, of which the Roman Empire was

the then embodiment and manifestation.' This

is corroborated by Paul's own experience of the

protection afforded by the Roman government,

and also by the prophecy of Daniel already cited.

In conformity with this, ' he who withholdeth ' is

understood to be the Emperor or other person in

whom for the time being such government resides,

or (as in Dan. x. 5, 13, 20) the good spirit (or

angel) who aids the cause of God and His people

by aiding human governments in the repression

of those outbursts of godless lawlessness which

threaten the destruction of all civil arrangements

and institutions. Obviously, whatever the words

signify, they must mean something which has

existed from Paul's day to our own, something

which during that whole period has had the effect

of restraining wickedness.—That he might be

revealed in hia own time. The purpose con

templated by God in thus restraining the man of

sin was that he might not be revealed before his

appointed time (comp. Dan. xi. 36).

Ver. 7. For the mystery of lawlessness doth

already work. The wickedness which is finally

to culminate in an individual, and in an open

undisguised manner, already works in a hidden,

mysterious way. In Paul's own day ' there were

shadows and forebodings, earnests, and operating

elements, of that which was one day to come in

its fulness. Just as the types of Christ went

before Christ, so the shadows of Antichrist precede

him. In truth, every event of this world is a

type of those that follow, history proceeding for

ward as a circle ever enlarging' (Newman, Dis

cussions, p. 49). Similarly the Apostle John

says (1 John ii. 18, iv. 3), 'Even now are there

many antichrists ; ' ' This is that spirit of anti

christ, whereof ye have heard that it should come ;

and even now already is it in the world.'—Only

he who now withholdeth will withhold. The

latent iniquity would quickly appear in a fully

developed form were it not for this restraining
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influence, here ascribed to a person, or at least

personified.

Ver. 8. And then. As soon as the restraining

influence is removed.—The lawless one. That is,

the Man of Sin above spoken of.—Whom the Lord

Jesus shall destroy. ' Before describing his

appearance, the apostle, as it were by way of

consolation to the Church, anticipates his de

struction ' (Jowett). — With the breath of his

month. An expression denoting the ease with

which omnipotence accomplishes its object. In

Ps. xxxiii. 6 it is used of creative power, the hosts

of heaven were made ' by the breath of His mouth.'

Comp. also Isa. xi. 4, ' With the breath of His lips

shall He slay the wicked.'—With the manifesta

tion of his coming. The word translated in the

Authorised Version ' brightness ' means simply

manifestation or appearance, as of an enemy's

fleet coming in sight, or of gods making them

selves visible to their worshippers, and points

here therefore to the visible coming ofChrist : His

mere appearing will be sufficient to destroy His

enemies.

Ver. 9. Whose coming. Having by anticipa

tion described the destruction of Antichrist, Paul

now gives the characteristics of his coming.—

According to the working of Satan. The coming

of the Man of Sin will be accompanied with such

manifestations of power as are peculiar to Satan,

viz.—in all power, and signs and wonders of

falsehood. The qualifying addition, 'of false

hood,' refers to all three preceding nouns ; and

signifies that the power, signs, and wonders were

all used in the service of falsehood, and had

rather the appearance than the reality of true

miracles.

Ver. 10. And in all deceitfnlness of nn-

righteousness. This more comprehensive ex

pression is added to complete the description of

the deceitfulness of the Man of Sin ; he will come

and win acceptance not only by doing wonders

which seem miraculous, but by every kind of

deceit which unscrupulous wickedness can sug

gest.—In them that perish. This expression

specifies the class of person in whom thi« deceit

of the Man of Sin will take effect, and thus affords

a tacit consolation to Christians, involving, as it

does, the assurance that in their case the Satanic

power shall not deceive them. Those who are

deceived have prepared themselves for such de

ception and destruction.—Because they received

not the love of the truth, that they might be

saved. Disinclination to learn the truth of

course predisposes men to believe a lie, and

gradually incapacitates them from discerning be

tween the true and the false. For various reasons

men seek to avoid the truth, to shut their eyes to

it for the present, to live as if it were not true,

and so doing they become darkened in their

minds ; they have their wish and cannot see the

truth. On the words ' that they might be saved '

Ellicott remarks that they denote the 'object

that would have been naturally contemplated in

their reception of it ; and which was negatived

and disregarded by the contrary course.—God

doth send. ' The words are definite and signi

ficant ; they point to that " judicial infatuation"

into which, in the development of Hisjust govern

ment of the world, God causes evil and error to

be unfolded, and which He brings into punitive

agency in the case of all obstinate and truth-

hating rejection of His offers and calls of mercy '

(Ellicott). ' Of all the fatal effects of sin, none

looks so dreadfully, none strikes so just an horror

into considering minds, as that every sinful action

a man does naturally disposes him to another ;

and that it is hardly possible for him to do any

thing so ill, but that it proves a preparative and

introduction to the doing of something worse '

(South).—A working of delusion. This is the

Satanic and delusive ' working ' of the Man of

Sin already referred to. Unbelief tends to be

come superstition. The Jews who rejected the

true Christ were led away by false Christs.

Newman (Patristical Idea of Antichrist, p. 70)

illustrates this state of mind by a reference to the

French rejection of God, and worship of Liberty

and Reason. ' It would almost be incredible,

that men who had flung off all religion should be

at the pains to assume a new and senseless

worship of their own devising, whether in super

stition or in mockery, were not events so recent

and so notorious. . . . Men may oppose every

existing worship, true and false, and yet take up

a worship of their own from pride, wantonness,

policy, superstition, fanaticism, or other reasons.'

—A lie. We adhere to the Authorised Version,

although many of the best interpreters prefer to

translate these words ' the lie,' referring to the

falsehood implied in the deceitful coming of the

Man of Sin. But this does not afford so precise a

contrast to ' the truth ' in the succeeding clause,

which evidently means truth in general.

Ver. 12. That they may all be judged.

Ellicott says : ' It need scarcely be said that

ufilint is not per se "might be damned," but

simply " might be judged," the further idea of an

unfavourable judgment being supplied by the

context.' However, the familiar use of the word

'judgment' to denote the judicial punishment of

men by God, shows that the fact that in the

majority of cases judgment results in punishment

has told upon terminology.—Took pleasure in

unrighteousness. This was the reason of their

rejecting the love of truth from their minds ; they

loved the darkness because their deeds were evil.
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Chapter II. 13-17.

Exhortation suitable to those whom God has savedfrom Unbelief and

Unrighteousness.

1 3 T) UT we are " bound to give thanks alway to God for you, «

-O brethren * beloved of the Lord, because God hath from *

the 'beginning chosen you to d salvation through sanctification c

14 of the * Spirit, and belief of the truth : whereunto he called d

you by our gospel, to the obtaining of the f glory of our Lord *

15 Jesus Christ. Therefore, brethren, stand *fast, and hold the-£

h traditions ' which ye have been taught,* whether by word, or *

16 our epistle.* Now* our Lord Jesus Christ himself, and 'God, '

even our Father, which hath loved us, and hath given* us

17 everlasting consolation, and good hope through grace, comfort

your hearts, and *stablish you in every good word and work. *

Ch. i. 3.

1 Thes. i. 4.

Eph. i. 4 ;

2 I'lin. i. 9.

1 Thes. i. 4,

1 Pet. i. 2 ;

1 Thes. iv. 7.

1 Thes. ii. 12.

Eph. vi. 13.

1 Cor. xi. 2 ;

Rev. iii. 3.

iThes.iii.il.

1 instructions

4 But may

2 were taught

* loved us and gave

1 our word or epistle

Thes. iii. 2,

iii. 13;

I Cor. XV. 58.

Contents. Paul contrasts the condition and

prospects of the believing Thessalonians with

those persons of whom he has been speaking, who

being habituated to untruth should fall victims to

the deceit of the Man of Sin. He thanks God

for them, exhorts them to stedfastness, and com

mends them to God the Father and the Lord

Jesus Christ.

Ver. 13. But we are bound to give thanks.

The awful destiny of those who have not believed

to the saving of their souls suggests to the apostle

the value of faith and salvation ; and this leads

him to thank God for conferring those blessings

on his much-loved Thessalonians.—From the be

ginning chose you. In this compact passage we

get the whole series of ideas essential to the

Gospel; the eternal ('from the beginning')

election of God, the call of God through the

preaching of the Gospel, the belief of the truth

and the sanctification of the believer by the

Holy Spirit, and the consequent obtaining of

salvation or fellowship in Christ's glory. All

this results from God's election of them to it, and

therefore Paul gives God thanks for it all, and

specially for the election. Antinomianism, which

is said to result from believing in election, is pre

cluded by the 'sanctification of the Spirit,' which

is here introduced as the essential link between

election and salvation. It is to be observed that

in pursuance of the idea, with which Paul has

been occupied, that wicked hatred of the truth is

at the root of unbelief, he now speaks of sanctifica

tion of the Spirit as if it preceded belief in the

truth. A man cannot believe till the Spirit has

wrought in him a humble and holy willingness to

receive the truth.

Ver. 14. Whereunto. That is, to salvation

through sanctification and faith.—He called you

by our gospel. 'Calling, in the phraseology of

Paul, is not a mere invitation or exhortation

addressed in the name of God to an individual,

through the medium of an apostle or other

messenger, and to which the man may or may

not yield himself according to the feeling of the

moment. ... To this outward invitation there

is added, as an invariable and essential element,

a corresponding inward feeling produced directly

by the contact of the soul with God. Calling, in

Paul's sense, cannot fail or remain barren. In

truth, calling and election are one and the same

thing, with the one exception of the different

epochs to which man—always obliged to apply

the measure of time to the operations of God—

necessarily assigns the two acts in question

(Reuss, Theol. ChriiUnne, ii. 120).—The glory of

our Lord Jesus Christ. That is, the glory which

our Lord now enjoys, and of which all His people

are to partake (see John xvii. 22-24).

Ver. 15. Therefore, brethren, stand fast. 'It

might seem as if, when election is spoken of,

God had already done all, and nothing was left

for man to do. The opposite inference is that of

the apostle ' (Jowett). But the inference ex

pressed in the word ' therefore ' is not from the

immediately preceding assurance, but from the

whole account he has been giving of the future ;

and his meaning is : ' Since these other events must

precede the coming of Christ, be not shaken and

troubled (ver. 2) as if this coming were imminent,

but standfast ; and that you may do so, do not

listen to what every one says, but keep clearly in

mind what I have communicated to you, and

maintain your faith in that.'

Ver. 16. But may our Lord Jesus Christ him

self. As all the instruction we can give you may

fail to comfort and establish you, may the Lord

Himself effect these blessed results in you, in

wardly enabling you to accept the consolation and

hope which are really within your reach.—Who

loved us. This apparently refers only to ' God our

Father,' but see below on the word ' comfort. '—

Ver. 17. Everlasting consolation. Everlasting,
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in contrast to all other comforts which are liable to

come to an end, to be confronted with emergencies

(or which they are insufficient. The word ' con

solation ' here indicates not so much the act of

consoling as the ground of comfort.—Good hope.

' Good, because of the pre-eminent excellence of

the object of it, the impregnable basis on which

it rests, and the purifying influence which it

exerts in the heart and life' (Lillie).—Through

grace. Added to denote the manner of God's

giving : equivalent to 'who graciously gave us,'

etc

Ver. 17. Comfort. It is very worthy of re

mark, that both here and in the parallel instance

(1 Thess. iii. II) the two persons, 'the Lord

Jesus and God the Father,' are followed by a

verb in the singular number. No reason can

apparently be given for this except the unity of

the Father and Son.—Stablish yon. Comfort

should result not only in the feeling of personal

security, but in an unanxious and unselfish

diligence in every good word and work. The

energies which were frittered away in vain

speculations and gloomy forebodings should now,

when our future is provided for, be concern rate>i

on the duty of the hour.

Chapter III. 1-5.

Paul requests their Prayers, and exhorts them to Stedfastness.

1 "rj*INALLY, brethren, pray for "us, that the word of the

A Lord may have free 'course,1 and be c glorified, even as

2 *'/ is with you ; and that we may be d delivered from unreason- *

3 able and wicked men ; for all men have not faith." But the

Lord is ' faithful,' who shall stablish you, and keep you from t

4 J evil. And we have confidence in the ' Lord touching you,

that ye both do and will do the things which we command you. f

5 And the Lord direct * your hearts into the love of * God, and h

into the patient waiting for4 ' Christ.

1 literally, may run s not all have faith * But faithful is the Lord

4 But may the Lord direct * stedfastness of

1 The*, v. *s\

Eph. vi. 19,

20; Col. iv.

_ J. cxlvii. 15:

a Tim. n. 9.

Acts xiii. 48.

Rom. xv. os,

1 Cor. 1 . 9 ;

a Tim. ii.

11-13.

a Tim. iv. iS.

Phil. ii. 19;

Eph. iv. 17.

1 Jo. v. 3.

Rev. t. 9 ;

1 Pet. ir. at.

Contents. In view of the opposition of

spiteful and unbelieving men, Paul requests the

Thessalonians to pray for him that he may be

enabled to continue his work, and that nothing

may avail to prevent the Gospel being preached

and accepted. He reassures himself also by the

consideration that though he cannot count all

men his allies, the Lord is on His side ; and on

Him he relies for the furtherance of the Gospel,

and for the edification of those in Thessalonica

who already believe.

Ver. 1. Pray for us. Paul knew how to

magnify his office, when occasion required : but

in the apostle he never ceased to be a humble,

natural, Christian man. He not only prays for

his 'children' in Christ, but begs them to pray

for him. But in another sense the man is

absorbed in the apostle ; if he seeks blessing for

himself, it is to the end that the word of the

Lord may have free course. 'It is after the

manner of the apostle to put that as a wish for

himself, which was a wish for the furtherance

of the Gospel' (Jowetl). Paul felt his need of

courage to face those who opposed the preaching

of the Gospel, of constancy to avail himself of

every opportunity to introduce it into new

audiences, and again and again (see references)

appealed to the churches to pray for him in con

nection with this matter. His joy in imprison

ment was that the word of God was ' not bound '

(2 Tim. ii. 9) ; his desire, while he himself is

threatened and opposed, is that the word may

have free circulation (lit. may run), may not be

checked in its onward race, may extend every

where.—And be glorified, even as it is with yon.

The word was glorified among the Thessalonians

by their receiving it as the word of God and

trusting it, as described in the beginning of the

First Epistle. It was glorified by the manifest

influence it had on their conduct, by the work of

their faith and by their patience. Paul desires

that it may elsewhere be similarly glorified, attain

ing its rightful position in men's minds.

Ver. 2. That we may be delivered from un

reasonable and wicked men. Ellicott says that

' to find here [as Jowett does] a mere shrinking of

the flesh on the part of the apostle from the

dangers that awaited him, is to assign to the

apostle a character that never belonged to him.'

But when Paul himself expressly requests the

Ephesians and Colossians to pray that he may

have boldness ; and when God, on the very

occasion of which the apostle is now speaking,

sees it needful to address him in the words, ' Be

not afraid, but speak and hold not thy peace ; for

I am with thee, and no man shall set on thee to

hurt thee,' we need not scruple to ascribe to the

apostle so much apprehension of danger as would

prompt him to ask the Thessalonians to pray for

his deliverance. The actual circumstances in
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which he was, and what the dangers were, and

who the mischievous and wicked men were, will

be learned from Acts xviii. ; this Epistle having

probably been written during the latter part of

the residence in Corinth, which is there described.

This verse gives us one of those ' undesigned

coincidences between the Epistles and the

narrative of the Acts, which afford one of the

strongest proofs of their genuineness.—For not all

have faith. Wherever the Gospel is preached, it

meets with such opposition as Paul speaks of, for

not all accept it. It always sifls a community,

and marks off a remnant, large or small, who do

not believe, the perverse and wicked men.

Ver. 3. But faithful is the Lord. The con

trast between the mischievous opposition of

wicked men and the protecting care of Christ, is

sharpened by the slight and easy play on the

word : men are faithless, but faithful is the Lord.

Their faithlessness prompts them to hostility ;

but His faithfulness will alike prevent your faith

from failing, and their efforts from being destruc

tive.—Who shall stablish you and keep you

from evil. Paul's thoughts do not long dwell on

his own dangers, but quickly pass to those which

threatened his friends in Thessalonica. These

dangers were twofold, as in all persecution.

There was the inward danger of their faith failing

under persecution, and there was the outward

danger of injury to life and property. Against

the first of these the Lord would protect them by

' stablishing ' them ; against the second, by ' keep

ing them from the evil.'

ver. 4. This verse further expresses the con

fidence which Paul felt that, by the faithfulness of

the Lord, the Thessalonians would not be moved

by persecution, but would boldly continue in the

life to which he had introduced them, not fearing

to carry out any of the commands he had laid

upon them.—We have confidence in the Lord.

' Here, as elsewhere, the apostle speaks of

believing, hoping, doing all things in Christ.

We lead an ordinary life, as well as a religious

one ; but with the apostle his ordinary life is his

religious one, and hence he uses religious expres

sions in reference to all he says and does' (Jowett).

—That ye both do and will do. Under this

expression of confidence, an injunction to further

diligence is insinuated. It has been noted as

characteristic of Paul, that he admonishes under

the form of praise.

Ver. 5. May the Lord direct, i.e. may Christ,

who is faithful (ver. 3), direct.—Into the love of

God. To love God is to have in the heart the

root of all activity and endurance, the spring of

duty, and the fountain of all virtue.—And into

the stediaetness of Christ. The apostle desires

they may be enabled to exhibit under trial the

same patient endurance which Christ Himself

exhibited.

Chapter III. 6-18.

a 1 TVs. iv.

II, v. 1$:

allies, ui.ii.

*Ver. 10.

c 1 Thes.

Exhortations to Industry, and Directions regarding (he Treatment of Idle

and Disorderly Persons.

6 \T OW we command you, brethren, in the name of our Lord

1 ti Jesus Christ, that ye withdraw yourselves from every

brother that walketh " disorderly, and not after the tradition '

7 which he received of * us. For yourselves know how ye ought

to follow us : for we behaved not ourselves disorderly among

8 ' you ; neither did we eat any man's bread for nought ; but

wrought with labour and travail night and day, that we might

9 not be chargeable * to any of you : not because we have not

''power, but to make ourselves an ensample unto you to follow rf«Cor. ix.

10 us. For even3 when we were with you, this we commanded v- '7. '8.

1 1 you, that if any would not work, neither should he eat. For

we hear that there are some which walk among you disorderly,

12 working not at all, but are4 'busybodies. Now them that are <«Tim.v. i3:

such we command and exhort by our Lord Jesus Christ, that

13 with quietness they work, and eat their own / bread. But ye, ^•JJoiivi'i-

14 brethren, be not weary in 'well-doing. And if5 any man obey |jj',£l8-

not our word by this * epistle, note that man, and have no*Ver-"-

1 according to the instruction

* but being

! burdensome

« But if

* For also
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15 company with 'him, that he may be ashamed.* Yet count IiCom^-h;

16 him not as an enemy, but admonish him as a brother. Now

the Lord of * peace himself give you 'peace always by all *Rom. "7-33.

17 means. The Lord be with you all. The salutation of Paul »car»u.n.
' * /Jo xiv. 37;

with mine own ""hand, which is the token in every epistle: so p^i*"1'11

18 I write. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. "c^f""^

Amen.

• shamed

Contents. In this concluding paragraph of

his Epistle, Paul warns the Thessalonians against

neglecting their worldly occupations, and by idle

ness becoming dependent on others for a liveli

hood. He bids them also not only practise

industry themselves, but enforce it upon all the

members of the Church. He had heard that

some of their number, probably through a mis

conception as to the nearness of Christ's coming,

had abandoned their ordinary work, and were

disturbing the peace and hindering the welfare of

the community. He authoritatively commands

that such persons be first exhorted to quietness

and industry, and if they should neglect such

counsel, be suspended from church fellowship.

Jowett observes that the paragraph is important,

as bearing on the degree and manner of the

authority which the apostle exercised over the

churches.

Ver. 6. Now we command you. ' In what

follows, the exhortations of the former Epistle

(chap. iv. 11, 12, v. 14) are repeated and expanded

with more studied distinctness of language, it

being probable that the evils previously alluded

to had advanced among some members of this

church to a still more perilous height ' (Ellicott).

— Brethren. The injunction to withdraw or

separate is given not to the presbyters or office

bearers, but to the whole church ; and this nut

only because in these days excommunication was

the act of the congregation (see I Cor. v.), but

because the social and individual treatment of the

offender is as present to Paul's mind as the

ecclesiastical.—That walketh disorderly. This

is further defined in the nth verse as a condition

of fussy, noisy idleness. There were some in

Thessalonica who had merely caught the new

phrases, — the kingdom of Christ, His speedy

coming, universal brotherhood, citizenship of

heaven,—and being carried away by some vague

idea of an immediate termination not only of the

old life of sin, but of the whole existing order

of things, they abandoned their own ordinary

employments, and lived upon the kindness of their

brethren.

Ver. 7. On this and the following verse, see

notes on the First Epistle, ii.

Ver. 9. Not because we have not power.

This is the idea which Paul expands in his First

Epistle to the Corinthians, chap. ix. ; where he

shows at large the reasonableness of ministerial

work being paid for, proves that the principle

on which ministers claim support is found both in

nature and in revelation, and asserts his own

right to claim maintenance at the hand of those

for whom he laboured in things spiritual. His

reasons for declining to receive regular assist

ance, while he thus strongly asserted his right to

it, were these :—1st. That he might preserve his

independence, and preclude the possibility of mis

construction. 2d. That he might be an ensample

of industry. 3d. That he might have means of

charity (Acts xx. 34). And there are still lay

men who use the profits of their industry for the

welfare of others, as well as clergymen who give

much more than they receive. This is especially

desirable in countries where the Gospel is preached

for the first time, and Mr. Bowen of Bombay may

be cited as an illustration of the conduct of the

apostle : ' His labours among the heathen arc

abundant, and they are emphatically labours of

love, unrequited and unacknowledged by any

earthly society, since he prefers to give his services

without fee or reward ; living upon a few rupees

a month, and thereby removing one argument

from the mouth of the heathen, who are slow to

allow the disinterestedness of their religious

teachers. '

Ver. 10. If any wonld not work, neither

should he eat. This seems to have been a pro

verbial expression among the Jews, and the idea

was inculcated by the Rabbis, sometimes in the

very words used by Paul. It was the fundamental

law of labour, early impressed on the Jewish mind

by the necessity of daily gathering the manna.

And it is the law which condemns gambling and

every mode of acquiring a livelihood without pro

ducing or doing anything for the good of the

community. There is perhaps a touch of irony

in the expression, insinuating that if a man claims

exemption from ordinary worldly conditions, he

should be consistent and thorough in doing so ; if

he is so new a creature, so heavenly and spiritual

as to be above earthly labour, he should also be

superior to all need of earthly nourishment.

Ver. II. For. Paul gives his reason for intro

ducing this subject at all. And he further defines

'walking disorderly.' He leaves no doubt as to

the persons about whom he speaks. They were

those who were excitedly busy, but doing ' no use

ful work ; running hither and thither, meddling

with every one's business but their own, striving

to bring others into the same state of excitement

as themselves, and declining all ordinary, steady,

profitable, obscure labour.

Ver. 12. With quietness they work, and eat

their own bread. One of the Jewish Rabbis

says : ' When a man eats his own bread, he has

quietness and composure of mind ; but when he

eats the bread of his parents or of his children—

not to speak of the bread of strangers—he loses

this quietness of mind.' But the quietness Paul

refers to is opposed to the restless, meddlesome

life some of the Thessalonians were leading. He

strongly condemns this excitement and love of

notoriety. ' If there be anything true, it is this :
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that, for the greater part of men, the most favour

able discipline of holiness will be found exactly to

coincide with the ordinary path of duty ; and that

it will be most surely promoted by repressing the

wanderings of imagination, in which we frame to

ourselves states of life and habits of devotion

remote from our actual lot, and by spending all

our strength in those things, great or small,

pleasing or unpalatable, which belong to our

calling and position ' (Manning).

Ver. 13. But ye, brethren. Ye on whom I

rely (ver. 4), and who have not ceased to labour.

—Be not weary in well-doing. Do not be

tempted to imitate the fanatical idleness of those

around you—do not weary of ' the trivial round,

the common task,'—do not crave for some great

thing to do, be content that it is a good thing.

In thus addressing them, Paul tacitly approves

what they were already doing, and their diligence

in it. For an admonition 'not to weary can

only be addressed to those who are working.

And thus in so far as this injunction applies to all

Christians, it takes for granted that they are so

engaged in active Christian well-doing as to be in

some danger of fatigue. The temptation to weary

is the same now as it was in the early Thessa-

lonian church ; those who are actively engaged

are tempted to say, Why should we do all, while

so many do nothing ; why must we compensate

for their neglect? In the parallel passage in

Galatians, Paul has in view the other great cause

of weariness, viz. that the results of labour are

often not immediately seen. And therefore he

adds, ' In due time ye shall reap, if ye faint not.'

Ver. 14. If any man obey not our word.

Paul had just (ver. 12} laid his command, in

Christ's name, on the idle busybodies; but he

viewed it as a possible thing that they might dis

regard this command. Already he had learned

that his authority was not by all parties willingly

acknowledged and submitted to. He proceeds,

therefore, to give instructions as to further dealings

with recalcitrant, obstinate offenders.—Note that

man. This does not mean, set a mark upon that

man ; but merely, take note of him in your own

minds. The first step was to discriminate between

those who obeyed and those who did not ; the

second was to brand the disobedient.—Have no

company with him. This is a repetition of the

counsel given in ver. 6. At first sight the term

employed might seem to indicate only the avoid

ance of intercourse in business and social life with

the offender, and not the extreme ecclesiastical

censure of excommunication. It might seem to

be advice given rather to guide individuals in

their treatment of the offender, than to guide the

church. But the similar passage in I Cor. v.,

where the same expression is used, proves that

exclusion from church fellowship is meant ; sus

pension, if not excommunication. If they were

not to hold intercourse on worldly matters, nor

enter into secular contracts with such a man,

much less were they to sit with him at the Lord's

table, and hold that fellowship which implied and

signified the closest possible union. But they

were not to give him up as lost ; they were to

watch for the good results of this treatment.

Ver. 1 5. Count him not as an enemy. Though

deprived, as we say, of church privileges, and

shut out from fellowship with the members of

the church, he was not to be counted hopeless.

This discipline was to be expected to terminate in

his repentance and reclamation. And for this

end, he was to be admonished as a brother.

Ver. 16. The Lord of peace. That God the

Father is here meant may be argued from the use

of the expression in Rom. xv. 33, xvi. 20, and

especially in the First Epistle to the Thessalonians,

v. 23. That Jesus Christ is meant may be argued

from the common application to Him of the title

' Lord,' and from the fact that ' peace ' was

emphasized by Himself as that which He would

specially bestow. The title is selected as suitable

to the gift Paul desires in their behalf; and the

desirableness of this gift itself is suggested by the

circumstances of persecution without and dissen

sion within in which the church at Thessalonica

was. The Lord of peace signifies not only that

He can bestow peace, but also and primarily that it

is His own attribute. He has peace, because He

sees the end from the beginning, and is unassail

able in His righteousness and sovereignty. He

gives His own peace by enabling men to rely

upon Him, to accept His will,—that will which

shall certainly be accomplished,—and by thus

lifting them up above anxiety into His own

security.—The Lord be with you all. He leav

ing them, leaves the Lord with them. It is the

' farewell ' which rises naturally to the lips of him

who must now lose sight of those he loves, but

would fain leave them with all and far more than

all the protection and blessing which he would

himself have striven to provide them with.

Ver. 17. The salutation of Paul with mine

own hand. ' These words apparently form the

commencement of the autograph salutation with

which the apostle attests the genuineness and

authenticity of the Epistle, the two verses (vers.

17 and 18) having apparently both been written by

the apostle' (Ellicott). The preceding part of

the Epistle was, of course, dictated ; now Paul

takes the pen in his own hand to authenticate the

whole. And this proves that, however Paul

might associate others with himself in sending

his Epistles (as in this one he associates Silas and

Timothy), and however the penman might occa

sionally insert a message of his own (as Tertius

does in Rom. xvi. 22), he yet distinctly ' regarded

himself and desired the churches to regard him as

the sole author of his Epistles.'—Which is the

token in every Epistle. Only in other two

Epistles, the first to the Corinthians and that to

the Colossians, does Paul sign his name. It was

not the name or signature but the autograph

salutation which was the 'token.'—So I write.

Some have thought that these words indicate

that there was inserted here some monogram diffi

cult of imitation. But this was not the ancient

custom, and the words seem to imply no more

than an invitation to his readers to observe the

distinctive characteristics of his handwriting.

Ver. 18. All. Possibly this word is added to the

benediction with which the First Epistle was

closed, that even those who had been censured

might feel that they were sharers in it

Excursus on Man of Sin.

2 thess. 11. 3-12.

The obscurity of this passage arises partly from

its prophetic character, partly from the circum

stance that Paul is merely referring to what he

had already explained by word of mouth. He

does not feel himself called upon to repeat expla

nations which he had previously given. What is
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to ui obscure was intelligible to bis original

readers ; and ten words from Paul's mouth would

five us certainty where now there is much that is

ubious.

The elements of which this prediction is com

posed are also found in the prophecies of Daniel,

the last discourses ofour Lord, the Apocalypse, and

the Epistles of John. Daniel speaks of one who

' shall speak great words against the Most High,

and shall wear out the saints of the Most High ; '

of one ' who shall magnify himself above every

god, and shall speak marvellous things against the

God of gods, and shall prosper till the indignation

be accomplished.' John's prediction is similar :

'There was given unto him a mouth speaking

great tilings and blasphemies ; and power was

given unto him to continue forty and two months.

And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against

God, to blaspheme His name and His tabernacle,

and them that dwell in heaven.' Our Lord, in

His survey of the course which events would

take, predicts that in the last times, ' because

iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax

cold ; ' and indicates that when the Son of man

cometh, faith shall be rare upon earth. This un

belief and heartlessness, the general falling away of

the Church from faith in Christ which is to indicate

the nearness of Christ's second coming, will be

produced by distressing outward circumstances and

by delusive representations which are to mislead

all but the elect. The end of this world is not

spoken of as a fixed date at which the present

order of things must abruptly close. It is not

spoken of as a point of time arbitrarily chosen as

the termination, irrespective of the moral con

dition and prospects of the world, but it is spoken

of as conditioned by certain features in the world's

history which make the termination fitting if not

necessary. The coming of Christ is to occur at

that juncture when apparently nothing short of this

could save the world from universal apostasy and

the total extinction of Christianity.

This final apostasy Paul represents as culminat

ing in the revelation of the Man of Sin, the Son

of Perdition, that wicked (or lawless) one. These

expressions naturally lead us to suppose that a

person is indicated. This view, though disputed

by some interpreters, is confirmed by the definition

of Antichrist given in I John ii. 22 : ' He is

Antichrist, that denieth the Father and the Son,'

a definition which applies to a person, not to a

system. It is also confirmed by the fact that the

similar predictions uttered by Daniel were fulfilled

by a person, Antiochus Epiphanes. And weight

must also be given to the observation of Alford,

that ' almost all great movements for good or for

ill have been gathered to a head by one central

agency.'

But the question, Who is the person thus omi

nously designated ? divides interpreters still more

seriously. There are some who solve the diffi

culty by supposing that the prophecy was a merely

human anticipation engendered by Judaistic views

of the end of all things, and that it has no fulfil

ment in fact. But of those who believe it to be a

true prediction, some suppose its fulfilment still

lies in the future; others, interpreting the 'coming

of Christ' of some great historical catastrophe

such as the destruction of Jerusalem, believe that

it has long since been fulfilled.

Of these latter, or praterisl interpretations,

there may be said to be three classes. 1st. There

are those who, with Grotius, Wetstein, and

Dollinger, find the Man of Sin in one or other

of the Roman emperors.1 Much plausibility is

lent to these interpretations by the manner of

the prediction itself, which would seem to speak

of a near and imminent catastrophe. And it

cannot be wondered at, that when the Church

was suffering severely at the hands of any indi

vidual, she should suppose that here at last was

the Man of Sin revealed. Some confirmation

has also been given to this view by the discovery,

made simultaneously by four Biblical scholars,

that the number of the beast in the Apocalypse

corresponds with the name Nero. Godet has,

however, shown that this decipherment, though

supported by world-renowned names, is open to the

gravest doubt. But the most conclusive argument

against this application of the prophecy lies in the

nature of prophecy itself, which would lead us to

expect a 'springing and genninant' fulfilment

along the whole line of history. This expectation

is deepened when we find that however appli ■

cable one or two particulars of the prophecy are

to one or other of the Roman emperors, there is

always an unfulfilled margin, room left for some

grander and more complete fulfilment.

On the same grounds the second class of inter

pretations must be rejected. This class refers the

coming of Christ to the destruction of Jerusalem,

and finds the Apostasy and the Man of Sin in the

previous condition either of the whole Jewish

nation (Whitby) or of a portion of it, such as the

Pharisees or Rabbis (Schottgen), or of an individual

like Simon Magus (Hammond).

The third class has always been the most largely

represented, and consists of those interpretations

which find the Man of Sin in some misleading

system of doctrine or worship, or some anti-

christian creed. In the Middle Ages, Mohammed

was frequently branded as Antichrist. The

Protestants have with much plausibility sought

to demonstrate that the Pope is the Man of

Sin-; and the Papists have naturally retaliated by

exhibiting the similarity between Luther and

Antichrist.' And certainly there are many

striking points of resemblance between some of

the worst Popes, or even between the system of

Popery itself, and the description here given by

Paul. The points chiefly insisted on are the

notorious profligacy and ambition of some of the

occupants of the Papal See, the assumption of

the title ' our Lord God the Pope,' the session of

the newly-elected Pope on the high altar in St.

Peter's and his adoration by the cardinals, the

lying wonders performed by the relics of saints,

by images, and by officiating priests. It is also

remarkable that this interpretation first arose not

among Protestants, but long before the Reforma

tion among Romanists themselves. Dr. Eadie

(p. 340) cites a number of writers who adhered to

the Church of Rome, and who yet with greater or

less explicitness pointed to the Pope as fulfilling

this prediction. 'Gregory I., toward the end of

the 6th century, had foreshadowed the opinion

in asserting theoretically that any one possessing

the kind and amount of power, which the Pope

claimed soon after his time, would be the fore

1 Detailed accounts of these opinions will be found in

Eadie's Thetsahnituts, and in Week's Lectures ok the

Afvialypse.

* < >ne of the most caustic of Dr. Newman's Essays is on

the Protestant idea of Antichrist
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ronner of Antichrist. His words are :—' I con

fidently assert, that whoever calls himself or seeks

to be called Universal Priest, is by his self-exalta

tion the forerunner of Antichrist, inasmuch as he

proudly sets himself above others.'

This, however, seems to be the most that can

be said, that the Pope or Popery is in some re

spects a forerunner of the Man of Sin. For in

other respects the identification fails. It cannot,

e.g. , be said that the Pope ' opposeth and exalteth

himself al>ove all that is called God.' On the

contrary, the creed of Rome has constantly affirmed

Trinitarian doctrine, and the Church of Rome is

still the refuge of those who thirst for God and

are yet unable to prove His existence to the satis

faction of their own intellect. It might more

plausibly be affirmed that Positivism is the Man

of Sin, because it is in principle Atheistic or at

best Agnostic, and it does fulfil the terms of the

prediction by setting humanity in the place of

God. But however much any system may pre

pare for the manifestation of Antichrist, and what

ever share it may therefore have in that ' mystery

of iniquity ' which ' doth already work,' this is a

guilt which is probably not peculiar to it, and

which does not justify us in identifying it with

that yet unrevealed monstrosity of blasphemy and

atheistic pride which Paul leads us to look for not

in a system but in an individual.

The Man of Sin who is to be destroyed by the

brightness of the Lord's coming has not yet

appeared. In persecutions which have crushed

young churches out of existence ; in heretics who

have seduced men from Christianity with argu

ments so plausible as to deceive, if it were pos

sible, the elect themselves ; in false religions or

corrupted forms of the true religion, in misleading

philosophies, in all these we find some of the

characteristics of Antichrist, but in none do we

find every feature which is here set down. In

these iniquity is working in a mystery, in a hidden

manner, the evil is rooting itself and growing and

gaining ground. Revolution, war, social disorder,

unbelief, these things and the causes of them are

ever seething together, combining in forms we

cannot always analyze, striving as it were to mani

fest themselves and bring all things to ruin. The

forerunners of Antichrist are to be distinguished

from him who is himself alone Antichrist. John

says that even in his day there were many Anti

christs.

It seems then idle to speculate in what precise

form the Man of Sin will appear. It is possible

that as in Paul's day the Jews were the most

bitter antagonists of the Gospel, so it is reserved

for them to exhibit wickedness and opposition to

the truth in the most aggravated form possible to

man. This view has won many supporters. If

we are to be guided by the name Antichrist, as

signifying a counter-Christ or pseudo-Messiah, it

is to Judaism we must look for this development.

And those who have most closely studied this

people will be the last to affirm that they are not

destined yet to play a leading part in the last act

of this world's drama.

But what is it which prevents this mystery of

iniquity which already works from reaching its full

development ? There is a very general consensus

of interpreters that what Paul had in view when

he spoke of ' he that withholdeth ' or ' that which

now letteth,' was the Roman power. It was the

armed strength of Rome and their strict adminis

tration that prevented the Jews from exterminat

ing the Christian Church, if not everywhere, in

many places, and especially in Thessalonica. It

was the Roman legions which kept down that

restless ambition of the Jewish people, and which

nipped in the bud every effort at revolt and

establishment of a worldly Messianic kingdom.

That particular form of the ' withholder ' is gone,

but the terms of the prophecy have still been ful

filled in one form or another of civil government,

which for its own sake has kept down lawlessness

and those outbursts of godlessness which seem

from time to time to threaten the destruction of

all civil arrangements and institutions as well

as of all things sacred.

Any who wish to pursue this subject will find

abundant material for doing so in the following

books, in which references to others are given :—

Encyclopedia Brit., s.v. Antichrist (by Dr. Sam.

Davidson) ; Eadie on Thessalonians ; Baring-

Gould's Myths of the Middle Ages; BleeVs

Lectures on the Apocalypse ; Renan's L'Antichrist

(chapters on the Apocalypse) ; Reuss* History of

Apostolic Age; Godet's New Test. Studies; New

man's Essays Crit. and Hist., vol. ii., and his

Discussions and Arguments. Bishop Words

worth's identification of Antichrist with the Papacy

is certainly very worthy of consideration ; see

his pamphlet, Is the Papacy predicted by St.

Paul ? Farrar's article in the Expositor for May

1881, or his Appendix to the Life of St. Paul,

may be consulted for an opposite view.





INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLES TO

TIMOTHY.

(i) *TT*HE two Epistles to Timothy or Timotheus and that to Titus are commonly

X grouped together, as giving counsels for the right exercise of the office

of a shepherd of the flock of Christ, under the title of the Pastoral Epistles. The

words ' shepherd,' ' flock,' ' feed,' it is true, do not occur in them as they occur in

John xxi. 16; Acts xx. 28; Eph. iv. n ; 1 Pet. v. 2; but the accepted term rightly

describes their character. They deal more fully than any other Epistle of the New

Testament with the duties of the pastoral office. They bring before us in greater

detail the organization of the Apostolic Church over which the chief shepherds had

to watch. They are addressed, not like most of the other Epistles of St Paul, to

whole communities, but to individual disciples ; but he writes to those disciples, not,

as in the letter to Philemon, as to private friends on private business, but as his

delegates and representatives.

(2) The Pastoral Epistles have also this in common, that, on almost any tenable

view of their date, they add materially to our knowledge of St. Paul's life. Without

them that knowledge would end, as far as the New Testament is concerned, with the

group of Epistles which (assuming for the present the solution of a question hereafter

to be discussed) we may speak of as the Epistles of the First Imprisonment at Rome

—those to the Philippians, the Ephesians, the Colossians, and Philemon. It will be

seen that both in relation to the outward facts of the apostle's life,—and, we may add,

the growth of his character and the manifestation of new excellences called for by

new emergencies,—the group of Epistles now before us complete a narrative which

would otherwise have been left unfinished, and in the freedom with which he writes

to those who were his disciples and personal friends, open to us new aspects of his

mind and heart. We cannot ignore the fact that these Epistles stand in other respects

also by themselves. Their authorship has been more questioned in the light of

modern criticism than that of any others that bear St. Paul's name. Their phrase

ology, it is said, is different. They refer to the controversies and imply the tendencies

of the second century rather than the first, and so take their right place among the

pseudonymous apocryphal books in which that second century was unhappily but too

fertile, and which, however valuable as materials for history, are therefore without any

apostolical authority. The objections thus urged call for a discussion, but that dis

cussion will, it is believed, be best entered on after we have treated them in the first

instance as if they were what they claim to be. Prima facie that claim is strong

enough. They were never placed by the boldest criticism of the early Church among

the Antilegomena, or disputable books ; among which they placed, e.g., the Epistle ot

St James, the Second Epistle of St. Peter, the Second and Third Epistles of St John,

They held their ground against the investigations of the scholars of the Renaissance,

of Erasmus, and Calvin, and Grotius. We may fairly let them tell their own tale in

vol. hi. 35 515
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the witness-box before they are subjected to a cross-examination. If that tale is clear

and connected, in harmony with other acknowledged records of the apostolic age,

throwing light on what would otherwise be obscure, supplying the undesigned

coincidences which are almost in themselves an evidence of truthfulness, we may

venture to demand that the case on the other side should be at least as weighty. If

we have to balance evidence, it is not well to begin by stating objections.

(3) Lift of Timothy.—We are able to trace the life of the disciple to whom two of

the Pastoral Epistles were addressed from a comparatively early period. He was the

son of one of the mixed marriages which were at this period not uncommon (Acts

xvi. 1-3). His father was a Greek, and lived apparently at Lystra.1 His mother

Eunice, and her mother Lois, were devout Jewesses (2 Tim. i. 5). His father's name

has not come down to us. From the fact that Eunice accepted him as a husband,

we may infer that he had risen above his inherited idolatry. It is almost as certain

an inference from the fact that he left his son to grow up without the outward sign of

circumcision, that he had not become a ' proselyte of righteousness,' accepting, that is,

the law of Moses in its completeness. The name which he gave his son, though not

an uncommon one among Greeks (1 Mace. v. 6, 11; 2 Mace viiL 30, ix. 3), is

perhaps suggestive, in the absence of any distinctively heathen element, and in its

significance as meaning 'one who honours God,' of the grounds of faith which were

common to both the parents. In other respects his early education was after the pattern

of that which prevailed in devout Jewish families. He was taught to read the Holy

Scriptures daily (2 Tim. iii. 15), and it may well have been that from these Scriptures

of his mother's race, and from her personal teaching, he learnt to take his place among

those who at this period were 'waiting for the consolation of Israel' (Luke ii. 25).

The piety of the household was all the more remarkable, from the fact that there is

no trace of the existence of a synagogue in either of the cities with which his name is

connected (Acts xiv. 6-21). It seems probable, from the absence of any mention of his

father as living, that he had been early left an orphan, and that his mother and grand

mother were the sole guardians and teachers of his youth. To the training thus

received, working upon a constitution naturally far from robust (1 Tim. v. 23), we may

perhaps look as having left on him the stamp of a piety feminine rather than manly

in its chief features—a morbid shrinking from opposition and responsibility (1 Tim.

iv. 12-16, v. 20, 21, vi. n-14; 2 Tim. ii. 1-7), a sensitiveness that readily melted

into tears (2 Tim. i. 4), a tendency on the one hand to the softer emotions (1 Tim.

v. 2), such as might easily pass on into the desires of youth which war against the

soul's purity (2 Tim. ii. 22); and, on the other, to an over-rigorous asceticism to

which, it may be, he had recourse as a discipline against those temptations (1 Tim.

v. 23).

The conversion of Timotheus to the faith of Christ must be assigned to the first

visit of the Apostles Paul and Barnabas to Lystra and Derbe, cities of Lycaonia. If we

think of him as belonging to the former city, he must have looked on the half-finished

sacrifice, the half-completed martyrdom of Acts xiv. 8-20. The appeal of St. Paul to

his knowledge of the sufferings which the apostle had endured in the cause of Christ

(2 Tim. iii. 11) may have been an appeal to an eye-witness. The preaching of the

apostle enforced the lesson that he had thus taught, and prepared the young disciple

for a life of suffering (Acts xiv. 22). During the interval, probably about seven years,

between St Paul's first and second visits, Timotheus must have been under the care

of the elders of the new community whom the apostle had appointed, and had distin-

1 This seems the natural inference from Acts xvi. I. On the other hand, a possible construction of

Acts xx. 4 would attach the description ' of Derbe ' to his name, and not to that of Gaius.
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guished himself by his zeal and devotion (Acts xvi. 2). The fact that he was known

to the brethren of Iconium as well as to those of Lystra, suggests the thought that he

had been employed as a messenger between the two churches, and so had given proof

that he possessed the qualities that fitted him for the work of an evangelist or mission

preacher. The apostle, with his keen insight into character, saw in him one who

could take the place of John, surnamed Mark, as Silas had taken that of Barnabas.

The utterances of prophets appear to have pointed to him as likely to prove a brave

and faithful soldier in the great army of Christ (1 Tim. i. 18). It was probably at this

time, and at Iconium, that he was set apart, the whole assembly of the elders of the

Church, as well as the apostle himself, joining in the laying on of hands, to do the

work and to bear the title of an evangelist (1 Tim. iv. 145 2 Tim. i. 6, iv. 5). One

serious difficulty, however, presented itself. The mere fact that his father was a

Greek, and that he was thus in Jewish eyes as a Mamzer or ' bastard,' the name given

to the children of a mixed marriage, might have been outweighed by his personal

piety and knowledge of the law ; but a Mamzer who had grown up uncircumcised, who

had thus taken his position as outside the covenant of Abraham, was hardly likely to

be listened to by the children of Abraham who gloried in its distinctive badge. In

his case, accordingly, St. Paul, who had refused to admit the principle of the necessity

of circumcision in the case of Titus,1 acted on the rule of becoming ' all things to all

men' (1 Cor. ix. 22), and 'took and circumcised' Timotheus, to avoid this occasion

of offence (Acts xvi. 3). Doing this, on the one hand, and, on the other, distributing

the decrees ofthe Council of Jerusalem which were as the great charter of the freedom

of the Gentiles, the preachers were able to address themselves to Jew and Gentile

alike with a sympathizing tenderness for the position and prepossessions of each.

In the new companion and fellow-worker whom the apostle thus gained, he found

one whom he could claim as a true son by spiritual parentage, like-minded with him

self, ' faithful in the Lord,' caring with a genuine affection for those for whom the

apostle cared (1 Cor. iv. 17; 1 Tim. i. 2; 2 Tim. L 2). He journeyed with him,

accompanied by Silvanus, and probably by Luke also, to Philippi (Acts xvi. 12), and

there the young disciple was distinguished for the activity of his service (Phil. ii. 22).

As he is not mentioned in the record of St. Paul's work at Thessalonica, it is probable

that he remained with St. Luke at Philippi, and was the bearer of the contributions

which the Christians of that city sent to the apostle (Phil. iv. 15). He was with him,

however, at Bercea (Acts xvii. 14), and stayed there when Paul was obliged to leave,

joining his master again at Athens (1 Thess. iii. 2), from whence he was sent back

again to Thessalonica. He returns to him not at Athens but at Corinth, and his name

is joined with those of Paul and Silvanus in the salutations of both the Epistles written

from that city to the Thessalonians (1 Thess. L 1 ; 2 Thess. L 1), Here also he was

conspicuous for his work as a preacher of the Gospel (2 Cor. i. 19), and doubtless

took the office, with the exception of the few special cases which the apostle names, of

baptizing the new converts (1 Cor. i. 14-16). Of the five years that followed we have

no distinct trace, and can infer nothing but a continuance of his labours as St Paul's

companion, and an ever-growing increase of sympathy and affection between them.

He next appears, after having been with the apostle in Ephesus, with which his name

was afterwards to be so closely connected, as sent on in advance through Macedonia

to Achaia, to bring the churches into remembrance of what the apostle taught and

1 I leave the question whether Titus was or was not circumcised, an open one. The latter alterna

tive seems, I think, the most probable ; but the words of Gal. ii. 3 admit the meaning that, though

Titus was circumcised, it was not under compulsion, but as a free act of concession for the sake ol

peace. Dr. Farrar in his Life of St. Paul (c. xxii.) argues strongly in favour of the latter interpretation.
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preached (Acts xix. 22 ; i Cor. iv. 17). Still comparatively young for such an office,

and not free from a nervous consciousness of his youth, St Paul sought to prepare

the way for him by calling on the Corinthians to receive him with all respect (1 Cor.

xvi. 10), as ' working the work of the Lord.' It would appear from the presence of

his name in the salutation of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians (2 Cor. i. 1), that

the arrangement of which St. Paul speaks in 1 Cor. xvi. 11 had been carried into

effect, and that Timothy after visiting Corinth had returned to him and was with him

at Philippi, or elsewhere, when he wrote that Epistle. He went with him to Corinth,

and his name is joined with that of the apostle in the salutation to the Roman Christians,

with many of whom he had become personally acquainted at Corinth (Rom. xvi. 2 1 ).

He was one of the company of friends who accompanied him in his last journey to

Philippi, sailed on in advance to Troas, and then went with him to Miletus, Tyre,

Caesarea, and Jerusalem (Acts xx. 3-6). Here again we lose sight of him. We have

no trace of his having been with St. Paul during his two years' imprisonment at

Caesarea nor on the voyage to Italy, and we may probably think of him as occupied

at this period in his labours as an evangelist He must have joined St Paul at Rome,

however, soon after his arrival, and was with him when he wrote the group of Epistles

known as those of the first imprisonment (Phil. L 1 ; CoL i. 1 ; Philem. 1). He may

have been sent to Philippi and back in the course of that imprisonment (PhiL ii. 19).

The special messages sent to him from Rome at a later period (2 Tim. iv. 21) show

that there also he had won the warm affection of the disciples, and among the friends

there formed, we note with interest, according to a probable hypothesis, the names

of a future bishop of Rome, of a centurion of the Roman army, and of the daughter

of a British king (see notes on 2 Tim. iv. 21). To this period of his life we may

perhaps refer (the exact time and place being left undetermined) the imprisonment

referred to in Heb. xiii. 23, and the trial in which he witnessed 'a good profession'

(1 Tim. vl 12). Assuming the genuineness of the Epistles addressed to him, and

that they were written in the later years of St Paul's life, we are able to put together

a few facts as to the subsequent career of Timotheus. He journeyed with his master,

it would appear, from Rome to the proconsular province of Asia, and when the apostle

continued his journey to Macedonia, was left behind in Ephesus to watch over the

discipline and doctrine of the church which he had helped to found there (1 Tim.

i. 3). The parting was a sad one, even to tears (2 Tim. L 4), and it is possible that

the two never met again, and that neither the intention which St. Paul expressed of

returning to him shortly, nor his own purpose to go to Rome in compliance with the

apostle's wish, was ever carried into effect (1 Tim. ill. 14; 2 Tim. iv. 9).

The position which he thus occupied, that, in modern phrase, of a vicar-apostolic,

exercising an authority over bishop - presbyters and deacons, was arduous and

responsible enough for one who was still comparatively young (1 Tim. iv. 12). He

had to sit in judgment on men who were older than himself (1 Tim. v. 1, 19, 20); to

appoint the bishop-elders and deacons of the church (1 Tim. iii. 1-13); to regulate

its almsgiving and the support of its widows, as a sisterhood partly maintained by the

church and partly working for its support (1 Tim. v. 3-10). And the members of

the church had fallen from their first love. Covetousness and sensuality were under

mining its purity (1 Tim. vi. 9, 10). Leaders of parties—Hymenaeus, Alexander, and

Philetus—were corrupting the truth of Christ by Judaizing or Gnostic speculations, and

drawing away disciples after them, so as to fulfil but too abundantly the anticipations

to which the apostle had given utterance in his last recorded address to the elders of

the Ephesian Church at Miletus (Acts xx. 29, 30 ; 1 Tim. L 20 ; 2 Tim. ii. 17, iii. 6-9,

iv. 14, 15). The name of his beloved master was no longer held in honour, and all,
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with the exception of a faithful few, had turned away from him (2 Tim. i. 15). The

whole tone even of the First Epistle is one of grave anxiety, and warnings, exhorta

tions, counsels, follow rapidly on each other (1 Tim. i. 18, iii. 15, iv. 14, v. 21, vi. n).

He is above all things anxious that his disciple, his true son in the common faith,

should keep the deposition fidei, the ' good thing committed to his trust,' free from the

admixture of a dreamy and fantastic gnosis (1 Tim. i. 4-10, 18-20, vi. 20, 21).

Mingling with that anxiety there is the fear of a fatherly affection lest his health

should be injured by an over-rigorous abstinence (1 Tim. v. 23).

The Second Epistle, written probably about a year later, and but a short time

before the apostle's martyrdom, may be taken as at least presumptive evidence that

there had been no meeting since the previous letter, and that his intentions of

returning to Ephesus had been frustrated. The disciple appears to have remained

there, encountering the same dangers, thwarted by the same heretical teachers

(2 Tim. ii. 17), but St Paul wishes much to see him before the 'time of his departure'

comes (2 Tim. iv. 6, 9). He is to bring with him the cloak, the books, and the

parchments, which, in the haste of travel, the apostle had left at Troas, and which he

now needed for his comfort, his studies, or his defence (2 Tim. iv. 13). It was

natural at such a time that the thoughts of past years should come back upon the old

man's mind, that he should remember the tears at parting, the holy household at

Lystra, the devout and studious youth, the day of his solemn ordination by the

presbytery of Iconium (2 Tim. i 4, 5, 6, iii. 15). We may, perhaps, hazard the

conjecture — though we cannot attain to certainty — that by starting at once he

reached Rome, as St Paul desired, before winter, and was with him at the last.

Possibly, as said above, we may refer the imprisonment of Heb. xiii. 2, 3 to this period

of his life.

Beyond this we have no distinct trace of Timotheus, as mentioned by name, in

the New Testament. Eusebius (H. E. iii. 4) relates that he continued to act as

Bishop of the Church of Ephesus, and he is represented in later traditions (Niceph.

H. E. iii. n).as having died a martyr's death at the hands of an Ephesian mob, who,

at one of the great festivals held in honour of Artemis, were roused to fury by his

preaching (comp. Henschen's Acta Sanctorum; Butler's Lives of the Saints, Jan. 24th).

His relics were brought to Constantinople by Constantius a.d. 356, and interred in

the Church of the Apostles in that city.

It may be added, as at least a probable conjecture, that Timotheus has been

identified by not a few writers with the ' Angel ' or Bishop of the Church of Ephesus

in Rev. ii. 1-7 (Calmet, Cornelius a Lapide, Grotius, and others, in Butler, ut

supra). If we assume the Apocalypse to have been written in the time of Nero,

it is all but certain that he must then have been in charge of the church of that

city. And even on the assumption of the later date under Domitian, he may well

have been still exercising his office there. It may be urged as confirming this

view, that the message to the angel of the Church at Ephesus presents many points

of parallelism with the impressions we derive from St. Paul's Epistles as to the

character of Timotheus. In the testimony borne to his work and patience, to his

refusal to acknowledge the authority of false apostles, we trace the ' unfeigned faith '

(2 Tim. L 5), the man 'like-minded' with St Paul (Phil. ii. 20), the 'man of God'

(1 Tim. vi. n) of the Pastoral Epistles. And in the words of blame addressed to the

Ephesian angel, the rebuke for having left his first love and his first works (Rev. ii.

4, 5), we find, with hardly less certainty, the tendencies which we have already

noticed, the shrinking from conflict and the exercise of authority, which led the

apostle to press on Timotheus the duty of ' rekindling' the grace which he had received
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(2 Tim. i. 6), of enduring hardness as *a good soldier of Jesus Christ' (2 Tim. ii. 3), of

studying to show himself approved unto God as ' a workman that needeth not to be

ashamed ' (2 Tim. ii. 15).

The Authorship of the Epistles to Timothy.—Of this it may be said that it stands, as

far as external evidence is concerned, on as firm a basis as that of any of the books

of the New Testament They appear in the Peshito, or early Syriac Version (a.d.

150-200), and in the list of the Muratorian Fragment (a.d. 170). They are placed by

Eusebius (H. E. iii. 25) among the generally-received books, as contrasted with the

seven Antilegomena or disputable books. They are cited as authoritative by Tertullian

(dePrascr. c 25 ; ad Uxorem, i. 7), Clement of Alexandria (Strom, ii. n), and Irenaeus

(Adv. Hcer. ii. 14, p. 8 ; iv. 16, p. 3). Parallelisms, implying quotation, in some cases

with close verbal agreement, are found in Clement of Rome (1 Cor. c. 29 ; 1 Tim.

ii. 8) ; in Ignatius (ad Magn. c. 8 ; 1 Tim. L 4) ; in Polycarp (Epist. c. 4 ; 1 Tim.

vi. 7, 8); and in Theophilus of Antioch (ad Auto/, iii. 126). The only exceptions

to this general recognition were found in heretical teachers of various schools of

Gnostic thought, such as Marcion (TertulL adv. Mare. v. 21 ; Iren. L 29) and Basilides

(Hieron. Prof, in Titum). Tatian, while maintaining the Pauline authorship of the

Epistle to Titus, rejected that of the Epistles to Timothy (Hieron. ibid). Origen

mentions the fact (Comm. in Matt. 117) that there were some who excluded 2 Timothy

from the canon of the New Testament because it contained the names of Jannes and

Jambres, which were not found in the records of the Old Testament,

The later criticism of the schools of Germany has, however, questioned the

Pauline authorship of the Pastoral Epistles with a more formidable array of objections.

Schleiermacher (Sendschreiben), assuming the genuineness of 2 Timothy and Titus,

looked on 1 Timothy as pseudonymous. Eichhorn (Einleit.) and De Wette (Einleit.)

came to the same conclusion as to all the three. Baur, here as elsewhere, bolder than

his predecessors, assigned their composition to the latter half of the second century

(Die sogenannten Pastoral-briefe, p. 138), probably after the death of Polycarp in a.d.

169. On this hypothesis they grew out of the state of parties in the Roman Church,

and, like the Gospel of St Luke and the Acts of the Apostles, were intended to

mediate between the extreme Pauline and Petrine sections in it (p. 58). Starting

from the data supplied by the Epistle to the Philippians, the writers first of 2 Timothy

(which, in his view, is the earliest of the three Epistles), then of Titus, and lastly, of

1 Timothy, aimed, by the insertion of personal incidents, messages, and the like, at

giving to their compilations an air of verisimilitude. The very features which, as we

read the Epistles, strike us as full of the most living interest, the apparent traces of

the faith, affection, tenderness of the old apostle, become, on this supposition, only so

many proofs of the fraudulent skill of the composer. We have to deal not with a

case of personated authorship like that, eg., of the Wisdom of Solomon, where we

recognise at once a legitimate form of art, but with the animus deeipiendi in its most

flagrant and offensive form.

It remains for us to inquire, dismissing the hypotheses which take an intermediate

line, and reject one or two of the Epistles, while they accept, as the case may be, the

other two or one, as drawing an untenable distinction, how far the evidence before

us supports the conclusions which have thus been drawn from it

I. Language.—It has been urged by all the writers who question the authorship

of the Pastoral Epistles, that they are written in a different style from the recognised

Pauline Epistles. There is less logical continuity; order and plan are wanting;

subjects are brought up one after another, abruptly. Not less than fifty words and

phrases, most of them striking and characteristic, are found in these Epistles which
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are not in the Epistles recognised as St. Paul's. Thirty-three of these are not found

elsewhere in the New Testament. The formula of salutation, ' Grace, mercy, peace ; '

half-technical words like Oaxrtfoia {godliness) and its cognates (thirteen times in the

Pastoral Epistles and not elsewhere), ■KapaKarcS-qicq {deposit, or thing committed, 1 Tim.

vL 20 j 2 Tim. i 12-14), im<f>avtia, the appearance or manifestation of Christ, instead

of the more usual irapowi'a {coming) (i Tim. vi. 14; 2 Tim. L 10, iv. 1, 8) ; the fre

quently recurring micros 6 Xoyos {this is a faithful saying, 1 Tim. i. 15, iii. i, iv. 9;

2 Tim. il 1 1 ; Tit. iii. 8) ; the use of vyiaivowra. and its cognates as applied to sound

and healthy doctrine (1 Tim. i. 10, vi. 3 ; 2 Tim. i. 13, iv. 3 ; Tit i. 9, 13, ii. 1, 2),—

these, it is said, form a group of peculiarities that make the language of the Pastoral

Epistles so different from that of the Pauline Epistles as a body, that the natural

conclusion is that they are by a different writer. On the other side, it may be said

that this very diversity of diction is a feature which a spurious writer, skilfully

personating St. Paul, would probably have been careful to avoid, but about which St

Paul himself, if he wrote or dictated them, would naturally have been indifferent

And, in any case, it must be remembered that the test of identity of style or

phraseology is a very uncertain one. All men vary in their style as they advance in

life, pick up new phrases which may for a time become almost the catchwords of their

writings, adopt a different tone in their private and official correspondence. In

proportion as they are men who travel much, come into contact with many minds and

varied characters, throw themselves with the strong power of sympathy into the

thoughts and feelings of others, are they likely to show these variations in their

writings. In proportion as we recognise these features in St. Paul's life and character,

we might expect to find such variations. As a matter of fact, we find them in his

other Epistles. The First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians have much in

common that is peculiar to them ; so also have those to the Romans and Galatians ;

and again those to the Ephesians and Colossians. And in this case it must be

remembered that the circumstances of authorship were different. The apostle was

not writing letters to be read publicly in the churches, but speaking in full freedom

to one who was as his own true son. It is not strange that we should meet with

phrases of unusual vehemence, such e.g. as 'a conscience cauterized' (1 Tim. iv. 2);

'perverse disputings of men corrupted in mind'(i Tim. vi. 5); 'women-creatures

laden with lusts' (2 Tim. iii. 6); 'old wives' fables' (1 Tim. iv. 7); 'tattlers and

busybodies' (1 Tim. v. 13); 'puffed up,' or 'fevered' (1 Tim. vi. 4); 'slow bellies'

(Tit. L 12). In not a few of these cases, where the figurative language has points of

contact with medical terminology, we may legitimately trace the influence of St Paul's

friendship with St Luke. Such e.g. are the use of ' sound ' or ' healthy,' as applied to

teaching {ut supra) the 'cauterized conscience ' (1 Tim. iv. 2) ; the advice to take wine

'for thy stomach's sake' (1 Tim. v. 23); the use of a word (-rmx^eirai) which was

applied by Hippocrates to a type of fever (the word is identical with our modern

'typhus') that caused delirium (1 Tim. vi. 4). Lastly, there is the fact that these differ

ences, such as they are, are counterbalanced by the large common element both of

words and thoughts, shared by these Epistles with the others. The object of the

writer's faith ; the law of conscience as regulating his life ; the tendency to digressions

and 'going off at a word ;' the personal, individualizing affection ; the free reference to

his own labours and sufferings for the truth (2 Tim. i. 12, iii. n ; 2 Cor. xi. 21-28,

xii. 1 1, 1 2)—all these are found alike in both groups ; and by them, the coincidences

being manifestly unstudied, we recognise the identity of the writer.

II. It has been urged against the reception of the Pastoral Epistles, that they

cannot be fitted in with the record of St. Paul's life as contained in the Acts. The
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answer to this is, however, not far to seek. These records are, on the face of them,

incomplete. The hypothesis of a release from the imprisonment with which the history

of the Acts closes removes all difficulties ; and this hypothesis, it may fairly be said,

is not a theory set up for the purpose of removing them, but has an adequate

foundation in the language of the acknowledged Epistles, in which the apostle

expresses his expectation of such a release, and his intention of revisiting the

churches which he had planted in Macedonia and in the East (Phil. ii. 24 ; Philem. 22).

The writer of pseudonymous Epistles, it may be further added, would have been likely

to make them fit in with the received records of St Paul's life.

III. The three Epistles present, it is said, a more highly organized church polity,

and a fuller development of doctrine, than that belonging to the lifetime of St. Paul.

(1) The rule that the bishop is to be 'the husband of one wife' (1 Tim. iii. 2; Tit. i. 6)

indicates the strong opposition to second marriages which characterized the second

century. (2) The ' younger widows ' of 1 Tim. v. 1 1 cannot, it is said, have been

literally widows. If they were, St Paul, in directing them to marry, would be

excluding them, according to the rule of 1 Tim. v. 9, from all prospect of sharing

in their old age in the church's bounty. It follows, therefore, that the term

1 widows ' was used, as it was in the second century, in a wider sense, as implying

not literal widowhood, but a consecrated life. (3) The rules giving to Timothy and

Titus an almost absolute power over the elders of the church indicate a sacerdotal

development characteristic of the Petrine element, which became dominant in the

Church of Rome in the first apostolic period, but foreign altogether to the genuine

Epistles of St. Paul. (4) The term ' heretic ' is used in its later sense, and a formal

procedure against the heretic is recognised (Tit. iii. 10), which belongs to the second

century rather than the first (5) The upward progress from the office of deacon to

that of presbyter implied in 1 Tim. iii. 13, belongs also to a later period. Of these

objections it may fairly be said that they come under the category of being ' frivolous

and vexatious.'

(1) Admitting the interpretation of 1 Tim. iii. 2 to be the right one, the rule

which makes deuterogamy a disqualification for the episcopal office is widely removed

from the harsh, sweeping condemnation of all second marriages which we find in

Athenagoras and Tertullian. (2) There is not the shadow of a proof that the

'younger widows' were not literally such. The 'widows' of 1 Tim. v. 3-13 were,

like those of Acts vi. 1, ix. 39, women dependent on the alms of the church, not

necessarily deaconesses or engaged in active labours. The rule fixing the age of sixty

for their admission on the register is all but fatal to the contrary hypothesis. (3)

The use of ' bishops ' and ' elders,' as applied to the same persons (Tit. i. 5-7), and

the absence in 1 Tim. iii. 1-8 of any immediate order between the bishops and

deacons, are quite unlike what we find in the Epistles of Ignatius and other writings

of the second century. They are in exact agreement with the language of St. Paul

in Acts xx. 17-28 and Phil. i. 1, Few features of these Epistles are indeed more

striking than the absence of any high hierarchic system. The authority given to

Timothy and Titus was obviously temporary and provisional in its nature, and

belonged to them, not as bishops, in the later sense of the term, but as the immediate

personal representatives of the apostles. (4) The word ' heretic ' has its counterpart

in the ' heresies ' of 1 Cor. xi. 19, and the sentence pronounced on Hymenaeus and

Alexander (1 Tim. i. 20) has a precedent in St. Paul's action at Corinth (1 Cor. v. 5).

(5) The best interpreters do not find in 1 Tim. iii. 13 the transition from one office

to another. If it is there, the assumption that such a transition was foreign to the

Apostolic Age is altogether arbitrary.
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IV. It is urged, again, that the false teachers who are referred to in the Pastoral

Epistles present characteristics that belonged to the followers of Marcion and other

Gnostic teachers in the second century. In the oppositions {antitheses) of the falsely

named science (gnosis) of 1 Tim. vi. 20, there is, it is said, a manifest reference to the

treatise which Marcion wrote under the title of Antitheses, setting forth the alleged

contradictions of the Old and New Testament. The ' genealogies ' of 1 Tim. i. 4 and

Tit. iii. 9 point, in like manner, to the mystical succession of ^Eons in the systems of

Valentinus and Basilides. The ' forbidding to marry and commanding to abstain from

meats ' fit in to Marcion's system, and not to that of the Judaizing teachers of the

Apostolic Age. The apostle's assertion that ' the law is good or noble (koAos) ' implies

a denial, like that of Marcion, of its Divine authority. The doctrine that ' the resur

rection was past already,' was again, it is urged, thoroughly Gnostic in its character.

In his eagerness to find tokens of a later date everywhere, Baur sees in the writer of

these Epistles not merely an opponent of Gnosticism, but one in part under the influ

ence of their teaching, and appeals to the doxologies of 1 Tim. i. 17, vi. 15, and to

their Christology throughout, as having a Gnostic colouring.

Here also it is believed that the objections are altogether frivolous and fantastic

in their character. The false teachers of the Pastoral Epistles are, to say the least,

predominantly Jewish in their character, ' teachers of the law ' ( 1 Tim. i. 7), giving

heed to 'Jewish fables' (Tit. i. 14) and 'disputes connected with the law' (Tit. iii. 9).

The natural suggestion that in Acts xx. 30, 31, St Paul contemplates the rise and

progress of a like perverse teaching, and that in CoL ii. 8-23 we have a like com

bination of an Essene type of Judaism, and a self-styled Gnosis (1 Tim. vL 20), or

' wisdom ' (Col. ii. 3-), is met by the short and easy process of summarily rejecting

both the speech and the Epistle as spurious. Even the denial of the resurrection, it

may be remarked, belongs as naturally to the mingling of a Sadducean element with

an Eastern mysticism as to the teaching of Marcion. The whole line of argument,

indeed, first misrepresents the language of St. Paul in these Epistles and elsewhere,

and then assumes the entire absence from the first century of even the germs of the

teaching that characterized the second.

The Date of the First Epistle to Timothy.—Assuming the two Epistles to have been

written by St. Paul, to what period of his life are they to be referred ? It will be

expedient to discuss the question as regards each Epistle separately. In regard to the

first, the data are comparatively few—(1) A journey from Ephesus to Macedonia is

mentioned in i. 3. (2) The age of Timothy is described as 'youth' (iv. 12). Three

hypotheses have been maintained as satisfying these conditions.

(A) The journey in question has been looked on as an unrecorded episode in the

two years spent in Ephesus, as in Acts xix. 10.

(B) It has been identified with the journey of Acts xx. 1, after the tumult at

Ephesus.

(C) It has been placed in the interval between St Paul's first and second impri

sonments at Rome.

Of these conjectures A and B have the merit of bringing the Epistle within the

limits of the authentic records of St Paul's life, but they have scarcely any other.

Against A it may • be urged—(1) that a journey to Macedonia such as is assumed

would scarcely have been passed over in silence either by St Luke in the Acts, or by

St. Paul in writing to the Corinthians ; and (2) that it is hardly conceivable that the

church at Ephesus could have attained so full a development both for good and evil

within so short a period as two years. Against B we have the fact that Timothy in the

case of that journey had preceded the apostle, journeying to Macedonia (Acts xix. 22),
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and probably to Corinth also (i Cor. iv. 17, xvi. 10). The hypothesis that he may have

returned to Ephesus before St. Paul's departure, and been left there, is traversed by

the fact that he is with St. Paul in Macedonia when the latter writes the Second

Epistle to the Corinthians. In favour of C, as compared with A or B, is the internal

evidence of the contents of the Epistle. St. Paul clearly contemplates a prolonged

absence, though the expectation of his return to Ephesus is not abandoned (1 Tim.

iv. 13). It is hardly less clear that the Epistle implies a long previous absence.

Discipline had become lax, heresies had multiplied, the organization of the church

was in confusion. Other churches called for his presence, and he hastens on, leaving

the disciple in whom he most confided as his representative.

The language of the Epistle also is not without its weight as supplying internal

evidence of date. According to A or B, it would belong to the same group of Epistles

as 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, Romans, and Galatians, or, at the latest, to that

which includes the Epistles to the Ephesians, the Colossians, and the Philippians,

and in this case the obvious differences of style and language are not easy to explain.

Assume a later date, as in C, and then there is room, as has been urged above, for the

influence of new circumstances and new associations on a man of St Paul's character,

showing itself in new words and phrases. The large element of such words or phrases

in the two Epistles, many of them common to both, is, at all events, a reason for

believing that they were written with no great interval of time between them. The only

objections of any weight to the position thus assigned are—(1) those which call in

question the fact of any second imprisonment with an interval of travel between it and

the first; and (2) the 'youth' of Timothy (iv. 12) when the Epistle was addressed to

him. The former point will be discussed in a separate Excursus. In regard to the

latter, it may be urged that, on the assumption of the later date, Timotheus need not

have been more than thirty, and that a man of that age might well have been spoken

of as relatively * young ' for such a task as that which the Epistle assigns to him.

Assuming on these grounds the later date of the Epistle as the more probable, we

are able to gather some trustworthy conclusions as to the circumstances which led

St. Paul to write it He was released as he expected from his imprisonment at

Rome (Phil. ii. 24), and carried into effect the resolution which he had then formed

of revisiting the churches of Asia Minor. Timotheus, who had joined him at Rome

(Col. iv. 1 ; Philem. 1), probably journeyed with him. It would be natural that he should

use his freedom to carry out his long-delayed purpose of preaching the Gospel in Spain

(Rom. xv. 24), perhaps revisit Crete (Tit. i. 5), make his way, as also he had intended,

to Colossae and the other churches of the valley of the Lycus (Philem. 22), and thence

on to Ephesus. The Epistle shows us that he found that the sad forebodings which

he had expressed in his farewell address to the elders of the Ephesian Church in

Acts xx. 29, 30, had been only too well fulfilled. The First Epistle of St Peter,

which may safely be assigned to this period, shows that the 'grievous wolves' of

persecution had made havoc of nearly all the Asiatic churches. The Epistle now before

us tells of false teachers from among themselves, such as Hymenseus and Alexander

(L 20), who had overthrown the faith of many ; and yet darker forms of evil were seen

on the horizon (iv. 1-4). The organization of the church had fallen into decay, and

needed a strong hand and vigorous measures to restore it. One such measure the

apostle took himself in a formal excommunication of the two chief heretics (L 20).

But he had to pass on elsewhere, and doubtless wished to pay his promised visit to

the Philippian Church, and so he started for Macedonia. What seemed to him the

best course in this emergency was to leave the disciple, now perhaps for the first time

entrusted with so grave a responsibility, to act as his representative—a vicar-apostolic,
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as it were, clothed with full authority over all subordinate officers, with power to judge

and punish offenders, and to enforce rules of discipline that had been neglected.

The parting, if we identify it with that of 2 Tim. i. 4, was a sad one. The apostle, at

all events, felt that the young disciple needed more definite instructions than those

which had been given orally in what was, it may be, a somewhat hurried interview.

The facts thus brought before us make it probable that the Epistle was written

somewhere on the journey through Macedonia to Nicopolis, on the western coast of

Greece (Tit iii. 1 2). The inscription found in many ancient mss. and Versions, and

reproduced in our English Bibles, which states that it was written from Laodicea,

cannot claim any higher authority than that of being a conjecture based, perhaps,

upon the supposition that this was the Epistle from Laodicea referrred to in CoL iv. 16.

It is far more probable, if we are to name any church, that it was written from Philippi

or Thessalonica.

EXCURSUS I.

ON THE OFFICES OF BISHOP AND PRESBYTER IN THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH.

There cannot be a shadow of doubt that the two titles of Bishop and Presbyter

were in the Apostolic Age interchangeable. The ' elders ' of Acts xx. 1 7 are named as

' bishops ' in Acts xx. 28. Bishops and elders are nowhere named together as distinct

from each other. The ' bishop ' of Tit. i. 7 answers to the ' elders ' of Tit i. 5.

'Bishops and deacons' appear as an exhaustive enumeration of the ministers of

the church in PhiL i. 1, 1 Tim. iii. 1, 8, without the mention of 'presbyters' as

an intermediate order. It is noticeable that in the Epistle of Clement of Rome to

the Corinthians we have the same interchangeable use of the two terms (1 Cor. xlii.,

xliv., lvii.)—a fact not without weight in its bearing on the date and genuineness of

that document ; while in the more developed hierarchy of the Epistles of Ignatius,

even in their least interpolated or most mutilated forms, the bishop appears as distinct

from, and exercising authority over, the presbyters of the church (ad Stnyrn. viii. ; ad

Trail, ii., iii, viii.; ad Magn. vi). Each of the two titles has a history not without

interest That of ' elder ' came naturally from the institutions of the Jewish synagogue

(Luke vii. 3), which naturally passed, as at first the name 'synagogue' itself did (Jas.

ii. 1), into the polity of the Christian church. It was without doubt the earlier of the two.

It is implied in the mention of the ' younger men ' (vtwrtpoi) in the history of Ananias

(Acts v. 6. Comp. Luke xii. 26 ; 1 Pet. v. 1, 5). It is recognised as applied to a

body of men distinct from the apostles in Acts xi. 30, xv. 2, 4, 23. ' Elders ' are

ordained by Paul or Barnabas in every church (Acts xiv. 23).

In the Gentile churches, on the other hand, the word ' elder ' would carry with it

a less definite connotation, and would require to be associated with some words

expressing function as well as rank, a nomen officii as well as a nomen dignitatis. The

title of Episcopos presented itself as suitable for this purpose, combining as it did both

Greek and Jewish associations. It had been used as early as the time of Pericles for

the inspectors or commissioners who were sent by Athens to her subjects (Aristoph.

Aves. 1022), and who, like the Harmosts of Sparta, exercised a general superintendence.

The title was still current and beginning to be used by the Romans in the later days

of the republic (Cic. ad Att. vii. 11). What was, perhaps, more to the purpose, it

had been selected by the translators of the Septuagint for some of the officers who

exercised authority in the polity of Israel (Num. iv. 16, xxxL 14; Ps. cix. 8; Isa.
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lx. 17), and in the first of these passages had been associated, in the case of Eleazar,

with the functions of the priesthood. It expressed adequately the watchful inspection

which was represented also by the name of ' shepherd ' or ' pastor ' (Eph. iv. n). That

pastoral supervision is indeed the dominant thought associated with it in the language

of the New Testament The ' elders ' of Ephesus are as ' bishops ' to ' feed the flock

of God' (Acts xx. 18). St Peter uses the cognate verb 'taking the oversight,' doing

a bishop's office, in connexion with the same thought. Christ Himself is, in this

association of ideas, 'the Shepherd and Bishop of our souls' (1 Pet ii. 25). It is not

without significance that other titles appear in the Apostolic Epistles, apparently as ap

plied to the same officers, and distinguishing some from others. There are those who

are ' over men' (irpourro/itvoi) in the Lord (1 Thess. v. 1 2), who ' rule' (irpoto-rwres) well,

and are worthy therefore of double honour (1 Tim. v. 17); those 'that have the rule'

(yyou/16'oi), 'watching on behalf of men's souls' (Heb. xiil 17). Possibly also, we

may find these ' bishop-elders ' in the ' angels ' of the apocalyptic churches in Rev. L—iii.

All these variations of terminology are characteristic of a time when the organization

of the church was growing but not yet fixed As compared with the condition of

things represented in 1 Thess. v. 19, 20, 1 Cor. xiL-xiv., where there appears to be

free scope for the exercise of every gift, and no special work of preaching assigned to

the elders of the church, the Pastoral Epistles show a manifest advance towards fixity

and completeness. The experience through which the Asiatic churches had passed

in the apostle's absence made them feel that an absolute equality among presbyters

was productive of disorder; and the appointment of Timotheus was an indication

that the body must have a head, the assembly a president, the church a bishop, in

the modern sense of that word as implying authority over other elders, with power to

ordain, suspend, or deprive those who exercised that office. The desynonymizing ten

dency which is always at work in the history of language came in here. Reverence

for the name of apostle, perhaps also the feeling that it implied an immediate personal

mission from the Lord of the churches, hindered its transmission to those who suc

ceeded, in part at least, to the exercise of their controlling authority. The name of

' angel,' even if we assume it to be applied to the bishops of the Seven Churches,

was obviously open to the charge of ambiguity, and, as a matter of fact, never appears

with this connotation elsewhere. Of the two names that had first been equivalent,

' bishop,' both etymologically and historically, lent itself most readily to this upward

extension of its meaning, and by the close of the first century, as we see in the

Ignatian Epistles, was applied to the presbyter, who by apostolic appointment, or the

choice of the Ecclesia, or the laying on of hands of other bishops, was recognised

as primus inter pares, with powers not sharply defined, and therefore more or less

elastic in their character, varying according to the necessities of the time and the

personal energy of those who filled the office. Comp. for a full and exhaustive dis

cussion of the question, Bishop Lightfoot's ' Dissertation on the Christian Ministry,'

in his Commentary on the Epistle to the Ehilippians.

EXCURSUS II.

ON THE SECOND IMPRISONMENT OF ST. PAUL

It has been seen above that the phenomena presented by the Pastoral Epistles are

best explained by the assumption that St Paul was released from the libera atstoJia,
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which left him, as in Acts xxviii. 30, in the comparative freedom of ' his own hired

house,' able to receive visitors and carry on his work as an apostle and evangelist.

If this were all, however, it might appear as if that hypothesis were made to fit in with

the phenomena, and the data on which it rests might legitimately be impugned by

those who question the authenticity of these Epistles. It is accordingly desirable to

place before the reader whatever independent evidence there may be as to the further

travels of the apostle, and his return to Rome for a second period of imprisonment,

ending in his martyrdom.

(1) Clement of Rome (1 Cor. v.), in dwelling on the labours of St. Paul, speaks

of him as having travelled to the ' farthest limits of the west' Whatever interpretation

may be put upon these words, whether we suppose them to refer to a voyage to those

Britanni to whom the epithet ultimi was commonly applied (Hor. Od. i. 35, L 30 ;

Virg. /En. viii. 727; Lucan. viL 541), or to the apostle's contemplated journey to

Spain (Rom. xv. 23), it is clear that a writer in Rome would not so have spoken of

Rome itself; and we have accordingly, in Clement's vague phrase, the evidence of a

contemporary writer as to a mission-journey beyond that city, which it is impossible

to bring within the record of St Paul's life down to the close of the Acts, and which

implies, therefore, his liberation from the imprisonment which that book relates.

(2) The Muratorian Fragment (a.d. 170) at once confirms and interprets the

language of Clement It speaks of St. Paul as ab urbe ad Spaniam proficiscentis.

The use of the term urbs implies, as Tregelles has pointed out (Murat. Fragm.

p. 40), the Roman origin of the Fragment ; and, looking to the early date assigned to

that document by all competent scholars, it may fairly be taken as representing a

local and trustworthy tradition.

(3) The tradition is carried on by Jerome (Catal. Script. Ulustr., 'Paulus'), who

speaks of the apostle, echoing Clement's phrase, as having, after he had been set free

at Rome, preached the gospel in occidentis quoque partibus ; and by Chrysostom, who

repeats (Comm. on 2 Tim. iv.) the Muratorian statement, that, 'after being in Rome,

he went on to Spain.' The agreement of the Western and Eastern Churches bears

witness to the widespread and unquestioned character of the tradition which they

report.

(4) It may be mentioned that the fact of the journey into Spain is admitted by

writers who, like Ewald {Gesch. Isr. vL 621, 631) and Renan (L'Antechrist, p. 106),

reject the Pastoral Epistles as not authentic, and are therefore led to this conclusion

on grounds independent of them.

(5) A curious combination of facts enables us to conjecture with some probability

the occasion of St. Paul's release. He had appealed from Felix to the Emperor.

Two years passed, as we find from Acts xxviii. 30, without his cause coming on for

trial. His prosecutors in Judea had taken no steps in the matter, had not appeared

themselves, or secured counsel, or sent official information to their own countrymen

(Acts xxviii 21). Their absence was probably the chief cause of the long and weari

some delay. About this time, however, Josephus relates in his autobiography that he

came to Rome, after having been, like St Paul, shipwrecked on his voyage. His

main object was to obtain the release of some Jewish priests who had been sent to

Rome as prisoners by Felix, and this he obtained at a date which coincides with the

close of the second year of St. Paul's imprisonment, through the influence of Aliturius,

a Jewish actor, with the Emperor's wife, Poppsea (Joseph. Life, c. 3). ' May we not

think it probable that St Paul reaped the benefit of a general order for the release of

Jewish prisoners sent by the Procurator of Palestine, obtained through this instru

mentality? The reticence of Josephus in regard to the Christian Church, the
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Gamaliel-like tone in which he speaks (not to dwell on passages of doubtful genuine

ness) of John the Baptist and of James the Bishop of Jerusalem {Ant. xviii. 5, § 2,

xx. 9, § 1), and, we may add, of a teacher who has been identified with the Ananias

of Acts ix. 10 (xx. 2, § 4), his avowed Pharisaism, all make it probable that he would,

at least, not be unwilling that the apostle—" a Pharisee, and the son of a Pharisee "—

should share in the freedom which he had obtained for others."

1 The inverted commas indicate a quotation from an ' Excursus on the later years of St. Paul's

Life ' by the present writer, in Vol. II. of Bishop Ellicott's New Testament Commentary for English

Readers.



THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO

TIMOTHY.

Chapter I. 1-20.

I. Timothy reminded ofthe Charge given him when St. Paul went to Macedonia

against Fables and strange Doctrine—4. The True End and Work of the

Law—1 1. St. Paul's Call to the Apostleship—20. Hymenceus and Philetus.

1 TDAUL, an apostle of Jesus Christ "by1 the commandment «Acui*. is-

-t 'of God our Saviour, and Lord Jesus Christ, which is* *Tit. l3.

2 c our hope ; Unto d Timothy, ' my own * son in the faith : J^M?^

f Grace, mercy, and peace, from God our* Father and Jesus /2a. i4:

3 Christ our Lord. As I besought thee to abide still at Ephesus,

'when I went into6 Macedonia, that thou mightest charge Mcuxx. ••

4 some *that they teach no other" doctrine, ' Neither give heed *§£•£• f-7-

to fables and endless genealogies, * which minister ' questions, *o». «. 4.

5 rather than godly edifying * which is in faith : so do. Now

1 the end of the commandment is charity ' m out of a pure ^^im £ „

6 heart, and of a good conscience, and of faith unfeigned : From

which some having swerved have10 turned aside unto "vain »Ch. ™. 4,m.

7 jangling;" Desiring" to be teachers of the law; understand-

8 ing neither what they say, nor whereof they affirm. But we

know that " the law is good,1* if a man use it lawfully ; » Rom- vii- ■»•

9 ' Knowing this, that the law is not made for a righteous man, * Gal- »»• '°-

but for the " lawless and disobedient, for the '* ungodly and for

sinners, for unholy and profane, for murderers of fathers and

10 murderers of mothers, for manslayers, For whoremongers, for

them that defile themselves with mankind,15 for men-stealers,M

for liars, for perjured persons, and if there be any other thing

11 that is contrary 'to sound" doctrine; According to the t * Tim- iv *

glorious18 gospel " of the blessed God," r which was committed nC0r.ix.17.

12 to my trust." And I thank" Christ Jesus our Lord, 'who »«<**• »' »•

hath enabled" me, 'for that he counted me faithful, "putting j^cS.a!:?'

1 according to * omit which is * true 4 the * was going to

* not strange 7 present * the dispensation of God

* love 10 omit have n babbling " Wishing

** excellent M omit the 1J males le kidnappers

17 healthy 18 omit glorious 19 insert of the glory
10 insert with !l I was entrusted " give thanks to ** strengthened

559
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13 me into the ministry; "Who was before a blasphemer, and a 'Acuriij.

persecutor, and injurious:" but I obtained mercy, because " I »Lu **"■- u

14 did it ignorantly in unbelief. 'And the grace of our Lord was *Ro«.t. ■».

exceeding: abundant 'with faith 'and love which is in Christ >'Tim:.i- '3-

15 Jesus. This is a " faithful saying," and worthy of all accepta- aTn.ms.

tion, that * Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners; JMat.ix.13.

16 of whom I am chief. Howbeit for this cause cl obtained «■ c». «• «■

mercy, that in me first" Jesus Christ might shew forth all"

long-suffering, rffor a pattern to them which should hereafter </A«sxui. 39.

1 7 believe on him to life everlasting. Now unto * the King » p«- *- ««•

eternal, f immortal,88 *" invisible, * the only wise *' God, be /J*0™- '• n-
- * e Hcb. xi. 37.

18 honour and glory for ever and ever.80 Amen. This charge *Roni *«••»■

' I commit unto thee, son Timothy, * according to the pro- ^?^"™- 'j "•

phecies which went before on thee, that thou by them mightest

19 ' war a81 good warfare ; m Holding faith, and a good conscience ; '*J™J: "- *•

which some having put away, "concerning faith have made "C^^s-

ao shipwreck : " Of whom is88 * Hymenaeus and ^Alexander ; "£;"• jj-J7-

whom I have 8* * delivered unto Satan, that they may learn " « * Oor- »• *■

not to blaspheme.

11 wantonly cruel " Faithful is the saying, s6 as chief *' insert his

28 of the ages incorruptible ** omit wise ,0 for ages of ages

81 the *8 were shipwrecked as concerns the faith

' are 8* omit have 83 be taught

Ver. 1. According to the commandment.

Characteristic of the Pastoral Epistles (Tit. i. 3,

and in another connexion Tit. ii. 15, but also in

Rom. xvi. 26). Stronger and more emphatic than

the simple reference to ' the Will of God ' in the

earlier Epistles.—God out Saviour. This also is

a distinctive note of this group. Though the

name of Saviour is still given to the Lord Jesus

(Tit. i. 4, ii. 13, iii. 6), it is not limited to Him.

The new feature in St. Paul's later language is

that he thinks of the Father as essentially a

Saviour, in all senses of the word, as the Pre

server and Deliverer of mankind (comp. ii. 3, iv.

10; Tit. i. 3, ii. 10, iii. 4). Probably we may trace

in this the influence of the language of the Magni

ficat (Luke i. 47), with which we may well believe

him to have become acquainted through his inti

macy with St. Luke.—Christ Jesus our hope.

At once the ground of hope in the apostle's con

sciousness of His presence, and the object of hope

in his anticipations of the future. The phrase is

not a common one, but once before St. Paul had

spoken of ' Christ in you, the hope of glory ' (Col.

i. 27), and in both passages has used the lan

guage of the LXX. Version of Ps. lxv. 6 : ' God

our Saviour, Thou that art the hope of all the ends

of the earth.'—My own son in the faith. Better

'true child.' The word (more affectionate than

'son') is one which St. Paul, in advanced life,

was fond of using of the young disciples, such as

Timothy (Phil. ii. 20) and Titus (Tit. i. 4), in

whom he saw a genuine likeness of character to

himself. The addition ' in the faith ' distinguishes

the relation from that of actual sonship.

Ver. 2. 'Grace, mercy, peace.' The addition

of ' mercy ' to the ' grace and peace ' of St. Paul's

earlier Epistles is another characteristic of this

group (2 Tim. i. ; and in some mss. Tit. i. 4).

As with the title 'Saviour,' it is as though ad

vancing years only led him to dwell more and

more on that attribute of which he found so

striking an example in God's treatment of him

self (i. 16). ' Mercy ' and ' peace ' are found toge

ther in Gal. vi. 16.—From God the Father. Not

peculiar to these Epistles, and yet characterizing

all of them (2 Tim. i. 2 ; Tit. i. 4).

Ver. 3. Aa I besought thee to abide at Epheeus.

See Introduction as to the occasion thus referred

to. On the assumption of the conclusion there

arrived at, it would be at the close of St. Paul's

last visit to Ephesus, after his first imprisonment

at Rome. He had seen, as the Epistle shews,

much that made him anxious there, and eager

as Timothy was to accompany him, bitter as

were his tears at parting (2 Tim. i. 4), he 'be

sought' him to abide there. There was, as the

word implies, probably some reluctance on the

part of the young disciple to leave the apostle

whom he loved so devotedly, and with whom he

had for so many years travelled in the closest

companionship.—To teach no other doctrine.

Better 'no different (or strange) doctrine.' The

first part of the word implies (as in 2 Cor. vi. 14)

' unequally yoked,' something discordant and out

of harmony. Found only here and in vi. 3, it is

probably a word coined by St. Paul.—That thou

shouldest charge some. The undefined way in

which St. Paul usually speaks of his Judaizing
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opponents and others whom he condemns (Gal.

i. 7, ii. 12; 1 Tim. i. 6, 19, iv. 1, v. 15, vi.

10). Timothy would know whom he had in view.

Hymenseus, Alexander, Philetus, are afterwards

singled out for special mention.

Ver. 4. Fables and endless genealogies. In

the absence of contemporary information as to the

slate of the Ephesian Church at this period, the

exact meaning of these words must remain doubt

ful. It is fair to assume, as the ' fables ' are called

' Jewish ' in Tit. i. 4, that they were more or less

like those of which the Talmud is so full, legends

that had been engrafted on the history of the

Old Testament. Whether the ' genealogies '

were pedigrees in the strict sense of the term,

by means of which Judaizing teachers claimed

the authority of illustrious ancestry (as e.g. Sceva

and his sons may have done, Acts xix. 14), or

lists such as those of the later Gnostics (Basilides

and Valentinus) of the successive emanations of

aeons, male and female, with names such as Depth,

Silence, Wisdom, and Fulness, from the primal

abyss of Deity, we cannot now decide. It was natu

ral that writers like Irenasus, living in the second

century, and surrounded by these forms of error,

should take the latter view, and it is, of course,

possible that the germs of those theories appeared

even in the Apostolic Age. The way in which

Philo treats the actual genealogies of Genesis, as

though each name represented a mystic truth, may

have found imitators at Ephesus, and may have

been the link between the purely Jewish and the

purely Gnostic use of them. From St. Paul's

point of view, these studies, whatever they were,

were altogether profitless. They were 'inter

minable. ' Once enter on such a line of teaching,

and there was no knowing when to stop. The

' questions ' they raised admitted of no answer.

There is, indeed, nothing improbable in the

thought that each of these forms of error may

have had its representatives in the Apostolic Age,

and that St. Paul condemned them all alike in one

epithet of indignant scorn.—Godly edifying. The

better reading gives 'the dispensation (or steward

ship) of God." St. Paul falls back on the thought

so prominent in the Epistle to the Ephesians, that

the truth of which he was the preacher was a

system, an organized and compact whole, a ' dis

pensation ' of means to ends ( I Cor. ix. 1 7 ; Eph.

1. 10, iii. 2 ; Col. i. 25), the ministers of which

had received their stewardship from God, and so

in strongest contrast with the rambling endlessness

of the false teachers.—So do. The sentence in the

Greek is with characteristic abruptness left un

finished, and St. Paul passes at once to that of

which his mind is full.

Ver. 5. The end of the commandment. The

statement would of course be true of the com

mandment, or law, of God, as in Rom. xiit. 10.

But the word so translated is not used elsewhere

in the New Testament in that higher sense, and is

used in vers. 3 and 18 of the 'charge' or 'instruc

tion ' which the apostle had given Timothy. It

would seem better, therefore, so to take it here.

The sum and substance to which all that 'charge'

converged was — not ' questioning ' — but love.

Here as elsewhere ' love ' is preferable to ' charity.'

—Out of a pure heart and a good conscience

and faith unfeigned. We have here, as it were,

the genesis of love, the three elements out of which

it springs—(1) the heart, or seat of the affections,

purified (by God, working through faith, Acts

vol. ill. 36

xv. 9) from the selfish sensual life which shuts out

love ; (2) the ' conscience,1 which never knowingly

allows the will to be swayed by that lower life,

and so becomes a law unto itself; (3) the faith,

which is not the hypocritical assent to a dogma,

the unreal profession of a religion, but true trust

in God as loving all men, and which therefore

leads us in our turn to love all because He loves

them.

Ver. 6. Having swerved. The missing of the

mark, the losing of the way, that comes, not from

taking aim and failing, but from making no effort

to reach the mark—the temper, i.e., which is the

exact opposite of that which St. Paul describes as

his own in I Cor. ix. 26 ; Phil. iii. 13. In such

cases heresy had its root in ethical evil rather than

in intellectual error.—Vain jangling. The Greek

word was possibly a word coined for the occa

sion. The history of the English word is not

without interest. From the Latin joculator, the

teller of jests and good stories, came the French

jongleur, and the English 'juggler' or 'jangler.'

The word is defined by Chaucer in the Parson's

Tale: ' Jangelying is when a man speketh to moche

beforn folk, and clappeth as a mille, and taketh no

keep what he saith.' Its application to 'sweet

bells jangled out of tune ' was of later date.

Ver. 7. Desiring {i.e. pretending) to be teachers

of the law. The compound word used by St.

Paul suggests (as in Luke v. 17 ; Acts v. 34) a

more official title than the English. They claimed

to be Rabbis or doctors of the law, such as

Gamaliel. The word shews clearly that it was

still the Jewish element of which St Paul was

most in dread, though the context indicates that

it was a Judaism of a less strict and more corrupt

kind than that against which he reasons in the

Epistles to the Galatians and Romans. Elymas

(Acts xiii. 8) or Sceva and his sons (Acts xix. 14)

may stand as the type of this newer form of error.

They talked much, with a braggart confidence, of

the law, and yet never dreamt of applying it as a

rule of life in their own practice.

Ver. 8. If a man use it lawfully. ' We know,'

the apostle seems to say, 'we who have been

taught, through personal experience, by the Spirit

of God, what is the nature and office of the

law, that it is good and noble. To use it law

fully is to feel that it no longer touches us, that

we are not under its condemnation, to press its

observance not on those who are "just " as having

the new life in Christ, but on those who still live

in sin. That, with perhaps a slight play upon the

word, is the legitimate use of law. '

Ver. 9. The law. There is no article in the

Greek, but St. Paul's use of the words elsewhere

(e.g. Rom. vi. 14 ; Gal. v. 18) justifies the trans

lation. The law would not be needed but for the

lawless element in men which needs correction.—

Disobedient. Better ' insubordinate,' the state of

the ' carnal mind ' which is not subject to the law

of God (Rom. viii. 7). The next four words,

while expressing different shades of evil, have this

in common, that they all speak of evil in its rela

tion to God, of sins against the First Table—the

ungodly, who have no reverence ; the sinners,

who, apart from special offences, are without God

in the world ; the unholy, in whom there is no

inward purity ; the profane, in whom there is not

even any show of consecration to His service.

The words that follow, as describing sins against

the Second Table, begin naturally with those
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against the fifth commandment. In the strong

words chosen to indicate the sins of deepest dye

in each case, we may probably trace a righteous

indignation at the sins of the Heathen world, like

that in Rom. i. 24-32 ; possibly also as in Rom.

ii. 21-24, t° the vices which stained the lives even

of these boasters of the law.—' Murderers of

fathers.' The Greek is more generic, ' smiters,'

without necessarily implying death as resulting

from the blow. It is distinguished here from

'man-slayers,' and so sins against the fifth and

sixth commandments come in their natural order.

Ver. 10. Sins against the seventh command

ment, recognising the true division of natural and

unnatural vices (' defilers of themselves with

males '), came first J then the worst form of offence

against the eighth, the kidnapping and man-steal

ing to which the prevalence of slavery naturally

gave rise, and in the guilt of which Jews were

probably known to be sharers ; lastly, the two forms

of evil forbidden by the ninth, falsehood, with, or

without, the added guilt of perjury. It is significant

that no reference is made (as in Rom. xiii. 9) to the

tenth commandment. The apostle prefers resting

his case upon concrete evil acts, and does not enter

on the less tangible region of desires.—Contrary

to sound doctrine. Here for the first time we

come across the word that more than any other is

characteristic of the Pastoral Epistles (1 Tim.

vi. 3 ; 2 Tim. i. 13, iv. 3 ; Tit. i. 9, 13, ii. I, 2),

occurring in this figurative sense in them and in

them only. What it marks out is the tendency

of the true doctrine to a healthy spiritual state, of

all departure from the truth to a state morbid and

unhealthy. The idea of health presupposed is

that of clear perception, calm feeling, a will strong

and stedfast — the mens sana, even though the

corpus sanurn be absent. Looking to the fact

that when these Epistles were written St. Paul

had been for years in intimate companionship with

St. Luke, the beloved physician, it is not rash to

conjecture that both the thought and term had

been derived from him. The word, it may be

noted, occurs three times in his Gospel (Luke

v. 31, vii. 10, xv. 27), and not at all in the other

three.

Ver. 11. According to the glorious gospel.

Better, ' the Gospel of the glory of the blessed

God.' The translation of the characterizing

genitive, as though it were simply equivalent to

an adjective, is for the most part misleading. St.

Paul had used the phrase before, 2 Cor. iv. 4 ;

there also with the meaning that the Gospel is a

Gospel because it proclaims the glory, i.e. the

power, and yet more the love, of God in Christ.—

The blessed God. The adjective, elsewhere in the

New Testament used of men only, is here and in

vi 15 applied to God.—Which was committed to

my trust. Literally, in a construction peculiarly

Pauline ( I Cor. ix. 17; Gal. ii. 7 et at.), 'with

which I was entrusted.' The force of the ' I,'

which in the Greek is emphatic, is lost in the

English Version, and with it the subtle links

of thought that lead on to what follows. First

contrasting the Gospel which he preached with

the morbid imaginations of false teachers, his

mind is led to dwell on the succession of events

by which he came to have the honour of so

high a trust, and in which he traced the work

ing of that Divine mercy in which he saw, more

than in all other attributes, the glory of God

revealed.

Ver. 12. Who hath enabled me. The order o*

the Greek is more emphatic. ' I give thanks to

Him who gave me power, to Christ Jesus our

Lord.' It is significant that the same word is

used by Luke in his account of St Paul's con

version, ' he was strengthened ' (Acts ix. 19).

The tense points rather to what was done at

that time than to a continuous action.—Faithful.

In the sense of 'trustworthy.' So, with the same

thought of this recognition of his faithfulness

being an act of mercy, in I Cor. vii. 25. Christ

in His pity saw, through the rage and fury of the

persecutor, the germ of that thoroughness in

action, and loyalty to conscience, which was

capable of being developed into the higher faith

fulness.—Putting. Better, when used of a Divine

act, 'appointing,' as in I Thess. v. 9.

Ver. 13. A blasphemer . . . Probably in

both senses of the word, as implying (1) violent

and railing speech against men, (2) actual blas

phemy against the Name which he now recognised

as above every name. His own words in Acts

xxvi. 11 give prominence to the latter meaning.

Comp. Jas. ii. 7.—Injurious. Adding wanton

outrage to the inevitable severity of persecution,

the ' haling ' men and women (Acts ix. 2), punishing

them, probably by scourging, in the synagogues

(Acts xxvi. 10).—Because I did it ignorantly.

From one point of view St. Paul looked upon his

past state as one in which he had been as ' the

chief of sinners.' He had been 'kicking against

the pricks,' resisting warnings, misgivings, the

teaching of events, which might have opened his

eyes to see the light Yet, on the other hand, his

eyes had not been opened, he had not sinned wil

fully against a light clearly seen, and so the sin

was one of ignorance leading to unbelief ; and thus

mercy, though he could not claim it as deserved,

was still possible. He came within the range ot

the prayer, of which (recorded, as it is, by St Luke)

he may well have heard, ' Father, forgive them ;

for they know not what they do ' (Luke xxiii. 34).

And the view which he thus took of God's deal

ings with himself enlarged his sympathies and

made him more hopeful for others. We cannot

fail to hear the echoes of his own experience

when he speaks of ' the times of ignorance which

God winked at ' (Acts xvii. 30). There had been

a time when he, too, had been, in some sense, the

worshipper of an Unknown God.

Ver. 14. Our Lord. In the earlier Epistles we

have the forms ' the Lord,' ' the Lord Jesus

Christ,' 'Jesus Christ our Lord.' The use of this

shortened form belongs to St. Paul's later lan

guage (2 Tim.|i. 8). —With faith and lore.

' Grace ' came as the result of ' mercy,' bringing

with it the new trust which contrasted with his

former unbelief, the new love which replaced the

bitter hatred of the persecutor. And these were

not simply human feelings. They had their life,

their home, ' in Christ. '

Ver. 15. This is a faithful saying. Better,

' Faithful is the saying.' The formula of citation

is peculiar to the Pastoral Epistles, and in them

occurs frequently (1 Tim. iii 1, iv. 9 ; 2 Tim.

ii. 11; Tit. iii. 8). It obviously indicates a stage

of Christian thought in which certain truths had

passed in a half proverbial form into common

use and were received as axioms. Who first

uttered them, and how they came to be so re

ceived, we do not know. What seems probable is

that they were first spoken by prophets or teachers
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in the Church, approved themselves to its judg

ment, testing what it heard and ' holding fast that

which was good,' and then became the basis of

catechetical teaching for children and converts.

St. Paul clearly cites them as already known to

Timothy.—Came into the world to save sinners.

Here, for the first time, we find St. Paul using

the phrase which was afterwards so characteristic

of St. John's Gospel (i. 9, iii. 19, vi. 14, xi. 27).

It implies with him, as with St. John, a belief in

the mystery of the Incarnation, and it defines the

purpose of that Incarnation as being to save all

who came under the category of * sinners ' (Rom.

v. 8).—Of whom I am chief. Every word is

emphatic. ' I ' more than any other, ' am ' as

speaking not of a past state only, but of the pre

sent—first not in order of time, but as chief in

degree. Compare the cry of the publican in the

parable, 'God be merciful to me the sinner,'

Luke xviii. 13. Such is ever the cry of the

conscience, when, ceasing to compare itself with

others, it sees itself as in the sight of God.

Ver. 16. For this cause. Besides the ignorance

that made mercy possible, there was a Divine

wisdom working out a purpose of love. In him

' first,' or 'chief (as a greater, more typical instance

than any other), Christ Jesus would show forth all

the long-suffering which marked God's dealings

with the world. That word, also, St. Paul had

been thus taught to place high in the catalogue of

Divine attributes (Rom. ii. 4, ix. 22), in that of

the human excellences which were after the pattern

of the Divine (2 Cor. vi. 6 ; Gal. v. 22 ; Col. iii.

12 ; 2 Tim. iii. 10, iv. 2), the characteristic of

love in man (I Cor. xiii. 4) as in God.—Pattern.

The outline sketch which served as a pattern for

others to fill up with the colouring or shadows

which made it, as it were, in harmony with their

own experience.—Hereafter. Strictly speaking,

'thereafter,' starting from the moment of his

conversion . . . We cannot doubt that* it was

then that St. Paul began to encourage others by

pointing to himself.—life everlasting. Better

perhaps 'eternal.' Here also, as with 'coming

into the world,' we note St. Paul's use of a word

which, though not peculiar to St. John, is yet

eminently characteristic of him, occurring seven

teen times in his Gospel, and six times in his Fii st

Epistle.

Ver. 17. As in Rom. xi. 36, xvi. 27, the

thought of God's great mercy leads the apostle to

break out into a jubilant doxology.—The King

eternal. Literally 'the king of the ages,' of all

the aeons or periods which man's thought can

apprehend in the remotest past, or future. The

phrase is taken from the LXX. of Tobit xiii. 6 and

Vs. cxlv. 13, and occurs here only in the New

Testament. It is obvious, as in the parallel pas

sages, that the doxology is offered to the Father.—

Immortal. Better, as in Rom. i. 23 ; I Cor. xv.

J2, ' incorruptible.'—The only wise God. ' Wise '

is wanting in the later mss., and has probably been

inserted from Rom. xvi. 27. The word 'only,' as

applied to God, is not uncommon in the New

Testament, but is especially characteristic of this

Epistle (vi. 15, 16) and St. John (v. 44, xvii. 3 ;

Rev. xv. 4).—For ever and ever. Lit. 'for the

ages of the ages,' periods in which each moment

is an aeon.

Ver. 18. Here, in writing or dictating, there

must have been a pause. After the ecstasy of

praise is over, the writer returns to the ' charge '

or ' commandment ' from which he had diverged,

and which he now solemnly committed to Timothy

as a trust for the use of which he was responsible

(2 Tim. i. 15).—According to the prophecies

that went before on thee. The words point to

some unrecorded event in the life of Timothy.

At Lystra, probably on St. Paul's second visit,

from the lips of Silas or other prophets, had come

the intimation that he was called to the work of

an evangelist (comp. Acts xiii. 2), and this had

been followed by the laying on of the hands of

the apostle and of the elders of the Church

(1 Tim. iv. 14 ; 2 Tim. i. 6).—By them mightest

war a good warfare. Better ' the good warfare '

(as in 2 Tim. iv. 7, ' the good fight '), the cam

paign of truth against falsehood, of good against

evil, and 'in them,' as though he were to think

of them, and of the spiritual gifts that followed on

them, as weapons and resources.

Ver. 19. Faith. The personal subjective trust

in God, as coupled with the 'good conscience.'—

Having put away. The Greek implies violence,

' thrusting from them. '—Concerning faith have

made shipwreck. The article in the Greek

before ' faith ' implies that (as in iii. 9, iv. 6, v. 8,

vi. 21 ; 2 Tim. iii. 8 ; Jude v. 3) it is taken in the

objective sense as 'the faith which men believe.'

Casting from them the protection of a good con

science, without which real trust or belief was

impossible, they drifted on the sea of error, and

made shipwreck concerning the faith. The

metaphor was common enough, yet we may think

of St. Paul's fourfold experience of shipwreck

(2 Cor. xi. 25 ; Acts xxvii.) as giving it a new

vividness and power.

Ver. 20. Hyinenseus and Alexander. The

first probably identical with the false teacher

named with Philetus in 2 Tim. ii. 17, as teaching

that ' the resurrection was past already,' i.e.

that it was simply ethical and ideal, as a rising to

newness of life. From St. Paul's point of view,

this was to overturn the faith. Those who held it,

like shipwrecked sailors, had no hope of reaching

the haven where they would be. The Alexander

is probably the same as ' the coppersmith, who

wrought St. Paul much evil,' of 2 Tim. iv. 14,

possibly also the same as the man put forward by

the Jews in Acts xix. 33. One who was a worker

in copper, or rather bronze, would be likely to

have influence with the workmen of Demetrius.

One who was put forward by the Jews was not

unlikely to identify himself with one form of

Jewish error, i.e. an idealized Sadduceism, and

as such to oppose himself to St. Paul, as preach

ing the doctrine, held by him in common with the

Pharisees, of the resurrection of the dead.—Whom

I have delivered to Satan. Better 'whom I

delivered,' the tense pointing to a definite time,

probably on the occasion of his last visit to

Ephesus. The act so spoken of involves (as in

I Cor. v. S) the thought that Satan, when per

mitted, exercises a power to inflict disease and

pain on the bodies of men analogous to that of

which we read in the Book of Job. That power

is, indeed, recognised by our Lord (Luke xiii. 16)

and by St. Paul in reference to himself (2 Cor.

xii. 7, and probably I Thess. ii. 18). It might be

connected, as in the case at Corinth (I Cor. v. 2),

with excommunication, but was not necessarily

identical with it. And in both the cases referred

to, and therefore probably in all others, it was

thought of as remedial. The ' spirit was to be
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saved by the ' destruction of the flesh ; ' men were pardon.—Not to blaspheme. The word is used

to be ' chastened ' and ' disciplined ' (this rather probably to express the horror felt at the asso-

than 'taught' is the meaning of the word) as ciation of the name of God or Christ with a

those who, though offending grievously, were not doctrine which overthrew the faith and led to

as yet shut out from love and from the hope of impurity of life. Comp. Rom. ii. 24.

Chapter II. 1-15.

I. Christian Prayers for Rulers—4. resting on the Universality of Redemp

tion—8. Rulesfor Men in Worship—9. And for Women—11. Women

not to teach publicly, but to adorn the Doctrine of Christ by tlteir Lives.

1 T EXHORT therefore, that, first of all, supplications, prayers,

JL intercessions, and giving of thanks,1 be made for all men ;

2 For kings, and for all that are in authority ; * that we may lead

3 a quiet and peaceable* life in all godliness and honesty.4 For

this is good and acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour ;

4 Who will have 4 all men to be saved, * and to come unto the «J°- *rS- *

5 knowledge* of the truth. * For there is one God, and 'one *Hdb"iiTs.

6 mediator between God and men, the man7 Christ Jesus ; rfWho <*»**«.»*.»•.

gave himself a ransom for all, * to be testified 8 f in due time.' y^^ 6-

7 **Whereunto I am ordained10 a preacher, and an apostle, (* I JrSJJ; 'jjr7;

speak the truth in Christ," and lie not;) 'a teacher of the »' "»>»■*»• «*

8 Gentiles in faith and verity." I will therefore that men pray

* every where," lifting up holy hands, without wrath and *J°- iv "■

9 doubting.14 In like manner also, that ' women adorn themselves ' « p" ■*■ 3-

in modest " apparel, with shamefacedness " and sobriety ; u

not with broidered w hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array ;

10 "But (which becometh women professing godliness) with good <■»•?«. ui.4.

1 1 works. Let the " woman learn in silence ,0 with all subjection.

12 But "1 suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority mCar.xiv.*.

1 3 over the man, but to be in silence.'0 For ' Adam was first » &*■ >• *?■

14 formed, then Eve. And 'Adam was not deceived, but the/Gea«a-6-

15 woman being deceived was in the"1 transgression. Notwith

standing she shall be saved in " childbearing, if they continue

in faith and charity " and holiness with sobriety.17

1 thanksgivings * pre-eminence 1 tranquil 4 grave propriety

* willeth 6 prefix full 7 a man, 8 as the testimony

9 season 10 was appointed 11 omit in Christ " truth
3 in every place u debate 15 comely '• modesty

17 sober self-restraint 18 braided 19 a ,0 quietness

81 has come to be in a state of S2 by means of 2* love

Ver. I. I exhort therefore. Carrying on the word has a distinct shade of meaning, and with-

thought that he has begun a ' charge and has to out any undue assumption, the list may be looked

continue with it, perhaps also connecting faith in on as showing that the primitive worship of the

the love of Christ to all men, with the expression Church included the same elements as those which

of that faith in worship.—Supplications, prayers, we find in the earliest liturgies — (1) entreaties

intercessions, and giving of thanks. Each rising out of want, danger, or distress ; (2) re-
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quests for spiritual blessings ; (3) intercessions on

behalf of the desolate and oppressed, with an

implied prayer against the wickedness of the

oppressor, as in Rom. viii. 26, 27, 34, xi. 2 ;

(4) thanksgiving, implying a prayer for the con

tinuance of the blessing for which we give

thanks. It may be noted, however, that the

word rendered 'intercessions' includes earnest

personal pleading, meeting God, as it were, in

prayer, whether for ourselves or others.

Ver. 2. For kings. The word was generic,

but it at least included the Roman Emperor,

besides those to whom, as e.g. to Agrippa, the

kingly title was conceded. Probably in conse

quence of the counsels thus given, or of the un

written tradition which it embodied, prayers of

the kind spoken of are found (as now in the

Prayer of the Church Militant in the English

Communion Office) in all ancient liturgies.—All

in authority. With, we may believe, a special

inward application to such proconsuls as Sergius

Paulus and Gallio, such officers as the Asiarchs

and town-clerk of Ephesus, the chiliarch I.ysias,

and the centurion Julius.—A quiet and peaceable

life. The words are significant as pointing to

the early date of the Epistle. As yet, persecu

tion had been from below, not from above,

tumultuous violence rather than a system of legal

repression. To pray for the Emperor was the

way to quiet and safety. That prayer would

have still been a duty, but it would hardly have

been thus commended after the persecutions of

Nero or Domitian. — Lead.- Better ' pass,' as

implying continuance through the whole period.

— Godliness and honesty. The LXX. use of

the first of these words, linliim, shows that it

was received as equivalent to ' the fear of the

Lord,' in Prov. i. 7. ' Godliness ' and ' piety '

are both fair representatives of its meaning, the

former being that uniformly adopted by the

Authorised Version. ' Honesty ' in the older

sense of the word is that which is honourable,

becoming, dignified, or grave. The connexion

of the two words reminds us of the ' vir pietate

gravis' of Virgil (v£». i. 151).

Ver. 3. Acceptable. This and the kindred

word rendered by ' acceptation ' are peculiar to

this Epistle. — God. our Saviour. The Greek

order is more expressive, ' our Saviour, God. '

Ver. 4. No assertion of the universal love of

God can be more clear than this. Whatever

might be St. Paul's belief as to election and pre

destination, it did not prevent his resting abso

lutely on the truth that God wills all men to

be saved. Men were tempted to draw a line of

demarcation in their prayers, and could hardly

bring themselves to pray for a Nero or a Tigellinus.

St. Paul's argument is that such prayers are ac

ceptable with God because they coincide with

that will which, though men in the exercise of

the fatal gift of freedom may frustrate it, is yet

itself unchangeable. But this is not all. The

nature of the ' salvation ' is expressed in the

words that stand as in opposition with it It is

found in the ' knowledge ' full and deep, more than

the mere gnosis of the understanding, of the truth

which is eternal. This was what our Lord

taught, as recorded by St. John (xvii. 3), and

this was always the most prominent element in

St. Paul's thoughts of the blessedness of the

future (1 Cor. xiii. 12). Comp. I John Hi. 2.

Ver. 5. There is one God. Better, 'God is

one,' as in Gal. iii. 20, a passage which St.

Paul may almost be thought of as in some sense

reproducing. There, as here, the argument is

that the Unity of the Godhead is more than the

negation of plurality ; that ft implies oneness of

purpose, unchanging and unvarying, as St. James

puts it, ' without variableness or shadow of turn

ing ' (J as. i. 17) ; and that that purpose is one of

an unalterable love. — One mediator. As if the

old associations of ideas in the argument of Gal.

iii. 20 were still present to him, the thought that

' God is one ' suggests that of a Mediator. But

the relation of the two is not the same here as it

is there. There he thinks of the Older Covenant

as made ' in the hand of a Mediator,' i.e. of

Moses, as coming between God and the people ;

and this is one of its notes of inferiority to the

New Covenant, which is in substance identical

with that of Abraham, in which God acted in His

own essential Unity, promising and giving with

out requiring any intermediate agency. Now St.

Paul has learnt to see that the New Covenant

also has a ' Mediator,' one who not only comes

between the two parties to the contract, but is

himself identified with both. Here the stress is

laid on the one Mediator. If one only, and that

as being ' a man,' then his mediation must be for

all humanity, and the whole human race has been

redeemed by him.

Ver. 6. A ransom for all. The words at

once repeat and interpret those which St.

Matthew (xx. 28) records as spoken by our Lord

Himself. There a ' ransom ' simply, here ' a

ransom paid as in exchange ; ' there ' instead of

many,' here 'on behalf of all.'—Gave himself.

Not limited to the death upon the cross, though

culminating in that highest act of self-surrender.—

To be testified. Better 'the testimony,' i.e. the

witness which was needed, and in its own special

season was given (comp. Gal. iv. 4), to make

known to men the saving will of God.

Ver. 7. Am ordained a preacher. Better,

'was appointed a herald.' It might have been

thought that in writing to one like Timothy,

loving and beloved, there would have been little

need for this vindication of his authority, as if

he were asserting his claims against the Judaizing

teachers of Galatia or Corinth. What seems

probable is that the necessity for so vindicating

his position had formed a habit, and any men

tion of the Gospel led to his dwelling (as here and

in I Tim. i. 11) on his own relation to it. Here

the strong asseveration (' I speak truth, 1 lie not,'

as in Rom. ix. I) and the emphatic pronoun are

perhaps intended to emphasize the marvel that

such an one as he had been had been called to

that high office. — Faith and verity. The

Authorised Version suggests the idea that here

again the writer was laying stress upon his per

sonal truthfulness. Looking, however, to the

objective sense of ' truth ' in ver. 4, it would

seem better to take the word in its higher sense

here as defining the region in which he was a

teacher, that region being the faith in man,

answering to the truth revealed in Christ.

Ver. 8. That men. Better, as in the Greek,

'the men,' as distinguished from the women.

The ' praying ' spoken of is not a mental act, but

part of the public worship of the Church, and

is therefore limited to the men. The sequence

of thought implied in ' therefore,' is that the

new view of humanity, of national life, of social
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order, that had been set forth in the preceding

verses, should influence men's worship, and keep

them from the temptation to which a strong

religious emotion is exposed, of turning prayers

into harangues, full of ' wrath and debate. The

rule implies, what is indeed obvious throughout

the New Testament, that the utterances of prayer

were not confined to the Bishop or Elder who

presided (I Cor. xi. 4, xiv. 26-31).—In every

place. The words do not appear to have been

written with any intention of proclaiming, as

our Lord did in John iv. 23, the acceptableness

of true worship independently of local sanctity,

but rather to emphasize the fact that the rule laid

down was binding in the more private meet

ings of disciples as well as in the public gathering

of the Ecclesia. — Lifting up holy hands. It

would seem as if the older attitude of prayer

both among Jews and Greeks still obtained in

the Christian Church. Men stood (as in Luke

xviii. n) and prayed with outstretched hands.

Those hands were to be 'holy,' uplifted in

adoration, not in the vehemence of passion.

—Without wrath and doubting. The latter

word is misleading, and out of harmony with the

context Stress is laid, not, as in Jas. i. 6, on

the necessity of faith in prayer, but on the incon

sistency of the spirit of strife and debate with

true worship. The word is for the most part

translated ' thoughts ' (as in Matt. xv. 19), but

' reasonings,' whether inward or outward, give

a better meaning, and so it oscillates between

'doubt' in the former, 'debate' or 'disputing'

in the latter case. And here the second meaning

is obviously preferable. Comp. Phil. ii. 14.

Ver. 9. In like manner also. The word

shows the sequence of the writer's thought. His

mind "is dwelling on the public worship of the

Church. He has laid down rules for the men ;

he will now give rules for the women. General

as those rules may seem, they have (as ver. 12 is

enough to prove) a special reference to the dress

and demeanour of women as worshippers. So

understood, the rule is analogous to that of 1 Cor.

xi. 5.—Apparel. The generic term, including

the details that are afterwards specified. The

Greek word, originally meaning 'order,' 'arrange

ment,' is precisely parallel, both in its primary

and derived meanings, to the English.—Shame.

facednesg and sobriety. The spelling of the

first word is a corruption of the older form

' shamefastness ' which we find in the earlier

editions of the Authorised Version. The second

is but an inadequate rendering of the Greek

tifftin, but it is not easy to find a better. The

ethical habit expressed is that formed by acts

of self-control over desire till the effort of con

trol is no longer needed (Arist. Eth. iii. 13),

and so it is distinguished from the more instinctive

' modesty ' which is joined with it. ' Self-re

straint, which has been suggested, loses sight of

the true meaning of the word, and ' sober-

mindedness' has no advantage over sobriety.

' Self-reverence,' though not a translation, comes

perhaps nearer to the idea of the word.—Not

with oroidered hair. . . . The words indicate,

as those of I Pet. iii. 3—(1) that many women of

the wealthier class were found among the con

verts ; (2) that a fashion was growing up of

coming to the meetings of the disciples with all

the outward tokens of wealth that belonged, as

they thought, to their social status — the 'plait-

ings of the hair,' which are so conspicuous in

all the female busts of the time, the gold bands

worn on the head, the ' pearls ' which at that

time were in more request than any gems (comp.

Matt. vii. 6, xiii. 46), the raiment of Byssine

or Coan texture, filmy, gauzy, embroidered with

gold, for which women of fashion were ready to

pay fabulous prices.

Ver. 10. Becometh. The same reference to

a standard of decorum at once conventional and

real, as in 1 Cor. xi. 13.—Professing godliness.

The usual meaning of the verb is simply ' pro

mise ; ' but here and in vi. 21, it is the promise

implied by outward act, and is therefore rightly

rendered by ' professing.' The Greek for 'godli

ness ' (fori/Sua) occurs here only in the New

Testament, and is somewhat stronger than the

lififii/* commonly so rendered ; ' reverence for

God ' would express its meaning fairly.

Ver. 11. Let the woman learn in silence.

Better 'a woman.' As before noted, the words

indicate that St. Paul is dwelling on the position

of women in the public meetings of the Church.

For them to appear as teachers there would be an

usurpation. ' Quietness ' or ' tranquillity ' rather

than ' silence. '

Ver. 12. To teach. Obviously, as limited by

the context, the ' reference is to public teaching.

The question meets us whether the precept is of

permanent obligation. And as far as the fore

going arguments go, it can hardly be said that

they give a permanent ground. The appeal is

to a standard of what is ' becoming,' and this

may vary with the habits of society, and may

therefore, if recognised and regulated, involve no

' usurpation ' of authority. It was perhaps with

a consciousness that something more was needed

that St. Paul fell back upon the argument that

follows.

Ver. 13. That argument is—( I ) from the priority

of man as such in the history of Gen. ii. So in

I Cor. xi. 8, 9, the woman was created for the

sake of the man. The record (received, of course,

by St. Paul as the record of a fact) bore witness

to an order which it was not for individual men

or women to set aside.

Ver. 14. (2) The woman was in that first

typical history the one directly deceived by the

Tempter, Adam's sin being thought of as more

against light and knowledge, ' and so 'she has

come to be in the state of a transgressor.' The

implied thought, of course, is that that greater

liability to deception continues now ; and this

was probably strengthened by what the apostle

actually saw of the influence of false teachers over

the minds of women (2 Tim. iii. 6, 7). The

history of the fall seemed to him acted over

again. Comp. the position of the woman

Jezebel in the Church of Thyatira (Rev. ii. 20),

and the false prophetesses in Ezek. xiii. 17.

Ver. 15. Saved in childbearing. Better 'by

childbearing.' There seems no ground (in spite of

the authority of some great names) for taking the

Greek article as giving a meaning of pre-eminence

to the word that follows it. ' She shall be saved

by the childbirth,' i.e. by the seed of the woman,

the incarnate Christ. It is scarcely credible that

St. Paul, if he meant this, would have expressed

it so obscurely. We may, I believe, see in this

a kind of bold Luther-like way of stating that

home life rather than public life, the functions

of a mother rather than of a teacher, are ap-
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pointed for her. At first, it is true, the latter force of the change of preposition seems to be that

were assigned as a punishment ; but they shall the other graces, excellent as they are, require,

become her way of salvation, if only she fulfils each and all, to be coupled with the self-

the ethical relations that attach to it. Comp. reverence, as contrasted with self-assertion, on

the similar advice in v. 14.—With sobriety. The which St. Paul is insisting.

Chapter III. 1-16.

1. Qualities requiredfor Bis/tops—8. For Deacons—15. The Church of God

and the Mystery of Godliness.

1 ' I AHIS is a true1 saying, If a man desire* the office of a

2 -L "bishop, he desireth a good work. *A bishop then J*"5."*■*

must be blameless, the husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, of

3 good behaviour,' given to hospitality, 'apt to teach ; Not given c a run. a.**

to wine, d no * striker, not greedy of filthy lucre ; * but patient,6 <*» Tim. u. J4.

4 not a brawler,7 not covetous ; ' One that ruleth well ' his own

house, 'having his children in subjection with all gravity;10 'rit- i&

5 (For if a man know not how to rule " his own house, how shall

6 he take care of the church of God ?) Not a novice, lest being

lifted up " with pride u he fall into the condemnation of the

7 devil. Moreover he must have a good report of1' f them /» Cor- v- ,2

which are without; lest he fall into reproach * and the snare *»Tim.H.,&.

8 of the devil. Likewise must *the deacons be grave,14 not *Aetsvi. 3.

double-tongued, ' not given to much wine, not greedy of filthy ,Lev- x- 9-

9 lucre;" * Holding the mystery of the faith in a pure con- *ch.Li9.

10 science. And let these also first be proved;17 then let them

1 1 use the office of a deacon, being found blameless. ' Even so /Tit- iL *

must their wives " be grave," not slanderers, sober, faithful in

1 2 all things. Let the deacons be the husbands of one wife,

13 ruling" their children and their own houses well." For they

that have used the office of a deacon well purchase to " them

selves a good degree," and great boldness in the faith which is

14 in Christ Jesus. These things write I unto thee, hoping to

15 come unto thee shortly:" But if I tarry long," that thou

mayest know how thou oughtest to behave " thyself m in the «<Eph-H. «.

house of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar

16 and ground of the truth. And without controversy," great is

the mystery of godliness : * God " was manifest " in the flesh, »J°. >• m-

1 Faithful is the 2 aspires after

8 sober, self-restrained, seemly in conduct 4 not a

4 omit not greedy of filthy lucre • forbearing 7 quarrelsome

8 a lover of money * presideth well over 10 grave decorum

11 preside over M puffed up ls omit with pride

14 testimony from " decorous in life ,6 base gains

17 tested u the women ln presiding well over

,0 omit well tl gain for " position

" sooner than I thought " omit long " conduct

*• confessedly *' who 28 manifested
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'justified in the Spirit, 'seen of angels, 'preached unto" the Jw"'iii^ul

Gentiles, r believed on in the world, ' received up into glory '• t

r Col. i. 6, 2J.

" among , Acts i. 19.

Ver. 1. A true raying. Better as before,

' faithful,' so as to keep the identity of phrase

before the English reader.—The office of a bishop,

or overseer, was not likely, at the time when St.

Paul wrote, to be an object of worldly ambition.

The risk was the other way. Men were likely to

draw back from the burden of responsibility, and

to accept it only by constraint (1 Pet. v. a).

Hence the stimulus of a new motive was needed,

and was found in the half-proverbial maxim

which named the office, with all its labour and

risk, as a goodly and noble work for a man to

aim at.

Ver. 2. A bishop must be blameless. Literally,

'riving no handle to reproach, unassailable?—

The husband of one wife. The emphasis of the

numerical adjective shows that the command is

restrictive rather than injunctive, but both this

verse and ver. 4 appear to take marriage for

granted. It is obvious that in a community much

exposed to the suspicions or the slanders of the

heathen, this would be a safeguard against many

of the perils to which a celibate clergy have always

been exposed. What the nature of the restriction

was is a more difficult question. Two, perhaps

three, solutions present themselves:—(1) That the

bishop is not to have more than one wife at a

time, and that the permission of polygamy by

iewish teachers (Joseph. Ant. xvii. I, 2 ; Justin

lart. Tryph. p. 363 c.) and among the Greeks

made this restriction necessary, that the higher

morality of the Christian society might not be

impaired in its official representative. Against

this is to be set the fact that polygamy was never

recognised as permissible for any Christian dis

ciple, and that it was therefore unnecessary to

make it a special condition of any ministerial office.

(2) That it forbids all second marriages. The

primafacie meaning of the corresponding phrase

in v. 9, ' the wife of one husband,' is in favour

of this view, as is the fact that second marriages

were regarded by Christians generally in the first

two centuries as more or less disreputable, just

short of actual sin, or as (e.g. Athenagoras) some

did not shrink from saying, a 'decent adultery,'

and the traditional rule of the Eastern Church

as to the unlawfulness of such marriages in the

clergy. The bishop was not to be exposed to

the stigma that attached to such unions, con

nected as they often might be with want of power

to control sensuous desire, or with the schemes

of the fortune-hunter. (3) A third explanation

is, perhaps, more satisfactory. The most promi

nent fact in the social life both of Jews and Greeks

at this period was the frequency of divorce. This,

as we know, Jewish teachers, for the most part,

sanctioned on even trifling grounds (Matt. v. 31,

32, xix. 3-9). The apostle, taking up the law

which Christ had laid down, infers that any breach

of that law (even in the one case which made

marriage after divorce just permissible) would at

least so far diminish a man's claim to respect as to

disqualify him for office. This case would, of

course, be included in the more general rule of

the second interpretation, but the phrase ' the

husband of one wife ' has a more special emphasis

thus applied. St. Paul would not recognise the

repudiated wife as having forfeited her claim to

that title, and some, at least, of its rights.—

Vigilant. ' Sober ' in the narrower, modern sense

of the word.—Sober. In the wider sense of the

word, implying (as in iii. 15) what has been

called 'self- reverence.'—Of good behaviour. The

outward expression of self-restraint, in grave arid

measured bearing.—Given to hospitality. The

stress laid on this virtue here and in Tit. i. 8, I Pet.

iv. 9, Rom. xii. 13, Heb. xiii. 2, rested mainly

on the special trials to which the state of society

exposed the early converts. The houses of heathen

friends were often shut against them ; at inns

they were exposed to ridicule and insult. It was

the duty of all Christians, and especially of the

bishop-elder, as representing the society, to be

ready to receive even absolute strangers, suppos

ing always that they brought sufficient credentials

(the 'letters of commendation ' of 2 Cor. iii. 1) to

show that they were neither spies nor heretics nor

of disreputable life.—Apt to teach. In the older

sense of the word, as implying special aptitude

and gifts for the work.

Ver. 3. The words imply that in the haste of the

early organization of the Church, mistakes had

been made which invested even such characters as

those described with the office of a bishop or elder.

—Not given to wine. The Greek word is some

times used, it is said, for the petulant, quarrelsome

temper as of a man in his cups, without implying

that it actually proceeds from intoxication. There

is no reason, however, for not receiving it in its

full or literal meaning.—No striker. This con

dition seems from our modem point of view a

strange one, but the history of not a few of the

Councils of the Church {e.g. the ' Robber ' Council

of Ephesus, a.d. 449) shows that even in a

more advanced stage of Christian culture, it was

not altogether needless, and the passing allusion

in 2 Cor. xi. 20 ('If a man smite you on the

face ') indicates that some of St. Paul's personal

antagonists had had recourse to this form of

argument, as well as to slander and self-assertion.

—Not greedy of filthy lucre. The Greek word

thus rendered is not found in the better MSS., and

seems to have been inserted from Tit. i. 7. Its

precise meaning is rather that of one who seeks

fun by base, disreputable means. — Patient,

etter 'forbearing.' The reasonable temper which

does not insist even on actual rights, and still less

on satisfaction for real or supposed injuries Not

a brawler. The English word, though somewhat

obsolete, expresses the meaning of the Greek,

' not quick in quarrel.''—Not covetous. Somewhat

too general, ' Not a lover of money.'

Ver. 4. One that ruleth well his own house.

Like the former condition, ' the husband of one

wife,' the qualification seems to presuppose the

experience of home life as practically the best, if

not the necessary, preparation for the pastoral office.

Ver. 5. For. Literally ' but,' the reason being

implied rather than stated in the imaginary case

which the apostle puts as involving obvious unfit

ness.—Take care. The change of words assumes

that ' presiding,' the position of authority, involves
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watchful carefulness ovr- those subject to it.

The contest between 'his own house' and the

' Church of God ' presupposes the definition of that

Church as the house or family of God, which we

find in ver. 15.

Ver. 6. Not s novice. Not referring to general

inexperience, but specially to the state of one

newly planted in the Church by conversion, and

yet more definitely by baptism.—Lifted up with

pride. Belter, 'besotted' or 'beclouded.' The

explanation commonly given of the word (rofmiiis)

connects it with rifts, as smoke or mist, obscur

ing or dimming our perception of realities. There

is sufficient evidence that the word was thus

used both in earlier and later Greek. I am

inclined, however, to suggest that St. Paul used

the term with a more technical and definite mean

ing. The word rifts (the original of our modern

' typhus ') had come to be used, from Hippocrates

downward, to describe a particular class of fever,

of which stupor or delirium were characteristic

symptoms, and this would seem to be precisely

what St. Paul has in view. The neophyte

suddenly raised to power is excited as by the

fever of authority, and, as we say, ' loses his head.'

The word was likely from its history to be

familiar to St. Luke, and thus takes its place in

the induction which tends to show that inter

course with him influenced the phraseology of St.

Paul's later Epistles.—The condemnation of the

devil. Grammatically in the Greek, as in the

1- nglish, the words are ambiguous and may mean

either—(1) the judgment which the devil passes;

or (2) the judgment passed on him. The analogy

of ' the snare of the devil ' in the next verse, so lar

as it goes, is in favour of ( 1 ), but is outweighed

by the general analogy of Scripture, in which the

devil is always, as the word liifSikis implies, the

accuser and the slanderer, but not the judge, of

man. Accepting (2), therefore, the words imply

a reference to the Rabbinic view of the history of

Satan, how, created in perfect excellence, his first

act (here comes in the parallelism with the

novice) was to admire himself, and so, fevered

with ambition, to aspire after equality with God,

and thus to bring upon himself the sentence of

condemnation.

Ver. 7. A good report from them that are

without. As a matter of practice, the word

points to more than general reputation. The ' re

port ' (fictfrvfitt) was testimony direct and formal.

Those ' without ' are, of course, as in I Cor. v. 12,

the non-Christian members of the community in

which the candidate for the Episcopate resided.

From them, as employers, friends, neighbours, he

was to obtain letters testimonial as well as from the

brethren.—Into reproach and the snare of the

deviL Both words in the Greek are without the

article, and both may accordingly be taken in

connexion with ' the devil.' Practically it makes

little difference in the sense. The 'reproach,'

even if it were thought of as originating with the

Tempter, must in the nature of the case have

been uttered by human lips. Where the man

who entered on a responsible office had no reputa

tion established by direct testimony to fall back

upon, he had but slender defence against calumnies

and reproaches. If they came on him, he was liable

to fall into the snare of passionate resentment, or

reckless defiance, or yet more reckless despair.

Ver. 8. The deacons likewise. As the

' bishops ' and ' elders ' were titles applied to the

same persons, expressing different aspects of their

relation to the Church, there is, oT course, no

mention of the ' elders ' as an intermediate order.

The absence of that order, as contrasted with the

recognition of the three grades in the Ignatian

Epistles, is, so far as it goes, evidence of the early

date of the Pastoral Epistles. There is a cer

tain touch of inferiority in the conditions named

for the deacons, as compared with those for the

Episcopate. No teaching power is required. The

danger of intemperance is expressed in stronger

terms ; the evil of the love of base and fraudulent

gain, the special temptation of those who had the

charge of the Church s alms, is more prominent.

Ver. 9. The mystery of the faith. The truth

hidden before, but now revealed to the initiated.

Comp. ' the mystery of godliness ' in ver. 16, and

the use of the word in Eph. iii. 3-5. Guided by

the analogy of that passage, and by v. 8 ; Jude,

ver. 3, it seems better to take faith here in its

objective sense, but that and what is called its

subjective meaning arc so blended together in

St. Paul's thoughts that it is scarcely possible to

draw a hard and fast line of demarcation between

them.

Ver. 10. Let these also first be proved. Not,

as the English word suggests, by an experimental

probationary period of service, though this is not

perhaps excluded, but tested in whatever might

seem expedient by evidence as to their past life.

If they stood that test, and were found open to no

charge, then they were to ' serve ' or, more

literally, to ' work as deacons.'

Ver. 11. Even so most their wives. The

mention of women in this parenthetic way is, in

any case, remarkable, seeing that the writer

returns to the deacons in the next verse. The

English of the Authorised Version is a possible

rendering, but the absence alike of the article

and the pronoun in the Greek, and the obvious

parallelism with ver. 8 (Simxitevt Imims—ymmi*

*«( inrxCrms), make it far more probable that St.

Paul is speaking of the women who had a like

work, the deaconesses of the Apostolic Church, to

whom he refers in Rom. xvi. I, ' Phoebe, the

servant (5/**»>«) of the Church at Cenchrea.' As

there was no feminine form of the word, it was

necessary to use ' women ; ' but it is clear that we

are dealing with qualifications for office, not with

general advice applicable to all. The functions

of these deaconesses (the ministra of whom

Pliny (Ep. x. 96) speaks in writing to Trajan)

were probably analogous to those of their male

colleagues—the distribution of alms to their own

sex, caring for the sick, nursing orphan children,

instructing female converts, and helping in the

administration of their baptism.—Not slanderers.

The word so translated is that which commonly

appears as the name of the devil, as the great

slanderer and accuser of man and God. The

Pastoral Epistles are the only part of the New

Testament in which it appears in its generic

sense.—Faithful. Chiefly in the sense of ' trust

worthy ' in all the details of their work.

Ver. 12. After the parenthetic digression, the

list of qualifications for the deacons is continued,

the conditions of good reputation being identical

with those for the bishops.

Ver. 13. Purchase for themselves a good

degree. The English rendering sounds hard and

technical, but it is not easy to suggest a better.

'Step,' 'station,' 'rank,' 'position,' have been pro
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posed, and all (except perhaps the first, which yet

is the more literal) fairly represent the meaning of

the word. In any case the meaning is obscure.

We have—( 1 ) ' They gain for themselves an up

ward step, a higher position,' sc. the office of a

bishop-elder; and (2) ' They gain a noble position

where they are.' The arguments for (2) pre

ponderate. It is not in harmony with St Paul's

character to suggest promotion as a motive for

work, but rather to urge that a man should abide

in his calling (1 Cor. vii. 20). There is no

evidence that such promotion was common in the

Apostolic Age, when men were made deacons or

bishops according to their special gifts. Accept

ing (2), the thought is that the humbler work may

be made as noble as the higher.—Great boldness

in the faith. Is the boldness one of feeling or

utterance ? Is the ' faith ' the trust of the man in

God, or the creed which he believes ? No certain

answer can be given to these questions, but so far

as it is necessary to define where possibly the

writer did not define, the latter view seems pre

ferable.

Ver. 14. Shortly. Literally, 'sooner' than was

expected. It would seem as if St. Paul had left

Ephesus for Macedonia, and wrote giving direc

tions for a probably lengthened absence. Then

something like a change of plan suggests itself.

He could not tell whether it will be possible. We

cannot tell whether it was carried into effect.

Ver. 15. The house of God. The true Bethel,

in which through the Spirit God manifests His

presence. The title, at first applied locally, as in

Gen. xxviii. 17, 19, and continuing so applied

throughout the whole period of the Old Testament,

received a new significance in the teaching of our

Lord. The promise to Peter led naturally to the

inference that the ecdesia which was to be ' built '

upon the rock was the house of God in a higher

sense than that in which the name had been given

to the Temple at Jerusalem. St. Paul is never

weary of dwelling on the thought from every

point of view (1 Cor. iii. 9, 16; 2 Cor. vi. 16;

Eph. ii. 22), and the Epistle to the Hebrews

depicts the same image (iii. 2, 5, 6). The word

rendered ' Church ' of course had not as yet any

local or material imagery connected with it, and

was simply equivalent to 'congregation.'—The

pillar and ground of the truth. The words ad

mit grammatically of three possible constructions.

(1) They may be taken, with a change of punctua

tion, in connexion with what follows. (2) They

may stand in apposition with the ' Church of the

living God ' as the nearest substantive. (3) They

may be connected with the pronoun implied in the

opening words, 'that thou mayest know,' and so

be applied to Timothy himself. Of these (1) may

be rejected as having but little authority, in

volving an awkward anti-climax, and leaving the

sentence from which the words are thus detached

to close abruptly. (2) has the greatest weight of

authority, both patristic and modem, in its favour.

Against it there is the confusion of metaphor thus

introduced, the ' house ' of the previous clause

being used as a 'pillar' in a larger fabric. (3)

has in its favour some great names (Gregory of

Nyssa, Gregory of Nazianzen, and Basil), the con

sensus of the three implying something like the

interpretation of a school of theologians, and yet

more the fact that elsewhere the metaphor of the

' pillar ' is elsewhere, as in Gal. ii. 9, Rev. iii. 12,

applied to individual persons. On the whole, there

fore, there seems reason for adopting it. Even

here, however, there is a certain mingling of

imagery, the ' pillar ' being also the ' ground ' or

' foundation. ' Possibly the word so rendered

may be taken in the wider sense of ' support ' or

'prop.' In Rev. xxi. 14 and Eph. ii. 20, how

ever, the ' foundation ' is identified with ' prophets

and apostles. '

Ver. 16. Without controversy. ' Confessedly '

answers better to the purely affirmative element of

the Greek word.—Is the mystery of godliness.

As interpreted by the language of this Epistle,

the phrase stands parallel to ' the mystery of the

faith ' in ver. 9 ; i.e., the word ' godliness ' is taken

in a half objective sense as the religion which men

profess, and the 'mystery' here, as there, is the

truth once hidden, but now revealed, in a creed,

but yet also even more in a Person.—God was

manifested in the flesh. For the various read

ings of the Greek, see note below. Here I

assume that which gives in the English ' who was

manifested.' The apparent anomaly of an ante

cedent in the neuter and a relative in the mascu

line finds its parallel and explanation in Col. i. 27,

where we have 'the mystery which (or who) is

Christ in you, the hope of glory.' The Truth is

the Person. If the reading thus adopted seems at

first less strong as a proof of the Godhead of the

Son than that previously received, it must be

remembered that it is in closer accordance with

the language of St John, 'The Word became flesh'

(John i. 14). The structure of the whole sentence,

the rhythmical parallelism of its clauses, the

absence of conjunctions, makes it all but certain

that we have here the fragment of a primitive

creed or hymn, the confession made by converts

at their baptism, or chanted afterwards in wor

ship.—Justified in the Spirit. Better, 'justified in

spirit' The Greek simply expresses an antithesis

to ' in the flesh ' of the previous clause. 'Justified '

in the sense of ' declared to be righteous,' with per

haps a special reference to the voice from Heaven

at His baptism.—Seen of angels. The formulated

utterance of the thought which St. Paul expands

in Eph. iii. 9, 10. The mystery of the Incarna

tion was manifested not to men only but to angels,

as at the Temptation, the Agony, the Resurrec

tion.—Was preached unto the Gentiles. Better

'among.' The words expressed the relation of

the mystery of godliness to mankind, as the

previous clause its relation to the higher order of

spiritual beings.—Was believed on in the world,

received up into glory. The visible and in

visible are again brought into antithesis. The

historical position of the Ascension as preceding

the conversion of the Gentiles is inverted so as to

end with the thought that He who was received

up in glory abides there for ever. The progress of

His kingdom in the world is but the partial mani

festation of the glory of the kingdom in Heaven.

Note on ver. 16.

The evidence in favour of the reading which

has been adopted above may be briefly stated for

the English reader. The three readings in the

Uncial or capital letters of the more ancient and

therefore authoritative mss. are as follows :—

(1) ez—the abbreviated form of eEOZ, 'God.'

(2) OS—the relative pronoun in the masculine,

'who.'

(3) °—the relative pronoun in the neuter,

'which.'
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Of these (1) is found in some of the older mss., Looking to the facts that (1) and (2) were so

but not without indications, in some cases, of the closely alike that the latter might easily be altered

lines which distinguish B from o, and mark the into the former, and that men might be tempted on

contraction, having been retouched or inserted by dogmatic grounds to make the alteration, while there

a later hand, in most of the later MSS. in cursive would be little or no temptation the other way ;

or running hand, and in some quotations by the that the change to the neuter form of the pronoun

later Greek fathers and a few versions. might naturally have been made by a transcriber

(2) is found in the Sinaitic MS., and according to for the sake of grammatical agreement with the

the latest investigations was the original reading of substantive ' mystery ; ' and that the evidence for

the Alexandrian ; in the Gothic, Syriac, and Coptic (2) is even by itself stronger than for either of the

Versions, and in quotations in Cyril of Alexandria other two, there ought, it is believed, to be little

and some other Fathers. hesitation in adopting it. Among recent critics

(3) is found as one of the readings in the Cam- (Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles,

bridge Codex, in all the Latin Versions, and in Alford, Ellicott, and Wordsworth) there is a

quotations in all the Latin fathers except Jerome. consensus in its favour.

Chapter IV. 1-16.

1. The False Teaching of the Latter Times—7. True and False Asceticism—

II. Personal Exhortation to Purity, Study, Activity.

1 \TOW the Spirit "speaketh expressly, that *in the latter jJ"p£vif *£•

1 N times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed ' to * Rev- **■ '*•

2 seducing ' spirits, and ''doctrines of devils ;* ' Speaking lies in 'DSt,j 35-

hypocrisy ; * f having their conscience * seared with a hot iron ; /Epi>. iv. 19.

3 * Forbidding to marry, * and commanding to abstain from jr1C0r.vH.18.

meats,5 which God hath • created ' to be received * with thanks- '§•»• >• *>• ,

* A Rom. xiv. 6.

4 giving of them which believe and know ' the truth. For ' every 1 Rom. xiv. 14.

creature of God is good, and nothing to be refused,8 if it be *

5 received with thanksgiving : For it is sanctified by the word of

6 God and prayer.10 If thou put the brethren in remembrance

of these things, thou shalt be a good minister of Jesus Christ,

"nourished up in the words of faith and of good" doctrine, mir\m.ui 14.

7 whereunto thou hast attained." But "refuse profane and old ■TU.1.14.

wives' fables, and "exercise13 thyself rather1* unto godliness. «Heb.v. T4.

8 For * bodily exercise14 profiteth little:1' but 'godliness is >c£°Tj.,6ats-

profitable unto all things, r having promise of the life that now rPs.xxxvii.4.

9 is, and of that which is to come. This is a faithful 1T saying

10 and worthy of all acceptation. For therefore 'we both labour >iCor. iv. n.

and suffer reproach, because we trust18 in the living God, 'who m. xxxvi. 6.

is the Saviour of all men, specially19 of those that believe.

II, 12 These things command20 and teach. "Let no man despise «iCor.xvi.n.

thy youth ; but " be thou an example of the believers,'1 in vTh- "• »•

word, in conversation," in charity," in spirit,'4 in faith, in purity.

1 deceiving * demons 9 in the hypocrisy of false speakers ;

* prefix own * forms of food * omit hath

7 by those who are faithful and have fully known 8 rejected
9 being J0 intercession " prefix the

11 which thou hast followed step by step I8 train H omit rather

15 training 16 prefix a 17 Faithful is the 18 have hoped
19 above all 2n charge 21 faithful 2i conduct

*• love ** omit in spirit
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13 Till I come, give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to

1 4 doctrine." " Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was WI Tim- L *■

given thee xby" prophecy, 'with the laying on of the hands xA^,'vi|s^

15 of the presbytery. Meditate upon these things; give thyself

wholly to " them ; that thy profiting *' may appear to all.

16 'Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine;" continue in *Actsxx.*s.

them: for- in doing this thou shalt both "save thyself, and<"^«kx

3 them that hear thee.

,9-

c Koin xi. if

15 teaching

88 progress

28 add means of

19 thy teaching

27 live in

Ver. 1. Now. Better 'but,' as introducing a

contrast to the mystery of godliness in iii. 16.—

The Spirit speaketh expressly. The reference is

clearly not to Old Testament prophecies, which

would have been cited in terms, and quoted as

Scripture, nor to our Lord's words in Matt. xxiv.

II, which if known to St. Paul, would have been

assigned to Him, but to the direct teaching of the

Spirit at or about the period at which St. Paul

wrote. Whether that teaching came immediately

to the apostle, or through the utterances of other

prophets, we cannot decide. On the whole, the

latter view seems the more probable. There

seems, from 2 Pet. ii. and Jude, ver. 17, to have

been about this time a burst of prophecy through

out the Asiatic churches indicating the approach

of a time of trial and persecution for the faithful,

the increase of heresy and iniquity ; and to such

utterances, analogous to those to which St. Paul

refers in Acts xx. 23, and to his own warnings on

that occasion (Acts xx. 29, 30) he is probably

alluding. 2 Thess. ii. presents predictions of a

like kind.—Some shall depart from the faith.

The ' falling away ' or apostasy of 2 Thess. ii. 3.

—Seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils. The

apostle here distinctly recognises a preternatural ele

ment in the workings of evil in the Church. They

are many and diverse in contrast with the unity of

the Spirit, but they have this in common, that they

all lead astray. So St John (1 John iv. 1-3)

and St. Paul himself (1 Cor. xii. 1-3) recognise

the work of evil spirits in the simulated prophecies

or ecstatic utterances which disturbed and startled

the assemblies of Christians, and give tests for

discriminating between the reality and the counter

feit. The meaning of these words determines the

interpretation of those that follow. ' The doctrines

of devils ' or ' demons ' are not doctrines about

demons, as some have contended, pressing the text

into the controversy against the Romish doctrine

of the worship of the departed spirits of the saints,

but ' doctrines that camefrom demons, the frenzied

ravings as of men possessed by a nature more evil

than their own. Comp. St. James's description

of false wisdom ' as earthly, sensual, demon-like '

(ii. 15).

Ver. 2. Speaking lies in hypocrisy. The

grammar of the sentence requires a different

rendering r ' In, or by, the hypocrisy of men who

speak lies'—Having their conscience seared as

with a red-hot iron. The English Version

(rightly, as I think) gives prominence to the idea

of the callous insensibility produced by cauterizing.

The thought of this as the stage to which even con

science may be brought, as of one who has made

himself ' past feeling,' was already indeed familiar

to St. Paul, in Eph. iv. 19. The other aspect of the

word, as pointing to the brand by which criminals

were stamped with infamy, is perhaps included.

The fact that the one implied the other in the

actual branding process,—a fact which he may well

have learnt from St. Luke's medical experience,—

would suggest to him that which was analogous to

it in the history of the soul.

Ver. 3. Forbidding to marry. The pheno

menon taken by itself has been so common in all

ascetic systems that it is not easy to identify the

particular system to which St. Paul referred.

Some of the Essene communities practised ceh-

bacy, and there were, as St. Paul's own teaching

shows (I Cor. vii. 25-35), reasons why many should

prefer it. Here, however, the teachers condemned

went beyond the acceptance of celibacy as the

higher life, and 'forbade marriage.' The nearest

and earliest approach to this form of error was

found in the teaching of Saturninus and Marcion,

and the school of the Encratites which took its

rise from them ; and it is probable enough that the

germs of this, as of other forms of Gnosticism

(comp. Col. ii. 23), existed even in the Apostolic

Age. The East has never emancipated itself from

the feeling of the inherent impurity of matter, and

of all acts that tended to perpetuate and reproduce

its existence in new forms.—Commanding to

abstain from meats. The word 'commanding'

is not in the Greek, but is supplied by a natural

ellipsis from the previous prohibition. The word

rendered 'meats' is, as in Rom. xiv. 15-18,

1 Cor. vi. 13, generic, but is probably used with

special reference to animal food, abstinence from

which has always been the mark of a false asceti

cism.—Hath created to be received. The state

ment strikes at the root of all Manichaean theories

of creation. God has made these things, and

pronounced them good ; He created them not as

temptations and stumbling-blocks, but for men to

partake of.—With thanksgiving. There is no

ground for thinking that the word (li^'frrla) had

as yet acquired the higher sense which it after

wards gained in liturgical phraseology, but it is

not unlikely that St. Paul's thoughts travelled on

to the logical conclusion from the dogma against

which he was protesting, as afterwards in the case

of the Encratites, and more recently, of some of the

extreme advocates of total abstinence. Men were

drifting to a position from which they looked even

on the Supper of the Lord as ' common and un

clean.' To this thought we may, I believe, trace

the increasing solemnity of language in ver. 5.

Ver. 4. Good. The higher word (««>.«, excellent,
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not myth) is used in the Greek, as in the LXX. of

Gen. i., and with a manifest reference to that his

tory. The repetition of the clause ( ' with thanks

giving ') is striking, as showing how the apostle's

mind recognised that it was the spiritual state of

the receiver, not the physical characteristics of the

thing received, that determined the lawfulness of

the reception.

Ver. 5. Sanctified. Better, 'consecrated.'—By

the word of God and prayer. We are thrown

back upon what we know of Jewish and early

Christian forms of blessing and thanksgiving.

Such formula.*, so far as they are now extant, were

for the most part a tesselated mosaic of scriptural

phrases, and so in this way the very food men

ate, as e.g. at the Agapi, or feast of charity, was

as truly consecrated as was the bread or the cup

of the Lord's Supper in later liturgies. The

word rendered ' prayer ' is that translated ' inter

cession ' in ii. I, and implies a prayer offered by

the head of the household for all members of

it, that they might receive the food before them

according to the Divine purpose in bestowing it.

Ver. 6. If thou put the brethren in remem

brance. The Greek verb is hardly so definite,

and is better expressed by 'suggesting' or 'advis

ing.' The use of the word tends to limit ' these

things' to the immediate context. A stronger

word would naturally have been used had the

writer been thinking of the great 'mystery of

godliness.'—Minister, in its general rather than its

technical sense, and yet, perhaps, not without a refer

ence to the distinctive name. Whatever difference

there might be between apostles, elders, deacons,

all were alike 'ministers' of Christ.—Nourished

up. The word expresses rather the thought of being

' reared ' or ' educated in ' the words of faith, and

suggests the half- medical reference to 'bodily

exercise ' that follows.—Of good doctrine where-

unto . . , Better, ' ofthe good doctrine which thou

hast followed all along.' The Greek article and

the relative pronoun in the singular give a special

emphasis to the ' doctrine. ' The verb is the same

as that used by St. Luke in his Gospel (i. 3).

Ver. 7. Refuse. Better, 'avoid.'—Old wives'

fables. The adjective is found here only in the

New Testament, and takes its place among the

strong colloquial phrases which characterize these

Epistles. In the absence of any more distinct

evidence, it is reasonable to assume that the

fables were of the same kind generally as those

mentioned in i. 4, 9. It does not follow, how

ever, that they belonged to the same school of

opinion. The apostle might well apply the

same word to deviations from the truth, on the

right hand or the left, whether in the direction

of Jewish asceticism or the Gnosticism after

wards systematically developed by Valentinus and

Basilides. — Exercise thyself rather. The last

word has nothing answering to it in the Greek, and

is better omitted. The ' exercise ' is primarily that

of the gymnasium, but is here used figuratively

of any systematic discipline.

Ver. 8. Bodily exercise. The figure is con

tinued. We can hardly suppose that Timothy

' trained,' as the Greek athlete did, with a view

to the prizes for which the athlete contended.

But the example of St. Paul (I Cor. ix. 25-27)

might well suggest a like discipline with the aim

of bringing the body under the control of the

higher life, and the glimpse we get farther on of

Timothy's habits of abstinence (ver. 23) indicates

that he practised it. From St. Paul's point of

view, the training was useful as a means to an

end, and that end, godliness. When it was made

an end and not a means, it sank to the level of

the training of the athlete (just as circumcision,

when it had come to belong to the past, sank to

the level of the mutilation of some forms of

heathen worship, Gal. v. 12), and was profitable

only 'for little,'—as a condition of health,—and

nothing more, sometimes not even as that.—All

things—outward, inward, bodily, spiritual, and

as the words that follow show, temporal and

eternal.—Of the life that now is. The genitive

of possession : ' the promise that belongs to the

present life, and also to the future.'

Ver. 9. This is a faithful saying. At first it

might seem as if the words referred to what had

immediately preceded, and it is possible that

they do so here ; but the rule in all other cases is

that they precede the truth to which they refer,

and the verse that follows is sufficiently axiomatic

in its substance to have the character of a ' faithful

saying. '

Ver. 10. For therefore. The latter word

suggests a logical inference more strongly than

the Greek; better, 'to this end.'—Labour and

suffer reproach. The first word involves ' toil

and trouble ' as well as simple work. Commonly

such toil led to praise and reward. The Chris

tian too often had nothing for it but reviling and

reproach (1 Pet. iv. 14), and this experience had

embodied itself in the 'saying' which had be

come proverbial (comp. Acts xiv. 22). The

train of thought implied in the 'for,' is that the

patient endurance of the Christian was a practical

proof that the religion which he professed had

for him the twofold promise of which the previous

verse had spoken. —We trust. Here (as in Rom.

xv. 12) the Authorised Version misses the force

of the Greek. Better, 'have hoped,' or 'fixed

our hope.' And this hope is not in a dogma or

an abstraction, but in a living God, who is the

' Saviour,' in the lower sense of the word as

' preserver,' no less than in the higher, thus

including the ' life that now is,' as well as ' that

which is to come.' As in ii. 4, the purpose of

God for a salvation which shall include all is

assumed as an unquestionable truth, but those

only who believe taste that salvation in the fulness

of its power.

Ver. 11. The exhortation becomes more per

sonal, as if the writer called to mind all that he

had observed of the strength and weakness of his

young disciple, and felt for and with him in the

work and responsibility to which he had been,

it may be, so unexpectedly called.—Command

and teach. The first word points to single

precepts and counsels, the latter to more syste

matic instruction. — These things, i.e. the pre

cepts of this chapter specially.

Ver. 12. Let no man despise thy youth.

The words point to a danger to which St. Paul

knew that his disciple was exposed. We have

no accurate dates as to the life of Timothy, but

the lone of Acts xvi. 1 and 2 Tim. i. 5, iii. 15,

seems to imply an age, say, between fifteen and

twenty, at the time when he is first mentioned in

the Acts. On this assumption, he would be, at

the date of the Epistle (placing it after St. Paul's

first imprisonment at Rome), from twenty-eight to

thirty-three, about the age when St. Paul is de

scribed as a ' young man ' in Acts vii. 58. At
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that age he would naturally be much younger than

many of the bishop elders of the Church over

whom he was to exercise authority, and they

might be tempted to taunt him with his inex

perience. The ascetic life to which Timothy was

inclined, accompanied perhaps by some shyness

and timidity, might make him more than usually

sensitive under such circumstances.—Be thou an

example. Better ' btcome,' implying daily growth

towards the ideal standard. — In conversation.

Better, ' behaviour ' or ' conduct.' Here, as else

where, there is little or no hope of restoring

1 conversation ' to its true meaning.—Purity, as

in ver. 2, with the special half-technical sense of

' chastity ' in act, word, thought.

Ver. 13. Till I come. The words seem to

imply that Timothy's work at Ephesus was

thought of as temporary and provisional. On

St. Paul's return that delegated work would

naturally cease, and the Church be left afterwards

to the normal government of its bishop-elders.

—To reading. All the words that are joined

with this imply public official acts, and so pro

bably does this. One work of the special mission

of the young disciple was to read in the Ecclesia

(1) with scarcely the shadow of a doubt, the

Scriptures of the Old Testament ; (2) less cer

tainly, apostolic records of our Lord's ministry,

now beginning to take the place of the earlier

oral tradition ; (3) apostolic Epistles, according

to the directions given in Col. iv. 16.—To ex

hortation, to doctrine. The two words are con

trasted as in vi. 2, the former being more practical,

ethical, individual; the latter ('teaching' rather

than ' doctrine ') more systematic and intellectual.

Ver. 14. Neglect not. The words point, like

the ' rekindlt ' in 2 Tim. i. 6, to the danger of

an ascetic temperament tending to meditative

quiescence rather than energetic service.—The

gift. The context implies that it was the special

gift needed for the ' exhortation ' and ' teaching '

of the previous verse—a gift therefore at once

of knowledge and of wisdom, of sympathy and

insight.—By prophecy. The scene which the

words suggest is that of the young convert

kneeling in prayer, the presbytery, or body of

elders in the Church of Lystra (or, it may be,

Ephesus) laying their hands upon him, in prayer

for the gifts he needed, while a prophet, recognis

ing at once his special capacities and the gifts

which were required for their full development,

told the elders for what gifts to pray. From 2 Tim.

i. 6, it would seem as if St. Paul was himself

one of those who thus officiated.

Ver. 15. Give thyself wholly to them.

Literally, * live, be, exist in them.' Alford

quotes as a curious verbal parallel the line from

Horace (Epp. i. 9. 2) : ' Nescio quid meditans

nugarum et totus in illis.'

Ver. 16. Take heed to thyself and to the

doctrine. As before, ' teaching ' in its wider

sense, rather than 'doctrine.' The condensed

summary of vers. 12, 13, in their bearing on

personal conduct and official work.—Continue in

them. Sc. in all the 'things' dwelt on in the

exhortation from ver. 6 onwards, and referred to

in ver. 15.—Thon shalt save. Obviously in the

highest sense, as implying the completed salvation

from sin and from its penalty.

Chapter V. 1-25.

1. Rulesfor the Treatment of Old and Young—3. Of Widows— II. The Risks

of the Younger Widows— 17. Payment of Elders—19. Boldness and Im

partiality in fudgment.

1 "D EBUKE " not an elder, but intreat * him as a father ; and •!*»■ «*• 3*

2 lv the* younger men as brethren; The' elder women as

3 mothers ; the ' younger s as sisters, with all purity. Honour

4 widows that are widows indeed. But if any widow have

children or nephews,4 let them learn first to show piety at1

home, and 'to requite* their parents: for that7 is good and '£«*•«-'-

5 acceptable before God. c Now she that is a widow indeed, and * « Cor. vs. ja

desolate,8 trusteth* in God, and ''continueth in supplications rfLu-"- 37-

6 and prayers ' night and day. / But she that liveth in plea- J *2* "vi 7-

7 sure 10 is dead while she liveth. And these things give in

8 charge, that they may be blameless. But if any provide not

for his own, ' and specially for those of his own house, * he .r !»• ,v>». 7.
' * * ' h Til. l id.

1 exhort ' omit the * add women * grandchildren

* towards their own 6 give a return to "' this

* left alone • has fixed her hope 10 wantonly
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9 hath denied the faith, ' and is worse than an infidel." Let not 'm«l *«;;.
17.

a widow be taken into the number l! under threescore years

10 old, * having been the wife of one man, Well reported of for" *Lu.u. 36.

good works ; if she have brought up children, if she have

' lodged strangers, if she have "washed the saints' feet,14 if she /Acts™. iS.

have relieved the afflicted, if she have diligently followed every

1 1 good work. But the ' younger widows refuse : for when they

have begun to wax wanton against Christ, they will marry ;

12 Having damnation,15 because they have cast off their first faith.

13 "And withal they learn to be idle, wandering about from house «»The«.ii;.ii.

to house ; and not only idle, but tattlers also and busybodies,

14 speaking things which they ought not. "I will therefore that eiCor.vii. 9.

the* younger women marry, bear children, guide the house,

'give none occasion1" to the adversary to speak reproach- /Tit. u. 8.

15 fully.17 For some are already turned aside after Satan.

16 If any man 18 or woman that believeth " have widows, let them

relieve them, and let not the church be charged ; " that it may

1 7 relieve them that are widows indeed. ' Let the elders that » • Thet- v- "•

rule well rbe counted worthy of double honour, especially they '*c,sn,E

18 who labour in the word and doctrine.*1 For the scripture saith,

'Thou shalt not muzzle the" ox that" treadeth out the corn. »D«it.»xv .».

19 And, 'The labourer is worthy of his reward. Against an 'Ler.jdx.ij.

elder receive not an accusation, but" "before two or three *Deutxix,s-

20 witnesses. "Them that sin rebuke before all, ""that others" »Gai.".ti.
' tvDeut. xm.i r.

21 also may fear. xl charge thee before God, and the Lord Jesus -"Tim. u. 14.

Christ, and the elect angels, that thou observe*6 these things

without preferring one before another,*7 doing nothing by par-

22 tiality. ' Lay hands suddenly on no man, * neither be partaker JJA?SVI:I6,

23 of other men's sins : keep thyself pure. Drink no longer water,

but use a little wine for thy stomach's sake and thine often

24 infirmities. "Some men's sins are open beforehand, going «Gai v. i».

25 before *" to judgment ; and some men they follow after. Like

wise also the * good works of some" are manifest*1 beforehand ;

and they that are otherwise cannot be hid.

11 unbeliever " placed on the list "in

14 feet of saints " coming under judgment 10 no handle

17 as regards reproach 18 prefix believing " omit that believeth

10 burdened " teaching 22 an " as he

" except it be " the rest *6 keep *7 prejudging

*• leading the way *• omit ofsome; prefix there are 30 open

Vex. I. Hebuke not an elder. The question well have had in his thoughts those who, being

naturally rises whether the word ' elder ' is to be elders in both senses of the word, were those

taken in its official sense or as referring to age with whom Timothy was most brought into con-

only. The fourfold classification of which this is tact. So in Acts v. 6, the ' young men ' who

part is all but decisive in favour of the latter, are named appear to have had functions cor-

On the other hand, we must remember that age responding to those of the later ' deacons,' and

and office were then more closely connected (as in the two words stand as parallel to each other ( ' the

I Pet. v. I, 2) than at a later period, and that younger' and 'he that serveth ') in Luke xxii. 26.

though the language was general, St. Paul may The train of thought seems to rise out of a slight
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fear lest the counsel, ' Let no man despise thy

youth,' should lead Timothy to rush into the

opposite extreme, and to forget the respect due

to the more advanced years of those whom he

was called to guide.—Kebuke. The Greek word

implies, more than the English, a certain vehe

mence and acrimony. As a man would point

out, if necessary, the faults of his own father,

with counsel that implied sympathy and respect,

so was Timothy to deal with those older than

himself whose faults he could not altogether

ignore.—Brethren. Better perhaps ' brothers]

as giving the natural rather than the conventional

sense of the word.

Ver. 2. The exhortation is, of course, parallel

to that in ver. I, but something more was needed

to guard against suspicion and scandal. The

free intercourse of a brother with brothers was

not equally possible in this case, and therefore

the limiting clause is added, ' in all purity. '

Ver. 3. The verses that follow depend for their

right interpretation on a true estimate of the posi

tion of the ' widows ' in a Christian community in

the Apostolic Church, and this seems accordingly

the right place for bringing together the data for

such an estimate. (1) At the beginning of the

Church's life we find them recognisd as a distinct

class, maintained wholly or in part out of the com

mon fund of the disciples (Acts vi. 1). So in Acts

ix. 39, they appear as recipients of the bounty of

Dorcas. It was natural, however, in the simple

communism of the period, that some conditions

guarding against abuses should be attached to

these privileges, that where there was still any

capacity for work, that work should be required

of them. And thus they became more and more

an order of women leading a devout life. We

enter here on the rules which St Paul thought

expedient.—Honour widows. Possibly, as the

context indicates, with the secondary meaning of

'support, ' as in Acts xxviii. 10, and, to some extent,

even in the Fifth Commandment. The addition,

'that are widows indeed,' implies a half-humorous

reference to the class of those who claimed the

privileges but did not answer to the ideal.

Ver. 4, The first group thus excluded from

those that answer to the name of ' widow,' are

such as have ' children or nephews ' (i.e. grand-

children) who are able to support them.—Let them

learn. Ou simply grammatical grounds, the

words may refer either to the widows or the chil

dren, and each view has found supporters. There

can, however, be little or no doubt that the latter

is the true reference. ' Let them show their piety '

not 'at home,' but * to their own house or

family. ' As with the Romans and the Jews, so

in some measure even with the Greeks, duty to

parents came under the head of piety rather than

of legal obligation.—Parents. Strictly speaking,

'progenitors' or 'ancestors,'— the word being

chosen in order to include the grandchildren.

Ver. 5. Desolate, ».*. left alone, in contrast

with the widow who has children or grandchil

dren.—Trusteth. Better, 'has set her hope on

God.'—In supplications and prayers night and

day. The parallelism with Luke ii. 37 suggests

the idea that St. Paul may have heard from his

companion of the perfect picture of true widow

hood presented by Anna the prophetess. The

words may point either to personal devotions or

to attendance at all meetings of the Church for

that purpose.

Ver. 6. She that liveth in pleasure. The

English words give the sense, but not the terse

ness or the vigour of the Greek verbs. ' She that

plays the wanton ' comes somewhat nearer, but

implies one form of evil too definitely.—Is dead.

Spiritually dead, and therefore to be treated as

such for the purpose in band, and her name to

be struck off the register of those entitled to

support.

Ver. 8. The precept is general, and in its

terms includes the duty of parents to provide for

their children as well as that of the children to

provide for the parents. Practically, as the latter

duty had been already enforced in ver. 4, it is

probable that the words point to the duty of the

widow to ' provide ' not in the material sense,

but, in contrast to the wasteful wantonness of the

spurious widow, to ' exercise forethought ' for

those connected with her. It would perhaps be

too bold a change to translate ' she hath denied

the faith,' but that would, it is believed, give St.

Paul's meaning.—His own—those of his own

household. Better, in each case, 'her own.'

The latter as the closer word—the former, like

our phrase 'his people,' including servants,

labourers, dependants of any kind.—Worse than

an infidel. Better ' unbeliever,' as not involving

the stigma which now attaches to the secondary

sense of the word ; ' worse,' because the heathens

as a rule laid stress on filial piety ; worse, as

sinning more against light and knowledge.

Ver. 9. The negative conditions are followed

by the positive.—Let not a woman be taken into

the number. Better, 'entered on the register or

list.' The word implies a systematic, organized

relief of poverty, guarded, as far as possible,

against the indiscriminate almsgiving that tends

to pauperism. Probably, indeed, the ' registered

widows ' were a selected band chosen out of the

order for special distinction, fulfilling the more rigid

conditions that entitled them to permanent sup

port. It would seem hard to enforce all these

rules as indispensable on all applicants for relief.—

Under threescore years of age. On the assump

tion just suggested, the age would be urged as a

security for gravity, and staid experience^ On

the more common interpretation, a woman under

sixty might be thought of as still able to earn her

own living.—The wife of one husband. As in

the corresponding phrase of iii. 2, ' Married once

and once only,' the second marriage, in any case,

involving some loss of claim to reverence. There

is no hardship in the rule interpreted in the way

now suggested. As commonly understood, it

involves the anomaly that St. Paul afterwards

recommends the ' younger widows ' to take a step

which would deprive them in their old age of all

claim to maintenance.

Ver. 10. Well reported of. Including, as in

the parallel of iii. 7, the testimony of those

outside the Church.—If she have brought np

children. The Greek word seems purposely

chosen to leave it open whether the children

thus brought up were her own or those, orphans

or destitute, of whom she had taken charge.

Looking to the nature of the next condition,

it would seem as if something more than

the instinctive duties of motherhood were con

templated. It hardly seems probable that the

apostle meant to contrast the performance of

those duties with the general neglect that pre

vailed among the women of the Empire, still less
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with such crimes as abandonment or abortion.—

If she have lodged strangers. The isolated

position of a small Christian community in an

Asiatic town, the utter loneliness of a Christian

traveller arriving in such a town, gave a promi

nence to the exercise of hospitality which made

it incumbent on poor as well as rich (Heb. xiii. 2 ;

3 John, ver. 5). We need not picture to ourselves

a woman of the upper class as exercising the virtue

aficr a stately fashion. The humblest cottage

might give scope for its highest form.—If she

have washed the saints' feet As in John

xiii. 14, the typical instance of extremest humility

in ministration, analogous to the test of kissing

a leper's flesh which Francis of Assisi imposed

on his disciples.

Ver. 11. Eefuse, i.e. decline to place them on

the register of those entitled to special privileges.—

Wax wanton. Another of the vigorous colloquial

phrases of the Epistle, implying partly wilful

resistance, partly lascivious desire.—They will

marry. The Greek is more emphatic : ' They

will or desire to marry.'

Ver. 1 2. Having damnation. As in 1 Cor. xi. 29,

in the general sense of the word, ' coming under

condemnation. '—Their first faith. Webest under

stand these words by bearing in mind the teaching

of 1 Cor. vii. 34. Marriage was in itself honour

able, but it was not compatible with self-con

secration to a life of special labour, such as

that of the ' registered ' widows. When a widow

entered on that life, she practically betrothed her

self to Christ. If she again fell back on merely

human affections, she was abandoning her ' first

faith,' the love of her espousals. The words

suggest the thought that the word ' widow ' might

possibly be conventionally extended to include

all women who undertook the duties of the order,

whether actually such in the common sense of

the word or not.

Ver. 13. The very functions of the registered

widows would tend in the case supposed to

aggravate the evil. Their work of ministration,

like that of a District Visitor or Sister of Mercy

in modem times, involved frequent visits to many

houses; and this might easily pass into simple

idleness, or still worse, into the laborious idle

ness described in the word ' busybodies, 'carrying

to one family the tittle-tattle of another—things

that—for this reason or that— ought not to be

spoken of.

Ver. 14. Yonnger women. Better, 'younger

■widowi ;' for it is of these as a class, and not of

women in general, that St Paul is speaking,

though, as above suggested, the word may not

necessarily have implied actual widowhood.—

Bear children. The special word is as deliberately

chosen as the more general one in ver. 10.—The

adversary. Standing by itself, the word might

suggest the thought of a reference to the great

spiritual adversary ; but St. Paul's use of the word

elsewhere (I Cor. xvi. 9; Phil. i. 28 ; 2 Thess.

ii. 4), turns the scale in favour of the more general

meaning—the Jewish or heathen enemy of the

Gospel.—To speak reproachfully. Literally, 'for

the sake of, with a view to reproach.' The

general interpretation connects it with the ' occa

sion,' as one supplying materials for reproach.

Ver. 15. Some. Obviously limited by the con

text to the so-called ' widows.' The formula, so

common in these Epistles, implies that St. Paul

knew, and that Timothy would understand, of

vol. in. 37

whom he thus speaks. The warning was not

uncalled for. Facts had shown that there was

urgent need for it.—Are already turnod after

Satan. Better, 'have been turned.' The Greek,

indeed, refers to some definite time present to

St. Paul's thoughts, probably that of his last visit

to Ephesus. Those of whom he speaks had

been turned out of the right path by the great

Adversary, and so were exposed to the revilings

of those who, consciously or unconsciously, were

doing his work.

Ver. 16. If any man. Added as an after

thought, as enlarging the scope of the rule previ

ously given in ver. 4. Not children or grand

children only, but any relatives on whom the widow

had claims, were to regard it their duty, as

members of the Church, to support them, so that

the funds of the Church might be applied only to

maintain those that were ' widows indeed. ' Here,

as before, they are, I believe, distinguished from

the widows on the register—the former entitled

simply to relief, the latter to special privileges ; -

the former probably doing the work of deacon

esses, the latter set apart for functions analogous

to those of the elders.

Ver. 17. Worthy of double honour. The

apostle is practical enough to recognise even the

value of money - payment as a recognition of

higher gifts well used. The word 'honour,'

as in Acts xxviii. 10, clearly implies such payment,

even if it is not necessarily confined to it. The

rule implies that the ' elders ' of the Church were

not all equally gifted. Some succeeded in their

pastoral work ; some failed. Some laboured in the

more conspicuous and exhausting work of public

preaching (the 'word') and continuous class-teach

ing ('doctrine '), and for this there was to be a pro

vision, such as that which we often find made for

the dean of a cathedral or the head of a college,

to twice the amount of that given to the other

elders. Measured by modem standards, even

the ' double ' stipend was probably such as

would only attract one of the artisan class, and

for him came as a compensation for the loss of

profit involved in his calling; but I Pet. v. 2

shows that it was enough to tempt some to take

the work for the sake of the pay.

Ver. 18. The Scripture saith. It is interesting

to note that St Paul had already quoted (in

I Cor. ix. 9) and reasoned on the verse from

Deut. xxv. 4, going below the letter to the

principle on which it rested, and applying that

principle as a law of action for men in their

dealings with each other. The other quotation

presents a question of greater interest. The words,

' The labourer is worthy of his hire,' are found in

Matt x. 10 and Luke x. 7. Did St. Paul cite

them from either of these Gospels, and so recognise

their claim as Scripture, side by side with the

law of Moses? Looking to the facts—(1) that

St Paul had some years before quoted from ' the

words of the Lord Jesus ' (Acts xx. 35) ; (2) that

he had for several years been in the constant com

panionship of St. Luke, and that the compilation

of the Third Gospel must at least have been

begun by this time ; (3) that St. Peter applies the

term ' Scripture ' to St. Paul's own writings

(2 Pet iii. 16) ; (4) that St. Paul quotes an

account of the Last Supper which we find in St

Luke (1 Cor. xi. 23 ; Luke xxii. 19) ; (5) that there

is at least an apparent reference to other writings

than those of the Old Testament in ' the Scriptures
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of the prophets' in Rom. xvi. 26, and 'the prophecy

of the Scripture ' in 2 Pet i. 20 (both of which

passages refer, I believe, to the prophetic work of

the Christian, not the Jewish Church), there seems

a strong preponderance of evidence for thinking

that the words are taken from some written account

of our Lord's work and teaching, and that that

record was probably at least the groundwork of

the Gospel according to St. Luke.

Ver. 19. Against an elder. Here the context

is obviously in favour of the official sense. The

rule of 'two or three witnesses,' which in Deut.

xix. 1 5 is given as applicable to all judicial testi

mony, is here specialized as applying a fortiori to

a case where there was a presumption in favour

of the accused.

Ver. 20. Them that ain rebuke before all.

The precept, apparently general, is defined by the

previous context. If the result of the trial of a

presbyter shows that he is living in sin (the Greek

implies continuance), the judge is not to hush up

the matter in a private audience. Openly, in the

presence not only of the other presbyters, but of

the whole congregation, he is to be rebuked as one

convicted of sin, so that his example may serve as

a warning to them also as well as to those of his

own order.

Ver. 21. I charge thee. The solemnity of the

adjuration here, as in 2 Tim. iv. I, implies a

latent fear that the youth, the asceticism, the

sensitiveness of Timothy might lead him beyond

the line of strictly judicial action, to prejudice

against the accused, or partiality in his favour.—

The elect angels. The meaning of the adjective

is not quite clear. In one sense all good angels

were among God's elect ; but the word is probably

used of those who were chosen specially for

ministering to the righteous judgments of God,

and who, therefore, are thought of as looking on,

approving or condemning, as the conduct of the

earthly judge is in accord, or at variance, with

His. The thought of angels as assessors in the

final judgment meets us m our Lord's teaching

in Matt. xxv. 31.—Without preferring one before

another. A mistranslation. Head, as above,

' without prejudice' in the sense of 'without pre

judging.'

Ver. 22. Lay hands suddenly on no man. The

words have been referred by some writers as

carrying on the series of rules for Church dis

cipline, to the imposition of hands which accom

panied the pardon and readmission of the penitent.

It is doubtful, however, whether that practice

prevailed thus early, and the train of thought, as

such, is continuous on the more common inter

pretation. The best way to avoid the scandal of

• trial was to be cautious at the outset, and to

decline the complicity in the guilt of others which

might follow on a hasty ordination.—Keep thy

self pure. The primary and usual meaning of

the word is that of chastity. Here it refers

probably to the risk of mental contamination

incident to the trial of offenders against purity.

It is probable that then, as in later ages, most of

the cases that called for the exercise oT discipline

were of this nature, and it was hardly possible to

hear evidence of the details of such sins without

the danger to which St. Paul thus briefly alludes.

Ver. 23. Drink no longer water. The interpre

tation thus given of the previous counsel seems to

me to afford the only natural and tenable answer

to the question why a matter apparently so irrele

vant is thus abruptly introduced. All experience

shows that it is the weakened bloodless brain that

can least control its thoughts, and is most open to

the assaults of impure imaginations. One who was

necessarily brought face to face with the danger,

or who needed promptness and decision to guard

against it, would find it his wisdom to keep body

and brain in a state of healthy equilibrium ; and

St. Paul, with whom all bodily discipline was a

means and not an end, saw (not improbably under

St. Luke's guidance) that what Timothy needed

for that equilibrium was a moderate use of the

stimulant which he had hitherto (possibly follow

ing St. Paul's example) denied himself. The

special reason given, ' for thy stomach's sake,'

savours of the medical adviser, and as if it were

added lest the disciple should draw a wrong

inference from the previous words and plunge into

more rigorous austerities. So an Abemethy might

have said, in his rough way, of a like case, ' If he

must deal with such things, don't let him go into

the filth on an empty stomach.'

Ver. 24. Going before to judgment. After

the advice given parenthetically, the latter returns

to the subject of Church discipline. The * other

men's sins ' in which Timothy is not to be a par

taker, are of two classes—(1) flagrant, notorious,

so conspicuous even before the trial, that they

scarcely need witnesses, are, indeed, as the accusers

who bring the criminal before the judge ; (2) those

which do not come out at first, but, as it were,

creep on, and dog the man's steps, and at last

overtake him. Receiving the words as applicable

chiefly to the precept against hasty laying on of

hands, they contain a warning against assuming

fitness from the absence of open scandal. Even

in such cases a careful inquiry was not to be

neglected. It is obvious that the judgment spoken

of is man's and not God's, temporal and not

eternal in its results.

Ver. 25. They that are otherwise cannot be

hid. The previous verse had been directed

against hasty acceptance or acquittal. This is

against hasty condemnation or rejection. In

some cases a man's good deeds are clear and

patent, in others meliora latent. ' Better than

the seen lies hid,' but that, too, cannot be hid for

long. Enquiry will bring it to the light of day

in spite even of the wish or humility of the doer.

If we inquire carefully, and have the gift of

insight, we shall find out before long what men

are and what they have been doing.
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Chapter VI. 1-2 1.

I. Duties of Slaves—3. Practical Morality the Test of Doctrine—6. The Rule

of Contentment—9. Dangers of the Love of Money—1 1. Final ExJtortation

to Courage and Perseverance—17. Tlie True Teaching for the Rich—20.

The True and the False Gnosis.

1 I ET as many "servants as are under the yoke count the»r «EPh «. s.

-I—* own masters worthy of all honour, * that the name of * i»- >"• s-

2 God and his doctrine1 be not blasphemed. And they that

have believing masters, let them not despise them, ' because c c°l •»• •■

they are brethren ; but rather do them service,' because they

are faithful and beloved, partakers of the benefit.' These

3 things teach and exhort. If any man d teach otherwise, andrfChi-3-

consent ' not to wholesome 4 words, even 5 the words of our ' " Tim- '• ">

Lord Jesus Christ, ^and to the doctrine which is according to /Tit. i. 1.

4 godliness; He is proud,6 'knowing nothing, but doting about *iCor.viii.».

* questions and strifes of words, whereof cometh envy, strife, atu. is. 9.

5 railings, evil' surmisings, 'Perverse disputings of * men of ^ cor. xi. ■«.

corrupt minds,8 and destitute of the truth, ' supposing that gain /Tit. l h.

6 is" godliness:10 "from such withdraw thyself." But " godli- »*£;™;£

7 ness with contentment is great gain." For 'we brought »J<*i. «.

nothing into this world, and it is certain we can " carry

8 nothing1* out. And 'having food and raiment,15 let us be / Heb. «ai. 5.

9 therewith " content. But ' they that will " be rich fall into 9 Prov. xv. 24.

temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful

10 lusts, r which drown men in destruction and perdition. 'For ^Ex'.xxm. s.

the love of money is the root of all evil : " which while some

coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced

1 1 themselves through with many sorrows. ' But thou, " O man Iq^JJ^*

of God, flee these things ; and follow after righteousness, godli- '■

12 ness, faith, love, patience, meekness. "Fight the good fight of "' Cor- '<*■ »*

faith, ** lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art also '* called, •»**««■ ■"• "■

and "hast professed a" good profession before many witnesses. -rHeb.xiii.a3.

13 'I give thee charge in the sight of God, 'who quickeneth all^^J*^

things, and before Christ Jesus, "who before Pontius Pilate & xviii

14 witnessed a" good confession; That thou" keep this*1 com

mandment without spot, unrebukeable," * until the appearing i1Tho.ui.13.

15 of our Lord Jesus Christ: Which in his" times he shall show,

1 our teaching • let them serve all the more

3 they who receive the benefit are faithful and beloved 4 healthy

4 omit even 6 puffed up T base 8 corrupted in their mind

9 omit gain is 10 add is a means of gain u omit from such withdraw thyself

11 a great means of gain 13 for neither can we 1* anything

15 covering 1(i with these we will be 17 wish to 18 evils

19 wast so didst profess the sl the " To

28 blameless S4 aiid own
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who is c the blessed and only Potentate, d the King of kings, 5ch. i. «.

' ° ° d Rev. xvu. 14.

16 and Lord of lords ; Who only hath immortality, dwelling in

the "light" which no man can approach unto;" ' whom" no « J°- «■ *6-

man hath seen, nor can see : t to whom be honour and power ** /EPh- ■"■ »•-

17 everlasting. Amen. Charge them that are rich in this world,

that they be not high-minded, g nor trust in * uncertain" riches, Jp^^jjj;,.

but in 'the living God, *who giveth us richly all things to j^J^j*

18 enjoy; That they do good, that ' they be rich in good works, /J—-2-S-

19 "ready to distribute, "willing to communicate ; M Laying up in "J^vJV3'

store" for themselves a good foundation against the time to

20 come, that they may lay hold on eternal " life. O Timothy,

keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane

and vain babblings, and oppositions of science" falsely so

21 called : Which some professing have erred concerning the faith.

Grace be with thee. Amen.

The first to Timothy was written from Laodicea, which is the

chiefest city of Phrygia Pacatiana.

" omit the ,0 add inaccessible

87 omit which no man can approach unto S8 might

89 the uncertainty of 30 in giving, ready in distributing

' triat urViirh ic trnlv S3
31 Treasure up 31 that which is truly knowledge

Ver. I. The subject of Church discipline in the

strict sense of the word had been finished. But

social questions of no small difficulty remained to

be dealt with, and these St. Paul, with the wide

experience which made him perceive the false

hood of extremes, and which we trace in 1 Cor.

vii. 20-23, Eph. vi. 5-9, Col. iii. 22-iv. 1, now

proceeds to discuss.—As many servants as are

under the yoke. The English suggests the

thought that the last words add a mark of dis

tinction differencing some servants as slaves from

others, either as being worse treated, or as having

unbelieving masters. In the Greek, however, the

order stands ' as are under a yoke as slaves,' the

first word being the more generic of the two.

—His doctrine. It is clear from this and Tit.

ii. 10, that the influence of Christianity on the

slave population of the Roman Empire was

popularly regarded as a crucial test. Was a slave

more honest, sober, truthful, generally a better

servant, after his conversion ? One can fancy the

kind of language, half abuse and half blasphemy,

which would be freely used when the answer to

that question was in the negative.

Ver. 2. Because they are brethren. The risk

contemplated was, lest the new sense of fraternity

should pass into a revolutionary claim to equality.

Slaves were not to despise their masters because

they (the masters) were brothers in Christ, That

was a ground for a new loyalty and a more

thorough obedience.—Because they are faith

ful ana beloved, partakers of the benefit. It is

difficult to say what was in the minds of the trans

lators of the Authorised Version. As it stands, it

suggests the idea that ' the benefit ' is some pre

eminent good, like the gift of eternal life. The

rendering is, however, altogether wrong, and we

must read, ' because they who receive the benefit

[i.e. as on a footing of reciprocity) arefaithful and

beloved? We note in this the delicate and

generous tact with which St. Paul, following or

coinciding with Seneca,1 implies that in the

increased activity of their service slaves may

assume a new position as benefactors, and as it

were confer a favour on their masters.

Ver. 3. If any man teach otherwise. The

same expressive compound verb as in i. 3.—Con

sent. Literally, 'come over to, accede to,' as a

proselyte accedes to a new faith.—The wholesome

words of our Lord Jesus Christ There is no

reason why the words should not be taken in their

literal or most natural meaning as ' the words

spoken by the Lord Jesus.' St Paul, we know,

quoted such words in Acts xx. 35, and even in

this Epistle we have an instance of his acquaint

ance with a written record of them (v. 18). Such

words seem to him to present the ideal of that

healthiness of thought from which the revolutionary

impulses that disorganize society were morbid

departures.

Ver. 4. He is proud. The same Greek word

as in iii. 6, ' He has been and is under the stupefy

ing influence of a fever.' The word is thus brought

into the sharpest possible contrast with the

' healthy words ' of the previous verse.—Doting.

Here again the term is strictly medical : ' raving '

mad after, morbidly dwelling on. — Strifes of

words. The Greek word (iiyi«i.{ai| is not

classical, and was probably one of those coined by

St. Paul. The precise nature of the logomachies

in question must remain in doubt, but the context

1 Seneca discusses the question whether 'a slave could

rightly be said to confer a favour or benefit on his mister/

and answers it in the affirmative.
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would lead us to think of debates in which high-

sounding words, 'knowledge,' 'freedom,' 'power,'

'right,' wereused,such as were in use at Corinth, and

have been always the watchwords of revolutionary

leaders in ecclesiastical or social life.—Bailings.

The Greek word is ' blasphemies,' but the English

Version is right in confining it to words of reviling

from man to man. So, in like manner, the ' evil

surmisings ' are men's suspicions of each other.

Ver. 5. Perverse disputings. There are two

different readings of the Greek words, each giving

a distinct meaning—(1) iuurxfarfifrw, continued

quarrels; (2) wmfmtmrf&mi (as in the English

Version), perverse disputings. Of these the first

is best supported. — Men of corrupt mind.

Literally ' corrupted as to their mind,' the word

used being that which implies, in St. Paul's

psychology, the higher intellect or spiritual

part of man, including will and conscience.—

Destitute of the truth. The English « destitute,'

which has come to have a simply negative mean

ing, is hardly adequate for the Greek, ' men who

have lost the truth,' bereaved of it, as of a treasure.

—Thinking that gain is godliness. The English

Version exactly inverts the right order of the

words, ' thinking that godliness ' (better perhaps

' religion ' or ' piety ') ' is a means of gaining

money.' The words carry us back to the dis

turbing anti-social teaching against which the

apostle had protested in vers. 1, 2. To such

men the new religion seemed, as it were, a new

business, an investment, a means of getting on in

life, and so they made themselves and others dis

contented with their station and their work.

Ver. 6. Godliness with contentment. In con

trast with the false view of religion as a source of

wealth, St. Paul brings out its true character. In

the highest sense, ' religion ' with contentment is

the best business, the best investment The Greek

word for ' contentment ' is that by which ethical

writers expressed the state of one who, being truly

wise, was sufficient to himself, whatever might be

the outward circumstances in which he found him

self. It was a favourite word of the Stoic schools,

and the cognate adjective had been already used

by St. Paul in Phil. iv. 11.

Ver. 7. It is certain that we can carry nothing

out. The word ' certain ' is not in the best mss. ,

and seems to have been inserted to make the sense

of the passage clearer. Without it we must read,

' because neither can we carry anything out.' God

has made us enter the world with nothing, to teach

that we must leave it as we came.

Ver. 8. Raiment. The Greek word, which is

not found elsewhere in the New Testament, has

the general sense of covering, and may therefore

include 'shelter' as well.—Let us be therewith

content. The better Greek text gives an authori

tative future rather than an imperative. ' We

shall be content therewith. '

Ver. 9. They that will be rich. The Greek

'will' is more than the simple future : They that

wish to be rich. It is not the mere possession of

riches, but the cupidity before gaining them, and

the trust in them (Mark x. 24) when gained, that

constitute their danger.—Foolish. Better ' sense

less ; ' desires that have no root in the nature of

things or in our actual wants, the love of display,

the vulgar vanity of seeming as rich as others, or

richer.—Drown. Literally ' sink,' used of ships as

well as men.—Destruction and perdition. The

Greek words are of kindred derivation, but are

brought together to express the uttemess of the

ruin ; perhaps also in the second word, to give

prominence to the thought that it stretches beyond

the present life.

Ver. 10. The root of all evil. Better 'a root.'

The Greek for 'root' has no article. The

thought implied is not that the love of money is

the one source of evil, but that out of it, as out of

other vices of character, every form of evil would

naturally spring. The position of 'root,' how

ever, as in the parallel construction of I Cor.

"'• 3> gives it almost the same force as the article

would do.—Which. The antecedent to the rela

tive is not ' money ' itself, but ' the love of money, '

the apostle not shrinking, here or elsewhere, from

a seeming pleonasm.—Some . . . have erred. The

use of the formula in these Epistles leads us to

the belief that St. Paul was making, not a general

indefinite statement, but one referring to persons

whom he knew, and whom Timothy would know,

though they remain unnamed. The Greek tense,

aorist, not perfect, strengthens this conviction.

Ver. 11. 0 man of God. The choice of phrase

may be referred to two links of associations. ( 1 )

There is that of its use in the Old Testament as

applied to prophets, I Sam. ix. 6, 8, 1 Kings

xiii. 1, 4, 8, and elsewhere, Timothy's work as an

evangelist having in St. Paul's mind a character

analogous to that of the older prophets. (2)

With a latent reference to our Lord's emphatic

teaching that no man can serve two masters, or

divide his allegiance between God and Mammon

(Luke xvi. 13), the teacher reminds his disciple

that he for his part is called to own God and God

only as his Master, and therefore to renounce the

love of earthly riches which lured so many to their

destruction.—Patience. Better here, as el sewhere,

endurance.—Meekness. The Greek word is not

the simple form commonly used in the New

Testament, but a compound answering to our

' meek-spiritedness. ' It is found in Philo.

Ver. 12. Fight the good fight of faith. The

thought is parallel to, but not identical with, the

' good warfare ' of L 18. Here the idea is that of

the conflict of the athlete rather than the soldier,

and this has, as its characteristic, that it is ' the

conflict of the faith ' in its definite and objective

sense, that to which the profession of the Chris

tian faith pledges us.—Lay hold on eternal life.

There is a subtle distinction in the tenses of the

two imperatives which can hardly be expressed

in English. The conflict is to be a continuous

life-long struggle, the ' laying hold ' is to be one

vigorous act.—Whereunto thou art also called.

The metaphor of the conflict is dropped, and the

words fit in with the spiritual realities of Timothy's

own experience.—Hast professed a good profes

sion. Better, 'didst con/ess the good confes

sion,' the article pointing no less than the tense

to some definite and conspicuous act. What

this was cannot be defined with certainty. It

may have been a formal statement of his accept

ance of Christian truth at his baptism, or his

ordination, or on his appointment to his special

work at Ephesus. The immediate reference,

however, to our Lord's good confession before

Pilate suggests that something analogous to that

was in St. Paul's mind, ana that in some un

recorded crisis of his life Timothy had been

brought before the civil power, and had not shrunk

from acknowledging his faith in the presence of

friends and foes.
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Ver. 13. I give thee charge. The apostle

returns to the opening thought of the Epistle, that

of the 'charge or 'injunction' which he com

mitted to his disciple, i. 5, 18 ; but now that he is

drawing to a close, the injunction assumes a more

solemn character and is given as in the presence

of God and Christ.—That quickeneth all things.

The special attribute of God needed for the en

couragement of the faint-hearted. Men may

slay the body, but God can both give life to the

soul and restore it to the corpse.—Before Pontius

Pilate. The Greek may have either this mean

ing, or ' under Pontius Pilate,' as in the Creed.—

Witnessed a good confession. The word for 'wit

ness ' seems purposely chosen for the higher form

of witness that was consummated by death. The

Greek, as before, has the article before confession,

as referring to something well known, and so the

passage becomes important as evidence that the

narrative of the Passion was sufficiently familiar

to be thus appealed to.

Ver. 14. Without spot, unxebukeable. We

keep the rhetorical effect of the Greek better by

translating both adjectives after the same pattern,

'without spot, without rebuke? or 'spotless, re-

proachless, ox 'unspotted, unrcproached.'—VrAi\

the appearing. The words imply, as St. Paul's

language everywhere does, a vague feeling that

the great Epiphany of judgment might take place

within the limits of his own lifetime or that of

the next generation. That, at all events, was the

goal which all were to keep in view.

Ver. 15. Which in his times. The words

qualify the expectation just expressed. He leaves

the times and the seasons in the hands of the

Great Ruler.—The blessed and only Potentate.

The word for ' blessed 'is the same as in i. II.

That for ' Potentate ' is used in Luke i. 52, Acts

viii. 27, of men in authority. In classical poetry

it is applied to the stars as the rulers of the fir

mament (jEsch. Again. 6). Here only in the

New Testament is it applied to the Divine sove

reignty. The 'only' need not be explained as

referring to any Gnostic scheme of dualism. It

was the word which in the mouth of every true

Israelite connected itself more than any other

with the Divine Name.—King of kings and Lord

of lords. Here, there can scarcely be a doubt,

the words are applied to the Eternal Father, who

has placed the seasons in His own power (Acts

i. 7). The corresponding but not quite identical

terms are applied in Rev. xvii. 14, xix. 16, to

the Logos as the Son of God. Few facts could

illustrate more clearly the strength of the belief of

St. John that all the attributes of the one Divine

Person are shared by the other.

Ver. 16. Who only hath immortality. Other

beings, His creatures, are immortal by the appoint

ment of the great Creator. He only has it as the

very essence of His being. The words have been

much quoted of late years, as supporting the

doctrine of the annihilation of the lost. They

are, however, obviously inconclusive on a point

which does not seem to have been in the apostle's

thoughts at the time he wrote the words, and can

only be alleged as proving, what no one ever

denied, that the soul of man is not necessarily

immortal.—Dwelling in the light which no man

can approach unto. The symbolism is perhaps

the highest that man's thoughts can fashion, and

has abundant sanction in Ps. civ. 2. But we

must remember that after all it is but symbolism,

and that from another point of view God Himself

is the Light in which He is here said to dwell,

I John i. 5.—Whom no man hath seen or can

see. Better, 'whom no man ever saw.' A com

parison of this verse with John i. 18 shows that the

whole passage refers to the Father and not to the

Son, and the two taken together serve to show the

harmony between the two great apostles on this

common point of their theology. The whole pas

sage has in the Greek a rhythmical, almost metrical

character, and may have been, as many commen

tators think, a quotation from some liturgical

hymn.

Ver. 17. Charge them that are rich in this

world. It is quite after St. Paul's manner to return

in this way to the subject from which he had been

led away by the train of thought that issued in a

doxology. Before, he had spoken of those who

set their hearts on becoming rich. Now, he deals

with those whom he finds rich by inheritance or

otherwise.—High-minded. The state of one who

forms great and ambitious schemes in which he

himself is the centre.—Nor trust in uncertain

riches. Better, ' nor to fix their hope on the un

certainty of riches'—In God who giveth us richly

all things 10 enjoy. If we seek for riches, God

gives richly ; but that which He gives brings with

it no cares and sorrows, like earthly wealth,

but tends, whether it be outward or inward good,

to direct and immediate enjoyment.

Ver. 18. Do good, be rich in good works.

The second ' good ' is higher than the first, as

noble deeds are above merely beneficent ones.—

Ready to distribute, willing to communicate.

The two words are nearly synonymous. If there

is any difference, it is that the former implies

general benevolence, the latter a feeling more

individual in its object. One distributes what it

has to the poor, the other shares its possessions

with a friend.

Ver. 19. Laying up in store. Better, 'as a

treasure.' We need not be startled at the appar

ent contradiction between this reference to good

works as a foundation, and the language in which

St. Paul elsewhere asserts that the one foundation

is Christ (1 Cor. iii. 11). Men do not commonly

check their figurative speech by the rules of a

rigid consistency. On the assumption of some

acquaintance on St. Paul's part with our Lord's

teaching, the language of Luke vi. 48 would

suggest the aspect of the figure now brought be

fore us. There we find first the rock, then the

foundation, then the house ; or, interpreting the

parable, first faith in Christ, then good works,

then the general order of the life.

Ver. 20. 0 Timothy. The letter is coming to

its close, and the feelings of the writer grow more

intense.—That which is committed to thy trust.

The Greek has one word with the sense of

'deposit.' Taken by itself, it is general in its

meaning, and may refer either (1) to the faith com

mitted to him, (2) to the Church entrusted to his

charge, or (3) to the spiritual gifts bestowed on

him. Looking to the antithesis with ' profane

babblings ' here, to the use of the cognate verb in

i. 18 and 2 Tim. ii. 2, to its connexion with ' the

form of sound words' in 2 Tim. i. 12, 13, there

can be little hesitation in accepting (1) as the most

probable.—Vain babblings. A various reading,

differing only in two vowels, gives ' new phrases,'

but the text is preferable.—Oppositions of science

falsely so called. There is not much difficulty as
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to the 'science'' thus spoken of. 'Knowledge,'

the familiar rendering in other passages, as 1 Cor.

viii. 1, xii. 8, xiii. 2, would be far better here also.

The dreamy fantastic gnosis of the Apostolic Age

was as remote as possible in its character and

tendencies from the ' science ' of modern culture.

We know from the passages referred to that_thtere

were some in St. Paul's time at Corinth who

boasted of a gnosis which he did not recognise as

worthy of the name. In the second century, what

was then seen in germ had developed into a swarm

of fantastic heresies, each claiming 'gnosis ' as their

special glory. The Pastoral Epistles represent

an intermediate stage. What precise meaning is

to be attached to the 'oppositions of science,' it is

not so easy to say. Those who deny St. Paul's

authorship refer it to the 'antitheses' or 'con

trasts' which Marcion drew out between the

theology of the Old and New Covenants. It is

possible that such contrasts may have been familiar

at a much earlier date, and I Cor. viii. 1 seems to

indicate that the claim to gnosis was allied with

an anti-Jewish tendency, with the claim of a right

to eat things sacrificed to idols or to indulge in

sensual lusts. Teaching of this type, in which

such words as 'knowledge,' 'power,' 'freedom,'

were set up against faith, love, obedience, might

well be said, without assuming a full-blown

Marcionite heresy, to be fruitful in the ' antitheses '

of a falsely-called knowledge.

Ver. 31. Which some professing. Once again

we have the indefinite mention of those who were

known though unnamed. There were some who,

boasting of their knowledge, had as concerning

the faith missed their mark.



THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO

TIMOTHY.

Chapter I. 1-18.

1 . PauPs loving memories of Timothy and his kindred—6. Exhortation to courage

—9. The greatness of the holy calling—13. Tfteform of sound words—15.

Apostasy of Phygellus and others—16. The apostle's prayer for Onesi-

phorus and his household.

1 T)AUL, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God,

-I- according to " the promise of life which is in Christ Jesus, 'Epo- <*■ «■

2 To Timothy, my dearly ' beloved son : Grace, mercy, and peace,

3 from God the Father and Christ Jesus our Lord. * I thank* * Rom. is.

God, ' whom I serve from my forefathers with' pure conscience, rAcexzii.*

that ** without ceasing I have remembrance of thee in my <*' Thes.ua.

4 prayers* night and day; Greatly desiring 5 to see thee, being

5 mindful of thy tears, that I may be filled with joy ; When I

call 7 to remembrance ' the unfeigned faith that is in thee, which * « TuB- '• *

dwelt first in thy grandmother Lois, and -^thy mother Eunice ; /Aami..

6 and I am persuaded that in thee also. Wherefore * I put thee

in remembrance ^that thou stir up* the gift of God, which is in r« Tim.hr. 1+

7 thee by the putting on of my hands. For * God hath not *Rom.rai->5-

given 10 us the spirit of fear ; " ' but of power, and of love, and ' La- *»»• «■

8 of a sound mind. *Be not thou therefore ashamed of the * Rom. la

' testimony of our Lord, nor of me "* his prisoner : * but be j|rIETftD'ii[LI6'

thou partaker of the1* afflictions of " the gospel according to ■c«.'-«4-

9 the power of God ; * Who hath14 saved us, and •''called us with Jh^"-^'-

an holy calling, 'not according to our works, but " according to *£°™^a

his own purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus

10 'before the world began," But 'is now made manifest by the 't^lT-'*

appearing16 of our" Saviour Jesus Christ, "who hath abolished ifjj;.1,*^

death, and hath brought le life and immortality to light "

11 through the gospel: "Whereunto I am*0 appointed a preacher, rAcuU-ij.

12 and an apostle, and a teacher of the Gentiles. " For the which »Ep*>- ia. 1.

cause I also suffer these things : nevertheless " I am not

1 omit dearly * I give thanks to * add a 4 supplications

5 longing * remembering 7 Calling 8 For which cause
9 rekindle I0 did not give n cowardice " with me in

13 for H mm*/ hath M times of the ages ""appearance

If a 18 cast lJght uoon It omt( to ljgnt JO was 11 but

584
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ashamed: 'for I know whom I have believed, and am per- *iPet. iv. 19.

suaded that he is able to •''keep that which I have committed jiTim.vi.ao.

unto him against that day.13 * Hold fast " the form of * sound " »™- i. a.
a Rom, u. ao.

words, which thou hast heard of" me, in faith and love which '• V™- !• IO-
c 1 Tim. 1. 14.

14 is in Christ Jesus. That good thing which was committed

unto thee keep by the Holy Ghost d which dwelleth in us. </Rom.vui.n.

1 5 This thou knowest, that * all they which are in Asia be " « Acu «x. ».

turned away from me ; of whom are Phygellus and Hermo-

16 genes. The Lord -^give mercy unto the house of Onesiphorus ; /Matt. v. 7.

rfor he oft refreshed me, and was not ashamed of *my chain : l^jj,8™"^

17 But, when he was in Rome, he sought me out very diligently, a°-

18 and found me. The Lord grant unto him that he may find

mercy of the Lord ' in that day : and in how many things he ' 3 Th«- >• '°-

* ministered unto me at Ephesus, thou knowest very well. * Heb * IO

" healthy ,3 from " omit be

Ver. I. According to the promise of life.

An unusual addition to the opening formula of

St. Paul's letters, probably rising out of the sense

that the promise was near its fulfilment, and that

he was about to pass through life to death.

Ver. 2. My dearly beloved son. The change

of epithet from the ' true son ' of the First Epistle

may be only a casual variation without any con

scious purpose. To the extent, however, in

which we may trace in modern correspondence

a variation of feeling in 'yours faithfully' and

' yours affectionately, we may recognise a shade

of difference here. There is the same warm

hearted love. There is not, perhaps, the same

entire confidence. He has seen signs of timidity

and weakness which lead him throughout the

Epistle to earnest and almost vehement exhorta

tion. The rest of the salutation is as before.

Ver. 3. Whom I serve from my forefathers.

The English word suggests more remote ancestors

than were in St. Paul's thoughts. We have no

word that precisely answers to the Greek, and

are compelled to choose between ' parents ' (as

in I Tim. v. 4), which is too narrow, and ' fore

fathers,' which is too wide. The connexion of

thought is probably that St. Paul, having Timothy's

mother and grandmother in his thoughts (as in

ver. 5), goes back in memory to the influences

that had surrounded his own childhood, and

inserts out of natural sympathy a reference to

them.—With a pure conscience. This was the

point in the past on which St. Paul dwelt with

an ever-increasing thankfulness. In childhood,

youth, manhood, his conscience had always been

free from the guilt of hypocrisy or wilful sinning

against knowledge. Comp. Acts xxiii. I, xxiv. 16.

—That without ceasing. The parallel phrase

in Rom. i. 9 suggests the thought that the

special turn of the phrase (' how without ceasing ')

was determined by the formula, ' God is my

witness, '• which commonly preceded it. There

is, however, nothing incongruous in the construc

tion as it stands. It was a thing to thank God

for that he had his beloved son ever present in

his thoughts and prayers. — Mention. The

Greek has the article, implying the constant prac

tice that had become a personal habit.

Ver. 4. Remembering thy tears. The words

clearly refer to their last parting, probably that

referred to in I Tim. i. 3. There, with his mind

dwelling on the duties to which Timothy had

been called, it was natural not to refer to the

personal emotions of that parting. Now that

absence had increased the yearning desire to see

him once again, and so ' be filled with joy,' it

was as natural to dwell on it. It is characteristic

of Timothy's sensitive, emotional nature that the

tears were shed by him.

Ver. 5. When I call to remembrance.

Warm as the words sound, there is just the

shadow of a misgiving in them. He has to call

to mind the past in order to feel confident for

the future.—Thy grandmother Lois. We now

see the reason of his reference to his own family.

His remembrance of their piety had helped him.

A like remembrance might help his disciple.

The form of expression, 'which dwelt,' suggests

the thought that mother as well as grandmother

was dead. We learn from Acts xvi. I, that the

former, and therefore probably the latter also,

was a Jewess.—And I am persuaded. The

Greek ' but ' suggests a mental contrast in the

slight misgiving implied in ' I am persuaded. '

We do not commonly say, ' I am sure you will

feel ' when we ore quite sure.

Ver. 6. I pat thee in remembrance. The

anxiety shows itself again. It is necessary to

remind the disciple, shrinking from danger or

worry, to ' stir up ' (literally, ' to rekindle ') the

gift of God, which, as in the phrase ' quench

not the Spirit,' is thought of as a flame that may

dwindle and be extinguished if not cherished

and revived.—By the laying on of my hands.

As being the chief ordainer (in later ecclesiastical

language), he connects the gifts with his own

imposition of hands rather than with that of the

presbyters who assisted him (1 Tim. iv. 14). The

passage is not without interest as bearing on the

sacramental language of the Church. The out

ward sign was not only a symbol, but an instru

ment of the spiritual gift.

Ver. 7. God hath not given. Better, 'did

not nve. '—The spirit of fear. Better, ' cowar

dice. Here, again, in the use of so strong a
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word, we trace the desire of the apostle to rouse

Timothy from what seemed to him an undue

timidity.—A sound mind. The Greek implies

more than this (better, 'discipline'), the gift of

bringing others to the state so described ; and it

was in this that Timothy, with all his personal

excellence, was defective.

Ver. 8. Be not thou therefore ashamed.

The exhortation, grounded on the fact that the

spiritual gifts which he had received should be

allowed, as it were, free play, implies some fear

that Timothy was acting as if ashamed of the

testimony of Jesus.—Nor of me his prisoner.

Something obviously had come to St. Paul's

knowledge on this point, which had given him

pain. Timothy had drawn back, as if ashamed

of him, as well as of the Gospel. He adds the

word ' prisoner ' as likely to appeal more strongly

than aught else to Timothy's feelings.—Be thou

partaker of the afflictions of the gospel.

Better, ' Be thou a partaker in my sufferings for

the gospel?—According to the power of God,

i.e. the power that comes from God, with special

reference to the ' spirit of power ' of ver. 7.

Ver. 9. The train of thought obviously is : God

has done so much for us. Shall we not at least

do something for Him, if only by exercising the

gifts He has bestowed on us ? After his manner,

once entering on the great theme, the writer is

carried on by the fulness of his thoughts.—A holy

calling, i.e. a calling, a summons, which implies

holiness. This was not 'according to our works,'

for they were by hypothesis, and in fact, unholy,

but is referred to the purpose and the favour of

God. And as no commencement in time could

be ascribed to the Divine purpose, for that would

imply change in the Unchangeable, this purpose,

yes, and even the gift, must be thought of as be

longing to periods beyond man's power to measure ;

literally, ' before the times of aons or ages,' before

the years of eternity.

Ver. 10. By the appearing. Remarkable as

the only passage in the New Testament in which

the word i«7p«u<« (= manifestation) is applied

to the Incarnation of our Lord. Elsewhere, as

in 2 Thess. ii. 8, I Tim. vi. 14, 2 Tim. iv. 1, 8,

Tit. ii. 13, it is always used of the ' appearing ' of

the second Advent. — Hath abolished death.

The verb is one of St. Paul's favourite words, as

e.g. in I Cor. xiii. 8, xv. 26, and implies depriving

of activity, annulling, bringing to nought. The

selection of this special attribute of the work of

Christ is determined, as was ' the promise of

life ' in ver. I, by the wish to make Timothy see

life and death in their true colours, so that he

might not fear the one or cleave ignobly to the

other. Christ has deprived death of its power

(1 Cor. xv. 26, 55 ; Heb. ii. 14). It is no longer

an enemy to be dreaded, but a friend to be wel

comed.—Brought to light. Better, 'thrown light

upon.' The idea is not that of dragging forth

what had been hidden in darkness, but, as in

1 Cor. iv. 5, that of pouring in light. He has

illumined the true, higher life of man, which was

previously clouded by the lower.—Immortality.

Better, as in I Cor. xv. 42, ' interruption.' He

is speaking, not of mere exemption from physical

death, but of the permanent glorified state which

is exempted from decay.—Through the Gospel.

Grammatically, the words may refer to both the

preceding clauses, but it is better to connect them

only with the second. Death was deprived of

its sting by the single act of Christ. The Gospel

of that death pours light upon the mystery of life.

Ver. 1 1. A preacher, an apostle, and a teacher

of the Gentiles. There is something character

istic in the way in which Paul the aged, here and

in I Tim. ii. 7, where we find the same com

bination, accumulates one word upon another to

express the greatness of his vocation. He is at

once the herald, the envoy, the instructor. In this

way only dues he allow himself to magnify his office.

Ver. 12. I also suffer these things. He

assumes that the things of which he speaks are

known to Timothy. 1 hey are at least sufficiently

implied in the word 'prisoner.' — I am not

ashamed. The same word as in ver. 8. He is

not ashamed of his work. Why should Timothy

be ashamed of him ?—Whom I have believed.

Better, perhaps, ' in whom I haveplacedmy trust.'

—To keep that which I have committed to

him. The Greek (win vxfuiimr,! ^»» ; literally,

' my deposit ') is ambiguous, and may be rendered

cither as in the English Version, or as a possessive

genitive, 'that which has been committed to me.'

In the latter construction, it would have approxi

mately the same meaning as in ver. 14—the life,

natural or spiritual ; the truth ; the doctrine ; the

work, with which the apostle had been entrusted.

God would guard His own work. The analogy

of the word 'keep,' however, as applied to God,

is in favour of the former construction ; and then

the ' deposit ' may be thought of as including all

that was most precious in the apostle's eyes, his

work, his own salvation, or, as an echo of the

words spoken on the cross (Lukexxiii. 46), the spirit

which lie commended to his Father.—Against

that day. As in ver. 18, iv. 8, 2 Thess. i. to, the

great day of the Lord, the final Advent ofthe Christ.

Ver. 13. Hold fast the form of Bound words.

The word rendered ' form ' (irtrirmrts) is the

same as that rightly translated ' pattern ' in

I Tim. i. 16. It is therefore probable that a

word so rarely used by St. Paul is used here also

in the same sense. Its position shows that it is

emphatic, and though without the article in the

Greek, the absence is supplied by the emphasis

thus given. The full interpretation of the words

turns on the meaning of the verb, which may be

simply 'have' in the sense of 'take,' or 'have'

in the sense of ' hold fast and keep.' The former

gives as the meaning, ' Take what I have just

said as an example of the wholesome words ; '

the latter, which seems, on the whole, to give

the truer meaning, ' Hold fast, keep before thee

that pattern.'—Wnolesome words. As in 1 Tim.

i. to, vi. 3, and elsewhere, words that arc cha

racterized by a spiritual healthiness.—Which thou

hast heard of me. The Greek tense ('whieh

thou didst hear ') points to some definite occasion

which Timothy would remember, and on which,

in the temper of ' the faith and love which are in

Christ Jesus,' Timothy had listened eagerly to the

words which he was now in danger of forgetting.

Ver. 14. That good thing which was com

mitted unto thee. Taken in connexion with

the foregoing reference to the healthy or health-

giving words, the phrase includes what has been

technically called the ' depositumfidei ;' but it has,

as in ver. 12, a wider range—not the doctrine or

the truth only, but all of which Timothy had been

made, if one may so speak, the trustee,—all

spiritual gifts that he had himself received, and

the Church committed to his charge.—Through
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the Holy Ghost which dwelleth in us. The

plural of the pronoun is generic, not personal of

Paul and Timothy only. The apostle assumes

that the Holy Spirit is actually dwelling in all

believers, enabling them to do that which by

nature they cannot do.

Ver. 15. This thou knowest. With a singular

naturalness, the apostle turns from his earnest

exhortation to what we may call the ' news ' of

his letter. Yet it is not altogether news. He

is telling Timothy what in part he knew before,

and his motive in so doing is not far to seek.—All

they which are in Asia be turned away from

me. The words ' they which are in Asia ' (not

' from ') seem to refer, not to a recent fact in St.

Paul's imprisonment at Rome, his being shunned

by Phygellus and Hermogenes, but to something

that had happened when he was last at Ephesus.

His appeal to Timothy's knowledge of the facts,

and the specific mention of Rome in the case of

Onesiphorus, confirm this view, but it is fair to

add that many commentators of repute take the

other view.—Phygellus and Hermogenes. Of

these we know nothing certain. Suetonius

(Domit. c. 10) mentions a certain Hermogenes of

Tarsus who was put to death by Domitian. If

we could assume identity, the fact that it was a

fellow-townsman and old acquaintance that shunned

him would add a special sting to the pain thus

inflicted on the sensitive heart of the apostle.

Ver. 16. The Lord give mercy to the house

of Onesiphorus. Now we see what train of

thought has led to the mention of these names.

Timothy is to look on this picture and on that,

and to ask himself whether he will cast in his lot

with the two whose desertion had pained his

father in the faith, or with him whose loyalty

drew forth these words of thankful benediction.

The expression ' to the house of Onesiphorus, '

suggests, though it cannot be said to prove, the

supposition that he himself was dead.—Refreshed

me. The word, though not the same, is analogous

to that in Philem. 7. Acts of kindness were to

the heart of St. Paul as a cool breeze in the parch

ing heat, as water to the thirsty, as the shadow

of a rock in a weary land.—Was not ashamed

of my chain. The word is obviously chosen to

remind Timothy of the weakness which had made

St. Paul's entreaty in ver. 3 a painful necessity.

Ver. 17. When he was in Borne. It follows

from this that he had left it, or, as above, was

dead, at the time when St. Paul wrote.—Sought

me out very diligently. Literally, ' more dili

gently,' as by an implied comparison with the

conduct of others, or with the average of what

was common. Others turned away. He came

to Rome and never rested till he had found out

where the prisoner of the Lord was kept in cus

tody, and then he came with loyal and loving

kindness.

Ver. 18. That he may find mercy from the

Lord in that day. On the assumption already

mentioned as probable, this would, of course, be

a prayer for the dead. The reference to the great

day of judgment falls in with this hypothesis.

Such prayers were, weknow from a Mace. xu. 41-45,

common among the Jews a century or more

before St. Paul's time, and there is good ground

for thinking that they entered into the ritual of

every synagogue, and were to be seen in the

epitaphs in every Jewish burial-place. From the

controversial point of view, this may appear to

favour the doctrine and practice of the Church

of Rome, but facts are facts apart from their con

troversial bearing. It is, at any rate, clear that

such a simple utterance of hope in prayer, like

the ShalSm (Peace) of Jewish, and the ' Re-

quiescat ' or ' Refrigerium ' of early Christian

epitaphs, and the like prayers in early liturgies,

though they sanction the natural outpouring of

affectionate yearnings, are as far as possible from

the full-blown Romish theory of Purgatory. The

singular construction, 'The Lord grant . . .

mercy from the Lord,' suggests the thought that

the former is equivalent to 'God grant as re

ferring to the Father, the latter to the Lord Jesus

as the Judge of quick and dead in the great day.

— Thou knowest very well. Literally, ' too

■well to need to be told.' The ministrations refer

probably to St. Paul's last visit to Ephesus, where

it would seem from iv. 19, Onesiphorus and his

family had resided.

Chapter II. 1-26.

1. Exhortations to stedfastness—9. St. Paul's example in sufferingfor the faith

—14. The duty of a true teacher—16. Tlie profane babblings of Hymenaus

and Philelus—20. Vessels ofhonour and dishonour—22. Counsels ofpurity,

zvisdom, 25. and meekness.

T
HOU therefore,

in Christ Jesus. And the things that thou hast heard '

my son, * be strong in the grace that is ;j.'IJin^i- *,;

of me among many witnesses, ' the same * commit thou to c ■ Tim- '• ,8-

faithful men, who shall be rfable to teach others also. Thou rftui. 9.

therefore endure hardness, ' as a good soldier of Jesus Christ* ' ■ Tim. 1 18.

f No man that warreth* entangleth himself with the affairs of /> Cc- «• »s-

1 didst hear J these 8 Christ Jesus * engaged in war
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this* life; that he may please him who hath" chosen7 him to

5 be a soldier. And 'if a man also strive for masteries,* yet is fiCor. u.is.

6 he not crowned, except he strive* lawfully. AThe husband- *'Cor. u.ia

man that laboureth must be first partaker ,0 of the fruits.

7 Consider what I say ; and " the Lord 12 give thee understanding

8 in all things. Remember that Jesus Christ, * of the seed of ■Roolljv

David, * was raised from the dead 'according to my gospel: J'0*•"•?"•

o '"Wherein I suffer trouble, as an evil-doer," "even unto bonds ; »,Ac!s«: i6-
7 ' ' ' « Eph. 111. 1.

10 "but the word of God is not" bound. Therefore14 'I endure *™J-V..,>
p Eph. in. 13.

all things for the elect's sakes, that they may also obtain the

1 1 salvation which is in Christ Jesus with eternal glory. ' // is a ?iTim.L>s.

faithful " saying : For r if we be dead " with him, we shall also 'Rom. vi. s.

12 live with him: 'If we suffer," we shall also reign with him: 1R0m.viu.17.

13 ' if we deny him, he also will deny us : * If we believe not, yet 'Jg^\*

14 he abideth faithful: "he" cannot deny himself. Of these «-»»>■. m™.

things put them in remembrance, "charging tlum before the «■■ Tim. v. »•.

Lord * that they strive not about words to no profit, but ,0 to * • Tim. «'• 4-

1 5 the subverting of the hearers. Study to show thyself approved

unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed," rightly

16 dividing the word of truth. But 'shun profane and vain y « T"°- "■ -

17 babblings : for they will increase unto more ungodliness. And

their word will eat as doth a canker:" of whom is" * Hy- »>TiaL»-»°-

18 menaeus and Philetus ; Who concerning the truth have" erred,

"saying that the resurrection is past already ;25 and overthrow «iCor.*».n

19 the faith of some. Nevertheless" h the foundation of God*' * Mit.xxiv.j4.

standeth sure, having this seal, The Lord 'knoweth them that cNjIuLt.

are his. And, Let every one that nameth the name of Christ

20 depart from iniquity. ''But in a great house there are not only rfiTim. iu.i5

vessels of gold and of silver, but also of wood and of earth ;

2 1 * and some to honour, and some to dishonour. If a man there- t Rom. ix. «.

fore purge" himself from these, he shall be a vessel unto

honour, sanctified, and meet for the master's use, and f pre- /t><- «j- >•

22 pared" unto every good work. Flee also youthful lusts: but

follow righteousness, faith, charity,*0 peace, with them that

23 'call on the Lord *out of a pure heart. But 'foolish and 4A2?"-. **■
u r k 1 1 in. x. 5.

unlearned questions avoid, knowing that they do gender strifes. '«Tim ■- ♦•

24 And * the servant of the Lord must not strive ; but be gentle *Tit- ia-

25 unto all men, ' apt to teach, patient," "In meekness instruct- '-*;'-?

ing" those that oppose themselves; "if God peradventure will «Act*vUi.«a

* omit this * omit hath r chose

8 contend in the games ' contend 10 to partake n for

12 add will 13 a malefactor H has not been

15 For this cause 16 Faithful is the 17 died ,8 endure

19 prefix for 20 a thing useful for nothing 2I unshamed 2I gangrene

2r' are 24 omit have 26 has already come to pass

26 omit nevertheless 27 add however 28 cleanse

2" made ready *° love 31 forbearing 81 correcting
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give them repentance * to the " acknowledging of the truth ; » - Tim. u. 4.

26 And that they may recover themselves " * out of the snare of /> - Tim. in. 7.

the devil, who are" taken captive by him at his will.

33 add full 34 awake 35 having been

Ver. 1. Thou therefore, i.e. as following the

example of Onesiphonis.—Be strong. The Greek

verb, passive and not middle, implies at once the

being strengthened, and the continuance in the

state thus reached ; and this process and state find

the element 'fit their life in the grace which is

found in Christ.

Ver. 2. The things that thou hast heard.

Probably the same as the 'sound words ' of i. 1 8.

—Among many witnesses. Better 'with' 01

' through,' the presence of the witnesses, presbyters-

and others, being thought of as a condition of the act

referred to. This, as the right rendering, ' which

thou heardest,' implies, was a charge as to the

substance of the Christian faith delivered when

Timothy was appointed by the laying on of hands

to his special work.—Commit thou. The idea ot

the trust or deposit is continued. There is to be

a perpetuation of the trust, and each man's work

for the time being is to choose faithful successors,

who in their turn shall teach what they have learnt

to others.

Ver. 3. Endure hardness. The word is the

same as that rendered in i. 8, ' be thou partaker of

the afflictions. ' ' Take thy share in hardships '

would express its meaning. We lose the emphasis

of repetition by the change of the English words.

Ver. 4. No man that warreth. Better, 'no

soldier on service.'—Affairs. The Greek word

had acquired the secondary sense of affairs of

trade, the businesses of this life. In Roman

practice a soldier could not make a trade con

tract, or be plaintiff in a lawsuit. — Who hath

chosen him to be a soldier. The Greek word is

technical : the commander of a band which he

himself has raised. As such it has a manifest

fitness as applied to Christ, the great ' Captain of

our salvation.' It was perhaps natural that the*

analogy thus stated should have developed in1

ecclesiastical legislation into a rule forbidding the

ministers of the Church from engaging in any

secular pursuits as a means of livelihood. Such a

rule has much to be said in its favour on grounds

of general expediency, but it should be remem

bered that it rests on them and not on St. Paul's

words. They are wider in their application, and

extend to all soldiers of Christ, i.e. to all Chris

tians, and they warn us, not against engaging in.

secular callings, but against so ' entangling ' our

selves in them that they hinder the free growth of

our higher life.

Ver. 5. Strive for masteries. St. Paul's

habitual way of looking at the Christian life led

him to pass naturally from the thought of the

soldier to that of the athlete. We want some

word to express this more adequately in the'

English. 'Strive in the games' would perhaps

answer the purpose, as bringing out more distinctly

the new comparison.—Lawfully. The phrase,

which is found in precisely the same connexion

in Galen (Comm. in Hippocr. 1. 15), was1

technical, half medical, and half belonging to the

training schools of athletes, and implied the,

observance of all rules of life prior to the contest

as well as during it. Failure to keep to the ap

pointed diet and discipline, no less than taking an

unfair advantage at the time, excluded the com

petitor from his reward.

Ver. 6. The husbandman that laboureth.

The Greek, which expresses the qualifying clause

•by a present participle, implies labour during the

(harvest or vintage rather than in the earlier stages

iof growth. Thus taken, the precept is parallel to

Hhat of not muzzling the ox as he treads out the

.torn, and urges to persevering labour when the

harvest is ready, i.e. when the ministerial work

seems crowned with success, as well as during the

preliminary work of planting or watering. The

words probably refer to the actual practice of

Jewish or Greek agriculture.

Ver. 7. Consider what I say. St. Paul con

tents himself with suggesting the analogies of the

two previous verses, and leaves it to Timothy's

reflection to see their bearing on himself.—And

the Lord give thee. The better reading gives

'for the Lord will give thee.' This gives also a

better meaning : ' Make the effort to reflect, for if

thou do, the Lord will give thee the discernment

which thou needest.'

Ver. 8. Remember Jesus Christ. The exhor

tation, seemingly so abrupt and unconnected, looks

both before and after. Quoting words which

were probably part of some formulated confession

of faith, St. Paul calls on Timothy to remember

the two great truths of the Resurrection and the

Incarnation. If that remembrance were clear

and strong, he could not fail to be ready to take

his share of hardships ; he would be ready also to

take a firm stand against the false teachers who,

by saying that the resurrection was past already,

reduced both truths to the level of fantastic myths.

Special stress is laid on ' the seed of David ' as

indicating that Jesus was a historical, not an ideal

Messiah (comp. Rom. i. 3).—According to my

gospel. The oral, not the written, Gospel de

livered by St. Paul.

Ver, 9. Wherein I suffer trouble. The same

emphatic word as the ' endure hardness ' of ver. 3,

the ' be partaker of afflictions ' in i. 8. The way in

which St. Paul dwells upon the actual chains that

were the outward marks of what men thought shame

is eminently characteristic. So, at the outset, he

's ' for the hope of Israel bound with this chain '

(Acts xxviii. 20), so at a later stage he is 'an am

bassador in bonds' (Eph. vi. 20).—The word of

God is not bound. The words have a wide range

of meaning. His hands are manacled, but his

tongue is free, and with it he can still speak the

word of God. Apart even from any action of his

own, that word was working actively outside his

■prison walls. There was no ground for fear that

its course was over.

Ver. 10. Therefore. Better, 'for this reason,

«o as to leave the English, like the Greek, to point

either to what precedes or follows. Here the

atter seems to give the preferable meaning, as in

the like construction in I Tim. i. 16; Phjlem. 15.

He is content to endure all things that God's chosen
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ones may obtain the salvation that is in Christ

Jesus. The thought of the apostle is, that God

has throughout the world those whom He has

chosen to eternal life ; that this election depends

for its results on human instrumentality, and may

be frustrated by human negligence. For their

sake, whether already converted or waiting to be

called, he is content to suffer whatever God

appoints for him. Those sufferings are part of the

agencies by which God is working out for them

salvation now and eternal glory hereafter.

Ver. 11. It is a faithful saying. The rhythmi

cal form of the sentence that follows suggests the

thought that we have a fragment of one of the

'spiritual songs' of Eph. v. 19, Col. iii. 16,

uttered under prophetic inspiration, accepted by

the Church, used in its worship, taught to children

and to converts.—If we be dead with him. The

Greek tense points to a definite act, 'ifwe died,'

and interpreted by Rom. vi. 3, 4, Col. ii. 12,

throws us back upon the mystical union with the

death of Christ into which believers enter at their

baptism.

Ver. 12. Shall also reign with him. The

thought, though not the words, enters into our

Lord's teaching : ' Ye shall sit on thrones, judging

the twelve tribes of Israel' (Matt. xix. 28).—He

also will deny us. The words clearly point to

our Lord's teaching in Matt. x. 33, and, like other

passages in these Epistles, indicate that there was

a widely-diffused knowledge of it.

Ver. 13. If we believe not The antithesis in

the Greek is better expressed by, ' Ifwe lose our

faith, He still remains faithful.' The special

reference is of course to the words of Christ just

cited. We may turn a deaf ear to them, refuse to

believe them, but they will be found true at last.

The faithfulness of Christ is pledged to the words

of judgment as well as those of promise. The

perfection of His nature excludes the thought of

inconsistency or self-contradiction.

Ver. 14. Put them in remembrance. No

persons have been mentioned, but St. Paul clearly

has in his mind the teachers who tend to strivings

about words. A various reading of some authority

gives, ' Put them in remembrance, charging them

before the Lord ; strive not about words,' but the

text is preferable.—But to the subverting. The

English ' but,' which has nothing answering to it

in the Greek, introduces a touch of sarcasm. St.

Paul says simply 'usefulfor nothing,' working for

the ruin of them that hear.

Ver. 15. Study. Strictly, 'be eager, be zealous.'

—Approved, i.e. tried and standing the trial. —

Eightly dividing. The literal meaning, 'cutting

straight, ' admits obviously of many figurative appli

cations, and the word has been referred accord

ingly to the work of the sculptor, the road-maker,

the carpenter, the ploughman, the carver at table,

the sacrificing priest. Of these, that of the plough

man seems to give the best meaning ; but I am dis

posed to think that we may perhaps class thisamong

the medical words with which these Epistles

abound, and see in it a reference to the work of

the surgeon, in which any deflection from the true

line of incision might be perilous or even fatal.

The reference in ver. 1 7 to the gangrene or cancer

seems to carry on the train of thought.

Ver. 16. Shun. The word gives the sense, but

hardly the force of the Greek : ' Draiv backfrom,'

as a group of men draw liack from something

horrible and loathsome.—Will eat. Again a

strictly medical term : ' Will take its course, as if

feeding on theflesh.'

Ver. 17. Canker. Another medical word.

Literally 'gangrene,' the state between inflamma

tion and entire mortification. The word is used

by Hippocrates sometimes in this special sense,

sometimes of cancer.—Hymenalus and Philetua.

The former has been mentioned already (1 Tim.

i. 20). Of the latter nothing more is known.

Ver. 18. Saying that the resurrection is past

already. In the absence of clearer evidence, we

cannot speak with certainty of the nature of the

error, but the words apparently point to a Gnostic

idealizing, and therefore anti-Jewish, school of

speculation. Probably caricaturing St. Paul's

own teaching (Rom. vi. 4 ; Col. ii. 12), they

taught that baptism or conversion was the true

resurrection, and so came by a roundabout way

to the same conclusion as the Sadducee. In so

doing, St. Paul, as he had felt in arguing against a

like error at Corinth, felt that they were overthrow

ing men's faith and robbing them of their hope.

Ver. 19. The foundation of God standeth sure.

The Greek requires, ' The strong (orfirm)founda

tion of God standsfast.' Whatisthis 'strongfoun-

dation ' ? And what is the imagery employed ?

The idea was, as we have seen, a familiar one with

St. Paul, and is referred sometimes to Christ Him

self ( 1 Cor. iii. 1 1 ), sometimes to good works (I Tim.

vi. 19). Here it would seem to represent the

thought that God's unchanging truth is the founda

tion of His Church.—Having this seal. The figure

is probably drawn from the practice of engraving

inscriptions on one or both sides of the foundation

stone. So in Rev. xxi. 14 the names of the twelve

apostles are found on the twelve foundations of the

mystical Jerusalem. —The Lord knowetb them

that are his. Not as expressing the knowledge that

flows from an inscrutable decree, but, as in I Cor.

viii. 3, xiii. 12, John x. 14, the knowledge, implying

love and approval, which Christ has ofthose who are

truly H is. This represents one side of the life of the

believer, but, lest men interpret the truth wrongly,

the other side also needs to be put forward, and

that is found in personal holiness. Every one who

names the name of the Lord, who speaks of Christ

as His Lord, and therefore calls himselfa Christian,

is bound by so doing to depart from iniquity.

Though not a quotation, we may perhaps recognise

an echo of the ' Depart ye, depart ye ' of Isa. Iii. II.

Ver. 20. In a great house. The words imply

a parable which is not formally interpreted.

Rising as it does, however, from the thought

of the ' foundation ' in ver. 19, we shall not be far

wrong in assuming that the ' great house ' is (as in

I Tim. iii. 15) the Church of God. The sequel of

the parable presents questions of greater difficulty.

Are we, with the majority of interpreters, to

identify the vessels made to honour with those of

silver and gold, those of wood and earth with the

vessels made to dishonour? In this case the

difference between the two sets of vessels is, in the

interpretation of the parable, purely ethical. All

true members of Christ are as the gold and silver,

all unworthy members as the wood and clay.

And as the material of which the vessel is made

does not depend upon itself, it might seem at first

as if we had here, as in the parable of the Tares

and the Drag-net, to interpolate the thought that the

man whom the vessel represents may by purifying

himself transmute his nature, and pass from the

one class to the other. I venture to think that a
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different interpretation gives a far truer meaning.

The classes of vessels correspond to the gifts

which men have received (as in the parable of the

Talents we have the five, the two, the one), and

each has its proper use and honour in the great

house of the Church of God. But in each case,

of the gold as of the clay, it is true that purity is

the one essential condition of honourable use.

The man of poorer gifts (to pass from the sign to

the thing signified) may, if he keeps himself pure,

be a vessel made to honour. If the silver and the

gold are allowed to be defiled by that which is

unclean, if ' holiest things find vilest using,' then

even they are in danger of serving only as vessels

for dishonour, of showing (not ceasing even then

to fulfil a Divine purpose) that the righteous judg

ment of God is against them that commit such

things. In this case the words, ' If a man purge

himself,' retain their full significance, and we have

no need to interpolate the idea of a self-transmut

ing process changing the earthen vessel into gold.

Ver. 21. If a man purge himself from these.

Better, 'cleanse.' The pronoun, on the view just

given, refers to the concrete acts implied in the

'iniquity' of ver. 19.—Sanctified. In the liturgi

cal rather than the ethical sense, 'consecrated' or

' hallowed. '

Ver. 22. Flee also youthful lusts. The

English suggests too exclusively the thought of

simple sensual desires, and these were doubtless

prominent in St. Paul's thoughts, but the words

have a wider range, and include a young man's

vanity or ambition or impressiveness as well.—

Peace, with them. Better, 'peace with them,'

without the comma, as connecting the last words

of the verse with the word to which they of right

belong.

Ver. 23. Unlearned questions. The English

adjective does not quite represent the force of the

Greek, but it is not easy to find a better. ' Un

disciplined' perhaps, comes nearest. What is

meant are the questionings which suggest them

selves to untrained, uneducated minds, and which

a true intellectual culture would lead men to avoid.

What these were we cannot definitely say. —

Strifes. Better, 'fightings,' in the literal sense of

the word.

Ver. 24. Patient. The Greek is more expres

sive, 'patient under, ox putting up with, evil.'

Ver. 25. Instructing. Better, as in Heb.

xii. 6 and elsewhere, 'chastising' or 'correcting.'

The word never means simple instruction, but

always education and discipline, and is obviously

used here in contrast to the ' undisciplined ' ques

tioning of the preceding verse.—If God perad-

venture. The Greek includes the idea of time, ' If

at some time or other Cod should give repentance.'

Even in the work of opposing or correcting, the

servant of Christ is to keep that possibility in view.

—lo the acknowledging of the truth. The verb

is used in its older English sense of ' knowing

fully,' rather than * confessing.' As the error con

templated was one of false doctrine springing from

corrupt life, so the remedial process was to begin

at the beginning, first amendment of life, and

then intellectual perception of the truth.

Ver. 26. That they may recover themselves.

Literally, ' that they may awake asfrom a drunken

sleep.'—Taken captive by him at his will. The

English presents no difficulty, but in the Greek

the two possessive pronouns are not the same, and

are, apparently at least, presented in direct con

trast. If we accept them as pointing to different

agents, then the probable meaning is, ' that they

may awake sobered from the snare of the devil,

having been taken captive by him (the devil), unto

(i.e. awaking unto) His will{the will of God) ;' and

this rendering is adopted by many commentators,

and appears in the Revised Version of the New

Testament. There seems, however, sufficient rea

son for supposing that the change of pronoun was

determined by the desire of avoiding the repetition

of the same word rather than by any purpose to

distinguish between the two.

Chapter III. 1-17.

I. Perilous Times in the Last Days—6. False Teachers likeJannes andfambres

— 10. and unlike St. Paul— 14. Timothy exhorted to Steadfastness—

and 15. the Study of the Scriptures.

1 ' I SHIS know also, that "in the last days perilous1 times «• Tim•»»• •

2 JL shall come. For men shall be lovers of their own selves,

* covetous,* boasters, "proud,' ''blasphemers, 'disobedient to J J ?£,_";>

3 parents, unthankful, unholy, -'Without natural affection, truce- dt jjjj^ "•*»■

breakers,* false accusers,* * incontinent, fierce," despisers of those ^^i\l\

4 that are good,7 * Traitors, heady,8 high-minded,9 ' lovers of Jf^y"','"'

5 pleasures more than lovers of God ; Having a form of godli

ness, but * denying the power thereof: 'from such turn away. *j.]]mv-6-

6 For ""of this sort are they which creep into houses, and lead

im. vi. 5.

Mat. xxiii.

■4-

1 hard

* slanderers

6 headlong

1 lovers of money

6 inhuman

9 crazed with pride

' haughty * implacable

7 with no love for goodness
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captive silly women10 laden with sins, led away with divers

7 lusts, Ever learning, and never able to come to the11 know-

8 ledge of the truth. "Now as Jannes and Jambres withstood ■&.*»

Moses, so do these also resist " the truth : * men of corrupt « « T,m- vL *■

9 minds," * reprobate concerning the faith. But they shall pro- /Tit. i .6.

ceed no further : for their folly shall be manifest unto all

10 men, **as theirs also was. But thou hast fully known" my fE*.»a.i».

doctrine," manner of life, purpose, faith, long-suffering, charity,"

11 patience," Persecutions, afflictions, which" came unto me rat »-Aaimii.«.

Antioch, at * Iconium, at 'Lystra; what persecutions I en- *Act»jaT.j,5

12 dured : but19 "out of them all the Lord delivered me. Yea, »*Cor. i.10.

and "all that will live godly" in Christ Jesus shall suffer pAcuxw.m.

13 persecution." wBut evil men and seducers shall wax worse »• Tim. w. ..

14 and worse, deceiving, and being deceived. But continue thou

in the things which thou hast learned " and hast been " assured

1 5 of, knowing of whom thou hast learned u t/tem ; And that from

a child thou hast known " the holy scriptures, which are able XJ°- »■ »

to muke thee wise unto salvation through faith which is in

16 Christ Jesus. 'All scripture isu given by inspiration of God, '* PeC L **

* and is ** profitable for doctrine," for reproof, for correction, * Rom- »•■ ♦

17 for instruction in righteousness: "That the man of God may « « Tim. ri u.

be perfect, throughly furnished ** unto all good works."

10 add creatures " add full "withstand

,s corrupted in their mind u followed step by step ls teaching

16 love lr endurance " such as " and *° devoutly

51 be persecuted 2S didst learn 2S wast ** didst learn

*5 omit is 20 is also " teaching

s» prepared perfectly so every good work

Ver. I. In the last days. The words imply, Despise™ of them that are good. Better,

as do many other passages in the New Testament, ' having no love ofgood.'

the belief that the end of the world's history was Ver. 4. Heady. Better, ' headlong. ' — High-

not far off, that the then state of the world pre- minded. The same word as I Tim. iii. 6, vi. 4,

sented signs of its approach. So we have 'it is 'fevered' or 'delirious with prided—Lovers of

the last time ' in 1 John ii. 18, and St. Paul's pleasures. Better, as contrasting more pointedly

words implying that the end might come in the the two objects of love, ' lovers of pleasure ' in

lifetime of the generation then living (1 Thess. the singular.

iv. IS; I Cor. xv. 51). History has baffled that Ver. 5. Form. The Greek word suggests the

expectation, but the permanent truth remains idea of a manufactured article, the 'fashion or

that, as elsewhere, ' prophecy hath springing and semblance ' of piety.—Denying. The Greek par-

germinant accomplishments.' So here, pheno- ticiple is in the perfect, ' having denied ' or 're-

mena of evil, like those described by St. Paul, pudiated.'—From such turn away. The injunc-

bring on one of those days of the Lord that are tion implies, what is in other ways apparent, that

preludes of the final judgment.—Perilous. Better, St Paul thought of the characteristic features of

'grievous.' The idea is that of distress rather the last days as already present,

than danger. Ver. 6. Creep into houses. The whole verse

Ver. 2. Covetous. The alliterative emphasis paints the early phase of an evil which has reap-

is better given by ' lovers of themselves, lovers peared but too frequently in the religious history

of money. —Proud. Better, ' haughty. '—Bias- of Christendom. Every word expresses the scorn

phemers. The context would rather imply that with which the apostle looked on the clandestine

the word is used in the sense of ' ratters ' or practices of those who thus gained influence in

' reviltrs.' families, and became, if not the founders of sects,

Ver. 3. Truce-breakers. Better, ' implacable,' at least the leaders of coteries.—Billy women.

—not the persons who break a truce, but thosewith The English well expresses the force of the Greek

whom no truce can be made.—False accusers, diminutive, 'women-creatures'—Laden with sins.

Better, 'slanderers,' as in 1 Tim. iii. 11.—Fierce. The word gives the reason why such women

More definitely, ' untameable ' or ' inhuman.'— fall easy victims to the Tartuffe of their time.
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They are oppressed with the burden of accumu

lated sins, and they follow any one who promises

deliverance on easy terms, or drugs them with a

spiritual anodyne.—Divers lusts. As in the

' youthful lusts ' of ii. 22, the word, though it

includes, is not limited to, sensual passion, but

takes in, as the word ' divers ' implies, desires and

caprices of every possible variety.

Ver. 7. The words describe vividly the fruitless

wanderings of those who pass from system to

system and teacher to teacher.—The knowledge

of the truth, i.e., as in ii. 25, the full clear

knowledge that shuts out uncertainty.

Ver. 8. J amies and Jambres. The names do

not appear in the Pentateuch or elsewhere in the

Old Testament. They are found in the Targum

or Paraphrase of Ex. vii. II, xxii. 11, ascribed

to Jonathan, and may represent either a fragment

of decorative fiction or an unwritten tradition.

According to one legend they were the sons of

Balaam, who prophesied the birth of Moses, sug

gested the murder of the Hebrew infants, and

were Pharaoh's counsellors in all evil. As in

the reference to Enoch in Jude 14, we see a

free use of what we call uncanonical materials by

way, not of proof, but illustration.—Of corrupt

minds. As in I Tim. vi. 5, though the Greek

word is not quite the same, 'corrupted in their

mimi.'—Reprobate. In its strict sense, as ' tried,

found wanting, and rejected.'

Ver. 9. They shall proceed no further.

Verbally there seems a contradiction between this

and ii. 16, but the context shows that the

earlier passage refers to the development of evil

tendencies from their germ, and the later to their

ultimate failure and decay. Heresies spread

rapidly but are short-lived.

Ver. 10. Thou hast followed. Better, 'thou

didst follow.' The pronoun is emphatic, and the

tense points to a definite time, probably that of

Timothy's early discipleship, which St. Paul had

in his memory. It naif suggests, too, what the

English perfect almost excludes, that the apostle

was looking on what he speaks of as belonging to

a vanished past. It had been. Was the present

like it?—Doctrine. 'Teaching' in its widest

sense.—Purpose. Here only used by St. Paul of

himself, elsewhere of the Divine purpose.

Ver. 11. There is something at once natural

and touching in the way in which the aged apostle

goes back to the memories of the first missionary

journey in which Timothy had known him. It is

true that he did not then accompany him, but he

must have known every incident of the persecu

tions recorded in Acts xiii., xiv. The Antioch is,

of course, that in Pisidia, and the fact that it is

not mentioned as such is, so far as it goes, a proof

of the naturalness and therefore of the genuineness

of the letter. Persecution and then deliverance,

that had been the course of his life then. He is

confident that it will be so to the end.

Ver. 12. Ail that will live godly. The Greek

is emphatic, ' all who purpose, ' ' all whose will is '

to live godly. The general axiom is clearly

intended to remind Timothy that there is no test

by which a man can satisfy himself whether he

lives piously, so sure as the question whether he

is or is not, in some way or other, persecuted.

Ver. 13. Again we have an oscillation of

thought, and the immediate advance of evil

becomes prominent. The chasm would grow

wider till the final issue.— Seducers. Better,

vol. iil 38

'magicians,' 'sorcerers,' with reference to Janncs

and Jambres.

Ver. 14. Thou hast learned, and hast been

assured of. As in other cases, the English perfect

hides the force of the Greek. Better, ' Thou didst

learn and wast persuaded of.'—From whom. The

received text gives the singular, the better mss.

the plural. The former would point to St. Paul,

the latter to Lois and Eunice as well, perhaps

(looking to the ' from a child ' of the next verse)

to them chiefly.

Ver. 15. The holy Scriptures. The Greek

noun is not that usually employed in the New

Testament, but answers rather to 'sacred litera

ture ' (Acts xxvi. 24). It is used, however, of the

Old Testament books by Josephus.—Which make

thee wise. The English is literal enough, but

the Greek implies somewhat more of systematic

education.—Through faith which is in Christ

Jesus. The addition is remarkable. St. Paul's

experience had taught him that without that faith

the study of the sacred writings might lead only to

endless questionings and logomachies. Targums

and the Talmud remain as if to show how profit

less such a study might become.

Ver. 16. All Scripture is given by inspiration

of God. The Greek sentence leaves the verb to

be understood, and this leaves the sentence

ambiguous. ' All Scripture God-inspired also

profitable.' According to the position which we

assign to the omitted verb, we have—(1) All

Scripture is God-inspired, and is profitable, etc. ;

or (2) All Scripture God-inspired is also profit

able, etc. Of these two, the former has been

more commonly adopted, probably on account

of the doctrine as to inspiration which it was

supposed to confirm. The latter has, however,

been adopted by many commentators, appears

in the Revised Version of the New Testament,

and on internal grounds has most to commend it.

We can hardly think that St. Paul found it neces

sary to impress the abstract doctrine on the mind

of Timothy. What was necessary was to impress

on him the practical end to which every inspired

writing ought to minister. Every Scripture, so

far as it is inspired, works for the completeness of

' the man of God,' of the minister of Christ, and

of his work.—For doctrine, i.e. as before, teach

ing, in all its width. The words appear purposely

chosen to describe the work of Scripture both on

the individual character of the reader and on his

pastoral work. It will be noticed that the points

on which stress is laid are precisely those to which

Timothy had been urged—the work of teaching

(1 Tim. i. 3, iv. 11, 13); of reforming (1 Tim. v.

21 ; 2 Tim. ii. 15) ; of correcting (2 Tim. ii. 25).

It is as though he said, 'It is of small use ac

knowledging the inspiration of Scripture as a

dogma, unless you use it for its appointed work. '

Ver. 17. That the man of God. This, in

technical language, is the final cause of the

inspiration of Scripture—the reason why God has

thus made it profitable. The ' man of God ' is

used here, as before in I Tim. vi. 1 1, as a half

official term, as in I Kings xiii. I, 2 Kings vi.

6, 9, to indicate the work of Timothy as a pro-

Ehet and evangelist.—Perfect. In the sense of

eing complete at all points. The participle

' thoroughly furnished ' is in the Greek formed

from the same root, so that the effect answers to

that of the English, ' that the man of God may

be complete, completely equipped.' The explana-
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tion which has been given of this verse refers it Scripture of which he thus speaks. We need not,

primarily to the work of Scripture in fitting the however, limit the word to this meaning. Other

minister of Christ, such as was Timothy, for his ' writings ' or Scriptures were beginning to be

appointed work. But it is obvious that the work known as such, records of the Gospel history

is not limited to this, and that this is the end for (1 Tim. v. 18), records of prophetic utterances

which Scripture was given in relation to each (Rom. xvi. 26 ; 2 Pet. i. 20), some of St. Paul's

individual soul. It is obvious that St. Paul refers own Epistles (2 Pet. iii. 16}. The fact that the

chiefly, many would say exclusively, to the word had gained this wider range explains St.

Scriptures of the Old Testament ; and it may well Paul's addition of the qualifying adjective, not

be believed that he had no thought at the time ' every Scripture ' absolutely, but ' every Gci-

that this letter of personal counsel and strong insfind Scripture,' as though giving a test by

emotion would come under the category of the which that inspiration might be recognised.

Chapter IV. 1-22.

I. Exhortations to diligence in meeting tlie perils of the times—6. Tfie apostle

as he looks before and after—9. His desire to see Timothy— II. Special

messages— 16. Finalprayers and hopes.

1 T "CHARGE1 thee therefore* before God, and the Lord' «tTim.v. *..

J- Jesus Christ, *who shall judge the' quick* and the* dead *a*u«.4«-

2 at his appearing and his kingdom ; Preach the word ; be

instant in season, out of season ; reprove, ' rebuke, * exhort with ^Jrukf*

3 all long-suffering and doctrine.' For the time will come when

they will not endure 'sound doctrine;' but after their own ' 1 Tim. i. ».

lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching

4 ears ; And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and

5 ^shall be turned unto fables. But watch thou in all things, /iiw-L 4.

** endure afflictions, do the work of *an evangelist, make full £S£,lJli.

6 proof of8 thy ministry. For ' I am ' now ready to be 10 offered, « p^ "• »?•

7 and the time of * my departure is at hand. ' I have fought a " kYQ !:.**

good fight, I have finished my course," I have kept the faith :

8 Henceforth there is laid up for me " a " crown of righteousness, "J"- '■ "•

which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at that day:

and not to me only, but unto all them also that love his

9 appearing. Do thy diligence to come shortly " unto me :

10 For "Demas hath forsaken me, 'having loved this present jf^'S £

world, and is departed unto Thessalonica ; Crescens to Galatia,

1 1 Titus unto Dalmatia. Only * Luke is with me. Take ' Mark, *^^%

and bring him with thee : for he is profitable to me for the

12, 13 ministry. And rTychicus have I sent to Ephesus. The --Acuxx.4.

cloak that I left at Troas with Carpus, when thou comest,

bring with thee, and the books, but especially the parchments.

14 'Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil: 'the Lord14 } *&!,?£*.

1 5 reward him according to his works : Of whom be thou ware

16 also; for he hath ls greatly withstood our words. At my first

1 adjure

6 living

9 add even

13 quickly

3 omit therefore 3 omit the Lord * omit the

6 teaching 7 healthful teaching 8 fulfil

10 being 11 the 13 the race

14 add will 11 omit hath
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answer " no man stood with me, but all men forsook me : " I *

17 pray God that it" may18 not be laid to their charge. "Not- "

withstanding the Lord stood with me, and strengthened me ;

""that by me the preaching might be fully known, and that all «/

the Gentiles might hear : and I was delivered * out of the x

18 mouth of the lion. 'And the Lord shall deliver me from every y

evil work, and will preserve me unto his heavenly kingdom :

19 * to whom be glory for ever and ever." Amen. Salute " Prisca «

20 and Aquila, and * the household of Onesiphorus. c Erastus '

abode at Corinth : but d Trophimus have I left at Miletum ,0 d

21 sick. Do thy diligence to come before winter. Eubulus greeteth

thee, and Pudens, and Linus, and Claudia, and all the brethren.

22 ' The Lord Jesus Christ be with thy spirit. Grace be with you. *

Amen.

The second epistle unto Timotheus, ordained the first bishop of

the church of the Ephesians, was written from Rome, when

Paul was brought before Nero the second time.

Acts vii. 60.

Acts xxiii.ir.

Acts ut. 15.

Ps. xxii. 21.

Ps. cxxi. 7.

Gal. i. 5.

Acts xviii. a.

a Tim. i. 16.

Acts xlx. it.

Acts xx. 4.

Gal. vi. it.

18 defence

'• ages of ages

" omit Ipray God that it

80 Miletus

^ add it

Ver. 1. I charge thee therefore. As the

apostle is conscious that he is drawing near the

end of his letter, he passes, as in I Tim. v. 21,

into a more solemn strain of exhortation. Better,

' I adjure.'—At his appearing and his kingdom.

A better supported reading gives ' by His appear

ing,' as a formula of adjuration following naturally

on the opening words.

Ver. 2. Preach the word. Better, 'proclaim,'

do a herald's work. The entreaty or command

connects itself with what had just been said as to

the right use of Scripture. Not that ' the word of

God ' is identified with Scripture, but that the one

gives the right training and the best appliances

for the due utterance of the other.—Be instant.

In the old English sense, ' press on,' 'be urgent,'

with special reference to the work of proclaiming

the word of God.—In season, out of season.

The sharply - expressed contrast has sometimes

proved misleading, and men have thought them

selves bound to drag in sacred counsels in the

strict sense of the word 'unseasonably,' even

when they were casting pearls before swine.

What is meant is ' with or without what seems to

men a special opportunity.' We may, perhaps,

trace a recollection of what had once happened

in St. Paul's experience, in the case of one who

waited ' for a more convenient season ' (Acts

xxiv. 25). — Beprove, rebuke, exhort. The

words, strictly speaking, are in a descending scale

of severity, and each act is to be not only 'with,'

but in the temper of long-suffering. The unusual

connexion of that ' temper ' with the ' doctrine '

or ' teaching' seems to imply a fear lest the long-

suffering should lead to toning down the teaching

and so to a sacrifice of the truth.

Ver. 3. The time shall come. Better, ' there

shall be a season.' The Greek is the same word

as ' in season, out of season,' and gives the reason

for that command. Make the most of any season,

whether good or bad, now, for before long you

will find none willing to listen.—Sound doctrine.

Better, as in previous passages, ' healthy teach

ing.'—Heap to themselves. The word is the

same as the ' laden ' of ill. 6, and was probably

suggested by it.—Having itching ears. Another

example of St. Paul's medical phraseology. Those

of whom he speaks are, as it were, suffering

mentally from a pruritus aurium, which is

soothed by external applications of fantastic

myths and high-flown phrases.

Ver. 4. Unto fables. The Greek has the article,

which, though it cannot well be given in English,

implies that the ' fables ' will be such as have been

named before.

Ver. 5 * Watch thou. There is a special em

phasis on the pronoun. ' Thou, whatever others

may do, shouldst watch.'—Endure afflictions.

The same word as in ii. 9.—Do the work of an

evangelist. It is probable that the word was the

formal designation of Timothy's usual work, as

it was of that of Philip (Acts xxi. 8). His present

work at Ephesus was that of a Vicar-Apostolic on

a special mission, but that was not to make him

forgetful of his more normal duties.—Make full

proof of. The English is expressive, but not

more so than the literal 'fill up the measure of

thy ministry.'

Ver. 6. For I am ready to be offered. There

is a pathetic tenderness in the reason thus given.

' Do thy work thoroughly, for mine is all but over. '

The Greek is, however, even more emphatic, 'lam

being offered. My life is being poured out as a

libation.' That which in Phil. ii. 17 was thought

of as probable, had, after many chances and

changes, come to be a reality.—The time of my

departure. The Greek word is used here only in

the New Testament, and was probably suggested
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by the way in which it was commonly applied to

the 'breaking up' or 'dispersion' of those who .

had been gathered together for a sacrifice or a

libation.

Ver. 7. I have fought the good fight. The

Greek is wider in its range, and takes in every

kind of contest. ' / have striven a good strife '

would perhaps be nearer. The words that follow

show that St. Paul, as in 1 Cor. ix. 24, is thinking

specially of the Greek games.—I have kept the

faith. What had been expressed before figura

tively is now stated simply. So far he has not

failed ; he has kept the faith (in its objective

sense) which had been committed to him.

Ver. 8. A crown of righteousness. Better,

'the crown.' The force of the genitive may be

either that perfect righteousness constitutes the

crown, as 'glory' in I Pet. v. 4, and 'life' in

Jas. i. 12 ; or else, and perhaps preferably, that it

is the crown belonging to righteousness. In any

case it may be noted that, as in 1 Cor. ix. 25, it

is the wreath of the victor in the games, not the

crown or diadem of the king.—The Lord is, of

course, the Lord Jesus.—That day. The day of

His appearing, as in vers. 12, 13.—Not to me

only. Confident as he now feels, his great joy is

not that there is a special reward for himself, but

that it will be given to all like-minded with him.

—That love. Better, 'that have loved.'

Ver. 10. The letter comes to a close. The

exhortation ends, and with a singular naturalness

St. Paul passes to a condensed summary of news.

—Demas. From the manner in which his name

is joined with Luke's in Col. iv. 14, Philem.

24, and from the mention of Thessalonica, it is

probable that he was a Macedonian disciple. He

was with St. Paul in his first imprisonment, and

is mentioned, though with no special epithet of

honour, as a fellow-worker with him at Rome.

Now, when persecution was keener, he deserted

him. St. Paul is content to record the fact and

the motive. The religion of Christ would have

interfered with his worldly prospects. The posi

tion of his name in Col. iv. seems to imply that he

was a Gentile convert.—Crescens. Nothing is, or

can be, known of him, and it is doubtful whether

the Galatia is the province of that name in Asia

Minor, or Gaul. Traditions, of no authority, con

nect his name now with one, now with the other.—

Titus. Assuming this to be the latest of St. Paul's

Epistles, we must assume that Titus, after receiv

ing the Epistle addressed to him, had started from

Crete for Nicopolis, had then pressed on to join

St. Paul at Rome, and had afterwards started to

carry on his work as an evangelist at Dalmatia.

It would seem from St. Paul's mention of Illyri-

cum in Rom. xv. 19 as if he had already founded

churches on the east coast of the Adriatic.

Ver. 11. Luke only is with me. Aristarchus,

who is joined with Demas, Luke, and Mark in Col.

iv. 10-14, Philem. 24, remains unaccounted for.

Mark, it would seem, had been left with Timothy

at Ephesus, having probably travelled thither in

company with St. Paul. It is pleasant to note in .

this last mention of him the fullest recantation of

the adverse opinion recorded in Acts xv. 38. He

is now ' profitable ' (better, ' useful ') for the

ministry.

Ver. 12. Tychicus have I sent. Better, '/

tent.' In Eph. vi. 21, we find Tychicus men

tioned as the bearer of the Epistle to that Church.

What St. Paul says may refer to that journey, but

it is also probable that Tychicus had returned to

him in Rome, and then been sent once more to

Ephesus. The life of these evangelist messengers

was one apparently of incessant movement.

Ver. 13. Cloak. The meaning of the Creek

word is doubtful. It may be a Greek form

(f>>.i>r,;) of the Latin panula, and in that case

'cloak,' a thick travelling wrapper, is a good

equivalent for it. The word seems, however, to

have been one of those technical terms that depend

on fashion (like i£«vW« in 1 Cor. xi. 10) and soon

became obsolete, and in the time of Chrysostom it

was thought by many to be a travelling bag. In

either case, what we note is the naturalness of the

request Age and infirmities make him wish in

his prison at Rome for the cloak that had so

often warmed him, or he wanted the material for

his defence, or the books that were the com

panion of his solitude. The idea of its being a

special ecclesiastical vestment which he warned

for liturgical uses, may be mentioned as one of the

curiosities of interpretation. Troas, we may note,

would be a natural route from Ephesus to Europe,

as in 2 Cor. ii. 12.—The books, but especially

the parchments. Here again we are left to con

jecture. The parchments were probably more

costly than the books, which may have l>een on

papyrus rolls. The latter may have been the

Greek or Hebrew copy of the Old Testament.

It may have included some of his own writings,

or other records of the Apostolic Age. The former

may have included documents proving his Roman

citizenship, or other materials for his defence.

But we can say nothing certain, and must be con

tent with noting the fact (indicated also in the

'much learning,' i.e. the 'many books' of Acts

xxvi. 24) that St. Paul habitually travelled as

with a portable library among his baggage.

Ver. 14. Alexander the coppersmith. Pos

sibly identical with the man of the same name in

Acts xix. 33, and with the false teacher of I Tim.

i. 20. Enmity against St. Paul is a common

element in all three cases. As a coppersmith,

there may have been a trade connexion with

the craftsmen employed by Demetrius. — Did.

Literally 'showed, but English usage would

hardly admit the word in this context.—The Lord

reward him. The better reading gives the future,

' will reward him. '

Ver. 15. He greatly withstood our words.

The words point to some discussion ending (if

we assume identity with I Tim. i. 20) in St.

Paul's delivering him to Satan.

Ver. 1 6. At my first answer. The words

point to a formal defence or 'apology' before

some tribunal, probably at a first hearing of his

cause in his second Roman imprisonment.—No

one stood with me. The Greek word is more

or less technical. No one was with him as an

advocate. He could not pay for such help, and

there were none to volunteer it. He was allowed

to stand before the judge alone, as a man who had

no friends.—I pray God. The Greek is simply

optative, ' May it not be laid.' The prayer came

doubtless from the depth of his soul, but the fact

that he uttered it at all shows how deep a wound

the desertion had inflicted.

Ver. 17. The Lord stood by me. The words

may imply only, as they would with us, the

consciousness of help and comfort coming as from

a Divine friend ; but, looking to such records as

those of the visions of Acts xviii. 9, xxiii. II, it »
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at least possible that they may point to a more

immediate intuition.— Fully known. The English

explains rather than translates. Literally, ' might

be carried to its full measure.'—That all the

Gentiles might hear. The words sound like an

exaggeration, but the naturalness of such an exag

geration is the best proof of the genuineness of

the letter. To the apostle standing before Ccesar

or Caesar's delegate, in the mother-city of the

world, the event seemed, as indeed it was, of in

finite importance. Not perhaps as he thought,

but beyond his thoughts, strength was given him

that all the nations, then, and throughout the cen

turies that followed, might hear.—From the mouth

of the lion. The words admit of many inter

pretations, between which it is hard to choose.

(1) The lion may be Nero, or the judge acting

under him. (2) The words may mean that St.

Paul, claiming his rights as a Roman citizen, was

delivered from the doom which fell on other

Christians of being thrown to the lions in the

circus. (3) It may be a figure for the jaws of

death. (4) The lion may be the devil tempting

him through the sense of desertion to despair. In

favour of (I) we may appeal to the use of the term

' lion ' as applied to Artaxerxes in the apocryphal

Esther xiv. 13, while (4) is supported by 1 Pet. v. 8.

On the whole, ( 1 ) commends itself most to me.

Ver. 18. Shall deliver me from every evil

work. That thought, deliverance from evil,

whether within or without, is more precious to

the apostle than any deliverance from danger.

The words in the Greek remind one so strongly

of the clause ' Deliver us from evil ' in the Lord s

Prayer, that we may well think of this as an echo

from the familiar form. So far as it is so, it is in

favour of the general, rather than the personal,

application of that petition. The doxology also,

no less than the prayer, may come from the form

as it was used liturgically. In any case, it is

noticeable that here we have, beyond the shadow

of a doubt, a doxology addressed to Christ as the

Lord, i.e. the fullest recognition of his Divine

nature.

Ver. 19. Aquila and Priscilla. Partly, perhaps,

from their trade as tentmakers, partly from their

work as Christian preachers, their life was one of

constant change, first at Rome and then at Corinth

(Acts xviii. 2), then at Ephesus (Acts xviii. 18,

19, 26; 1 Cor. xvi. 19), then at Rome again

(Rom. xvi. 3), lastly, as here, once more at Ephe

sus.—The household of Onesiphorus. Probably

thus described as having lost their head and father

(i. 16).

Ver. 20. Erastus. Probably the same as the

steward or chamberlain of Corinth mentioned in

Rom. xvi. 23, or possibly also, as the messenger

sent into Macedonia from Ephesus (Acts xix. 22).

—Trophimus. One of St. Paul's companions on

the last journey to Jerusalem (Acts xx. 4), and

described as an Ephesian.—Hiletum ought, of

course, to be Miletus. This again indicates St.

Paul's route, from Ephesus to Miletus, from

Miletus to Troas, thence to Macedonia.

Ver. 21. Before winter. The special reason

for the urgency was, of course, that after October

or November, the navigation of the Mediterranean

was suspended, as we see in Acts xxvii. 9, 12.

The prospect of the winter was doubtless con

nected also with the wish for the cloak left at

Troas.—Eubulus, and Pudens, and Linus, and

Claudia. Two of the names connect themselves

with an interesting series of coincidences. Here

it will be sufficient to give a brief summary of

them. They may be found at length in an

Excursus in vol. iii. of Alford's Greek Testament,

and in a paper by the present writer in the Bible

Educator (in. p. 245), and in a poem ' Claudia and

Pudens' in his Master and Scholar. (1) There

are several epigrams by Martial in which a Pudens

is mentioned as married to a Claudia, a foreigner,

and of British descent (i. 32, iv. 13, v. 48, vi. 58).

She is called Rufina as a second name. (2) A

Roman inscription was found at Chichester, and

is now at Goodwood, in which Pudens is named

as giving a site for a temple erected to Neptune

and Minerva by a king and chieftain Tiberius

Claudius Cogidubnus. The same Cogidubnus is

named by Tacitus as ruling over cities in Sussex

(Agricola, c. 14). (3) Pomponia, the wife of

Aulus Plautius, who was connected with the

Rufi, and had been commander in Britain ( A. D. 5 7),

was accused of having adopted an alien super

stition (Tacit. Ann, xii. 32), which led her to

habits of seclusion and melancholy. The descrip

tion fits in with the supposition that she was a

convert to the new faith, seeking sadly after a

higher life. (4) The conclusion drawn from these

facts is that Pudens served under Aulus Plautius

in Britain, and was stationed in Sussex ; that the

wife of the commander took the daughter of

Claudius Cogidubnus with her to Rome; that under

her influence Claudia became a Christian ; that St.

Paul in his first imprisonment at Rome, through

his frequent contact with the soldiers of the

Praetorian guards, brought Pudens also to the

faith, or found that he was already half convinced ;

that an affection which ended in marriage sprang

up between the two. It is noticeable that Martial

speaks with an unusual reverence both of the

intellectual and moral character of Claudia.—

Linus. The name occurs in the list of Bishops

of Rome given by Irenaeus (iii. 3, 3) and Eusebius

(//. E. iii. 4) as next in succession to Clement.

Ver. 22. The only point to be noted is the

union of the personal and the general prayers for

blessing :—The Lord be with thy spirit. Grace be

with you•





INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE OF PAUL

TO TITUS.

Sect. I.—Crete and the Cretans.

THE island anciently called Crete, in modern times (though never by its inhabit

ants) Candia, and by its Turkish masters Kiridi, stretches from east to west

about 150 miles, as if to form a sheltering base for the Greek archipelago that lies

to the north of it ; but its breadth nowhere exceeds 35 miles. It is traversed by a

mountain chain, whose chief peak, Mount Ida, attains the elevation of 7674 feet

The limestone rocks are everywhere hollowed into caverns, often of great extent, which

were of old dedicated to idolatrous rites. Its present Greek population, estimated at

210,000 in 1867, poorly represents its former condition. With a salubrious climate,

and a soil which even now, when the agriculture in use scarcely deserves the name,

yields olive oil, wine, wheat, and the fruits of a temperate clime in fair abundance; it

once sustained a dense population, and was reputed to contain a hundred towns

(JEneid, iii. 106). So early was its culture, that it was the seat of much of the

primitive Greek mythology. It boasted the sepulchre of Zeus (still shown; see

Pashley, Travels in Crete, i. 213). It produced Minos the legislator. It possessed

the labyrinth which Daedalus built for the Minotaur. In short, it was the cradle and

the home of many Greek legends ; a stepping-stone, at least, by which they passed

from the east to the mainland of Europe.

Its population consists of a maritime class in the ports along its northern coasts, of

small farmers in the fertile valleys that run inland, and of stubborn mountaineers,

half shepherd, half bandit, who occupy the central heights. Probably these three

elements have not greatly varied throughout its history ; but the modem inhabitants

scarcely bear so bad a reputation as their predecessors in classic times. To cretize

used to be another word for to lie. The island shared with Cilicia and Cappadocia

a proverbial ill-name, as the ' three worst C's.' Greed and licence combine with

the ground quality of deceitfulness to compose a character in which we recognise in

a high degree the worst type of the Greek people.1 Specially to be noted is the large

admixture of Jews to be found there in the time of the empire, and even earlier. (See

1 Mace. xv. 23, x. 67.) Josephus refers to their presence in more than one passage

{Ant. xvii. 12, 1 ; Wars, ii. 7, 1), while even Tacitus appears to confound them with a

native tribe of Greek origin (v. a).

Its modern history is mainly a record of resistance to the Turkish power. The

Venetians, who held it for a while, left upon it marks of misgovernment ; but their long

and gallant defence of it against the Turks in the seventeenth century deserves to be

remembered. Under Mohammedan rule, its Greek people have never ceased to be

turbulent, and the recent revolt of 1878-79 recalls a still greater insurrection which

nearly achieved success in 1866-68.

1 Meursius has collected the evidence from classic authors.
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Sect. II.—The Church of Crete.

The Gospel may have been very early carried to the island by those Jewish settlers

who were present at Pentecost (Acts ii. n); although during Paul's brief stay at one

of its ports when he sailed past it in the year 62 (Acts xxviL 7-13), no mention is made

of resident Christians. Of any apostolic teaching there, we know nothing previous to

the visit of Paul, which immediately preceded our Epistle (Tit. i. 5). The Epistle

itself implies that Paul found Christianity widely diffused. His own visit had not

afforded time for the election of elders in all the town congregations (i. 5). Nor can

these have been congregations of very recent origin ; for the writer assumes that no

lack will be found of men suitable for this office, even of men whose families have

been brought up in the Christian faith (i. 6). Everything, therefore, indicates a church

' old in actual date of existence, but quite in the infancy of arrangement and formal

constitution' (Alford). This want of a proper organization had obviously told unfavour

ably on the doctrine and morals of the Cretan Christians. Much debate has arisen,

and many guesses have been ventured, as to the ' heretics ' whom Paul desired to

combat through the labours of Titus and the presbyters to be appointed. After the

discussion which this subject has received in the present volume, in connection with

the two Epistles to Timothy, it would be unreasonable to enter again upon it at length.

The following points may be noted as fairly established:—(1) The errors combated

in this Epistle are substantially the same with those which appear from the Epistles to

Timothy to have infested the Church of Ephesus, about the same date. (2) They were

errors of a practical rather than of a doctrinal complexion, or at least such errors as

led directly to immorality of life. (3) They originated mainly with men of Hebrew

birth. (4) These teachers favoured celibacy, and laid much stress on the distinction

between clean and unclean, in such external things as food and the like. (5) They

involved the Church in useless and foolish disputes, and split it into parties about

questions of no practical value. (6) Some of these errorists abused their influence to

make money, and were themselves men of impure lives. On the whole, it seems

probable (as Lightfoot concludes) that we have here, in contact and pernicious

mixture with Christian teaching, views which stood midway between the old Essene

type ot Jewish asceticism and the developed Gnosticism of the next century.

Sect. III.—Date and Design of the Epistle.

Under these circumstances, it is obvious why St. Paul should have attached

much importance to the organizing of the Church by ordaining presbyters over each

congregation. In this task he had been himself engaged during a brief visit just

paid to the island. For some reason not preserved, he had been forced to leave

the work incomplete. Titus, as his assistant, was left behind to finish it ; and this

letter was intended to counsel Titus as to—(1) the qualifications of the presbyters;

(2) the tone to be adopted towards the heretical teachers; and (3) the points to

be insisted upon in his instructions to Church members generally. The date of this

letter must be nearly the same as that of the letters to Timothy ; for the three form

a group strongly marked off from the other Pauline Epistles, and very closely related

by thought and style to one another. They bear also on a later development of error

than any other Pauline document, or than the address to the Ephesian elders in

Acts xx. Further, the evidence of Second Timothy compels us to place all three near

the close of the apostle's life. But any attempt to fix their dates more precisely
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must turn upon the disputed question of a second captivity suffered by St Paul at

Rome. On the whole, it seems to me impossible, without doing violence to the

narrative in Acts, to find a place for this group of letters, and the labours and

journeys to which they refer (especially this visit to Crete), previous to the apostle's

arrest at Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 27). The hypothesis of his liberation, and of an

unrecorded period of missionary activity, followed by a second and final imprison

ment at Rome, appears, therefore, to be the one demanded by the facts, if the

genuineness of the Pastoral Epistles is to be maintained. On this theory, the date

of our Epistle's composition will fall about the year 65 or 66.

Sect. IV.—Titus.

Of the apostle's assistant to whom it is addressed, nothing else is known except

from the allusions in Gal. ii. 1-5 and 2 Cor. ii. 12, 13, vii. 5-16. From the first of

these passages, it appears that Titus was a pure-blooded Gentile, whose conversion

became a test case on the disputed question of circumcising Gentile converts. St.

Paul took him to Jerusalem, and there (as his difficult language is usually read)

stood out against a proposal to subject him to the badge of Judaism, in order ' that

the truth of the Gospel might continue.' Later, Titus became the bearer to Corinth

of Paul's First Epistle. His return with tidings of its effect upon that great church

was anxiously awaited by the apostle at Troas ; till, growing impatient, Paul pushed

on to meet his messenger in Macedonia. The result was, that Titus was sent back

to Corinth with the Second Epistle, and with instructions (in concert with two

unnamed fellow - workers) to complete the collection in Greece for the Palestine

Christians. The terms in which Paul refers to him, together with his success on this

delicate commission, warrant us in viewing him as a skilful, energetic, and capable

missionary—a man who, by his energy and intelligence, was well adapted for the

work to be done in Crete. For some undiscoverable reason, his name nowhere occurs

in the Book of Acts ; nor do we know more of him from Scripture, save that when

Second Timothy was written, he was in Dalmatia (iv. 10), not far from that city of

Nicopolis where Paul expected to be rejoined by him when relieved from his Cretan

duties (Tit. iii. 15). Later local legends are untrustworthy : as that he became

Bishop of Gortyna in Crete, and died there unmarried at the age of ninety-four.

The Cathedral of Megalokastron used to cherish his head as a relic, and the Cretans,

during their war of independence against Venice, invoked him as their patron saint

A blundering story, from a late and obscure author, speaks of his having baptized

into the Christian faith the younger Pliny ! He is said to be venerated as the apostle

of Dalmatia.

Sect. V.—Genuineness of the Epistle.

Citations of this Epistle, as of the two to Timothy (with which it must stand

or fall), go back to the second century ; nor has its genuineness been ever questioned

until some seventy years ago. The objections which, since that date, have been

urged by a few German scholars, turn entirely on the supposed difficulty of finding

a place for these Epistles among the recorded labours of St. Paul ; on the late

character of the errors here assailed ; and on the peculiar expressions which are

frequent in the style of these documents. Regarding the first point, see above,

sect iii. Careful comparison with Paul's earlier writings on the one hand, and

with those of Peter, Jude, and John on the other, justifies the view that when our

Epistle was composed, heresy was in transition, at a stage half way between the views

of the first Judaizing Christians, who sought to combine the Mosaic law with the
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Gospel of grace, and the gross unchristian or anti-christian attitude which it came to

present at the close of the first century. The progress of its decline into Gnostic

speculation and immorality would be imperfectly traced did we want the evidence

afforded by these Pastoral Epistles. More difficult to explain are the peculiarities

of language found in them. Each of them is characterized by quite a crowd of

phrases and terms occurring in no earlier writing of the apostle. The lapse of a

few years scarcely seems by itself to account for this phenomenon. The difference

in the subjects treated of, and the fact that those letters are all addressed to

confidential fellow -labourers, will count for something. On the whole, we know

too little of the changes which may have come over the current phraseology of

Christians in an age of rapid development, and too little in particular of the

influences amid which St Paul passed these later years of his ministry, to be able

to affirm that such an alteration of style was impossible, or to permit this difficulty

to shake the strong and concurrent external testimony to the genuineness of our

Epistle.



THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO

TITUS.

The letter divides itself by its contents thus :—

I. 1-4. The Salutation.

I. 5-9. Qualifications of the Elders Titus was to ordain.

I. 10-16. Character and Condition of the Cretan Church.

II. t—III. 11. How Titus was to urge the practical virtues of the Gospel in

connection with their basis in Christian Doctrine, in oppo

sition to the false Teachers. This subdivides into two :—

(a) II. 1-15. Virtues of Domestic Life; and

(b) III. I—11. Virtues of Social Life.

III. 12-15. Conclusion—Personal Directions.

Chapter I. 1-4.

T/te Salutation.

1 T)AUL, a servant of God, and an apostle of Jesus Christ,

X according to the faith of God's elect, and the acknow-

2 ledging of the "truth which is after godliness; * In hope of flCP- lTim-

eternal life, which God, 'that cannot lie, promised d before the * fee ch. hl7.

* ' * * C si urn. x xni.

3 world began; But hath in due times manifested his word j£:2'9SMn-

through preaching, which is committed unto me according to rf2 T"a- l *

4 the commandment of 'God our Saviour; To Titus, mine own «iTfa.i. 1,
11. 3 ; ch. u.

son after the common faith: Grace, mercy, and peace, from >°. "■• 4.

God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ * our Saviour.

1 omit mercy * Christ Jesus, omitting the Lord

__ _ , . godliness, a Pauline word frequent in Pastoral

J nt Salutation, 1-4. Epistles, denoting that religious fear of God in

Ver. I. The title servant of God, occurring the heart which penetrates and rules the whole

in Jas. i. I, but nowhere else in Paul's inscrip- conduct.

tions, is a peculiarity which tells against suspicion Ver. 2. These two ends of the apostolate rest

of forgery.—According to (better, ' with a view upon (not ' in ') the hope of eternal life, which is

to '), introduces the double design of his apostle- the sum of Old Testament prediction, fulfilled in

ship, viz. :— (1) the production of faith in God's the Gospel.—Cannot lie. Cf. Heb. vL 18.—

chosen ones (or of that genuine faith which only Before the world began ; literally, before eternal

the chosen have) (cf. Rom i. 5) ; and (2) the times, meaning probably from the most ancient

production in believers of a full knowledge (not periods, as in Luke i. 70- To understand with

'acknowledging') of the truth, or entire Gospel EUicott and Alford 'from all eternity,' gives an

revelation. A dual design : faith and knowledge, incorrect sense. Promised must then mean

Against certain errorisls, this truth tends to ' decreed to promise.'

603
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Ver. 3. New construction begins. What is

' manifested ' is not the ' eternal life ' of ver. 2,

but the 'word.' Yet the sense is the same:

the Gospel is the final revelation of life eternal.

Things promised are still in part concealed ; per

formance alone is full manifestation.—Due times

(rather, ' proper seasons ') denotes either, as in

Gal. iv. 4, an epoch in history when all things

fitted, or at God's own time. Former preferable.

Read ' our Saviour God,1 a phrase of the Pastoral

Epistles (see marginal references). Saviour is

applied elsewhere to God only in Luke i. 47 (with

Old Testament reference) and Jude 25.

Ver. 4. Titus, called Paul's brother in 2 Cor.

xi. 12, is here his 'legitimate son,' as converted

by him and sharing the same faith.

Chapter I. 5-9.

Qualifications of the Elders Titus was to ordain.

5 T!J*OR this cause left I thee in Crete, that thou shouldest set

-L in order the things that are wanting, and "ordain elders tActsimr.aj.

6 in every city, as I had appointed thee: If any be * blameless, *^m-"L

the husband of one wife, having faithful children, not accused

7 of riot, or unruly. For a bishop must be blameless, as the

steward cof God ; not self-willed, not soon angry, not given to <-iCor. w. ■.

8 wine, no striker, not given to filthy lucre ; But a lover of hospi

tality, a lover of good men, sober, just, holy, temperate ;

9 J Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he •'' run- «• '*

may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort and to convince

the gainsayers.

Qualifications of the Elders to be af/ointed, 5-9.

Ver. 5. Note the importance of organization to

preserve pure doctrine in the Church. It was

part of the apostolic function to institute Church

officers. Paul engaged in this when he left Crete.

But the word ordain (used of deacons in Acts

vi. 3) tells nothing of how the elders were selected

or appointed.—Elders—probably more than one

in every city. [See Excursus on the Eldership.]

—A8 I had appointed, verbally, before leaving.

Ver. 6. Blameless, unaccused, as 1 Tim. iii. 10;

possibly with allusion to a summons to the people

to lay objections against the candidate. In view

of the prevailing Cretan immorality, unblemished

reputation was wisely made the first qualification.

— One wife. Is this against polygamy, or against

second marriages, as most early Fathers suppose,

and as the ancient Church sanctioned by canon

law ? For the latter view, it is urged—(a) poly

gamy could hardly be forbidden here, since it was

then illegal ; (6) the expression should in that

case be negative (' husband of no more than one ');

(r) I Tim. v. 9, which is a parallel expression, can

only refer to a second marriage ; {d) the feeling of

antiquity was unfavourable to re-marriage. On

the other hand, it is answered—(a) such a sense

is but obscurely expressed by these words, for they

have no necessary reference to any past condition

of the candidate for eldership ; (b) I Tim. v. 9 is

not parallel, since it expressly speaks of widows,

but this not of widowers ; and (c) elsewhere Paul

never forbids, but in certain cases (1 Tim. v. 14)

counsels re-marriage. Others conjecture a refer

ence to re-marriage after divorce, or to conjugal

infidelity ; but these appear far - fetched. It is

difficult to decide. Perhaps the safest course is

to understand the injunction as simply requiring

men to be chosen whose marriage relations had

been at every point normal or unexceptionable, a

condition not so easily realized in that age.—

Faithful (i.e. believing) children shows Chris

tianity had for some time been professed in Crete.

The succeeding words, not accused of dissolute

ness, or unruly against parental authority (comp.

I Tim. iii. 4, 5), describe the elder's children.

Ver. 7 breaks into details the general word

' blameless ' of ver. 6 : first giving as a reason

for this qualification the nature of the office itself.

Therefore he substitutes for the title elder or

presbyter the more descriptive synonym bishop,

or overseer. The elder's function is to superin

tend the congregation, and be a steward or head

servant over the house of God. Therefore he

ought to be—(1) not stubborn or unconciliatory ;

(2) not a hot-tempered man ; or (3) loud over his

cups ; and (4) too ready with his fist. The three

latter requirements describe one character, and

give a low idea of the Cretan Christians. Also

(5) not abusing his office for gain (cf. I Tim. iii. 8;

1 Pet. v. 2), as Paul accuses the heretics of doing,

see below, ver. 1 1.

Ver. 8. On the contrary, he should be (6)

hospitable, having then frequent occasion to

entertain brethren on their travels (cf. 3 John

5-8 ; Rom. xvi. 2, 23 ; Acts xxi. 16, etc) ; (7) a

lover of good, i.e. disposed to generous actions ;

(8) sober : this word, which with its derivatives

occurs so often in Pastoral Epistles, denotes ' the

well-balanced state of mind resulting from habitual
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self-restraint ' (Ellicott). In that time of morbid

religious excitement, Paul greatly missed as he grew

older moral and intellectual soundness or perfect

sanity. (9) Just toward men ; (10) holy towards

God, combining piety with purity; and (11)

temperate, as to one's own appetites and passions

self-restrained.

Ver. 9. So far of character : now of doctrine.

The elder is to be one who—(12) holds fast by

the word, or doctrine, 'which agrees with the

teaching ' of the apostles, as a word worthy of

credit (so ' faithful ' means). The necessity for this

qualification lies in another department of the

presbyterial office. The elder has first to exhort

(address for edification) the congregation of

believers in that instruction, which being 'whole

some' ('sound,' another word of the Pastoral

Epistles), tends to holiness, and next to convict

or confute the opponents. This leads Paul to

describe the Cretan errorists, whose teaching,

instead of nourishing a healthy piety, fostered

morbid and even immoral tendencies.

Chapter I. 10-16.

Character and Condition of the Cretan Church.

10 1 |*OR there are many unruly and ' vain talkers and deceivers,

1 1 -I- specially they of the circumcision : Whose mouths must

be stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching things which

12 they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake. One of themselves,

even "a prophet of their own, said, The Cretians are ahvay a

13 liars, evil beasts, slow bellies. This witness is true. Wherefore

rebuke them sharply, that they may be sound in the faith ;

14 Not giving heed to Jewish fables, and b commandments of men, t

1 5 that turn from the truth. ' Unto the pure all things are pure : c

but unto them that are defiled and unbelieving is nothing pure ;

16 but even their mind and conscience is defiled. ''They profess

that they know God ; but in works they deny him, being d

abominable, and disobedient, and unto every good work

reprobate.

1 omit and

Acts xvii. a3.

Mat. xv. 3-9.

Lu. xi. 38-41;

Rom. xiv.

14-20 ; 1 Cor.

xi. 23-27 ;

1 Tim. iv.

3*5-. ...

2 Tim. 111.

5-8 : Ezek.

xxxiii. 31.

Character of both the Teachers and the People of

Crete, to show the danger to which that Church

was exposed, and from which the new

Presbyters were to rescue it, 10-16.

Ver. 10. Unruly ; for Jews of that age, of whom

many inhabited Crete, were noted for seditious

tendencies.—Vain talkers (1 Tim. i. 6), or

chatterers, and deceivers, or misleaders ofopinion,

are two leading substantives, to which the adjec

tive ' unruly ' applies.

Ver. II. Stopped; literally, muzzled ; best done

by exposing them as persons who 'overturn entire

houses,' i.e. families, through anarchic doctrine sub

versive of domestic authority : probably lax theories

of Christian freedom in reference to wedlock and

the duties of children and of slaves. Their motive

was ' base gain ' (better than ' filthy lucre ') to be

won from their perverts.

Ver. 12. Themselves, i.e. Cretans. The hexa

meter verse quoted is from a lost poem by

Epimenides, a Cretan sage of the sixth century

B.C., who is well called 'a prophet of their

own,' for he is described by classic writers as a

philosophic seer and priest, venerated for his pre

dictions, around whose memory popular legends

gathered, and to whom almost sacred honours

came to be paid. Impossible to infer that Paul

ascribed an inspired character to heathen sages.

The vices here ascribed to the national character

(falsehood, violence, and gluttony) find confirma

tion from other authors. — Slow bellies, 'do-

nothing gluttons ' (Ellicott).

Ver. 13. Paul boldy adds his own testimony to

base on it an exhortation to a sharp or severe

handling of the people.—Rebuke is 'confute,' as

in ver. 9 the elders were to do.—Sharply, or

unsparingly, with a view to their becoming

sound in the faith. The Gospel has power to

subdue the wildest natures.

Ver. 14 defines the evil to be cured (cf. I Tim.

i. 4, iv. 1).—Fables; literally, 'myths, fantastic

fictions about the world of spirits, nourished by

the secret teaching traditional among the Jews '

(Matthies) ; ' Rabbinical fables and fabrications,

whether in history or doctrine ' (Ellicott). Word

only found in Pastoral Epistles and in 2 Pet. i. 16.

—The commandments were late glosses on the

Mosaic law with no moral basis, chiefly turning

on distinction between clean and unclean (cf.

Matt. xv. 9 and Mark vii. 7). Against these

last, ver. 15 lays down the broad rule ot
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Christian faith which cuts false asceticism to the Christianity teaches that all objects are ante-

root, cedently and in themselves good ; the polluted

Ver. 15. All things axe pure for the pnre; man makes this or that unclean to himself,

for their use, that is. (Comp. our Lord, Matt. Ver. 16. It was part of the religious ' confes-

xv. 10-20.) ' Because created good by a good God, sion' of these errorists, that tie knowledge of

and because blessed by Him and sanctified by Christ, God was their own (in an exceptional degree?) ;

and because restored to man for his free use by Him' practically they denied what in words they oon-

(Wordsworth). When the morally defiled are also fessed. Vice is a denial that we have any true

unbelieving, they abide in their sin (John viii. 24). knowledge of God.—Abominable, a strong word

—Nothing pure, i.e. to them ; it ministers to the not elsewhere in New Testament, implying the

impurity of their own nature.—Mind and con- disgust with which a pure mind contemplates

science describe the intellectual and the ethical certain sins.—Disobedient, i.e. to moral law.—

side of the mind. False asceticism imputes un- Reprobates, or rejected after trial, a word of

cleanness to the mere use of material objects. Paul's.

Chapter II. 1-15.

Practical Virtues to be urged in opposition to ' Unsound' Teaching—

(a) Virtues of Domestic Life.

1 T) UT speak thou the things which become sound doctrine :

2 J-3 That the aged men be sober, grave, temperate, sound in

3 faith, in charity, in patience. The aged women likewise, that

tltey be in behaviour as becometh holiness, not false accusers,

4 not given to much wine, teachers of good things ; That they

may teach the young women to be sober,1 to love their hus-

5 bands, to love their children, To be "discreet, chaste, keepers at «Cp. • p«.

home,' good, obedient to their own husbands, that the word of iTim-V. ■*

6 God be not blasphemed. Young men likewise exhort to be

7 sober-minded. In all things showing thyself a pattern of good

works : in doctrine showing uncorruptness, gravity, sincerity,*

8 Sound speech, that cannot be condemned ; that he that is of

the contrary part may be ashamed, having no evil thing to say

9 of you.4 Exhort * servants to be obedient unto their own *EPh.vi. s-s;

masters, and to please them well in all things ; not answering

10 again; Not purloining, but showing all good fidelity; * that » » r'ua- * ••

they may adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour* in all things.

1 1 For the grace of God that bringeth salvation rfhath appeared rfiTim.ii.j^.

12 to all men, Teaching us that, 'denying ungodliness and worldly <Cp. «Cor.

lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this ,Jh«*iT- r.

13 present world ; ^Looking for that blessed hope, and the gl°ri- /j.Co'jj- 7;

ous appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ:

14 'Who gave himself for us, that he might redeem us from all rSe.GJ.L4.

iniquity, and purify unto himself * a peculiar people, zealous of *c?r^t™^:

15 good works. These things speak, and exhort, and rebuke with fpj££:9

all authority. ' Let no man despise thee. .jTim.iv.it.

1 omit to be sober s or, preferable reading may be, workers at home

8 omit sincerity * read us * our Saviour God
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What Titus is to teach on the duties offamily life,

in five particulars: (a) old men, (i) old

women, (c) young women, (d) young men, and

(e) slaves, 1-10.

Ver. 1. True Christian doctrine is 'healthy'

for the soul, because it is accompanied by prac

tical goodness.

Ver. 2. Sober is best taken literally, parallel to

' not given to much wine' in ver. 3. Drunkenness

was a Cretan failing, and the old were especially

liable to it. — Grave, ' reverend or worshipful '

(Wordsworth), misrendered ' honest ' in Phil,

iv. 8. — Temperate, same word as 'sober' of

i. 8, indicates wise self-control. The next words

apply the idea of moral sanity and holiness to the

three cardinal Christian graces ; only for ' hope '

is here put that brave endurance to the end

under trial which is the practical fruit of hope,

and appropriate in aged disciples.

Ver. 3. Likewise, for the same moral propriety

applies here, modified only by sex.—Behaviour,

or deportment, a wide term, covering ' walk,

gesture, countenance, speech, silence ' (Jerome).—

ecometh holiness (cf. 1 Tim. ii. 10 ; Eph. v. 3),

befitting the solemnity of a consecrated person.

Women too are spiritual priests in Christ.—False

accusers ; frequent failing of this class ; the word

is literally 'devils.' It is the diabolic character

istic to slander the good.

Ver. 4. To avoid reproach, Titus' exhortations

to younger females are to pass through the elder

women.—Teach, better 'school,' so to discipline

as to bring one to practical wisdom. The virtues

in which young married women need to be

schooled follow : the virtues of home life. When

first the Gospel gave dignity to womanhood and

spiritual equality with man, some loosening might

be feared of the natural subordination of the sex

in marriage, causing the new faith to be evil

spoken of (' blasphemed ').— Discreet is the word

rendered * temperate ' in ver. 2, and ' sober-

minded ' in ver. 6. Better to retain the same

rendering throughout, where the term is so charac

teristic. See on ' sober ' in i. 8.

Ver. 6 sums up in the same comprehensive term

the peculiar duty of the Christian young man—

the opposite being the defect of character con

spicuous in his class. Also, the special sin of

heathenism lay in the excessive indulgence of

natural desires, on which heathen philosophy had

striven in vain to apply a curb. ' Self-restraint is

needful not alone in fleshly actions or the lusts of

the mind, but in all things, that we may neither

desire honours which are not due to us, nor be

inflamed with avarice nor subdued by any passion

whatever' (Jerome). Wisdom requires a similar

restraint or balance in the formation and the

holding of intellectual opinions.

Ver. 7. To this class Titus belonged ; therefore

he was to be its model as well as preceptor.

'The teacher of others should be like a basin

which ere it can overflow must first be itself filled

from the fountain' (St. Bernard). Specially in

his public teaching, which is to exhibit a character

sincere (' uncorrupt ') and 'grave,'

Ver. 8. The substance of public Christian teach

ing should be so plainly of a ' healthy ' moral

tendency as not to lie open to the animadversion of

the unbelievers. But by the true reading ' us ' for

yon at the close, Paul includes all Christians as

affording no handle to the enemies of the faith,

if they walk according to sound doctrine.

Ver. 9 resumes the list of classes from ver. 6.

Among the first converts were many bond-ser

vants, for the Gospel was glad news to them ; but

they (like wives, ver. 5) were apt in the joy of new

spiritual freedom to strain the bonds of civil duty.

Paul bids them recommend Christianity by going

beyond legal subjection, studying how to satisfy

their 'lords.' The negatives describe the two

chief temptations of their condition.—Answering

again is too narrow ; not thwarting in any way.

Basis in Christian doctrinefor theforegoing

admonitions, II—15.

Ver. 11. Christ's work is the appearance,

or literally, epiphany, of that Divine grace or

' favour ' to man (cf. iii. 4) which had previously

been concealed. Grace is the ground of redemp

tion ; redemption the manifestation of grace.—

The grace that is saving appeared (not ' hath

appeared,' for word refers to a definite past event),

'like the dawn' (Wordsworth). We may either

read, 'the grace that saves all men appeared,' i.e.

men of all races and orders ; or, ' grace appeared

to all men, bringing salvation.' Former perhaps

to be preferred.

Ver. 12. The design of the Gospel epiphany of

grace was to tutor or discipline men into virtue.

The word teaching comprehends all methods of

training as applied to a child, correction not

excluded. God's grace in Christ is paedagogic,

disciplinary, practical. Hence the false teachers

of Crete were condemned as heretics by their evil

practice. The end or design of such discipline

is given negatively and positively : (t) ' Having

denied ' the old unconverted life on its Godward

side ( = ungodliness) and also on its earthward

( = ' cosmic or secular desires,' such as pertain to

the fallen ' world,' see I John ii. 15), we should

(2) live (a) with due control over ourselves

(soberly, as in vers. 4 and 6), and (i) with due

regard for others' rights ('justly '), and (c) with due

piety or devotedness to the Divine honour (godly

opposed to ungodliness).

Ver. 13. The Christian's duty during this pre

sent life (world in ver. 12 = age or epoch of the

world), does not exclude but include a reference to

that which is to come. The Christian's hope is

another or second 'epiphany' still future. The first

is an epiphany of grace (ver. 1 1 ) as the source of

Christian life ; the other of ' glory ' as its end.

(So Wiesinger.) This appearing of the glory

(literally) of the great God is to be at the Second

Advent. — Much disputed if God as well as

Saviour refers to our Lord. Some arguments

for and against involve a knowledge of the

original ; but the following are among the chief :

For— (a) context refers to Christ : (6) the word

' epiphany ' (appearing) never occurs in relation

to God the Father elsewhere ; (c) the adjective

' great ' would be uncalled for, if ' God were

here used of the Father ; (d) the weight of opinion

among the Fathers lay on this side. Against—

(a) the word ' God ' is nowhere else thus joined as

a simple attribute to Christ ; (l>) the phrase ' God

and our Saviour ' occurs six times in the Pastoral

Epistles, and always refers to the Father ; (c) it is

usual with Paul thus to conjoin God the Father

and our Lord ; (d) the addition of 'great' serves

to isolate ' God ' as a different subject. The

result may be summed up thus :—There is a
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grammatical presumption in favour of referring

' God ' to our Lord in this passage ; yet not such

as can be much depended on, seeing the usage of

the writer tells the other way. No argument for

our Lord's divinity can be safely built on such

exegesis. The doctrine is amply sustained and can

dispense with the support of an ambiguous text.

Ver. 14. For us, on our behalf. The design

of Christ's self-offering to death was a moral

one—to set us free by payment of a ransom-price

(see the root text in Matt. xx. 28) from iniquity

(or sin viewed as lawlessness, comp. I John i. 3, 4).

The principle of lawless living is thought of as a

tyrannical usurper over human nature. Its hold

is broken when the price is paid for the slave—

that price the ' precious blood,' as in I Pet.i. 18, 19.

The redeeming act which is past describes one

side of salvation. Another follows in the cleansing

of the redeemed : purify to himself a people

who shall be His own private possession ; so

peculiar means here—a much misused expression.

The phrase is from the Pentateuch ; see Ex.

xix. 5 ; Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2, xxvi. 18. In New

Testament, the only parallel is I Pet. ii. 9, where,

however, the word is different. The ethical design

of this redemption, which is also a cleansing of

His people, becomes again emphatic in the last

clause (zealous of good works), recurring to the

radical idea (ver. 12) that the Gospel revelation

of grace contemplates as its aim a holy life. On

general thought compare Rom. vi.

Ver. 1 5 reverts at the close to the opening of

the section in ver. 1. Titus is to teach (speak), and

al-o to urge to duty (exhort), and also convict (or

rebuke) the disobedient after a fashion so vigorous

and bold that no man in Crete shall undervalue

him. Cf. I Tim. iv. 12.—Authority is here

' imperativeness ' of manner ( Alford).

Chapter III. i-n.

Practical Virtues (continued)—(6) Virtues of Social Life.

1 T)UT them in mind "to be subject to principalities and1

J- powers, to obey magistrates," to be ready to every good

2 work, To speak evil of no man, to be no brawlers, but gentle,

3 showing all meekness unto all men. For * we ourselves also

were sometimes foolish, disobedient, deceived, serving divers

lusts and pleasures, living in malice and envy, hateful, and1

4 hating one another. c But after that the kindness and love of

5 God our Saviour toward man appeared, d Not by works of

righteousness which we have done, but according to his mercy

he saved us, * by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of

6 the Holy Ghost ; Which he f shed on us abundantly through

7 Jesus Christ our Saviour ; That being justified by his grace, we

should be made * heirs according to the hope of eternal life.

8 * This is a faithful saying, and these things I will that thou

affirm constantly, that they which have believed in God might

be careful to maintain good works. These things are good and

9 profitable unto men. But avoid foolish questions, and ' gene

alogies, and contentions, and strivings about the law ; for they,

10 are unprofitable and vain. A man that is an heretick * after

1 1 the first and second admonition reject ; Knowing that he that

is such is subverted, and sinneth, being condemned of himself.

1 omit and * omit magistrates.

..- ('V Rom.

xui. 1-7.

b Cp. Eph. ii.

1-3 : Col. uL

5-8:1 Cor.

vi. 9 11.

c Cp. Eph. ii.

4-10.

</Rom. iii.

20-36.

/ Cp. Jo. iii.

3-5 ; 1 Cor.

vi. 11; 1 Pet.

iii. at.

/Joel ii. 28 ;

Ezck. xxxvi.

25 ; Acts ii.

33-

f Cp. Rom.

viii. 17,23,24.

A 1 Tim. l 15.

1 Cp. 1 Tim i

4 ; 1 Tim. ii.

»3-

It Cp. Mat.

Xviil. 15-30;

i Cor. v. 3-5 ;

2 Pet. ii. 1-3.

What Titus is to leach on the duties of social life

(vers. I, 2) enforced by a longargument drawn

from the change which Christians had them

selves experienced through grace (vers. 3-7)

—Exhortation to Titus renewed (vers. 8- 1 1).

Ver 1. Duty to rulers. Crete, formerly selt-

govemed on a popular basis, had since B.C. 67

been attached to the Roman province of Cyrene,

and was restive under the yoke. Similar re

minders that Christians should avoid sedition are

frequent in the apostolic letters. The hand of

Rome was a very heavy one, and the imperial

court, at its height of insolence and extravagance,
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was ever provoking revolt among the conquered

nations. The primitive Church, drawn mainly

from the discontented classes, the poor and the

servile, taught the equality and dignity of all

men—a doctrine which might readily ferment into

a spirit of repugnance to all authority. It included

also large numbers of Jews, the most seditious of

the subjects of the Empire. It was secretly

spread over many provinces, and bound its con

verts in a society, with pass-words and an organi

zation of its own, which might be easily abused

for political ends by agitators, and which could

scarcely fail to awaken suspicion in the govern

ment. Not strange therefore that the leaders of

the new body deemed it prudent frequently to

counsel submission. — For principalities and

powers, which now carries a vague sense, read

' to rulers, to authorities. '

Ver. 2. Duty to general (heathen) society. The

general idea is, for the rude violence customary in

Crete to show the gentle and patient and kindly

spirit characteristic of the Gospel.—Meekness is

the social grace of character that results from

religious brokenness of spirit ; shows itself in

abusing none in words, not being prompt to

quarrel (like the low population of Cretan seaports),

but rather giving way to the insolence of others.

Ver. 3. Such conduct becomes people who ( 1 )

were once like the heathen, but who (2) have been

changed through Divine grace and no merit of

their own. The argument turns on the vast

change conversion to Christ had made in Cretan

Christians.—Sometimes should be 'sometime'

or 'once.'—We takes in Paul himself and all

Christians. Their past is described in seven

particulars. —Foolish, i.e. without just ideas

through the darkening effect of sin.—Deceived,

or deluded, includes practical as well as intel

lectual errors. ' Enslaved to desires and various

pleasures ' describes the self-indulgent, as the next

words describe the malignant, character of heathen

dom—the whole a frightful picture of unregenerate

unchristian society.

Ver. 4. Two very human words are selected to

describe God's grace in its manifestation, because

Paul is enforcing kindness among men. God set

the example of benevolence and philanthropy.

Read ' love-toward-man ' as one word.—God our

Saviour ; rather, ' our Saviour God,' cf. I Tim.

i. 1, ii. 3-5 ; Tit. i. 3, ii. 10.—Appeared looks

back to ii. 1 1. The Divine character is the root

of salvation, not human merit.

Ver. 5. Saved is the main word : what precedes

describes its source, negative and positive ; what

follows, its manner, in outer rite and inward influ

ence.—' Not in consequence of works,' ' which

we (emphatic) did.' The undeserved sovereignty

of grace frequent in Paul ; see Rom. iii. 20, iv. 2 ;

Gal. ii. 16, iii. 2 ; Phil. iii. 9. The means by

which individuals realize the salvation which was

once for all effected in Christ's cross is regenera

tion expressed and sealed by baptism. — For

' washing' read ' laver,' as in Eph. v. 26 ; or the

vessel in which the washing took place. This

phrase is the great text urged in support of

baptismal regeneration. To a convert from

heathenism, the bath of baptism marked his

formal transition from the old to the new state—

the second birth by water (John iii. 5) of which

Jesus spake. None the less the real and spiritual

transition which preceded and was only objectively

or formally expressed in baptism was the renewal

vol. in. 39

wrought by the Holy Ghost. ' That which is

born of the Spirit is spirit. '—Renewing is added to

further define ' regeneration.' The word occurs in

Rom. xii. 2. It describes the moral change which

passes on a man when he becomes a new creature

in Christ Jesus. Clearly this must with adult

heathen have preceded the confession of their

faith in baptism. It is only infant baptism which

could ever have suggested regeneration in or by

the sacrament. Hence, writing to men who had

been mostly baptized after their conscious conver

sion to the Gospel, Paul feared no misapprehension

of his language, here or in Rom. vi. 4; Col. ii. 12.

' It is not the mere outward act or fact of baptism

to which we attach such high and glorious epithets,

but that complete baptism by water and the Holy

Ghost, whereof the first cleansing by water is

indeed the ordinary sign and seal, but whereof

the glorious indwelling Spirit of God is the only

efficient cause and continuous agent' (Alford).

Ver. 6. Which, i.e. the Holy Ghost.—Shed,

or poured out (allusion to act of baptizing), includ

ing both Pentecost and all the subsequent effusion

of the Spirit on the successive members of the

Church. — Abundantly; literally, 'richly.' —

Through the mediation and merits of Christ.

Note the part assigned to the Three Persons :

Father, the fountain who pours ; Son, the channel

through whom ; Spirit, the poured out Water of

Life.

Ver. 7. Design of the Spirit-baptism is to make

sons of God, therefore heirs, of those who have

been justified by His (that is, God's) grace. The

filial standing and character of believers are by

Paul uniformly connected with the gift of the

Holy Ghost (cf. Gal. iv. 4). The inheritance con

forms to the ' hope ' referred to at the outset in

i. 2. It is the ' promised inheritance ' reserved

for the ' seed ' (cf. Gal. iii. 16-19). Il is charac

teristic of Paul, that, beginning with a practical

admonition, he should run it back to the rich

doctrines of Gospel grace and the highest privileges

of the children of God.

Ver. 8. Paul reverts to the idea of ver. I, emphasiz

ing his admonition.—Faithful saying—only found

in Pastoral Epistles—I Tim. i. 15, iii. I, iv. 9 ; 2

Tim. ii. 11. Alford thinks it describes a class of

statements already current in the apostolic Church

as accepted formulae of doctrine. Such doctrines

cannot be too often enforced, in order that

Christians may ' apply study and care ' to main

tain, rather, ' to practise like a skilled craftsman '

practical duty, and not idle speculation. The

rendering, ' to practise honest callings, ' though

admissible, narrows the sense too much.

Ver. 9. The questions to be avoided were such

controverted points as were worse than unim

portant, silly. Such were many disputed over by

the errorists, notably those about Old Testament

genealogies in their spiritual significance, and those

about trivial details of the ceremonial law. See

i. 14 and I Tim. i. 4, 7.—Vain, without result.

Ver. 10. Thus far of Titus' attitude to the

errors ; now, to the errorists. In Paul's sense,

heretic comes nearer schismatic than what we

now describe by the word. As in I Cor. xi. 19

and Gal. v. 20, so here, he speaks of making

party factions to divide the Church, rather than of

false doctrine. Most divisions have their root in

self-will, but do not necessarily involve funda

mental error. The word admonition covers

every kind of earnest endeavour to bring the
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sectary to a better mind. Failing that, after two

attempts, he was to be ' shunned ' (reject)—pro

bably in personal intercourse ; possibly referring

to church censure. The wisest measures may fail

to hinder scandalous schisms in the Church.

Vcr. II. Such failure in admonishing shows the

man had become ' perverted," a self-condemned

sinner, because ' doing in his own case what in

general he condemns ' (Ellicott).

12

14

»5

Chapter III. 12-15.

Conclusion—Personal Directions.

WHEN I shall send Artemas unto thee, or "Tychicus, be •*See;1*'*;,£-

diligent to come unto me to Nicopolis : for I have •*•

determined there to winter. Bring Zenas the lawyer and

* Apollos on their journey diligently, that nothing be wanting #s»Ae»^

unto them. And let ours also learn "to maintain good works c\^f-^

for necessary uses, that they be not unfruitful. All that are '"■ *

with me salute thee. Greet them that love us in the faith.me salute thee.

Grace be with you all.

Greet

Amen.'

1 omit Amen

Conclusion: Personal Directions, 12-15.

Ver. 12. Titus was soon to be replaced that he

might rejoin the apostle.—Artemas is unknown ;

by tradition, Bishop of Lystra.—Tychicus, of the

province of Asia (Acts xx. 4), who carried from

Rome the letters to Colosse (Col. iv. 7, 8), and to

Ephcsus (so called ; see Eph. vi. 21, 22). In his

second imprisonment, Paul again sent him to

Ephesus (2 Tim. iv. 12). There were various cities

called Nicopolis. Paul is supposed to mean the

town in Epirus founded in memory of the battle

of Actium on the spot where the army of Augustus

halted. Though only thirty years old at this

time, it was the chief town in Western Greece.

Probably it was there, during approaching winter,

that Paul was arrested and sent to Rome for the

last time.

Ver. 13. Hospitality to Christian travellers was

an urgent virtue in the early Church. Of Zenas

nothing is known. Tradition calls him one of

the seventy, and later a bishop at Diospolis.—

Lawyer may mean either a Jewish scribe or a

jurisconsult of the Roman Empire.—Bring on

their journey, etc., means to equip them for

further travel with everything needful.

Ver. 14. Not Titus alone, but (ours, a unique

phrase) the Cretan brethren were to share in this

fitting out of the two travellers. It would be an

exercise in Christian beneficence and a lesson to

' practise ' similar ' good works,' as often as

' necessary wants ' (not ' uses ') arose.

Ver. 15. Them that love, etc., i.e. Cretan

Christians who had come to know Paul during his

stay in the island.

Excursus on the Primitive Eldership.

In a spiritual society like tl e Christian Church,

both the rites observed and the organization by

which its affairs are administered ought to be of

the most simple character consistent with efficiency.

The earliest Christian Church which required to

be constituted under permanent and regular

officials was the Hebrew Church at Jerusalem ;

and there can be no question that its constitution

was imitated from that of the synagogue. When

we first catch a glimpse of a ruling order early in

the year A.D. 44, these rulers already bear the

title of ' the presbyters ' or ' elders ' (Acts xi. 30).

No other arrangement could have seemed so

natural to Jews. From the moment when the

related clans or septs which sprang from the

twelve sons of Israel first appear in history, they

are found organized under a council or senate o(

'elders.' Like similar bodies of rulers under a

parallel state of society in many lands, these

derived their title from their age and experience,

representing as they did the still more ancient

patriarchal chieftainship. As this had been the

earliest, so it proved to be the most enduring

institution in the Hebrew state. It survived every

revolution in Hebrew annals. All through the

monarchy the ' ciders ' stood by the king's side as

of old, the natural representatives of ' the con-

gregation,' that is, of the body of the people.

They survived the fall of the monarchy, and

during the captivity became again the recognised

heads of the exiles (cf. Jer. xxix. I ; Ezek. viii. I,

xiv. 1, etc.). On the restoration, society recon

structed itself on the immemorial lines. The

elders of each city are found acting with its

' judges ' (Ezra x. 14), and the elders of the nation

appear throughout the first book of Maccabees a*

a senate empowered to form alliances and decide

questions of peace and war (1 Mace. xii. 6, 3$,

xiii. 36, xiv. 20. See also 2 Mace. i. 10, iv. 44'-

When supreme power was ultimately gathered into

the hands of the Sanhedrim, a large contingent in

the membership of that composite council *<re

just the old ' elders of the people,' or represen

tative heads of the congregation.

Still more important for the origin of church
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polity was the development given to this presby-

terial system in the synagogue. When the Hebrews

began after the exile to meet for public worship in

local congregations, and such congregations began

to possess sacred edifices, an order of worship, and

a governing body of their own, it was quite natural

that the charge of each ' synagogue, ' so called,

should be entrusted to officials similar to those

who from time immemorial had managed the

civil affairs of the village or commune. At the

head of each synagogue there came in this way to

stand a council of presbyters presided over by

one of themselves. In fact, this title of presbyter

or elder is employed in the New Testament to

describe Jewish far more often than Christian

officers.

It is clear, therefore, how the first chiefs of the

infant society of believers at Jerusalem were led

to mould its government on a type to which they

and their fathers had always been accustomed.

The system sanctioned in its origin by resident

apostles was carried everywhere by the first

missionaries, and set up likewise among the

churches of the Gentiles. On his first tour, Paul

ordained * ciders ' at Derbe, at Lyst ra, at Iconium,

and at Antioch. We find him at a later date

addressing similar officials at Philippi and at

Ephcsus. James speaks of them as found among

the scattered Hebrew Christians. Peter does the

same thing, and calls himself by the title of

4 presbyter. So does St. John in both his minor

Epistles. So far as we can now know anything of

apostolic churches at all, we gather that a congre

gational council of presbyters was an institution

everywhere established.

There can be no doubt that the primary

function of the primitive eldership was that of

superintendence. Some of them were likewise

instructors or exhorters of the brethren, as appears

from a well-known passage in FirstTimothy (v. 1 7) ;

but that very text shows 'ruling well' to have been

their essential or characteristic duty ; and the

numerous other passages where their functions are

referred to bear out the same idea of ' rule ' (cf.

Heb. xiii. 7 ; I Thess. v. 12 ; I Pet. v. 2 ; Acts

xx. 28). To express this characteristic function,

it would appear that they early began to be

descrilied by Greek Christians as the overseers

( ' bishops ') and pastors of the flock. Both words

were familiar terms descriptive of such duties as

these officers discharged. The former of the two

especially came ere long to take its place as an

official Greek title, alongside of the older title

(borrowed from the Hebrews) of 'presbyter' or

elder. That it was in this way the primitive order

of church rulers came to acquire the name of

' bishops,' and that during the Apostolic Age

bishop and presbyter described the same class of

officials, may now be regarded as settled points.

Scarcely any competent scholars who do not

belong to an extreme school of churchmen dispute

it. An old controversy, long and hotly waged, .

has thus been within the present generation of

scholars laid to rest ; and the only question which

really remains in debate is, At what date and

under what conditions this newer title of ' bishop '

began to be exclusively reserved for the president

of the presbytery. Bishop Lightfoot, who has

done much to win general acceptance for the

identity of the apostolic 'bishop' and 'presbyter,'

maintains in his valuable supplement on 'The

Christian Ministry,' appended to his Commentary

on Philippians, that the development of the episco

pate out of the presbytery took place in Asia

Minor under the sanction of St. John somewhere

between the year 70 and the year 100, and thence

was gradually extended throughout the other

churches of Gentile Christendom. This result can

not be said to be as yet established beyond dispute.

Even if correct, it involves the abandonment of

the old positions taken up by defenders of Episco

pacy : (1) that bishops are the successors of the

apostles ; and (2) that diocesan Episcopacy is

sanctioned by the New Testament. It reduces

the plea for an order of ministers higher than the

eldership to one of practical convenience only.

The question whether such a concentration of

church power in the hands of a single individual

be or be not an improvement upon the primitive

institution of a presbytery or council of elders

with equal rights to rule, is clearly one of

secondary consequence, which different bodies of

Christians, placed under different circumstances,

may be expected to answer in different ways.





INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO

PHILEMON.

i. Unique character of the Epistle—2. Of Philemon and the persons most closely con

nected with him—3. His slave Onesimus—4. Slavery in the Roman Empire

—5. The runaway slave at Rome—6. Contents of the Epistle— 7. Its style

compared with one by Pliny on a like subject—8. Traditions concerning Onesimus

—9. Genuineness of the Epistle—10. Time and place of writing.

I.—Unique Character of the Epistle.

THE Epistle of Paul to Philemon is unlike any other portion of the New Testa

ment Scriptures. It deals with no matter which concerns either the history or

the doctrines of Christianity, but exhibits by a particular example the practical effect

of Christ's religion on social life. Our Lord in His Sermon on the Mount, as well as

in other places, had testified that His doctrines would make their influence felt in

the family and among friends, and that such influence would often run counter

to the received notions about social ties and obligations. Family ties between

Christians would be made still more sacred ; forgiveness of injuries would take the

place of a desire for revenge ; and the whole round of Christian life would demon

strate that the followers of Jesus knew that they must ' do more than others.' One

social operation of the new doctrines may be in some degree noticed even during the

ministry of Christ The women among the Christian band were elevated to a

position which it was not common for them to hold among the Jews, and at this we

are told on one occasion1 that the disciples themselves manifested their wonder.

Another and even more marked working of Christian teaching is manifested in this

Epistle. In our Lord's time the institution of slavery was common among all nations.

Among the Jews it lost somewhat of its horrors; but there was no principle in

Judaism which, as was the case with the teaching of the New Covenant, placed the

slave on a level with his master. It was long, indeed, before the Christian principle

became so far accepted as to loose the bondman's chains j but this letter to Philemon

shows us that in the end it was sure to be done, whenever Christianity gained its

full sway over men's minds. For a long time, however, this Epistle was spoken of

by some as unworthy to hold a place among the other writings of St. Paul. Some

held its subject to be too trivial, and that if it were the apostle's writing, yet that

there was not always in all things Christ speaking within him. These objectors are

noticed and answered by Jerome,2 Chrysostom, and Theophylact, though the

language used shows that even these Christian fathers did not realize 8 that slavery

1 John iv. 27. Where the correct rendering is that of the Revised Version, ' They marvelled that

he was speaking with a woman. '

1 See Jerome in Epist. ad PhiUmonem (Migne, P. L. xxvi. coll. 599 seqq.).

5 Cf. Chrysostom in Epist. ad Philcmonem (Migne, P. G. lxii. coll. 701 seqq.) ; and Theophylact in

tandem Epist. (Migne, P. G. exxv. coll. 172 seqq.).
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was doomed by Him who said, 'One is your Father, and all ye are brethren.'

Among the lessons to be derived from the Epistle, Theophylact specifies that it

teaches us to take pains for the sake of things that look worthless ; and that we ought

not to despise honest slaves, for Paul calls Onesimus his child ; but yet he adds

(and Chrysostom has a like sentence) that slaves are not to be taken from their

master on the plea of piety * without their master's consent With these writers

slavery was not viewed as we now view it, but neither was it by professing Christians

of a much more recent date. George Whitefield, at the time of his greatest zeal for

preaching the Gospel, saw no wrong in becoming a slaveholder.2 If, therefore, the

early fathers of the Church felt so feebly the evil of slavery, even while defending the

Epistle as St Paul's composition, we need not be surprised that others, less pervaded

still by the Christian spirit, found the whole letter beneath the dignity of the apostolic

character

II.—Of Philemon and the Persons most closely connected with him.

Philemon, to whom the Epistle is addressed, appears to have been a native, or

at all events a resident, at Colossae. This is inferred because, in the contemporary

Epistle to the Colossian Church, Onesimus, Philemon's slave, is stated (iv. 9) to be

one of the inhabitants of Colossae, and the slave could hardly be a dweller elsewhere

than where his master dwelt From the language which St. Paul uses about his

liberality to the Christian congregation, it is clear that he must have been a man of

some wealth, having a house in which he could offer room for the accommodation of

the worshippers who dwelt in Colossae. He had probably been converted to

Christianity by the preaching of St Paul at Ephesus, for to such a debt the apostle

alludes (ver. 19) ; and it seems (Col. L 4, 8, etc.) that up to the time of writing this

Epistle, St. Paul had never been at Colossae. Ephesus, however, was near enough

to be visited, for trade purposes, frequently by the dwellers in Colossae and the

neighbouring towns ; and we know that though St Paul seems to have been

stationary at Ephesus during his long sojourn there, yet (Acts xix. 10) ' all they which

dwelt in Asia (i.e. Proconsular Asia) heard the word of the Lord Jesus, both Jews

and Greeks.' It was to the latter nationality that Philemon belonged, if we may

judge from his name and the names of those who are mentioned in close connection

with him, and Philemon is a name widely spread in the countries where Greek was

spoken.* But of this particular Philemon we know no more than can be gathered

from this Epistle. We are, indeed, told 4 that he became Bishop of Colossas, and

died a martyr; but there is no word in the Epistle to indicate that he held any

ministerial position in the Church, and it is probable that his services to the cause of

Christianity were rendered rather by his substance than in any other way.

Apphia, whose name occurs in close sequence on that of Philemon, was most

likely his wife, and according to the best authorities she is saluted by the apostle as

a member of the Christian congregation also. And because his name follows

immediately afterwards, it has been conjectured s that Archippus was their son. I f

this be so, we may conclude that Philemon and his wife were no longer young, for

in the letter to Colossae (iv. 17) Archippus is addressed as one who was in charge of

1 id xfm rpQiru ii/X«/3u'«( itiXn/t irirrir tiewrSt fih |3ivX«^tif«r (Theophylact, u. s. ).

* See Tyerman's Life of Whitefield, i. 353, ii. 169 : ' The people at Charleston gave him £300,

which he expended in buying land and negroes.'

3 See Bishop Lightfoot's Introduction to the Epistle to Philemon, p. 369, etc., where there is much

information derived from inscriptions about the other names mentioned in this Epistle.

4 Constit. Apostol. vii. 46. * By Theodore of Mopsuestia.
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the religious teaching of the church, and therefore himself of a sober age. It has

been suggested l from a consideration of some mercantile expressions which are

found in the Epistle (vers. 17-19), that St. Paul, who, as we know, became a fellow-

craftsman with Aquila and Priscilla in their trade as tentmakers, may have had some

business relation or partnership with Philemon at Ephesus. From his constant

determination to be no burden to any of the churches, it must have been necessary

for the apostle at times, and especially during so long a visit as that which he paid

to Ephesus, to have made some effort after means of income. If the word ' partner '

(ver. 1 7) be thus understood, it harmonizes very well with all that follows, and is

consistent with New Testament usage elsewhere, and such a connection is in no way

unsuited to what we know of St. Paul's life at other times.2

Of Archippus the language used is such as to indicate that he was engaged in the

work of a Christian teacher. ' Fellow-soldier ' is a term only used by St. Paul or

those who, like himself, had devoted themselves wholly to the preaching of the

Gospel Agreeable to this is the exhortation which the apostle addresses to

Archippus in the Epistle to the Colossians, that he should take heed to the ministry

which he has received in the Lord, to fulfil it. Such language leaves little doubt

that either at Colossse or in some congregation in the neighbourhood Archippus was

appointed to the oversight of the flock. And as the passage just alluded to follows

close upon a message about the church of Laodicea, some have thought that

Archippus was the minister of the Laodicean church. Colossa; and Laodicea were

so close together, that it is not impossible that he may have been set over the church

in both places.

III.—Of the Slave Onesimus.

Among his other possessions Philemon was the owner of the slave Onesimus,

concerning whom the Epistle is written. The slave's name is a significant word,

meaning ' profitable,' ' advantageous,' and may have been given to him by his master.

It is found as a fictitious name for a slave,3 just as servants in English fiction are

named ' Faithful,' * Trusty.' But the conduct of this slave was not such as to deserve

the name he bore. He ran away from his service, and appears, from the language

which St. Paul uses concerning his offence, to have stolen some of his master's

property to support himself in his flight. We have no means of gathering what was

the reason for his running away, and from the character of Philemon as represented

in this letter we should conclude that he would not be an unkind master. But

slavery is a lot which can never be otherwise than galling, and especially so to a more

noble nature. And Onesimus showed afterwards by his devotion to St. Paul that he

had a spirit which was formed for other than a slave's fortune, and which would feel

keenly his fate as a bondman.

IV.—Slavery under the Roman Empire.

The position of a slave in the Roman Empire was that of a mere chattel. He

had not the smallest civil right.4 He might be sold, given away, or bequeathed to

whomsoever his master pleased. And by both Greeks and Romans this was not felt

] By Prof. Plumptre in an article in the Expositor, vol. i. p. 262, ' St. Paul as a Man of Business."

* Cf. Acts xx. 34 ; I Cor. iv. 12.

3 On this, as well as the other names in this Epistle, see Bishop Lightfoot's exhaustive notes in his

Introduction, pp. 376 seqq.

4 On this subject cf. Becker's Callus, Scene ii. Excursus ii. ; also Hallifax, Roman Civil Law, etc.
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to be any wrong done to those who were exposed to such a fate. Among the Jews

even, slavery was allowed, though its hardships were greatly modified. But Aristotle l

contends that there is a providential distribution of the abilities of mankind, and that

in every community may be found those whom the Creator has intended for slaves,

by denying them all fitness for a higher position. When these were the sentiments

entertained by the most enlightened of the heathen world, what can we suppose the

treatment to have been to which slaves were exposed at the hands of the ordinary

slaveowner? In addition to the power of transfer by sale, gift, or bequest, the

master could put his slave to death whenever he pleased without being accountable

for the deed ; while whatever property the slave might acquire belonged to the

master. Juvenal, who lived in Rome at the close of the first century of the Christian

era, has given a fearful picture 2 (Sat. vi. 219-224) of the way in which a slave's life

was at the mercy of his master's caprice, and how he was not thought of as a fellow-

creature ; and there is no reason to believe that his account, though in a satire, is at

all exaggerated. Of course there were many good masters, and we can scarcely

doubt that Philemon was one ; but even where ameliorated to its utmost, the life of a

slave was such that it was pardonable to break away from it at any risk.

V.—The Runaway Slave in Rome.

Having taken to flight, Onesimus made his way to Rome, partly perhaps because

the facilities were greater for getting there than to any other great centre of life, and

partly because he might hope there to find most easily some means of support for

himself, and in the crowded city to hide himself without difficulty from all pursuit.

At the time of his arrival St Paul was a prisoner in Rome, and probably had been

there a year or more, for in the Epistle he expresses a hope for his speedy release. It

may be that by this time his name was known in some quarters of the city, and some

have thought that Onesimus may have, in his master's house at Colossae, heard of

the apostle's work and character, and have been induced to seek him out when he

learnt that he was in Rome. But if he did so, he must already in some degree have

repented of his flight and theft. For to come to St. Paul of his own accord would

imply that he was ready to be given up to Philemon. But of such a feeling the letter

of St. Paul gives no indication, and we may be sure he would have mentioned it, for

it would have been a sort of extenuation of the offence of Onesimus.

It seems, therefore, more likely that when Onesimus reached the imperial city, he

fell in with some who had known him aforetime, and was by them brought to St

Paul. And we find at Rome just at this date a link which connects Colossae and its

inhabitants with the imprisoned apostle. This is Epaphras, who in Colossians

(iv. 12) is mentioned as a servant of Christ, who is from Colossae, and sends greetings

from Rome to the church there. His interest in his fellow-townsmen is described

as most lively, of course especially so in the Christian congregation there. If we

may suppose Epaphras to have met with Onesimus in Rome, it is easy to understand

how he was brought to St. Paul. The friend of Philemon would know that if any

thing was to be done for the offender, there was none so likely to prevail in such a

work as that man who could say to him, 'Thou owest unto me thine own self.'

But when he reached the apostle's dwelling, he was not only to be won for

Philemon, but also for Jesus Christ. And so effectual was the apostle's teaching,

1 PoUtics, i. 2.

J 'Pone crucem servo, Meruit quo crimine servus Supplicium ? quis testis adest ? quis detulit?

audi, Nulla unquam de morte hominis cunctatio longa est.—O demens, ita servus homo est? nil

fecerit, esto : Hoc volo, sic jubeo, sit pro ratione voluntas.'
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that he gained the entire heart of the offending Onesimus, and brought him to be

willing to go back to that lot from which he had lately escaped. To test his

earnestness in the Christian faith, St. Paul seems to have kept him with him for

some time, and during that period to have found much comfort from his aid, so

that he speaks of him in the letter with all the affection of a father for his child.

Yet it was needful that the wrong done should be repaired as far as it might,

and this could only be by the return of Onesimus to his master, and the letter to

Philemon was written to be carried by the returning slave.

VI.—Contents of the Epistle.

Such a letter from such a person might have been very different from what St.

Paul has made it. He had been God's instrument in the conversion of Philemon,

and might have come forward with his claim of some return for so great a blessing.

But he lays aside all semblance of authority. He does not even style himself an

apostle, but only the prisoner of Jesus Christ He speaks much of the good deeds

of him to whom he writes, and couches his letter in the tone of entreaty. And

that the petition may be the more effectual, he describes his own close union in

love with him for whom he supplicates. He is his child, a child begotten in his

bonds. And using the name of which the slave had not proved worthy, he owns

the fault, but pleads that it has been atoned for by service to himself, and will be

so by devotion in the future to Philemon. For now his work will be done for

Christian love, and as service to a brother ; which work in the most refined manner

the apostle takes for granted will be reciprocated by brotherly goodwill of the

master towards his slave, who has now become free in Christ He does not in

any way forget the fault that has been committed, but he speaks of it in words

which may soften Philemon towards the offender, and he takes upon himself to

defray the loss which the master had suffered by his servant's fraud. And at the

close he does not say in so many words that he will come and inquire how the

offender has been received ; but when he has expressed his belief that Philemon

will do more than he asks, he conveys the tidings of his own coming also as a

request, ' Prepare me a lodging, for I trust I shall be given to you.' The letter

forms a most perfect specimen of a Christian gentleman's request to his friend.

It displays the most complete forgetfulness of self, though couched at times

in terms which make it plain that the writer knew he might have pressed his

own personal claims. The tenderness towards the offender, combined with a full

sense of his fault and the need for reparation, and the high motives to which

the writer appeals for the granting of his petition, make the letter a model among

Christian Epistles, and as such, in modern times,1 it has been highly extolled.

VII.—Its Style compared with One by Pliny on a like Subject.

Since the time of Grotius, attention has often been called to two letters written

by Pliny the Consul to his friend Sabinianus, appealing, as St. Paul does, on

behalf of a runaway slave. The comparison of these letters with St. Paul's Epistle

to Philemon is a very natural one. The two writers were not far removed in point

of time, for Pliny was born in the year when St. Paul came as prisoner to Rome.

Both were men of great culture, and both were well acquainted with the condition

of the Roman Empire both in Europe and Asia. The great difference between

1 For a notice of some estimates of its lofty character, see Bishop Lightfoot's Introd. to the Epistle,

pp. 383 seqq., where opinions are cited from the times of Luther to those of Renan.
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them was that one was a heathen, while the other was a Christian. And this

accounts sufficiently for the different character of their writing. Pliny writes thus : l

' Your freedman, whom you lately mentioned to me with displeasure, has been

with me, and threw himself at my feet with as much submission as he could have

done at yours. He earnestly requested me, with many tears, and even with all the

eloquence of silent sorrow, to intercede for him ; in short, he convinced me by his

whole behaviour that he sincerely repents of his fault. And I am persuaded that

he is thoroughly reformed, because he seems entirely sensible of his guilt I know

you are angry with him, and I know too that it is not without reason ; but clemency

can never exert itself with more applause than when there is the justest cause for

resentment You once had an affection for this man, and, I hope, will have again ;

in the meanwhile, let me only prevail with you to pardon him. If he should incur

your displeasure hereafter, you will have so much the stronger plea in excuse for

your anger, as you show yourself more exorable to him now. Allow something to

his youth, to his tears, and to your own natural mildness of temper ; do not make

him uneasy any longer ; and I will add too, do not make yourself so, for a man ot

your benevolence of heart cannot be angry without feeling great regret I am afraid,

were I to join my entreaties with his, I should seem rather to compel than to request

you to forgive him. Yet I will not scruple to do it ; and in so much the stronger

terms, as I have very sharply and severely reproved him, positively threatening never

to interpose again in his behalf. But though it was proper to say this to him, in order

to make him more fearful of offending, I do not say so to you. I may, perhaps,

again have occasion to entreat you upon his account, and again obtain your for

giveness ; supposing, I mean, his error should be such as may become me to inter

cede for, and you to pardon. Farewell.'

The friend was moved, and the offender was pardoned, as we leam from a later s

letter of acknowledgment, which runs thus : ' I greatly approve of your having, in

compliance with my letter, received again into your family and favour a freedman

whom you once admitted into a share of your affection. It will afford you, I doubt

not, great satisfaction. It certainly at least has me, both as it is a proof that you

are capable of being governed in your passion, and as it is an instance of your

paying so much regard to me, as either to yield to my authority or to comply with

my request. You will accept, therefore, at once both of my applause and my thanks.

At the same time, I must advise you to be disposed for the future to pardon the

errors of your people, though there should be none to interpose in their behalf.

Farewell.'

In these letters there are several points which bear a resemblance to the Epistle

of St. Paul. Pliny might, like St. Paul, have spoken with authority had he been

wishful so to do. He pleads, too, for one who is desirous to return to his duty,

and whom he believes to be a changed character. But when we compare the letters

further, we see at once how far the Christian apostle has advanced beyond the

Roman Consul. To forgive now will be an excuse for greater indignation in the

event of another offence, but it will also bring comfort by its exercise. It will prove,

too, the power of self-restraint in anger. All this is great under the circumstances

in which Pliny wrote, but how feeble when set side by side with St Paul's ■ For

love's sake I beseech,' ' Receive him that is my own heart,' ' Receive him as myself 1

For polished speech the Roman may bear the palm, but for nobleness of tone and

warmth of heart he falls far short of the imprisoned apostle

1 Plinii Epistola, ix. St. That the letters may not lose in elegance by translation, the version given

is taken from Melmoth.

' Plinii Epist. ix. 24.
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VIII.—Traditions concerning the Later Life or Onesimus.

We can hardly doubt that St. Paul's presumption was true, and that Philemon

did more than he had asked. But of this the New Testament is silent Tradition,

however, relates l that Onesimus received his freedom, and was afterwards made

Bishop of Beraea in Macedonia. But for this statement there is no more warrant

than for the tradition concerning the Episcopate of his master Philemon. There is

mention made, in the Epistle of Ignatius to the Ephesians,2 of a person called

Onesimus, who was Bishop of Ephesus, but this must have been at a date later

than is consistent with the supposition that it was the former slave of Philemon.

Nor have we any warrant for believing, as has been stated, that Onesimus died at

Rome, a martyr's death, in the persecution under Nero.

IX.—Genuineness of the Epistle.

The Epistle to Philemon is very brief, and deals in no way with questions of

doctrine; we can therefore easily understand that it was not much quoted in the

writings of the early Christians. But the objections, already alluded to, concerning

its trivial character and unfitness to be classed among the apostolic writings, show

us that it was well known even where not highly esteemed. It is included in the

list of New Testament writings given in the Muratorian fragment on the Canon, the

date of which cannot be much later than 170 a.d. It was contained in the old Latin

version which was made before the end of the second century, and it is expressly

mentioned by Tertullian at the close of that century as by its brevity having escaped

the falsification of Marcion.8 A passage is sometimes brought forward from one of

the Ignatian Epistles,4 in which the form of expression bears some resemblance to a

verse of this Epistle, but whether it be derived from that source or not must remain

doubtful. Origen, however, speaks of the Epistle * among the writings of St Paul.

So that there is evidence in abundance of its recognition, though it be not so often

quoted. Paley, in his Hora Paulina, has shown how this Epistle and that to the

Colossians are mutually confirmatory of each other's genuineness, and the same has

been dwelt on by Dean Howson in his Lectures ' On the Character of St Paul.'

Baur6 is almost alone in his objections to the Epistle, and the objections themselves

are of little weight. He argues, from the occurrence of some words in this letter

which are not found in the other Epistles, that it is the work of another hand. But

when the subject of the letter is so different from that of every other Pauline Epistle

which we possess, it would be strange if we did not find in it some differences of

expression. To limit the vocabulary of a writer, whatever be his subject, to a

certain round of terms is as unreasonable in criticism as it would be in ordinary

affairs of life to insist that a man should walk but on one road. And such criticism

is the more unreasonable when it is put forward by one who objects to other Epistles

on exactly the opposite ground, because they are too near in resemblance to some

other Pauline writings.

X.—Time and Place of Writing.

The date and place of writing of this Epistle must be the same as that of the

Epistle to the Colossians. Both were written by the apostle when a prisoner, and

1 Cottstit. Apost. vii. 46. * Tgnatii Ep. ad Epha. ii. iii.

• Tert. adv. Marcienem, v. 21. 4 /gnat. ad. Eph. cap. ii.

8 Orig. Horn. xix. in Jerem. • Paulus, p. 475, etc.

/
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when he was surrounded by the same persons. There has never been any question

raised on this point, only it has been held by some that the imprisonment at Caesarea

was the time when it was composed rather than in the later imprisonment at Rome.

It seems, however, very unlikely that the runaway Onesimus would have taken his

road to a place of so little note as Caesarea, while St. Paul's language about his hopes

of a speedy release are inconsistent with a time when he had appealed to the Roman

power, and was probably soon to be taken into Italy. The two Epistles also bear

indications of a vigorous communication maintained with the Christian churches

which would be possible from such a centre as Rome ; but not so if the apostle had

been still detained in Palestine. It seems, therefore, more natural to conclude that

the Epistle to Philemon was sent from Rome ; and if the hopes of the apostle were

well founded, and he was soon about to be released, we must put the date of its

composition somewhere late on in the period between a.d. 61-63, those being most

probably the two years through which his first imprisonment at Rome lasted.



THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO

PHILEMON.

Verses 1-3.

Address and Greeting.

PAUL, a "prisoner of Jesus Christ, and Timothy our

brother,1 unto Philemon our * dearly beloved, and

' fellow-labourer, and to our beloved Apphia,' and d Archippus

our 'fellow-soldier, and to the -'church' in thy house: * Grace

to you, and peace, from God our Father and the Lord Jesus

Christ.

1 literally, Timothy the brother

2 according to most ancient MSS., to Apphia the sister

8 or, congregation

a Actsxxiii-18;

Eph. iii i,

iv. 1 ; a Tim.

i. 8 ; ver. 9.

b Acts xv. 95 ;

Rom. i. 7,

xvi. s, 8.

c Phil. u. 25 ;

ver. 24.

rfCol. iv. 17.

e Phil. ii. 25.

/Rom. xvi. 5;

1 Cor. xvi.io;

Col. iv. 15.

g Rom. i. 7 ;

Gal. i. 3 ;

Eph. i. atetc.

Address and Greeting, 1-3.

The apostle, who joins with himself in the

greetings of the Epistle his companion Timothy,

salutes not only Philemon himself, but the mem

bers of his family, and the church for which he

provided a place to worship in, thus making the

appeal he has to present a concern to the whole

Christian congregation.

Ver. 1. Paul, a prisoner. As the matter on

which the apostle is about to write is rather per

sonal and social in its character, he does not style

himself an apostle i» his address, but employs a

word which should challenge sympathy more than

make a claim to obedience.—a prisoner. This

was St. Paul's first imprisonment at Rome, which

lasted for two whole years (Acts xxviii. 30), pro

bably from a.d. 61-63. The name prisoner is

applied to him (Acts xxiii. 18) just before he was

sent from Jerusalem to Csesarea and thence to

Rome. From the language of ver. 22, St. Paul

seems to have anticipated a speedy release. The

Epistle to Philemon may therefore have been

written near the close of his imprisonment.— of

Jesus Christ. It was for the cause of Christ's

religion, and that it might be spread abroad, that

the apostle was in prison, though it was also (Eph.

iii. I) for the sake of the Gentiles. St. Paul was

not ashamed of his chains, but saw advantage

coming from his bondage, and so he called it his

grace (Phil. i. 7), and of this grace the Gentiles

were partakers.—and Timothy. We are not told

in the Acts that Timothy went with the apostle to

Rome, but he must have been in close attendance

on him while there, for St. Paul adds his name in

the greeting of the Epistles to Philippi and Colossa?,

putting him in the former on a level with himself

as a ' bond-servant ' of Jesus Christ.—the brother.

A term early used by the Christians in speaking

of, or to, one another (Acts ix. 17), so that the

literal rendering seems to be best here, the

brother, he who is like you and me, a disciple of

Christ. —unto Philemon our dearly beloved.

Nothing more is known of Philemon than can be

gathered from this Epistle. He seems to have

belonged to Colossa:, for his slave Onesimus is

said (Col. iv. 9) to have been of that city. The

epithet, expressive of affection, is very frequent

in the New Testament letters, especially in the

Epistles of St. Peter and St. John.—and fellow-

labourer. The sacrifices which Philemon was

making for the church at Colossa:, by receiving

the congregation into his house, entitles him to

this name. And the man who did so much for

Christ's cause, we may be sure was ready to do

more.—and to Apphia, the sister. From the

close proximity in which this name stands to

Philemon's, it is natural to suppose that she was

62
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some relative, wife or sister, though in the

apostle's estimate it is her best title that, like

Philemon, she is a Christian.

Ver. 2. And Archippus. It is clear from the

way in which Archippus is addressed (Col. iv. 17)

that he occupied some ministerial office in the

Colossian church. The word used there to

describe his duty is the same that is employed

concerning Timothy (2 Tim. iv. 5). As he is

mentioned before the general congregation, he

may have been one of the deacons of the Colossian

church, and perhaps connected with the family

of Philemon. — our fellow-soldier. This word

likewise speaks of the services undertaken by

Archippus for the Christian Church. Though he

only employs this word once again, St. Taul is

extremely fond of the figure of a battle in describ

ing the labours of himself and his fellow-preachers

of the Gospel (2 Cor. x. 4 ; I Tim. i. 18).—and

to the church in thy house. The first congrega

tions were formed so speedily after the preaching

of the apostles at Pentecost, that there was no

possibility of making provision for their accommo

dation in special buildings. Besides this, the

general poverty of the first Christians was a

hindrance, and it would, in the early days of the

Church, have been somewhat unsafe to give too

much prominence to their meetings. Accordingly,

we find the Christians of Jerusalem assembled in

the house of Mary, the mother of John Mark

(Acts xii. 12) ; and the example of Jerusalem was

followed in other places, and the richer members

of the congregations provided rooms in their own

homes for the religious meetings of their brethren.

As this duty was discharged towards the church

at Colossae by Philemon, we may conclude that he

was a person of some wealth. St. Paul was led

to include the congregation in his salutation,

because the runaway slave, who was now returning,

came back as a Christian convert, and therefore

one with a claim on the sympathy of the whole

Church. He thus makes them a party with him

self in the petition which he is about to make to

Philemon.

Ver. 3. Grace to you. The gift of grace is

sometimes represented as of Christ's bestowing—

'the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ;' and at

other times, as here, the gift of the Father and

the Son. But the same is meant in both phrases.

Christ, who has been declared by His resurrection

to be the Son of God with power, is the channel

through which the Church receives the peculiarly

Christian gift of grace, the source of which is with

the Father. — and peace, an especially fitting

blessing to be invoked upon a congregation, for

among them spiritual unity was to be preserved,

and 0/ this the apostle elsewhere declares that

peace is the bond whereby it may be kept—from

God our Father and the Lord Jesus ChriBt To

those who felt the force of Christ's words (John

xvii. 22), ' That they may be one, even as we are

one, ' there could be no thought of a double source

of blessing. Not only in the material creation,

but also in the redemption and restoration of all

things, by the gifts of grace and peace, does the

Son co-operate with the Father (Heb. i. 3 ; Eph.

i. 9 seqq.).

Verses 4-7.

Thanksgiving for the Love and Faith shozvn by PhiUmon's Actions.

T THANK my God,1 making * mention of thee always in4
5 A my prayers, hearing of thy love and c faith,' which thou

6 bast toward the Lord Jesus, and toward all saints ; that the b

* communication a of thy faith may become effectual ' by the

' acknowledging of every good thing which is in you 4 in Christ

7 Jesus. For we -'have great joy and consolation 6 * in thy love,

because the bowels 7 * of the saints are ' refreshed by thee,

brother.

Rom. i. 8 ;

1 Cor. L 4 ;

Phil. L j ;

x Thes. u > ;

a Thes. L 3.

Rom. i. 9 ;

Eph. i. 16 ;

1 Thes. i. a ;

a Tim. i. 3.

Col. ii. 5.

1 Cor. i. 9 ;

a Cor. xiij.

13 ; PhiL i.

5. "■ > ;

Heb. asL 6.

€ Eph. i. 17, iv. 13 : Col. i. 9, io, ii. a ; 1 Tim. ii. 4 ; 2 Pet. i. a, 3, 8, ii. 20.

g2 Cor. vii. 4; Phil. ii. x. A a Cor. vi. 12, via. 15; PhiL 1.8 ; vers, x

/3>4.

1 a Cor. vu. 13 ; ver. 20.

1 better, I thank my God always, etc. * or, of thy love and of the faith, etc.

* or, fellowship 4 or, effectual, in the full knowledge of, etc.

* Many ancient MSS. have, which is in us

* The best authorities read, For I had much joy and comfort, etc.

1 or, hearts . . . have been refreshed

Philemon's good offices to the Church—St. Paul's

thankfulness thereat, 4-7.

He has to appeal for an act of forgiveness to be

shown to Onesimus ; the apostle therefore, in

words of deep thankfulness to God, recounts to

Philemon the joy which he has felt at hearing of

his good deeds to the brethren. Such works

were the true fruits of faith. St. Paul makes this

conduct of Philemon his warrant for asking that
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like love may be shown to the runaway, who now

comes back as a Christian.

Ver. 4. I thank my God. He has just spoken

of God as the giver of Christian grace, and the

memory of such grace working in Philemon's life,

calls forth his instant thanksgiving. How con

stantly the apostle saw and acknowledged the

gifts of God to the infant Church, is testified by

the frequent occurrence of this eucharistic expres

sion in all his Epistles.—always. That this word

should be joined with the first clause rather than

the second in this verse is made very probable

from other passages where kindred language is

found, and particularly Eph. i. 16, where the

phrase assumes the form, ' I cease not to give

thanks for you.'—making mention of thee in my

prayers. Whether present or absent, the apostle

laid not aside his 'care of all the churches.'

And here we can note that his heart was full not

only of thought for congregations, but for indi

vidual members wherever their state was known

to him. Those over whom he cannot watch

personally, he commends ever to the better care

of God.

Ver. 5. Hearing of thy love. This was the

cause of the thankfulness. The seed sown was

bringing forth fruit. How the apostle had heard

of the love shown to the congregation at Colossse,

we can only speculate. In the Epistle to that

church (Col. iv. 12), Epaphras, who was a

Colossian, is spoken of as sending his greetings to

the Christians in his own city, and it may have

been through him that the news of Philemon's

good deeds reached St. Paul. Or it may be that

the runaway slave himself, when brought to a

proper sense by the apostle's teaching, may have

borne testimony tS the Christian graces of his

deserted master.—and of the faith. The love

was the outward manifest token of the faith

within the heart. But neither is complete without

the other, as the apostle testifies in many a place.

And so here he adds, which thou hast toward

the Lord Jesus and toward all saints. The

love was displayed towards the Christian congre

gation, the faith toward the Lord Jesus Christ.

But they are so knit together where they truly

exist, that St Paul speaks of them as both

exhibited alike toward Christ and toward His

people. This was his sense of true religious life

from the first. With a ' Who art thou, Lord ?' he

acknowledges Jesus for his Master, and promptly

follows his faith with the question, ' Lord, what

wilt Thou have me to do?'—toward all saints.

And so he feels that the son whom St. Paul has

begotten in his bonds, and who now has a right to

the Christian title, 'a brother beloved,' will be

made a partaker of this love, and be forgiven what

he has offended.

Ver. 6. That the communication of thy faith.

The A. V. seems to fix the meaning of this difficult

expression as being ' that thy faith being com

municated to others may,' etc., as if the apostle's

prayer at this moment were for a blessing on those

among whom Philemon lived, rather than on

Philemon himself; that they might become faith

ful and give evidence thereof, even as he was

doing. But the thought uppermost in St. Paul's

mind was that Philemon might add to the other

tokens of his true faith, this further one, to receive

Onesimus. And the word rendered communi

cation (or fellowship) has the further sense of

' bestowal, or imparting of a favour,' which seems

here to be preferred. Thus the prayer would be

strictly for Philemon, that the good deeds which

are evidence of his faith may work still more, and

with this suit best the words that follow.—may

become effectual, displaying its proper power.

Good works, the fruits of faith, build up the Chris

tian character to greater perfection. By doing

what is already known, men come to know, and

hence to do, still more.—in the full knowledge

of every good thing. The word, a favourite one

with St. Paul and St. Peter, is not the simple

word for ' knowledge,' but implies a continual

growth therein, a constant learning, and approach

to perfect knowledge. Philemon shows that he

knows much of the spirit of Christ, and what in

consequence should be the spirit of His people.

But there is more to learn, and when learnt it

will make clearer still to him how he should

behave in the matter of his slaves. To deal in a

Christian manner with Onesimus is one of the

good things for a full knowledge of which St. Paul

intercedes with God on behalf of Philemon.—

which is in you, of which you are capable, unto

which you may be able to attain. The apostle

here speaks of the whole Christian church at

Colossae, or if the reading in us be accepted, ol

all Christians generally. He looks on men as

not fully conscious of the good unto which through

faith they may attain, but as gradually becoming

more and more enlightened through the diligent

following out of what they already know. Thus

the full drift of his prayer is, that Philemon's

faith may teach him still more to do good to the

brethren, and thus showing its true influence, may

lead him to know to the full unto what goodness

both he and the rest of the Christians, his fellows,

may attain.—in Christ Jesus. Words that at once

correct any proud thought of Christian advance

ment. Christians may grow in grace and know

ledge, and labour still more abundantly, but with

them all it must be in the spirit of St. Paul himsell :

' I can do all thingsthrough Him that strcngtheneth

me.'

Ver. 7. For I had much joy. Alluding to

the time when news of the state of Colossse, and

of the church there, was brought to him in his

imprisonment.—and comfort. The support and

solace derived from the news enabled him to bear

his present sufferings the better.—in thy love ; in

hearing of the various acts of love which had

been shown towards all the Christian congregation.

—because the hearts of the saints have been

refreshed. Whether it be the provision which

Philemon had made for the Christian worship at

Colossx, or some help which he had bestowed on

the poor of the church, or aid under some greater

sufferings, of which we have no account, to which

St. Paul here alludes, we are not told ; but if we

might judge from the verb employed, which

implies a lull or temporary repose, it would

seem as though some trouble were in St. Paul's

mind which had been allayed, but yet might rise

up again. To aid in such a case, rather than to

such help as a rich man might give through his

wealth, the strong language of the text seems to

apply.—by thee, brother. A very touching por

tion of the appeal. The apostle lays aside, as in

the greeting, all the authority which his position

as evangelist and missionary would have given

him, and speaks to Philemon, whose conversion

seems to have been St. Paul's own work (ver. 19),

on the level of common Christian brotherhood.
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No course could have been chosen more likely to them humility tow:

move Philemon ; no course more like the pattern deal towards Philf

of Christ, who washed His disciples' feet, to teach toward Onesimus ?

No course could have been chosen more likely to them humility toward each other. If Paul thus

move Philemon ; no course more like the pattern deal towards Philemon, how must he behave

Verses 8-22.

Entreaty for the Reception of Onesimus, supported by many Claims on

Philemon's Love.

8 U THEREFORE, though I might be much "bold1 in Christ •'»»"

9 VV to enjoin thee that which is 'convenient, yet for love's 'ejus." a

sake I rather c beseech thee, being such an one as Paul the 'Jjf*,1.5

10 aged, and now also a ''prisoner of Jesus Christ' I 'beseech rfv>r.V?*

thee for my S son * Onesimus, whom I have * begotten in my J-^cwfiv. 14,

11 bonds:* which in time past was to thee unprofitable, but now J| j ^Sl'u!"

12 'profitable to thee and to me: whom I have sent again:4 Jl'/Jj™'"'

13 thou therefore receive him that is mine own bowels : whom I *T,cor7h?"is:

would have retained with me, that *in thy stead he might .f^'vl9". ;

14 have ministered unto me in the ' bonds of the gospel : but k\c^.'^i3ir,

without thy mind would I do nothing; that thy "benefit4 / pui. i£iy,

15 should not be as it were of necessity, but willingly. For per- .tsidT'u.9';

haps he therefore departed for a "season, that thou shouldest mFSm.°ii. 10 :

16 receive him6 for ever; not now as7 a servant," but abcjve a iTh«.v'.?s'.

servant,8 a "brother beloved, specially to me, but how much "aCw.T&s;

17 more unto thee, both 'in the flesh and ?in the Lord? If thou eEph.vi.ii;

18 count me therefore a " partner, receive him as myself. If he8 iTim.'vi!2.'
P Col. iii. aa.

hath wronged thee, or oweth thee aught, put that on mine 9 »<"■>• *«. ».

iq account; *I Paul 'have written it10 with mine own hand, I 3,*Lu-r: io=
9 Cor. vui.93.

will repay it: albeit I do not say to thee how11 thou owest 'iff*-*-} '•

20 unto me even thine own self besides. Yea, brother, let me Si*."'-1:
' ' Col. 1. 33 ;

have joy" of thee in the Lord: "refresh my bowels in the t J-J*"^ ■ ,8-

21 Lord.18 "Having confidence in thy obedience I wrote" unto ^"o/'m 16

22 thee, knowing that thou wilt also " do more than I say. But

withal prepare me also a lodging : for " I trust " that * through "^ 1 *5,

your prayers I shall be given unto you. *«Cw.i.w.

1 better, though I have much boldness, etc.

* or, Paul an ambassador, and now ... of Christ Jesus.

5 or, my child, whom I have begotten in my bonds, Onesimus

4 better, and with more authority, whom I have sent back to thee in his own

person, that is, my very heart : whom I, etc.

1 or, that thy goodness, etc.

6 better, he was partedfrom thee . . . that thou shouldest have him, etc.

7 or, no longer as, etc. 8 literally, bond-servant

9 better, And if he, etc. 10 better, I Paul write it, etc.

11 literally, that I say not unto thee how, etc. J1 or, profit

13 better, and with MSS., refresh my heart in Christ

14 better, I write, etc. 15 or, even ,0 or, hope
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The Apostle's Petition and Arguments in support

of it, 8-22.

St. Paul lays aside any claim which he might

have been bold to make, and entreats that Onesimus

may be taken back again. He makes this petition

as an ambassador for Christ and a prisoner in His

cause, and also because Onesimus has become his

spiritual son. He asks that he may be received

as himself, and states how glad he would have

been to retain him, but preferred to send him back,

that he might become even dearer to Philemon

than he was to himself. He also undertakes to

make good what Philemon has lost through his

slave, and expresses a hope that his release from

prison will soon enable bim to come to Colossa:.

Ver. 8. Wherefore. Here St. Paul expresses

confidence that his prayers for Philemon will not

be unanswered. God will show to him what his

duty in this matter is, and so the apostle does not

command.—though I have much boldness. He

does not ignore the right which he had to speak

with authority, he only waives it for the time, that

what Philemon does may be done of his free will.

—in Christ. Thus he marks the ground on which

he would have been confident, had he thought it

best so to be. His voice of authority would have

been used in the name of Christ, he would have

spoken as one specially sent to guide and direct.—

to enjoin thee. He uses no weak word to indicate

what he might have done. It is that which is

employed of our Lord's commands to the winds

and waves and to the unclean spirits, and bespeaks

an order which may not be disputed.—that which

is convenient Conduct suitable and becoming

the Christian character. So in Eph. v. 4 he

speaks of levity of conduct as unbefitting the fol

lowers of Christ, and in another place (Col. iii. 18)

uses the same argument in urging on wives sub

mission to their own husbands. In modern

language convenient has lost somewhat of its old

sense, which marked the harmony of things put

side by side.

Ver. 9. Yet for love's sake. This might mean

Philemon's love towards Paul, which from what

is said in this letter may well be supposed to have

been great, and such as the apostle could appeal

to, but it seems more consonant with the tone of

the whole Epistle to understand it of Paul's love

to Philemon, as if he would say, ' For the love I

bear you I lay aside all authority, and beg you to

be moved by that love alone. '—I rather beseech.

The character of the Gospel spirit, in meekness to

forego a right rather than to insist on it.—being

such an one as Paul an ambassador. The

apostle now sets forth some grounds for his appeal.

The rendering of the A. V., ' Paul the aged,' seems

hardly a fitting reason to bring forward to Philemon,

who himself, from his position, may be supposed

to have been not much younger. Nor can St.

Paul have been so old as to justify the use of

such words. At the death of Stephen, not thirty

years before, he is spoken of as 'young' (Acts

vii. 58), so that he must have been most likely

between fifty and sixty when he was first imprisoned

at Rome. The word usually rendered ' aged '

differs but by one letter from that meaning

' ambassador,' and there seems to be evidence to

warrant us in believing that in a dialect of Greek

one form would stand for the other. But the

most weighty reason for the rendering given above

is St. Paul's own language, Eph. vi. 20, an Epistle

vol. HI. 40

written at the same time as this letter to Philemon,

in which he speaks (using the verb from which

our noun is derived) of himself as ' an ambassador

in bonds.' Thus the connection ot ideas is the

same as in the verse before us, and as Christ's am

bassador St. Paul could plead with much more force

than by any allusion to his own age. The same

verb, joined with the word here used for beseech,

is found in 2 Cor. v. 20, ' We are ambassadors for

Christ, as though God did beseech you by us. '—

and now also. St. Paul was under all circum

stances Christ's officer, but there is now an addi

tional ground why his entreaty should be granted.

—a prisoner of Christ Jesus. See on ver. I.

Ver. 10. I beseech thee for my child. He

puts the tenderest word in the forefront of his

petition, and speaks of the fugitive slave as his

child, before he mentions him by name. This

touch of the language can only be preserved by

ranging the English words in the same order a3

the Greek.—whom I have begotten in my

bonds. Conversion is so often spoken of in the

New Testament as a new birth, that it is not

surprising that the apostle employs the figure in

speaking of one who had been won to Christ by

his ministry. Having called him his 'child,'

he now explains the spiritual relationship, a tie

stronger for such a man and at such a time than any

links of natural kinship.—Onesimus. The name

is Greek, and signifies ' profitable. ' The Jews,

as may be seen all through the Old Testament,

were specially regardful of the meaning of names,

so we need not wonder that when he writes the

name, the sense which it had, and how aforetime

the bearer of it had not corresponded to it in his

character, should at once come into his mind, and

furnish the thought which follows in the next verse.

Ver. 11. Which in time past was to thee

unprofitable. Alluding not only to the loss

which Philemon had suffered by his slave abscond

ing, but also to the bad service which a disaffected

slave, ready to run away as soon as an opportunity

offered, would have rendered to his master for a

long time before. The word for 'unprofitable'

is only a synonym of that which would be derived

from Onesimus, so that this verse is rather an

allusion to the meaning of the name, than a play

upon words, though of the latter, in respect of

names, the Jews were very fond. See on ver. 20.—

but now profitable to thee and to me. The

returning runaway would come back in the spirit

which St. Paul inculcates elsewhere, teaching that

Christian slaves should count their own masters

worthy of all honour (I Tim. vi. I). The world,

even the Christian world, was not advanced far

enough to see that slavery was utterly repugnant

to the spirit of Christianity. St. Paul to the

Corinthians (l Cor. vii. 21) only exhorts to con

tentment under the slave's condition, and he does

not meditate that Philemon should do more for

Onesimus than treat him with the kindness of a

brother in the faith. Men were a long while in

learning the lesson against slavery, even good

men finding no wrong in it, provided slaves were

well cared for. So to Philemon Onesimus is to

be profitable in a temporal sense ; the profit to St.

Paul was that which elsewhere (Rom. i. 13) he

calls ' fruit, ' the result of his missionary labours,

which he considered the crown, and glory, and

joy of his life.

Ver. 12. Whom I have sent hack to thee in

his own person. This is the rendering of the
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most authoritative text. The Greek of the later

mss. has been corrected, after some errors of

scribes had crept into it, by the addition of the

word for 'receive him' from ver. 17. But the

oldest texts made a good sense. No doubt the

discipline of Onesimus' return was good both for

master and slave, to the latter that he might have

an opportunity of making some amends for his

previous wrongdoing, and might show that his

Christianity was worth the name and was already

fruitful in ripe actions ; to Philemon also it was

a benefit that he should be called on to exercise

forgiveness lor a serious wrong, while the more

tender conduct which would be shown towards

Onesimus in the future, would do something, if

not much, toward loosening the bonds of any

other slaves among the congregation at Colossse.—

even my very heart. See on ver. 7. Some,

taking the literal rendering of the Authorised Ver

sion, have considered this expression as equivalent

to ' my own child.' But St. Paul everywhere else

uses the word rendered ' bowels ' for the seat of the

feelings and emotions, sothat it is better to interpret

the words here as an expression of deep affection.

Ver. 13. Whom I would have retained with

me. St. Paul inserts the pronoun emphatically :

I personally would have liked to do this. And

the rest of the language is also indicative of much

desire : ' I was in the mind to hold (or keep)

him unto myself.' The spiritual father had

become much bound unto his child in Christ, and

the parting was not acceptable.—that in thy

stead, for the apostle feels sure that if Philemon

himself could have been near, there would have

been no lack of zeal in him to do whatever might

be needed for his father in the faith. And it is

worth while to notice how St. Paul, without saying

so, hints that his thoughts had been oft carried

back to Philemon in his communion with Onesimus.

What the one did the other would have done.

It would be interesting to know what it was which

led the slave to seek out St. Paul. That he

should go to Rome is not to be wondered at. It

was, as in our own day London is, the place to

which all grave offenders would make their way.

But it may be that on reaching the capital city,

he sought out or was found by some of those

Christians whom he had known in Colossse.

From them he would hear of the apostle, whose

work could nowhere be done in a comer, and of

whose teachings in Asia he no doubt had heard,

though he had not then been moved by them.

Whatever the agency through which he was

guided to St. Paul, it is clear from this verse that

the apostle had become much attached to his con

vert, and had found his service helpful in his need,

—he might have ministered unto me in the

bonds of the gospel. How many wants a

Prisoner in St. Paul's condition would have may

e conceived when it is remembered that day and

night alike he was chained to the soldier who was

his guard. This it is which causes the apostle

to speak so often of his ' chain. ' A man thus

hampered, and yet, in spite of bodily infirmities,

full of zeal for the cause on behalf of which he

was suffering, and through the care of all the

churches, needing to send frequent lettersof counsel

and advice, must have found deep consolation in

the presence of an attached disciple, able and

willing to do whatever work might be necessaiy.

And we need not confine in our thoughts the

services of Onesimus to mere acts of kind atten

tion to the bodily needs of St. Paul. Slaves in

that age, we know, were not unfrequently well

taught, and it may be that Onesimus could help

the apostle in that labour of writing which from

some reason or other he clearly found painful to

himself, and performed whenever possible by an

amanuensis. Yet, though he here speaks of his

bonds as making a servant needful for him, it is

not that he is sorrowing over or ashamed of his

chain. It is bondage ' of Christ,' and so in all that

he may have to bear, he is prepared to rejoice

that he is counted worthy to suffer in such a cause.

Ver. 14. but without thy mind. The con

sent of Philemon should first be gained, and St.

Paul will not so far influence his -judgment in the

matter, as to write while Onesimus is with him,

and ask that he may remain, for then it would

appear as if he put some constraint upon the

master.—would I do nothing ; in this particular

business. He had done Philemon the service of

persuading his slave to go back to him, but of

that he says nothing. To found a claim on his

own labours was the last thing in his mind.—

that thy goodness. The kind act of suffering

Onesimus to attend on St. Paul in his imprison

ment. It can, however, hardly be thought the

apostle expected the servant to be sent again to

him from Colossse. His imprisonment seems too

near its close (see ver. 22) for this. He can

therefore only be speaking hypothetically, and

meaning ' that which would have been a kindness

on thy part, had it been possible for it to be done.'

—should not be as it were of necessity. Once

more by his language St. Paul implies that he is

sure of the love of Philemon. He knows that he

would be ready to do him any kind act, but

to the eye of the world, if St. Paul had kept

Onesimus in Rome, and merely written to

announce what he had done, it would have

seemed as though no choice was left to the master

as to what he should do. It would be as it were

of necessity.—but willingly; and now, as there

is no opportunity for such willing kindness, the

other kindness toward Onesimus will be freely

given in its stead.

Ver. 15. For perhaps he was therefore parted

from thee for a season. This more literal render

ing brings out the force of the apostle's words

more fully. St. Paul sees in the whole event

something more than chance, something guided

by God for good. He says not therefore 'he ran

away,' but as though it had been by some other

power than his own ' he was parted from thee.'

At the same time also, with the tenderness of a

loving advocate, he by this word seems to lighten

somewhat the gravity of the offence, and to repre

sent Onesimus as more worthy of forgiveness.

And in like manner the rest of the language is

strongly in contrast with the clause which follows :

' for a season ' is rendered literally (GaL ii. 5)

' for an hour,' and the idea of the shortness of the

separation is prominent in the words here.—that

thou shouldest have him for ever. The thought

is not merely (as Authorised Version) ot taking

him back again, but of having, holding, and enjoy

ing. A fresh and stronger bond should be estab

lished. Onesimus should no longer be the chattel

for which so much money had been paid, and from

whom a due return was sought, but should be

invested with a new interest as a brother in Christ,

a partaker of the same grace with his master.

And the word rendered ' for ever ' is found in that
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sense nowhere else in the New Testament. It is

the word so often rendered eternal and everlast

ing, and we may almost feel sure that the apostle

was guided in his choice of it by the thought that

now the interest felt by the master in his servant

would be no mere temporal bond, but one which

would stretch away into the world to come. Just

so does St. Paul write of the Corinthians (2 Cor.

i. 14), ' Ye are our glorying in the day of our

Lord Jesus Christ.'

Ver. 16. No longer as a servant. He could

no more be looked on as the mere slave, as before.

It was not necessary that his freedom should be

given to him,— that might or might not be done, as

seemed best to Philemon,—but having been called

in the Lord, he has become, though a bond-servant,

the Lord's freeman. And this is to be free indeed.

And the master, being himself a brother in Christ,

can no longer think of Onesimus as a slave.—

but above a servant The Christian master was

to render to his slaves under all circumstances

that which was just and equal (Col. iv. 1) ; but

now that Onesimus had become a believer, he

was lifted, in the eyes of the apostle, to a higher

level, and his master would admit his greater

claims to consideration, because in return the slave

who was a Christian was a better servant than

any other would ever be. His work was labour

for a brother, and so would be zealously cared

for, and in return his position in point of affection

and trust would be higher than his fellows.—a

brother beloved, specially to me. For St. Paul

has already called him not ' brother,' but by the

tenderer name of ' child. '—but how much more

unto thee, lie already in thought anticipates

the result of Philemon's act of forgiveness. He

knows how an act of Christian love, bestowed as

he is sure this will be, makes the recipient an

object of still greater affection ; and so, though

he has rated his own love for Onesimus most

highly, he describes Philemon's as greater still.—

both in the flesh, in those temporal relations,

which now, instead of being strained as in former

times, will become a labour of love, for the slave

will strive ever to show his sense of the forgive

ness.—and in the Lord. For the spiritual bond

of brotherhood in Christ was now added to the

ties which existed between master and servant.

Ver. 1 7. If thou count me therefore a partner.

It has been usually accepted that the apostle uses

' partner ' here in the same way in which (2 Cor.

viii. 23) he speaks of Titus as his partner and

fellow-labourer in the mission to the Corinthians :

a sharer in the same Christian privileges, and a

helper in the same Christian work. But there

occur in this passage so many words which savour

of mercantile language, that it seems not unlikely

that St. Paul, who was at one time a partner with

Aquila and Priscilla, had held some business

relation towards Philemon, and that there were

money dealings between them, a debtor and

creditor account. If this were so, he could with

greater confidence add the remainder of the

sentence.—receive him as myself. The verb in

classical Greek is not uncommonly used of the

acceptance of any one as a colleague or partner,

and so St Paul would be asking that Onesimus

should be put on the same footing as himself,

having previously been taken by the apostle as a

'child' of his own. The child might fitly be a

sharer in the same matters as his lather. To

take this as the sense, seems more appropriate to

the context than to suppose the apostle merely to

say, ' If thou holdest me as a fellow-labourer in

Christ, take him back into the same fellowship.'

Ver. 18. And if he hath wronged thee. The

slave setting forth on such a long journey as that

from Colosste to Rome must have needed no small

amount of money, and it may well be that Onesi

mus had carried off in his flight money of his

master's as provision for his journey. The offence

of the unjust steward, who had appropriated his

master's income (Luke xvi. 8) is described by the

same word. It seems used euphemistically when

the mention of actual ' theft ' is not convenient.—

or oweth thee aught. If we suppose some such

false entries in the slave's accounts as are spoken

of in St. Luke's narrative, we can understand

that St. Paul, out of tenderness to Onesimus, might

speak of the defalcation, which perhaps had been

discovered after his flight, as a debt due from the

slave to the master.—put that on mine account.

St. Paul would scarcely have said this if there

had been no business concerns between him and

Philemon. It is not as if he had said ' hold me

responsible.' The word in the original refers to

an actual reckoning, and the next verse bears out

that sense.

Ver. 19. I Paul write it with mine own hand.

Up to this point, the apostle had probably used

his amanuensis ; but that the transaction may be

formal and secure, he attaches his own signature

to what has been written, and so transforms the

Epistle into a bond.— I will repay it. It is no

mere ofler of himself as security for the slave's

future good conduct, and that in time he shall, by

his working, clear off the loss he has caused : St.

Paul would at once by his own payment set One

simus free from such debt.—that I may not say to

thee how thou owest unto me even thine own

self besides. He might have urged the larger

debt which Philemon owed to him for his conver

sion to the faith of Christ, should be held to far

outbalance the loss inflicted by Onesimus. But

this he will not press, though by a delicate refer

ence to it, he gives force to the appeal which he

is making. On St. Paul's connection with the

Colossian church see the Introduction. It appears

probable that Philemon's conversion was wrought

by the apostle's preaching at Ephesus, for St. Paul

seems up to this time not to have been in Colossse.

And he speaks to Philemon of his ' own self,' that

he may remind him how paltry the consideration

of money gain or loss must be in comparison of

the salvation of that which alone of man is to

know immortality.

Ver. 20. Tea, brother, let me have joy of

thee in the Lord. In this verse St. Paul ap

parently makes playful allusion to the name of

Onesimus. He employs the Greek verb from

which that name is derived, and the words might

be literally rendered, ' let me be profited by thee. '

It is as though he would put the matter thus :

' Onesimus is now about really to deserve to be

called " profitable." He owes much, and by

his loving service he will make payment. Thou

also art greatly my debtor, be thou to me an

Onesimus, and let me have profit from thy love.'

—refresh my heart in Christ. See on verse 7.

St. Paul employs the same words which there he

used of the kindness that rhilemon showed to

the Colossian congregation. That was by his

liberality. The apostle therefore adds 'in Christ*

to his own petition, signifying that Christian love to
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him will be counted as of equal value with those

kind services which his riches enabled Philemon

to perform towards his fellow-Christians.

Ver. 21. Having confidence in thy obedience,

I write unto thee. In the use of the word

obedience, he once more implies that he had the

right to command, though he does not use it.

Had he commanded, Philemon would have

obeyed ; what will he not do, when the apostle's

language takes the form ot a request ?—knowing

that thou wilt even do more than I say. Such

is the service of love, specially of Christian love,

which after the example of Christ gives itself

freely to serve the beloved.

Ver. 22. But withal prepare me also a lodg

ing. It must have appeared to the apostle that

his release was near at hand when he wrote these

words. So we may place the date of the Epistle

in A.D. 63. He did not need much prepara

tion to be made for him, that he adds this clause,

but that Philemon may be moved with joy at the

prospect of a speedy visit, and also be the more

zealous to do everything which St. Paul desires,

that he may find nothing failing when he arrives.

—for I hope that through your prayers. Prayer

was from the first (Acts xii. 5) the Church's

resource when Christ's messengers were cast into

prison. And as God had heard them in the case

of SL Peter, so St. Paul feels that they will be

effectual on his behalf also.—I shall be given

unto you. So he ascribes his expected release

already to the grace of God.

Verses 23-25.

Salutations and Benediction.

23 * I "HERE salute thee' "Epaphras, my * feHow-prisoner in •{J*!*

24 -L Christ Jesus ; ' Marcus, rf Aristarchus, ' Demas, / Lucas, *c3V£/s

25 my f fellow-labourers. The * grace of our Lord* Jesus Christ «*<****««•

be with your spirit. Amen.

rfAct* xix. it), xxvii. 3; Col. iv. 10. t Col. iv. 14. /aTim-ir. u. g Rom. xvi. 8, o, »i ; i Cor. iii. o.

k Rom. xvi. so ; i Cor. xvi. 33 ; 9 Cor. xiii. 13:1 Thes. v a8 : 3 The* iii. 18 ; a Tim. iv. 32.

1 The best MSS. have, Epaphras, my . . . Jesus, saluteth thee ; and so da Mark, etc.

* Some ancient authorities have, of the Lord, etc., and omit Amen.

Salutations and Benediction, 23-25.

The salutation of one whom they knew and

who had laboured among them heads the list.

The others who are mentioned may have been

known by name if not by face. The benediction

had become by this time a fixed Christian form

of prayer. Here it includes with Philemon his

family and the church.

Ver. 23. Epaphras, my fellow-prisoner in

Christ Jesus, saluteth thee. Epaphras belonged

to Colossa; (Col. iv. 12), and had brought word to

St. Paul of the condition of the Christians there.

From the terms in which SL Paul speaks of him

elsewhere (Col. i. 7), he appears to have been

closely connected wilh the congregation at

Colossae. Why the apostle calls him 'fellow-

prisoner ' is not clear. In writing to the Colos-

sians (Col. iv. 10) he uses the same expression

concerning Aristarchus. But the term is different

from that employed when he calls himself a

prisoner. It does not necessarily imply 'bound'

as St. Paul was. Therefore it seems probable

that the word is used of these friends because

they voluntarily shared the imprisonment of the

apostle, and so in fact were captives as much as

he. It is not unlike St. Paul thus to magnify the

service rendered to him. Or it may even be that,

for zeal in his cause, they had been subjected to

some sort of restraint. This, however, is not

so probable as the former reason, because it is

unlikely that those who were imprisoned for his

sake would be put in the same ward, which is

evidently implied in the text.

Ver. 24. And so do Mark. Doubtless the John

Mark who on the first missionary journey had

turned back and left Paul and Silas. He had not

ceased, however, to work in Christ's cause, and

the apostle's displeasure had passed away, for

Mark had become profitable to him for the

ministry (2 Tim. iv. 11).—Aristarchus. A Mace

donian of Thessalonica (Acts xxvii. 2) who

accompanied Paul to Rome, and who appears to

have devoted himself to the apostle's service

through the whole imprisonment.—Demas, men

tioned like the rest in the Colossian Epistle, but

at a later time (2 Tim. iv. 10) described as desert

ing St Paul for the love of the world.—Luke,

elsewhere (Col. iv. 14) called ' the beloved

physician.' He travelled much with St. Paul,

and may have been necessary to the apostle by

reason of his bodily infirmities.—my fellow-

labourers. By his own efforts and by those of

his companions, St. Paul made it apparent that,

even though he were a prisoner, the Word of God

was not bound. We often regard the two years

at Rome as a time when the apostolic work was

stayed. It may well have been the most fruitful

period of the apostle's life, for from his own lips

the Roman soldiery learnt the story of the Cro-s,

while the self-sacrificing real of his Christian

companions was ready to undertake any duty

that would prove them deserving of the name of

fellow-labourers.

Ver. 25. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ

be with your spirit. Amen. While the saluta

tions are offered to Philemon alone, the apostle's

own blessing is invoked over him and his, and the

whole church as well, to whom the letter at the

outset refers.
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